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Management Summary 

Reference An Archaeological Inventory Survey for a Portion of the Proposed Ane 
Keohokālole Highway (Henry Street Extension), Kaloko and 
Honokōhau Ahupua‘a, North Kona District, Island of Hawai‘i, TMK: 
portions of [3] 7-3-009: 025, 028, 999 and [3] 7-4-008: 005 and 047 
(Yucha and McDermott 2008) 

Date August 2008 

Project Number (s) Cultural Surveys Hawai‘i’s (CSH) Job Code: KALOKO 3 

Investigation Permit 
Number 

Fieldwork for this investigation was completed under CSH’s annual 
archaeological permit, # 08-14, issued by the State Historic 
Preservation Division (SHPD), per Hawai‘i Administrative Rules 
(HAR) Chapter 13282 

Project Description 
and Location 

The proposed project is to construct a segment of highway between 
Palani Road, at its intersection with Henry Street in Kailua-Kona 
Town, and Hina Lani Street, approximately three miles north of Palani 
Road. The proposed highway alignment extends north/south, 
approximately 1 mile inland/mauka of the Queen Ka‘ahumanu 
Highway, in the coastal portion of North Kona District, Island of 
Hawai‘i 

Definition and 
Location of the 
Survey Area for 
the Current 
Investigation 

At the request of Belt Collins Hawaii, Ltd., CSH completed this 
archaeological inventory survey (AIS) of the northern-most third of the 
proposed highway alignment project area, which for the purposes of 
this investigation was termed the survey area. This investigation 
focused exclusively on the survey area, which included two adjacent 
400-foot wide corridors (Makai Alternative and Mauka Alternative) 
that extend from the northern boundary of the McClean Honokōhau 
Properties (TMK [3] 7-4-024:012) to slightly north of Hina Lani Street 
(within TMK (3) 7-3-009:025) as well as an additional AIS inspection 
area. The survey area is depicted on the 1996 Keāhole Pt. USGS 7.5-
minute topographic quadrangle. 

Project Funding Private 

Survey Area Land 
Jurisdiction 

Private, with the exception of the small section of the proposed 
highway that crosses the Hina Lani Street right-of-way (TMK [3] 7-3-
009: 999), which is controlled by the County of Hawai‘i. 

Area of Potential 
Effect (APE) and 
Survey Area 
Acreage 

The total survey area measures approximately 108.8 acres. The Mauka 
Alternative is a 400-foot wide corridor centered on a 5,400-foot long 
centerline, measuring 49.8 acres. The Makai Alternative is a 400-foot 
wide corridor centered on a 4,950-foot long centerline, measuring 45.9 
acres. The 400-foot wide corridors are significantly wider than actually 
required to build the proposed roadway to allow for centerline 
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alignment modifications to avoid archaeological resources. An 
additional AIS area, overlapping the Mauka and Makai Alternatives, 
measures 43.6 acres and provides additional coverage of 21.3 acres. 
The APE for the current survey area is still in planning, and will be 
defined, in part, when a final highway alignment is chosen. The 
presence of nearby Queen Ka‘ahumanu Highway, Hina Lani Street, 
and Kealakehe Parkway as well as the undeveloped nature of the land 
surrounding the survey area suggests that the APE will likely be 
confined to the proposed highway alignment footprint.    

Historic Preservation 
Regulatory Context 

The proposed privately funded highway construction, located on 
privately owned land is by definition a project requiring compliance 
with Hawai‘i State environmental and historic preservation review 
legislation (Hawaii Revised Statutes [HRS] Chapter 343 and HAR 
Chapter 13-284 / HRS Chapter 6E-42, respectively). 

Background to the 
Current Investigation 
and Document 
Purpose 

Nearly 100 percent of the current survey area had been previously 
surveyed and documented as part of prior AIS investigations, including 
Robbins et al. 2000 (TMK [3] 7-4-008:005), Esh et al. 2008 (TMK [3] 
7-4-009:028), and Bell et al. 2008 (TMK [3] 7-4-009:025). The 
Robbins et al. 2000 AIS report was reviewed and accepted by SHPD 
on February 12 2000 (SHPD correspondence LOG NO: 26972 DOC 
NO: 0102RC15). The Bell et al. 2008 and Esh et al. 2008 AIS reports 
are currently in draft form and will be submitted to SHPD for review 
and approval. With this wealth of archaeological information about the 
current survey area, including CSH’s recent literature review and field 
inspection study (Yucha and McDermott 2008), the primary purpose of 
the current archaeological inventory survey involved locating and 
reevaluating previously identified historic properties, comparing 
existing maps and documentation with current conditions. In some 
cases, new archaeological features of previously identified historic 
properties were identified and documented. Additionally, 13 previously 
unrecorded historic properties were identified and documented. 
Limited subsurface testing of previously unidentified historic 
properties/features was conducted. 

Fieldwork Effort The fieldwork component of this archaeological inventory survey was 
accomplished intermittently between May 12 to July 11, 2008, by six 
CSH archaeologists, Trevor Yucha, B.S., Tyler Campbell, B.A., Matt 
Bell, B.A., Doug Thurman, B.A., Sarah Wilkinson, B.A., and Mindy 
Simonson, M.A. under the general supervision of Hallett H. Hammatt, 
Ph.D (principal investigator). The fieldwork required approximately 58 
person-days to complete.  

Number of Historic A total of 33 historic properties were identified within the survey area, 
with a total of 179 features. Twenty of the historic properties were 
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Properties Identified identified during previous AIS investigations (Esh et al. 2008; Robins 
et al. 2000). The 20 previously recorded historic properties are 
composed of a total of 100 features, 70 of which were identified during 
the current AIS investigation. Thirteen additional historic properties 
composed of 79 features were identified during the current inventory 
survey investigation.  

Historic Properties 
Recommended 
Eligible to the 
Hawai‘i Register of 
Historic Places 
(Hawai‘i Register) 

All 33 historic properties identified within the survey area are 
recommended eligible to the Hawai‘i Register: 
SIHP # 50-10-27-18099, Criterion A,C & D¹ 
SIHP # 50-10-27-18140, Criterion D¹ 
SIHP # 50-10-27-18141, Criterion D¹ 
SIHP # 50-10-27-18144, Criterion D¹ 
SIHP # 50-10-27-18145, Criterion D¹ 
SIHP # 50-10-27-18147, Criterion D¹ 
SIHP # 50-10-27-18159, Criterion D¹ 
SIHP # 50-10-27-18161, Criterion D & E¹ 
SIHP # 50-10-27-18162, Criterion D¹ 
SIHP # 50-10-27-18163, Criterion D¹ 
SIHP # 50-10-27-18164, Criterion D¹ 
SIHP # 50-10-27-18165, Criterion D¹ 
SIHP # 50-10-27-18166, Criterion D¹ 
SIHP # 50-10-27-18168, Criterion D¹ 
SIHP # 50-10-27-18191, Criterion D¹ 
SIHP # 50-10-27-18196, Criterion D¹ 
SIHP # 50-10-27-18203, Criterion D¹ 
SIHP # 50-10-27-18204, Criterion D¹ 
SIHP # 50-10-27-26414, Criterion D 
SIHP # 50-10-27-26415, Criterion D 
SIHP # 50-10-27-26629, Criterion D 
SIHP # 50-10-27-26630, Criterion D 
SIHP # 50-10-27-26631, Criterion D 
SIHP # 50-10-27-26632, Criterion D 
SIHP # 50-10-27-26648, Criterion D 
SIHP # 50-10-27-26649, Criterion D 
SIHP # 50-10-27-26650, Criterion D 
SIHP # 50-10-27-26651, Criterion D 
SIHP # 50-10-27-26652, Criterion D 
SIHP # 50-10-27-26653, Criterion D 
SIHP # 50-10-27-26654, Criterion D 
SIHP # 50-10-27-26655, Criterion D 
SIHP # 50-10-27-26656, Criterion D 

¹ Mitigation for previously identified historic properties (Robins et al. 2000) was 
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determined appropriate by SHPD (SHPD Correspondence LOG NO: 26972 DOC 
NO: 0102RC15) 

Historic Properties 
Recommended 
Ineligible to the 
Hawai‘i Register 

None 

Effect 
Recommendation 

The proposed project will affect historic properties recommended 
eligible to the Hawai‘i Register. CSH’s project specific effect 
recommendation is “effect, with agreed upon mitigation measures.” 

Mitigation 
Recommendation 

The following historic properties will potentially be adversely affected 
by the proposed project. The recommended mitigation measures listed 
below are intended to alleviate this adverse effect. The scope and 
methods for these mitigation measures should be developed in 
consultation with SHPD with a data recovery program carried out prior 
to any adverse impact to the sites recommended for data recovery. 

Historic properties not listed below have been adequately documented 
as part of this investigation and are not recommended for further 
cultural resource management work. 

SIHP # 50-10-27-18099, Preservation¹ 
SIHP # 50-10-27-18141, Data Recovery¹ 
SIHP # 50-10-27-18144, Data Recovery¹ 
SIHP # 50-10-27-18145, Data Recovery¹ 
SIHP # 50-10-27-18147, Data Recovery¹ 
SIHP # 50-10-27-18159, Data Recovery¹ 
SIHP # 50-10-27-18161, Preservation¹ 
SIHP # 50-10-27-18162, Data Recovery¹ 
SIHP # 50-10-27-18163, Data Recovery¹ 
SIHP # 50-10-27-18164, Data Recovery¹ 
SIHP # 50-10-27-18165, Data Recovery¹ 
SIHP # 50-10-27-18196, Data Recovery¹ 
SIHP # 50-10-27-18204, Data Recovery¹ 
SIHP # 50-10-27-26414, Preservation 
SIHP # 50-10-27-26655, Data Recovery 

Additionally, CSH recommends realignment of the project area's 
centerline to extend generally along the makai portion of the Makai 
Alternative in order to avoid all or most of the historic properties 
recommended for preservation or data recovery.  

¹ Mitigation for previously identified historic properties (Robins et al. 2000) was 
determined appropriate by SHPD (SHPD Correspondence Log No: 26972 Doc No: 
0102RC15) 
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Section 1    Introduction 

1.1 Project Background 
At the request of Belt Collins Hawaii Ltd., Cultural Surveys Hawai‘i, Inc. (CSH) completed 

this archaeological inventory survey for a portion of the proposed Ane Keohokālole Highway 
(Henry Street Extension). The proposed project is to construct a segment of highway between 
Palani Road, at its intersection with Henry Street in Kailua-Kona Town, and Hina Lani Street, 
approximately three miles north of Palani Road. The proposed highway alignment extends 
north/south, approximately 1 mile inland/mauka of the Queen Ka‘ahumanu Highway, in the 
coastal portion of North Kona District, Island of Hawai‘i (Figure 1). The proposed privately 
funded highway construction, located predominantly on privately owned land is by definition a 
project requiring compliance with Hawai‘i State environmental and historic preservation review 
legislation (Hawaii Revised Statutes [HRS] Chapter 343 and Hawaii Administrative Rules 
[HAR] Chapter 13-284 / HRS Chapter 6E-42, respectively). 

CSH was tasked with the completion of this archaeological inventory survey of the northern-
most third of the proposed highway alignment project area, which for the purposes of this 
investigation was termed the survey area. This investigation focused exclusively on the survey 
area, which included two adjacent 400-foot wide corridors (Mauka Alternative and Makai 
Alternative) that extend from the northern boundary of the McClean Honokōhau Properties 
(TMK [3] 7-4-024:012) to slightly north of Hina Lani Street (within TMK (3) 7-3-009:025) as 
well as an additional archaeological inventory survey (AIS) inspection area. 

The total survey area measures approximately 108.8 acres. The Mauka Alternative is a 400-
foot wide corridor centered on a 5,400-foot long centerline, measuring 49.8 acres. The Makai 
Alternative is a 400-foot wide corridor centered on a 4,950-foot long centerline, measuring 45.9 
acres. The 400-foot wide corridors are significantly wider than actually required to build the 
proposed roadway to allow for centerline alignment modifications to avoid archaeological 
resources. An additional AIS area, overlapping the Mauka and Makai Alternatives, measures 
43.6 acres and provides additional coverage of 21.3 acres. The survey area is depicted on the 
1996 Keāhole Pt. USGS 7.5-minute topographic quadrangle , (Figure 1. – Figure 3.). The survey 
area is privately owned, with the exception of the small section of the proposed highway that 
crosses the Hina Lani Street right-of-way (TMK [3] 7-3-009: 999), which is controlled by the 
County of Hawai‘i. 

Nearly 100 percent of the current survey area had been previously surveyed and documented 
as part of prior archaeological inventory survey (AIS) investigations, including Robbins et al. 
2000 (TMK [3] 7-4-008:005), Esh et al. 2008 (TMK [3] 7-4-009:028), and Bell et al. 2008 
(TMK [3] 7-4-009:025) (refer to Section 3.2—Previous Archaeological Research—below). The 
Robbins et al. 2000 AIS report was reviewed and accepted by the State Historic Preservation 
Division (SHPD) on February 12 2000 (SHPD correspondence LOG NO: 26972 DOC NO: 
0102RC15—see Appendix A for a copy of this letter). The Bell et al. 2008 and Esh et al. 2008 
AIS reports are currently in draft form and will be submitted to SHPD for review and approval.  
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Figure 1. Portion of 1996 USGS 7.5-Minute Series Topographic Map, Keāhole Point and Kailua Quadrangles showing the survey area
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Figure 2. Overlay of Tax Map Key 7-3-009, 7-4-008 and 7-4-024, showing the location of the survey area
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Figure 3. Aerial photograph showing the location of the survey area (source: U.S.G.S Orthoimagery 2005)
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With this wealth of archaeological information about the current survey area, including 
CSH’s recent literature review and field inspection study (Yucha and McDermott 2008), the 
primary purpose of the current archaeological inventory survey involved locating and 
reevaluating previously identified historic properties, comparing existing maps and 
documentation with current conditions. In some cases, new archaeological features of previously 
identified historic properties were identified and documented. Additionally, 13 previously 
unrecorded historic properties were identified and documented. Limited subsurface testing of 
previously unidentified historic properties/features was conducted. 

1.2 Scope of Work 
As described in the study area’s literature review and field inspection report (Yucha and 

McDermott 2008), nearly 100 percent of the study area has been included within prior AIS-level 
investigations. The following documentation scope of work is designed to satisfy the Hawai’i 
State requirement for AIS-level documentation (Hawai‘i Administrative Rules [HAR] Chater 13-
276 and Chapter 13-275/284): 

1) Historic and archaeological background research, based on prior archaeological studies 
that have been done within and immediately adjacent to the current study area. This 
research will focus on the specific project area’s past land use, with general background 
on the pre-contact and historic settlement patterns of the ahupua‘a. This background 
information will be used to provide an archaeological settlement pattern context for the 
archaeological sites documented in the study area. 

2) The complete (100%) systematic pedestrian inspection of the study area has already been 
accomplished. Surface historic properties will be recorded with an evaluation of age, 
function, interrelationships, and significance. Documentation will include photographs, 
scale drawings, and, if warranted, limited controlled excavation of select sites and/or 
features. Based on the recommendations of the study area’s literature review and field 
inspection study (Yucha and McDermott 2008) the site documentation will include the 
recordation of newly identified sites/features CSH A through E. CSH will also reevaluate 
the previously recorded SIHP #s -18144 (lava tube and enclosure), -18147 (terrace 
complex), -18159 (lava tube and terrace), and -18161 (lava tube and burial), comparing 
the existing records, maps, and descriptions with the current site/feature conditions. Per 
our recent discussion with SHPD, CSH will also determine whether or not SIHP #s -
18168 (lava blister) and -18169 (platform and enclosure) are still extant, or, whether they 
have been destroyed, and/or whether or not they are within the current project’s APE. 

3) Meet with project land surveyors during fieldwork to show them the locations of the 
various features and sites within the survey area, so their location can be recorded. 

4) As appropriate, laboratory work to process and gather relevant environmental and/or 
archaeological information from collected samples. 

5) Preparation of a report, which will include the following: 

a. A project description; 

b. A section of a USGS topographic map showing the project area boundaries and the 
location of all recorded historic properties; 
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c. Historical and archaeological background sections summarizing prehistoric and 
historic land use of the project area and its vicinity; 

d. Descriptions of all historic properties, including selected photographs, scale 
drawings, and discussions of age, function, laboratory results, and significance, per 
the requirements of HAR 13-276. Each historic property will be assigned a 
Hawai’i State Inventory of Historic Properties number; 

e. A summary of historic property categories, integrity, and significance based upon 
the Hawai’i Register of Historic Places criteria; 

f. A project effect recommendation; 

g. Treatment recommendations to mitigate the project’s adverse effect on any historic 
properties identified in the project area that are recommended eligible to the 
Hawai‘i Register of Historic Places. 

This scope of work includes full coordination with the State Historic Preservation Division 
(SHPD), and county relating to archaeological matters. This coordination takes place after 
consent of the owner or representatives. 

1.3 Environmental Setting 

1.3.1 Natural Environment 
The survey area, located in the ahupua‘a of Kaloko and Honokōhau, traverses moderately 

sloping terrain between approximately 300–440 feet elevation, and is situated approximately 1.5 
miles mauka (inland) of the coast of North Kona District. 

The climate in the survey area is relatively dry, and fresh water is generally a challenge to 
obtain in large quantities. There are no known natural springs or perennial streams within or near 
the survey area, but the area is famous for its heavy night dew and morning mists that Kānaka 
Maoli (native Hawaiians) living a traditional subsistence lifestyle were adept at exploiting. Kona 
weather is typified by light afternoon showers brought on by warm air that has been moved 
inland by light sea breezes. The humid air gradually condenses over higher altitudes throughout 
the day. At night the land cools resulting in breezes which send warm air back out to sea. 
Rainfall in the survey area averages only 10 inches per year (Cordy et al. 1991). 

The ground surface throughout most of the survey area consists of lava flows, with a small 
area of thin soil. Soils within the survey area primarily consist of Lava Flows ‘A‘ā (rLV), 
Punaluu Extremely Rocky Peat (rPYD), and Lava Flows Pāhoehoe (rLW)). ‘A‘ā Lava Flows 
consist of “practically no soil covering… associated with pāhoehoe lava flows and many soils” 
(Foote et al. 1972). Soils of the Punaluu Series consist of “well-drained, thin organic soils over 
pahoehoe lava bedrock” (Foote et al. 1972). Pāhoehoe Lava Flows consist of “no soil covering 
and is typically bare of vegetation” (Foote et al. 1972).  

There is little native vegetation in the survey area, which is dominated by koa haole 
(Leucaena glauca) and exotic grasses; some kiawe (Prosopis pallida) trees are growing in areas 
with soil accumulation. Grazing cattle have cleared much of the thick vegetation that would be 
expected in such a setting. 
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Figure 4. Overlay of Soil Survey of the State of Hawai‘i (Foote et al. 1972), indicating soil types within the survey area
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1.3.2 Built Environment 
With the exception of Hina Lani Street and several unimproved trails and dirt roads, the 

project area is undeveloped. Both the north and south ends of the survey area, however, have 
been impacted through their use as construction staging areas. At these locations, there are 
several bulldozed roads, discarded trash piles, and stock-piled heavy machinery. 
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Section 2    Methods 

2.1 Field Methods 
The fieldwork component of the archaeological inventory survey was accomplished 

intermittently between May 12 to July 11, 2008, by six CSH archaeologists, Trevor Yucha, B.S., 
Tyler Campbell, B.A., Matt Bell, B.A., Doug Thurman, B.A., Sarah Wilkinson, B.A., and Mindy 
Simonson, M.A. under the general supervision of Hallett H. Hammatt, Ph.D (principal 
investigator). The fieldwork required approximately 58 person-days to complete.  

Archaeological fieldwork involved locating and reevaluating previously identified historic 
properties, comparing existing maps and documentation with current conditions. In some cases, 
new archaeological features of previously identified historic properties were identified and 
documented. Additionally, 13 previously unrecorded historic properties were identified and 
documented. Limited subsurface testing of previously unidentified historic properties/feature was 
conducted. 

With the completion of the current fieldwork effort, 100 percent of the current survey area 
has been subjected to AIS-level pedestrian inspection. All archaeological resources within the 
survey area have been located with Trimble Pro XH GPS survey technology (horizontal accuracy 
less than 1 m). GPS points included a perimeter around each identified historic property as well 
as the locations of individual features within each site complex. 
 

2.2 Laboratory Methods 
Laboratory analyses of material recovered from limited subsurface testing within the project 

area included: 
 

1. Identification of invertebrate midden. Common marine shells were identified  
    and analyzed at the Cultural Surveys Hawai‘i laboratory in Kailua, Hawai‘i. 
 
2. Identification of vertebrate faunal material. All vertebrate faunal material was  
    identified and analyzed at the Cultural Surveys Hawai‘i laboratory in Kailua,  
    Hawai‘i. 
 
3. Identification and cataloguing of traditional Hawaiian artifacts. Any artifacts  
    collected in situ at the survey area or contained within sediment samples were  
    measured, weighed and classified by material type and artifact form. The  
    analysis then focused on distinguishing artifact function. 
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Section 3    Background Research 

3.1 Traditional and Historical Background 

3.1.1 Mythological and Traditional Accounts 
Kaloko and Honokōhau ahupua‘a are located in the moku (traditional district) of North Kona, 

north of and somewhat removed from the larger traditional settlement centers of Kailua-Kona 
and Kealakekua. Nineteenth century documents describe Honokōhau as consisting of two parts, 
Honokōhau I and II, also known as Honokōhau Nui and Honokōhau Iki, respectively.  

Kaloko and Honokōhau ahupua‘a were once home to many Kānaka Maoli (Native 
Hawaiians) living a traditional subsistence lifestyle. In later pre-Contact times, for which we 
have the most reliable and abundant archaeological and documentary evidence, the largest 
settlement areas in these ahupua‘a were located along the coast, in association with several large 
loko (fishponds), and upcountry—several hundred feet higher in elevation above the current 
survey area, in the relatively cooler and misty lowland forest. For this main reason, the area in 
and around the present survey area is generally considered to be an “intermediate” zone between 
the more productive coastal fisheries area and the more productive upland gardening area. In 
general, more permanent villages were located at the coast and above the present survey area. In 
contrast with many archaeological descriptions of the “intermediate” zone, however, this does 
not mean people did not live or intensively use this area; it simply means they did not generally 
erect permanent house sites and villages there. This is an important distinction that should be 
borne in mind when assessing the cultural and natural resources of the current survey area. 

Elevation is a critical factor in trying to understand the traditional background of this area, 
and Kānaka Maoli in leeward Hawai‘i, in general, developed ingenious methods of maximizing 
the availability of moisture to produce plant foods even in apparently barren landscapes. For 
example, Hawaiian gardeners in the “intermediate” zone of Kona created mulching mounds and 
piles that captured the heavy night dew for which the area is famous. The survey area is located 
between approximately 300–440 feet elevation inland and mauka from the coastline, and oral 
testimony from 20th century inhabitants describe such methods as still in use as late as the 1930s. 

Kaloko Ahupua‘a is associated with Kamehameha I, whose iwi (bones) are said by some to be 
buried among or near one of its fishponds (cf. interview by Joseph Kahananui with Mary 
Kawena Pukui, in Maly and Maly 2002:332). 

Radiocarbon dates from archaeological excavations in the vicinity of the survey area 
demonstrate Hawaiian occupation of this area by at least 1,000 years ago (cf. Cordy et al. 
1991:465). 

3.1.2 Early Historic Period 
By the first decades of the 19th century, the inhabitants of Kaloko and Honokōhau would 

have long experienced the social pressures and consequences of western contact. “As early as 
1788, Hawaiians began enlisting as seamen on the foreign ships that stopped at Island ports, and 
their number increased rapidly with the growth of whaling in the Pacific” (Schmitt 1973:16). As 
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harbor facilities were developed at Kailua and Kealakekua during the early 1800s, these 
burgeoning ports became centers of a population drawn from increasingly isolated (economically 
and socially) areas like Kaloko and Honokōhau. Newly-introduced diseases cut the population 
severely. 

Missionary censuses of the 1830s chart the diminishing population of Kekaha and North 
Kona. In 1834, the total population of Kekaha is recorded as 1,244, comprising 21% of the total 
North Kona population of 5,957 (Schmitt 1973:31). The North Kona figure represents a 
population loss of 692 since the previous census of 1831 (during which no figure specific to 
Kekaha was noted), which recorded 6,649 persons in the district (Schmitt 1973:9). One factor - 
inter-island migration - inducing the diminishing population of Kona was specifically noted by 
missionaries in 1832: “We have been sensible for some time that the number of inhabitants in 
this island is on the decrease. There is an almost constant moving of the people to the leeward 
islands, especially since the removal of the governor (Kuakini) to Oahu. Some leave by order of 
the chiefs, and others go on their own responsibility” (cited in Schmitt 1973:16). 

The movement of people from Hawai‘i Island to O‘ahu and Kaua‘i, in particular, was also 
related to economic opportunities to own land in the so-called “leeward islands.” 

3.1.3 Mid- to late-1800s 
The middle 19th century brought great changes to North Kona, including private and public 

land ownership laws known as the Māhele (literally, ‘to divide’ or ‘to section’) and commercial 
ranching. Ranching, in particular, established the region as a source of market resources (e.g., 
beef and dairy products) for Honolulu and beyond. 

Coulter’s (1931) population density estimates for 1853 (Figure 5) show that a few hundred 
people lived in the vicinity of the present survey area at this time, although many sources of 
information—including archaeological survey data, historical documentation, and oral-historical 
information—suggest the main areas of settlement were likely along the coast and upcountry 
above the present survey area. It is likely that the present survey area was never a location of 
dense permanent settlement. 
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Figure 5. Population estimates for Hawai‘i Island in 1853 by Coulter (1931); each symbol 
represents 50 people; indicating several hundred people settled in North Kona 

3.1.4 The Māhele 
In the middle 19th century, during the time of Kamehameha III, a series of legal and 

legislative changes were brought about in the name of ‘land reform’ (see the works of Jon 
Chinen 1958, 1971 for a thorough and well-written explanation). Previous to the Māhele, all land 
belonged to the akua (gods), held in trust for them by the paramount chief, and managed by 
subordinate chiefs. Following the enactment of a series of new laws from the middle 1840s to 
middle 1850s, Kamehameha III divided the land into four categories: certain lands to be reserved 
for himself and the royal house were known as Crown Lands; lands for the government were 
known as Government Lands; lands claimed by ali‘i and their konohiki (supervisors) were called 
Konohiki Lands; and, small plots claimed by the maka‘āinana were called kuleana (Chinen 
1958:8-15). 

The Kuleana Act of 1850 allowed maka‘āinana, in principle, to own land parcels at which 
they were currently and actively cultivating and/or residing. In theory, this ‘set aside’ of 
hundreds of thousands of acres as potential kuleana parcels ultimately led to about 10,000 
claimants obtaining approximately 30,000 acres, while 252 chiefs, for example, divided up about 
a million acres. Many or most Hawaiians were simply disenfranchised by these acts. 
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As a result of the Māhele, Kaloko was claimed by and awarded (LCA 7715) to Lot 
Kamehameha (who would become Kamehameha V). Neighboring (to the north) Kohanaiki was 
classified as Government Land. Subsequently, 18 kuleana claims - by commoners claiming to 
occupy and/or cultivate land parcels - were made in Kaloko. Twelve of these claims were 
awarded. All claims were for mauka lands - between 1200 and 1700 ft. elevation - adjacent to or 
just makai of the Government Road, well above the present survey area. Only testimony for 
Kahiona’s LCA 9205/9237 claim (which was not awarded) mentions a fishpond; no coastal 
claims were made. Farmlands claimed are māla, kīhāpai, and mo‘o, i.e. forms of dry land 
agriculture; actual crops identified in the award testimonies are taro and sweet potato. Only five 
of the total 18 claims mention residence on or use of the Kaloko lands dating to the time of 
Kamehameha I, the first decades of the nineteenth century; the remaining claims testify to 
residence/use beginning in the 1830s and 1840s. 

Parcels within Kohanaiki, having become Government Land, were subject to sale - designated 
grants - by the Hawaiian government. Land sales began in the 1850s with Grant 2030 to 
Kaiakoili in 1856, awarding 102 acres adjacent to and makai of the Government Road. Also 
beginning in the 1850s, the first taxpayer rolls for Kohanaiki and Kaloko were documented: they 
indicate, within Kohanaiki, 8, 13 and 12 taxpayers during the years 1857, 1859 and 1860, 
respectively; within Kaloko, during the same years, 19, 21 and 23 taxpayers were recorded. Just 
past the middle of the 19th century, the populations of Kaloko and Kohanaiki have been drawn 
beyond the original subsistence-based economy into the western commercial paradigm. 

As Cordy notes about Kaloko: “The historical documents suggest that by the 1840s-1850s, the 
Coastal Zone had been abandoned as a residential area, except probably for a house used by the 
fishpond’s caretaker. This pattern would have been a stunning change from prehistoric and early 
historic times, when many coastal residences were present” (Cordy 1991:288). This pattern 
likely also held for Honokōhau. 

Kaloko is documented during the 1870s in testimonies by Hawaiians before the government’s 
Boundary Commission. Testifying on August 12, 1873, Nahuina (who had earlier received LCA 
10327 in Kaloko) describes himself as “born at Kaloko, North Kona, Hawaii at the time of 
Keikepuipui, the building of the heiau at Kailua, and have always lived there” and states that the 
boundaries of Kaloko were shown to him by his father, the former konohiki of the ahupua‘a. 
Identifying the mauka portions of the boundary, Nahuina notes bounds defined by vegetation and 
a wall (“iwi ‘āina”), and recalls a former habitation site: 

...From the makai side of Kaupulehu the boundary runs along said land, the koa 
being on Kaloko and the mamani and pukeawe [sic] on Kaupulehu to the corner 
of Lanihau 2nd Keahuolu and Honokōhaunui...Ohiawela, a pali, on the road 
through the woods is a point on the boundary. This place is above Honokōhaunui, 
thence turn makai to Kahua, a place in the fern where houses used to stand, from 
thence the boundary runs makai along an iwi aina to Kapokalani, at the 
Government road. Thence makai still following the iwi aina to Kiikii an ili aina, 
thence to Kaohe, a grove of trees thence to aa... 

Nahuina adds that Kaloko has “ancient fishing rights extending out to sea.”  Testifying on the 
same date, Hoohia, who “moved to Honokōhauiki when quite small and reside[s] there now,” 
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adds details that suggest the mauka Kaloko- Honokōhau boundary was defined by different 
vegetation that also reflected former traditional gathering rights: “Honokōhaunui ends at 
Ohiawela, a pali. Kaloko takes the koa, and Honokōhaunui, the ohia...The olona grows on 
Honokōhaunui and Kealakehe and the koa on Kaloko.” 

During the 1880s, Kona lands - including Kaloko and Honokōhau - were surveyed by J.S. 
Emerson for the Hawaiian government. A portion of his Registered Map (RM) 1449, Akapipu‘u 
Section shows a trail running from the Kohanaiki Homesteads to the Kaloko fishpond. As noted 
by Cordy (1991:418), Emerson’s RM 1280 of the area includes the Kohanaiki Church indicates 
“a set of about 16 stone house enclosures and a Protestant church, collectively called the 
Kohanaiki Homesteads”; Cordy suggests a “late 1880s age for the formation of the Kohanaiki 
Homesteads”. Kelly (1971) notes that the Kohanaiki Homesteads would draw people as other 
areas of North Kona were abandoned. Government records of Kohanaiki grants show 18 parcels 
ranging in size from 0.73 acres to 25.45 acres awarded between 1895 and 1904. 

Oral history interviews (Maly and Maly 2002) relate that in the mid 1800s only a few 
residences were on the coastal lands, in the uplands above 900 ft. elevation, and in the vicinity of 
Mamalahoa Highway (east of the survey area). The land between 900 ft. and the coast was cattle, 
donkey, and goat pasturage. Mauka/makai trails through Kohanaiki, Kaloko, Kalaoa, and 
Honokōhau were utilized by upland families to access the coast to fish, and gather water during 
upland droughts. 

Despite these major changes, there were apparently still many people living in the area in the 
later 19th century, as indicated by the following extended testimony of J.W.H.I. Kihe, who was 
born at Honokōhau in 1854. Kihe talked about the area in 1870: 

Now [1924] the majority of those people are all dead. Of those things 
remembered and thought of by the people who yet remain from that time in 1870; 
those who are here 53 years later, we cannot forget the many families who lived 
in the various (apana) land sections of Kekaha. From the lands of Honokōhau, 
Kaloko, Kohanaiki, the lands of Ooma, Kalaoa, Haleohiu, Makaula, Kau, 
Puukala-Ohiki, Awalua, the lands of Kaulana, Mahaiula, Makalawena, Awakee, 
the lands of Kukio, Kaupulehu, Kiholo, Keawaiki, Kapalaoa, Puuanahulu, and 
Puuwaawaa. These many lands were filled with people in those days. 

There were men, women, and children, the houses were filled with large families. 
Truly there were many people [in Kekaha]. I would travel around with the young 
men and women in those days, and we would stay together, travel together, eat 
together, and spend the nights in homes filled with aloha. The lands of 
Honokōhau were filled with people in those days, there were many women and 
children with whom I traveled with joy in the days of my youth. Those families 
are all gone, and the land is quiet. There are no people, only the rocks remain, and 
a few scattered trees growing, and only occasionally does one meet with a man 
today (1924). One man and his children are all that remain. 

Kaloko was the same in those days, but now, it is a land without people. The men, 
the women, and the children are all gone, they have passed away. Only one man, 
J.W. Haau, remains. He is the only native child (keiki kupa) besides this author, 
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who remains. Now the land is desolate, there are no people, the houses are quiet. 
Only the houses remain standing, places simply to be counted. (Maly and Maly 
2002:341-342) 

Another native familiar with the area, J.P. Pu‘uokupa, wrote a letter to the Hawaiian language 
newspaper Ku Okoa in 1875, reacting to (and disagreeing with) an earlier letter describing 
supposed famine-like conditions in the area: 

…The people who live in the area around Kailua are not bothered by the famine. 
They all have food. There are sweet potatoes and taro. These are the foods of 
these lands. There are at this time, breadfruit bearing fruit at Honokōhau on the 
side of Kailua, and at Kaloko, Kohanaiki, Ooma and the Kalaoas where lives J.P. 
[the author]. All of these lands are cultivated. There is land on which coffee is 
cultivated, where taro and sweet potatoes are cultivated, and land livestock is 
raised. All of us living from Kailua to Kalaoa are not in a famine, there is nothing 
we lack for the well being of our bodies. 

Mokuola  (a poetic reference to a place of life and well-being) is seen clearly upon 
the ocean, like the featherless back of the ukeke (shore bird). So it is in the 
uplands where one may wander gathering what is needed, as far as Kiholo which 
opens like the mouth of a long house into the wind. It is there that the bow of the 
boats may safely land upon the shore. The livelihood of the people there is fishing 
and the raising of livestock. The people in the uplands of Napuu are farmers, and 
as is the custom of those people of the backlands, they all eat in the morning and 
then go to work. So it is with all of the native people of these lands, they are a 
people that are well off… 

…As was said earlier, coffee is the plant of value on this land, and so, is the 
raising of livestock. From the payments for those products, the people are well off 
and they have built wooden houses. If you come here you shall see that it is true. 
Fish are also something which benefits the people. The people who make the pai 
ai on Maui bring it to Kona and trade it. Some people also trade their poi for the 
coffee of the natives here… (J.P. Puuokupa, in Ku Okoa November 27, 1875; 
translated by Maly, in Maly and Maly 2002:339) 

Wall’s 1916 Territory of Hawaii map of the ahupua‘a of Honokōhau I (Registered Map No. 
935, State Survey Office), traced from “Mr. Greenwell’s originals from Boundary Commission 
March 1882,” does not show any specific landscape features directly within or immediately near 
the current survey area; however, it does show several “ahu” used as survey markers above and 
below the survey area. Further upcountry within Honokōhau Ahupua‘a, about 1 ½ miles to the 
east, a waterhole named Kapiopio is located along the boundary between Honokōhau I and II. 

Another Boundary Commission map (reproduced in Robins et al. 2000b) also shows a lack of 
named features within and immediately near the survey area (Figure 6); however, it does show a 
heiau named Pōhakuhaiku along the boundary between Honokōhau I and II, approximately 500 
feet inland of the shore, makai of the present survey area. 
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Figure 6. Honokōhau II Ahupua‘a, showing sites, features and place names, based on Boundary 
Commission documents; note the lack of sites or features at and near the current survey 
area (source: Robins et al. 2000b) 

Approximate location of 
current survey area 
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3.1.5 1900s 
During the 20th century, major developments focused on Kaloko Ahupua‘a, with continuing 

commercial use of the fishpond and increasing animal husbandry. The Kohanaiki Homesteads 
were apparently in decline during the early part of the century (Maly and Maly 2003), and are 
mentioned only in passing in H.W. Kinney’s 1913 visitor’s guide, which notes that it is an 
“inland settlement without much interest.” 

Ranching, however, steadily increased with the development of the ahupua‘a uplands into the 
Hu‘ehu‘e Ranch (Figure 7). Maly and Maly (2003:78) discuss the acquisition of these lands and 
the types of ranching that were common:  

In 1899, John A. Maguire, founder of Huehue Ranch applied for a Patent Grant 
on… lots in ‘O‘oma 2nd, but he only secured Grant No. 4536…. Maguire’s 
Huehue Ranch did secure General Lease No.’s 1001 and 590 for grazing purposes 
on the remaining government lands in the Kohanaiki and ‘O‘oma vicinity. Thus, 
by the turn of the century, Huehue Ranch, utilized both the upper forest lands and 
lower kula lands to the shore for ranching purposes. Oral history interviews with 
elder former ranch hands record that this use extended across the Kapena and 
Huliko‘a grant lands of Kohanaiki, from the fee and leasehold lands of Kaloko 
and ‘O‘oma. Nineteenth century goat drives, gave way to formalized cattle drives 
and round ups on these lands. 

Until the construction of the Queen Ka‘ahumanu Highway in the 1970s, access to the “kula 
kai (shoreward plains)” was limited to local residents (Maly and Maly 2003:101). The 1924 
USGS map shows “the road to the sea” connecting the Kohanaiki Homesteads with the Kaloko 
fishpond. In the first half of the 20th century, the primary method of travel was “by foot or on 
horse or donkey, and those who traveled the land, were almost always native residents of Kalaoa, 
‘O‘oma, Kohanaiki, Kaloko and Honokōhau” (Maly and Maly 2003:99). Hu‘ehu‘e Ranch 
bulldozed a jeep road to the shore around 1955 during the construction of the Kailua pier, and 
this was used primarily by the ranch employees for duties or for going fishing along the coast. 

The Kaloko fishpond - leased from the Hu‘ehu‘e ranch - continued as a commercial fishing 
operation until the 1950s (Figure 8). During the 1970s, the pond was incorporated into the 
newly-established Kaloko-Honokōhau National Historic Park. 

Information provided by Maly and Maly (2002) suggests the current survey area—or its near 
vicinity—may have been used by locals for small garden plots as late as the 1930s. The authors 
interviewed two sisters from Honokōhau born in the 1920s. The sisters’ recollections are 
summarized, in part, by Maly and Maly (2002:13): 

Perhaps of most importance to the lands mauka of the park, while visiting 
Honokōhau and discussing the Greenwell project area (viewed from the 
Honokōhau end of Kanalani Street), Agnes Puakalehua Harp, noted that in her 
youth, she had traveled with some of her elders—to an area which she estimated 
to be in alignment with elevations of the present day Kaloko Industrial Complex 
(though within Honokōhau)—to tend small dry land agricultural plots which were 
planted by families while living at the shore. Puakalehua (and later her sister 
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Figure 7. “Branding Pen”, possibly at Hu‘ehu‘e Ranch. Top of the photograph is mauka (Kona Historical Society, negative number: C 
02284) 
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Figure 8. Portion of 1924 U.S. Geological Survey map showing the fishponds of Kaloko and 
Honokōhau Ahupua‘a 
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Leimomi) described ‘uala (sweet potatoes) and other crops being planted in 
pockets of soil and mulched planting areas on the lava flats of the lower kula 
(flatlands). 

The sisters believe that this limited cultivation activity occurred in an area above 
Ka‘ahumanu Highway, and most likely (based on family land tenure), it was 
situated in Honokōhau Iki. Both sisters are clear that the activity in this lowland 
vicinity was limited in their time. The primary agricultural activities took place in 
the cooler uplands around the family home (in the ‘ili of ‘Elepaio). The 
occurrence of some form of lowland agricultural practices in the Honokōhau-
Kealakehe-Keahulou vicinity is also confirmed in various native traditions (for 
example see the tradition of Pu‘uokaloa; in Maly 2000). 

3.1.6 Modern Land Use 
While the survey area is largely undeveloped, surrounding areas have seen increasing modern 

use. More recent nearby development is largely industrial, and the Kaloko Industrial Area just 
northwest of the survey area, includes large stores such as Home Depot and Costco. Hina Lani 
Street runs along the northern border of the survey area, and leads mauka to a residential area 
(Kona Heavens) before the Palani junction (at Māmalahoa Highway), as well as leading makai to 
the modern Queen Ka‘ahumanu Highway.  

3.2 Previous Archaeological Research 
Nearly the entire survey area of the overall highway alignment project area had been covered 

through previous AIS investigations (Figure 9). The primary purpose of the current 
archaeological inventory survey was to reevaluate each previously recorded historic property 
within the current survey area in order to update and amend previous field maps and 
descriptions. Information on each archaeological resource within the survey area was collected. 
A summary of previous archaeological research within the survey area is presented below. 

In 1992, an archaeological inventory survey with limited subsurface testing of approximately 
803 acres was conducted within Honokōhau I and II ahupua‘a (Robins et al. 2000). A total of 
284 sites spanning a variety of traditional Hawaiian formal site types were identified including 
agricultural sites, habitation areas, trails, heiau, and human burials (Figure 10). Subsurface 
testing was conducted at 27 suspected burial locations in order to determine the presence or 
absence of human remains. A total of 169 sites within the project area were recommended for 
data recovery. The southern two-thirds of the current survey area is located within the Robins et 
al. 2000 project area. Seventeen previously recorded archaeological sites were located within this 
portion of the survey area. 

In 2007, an archaeological inventory survey of 363.106 acres was conducted within Kaloko 
Ahupua‘a (Esh et al. 2008). A total of 41 sites including 17 lava tubes, 8 walls, and 7 trails were 
identified. Five confirmed human burials, all located within lava tubes, were also identified. The 
Esh et al. 2008 survey encompasses nearly one-third of the current survey area, located just south
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Figure 9. Previous archaeological studies within the survey area
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Figure 10. A portion of the Robins et al. 2000 project area map showing previously identified 
historic properties within the current survey area
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of Hina Lani Street (see Figure 9). Two previously recorded archaeological sites were located 
within this portion of the survey area. 

An archaeological inventory of 224.43 acres was conducted in 2007 within portions of 
Kaloko and Kohanaiki ahupua‘a (Bell et al. 2008). A total of 59 sites were identified including 
26 modified tumuli and 21 trails. Fifty-three of these sites were previously recorded in other 
archaeological surveys. Two probable burial sites were also identified. The northernmost portion 
of the current survey area is located within the Bell et al. 2008 project area, located just north of 
Hina Lani Street (see Figure 9). No previously recorded sites were identified within this portion 
of the survey area. 

3.3 Background Summary and Predictive Model 
Kaloko and Honokōhau ahupua‘a are located in the moku (traditional district) of North Kona, 

north of and somewhat removed from the larger traditional settlement centers of Kailua-Kona 
and Kealakekua. The area in and around the present survey area is generally considered to be an 
“intermediate” zone between the more productive coastal fisheries area and the more productive 
upland gardening area. This does not mean people did not live or intensively use this area; it 
simply means they did not generally erect permanent house sites and villages there. Radiocarbon 
dates from archaeological excavations in the vicinity of the project area demonstrate Hawaiian 
occupation of this area by at least 1,000 years ago (cf. Cordy et al. 1991:465). Previous 
archaeological research in and around the present survey area confirms this settlement pattern 
evidenced by archaeological sites including habitation enclosures and lava tubes, agricultural 
complexes, burials, and trails extending mauka/makai to the coastline. While the density of sites 
in and around the present survey area may be less than that observed in coastal or upland 
settings, it is clear that the land encompassing the present survey area was in use prehistorically. 

By the first decades of the 19th century, the inhabitants of Kaloko and Honokōhau would 
have long experienced the social pressures and consequences of western contact. Newly-
introduced diseases cut the population severely. Interisland movement of people from Hawai‘i 
Island to O‘ahu and Kaua‘i, also significantly decreased the population around the current survey 
area.  

The middle 19th century brought great changes to North Kona, including private and public 
land ownership laws known as the Māhele (literally, ‘to divide’ or ‘to section’) and commercial 
ranching. Ranching, in particular, established the region as a source of market resources for 
Honolulu and beyond, and likely began to impact the land in and around the present survey area. 
The Kuleana Act of 1850 allowed maka‘āinana, in principle, to own land parcels at which they 
were currently and actively cultivating and / or residing. Only 18 kuleana claims - by commoners 
claiming to occupy and/or cultivate land parcels - were made in Kaloko. Twelve of these claims 
were awarded. A similar pattern was also likely in Honokōhau. 

During the 20th century, major developments focused on Kaloko Ahupua‘a, with continuing 
commercial use of the fishpond and increasing animal husbandry. Ranching steadily increased 
with the development of the ahupua‘a uplands into the Hu‘ehu‘e Ranch. The presence of cattle 
walls within the present survey area (refer to) suggest that ranching activities also occurred 
within the "intermediate" zone and have continued to present day.  
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In addition to ranching, information provided by Maly and Maly (2002) suggests the current 
survey area—or its near vicinity—may have been used by locals for small garden plots as late as 
the 1930s. 

With the construction of the Queen Ka‘ahumanu Highway in the 1970s, modern development 
continues to increase outside of the present survey area, which largely remains undeveloped.  

A review of background research and previous archaeological studies suggests that historic 
properties found within the present survey area will include: 

1. temporary and recurrent habitations, with some possible permanent habitations 
representing pre-contact populations living within the "intermediate" zone 

2. agricultural complexes used from the pre-contact era to the 20th century by 
populations living near the coast 

3. mauka/makai trails used to transport people and goods from the coast to the 
upland portions of the ahupua‘a  

4. Burial locations utilizing features of the terrain-including lava tubes, blisters, and 
cracks 

5. cattle walls and other features associated with ranching 
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Section 4    Results of Fieldwork 

4.1 Survey Findings 
A total of 33 historic properties were identified within the 108.8 acre survey area. Twenty of 

the historic properties were previously recorded (Robins et al. 2000; Esh et al. 2008). These 
previously recorded historic properties were reevaluated as part of the current inventory survey, 
and a total of 70 new features were identified and integrated with previous documentation of 
each historic property. A total of 13 new historic properties composed of 79 total features were 
identified and documented during the present inventory survey. The majority of these new 
historic properties and newly identified features are located within a portion of the survey area 
that has been heavily grazed by cattle, providing increased ground visibility and ideal conditions 
for conducting pedestrian survey.  

Based on information from a previous AIS investigation (Robins et al. 2000), one historic 
property (SIHP# -18169) was determined as being located within the present survey area but 
could not be found after intensive pedestrian survey of the suspected location (archaeologists 
spaced 5 m apart). SIHP# -18169 was determined to be mislocated during the Robins et al. 2000 
study, and is likely located mauka of the present survey area. The suspected location of SIHP# -
18169 did, however, contain a complex of 50 newly identified agricultural features (SIHP# -
26631).  

In additional to 33 historic properties, 2 unmodified lava tubes were located within the 
survey area. These lava tubes, measuring approximately 50-100 m long, were fully explored. The 
locations of the tube entrances are shown in. No cultural material, midden, or modifications were 
observed within these two lava tubes.    
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4.2 Site Descriptions 
 

SIHP #: 50-10-27-18099 
Site Type: Trail, Curbstone  
Function: Transportation, Commemorative 
Features (#): 1 
Dimension: minimally 3,066 meters (m) long  
Elevation: 45 to 810 ft. above modern sea level (a.m.s.l.) 
Significance: A, C, D  
 
Description: SIHP# -18099 is a mauka/makai trail which extends intermittently across the 
survey area on both sides of the cattle wall (Figure 11). In accordance to Russell A. Apple's 
classifications of Hawaiian land routes (Apple 1965), this type of curbstone trail is of the "AB" 
trail type. "AB" trails are generally defined as historic trails constructed for mule or horse travel 
over an existing prehistoric land route. 

Where the trail crosses pāhoehoe outcrop it is usually characterized by a pebble pavement 
bound by parallel cobble and boulder alignments. The trail has an average width of 3.3 m and, 
when traversing prominent depressions, is constructed to a maximum height of 1.0 m. Along 
‘a‘ā outcrop, the trail is distinguished by a trodden surface presently obscured by a dense grass 
growth and inset boulder curbing. 

As was identified during a previous survey (Robins et al. 2000) and aerial photos, the trail 
begins at the south side of Aimakapa Pond (fishpond) along the coast of Honokōhau I Ahupua‘a 
and extends mauka across the ahupua‘a, intersecting the Māmalahoa Trail (SIHP # 50-10-27-2), 
and running parallel to a trodden ‘a‘ā trail (SIHP # 50-10-27-18122). The most mauka portion of 
the trail, beginning at approximately 690 ft. a.m.s.l, has evolved during the historic era into a 
road likely associated with ranching or historic agriculture activities in this region. Midden was 
observed over portions of the trail. 

The portion of SIHP# -18099 that extends across the present survey area consists of 
intermittent portions of curbstone alignments over solid pāhoehoe bedrock. A total of 5 historic 
and prehistoric petroglyphs (Petroglyph #s 1-5) were observed on outcrops and small portable 
boulders near the trail east of a cattle wall that extends through the Mauka Alternative (Figure 
12). This mauka section of the trail measures 95 m long and constitutes the best preserved, 
continuous portion of SIHP# 18099 within the survey area (Figure 13). Three of the petroglyphs 
are written symbols and determined historic (Petroglyph # 1, 3 and 4), one petroglyph is 
anthropomorphic and determined prehistoric (Petroglyph # 5), and one possible petroglyph is 
indeterminate (Petroglyph # 2). The curbstone alignments of SIHP# -18099 were not observed 
within 50 m mauka of the cattle wall and were likely destroyed during bulldozing and 
construction of the wall. The curbstone alignments were again observed 30 m makai of the cattle 
wall in dense vegetation within the Makai Alternative. This makai section of the trail measures 
18 m long and constitutes the only intact portion of SIHP# -18099 within the Makai Alternative 
(Figure 14). Additional remnants of SIHP# -18099 within the Makai Alternative include 2 small 
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Figure 11. SIHP# -18099 portion of curbstone trail within the survey area showing location of adjacent petroglyphs and historic cattle walls
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Figure 12. SIHP# -18099 Petroglyphs observed on portable boulders and outcrops near the 

curbstone trail 
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Figure 13. SIHP# -18099 curbstone trail within the Mauka Alternative showing general 
orientation (marked with orange flagging tape) facing west 

 

Figure 14. SIHP# 18099 curbstone trail within the Makai Alternative facing east
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sections of curbstone; 2 single coarse alignments extending perpendicular to the trail; and a 
paved area.  
 
Interpretation:  SIHP # -18099 functioned as a prehistoric land route and, later, a historic trail. 
It is clear that both of these functions and time periods are represented within the current survey 
area evidenced by historic and prehistoric petroglyphs along the trail. The portion of the trail 
within the current survey area is intermittent with approximately 80 m of the trail destroyed 
during the construction of a cattle wall.   

SIHP # -18099 has integrity of location, design, materials, workmanship, and feeling. SIHP# 
-18099 was determined eligible to the Hawai‘i Register of Historic Places (Hawai‘i Register) 
under Criterion A, for its use as a major land route for the transport of people and materials from 
coastal settlements to upland settlements, C, for its excellent example of a site type 
(mauka/makai trail), and D, for its information content related to traditional Native Hawaiian 
land use in Honokōhau Ahupua‘a. This determination of eligibility was based on a previous 
archaeological survey (Robins et al. 2000), which included SIHP# -18099 in its entirety, and 
does not entirely fully reflect the condition of the historic property within the present survey 
area.    
    
SIHP #: 50-10-27-18140 
Site Type: Complex  
Function: Agriculture 
Features (#): 4 
Elevation: 297 ft. a.m.s.l. 
Significance: D 
 
Description: SIHP# -18140 is a complex consisting of 4 features (Feature A-D) located on two 
pāhoehoe outcrops near the southern end of the survey area. The outcrops are 15.0 m apart and 
separated by a soil area containing scrub koa haole and grasses. 

Feature A is a modified outcrop forming a large boulder enclosure (Figure 15). The 
modification exhibits little formality in its construction. The resultant enclosed area measures 8.0 
m North/South (N/S) by 7.0 m East/West (E/W). The modification reaches a maximum height of 
2.5 m. It incorporates a large, shallow pahoehoe bubble in its construction. Within the enclosed 
area a few large pāhoehoe slabs were observed, some upright. An alignment of boulders and 
slabs bisect the enclosed area into eastern and western sections. No midden (a deposit of shell, 
bone, or other domestic refuse indicating a prehistoric habitation) or artifacts were observed.  

Feature B is an alignment constructed of three medium cobbles on the surface of a pāhoehoe 
outcrop (Figure 16). The alignment measures 0.7 m N/S by 0.4 m E/W with a maximum height 
of 0.37 m. 

Feature C is a pavement located approximately 5.0 m east of Feature B (see Figure 16). The 
informal pavement is constructed of 1-2 courses of pāhoehoe cobbles to small boulders. Feature 
C measures 2.4 m N/S by 1.9 m E/W and is constructed level with the surface of the outcrop. A 
small unmodified lava blister is located 2.0 m southeast of Feature C. The lava blister measures
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Figure 15. SIHP# -18140 Feature A modified outcrop field map (Robins et al. 2000)
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Figure 16. SIHP# -18140 Features B,C, and D
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0.6 m N/S by 0.4 m E/W with a maximum ceiling height of 0.55 m. No midden or cultural 
material was observed within the lava blister. 

Feature D is an alignment located approximately 5.0 m north of Feature B on a raised portion 
of pahoehoe outcrop (see Figure 16). The alignment is constructed of 12 medium to large 
pahoehoe cobbles and measures 1.1 m long by 0.4 m wide with a maximum height of 0.2 m.    

Interpretation:  SIHP# -18140 complex functioned as an agricultural complex utilizing 2 
outcrops. Feature A modified outcrop functioned as an agricultural planting depression. The 
alignments of Features B and D functioned to retain soil on the surface of the outcrop. Feature C 
pavement functioned as an agricultural planting surface based on size and informal construction. 

SIHP -18140 has integrity of location and design, and was determined eligible to the Hawai‘i 
Register under Criterion D, for its information content related to traditional Native Hawaiian 
land use in Honokōhau Ahupua‘a. This determination of eligibility was based on a previous 
archaeological survey (Robins et al. 2000). 
 
SIHP #: 50-10-27-18141 
Site Type: Complex 
Function: Permanent Habitation, Agriculture, Commemorative 
Features (#): 11 
Elevation: 335 ft. a.m.s.l. 
Significance: D 
 
Description: SIHP# -18141 is a complex consisting of 10 features (Features A-K) located on or 
adjacent to two pāhoehoe bluffs approximately 25 m northeast of SIHP# -18196. The elongated 
bluffs extend parallel to each other from the northeast to the southwest and measure 
approximately 25.0 m long with a maximum height of 3.0 m above ground surface.    

Feature A is a platform situated on top of the western bluff (Figure 17 and Figure 18). The 
platform measures 4.0 m N/S by 4.0 m E/W with a maximum height of 0.8 m. The platform is 
roughly square in shape and is faced on the north, south, and east sides. The west side is 
constructed flush with the outcrop. The edges are constructed with medium and small boulders, 
and the surface is roughly paved with cobbles. Some of the underlying outcrop is exposed in the 
center and near the west side of the platform. 

Feature B is a modified outcrop overhang adjoining the western corner of Feature A (see 
Figure 17 and Figure 18). The interior of the overhang measures 2.0 m N/S by 2.0 m E/W with a 
maximum ceiling height of 0.7 m. The opening is lined with boulders and the interior floor is 
clear of cobbles which are piled to the side.  

Feature C is a small triangular platform constructed along the western edge of the western 
bluff (see Figure 17). The platform measures 3.1 m N/S by 1.8 m E/W with a maximum height 
of 0.75 m. The platform is faced on the north side with small to medium pāhoehoe boulders. The 
surface is roughly paved with cobbles. Exposed outcrop to the southwest extends the level area 
of the platform. The adjacent pāhoehoe bluff extends 2.0 m above the paved surface of Feature 
C.
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Figure 17. SIHP #-18141 Features A-E
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Figure 18. SIHP# -18141 Features A and B facing south
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Feature D is an irregularly shaped terrace constructed along the northwestern edge of the 
western bluff (see Figure 17). The terrace measures 6.0 m N/S by 4.8 m E/W. The terrace is 
faced along its south side to a maximum height of 0.6 m, and abuts the bluff along its eastern 
side. A small soil-filled depression is present on the north end of the terrace. It measures 
approximately 1.0 m N/S by 2.0 m E/W. A short wall segment is constructed along the north side 
of the depression and stands 0.7 m above the depression floor. 

Feature E is a low square platform located 4.0 m east of Feature D on top of the western 
bluff (see Figure 17). The platform measures 3.0 m N/S by 3.0 m E/W with a maximum height 
of 0.3 m. A slab-lined hearth is present in the center of this platform and measures 0.4 m N/S by 
0.4 m E/W with a maximum depth of 0.2 m. The perimeter of the platform is an alignment of 
medium boulders. The surface is paved with small boulders and cobbles. 

Feature F is a C-shaped enclosure constructed along the northern edge of the eastern bluff 
and located approximately 4.5 m north of Feature G (Figure 19). The enclosure measures 4.0 m 
N/S by 4.9 m E/W with a maximum height of 0.4 m (Figure 20). Feature F is constructed of 1-2 
courses of stacked boulders with small cobble fill abutting the bluff edge. The enclosure wall 
contains several upright boulders as well as areas of collapse. The interior of the enclosure is 
generally clear with some bedrock visible as well as small soil pockets supporting koa haole and 
fountain grass. A filled crack within the outcrop surface was observed to the south of the 
enclosure creating a level surface.  

Feature G is a pavement located on top of the eastern bluff just south of Feature F (see 
Figure 19). The pavement consists of a cobble fill constructed level with the surface of the bluff 
(Figure 21). The pavement measures 2.9 m N/S by 2.6 m E/W with a maximum height of 0.1 m. 
Portions of angular bedrock are visible near the southern end of Feature G. 

Feature H is a modified outcrop located on the western edge of the eastern bluff 
approximately 12 m southwest of Feature G (Figure 22). The modified outcrop is constructed of 
small to large pāhoehoe boulders enclosing a soil area. The modified outcrop measures 5.0 m 
N/S by 3.5 m E/W with a maximum height of 0.5 m. The soil area measures approximately 2.2 m 
N/S by 1.4 m E/W. A small, unmodified lava blister is located adjacent to the western edge of 
Feature H. the lava blister measures 1.0 m N/S by 0.4 m E/W with a maximum ceiling height of 
0.2 m. No midden or artifacts were observed within the lava blister. 

Feature I is a small area of pecking located on top of the eastern bluff approximately 20 m 
southeast of Feature G (Figure 23). The pecking is random and covers an area measuring 0.5 m 
N/S by 0.3 m E/W (Figure 24). Feature I is located adjacent to the boulder-filled crack of Feature 
J. 

Feature J is a modified outcrop consisting of three modifications to the southeastern end of 
the eastern bluff adjacent to Feature I (see Figure 23). The modifications include a partially filled 
crack, a boulder alignment, and a pāhoehoe boulder and cobble pile (Figure 25 and Figure 26). 
The partially filled crack of Feature J consists of medium to large pāhoehoe boulders loosely 
filling a crack in the bluff surface measuring 3.0 m N/S by 0.5 m E/W. The base of the crack is 
visible through several large gaps in the filled area. A boulder alignment extends perpendicular 
to the filled crack and is constructed of a single course of medium to large pāhoehoe boulders. 
The alignment of Feature J measures 2.5 m long by 0.5 m wide with a maximum height of 0.35
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Figure 19. SIHP# -18141 Features F and G
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Figure 20. SIHP# -18141 Feature F facing southeast 

 

 

Figure 21. SIHP# -18141 Feature G
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Figure 22. SIHP# 18141 Features H and K 

 

 

Figure 23. SIHP# -18141 Features I and J
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Figure 24. SIHP# -18141 Feature I facing west 

 

Figure 25. SIHP# -18141 Feature J filled crack and boulder alignment facing south
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Figure 26. SIHP# 18141 Feature J boulder and cobble pile on southern edge of outcrop facing 
east 

 
m. A large, L-shaped pile of pāhoehoe boulders and cobbles is located at the base of the bluff 
approximately 6.0 m south of the boulder alignment. The pile is bordered to the north by an area 
of fractured outcrop consisting of large boulders. The pile is constructed of loosely piled 
boulders and large cobbles measuring 2.0 m N/S by 8.0 m E/W with a maximum height of 1.0 m 
above ground surface. The surface of the pile is irregular and slopes to the south abutting a soil 
area containing koa haole and cactus. Portions of this rock pile may represent natural erosion of 
the fractured outcrop down the slope of the bluff. 

Feature K is an alignment located approximately 12 m southeast of Feature A along the 
edge of a pāhoehoe outcrop (see Figure 22). The alignment is constructed of medium to large 
pāhoehoe cobbles and measures 7.4 m long by 1.0 m wide with a maximum height of 0.35 m 
(Figure 27). 
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Figure 27. SIHP# -18141 Feature K 

Interpretation: SIHP# -18141 complex functioned as permanent habitation, agriculture, and 
commemorative.  

Feature A platform functioned as permanent habitation based on size and formal 
construction. Feature B modified outcrop functioned as storage associated with permanent 
habitation (Features A and C) based on the size of the overhang and the type of modifications 
made to the interior of the overhang. Feature C platform functioned as permanent habitation 
based on size and formal construction. Feature D terrace functioned as permanent habitation 
based on size and formal construction. Feature E platform functioned as permanent habitation 
based on size, formal construction, and the presence of a slab-lined hearth at the center of the 
platform. Feature F enclosure functioned as permanent habitation based on size, construction, 
and proximity to other permanent habitation features within the SIHP# -18141 complex. Feature 
G pavement functioned as permanent habitation based on size, construction, and association to 
Feature F enclosure. Feature H modified outcrop functioned as an agricultural planting surface 
based on informal construction that encloses as soil area. Feature I pecking functioned as 
commemorative and is associated with the use of the area as a permanent habitation complex. 
Feature J modified outcrop functioned as an agricultural area based on informal construction and 
proximity to a large soil area. Feature K alignment functioned as agriculture based on 
construction. Feature K was likely used to retain soil for planting.     

SIHP# -18141 has integrity of location, design, setting, and feeling, and is recommended 
eligible to the Hawai‘i Register of Historic Places (Hawai‘i Register) under Criterion D, for its 
information content related to traditional Native Hawaiian land use in Honokōhau Ahupua‘a.    
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SIHP #: 50-10-27-18144 
Site Type: Complex  
Function: Permanent Habitation, Agriculture 
Features (#): 2 
Elevation: 310-350 ft. a.m.s.l. 
Significance: D 

Description: SIHP# -18144 is a complex located on a gentle, makai-tending slope. A soil base 
allows grass, air plants and scrub koa haole to flourish. The site is located on pahoehoe with a`a 
flow intrusions. 

The complex consists of two features. Feature A is an extensive and complicated lava tube 
network consisting of a main tube and several smaller lateral tubes (Figure 28). Feature B - an 
agricultural feature - refers to an enclosure located on the ground surface (Figure 29). 

Feature A lava tube is generally oriented northeast/southwest. The lava tube measures at 
least 200.0 m long NE/SW. The width of the main tube and primary activity area ranges from 5.0 
to 10.0 m with a range in ceiling heights from 0.1 m to 1.4 m. The lava tube contains six 
openings (designated Entrances 1-6) and seven constructions designated (Subfeatures 1-7). In 
additional to these subfeatures, a total of 3 midden deposits, 1 ash deposit, and 13 water 
collection features were observed during the present inventory survey. The majority of the sink 
entrances also contained semi-articulated faunal remains, including goat and cow, which had 
fallen into the sinks. A cattle wall bisects Feature A near Entrance 5.    

Subfeature 1 - a "placed" boulder slab - is located 15.0 m northeast of the Entrance 2. 

Subfeature 2 - a straight wall section - is located 20.0 m northeast of Entrance 2. The wall 
section closes off a small chamber in the tube's south wall. The wall measures 3.0 m high by 0.5 
m long. It encloses an area measuring roughly 2.0 m in diameter. A basalt water-rounded 
hammerstone or pounder was observed 5.0 m northeast of Subfeature 2. 

Subfeature 3 is a dense field of petroglyphs located on a ledge, along the northwest wall of 
the main tube (Figure 30). The petroglyphs are in the shapes of a human and bird figures, along 
with geometric designs (circles and dots). 

At Entrance 3, a water-rounded pounder and Subfeature 4 - a stacked "staircase" - were 
observed. The staircase, located along the northeast edge of Entrance 3 was constructed of 3-4 
courses of pāhoehoe boulder slabs and cobbles measuring 1.0 m by 0.5 m with a maximum 
height of 0.75 m. Subfeature 4 consisted of three tiers of construction forming a staircase into the 
sink of Entrance 3.    

Subfeature 5 is a boulder wall which almost divides the main tube in half. It extends from 
the north wall of the main tube and curves slightly to the east, towards Entrance 5. It measures 
approximately 6.0 m in length with an average height of 0.2 m. 

Subfeature 6 is a pavement which occurs between Subfeatures 5 and 7. The pavement 
measures 5.0 m N/S by 4.0 m E/W. It is roughly paved with ‘a‘ā cobbles and pebbles. 

Subfeature 7 is a platform built approximately 5.0 m east of Subfeature 5. It measures 5.0 m. 
N/S by 5.5 m E/W. 
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Figure 28. SIHP# -18144 Feature A 
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Figure 29. SIHP# -18144 Feature B 
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Feature A lava tube is in good condition and exhibits good excavation potential. 

Feature B at Site 18144 consists of a small enclosure and mound containing upright boulders 
and a leveled area of pāhoehoe cobbles. The enclosure interior measures 5.0 m N/S by 5.0 m. 
E/W with a maximum height of 0.7 m. A 1.0 by 1.5 m area of leveled small to medium pahoehoe 
cobbles is located within the Feature B enclosure adjacent to the western wall. The mound at 
Feature B, located slightly south of the enclosure measures 3.5 m by 2.5 m with a maximum 
height of 50 cm. The mound is constructed of pahoehoe boulders and cobbles and contains an 
upright boulder.    

No midden or artifacts were observed. Feature B is in fair condition with a fair excavation 
potential.  

Interpretation: SIHP# -18144 functioned as a permanent habitation area based on the presence 
of pre-contact artifacts, midden, and cultural modifications observed in Feature A, and an 
agricultural area, based on the informal construction and lack of midden or cultural material at 
Feature B. 

 
 

 
Figure 30. SIHP# -18144 Feature A Subfeature 3 petroglyph field facing north
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SIHP -18144 has integrity of location, design, setting, materials, workmanship, and feeling, 
and was determined eligible to the Hawai‘i Register of Historic Places (Hawai‘i Register) under 
Criterion D, for its information content related to traditional Native Hawaiian land use in 
Honokōhau Ahupua‘a. This determination of eligibility was based on a previous archaeological 
survey (Robins et al. 2000).    
 
SIHP #: 50-10-27-18145 
Site Type: Platform  
Function: Agriculture 
Features (#): 1 
Elevation: 335 ft. a.m.s.l. 
Significance: D 
 
Description: SIHP# -18145 is a roughly square platform situated on a small pāhoehoe outcrop 
(Figure 31). The terrain slopes moderately makai. The area has a soil lens that supports the 
growth of grass and koa haole. 

The platform measures 1.9 m N/S by 2.2 m E/W with a maximum height of 0.6 m. The entire 
southwest (makai) portion of this feature is collapsed giving it the appearance of a ramp (Figure 
32). Three sides are standing; and due to the collapse of the south side, the surface slopes about 
0.2 m. Facing is observed on both the inside and the outside of the sides of the platform. The 
sides are constructed of pāhoehoe boulders; the surface is paved with pāhoehoe cobbles. The 
east side (mauka) is roughly two to three rows wide. The south side is one to two rows wide and 
the north side is one row wide. No midden or artifacts were observed. The site is in poor 
condition. 

Interpretation:  SIHP# -18145 functioned as an agricultural platform based on its location near 
a soil lens, absence of midden or artifacts, and construction. 

SIHP -18145 has integrity of location and materials, and was determined eligible to the 
Hawai‘i Register under Criterion D, for its information content related to traditional Native 
Hawaiian land use in Honokōhau Ahupua‘a. This determination of eligibility was based on a 
previous archaeological survey (Robins et al. 2000).    
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Figure 31. SIHP# -18145 Platform field map (Robins et al. 2000)
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Figure 32. SIHP# -18145 Platform facing northwest 

 
SIHP #: 50-10-27-18147 
Site Type: Complex  
Function: Recurrent Habitation, Marker 
Features (#): 5 
Elevation: 325 ft. a.m.s.l. 
Significance: D 
 
Description: SIHP# -18147 is a complex comprising five features (Figure 33). The complex is 
located on the top and on the flanks of a pāhoehoe bluff, which slopes steeply to the west (Figure 
34). The area is covered with a layer of soil in which grass and koa haole flourish. The five 
features are designated A through E.  

Feature A is a small terrace. It measures 2.4 m N/S by 1.0 m E/W. The terrace is roughly 
square and is faced on the west and south sides, measuring 0.4 m high. The surface on the east 
half of the feature is exposed outcrop while on the western half is roughly paved with boulders 
and cobbles. The surface is generally level with the outcrop. No midden or artifacts were 
observed. 

Feature B is a terrace located 26.0 m north of Feature A. Feature B is a minor modification 
on a large bluff-like outcrop. The terrace measures 3.8 m N/S by 3.2 m E/W. It extends east from 
the eastern side of the large outcrop bluff. Facing and remnant facing are present on the east and 
south sides. The north and west sides are either outcrop or large boulders. 
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Figure 33. SIHP# -18147 Complex field map (Robins et al. 2000) 
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Figure 34. SHIP# -18147 General View of site complex on edge of bluff facing west 

Feature C is a terrace located approximately 40.0 m north of Feature A. It measures 4.3 m 
N/S by 1.3 m E/W. The terrace is situated on the north flank of the bluff and affords an excellent 
view makai; however the terrace itself is constructed along the mauka or east side of the bluff. 
The terrace surface is level with a cobble and small boulder paving. The east edge is constructed 
of medium to large boulders, stacked vertically to a height of 1.2 m. A test unit was excavated at 
Feature C (see Testing Results below). 

Feature D is a cairn (ahu) located six meters east of Feature C (Figure 35). The cairn is 
constructed of piled boulders and cobbles, reaching a maximum height of 0.40 m, with a base 
diameter of 0.60 m. 

Feature E terrace is located approximately 10.0 m north of Feature A. It measures 0.9 m N/S 
by 2.0 m E/W with a maximum height of 0.2 m. It has a paved surface.  

No midden or artifacts were observed. Site 18147 is in fair to good condition. 

Testing Results: Subsurface testing was conducted at Feature C of SIHP -18147 to determine 
the presence or absence of human remains. A 1.0 m by 0.8 m - placed within the center of 
Feature C terrace - was excavated through the terrace rock fill and underlying sediment layer 
(Stratum I) until encountering bedrock at a maximum depth of 50 centimeters (cm) below 
surface. The terrace fill was 10 to 30 cm. thick and consisted of pebbles and cobbles overlying a 
foundation of large cobbles and small boulders. Stratum I (25 to 35 cm thick) was present below 
the terrace construction and extended to bedrock. The underlying bedrock of the terrace is 
actually a depressed area or shallow sink in the bluff surface. 
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Figure 35. SIHP# -18147 Feature D cairn facing south 

 
 

Indigenous artifacts were recovered from the terrace fill. The artifacts consist of one 
perforated shell scraper (Accension [Acc.] # 93); a roughly worked shell scraper (Acc. # 94); 
volcanic glass core (Acc. #95); and a basalt water-worn pebble fragment (Acc. #96). Midden was 
recovered from Stratum I and includes the following: 8.9 grams (gm). Cowrie (Cypraea 
caputserpentis); 1.5 gm Pearl shell (Isognomon sp.); 8.0 gm unidentified shell; 45.6 gm sea 
urchin (Echinoderm); 0.1 gm Pacific Rat (Rattus exulans); 4.9 gm mongoose (Herpestes 
auropunctatus); and 2.3 gm kukui-nut shells. Stratum I had 4 gm of charcoal. 
 
Interpretation: Except for Feature D cairn, the features of SIHP# -18147 are interpreted as 
habitation features used on a recurrent basis. This is evidenced by the amount of midden and 
associated indigenous artifacts recovered during subsurface testing at Feature C, and its spatial 
relationship and similarity to the other features of SIHP -18147. Feature D functioned as a 
marker based on construction and location on the flanks of a pāhoehoe bluff. 

SIHP -18147 has integrity of location, design, setting, and materials, and was determined 
eligible to the Hawai‘i Register under Criterion D, for its information content related to 
traditional Native Hawaiian land use in Honokōhau Ahupua‘a. This determination of eligibility 
was based on a previous archaeological survey (Robins et al. 2000).    
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SIHP #: 50-10-27-18159 
Site Type: Lava tube 
Function: Recurrent Habitation 
Features (#): 2 
Elevation: 410 ft. a.m.s.l. 
Significance: D 
Description: SIHP# -18159 is a complex situated on a gentle, makai-trending slope. Pockets of 
soil scattered across the pāhoehoe landscape support grass and koa haole. The complex is 
located approximately 30.0 m south of Site 18161. 

This complex consists of two features. Feature A is a lava tube oriented east to west (Figure 
36). Feature B is a small terrace located to the northeast of Feature A's makai (western-most) 
entrance (Figure 37). 

Feature A lava tube consists of a main tube with two entrances at the makai end (Entrances 
1 and 2) and two entrances at the mauka end (Entrances 3 and 4). Evidence of habitation is 
concentrated around the entrance areas. Several meandering subsidiary tubes extend off of the 
main tube. All of these tubes were inspected during the survey; however, because no cultural 
material was observed, these tubes are not described below. 

Entrance 1 - the makai-most entrance - is 2.0 m wide. The chamber area within this light 
zone has a maximum ceiling height of 1.2 m and average width of 5.0 m. The main tube extends 
approximately 20.0 m southwest to its terminus. A charcoal sample (18.2 gm) was collected 10.0 
m southwest of Entrance 1 from the surface. Immediately northeast of Entrance 1 is a 
concentration of midden adjacent to an ash-enriched soil area (possible hearth). Three large 
smooth roof fall slabs form a level surface measuring 1.0 m by 0.9 m. An adze (axe-like tool) 
(Acc. #50) and an adze fragment (Acc. #51) were collected 2.0 m west of Entrance 1. A goat 
skull is present near Entrance 1. A subsidiary tube extends to the south of Entrance 1. 

The main tube extends 20.0 m northeast from Entrance 1 to Entrance 2. Entrance 2 measures 
2.0 m in diameter. Marine midden was observed within the light zone of Entrance 2. 

The main tube extends approximately 90.0 m northeast from Entrance 2 to Entrance 3. This 
portion of the tube has an average ceiling height of 1.2 m and an average width of 5.0 m. A 20.0 
meter-long side tube extends north of the main tube approximately 15.0 m southwest of Entrance 
3. This side tube has a maximum ceiling height of 1.1 m and an average width of 4.0 m. A small 
opening (light source) occurs at the northern terminus where this side tube adjoins the same sink 
or tube collapse that forms Entrance 3. A small tube runs beneath and perpendicular to this side 
tube approximately 3.0 m from the main tube. An opening in the floor of the side tube provides 
access to the underlying tube. This opening is blocked by large tabular boulders. No artifacts or 
midden were observed within this side tube. 

A terrace is constructed across the width of the tube beneath Entrance 3. The terrace 
measures roughly 4.0 m N/S by 5.0 m E/W. It is constructed of boulders and cobbles stacked on 
a naturally raised area on the tube floor. The northeast and south sides are faced with large 
upright and tabular boulders. The surface is uneven. No midden or artifacts were observed on the 
terrace.
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Figure 36. SIHP# -18159 Feature A 
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Figure 37. SIHP# -18159 Feature B Terrace showing Feature A Lava Tube Entrance 3 in 

background facing southwest 

Scattered kukui-nut shells and a piece of bamboo are located adjacent to the terrace 2.0 m 
northeast of Entrance 3. 

Another side tube - beginning 30.0 m southwest of Entrance 3 - extends from the south side 
of the main tube for a distance of roughly 50.0 m northwest. This side tube parallels the main 
tube. It terminates at Entrance 4, the mauka-most entrance of Feature A lava tube. Entrance 4 
measures 5.0 m wide. No artifacts or midden were observed in the side tube. 

Feature B is a surface terrace located approximately 1.5 m to the north of Entrance 4. It 
measures 2.5 m N/S by 5.5 m E/W with a maximum height of 0.6 m. The terrace is constructed 
of pāhoehoe boulders and cobbles. The northwest side is faced with large pāhoehoe boulders. No 
midden or artifacts were observed in association with the terrace. 

Site 18159 is in fair condition with a fair excavation potential. 

Interpretation: SIHP# -18159 functioned as a recurrent habitation area based on the presence of 
prehistoric artifacts, midden, charcoal, and cultural modifications observed in Feature A. Feature 
B is an ancillary feature related to the function of Feature A as recurrent habitation and may have 
acted as a retaining wall to prevent debris from falling into the sink of Entrance 4.   

SIHP# -18159 has integrity of location and setting, and was determined eligible to the 
Hawai‘i Register under Criterion D, for its information content related to traditional Native 
Hawaiian land use in Honokōhau Ahupua‘a. This determination of eligibility was based on a 
previous archaeological survey (Robins et al. 2000).    
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SIHP #: 50-10-27-18161 
Site Type: Complex 
Function: Recurrent Habitation, Burial 
Features (#): 3 
Elevation: 407 ft. a.m.s.l. 
Significance: D, E 
 
Description: SIHP# -18161 is a complex comprised of three features (Features A-C) located on 
the mauka edge of the Mauka Alternative approximately 15 m south of SIHP# -26631. 

Feature A lava tube measures 12.2 m N/S by 32.5 m E/W with a maximum ceiling height of 
1.6 m (Figure 38). Access to the tube is gained through a small sink measuring 5.0 m N/S by 3.0 
m E/W (Figure 39). Beneath a large overhang shelter area are two entrances, one to the north and 
another to the south. 

The south entrance leads to a smaller passage, which measures 19.0 m E/W. The east end of 
this passage extends to the south for approximately 15.0 m. A water collection feature was 
observed in this passage suggesting recurrent use of this space as a shelter. 

The north entrance of SIHP# -18161 leads to the main chamber, which extends 
approximately 40.0 m to the east. The main activity area of this tube is the overhang section in 
the light zone of the main chamber. There is an ash enriched soil deposit located at the drip line; 
it extends 3.5 m north and 5.0 m east. This soil area is slightly disturbed, possibly the result of 
past hunting activity. Human remains were encountered at 3.5 m from the north entrance to 
SIHP# -18161. A clavicle, two patella, and several ribs, tarsals, carpals, phalanges, and vertebrae 
were identified. These remains represent a single, adult individual. Kukui nuts and a piece of 
coconut shell are present amongst the human remains.  

Additional modifications to SIHP# -18161 Feature A include a small shelf surrounded by 
several uprights located approximately 15 m east of the burial location. The shelf may have 
functioned as a burial crypt, but lacked any evidence of human remains or cultural material. 
Several placed cobbles were also observed near the easternmost end of the main entrance.  

Feature B is a low, rectangular platform located 10 m west of the entrance to SIHP# -18161 
Feature A (Figure 40). The platform is constructed of a paved, level surface of well sorted 
pāhoehoe cobbles surrounded by an edge of upright pāhoehoe slabs (Figure 41). In some areas 
the upright slabs and interior cobble fill have collapsed. Feature B measures 4.5 m N/S by 5.0 m 
E/W with a maximum height of 0.6 m. A single, fractured pāhoehoe slab, similar to those used 
as uprights, is located at the center of the platform flush with the surface. 

Feature C lava tube measures 13.7 m long by 4.5 m wide with a maximum ceiling height of 
0.6 m (Figure 42). The entrance to Feature C is located adjacent to SIHP# -18161 Feature B. 
Internal modifications to Feature C include relocated and/or placed pāhoehoe cobbles and slabs, 
uprights, and a pile of cobbles and boulders that were cleared and deposited along the northern 
edge of the tube. A small terrace is located within the tube approximately 1.8 m northwest of the 
entrance (Figure 43). The terrace is constructed of 1-2 courses of pāhoehoe cobbles. A possible 
water collection feature constructed of several placed cobbles is located 6.7 m southwest of the
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Figure 38. SIHP# -18161 Feature A
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Figure 39. SIHP# -18161 Feature A tube entrance facing northeast 

 

 

Figure 40. SIHP# -18161 Feature B
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Figure 41. SIHP# -18161 Feature B facing east 

 

entrance. Additionally, two small soil areas, kukui nut fragments, and a cache of fishbone were 
observed.  

Interpretation: SIHP# -18161 complex functioned as recurrent habitation and burial. Feature A 
lava tube functioned as a burial location based on the presence of human remains. A water 
collection feature as well as additional modifications to Feature A suggest that it may have 
functioned secondarily as recurrent habitation. Feature B platform functioned as a possible burial 
based on formal construction, size, presence of a central slab marker, and proximity to the known 
burial location within SIHP# -18161 Feature A. Feature C lava tube functioned as recurrent 
habitation based on the amount and type of internal modifications including a possible water 
collection feature, soil areas, and midden.  

SIHP# -18161 has integrity of location, design, setting, materials, and feeling, and was 
determined eligible to the Hawai‘i Register under Criterion D, for its information content related 
to traditional Native Hawaiian land use in Honokōhau Ahupua‘a, and Criterion E for its cultural 
significance involving the presence of a human burial. This determination of eligibility was 
based on a previous archaeological survey (Robins et al. 2000). 
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Figure 42. SIHP# -18161 Feature C
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Figure 43. SIHP# -18161 Feature C showing tube entrance and small terrace facing southeast to north 
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SIHP #: 50-10-27-18162 
Site Type: Terrace 
Function: Recurrent Habitation 
Features (#): 1 
Elevation: 360 ft. a.m.s.l. 
Significance: D 
 
Description: SIHP# -18162 is a terrace situated on an undulating pāhoehoe flow with many high 
bluffs approximately 36 m west of SIHP# -18191 (Figure 44). There is a moderate soil cover, 
which allows grass and koa haole to flourish.  

The terrace measures 2.7 m N/S by 2.0 m E/W with a maximum height of 0.8 m (Figure 45). 
The terrace is constructed between two sections of outcrop, one to the north and one to the south. 
The east and west sides of the terrace are free-standing. The east wall is well-faced to a 
maximum height of 0.75 m. The west wall is tumbled. The surface is roughly paved with 
pahoehoe cobbles and boulders. No midden or artifacts were observed. 

Interpretation: SIHP# -18162 functioned as recurrent habitation based size and formal 
construction. 

SIHP# -18162 has integrity of location, design, and setting, and is recommended eligible to 
the Hawai‘i Register of Historic Places (Hawai‘i Register) under Criterion D, for its information 
content related to traditional Native Hawaiian land use in Honokōhau Ahupua‘a.    
 
SIHP #: 50-10-27-18163 
Site Type: Complex  
Function: Habitation, Agriculture, Commemorative, Recreation, Marker 
Features (#): 32 
Elevation:  423 ft. a.m.s.l. 
Significance: D 
 
Description: SIHP# -18163 is a complex consisting of 32 features (Features A-AF) located on a 
large, elevated pāhoehoe bluff that extends from a large soil-filled depression (part of SIHP -
18168) to the east, west to gently sloping pahoehoe terrain (Figure 46). The sides of the bluff are 
steeply sloping to the east and north and gently sloping to the west and south. Vegetation in the 
area consists of fountain grass and scattered pockets of koa haole. A well-trodden cattle trail with 
bulldozer scars and a small metal pipe extend along the southern edge of SIHP -18163 
terminating at a cattle water trough to the west. SIHP -18168 is located adjacent to the eastern 
edge of the bluff containing SIHP# -18163.  

Site types of the 32 features identified at SIHP# -18163 include the following: 3 enclosures, 3 
lava blisters (one modified, two possible cupboards), 1 petroglyph field, 1 papamū game board, 1 
cairn (historic), 3 pavements, 12 mounds, and 8 modified outcrops (Table 1). 
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Figure 44. SIHP# -18162 Terrace 

 

Figure 45. SIHP# -18162 Terrace facing east
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Figure 46 SIHP# -18163 Complex
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Interpretation: SIHP# -18163 primarily functioned as a habitation area comprising three 
enclosures and a lava blister. Feature A enclosure was determined a permanent habitation area 
based on size and construction effort (Figure 47). Feature C lava blister was determined a 
recurrent habitation area based on the presence of midden, charcoal, and modifications within the 
blister (Figure 48). Additionally a small poho, or symmetrically pecked circle, was observed near 
the entrance of the lava blister. Feature R and Feature S (Figure 49 and Figure 50) enclosures of 
SIHP# -18163 were determined temporary habitation areas based on size and construction effort. 

The secondary function of SIHP# -18163 was agriculture evidenced by 3 pavements 
(Features D, AC, and AD) used for planting, 2 lava blisters potentially used for food storage, 12 
small mounds created during the clearing of nearby soil areas and depressions, and 8 modified 
outcrops that were created during agricultural clearing or used for planting (Figure 51 and Figure 
52). 

Additional functions of SIHP# -18163 are commemorative based on the presence of a small 
petroglyph field (Feature V) containing three anthropomorphic figures, two poho, and one 
indeterminate petroglyph (Figure 53 and Figure 54). A papamū game board (Feature AF) 
consisting of symmetrical rows of pecking functioned as recreation (Figure 55 and Figure 56). A 
cairn functioning as a marker (Feature AE) was determined to be a recent historic feature likely 
made from cobbles and small boulders of a nearby bulldozer push pile (Figure 57). 

SIHP# -18163 has integrity of location, design, setting, materials, workmanship, and feeling, 
and was determined eligible to the Hawai‘i Register under Criterion D, for its information 
content related to traditional Native Hawaiian land use in Honokōhau Ahupua‘a. This 
determination of eligibility was based on a previous archaeological survey (Robins et al. 2000).    
 
SIHP #: 50-10-27-18164 
Site Type: Modified outcrop  
Function: Recurrent Habitation 
Features (#): 1 
Elevation: 400 ft. a.m.s.l. 
Significance: D 
 
Description: SIHP# -18164 is a modified outcrop located on top of a pahoehoe bluff with a good 
view of the surrounding countryside, except to the south (Figure 58). That direction is blocked 
by a higher ridge running mauka/makai. The terrain slopes gently makai. Thick vegetation is 
present consisting of grass, scrub koa haole and kiawe. 

The modification measures 4.0 m N/S by 3.5 m E/W with a maximum height of 0.3 m 
(Figure 59). It is constructed primarily of pāhoehoe boulders with some cobbles. The edge of the 
modification is built right up to the edge of the outcrop approximately one course above the 
natural outcrop. Low areas have been filled in making the surface of the bluff fairly even. The 
modification lies approximately 2.0 m above the surrounding landform. 

No cultural material or midden was observed. The site is in fair condition with a poor 
excavation potential. 
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Table 1. SIHP# -18163 Feature Descriptions 

Feature  Length 
N/S (m) 

Width 
E/W (m) 

Height 
(cm) 

Description Function 

A 19.3 18.7 70 Enclosure - Irregular Shaped. 
Constructed of boulders and 
cobbles utilizing a portion of 
natural outcrop. Feature A was 
previously identified (Robins et 
al. 2000). 

Permanent 
Habitation 

B 3.0 5.0 40 Lava Blister - no modifications 
or cultural material. Possible 
food storage (cupboard) 

Agriculture 
(Storage) 

C 8.0 4.0 20-100 Lava Blister - containing 
midden, charcoal, and 
modifications. Poho present 
near entrance 

Recurrent 
Habitation 

D 1.5 1.2 5 Paved Area - constructed of 
pahoehoe cobbles placed on SW 
edge of outcrop utilized by 
Feature A 

Agriculture 

E 1.5 1.9 25 Mound - constructed of loosely 
piled cobbles 

Agriculture 

F 1.3 2.5 25 Modified Outcrop - constructed 
of loosely piled cobbles and 
boulders on edge of outcrop 

Agriculture 

G 1.3 1.4 20 Mound - constructed of loosely 
piled cobbles 

Agriculture 

H 1.2 1.6 10 Mound - constructed of loosely 
piled cobbles 

Agriculture 

I 1.0 1.9 10 Modified Outcrop - constructed 
of loosely piled cobbles on 
outcrop 

Agriculture 

J 1.5 1.1 10 Modified Outcrop - constructed 
of loosely piled cobbles on 
outcrop 

Agriculture 

K 2.5 1.5 55 Modified Outcrop - constructed 
of a sloping surface of cobbles 
to small boulders on edge of 
outcrop 

Agriculture 

L 3.5 1.5 20 Mound - constructed of loosely 
piled cobbles and small 
boulders and utilizing a natural 
outcrop 

Agriculture 
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Feature  Length 
N/S (m) 

Width 
E/W (m) 

Height 
(cm) 

Description Function 

M 1.0 1.5 25 Mound - constructed of loosely 
piled cobbles 

Agriculture 

N 2.1 2.0 30 Mound - constructed of loosely 
piled cobbles 

Agriculture 

O 1.5 1.9 35 Mound - constructed of loosely 
piled cobbles to small boulders 

Agriculture 

P 2.5 1.7 30 Mound - constructed of loosely 
piled small boulders 

Agriculture 

Q 1.4 1.6 25 Mound - constructed of loosely 
piled cobbles to small boulders 

Agriculture 

R 3.2 3.0 60 Enclosure - circular construction 
of modified outcrops and wall 
segments surrounding a natural 
depression 

Temporary 
Habitation 

S 2.0 4.0 55 Enclosure - C-shaped 
constructed of boulders and 
cobbles adjacent to large 
outcrop containing petroglyphs 
(Feature V) 

Temporary 
Habitation 

T 9.0 10.0 50 Lava Blister - no modifications 
or cultural material. Possible 
food storage (cupboard) 

Agriculture 
(Storage) 

U 3.0 2.0 30 Mound - constructed of loosely 
piled cobbles and boulders 

Agriculture 

V 4.0 4.5 N/A Petroglyphs/Pecking 
(Subfeatures A-E) located on 
large outcrop adjacent to 
Feature S 

Commemorative 

W 3.0 2.0 20 Modified Outcrop - constructed 
of a sloping surface of cobbles 
on edge of outcrop 

Agriculture 

X 2.5 3.1 15 Modified Outcrop - L-shaped 
construction of cobbles and 
small boulders. Located near 
surveyors "bench mark" 

Agriculture 

Y 2.0 2.0 15 Mound - constructed of loosely 
piled cobbles 

Agriculture 

Z 2.0 2.6 35 Mound - constructed of loosely 
piled cobbles and small 
boulders 

Agriculture 
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Feature  Length 
N/S (m) 

Width 
E/W (m) 

Height 
(cm) 

Description Function 

AA 1.5 1.9 20 Modified Outcrop - constructed 
of a sloping surface of loosely 
piled cobbles on edge of outcrop 

Agriculture 

AB 1.0 2.0 20 Modified Outcrop - constructed 
of a sloping surface of loosely 
piled cobbles on edge of outcrop 

Agriculture 

AC 1.7 1.0 25 Paved Area - constructed of 
rough, loose pavement of 
cobbles and boulders 

Agriculture 

AD 0.7 0.9 10 Paved Area - constructed of 
rough, loose pavement of 
cobbles 

Agriculture 

AE 1.0 0.7 100 Cairn - constructed of roughly 
stacked large cobbles to small 
boulder slabs. Adjacent to 
bulldozer push pile  

Historic Marker 

AF 0.7 0.8 N/A Papamū Game Board - linear 
pecking on pāhoehoe outcrop 
and water worn cobble 

Recreation 
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Figure 47. SIHP# -18163 Feature A enclosure field map (Robins et al. 2000)
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Figure 48. SIHP# -18163 Feature C lava blister interior 
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Figure 49. SIHP# -18163 Feature S enclosure showing the locations of nearby petroglyphs (Feature V) on outcrop  
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Figure 50. SIHP# -18163 Feature S enclosure facing north 

 

 

Figure 51. SIHP# -18163 Feature O agriculture mound representative of other agriculture 
mounds of SIHP# -18163 facing south 
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Figure 52. SIHP# -18163 Feature F modified outcrop representative of other modified outcrops 
of SIHP# -18163 facing north 

 
Figure 53. SIHP# -18163 Feature V petroglyphs observed on outcrop adjacent to Feature S
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Figure 54. SIHP# -18163 Feature V Petroglyphs 1 and 2 on outcrop facing south 

 

 

Figure 55. SIHP# -18163 Feature AF papamū game board facing southwest
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Figure 56. SIHP# -18163 Feature AF papamū game board
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Figure 57. SIHP# -18163 Feature AE marker facing east 
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Figure 58. SIHP# -18164 modified outcrop field map (Robins et al. 2000)
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Figure 59. SIHP# -18164 modified outcrop facing southwest 

 

Interpretation:  SIHP# -18164 functioned as a recurrent habitation area based on size and 
construction effort.  

SIHP -18164 has integrity of location, setting, and materials, and was determined eligible to 
the Hawai‘i Register under Criterion D, for its information content related to traditional Native 
Hawaiian land use in Honokōhau Ahupua‘a. This determination of eligibility was based on a 
previous archaeological survey (Robins et al. 2000). 
 
SIHP #: 50-10-27-18165 
Site Type: Complex 
Function: Recurrent Habitation, Agriculture 
Features (#): 2 
Elevation: 425 ft. a.m.s.l. 
Significance: D 
 
Description: SIHP# -18165 is a complex consisting of 2 features (Features A-B) located 
approximately 30 m southwest of SIHP# -18204 on a pāhoehoe bluff (Figure 60). The 
surrounding terrain consists of undulating pāhoehoe with soil pockets. The bluff's surface slopes 
moderately to the southwest. Vegetation consists of koa haole and fountain grass. 

Feature A is a modified outcrop defined by a rectangular construction on the top of a bluff 
(Figure 61). The modification measures 2.5 m in diameter. The south side is a rough wall or 
alignment of small boulders and large cobbles rising not more than 0.6 m. The remaining sides 
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Figure 60. SIHP# -18165
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Figure 61. SIHP# -18165 Feature A facing west 

 
are defined by a cobble fill across the outcrop surface. Overall the site forms a level area in 
conjunction with the level pahoehoe outcrop.  

Feature B is a soil-retaining terrace located 6 m west of Feature A on the edge of the 
pāhoehoe bluff (see Figure 60). The roughly L-shaped terrace utilizes the natural pāhoehoe flow 
pattern in its design. Feature B is constructed of a single course of medium to large pāhoehoe 
boulders and measures 4.6 m N/S by 6.9 m E/W with a maximum height of 1.6 m. The terrace 
encloses 2 small soil pockets to the south. A small lava blister was observed near the southwest 
corner of Feature B. The lava blister measures 0.4 m N/S by 1.2 m E/W with a maximum ceiling 
height of 0.25 m. No midden or artifacts were observed. 
 
Interpretation: SIHP# -18165 functioned as a temporary habitation and agricultural complex. 
Feature A functioned as recurrent habitation based on size and formal construction. Feature B 
functioned as an agricultural soil-retaining terrace based on design, expedient construction, and 
the presence of two small soil pockets to the south of the feature.   

SIHP# -18165 has integrity of location, design, and materials, and is recommended eligible 
to the Hawai‘i Register of Historic Places (Hawai‘i Register) under Criterion D, for its 
information content related to traditional Native Hawaiian land use in Honokōhau Ahupua‘a.   
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SIHP #: 50-10-27-18166 
Site Type: Modified Outcrop 
Function: Agriculture 
Features (#): 1 
Elevation: 378 ft. a.m.s.l. 
Significance: D 

Description: SIHP# -18166 is a modified outcrop characterized by a curved boulder alignment 
loosely enclosing a scant cobble fill (Figure 62). The site is situated in a low area on a gentle 
makai-trending slope approximately 50 m east of the eastern edge of the Makai Alternative. The 
pāhoehoe lava terrain is covered with pockets of soil which support koa haole, fountain grass, 
and opiuma.  

The roughly square modification measures 2.9 m N/S by 2.3 m E/W (Figure 63). A portion 
of the outcrop is incorporated into the construction of the northeast wall. Along this wall there is 
evidence of a small overhang measuring 0.8 m long by 0.7 m wide, which has been filled in or 
blocked. The overhang is too small for habitation and probably served as storage. No midden or 
artifacts were observed. 

Interpretation: SIHP# -18166 functioned as an agricultural planting surface based on informal 
and expedient construction. 

SIHP# -18165 has integrity of location and design, and is recommended eligible to the 
Hawai‘i Register of Historic Places (Hawai‘i Register) under Criterion D, for its information 
content related to traditional Native Hawaiian land use in Honokōhau Ahupua‘a.    
 
SIHP #: 50-10-27-18168 
Site Type: Complex  
Function: Temporary Habitation, Agriculture 
Features (#): 26 
Elevation: 449 ft. a.m.s.l. 
Significance: D 

Description: SIHP# -18168 is a complex consisting of 26 features (Features A-Z) located 
adjacent to and within a large soil-filled depression east of SIHP# -18163 (Figure 64 and Figure 
65). The depression is surrounded by moderately sloping pāhoehoe bluff edges to the east and 
west. Vegetation in the area consists of fountain grass, koa haole, kiawe, and noni. 

Site types of the 26 features identified at SIHP# -18163 include the following: 1 enclosure, 3 
lava blisters, 3 modified depressions, 2 pavements, 7 mounds, and 10 modified outcrops (Table 
2). 

Testing Results: Subsurface testing was conducted at Features V of SIHP# -18168 to determine 
the presence or absence of human remains and to assess overall function.  

A 0.5 m by 0.5 m test unit was excavated through the modified outcrop fill and underlying 
sediment (Stratum I) of Feature V until encountering bedrock at a maximum depth of 28 cm 
below surface (Figure 66). The mound fill was approximately 25 cm thick and consisted of 
pāhoehoe cobbles to small boulders. No artifacts or midden were recovered during excavation.  
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Figure 62. SIHP# -18166 modified outcrop field map (Robins et al. 2000) 
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Figure 63. SIHP# -18166 facing northeast 
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Figure 64. SIHP# -18168 Complex 
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Figure 65. SIHP# -18168 panoramic view of soil depression showing Feature J (lava blister in pahoehoe bluff) at center facing east
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Table 2. SIHP# -18168 Feature Descriptions  

Feature  Length 
N/S (m) 

Width 
E/W (m) 

Height 
(cm) 

Description Function 

A 5.0 1.5 40 Lava Blisters - two blisters with 
rough, intermittent alignments of 
small boulders along their edges 

Agriculture 

B 2.0 2.7 0 Filled Sink - small sink in outcrop 
loosely filled with boulders and 
cobbles 

Agriculture 

C 1.5 1.5 10 Paved Area - constructed of 
scattered small to medium cobbles 

Agriculture 

D 0.9 1.5 10 Modified Outcrop - constructed of 
loosely piled cobbles 

Agriculture 

E 1.1 1.0 35 Modified Outcrop - constructed of 
loosely piled small boulders on 
edge of outcrop 

Agriculture 

F 2.5 2.0 35 Modified Outcrop - constructed of 
a sloping surface of cobbles to 
small boulders on edge of outcrop 

Agriculture 

G 1.5 1.4 30 Mound - constructed of loosely 
piled cobbles to small boulders 

Agriculture 

H 2.2 2.5 10 Modified Outcrop - constructed of 
loosely piled cobbles and small 
boulders on edge of outcrop 

Agriculture 

I 1.6 1.5 60 Lava Blister - constructed of a 
rough alignment of three medium 
to large boulders over the blister 
opening 

Agriculture 
(Storage) 

J 5.0 3.0 100 Lava Blister - constructed of a 
paved surface of small boulders 
near the blister entrance. Blister 
located within raised pāhoehoe 
bluff. Site Tag Found "HA 383 T-
307 1-6-05" 

Agriculture 
(Storage) 

K 1.7 1.9 40 Mound - constructed of loosely 
piled large cobbles to small 
boulders 

Agriculture 

L 1.5 2.6 20 Modified Outcrop - constructed of 
a sloping surface of loosely piled 
small boulders on edge of outcrop 

Agriculture 

M 0.9 0.8 10 Filled Sink - small sink in outcrop 
loosely filled with cobbles 

Agriculture  

N 1.1 3.1 40 Mound - linear construction of 
small to medium boulders 

Agriculture 
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Feature  Length 
N/S (m) 

Width 
E/W (m) 

Height 
(cm) 

Description Function 

O 0.9 1.2 15 Modified Outcrop - constructed of 
loosely piled cobbles to small 
boulders on edge of outcrop 

Agriculture 

P 1.1 1.3 30 Modified Outcrop - constructed of 
loosely piled cobbles to small 
boulders on edge of outcrop 

Agriculture 

Q 1.6 1.7 30 Mound - constructed of loosely 
piled cobbles to small boulders 

Agriculture 

R 2.4 2.1 50 Enclosure - walls constructed of 
small to medium boulders 80 to 
100 cm thick 

Temporary 
Habitation 

S 1.9 1.0 20 Modified Outcrop - constructed of 
a sloping surface of small to large 
cobbles on edge of outcrop 

Agriculture 

T 1.5 1.6 10 Mound - constructed of loosely 
piled cobbles 

Agriculture 

U 1.3 1.2 30 Mound - constructed of loosely 
piled cobbles to small boulders 

Agriculture 

V 2.2 1.6 20 Modified Outcrop - constructed of 
cobbles to small boulders with a 
large boulder upright on one edge 

Agriculture 

W 1.2 3.2 25 Modified Outcrop - constructed of 
loosely piled cobbles to small 
boulders on edge of outcrop 

Agriculture 

X 0.9 1.0 20 Filled Sink - small sink in outcrop 
loosely filled with cobbles to 
small boulders 

Agriculture 

Y 1.4 1.0 25 Mound - constructed of loosely 
piled cobbles to small boulders 

Agriculture 

Z 0.9 0.7 5 Paved Area - constructed of 
scattered small to medium cobbles 

Agriculture 
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Figure 66. SIHP# -18168 Feature V excavation figures. Top to bottom, left to right: excavation 
unit plan view; modified outcrop pre- and post excavation photo facing north  
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Interpretation: SIHP# -18168 primarily functioned as an agricultural area comprised of 25 
of the 26 total features of the historic property, and secondarily as a temporary habitation area 
evidenced by a single, small enclosure (Feature R). SIHP# -18168 Feature R enclosure was 
determined temporary habitation based on size and construction effort. The remaining features of 
SIHP# -18168 were determined agricultural evidenced by 3 lava blisters used as planting 
depressions or possible storage (Figure 67 and Figure 68), 3 modified depressions used as 
planting depressions, 2 pavements used for planting, 7 mounds created during the clearing of 
nearby soil areas and depressions, and 10 modified outcrops that were created during clearing or 
used for planting. Additionally, an “‘āina-basher” sledge-hammer stone for lava surface 
modification was observed within the large soil-filled depression of SIHP# -18168 north of 
Feature U and was likely used in the construction of features in the general area (Figure 69).     

SIHP# -18168 has integrity of location, materials, and workmanship, and was determined 
eligible to the Hawai‘i Register under Criterion D, for its information content related to 
traditional Native Hawaiian land use in Honokōhau Ahupua‘a. This determination of eligibility 
was based on a previous archaeological survey (Robins et al. 2000).   
 
 SIHP #: 50-10-27-18191 
Site Type: Terrace 
Function: Recurrent Habitation 
Features (#): 1 
Elevation: 360 ft. a.m.s.l. 
Significance: D 
 
Description: SIHP# -18191 is a small terrace located approximately 36 m east of SIHP# -18162 
(Figure 70). The terrain consists of an undulating pāhoehoe surface that is gently sloping makai. 
The area has scattered pockets of soil which support koa haole and fountain grass. 

The terrace measures 2.5 m N/S by 2.0 m E/W with an average height of 0.8 m (Figure 71). 
It is constructed of pāhoehoe boulders with facing observed on the east and south sides. The 
surface is roughly paved with pāhoehoe boulders. No midden or artifacts were observed. 
 
Interpretation: SIHP# -18191 functioned as recurrent habitation based size and formal 
construction. 

SIHP# -18191 has integrity of location, design, and setting, and is recommended eligible to 
the Hawai‘i Register of Historic Places (Hawai‘i Register) under Criterion D, for its information 
content related to traditional Native Hawaiian land use in Honokōhau Ahupua‘a.   
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Figure 67. SIHP# -18168 Feature A lava blisters field map (Robins et al. 2000)
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Figure 68. SIHP# -18168 Feature A lava blisters facing north 

 

Figure 69. SIHP# -18168 “‘āina-basher” sledge-hammer stone for lava surface modification 
located in soil-filled depression facing north
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Figure 70. SIHP# -18191 terrace field map (Robins et al. 2000)
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Figure 71. SIHP# 18191 Terrace facing west 

 
SIHP #: 50-10-27-18196 
Site Type: Lava tube 
Function: Recurrent Habitation 
Features (#): 1 
Elevation: 330 ft. a.m.s.l. 
Significance: D 

Description: SIHP# -18196 is a lava tube accessed from a linear, rubble-filled, collapsed sink 
located approximately 25 m southwest of SIHP# -18141 (Figure 72). The surrounding terrain 
slopes moderately to the southwest. Scattered pockets of soil support koa haole and fountain 
grass. 

The entrance to the tube is vertical at 0.9 m below ground surface (Figure 73). The lava tube 
measures 6.0 m N/S by 10.0 m E/W with an average ceiling height of 0.7 m. The floor is smooth 
to fairly rough. Midden-including kukui-nut shell and cowrie shell - was observed inside the 
tube. Goat bones were observed at the east end of the tube. An L-shaped alignment of small 
boulders is constructed against the lava tube wall. It measures 1.2 m N/S by 5.1 m E/W with a 
maximum height of 0.3 m. 
 
Interpretation: SIHP# -18196 functioned as recurrent habitation based on the presence of 
midden material and minimal modifications to the tube interior.  

SIHP# -18196 has integrity of location, design, and setting, and is recommended eligible to 
the Hawai‘i Register of Historic Places (Hawai‘i Register) under Criterion D, for its information 
content related to traditional Native Hawaiian land use in Honokōhau Ahupua‘a.    
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Figure 72. SIHP# -18196 Lava tube field map (Robins et al. 2000) 
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Figure 73. SIHP# -18196 Lava tube entrance facing northwest  

SIHP #: 50-10-27-18203 
Site Type: Lava Tube 
Function: Temporary Habitation 
Features (#): 1 
Elevation: 375 ft. a.m.s.l. 
Significance: D 

Description: SIHP# -18203 is a small lava tube located below an undulating pahoehoe outcrop 
surface approximately 40 m southeast of SIHP# -26655 (Figure 74). The surface contains 
numerous raised pāhoehoe bluffs with small soil pockets that support grass and koa haole.  

The lava tube has a main chamber beneath its entrance and two smaller chambers extending 
to the east and south (Figure 75). The tube measures 8.0 m in diameter along the N/S axis. It has 
a maximum ceiling height of 0.7 m. In the center of the main chamber is a soil deposit upon 
which a single kukui-nut fragment was observed. Cobbles and boulders are piled along the 
northwest edge of the main chamber. The two smaller chambers, extending from the main 
chamber, have low passages that are devoid of cultural material. Goat bones were observed to 
the east of the entrance of SIHP# -18203. No artifacts were observed. 

Interpretation: SIHP# -18203 functioned as a temporary habitation area based on the absence 
of midden or cultural material, which is often present in lava tubes used for recurrent or 
permanent habitation. The minimal modifications to the lava tube also suggest that the lava tube 
was only used for temporary habitation. 
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SIHP# -18203 has integrity of location and setting, and is recommended eligible to the 
Hawai‘i Register of Historic Places (Hawai‘i Register) under Criterion D, for its information 
content related to traditional Native Hawaiian land use in Honokōhau Ahupua‘a.    

 
 

 
Figure 74. SIHP# -18203 Lava tube field map (Robins et al. 2000)
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Figure 75. SIHP# -18203 Lava tube entrance facing south 

 
SIHP #: 50-10-27-18204 
Site Type: Complex 
Function: Recurrent Habitation 
Features (#): 3 
Elevation: 425 ft. a.m.s.l. 
Significance: D  
 
Description: SIHP# 18204 is a complex comprising three features (Features A-C) located on an 
undulating pāhoehoe bluff approximately 12 m west of the western edge of the Mauka 
Alternative (Figure 76). The terrain slopes moderately to the southwest. Scattered pockets of soil 
support koa haole, fountain grass, and alahe‘e.  

Feature A platform measures 2.0 m NW/SE by 1.5 m NE/SW with a maximum height of 0.7 
m (Figure 77). The sides are faced with boulders; the surface is paved with pebbles. The surface 
slopes moderately toward the southwest side which has collapsed. No boulder facing is preserved 
on the southwest side. A lower tier of pavement located adjacent to the southeast corner of the 
platform measures 2.1 m N/S by 2.3 m E/W with a maximum height of 0.4 m. The lower tier is 
bounded by pahoehoe bedrock slabs to the north, which rise to a height of 0.8 m.   

Feature B pavement measures 1.7 m N/S by 1.9 m E/W with a maximum height of 0.6 m 
consisting of pahoehoe cobbles and boulders (Figure 78). The north and east sides of the feature 
are defined by a pāhoehoe boulder alignment. The pavement near the northeast corner is 
constructed level with the surrounding outcrop. The southern portion of Feature B is constructed 
of a curved edge of piled pāhoehoe boulder and cobbles to a height of 0.6 m.  
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Feature C pavement measures 1.2 m N/S by 0.8 m E/W with a maximum height of 0.2 m 
(Figure 79). The rectangular pavement is constructed of one course of large pāhoehoe cobbles 
placed on top of solid bedrock. Feature C is located 2.5 m southeast of Feature B. 

Testing Results: Subsurface testing was conducted at Features B and C of SIHP# -18204 to 
determine the presence or absence of human remains and to assess overall function.  

A 1.0 m by 1.0 m test unit was excavated through the cobble and boulder pavement and 
underlying sediment (Stratum I) of Feature B until encountering bedrock at a maximum depth of 
20 cm below surface (Figure 80). The mound fill was approximately 10-19 cm thick and 
consisted of pāhoehoe cobbles to small boulders. No artifacts were recovered during excavation. 
Midden consisting of 2.5 gm of kukui nut shell was recovered. 

A 0.5 m by 0.5 m test unit was excavated through the cobble pavement and underlying 
sediment (Stratum I) of Feature C until encountering bedrock at a maximum depth of 40 cm 
below surface (Figure 81). The mound fill was approximately 20-38 cm thick and consisted of 
pāhoehoe cobbles to small boulders. No artifacts or midden were recovered during excavation of 
Feature C  
 
Interpretation: SIHP# -18204 complex functioned as recurrent habitation.  

The function of Feature A platform is recurrent habitation based on formal construction, 
although it seems likely that portions of Feature A have been destroyed. Feature B pavement 
functioned as recurrent habitation based on size and formal construction. Feature C pavement 
functioned as recurrent habitation based on size and proximity to Feature B pavement. It seems 
likely that the smooth, level pāhoehoe bedrock between Features B and C could have been 
utilized as a habitation surface without any modification.    

SIHP# -18204 has integrity of location and design, and is recommended eligible to the 
Hawai‘i Register of Historic Places (Hawai‘i Register) under Criterion D, for its information 
content related to traditional Native Hawaiian land use in Honokōhau Ahupua‘a.    
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Figure 76. SIHP# 18204 Complex
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Figure 77. SIHP# -18204 Feature A facing northwest 

 

Figure 78. SIHP# -18204 Feature B facing southwest 
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Figure 79. SIHP# -18204 Feature C facing south 
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Figure 80. SIHP# -18204 Feature B excavation figures. Left to right, top to bottom: excavation unit plan view; pavement pre- and post 
excavation photo facing northwest
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SIHP #: 50-10-27-26414 
Site Type: Wall  
Function: Animal husbandry 
Features (#): 1 
Dimension: 1.4 km in length 
Elevation: 500 to 750 ft. a.m.s.l. 
Significance: D 
 
Description: SIHP# -26414 is a historic wall previously observed in Haun (2003). The wall 
begins on the large ‘a‘ā flow at the northern end of the present survey area on the corridor 
centerline and runs for 95 meters at 147 degrees. The wall then turns sharply to the east and 
follows the ahupua‘a boundary to its eastern extent. This portion of the wall is 1.3 kilometers 
(0.8 miles) in length, runs at an angle of 82 to 85 degrees, and continues  far mauka (east) outside 
of the current survey area. The majority of the mauka-makai running section of the wall is on 
pāhoehoe. The wall delineates the boundary of the ahupua‘a, separating Kaloko Ahupua‘a on 
the north side and Honokōhau Ahupua‘a on the south side. 

While on the ‘a‘ā flow, the wall is constructed of small ‘a‘ā cobbles and boulders and is 
rubble filled (Figure 82). When the wall transitions to the pāhoehoe flow, it is built of formally 
stacked pāhoehoe cobbles and slabs with smaller rubble fill. Generally it is in very good 
condition with occasional (every 50 meters or so) collapses. Intact portions of the wall are 
“crisp” with very sharp edges, and there are occasional large uprights. Height of the wall ranges 
from 0.80 meters to 1.50 meters, with an average thickness of 1.0 meter. 
 
Interpretation: Function of SIHP# -26414 is primarily for historic animal husbandry. The wall 
is still in use for animal control; in general the land to the north of the wall is covered in dense 
shoulder high koa haole, while on the southern side of the wall the vegetation is considerably 
less dense with only sparse koa haole and grasses, an indication of relatively heavy grazing. The 
wall also functioned as a historical marker to designate the ahupua‘a boundary. Excavation 
potential for this site is poor given the type of construction and lack of potential for recovering 
cultural material.  

SIHP# -26414 has integrity of location, setting, and materials, and is recommended eligible 
to the Hawai‘i Register under Criterion D, for its information content related to traditional Native 
Hawaiian land use in Honokōhau Ahupua‘a. SIHP# -26414 is recommended for preservation 
with breaches allowable. 
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Figure 81. SIHP# 18204 Feature C excavation figures. Left to right, top to bottom: excavation unit plan view; pavement pre- and post 

excavation photo facing west
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Figure 82. SIHP# -26414 wall facing southeast 

 
SIHP #: 50-10-27-26415 
Site Type: Trail  
Function: Transportation 
Features (#): 1 
Dimension: 270 m in length 
Elevation: 492 ft. a.m.s.l. 
Significance: D 
 
 Description: SIHP# -26415 is a trail previously identified by Haun (2003), located on the large 
‘a‘ā flow at the northern end of the present survey area. It is approximately 0.7 meters wide and 
is constructed of crushed ‘a‘ā rubble exposed and worn after removal of larger cobbles from the 
trail (Figure 83). The trail was observed to run for a total of approximately 270 meters oriented 
approximately north-south. Near the historic ahupua‘a wall (SIHP# -26414) the trail angles to 
the west (towards the wall) and disappears 10 meters past this turn, prior to reaching the wall. It 
seems likely that the southern portion of the trail (the final exit/entrance from the ‘a‘ā) was 
obscured by the construction of the wall, suggesting that the trail pre-dates the historic wall. The 
trail is marked by a number of small cairns ranging from single cobbles stacked four courses 
high to small mounds of approximately a dozen large cobbles (on average 0.6 meters high). 
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There is also a small cupboard along the trail about 0.5 meters in diameter and approximately 0.5 
meters deep. It consists of a natural depression that may have functioned as a small storage 
cupboard in association with the trail. 

Interpretation: Function of SIHP# -26415 is transportation across the ‘a‘ā flow. The cairns 
functioned as markers and the cupboard was likely utilized for storage. Excavation potential is 
minimal given the type of construction and lack of cultural material on the surface.  

SIHP# -26415 has integrity of location, setting, and materials, and is recommended eligible 
to the Hawai‘i Register under Criterion D, for its information content related to traditional Native 
Hawaiian land use in Honokōhau Ahupua‘a. SIHP # 50-10-27-26415 is designated for no further 
work. 
 
SIHP #: 50-10-27-26629 
Temp. CSH Site #: A 
Site Type: Complex 
Function: Habitation 
Features (#): 2 
Elevation: 403 ft. a.m.s.l. 
Significance: D 
 
Description: SIHP # -26629 is a complex consisting of a large pāhoehoe bluff containing a 
modified outcrop (Feature A) and a C-shaped enclosure (Feature B) built off of the northern edge 
of the bluff. SIHP# -26629 is located approximately 30 meters north of a soil surface containing 
a large kiawe tree and approximately 30 meters east of a cattle water trough which is fed by a 
small metal pipe that runs E/W along the edge of the bluff 

Feature A modified outcrop is constructed of a pāhoehoe cobble and boulder pavement 
placed on the steeply sloping southwestern edge of the large pāhoehoe bluff approximately 14 m 
south of Feature B (Figure 84 and Figure 85). The paved surface measures 5 m by 3 m with a 
commanding view in all directions.  

Feature B enclosure is constructed of medium pāhoehoe cobbles to large boulders forming a 
C-shape, which is connected to the northern edge of the bluff at both ends (Figure 86 and Figure 
87). The enclosure measures 8 m by 7 m with a maximum height of 1.2 m. The walls of the 
enclosure vary in thickness between 1-3 m and are constructed of 2-5 courses of pāhoehoe 
boulders and cobbles.   

Testing Results: Subsurface testing was conducted at Feature A of SIHP# -26629 to determine 
the presence or absence of human remains. A 1.0 m by 0.5 m test unit was excavated through the 
pavement rock fill and underlying sediment (Stratum I) until encountering bedrock at a 
maximum depth of 40 cm below surface (Figure 88). The pavement fill was approximately 10 to 
35 cm thick and consisted of pāhoehoe pebbles and cobbles that filled the voids between natural 
crevices in the pāhoehoe outcrop.  
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Figure 83. SIHP# -26415 trail showing cairn on left side of trail facing south  
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Figure 84. SIHP# -26629 Feature A modified outcrop  

 

 

Figure 85. SIHP# -26629 Feature A modified outcrop facing southeast
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Figure 86. SIHP# -26629 Feature B enclosure 

 

Figure 87. SIHP# -26629 Feature B enclosure facing northeast
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Artifacts recovered from Stratum I include one volcanic glass flake (Acc. #1) and one 
volcanic glass biface fragment (Acc. #2). Midden recovered from Stratum I includes the 
following: 5.1 gm kukui-nut shell; 0.1 gm faunal bone; 1.2 gm sea urchin; 2.4 gm cowrie shell 
(Cypraeidae sp.); and 1.3 gm unidentified marine shell. Charcoal (0.3 gm) was also recovered 
from Stratum I. 

 
Interpretation: Based on the presence of midden related to food consumption it seems likely 
that Feature A functioned as temporary habitation or an activity area associated with the 
enclosure of Feature B. The function of Feature B is recurrent habitation based on construction 
effort and large size of the enclosure. 

SIHP# -26629 has integrity of location, design, setting, and materials, and is recommended 
eligible to the Hawai'i Register under Criterion D, for its information content related to 
traditional Native Hawaiian land use in Honokōhau Ahupua‘a.  
 
SIHP #: 50-10-27-26630 
Temp. CSH Site #: E 
Site Type: Complex 
Function: Temporary Habitation, Agriculture 
Features (#): 8 
Elevation: 328 ft. a.m.s.l. 
Significance: D 

Description: SIHP# -26630 is a complex composed of 8 features located on or adjacent to a 
large pāhoehoe outcrop near the southern end of the current project survey area and in the direct 
path of the project center line (Figure 89). The outcrop rises as a vertical cone 3-5 meters above 
ground surface. The top of the outcrop commands a 360-degree view of the ahupua‘a, and stands 
as the highest point in the visible vicinity (Figure 90). A similar, but unmodified outcrop is 
located approximately 10 m east, and is bordered by a large cleared area to the northeast. Two of 
the outlying features (Feature D-1, G) of SIHP# -26630 are located in this general area.   

Feature A is a cleared area located on the top of the modified pāhoehoe outcrop (Figure 91). 
Feature A measures 1 m by 4 m and is bounded by natural outcrop walls on all sides. A single 
course alignment consisting of 4 medium to large pāhoehoe boulders extends roughly E/W 
across Feature A. A recent surveyor’s “bench mark” was observed pounded into one of the rocks 
in Feature A.  

Feature B is a pavement consisting of small, subangular cobbles measuring 2 m by 1.5 m 
located just south of Feature A and a nearby koa haole. Feature B is surrounded by solid bedrock 
on the southern edge of the outcrop with a near vertical drop to the ground surface below.     

Feature C is a small rockshelter and adjoining wall segment located on the southeastern 
edge of the modified pāhoehoe outcrop (Figure 92). The rockshelter, measuring 2 m by 1 m, was 
created by a collapsed lava blister. The floor of this lava blister is scattered with small boulder 
sized ceiling fall. No artifacts or midden were observed within the rockshelter. A wall segment 
originates at the rockshelter opening and extends south. The wall is semi-circular in shape and 
constructed of 1-3 courses of large cobbles and small boulders measuring 6 m with a maximum
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Figure 88. SIHP# -26629 Feature A excavation figures. Left to right, top to bottom: excavation unit plan view; modified outcrop pre- 
and post excavation photo facing southwest
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Figure 89. SIHP# -26630 complex overview 

 
Figure 90. SIHP# -26630 complex. View of outcrop showing excavation units 
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Figure 91. SIHP# -26630 Feature A cleared area on top of outcrop facing southeast 

 

width of 1 m. The wall segment of Feature C encircles a natural depression to the east that may 
have been used for agriculture. 

Feature D-1 is a 5-7 course pāhoehoe boulder and cobble wall extending mauka from the 
base of the outcrop (Figure 93). Rough facing was observed. Feature D measures 7 m long and 
0.5 m wide with an average height of 0.9 m. Feature D connects to a natural linear pāhoehoe 
flow to the east, which extends mauka for approximately 25 m along the northern edge of a 
nearby unmodified pahoehoe outcrop. 

Feature D-2 is a 4-6 course pāhoehoe boulder and cobble wall similar in construction to 
Feature D and following a similar NE/SW alignment. Feature D-1 measures 3 m long and 0.5 m 
wide with an average height of 0.7 m.  

Feature E is a cleared area created by the selective removal of pāhoehoe boulders and 
cobbles to create a level surface of small ‘a‘ā cobbles. Feature E is located on the southwestern 
slope of the modified outcrop and measures 1 m by 0.5 m.  

Feature F is a roughly cleared and leveled boulder and cobble surface, triangular in shape 
measuring 1 m by 1 m and located on a lower tier of the outcrop abutting a pocket of soil 
containing koa haole. Feature F is surrounded by several natural, uplifted pāhoehoe slabs that 
create a wall around the feature. 
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Figure 92. SIHP# -26630 Feature C rockshelter and wall segment facing north 

 

 
Figure 93. SIHP# -26630 Feature D-1 wall facing east  
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Feature G is a small, modified sink located slightly north of the large unmodified outcrop 
and measuring 1.5 m by 1.5 m. Feature G is constructed of pāhoehoe boulders and cobbles 
informally filling a small depression to be level with the surrounding pāhoehoe flow. 

Testing Results: Subsurface testing was conducted at Features B, E, and G of SIHP# -26630 to 
determine the presence or absence of human remains and to assess overall function.  

A 0.5 m by 0.5 m test unit was excavated through the pavement rock fill and underlying 
sediment (Stratum I) of Feature B until encountering bedrock at a maximum depth of 40 cm 
below surface (Figure 94). The pavement fill was approximately 10 to 35 cm thick and consisted 
of small, subangular cobbles that filled the voids between natural crevices in the pahoehoe 
outcrop. No artifacts were recovered from excavation at Feature B. Midden recovered from 
Stratum I includes 0.5 gm kukui-nut shell. 

A 1.0 m by 1.0 m test unit was excavated through the cleared and leveled surface of Feature E 
until encountering bedrock at a maximum depth of 30 cm below surface (Figure 95). The test 
unit fill, consisting of small ‘a‘ā cobbles, extended to the base of excavation. No artifacts or 
midden were recovered from excavation of Feature E. 

A 1.0 m by 1.0 m test unit was excavated through the rock fill and underlying sediment 
(Stratum I) of Feature G until encountering bedrock at a maximum depth of 70 cm below surface 
(Figure 96). The rock fill, consisting of pāhoehoe boulders and cobbles, extended to the base of 
excavation. No artifacts or midden were recovered from excavation of Feature G.  

Interpretation: Subsurface testing at SIHP# -26630 did not contribute to the determination of 
overall function of the historic property. Instead, these determinations are based on the design 
and construction of individual features of SIHP# -26630.  

Feature A functioned as temporary habitation. The feature area at the top of outcrop is 
surrounded by low, natural outcrop walls to the east and west. The central area of the feature was 
cleared and leveled, and a single course alignment was constructed as a possible wind break.        

Feature B functioned as temporary habitation and possible vantage point of the surrounding 
area. While artifacts and midden associated with food consumption were absent, the size and 
position on the edge of the outcrop and the paved surface of the feature suggest an expedient 
habitation surface.    

The rockshelter and adjoining wall segment of Feature C functioned as temporary habitation 
possibly associated with agriculture of the adjacent soil-filled depression. While the rockshelter 
itself could have provided enough space for a temporary shelter, it may have been used in 
conjunction with the abutting wall segment, which is level with the rockshelter opening. The 
continuation of this wall segment around a natural depression suggests an association with 
agriculture whereby the wall was used to retain soil. 

Feature D and Feature D-1 were interpreted as a continuation of the same wall extending from 
the modified pāhoehoe outcrop across a raised, linear flow. These features functioned as 
agricultural soil-retaining walls, but may also be associated with more recent cattle ranching 
activities in the area.  
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Figure 94. SIHP# -26630 Feature B excavation figures. Left to right, top to bottom: excavation unit plan view; paved area pre- and 

post excavation photo facing south
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Figure 95. SIHP# -26630 Feature E excavation figures. Top to bottom, left to right: excavation 

unit plan view; cleared area pre- and post excavation photo facing west   
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Figure 96. SIHP# -26630 Feature G excavation figures. Left to right, top to bottom: excavation unit plan view; pre- and post 
excavation photo facing southwest
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The walls would have retained soil on the slightly raised surfaces to the north, while also 
retaining natural rock fall and debris from the large pāhoehoe bluffs to the south.  

Feature E functioned as an agricultural area or planting surface based on the absence of 
artifacts and midden observed during subsurface testing, informal construction, and size of the 
leveled area. 

Feature F functioned as an agricultural area or soil-retaining surface based on the presence of 
an adjacent soil pocket, informal construction, and size of the cleared area.    

Feature G was interpreted to be agricultural or possibly related to modifications made during 
more recent cattle ranching activity based on the absence of artifacts and midden observed 
during subsurface testing. The small depression may have been filled in order to create a well-
drained planting surface or to create a safer, leveled surface for grazing cattle.    

SIHP# -26630 has integrity of location, design, setting, and materials, and is recommended 
eligible to the Hawai‘i Register under Criterion D, for its information content related to 
traditional Native Hawaiian land use in Honokōhau Ahupua‘a.  
 
SIHP #: 50-10-27-26631 
Temp. CSH Site #: F 
Site Type: Complex 
Function: Agriculture 
Features (#): 50 
Elevation: 413 ft. a.m.s.l. 
Significance: D  

Description: SIHP# -26631 is a complex composed of 50 features located on gently sloping 
pāhoehoe terrain at the supposed location of SIHP -18169 and just north of SIHP -18161 (Figure 
97). The vegetation consists of cattle-grazed koa haole and fountain grass on solid bedrock 
containing several soil-filled depressions. SIHP# -26631 is comprised of 46 low linear, circular, 
T-shaped, and L-shaped agricultural mounds and 4 modified outcrops (Table 3). The site area 
measures approximately 3,367 square meters.  

Testing Results: Subsurface testing was conducted at Features F-7 and F-21 of SIHP# -26631 to 
determine the presence or absence of human remains and to assess overall function.  

A 1.0 m by 1.0 m test unit was excavated through the mound fill and underlying sediment 
(Stratum I) of Feature F-7 until encountering bedrock at a maximum depth of 45 cm below 
surface (Figure 98). The mound fill was approximately 40 cm thick and consisted of pāhoehoe 
cobbles to small boulders. No artifacts were recovered during excavation. A single pig molar 
(Sus scrofa) and charcoal (0.1 gm) were recovered from Stratum I. 

Two 1.0 m by 1.0 m test units were excavated through the mound fill and underlying 
sediment (Stratum I) of Feature F-21 until encountering bedrock. Test unit F-21-1 was excavated 
to a maximum depth of 40 cm below surface (Figure 99). The mound fill was approximately 20-
35 cm thick and consisted of pāhoehoe cobbles. No artifacts were recovered during excavation. 
Midden consisting of 0.1 gm of unidentifiable marine shell was recovered. Charcoal (1.3 gm) 
was also recovered during excavation of test unit F-21-1. 
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Figure 97. SIHP# -26631 agricultural complex 
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Table 3. SIHP# -26631 Feature Descriptions  

Feature  Length 
N/S (m) 

Width 
E/W (m) 

Height 
(cm) 

Description 

F-1 0.9 1.1 25 Mound - loosely piled small to medium 
boulders 

F-2 0.8 0.9 20 Mound - loosely piled large cobbles and small 
boulders 

F-3 2.0 5.4 20-30 Modified Outcrop - linear construction of 
cobbles to medium boulders piled on edge of 
outcrop 

F-4 0.8 0.8 10 Mound - loosely piled small to large cobbles 

F-5 1.0 1.5 20 Modified Outcrop - medium cobbles to small 
boulders loosely piled on edge of outcrop  

F-6 1.0 3.0 30 Mound - linear construction of loosely piled 
medium cobbles to small boulders 

F-7 3.0 1.8 50 Mound - oval construction of loosely piled 
cobbles to small boulders 

F-8 1.5 1.5 35 Mound - circular construction of loosely piled 
cobbles 

F-9 2.3 1.7 30 Mound - loosely piled cobbles to small boulders 
with small depression in center 

F-10 1.2 1.0 20 Mound - loosely piled cobbles to small boulders 

F-11 1.0 1.0 20 Mound - cobbles loosely piled on visible 
bedrock 

F-12 1.0 1.8 25 Mound - loosely piled medium cobbles to small 
boulders 

F-13 1.0 4.0 30 Mound - linear construction of loosely piled 
cobbles to medium boulders 

F-14 1.0 2.8 20 Mound - linear construction of loosely piled 
cobbles 

F-15 0.7 2.3 25 Mound - linear construction of loosely piled 
cobbles to boulders 

F-16 1.1 1.3 30 Mound - linear construction of loosely piled 
cobbles to boulders 

F-17 2.4 3.2 30 Mound - L-shaped construction of loosely piled 
cobbles and boulders 
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Feature  Length 
N/S (m) 

Width 
E/W (m) 

Height 
(cm) 

Description 

F-18 0.7 2.1 15 Mound - loosely piled cobbles to small boulders 

F-19 1.8 1.6 65 Mound - loosely piled cobbles to medium 
boulders 

F-20 1.1 3.0 30 Mound - linear construction of loosely piled 
cobbles to small boulders 

F-21 3.0 9.0 50 Mound - T-shaped construction of loosely piled 
cobbles 

F-22 1.0 1.5 30 Mound - loosely piled cobbles to small boulders 

F-23 2.0 2.0 40 Mound - loosely piled cobbles to small boulders 

F-24 2.2 2.4 65 Mound - loosely piled cobbles to small boulders 

F-25 2.2 2.2 60 Mound - loosely piled cobbles to small boulders 

F-26 5.1 1.5 55 Mound - loosely piled cobbles to small boulders 

F-27 2.6 2.3 70 Mound - loosely piled cobbles to small boulders 

F-28 1.3 7.5 45 Mound - linear construction of loosely piled 
cobbles to small boulders 

F-29 1.1 2.2 25 Mound - linear construction of loosely piled 
cobbles to small boulders 

F-30 1.1 1.3 25 Mound - loosely piled large cobbles to small 
boulders 

F-31 1.2 1.2 25 Mound - loosely piled large cobbles to small 
boulders 

F-32 1.3 1.1 20 Mound - loosely piled large cobbles to small 
boulders 

F-33 1.9 3.1 40 Mound - loosely piled cobbles to small boulders 

F-34 2.7 3.6 30-50 Modified Outcrop - sloping surface of small to 
medium boulders on edge of outcrop 

F-35 2.8 1.4 30 Mound - loosely piled cobbles to small boulders 

F-36 0.8 4.5 30 Mound - linear construction of loosely piled 
cobbles to small boulders 

F-37 1.4 1.5 20 Mound - loosely piled cobbles to small boulders 

F-38 2.3 3.3 25 Mound - L-shaped construction of small to large 
slabbed boulders 
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Feature  Length 
N/S (m) 

Width 
E/W (m) 

Height 
(cm) 

Description 

F-39 1.2 1.0 25 Mound - loosely piled large cobbles to small 
boulders 

F-40 2.2 0.9 15 Mound - loosely piled large cobbles to small 
boulders 

F-41 1.0 2.2 25 Mound - linear construction of loosely piled 
small to medium boulders extending from edge 
of outcrop 

F-42 2.3 2.0 35 Mound - loosely piled cobbles to medium 
boulders 

F-43 1.7 1.4 35 Mound - loosely piled cobbles to medium 
boulders 

F-44 2.0 1.0 30 Mound - loosely piled cobbles to small boulders 

F-45 2.0 1.2 25 Mound - loosely piled cobbles 

F-46 1.7 3.1 25 Mound - loosely piled cobbles to small boulders 

F-47 1.9 1.4 40 Mound - loosely piled cobbles to small boulders 

F-48 0.6 1.4 20 Mound - loosely piled cobbles to small boulders 

F-49 1.3 3.0 30 Modified Outcrop - sloping surface of small 
boulders on edge of outcrop 

F-50 2.0 1.9 25 Mound - loosely piled large cobbles to small 
boulders 
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Figure 98. SIHP# -26631 Feature F-7 excavation figures. Left to right, top to bottom: excavation unit plan view; mound pre- and post 
excavation photo facing southwest   
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Figure 99. SIHP# -26631 Feature F-21A excavation figures. Left to right, top to bottom: excavation unit plan view; mound pre- and 
post excavation photo facing west  
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Test unit F-21-2 was excavated to a maximum depth of 30 cm below surface (Figure 100). 
The mound fill was approximately 5-20 cm thick and consisted of pāhoehoe cobbles. No 
artifacts or midden were recovered during excavation. Charcoal (0.9 gm) was recovered during 
excavation of test unit F-21-2.     
 
Interpretation: The 46 small mounds and 4 modified outcrops of SIHP# -26631 (Features F-1 
to F-50) functioned as agricultural features. The majority of these informal mounds were likely 
created when the area, specifically the soil-filled depressions, were cleared for planting and 
agricultural use. The linear, L-shaped, and T-shaped mounds of SIHP# -26631 likely functioned 
as soil-retaining features. Subsurface testing of SIHP# -26631 features F-7 and F-21 yielded a 
small amount of midden suggesting that these two features may have functioned as activity areas 
associated with agriculture.       

SIHP# -26631 has integrity of location and materials, and is recommended eligible to the 
Hawai‘i Register under Criterion D, for its information content related to traditional Native 
Hawaiian land use in Honokōhau Ahupua‘a.    
 
SIHP #: 50-10-27-26632 
Temp. CSH Site #: L 
Site Type: Modified Outcrop 
Function: Recurrent Habitation 
Features (#): 1 
Elevation: 433 ft. a.m.s.l. 
Significance: D  

 
Description: SIHP# -26632 is a modified outcrop consisting of a small circular enclosure and 
modified lava blister (Figure 101). SIHP# -26632 is located on the northernmost edge of the 
pahoehoe flow portion of the survey area approximately 10 m south of the ‘a‘ā flow boundary 
and adjacent to the center line of the current project area. A small soil area containing kiawe trees 
was observed approximately 15 m southwest of SIHP# -26632.    

The C-shaped enclosure of SIHP# -26632 abuts the western edge of the modified outcrop and 
measures 6 m long by 4 m wide with a maximum height of 45 cm (Figure 102). The enclosure is 
constructed of medium to large pāhoehoe boulders piled 2-3 courses. Grazing cattle have 
destroyed portions of the southern end of the enclosure wall.  

The modified lava blister of SIHP# -26632 consists of a rough boulder pavement extending 
from the blister opening (Figure 103). The pavement measures 2 m long by 1.8 m wide and is 
constructed of a single course of pāhoehoe boulders placed on the surface of the outcrop. The 
interior of the lava blister measures 3.8 m long by 1.7 m wide with a maximum ceiling height of 
50 cm. A goat bone was observed near the blister opening. No artifacts or cultural material were 
observed at SIHP# -26632. 
 
Interpretation: SIHP# -26632 functioned as a recurrent habitation area based on the design, 
size, and construction of the C-shaped enclosure and its proximity to a large modified lava blister 
ideal for food storage.   
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Figure 100. SIHP# -26631 Feature F-21B excavation figures. Left to right, top to bottom: excavation unit plan view; mound pre- and 

post excavation photo facing west 
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Figure 101. SIHP# -26632 modified outcrop 
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Figure 102. SIHP# -26632 enclosure adjacent to outcrop showing ‘a‘ā flow facing west 

 
Figure 103. SIHP# -26632 modified blister on outcrop showing ‘a‘ā flow facing north  
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SIHP# -26632 has integrity of location, design, setting, and materials, and is recommended 
eligible to the Hawai‘i Register under Criterion D, for its information content related to 
traditional Native Hawaiian land use in Honokōhau Ahupua‘a.   

 
 
SIHP #: 50-10-27-26648 
Temp. CSH Site #: I 
Site Type: Enclosure 
Function: Recurrent Habitation 
Features (#): 1 
Elevation: 463 ft. a.m.s.l. 
Significance: D 
 
Description: SIHP# -26648 is an enclosure located on a low pahoehoe outcrop approximately 56 
m west of the western edge of the Mauka Alternative and 20 m south of an ‘a‘ā flow (Figure 
104). SIHP# -26648 consists of an irregular-shaped enclosure constructed on the northern edge 
of a low outcrop, and utilizing portions of the outcrop as enclosure walls. The enclosure 
measures 5.5 m N/S by 7.5 m E/W with a maximum constructed height of 1.1 m. The northern 
wall of the enclosure is C-shaped and abuts the outcrop to the north and south (Figure 105). The 
southern portion of the enclosure consists of an L-shaped alignment partially constructed on the 
surface of the outcrop. An opening to the enclosure measuring 1.6 m wide is located along the 
eastern edge. Additional modifications to the outcrop include four small piles of pāhoehoe 
boulders and cobbles constructed along the edges of the outcrop. An unmodified lava blister was 
observed within the outcrop adjacent to the southern end of the L-shaped alignment of the 
enclosure (Figure 106). The lava blister measures 5.7 m long by 0.9 m wide with a maximum 
ceiling height of 80 cm.  No artifacts or cultural material were observed. 
 
Interpretation: SIHP# -26648 functioned as a recurrent habitation area based on size and 
construction of the enclosure. The lava blister at SIHP# -26648 may have been used for storage 
although no midden or cultural material was observed.  

SIHP# -26648 has integrity of location, design, and materials, and is recommended eligible 
to the Hawai‘i Register under Criterion D, for its information content related to traditional Native 
Hawaiian land use in Honokōhau Ahupua‘a.  
 
SIHP #: 50-10-27-26649 
Temp. CSH Site #: J 
Site Type: Modified Outcrop 
Function: Temporary Habitation 
Features (#): 1 
Elevation: 442 ft. a.m.s.l. 
Significance: D 
 
Description: SIHP# -26649 is a modified outcrop located approximately 65 m east of the eastern 
edge of the Makai Alternative on a large pāhoehoe outcrop. SIHP# -26649 is located at the top of 
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Figure 104. SIHP# -26648 Enclosure 
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Figure 105. SIHP# -26648 Enclosure facing southwest 

 

Figure 106. SIHP# 26648 Unmodified lava blister facing northwest
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a pāhoehoe bluff that slopes to the north eventually abutting an ‘a‘ā flow (Figure 107). A soil 
area containing large kiawe trees is located 80 m northwest of SIHP# -26649. Modifications to 
the outcrop of SIHP# -26649 consist of two cleared areas containing soil within a concentration 
of natural pāhoehoe boulders. The cleared areas measure approximately 3 m long by 1.5 m wide 
(Figure 108). No artifacts or cultural material were observed. 

Interpretation: SIHP# -26649 functioned as an agricultural surface based on the expedient 
construction of the cleared areas used to retain soil and the absence of artifacts or cultural 
material.  

SIHP# -26649 has integrity of location and materials, and is recommended eligible to the 
Hawai'i Register under Criterion D, for its information content related to traditional Native 
Hawaiian land use in Honokōhau Ahupua‘a.  

 
SIHP #: 50-10-27-26650 
Temp. CSH Site #: K 
Site Type: Complex 
Function: Habitation 
Features (#): 3 
Elevation: 397 ft. a.m.s.l. 
Significance: D 

Description: SIHP# -26650 is a complex consisting of 3 features (Features A-C) located 
adjacent to the eastern edge of the Makai Alternative approximately 50 m south of SIHP# -26655  

Feature A is a lava blister located within a pāhoehoe outcrop on the southeastern edge of a 
natural depression (Figure 110 and Figure 111). The outcrop measures 10.0 m long by 7.0 m 
wide with a maximum height of 2.0 m from ground surface. The lava blister opening, located on 
the northern end of the outcrop, is partially enclosed by two piles of pāhoehoe slabs and cobbles. 
The lava blister opening measures 1.3 m long by 0.5 m wide with a vertical distance of 1.1 m to 
the blister floor below. The internal dimensions of the lava blister measures 8 m long by 3 m 
wide with a maximum ceiling height of 1.2 m. The floor of Feature A is level and clear, except 
for concentrations of natural fall near the north and south ends. An octopus lure (lūhe‘e) made 
from a cowrie shell was observed near the entrance to Feature A.  

Feature B is an irregular-shaped platform located on the eastern edge of a natural 
depression. Feature B is constructed of 1-4 courses of pāhoehoe boulders and cobbles (Figure 
112). The platform measures 3.0 m long by 2.8 m wide with a maximum height of 0.9 m along 
the western edge. The eastern edge of Feature B is built level with the surrounding bedrock. An 
alignment of upright boulders defines the northern edge of the platform. A small blister opening 
containing a cowrie shell was observed near the southwestern corner.  

Feature C is an irregular-shaped enclosure located on top of a large pahoehoe outcrop 
overlooking a natural depression to the south (Figure 113). The outcrop measures approximately 
8.0 m long by 7.0 m wide with a maximum height of 3.0 m above ground surface. The enclosure 
is constructed of an L-shaped alignment forming the northern and eastern edges, and a paved
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Figure 109. The three features of SIHP# -26650 surround a natural depression between pāhoehoe 
outcrops containing koa haole and fountain grass.     
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Figure 107. SIHP# -26649 Modified outcrop 

 

Figure 108. SIHP# -26649 Modified outcrop facing north
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Figure 109. SIHP# -26650 complex
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Figure 110. SIHP# -26650 Feature A  

 

Figure 111. SIHP# -26650 Feature A entrance facing south 
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Figure 112. SIHP# -26650 Feature B facing east 

 

Figure 113. SIHP# 26650 Feature C facing west 
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area consisting of cobbles and small boulders. The enclosure measures 2.5 m long by 2.5 m wide 
with an average height of 10 cm. An upright boulder is located along the eastern edge of Feature 
C. 

Testing Results: Subsurface testing was conducted at SIHP# -26650 Feature B to determine the 
presence or absence of human remains. A 1.0 m by 0.6 m test unit was excavated through the 
rock fill and underlying sediment (Stratum I) until encountering bedrock at a maximum depth of 
60 cm below surface (Figure 114). The pavement fill was approximately 10-55 cm thick and 
consisted of pāhoehoe cobbles to small boulders.  

Artifacts recovered from Stratum I include one coral abrader (Acc. #3). Midden recovered 
from Stratum I includes 23.8 gm kukui-nut shell and 3.1 gm cowrie shell (Cypraeidae sp). 

Interpretation: SIHP# -26650 complex functioned as a habitation area consisting of three 
features. 

Feature A lava blister functioned as a temporary habitation area based on the size of the 
feature, expedient construction of modifications to the entrance, and the presence of a modified 
cowrie shell (octopus lure). 

Feature B functioned as a permanent habitation platform based on formal construction 
techniques, size, and presence of midden and cultural material. 

Feature C functioned as a temporary habitation enclosure based on expedient construction, 
size, and absence of midden or cultural material.      

SIHP# -26650 has integrity of location, design, setting, and materials, and is recommended 
eligible to the Hawai‘i Register under Criterion D, for its information content related to 
traditional Native Hawaiian land use in Honokōhau Ahupua‘a 
 
SIHP #: 50-10-27-26651 
Temp. CSH Site #: AA 
Site Type: Enclosure 
Function: Temporary Habitation 
Features (#): 1 
Elevation: 354 ft. a.m.s.l. 
Significance: D 

 
SIHP# -26651 is a rectangular enclosure located on top of a small pāhoehoe outcrop near the 

western edge of the Makai Alternative (Figure 115). The outcrop is surrounded by a thick stand 
of koa haole and fountain grass, and covered by air plant and ilima. SIHP# -26651 enclosure is 
constructed of a single course of large cobbles to small boulders surrounding a paved surface 
within a subtle depression in the outcrop (Figure 116). A natural ledge on the outcrop is utilized 
as the western edge of the enclosure. Several loose cobbles and boulders in the vicinity of the 
enclosure may have functioned as potions of the enclosure walls, but have been displaced. SIHP# 
-26651 measures 1.5 m N/S by 1.1 m E/W with a maximum constructed height of 28 cm. No 
artifacts or cultural material were observed at SIHP# -26651. 
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Figure 114. SIHP# -26650 Feature B excavation figures. Left to right, top to bottom: excavation unit plan view; platform pre- and post 
excavation photo facing west
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Figure 115. SIHP# -26651 Enclosure  

 

Figure 116. SIHP# -26651 Enclosure facing southeast
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Interpretation: SIHP# -26651 functioned as a temporary habitation area based on the expedient 
construction of the enclosure on the level, partially paved surface of the outcrop.  

SIHP# -26651 has integrity of location and materials, and is recommended eligible to the 
Hawai‘i Register of Historic Places (Hawai‘i Register) under Criterion D, for its information 
content related to traditional Native Hawaiian land use in Honokōhau Ahupua‘a.   
 
SIHP #: 50-10-27-26652 
Temp. CSH Site #: AB 
Site Type: Modified Outcrop 
Function: Agriculture 
Features (#): 1 
Elevation: 354 ft. a.m.s.l. 
Significance: D 

 
Description: SIHP# -26652 is a modified outcrop consisting of a filled crevice located adjacent 
to the western edge of the Makai Alternative approximately 40 m northwest of Entrance 1 of 
SIHP# -18144 lava tube (Figure 117). Thick vegetation is present consisting of fountain grass 
and koa haole.  

SIHP# -26652 is constructed of medium to large cobbles filling an S-shaped crevice within a 
small pāhoehoe outcrop (Figure 118). The outcrop measures 5 m long by 3 m wide and the S-
shaped crevice measures 2.5 m long by 40-45 cm wide. 
 
Testing Results: Subsurface testing was conducted at SIHP# -26652 to determine the presence 
or absence of human remains. A 0.4 m by 0.4 m test unit was excavated through the rock fill and 
underlying sediment (Stratum I) until encountering bedrock at a maximum depth of 19 cm below 
surface (Figure 119). The pavement fill was approximately 17 cm thick and consisted of medium 
to large pāhoehoe cobbles that loosely filled the S-shaped crevice of SIHP# -26652. No artifacts 
or midden were recovered.  
 
Interpretation: SIHP# -26652 functioned as an agricultural surface based on expedient 
construction techniques and absence of midden or cultural material.  

SIHP# -26652 has integrity of location and materials, and is recommended eligible to the 
Hawai‘i Register under Criterion D, for its information content related to traditional Native 
Hawaiian land use in Honokōhau Ahupua‘a.  
   

SIHP #: 50-10-27-26653 
Temp. CSH Site #: AC 
Site Type: Modified Outcrop 
Function: Agriculture 
Features (#): 1 
Elevation: 377 ft. a.m.s.l. 
Significance: D 
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Figure 117. SIHP# -26652 Modified outcrop 

 

 

Figure 118. SIHP# -26652 Modified outcrop facing northwest
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Figure 119. SIHP# -26652 excavation figures. Top to bottom, left to right: excavation unit plan 
view; pre- and post excavation photo facing northwest   
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Description: SIHP# -26653 is a modified outcrop consisting of a filled crevice located slightly 
west of the Makai Alternative centerline (Figure 120). Thick vegetation is present consisting of 
fountain grass and koa haole.  

SIHP# -26653 is constructed of medium to large cobbles filling an L-shaped crevice within a 
pāhoehoe outcrop (Figure 121). Three large pahoehoe cobbles are located on the surface of the 
outcrop adjacent to the northern end of the filled crevice. The outcrop measures 18 m long by 11 
m wide and the crevice measures 2.2 m long by 60 cm wide. 

Testing Results: Subsurface testing was conducted at SIHP# -26653 to determine the presence 
or absence of human remains. A 0.5 m by 0.5 m test unit was excavated through the rock fill and 
underlying sediment (Stratum I) until encountering bedrock at a maximum depth of 40 cm below 
surface (Figure 122). The pavement fill was approximately 5-30 cm thick and consisted of 
medium to large pāhoehoe cobbles that loosely filled the L-shaped crevice of SIHP# -26653. No 
artifacts or midden were recovered.  

Interpretation: SIHP# -26653 functioned as an agricultural surface based on expedient 
construction techniques and absence of midden or cultural material.  

SIHP# -26653 has integrity of location and materials, and is recommended eligible to the 
Hawai'i Register under Criterion D, for its information content related to traditional Native 
Hawaiian land use in Honokōhau Ahupua‘a.  
 
SIHP #: 50-10-27-26654 
Temp. CSH Site #: AD 
Site Type: Trough 
Function: Animal Husbandry  
Features (#): 1 
Elevation: 396 ft. a.m.s.l. 
Significance: D 

Description: SIHP# -26654 is a trough constructed of a cement basin attached to the top of a 
cement and basalt platform located 12.5 m west of the Makai Alternative centerline (Figure 123). 
A sloping tin roof, constructed over the structure, is suspended by two (2 x 4 inch) boards set 
into the cement. The platform is constructed of 5-6 courses of cemented basalt boulders and large 
cobbles. The center of the platform is hollow. The platform measures 1.8 m long by 0.9 m wide 
with a height of 0.6 m. The small cement basin constructed on top of the platform measures 1.0 
m long by 0.8 m wide with a maximum depth of 20 cm. Three sets of initials and a date were 
observed etched into the cement along the edges of the basin. The eastern edge of the basin reads 
"J.C.R. 1946" and the western edge of the basin reads "R.G" and "N.G" (see Figure 123). SIHP# 
-26654 is located approximately 14 m west of the cattle wall in the ungrazed portion of the 
project corridor. In addition to SIHP# -26654, several cow bones were observed west of the 
cattle wall suggesting that this area was also previously used for cattle grazing.        

Interpretation: SIHP# -26654 likely functioned as a "salt lick" used specifically for animal 
husbandry based on the small size of the cement basin, roof construction, height, and the absence 
of pipes leading to the trough that would suggest usage as a water trough. 
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Figure 120. SIHP# -26653 Modified outcrop 

 

Figure 121. SIHP# -26653 Modified outcrop facing north
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Figure 122. SIHP# -26653 excavation figures. Left to right, top to bottom: excavation unit plan view; pre- and post excavation photo 
facing north
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Figure 123. SIHP# -26654 Trough. Top to bottom, left to right: general view of trough; eastern 

edge of cement basin facing southwest; western edge of cement basin facing northeast 
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SIHP# -26654 has integrity of location and association, and is recommended eligible to the 
Hawai'i Register under Criterion D, for its information content related to historic land use in 
Honokōhau Ahupua‘a. 

 
SIHP #: 50-10-27-26655 
Temp. CSH Site #: AE 
Site Type: Complex 
Function: Permanent Habitation; Agriculture 
Features (#): 8 
Elevation: 400 ft. a.m.s.l. 
Significance: D 

 
Description: SIHP# -26655 is composed of 8 features (Features A-H) located on or adjacent to a 
large pāhoehoe outcrop on the eastern edge of the Makai Alternative (Figure 124). The outcrop 
is located on the northern edge of a long bluff that slopes steeply to the north until abutting a 
more recent ‘a‘ā flow. The top of the outcrop commands a 360-degree view of the area. 

Feature A is a platform constructed of 2-3 courses of large pāhoehoe cobbles and small 
boulders on the northern portion of the outcrop between two natural ridges (Figure 125). Facing 
was observed on the western edge and a portion of the eastern edge of Feature A. The platform 
measures 2.0 m N/S by 2.8 m E/W with an average height of 0.42 m. The surface of Feature A is 
level and paved with medium cobbles.    

Feature B is a modified outcrop consisting of a small, loosely filled crevice located on the 
southern edge of the ridge that forms the southern boundary of Feature A. Feature B is 
constructed of several large cobbles to small boulders placed within and on top of a natural 
crevice in the pāhoehoe ridge. Feature B measures 0.7 m N/S by 0.9 m E/W with a maximum 
height of 50 cm.  

Feature C is a triangular-shaped platform constructed on a level rise in the outcrop 
overlooking two small lava blister openings (Figure 126). The platform is consists of 1-2 courses 
of large cobbles to boulders. Facing was observed along the eastern edge of the platform. The 
southern and western edges of Feature C are constructed level with the surface of the outcrop. 
Feature C measures 1.6 m N/S by 1.8 m E/W with a maximum height of 0.41 cm.   

Feature D is a rectangular mound constructed of 1-2 courses of large cobbles to small 
boulders piled on the sloping surface of the outcrop near a small natural crevice. The mound is 
located near the highest point on the outcrop offering a clear view of the features below. Feature 
D measures 1.5 m N/S by 1.2 m E/W with a maximum height of 30 cm.     

Feature E is a rectangular pavement located approximately 6.0 m southwest of Feature H in 
cattle grazed koa haole and fountain grass (Figure 127). Feature E is constructed of cobbles to 
medium boulders loosely piled 1-2 courses on top of a level bedrock surface. A small boulder-
sized upright waterworn is located on the southeastern corner of the feature. Feature E measures 
2.1 m N/S by 4.1 m E/W with a maximum height of 52 cm.     
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Figure 124. SIHP# -26655 Complex 
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Figure 125. SIHP# -26655 Feature A facing northwest 

 

 

Figure 126. SIHP# -26655 Feature C facing northwest 
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Figure 127. SIHP# -26655 Feature E showing waterworn upright at background center facing 
east 

Feature F is a modified outcrop located approximately 7 m southwest of Feature B in cattle 
grazed koa haole and fountain grass. Feature F is constructed of pāhoehoe cobbles and boulders 
loosely piled on top of a small outcrop. Feature F measures 1.3 m N/S by 2.2 m E/W with a 
maximum height of 25 cm.  

Feature G is a modified outcrop located approximately 9 m southwest of Feature B in cattle 
grazed koa haole and fountain grass. Feature G is constructed of pāhoehoe cobbles and boulders 
loosely piled on the top and sides of a small outcrop. Feature F measures 1.8 m N/S by 2.2 m 
E/W with a maximum height of 40 cm.  

Feature H is a triangular pavement constructed beneath a small overhang at the base of the 
southwestern edge of the outcrop containing Features A-D (Figure 128). Feature H consists of 1-
2 courses of cobbles to small boulders creating a slightly sloping surface. The pavement 
measures 1.9 m N/S by 1.4 m E/W with a maximum height of 35 cm.   
 
Testing Results: Subsurface testing was conducted at Feature E of SIHP# -26655 to determine 
the presence or absence of human remains and to assess overall function.  

A 1.0 m by 1.0 m test unit was excavated through the cobble and boulder pavement and 
underlying sediment (Stratum I) of Feature E until encountering bedrock at a maximum depth of 
55 cm below surface (Figure 129). The pavement fill was approximately 10-40 cm thick and 
consisted of loosely piled medium cobbles to small boulders. No artifacts or midden were 
recovered from excavation of Feature E. 
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Figure 128. SIHP# -26655 Feature H facing north
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Figure 129. SIHP#  -26655 Feature E excavation figures. Left to right, top to bottom: excavation unit plan view; pre- and post 
excavation photo facing west
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Interpretation: Subsurface testing at SIHP# -26655 did not contribute to the determination of 
overall function of the historic property. Instead, these determinations are based on the design 
and construction of individual features of SIHP# -26655.  

Feature A functioned as a permanent habitation platform based on formal construction 
techniques including faced walls and the overall size of the feature. The raised southern portion 
of the outcrop would have provided blockage from the elements.  

Feature B functioned as a planting surface or clearing mound associated with agriculture in 
the area based on informal construction and size of the feature.  

Feature C functioned as a permanent habitation platform based on formal construction 
techniques including faced walls and the overall size of the feature. Two small lava blisters 
located adjacent to Feature C may have been used for storage although no midden or cultural 
material was observed.  

Feature D functioned as a planting surface associated with agriculture in the area based on 
size and informal construction. 

The presence of the upright waterworn boulder suggests that Feature E functioned as a shrine 
or activity area associated with the adjacent permanent habitation platforms (Features A and C). 
However, the absence of midden or cultural material and the relatively informal construction 
technique suggests that Feature E may have functioned as an agricultural surface. 

Features F and G functioned clearing piles associated with agriculture based on informal 
construction and the location of small adjacent soil pockets to the west.  

Feature H functioned as an agricultural storage area based on the presence of the small 
overhang of the adjacent outcrop that would have provided protection from the elements.  

SIHP# -26655 has integrity of location, design, setting, and materials, and is recommended 
eligible to the Hawai‘i Register under Criterion D, for its information content related to 
traditional Native Hawaiian land use in Honokōhau Ahupua‘a.   

   

SIHP #: 50-10-27-26656 
Temp. CSH Site #: AF 
Site Type: Cairn 
Function: Marker 
Features (#): 1 
Elevation: 427 ft. a.m.s.l. 
Significance: D 

 
Description: SIHP# -26656 is a cairn located on top of an ‘a‘ā ridge approximately 17 m east of 
the centerline of the Makai Alternative (Figure 130). SIHP# -26656 overlooks a bulldozer path to 
the south that extends E/W across the Makai Alternative on the ‘a‘ā flow. The bulldozer path 
originates to the west where a large area of the ‘a‘ā flow has been crushed and leveled and 
continues east to the eastern edge of the "makai corridor" where it crosses onto pāhoehoe 
bedrock. The cairn is constructed of 4 courses of ‘a‘ā boulders on an ‘a‘ā ridge that rises 3-4 m 
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Figure 130. SIHP# 26656 Cairn 

 
Figure 131. SIHP# 26656 Cairn facing north 
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above the surrounding ground surface (Figure 131). SIHP# -26656 measures 1.2 m long by 1.0 m 
wide with a maximum height of 60 cm.    

Interpretation: SIHP# -26656 functioned as a marker based on construction and location on an 
elevated ‘a‘ā ridge overlooking the surrounding area. 

SIHP# -26656 has integrity of location, setting, and materials, and is recommended eligible 
to the Hawai‘i Register under Criterion D, for its information content related to prehistoric land 
use in Honokōhau Ahupua‘a.  
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Section 5    Results of Laboratory Analysis 
Subsurface testing during the inventory survey was conducted to 1) determine the presence 

or absence of human burials; 2) clarify feature or historic property function; 3) attempt to collect 
charcoal for radiocarbon dating analysis and; 4) inspect the nature of natural and cultural 
deposits. 

Subsurface testing was conducted at 10 historic properties within the survey area using 15 
test units. Of the 15 test units, 1 was excavated during a previous AIS investigation (Robins et al. 
2000), 3 were excavated within newly identified features of previously identified historic 
properties, and 11 were excavated within historic properties identified during the current 
inventory survey. Excavation units ranged in size from 0.4 m by 0.4 m to 1.0 m by 1.0 m. No 
excavations extended beyond 70 cm in depth.  

Scaled photographs were taken before and after each test unit excavation. Stratigraphy within 
the survey area consisted exclusively of a single, thin deposit (Stratum I) of humus-rich loam (10 
YR 2/2 Very Dark Brown; structureless; moist, loose consistency; non-plastic; no cementation; 
terrestrial origin) located within and beneath the construction fill of each feature. All of the 
excavations were back-filled and structures were reconstructed to their original forms. All 
material collected during the current inventory survey was screened through 1/8 inch mesh and, 
later in the laboratory, weighed, separated, and catalogued (Table 4).  

Artifacts were recovered from 2 of the 14 test units excavated during the current inventory 
survey (SIHP# -26629, -26650). Artifacts included one volcanic glass flake (Acc. #1), one 
volcanic glass biface fragment (Acc. #2), and one coral abrader (Acc. #3). Accession #1 
measures 1.1 cm by 1.0 cm with a maximum thickness of 0.2 cm and weighs 0.1 gm. Accession 
#2 measures 1.6 cm by 1.3 cm with a maximum thickness of 0.6 cm and weighs 1.7 gm. 
Accession #3 measures 5.9 cm by 3.6 cm with a maximum thickness of 2.4 cm and weighs 33.9 
gm.  

Midden was recovered from 6 of the 14 test units excavated during the current inventory 
survey (See Table 4). Midden included a total of 2.0 gm faunal remains, 5.5 gm cowrie shell 
(Cypraeidae sp.), 1.4 gm unidentified marine shell, 1.2 gm echinoderm, and 31.9 gm kukui nut 
shell.  

Charcoal was recovered from 4 of the 14 test units excavated during the current inventory 
survey (See Table 4). Due to the small size of these charcoal samples, radiocarbon dating was 
inapplicable.  

Testing at SIHP# -18147 during a previous AIS investigation (Robins et al. 2000) yielded 
one perforated shell scraper (Acc. # 93); a roughly worked shell scraper (Acc. # 94); a volcanic 
glass core (Acc. #95); and a basalt water-worn pebble fragment (Acc. #96); 8.9 grams (gm). 
Cowrie (Cypraea caputserpentis); 1.5 gm Pearl shell (Isognomon sp.); 8.0 gm unidentified shell; 
45.6 gm sea urchin (Echinoderm); 0.1 gm Pacific Rat (Rattus exulans); 4.9 gm mongoose 
(Herpestes auropunctatus); 2.3 gm kukui-nut shells; and 4.0 gm of charcoal. 
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Table 4.Catalog of Material Collected during the Current Inventory Survey 

SIHP# 50-10-27- 18204 26629 26630 26631 26650
Feature C A B F7 F21 B 
Trench 1 1 1 1 1 2 1 
Stratum I I I I I I I 
Depth (cmbs) 10-20 30-40 30-40 10-20 20-30 30-40 50-60
Material Collected (gm)        

Volcanic Glass Flake - 0.1 - - - - - 
Volcanic Glass Biface Frag. - 1.7 - - - - - 
Coral Abrader - - - - - - 33.9 
Faunal Remains - 0.1 - 1.9 - - - 
Cowrie (Cypraeidae sp.) - 2.4 - - - - 3.1 
Unidentified Shell - 1.3 - - 0.1 - - 
Echinoderm - 1.2 - - - - - 
Kukui Nut Shell 2.5 5.1 0.5 - - - 23.8 
Charcoal - 0.3 - 0.1 1.3 0.9 - 

Total (gm) 2.5 12.2 0.5 2.0 1.4 0.9 60.8 
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Section 6    Summary and Interpretation 

6.1 Architectural Types 
 
     The most prevalent architectural types observed within the survey area are Mounds (66 
features), Modified Outcrops (37 features), Pavements (11 features), Enclosures (10 features), 
Platforms (10 features), Terraces (9 features), and Lava Blisters (7 features). Less common 
feature types are Lava Tubes (6 features), Modified Depressions (4 features), Alignments (3 
features), Cleared Areas (3 features), Walls (3 features), Cairns (3 features), Trails (2 features), 
Petroglyphs/Pecking (2 features), a Papamū, a Rockshelter, and a Cattle Trough. Definitions of 
each feature type are adapted from definitions outlined in Robins et al. (2000:29-30). 
 

6.1.1 Architectural Type Definitions  
 
Alignment: A single row of stones typically one course high. 
 
Cairn (Ahu): Stacked or piled stones typically located on elevated surfaces or along trails or 
land routes.  
 
Cleared Area - a floor or surface where stones have been selectively removed to create a level 
surface. 
 
Enclosure: A walled structure which encloses an area and is categorized by shape (c-shaped, 
circular, irregular, etc.). 
 
Lava Blister: Modifications or apparent usage of a small subterranean lava formation typically 
circular-shaped and confined within a single bluff or outcrop. 
 
Lava Tube: Modifications or apparent usage of a subterranean lava formation characteristic of 
pahoehoe flows. 
 
Modified Outcrop: A natural outcrop/bluff that is altered by the placement or removal of stones. 
 
Modified Depression: a low area or sink in the terrain that has been humanly altered. 
 
Mound: A pile of stone which typically lacks a vertical face and level surface and is 
characterized by shape (circular, linear, irregular, etc.).  
 
Papamū: A multi-linear configuration of small carved or pecked depressions on a rock surface 
indicative of a game board. 
 
Pavement: A stone-filled floor or surface. 
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Petroglyphs/Pecking: Images or configurations carved or pecked on a rock surface. 
 
Platform: A raised free-standing stone structure with three or more vertical faces; it also refers 
to circular structures with vertical facing. 
 
Rockshelter: Varying degrees of construction which modifies the interior or exterior of an 
outcrop overhang. 
 
Terrace: A raised stone construction partially built against, or level to, the ground or outcrop 
surface. 
 
Trail: A trodden lava surface, pavement, or stone alignment set into the ground or outcrop 
surface. A curbstone trail contains a perimeter of two, typically parallel stone alignments. 
 
Wall: A bifaced and free-standing stone structure which is an isolated segment or defines large 
boundaries.    
 

6.2 Functional Interpretation 
The bases for functional interpretations of each feature were adapted from criteria established 

during previous AIS investigations within the survey area (Esh et al. 2008, Robins et al. 2000). 
Eight functional categories were identified within the survey area and include: agriculture, 
habitation, burial, marker, commemorative, transportation, animal husbandry, and recreation 
(Table 5). 
 

6.2.1 Agriculture 
A total of 124 features comprising 14 historic properties were considered to function, in 

whole or part, in an agricultural capacity (see Table 5). Five of these historic properties consist of 
a single component/feature confined to the surface of an outcrop (SIHP# - 18145, -18166, -
26648, -26652, and -26653). SIHP# -18140 and -26631 were considered "agricultural 
complexes" composed of multiple mounds, modified outcrops, pavements, and/or alignments. A 
total of 7 historic properties considered, in part, to function in an agricultural capacity were 
associated with habitation features such as enclosures, lava tubes, and platforms.    

The agricultural sites within the survey area are collectively characteristic of and are a 
variation of what is currently termed the "Kona Field System" (SIHP 50-10-37-6601). The 

Kona Field System is an intensive, non-irrigated dry land agriculture complex, which has 
been identified along the upland slopes of North and South Kona, leeward Hawai‘i, from 
Kealakekua Bay to beyond the northern limits of Kailua Town. Numerous archaeological studies 
in this region (e.g., Newman 1970; Yen 1978; Schilt 1984, among others) define the field system 
as a grid-like patterning of rectangular fields formed by earthen and stone boundaries. Although 
variants occur, the fields' long axis walls (kuaīwi) extend in a mauka/makai direction and are 
intersected by shorter walled boundaries cross-cutting the slope.  
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Table 5. Historic Property/Feature Primary Function Categories  
Habitation SIHP# Agri-

culture Permanent Recurrent  Temporary 
Marker Commem

-orative 
Transportation Animal 

Husbandry 
Burial Recrea-

tion 

50-10-27-18099 - - - - - - 1 -  - 
50-10-27-18140 4 - - - - - - -  - 
50-10-27-18141 3 7 - - - 1 - -  - 
50-10-27-18144 1 1 - - - - - -  - 
50-10-27-18145 1 - - - - - - -  - 
50-10-27-18147 - - 4 - 1 - - -  - 
50-10-27-18159 - - 2 - - - - -  - 
50-10-27-18161 - - 1 - - - - - 2 - 
50-10-27-18162 - - 1 - - - - -  - 
50-10-27-18163 25 1 1 2 1 1 - -  1 
50-10-27-18164 - - 1 - - - - -  - 
50-10-27-18165 1 - 1 - - - - -  - 
50-10-27-18166 1 - - - - - - -  - 
50-10-27-18168 25 - - 1 - - - -  - 
50-10-27-18191 - - 1 - - - - -  - 
50-10-27-18196 - - 1 - - - - -  - 
50-10-27-18203 - - - 1 - - - -  - 
50-10-27-18204 - - 3 - - - - -  - 
50-10-27-26414 - - - - - - - 1  - 
50-10-27-26415 - - - - - - 1 -  - 
50-10-27-26629 - - 1 1 - - - -  - 
50-10-27-26630 5 - - 3 - - - -  - 
50-10-27-26631 50 - - - - - - -  - 
50-10-27-26632 - - 1 - - - - -  - 
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50-10-27-26648 - - 1 - - - - -  - 
50-10-27-26649 1 - - - - - - -  - 
50-10-27-26650 - 1 - 2 - - - -  - 
50-10-27-26651 - - - 1 - - - -  - 
50-10-27-26652 1 - - - - - - -  - 
50-10-27-26653 1 - - - - - - -  - 
50-10-27-26654 - - - - - - - 1  - 
50-10-27-26655 5 3 - - - - - -  - 
50-10-27-26656 - - - - 1 - - -  - 
Number of 
Features 

124 13 19 11 3 2 2 2 2 1 

Percent of 179 
Total 

69.3 7.3 10.6 6.1 1.7 1.1 1.1 1.1 1.1 0.6 
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The definition of the Kona Field System as a "system" relies on the interaction of four 
terrestrial ecozones or subzones classifying areas of differential agricultural use in ahupua‘a or 
district, as it is most commonly applied. Classification of these subzones was initially introduced 
by T. Stell Newman (1970) with subsequent contributions by Marion Kelly (1983). Newman 
defined the terrestrial subzones using aerial photography in correlation with historic accounts of 
early visitors to Hawai‘i. Kelly's subsequent research of the Native Claims Registers (from 1846 
to 1848) provided Hawaiian names of the subzones and, based on reported claims, what type of 
traditional or historic crop was cultivated in each subzone. The subzones follow rainfall gradients 
generally predicted by elevation in Kona and delineate optimum areas for intensive agriculture. 
Rose Schilt in “Subsistence and Conflict in Kona Hawai‘i” presents a comprehensive summary 
of the subzones using Newman and Kelly's studies and rainfall data compiled during her research 
(Schilt 1984:6). The following subzone classifications are based on Schilt's compiled data (the 
first and second zones, Kula and Kaluulu, are most applicable to the present survey area): 
 
Kula Subzone/Coastal Area 

Elevation: Sea level to 500 ft (0 to 150 m) 
Annual Rainfall: c. 30-50 in. (0.8-1.2 mm.) 
Late Pre-contact crops: Sweet potatoes (‘uala), gourd (ipu), and mulberry (wauke). 

 
Kaluulu Subzone/Seaward Slope 

Elevation: 500-1000 ft. (c. 150-300 m) 
Annual Rainfall: c. 40-55 in. (1.00-1.35 mm.) 
Late Pre-contact Crop: Breadfruit (‘ulu), with sweet potatoes (‘uala) and mulberry 
(wauke) interspersed; mountain apple (‘ōhia‘ai) and some taro (kalo). 

 
‘Apa‘a Subzone/Upland Slope 

Elevation: 1000-2500 ft (300-750 m) 
Annual Rainfall: c. 55-80 in. (1.35-2.00 mm.) 
Late Pre-contact Crop: Taro (kalo), sweet potatoes (‘uala), ti (kī), and sugarcane (kō). 

 
‘Ama‘u Subzone/Upland Jungle 

Elevation: 2500-4000 ft (750-1200 m) 
Annual Rainfall: c. 80 in. (2.0 mm.) 
Pre-contact Crops: Bananas and plantains (mai‘a) 

 
It is notable that historic period crops were also cultivated in the Kaluulu and ‘Apa‘a 

subzones and to a lesser degree in the Kula subzone. These crops included cabbage, melons, 
onions, oranges, tobacco, beans, coffee, corn, cotton, pineapple, Irish potatoes, and pumpkin. 

The agricultural sites within the survey area are regarded as interrelated components of a 
nonintensive, non-irrigated field system with the ahupua‘a, and are believed to generally reflect 
utilization of the Kaluulu subzone presented above. Given relatively low rainfall within the 
survey area, despite its slightly higher elevation, it is reasonable to assume that some areas may 
follow a pattern more consistent with the Kula subzone as well. Overall, this suggests that sweet 
potato, gourds, mulberry, and possibly taro are the most likely crops to have been grown in this 
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area. As noted in the Background Research section above, the actual crops identified in the 
award testimonies during the Māhele of 1848 for Kaloko lands are taro and sweet potato. 

Sweet potato was likely the most abundantly grown crop in the project area because of its 
adaptability to stony and dry environments. It was commonly planted in mounds and in 
excavations, and seems the most likely crop to have been grown in the various mound features of 
SIHP# -26631 as well as other single- and multi-component agricultural historic properties 
within the survey area. 
 

6.2.2 Habitation 
A total of 43 features comprising 21 historic properties were considered to function, in whole 

or part, as habitation areas (see Table 5). Historic properties functioning as habitation areas were 
divided into three categories on the basis of size, architectural type, construction, association, 
and presence or absence of cultural material. 

Permanent habitation refers to typically large platforms, terraces, pavements or enclosures. 
Permanent habitation features generally contain one or more internal components such as 
cupboards, hearths, entrances, or alignments. They are often associated with other permanent 
habitations, burials, religious features, shrines, potable water sources, and agricultural areas. 
Midden or cultural material is usually present.   

Recurrent habitation refers to typically large lava tubes, lava blisters, rockshelters, 
enclosures, platforms, or modified outcrops. Recurrent habitation features usually contain one or 
more internal components such as cupboards, entrances, or alignments, but are generally less 
formal than permanent habitation features. They are also often associated with intensive 
agricultural areas, along trails, or nearby water sources. Some midden or cultural material 
potentially associated with seasonal resources or activities may be present.    

Temporary habitation refers to typically small- to medium-sized lava tubes, lava blisters, 
rockshelters, enclosures, or modified outcrops. Temporary habitation features generally lack 
internal components and formal construction. They are often associated with marginal 
agricultural areas or natural recourses. Midden or cultural material is sparse and may include 
marine shell and/or kukui nut.  

The amount of habitation features within the survey area is unexpectedly high according to 
background research and habitation models for the region. This is due, in part, to the absence of 
potable water recourses. The location of 13 permanent habitation features comprising 5 historic 
properties within the survey area is of particular interest. Permanent habitation is generally 
associated with coastal and mauka regions, however, the presence of these features suggests that 
pre-contact populations were living year round within the "intermediate zone" of Kaloko and 
Honokōhau Ahupua‘a. The presence of SIHP# -18099 mauka/makai trail within the survey area 
may have facilitated habitation by providing easy access to coastal and mauka recourses.   

6.2.3 Transportation 
Transportation refers to the movement of people and goods across the landscape. The 

functional category of transportation is ascribed to trails with the survey area. Russell A. Apple 
(1965) provides classifications (“Types A through D”) of Hawaiian trails based on architectural 
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design, location and orientation. As a result of these classifications, it can be suggested what 
method of transportation (i.e. foot, horse or wheeled vehicle) was facilitated by the trail and thus 
during what time period the trail was in use.  

Apple defines “Type A” trails as being pre-contact and early historic (prior to abolishment of 
the kapu system) “single-file foot trails” that follow the configuration of the shoreline and extend 
between the coast and upland localities (Apple 1965: Appendix 2). “Type A” trails were 
designed in accordance to the kapu system, for example: trails would not cross ahupua‘a 
boundaries because the kapu system prohibited residents to go beyond their ahupua‘a 
boundaries. Only one trail (encircling the perimeter of each island) crossed ahupua‘a boundaries. 
This trail was used during the Makahiki festival for tax collection purposes (Apple 1965:25). 
Type AB trails are described as Type A trails modified with curb stones or slightly widened to 
accommodate horses. Type B trails were historically built trails made for travel with horses, 
usually located further inland to allow for straight line travel (not along immediate coastline). 
These would likely incorporate curbing and causeways (curbing most often consists of rocks 
placed along the trail edge to define its edges, and causeways are areas where a natural 
depression in the lava flow is built up to create a level surface with the rest of the trail). Type C 
and D trails are wider and straighter to accommodate two horses or wheeled vehicles, 
respectively.  

The trails within the project area fall within the Type A and AB classifications. SIHP# -
18099 is a curbstone trail wide enough to accommodate mules or horses (consistent with Apple's 
Type AB), and was likely originally used as a pre-contact land route. SIHP# -26415 is a crushed 
‘a‘ā trail with cairns marking it. The relatively narrow size of SIHP# -26415 suggests that it is 
pre-contact in nature even though it is not a stepping stone trail; it is wide enough only for 
single-file foot travel (consistent with Apple’s Type A). 
 

6.2.4 Other Functional Categories 
The remaining functional categories are all closely associated with particular feature types 

located within the survey area.  

Marker refers to a location that is visibly marked for the purpose of identifying a particular 
point on the surface of the earth such as a boundary or trail. The functional category of marker is 
ascribed to cairns located within the survey area. 

Commemorative refers to depictions that represent or signify activities, events, or beings of 
the past. The functional category of commemorative is ascribed to petroglyphs and pecking 
within the survey area. The secondary function of SIHP# -18099 is commemorative based on the 
presence of pre-contact and historic petroglyphs along the edges of the trail. 

Animal husbandry refers to features associated with the care of livestock. Features 
functioning as animal husbandry within the survey area include a cattle wall (SIHP# -26414) and 
a trough (SIHP# -26654). 

Burial refers to sites or features containing human remains. SIHP# -18161 is the only historic 
property containing human remains within the survey area.  
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Recreation refers specifically to papamū game boards used for the game of kōnane (similar to 
western checkers) which served as a common recreational activity for pre-contact Hawaiian 
populations.  
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Section 7    Significance Assessments  

7.1 Significance Assessments 
Under Hawai‘i state historic preservation legislation, archaeological inventory surveys are 

designed to identify, document, and provide significance and mitigation recommendations for 
historic properties. Under this legislation, historic properties are defined as any “building, 
structure, object, district, area, or site, including heiau and underwater site, which is over fifty 
years old” (HAR Chapter 13-284-2) A project’s effect and potential mitigation measures are 
evaluated based on the project’s potential impact to “significant” historic properties (those 
historic properties determined eligible, based on established significance criteria, for inclusion in 
the Hawai‘i Register). Determinations of eligibility to the Hawai‘i Register result when a state 
agency official’s historic property “significance assessment” is approved by SHPD, or when 
SHPD itself makes an eligibility determination for an historic property (HAR Chapter 13-284). 

Sites were evaluated for significance according to the broad criteria established for the 
National and State Registers.  The five criteria are: 

A  Site reflects major trends or events in the history of the state or nation. 

B  Site is associated with the lives of persons significant in our past. 

C  Site is an excellent example of a site type. 

D  Site may be likely to yield information important in prehistory or history. 

E Site has cultural significance; probable religious structures and/or burials 
present. 

A total of 33 historic properties are present within the survey area. Of the total 33 historic 
properties, 31 historic properties are considered solely to yield information important to 
prehistory and history (Criterion D). Significance assessments and mitigation recommendations 
for 18 of the 20 previously identified historic properties (Robins et al. 2000) were determined 
appropriate by SHPD (SHPD Correspondence Log # 26972 Doc # 0102RC15). Individual 
historic property significance and recommended treatment are specified in Table 6. 

SIHP# -18099, a mauka/makai curbstone trail, and SIHP# -18161, complex, were the only 
historic properties within the survey area that were evaluated significant under multiple criteria 
(Robins et al. 2000).  SIHP# -18099 was evaluated significant under Criterion A "major trends in 
history", Criterion C "excellent example of a site type", and Criterion D "for information 
content." SIHP# -18161 was evaluated significant under Criterion D "for information content" 
and Criterion E "cultural significance/presence of human burials."  
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Table 6. Historic Property Summary with Preliminary Significance Evaluations and Recommendations 
Integrity¹ SIHP # Formal Type Function No. of 

Features 
Apparent Age 
 
 L

ocation 
D

esign 
Setting 
M

aterials 
W

orkm
anship 

Feeling 
A

ssociation 

Recommended 
Significance 
Under the 
Criteria of the 
Hawai‘i 
Register of 
Historic Places 

Recommended 
Mitigation 

Reference 

50-10-27-18099 Trail, curbstone Transportation, Commemorative 1 Prehistoric/Historic Y Y N Y Y Y N A,C,D Preservation² Robins et al. 2000 
50-10-27-18140³ Complex Agriculture 4 (1) Prehistoric Y Y N N N N N D No Further Work² Robins et al. 2000 
50-10-27-18141³ Complex Permanent Habitation, Agriculture, Commemorative 11 (5) Prehistoric Y Y Y N N Y N D Data Recovery² Robins et al. 2000 
50-10-27-18144 Complex Permanent Habitation, Agriculture 2 Prehistoric Y Y Y Y Y Y N D Data Recovery² Robins et al. 2000 
50-10-27-18145 Platform Agriculture 1 Prehistoric Y N N Y N N N D Data Recovery² Robins et al. 2000 
50-10-27-18147 Complex Recurrent Habitation, Marker 5 Prehistoric Y Y Y Y N N N D Data Recovery² Robins et al. 2000 
50-10-27-18161 Complex Recurrent Habitation, Burial 3 (1) Prehistoric Y Y Y Y Y N N D,E Preservation² Robins et al. 2000 
50-10-27-18159 Complex Recurrent Habitation 2 Prehistoric Y N Y N N N N D Data Recovery² Robins et al. 2000 
50-10-27-18162 Terrace Recurrent Habitation 1 Prehistoric Y Y Y N N N N D Data Recovery² Robins et al. 2000 
50-10-27-18163³ Complex Habitation, Agriculture, Commemorative, Recreation, Marker 32 (1) Prehistoric Y Y Y Y Y Y N D Data Recovery² Robins et al. 2000 
50-10-27-18164 Modified Outcrop Recurrent Habitation 1 Prehistoric Y N Y Y N N N D Data Recovery² Robins et al. 2000 
50-10-27-18165³ Complex Recurrent Habitation, Agriculture  2 (1) Prehistoric Y Y N Y N N N D Data Recovery² Robins et al. 2000 
50-10-27-18166 Modified Outcrop Agriculture 1 Prehistoric Y Y N N N N N D No Further Work² Robins et al. 2000 
50-10-27-18168³ Complex Temporary Habitation, Agriculture 26 (1) Prehistoric Y N N Y Y N N D No Further Work² Robins et al. 2000 
50-10-27-18191 Terrace Recurrent Habitation 1 Prehistoric Y N Y Y N N N D No Further Work² Robins et al. 2000 
50-10-27-18196 Lava Tube Recurrent Habitation 1 Prehistoric Y Y Y N N N N D Data Recovery² Robins et al. 2000 
50-10-27-18203 Lava Tube Temporary Habitation 1 Prehistoric Y N Y N N N N D No Further Work² Robins et al. 2000 
50-10-27-18204³ Complex Recurrent Habitation 3 (2) Prehistoric Y Y N N N N N D Data Recovery² Robins et al. 2000 
50-10-27-26414 Wall Animal Husbandry 1 Historic Y N Y Y N N N D Preservation Esh et al. 2008 
50-10-27-26415 Trail Transportation 1 Prehistoric Y N Y Y N N N D No Further Work Esh et al. 2008 
50-10-27-26629 Complex Habitation 2 Prehistoric Y Y Y Y N N N D No Further Work Current Document 
50-10-27-26630 Complex Temporary Habitation, Agriculture 8 Prehistoric Y Y Y Y N N N D No Further Work Current Document 
50-10-27-26631 Complex Agriculture 50 Prehistoric Y N N Y N N N D No Further Work Current Document 
50-10-27-26632 Modified Outcrop Recurrent Habitation 1 Prehistoric Y Y Y Y N N N D No Further Work Current Document 
50-10-27-26648 Enclosure Recurrent Habitation 1 Prehistoric Y Y N Y N N N D No Further Work Current Document 
50-10-27-26649 Modified Outcrop Agriculture 1 Prehistoric Y N N Y N N N D No Further Work Current Document  
50-10-27-26650 Complex Habitation 3 Prehistoric Y Y Y Y N N N D No Further Work Current Document 
50-10-27-26651 Enclosure Temporary Habitation 1 Prehistoric Y N N Y N N N D No Further Work Current Document 
50-10-27-26652 Modified Outcrop Agriculture 1 Prehistoric Y N N Y N N N D No Further Work Current Document 
50-10-27-26653 Modified Outcrop Agriculture  1 Prehistoric Y N N Y N N N D No Further Work Current Document 
50-10-27-26654 Trough Animal Husbandry  1 Historic Y N N N N N Y D No Further Work Current Document 
50-10-27-26655 Complex Permanent Habitation, Agriculture 8 Prehistoric Y Y Y Y N N N D Data Recovery Current Document 
50-10-27-26656 Cairn Marker 1 Prehistoric Y N Y Y N N N D No Further Work Current Document 

¹ Assessed based on the guidance and definitions from National Register Bulletin #15, "How to Apply the National Register Criteria for Evaluation" "Y" is yes, "N" is no 

² Mitigation for previously identified historic properties (Robins et al. 2000) was determined appropriate by SHPD (SHPD Correspondence LOG NO: 26972 DOC NO: 0102RC15) 

³ New features were identified and added to the historic property. The original number of features is shown in parentheses "( )" In some cases the overall formal type and/or function have changed 
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Section 8    Project Effect and Mitigation Recommendations 

8.1 Project Effect 
The proposed project will affect historic properties recommended eligible to the Hawai‘i 

Register. CSH’s project specific effect recommendation is “effect, with agreed upon mitigation 
measures.” The mitigation measures described below will help alleviate the project’s impact on 
significant historic properties. 

8.2 Mitigation Recommendations 
It is recommended that of the 33 historic properties in the survey area, a total of 12 historic 

properties be subjected to a program of data recovery to address scientific and informational 
concerns and a total of three (3) historic properties be preserved (See Table 6). 

The remaining 18 historic properties are not recommended to undergo further research, 
because it has been determined that these historic properties lack cultural or scientific 
significance beyond the documentation and plotting of location completed during this, and 
previous archaeological inventory surveys (Esh et al. 2008; Robins et al. 2000). These historic 
properties are classified under Criterion D significance only and are generally characterized by 
historic properties in poor structural condition, or historic properties such as minimally modified 
lava tubes, small habitation complexes, trail remnants, agricultural features, or historic ranching 
features that lack excavation potential.  

Additionally, CSH recommends realignment of the survey area's centerline to extend 
generally along the makai portion of the Makai Alternative in order to avoid all or most of the 
historic properties recommended for preservation or data recovery.   

 

8.2.1 Data Recovery 
A total of 12 historic properties are slated for data recovery (See Table 6). The 

recommendation of 11 of the 12 historic properties for data recovery has been determined 
appropriately by SHPD (SHPD Correspondence Log No: 26972 Doc No: 0102RC15) based on 
information from a previous AIS investigation (Robins et al. 2000). One additional site (50-10-
27-26655) is recommended for data recovery as a result of the present study. These sites should 
be subjected to further documentation and, if feasible, excavation to address scientific and 
information interests. Data recovery should proceed in accordance with a data recovery plan that 
is to be submitted to SHPD for review and approval. The data recovery program should precede 
any development activity in the immediate vicinity of these sites. 

8.2.2 Preservation 

A total of three (3) historic properties within the survey area are recommended for 
preservation in whole or in part.  
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The recommendation of preservation for SIHP# -18161 (a recurrent habitation & burial 
complex) has been determined appropriate by SHPD (SHPD Correspondence Log No: 26972 
Doc No: 0102RC15) based on information from a previous AIS investigation (Robins et al. 
2000).  

The SIHP# 26414 cattle wall was recommended for preservation with breeches allowable 
during a previous AIS survey (Esh et al. 2008 – not yet reviewed by the SHPD).      

The recommendation of preservation of portions of SIHP# -18099, a curbstone trail has been 
determined appropriate by SHPD (SHPD Correspondence of February 12, 2001; Log No: 26972 
Doc No: 0102RC15) based on information from a previous AIS investigation. According to the 
Robins et al. (2000) study: 

…it is suggested that only certain, intact sections be preserved, specifically those 
trail sections in proximity to other preserved Hawaiian sites. The decision as to 
which trail sections provide the greatest degree of interpretative possibilities and 
thus, warrant preservation treatment will be identified during future work in the 
project area and presented in the Preservation Plan. (Robins et al. 2000:152)  

Two sections (Relatively Intact Section 1 on the makai or west side & Relatively Intact 
Section 2 on the mauka or west side) of the SIHP# -18099 trail within the current survey area are 
intact and serve as examples of the site type (curbstone trail). Of these two trail sections the 
mauka or eastern (Relatively Intact Section 2) is the most significant as it is associated with five 
petroglyphs and this eastern Relatively Intact Section 2 is recommended for preservation or 
avoidance if at all possible (Figure 132). The western Relatively Intact Section 1 is suggested to 
be of significantly less import and its potential sacrifice, if need be, appears to be in keeping with 
the Robins et al. (2000:152) recommendations and SHPD letter of February 12, 2001. The 
remainder of SIHP# -18099 within the survey area has been destroyed during the construction of 
a cattle ranch wall or is in a state of disrepair primarily due to roaming cattle and ranching 
activities and is recommended for preservation with breeches allowable.  

8.3 Disposition of Materials 
The complete collection of artifacts associated with this archaeological inventory survey was 

collected from private lands; accordingly, this material belongs to the landowner. The artifacts 
associated with this archaeological inventory survey will be temporarily housed at a CSH storage 
facility. CSH will make arrangements with the landowner regarding the disposition of the 
project’s collection. Should the landowner request archiving of material, then the archive 
location will be determined in consultation with SHPD. 
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Figure 132. Portion of 1996 USGS 7.5-Minute Series Topographic Map, Keāhole Point and 
Kailua Quadrangles showing SIHP# -18099 preserve areas and nearby historic 
property boundaries within the survey area
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Management Summary 
 

Reference Addendum to an “Archaeological Inventory Survey for a Portion of 
the Proposed Ane Keohokālole Highway (Henry Street Extension), 
Kaloko and Honokōhau Ahupua‘a, North Kona District, Island of 
Hawai‘i, TMK: [3] 7-3-009: 025, 028, 999 (por.) and 7-4-008: 005 and 
047 (por.)” (Tulchin & McDermott 2009) 

Date August 2009 
Project Number (s) Cultural Surveys Hawai‘i’s (CSH) Job Code: KALOKO 3 
Investigation 
Permit Number 

The fieldwork component of the archaeological inventory survey 
investigation was carried out under archaeological research permit 
number 09-20, issued by the Hawai‘i State Historic Preservation 
Division/Department of Land and Natural Resources (SHPD/DLNR), 
per Hawai‘i Administrative Rules (HAR) Chapter 13-13-282. 

Project Description 
and Location 

The proposed project is to construct a segment of highway between 
Palani Road, at its intersection with Henry Street in Kailua-Kona 
Town, and Hina Lani Street, approximately three miles north of Palani 
Road. The proposed highway alignment extends north/south, 
approximately 1 mile inland/mauka of the Queen Ka‘ahumanu 
Highway, in the coastal portion of North Kona District, Island of 
Hawai‘i. 

Land Jurisdiction Private, with the exception of the small section of the proposed 
highway that crosses the Hina Lani Street right-of-way (TMK [3] 7-3-
009: 999), which is controlled by the County of Hawai‘i. 

Agencies Federal Highway Administration (FHWA), Hawai‘i State Historic 
Preservation Division / Department of Land and Natural Resources 
(SHPD/DLNR); County of Hawai‘i 

Area of Potential 
Effect (APE) and 
Survey Area 
Acreage 

The Ane Keohokālole Highway Project’s area of potential effect 
(APE) is defined as a 200 to 400-ft wide corridor running in a roughly 
north-south direction extending from Hina Lani Street toward Palani 
Road, totaling an area of approximately 150 acres. The project’s APE 
also includes a contractor staging area, located at the southern end of 
the proposed project within an abandoned quarry. The survey area for 
the current investigation consisted of a 450-m wide and 1.5-km long 
area roughly situated in between Hina Lani Street and Kealakehe 
Parkway.  
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Background to the 
Current 
Investigation and 
Document Purpose 

In 2008, CSH completed an archaeological inventory survey of the 
survey area (Yucha & McDermott 2008). A total of 33 cultural 
resources were identified within the 108.8 acre survey area. 
Documented site types consisted of trails, terraces, walls, enclosures, 
mounds, and modified outcrops. Interpreted site functions included 
transportation, agriculture, habitation, animal husbandry, and burial. 
Of the 33 identified cultural resources 30 were determined to be of 
pre-contact origin, 2 of post-contact origin, and 1 being associated 
with both pre- and post-contact land use.  
 
During a review of the Draft Environmental Assessment (DEA) for the 
proposed project the National Parks Service (NPS) noted that a 
previously documented cattle wall (SIHP #50-10-27/28-18115) located 
within the project APE was not included in the aforementioned 
inventory survey report (Yucha & McDermott 2008). This addendum 
report was prepared in response to the NPS comments and rectifies 
that earlier oversight. 

Historic 
Preservation 
Regulatory Context 

This document was prepared to support the proposed project’s historic 
preservation review under Hawai‘i Revised Statutes (HRS) Chapter 
6E-8/42 and Hawai‘i Administrative Rules (HAR) Chapter 13-13-
275/284. Additionally, as a federally funded project, this project is 
considered a federal undertaking, requiring compliance with Section 
106 of the National Historic Preservation Act (NHPA) and the 
National Environmental Policy Act (NEPA). This addendum 
archaeological inventory survey investigation was prepared in 
consideration of the Secretary of the Interior’s Standards and 
Guidelines for Archaeology and Historic Preservation, and was 
conducted to identify, document, and make National Register of 
Historic Places (National Register) and Hawai‘i Register of Historic 
Places (Hawai‘i Register) eligibility recommendations for the subject 
parcels’ cultural resources. In consultation with the Hawai‘i State 
Historic Preservation Division (SHPD), this investigation was also 
designed to fulfill the State requirements for an archaeological 
inventory survey per Hawai‘i Administrative Rules (HAR) Chapter 
13-13-276. The investigation includes an undertaking-specific effect 
recommendation and treatment/mitigation recommendations for the 
cultural resources recommended National/Hawai‘i Register eligible. 
This document is intended to support project-related historic 
preservation consultation among stake-holding federal and state 
agencies, interested Native Hawaiian groups and individuals, and 
community groups. 

Fieldwork Effort The CSH field crew included: Douglas Thurman, B.A. and Mindy 
Simonson, M.A., under the overall supervision of Matt McDermott, 
M.A. (principal investigator). Fieldwork was conducted on August 10, 
2009 and required 2 person-days to complete. 
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Number of 
Cultural 
Resources1 
Identified 

One 

Cultural Resources 
Recommended 
Eligible to the 
National / Hawai‘i 
Register 

One: State Inventory of Historic Properties (SIHP) #50-10-27/28-
18115, post-contact cattle walls, previously determined eligible to the 
National and Hawaii Registers under significance criterion D, for  
information content (Robins et al. 2000; SHPD correspondence LOG 
NO: 26972 DOC NO: 0102RC15). 

Cultural Resources 
Recommended 
Ineligible for the 
National / Hawaii 
Register 

None 

Effect 
Recommendation 

This current documentation of SIHP #50-10-27/28-18115 has not 
changed CSH’s earlier (Yucha and McDermott 2008) project specific 
effect recommendation, which is “effect, with proposed mitigation 
commitments.”  

Mitigation 
Recommendation 

No further historic preservation work is recommended for SIHP #50-
10-27/28-18115, post-contact cattle walls. Sufficient information 
regarding the location, function, age, and construction methods of this 
cultural resource have been generated by the current addendum 
inventory survey investigation to mitigate any adverse effect caused by 
proposed development activities. 
 
A summary of mitigation recommendations for the additional 33 
cultural resources identified within the survey area is provided in 
Table 1. For a complete breakdown of these mitigation 
recommendations please refer to the archaeological inventory survey 
report (Yucha & McDermott 2008) that preceded this addendum. 

 
1In historic preservation parlance, cultural resources are the physical remains and/or geographic locations that reflect 
the activity, heritage, and/or beliefs of ethnic groups, local communities, states, and/or nations. Generally, they are at 
least 50 years old, although there are exceptions, and include: buildings and structures; groupings of buildings or 
structures (historic districts); certain objects; archaeological artifacts, features, sites, and/or deposits; groupings of 
archaeological sites (archaeological districts); and, in some instances, natural landscape features and/or geographic 
locations of cultural significance. 
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Section 1    Introduction 

1.1 Project Background 
At the request of Belt Collins Hawaii Ltd., Cultural Surveys Hawai‘i Inc. (CSH) completed an 

addendum archaeological inventory survey for a portion of the proposed Ane Keohokālole 
Highway (Henry Street Extension), Kaloko and Honokōhau Ahupua‘a, North Kona District, 
Island of Hawai‘i, TMK: [3] 7-3-009: 025, 028, 999 (por.) and 7-4-008: 005 and 047 (por.). The 
approximately 108-acre survey area consists of an approximately 1.5 km (0.9 mi.) long by 450 m 
(1476 ft.) area located approximately 1.4 km mauka (inland) of the Queen Ka‘ahumanu 
Highway. The survey area is oriented roughly north-south, parallel to the Queen Ka‘ahumanu 
Highway, and is roughly situated in between Hina Lani Street and Kealakehe Parkway. The 
project area is depicted on the U.S. Geological Survey 7.5-Minute Series Topographic Map, 
Keahole Point Quadrangle (1996), a Tax Map Key (TMK), and an aerial photograph (Figure 1, 
Figure 2, & Figure 3). 

A majority of the survey area is privately owned, with the exception of the small section of 
the proposed highway that crosses the Hina Lani Street right-of-way (TMK [3] 7-3-009: 999), 
which is under the jurisdiction of the County of Hawai‘i. The proposed Ane Keohokālole 
Highway Project involves construction of a mid-level highway that will connect Henry Street to 
Hina Lani Road, mauka (inland) of the Queen Ka‘ahumanu Highway. Minimally, land disturbing 
activities would include grubbing, grading, and excavations for subsurface utilities. 

The Ane Keohokālole Highway Project’s area of potential effect (APE) is defined as a 200 to 
400-ft wide corridor running in a roughly north-south direction extending from Hina Lani Street 
toward Palani Road, totaling an area of approximately 150 acres. The project’s APE also 
includes a contractor staging area, located at the southern end of the proposed project within an 
abandoned quarry. The survey area for the current investigation consisted of a 450-m wide and 
1.5-km long area roughly situated in between Hina Lani Street and Kealakehe Parkway. 

In 2008, CSH completed an archaeological inventory survey of the survey area (Yucha & 
McDermott 2008). A total of 33 cultural resources were identified within the 108.8 acre survey 
area (Figure 4 & Table 1). Documented site types consisted of trails, terraces, walls, enclosures, 
mounds, and modified outcrops. Interpreted site functions included transportation, agriculture, 
habitation, animal husbandry, and burial. Of the 33 identified cultural resources 30 were 
determined to be of pre-contact origin, 2 of post-contact origin, and 1 being associated with both 
pre- and post-contact land use.  

During a review of the Draft Environmental Assessment (DEA) for the proposed project the 
National Parks Service (NPS) noted that a previously documented cattle wall (SIHP #50-10-
27/28-18115) located within the project APE was not included in the aforementioned inventory 
survey report (Yucha & McDermott 2008). This cattle wall had been previously documented by 
an archaeological inventory survey of portions of the current survey area (Robins et al. 2000). 
This addendum report was prepared in response to the NPS comments and rectifies that earlier 
oversight within the Yucha and McDermott (2008) inventory survey report. 
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Figure 1. Portion of 1996 USGS 7.5-Minute Series Topographic Map, Keāhole Point and Kailua 
Quadrangles showing the survey area 
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Figure 2. Overlay of State of Hawai‘i Tax Map Key GIS layer, showing the location of the 
survey area 
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Figure 3. Aerial photograph showing the location of the survey area (source: U.S.G.S 
Orthoimagery 2005) 
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Figure 4. Cultural Resources Identified Within the Survey Area by Yucha and McDermott (2008) 
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Table 1. Cultural Resources Identified Within the Survey Area by Yucha and McDermott (2008) 
Integrity¹ SIHP # Formal Type Function No. of 

Features 
Apparent Age 
 
 L

ocation 
D

esign 
Setting 
M

aterials 
W

orkm
anship 

Feeling 
A

ssociation 

Recommended 
Significance 
Under the 
Criteria of the 
Hawai‘i 
Register of 
Historic Places 

Recommended 
Mitigation 

50-10-27-18099 Trail, curbstone Transportation, Commemorative 1 Prehistoric/Historic Y Y N Y Y Y N A,C,D Preservation 
50-10-27-18140 Complex Agriculture 4  Prehistoric Y Y N N N N N D No Further Work 
50-10-27-18141 Complex Permanent Habitation, Agriculture, Commemorative 11  Prehistoric Y Y Y N N Y N D Data Recovery 
50-10-27-18144 Complex Permanent Habitation, Agriculture 2 Prehistoric Y Y Y Y Y Y N D Data Recovery 
50-10-27-18145 Platform Agriculture 1 Prehistoric Y N N Y N N N D Data Recovery 
50-10-27-18147 Complex Recurrent Habitation, Marker 5 Prehistoric Y Y Y Y N N N D Data Recovery 
50-10-27-18161 Complex Recurrent Habitation, Buria  l 3  Prehistoric Y Y Y Y Y N N D,E Preservation 
50-10-27-18159 Complex Recurrent Habitation 2 Prehistoric Y N Y N N N N D Data Recovery 
50-10-27-18162 Terrace Recurrent Habitation 1 Prehistoric Y Y Y N N N N D Data Recovery 
50-10-27-18163 Complex Habitation, Agriculture, Commemorative, Recreation, Marker 32  Prehistoric Y Y Y Y Y Y N D Data Recovery 
50-10-27-18164 Modified Outcrop Recurrent Habitation 1 Prehistoric Y N Y Y N N N D Data Recovery 
50-10-27-18165 Complex Recurrent Habitation, Agriculture  2  Prehistoric Y Y N Y N N N D Data Recovery 
50-10-27-18166 Modified Outcrop Agriculture 1 Prehistoric Y Y N N N N N D No Further Work 
50-10-27-18168 Complex Temporary Habitation, Agriculture 26  Prehistoric Y N N Y Y N N D No Further Work 
50-10-27-18191 Terrace Recurrent Habitation 1 Prehistoric Y N Y Y N N N D No Further Work 
50-10-27-18196 Lava Tube Recurrent Habitation 1 Prehistoric Y Y Y N N N N D Data Recovery 
50-10-27-18203 Lava Tube Temporary Habitation 1 Prehistoric Y N Y N N N N D No Further Work 
50-10-27-18204 Complex Recurrent Habitation 3  Prehistoric Y Y N N N N N D Data Recovery 
50-10-27-26414 Wall Animal Husbandry 1 Historic Y N Y Y N N N D Preservation 
50-10-27-26415 Trail Transportation 1 Prehistoric Y N Y Y N N N D No Further Work 
50-10-27-26629 Complex Habitation 2 Prehistoric Y Y Y Y N N N D No Further Work 
50-10-27-26630 Complex Temporary Habitation, Agriculture 8 Prehistoric Y Y Y Y N N N D No Further Work 
50-10-27-26631 Complex Agriculture 50 Prehistoric Y N N Y N N N D No Further Work 
50-10-27-26632 Modified Outcrop Recurrent Habitation 1 Prehistoric Y Y Y Y N N N D No Further Work 
50-10-27-26648 Enclosure Recurrent Habitation 1 Prehistoric Y Y N Y N N N D No Further Work 
50-10-27-26649 Modified Outcrop Agriculture 1 Prehistoric Y N N Y N N N D No Further Work 
50-10-27-26650 Complex Habitation 3 Prehistoric Y Y Y Y N N N D No Further Work 
50-10-27-26651 Enclosure Temporary Habitation 1 Prehistoric Y N N Y N N N D No Further Work 
50-10-27-26652 Modified Outcrop Agriculture 1 Prehistoric Y N N Y N N N D No Further Work 
50-10-27-26653 Modified Outcrop Agriculture  1 Prehistoric Y N N Y N N N D No Further Work 
50-10-27-26654 Trough Animal Husbandry  1 Historic Y N N N N N Y D No Further Work 
50-10-27-26655 Complex Permanent Habitation, Agriculture 8 Prehistoric Y Y Y Y N N N D Data Recovery 
50-10-27-26656 Cairn Marker 1 Prehistoric Y N Y Y N N N D No Further Work 

¹ Assessed based on the guidance and definitions from National Register Bulletin #15, "How to Apply the National Register Criteria for Evaluation" "Y" is yes, "N" is no 
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1.2 Historic Preservation Regulatory Context 
This document was prepared to support the proposed project’s historic preservation review 

under Hawai‘i Revised Statutes (HRS) Chapter 6E-8/42 and Hawai‘i Administrative Rules 
(HAR) Chapter 13-13-275/284. Additionally, as a federally funded project, this project is 
considered a federal undertaking, requiring compliance with Section 106 of the National Historic 
Preservation Act (NHPA) and the National Environmental Policy Act (NEPA). This addendum 
archaeological inventory survey investigation was prepared in consideration of the Secretary of 
the Interior’s Standards and Guidelines for Archaeology and Historic Preservation, and was 
conducted to identify, document, and make National Register of Historic Places (National 
Register) and Hawai‘i Register of Historic Places (Hawai‘i Register) eligibility recommendations 
for the subject parcels’ cultural resources. In consultation with the Hawai‘i State Historic 
Preservation Division (SHPD), this investigation was also designed to fulfill the State 
requirements for an archaeological inventory survey per Hawai‘i Administrative Rules (HAR) 
Chapter 13-13-276. The investigation includes an undertaking-specific effect recommendation 
and treatment/mitigation recommendations for the cultural resources recommended 
National/Hawai‘i Register eligible. This document is intended to support project-related historic 
preservation consultation among stake-holding federal and state agencies, interested Native 
Hawaiian groups and individuals, and community groups. 

1.3 Environmental Setting 

1.3.1 Natural Environment 
The survey area, located in the ahupua‘a of Kaloko and Honokōhau, traverses moderately 

sloping terrain between approximately 300–440 feet elevation, and is situated approximately 1.5 
miles mauka (inland) of the coast of North Kona District. 

The climate in the survey area is relatively dry, and fresh water is generally a challenge to 
obtain in large quantities. There are no known natural springs or perennial streams within or near 
the survey area, but the area is famous for its heavy night dew and morning mists that Kānaka 
Maoli (native Hawaiians) living a traditional subsistence lifestyle were adept at exploiting. Kona 
weather is typified by light afternoon showers brought on by warm air that has been moved 
inland by light sea breezes. The humid air gradually condenses over higher altitudes throughout 
the day. At night the land cools resulting in breezes which send warm air back out to sea. 
Rainfall in the survey area averages only 10 inches per year (Cordy et al. 1991). 

The ground surface throughout most of the survey area consists of lava flows, with a small 
area of thin soil (Figure 5). Soils within the survey area primarily consist of Lava Flows ‘A‘ā 
(rLV), Punaluu Extremely Rocky Peat (rPYD), and Lava Flows Pāhoehoe (rLW)). ‘A‘ā Lava 
Flows consist of “practically no soil covering… associated with pāhoehoe lava flows and many 
soils” (Sato et al. 1973). Soils of the Punaluu Series consist of “well-drained, thin organic soils 
over pahoehoe lava bedrock” (Sato et al. 1973). Pāhoehoe Lava Flows consist of “no soil 
covering and is typically bare of vegetation” (Sato et al. 1973). 
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Figure 5. Overlay of Soil Survey of the State of Hawai‘i (Sato et al. 1973), indicating sediment 
types within the survey area 
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There is little native vegetation in the survey area, which is dominated by koa haole 
(Leucaena glauca) and exotic grasses; some kiawe (Prosopis pallida) trees are growing in areas 
with soil accumulation. Grazing cattle have cleared much of the thick vegetation that would be 
expected in such a setting. 

1.3.2 Built Environment 
With the exception of Hina Lani Street and several unimproved trails and dirt roads, the 

project area is undeveloped. Both the north and south ends of the survey area, however, have 
been impacted through their use as construction staging areas. At these locations, there are 
several bulldozed roads, discarded trash piles, and stock-piled heavy machinery. 
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Section 2    Methods 

2.1 Field Methods 
The fieldwork component of the addendum archaeological inventory survey was 

accomplished on August 10, 2009, by two CSH archaeologists: Douglas Thurman, B.A., and 
Mindy Simonson, M.A. under the general supervision of Matt McDermott, M.A. (principal 
investigator). The fieldwork required approximately 2 person-days to complete.  

2.1.1 Pedestrian Inspection 
Archaeological fieldwork involved locating and reevaluating previously identified cultural 

resources, comparing existing maps and documentation with current conditions. In general 
surface visibility was good due to a majority of the ground surface consisting of exposed lava 
flows. 

All cultural resources were documented through detailed written description, with evaluation 
of function, interrelationships, and significance; photographs; scale drawings using standard 
tape-and-compass mapping procedures; and located with a GARMIN GPSMAP60Cx unit 
(accuracy +/- 2-5 m). 
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Section 3    Results of Fieldwork 
The focus of the current investigation was to document SIHP #50-10-27/28-18115 (post-

contact cattle walls), which was previously recorded by Robbins et al. (2000), but that was not 
included in documentation of the most recent archaeological inventory survey of the survey area 
(Yucha & McDermott 2008). The Robins et al. (2000) investigation focused on an 800-acre 
study area that includes the southern portion of the current survey area that is the focus of this 
addendum report (the survey area depicted on Figure 1). A complete discussion of the additional 
33 cultural resources identified within the current survey area is provided in the Yucha and 
McDermott (2008) report which preceded this addendum. 

3.1 Site Description 

3.1.1 SIHP #50-10-27/28-18115 

FORMAL TYPE:  Wall 
FUNCTION:  Animal Husbandry 
# OF FEATURES:  2 
AGE: Post-contact 
DIMENSIONS:  Feature A: 558+ m long by 0.85 m wide;  

Feature B: 214+ m long by 0.85 m wide 
LOCATION:  Southern portion of survey area 
TAX MAP KEY: [3] 7-4-008: 005 
LAND JURISDICTION:  private, Lanihau 

 

SIHP #50-10-27/28-18115 is located in the southern portion of the survey area, approximately 
270 m south of the Kaloko and Honokohau ahupua‘a boundary (Figure 6; see Appendix A for 
UTM coordinates). The topography of the immediate area is slightly sloping to the southwest, 
while the geology consists of exposed basalt bedrock outcrops with pockets of shallow soil. Koa 
haole, cactus, and exotic grasses dominate the surrounding landscape. 

SIHP #50-10-27/28-18115 was previously identified by CSH in 2000 (Robins et al. 2000) and 
was described as follows: 

SHPD Site #:   50-10-27/28-18115 
Site Type:   Wall Network 
Function:  Cattle containment (paddocks) 
Dimensions:  Unknown 
Features:  3 
Elevation:  350 ft. a.m.s.l. 
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Figure 6. Portion of 1996 USGS 7.5-Minute Series Topographic Map, Keāhole Point Quadrangle, showing the location of cultural 
resources identified within the survey area (Note: SIHP #50-10-27/28-18115 indicated in gold) 
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Description: Site 18115 consists of a series of bifaced walls that are located 
between the 350 foot contour and the mauka boundary of the project area. Most of 
the walls were built by the Greenwell Ranch during the early and mid 20th 
century. The walls form at least five cattle paddocks and gates are located at 
variable positions on the walls. The longest wall section of Site 18115 extends 
along the northern boundary of the project area. All of the wall sections are 
constructed at a height to contain cattle. 

Robins et al. (2000) recommended that SIHP -18115 was significant to the National and 
Hawaii Register of Historic Places under criterion D, for its information content—additionally, 
Robins et al. (2000) recommended no further historic preservation work for the wall segments. 
The State Historic Preservation Division (SHPD) reviewed and approved these significance and 
treatment recommendations in their February 12 2000 acceptance letter of the Robins et al. 
(2000) AIS report (SHPD correspondence LOG NO: 26972 DOC NO:0102RC15—refer to 
Appendix B).  

During the current investigation CSH identified a portion of the wall network previously 
identified by Robins et al. in 2000. Two features were identified: SIHP -18115 Feature A and 
SIHP -18115 Feature B (Figure 7—Please note that Figure 7 shows the geographic extent of 
SIHP -18115 within the current survey area—the wall segments do extend south and east outside 
the current survey area—see discussion below). Both features consist of bi-faced wall segments 
that were utilized to control the movement of cattle.  

SIHP -18115 Feature A consists of a bi-faced, core filled rock wall oriented in a roughly 
north-south direction (see Figure 7 & Figure 8). The wall segment within the current survey area 
measures approximately 558 m long by 0.85 m wide, and continues for an undetermined distance 
to the south beyond the survey area. The wall has heights ranging from 90 to 150 cm and is 
constructed of basalt boulders, stacked 5 to 6 courses high (Figure 9). An additional wall 
segment (Feature B) intersects Feature A and extends perpendicularly to the east, forming a “T”. 
Approximately 18 m south of this intersection, a metal gate has been incorporated into the 
Feature A wall segment. The gate has been constructed by creating a 2 m breach in the wall and 
constructing two basalt and mortar support columns at the ends of the breach (Figure 10). The 
basalt and mortar support columns measure approximately 90 cm long by 90 cm wide, and are 
150 cm high. The metal gate has been fastened to the support columns via metal screws and 
brackets and utilizes a simple latch for opening/closing. This gate would have allowed the 
movement of cattle through the wall (Feature A) in an east-west direction, likely for the staging 
of cattle at various grazing areas.  

SIHP -18115 Feature B consists of a bi-faced, core filled rock wall oriented in a roughly east-
west direction (see Figure 7 & Figure 11). Within the current survey area, the wall segment is  
214 m long by 0.85 m wide, and continues for an undetermined distance to the east beyond the 
survey area. The wall has heights ranging from 115 to 150 cm and is constructed of basalt 
boulders, stacked 5 to 6 courses high (Figure 12). Approximately 5 m west of the wall’s 
intersection with Feature A is another metal gate similar to the one observed at Feature A. The 
gate has been constructed by creating a 2 m breach in the wall and constructing two basalt and 
mortar support columns at the ends of the breach (Figure 13). The basalt and mortar support 
columns measure approximately  
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Figure 7. Plan map of SIHP # 50-10-27/28-18115 
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Figure 8. Photograph of SIHP -18115A, view to south 
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Figure 9. Photograph of SIHP -18115A showing wall construction, view to west 

 

 

Figure 10. Photograph of SIHP -18115A, metal gate, view to southwest 
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Figure 11. Photograph of SIHP -18115B, view to northeast 
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Figure 12. Photograph of SIHP -18115B showing wall construction, view to north 

 

 

Figure 13. Photograph of SIHP -18115B, metal gate, view to northwest 
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90 cm long by 90 cm wide, and are 150 cm high. The metal gate has been fastened to the support 
columns via metal screws and brackets and utilizes a simple latch for opening/closing. This gate 
would have allowed the movement of cattle through the wall (Feature B) in a north-south 
direction, likely for the staging of cattle at various grazing areas. 

SIHP -18115 is determined to be of post-contact origin. This is based on the wall’s construction 
techniques and state of preservation. The wall’s architectural style and the presence of metal 
gates indicated that the wall likely functioned as a boundary wall constructed to restrict the 
movement of cattle. The overall extent of the wall, outside the current survey area, can be clearly 
seen on Figure 1, above, where the wall segments are depicted forming a large rectangular 
enclosure east (mauka) of the current survey area (refer to Figure 1, where the wall alignment, 
with the enclosure, is clearly labeled “rock walls” east of the current survey area). Based on their 
depiction on the USGS (Figure 1) these walls are only extent between the 320 and 800 foot 
contour. Based on available evidence, these walls are related to historic cattle activity and are not 
ahupua`a boundary wall segments. 
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3.2 Significance Assessments 
The single cultural resource identified during the current investigation was evaluated for 

significance according to the broad criteria established for the National and Hawai‘i Registers of 
Historic Places. The criteria are the following: 

A Associated with events that have made an important contribution to the broad patterns 
of our history; 

B Associated with the lives of persons important in our past; 

C Embodies the distinctive characteristics of a type, period, or method of construction, 
represents the work of a master, or possesses high artistic value; 

D Have yielded, or is likely to yield information important for research on prehistory or 
history; 

E Have an important value to the native Hawaiian people or to another ethnic group of 
the state due to associations with cultural practices once carried out, or still carried 
out, at the property, or due to associations with traditional beliefs, events or oral 
history accounts – these associations being important to the group’s history and 
cultural identity. 

SIHP #50-10-27/28-18115, post-contact cattle walls, has integrity of location and materials, 
and is assessed as significant under Criterion D (have yielded, or may be likely to yield 
information important in prehistory or history) of the National and Hawai‘i Registers of Historic 
Places evaluation criteria. This significance evaluation agrees with that of the SHPD-approved 
Robins et al. (2000) AIS report. The SHPD approval letter for the Robins et al. (2000) report is 
included with this addendum report as Appendix B.  
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Section 4    Project Effect and Mitigation Recommendations 

4.1 Project Effect 
Figure 14 shows the project APE in relation to the mapped extent of SIHP #50-10-27/28-

18115 within the current survey area. Approximately 200 linear meters (650 feet) of one of the 
cattle wall segments intersects the current project’s APE. Portions of this 200 meter long stacked 
stone cattle wall segment will be removed by the currently proposed roadway construction.  

For the Yucha and McDermott (2008) archaeological inventory survey of the current survey 
area CSH’s project specific effect recommendation was “effect, with proposed mitigation 
commitments.” SHPD approved this effect recommendation in their November 11, 2008 review 
letter (SHPD correspondence LOG NO: 2008.4182 DOC NO: 0811TD02). The current 
documentation of SIHP #50-10-27/28-18115 (historic cattle walls) has not changed CSH’s 
project effect recommendation. The same mitigation measures recommended in the original 
Yucha and McDermott (2008) archaeological inventory study are still recommended for the 
current project—refer to Appendix C, the SHPD acceptance letter for the Yucha and McDermott.  

4.2 Mitigation Recommendations 
 

No further historic preservation work is recommended for SIHP #50-10-27/28-18115, post-
contact cattle walls. Sufficient information regarding the location, function, age, and construction 
methods of this cultural resource have been generated by the current addendum inventory survey 
investigation to mitigate any adverse effect caused by proposed development activities. This 
mitigation recommendation agrees with that of the SHPD-approved Robins et al. (2000) AIS 
report. 

A summary of mitigation recommendations for the additional 33 cultural resources identified 
within the survey area is provided in Table 1 above. For a complete breakdown of these 
mitigation recommendations please refer to the archaeological inventory survey report (Yucha & 
McDermott 2008) that preceded this addendum. 
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Figure 14. Project APE in Relation to SIHP #50-10-27/28-18115 
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Appendix A    UTM Coordinates for Cultural 
Resources 

 

Table 2. UTM Coordinates for SIHP #50-10-27/28-18115  

Coordinate Location NORTHING EASTING 
Northern extant 2179255.96 184953.44 
Southern extant 2178732.22 185153.23 
Eastern extant 2178992.19 185276.08 

* Coordinate system: UTM NAD 83, Zone 5 North (m) 
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Appendix B    SHPD Acceptance Letter for 
Robins et al. 2000 AIS 
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Appendix C    SHPD Acceptance Letter for 
the Yucha and McDermott AIS Report 
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August 20, 2009 
 
Dr. Hallett H. Hammatt        LOG NO: 2009.3247 
Cultural Surveys Hawai’i, Inc.       DOC NO: 0908TD11 
P.O. Box 1114          Archaeology 
Kailua, Hawaii 96734 
 
Dear Dr. Hammatt: 
 
Subject: Chapter 6E-8 and National Historic Preservation Act Section 106 Review-  
  Revised Archaeological Inventory Survey for a 2.3-km Section of the Proposed 
  Ane Keohokālole Mid-Level Highway Project (Approximately 72 Acres) 
  Kealakehe and Keahuolū Ahupua’a, North Kona District, Island of Hawai’i 
  TMK:  (3) 7-4-20: portions of 06, 07, 10 & 22; and 7-4-21: portions of 03, 04 & 20 
 
Thank you for submitting the subject revised draft report entitled Archaeological Inventory Survey of an 
Approximately 2.3-km Long Portion of the Proposed Ane Keohokālole Highway Project, Kealakehe and 
Keahuolū Ahupua`a, North Kona District, Hawai`i Island (J. Tulchin and H. H. Hammatt, August 2009). 
The report documents the results of background research and a systematic pedestrian survey of a 400-foot 
wide corridor between Puohulihuli Street (north end) and a point approximately 1,000 feet (300 meters) 
north of Palani Road (south end). The project area includes the area of potential effect (APE) for the 
construction of Ane Keohokālole Highway, a federally funded undertaking. This project area is a portion 
(approximately one third) of a larger APE that has been identified for the Ane Keohokālole Highway 
project.  
 
The survey identified features associated with four previously identified sites (SIHP Sites 5011, 1320F, 
1337G, and 13387) as well as eight newly identified sites (SIHP Sites 26829 through 26836). Identified 
formal types include three lava tubes, three terraces, three modified or filled blisters, a cave, a trail and a 
wall. Eleven of the sites are determined to be Pre-contact in age and the wall is determined to be post-
contact.   
 
In our prior review of this report, we indicated that report contains adequate background information on 
the environmental setting, historic context and previous archaeology in the vicinity of the project area 
(Log 2009.2425, Doc No 0907TD22). We had a few comments regarding the regulatory context, 
agencies, and number of historic properties identified in the management summary and elsewhere in the 
introductory section; and some questions and comments regarding the methods section and justifications 
for recommendations of no further work at certain sites. These comments and questions have been 
adequately addressed in the revised report. The maps have also been updated to more clearly depict the 
project APE. 
 
We note that the revised report contains new information on testing at Site 13379G and provides 
information on recovered artifacts (basalt and volcanic glass flakes). These materials have accession 
numbers, indicating that they are now in your possession. We request that you revise Section 7.3 (page 
92) which states that no cultural material was collected.  
  



The report concludes that eight of the twelve sites are significant under HRHP/NRHP criterion “d”, and 
that sufficient information has been collected for adequate mitigation of impacts to these sites (SIHP Sites 
13201F, 13379G, 26829, 26830, 26832, 26833, 26834, and 26835). We concur with these assessments, 
given the addition of new information in the form of additional testing and mapping that is provided in 
the revised report.  
 
One of the sites (SIHP 5011) is assessed as significant under HRHP/NRHP Criteria “c” and “d”. A 
detailed map and cross section of the wall within the APE is provided, along with photographs of this 
feature. We concur that no further data collection is needed at this time, with the understanding that 
demolition of the wall will be monitored as part of the project monitoring program. We wish to note that 
our concurrence applies only to the project APE. Given the excellent condition of this wall, we hope that 
surrounding landowners will be amenable to some level of preservation in the context of future 
development in the vicinity of this site. 
 
Three sites (SIHP 13387, 26831 and 26836) are assessed as significant under HRHP/NRHP Criterion “d” 
and HRHP criterion “e”, with preservation recommended. We concur with the significance assessments 
and note that a burial treatment plan has been prepared for presentation to the Hawai`i Island Burial 
Council. The decision regarding final disposition of these sites will be made by the Burial Council. 
 
Finally, we concur with the recommendation that all ground disturbance in connection with this project 
will be monitored in conformance with a monitoring plan that is approved by our office.  
 
The revised report is accepted pursuant to the Secretary of the Interior’s Standards for Identification, 
Evaluation and Archaeological Documentation, and 36 CFR Part 800. 11. In addition, as allowed per 
§800.11 (b), the report complies with Hawaii Administrative Rule 13-13-276. Please send one hard copy 
of the document, clearly marked FINAL, along with a copy of this review letter and a text-searchable 
PDF version on CD to the Kapolei SHPD office, attention of “SHPD Library”. Please revise Section 7.3 
as requested above in the final submittal. 
 
If you have any questions regarding this letter, please contact Theresa Donham at (808) 933-7653. 
 
 
Aloha, 
 
 

 §¨©ª 

 
Nancy McMahon, Deputy SHPO/State Archaeologist 
and Historic Preservation Manager 
Historic Preservation Division 
 
 
cc:   Pat V. Phung 
 Federal Highway Administration 
 Box 50206 
 300 Ala Moana Blvd., Room 3-306 
 Honolulu, HI  96850 
 
 Leslie Matsumoto 
 Belt Collins Hawaii, Ltd. 
 2153 North King Street, Suite 200 
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Management Summary 
 

Reference Archaeological Inventory Survey of an Approximately 2.3-km Long 
Portion of the Proposed Ane Keohokālole Highway Project, Kealakehe 
and Keahuolū Ahupua‘a, North Kona District, Island of Hawai‘i 
(TMK: [3] 7-4-020:006 por. & 007 por. & 010 por. & 022 por.; [3] 7-
4-021: 003 por. & 004 por. & 020 por.) (Tulchin and Hammatt 2009) 

Date August 2009 
Project Number (s) Cultural Surveys Hawai‘i Inc. (CSH) Job Code: KEALAKEHE 1 
Investigation 
Permit Number 

The fieldwork component of the archaeological inventory survey 
investigation was carried out under archaeological research permit 
number 09-20, issued by the Hawai‘i State Historic Preservation 
Division/Department of Land and Natural Resources (SHPD/DLNR), 
per Hawai‘i Administrative Rules (HAR) Chapter 13-13-282. 

Project Location The survey area consists of an approximately 2.3-km (1.4-mi.) long by 
120-m (400-ft.) wide corridor located approximately 1.3 km mauka 
(inland) of the Queen Ka‘ahumanu Highway. The project corridor is 
oriented roughly north-south, parallel to the Queen Ka‘ahumanu 
Highway, extending south from Puohulihuli Street to a point 
approximately 300 m (1,000 ft.) north of Palani Road. The project area 
is depicted on the U.S. Geological Survey 7.5-Minute Series 
Topographic Map, Kailua Quadrangle (1996).  

Land Jurisdiction Government: State of Hawai‘i, and Private: Queen Lili‘uokalani Trust 
Agencies Federal Highway Administration (FHWA), Hawai‘i State Historic 

Preservation Division / Department of Land and Natural Resources 
(SHPD/DLNR); County of Hawai‘i 

Project Description The proposed Ane Keohokālole Highway Project involves 
construction of a mid-level highway that will connect Henry Street to 
Hina Lani Road, mauka (inland) of the Queen Ka‘ahumanu Highway. 
Minimally, land disturbing activities would include grubbing, grading, 
and excavations for subsurface utilities. 

Project Acreage Approximately 72 acres 
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Area of Potential 
Effect (APE) and 
Survey Acreage 

The Ane Keohokālole Highway Project’s area of potential effect 
(APE) is defined as a 200 to 400-ft wide corridor running in a roughly 
north-south direction extending from Hina Lani Street toward Palani 
Road, totaling an area of approximately 150 acres (Figure 4). The 
project’s APE also includes a contractor staging area, located at the 
southern end of the proposed project (see Figure 4). The survey area 
for the current investigation consisted of a 400-ft wide and 2.3-km 
long corridor (A.K.A. Project Area) running in a roughly north-south 
direction extending from Kealakehe Parkway toward Palani Road, 
totaling 72 acres (see Figure 1-3). Additionally, SHPD has determined 
that the APE for this project includes SIHP #50-10-28-13387 and 
SIHP #50-10-28-26836, located approximately 15 m and 30 m west of 
the western survey area boundary, respectively (see Figure 13 & 14).  

Historic 
Preservation 
Regulatory Context 

This document was prepared to support the proposed project’s historic 
preservation review under Hawai‘i Revised Statutes (HRS) Chapter 
6E-8/42 and Hawai‘i Administrative Rules (HAR) Chapter 13-13-
275/284. Additionally, as a federally funded project, this project is 
considered a federal undertaking, requiring compliance with Section 
106 of the National Historic Preservation Act (NHPA) and the 
National Environmental Policy Act (NEPA). This archaeological 
inventory survey investigation was prepared in consideration of the 
Secretary of the Interior’s Standards and Guidelines for Archaeology 
and Historic Preservation, and was conducted to identify, document, 
and make National Register of Historic Places (National Register) and 
Hawai‘i Register of Historic Places (Hawai‘i Register) eligibility 
recommendations for the subject parcels’ cultural resources. In 
consultation with the Hawai‘i State Historic Preservation Division 
(SHPD), this investigation was also designed to fulfill the State 
requirements for an archaeological inventory survey per Hawai‘i 
Administrative Rules (HAR) Chapter 13-13-276. The investigation 
includes an undertaking-specific effect recommendation and 
treatment/mitigation recommendations for the cultural resources 
recommended National/Hawai‘i Register eligible. This document is 
intended to support project-related historic preservation consultation 
among stake-holding federal and state agencies, interested Native 
Hawaiian groups and individuals, and community groups. 

Fieldwork Effort The CSH field crew included: Jon Tulchin, B.A.; Nifae Hunkin, B.A.; 
Carlin Jones, B.S.; Trevor Yucha, B.S.; and David W. Shideler, M.A., 
under the overall supervision of Hallett H. Hammatt, Ph.D. (principal 
investigator). Fieldwork was conducted from May 5-14, 2009 and 
required 24 person-days to complete. 
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Number of 
Cultural 
Resources1 
Identified 

Twelve (12)  

Cultural Resources 
Recommended 
Eligible to the 
National / Hawai‘i 
Register 

State Inventory of Historic Properties (SIHP) #50-10-28-5011, 
boundary wall; 
SIHP #50-10-28-13201F, modified lava blister; 
SIHP #50-10-28-13379G, terrace; 
SIHP #50-10-28-13387, lava tube with a burial and a temporary 
habitation function 
SIHP #50-10-28-26829, pāhoehoe excavation; 
SIHP #50-10-28-26830, terrace; 
SIHP #50-10-28-26831, burial cave; 
SIHP #50-10-28-26832, terrace; 
SIHP #50-10-28-26833, trail; 
SIHP #50-10-28-26834, modified lava blisters; 
SIHP #50-10-28-26835, water catchment lava tube; 
SIHP #50-10-28-26836, lava tube with 2 known burials and a 
temporary habitation function 

Cultural Resources 
Recommended 
Ineligible for the 
National / Hawaii 
Register 

None 

Effect 
Recommendation 

CSH’s project specific effect recommendation is “effect, with 
proposed mitigation commitments.” The recommended mitigation 
measures will reduce the project’s effect on identified significant 
surface cultural resources as well as any yet to be identified subsurface 
cultural resources that may be located within the survey area and be 
pro-active in addressing possible community concerns. 
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Mitigation 
Recommendation 

No further historic preservation work is recommended for nine of the 
sites and features identified (including SIHP #50-10-28-5011, -
13201F, -13379G, -26829, -26830, -26832, -26833, -26834, and -
26835. 
It is recommended that a Burial Treatment Plan be prepared in 
accordance with Hawai‘i Administrative Rules (HAR) 13-300-33, and 
in consultation with the SHPD, Hawai‘i Island Burial Council, and any 
recognized lineal and/or cultural descendants to address what are now 
“previously identified” burials at SIHP #50-10-28-13387, SIHP # 50-
10-28-26831, and SIHP #50-10-28-26836.  

It is recommended that development of this approximately 2.3-km 
long portion of the proposed Ane Keohokālole Highway Project road 
corridor be attended by an archaeological monitoring program to begin 
with an archaeological monitoring plan for the review and approval of 
the SHPD prior to the beginning of construction and with a summary 
archaeological monitoring report for the review and approval of the 
SHPD. Due to extremely dense vegetation that may have obscured 
surface cultural resources and to facilitate the identification and 
treatment of any additional burials that might be discovered during 
project construction, it is recommended that the monitoring provisions 
include on–site monitoring of all project related ground disturbance. 

 
1In historic preservation parlance, cultural resources are the physical remains and/or geographic locations that reflect 
the activity, heritage, and/or beliefs of ethnic groups, local communities, states, and/or nations. Generally, they are at 
least 50 years old, although there are exceptions, and include: buildings and structures; groupings of buildings or 
structures (historic districts); certain objects; archaeological artifacts, features, sites, and/or deposits; groupings of 
archaeological sites (archaeological districts); and, in some instances, natural landscape features and/or geographic 
locations of cultural significance. 
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Section 1    Introduction 

1.1 Project Background 
At the request of Belt Collins Hawaii Ltd., Cultural Surveys Hawai‘i Inc. (CSH) completed an 

archaeological inventory survey of an approximately 2.3-km long portion of the proposed Ane 
Keohokālole Highway Project, Kealakehe and Keahuolū Ahupua‘a, North Kona District, Island 
of Hawai‘i (TMK: [3] 7-4-020:006 por., 007 por., 010 por., 022 por.; [3] 7-4-021: 003 por., 004 
por., 020 por.). The approximately 72-acre survey area consists of an approximately 2.3 km (1.4 
mi.) long by 120 m (400 ft.) wide corridor located approximately 1.3 km mauka (inland) of the 
Queen Ka‘ahumanu Highway. The survey corridor is oriented roughly north-south, parallel to 
the Queen Ka‘ahumanu Highway, extending south from Puohulihuli Street to a point 
approximately 300 m (1000 ft.) north of Palani Road (Figures 1-3). The survey area is depicted 
on the U.S. Geological Survey 7.5-Minute Series Topographic Map, Kailua Quadrangle (1996) 
(Figure 1). 

Portions of the survey area are privately owned by the Queen Lili‘uokalani Trust. The 
remaining project lands are government-owned by the State of Hawai‘i. The proposed Ane 
Keohokālole Highway Project involves construction of a mid-level highway that will connect 
Henry Street to Hina Lani Road, mauka (inland) of the Queen Ka‘ahumanu Highway. 
Minimally, land disturbing activities would include grubbing, grading, and excavations for 
subsurface utilities.  

The Ane Keohokālole Highway Project’s area of potential effect (APE) is defined as a 200 to 
400-ft wide corridor running in a roughly north-south direction extending from Hina Lani Street 
toward Palani Road, totaling an area of approximately 150 acres (Figure 4). The project’s APE 
also includes a contractor staging area, located at the southern end of the proposed project (see 
Figure 4). The survey area for the current investigation consisted of a 400-ft wide and 2.3-km 
long corridor running in a roughly north-south direction extending from Kealakehe Parkway 
toward Palani Road, totaling 72 acres (see Figure 1-3). Additionally, SHPD has determined that 
the APE for this project includes SIHP #50-10-28-13387 and SIHP #50-10-28-26836, located 
approximately 15 m and 30 m west of the western survey area boundary, respectively (see Figure 
13 & 14). 

Portions of the current survey area have been covered by prior archaeological inventory 
survey investigations. Donham (1990a) conducted an Archaeological Inventory Survey, Queen 
Lili’uokalani Trust Property, that covered the southern ¾ of the current survey area (i.e. all 
survey area lands within Keahuolū Ahupua‘a). Donham (1990b) conducted an Archaeological 
Inventory Survey, Kealakehe Planned Community Project Area, that covered the northern ¼ of 
the current survey area. Burgett and Rosendahl (1992) conducted a subsequent Addendum 
Report, Archaeological Inventory Survey, Kealakehe Planned Community Project Area which 
documented additional cultural resources in the northern ¼ of the current survey area. Corbin 
and Wong-Smith (2008) conducted an Archaeological Survey and Cultural Impact Assessment 
Ane Keohokalole Highway Corridor, that covered the entire current survey area. Due to 
discrepancies among the previous studies, in consultation with the SHPD it was determined that 
a supplemental archaeological inventory survey be conducted on the current survey area. 
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Figure 1. U.S. Geological Survey 7.5-Minute Series Topographic Map, Kailua and Keāhole 
Point Quadrangles (1996), showing the location of the inventory survey area and the 
proposed project’s area of potential effect (APE) 
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Figure 2. Portions of Tax Map Keys [3] 7-4-020 and 7-4-021, showing the location of the 
inventory survey area and the proposed project’s area of potential effect (APE) 
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Figure 3. Aerial photograph (source: Google Earth 2009), showing the inventory survey area and 
the proposed project’s area of potential effect (APE) 
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Figure 4. Ane Keohokālole Highway Area of Potential Effect (APE) (source: Belt Collins Hawaii Ltd. 2009) 
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This document was prepared to support the proposed project’s historic preservation review 
under Hawai‘i Revised Statutes (HRS) Chapter 6E-8/42 and Hawai‘i Administrative Rules 
(HAR) Chapter 13-13-275/284. Additionally, as a federally funded project, this project is 
considered a federal undertaking, requiring compliance with Section 106 of the National Historic 
Preservation Act (NHPA) and the National Environmental Policy Act (NEPA). This 
archaeological inventory survey investigation was prepared in consideration of the Secretary of 
the Interior’s Standards and Guidelines for Archaeology and Historic Preservation, and was 
conducted to identify, document, and make National Register of Historic Places (National 
Register) and Hawai‘i Register of Historic Places (Hawai‘i Register) eligibility recommendations 
for the subject parcels’ cultural resources. In consultation with the Hawai‘i State Historic 
Preservation Division (SHPD), this investigation was also designed to fulfill the State 
requirements for an archaeological inventory survey per Hawai‘i Administrative Rules (HAR) 
Chapter 13-13-276. The investigation includes an undertaking-specific effect recommendation 
and treatment/mitigation recommendations for the cultural resources recommended 
National/Hawai‘i Register eligible. This document is intended to support project-related historic 
preservation consultation among stake-holding federal and state agencies, interested Native 
Hawaiian groups and individuals, and community groups. 

1.2 Scope of Work 
The following archaeological inventory survey scope of work is designed to satisfy the 

Hawai‘i State requirements for archaeological inventory surveys (Hawai‘i Administrative Rules 
[HAR] Chapter 13-276 and Chapter 13-275/284): 

1. Historic and archaeological background research, including a search of historic maps, 
written records, Land Commission Award documents, and the reports from prior 
archaeological investigations. This research focused on the specific survey area’s past 
land use, with general background on the pre-contact and historic settlement patterns of 
the ahupua‘a and district. This background information was used to compile a predictive 
model for the types and locations of cultural resources that could be expected within the 
survey area. 

2. A complete (100% coverage) systematic pedestrian inspection of the survey area to 
identify any potential surface cultural resources. Surface cultural resources were recorded 
with an evaluation of age, function, interrelationships, and significance. Documentation 
included photographs, scale drawings, location of cultural resources with GPS survey 
equipment, and limited controlled excavation of select sites and/or features. 

3. As appropriate, consultation with knowledgeable individuals regarding the survey area’s 
history, past land use, and the function and age of the cultural resources documented 
within the survey area.  

4. As appropriate, laboratory work to process and gather relevant environmental and/or 
archaeological information from collected samples. 

5. Preparation of this archaeological inventory survey report, including the following: 
a) A project description; 
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b) A section of a USGS topographic map showing the survey area boundaries and the 
location of all recorded cultural resources; 

c) Historical and archaeological background sections summarizing pre-contact and 
historic land use of the survey area and its vicinity; 

d) Descriptions of all cultural resources, including selected photographs, scale drawings, 
and discussions of age, function, laboratory results, and significance, per the 
requirements of HAR 13-276. Each cultural resources will be assigned a Hawai‘i 
State Inventory of Historic Properties number; 

e) If appropriate, a section concerning cultural consultations [per the requirements of 
HAR 13-276-5(g) and HAR 13-275/284-8(a)(2)]. 

f) A summary of cultural resources categories, integrity, and significance based upon 
the Hawai‘i Register of Historic Places criteria; 

g) A project effect recommendation; 

h) Treatment recommendations to mitigate the project’s adverse effect on any cultural 
resources identified in the survey area that are recommended eligible to the National / 
Hawai‘i Register of Historic Places. 

This scope of work includes full coordination with the State Historic Preservation Division 
(SHPD) and County relating to archaeological matters. This coordination takes place after 
consent of the landowner and developer or representatives. 

1.3 Environmental Setting 

1.3.1 Natural Environment 
The survey area is located approximately 1.4 km (0.9 mi.) mauka (inland) of Kailua Bay. The 

land surface slopes gently to the southwest. Elevations within the survey area range from 79 to 
85 m (260 to 280 ft.) above mean sea level. Soils in the survey area are reported as Lava Flows, 
AA (rLV) and Lava Flows, Pahoehoe (rLW) (Figure 5). Sato et al. (1973) provides the following 
descriptions for each of the lava flow types: 

Lava flows, Aa (rLV) - This lava has practically no soil covering and is bare of 
vegetation, except for mosses, lichens, ferns, and a few small ohia trees. This lava 
is rough and broken. It is a mass of clinkery, hard, glassy, sharp pieces piled in 
tumbled heaps. In areas of high rainfall, it contributes substantially to the 
underground water supply and is used for watershed. 

Lava flows, pahoehoe (rLW) - This lava has a billowy, glassy surface that is 
relatively smooth. In some areas, however, the surface is rough and broken, and 
there are hummocks and pressure domes. Pahoehoe lava has no soil covering and 
is typically bare of vegetation except for mosses and lichens. In areas of higher 
rainfall, this lava contributes to the ground-water supply.  
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Figure 5. Overlay of Soil Survey of the State of Hawai‘i (Sato et al. 1973), indicating sediment 
types within the survey area (indicated in red) 
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The survey area receives approximately 750 mm (30 in.) of annual rainfall (Giambelluca et al. 
1986). Vegetation within the survey area primarily consists of koa haole (Leucaena 
leucocephala), kiawe (Prosopis pallida), Christmas berry (Lycium carolinanum), and exotic 
grasses. 

1.3.2 Built Environment 
At present, the survey area is undeveloped. No modern structures are located in the survey 

area. In general, lands surrounding the entire survey area are undeveloped, with the exception of 
an abandoned quarry extending into the west side of the southwestern survey area boundary and 
Kealakehe High School abutting the east side of the northeastern survey area boundary.  
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Section 2    Methods 

2.1 Field Methods 
The fieldwork component of the archaeological inventory survey investigation was carried out 

under archaeological research permit number 09-20, issued by the Hawai‘i State Historic 
Preservation Division/Department of Land and Natural Resources (SHPD/DLNR), per Hawai‘i 
Administrative Rules (HAR) Chapter 13-13-282. The CSH field crew included: Jon Tulchin, 
B.A.; Nifae Hunkin, B.A.; Carlin Jones, B.S.; Trevor Yucha, B.S.; and David W. Shideler, M.A., 
under the overall supervision of Hallett H. Hammatt, Ph.D. (principal investigator). Fieldwork 
was conducted from May 5-14, 2009 and required 24 person-days to complete. 

2.1.1 Pedestrian Inspection 
A complete ground survey of the survey area was undertaken for the purpose of cultural 

resources identification and documentation. The ground survey of the survey area was 
accomplished through systematic sweeps. The interval between the archaeologists was generally 
between 5 to10 m. In general surface visibility was poor due to dense vegetation that obscured 
the ground surface of approximately 95% of the survey corridor. For the remaining 5% of the 
corridor surface visibility was excellent as small pockets of the survey corridor consisted of lava 
flows with sparse vegetation.  

All cultural resources were documented through detailed written description, with evaluation 
of function, interrelationships, and significance; photographs; scale drawings using standard 
tape-and-compass mapping procedures; and located with a GARMIN GPSMAP60Cx unit 
(accuracy +/- 2-5 m). 

2.1.2 Subsurface Testing 
Subsurface testing consisted of the partial excavation, by hand, of selected surface 

archaeological features located during the pedestrian survey. The purpose of the subsurface 
testing was to aid in determining the function of located surface features, as well as to possibly 
obtain datable materials for later radiocarbon dating. Testing was conducting utilizing natural 
soil zones or stratigraphic layers as vertical controls. All excavated material was sifted through a 
1/8-in. wire mesh screen to separate out the soil matrix. All observed charcoal and midden was 
only noted (the type of material and stratigraphic association was recorded) and not collected. 
This is due to the extremely sparse quantities and highly eroded nature of the observed charcoal 
and midden which did not yield enough information for adequate analysis (i.e. dating, speciation, 
etc...).  

Each test excavation was documented with a scale section profile, photographs, and sediment 
descriptions. Sediment descriptions included characterizations of Munsell color designations, 
compactness, texture, structure, inclusions, cultural material present, and boundary distinctness 
and topography. Following each test excavation, the excavated area was backfilled and 
reconstructed as closely as possible to its original state. 
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2.1.3 Laboratory Methods 
Following the completion of fieldwork, all collected materials were analyzed using current 

standard archaeological laboratory techniques. Traditional Hawaiian materials collected from test 
excavations were sorted, identified, measured, and quantified. In general, artifact analysis 
focused on establishing, to the greatest extent possible, material type, formal/function type, 
cultural affiliation and/or age of manufacture. A catalogue of all collected artifacts was prepared 
and is presented. 

Upon conclusion of the project all materials collected will temporarily remain curated at 
Cultural Surveys Hawaii, Waimanalo Office until a permanent facility can be decided upon 
based on consultation with the land owner and SHPD/DLNR. 

2.2 Document Review 
Background research included: a review of previous archaeological studies on file at SHPD; 

review of documents at Hamilton Library of the University of Hawai‘i at Mānoa, the Hawai‘i 
State Archives, the Mission Houses Museum Library, the Hawai‘i Public Library, and the 
Archives of the Bishop Museum; study of historic photographs at the Hawai‘i State Archives and 
the Archives of the Bishop Museum; and study of historic maps at the Survey Office of the 
Department of Land and Natural Resources. Historic maps and photographs from the CSH 
library were also consulted. In addition, Māhele records were examined from the Waihona ‘Aina 
database (<www.waihona.com>). 

This research provided the environmental, cultural, historic, and archaeological background 
for the survey area. The sources studied were used to formulate a predictive model regarding the 
expected types and locations of cultural resources in the survey area. 

2.3 Consultation 
Consultation for the entire Ane Keohokālole Hwy. Project, which includes the current area of 

investigation, was conducted by Helen Wong Smith as part of a Cultural Impact Assessment 
conducted independently from this archaeological inventory survey investigation (Wong Smith 
2009: B-2 in Belt Collins Hawaii, Ltd. 2009). 
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Section 3    Background Research 

3.1 Traditional and Historical Background 

3.1.1 Mythological and Traditional Accounts 
The current survey area is located within the ahupua‘a (traditional land units) of Keahuolū 

and Kealakehe. Keahuolū and Kealakehe Ahupua‘a are located within a transitional area 
between two distinct ecological zones. Lands to the south, known as Kona kai ‘opua (Kona of 
the distant horizon clouds above the ocean), between Kailua Bay and Keauhou Bay, are 
generally recognized as the fertile agricultural district and population center of North Kona 
(Kirch 1985:166; Kelly 1983). The relatively dry Kekaha-wai-‘ole (the waterless place) area of 
North Kona to the northeast is characterized by coastal fishponds and relatively barren lava 
hinterlands.  

The name of the ahupua‘a, Ke-ahu-o-lū, has been translated in two ways. The first is as “the 
ahu [cairn or altar] of Lū” (Pukui et al. 1974:101). There are no legendary accounts of a 
Hawaiian named Lū, but an ahu is a mound, often used as an altar, so the name could refer to 
“the altar of Lū.” The name of the land has also been written as Ke‘ohu‘olu, which means “the 
refreshing mists” (Maly 1994:A-3). 

There is a mound-hill at Keahuolū and Kealakehe, the ahupua‘a to the north, that is also 
associated with mists. According to the Legend of Ka-Miki, a series of stories about a 
supernatural hero who traveled around the Hawaiian Islands in the 13th century: 

Ka-noenoe (The mist, fogginess). The mound-hill called Pu‘u-o-Kaloa sits upon 
the plain of Kanoenoe which is associated with both Keahuolu and Kealakehe. 
The settling of mists upon Pu‘u-o-Kaloa was a sign of pending rains; thus the 
traditional farmers of this area would prepare their fields. This plain was 
referenced by Pili when he described to Ka-Miki the extent of the lands which 
Ka-Miki would over see upon marrying the sacred chiefess Paehala of 
Honokōhau. The inheritance lands included everything from the uplands of 
Hikuhia above Nāpu‘u and the lands of the waterless Kekaha, which spanned 
from the rocky plain of Kanikū (Keahualono) to the plain of Kanoenoe at 
Pu‘ukaloa. [Ka Hōkū o Hawai‘i 10/25/1917, as translated by Maly 1994:A-4] 

Another legendary account discusses the hill called Pu‘u-o-kaloa: 

Pu‘u-o-kaloa is a mound-hill site in the lands of Keahuolu-Kealakehe, not far 
from the shore of Kaiwi and Hi-iakanoholae. During periods of dry weather (Ka 
lā malo‘o) when planted crops, from the grassy plains to the ‘ama‘uma‘u (fern 
forest zone), and even the ponds (ki‘o wai) were dry, people would watch this hill 
for signs of coming rains. When the līhau (light dew mists) sat atop the hill of 
Pu‘u-o-kaloa, rains were on the way. Planters of the districts agricultural fields 
watched for omens at Pu‘uokaloa, and it was from keen observation and diligent 
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work that people prospered on the land. If a native of the land was hungry and 
came asking for food, the person would be asked: 

Ua ka ua i Pu‘ukaloa, ihea ‘oe? 
When rains fell at Pu‘ukaloa, where were you? 

If the answer was… 

I Kona nei no! 
In Kona!  

There would be no sweet potatoes for this person. If the answer was… 

I Kohala nei no! 
In Kohala! (The person would be given food to eat for they had been 
away, thus unable to accomplish the planting.) [Ka Hōkū o Hawai‘i 
3/19/1914, as translated by Maly 1994:A-5] 

These legendary accounts emphasize the importance of rainfall in this relatively dry region for 
farmers, who were cultivating sweet potatoes and other crops on the plains of Keahuolū and 
Kealakehe. 

3.1.2 Early Historic Period 
Early missionary residents made the first estimates of the population of the North Kona 

District. Asa Thurston estimated a population of not less than 20,000 people along a 30-mile 
stretch of the Kona Coast. These residents were clustered on the coast, but some families also 
lived in a habitation belt about 2 miles inland (Kelly 1983:14). A formal census was conducted 
in 1832, and 12,432 people were recorded for the district of Kona. By 1835, this number had 
declined to 5,957. By 1853, the number had dropped to 2,210 (Schmitt 1973:21, 29, 31). The 
missionary, William Ellis (1976:32), visited the Kona area in 1822 and noted deserted villages 
and abandoned fields “everywhere to be met with.” 

William Ellis also described Kailua Bay, the coastal area to the south of the current survey 
area as follows: 

The houses which are neat, are generally erected on the sea-shore, shaded with 
cocoa-nut and kou trees, which greatly enliven the scene. The environs were 
cultivated to a considerable extent: small gardens were seen among the barren 
rocks on which the houses were built, wherever soil could be found sufficient to 
nourish the sweet potato, the watermelon, or even a few plants of tobacco, and in 
many places they seemed to be growing literally in the fragments of lava, 
collected in small heaps around their roots. [Ellis 1976:31] 

Few historical records can be found about the early history of Keahuolū and Kealakehe. In 
1869, Keahuolū was described thus by David Kalākaua: 
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This land is situated in the District of North Kona, bounded by the ahupua‘a of 
Lanihau (in Kailua) belonging to Prince Lunalilo on the Ka‘u side, and on the 
Kohala side, by Kealakehe, a government land and Honokohaniki belonging to 
Keelikolani. Keahuolu runs clear up to the mountains and includes a portion of 
nearly one half of Hualalai mountains. On the mountains the koa, kukui and ohia 
abounds in vast quantities. The upper land or inland is arable, and suitable for 
growing coffee, oranges, taro, potatoes bananas &c. Breadfruit trees grow wild as 
well as the Koli [kolī, castor-oil plant] oil seed. The lower land is adopted for 
grazing cattle, sheep, goats, &c. The fishery is very extensive and a fine grove of 
cocoanut trees of about 200 to 300 grows on the beach. The flat land near the sea 
beach is composed chiefly of lava, but herbs and shrubbery grows on it and [it is] 
suitable for feed of sheep and goats. It is estimated at 15,000 to 20,000 acres or 
more. [cited in Donham 1990a: B-5] 

3.1.3 Mid- to late-1800s 
In 1848, Kamehameha III authorized the Māhele (lit. division), which defined the land 

interests of the king, the high-ranking chiefs, and the konohiki (landlords for the chiefs). The 
lands awarded to the chiefs and their konohiki were known as “Konohiki Lands”. In 1848, four 
resolutions were passed to protect the rights of the kama‘āina, the native tenants. The resolutions 
authorized the Land Commission to award fee simple title to native tenants for habitation and 
agricultural lands that were part of Crown Lands (lands reserved for the royal family), 
Government Lands (lands held by the government), or Konohiki Lands. The lands for the 
common people became known as kuleana (tenant) awards (Chinen 1958; Chinen 1961). 

Through the Māhele of 1848, the entire ahupua‘a of Keahuolū was awarded to Ane 
Keohokālole, who had held two walled houselots “from very ancient times” along the shore. 
Keohokālole was the granddaughter of Kame‘eiamoku, an important chief that supported 
Kamehameha I, and the wife of John Kuakini, the governor of Oahu in the early 19th century. 
She was also the mother of the future King David Kalākaua, the future Queen Kamaka‘eha Lydia 
Lili‘uokalani, William Pitt Leleiōhoku, and Miriam Likelike. Ane Keohokālole later sold 
portions of her 15,000-20,000-acre grant to the government and other parties, with the remainder 
being passed on to her heir, Lili‘uokalani. Kealakehe Ahupua‘a was held as Government Lands. 

Emerson, a 19th century government surveyor, described the inland portion of Keahuolū and 
Kealakehe as “rough pahoehoe, little vegetation,” similar to descriptions of the dry and barren 
lands of Kekaha (Reg. Map 1280, Figure 6). David Kalākaua further described these kula (plains 
used for dry land agriculture) lands as suitable for livestock grazing (Donham 1990a). No 
kuleana claims were awarded in the inland portion (lower kula zone) of Keahuolū and 
Kealakehe, and there is little historic information concerning traditional Hawaiian land use in the 
area. However, the archaeological record suggests that dry land agriculture in areas designated 
grazing land was once relatively intensive. 

The upper kula zone was historically the primary agricultural zone of the two ahupua‘a. 
Many kuleana claims were awarded for this area, with documentation indicating that dry land 
crops were grown here. The most common crop described in the claims was taro, with coffee and 
potatoes also mentioned. During the Māhele, few of these kuleana awards were granted; instead, 
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Figure 6. 1891 Emerson map of the Kailua Section of North Kona (RM 1280), showing the location of the survey area 
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these lands were generally awarded to the konohiki (lower chiefs and landlords), who used the 
lands for livestock grazing (Kelly 1983:67). 

Emerson described the boundary between the inland and upland forested areas in this 
transitional region as “lava covered with scattering forest and dense masses of ki [ti; Cordyline 
terminalis] root” (Kelly 1983:58). Lands below the forest edge were described as “rocks covered 
with grass” (Kelly 1983:58). Emerson estimated the forest edge boundary to be at 200-230-m 
(650-750-ft.) elevation in Keahuolū well upslope of the present survey area. 

3.1.4 1900s to Present 
The population of the North Kona region continued to decline until around A.D. 1890, when 

it was 1,754 people. By 1900, the population had increased to 3,189 and continued to increase as 
people moved into the urban and suburban lands around Kailua-Kona. 

A sisal (Agave sisilana) mill was constructed in Keahuolū sometime during the late 1890s. 
Sisal was grown to make ropes and other fibers. The mill was located along the southern portion 
of the old Palani Road corridor at an elevation of approximately 130 m (430 ft.). Operating until 
1924, the mill was surrounded by sisal fields that covered an area of up to 1000-acres in 
Keahuolū and Kealakehe ahupua‘a (Jensen 1990). An area of concentrated sisal growth was 
located along a section of the old Palani Road at an elevation of approximately 180-m (600-ft.), 
which was believed to be at too high an elevation to be associated with the mill itself, though it 
may have been related to sisal transport operations (Donham 1990b). 

In 1909, Queen Lili‘uokalani executed a Deed of Trust, which established the legal and 
financial foundation of an institution dedicated to the welfare of orphaned Hawaiian children. 
She amended her Deed of Trust in 1911 to include destitute children. It states, “all the property 
of the Trust Estate…shall be used by the Trustees for the benefit of orphan and other destitute 
children in the Hawaiian Islands, the preference given to Hawaiian children of pure or part-
aboriginal blood.”  The lands of Keahuolu are part of this Trust Estate.  Until recent years, the 
Keahuolu lands were in passive, agricultural uses.  In the last 30+ years, the Queen Lili‘uokalani 
Trust has been developing its Keahuolu lands to generate income to support its charitable 
purpose, including programs provided statewide through the Queen Lili‘uokalani Children’s 
Centers. 

As government lands, portions of Kealakehe Ahupua‘a were subdivided as the Kealakehe 
Homesteads for purchase by homesteaders for residential development. Following the passage of 
the Hawaiian Homes Commission Act in 1921, portions of Kealakehe were designated Hawaiian 
Homelands, “…for the benefit and use of native Hawaiians, upon which they may live, farm, 
ranch, and otherwise engage in commercial or industrial or any other activities.”  

The 1959 U.S. Geological Survey map (Figure 7) and 1978 U.S. Geological Survey 
orthophotograph (Figure 8) show a general lack of development in the vicinity of the survey 
area. Development is indicated to be concentrated around the coastal area of Kailua Bay, as well 
as in the upland areas. Development on the Kealakehe Hawaiian Homelands has commenced in 
recent years with the construction of residential subdivisions. 
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Figure 7. 1959 U.S. Geological Survey Topographic Map, Kailua and Keahole Point 
Quadrangles, showing the location of the survey area 
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Figure 8. 1978 U.S. Geological Survey Orthophoto Quad, Kailua and Keahole Point 
Quadrangles, showing the location of the survey area 
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3.2 Previous Archaeological Research 
Early archaeological investigations (Table 1) in the ahupua‘a of Keahuolū and Kealakehe 

were generally focused on coastal ceremonial and habitation sites. In 1906, Stokes (Stokes and 
Dye 1991) documented three heiau (places of worship), Luapauwila Heiau, Kawaluna Heiau, 
and Palihiolo Heiau, and one ko‘a (fishing shrine), Halepa‘u Ko‘a and, along the coast of 
Kealakehe and Keahuolū. In 1930, John Reinecke conducted a survey of Hawaiian sites along 
the Kona coast. Reinecke noted the presence of numerous habitation platforms and petroglyphs 
(Reinecke 1930). Kenneth Emory (1970:37) indicated Reinecke’s sites 10 to 24 are located in 
Keahuolū, consisting of “15 platforms, three house sites, four pens, three brackish water pools, 
two shelters, one enclosure, a papamū [stone on which the checker-like game, kōnane, was 
played], and several petroglyphs…” Emory (1970:37) also indicated Reinecke’s sites 25 to 31 
are located in Kealakehe, including the Kealakehe settlement ruins, consisting of “13 house 
platforms, 11 burials, two corrals, one pen, and two heiau, Heiau-o-Kāne and Heiau Maka‘opio.” 

In 1990, Paul H. Rosendahl, Ph.D., Inc. (PHRI) completed an archaeological inventory survey 
for the Queen Lili‘uokalani Trust Property in Keahuolū (Donham 1990a) (Figure 8, Table 2 & 
Figure 9). The approximately 1,100-acre study area consisted of lands both mauka and makai of 
the Queen Ka‘ahumanu Highway, including the Keahuolū portion of the current survey area 
(Figure 9). A total of 239 cultural resources, including 1,810 features, were located within the 
study area. The most common features types consisted of rock mounds, modified lava blisters 
and outcrops, and pāhoehoe excavation features. Other common features included small terraces, 
low platforms, enclosures, and rubble walls. Agricultural features accounted for 90% of 
identified sites. The archaeological features were generally found within four clusters: 

At the northwestern end of the project area between nine and 20 ft AMSL; along 
the east side of Queen Kaahumanu Highway, between 50 and 150 ft AMSL; along 
the north side of Palani Road, between 200 and 400 ft AMSL; and at the eastern 
end of the project area, between 450 and 600 ft AMSL. The patterning of these 
clusters is such that they are in non-overlapping elevation ranges which 
encompass the overall elevation range of the project area. [Donham 1990a:15] 

In the vicinity of the current survey area, Donham (1990a) identified pāhoehoe excavations, 
cairns, burial caves, enclosures, and terraces (Table 2). 

In 1990, PHRI completed an archaeological inventory survey for the Kealakehe Planned 
Community in Kealakehe (Donham 1990b) (Figure 8,Table 2 and Figure 10). The approximately 
950-acre study area consisted of lands mauka of the Queen Ka‘ahumanu Highway, including the 
Kealakehe portion of the current survey area (Figure 9). A total of 82 cultural resources, 
including 840 features, were located within the study area. The most common feature types 
consisted of rock mounds and pāhoehoe excavation features. Other common features included 
modified outcrops, terraces, enclosures, and low mounded walls. The author noted the 
predominance of such features indicates “relatively intensive use of the area for agricultural 
purposes” (Donham 1990b:ii). In the vicinity of the current survey area, Donham (1990b) 
identified pāhoehoe excavations, modified outcrops, rock mounds, cairns, trails, terraces, a paved 
area, and a ranch wall (Table 2). 
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Table 1. Previous Archaeological Studies in Kealakehe and Keahuolū Ahupua‘a 

Reference Project Location Report Type And Results 
(Stokes 1906); 
Stokes & Dye 1991 

Island of Hawai‘i Survey: Identified two heiau, Kawaluna Heiau and Palihiolo Heiau, and two ko‘a, 
Halepa‘u Ko‘a and Maka‘eo Ko‘a. 

Reinecke 1930 West Hawai‘i Survey: Identified 7 sites: Sites 8 through 14, including house platforms, small 
complexes encompassing enclosures and platforms, petroglyphs, and a possible 
fishing heiau. 

Sekido 1968 A Shelter Cave 
Kealakehe D11-1a 

Archaeological Excavation Report (Anthropology 371 UH Hilo paper). 

Emory 1970 Ka‘ū, Kona Districts and 
‘Anaeho‘omalu 

Inventory of Sites: Named 4 sites in the current project area, two heiau, one ko‘a 
and a cluster of petroglyphs. 

Newman 1970 Makai portion of Kona 
Airport 

Field Inspection: observed several sites, assigning 3 sites State numbers. 

Bevaqua 1972 a portion of Keahuolū Archaeological Reconnaissance Survey. 
Neighbor Island 
Consultants 1973 

Old Kona Airport Reconnaissance Survey: Identified 19 sites including planting pits, house sites, 
burials, and petroglyphs. 

Sinoto 1975a a proposed access road 
corridor at Keahuolū 

Archaeological Reconnaissance Survey identifying 7 sites (walls and enclosures). 

Sinoto 1975b Honokōhau Small-Boat 
Harbor Kealakehe 

Archaeological Reconnaissance Survey documenting no new sites but discussing 3 
previously identified sites. 

Ching 1978 987-acre parcel from the 
shore to Ka‘ahumanu 
Hwy 

Reconnaissance Survey: 50 sites identified consisting of: salt pans along the coast, 
cave shelters, platforms, enclosures, ahu (cairn), pavements, petroglyphs, wells, 
and planting areas. 

Rosendahl 1979 Three parcels adjacent to 
Queen Ka‘ahumanu Hwy 
and/or Palani Rd., 
Keahuolū Ahupua‘a 

Reconnaissance Survey: Thirteen features or feature complexes were recorded in 
the three parcels. Parcel 1 was later surveyed as the QLT 100-Acre KIS parcel 
(O'Hare & Rosendahl 1993); Parcel 2 is a section of the 1,100 acre QLT inventory 
survey parcel (Donham 1990b and others), and Parcel 3 covers the area between 
Palani Road and the Henry St. Extension area (Rosendahl 1993b and others). 
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Reference Project Location Report Type And Results 
Estioko-Griffin & 
Lovelace 1980 

Old Kona Airport Reconnaissance Survey: 35 archaeological sites were identified. Identified sites 
varied in age (pre-contact, post-contact, and modern) and in form (enclosures, 
burials, lava shelter caves, bait mortars, walls, ahu, and petroglyphs). 

Folk 1980 Lili‘uokalani Trust 
Lands, coastal Keahuolū 

Archaeological Survey and Selective Subsurface Testing work at 21 sites. 

Neller 1980 Old Kona Airport Beach 
Park, Keahuolū and 
Lanihau 

Archeological Reconnaissance documents an isolated burial find. 

Soehren 1980 Proposed Kailua 
Wastewater Treatment 
Site Kealakehe, makai of 
Queen Ka‘ahumanu Hwy.  
TMK 7-4-08:por. 3 

Letter Report on An Archaeological Reconnaissance Survey documenting trail 50-
10-27-7704. 

Soehren 1983 Ten-acre parcel near the 
Queen Lili‘uokalani 
Village, Lanihau and 
Keahuolū Ahupua‘a 

Reconnaissance Survey of parcel; no sites were recorded in a 10-acre parcel at 
elevations of 240-300 m (800-1000 ft). 

Schilt 1984 Kuakini Highway 
Realignment Project - 26 
ahupua‘a in Kona 

Archaeological Study: 134 sites were found in the road corridor; two sites, a cairn 
and a modified outcrop, were recorded in Keahuolū. 

Bonk 1987 Lower Kealakehe An Archaeological Walk-Through Survey noted sites in a 1,000-ft wide coastal 
strip and between 620’ and 730’ elevation. 

Hammatt 1987 15-Acre Parcel 
Kealakehe, (TMK 7-4-
17:30) at 700’ elevation 

Archaeological Reconnaissance describing 18 sites including mounds, terraces, 
overhang shelters, agricultural complexes and cattle walls. 

Rosendahl 1988 Kaahumanu Plaza II 
Development Site 
Keahuolū, (TMK 3-7-4-
08: Por. 2) 

Archaeological Field Inspection documenting a stone walled enclosure understood 
as a cattle corral. 
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Reference Project Location Report Type And Results 
Donham 1990a QLT Lands 1,100 acre 

parcel 
Inventory Survey: 239 sites, comprising 1,810 features were recorded. The most 
common features types consisted of rock mounds, modified lava blisters and 
outcrops, and pāhoehoe excavation features. Other common features included 
small terraces, low platforms, enclosures, and rubble walls. Agricultural features 
accounted for 90% of all identified sites. 
 

Donham 1990b QLT Lands 1,100 acre 
parcel, Keahuolū 
Ahupua‘a 

Inventory Survey: 239 sites, comprising 1,810 features were recorded. 
Distributional patterns similar to those found at the Kealakehe Planned Community 
area were noted. 

Jensen 1990 Palani Road 
Improvement Project, 
Keahuolū Ahupua‘a 

Inventory Survey: 32 sites were recorded and four radiocarbon dates ranging from 
A.D. 1400-1640 to the present were determined. 

Smith & Yent 1990 Old Kona Airport Data Recovery: Identified 4 new sites within the current project area, including 
walls, paving and filled crevices. 

Borthwick and 
Hammatt 1992a 

A Proposed Kealakehe 
Sewer Force Main and 
Waste Water Pumping 
Station, Kealakehe & 
Keahuolū TMK 7-5-
04:67, 7-5-05:07, 7-4-
08:02, 

Archaeological Assessment discussing ten previously identified sites and 4 new 
sites. 

Borthwick and 
Hammatt 1992b 

Proposed Kealakehe Golf 
Center, Kealakehe, North 
Kona, Hawaii Island, 
(TMK 7-1-8: por. 17), 

Archaeological Field Inspection and Interim Preservation Plan identifies 2 
additional sites (15,537, a cave and 15,538, a terrace). 

Burgett and 
Rosendahl 1992 

Kealakehe mauka of 
Queen Ka‘ahumanu Hwy. 

44 additional cultural resources, comprised of 225 features, were identified within 
the study area previously surveyed by Donham (1990b). An additional 103 features 
were also identified at sites previously identified by Donham (1990b). The most 
common feature types consisted of modified outcrops, rock mounds, terraces, and 
‘a‘ā excavations. 
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Reference Project Location Report Type And Results 
Yent 1992 
(Nagata 1992) 

Canoe Hālau Project, Old 
Kona Airport State 
Recreation Area, TMK 7-
7-05: por. 5 

Field Inspection: Identified 1 new sites, a petroglyph, within the current project 
area. 

Goodfellow and 
Walker 1993  

QLT Lands Palani Road 
Turning Lane, Keahuolū 
Ahupua‘a 

Field Inspection: Seventeen sites were recorded.                                                           
Data Recovery: Two sites, which were in danger of damage during construction of 
the Palani Turning Lane were tested. A human burial was found in one feature. 
Two radiocarbon dates, both ranging from about A.D. 1410-1955, were determined 
for an agricultural terrace.   

O’Hare & 
Rosendahl 1993 

QLT 100-acre parcel 
from Old Kona Airport to 
Queen Ka‘ahumanu Hwy. 

Inventory Survey: Eighteen cultural resources were identified, including a section 
of the Māmalahoa Trail, one burial, modified outcrops, mounds, terraces, walls, 
ahu, filled depressions, pāhoehoe excavations, an enclosure, and a cave shelter. 

Rosendahl 1993a Keahuolū Reservoir Site, 
Keahuolū Ahupua‘a 

Field Inspection Five sites with 31 component features were recorded in two 
parcels in elevations from 509-524 m AMSL. The majority of the sites were 
determined to be agricultural features associated with the Kona Field System (see 
also Walker 1994 and Jensen & Head 1995). 

Rosendahl 1993b Henry Street Extension, 
Keahuolū and Lanihau 
Ahupua‘a 

Field Inspection, conducted along a proposed road corridor. Seven sites were 
identified; four were connected and were related to cattle ranching in the historic 
period. One tested temporary habitation platform at Site 50-10-28-19486 was dated 
to A.D. 1650-1955 (see also Wulzen et al. 1996 and Wulzen & Wolforth 1997). 

O’Hare & Franklin 
1994 

QLT Lands Palani Road 
Turning Lane 

Inventory Survey: Two cultural resources were identified: SIHP # 50-10-27-19762, 
an agricultural complex containing modified outcrops, terraces, and a mound; and 
SIHP #50-10-27-19763, a burial mound. 

Walker 1994 Keahuolū Reservoir Site, 
Keahuolū Ahupua‘a 

Field Inspection: Five sites with 31 component features were recorded in two 
parcels in elevations from 509-524 m AMSL. The majority of the sites were 
determined to be agricultural features associated with the Kona Field System (see 
also Rosendahl 1993a and Jensen & Head 1995). 
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Reference Project Location Report Type And Results 
Carpenter 1995 Old Kona Airport State 

Recreation Area, Lanihau 
and Keahuolū 

State Parks Burial Recovery Report describing an estimated 24 burials revealed by 
high surf. 

Jensen & Head 
1995 

Keahuolū Reservoir Site, 
Keahuolū Ahupua‘a 

Inventory Survey: Five sites with 31 component features were recorded in two 
parcels in elevations from 509-524 m AMSL. The majority of the sites were 
determined to be agricultural features associated with the Kona Field System (see 
also Rosendahl 1993a and Walker 1994). 

Walsh & Hammatt 
1995 

New Queen Ka‘ahumanu 
Right-of-Way 

Inventory Survey: Seventeen cultural resources were located, with one, the 
Māmalahoa Trail (Site 00002), recorded in Keahuolū Ahupua‘a. 

Wulzen et al. 1996 Henry Street Extension, 
Keahuolū and Lanihau 
Ahupua‘a 

Archaeological Inventory Survey conducted along a proposed road corridor. Seven 
sites were identified; four were connected and were related to cattle ranching in the 
historic period. One tested temporary habitation platform at Site 50-10-28-19486 
was dated to A.D. 1650-1955 (see also Rosendahl 1993b and Wulzen & Wolforth 
1997). 

Wulzen & 
Wolforth 1997 

Henry Street Extension, 
Keahuolū and Lanihau 
Ahupua‘a 

Additional Subsurface Testing conducted along a proposed road corridor. Seven 
sites were identified; four were connected and were related to cattle ranching in the 
historic period. One tested temporary habitation platform at Site 50-10-28-19486 
was dated to A.D. 1650-1955 (see also Rosendahl 1993b and Wulzen et al. 1996). 

Henry et al. 1998 Palani Road Corridor, 
Keahuolū Ahupua‘a 

Inventory Survey: Thirty-five sites were relocated or newly identified.  
Radiocarbon dates for five features were determined, which suggested an initial 
use of the area for agriculture in A.D. 1410 to 1665.  

Corbin 2001 QLT Lands Block C, 
Keahuolū Ahupua‘a 

Data Recovery at two sites first identified by Donham (1990a): 188 features were 
identified at the two sites and 16 test units were excavated. Three radiocarbon 
dates of A.D. 1400-1640, A.D. 1490-1900, and A.D. 1660-1950 were determined 
for the sites. 
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Reference Project Location Report Type And Results 
Tulchin & 
Hammatt 2002 

Kealaka‘a Street 
Realignment Project, 
Keahuolū Ahupua‘a 

Archaeological Assessment confirmed the location of three previously identified 
sites within the 100-ft. wide grubbing limits of the proposed road corridor. These 
were Site 50-10-27-13244 (kerbstone trail), Site 50-10-27-13246 Feature A 
(roadbed), and Site 50-10-27-13248 (wall). 

Madeus et al. 2004 3-Acre Parcel, Keahuolū 
(Kona Fire Station) TMK 
(3) 7-4-008:027 

Archaeological Assessment identified no new sites but describes SIHP 50-10-28-
23,798. 

Perzinski et al. 
2004 

Verizon Office 
Subdivision Project 
(TMK 3-7-4-8:20) 

Archaeological Inventory Survey: One habitation site (SIHP # 50-10-28-23,798) 
with three features a platform with an adjoining terrace and two modified outcrops. 

Cleghorn 2007 Māmalahoa Trail (Site 
50-10-27-02) in the 
vicinity of Makala Blvd. 
and the Queen 
Ka‘ahumanu Highway 

Damage Assessment Report assessing modest damage to Māmalahoa Trail. 

Hammatt and 
Shideler 2007 

Māmalahoa Trail (SIHP 
#50-10-27-002) in the 
Vicinity of Makala 
Boulevard and the Queen 
Ka‘ahumanu Highway, 
Keahuolū 

Documentation of Damage Report assessing modest damage to Māmalahoa Trail. 

Hammatt et al. 
2008 

Māmalahoa Trail (SIHP 
#50-10-27-002) in the 
Vicinity of Makala 
Boulevard and the Queen 
Ka‘ahumanu Highway, 
Keahuolū 

Mitigation Implementation Report documenting modest re-construction efforts at 
Māmalahoa Trail. 
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Figure 9. U.S. Geological Survey 7.5-Minute Series Topographic Map, Kailua Quadrangle 
(1996), showing the locations of previous archaeological studies in the vicinity of the 
project area 
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Table 2. Cultural Resources Previously Identified within or in the Immediate Vicinity of the Current Survey Area 

SIHP # Site Type Function Age Recommendation Reference 
05011 Wall Land Division Post-Contact Further Data Collection Burgett and Rosendahl 1992 

Corbin and Wong-Smith 2008 
13190 Complex (wall, 18 

pāhoehoe excavations, 
modified outcrop, 10 
rock mounds) 

Agricultural Pre-Contact Further Data Collection Donham 1990b 

13191 Cairn Marker Indeterminate No Further Work Donham 1990b 
13199 Cairn Marker Post-Contact No Further Work Donham 1990b 
13200 2 Rock Mounds Agricultural Pre-Contact No Further Work Donham 1990b 
13201 Trail Transportation Pre-Contact Further Data Collection 

No Further Work 
Donham 1990b 
Burgett and Rosendahl 1992 

13202 Complex (2 cairns, trail) Transportation Pre-Contact Further Data Collection Donham 1990b 
13203 Complex (terrace, paved 

area) 
Agricultural / 
Poss. Habitation 

Pre-Contact Further Data Collection Donham 1990b 

13215 Wall Ranching Post-Contact No Further Work Donham 1990b 
13356 Pāhoehoe Excavation Agricultural Pre-Contact Further Data Collection Donham 1990a 
13357 Complex (cairn, cave, 6 

pāhoehoe excavations) 
Agricultural Pre-Contact Further Data Collection Donham 1990a 

13358 3 Pāhoehoe excavations Agricultural / 
Quarry 

Pre-Contact Further Data Collection Donham 1990a 

13360 Complex (burial cave, 4 
pāhoehoe excavations) 

Burial / Quarry Pre-Contact Further Data Collection / 
Preservation 

Donham 1990a 

13404 Enclosure Agricultural / 
Poss. Habitation 

Pre-Contact Further Data Collection Donham 1990a 
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SIHP # Site Type Function Age Recommendation Reference 
13417 Pāhoehoe Excavation Agricultural Pre-Contact Further Data Collection Donham 1990a 
13418 Pāhoehoe Excavation Agricultural Pre-Contact Further Data Collection Donham 1990a 
13419 Pāhoehoe Excavation Agricultural Pre-Contact Further Data Collection Donham 1990a 
13489 Terrace Agricultural Pre-Contact No Further Work Donham 1990a 
13490 Pāhoehoe Excavation Agricultural Pre-Contact No Further Work Donham 1990a 
16011 Complex (wall, 2 

mounds) 
Agricultural Pre-Contact No Further Work Burgett and Rosendahl 1992 

16012 Terrace Agricultural Pre-Contact No Further Work Burgett and Rosendahl 1992 
16024 Terrace Agricultural Pre-Contact No Further Work Burgett and Rosendahl 1992 
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Figure 10. Overlay of present survey area on the Donham 1990a site map (the locations of sites should be understood as only 
approximate)
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Figure 11. Overlay of present survey area on the Donham 1990b site map (the locations of sites should be understood as only 
approximate)
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Figure 12. Overlay of present survey area on the Burgett and Rosendahl 1992 site map (the locations of sites should be understood as 
only approximate)
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In 1992, PHRI completed an addendum archaeological inventory survey for the Kealakehe 
Planned Community in Kealakehe (Burgett and Rosendahl 1992) (Figure 8, Table 2 and Figure 
11, above). Forty-four additional cultural resources, comprised of 225 features, were identified 
within the study area previously surveyed by Donham (1990b). An additional 103 features were 
also identified at sites previously identified by Donham (1990b). The most common feature types 
consisted of modified outcrops, rock mounds, terraces, and ‘a‘ā excavations. In the vicinity of 
the current survey area, Burgett and Rosendahl (1992) identified walls, rock mounds, and 
terraces (see Table 2). 

In 2008, PHRI completed an archaeological survey and cultural impact assessment for the 
proposed Ane Keohokālole Highway Corridor (Corbin and Wong-Smith 2008), including the 
current survey area (see Figure 9). Nine previously identified cultural resources were located 
within the study area. No additional features were documented by Corbin and Wong Smith. 
SIHP # -5011 ahupua‘a boundary wall was located within the portion of the study area that 
includes the current survey area. No additional cultural resources were located within the portion 
of the study area that includes the current survey area: 

It should also be noted, that previous to the current project survey, it was thought 
that several sites, other than those subsequently found to actually be within the 
corridor, might lie within the path of the corridor. These sites were 13357, 13358, 
13359, 13360, 16024, 13201, 16011, 16012, and 16204. However, during the 
survey none of these sites were found. This is undoubtedly due to the fact that 
these sites were not surveyed in and were located only approximately on early 
survey maps. [Corbin and Wong-Smith 2008:14] 

3.3 Background Summary and Predictive Model 
The current survey area lies within the lower portion of the kula zone. According to Schilt 

(1984), the kula zone in Kealakehe and Keahuolū was probably not used for agriculture until 
about A.D. 1550-1650, although caves in the area could have been used for temporary habitation 
before this time. Permanent habitations would probably not be found in this area before the early 
post-contact period. Agricultural mounds, terraces, and walls, all features typical for the Kona 
Field System, would be expected to be dominant in this area. Temporary habitation features 
associated with agricultural complexes, possibly dated to A.D. 1600-1778, would also be 
expected in the survey area. Due to the characterization of soil deposition in the area, significant 
subsurface deposits of cultural materials, which are not associated with surface features, are not 
expected. Ranching features would be associated with post-contact use of the area. Finally, it is 
expected that the remaining features in the kula area of Kealakehe and Keahuolū represent only a 
small portion of the pre-contact and early post-contact features that once dotted the landscape. 
As early as the 1980s, Schilt (1984) noted that extensive bulldozing in this portion of the 
ahupua‘a had altered the landscape and destroyed many of the former features.  

The previous archaeological studies within and immediately adjacent to the current survey area 
confirm this area to be marked by dry land agricultural features and scattered temporary habitation 
sites, likely associated with the agricultural use of the area in both pre- and early post-contact times. 
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Section 4    Results of Fieldwork 

4.1 Survey Findings 
Pedestrian survey conducted during this archaeological inventory survey identified 12 cultural 

resources (Figure 13, Figure 14, & Table 3). All of the identified cultural resources are of 
traditional Hawaiian (probably pre-contact) origin, with the exception of SIHP #50-80-10-28-
5011, a post-contact boundary wall. Observed site types consisted of caves and lava tubes, 
terraces, a trail, modified lava blisters, a pāhoehoe excavation, and a wall. Interpreted site 
functions included the following: burial, temporary habitation, agriculture, transportation, 
livestock / land division boundary, and marker. 

Nine of the 12 identified cultural resources were newly identified, with the remaining three 
(SIHP #50-10-28-5011, SIHP #50-10-28-13201F, & SIHP #50-10-28-13379G) having been 
previously identified during prior archaeological inventory surveys of the survey area by PHRI 
(Donham 1990a; Donham 1990b; Burgett & Rosendahl 1992; Corbin 2008).  

Detailed descriptions of all identified cultural resources are presented in Section 4.2 of this 
report with a discussion of test excavation findings in Section 4.4. 

Of note is the presence of two cultural resources straddling the makai (western) survey area 
boundary: SIHP #50-10-28-13387 located approximately 15 m west of the western survey area 
boundary; and SIHP #50-10-28-26836 located approximately 25 m west of the western survey 
area boundary. These cultural resources are noted in this report due to their close proximity to 
the survey area and as both of them consist of burial sites. Detailed descriptions of these cultural 
resources are presented in Section 4.3. SHPD has determined that both of these cultural resources 
are within the project’s APE (July 2009 letter from SHPD to CSH, LOG NO: 2009.2425 / DOC 
NO: 0907TD22; see Appendix A).  
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Figure 13. U.S. Geological Survey 7.5-Minute Series Topographic Map, Kailua Quadrangle 
(1996), showing the locations of cultural resources within and in the immediate vicinity 
of the survey area and the proposed project’s APE. (*Note: SHPD has determined that 
SIHP -13387 & SIHP -26836 are within the project’s APE.) 
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Figure 14. Aerial photograph (source: USGS Orthoimagery 2005), showing the locations of 
cultural resources within and in the immediate vicinity of the survey area and the 
proposed project’s APE. (*Note: SHPD has determined that SIHP -13387 & SIHP -
26836 are within the project’s APE.) 
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Table 3. Cultural Resources Identified Within and in the Vicinity of the Survey Area 

SIHP #50-10-28 Site Type Features Age Function Significance 
Criteria 

Mitigation 
Recommendations 

-5011 Wall 1 Post-contact 
Livestock / 
land division 
boundary 

C & D No Further Work 

-13201F Modified 
blister 1 Pre-contact Agriculture D No Further Work 

-13379G Terrace 1 Pre-contact Agriculture D No Further Work 

-13387 Lava Tube 3 Pre-contact 
Burial / 
Temporary 
habitation 

D & E Preservation (Burial 
Treatment Plan) 

-26829 Pāhoehoe 
excavation 1 Pre-contact Agriculture D No Further Work 

-26830 Terrace 1 Pre-contact Temporary 
habitation D No Further Work 

-26831 Cave 1 Pre-contact Burial D & E Preservation (Burial 
Treatment Plan) 

-26832 Terrace 1 Pre-contact Temporary 
habitation D No Further Work 

-26833 Trail 1 Pre-contact Transportation D No Further Work 

-26834 Filled lava 
blisters 2 Pre-contact Marker D No Further Work 

-26835 Lava tube 1 Pre-contact Temporary 
habitation D No Further Work 

-26836 Lava tube 3 Pre-contact 
Burial / 
Temporary 
habitation 

D & E Preservation (Burial 
Treatment Plan) 
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4.2 Site Descriptions 

4.2.1 SIHP #50-10-28-5011 

FORMAL TYPE:  Wall 
FUNCTION:  Livestock / land division boundary 
# OF FEATURES:  1 
AGE: Post-contact 
DIMENSIONS:  135+ m long (E-W)  
LOCATION:  Northern portion of the survey area along the Kealakehe / 

Keahuloū ahupua‘a boundary 
TAX MAP KEY: [3] 7-4-020: 006 & 022; [3] 7-4-021: 003 
LAND JURISDICTION:  State of Hawai‘i and the Queen Lili‘uokalani Trust 

 

SIHP #50-10-28-5011 consists of stacked stone wall located within the northern portion of the 
survey area along the Kealakehe / Keahuloū ahupua‘a boundary (see Figure 13 & Figure 14; see 
Appendix B for UTM coordinates). The topography of the immediate area is gently sloping to 
the southwest, while the geology consists of exposed basalt bedrock outcrops with pockets of 
shallow soil. Koa haole and exotic grasses dominate the surrounding landscape. 

SIHP #50-10-28-5011 is constructed of stacked basalt boulders, is bi-faced, and is 4 to 7 
courses high (Figure 15, Figure 16, Figure 17, & Figure 18). The wall measures 60-80 cm wide, 
with heights ranging from 0.8 m to 1.3 m. Approximately 135 m of this wall was documented 
within the survey area, oriented in a roughly east-west direction. The wall extends for an 
undetermined distance beyond the eastern and western survey area boundaries. 
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Figure 15. Photograph of SIHP -5011 wall construction, view to south 

 

Figure 16. Photograph of SIHP -5011 (boundary wall), view to southeast 
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Figure 17. Plan view and cross section maps of a section of SIHP -5011 
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Figure 18. Profile of the south face of SIHP -5011 
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4.2.2 SIHP #50-10-28-13201F 

FORMAL TYPE:  Modified blister 
FUNCTION:  Agriculture 
# OF FEATURES:  1 
AGE: Pre-contact 
DIMENSIONS:  2 m long (SW-NE) by 0.5 m wide 
LOCATION:  Northern portion of survey area 
TAX MAP KEY: [3] 7-4-020: 006 
LAND JURISDICTION:  State of Hawai‘i 

 

SIHP #50-10-28-13201 is a site complex previously identified by PHRI (Donham 1990b; 
Burgett & Rosendahl 1992) and described as consisting of trails, modified outcrops, mounds and 
excavated areas (Figure 19). During the current investigation all that could be relocated from this 
site complex was a modified blister and associated pāhoehoe slab upright (a stone in which the 
long axis has been set vertical), designated by PHRI as SIHP -13201 Feature F (Figures 12 & 13 
and Figure 20; see Appendix B for UTM coordinates). It is believed that the heavy vegetation 
observed in the area obscured the other ephemeral components of this site complex. It is likely 
that SIHP -13201F would also have not been relocated if it weren’t for the presence of a highly 
visible PHRI site tag located on the feature. 

The following is Burgett & Rosendahl’s (1992) description of SIHP -13201F: 

FEATURE F: Modified blister 

FUNCTION: Agriculture 

DIMENSIONS: 5.10 m by 3.20 m by 0.58 m 

DESCRIPTION: This feature is a small collapsed blister on the north end of a 
pahoehoe and a‘a ridge. The blister has been filled with cobbles and paved with 
small a‘a and pahoehoe cobbles and pebbles. The northwest side of the blister is 
open. The paving extends c. 2.35 m from the interior south side of the blister to 
align boulders on the northwest. The aligned boulders form the north wall of a 
small, enclosed blister. A second small pebble paved area abuts the west side of 
the blister. An upright pahoehoe slab c. 0.82 m tall rests against the interior side 
of the blister. It [Feature F] is unaltered and in good condition. No portable 
remains or cultural deposits were observed at this feature (Burgett & Rosendahl 
1992: A-26). 
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Figure 19. Plan view map of SIHP #50-10-28-13201 with current project centerline added (source: Burgett & Rosendahl 1992) 
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Figure 20. Photograph of SIHP #50-10-28-13201F (modified blister with pāhoehoe slab upright), 
view to southwest 
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4.2.3 SIHP #50-10-28-13379G 

FORMAL TYPE:  Terrace 
FUNCTION:  Temporary Habitation 
# OF FEATURES:  1 
AGE: Pre-contact 
DIMENSIONS:  3 m long by 1.8 m wide by 0.7 m high  
LOCATION:  Southwestern corner of survey area 
TAX MAP KEY: [3] 7-4-020: 010 
LAND JURISDICTION:  Queen Lili‘uokalani Trust 

 

SIHP #50-10-28-13379 is an agricultural site complex previously identified by PHRI 
(Donham 1990a) and described as consisting of modified outcrops, pāhoehoe excavations, 
terraces, an alignment, and a wall. During the current investigation SIHP -13379 Feature G, a 
terrace, was relocated within the southwestern corner of the survey area (see Figure 13 & Figure 
14; see Appendix B for UTM coordinates). The remaining features of SIHP -13379 were 
observed west (outside) of the present western survey area boundary. 

The following is Donham’s (1990a) description of SIHP -13379G (Figure 21, Figure 22, & 
Figure 23): 

FEATURE G: Terrace 

FUNCTION: Agriculture 

DIMENSIONS: 3.20 m by 3.30 m by 0.0 m 

DESCRIPTION: The terrace is raised on the northwest side and is constructed 
off the side of a pahoehoe bedrock facing. It is built with small boulder to cobble 
size rocks. 

Additional features in the immediate area consisting of a paving, a filled 
depression, and a mound. The paving surrounds Feature G but dense vegetation 
makes it impossible to determine a boundary. 

SIHP -13379 Feature G consists of a terrace measuring approximately 3 m long by 1.8 m 
wide by 0.7 m high (see Figure 21, Figure 22, & Figure 23). The terrace has one faced retaining 
wall abutting a bedrock outcrop. The wall is constructed of basalt boulders and cobbles stacked 3 
courses high. The walls support a level cobble pavement that has been constructed atop the 
bedrock outcrop.  

Of note is the discrepancy of site dimensions, specifically the width and height, between the 
Donham study (1990a) and the current investigation. It is possible that the bulldozer disturbance 
observed at the northeastern end of the feature could be attributed the variations. However the 
variation in height is likely due to a typo in the Donham report (Donham 1990: A-105). 
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SIHP -13379 Feature G is determined to be of traditional Hawaiian (probably pre-contact) 
origin. This is based on the construction techniques utilized to construct the site. The site’s 
architectural style, relatively small size, and lack of substantive cultural material observed during 
test excavation (see Section 4.4 Test Excavation Findings) indicated that the site likely 
functioned as a temporary habitation, providing shelter to individuals tending to agricultural 
exploits documented to the west of this feature (Donham 1990: A-104-105). 
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Figure 21. Plan view map of SIHP #50-10-28-13379G 
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Figure 22. Photograph of SIHP #50-10-28-13379G (terrace), view to north 

 

 

Figure 23. Photograph of SIHP #50-10-28-13379G (terrace), view to northwest 
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4.2.4 SIHP #50-10-28-26829 

FORMAL TYPE:  Pāhoehoe excavation 
FUNCTION:  Agriculture 
# OF FEATURES:  1 
AGE: Pre-contact 
DIMENSIONS:  4.8 m long by 2.1 m wide 
LOCATION:  Northern portion of survey area 
TAX MAP KEY: [3] 7-4-020: 006 
LAND JURISDICTION:  State of Hawai‘i 

 

SIHP #50-10-28-26829 is located in the northern portion of the survey area near the survey 
area’s western border (see Figure 13 & Figure 14; see Appendix B for UTM coordinates). The 
site is situated approximately 305 m (1,000 ft) north of the Kealakehe / Keahuloū ahupua‘a 
boundary. The topography of the immediate area is slightly sloping to the southwest, while the 
geology consists of exposed basalt bedrock outcrops with pockets of shallow soil. Koa haole, 
cactus, and exotic grasses dominate the surrounding landscape. 

SIHP #50-10-28-26829 consists of a pāhoehoe excavation in the shape of an oval (Figure 24 
& Figure 25). The excavated area measures approximately 4.8 m long by 2.1 m wide and 60 to 
80 cm deep. The perimeter of the excavated area is lined with pāhoehoe slabs, stacked 2 to 3 
courses (a horizontal row of stones) high and measuring approximately 30 cm high. The base of 
the excavated area consists of level soil, which was likely utilized for agriculture.  

SIHP #50-10-28-26829 is determined to be of traditional Hawaiian (probably pre-contact) 
origin. This is based on the construction techniques utilized to construct the site and the site’s 
proximity to other pre-contact sites.  
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Figure 24. Plan view map of SIHP #50-10-28-26829
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Figure 25. Photograph of SIHP #50-10-28-26829 (pāhoehoe excavation), view to southwest 
(note: stacking of pāhoehoe slab boulders on southwest side) 
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4.2.5 SIHP #50-10-28-26830 

FORMAL TYPE:  Terrace 
FUNCTION:  Temporary habitation 
# OF FEATURES:  1 
AGE: Pre-contact 
DIMENSIONS:  3.5 m long by 2.0 m wide by 0.6 m high 
LOCATION:  Middle of the survey area 
TAX MAP KEY: [3] 7-4-021: 020 
LAND JURISDICTION:  State of Hawai‘i 

 

SIHP #50-10-28-26830 is located in the middle of the length of the survey area near the 
survey area’s eastern border and is approximately 200 m (656 ft) southeast of SIHP #50-10-28-
26836 (see Figure 13 & Figure 14; see Appendix B for UTM coordinates). The topography of 
the immediate area is slightly sloping to the southwest, while the geology consists of exposed 
basalt bedrock outcrops with pockets of shallow soil. Koa haole, cactus, and exotic grasses 
dominate the surrounding landscape. 

SIHP #50-10-28-26830 consists of a low rectangular terrace abutting a bedrock outcrop 
(Figure 26 & Figure 27). The terrace measures approximately 3.5 m long by 2.0 m wide by 0.6 m 
high. The terrace has two faced retaining walls constructed of basalt boulders and cobbles 
stacked 1 to 2 courses high. The walls support a level cobble pavement that abuts a bedrock 
outcrop. 

SIHP #50-10-28-26830 is determined to be of traditional Hawaiian (probably pre-contact) 
origin. This is based on the construction techniques utilized to construct the site. The site’s 
architectural style, relatively small size, and lack of substantive cultural material observed during 
test excavation (see Section 4.4 Test Excavation Findings) indicated that the site likely 
functioned as a temporary habitation, providing shelter to individuals traveling to more resource 
rich areas either at the coast or in the forested uplands.  
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Figure 26. Plan view map of SIHP #50-10-28-26830 
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Figure 27. Photograph of SIHP #50-10-28-26830 (terrace), view to north 
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4.2.6 SIHP #50-10-28-26831 

FORMAL TYPE:  Cave 
FUNCTION:  Burial 
# OF FEATURES:  1 
AGE: Pre-contact 
DIMENSIONS:  3.5 m deep by 2.7 m wide by 0.7 m high 
LOCATION:  Southern end of survey area 
TAX MAP KEY: [3] 7-4-020: 010 
LAND JURISDICTION:  Queen Lili‘uokalani Trust 

 

SIHP #50-10-28-26831 is located at the southern end of the survey area and is approximately 
376 m (656 ft) northwest of Palani Road (see Figure 13 & Figure 14; see Appendix B for UTM 
coordinates). The topography of the immediate area is level, while the geology consists of a large 
collapsed lava blister that has created a circular depression with shallow caves formed around the 
perimeter. Koa haole, cactus, and exotic grasses dominate the surrounding landscape. 

SIHP #50-10-28-26831 consists of a shallow cave created from the collapse of a lava blister 
(Figure 28 & Figure 29). The cave measures approximately 3.5 m deep by 2.7 m wide by 0.7 m 
high. The opening to the cave appears to have been partially walled off by basalt boulders pilled 
approximately 90 cm high, in an attempt to disguise the cave entrance.  

Human skeletal remains were observed approximately 2 m into the cave within a small 
crevice that has been partially covered with basalt boulders. Observed skeletal material consisted 
of the following: teeth, vertebrae, pelvis, a clavicle, and a patella. No grave goods were 
observed. Burial context suggests that the burial is of traditional Hawaiian (probably pre-contact) 
origin and of Native Hawaiian ethnicity. 

The remains were in poor condition and appear to have been crushed as a result of previous 
disturbance from animals, as evidenced by the numerous non-human mammal remains observed 
scattered throughout the cave.  
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Figure 28. Plan view map of SIHP #50-10-28-26831 
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Figure 29. Photograph of SIHP #50-10-28-26831 (burial cave), view to west 
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4.2.7 SIHP #50-10-28-26832 

FORMAL TYPE:  Terrace 
FUNCTION:  Temporary habitation 
# OF FEATURES:  1 
AGE: Pre-contact 
DIMENSIONS:  3.0 m long by 2.8 m wide by 0.4 m high 
LOCATION:  Southern end of survey area 
TAX MAP KEY: [3] 7-4-020: 010 
LAND JURISDICTION:  Queen Lili‘uokalani Trust 

 

SIHP #50-10-28-26832 is located at the southern end of the survey area and is approximately 
456 m (1496 ft) northwest of Palani Road (see Figure 13 & Figure 14; see Appendix B for UTM 
coordinates). The topography of the immediate area is level, while the geology consists of 
exposed basalt bedrock outcrops with pockets of shallow soil. Koa haole, cactus, and exotic 
grasses dominate the surrounding landscape. 

SIHP #50-10-28-26832 consists of a low square terrace abutting a bedrock outcrop (Figure 30 
& Figure 31). The terrace measures approximately 3.0 m long by 2.8 m wide by 0.4 m high. The 
terrace has two faced retaining walls constructed of basalt boulders and cobbles stacked 1 to 2 
courses high. The walls support a level cobble pavement that abuts a bedrock outcrop. 

SIHP #50-10-28-26832 is understood as a traditional Hawaiian construction (probably of pre-
contact origin). This is based on the construction techniques utilized to construct the site and its 
proximity to other pre-contact sites. The site’s architectural style, relatively small size, and lack 
of substantive cultural material observed during test excavation (see Section 4.4 Test Excavation 
Findings) indicate that the site likely functioned as a temporary habitation. 
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Figure 30. Plan view map of SIHP #50-10-28-26832 
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Figure 31. Photograph of SIHP #50-10-28-26832 (terrace), view to northwest 
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4.2.8 SIHP #50-10-28-26833 

FORMAL TYPE:  Trail 
FUNCTION:  Transportation 
# OF FEATURES:  1 
AGE: Pre-contact 
DIMENSIONS:  35.0 m long by 0.5 cm wide 
LOCATION:  Southern end of survey area 
TAX MAP KEY: [3] 7-4-020: 010 
LAND JURISDICTION:  Queen Lili‘uokalani Trust 

 

SIHP #50-10-28-26833 is located at the southern end of the survey area and is approximately 
509 m (1670 ft) northwest of Palani Road (see Figure 13 & Figure 14; see Appendix B for UTM 
coordinates). The topography of the immediate area is gently sloping, while the geology consists 
of an ‘a‘ā flow. Koa haole, cactus, and exotic grasses dominate the surrounding landscape. 

SIHP #50-10-28-26833 consists of a pāhoehoe slab stepping-stone trail across an ‘a‘ā flow 
(Figure 32, Figure 33 & Figure 34). The trail measures approximately 35 m long and is 
constructed of pāhoehoe slabs loosely placed atop an ‘a‘ā surface.  

SIHP #50-10-28-26833 is understood as a traditional Hawaiian structure (probably of pre-
contact origin). This is based on the construction techniques utilized to construct the site and its 
proximity to other pre-contact sites.  
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Figure 32. GPS map of SIHP #50-10-28-26833 (trail) overlaid onto an aerial photograph (USGS 
orthoimagery 2005) showing the relationship of the trail to the ‘a‘ā flow
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Figure 33. Plan view map of SIHP #50-10-28-26833 
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Figure 34. Photograph of SIHP #50-10-28-26833 (trail), view to northwest 
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4.2.9 SIHP #50-10-28-26834 

FORMAL TYPE:  Modified lava blisters 
FUNCTION:  Marker 
# OF FEATURES:  2 
AGE: Pre-contact 
DIMENSIONS:  5.0 m long by 1.5 m wide 
LOCATION:  Southern end of survey area 
TAX MAP KEY: [3] 7-4-020: 010 
LAND JURISDICTION:  Queen Lili‘uokalani Trust 

 

SIHP #50-10-28-26834 is located at the southern end of the survey area and is approximately 
600 m (1969 ft) northwest of Palani Road (see Figure 13 & Figure 14; see Appendix B for UTM 
coordinates). The topography of the immediate area is level, while the geology consists of 
exposed basalt bedrock outcrops with pockets of shallow soil. Koa haole, cactus, and exotic 
grasses dominate the surrounding landscape. 

SIHP #50-10-28-26834 consists of two filled-in lava blisters (Features A & B) situated atop a 
pāhoehoe outcrop (Figure 35). Feature A consists of a small lava blister measuring 
approximately 1.5 m long by 1.0 m wide that has been filled-in with basalt cobbles. Of note is a 
coral cobble manuport that has been placed at the southern end of the blister (Figure 36).  

Feature B is a small lava blister measuring approximately 1.4 m long by 0.9 m wide that has 
been filled-in with basalt cobbles.  

SIHP #50-10-28-26834 is determined to be of traditional Hawaiian construction (probably of 
pre-contact origin). This is based on the construction techniques utilized to construct the site and 
its proximity to other pre-contact sites. The site’s architectural style, the lack of cultural material 
observed during test excavation (see Section 4.4 Test Excavation Findings) and the presence of 
an easily viewed coral cobble indicate that the site likely functioned as a marker, with the blisters 
filled in to prevent injury when traveling in the area. 
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Figure 35. Plan view map of SIHP #50-10-28-26834 (modified lava blisters)  
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Figure 36. Photograph of SIHP #50-10-28-26834A (filled-in lava blister), view to south (note: 
presence of coral cobble on south side) 
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4.2.10 SIHP #50-10-28-26835 

FORMAL TYPE:  Lava tube 
FUNCTION:  Temporary Habitation / Water catchment 
# OF FEATURES:  1 
AGE: Pre-contact 
DIMENSIONS:  9.0 m long by 2.6 m wide 
LOCATION:  Southern end of survey area 
TAX MAP KEY: [3] 7-4-020: 010 
LAND JURISDICTION:  Queen Lili‘uokalani Trust 

 

SIHP #50-10-28-26835 is located at the southern end of the survey area and is approximately 
650 m (2133 ft) northwest of Palani Road (see Figure 13 & Figure 14; see Appendix B for UTM 
coordinates). The topography of the immediate area is level, while the geology consists of 
exposed basalt bedrock outcrops with pockets of shallow soil. Koa haole, cactus, and exotic 
grasses dominate the surrounding landscape. 

SIHP #50-10-28-26835 consists of a lava tube with multiple water catchment features (Figure 
37 & Figure 38). The lava tube measures 9.0 m long by 2.6 m wide, with ceiling heights ranging 
from 80 to 105 cm. Three water catchment features consisting of small piles of basalt boulders 
were observed within the lava tube (Figure 39). The small piles of boulders would have been 
used to prop up a gourd or similar receptacle to collect rain water filtering through the lava tube 
ceiling.  

No soil deposits were observed within the lava tube as the entire surface consisted of exposed 
bedrock. Thus the excavation potential at this site is considered to be very poor. 

SIHP #50-10-28-26835 is determined to be of traditional Hawaiian construction (and most 
likely of pre-contact origin). This is based on the construction techniques utilized to construct the 
water catchment features and its proximity to other pre-contact sites.  
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Figure 37. Plan view map of SIHP #50-10-28-26835 (lava tube with water catchment features) 
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Figure 38. Photograph of SIHP #50-10-28-26835, lava tube entrance, view to southwest 

 

 

Figure 39. Photograph of water catchment feature observed within SIHP #50-10-28-26835 (lava 
tube) 
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4.3 Sites Straddling the Makai (Western) Survey Area Boundary 
Two identified sites straddle the makai (western) survey area boundary 

4.3.1 SIHP #50-10-28-13387 

FORMAL TYPE:  Lava tube 
FUNCTION:  Burial / Temporary habitation 
# OF FEATURES:  3 
AGE: Pre-contact 
DIMENSIONS:  80 m long by 24 m wide 
LOCATION:  15 m west of the western survey area boundary 
TAX MAP KEY: [3] 7-4-020: 022 
LAND JURISDICTION:  Queen Lili‘uokalani Trust 

 

SIHP #50-10-28-13387 was originally identified by PHRI in 1990 (Donham 1990a) and was 
described as a complex of pre-contact habitation caves (see Appendix B for UTM coordinates). 
The following is Donham’s (1990a:A-108) description of SIHP -13387: 

SITE NO.: State: 13387 PHRI: T-170 
SITE TYPE: Complex (3 Features) 
TOPOGRAPHY: Smooth and ropy pahoehoe finger and surface flows. 
VEGETATION: Christmas-berry, lantana, fountain grass, and kiawe. 
ELEVATION: c. 290 feet 
CONDITION: good 
INTEGRITY: Unaltered 
PROBABLE AGE: Prehistoric 
FUNCTIONAL INTERPRETATION: Habitation  
DESCRIPTION: The overall complex area measures 12.3 m at 240 degrees Az. 
by 10.0 m. It consists of three caves, all of which are entered from the same 
collapsed blister formation. 

FEATURE A: Cave 
FUNCTION: Habitation 
DIMENSIONS: 6.10 m by 5.20 m by 1.50 m  
DESCRIPTION: Feature A is a blister type cave that is oriented NE-SW. The 
opening faces southwest and measures 4.60 m wide and 1.30 m high. There is 
rubble collapse at the entrance and continuing along the interior perimeter. 
There is a natural shelf area at the northern end of the cave that measures 6.0 m in 
length and 1.7 m in width. Directly below the shelf and to the west end of the 
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cave is a hearth. The hearth measures 1.7 m by 1.4 m and contains three Cypraea 
sp. fragments, a waterworn basalt pebble and an ash/charcoal deposit 0.10 m 
thick. The cave interior contains fragments of mammal bones (possibly dog), 
Cellana, Echinoidea, Thaididae and kukui nut shell, along with natural rubble and 
pebble collapse. 

FEATURE B: Cave 
FUNCTION: Habitation 
DIMENSIONS: 5.50 m by 2.75 m by 1.94 m  
DESCRIPTION: A blister type cave shelter that is separated from Feature A by 
ceiling collapse. Feature B is oriented NE-SW with the blister opening to the 
southwest. The mouth of the chamber is 1.55 m wide and 12 m high. There is a 
natural ledge across the blister opening that measures 1.71 m in height. 
In the southeast corner of the chamber is a wall, stacked three courses high on 
natural collapse. The floor is slightly paved with cobbles and pebbles. 

FEATURE C: Cave 
FUNCTION: Habitation 
DIMENSIONS: 8.40 m by 1.80 m by. 1.20 m  
DESCRIPTION: Feature C is directly across the collapsed blister from Feature 
A, and is oriented NE-SW. It contains a very small opening that measures c. 0.62 
m in width and 0.41 m in height with collapse at the opening. Exterior of the 
blister opening is a paved area that is oriented NE-SW. The paved area is filled 
with cobbles and pebbles. 
A possible stacked wall, five courses high is situated by the southeast corner of 
the paved area. The wall measures 2.7 m long and 1.35 m in height 
Portable remains observed in the cave include Cellana sp., Echinoidea and 
Cypraea sp., kukui nut shell, a waterworn basalt cobble, and charcoal. A 
midden/soil deposit is present in the southeast corner of the paved area. 

 

During the re-identification of SIHP -13387 by CSH, a previously un-reported human burial 
was also identified. The burial was located in a partially walled off crevice located to the 
northwest of Features A and B. Observed skeletal material consisted of an adult skull. No grave 
goods were observed. Burial context suggests that the burial is of pre-contact origin and of 
Native Hawaiian ethnicity. 
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4.3.2 SIHP #50-10-28-26836 

FORMAL TYPE:  Lava tube 
FUNCTION:  Burial / Temporary habitation 
# OF FEATURES:  3 
AGE: Pre-contact 
DIMENSIONS:  80 m long by 24 m wide 
LOCATION:  25 m west of the western survey area boundary 
TAX MAP KEY: [3] 7-4-020: 022 
LAND JURISDICTION:  Queen Lili‘uokalani Trust 

 

SIHP #50-10-28-26836 is located 25 m west of the western survey area boundary. The site is 
approximately 230 m (755 ft) south of the Kealakehe / Keahuloū ahupua‘a boundary (see Figure 
13 & Figure 14; see Appendix B for UTM coordinates). The topography of the immediate area is 
gently sloping to the southwest, while the geology consists of a pāhoehoe lava flow. Koa haole, 
cactus and exotic grasses dominate the surrounding landscape. 

SIHP #50-10-28-26836 consists of a lava tube complex containing a midden scatter (Feature 
A) and 2 human burials (Features B & C) (Figure 40). The lava tube complex is extensive 
consisting of approximately 80 m of interconnecting passages and chambers, and having 3 
separate entrances (“A”-“C”) (see Figure 40). Ceiling heights within the lava tube complex range 
from 0.6 to 2.7 m.  

Feature A consists of a midden scatter and associated pāhoehoe slab upright located 
approximately 8-m southwest from lava tube entrance B (Figure 41 & Figure 42). Observed 
midden consisted of various marine shells: spiny sea urchin, ‘opihi, cowry, and oyster. A large 
pāhoehoe slab upright, measuring 1.0-m long by 0.5-m wide by 1.1-m high, is situated roughly 
in the middle of the midden scatter, and has been propped up by basalt boulders.  

Feature B consists of a human burial located approximately 16 m south of lava tube entrance 
“B” (see Figure 41 & Figure 42). The burial is flexed and is situated within a stacked rock 
mound that has been partially opened, exposing the skull and upper torso. Observations of the 
exposed skeletal material indicated that the burial consists of the complete skeletal remains of a 
single, adult individual. No grave goods were observed. Burial context suggests that this is a 
traditional Hawaiian burial (probably of pre-contact origin) and of Native Hawaiian ethnicity.  

Feature C consists of a human burial located approximately 8-m southwest of lava tube 
entrance “C” (see Figure 40 & Figure 43). The burial consists of a single set of adult skeletal 
remains placed in a semi-flexed position on the lava tube floor. The remains were in poor 
condition, partially disintegrating due to natural weathering and partially disturbed (scattered) by 
animals. No grave goods were observed. Burial context suggests that the burial is of pre-contact 
origin and of Native Hawaiian ethnicity. 
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Figure 40. Plan view map of SIHP #50-10-28-26836 (lava tube with midden scatter and human 
burials) 
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Figure 41. Plan view map of SIHP #50-10-28-26836, Feature A (midden scatter) & Feature B (human burial) 
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Figure 42. Photograph of SIHP #50-10-28-26836, lava tube entrance “B”, view to south 

 

 

Figure 43. Photograph of SIHP #50-10-28-26836, lava tube entrance “C”, view to north 
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4.4 Test Excavations Findings 
A total of five test units were excavated at four sites (SIHP #50-10-28-13379G, SIHP -26830, 

SIHP -26832 and SIHP -26834 Features A & B). 

4.4.1 SIHP #50-10-28-13379G 
One test unit (TU 1) was excavated at SIHP #50-10-28-13379G in order to aid in determining 

the function of located surface features, as well as to possibly obtain datable materials for 
radiocarbon dating.  

4.4.1.1 Test Unit 1 

A 2.0-m by 1.0-m test unit (TU 1) was excavated in the southwestern portion of SIHP -
13379G, a rectangular terrace (see Figure 19 above; Figure 44 & Figure 45 below). The 
stratigraphy of Test Unit 1 (TU 1) consisted of a single stratum of naturally deposited, very dark 
brown (10 YR 2/2), silt loam (Stratum I) atop basalt bedrock (Figure 46 & Table 4). Sparse 
marine shell midden and charcoal were observed. Of note was the presence of basalt and 
volcanic glass flakes (Table 5, Figure 47, & Figure 48). The cultural material observed during 
testing suggests that SIHP -13379G likely functioned as a temporary habitation. 

4.4.2 SIHP #50-10-28-26830 
One test unit (TU 1) was excavated at SIHP #50-10-28-26830 in order to aid in determining 

the function of located surface features, as well as to possibly obtain datable materials for 
radiocarbon dating.  

4.4.2.1 Test Unit 1 

A 1.0-m by 1.0-m test unit (TU 1) was excavated in the center of SIHP -26830, a rectangular 
terrace (see Figure 26 above; Figure 49 & Figure 50 below). The stratigraphy of Test Unit 1 (TU 
1) consisted of a single stratum of naturally deposited, very dark brown (10 YR 2/2), silt loam 
(Stratum I) atop basalt bedrock (Figure 51 & Table 6). Sparse charcoal and unburned kukui shell 
fragments were the only cultural material observed indicating that SIHP -26830 likely functioned 
as a temporary habitation. 
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Figure 44. Photograph of SIHP #50-10-28-13379G, Test Unit 1 (TU 1), pre-excavation 

 

 

Figure 45. Photograph of SIHP #50-10-28-13379G, Test Unit 1 (TU 1), post-excavation
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Figure 46. Profile of SIHP -13379G, Test Unit 1, west sidewall 

Table 4. Strata Observed at SIHP -13379G, Test Unit 1  

Stratum Depth (cmbd) Description 

I 15 - 45 

10 YR 2/2, very dark brown; silt loam; structureless; dry loose 
consistency; non plastic; no cementation; terrestrial origin. 
Naturally deposited silt loam containing sparse charcoal and 
marine shell midden, as well as a few basalt and volcanic glass 
flakes.  
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Table 5. Artifacts observed at SIHP #50-10-28-13379G, TU 1 

Accession #  Stratum Depth 
(cmbd) 

# of 
pieces 

Length 
(cm) 

Width 
(cm) 

Thickness 
(cm) 

Weight 
(g) 

Material 
Type 

Function 

1 I 15-45 1 1.9 1.35 0.3 0.7 Basalt Flake/ Tool 
Manufacture 

2 I 15-45 1 1.6 1.3 0.4 0.6 Basalt Flake/ Tool 
Manufacture 

3 I 15-45 1 1.3 0.95 0.45 0.6 Volcanic Glass Flake/ Tool 
Manufacture 

4 I 15-45 1 1.45 0.6 0.4 0.2 Volcanic Glass Flake/ Tool 
Manufacture 

5 I 15-45 1 1.05 0.8 0.35 0.2 Volcanic Glass Flake/ Tool 
Manufacture 
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Figure 47. Photograph of basalt flakes (Accession #1 & #2) 

 

 

Figure 48. Photograph of volcanic glass flakes (Accession #3 to #5) 
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Figure 49. Photograph of SIHP #50-10-28-26830, Test Unit 1 (TU 1), pre-excavation 

 

 

Figure 50. Photograph of SIHP #50-10-28-26830, Test Unit 1 (TU 1), post-excavation 
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Figure 51. Profile of SIHP -26830, Test Unit 1, northwest sidewall 

Table 6. Strata Observed at SIHP -26830, Test Unit 1  

Stratum Depth (cmbs) Description 

I 0 - 45 

10 YR 2/2, very dark brown; silt loam; structureless; dry loose 
consistency; non plastic; no cementation; terrestrial origin. 
Naturally deposited silt loam containing sparse charcoal and 
kukui.  
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4.4.3 SIHP #50-10-28-26832 
One test unit (TU 1) was excavated at SIHP #50-10-28-26832 in order to aid in determining 

the function of located surface features, as well as to possibly obtain datable materials for 
radiocarbon dating. 

4.4.3.1 Test Unit 1 

A 2.0-m by 1.0-m test unit (TU 1) was excavated in the center of SIHP -26832, a square 
terrace (see Figure 30 above; Figure 52 & Figure 53 below). The stratigraphy of Test Unit 1 (TU 
1) consisted of a single stratum of naturally deposited, very dark brown (10 YR 2/2), silt loam 
(Stratum I) atop basalt bedrock (Figure 54 & Table 7). Sparse charcoal, unburned kukui shell 
fragments, and marine shell midden were observed indicating that SIHP -26832 likely functioned 
as a temporary habitation. 

4.4.4 SIHP #50-10-28-26834 
The two filled-in lava blisters (Features A & B) that make up SIHP #50-10-28-26834 were 

completely excavated in order to aid in determining the function of located surface features, as 
well as to possibly obtain datable materials for radiocarbon dating. Test excavations at both 
features yielded no cultural material indicating that the two blisters may have been filled-in as a 
protective measure to prevent pedestrian injury during traveling in the immediate vicinity (Figure 
55 & Figure 56). 
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Figure 52. Photograph of SIHP #50-10-28-26832, Test Unit 1 (TU 1), pre-excavation 

 

 

Figure 53. Photograph of SIHP #50-10-28-26832, Test Unit 1 (TU 1), post-excavation 
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Figure 54. Profile of SIHP -26832, Test Unit 1, east sidewall 

Table 7. Strata Observed at SIHP -26832, Test Unit 1  

Stratum Depth (cmbs) Description 

I 0 - 60 

10 YR 2/2, very dark brown; silt loam; structureless; dry loose 
consistency; non plastic; no cementation; terrestrial origin. 
Naturally deposited silt loam containing sparse charcoal, marine 
shell midden (spiny sea urchin & cowry), and kukui.  
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Figure 55. Photograph of SIHP #50-10-28-26834, Feature A, post-excavation 

 

 

Figure 56. Photograph of SIHP #50-10-28-26834, Feature B, post-excavation 
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Section 5    Summary and Interpretation 
In compliance with and to fulfill applicable Hawai‘i state historic preservation legislation, 

CSH completed this archaeological inventory survey investigation for an approximately 2.3-km 
long portion of the proposed Ane Keohokālole Highway Project road corridor.  

Per the Hawai‘i state requirements for archaeological inventory surveys [HAR Chapter 13-
276], this inventory survey investigation includes the results of cultural, historical, and 
archaeological background research and fieldwork. The background research focused on 
summarizing the survey area’s pre-contact and post-contact land use, cultural significance, and 
types and locations of potential cultural resources within the survey area and its vicinity.   

Pedestrian survey conducted during this archaeological inventory survey identified 12 cultural 
resources (see Figure 13, Figure 14, & Table 3 above). All of the identified cultural resources are 
understood as likely of pre-contact origin, with the exception of SIHP #50-80-10-28-5011, a 
post-contact boundary wall. Observed site types consisted of caves and lava tubes, terraces, a 
trail, modified lava blisters, a pāhoehoe excavation, and a wall. Interpreted site functions 
included the following: burial, temporary habitation, agriculture, transportation, livestock / land 
division boundary, and marker. 

The findings of this archaeological inventory survey are largely in keeping with expectations. 
Background research indicates that the current survey area lies within the lower portion of the 
kula zone. The modified outcrops / blisters, terraces, walls, and temporary habitation lava tubes 
identified within the survey area are all archaeological features typical for this zone, and are 
expected to be the dominant features in this area.  

Based on background research, it is unlikely that subsurface cultural resources, in the form of 
subsurface cultural layers associated with pre- and post-contact land use, may be present within 
the survey area except in association with surface sites or lava tubes. However, the numerous 
lava tube openings and lava blisters observed within the survey area suggest that additional 
evidence of pre-contact land use not documented during the current investigation may be 
uncovered during project related ground disturbance. This is due to the fact that the heavy 
vegetation observed during the pedestrian inspection of the survey area may have obscured some 
lava tube openings and blisters. Additionally, natural collapsing of lava tube openings and 
blisters could have occurred following pre-contact utilization. Evidence of pre-contact land use 
within naturally collapsed and/or obscured lava tubes and blisters could be in the form of human 
burials, midden scatters, and artifacts. 

5.1 Comment on Burials 
The SIHP #50-10-28-26831 burial cave, with one identified burial, is located in the southern 

portion of the survey corridor 

Of note is the presence of two cultural resources straddling the makai (western) survey area 
boundary: SIHP #50-10-28-13387, a complex of pre-contact habitation lava tubes with a burial, 
located approximately 15 m west of the western survey area boundary; and SIHP #50-10-28-
26836, a pre-contact temporary habitation lava tube with 2 burials, the nearest of which is 
estimated as located approximately 25 m west of the western survey area boundary (an entrance 
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to this lava tube with burials is within the survey area). SHPD has determined that both of these 
cultural resources are within the project’s APE (July 2009 letter from SHPD to CSH, LOG NO: 
2009.2425 / DOC NO: 0907TD22; see Appendix A). 
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Section 6    Significance Assessments  

6.1 Significance Assessments 
Each cultural resource identified by the current study was evaluated for significance 

according to the broad criteria established for the National and Hawai‘i Registers of Historic 
Places. The five criteria are: (see Table 3 above and discussion below). The criteria are the 
following: 

A Associated with events that have made an important contribution to the broad patterns 
of our history; 

B Associated with the lives of persons important in our past; 

C Embodies the distinctive characteristics of a type, period, or method of construction, 
represents the work of a master, or possesses high artistic value; 

D Have yielded, or is likely to yield information important for research on prehistory or 
history; 

E Have an important value to the native Hawaiian people or to another ethnic group of 
the state due to associations with cultural practices once carried out, or still carried 
out, at the property, or due to associations with traditional beliefs, events or oral 
history accounts – these associations being important to the group’s history and 
cultural identity. 

SIHP #50-10-28-5011, a post-contact boundary wall, has integrity of location and materials, 
and is assessed as significant under Criterion C (Embodies the distinctive characteristics of a 
type, period, or method of construction) and Criterion D (have yielded, or may be likely to yield 
information important in prehistory or history) of the National and Hawai‘i Registers of Historic 
Places evaluation criteria. 

SIHP #50-10-28-13201F, a modified lava blister of pre-contact origin, has integrity of 
location and materials, and is assessed as significant under Criterion D (have yielded, or may be 
likely to yield information important in prehistory or history) of the National and Hawai‘i 
Registers of Historic Places evaluation criteria. 

SIHP #50-10-28-13379G, a pre-contact terrace, has integrity of location and materials, and is 
assessed as significant under Criterion D (have yielded, or may be likely to yield information 
important in prehistory or history) of the National and Hawai‘i Registers of Historic Places 
evaluation criteria. 

SIHP #50-10-28-13387, pre-contact habitation caves with one identified burial, has integrity 
of location and materials, and is assessed as significant under Criterion D (have yielded, or may 
be likely to yield information important in prehistory or history) of the National and Hawai‘i 
Registers of Historic Places evaluation criteria and as significant under Criterion E (being 
important to an ethnic group’s history and cultural identity due to associations with cultural 
practices and/or traditional beliefs) of the Hawai‘i Registers of Historic Places. 
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SIHP #50-10-28-26829, a pāhoehoe excavation of pre-contact origin, has integrity of location 
and materials, and is assessed as significant under Criterion D (have yielded, or may be likely to 
yield information important in prehistory or history) of the National and Hawai‘i Registers of 
Historic Places evaluation criteria. 

SIHP #50-10-28-26830, a pre-contact terrace, has integrity of location and materials, a and is 
assessed as significant under Criterion D (have yielded, or may be likely to yield information 
important in prehistory or history) of the National and Hawai‘i Registers of Historic Places 
evaluation criteria. 

SIHP #50-10-28-26831, a pre-contact burial cave, has integrity of location and materials, and 
is assessed as significant under Criterion D (have yielded, or may be likely to yield information 
important in prehistory or history) of the National and Hawai‘i Registers of Historic Places 
evaluation criteria and as significant under Criterion E (being important to an ethnic group’s 
history and cultural identity due to associations with cultural practices and/or traditional beliefs) 
of the Hawai‘i Registers of Historic Places. 

SIHP #50-10-28-26832, a pre-contact terrace, has integrity of location and materials, and is 
assessed as significant under Criterion D (have yielded, or may be likely to yield information 
important in prehistory or history) of the National and Hawai‘i Registers of Historic Places 
evaluation criteria. 

SIHP #50-10-28-26833, a pre-contact trail, has integrity of location and materials, and is 
assessed as significant under Criterion D (have yielded, or may be likely to yield information 
important in prehistory or history) of the National and Hawai‘i Registers of Historic Places 
evaluation criteria. 

SIHP #50-10-28-26834, modified lava blisters of pre-contact origin, has integrity of location 
and materials, and is assessed as significant under Criterion D (have yielded, or may be likely to 
yield information important in prehistory or history) of the National and Hawai‘i Registers of 
Historic Places evaluation criteria. 

SIHP #50-10-28-26835, a pre-contact temporary habitation lava tube, has integrity of location 
and materials, and is assessed as significant under Criterion D (have yielded, or may be likely to 
yield information important in prehistory or history) of the National and Hawai‘i Registers of 
Historic Places evaluation criteria. 

SIHP #50-10-28-26836, a lava tube complex containing two identified pre-contact burials and 
evidence of pre-contact temporary habitation, has integrity of location and materials, and is 
assessed as significant under Criterion D (have yielded, or may be likely to yield information 
important in prehistory or history) of the National and Hawai‘i Registers of Historic Places 
evaluation criteria and as significant under Criterion E (being important to an ethnic group’s 
history and cultural identity due to associations with cultural practices and/or traditional beliefs) 
of the Hawai‘i Registers of Historic Places. 
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Section 7    Project Effect and Mitigation Recommendations 

7.1 Project Effect 
CSH’s project specific effect recommendation is “effect, with proposed mitigation 

commitments.” The recommended mitigation measures will reduce the project’s effect on 
identified significant surface cultural resources as well as any yet to be identified subsurface 
cultural resources that may be located within the survey area and be pro-active in addressing 
possible community concerns. 

7.2 Mitigation Recommendations 
To reduce the proposed project’s potential adverse effect on significant cultural resources, the 

following mitigation measures are recommended. The mitigation measures should be completed 
prior to any land disturbing activities within the survey area. 

7.2.1 Cultural Resources for Which Sufficient Data has been Recovered 
No further historic preservation work is recommended for nine of the sites and features 

identified (see Table 1) including SIHP #50-10-28-5011, SIHP #50-10-28-13201F, SIHP #50-
10-28-13379G, SIHP #50-10-28-26829, SIHP #50-10-28-26830, SIHP #50-10-28-26832, SIHP 
#50-10-28-26833, SIHP #50-10-28-26834, and SIHP #50-10-28-26835. Sufficient information 
regarding the location, function, age, and construction methods of these cultural resources have 
been generated by the current inventory survey investigation to mitigate any adverse effect 
caused by proposed development activities.  

7.2.2 Burial Treatment Plan 
It is recommended that a Burial Treatment Plan be prepared in accordance with Hawai‘i 

Administrative Rules (HAR) 13-300-33, and in consultation with the SHPD, Hawai‘i Island 
Burial Council, and any recognized lineal and/or cultural descendants to address what are now 
“previously identified” burials at SIHP #50-10-28-13387, SIHP # 50-10-28-26831, and SIHP 
#50-10-28-26836 (see Figure 13 & Figure 14).   

SIHP #50-10-28-13387, a pre-contact burial cave, has integrity of location and materials, and 
was recommended eligible to the Hawai‘i Register under criteria D & E. This burial site lies 
within approximately 15 m west of the southern portion of the survey corridor. Appropriate 
burial treatment under HAR 13-300-33 appears warranted. 

SIHP # 50-10-28-26831, a pre-contact burial cave, has integrity of location and materials, and 
was recommended eligible to the Hawai‘i Register under criteria D & E. This burial site lies 
within the southern portion of the survey corridor. Appropriate burial treatment under HAR 13-
300-33 appears warranted. 

SIHP #50-10-28-26836, a pre-contact burial cave, has integrity of location and materials, and 
was recommended eligible to the Hawai‘i Register under criteria D & E. This burial site lies 
approximately 25 m west of the northern portion of the survey corridor. Appropriate burial 
treatment under HAR 13-300-33 appears warranted. 
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7.2.3 Archaeological Monitoring Program 
Based on background research, it is unlikely that subsurface cultural resources, in the form of 

subsurface cultural layers associated with pre- and post-contact land use, may be present within 
the survey area except in association with surface sites or lava tubes. However, the numerous 
lava tube openings and lava blisters observed within the survey area suggest that additional 
evidence of pre-contact land use not documented during the current investigation may be 
uncovered during project related ground disturbance.  

It is recommended that development of this approximately 2.3-km long portion of the 
proposed Ane Keohokālole Highway Project road corridor be attended by an archaeological 
monitoring program to begin with an archaeological monitoring plan for the review and approval 
of the SHPD prior to the beginning of construction and with a summary archaeological 
monitoring report for the review and approval of the SHPD. Due to extremely dense vegetation 
that may have obscured surface cultural resources and to facilitate the identification and 
treatment of any additional burials that might be discovered during project construction, it is 
recommended that the monitoring provisions include on–site monitoring of all project related 
ground disturbance.  

7.3 Disposition of Materials 
Upon conclusion of the project all materials collected will temporarily remain curated at 

Cultural Surveys Hawaii, Waimanalo Office until a permanent facility can be decided upon 
based on consultation with the land owner and SHPD/DLNR.  
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Appendix B    UTM Coordinates for Cultural 
Resources 

 

Table 8. UTM Coordinates for Cultural Resources  

SIHP #50-10-28- NORTHING EASTING 
-5011 2177016.03413 185767.962436 
-13201F 2177357.47835 185482.118881 
-13379G 2175711.70199 186359.117493 
-13387 2175760.15172 186316.079403 
-26829 2177288.03545 185511.988148 
-26830 2176608.06071 186004.622889 
-26831 2175810.30971 186399.360585 
-26832 2175861.56825 186346.079131 
-26833 2175925.19962 186322.235134 
-26834 2176004.28918 186298.741773 
-26835 2176035.55878 186257.153296 
-26836B 2176742.6542 185804.187914 
-26836C 2176722.2042 185760.144905 
* Coordinate system: UTM NAD 83, Zone 5 North (m) 
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Dear Dr. Hammatt: 
 
Subject: Chapter 6E-8 and National Historic Preservation Act Section 106 Review-  
  Revised Draft Archaeological Inventory Survey Report for a 3-Acre Corridor 
  Along Palani Road in Support of the Proposed Ane Keohokālole Highway Project  
  Keahuolū Ahupua’a, North Kona District, Island of Hawai’i 
  TMK:  (3) 7-4-08: 63 (por.)  
 
Thank you for submitting the subject revised draft report entitled Archaeological Inventory Survey of a 
100-foot Wide Corridor on the South Side of Palani Road, in Support of  the Proposed Ane Keohokālole 
Highway Project, Keahuolū Ahupua`a, North Kona District, Hawai`i Island TMK [3] 7-4-08: 63 por. 
(H.H. Hammatt, August 2009). The revised report was received in our office August 17, 2009. Revisions 
were made in response to our review letter dated July 9, 2009 (Log  No. 2009.1565, Doc No. 0906TD17). 
The report documents the results of background research and a systematic pedestrian survey of a 3-acre 
corridor along Palani Road between Henry Street (east end) and the Kailua-Kona Fire Station (west end). 
The project area includes the area of potential effect (APE) for widening of Palani Road in connection 
with the construction of Ane Keohokālole Highway, a federally funded undertaking. This project area is a 
relatively small portion of a larger APE that has been identified for the Ane Keohokālole Highway 
project.  
 
The revised report addresses comments and questions generated during review of the initial draft. These 
revisions include the citation of federal regulations and NRHP criteria where appropriate, clarification of 
findings to reflect all previously recorded SIHP sites within the APE, discussion of historic era land use 
as it may have affected the Kona field system, and the recommendation that a mitigation plan be prepared 
to address impacts to the Kuakini Wall. 
 
Twelve historic properties comprised of 31 component features were identified within the project area 
covered by this report; eleven of the sites comprised of 20 component features are completely or partially 
within the APE for the proposed highway project. The identified sites include two historic era walls 
(SIHP Sites 6302 and 14239); three temporary habitation sites (SIHP Sites 14243, 14247 and 26880); and 
seven agricultural sites (SIHP Sites 14234, 14236, 14237, 14240, 14241, 14245 and 14646. Testing was 
conducted at six sites (14234, 14236 Feature H, 14241 Feature A, 14243 Feature C, 14246 Feature A, and 
26880). This testing confirmed the functional interpretations for these sites as offered during prior surveys 
and the current survey.  
 
The identified temporary habitation and agricultural sites are assessed in the report as eligible for 
inclusion in the NRHP and HRHP under significance criterion “d”, have yielded or likely to yield 
information important in historic or prehistory. We concur with this assessment for the three temporary 



habitation and seven agricultural sites listed above. The Great Wall of Kuakini (or Kuakini Wall) is 
assessed as significant under all four NRHP criteria; and the twentieth century wall is assessed as 
significant under criterion “d”. We concur with these assessments.  
 
Additional mitigation is recommended for the Great Wall of Kuakini. It is recommended that sufficient 
information regarding the location, function, age and construction methods of the remaining eleven sites 
has been collected during the current and past inventory surveys of this area. We concur with the 
recommendation that no further fieldwork is warranted at these eleven sites, and we believe that an 
adequate amount of information has been collected from this portion of the project APE to constitute 
adequate mitigation of the agricultural and temporary habitation sites as components of the Kona Field 
System.  
 
Specific mitigation measures proposed for the Great Wall of Kuakini include 1) data recovery of the 
section of the wall to be removed in accordance with an approved data recovery plan; 2) monitoring 
during wall removal; 3) detailed recording of the cross section exposed during removal; 4) careful 
stabilization of the end of the intact wall to ensure that it does not further deteriorate; 5) conservation of 
removed stones for use in maintenance and stabilization of damaged portions of the wall; 6) 
documentation of the data recovery and monitoring results in appropriate reports; and 7) short and long 
term preservation measures to safeguard the site during project construction and subsequent uses of the 
area.  We concur with these specific recommendations for the Great Wall of Kuakini and believe that the 
data recovery, monitoring and preservation plans for this site could be combined into one mitigation plan. 
This plan should also provide details on how item 5 as listed above will be implemented.  
 
The revised report is accepted pursuant to the Secretary of the Interior’s Standards for Identification, 
Evaluation and Archaeological Documentation, CFR 36 Part 800, Hawaii Administrative Rule §13-276. 
Please send one hardcopy of the document, clearly marked FINAL, along with a copy of this review letter 
and a text-searchable PDF version on CD to the Kapolei SHPD office, attention of “SHPD Library”.  
 
Please contact Theresa Donham at (808) 933-7653 if you have any questions or wish to further discuss 
the conclusion of this letter. 
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Management Summary 

Reference Archaeological Inventory Survey of a 100-Foot Wide Corridor on the 
South Side of Palani Road, in support of the Proposed Ane 
Keohokālole Highway Project, Keahuolū Ahupua‘a, North Kona 
District, Hawai‘i Island (TMK: [3] 7-4-008:063 por.) (Hammatt 2009) 

Date August 2009 
Project Number (s) Cultural Surveys Hawai‘i, Inc. (CSH) Job Code: KEAHUOLU 5 
Investigation 
Permit Number 

The fieldwork component of the archaeological inventory survey 
investigation was carried out under archaeological research permit 
number 09-20, issued by the Hawai‘i State Historic Preservation 
Division/Department of Land and Natural Resources (SHPD/DLNR), 
per Hawai‘i Administrative Rules (HAR) Chapter 13-13-282. 

Project Location The survey area consists of a 30-m (100-ft.) wide corridor located 
immediately south of an approximately 450-m (1,500-ft.) long portion 
of Palani Road, between the Kailua-Kona Fire Station to the west and 
Henry Street to the east. The survey area is depicted on the U.S. 
Geological Survey 7.5-Minute Series Topographic Map, Kailua 
Quadrangle (1996) (Figure 1). 

Land Jurisdiction Private: Queen Lili‘uokalani Trust 
Agencies Federal Highway Administration (FHWA); Hawai‘i State Historic 

Preservation Division / Department of Land and Natural Resources 
(SHPD/DLNR); County of Hawai‘i 

Project Description The proposed project involves improvements to Palani Road in 
association with the proposed Ane Keohokālole Highway Project. The 
Ane Keohokālole Highway Project involves construction of a mid-
level highway that will connect Henry Street to Hina Lani Road, 
mauka (inland) of the Queen Ka‘ahumanu Highway. The proposed 
highway project will also involve improvements to connector streets, 
including Palani Road. Minimally, land disturbing activities would 
include grubbing, grading, and excavations for subsurface utilities. 

Area of Potential 
Effect (APE) and 
Survey Acreage 

The Ane Keohokālole Highway Project’s area of potential effect 
(APE), covering a total area of approximately 150 acres, consists of a 
200 to 400-ft. wide corridor, running in a roughly north-south direction 
from Hina Lani Street to Palani Road, south of a portion of Palani 
Road, and a construction staging area. The survey area for the current 
investigation consisted of an approximately 3-acre portion of the Ane 
Keohokālole Highway Project’s APE, south of a portion of Palani 
Road. 
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Historic 
Preservation 
Regulatory Context 

This document was prepared to support the proposed project’s historic 
preservation review under Hawai‘i Revised Statutes (HRS) Chapter 
6E-8/42 and Hawai‘i Administrative Rules (HAR) Chapter 13-13-
275/284.  
As a federally funded project, this project is considered a federal 
undertaking, requiring compliance with Section 106 of the National 
Historic Preservation Act (NHPA) and the National Environmental 
Policy Act (NEPA).  

Document Purpose At the request of Belt Collins Hawaii Ltd., Cultural Surveys Hawai‘i, 
Inc. (CSH) completed an archaeological inventory survey of a 100-
foot wide corridor on the south side of Palani Road, in support of the 
proposed Ane Keohokālole Highway Project. This archaeological 
inventory survey investigation was prepared in consideration of the 
Secretary of the Interior’s Standards and Guidelines for Archaeology 
and Historic Preservation, and was conducted to identify, document, 
and make National Register of Historic Places (National Register) and 
Hawai‘i Register of Historic Places (Hawai‘i Register) eligibility 
recommendations for the subject parcels’ cultural resources1. In 
consultation with the Hawai‘i State Historic Preservation Division 
(SHPD), this investigation was also designed to fulfill the State 
requirements for an archaeological inventory survey per Hawai‘i 
Administrative Rules (HAR) Chapter 13-13-276. The investigation 
includes an undertaking-specific effect recommendation and 
treatment/mitigation recommendations for the cultural resources 
recommended National/Hawai‘i Register eligible. This document is 
intended to support project-related historic preservation consultation 
among stake-holding federal and state agencies, interested Native 
Hawaiian groups and individuals, and community groups. 

Fieldwork Effort The CSH field crew included: Todd Tulchin, B.S.; Jon Tulchin, B.A.; 
Nifae Hunkin, B.A.; Randy Groza, M.A.; Mindy Simonson, M.A.; and 
David W. Shideler, M.A., under the overall supervision of Hallett H. 
Hammatt, Ph.D. Fieldwork was conducted from April 20-24, 2009 and 
required 20 person-days to complete. 

Cultural 
Resources/Historic 
Properties2 
Identified and 
Recommended 
Eligibility to the 
National/Hawai‘i 
Register3 

SIHP # 50-10-27-6302 / 14235, Kuakini Wall, recommended 
National/Hawai‘i Register-eligible under Criteria A, B, C, and D 
SIHP # 50-10-28-14234, terrace, recommended National/Hawai‘i 
Register-eligible under Criterion D 
SIHP # 50-10-28-14236, mound/modified outcrop complex, 
recommended National/Hawai‘i Register-eligible under Criterion D 
SIHP # 50-10-28-14237, mound/modified outcrop complex, 
recommended National/Hawai‘i Register-eligible under Criterion D 
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SIHP # 50-10-28-14239, wall, recommended National/Hawai‘i 
Register-eligible under Criterion D 
SIHP # 50-10-28-14240, mound/modified outcrop complex, 
recommended National/Hawai‘i Register-eligible under Criterion D 
SIHP # 50-10-28-14241, mound complex, recommended 
National/Hawai‘i Register-eligible under Criterion D 
SIHP # 50-10-28-14243, terrace, c-shape, enclosure complex, 
recommended National/Hawai‘i Register-eligible under Criterion D 
SIHP # 50-10-28-14245, mound complex, recommended 
National/Hawai‘i Register-eligible under Criterion D 
SIHP # 50-10-28-14246, mound complex, recommended 
National/Hawai‘i Register-eligible under Criterion D 
SIHP # 50-10-28-14247, terrace, recommended National/Hawai‘i 
Register-eligible under Criterion D 
SIHP # 50-10-28-26880, terrace, recommended National/Hawai‘i 
Register-eligible under Criterion D 

Effect 
Recommendation 

This supplemental archaeological inventory survey investigation 
identified twelve cultural resources within the survey area. SIHP #s 
50-10-27-6302 / 14235, 50-10-28-14234, -14236, -14237, -14239, -
14240, -14241, -14243, -14245, -14246, and -14247 will likely, or 
potentially, be affected by the proposed project. SIHP # 50-10-28-
26880 is outside of the project’s APE and will not be affected by the 
proposed project.  
Due to the potential adverse effect on significant cultural resources 
within the project’s APE, CSH’s project-specific effect 
recommendation is “effect, with proposed mitigation commitments.” 
The recommended mitigation measures will reduce the project’s 
potential adverse effect to these significant cultural resources. 

Mitigation 
Recommendations4 

SIHP # 50-10-27-6302 / 14235, Kuakini Wall. Data recovery and 
preservation in the form of avoidance and protection is recommended 
for SIHP # 50-10-27-6302 / 14235. As the Kuakini Wall is a linear 
feature, including approximately 30 m within the survey area and 
extending south beyond the survey area, removal of the northern 
portion of the wall nearest to Palani Road (no more than 10 m) may 
occur without significantly detracting from the integrity of the cultural 
resource. Any proposed removal of portions of the wall, however, will 
require consultation with and approval of the State Historic 
Preservation Division when details of the proposed undertaking 
become available. As recommended by Jensen (1990), additional data 
collection, including partial dismantling of the portion of the wall to be 
affected, should be conducted prior to any project-related disturbance 
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to the SIHP # 50-10-27-6302 / 14235 Kuakini Wall. As potentially 10-
m (33-ft.) of the Kuakini Wall will likely be removed, it is 
recommended that an appropriate mitigation plan be prepared to 
address short- and long-term preservation measures that will safeguard 
the historic property during project construction and subsequent use of 
the project area. The plan should also address data recovery of sections 
of the wall to be impacted by the project. 
SIHP # 50-10-27-14234, terrace. No further work is recommended. 
Sufficient information regarding the location, function, age, and 
construction methods of the wall has been generated by the current 
inventory survey investigation to mitigate any adverse effect caused by 
proposed development activities. 
SIHP # 50-10-27-14236, mound/modified outcrop complex. No further 
work is recommended. Sufficient information regarding the location, 
function, age, and construction methods of the wall has been generated 
by the current inventory survey investigation to mitigate any adverse 
effect caused by proposed development activities. 
SIHP # 50-10-27-14237, mound/modified outcrop complex. No further 
work is recommended. Sufficient information regarding the location, 
function, age, and construction methods of the wall has been generated 
by the current inventory survey investigation to mitigate any adverse 
effect caused by proposed development activities. 
SIHP # 50-10-27-14239, wall along edge of Palani Road. No further 
work is recommended. Sufficient information regarding the location, 
function, age, and construction methods of the wall has been generated 
by the current inventory survey investigation to mitigate any adverse 
effect caused by proposed development activities. 
SIHP # 50-10-27-14240, mound/modified outcrop complex. No further 
work is recommended. Sufficient information regarding the location, 
function, age, and construction methods of the wall has been generated 
by the current inventory survey investigation to mitigate any adverse 
effect caused by proposed development activities. 
SIHP # 50-10-27-14241, mound complex. No further work is 
recommended. Sufficient information regarding the location, function, 
age, and construction methods of the wall has been generated by the 
current inventory survey investigation to mitigate any adverse effect 
caused by proposed development activities. 
SIHP # 50-10-27-14243, terrace, c-shape, enclosure complex. No 
further work is recommended. Sufficient information regarding the 
location, function, age, and construction methods of the wall has been 
generated by the current inventory survey investigation to mitigate any 
adverse effect caused by proposed development activities. 
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SIHP # 50-10-27-14245, mound complex. No further work is 
recommended. Sufficient information regarding the location, function, 
age, and construction methods of the wall has been generated by the 
current inventory survey investigation to mitigate any adverse effect 
caused by proposed development activities. 
SIHP # 50-10-27-14246, mound complex. No further work is 
recommended. Sufficient information regarding the location, function, 
age, and construction methods of the wall has been generated by the 
current inventory survey investigation to mitigate any adverse effect 
caused by proposed development activities. 
SIHP # 50-10-27-14247, terrace. No further work is recommended. 
Sufficient information regarding the location, function, age, and 
construction methods of the wall has been generated by the current 
inventory survey investigation to mitigate any adverse effect caused by 
proposed development activities. 
SIHP # 50-10-27-26880, terrace. No further work is recommended. 
Sufficient information regarding the location, function, age, and 
construction methods of the wall has been generated by the current 
inventory survey investigation to mitigate any adverse effect caused by 
proposed development activities. 

 
1In historic preservation parlance, cultural resources are the physical remains and/or geographic locations that reflect the 
activity, heritage, and/or beliefs of ethnic groups, local communities, states, and/or nations. Generally, they are at least 50 
years old, although there are exceptions, and include: buildings and structures; groupings of buildings or structures 
(historic districts); certain objects; archaeological artifacts, features, sites, and/or deposits; groupings of archaeological 
sites (archaeological districts); and, in some instances, natural landscape features and/or geographic locations of cultural 
significance. 
2Historic properties, as defined under federal historic preservation legislation, are cultural resources that are at least 50 
years old (with exceptions) and have been determined eligible for inclusion in the National Register of Historic Places 
based on their integrity and historic/cultural significance in terms of established significance criteria. Determinations of 
eligibility are generally made by a federal agency official in consultation with SHPD. Under federal legislation, a project’s 
(undertaking’s) potential effect on historic properties must be evaluated and potentially mitigated. Under Hawai‘i State 
historic preservation legislation, historic properties are defined as any cultural resources that are 50 years old, regardless of 
their historic/cultural significance under state law, and a project’s effect and potential mitigation measures are evaluated 
based on the project’s potential impact to “significant” historic properties (those historic properties determined eligible, 
based on their integrity and historic/cultural significance in terms of established significance criteria, for inclusion in the 
Hawai‘i Register of Historic Places). Determinations of eligibility to the Hawai‘i Register result when a state agency 
official’s historic property “significance assessment” is approved by SHPD, or when SHPD itself makes an eligibility 
determination for a historic property. 
3Cultural resource significance is evaluated and expressed as eligibility for listing on the National and/or Hawai‘i Register. 
To be considered eligible for listing on the National and/or Hawai‘i Register a cultural resource should possess integrity of 
location, design, setting, materials, workmanship, feeling, and association, and meet one or more of the following broad 
cultural/historic significance criteria: “A” reflects major trends or events in the history of the state or nation; “B” is 
associated with the lives of persons significant in our past; “C” is an excellent example of a site type/work of a master; 
“D” has yielded or may be likely to yield information important in prehistory or history; and, “E” (Hawaii Register only) 
has traditional cultural significance to an ethnic group, includes religious structures and/or burials. 
4Under Hawai‘i State historic preservation review legislation, there are five potential forms of historic preservation 
mitigation: A) Preservation; B) Architectural Recordation; C) Archaeological Data Recovery; D) Historical Data 
Recovery; and E) Ethnographic Documentation (HAR Chapter 13-275-8).  
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Section 1    Introduction 

1.1 Project Background 
At the request of Belt Collins Hawaii Ltd., Cultural Surveys Hawai‘i, Inc. (CSH) completed 

an archaeological inventory survey of a 100-foot wide corridor on the south side of Palani Road, 
in support of the proposed Ane Keohokālole Highway Project, Keahuolū Ahupua‘a, North Kona 
District, Hawai‘i Island (TMK: [3] 7-4-008:063 por.). The approximately 3-acre survey area 
consists of a 30-m (100-ft.) wide corridor located immediately south of an approximately 450-m 
(1,500-ft.) long portion of Palani Road, between the Kailua-Kona Fire Station to the west and 
Henry Street to the east (Figures 1-3). The survey area is depicted on the U.S. Geological Survey 
7.5-Minute Series Topographic Map, Kailua Quadrangle (1996).  

The survey area is privately owned by the Queen Lili‘uokalani Trust. The proposed project 
involves improvements to Palani Road in association with the proposed Ane Keohokālole 
Highway Project. The proposed Ane Keohokālole Highway Project involves construction of a 
mid-level highway that will connect Henry Street to Hina Lani Road, mauka (inland) of the 
Queen Ka‘ahumanu Highway. The proposed highway project will also involve improvements to 
connector streets, including Palani Road. Minimally, land disturbing activities would include 
grubbing, grading, and excavations for subsurface utilities. The Ane Keohokālole Highway 
Project’s area of potential effect (APE), covering a total area of approximately 150 acres, 
consists of a 200 to 400-ft. wide corridor, running in a roughly north-south direction from Hina 
Lani Street to Palani Road, south of a portion of Palani Road, and a construction staging area. 
The survey area for the current investigation consisted of an approximately 3-acre portion of the 
Ane Keohokālole Highway Project’s APE, south of a portion of Palani Road. 

Portions of the current survey area have been covered by prior archaeological inventory 
survey investigations that have been reviewed and accepted by the State Historic Preservation 
Division (SHPD). Jensen (1990) conducted an Archaeological Inventory Survey Palani Road 
Improvements Project, that covered a 50-ft. wide corridor immediately south of Palani Road, 
including the northern half of the current survey area. Henry et al. (1998) conducted an 
Archaeological Inventory Survey 60-Acre Agricultural Zoned QLT Parcel, that included the 
entire current survey area. Corbin and Wong-Smith (2008) conducted an Archaeological Survey 
and Cultural Impact Assessment Ane Keohokalole Highway Corridor, that covered a 45-ft. wide 
corridor immediately south of Palani Road, including the northern 45% of the current survey 
area. The Corbin and Wong-Smith (2008) study presented virtually no discussion of finds in 
their study area south of Palani Road. The Jensen (1990) and Henry et al. (1998) studies are quite 
divergent in location and nomenclature of the many sites and features documented south of 
Palani Road. Due to the discrepancies between the three previous studies, as well as a lack of 
sufficient subsurface testing conducted during the previous studies, the SHPD requested a further 
archaeological inventory survey be conducted on the current survey area. 
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Figure 1. U.S. Geological Survey 7.5-Minute Series Topographic Map, Kailua Quadrangle 
(1996), showing the location of the survey area 
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Figure 2. Tax Map Key 7-4-08, showing the location of the survey area 
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Figure 3. Aerial photograph (source: Google Earth 2009), showing the location of the survey area 
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This document was prepared to support the proposed project’s historic preservation review 
under Hawai‘i Revised Statutes (HRS) Chapter 6E-8/42 and Hawai‘i Administrative Rules 
(HAR) Chapter 13-13-275/284. Additionally, as a federally funded project, this project is 
considered a federal undertaking, requiring compliance with Section 106 of the National Historic 
Preservation Act (NHPA) and the National Environmental Policy Act (NEPA). This 
archaeological inventory survey investigation was prepared in consideration of the Secretary of 
the Interior’s Standards and Guidelines for Archaeology and Historic Preservation, and was 
conducted to identify, document, and make National Register of Historic Places (National 
Register) and Hawai‘i Register of Historic Places (Hawai‘i Register) eligibility recommendations 
for the subject parcels’ cultural resources. In consultation with the Hawai‘i State Historic 
Preservation Division (SHPD), this investigation was also designed to fulfill the State 
requirements for an archaeological inventory survey per Hawai‘i Administrative Rules (HAR) 
Chapter 13-13-276. The investigation includes an undertaking-specific effect recommendation 
and treatment/mitigation recommendations for the cultural resources recommended 
National/Hawai‘i Register eligible. This document is intended to support project-related historic 
preservation consultation among stake-holding federal and state agencies, interested Native 
Hawaiian groups and individuals, and community groups. 

1.2 Scope of Work 
The following archaeological inventory survey scope of work is designed to satisfy the 

Hawai‘i State requirements for archaeological inventory surveys (Hawai‘i Administrative Rules 
[HAR] Chapter 13-276 and Chapter 13-275/284): 

1. Historic and archaeological background research, including a search of historic maps, 
written records, Land Commission Award documents, and the reports from prior 
archaeological investigations. This research focused on the specific survey area’s past 
land use, with general background on the pre-contact and historic settlement patterns of 
the ahupua‘a and district. This background information was used to compile a predictive 
model for the types and locations of cultural resources that could be expected within the 
survey area. 

2. A complete (100% coverage) systematic pedestrian inspection of the survey area to 
identify any potential surface cultural resources. Surface cultural resources were recorded 
with an evaluation of age, function, interrelationships, and significance. Documentation 
included photographs, scale drawings, location of cultural resources with GPS survey 
equipment, and limited controlled excavation of select sites and/or features. 

3. As appropriate, consultation with knowledgeable individuals regarding the survey area’s 
history, past land use, and the function and age of the cultural resources documented 
within the survey area.  

4. As appropriate, laboratory work to process and gather relevant environmental and/or 
archaeological information from collected samples. 

5. Preparation of this archaeological inventory survey report, including the following: 
a) A project description; 
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b) A section of a USGS topographic map showing the survey area boundaries and the 
location of all recorded cultural resources; 

c) Historical and archaeological background sections summarizing pre-contact and 
historic land use of the survey area and its vicinity; 

d) Descriptions of all cultural resources, including selected photographs, scale drawings, 
and discussions of age, function, laboratory results, and significance, per the 
requirements of HAR 13-276. Each cultural resource will be assigned a Hawai‘i State 
Inventory of Historic Properties number; 

e) If appropriate, a section concerning cultural consultations [per the requirements of 
HAR 13-276-5(g) and HAR 13-275/284-8(a)(2)]. 

f) A summary of cultural resource categories, integrity, and significance based upon the 
Hawai‘i Register of Historic Places criteria; 

g) A project effect recommendation; 

h) Treatment recommendations to mitigate the project’s adverse effect on any cultural 
resources identified in the survey area that are recommended eligible to the National / 
Hawai‘i Register of Historic Places. 

This scope of work includes full coordination with the State Historic Preservation Division 
(SHPD) and Hawai‘i County relating to archaeological matters. This coordination takes place 
after consent of the landowner or representatives. 

1.3 Environmental Setting 

1.3.1 Natural Environment 
The survey area is located approximately 1-km (0.6-mi.) mauka (inland) of Kailua Bay. The 

land surface slopes gently to the southwest. Elevations within the survey area range from 55-85-
m (180 to 280-ft.) above mean sea level. Soils in the survey area are reported as Punalu‘u 
Extremely Rocky Peat (rPYD) (Figure 4). Soils of the Punalu‘u Series consist of “well-drained, 
thin organic soils over pahoehoe lava bedrock” (Sato et al. 1973).  

The survey area receives approximately 750-mm (30-in.) of annual rainfall (Giambelluca et 
al. 1986). Vegetation within the survey area primarily consists of koa haole (Leucaena 
leucocephala), kiawe (Prosopis pallida), and exotic grasses. Additional species include alahe‘e 
(Psydrax odorata), night-blooming cereus (Peniocereus greggii), and ‘ilima (Sida fallax).  

1.3.2 Built Environment 
At present, the survey area is undeveloped. No modern structures, with the exception of 

several squatter camp sites, are located in the survey area. The survey area is bounded to the 
north and east by the asphalt-paved Palani Road and Henry Street (respectively). The Kailua-
Kona Fire Station borders the survey area on the west or makai side. In general, lands to the 
northeast are undeveloped. Lands to the southwest include large commercial structures and urban 
Kailua-Kona town. 
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Figure 4. U.S. Geological Survey 7.5-Minute Series Topographic Map, Kailua Quadrangle 
(1996) with overlay of the Soil Survey of the Island of Hawai‘i (Sato et al. 1973), 
showing sediment types in the vicinity of the survey area 
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Section 2    Methods 

2.1 Field Methods 
The fieldwork component of the archaeological inventory survey investigation was carried out 

under archaeological research permit number 09-20, issued by the Hawai‘i State Historic 
Preservation Division/Department of Land and Natural Resources (SHPD/DLNR), per Hawai‘i 
Administrative Rules (HAR) Chapter 13-13-282. The CSH field crew included: Todd Tulchin, 
B.S.; Jon Tulchin, B.A.; Nifae Hunkin, B.A.; Randy Groza, M.A.; Mindy Simonson, M.A.; and 
David W. Shideler, M.A., under the overall supervision of Hallett H. Hammatt, Ph.D. Fieldwork 
was conducted from April 20-24, 2009 and required 20 person-days to complete. 

The archaeological inventory survey fieldwork consisted of complete pedestrian inspection of 
the survey area. The pedestrian inspection was accomplished through systematic sweeps. The 
interval between the archaeologists was generally 5-10-m. All cultural resources encountered 
were recorded and documented with a written field description, photographs, and each site was 
located using Trimble Pro XH GPS survey technology (sub-foot accuracy). Scale drawings were 
also made of the more formal archaeological features. 

Subsurface testing consisted of the partial excavation, by hand, of selected surface 
archaeological features located during the pedestrian survey. The purpose of the subsurface 
testing was to aid in determining the function of located surface features, as well as to possibly 
obtain datable materials for later radiocarbon dating. Testing was conducted utilizing 
stratigraphic layers as vertical controls. All excavated material was sifted through a 1/8-in. wire 
mesh screen to separate out the soil matrix, and then all cultural material was collected for 
analysis in the lab. Each test excavation was documented with a scale section profile, 
photographs, and sediment descriptions. Sediment descriptions included characterizations of 
Munsell color designations, compactness, texture, structure, inclusions, cultural material present, 
and boundary distinctness and topography. Following each test excavation, the excavated area 
was backfilled and reconstructed as closely as possible to its original state. 

2.2 Laboratory Methods 
Laboratory analyses of material recovered from limited subsurface testing within the survey 

area included: 

1. Identification of invertebrate midden. Common marine shells were identified and 
analyzed at the Cultural Surveys Hawai‘i Inc. laboratory in Waimānalo, O‘ahu.  

2. Identification and cataloguing of artifacts. Any artifacts collected were measured, 
weighed, and classified by material type and artifact form. The analysis then focused 
on distinguishing artifact function.  

2.3 Document Review 
Historic and archival research included information obtained from the UH Hamilton Library, 

the State Historic Preservation Division Library, the Hawai‘i State Archives, the State Land 
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Survey Division, and the Archives of the Bishop Museum. Previous archaeological reports for 
the area were reviewed, as were historic maps and primary and secondary historical sources. 
Information on Land Commission Awards was accessed through Waihona ‘Āina Corporation’s 
Māhele Data Base (www.waihona.com). 

2.4 Consultation 
Consultation for the entire Ane Keohokālole Highway Project, including the current study 

area, was undertaken by Helen Wong-Smith as part of a Cultural Impact Assessment conducted 
independently of this archaeological inventory survey investigation. This consultation effort is 
applicable to the current study area, as well as other sections of the overall Ane Keohokālole 
Highway Project. The reader is referred to the Archaeological Survey and Cultural Impact 
Assessment Ane Keohokalole Highway Corridor, Lands of Keahuolu and Kealakehe, North Kona 
District, Island of Hawai‘i (Corbin and Wong-Smith 2008) for detailed discussions of the 
consultation effort and results. In general, the historical documentation aspect of the cultural 
impact assessment study suggests that the focus of cultural activity in Keahuolū was well 
seaward and that cultural activity in the vicinity of the survey area was quite limited. Cultural 
practitioners interviewed spoke of limited plant gathering in the general vicinity. No further 
consultation was undertaken as part of this archaeological inventory survey study as no cultural 
resources of particular cultural significance (i.e. assessed as significant under Hawaii Register 
Criterion E) were identified in the current study area. 

In accordance with the National Historic Preservation Act Section 106 process, the Federal 
Highway Administration (FHWA) has been obtaining input from consulting parties since May 
2009 via meetings and letter requests. In a letter dated July 7, 2009, to consulting parties, the 
FHWA initiated the formal 30-day comment period for the Section 106 consultation process that 
closed on August 7, 2009. The FHWA held a meeting with consulting parties on August 4, 2009, 
to share its anticipated determination of adverse effect, the pre-draft memorandum of agreement, 
and to obtain comments. When the NEPA EA is made available, the FHWA will hold a public 
hearing to address the EA and NHPA Section 106.  
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Section 3    Background Research 

3.1 Traditional and Historical Background 

3.1.1 Mythological and Traditional Accounts 
Keahuolū Ahupua‘a is located within a transitional area between two distinct ecological 

zones. Lands to the south of Keahuolū, known as Kona kai ‘opua (Kona of the distant horizon 
clouds above the ocean), between Kailua Bay and Keauhou Bay, are generally recognized as the 
fertile agricultural district and population center of North Kona (Kirch 1985:166; Kelly 1983). 
The relatively dry Kekaha-wai-‘ole (the waterless place) area of North Kona to the northeast is 
characterized by coastal fishponds and relatively barren lava inlands.  

The name of the ahupua‘a, Ke-ahu-o-lū, has been translated in two ways. The first is as “the 
ahu [cairn or altar] of Lū” (Pukui et al 1974:101). There are no legendary accounts of a Hawaiian 
named Lū, but an ahu is a mound, often used as an altar, so the name could refer to “the altar of 
Lū.” The name of the land has also been written as Ke‘ohu‘olu, which means “the refreshing 
mists” (Maly 1994:A-3). 

There is mound-hill at Keahuolū and Kealakehe, the ahupua‘a to the north, that is also 
associated with mists. According to the Legend of Ka-Miki, a series of stories about a 
supernatural hero who traveled around the Hawaiian Islands in the 13th century: 

Ka-noenoe (The mist, fogginess) The mound-hill called Pu‘u-o-Kaloa sits upon 
the plain of Kanoenoe which is associated with both Keahuolu and Kealakehe. 
The settling of mists upon Pu‘u-o-Kaloa was a sign of pending rains; thus the 
traditional farmers of this area would prepare their fields. This plain was 
referenced by Pili when he described to Ka-Miki the extent of the lands which 
Ka-Miki would over see upon marrying the sacred chiefess Paehala of 
Honokōhau. The inheritance lands included everything from the uplands of 
Hikuhia above Nāpu‘u and the lands of the waterless Kekaha, which spanned 
from the rocky plain of Kanikū (Keahualono) to the plain of Kanoenoe at 
Pu‘ukaloa. [Ka Hoku o Hawai‘i 10/25/1917, as translated by Maly 1994:A-4] 

Another legendary account discusses the hill called Pu‘u-o-kaloa: 

Pu‘u-o-kaloa is a mound-hill site in the lands of Keahuolu-Kealakehe, not far 
from the shore of Kaiwi and Hi-iakanoholae. During periods of dry weather (Ka 
lā malo‘o) when planted crops, from the grassy plains to the ‘ama‘uma‘u (fern 
forest zone), and even the ponds (ki‘o wai) were dry, people would watch this hill 
for signs of coming rains. When the līhau (light dew mists) sat atop the hill of 
Pu‘u-o-kaloa, rains were on the way. Planters of the districts agricultural fields 
watched for omens at Pu‘uokaloa, and it was from keen observation and diligent 
work that people prospered on the land. If a native of the land was hungry and 
came asking for food, the person would be asked: 

Ua ka ua i Pu‘ukaloa, ihea ‘oe? 
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When rains fell at Pu‘ukaloa, where were you? 

If the answer was… 

I Kona nei no! 
In Kona  

there would be no sweet potatoes for this person. If the answer was… 

I Kohala nei no! 
In Kohala! (The person would be given food to eat for they had been 
away, thus unable to accomplish the planting.) [Ka Hōkū o Hawai‘i 
3/19/1914, as translated by Maly 1994:A-5] 

These legendary accounts emphasize the importance of rainfall in this relatively dry region for 
farmers, who were cultivating sweet potatoes and other crops on the plains of Keahuolū. 

3.1.2 Early Historic Period 
Early missionary residents made the first estimates of the population of the North Kona 

District. Asa Thurston estimated a population of not less than 20,000 people along a 30-mile 
stretch of the Kona Coast. These residents were clustered on the coast, but some families also 
lived in a habitation belt about 2-miles inland (Kelly 1983:14). A formal census was conducted 
in 1832, and 12,432 people were recorded for the district of Kona. By 1835, this number had 
declined to 5,957. By 1853, the number had dropped to 2,210 (Schmitt 1973:21, 29, 31). The 
missionary, William Ellis (1976:32), visited the Kona area in 1822 and noted deserted villages 
and abandoned fields “everywhere to be met with.” 

William Ellis also described Kailua Bay, the coastal area to the south of the current survey 
area as follows: 

The houses which are neat, are generally erected on the sea-shore, shaded with 
cocoa-nut and kou trees, which greatly enliven the scene. The environs were 
cultivated to a considerable extent: small gardens were seen among the barren 
rocks on which the houses were built, wherever soil could be found sufficient to 
nourish the sweet potato, the watermelon, or even a few plants of tobacco, and in 
many places they seemed to be growing literally in the fragments of lava, 
collected in small heaps around their roots. [Ellis 1976:31] 

Few historical records can be found about the early history of Keahuolū. However, in 1869, 
the land was described thus by David Kalākaua: 

This land is situated in the District of North Kona, bounded by the ahupua‘a of 
Lanihau (in Kailua) belonging to Prince Lunalilo on the Ka‘u side, and on the 
Kohala side, by Kealakehe, a government land and Honokohaniki belonging to 
Keelikolani. Keahuolu runs clear up to the mountains and includes a portion of 
nearly one half of Hualalai mountains. On the mountains the koa, kukui and ohia 
abounds in vast quantities. The upper land or inland is arable, and suitable for 
growing coffee, oranges, taro, potatoes bananas &c. Breadfruit trees grow wild as 
well as the Koli [kolī, castor-oil plant] oil seed. The lower land is adopted for 
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grazing cattle, sheep, goats, &c. The fishery is very extensive and a fine grove of 
cocoanut trees of about 200 to 300 grows on the beach. The flat land near the sea 
beach is composed chiefly of lava, but herbs and shrubbery grows on it and [it is] 
suitable for feed of sheep and goats. It is estimated at 15,000 to 20,000 acres or 
more. [cited in Donham 1990a: B-5] 

3.1.3 Mid- to late-1800s 
In 1848, Kamehameha III authorized the Māhele (lit. division), which defined the land 

interests of the king, the high-ranking chiefs, and the konohiki (landlords for the chiefs). The 
lands awarded to the chiefs and their konohiki were known as Konohiki Lands. In 1848, four 
resolutions were passed to protect the rights of the kama‘āina, the native tenants. The resolutions 
authorized the Land Commission to award fee simple title to native tenants for habitation and 
agricultural lands that were part of Crown Lands (lands reserved for the royal family), 
Government Lands (lands held by the government), or Konohiki Lands. The lands for the 
common people became known as kuleana (tenant) awards (Chinen 1958; Chinen 1961). 

At the time of the Māhele of 1848, the entire ahupua‘a of Keahuolū was awarded to Ane 
Keohokālole, who had held two walled houselots “from very ancient times” along the shore. 
Keohokālole was the granddaughter of Kame‘eiamoku, an important chief that supported 
Kamehameha I, and the wife of John Kuakini, the governor of Oahu in the early 19th century. 
She was also the mother of the future King David Kalākaua, the future Queen Kamaka‘eha Lydia 
Lili‘uokalani, William Pitt Leleiōhoku, and Miriam Likelike. Ane Keohokālole later sold 
portions of her 15,000-20,000-acre grant to the government and other parties, with the remainder 
being passed on to her heir, Lili‘uokalani. Emerson, a 19th century government surveyor, 
described the inland portion of Keahuolū (Reg. Map 1280, Figure 5) as “rough pahoehoe, little 
vegetation,” similar to descriptions of the dry and barren lands of Kekaha. David Kalākaua 
further described these kula (plains used for dryland agriculture) lands as suitable for livestock 
grazing (Donham 1990a). No kuleana claims were awarded in the inland portion (lower kula 
zone) of Keahuolū, and there is little historic information concerning traditional Hawaiian land 
use in the area. However, the archaeological record suggests that dry land agriculture in areas 
designated grazing land was once relatively intensive. 

The upper kula zone was historically the primary agricultural zone of the two ahupua‘a. 
Many kuleana claims were awarded for this area, with documentation indicating that dry land 
crops were grown here. The most common crop described in the claims was taro, with coffee and 
potatoes also mentioned. During the Māhele, few of these kuleana awards were granted; instead, 
these lands were generally awarded to the konohiki (lower chiefs and landlords), who used the 
lands for livestock grazing (Kelly 1983:67). 

Emerson described the boundary between the inland and upland forested areas in this 
transitional region as “lava covered with scattering forest and dense masses of ki [ti; Cordyline 
terminalis] root” (Kelly 1983:58). Lands below the forest edge were described as “rocks covered 
with grass” (Kelly 1983:58). Emerson estimated the forest edge boundary to be at 200-230-m 
(650-750-ft.) elevation in Keahuolū. 
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Figure 5. 1891 Emerson map of the Kailua Section of North Kona (RM 1280), showing the location of the survey area 
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3.1.4 1900s to Present 
The population of the region continued to decline until around A.D. 1890, when the 

population of North Kona was 1,754 people. By 1900, the population had increased to 3,189 and 
continued to increase as people moved into the urban and suburban lands around Kailua-Kona. 

A sisal (Agave sisilana) mill was constructed in Keahuolū sometime during the late 1890s. 
Sisal was grown to make ropes and other fibers. The mill was located along the southern portion 
of the old Palani Road corridor at approximatley 130-m (430-ft.) elevation. Operating until 1924, 
the mill was surrounded by sisal fields that covered an area of up to 1000-acres in Keahuolū and 
Kealakehe ahupua‘a (Jensen 1990). An area of concentrated sisal growth was located along a 
section of the old Palani Road at 180-m (600-ft.) elevation, which was believed to be at too high 
an elevation to be associated with the mill itself, though it may have been related to sisal 
transport operations (Donham 1990b). 

In 1909, the Lili‘uokalani Trust was established to provide for children, especially orphans, of 
Hawaiian descent. Income was derived from real estate owned by Queen Lili‘uokalani. As a 
result of the will of Queen Lili‘uokalani, the lands of Keahuolū were placed in a trust. Until 
recent years, the Keahuolu lands were primarily used for grazing livestock. The 1959 U.S.G.S. 
map (Figure 6) and 1978 U.S.G.S. orthophotograph (Figure 7) show a general lack of 
development in the vicinity of the survey area. Development is indicated to be concentrated 
around the coastal area of Kailua Bay, as well as in the upland areas.  

In the last twenty years, the Queen Lili‘uokalani Trust has begun to develop the Keahuolū 
lands to generate revenue for their programs. The area around Palani Road is now occupied with 
shopping malls, bookstores, business offices, and residential subdivisions. 
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Figure 6. 1959 U.S. Geological Survey Topographic Map, Kailua and Keahole Point 
Quadrangles, showing the location of the survey area 
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Figure 7. 1978 U.S. Geological Survey Orthophotoquad, Kailua and Keahole Point Quadrangles, 
showing the location of the survey area 
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3.2 Previous Archaeological Research 

3.2.1 Previous Archaeological Studies in the Makai Portion of Keahuolū Ahupua‘a 
Previous archaeological studies conducted within the makai portion of Keahuolū Ahupua‘a 

are presented in Table 1 and shown in Figure 8. The following is a summary of these 
archaeological studies. (Note: Previous archaeological studies conducted within the current 
survey area are addressed in Section 3.2.2 below) 

Early archaeological investigations in the ahupua‘a of Keahuolū were focused on coastal 
ceremonial and habitation sites. In 1906, Stokes documented two heiau (places of worship), 
Kawaluna Heiau and Palihiolo Heiau, and two ko‘a (shrines), Halepa‘u Ko‘a and Maka‘eo Ko‘a, 
along the coast (Stokes and Dye 1991). There had been difficulty re-locating these sites in later 
studies as they may have been damaged or destroyed by the 1946 tsunami or during the 1948-
1950 runway construction of the Old Kona Airport. 

In 1930, John Reinecke conducted a survey of Hawaiian sites along the coast of Keahuolū. 
Reinecke noted the presence of numerous habitation platforms and petroglyphs (Reinecke 1930). 
Kenneth Emory (1970) indicates that Reinecke’s sites 10 to 24 are located in the Keahuolū area, 
consisting of 15 platforms, three house sites, four pens, three brackish water pools, two shelters, 
one enclosure, a papamū (stone on which the checker-like game, kōnane, was played), and 
several petroglyphs. 

In 1970, T. Stell Newman conducted an archaeological inspection of the Old Kona Airport, 
located along the Keahuolū coastline(Newman 1970). Newman assigned state site numbers to 
three historic properties: State Inventory of Historic Properties (SIHP) # 50-10-27-2000, a 
petroglyph concentration; SIHP # -2001, a papamu; and SIHP # -2002, a rectangular habitation 
enclosure and two slab-lined crypts. Newman also noted the presence of numerous “bait cups” or 
holes ground into the existing lava surface, an in-use cemetery, and the potential presence of 
numerous burials corresponding to filled-in lava cracks observed throughout the area. 

In 1973, Neighbor Island Consultants carried out a reconnaissance survey of the Old Kona 
Airport, located along the Keahuolū coastline (Neighbor Island Consultants 1973). 19 
archaeological features were identified, including: house sites, bait mortars, planting pits, lava 
cave shelters, enclosures, petroglyphs, and a number of burial sites. No state site numbers were 
assigned. 

In 1978, Archaeological Research Center Hawaii, Inc. (ARCH) conducted a large survey of 
coastal Keahuolū, extending from the shore mauka to Queen Ka‘ahumanu Highway (Ching 
1978). 50 historic properties (SIHP # 50-10-27-6499 to -6548) with 140 component features 
were identified. Identified historic properties included: salt pans along the coast, cave shelters, 
platforms, enclosures, ahu (cairn), pavements, pertoglyphs, wells, and planting areas. It was 
noted that the majority of the identified historic properties were located along the coast and were 
in poor condition due to disturbance from high surf and tsunamis, and thus have very little 
excavation potential. Deviating from this pattern are the cave shelters which were believed to 
have a higher excavation potential. 
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Figure 8. Previous archaeological studies in the makai portion of Keahuolū Ahupua‘a 
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Table 1 Previous Archaeological Studies in the Makai Portion of Keahuolū Ahupua‘a 

Reference Project Location Report Type And Results 
Stokes & Dye 1991 Island of Hawai‘i Survey: Identified two heiau, Kawaluna Heiau and Palihiolo Heiau, and two ko‘a, 

Halepa‘u Ko‘a and Maka‘eo Ko‘a. 
Reinecke 1930 West Hawai‘i Survey: Identified 7 sites: Sites 8 through 14, including house platforms, small 

complexes encompassing enclosures and platforms, petroglyphs, and a possible 
fishing heiau. 

Newman 1970 Makai portion of Kona 
Airport 

Field Inspection: observed several sites, assigning 3 sites State numbers 

Neighbor Island 
Consultants 1973 

Old Kona Airport Reconnaissance Survey: Identified 19 sites including planting pits, house sites, 
burials, and petroglyphs 

Ching 1978 987-acre parcel from the 
shore to Ka‘ahumanu 
Hwy 

Reconnaissance Survey: 50 sites identified consisting of: salt pans along the coast, 
cave shelters, platforms, enclosures, ahu (cairn), pavements, petroglyphs, wells, 
and planting areas. 

Estioko-Griffin & 
Lovelace 1980 

Old Kona Airport Reconnaissance Survey: 35 archaeological sites were identified. Identified sites 
varied in age (pre-contact, post-contact, and modern) and in form (enclosures, 
burials, lava shelter caves, bait mortars, walls, ahu, and petroglyphs). 

Schilt 1984 Kuakini Highway 
Realignment Project - 26 
ahupua‘a in Kona 

Archaeological Study: 134 sites were found in the road corridor; two sites, a cairn 
and a modified outcrop, were recorded in Keahuolū. 

Donham 1990a QLT Lands 1,100 acre 
parcel 

Inventory Survey: 239 sites, comprising 1,810 features were recorded. The most 
common features types consisted of rock mounds, modified lava blisters and 
outcrops, and pāhoehoe excavation features. Other common features included 
small terraces, low platforms, enclosures, and rubble walls. Agricultural features 
accounted for 90% of all identified sites. 
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Reference Project Location Report Type And Results 
O'Hare & 
Rosendahl 1993 

QLT 100-acre parcel 
from Old Kona Airport to 
Queen Ka‘ahumanu Hwy. 

Inventory Survey: Eighteen historic properties were identified, including a section 
of the Māmalahoa Trail, one burial, modified outcrops, mounds, terraces, walls, 
ahu, filled depressions, pāhoehoe excavations, an enclosure, and a cave shelter. 

O’Hare & Franklin 
1994 

QLT Lands Palani Road 
Turning Lane 

Inventory Survey: Two historic properties were identified: SIHP # 50-10-27-
19762, an agricultural complex containing modified outcrops, terraces, and a 
mound; and SIHP #50-10-27-19763, a burial mound. 

Walsh & Hammatt 
1995 

New Queen Ka‘ahumanu 
Right-of-Way 

Inventory Survey: Seventeen historic properties were located, with one, the 
Māmalahoa Trail (Site 00002), recorded in Keahuolū Ahupua‘a. 

Perzinski et al. 
2003 

Verizon Office 
Subdivision Project 
(TMK 3-7-4-8:20) 

Archaeological Inventory Survey: One habitation site (SIHP # 50-10-28-23,798) 
with three features a platform with an adjoining terrace and two modified outcrops 
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In 1980, State Parks archaeologists conducted a reconnaissance survey of the Old Kona 
Airport area (Estioko-Griffin and Lovelace 1980). 35 archaeological sites were identified. 
Identified sites varied in age (pre-contact, post-contact, and modern) and in form (enclosures, 
burials, lava shelter caves, bait mortars, walls, ahu, and petroglyphs). Limited subsurface testing 
revealed the presence of a cultural layer containing evidence of both pre- and post-contact land 
use. Based on the results of the reconnaissance, an intensive survey including accurate locational 
information, site mapping and subsurface testing was recommended for the Old Kona Airport 
area (Estioko-Griffin and Lovelace 1980). 

In 1984, the Bishop Museum completed archaeological investigations for the Kuakini 
Highway Realignment Corridor, which extended for 3.1-miles southeast from the junction of 
Palani Road and Queen Ka‘humanu Highway in Keahuolū, through 29 ahupua‘a eventually 
terminating just mauka of the Kilohana subdivision in the ahupua‘a of Holua Loa (Schilt 1984). 
A total of 134 historic properties, comprised of 455 features, were recorded. Two historic 
properties were located in Keahuolū Ahupua‘a (D10-23, D10-24), a cairn and a modified 
outcrop. No cultural material was observed during subsurface testing of the cairn (D10-23).  

In 1990, Paul H. Rosendahl, Ph.D., Inc. (PHRI) completed an archaeological inventory survey 
for the Queen Lili‘uokalani Trust Property, located immediately north of the current survey area 
(Donham 1990a). The approximately 1,100-acre study parcel was located on the east side of 
Queen Ka‘ahumanu Highway and included all lands between Palani Road to the south and the 
Keahuolū / Kealakehe boundary to the north. A total of 239 historic properties, including 1,810 
features, were located within the study area. The most common features types consisted of rock 
mounds, modified lava blisters and outcrops, and pāhoehoe excavation features. Other common 
features included small terraces, low platforms, enclosures, and rubble walls. Agricultural 
features accounted for 90% of identified sites. 

In 1993, PHRI completed an archaeological inventory survey of a 100-acre parcel located 
between the Old Kona Airport and Queen Ka‘ahumanu Highway (O’Hare and Rosendahl 1993). 
Eighteen historic properties were identified, including a section of the Māmalahoa Trail, one 
burial, modified outcrops, mounds, terraces, walls, ahu, filled depressions, pahoehoe 
excavations, an enclosure, and a cave shelter. The documented historic properties have the 
following functions: agriculture, habitation, burial interment, transportation, quarry, and marker. 
No further work was recommended for 12 of the 18 historic properties, with data recovery 
recommended for 4 of the 18 historic properties. Additionally, the Māmalahoa Trail was 
recommended for data recovery followed by preservation with interpretive development, and 
SIHP -18511, a burial, was recommended for preservation in place. 

In 1994, PHRI completed an archaeological inventory survey of a 25-m by 20-m area 
bounded by Palani Road to the south and Midlevel Road to the west, located just north of the 
current survey area (O’Hare and Franklin 1994). Two historic properties were identified: SIHP 
#50-10-28-19762, an agricultural complex containing modified outcrops, terraces, and a mound; 
and SIHP # 50-10-28-19763, a burial mound. The burial observed at SIHP # -19763 was left in 
place and incorporated into an archaeological preserve.  

In 1995, Cultural Surveys Hawai‘i (CSH) conducted an archaeological inventory survey of a 
corridor along the Queen Ka‘ahumanu Highway from Kalaoa Ahupua‘a at the north end to 
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Keahuolū Ahupua‘a at the south end (Walsh and Hammatt 1995). Seventeen historic properties 
were located, with one, the Mamalahoa Trail (Site 00002), recorded in Keahuolū Ahupua‘a. 

In 2003, CSH conducted an archaeological inventory survey of an approximately 3-acre area 
just south of the current survey area in support of the Verizon Hawai‘i Kona Office Subdivision 
Project (Perzinski et al. 2003). One historic property was identified: SIHP # 50-10-28-23798, a 
habitation/agricultural complex consisting of a platform with an adjoining terrace, and two 
modified outcrops. Subsurface testing revealed the presence of charcoal and unidentified fish 
bone. No further work was recommended for the site. 

3.2.2 Previous Archaeological Studies Conducted Within the Current Survey Area 
Previous archaeological studies conducted within the current survey area are shown in Figure 

9 and are presented in Table 2. Historic properties previously identified within the survey area 
are listed in Table 4. The following is a summary of these archaeological studies. 

3.2.2.1 Jensen 1990 

In 1990, PHRI completed an archaeological inventory survey of a 50-ft. wide corridor that ran 
adjacent to the southeastern border of Palani Road (Jensen 1990). The PHRI study area extended 
northeast from the Kailua-Kona Fire Station and terminated at a water tank, an area that 
encompasses the current survey area. 32 historic properties were identified. Documented site 
types included: walls, terraces, mounds, caves, modified outcrops, and enclosures. 
Approximately 70% of the identified historic properties were determined to have an agricultural 
function, with the remaining 30% being associated with temporary habitation. 

A review of PHRI’s site location map indicates that 15 historic properties (SIHP # -14232 to -
14238 and SIHP # -14240 to -14247) are located within the current survey area. Identified 
historic properties indicated within the current survey area consist of mounds, terraces, 
platforms, and enclosures, and are predominately associated with agriculture. 

3.2.2.2 Wulzen et al. 1996 and Wulzen and Wolforth 1997 

In 1996, PHRI completed an archaeological inventory survey of the Henry Street Extension, a 
road corridor on the south side of Palani Road, an area that encompasses the northeastern tip of 
the current survey area (Wulzen et al. 1996). Seven historic properties were identified consisting 
of walls, modified outcrops, and a platform. Subsurface excavations were conducted at SIHP # 
50-10-28-19486, a temporary habitation complex consisting of a wall, a modified depression, 
and outcrop (Wulzen and Wolforth 1997). Subsurface testing revealed the presence of both 
indigenous Hawaiian (basalt flakes, bone awls, sea urchin file, etc.) and historic (metal and glass 
fragments) artifacts. Radiocarbon analysis yielded a date range of AD 1650-1955. Testing results 
indicated that the site was utilized from the pre-contact period into the post-contact period. 

A review of PHRI’s site location map indicates that one historic property (SIHP # -14239, a 
post-contact cattle wall) is located within the current survey area. 
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Figure 9. USGS 7.5-Minute Series Topographic Map, Kailua Quadrangle (1996), showing 
previous archaeological studies conducted within the survey area 
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Table 2. Previous Archaeological Studies Conducted Within the Current Survey Area 

Reference Location Nature of Study Results 
Jensen 1990 50-ft. wide corridor 

abutting the southern 
border of Palani 
Road. 

Archaeological Inventory 
Survey 32 historic properties identified. Documented site types 

included: walls, terraces, mounds, caves, modified 
outcrops, and enclosures.  

Wulzen et al. 
1996; 
Wulzen & 
Wolforth 1997  

Henry Street 
Extension, Keahuolū 
and Lanihau 
Ahupua‘a 

Archaeological Inventory 
Survey (Wulzen et al. 
1996) & Subsurface 
Testing (Wulzen & 
Wolforth 1997) 

Seven historic properties identified consisting of walls, 
modified outcrops, and a platform. Subsurface testing at 
SIHP # -19486 revealed the presence of both indigenous 
Hawaiian (basalt flakes, bone awls, sea urchin file, etc.) and 
historic (metal and glass fragments) artifacts. Radiocarbon 
analysis yielded a date range of AD 1650-1955. 

Henry et al. 
1998 

60-acre QLT Parcel Archaeological Inventory 
Survey 

37 historic properties were identified. Documented site 
types included: walls, terraces, mounds, caves, modified 
outcrops, and enclosures. 

Corbin & 
Wong-Smith 
2008 

Ane Keohokālole 
Highway Corridor 
including a 45-ft. 
wide strip on the 
south side of Palani 
Road 

Archaeological Inventory 
Survey 

9 previously identified historic properties relocated in main 
N/S corridor. No new historic properties identified. No 
historic properties identified south of Palani Road. 
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Table 3. Historic Properties Previously Identified within the Current Survey Area 

SIHP # Site Type Function Age Recommendation Reference 
6601 Kona Field System: 

mounds, terraces, 
enclosures, walls, 
platforms, and 
modified outcrops 

Agriculture No determination provided No Further Work Henry et al. 1998 

6302 / 
14235 

Wall (Kuakini Wall) Boundary Post-contact Data Recovery; 
Preservation 

Jensen 1990; Henry et al. 1998 

14232 Wall Boundary / 
Agriculture 

No determination provided No Further Work Jensen 1990; Henry et al. 1998 

14233 Terrace & platform Habitation No determination provided Data Recovery  Jensen 1990; 
Wulzen et al. 1996; 
Wulzen & Wolforth 1997; Henry 
et al. 1998 

14234* Terrace and wall Agriculture No determination provided No Further Work Jensen 1990; Henry et al. 1998 
14236* Mounds Agriculture No determination provided No Further Work Jensen 1990; Henry et al. 1998 
14237* Mound Agriculture No determination provided No Further Work Jensen 1990; Henry et al. 1998 
14238* Terrace, platform, & 

C-shape 
Habitation No determination provided Data Recovery Jensen 1990; Henry et al. 1998 

14239 Wall Animal 
husbandry 

Post-contact No Further Work Wulzen et al. 1996; 
Wulzen & Wolforth 1997; Henry 
et al. 1998 

14240* Mound Indeterminate No determination provided No Further Work Jensen 1990; Henry et al. 1998 
14241* Mound Indeterminate No determination provided No Further Work Jensen 1990; Henry et al. 1998 
14242* Wall Indeterminate No determination provided No Further Work Jensen 1990; Henry et al. 1998 
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SIHP # Site Type Function Age Recommendation Reference 
14243* C-shape Habitation No determination provided Data Recovery Jensen 1990; Henry et al. 1998 
14244 Wall Agriculture No determination provided No Further Work Jensen 1990; Henry et al. 1998 
14245* Mounds Agriculture No determination provided No Further Work Jensen 1990; Henry et al. 1998 
14246* Terrace Agriculture No determination provided No Further Work Jensen 1990; Henry et al. 1998 
14247* Terrace & platform Agriculture / 

Habitation 
No determination provided Data Recovery Jensen 1990; Henry et al. 1998 

* Determined by Henry et al. (1998) to be a component of the Kona Field System (SIHP -6601). 
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3.2.2.3 Henry et al. 1998 

In 1998, PHRI completed an archaeological inventory survey of a 60-acre parcel, south of and 
adjacent to Palani Road, an area that encompasses the entire current survey area (Henry et al. 
1998). 37 historic properties were identified. Documented site types included: walls, terraces, 
mounds, caves, modified outcrops, and enclosures. Interpreted site functions included: 
agriculture, habitation, livestock control, and transportation. 

A review of PHRI’s site location map indicates that 6 historic properties (SIHP # -6601, -
6302, -14233, -14238, -14239, & -14244) are located within the current survey area. Identified 
historic properties indicated within the current survey area consist of walls, mounds, terraces, 
and an enclosure, and are associated with agriculture, animal husbandry, and temporary 
habitation. Of note is that this study made the decision to take previously identified historic 
properties that were assigned individual SIHP numbers (documented by Jensen in 1990), and 
reassign them into a pre-existing site complex, SIHP # -6601 (i.e. the Kona Field System). A 
total of 8 historic properties (SIHP # -14234, -14236 to -14238, -14240 to -14243, and -14245 to 
-14247) originally described by Jensen (1990) were lumped into SIHP # -6601.  

3.2.2.4 Corbin and Wong-Smith 2008 

In 2008, PHRI conducted an archaeological survey and cultural impact assessment for the 
proposed Ane Keohokālole Highway Corridor. The study area included a 45-ft. wide corridor 
south of Palani Road. Despite the previous findings of numerous archaeological features south of 
Palani Road by Jensen (1990) and Henry et al (1998), the only site identified south of Palani 
Road by Corbin and Wong-Smith (2008) is the SIHP # 50-10-27-6302 Kuakini Wall. 

3.3 Background Summary and Predictive Model 
The current survey area lies within the lower portion of the kula zone. According to Schilt 

(1984), the kula zone in Keahuolū was probably not used for agriculture until about A.D. 1550-
1650, although caves in the area could have been used for temporary habitation before this time. 
Permanent habitations would probably not be found in this area before the early post-contact 
period. Agricultural mounds, terraces, and walls, all features typical for the Kona Field System, 
would be expected to be dominant in this area. Temporary habitation features associated with 
agricultural complexes, possibly dated to A.D. 1600-1778, would also be expected in the survey 
area. Due to the characterization of soil deposition in the area, significant subsurface deposits of 
cultural materials, which are not associated with surface features, are not expected. Ranching 
features would be associated with post-contact use of the area. Finally, it is expected that the 
remaining features in the kula area of Keahuolū represent only a small portion of the pre-contact 
and early post-contact features that once dotted the landscape. As early as the 1980s, Schilt 
(1984) noted that extensive bulldozing in this portion of the ahupua‘a had altered the landscape 
and destroyed many of the former features.  

The previous archaeological studies within and immediately adjacent to the current survey 
area confirm this area to be consistent with the trend of agricultural sites and scattered temporary 
habitation sites, likely associated with the agricultural use of the area in both pre- and early post-
contact times. 
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Section 4    Results of Fieldwork 

4.1 Survey Findings 
A complete pedestrian inspection was conducted over the approximately 3-acre survey area. 

Lands within the survey area generally consisted of gently sloping terrain with abundant bedrock 
outcrops. The eastern portion of the survey area, near the Palani Road-Henry Street intersection 
is presently covered in a dense thicket of night-blooming cereus cactus and other vegetation. The 
extremely dense vegetation generally prohibited observation of the ground surface. In addition, a 
community of squatters, with substantial structures, prohibited survey of this portion of the 
survey area. Jensen (1990) reported on two cultural resources east of the SIHP # 50-10-27-6302 / 
14235 Kuakini Wall, including the SIHP # 50-10-28-14232 wall and SIHP # 50-10-28-14233 
terrace. However, the subsequent study by Henry et al. (1998) indicated these two cultural 
resources had been destroyed prior to the 1998 study. No cultural resources were identified east 
of the SIHP # 50-10-27-6302 / 14235 Kuakini Wall during the current study. 

Twelve (12) cultural resources were identified in the western portion of the survey area 
(Figure 10 and Figure 11; Table 4). SIHP # 50-10-27-6302 / 14235 is a large stone wall, known 
as the Kuakini Wall. The wall is oriented roughly north-south, perpendicular to Palani Road. The 
wall begins at an intersection with the SIHP # 50-10-27-14239 wall along the southern edge of 
Palani Road, and continues south beyond the current survey area. SIHP # 50-10-28-14239 is a 
stone wall located along the southern edge of Palani Road. With the exception of the SIHP # 50-
10-28-6302 /14235 Kuakini Wall and the SIHP # 50-10-28-14239 Palani Road wall, all cultural 
resources within the current survey area, including SIHP #s 50-10-28-14234, -14236, -14237, -
14240, -14241, -14243, -14245, -14246, -14247, and -26880 are interpreted to be component 
features of the Kona Field System District (SIHP # 50-10-27-6601). Feature types include: 
crudely constructed mounds, modified outcrops, and terraces interpreted to have agricultural 
function; and more formally constructed terraces and enclosures, interpreted to have temporary 
habitation function. A general overview of the Kona Field System is presented in Section 4.2. 
Detailed descriptions of all identified cultural resources are presented in Section 4.3, with a 
discussion of test excavation findings in Section 4.4.  

Jensen (1990) initially documented 15 component features of the Kona Field System District 
that were indicated to be located within the current survey area. SIHP #s 50-10-28-14234, -
14236, -14237, -14240, -14241, -14243, -14245, -14246, -14247 were assigned to the features. 
Henry et al. (1998) subsequently documented approximately 20 component features of the Kona 
Field System within the current survey area, including the features previously identified by 
Jensen (1990). 

The current study identified 29 component features of the Kona Field System District. Only 
six of these features could be positively identified as previously documented, via metal site 
identification tags left by Paul H. Rosendahl, Inc. (PHRI) in 1998. Following accurate GPS 
location of these features, it was observed that the site location maps provided by Jensen (1990) 
and Henry et al. (1998) were inaccurate, with respect to the actual location of the features within 
the survey area, as well as the locations of the features in relation to each other. In addition, the 
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Figure 10. U.S. Geological Survey 7.5-Minute Series Topographic Map, Kailua Quadrangle (1996), showing the locations of cultural 
resources within and in the immediate vicinity of the survey area 
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Figure 11. Aerial photograph (source: Google Earth 2009), showing the locations of cultural resources within and in the immediate 
vicinity of the survey area 
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Table 4. Cultural Resources Identified within and in the Immediate Vicinity of the Survey Area 

SIHP # 
(50-10-28) Site Type Features Age Function Significance 

Criteria 
Mitigation 

Recommendations 
6302 / 
14235 Kuakini Wall 1 Post-Contact Livestock Boundary A, B, C, D Preservation/Data 

Recovery  

14234* Terrace 1 Pre-Contact to 
Post-Contact 

Agricultural (Kona Field 
System) D No Further Work 

14236* Mound/Modified 
Outcrop Complex 8 Pre-Contact to 

Post-Contact 
Agricultural (Kona Field 
System) D No Further Work 

14237* Mound/Modified 
Outcrop Complex 4 Pre-Contact to 

Post-Contact 
Agricultural (Kona Field 
System) D No Further Work 

14239 Wall 1 Post-Contact Livestock Boundary D No Further Work 

14240* Mound/Modified 
Outcrop Complex 4 Pre-Contact to 

Post-Contact 
Agricultural (Kona Field 
System) D No Further Work 

14241* Mound Complex 2 Pre-Contact to 
Post-Contact 

Agricultural (Kona Field 
System) D No Further Work 

14243* Terrace, C-shape, 
Enclosure Complex 3 Pre-Contact to 

Post-Contact 
Temporary Habitation 
(Kona Field System) D No Further Work 

14245* Mound Complex 3 Pre-Contact to 
Post-Contact 

Agricultural (Kona Field 
System) D No Further Work 

14246* Mound Complex 2 Pre-Contact to 
Post-Contact 

Agricultural (Kona Field 
System) D No Further Work 

14247* Terrace 1 Pre-Contact to 
Post-Contact 

Temporary Habitation 
(Kona Field System) D No Further Work 

26880* Terrace 1 Pre-Contact to 
Post-Contact 

Temporary Habitation 
(Kona Field System) D No Further Work 

 
* Components of the SIHP # 50-10-27-6601 Kona Field System District 
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limited previous documentation of the features, consisting typically of documentation within a 
table of feature type and dimensions (lacking site maps or detailed descriptions), precluded 
correlation of the remaining archeological features observed in the field to the individual feature 
designations given by the previous archaeological studies. The current site and feature 
nomenclature utilizes the SIHP numbers originally established for cultural resources in the 
survey area by Jensen (1990), with the addition of identified features to these cultural resources 
based on spatial, temporal, and functional association. 

Previously identified cultural resources that were indicated to be located in the current survey 
area by Jensen (1990) and Henry et al. (1998) that were not relocated during the current study 
include: SIHP # 50-10-28-14238, two temporary habitation shelters; SIHP # 50-10-28-14242, 
possible wall remnant; and SIHP # 50-10-28-14244, wall remnant. These cultural resources may 
be located outside of the survey area, beyond the extent of the current survey. 

4.2 Kona Field System 
Henry et al. (1998) provided an overview of the Kona Field System (SIHP # 50-10-27-6601). 

Information particularly relevant to the current study is presented below: 

Many of the projects conducted within Kona deal with archaeological components 
of the Kona Field System (Cordy 1995; Newman 1970; Schilt 1984). This area 
extends north at least to Ka‘ū Ahupua‘a and south to Hōnaunau, west from the 
coastline and east to the forested slopes of Hualālai (Cordy 1995). A large portion 
of this area is designated in the Hawai‘i SIHP (State Inventory of Historic Places) 
as Site 50-10-37-6601 and has been determined eligible for inclusion in the 
NRHP. The basic characteristics and general locations of the zones within the 
system as presented in Newman (1970) have been confirmed and elaborated on by 
more intensive and extensive ethnohistorical investigations (Kelly 1983). Schilt 
(1984) used information gathered from a transect across the Kona Field System to 
propose a chronology of development for the system. The basic archaeological 
spatio-temporal characteristics of the system include the following zones and 
chronology. 

The kula zone is the area from sea level to 150 m above mean sea level (AMSL). 
Annual rainfall in the kula zone is 75 to 125 cm. This lower elevation zone is 
traditionally associated with habitation and the cultivation of sweet potatoes 
(‘uala), paper mulberry (wauke), and gourds (ipu). Agricultural features, such as 
clearing mounds, planting mounds, planting depressions, modified outcrops, and 
planting terraces, are common throughout much of this zone (Hammatt and Clark 
1980; Hammatt and Folk 1980; Haun et al. 1998; Schilt 1984). Dwellings can be 
scattered throughout the agricultural portion of the kula, but they are commonly 
concentrated along the shoreline subdivision of the kula zone (Cordy 1981; 
Hammatt and Folk 1980). The shoreline zone, extending inland approximately 
200 m, was used primarily for permanent habitation and other non-agricultural 
activities, such as canoe storage, ceremonial and burial practices, recreation, and 
fishing-related activity… 
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The kaluulu zone is at 150 to 300 m AMSL, with an annual rainfall of 100 to 140 
cm. This is a zone of cultivation of sweet potatoes, paper mulberry, and especially 
breadfruit (‘ulu)…The ‘āpa‘a zone is between 300 to 750 m AMSL, with an 
annual rainfall of 140 to 200 cm. This zone was associated with the dryland 
cultivation of taro, sweet potato, ti, and sugar cane….Kuaiwi are a prominent 
feature of the landscape within the ‘āpa‘a, neighboring ‘ama‘u, and probably the 
kaluulu zones (Cordy 1995; Newman 1970). These are low, broad, long piles of 
rocks that serve several functions in the system. The piles are a by-product of land 
clearing — removing rocks from the planting soil in the fields. Kuaiwi are 
oriented upslope-downslope with shorter, connecting segments oriented 
perpendicular. Specific fields are thus marked by the rectangular pattern created 
by the kuaiwi. The short, perpendicular segments serve to trap soils moving 
downslope, creating terrace-like areas to enhance planting (Burtchard 1995; 
Hammatt et al. 1997; Wolforth 1998). The presence of kuaiwi is indicative of 
“formal walled fields,” as opposed to the scattered planting mounds and terraces, 
or “informal fields.” 

The ‘ama‘u zone is at 750 to 1,200 m AMSL, where annual rainfall is over 200 
cm. This zone was associated with the cultivation of bananas and plantains (both 
called mai‘a)… 

In general, the zones can be thought of as bands oriented north-south, parallel to 
the ocean… 

The archaeological data also provides a significant contribution to understanding 
how the Kona Field System changed over time. The process of examining these 
changes is an ongoing one, as reflected in the various suggestions for a cultural 
chronology of the system (Burtchard 1995; Cordy 1995; Haun et al. 1998; Kirch 
1985; Hommon 1986; Schilt 1984). The chronology and terminology outlined by 
Haun et al. (1998) is used for this discussion. 

The Kona Field System was not brought to Kona as a fully-developed system. 
Rather, it grew out of, and integrated with, the evolving socio-political structure 
and increasing population in the island chain. The first inhabitants of Hawaii 
Island probably arrived by at least AD 600, and focused habitation and 
subsistence activity on the windward side of the island (Burtchard 1995; Kirch 
1985; Hommon 1986). To date, there is no archaeological evidence for 
occupation of the Kona region during this initial, or Colonization (AD 300 to 600) 
stage of island occupation. 

There is also little indication that during the subsequent period, Early Expansion 
(AD 600 to 1100), much activity was taking place in Kona (Burtchard 1995: 
Table 3.3). Through the first half of the Early Expansion Period, permanent 
habitation was still concentrated on the windward side. It is likely that windward 
residents traveled to the leeward Kona coast to fish and collect other resources 
(Cordy 1995). By the latter half of the Early Expansion Period, permanent 
habitation was beginning in Kona (Cordy 1981, 1995; Schilt 1984). Habitation 
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was concentrated along the shoreline and lowland slopes, and informal fields were 
probably situated in the kula and higher elevations, areas with higher rainfall. 

Agricultural fields and habitation areas expanded across the slopes and coastal 
area of Hualālai during the Late Expansion Period (AD 1100 to 1400) (Burtchard 
1995; Cordy 1995). The earliest fields may have been located in the southern 
portion of the system (Schilt 1984; Wolforth 1998), with new fields expanding 
northward over time (Haun et al. 1998). 

The development of the extensive formal walled fields sometime during the initial 
stages of the Intensification Period (AD 1400 to 1600) marks the initiation of the 
Kona Field System (Schilt 1984). The development of the fields may be in part a 
by-product of the need to extract more subsistence resources from an increasingly 
limited agricultural base. The population in Kona increased dramatically during 
this period, as reflected in the abundant radiocarbon dates from habitation 
structures, shelter caves, and agricultural soils of this period (Burtchard 1995; 
Haun et al. 1998; Schilt 1984). During this period, the stratified chiefdom 
structure becomes clearly developed in the archaeological record. Large 
residential complexes and heiau reflect the segregation of places and power for 
the growing hierarchy of high and lower chiefs, and ceremonial stewards (Cordy 
1981; Haun et al. 1998; Hommon 1986). The produce from the formal walled 
fields were distributed to higher chiefs through a hierarchy of lower chiefs 
responsible for management and collection of the cultivated and wild resources. 

By the time of the Competition Period (AD 1600 to 1800), the royal centers and 
larger heiau were in place, reflecting the growth in power of the rulers and chiefs 
in the region (Barrera 1971; Hammatt and Folk 1980). Resources may have 
reached their maximum carrying capacity, resulting in social stress between 
neighboring groups. Hostility between groups is reflected archaeologically with 
the development of refuge caves during this period (Schilt 1984). This volatile 
period was probably accompanied by internal rebellion and territorial annexation 
(Hommon 1986; Kirch 1985). Royal centers are located at Kailua, Hōlualoa, 
Kahalu‘u, Kealakekua, and Hōnaunau (Cordy 1995). [Henry et al. 1998:4-6] 

The current survey area is located within the kula zone of the Kona Field System. Crudely 
constructed agricultural features, including mounds, modified outcrops, and terraces were 
observed throughout the current survey area. These features are interpreted to be planting and 
clearing-related structures associated with improvements to the land to support widespread 
agricultural cultivation in the vicinity. More formally constructed terraces and enclosures, 
interpreted to have temporary habitation function, were also identified within the survey area. 
Based on the chronology of the Kona Field System presented above, the features within the 
current survey likely originated during the Competition Period (AD 1600 to 1800), as the field 
system expanded into the drier and less agriculturally productive Keahuolū area. 
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4.3 Site Descriptions 

4.3.1  SIHP #: 50-10-27-6302 / 14235 
SITE TYPE: Kuakini Wall 
FUNCTION: Livestock Boundary 
FEATURES: 1 
DIMENSIONS: Approximately 30 linear m within the survey area 
CONDITION: Good 
PROBABLE AGE: Post-Contact 
TAX MAP KEY: [3] 7-4-008:063 
DESCRIPTION: 
 

SIHP # 50-10-27-6302 / 14235 is a large stone wall, known as the Kuakini Wall, located in 
the eastern portion of the survey area (see Figure 10 and Figure 11). The wall is oriented roughly 
north-south, perpendicular to Palani Road. The wall begins at an intersection with the SIHP # 50-
10-27-14239 wall along the southern edge of Palani Road, and continues south beyond the 
current survey area. Approximately 30-m of the SIHP # 50-10-27-6302 / 14235 wall is located 
within the current survey area.  

The portion of the Kuakini Wall within the current survey area was documented by Jensen 
(1990) as SIHP # 50-10-27-14235. The following description was provided: 

Site 14235 consists of a segment of the Great Wall of Kuakini (SIHP Site 7276). 
A 20 meter-long section of this stacked, double-faced, core-filled wall is within 
the project area. The section averages 1.5 m in width and 1.3 m in height. Initially 
constructed in 1863, this c. 3.5-mile-long feature has been extensively 
documented by Schilt (1984:160) and others, and apparently represents a single 
episode of construction. [Jensen 1990:20] 

The portion of the Kuakini Wall within the current survey area was later documented by 
Henry et al. (1998) as SIHP # 50-10-27-6302. The following description was provided: 

Site 6302 is situated in the western portion of the project area, west of Henry 
Street. This massive core-filled wall extends for miles along the Kona Coast, and 
has been recorded by numerous researchers. In the Native Testimony records of 
the 1860s and the Boundary Commission records of 1879 and the 1880s, 
reference is often made to a prominent stone wall, known variously as the Great 
Wall, the Pā pipi, the Great Stone Wall, Governor Adam’s Wall, or Kuakini Wall. 
Based on a number of historical records, the construction of this wall was begun 
in the early 1800’s. During 1820 to 1840, Kuakini, the brother of Kamehameha’s 
favorite wife Ka‘ahumanu, acted as governor of the island of Hawaii. Although 
construction of the wall may not have been originally ordered by Governor 
Kuakini, by the mid 1850s the final configuration of the wall was attributed to 
him. A variety of functions have been assigned to the wall. It may have been 
designed to enclose pigs, built to keep cattle in the uplands out of the shoreward 
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houselots, or conversely, built to keep cattle in shoreward houselots out of the 
upland agricultural areas (Kelly 1983:75-76; Maly 1996). 

Site 6302 within the project area evidences partial disturbance. The northern end 
of the wall, south of Palani Road is intact, measuring c. 1.7 m in height and 1.6 m 
in width, and is constructed of stacked and core-filled pāhoehoe cobbles and 
boulders. The southern portion has been disturbed in varying degrees, likely 
through a combination of modern bulldozing activity and historic cattle 
grazing…The portion of the wall in the project area is comparable in size and 
morphology to other parts of the wall elsewhere. [Henry et al. 1998:41-42] 

Within the current survey area, Henry et al. (1998:43) documented the Kuakini Wall 
construction as stacked and core-filled, measuring 1.7-m high and 1.6-m wide, with 6-8 vertical 
courses and 6-8 horizontal courses. 

The previous documentation of SIHP # 50-10-27-6302 / 14235 Kuakini Wall was field-
checked during the current study and found to be accurate. The location of the Kuakini Wall was 
accurately plotted by CSH with the use of GPS survey technology. SIHP # 50-10-27-6302 / 
14235 was observed to be in generally good condition within the survey area. The northern end 
of the wall, near Palani Road, is in excellent condition (Figure 12). Portions of the wall near the 
southern boundary of the survey area have partially collapsed and appear to have been disturbed 
by land clearing and squatter activity in the vicinity. The entire wall within the survey area is 
presently covered with a dense mat of night-blooming cereus cactus, which is contributing to the 
gradual degradation of the wall.  

SIHP # 50-10-27-6302 / 14235 Kuakini Wall was previously assessed by Jensen (1990) and 
Henry et al. (1998) as significant under: Criterion A (associated with events that have made an 
important contribution to the broad patterns of our history); Criterion C (embodies the distinctive 
characteristics of a type, period, or method of construction, represents the work of a master, or 
possess high artistic value); and Criterion D (have yielded, or is likely to yield information 
important for research on prehistory or history) of the National and Hawai‘i Registers of Historic 
Places evaluation criteria. SIHP # 50-10-27-6302 / 14235 Kuakini Wall is also assessed as 
significant under Criterion B (associated with the lives of persons important in our past) for its 
association with Kuakini. SIHP # 50-10-27-6302 / 14235 Kuakini Wall was originally 
determined eligible for listing on the National Register of Historic Places in 1977. 
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Figure 12. Portion of SIHP # 50-10-28-6302/14235 Kuakini Wall, view to north 

 

4.3.2  SIHP #: 50-10-28-14234 
SITE TYPE: Terrace 
FUNCTION: Agricultural 
FEATURES: 1 
DIMENSIONS: 3.8-m N/S by 3.2-m E/W 
CONDITION: Good 
PROBABLE AGE: Pre-Contact to Early Post-Contact 
TAX MAP KEY: [3] 7-4-008:063 
DESCRIPTION: 
 

SIHP # 50-10-28-14234 is a crude terrace located in the eastern portion of the survey area. 
SIHP # 50-10-28-14234 was previously documented by Jensen (1990). The following 
description was provided: 

Site 14234 consists of a short, cross-slope alignment of pāhoehoe cobbles and 
boulders piled to form a planting wall or terrace which measures 3.5 m (cross-
slope) by 3.0 m (mauka-makai). Rock and soil have filled the mauka side of the 
feature so that it currently extends only 0.20 m above the surrounding soil; the 
makai, or downslope, side of the feature reaches approximately 0.50 m above 
ground surface. No portable cultural material or other features were observed in 
association with 14234, which has been interpreted as indeterminate or 
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representing a small agricultural planting feature without additional 
scientific/research potential or residual information value. [Jensen 1990:18-20] 

SIHP # 50-10-28-14234 was later documented by Henry et al. (1998) as a component feature of 
the Kona Field System District (i.e. Feature 60 of SIHP # 50-10-27-6601).  

SIHP # 50-10-28-14234 is a crude terrace constructed of piled boulders and cobbles against 
an exposed bedrock outcrop (Figure 13 and Figure 14). The terrace measures 3.8-m by 3.2-m, 
with a maximum height of 0.8-m. A 3-m by 1-m test excavation was made through the central 
portion of the terrace (see Section 4.3 Test Excavation Findings for detailed documentation). No 
cultural material was observed through the test excavation. SIHP # 50-10-28-14234 is likely an 
agricultural component of the Kona Field System District (SIHP # 50-10-27-6601). SIHP # 50-
10-28-14234 was previously assessed by Jensen (1990) as significant under Criterion D (have 
yielded, or is likely to yield information important for research on prehistory or history) of the 
National and Hawai‘i Registers of Historic Places evaluation criteria.  

4.3.3  SIHP #: 50-10-28-14236 
SITE TYPE: Mound/Modified Outcrop Complex 
FUNCTION: Agricultural 
FEATURES: 8 
DIMENSIONS: Approximately 30-m N/S by 40-m E/W 
CONDITION: Good 
PROBABLE AGE: Pre-Contact to Early Post-Contact 
TAX MAP KEY: [3] 7-4-008:063 
DESCRIPTION: 
 

SIHP # 50-10-28-14236 consists of eight crudely constructed mounds and modified outcrops 
located in the eastern portion of the survey area. The complex covers an area of approximately 
30-m by 40-m. SIHP # 50-10-28-14236 was previously documented by Jensen (1990). The 
following description was provided: 

Sites 14236 and 14237 contain a total of five irregularly shaped mounds (Features 
A-D at 14236, and Site 14237) of piled pahoehoe cobbles and boulders. The 
features range in size from 2.0 by 2.5 m by 0.5 m in height, to 8.0 by 4.5 m by 
1.25 m in height. In plan view, the five vary from nearly circular in outline 
(smallest of the five examples) to elongate, wall-like structures (largest example, 
which is designated 14237). No portable cultural materials or other features were 
found in association with any of these features, all of which are believed to 
represent agricultural planting features, numerous examples of which have been 
previously identified and described in association with the Kona Field System. 
[Jensen 1990:20] 

SIHP # 50-10-28-14236 was later documented by Henry et al. (1998) as a component of the 
Kona Field System District (i.e. Features 53-56 of SIHP # 50-10-27-6601). 
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Figure 13. Plan-view diagram of SIHP # 50-10-28-14234 terrace 

 

Figure 14. SIHP # 50-10-28-14234 terrace, view to northeast 
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In addition to the four features of SIHP # 50-10-28-14236 previously documented by Jensen 
(1990) and Henry et al. (1998), four newly identified features are being included as components 
of the site complex. Feature A is an oval-shaped mound constructed of piled basalt boulders and 
cobbles (Figure 15). The mound measures 3.0-m by 1.9-m wide and 0.7-m high. Feature B is a 
linear mound or crude wall constructed of piled basalt boulders and cobbles (Figure 16). The 
mound/wall measures 21.8-m long, 1-2-m wide with an average height of 0.8-m. Feature C is an 
oval-shaped mound constructed of piled basalt boulders and cobbles (Figure 17). The mound 
measures 2.5-m by 2.0-m wide and 0.5-m high. Feature D is an oval-shaped mound constructed 
of piled basalt boulders and cobbles (Figure 18). The mound measures 2.7-m by 2.2-m wide and 
0.7-m high. Feature E is a bedrock outcrop modified with the addition of piled basalt boulders 
and cobbles (Figure 19). The modified outcrop measures 9.3-m long, 1-2-m wide and 0.3-0.7-m 
high. Feature F is an oval-shaped mound constructed of piled basalt boulders and cobbles (Figure 
20). The mound measures 5.3-m by 3.6-m wide and 0.7-m high. The central portion of the 
mound is clear of stones with a level soil surface. Feature G is a bedrock outcrop modified with 
the addition of piled basalt boulders and cobbles (Figure 21). The modified outcrop measures 
13.0-m long, 1-2-m wide, and 0.4-0.7-m high. Feature H is an oval-shaped mound constructed of 
piled basalt boulders and cobbles (Figure 22 and Figure 23). The mound measures 4.2-m by 2.5-
m wide and 0.8-m high. A 1-m by 1-m test excavation was made in the center of the mound (see 
Section 4.3 Test Excavation Findings for detailed documentation). No cultural material was 
observed through the test excavation.  

SIHP # 50-10-28-14236 Features A-H are likely agricultural components of the Kona Field 
System District (SIHP # 50-10-27-6601). SIHP # 50-10-28-14236 was previously assessed by 
Jensen (1990) as significant under Criterion D (have yielded, or is likely to yield information 
important for research on prehistory or history) of the National and Hawai‘i Registers of Historic 
Places evaluation criteria. 

4.3.4  SIHP #: 50-10-28-14237 
SITE TYPE: Mound/Modified Outcrop Complex 
FUNCTION: Agricultural 
FEATURES: 4 
DIMENSIONS: Approximately 20-m N/S by 40-m E/W 
CONDITION: Good 
PROBABLE AGE: Pre-Contact to Early Post-Contact 
TAX MAP KEY: [3] 7-4-008:063 
DESCRIPTION: 
 

SIHP # 50-10-28-14237 consists of four crudely constructed mounds and modified outcrops 
located in the eastern portion of the survey area. The complex covers an area of approximately 
20-m by 40-m. SIHP # 50-10-28-14237 was previously documented by Jensen (1990), and 
described along with SIHP # 50-10-28-14236 (see above). SIHP # 50-10-28-14237 was later 
documented by Henry et al. (1998) as a component of the Kona Field System District (i.e. 
Feature 52 of SIHP # 50-10-27-6601). 
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Figure 15. SIHP # 50-10-28-14236 Feature A mound, view to north 

 

Figure 16. SIHP # 50-10-28-14236 Feature B linear mound or crude wall, view to southwest 
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Figure 17. SIHP # 50-10-28-14236 Feature C mound, view to east 

 

Figure 18. SIHP # 50-10-28-14236 Feature D mound, view to northeast 
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Figure 19. SIHP # 50-10-28-14236 Feature E modified outcrop, view to northwest 

 

Figure 20. SIHP # 50-10-28-14236 Feature F mound, view to north 
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Figure 21. SIHP # SIHP # 50-10-28-14236 Feature G modified outcrop, view to north 

 

Figure 22. Plan-view diagram of SIHP # 50-10-28-14236 Feature H mound
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Figure 23. SIHP # 50-10-28-14236 Feature H mound, view to northeast 

 

 

In addition to the one feature of SIHP # 50-10-28-14237 previously documented by Jensen 
(1990) and Henry et al. (1998), three newly identified features are being included as components 
of the site complex. Feature A is a bedrock outcrop modified with the addition of piled basalt 
boulders and cobbles (Figure 24). The modified outcrop measures 8.8-m long, 2.8-3.0-m wide, 
and 0.7-0.8-m high. Feature B is an oval-shaped mound constructed of piled basalt boulders and 
cobbles (Figure 25). The mound measures 3.8-m by 3.7-m wide and 1.3-m high. Feature C is a 
bedrock outcrop modified with the addition of piled basalt boulders and cobbles (Figure 26). The 
modified outcrop measures 7.3-m long, 2.2-m wide, and 0.6-0.7-m-high. Feature D is an oval-
shaped mound constructed of piled basalt boulders and cobbles (Figure 27). The mound 
measures 4.7-m by 2.3-m wide and 0.8-m high. 

SIHP # 50-10-28-14237 Features A-D are likely agricultural components of the Kona Field 
System District (SIHP # 50-10-27-6601). SIHP # 50-10-28-14237 was previously assessed by 
Jensen (1990) as significant under Criterion D (have yielded, or is likely to yield information 
important for research on prehistory or history) of the National and Hawai‘i Registers of Historic 
Places evaluation criteria. 
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Figure 24. SIHP # 50-10-28-14237 Feature A modified outcrop, view to west 

 

Figure 25. SIHP # 50-10-28-14237 Feature B mound, view to northeast
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Figure 26. SIHP # 50-10-28-14237 Feature C modified outcrop, view to north 

 

Figure 27. SIHP # 50-10-28-14237 Feature D mound, view to northeast 
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4.3.5  SIHP #: 50-10-28-14239 
SITE TYPE: Wall 
FUNCTION: Livestock Boundary 
FEATURES: 1 
DIMENSIONS: Approximately 220 linear m within the survey area 
CONDITION: Good 
PROBABLE AGE: Post-Contact 
TAX MAP KEY: [3] 7-4-008:063 
DESCRIPTION: 
 

SIHP # 50-10-28-14239 is a stone wall located along approximately 220-m of the southern 
edge of Palani Road (see Figure 10 and Figure 11). The wall consists of three discontinuous 
sections, separated by areas disturbed by land clearing activities. The northernmost segment of 
the SIHP # 50-10-28-14239 wall intersects with the SIHP # 50-10-28-6302 / 14235 Kuakini 
Wall. The SIHP # 50-10-28-14239 wall was previously documented by Jensen (1990). The 
following description was provided: 

Site 14239 represents a boundary wall of apparent modern age, which parallels 
Palani Road for the entire length of the present project area. The wall is located c. 
2-4 m from the edge of the road, ranging from 0.5 to 1.2 m in height and 
averaging c. 0.80 m wide. The wall is constructed of stacked pāhoehoe boulders, 
4-6 courses high and wide, and contains a rubble-filled core (parts of the wall 
only). No other features or portable cultural materials were observed in 
association with the wall except where the wall intercepts and crosses 
over/through previously existing archaeological sites. [Jensen 1990:20-22] 

The SIHP # 50-10-28-14239 wall was later documented by Henry et al. (1998). The following 
description was provided: 

Site 14239 is a wall which borders the south and southeastern sides of Palani 
Road…The wall’s association with Palani Road suggests that it was likely built 
following the road construction and is therefore modern…The wall is built of 
stacked and core-filled pāhoehoe cobbles and boulders, and ranges in width and 
height from 0.8 to 1.1 m. There are numerous breaks in the wall, likely 
attributable to modern bulldozing. [Henry et al. 1998:53] 

Henry et al. (1998) also provided a table documenting the dimensions, construction method, and 
conditions of various sections of the SIHP # 50-10-28-14239 wall. The documentation of the 
wall within the current survey area is provided in Table 5.  

The previous documentation of SIHP # 50-10-28-14239 wall was field-checked during the 
current study and found to be accurate. The location of the wall was accurately plotted by CSH 
with the use of GPS survey technology. SIHP # 50-10-28-14239 was observed to be in generally 
good to fair condition within the survey area (Figure 28). As previously documented, much of 
the wall is intact or has suffered minor collapse of the top portion of the wall. Other portions of 
the wall have suffered major collapse, possibly due to vehicle collisions, or have been removed 
completely by land clearing activities. 
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Table 5. Summary of SIHP # 50-10-28-14239 wall sections (from Henry et al. 1998:54) 

Segment 
# 

H (m) W (m) L (m) Vertical 
Courses 

Horizontal 
Courses 

Construction Status Comments 

1 0.5 .08 40 2-3 2-4 Stacked, core-filled Top wall collapse From west end of 
wall to east 

2 0.4 1.3 41 1-3 5-6 Stacked Only base intact Bulldozed 
3 Wall Missing 24 -- -- -- -- -- 
4 1.1 0.9 148 4-6 3-4 Stacked, core-filled Intact -- 
5 1.2 0.7 47 4-7 4-6 Stacked, core-filled Minor top wall 

collapse 
-- 

6 Wall Missing 10 -- -- -- -- -- 
7 0.6 1.2 6 3-4 5-7 Stacked Top wall collapse To center of Wall 

Site 6302 
8 0.8 0.9 8 3-5 2-5 Stacked, core-filled Minor top wall 

collapse 
From center of Wall 
Site 6302 to east 

9 Wall Missing 84 -- -- -- -- Bulldozed 
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Figure 28. Portion of SIHP # 50-10-28-14239 wall, view to south 
 

SIHP # 50-10-28-14239 wall was previously assessed by Jensen (1990) as significant under 
Criterion D (have yielded, or is likely to yield information important for research on prehistory 
or history) of the Hawai‘i Register of Historic Places evaluation criteria. Henry et al. (1998) 
subsequently assessed the wall as not significant. SIHP # 50-10-28-14239 is currently 
recommended as significant under Criterion D. The wall was constructed in association with 
Palani Road in the 1930s (Henry et al. 1998:87) and provides information on historic animal 
husbandry operations in the area. 

4.3.6  SIHP #: 50-10-28-14240 
SITE TYPE: Mound/Modified Outcrop Complex 
FUNCTION: Agricultural 
FEATURES: 4 
DIMENSIONS: Approximately 30-m N/S by 40-m E/W 
CONDITION: Good 
PROBABLE AGE: Pre-Contact to Early Post-Contact 
TAX MAP KEY: [3] 7-4-008:063 
DESCRIPTION: 
 

SIHP # 50-10-28-14240 consists of four crudely constructed mounds and modified outcrops 
located in the central portion of the survey area. The complex covers an area of approximately 
30-m by 40-m. SIHP # 50-10-28-14240 was previously documented by Jensen (1990). The 
following description was provided: 
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Sites 14240 and 14241 consist of rock mounds, with the mound at 14240 
measuring 4.20 m by 2.10 m by 0.2-0.4 m in height, and the mound at 14241 
measuring 3.9 m by 5.0 m by 0.35-0.70 m in height. In plan view, the 14240 
example is tear-drop shaped, while the 14241 example is irregular in outline. 
Morphologically, and in terms of construction details, both are equivalent to the 
five mounds recorded at Sites 14236 and 14237. No portable cultural materials or 
other features were found in association with either of these mounds, which are 
interpreted as either indeterminate or as agricultural planting features, numerous 
examples of which have been previously identified and described in association 
with the Kona Field System. [Jensen 1990:22] 

SIHP # 50-10-28-14240 was later documented by Henry et al. (1998) as a component of the 
Kona Field System District (i.e. Feature 43 of SIHP # 50-10-27-6601). 

In addition to the one feature of SIHP # 50-10-28-14240 previously documented by Jensen 
(1990) and Henry et al. (1998), three newly identified features are being included as components 
of the site complex. Feature A is an oval-shaped mound constructed of piled basalt boulders and 
cobbles (Figure 29). The mound measures 2.8-m by 2.6-m wide and 0.8-m high. Feature B is a 
bedrock outcrop modified with the addition of piled basalt boulders and cobbles (Figure 30). The 
modified outcrop measures 4.9-m long, 2.1-m wide, and 1.3-m high. Feature C is a bedrock 
outcrop modified with the addition of piled basalt boulders and cobbles (Figure 31). The 
modified outcrop measures 4.8-m long, 2.6-m wide, and 0.8-m high. Feature D is a bedrock 
outcrop modified with the addition of piled basalt boulders and cobbles (Figure 32). The 
modified outcrop measures 10.7-m long, 3.0-3.3-m wide, and 1.2-m high.  

SIHP # 50-10-28-14240 Features A-D are likely agricultural components of the Kona Field 
System District (SIHP # 50-10-27-6601). SIHP # 50-10-28-14240 was previously assessed by 
Jensen (1990) as significant under Criterion D (have yielded, or is likely to yield information 
important for research on prehistory or history) of the National and Hawai‘i Registers of Historic 
Places evaluation criteria. 

4.3.7  SIHP #: 50-10-28-14241 
SITE TYPE: Mound Complex 
FUNCTION: Agricultural 
FEATURES: 2 
DIMENSIONS: Approximately 30-m N/S by 20-m E/W 
CONDITION: Good 
PROBABLE AGE: Pre-Contact to Early Post-Contact 
TAX MAP KEY: [3] 7-4-008:063 
DESCRIPTION: 
 

SIHP # 50-10-28-14241 consists of two crudely constructed mounds located in the central 
portion of the survey area. The complex covers an area of approximately 30-m by 20-m. SIHP # 
50-10-28-14241 was previously documented by Jensen (1990), and described along with SIHP # 
50-10-28-14240 (see above). SIHP # 50-10-28-14241 was later documented by Henry et al. 
(1998) as a component feature of the Kona Field System District (i.e. Feature 27 of SIHP # 50-
10-27-6601). 
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Figure 29. SIHP # 50-10-28-14240 Feature A mound, view to northeast 

 

Figure 30. SIHP # 50-10-28-14240 Feature B modified outcrop, view to northwest 
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Figure 31. SIHP # 50-10-28-14240 Feature C modified outcrop, view to northeast 

 

Figure 32. SIHP # 50-10-28-14240 Feature D modified outcrop, view to northwest 
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In addition to the one feature of SIHP # 50-10-28-14241 previously documented by Jensen 
(1990) and Henry et al. (1998), one newly identified feature is being included as a component of 
the site complex. Feature A is a large, irregular shaped mound covering an area approximately 
13-m by 11-m wide. Previous documentation of the mound was apparently made on only a 
portion of the mound structure. The mound is constructed of piled basalt boulders and cobbles, 
with heights averaging 40-70-cm. Several cleared depressions with soil interiors are constructed 
within the overall mound area, likely functioning as planting areas. A 1-m by 50-cm test 
excavation was made within a well constructed portion of the mound (see Section 4.3 Test 
Excavation Findings for detailed documentation). No cultural material was observed through the 
test excavation. Feature B is an oval-shaped mound constructed of piled basalt boulders and 
cobbles (Figure 35). The mound measures 3.2-m by 3.1-m wide and 0.9-m high.  

SIHP # 50-10-28-14241 Features A-B are likely agricultural components of the Kona Field 
System District (SIHP # 50-10-27-6601). SIHP # 50-10-28-14241 was previously assessed by 
Jensen (1990) as significant under Criterion D (have yielded, or is likely to yield information 
important for research on prehistory or history) of the National and Hawai‘i Registers of Historic 
Places evaluation criteria. 

4.3.8  SIHP #: 50-10-28-14243 
SITE TYPE: C-Shape, Enclosure, Terrace Complex 
FUNCTION: Temporary Habitation 
FEATURES: 3 
DIMENSIONS: Approximately 20-m N/S by 20-m E/W 
CONDITION: Good 
PROBABLE AGE: Pre-Contact to Early Post-Contact 
TAX MAP KEY: [3] 7-4-008:063 
DESCRIPTION: 
 

SIHP # 50-10-28-14243 consists of a c-shape, enclosure, and terrace located in the western 
portion of the survey area. The complex covers an area of approximately 20-m by 20-m. SIHP # 
50-10-28-14243 Feature A was previously documented by Jensen (1990). The following map 
(Figure 36) and description was provided: 

Site 14243 consists of a large, well-constructed C-shaped habitation enclosure 
with an opening on the northeast side (oriented 45 degrees Az), with a total wall 
length of approximately 10 m, a wall thickness which ranges from 0.90 to 1.25 m, 
and a wall height averaging nearly 1.0 m. Constructed of stacked and loosely 
piled pahoehoe cobbles and boulders, the interior of the feature measures nearly 
4.0 m by 3.0 m, creating a total usable floor space of c. 10 square meters. 
Although no formal excavation units or shovel pits were established within this 
feature during the present project, the interior may contain midden and artifactual 
remains, as well as material which may be suitable for dating (volcanic glass 
and/or charcoal). Collectively, these possibilities contribute to the feature’s 
potential information value, which takes on added significance in consideration of 
the fact that Site 14243 represents the largest such feature identified within the 
present project area. [Jensen 1990:22-23] 
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Figure 33. Plan-view diagram of SIHP # 50-10-28-14241 Feature A mound
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Figure 34. SIHP # 50-10-28-14241 Feature A mound, view to southwest 

 

Figure 35. SIHP # 50-10-28-14241 Feature B mound, view to southeast 
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Figure 36. SIHP # 50-10-28-14243 Feature A c-shaped enclosure (adapted from Jensen 1990:22) 

 

SIHP # 50-10-28-14243 Features A and C were later documented by Henry et al. (1998) as 
component features of the Kona Field System District (i.e. Features 23 and 19 of SIHP # 50-10-
27-6601, respectively). The following description of SIHP # 50-10-28-14243 Feature A was 
provided: 

Feature 23 was previously documented as Site 14243…by Jensen 
(1990)…Feature 23 is U-shaped and is c. 6.5 m long, 3.2 m wide and 1.0 m tall. 
The walls are built of stacked and piled pāhoehoe cobbles and boulders. Soil is 
present in the interior, and no portable remains were observed. [Henry et al. 
1998:28] 

Henry et al. (1998) also conducted subsurface testing at SIHP # 50-10-28-14243 Feature A: 

A 1.0 by 1.0 m test unit was excavated within the enclosure, adjacent to the rear 
wall (EU 1854-5). This unit evidenced 0.13 to 0.34 m (0-38 cmbd) of a dark 
yellowish brown silt loam overlying bedrock. No cultural remains were present. 
[Figure 37] [Henry et al. 1998:31] 

The previous documentation of SIHP # 50-10-28-14243 Feature A c-shaped enclosure was 
field-checked during the current study and found to be accurate. Photographs of the feature were 
taken (Figure 38) and wall heights were added to the site map provided by Jensen (1990) (Figure 
36). The feature is in good condition, despite land clearing activities in the vicinity.  

In addition to Feature A of SIHP # 50-10-28-14243, previously documented by Jensen (1990) 
and Henry et al. (1998), two additional features are being included as components of the site 
complex. Feature B is a complex consisting of four sub-features (Figure 39). The primary sub-
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Figure 37. Stratigraphic profiles of test excavation EU 1854-5 at SIHP # 50-10-28-14243 Feature 
A (Henry et al. 1998:29) 

 

Figure 38. SIHP # 50-10-28-14243 Feature A c-shaped enclosure, view to west 
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Figure 39. Plan-view diagram of SIHP # 50-10-28-14243 Feature B enclosure complex 
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feature of the complex is Sub-feature 1, a rectangular enclosure (Figure 40). The enclosure 
measures approximately 6-m by 5-m wide, with a level soil interior. The enclosure walls are 
constructed of stacked and piled basalt boulders and cobbles, with facing along the interior of the 
walls and mounded form along the exterior of the walls. The eastern wall is the best constructed, 
with the interior of the wall stacked 4-5 courses, with a maximum height of 0.9-m. A cupboard is 
also constructed into the base of the eastern enclosure wall (Figure 40). Sub-feature 2 is a linear 
mound that extends southwest off of the southern enclosure wall (Figure 41). The mound is 
constructed of piled basalt boulders and cobbles, measuring approximately 6-m long by 1.5-m 
wide, with a maximum height of 0.6-m. Sub-feature 3 is a mound located northwest of the Sub-
feature 1 enclosure. The mound is constructed of piled basalt boulders and cobbles, measuring 
approximately 5.5-m long by 1.8-m wide, with a maximum height of 0.6-m. The mound has a 
constructed cupboard at its southwestern end, formed by a hollow cavity in the mound capped by 
a pahoehoe slab boulder (Figure 42). Sub-feature 4 is a modified outcrop located west of the 
Sub-feature 1 enclosure (Figure 43). The outcrop has been modified with the addition of piled 
basalt boulders and cobbles, with a maximum height of 0.5-m.  

Feature C is a terrace constructed against a bedrock outcrop (Figure 44). The terrace measures 
5.1-m by 4.9-m, with a maximum height of 1.0-m (Figure 45). The terrace is constructed of 
stacked basalt boulders and cobbles, 2-4 courses high, with facing along the south and east 
edges. The surface of the terrace is relatively level with rough paving of basalt cobbles. A 
possible upright stone was observed near the southwest corner of the terrace. A 2-m by 1-m test 
excavation was made in the center of the Feature 19 terrace (see Section 4.3 Test Excavation 
Findings for detailed documentation). A piece of branch coral, light charcoal flecking, and 
marine shell midden were recovered from the test excavation. 

SIHP # 50-10-28-14243 Features A-C are likely temporary habitation components of the 
Kona Field System District (SIHP # 50-10-27-6601). SIHP # 50-10-28-14243 was previously 
assessed by Jensen (1990) as significant under Criterion D (have yielded, or is likely to yield 
information important for research on prehistory or history) of the National and Hawai‘i 
Registers of Historic Places evaluation criteria. 

4.3.9  SIHP #: 50-10-28-14245 
SITE TYPE: Mound Complex 
FUNCTION: Agricultural 
FEATURES: 3 
DIMENSIONS: Approximately 20-m N/S by 15-m E/W 
CONDITION: Good 
PROBABLE AGE: Pre-Contact to Early Post-Contact 
TAX MAP KEY: [3] 7-4-008:063 
DESCRIPTION: 
 

SIHP # 50-10-28-14245 consists of three crudely constructed mounds located in the western 
portion of the survey area. The complex covers an area of approximately 20-m by 15-m. SIHP # 
50-10-28-14245 was previously documented by Jensen (1990). The following description was 
provided: 
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Figure 40. SIHP # 50-10-28-14243 Feature B, Sub-feature 1 enclosure (above, view to east), 
showing cupboard in the enclosure wall (below, view to east) 
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Figure 41. SIHP # 50-10-28-14243 Feature B, Sub-feature 2 linear mound, view to southwest 

 

Figure 42. SIHP # 50-10-28-14243 Feature B, Sub-feature 3 mound with cupboard, view to north 
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Figure 43. SIHP # 50-10-28-14243 Feature B, Sub-feature 4 modified outcrop, view to north 

 

Figure 44. SIHP # 50-10-28-14243 Feature C terrace, view to northeast 
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Figure 45. Plan-view diagram of SIHP # 50-10-28-14243 Feature C terrace 

 

Both Features A and B at Site 14245, and Site 14246, represent crudely stacked or 
piled rock mounds. At Site 14245, Feature A measures 3.00 m by 2.50 m by 0.33-
0.85 m in height, and Feature B measures 3.00 m by 1.00 m by 0.17-0.34 m in 
height. At 14246, the mound extends 4.00 m by 1.75 m, and ranges from 0.32 to 
0.45 m in height. In plan view, two are roughly circular, and one is oval-shaped. 
Morphologically and in terms of construction details, all three are equivalent to 
the five mounds recorded at Sites 14236 and 14237 and the two recorded at Sites 
14240 and 14241. As with all of the other examples identified in the project area, 
no portable cultural materials or other features were found in association with 
these features, and all are believed to have been constructed in conjunction with 
agricultural activities. Numerous similar examples have been previously 
identified and described in association with the Kona Field System. The features 
at 14245 and 14246 were sketch-mapped during the present project, and are not 
considered to retain addition information important to local or regional prehistory 
or history. [Jensen 1990:23] 
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SIHP # 50-10-28-14245 was later documented by Henry et al. (1998) as a component of the 
Kona Field System District (i.e. Features 3-4 of SIHP # 50-10-27-6601). 

In addition to the two features of SIHP # 50-10-28-14245 previously documented by Jensen 
(1990) and Henry et al. (1998), one newly identified feature is being included as a component of 
the site complex. Feature A is an oval-shaped mound constructed of piled basalt boulders and 
cobbles (Figure 46). The mound measures 4.6-m by 3.3-m wide and 0.8-m high. Feature B is an 
oval-shaped mound constructed of piled basalt boulders and cobbles (Figure 47). The mound 
measures 4.4-m by 2.7-m wide and 1.1-m high. Feature C is an oval-shaped mound constructed 
of piled basalt boulders and cobbles (Figure 48). The mound measures 4.3-m by 2.2-m wide and 
0.6-m high.  

SIHP # 50-10-28-14245 Features A-C are likely agricultural components of the Kona Field 
System District (SIHP # 50-10-27-6601). SIHP # 50-10-28-14245 was previously assessed by 
Jensen (1990) as significant under Criterion D (have yielded, or is likely to yield information 
important for research on prehistory or history) of the National and Hawai‘i Registers of Historic 
Places evaluation criteria. 

4.3.10  SIHP #: 50-10-28-14246 
SITE TYPE: Mound Complex 
FUNCTION: Agricultural 
FEATURES: 2 
DIMENSIONS: Approximately 10-m N/S by 20-m E/W 
CONDITION: Good 
PROBABLE AGE: Pre-Contact to Early Post-Contact 
TAX MAP KEY: [3] 7-4-008:063 
DESCRIPTION: 
 

SIHP # 50-10-28-14246 consists of two crudely constructed mounds located in the western 
portion of the survey area. The complex covers an area of approximately 10-m by 20-m. SIHP # 
50-10-28-14246 was previously documented by Jensen (1990), and described along with SIHP # 
50-10-28-14245 (see above). SIHP # 50-10-28-14246 was later documented by Henry et al. 
(1998) as a component feature of the Kona Field System District (i.e. Feature 2 of SIHP # 50-10-
27-6601). 

In addition to the one feature of SIHP # 50-10-28-14246 previously documented by Jensen 
(1990) and Henry et al. (1998), one newly identified feature is being included as a component of 
the site complex. Feature A was observed to be a mound constructed of boulders and cobbles 
piled against a partially exposed bedrock outcrop (Figure 49). The mound measures 4.1-m by 
2.8-m wide, with a maximum height of 0.8-m (Figure 50). A 2-m by 1-m test excavation was 
made in the center of the mound, in a depressed area within the rock structure (see Section 4.3 
Test Excavation Findings for detailed documentation). A single water-worn basalt cobble was 
recovered from the test excavation. Feature B is an oval-shaped mound constructed of piled 
basalt boulders and cobbles (Figure 51). The mound measures 4.2-m by 2.4-m wide and 0.8-m 
high.  
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Figure 46. SIHP # 50-10-28-14245 Feature A mound, view to northeast 

 

Figure 47. SIHP # 50-10-28-14245 Feature B mound, view to northeast 
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Figure 48. SIHP # 50-10-28-14245 Feature C mound, view to northeast 

 

Figure 49. SIHP # 50-10-28-14246 Feature A mound, view to northeast 
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Figure 50. Plan-view diagram of SIHP # 50-10-28-14246 Feature A mound 
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Figure 51. SIHP # 50-10-28-14246 Feature B mound, view to northwest 

 

 

SIHP # 50-10-28-14246 Features A-C are likely agricultural components of the Kona Field 
System District (SIHP # 50-10-27-6601). SIHP # 50-10-28-14236 was previously assessed by 
Jensen (1990) as significant under Criterion D (have yielded, or is likely to yield information 
important for research on prehistory or history) of the National and Hawai‘i Registers of Historic 
Places evaluation criteria. 

4.3.11  SIHP #: 50-10-28-14247 
SITE TYPE: Terrace 
FUNCTION: Temporary Habitation 
FEATURES: 1 
DIMENSIONS: 5-m N/S by 5-m E/W 
CONDITION: Good 
PROBABLE AGE: Pre-Contact to Early Post-Contact 
TAX MAP KEY: [3] 7-4-008:063 
DESCRIPTION: 
 

SIHP # 50-10-28-14247 is a terrace located in the western portion of the survey area. SIHP # 
50-10-28-14247 was previously documented by Jensen (1990). The following description was 
provided: 
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Site 14247 consists of a terrace formed by loosely piling and occasionally 
stacking large pahoehoe boulders 2-5 courses high. The resultant structure 
measures 4.40 m by 8.00 m, and ranges in height above the surrounding ground 
surface from 0.34 to 0.44 m. It could not be determined on the basis of 
construction details or associated portable cultural material whether the feature 
was constructed for agricultural purposes or habitation use. In either case, this 
particular example represents one of the largest such features in the project area, 
and has accumulated a significant quantity of fine-grained silt on its uphill side 
and around portions of the base. The soil may contain data useful in attempting to 
evaluate feature function, and should be adequately sampled and analyzed prior to 
concluding that 14247 no longer retains information of potential significance to 
local prehistory/history. [Jensen 1990:23] 

SIHP # 50-10-28-14247 was later documented by Henry et al. (1998) as a component of the 
Kona Field System District (i.e. Features 1 of SIHP # 50-10-27-6601). Henry et al. (1998) also 
conducted subsurface testing at the feature: 

Feature 1 was tested with the excavation of two 1.0 by 0.5 m test units (EUs 
1854-3 and -4). This feature was originally recorded by Jensen as Site 14247, and 
interpreted as a possible habitation site (1990:23). EU 1854-3 was situated on top 
of the terrace, in approximately the center of the feature. The excavation of this 
unit evidenced a 0.33 to 0.52 m (0-52 cmbd) stone layer (Layer I) comprising 
loosely packed pāhoehoe pebbles, cobbles, and boulders. No portable remains 
were present within Layer I. The excavation of the unit was terminated on 
bedrock. [Figure 52] 

A second unit was excavated in an area of soil 1.4 m southeast of the terrace. The 
excavation of EU 1854-4 revealed a 0.06 to 0.32 m (0-32 cmbd) of a light brown 
powdery silt loam (Layer I), over bedrock. Several pieces of modern bottle glass 
were present within this deposit. [Figure 52] [Henry et al. 1998:28] 

SIHP # 50-10-28-14247 was observed to be a terrace constructed along the southeast edge of 
a prominent bluff (Figure 53). The top surface of the terrace extends the level surface of the bluff 
to create an overall level surface measuring approximately 5-m by 5-m wide (Figure 54). 
Boulders are also roughly piled around the perimeter of the bluff. The terrace measures 4.8 by 
2.5-m wide, with a maximum height of 1.4-m. The terrace is constructed of stacked basalt 
boulders and cobbles, 2-5 courses high, with rough facing along the southern retaining wall of 
the terrace. A lower tier of the natural outcrop bluff also appears to have been cleared of surface 
stones and partially leveled. SIHP # 50-10-28-14247 is in good condition, though the 
surrounding area was observed to have been disturbed by land clearing activities. 

SIHP # 50-10-28-14247 is likely a temporary habitation component of the Kona Field System 
District (SIHP # 50-10-27-6601). SIHP # 50-10-28-14247 was previously assessed by Jensen 
(1990) as significant under Criterion D (have yielded, or is likely to yield information important 
for research on prehistory or history) of the National and Hawai‘i Registers of Historic Places 
evaluation criteria. 
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Figure 52. Stratigraphic profiles of test excavations EU 1854-3 and EU 1854-4 at SIHP # 50-10-
28-14247 (Henry et al. 1998:29) 
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Figure 53. SIHP # 50-10-28-14247: photo above showing top surface of terrace, view to 
southwest; and photo below showing terrace from downslope, view to north 
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Figure 54. Plan-view diagram of SIHP # 50-10-28-14247 
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4.3.12  SIHP #: 50-10-28-26880 
SITE TYPE: Terrace 
FUNCTION: Temporary Habitation 
FEATURES: 1 
DIMENSIONS: 3.3-m N/S by 2.6-m E/W 
CONDITION: Good 
PROBABLE AGE: Pre-Contact to Early Post-Contact 
TAX MAP KEY: [3] 7-4-008:063 
DESCRIPTION: 
 

SIHP # 50-10-28-26880 is a terrace located approximately 10 m south of the central portion 
of the survey area. The terrace constructed along the southeast edge of a prominent bedrock 
outcrop, and measures 3.3-m by 2.6-m wide, with a maximum height of 0.7-m (Figure 55 and 
Figure 56). The terrace is constructed of stacked basalt boulders and cobbles, 2-3 courses high, 
with larger stones around the perimeter of the terrace and smaller stones in the interior, creating a 
relatively level top surface. The bedrock outcrop has also been modified to the southwest of the 
terrace, with the addition of piled basalt boulders and cobbles. A 1.5-m by 1.0-m test excavation 
was made within the central portion of the SIHP # 50-10-28-26880 terrace (see Section 4.3 Test 
Excavation Findings for detailed documentation). Marine shell midden was recovered from the 
test excavation.  

SIHP # 50-10-28-26880 is likely a temporary habitation component of the Kona Field System 
District (SIHP # 50-10-27-6601). SIHP # 50-10-28-26880 is assessed as significant under 
Criterion D (have yielded, or is likely to yield information important for research on prehistory 
or history) of the National and Hawai‘i Registers of Historic Places evaluation criteria. 

 

Figure 55. SIHP # 50-10-28-26880 terrace, view to east 
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Figure 56. Plan-view diagram of SIHP # 50-10-28-26880 terrace 
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4.4 Test Excavations Findings 

4.4.1 SIHP # 50-10-28-14234 Test Unit 1 
A 3-m by 1-m test excavation was made through the central portion of the SIHP # 50-10-28-

14234 terrace to better determine the function of the feature (see Figure 13). The test excavation 
was located in a well-constructed portion of the rock structure, which was thought to have the 
highest likelihood of containing cultural material.  

The sloping surface of the test excavation consisted of piled basalt boulders and cobbles 
(Figure 57). Deconstruction of the terrace feature revealed the stones were loosely piled 
approximately 10-30-cm above the current soil surface, with a mixed soil and stone matrix 
extending to bedrock (Figure 58). The stones comprising terrace structure were unsorted, with 
boulders, cobbles, and pebbles distributed throughout the construction. 

A single sediment stratum was observed through the test excavation. Stratum I consisted of a 
brown silt loam sediment. Stratum I includes the lower portion of the terrace structure, with 
basalt pebbles, cobbles, and boulders incorporated into the sediment matrix. The test excavation 
was terminated at bedrock. No cultural material was observed through the test excavation. 

Following the test excavation, the excavated area was reconstructed as closely as possible to 
its original state. Detailed sediment descriptions are as follows.  

 

Strata Depth (cmbd) Description 
Stratum I 40-105 7.5YR 4/6 strong brown silt loam; moderate, fine blocky 

structure; dry, weakly coherent consistency; non-plastic; no 
cementation; terrestrial origin; no cultural material 
observed; Lower Boundary (LB) is at bedrock  
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Figure 57. Pre-excavation (above) and post-excavation (below) photographs of SIHP # 50-10-28-
14234 Test Unit 1 
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Figure 58. Photograph (above) and stratigraphic profile (below) of SIHP # 50-10-28-14234 Test 
Unit 1 
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4.4.2 SIHP # 50-10-28-14236 Feature H Test Unit 1 
A 1-m by 1-m test excavation was made in the center of the SIHP # 50-10-28-14236 Feature 

H mound, to better determine the function of the feature (see Figure 22). The test excavation was 
located in a well-constructed portion of the mound, which was thought to have the highest 
likelihood of containing cultural material.  

The mounded surface of the test excavation consisted of piled basalt boulders and cobbles 
(Figure 59). Deconstruction of the mound feature revealed the stones were loosely piled 
approximately 70-80-cm over bedrock (Figure 60). The stones comprising the mound structure 
were unsorted, with boulders, cobbles, and pebbles distributed throughout the construction. 

No significant sediment buildup or cultural material was observed through the test excavation. 
The test excavation was terminated at bedrock. Following the test excavation, the excavated area 
was reconstructed as closely as possible to its original state.  
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Figure 59. Pre-excavation (above) and post-excavation (below) photographs of SIHP # 50-10-28-
14236 Feature H Test Unit 1 
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Figure 60. Photograph (above) and stratigraphic profile (below) of SIHP # 50-10-28-14236 
Feature H Test Unit 1 
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4.4.3 SIHP # 50-10-28-14241 Feature A Test Unit 1 
A 1-m by 50-cm test excavation was made within a well constructed portion of the SIHP # 

50-10-28-14241 Feature A mound, to better determine the function of the feature (see Figure 33). 
The test excavation was located in a well-constructed portion of the mound, which was thought 
to have the highest likelihood of containing cultural material.  

The mounded surface of the test excavation consisted of piled basalt boulders and cobbles 
(Figure 61). Deconstruction of the mound feature revealed the stones were loosely piled 
approximately 30-40-cm over bedrock (Figure 62). The stones comprising the mound structure 
were unsorted, with boulders, cobbles, and pebbles distributed throughout the construction. 

No significant sediment buildup or cultural material was observed through the test excavation. 
The test excavation was terminated at bedrock. Following the test excavation, the excavated area 
was reconstructed as closely as possible to its original state.  
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Figure 61. Pre-excavation (left) and post-excavation (right) photographs of SIHP # 50-10-28-14241 Feature A Test Unit 1 
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Figure 62. Stratigraphic profile of SIHP # 50-10-28-14241 Feature A Test Unit 1 
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4.4.4 SIHP # 50-10-28-14243 Feature C Test Unit 1 
A 2-m by 1-m test excavation was made in the center of the SIHP # 50-10-28-14243 Feature 

C terrace, to better determine the function of the feature (see Figure 45). The test excavation was 
located in a well-constructed portion of the terrace, which was thought to have the highest 
likelihood of containing cultural material.  

The relatively level surface of the test excavation consisted of a rough pavement of basalt 
boulders and cobbles (Figure 63). Deconstruction of the terrace feature revealed the stones were 
piled approximately 70-80-cm above the current soil surface, with a mixed soil and stone matrix 
extending to bedrock (Figure 64). The stones comprising the mound structure were unsorted, 
with boulders, cobbles, and pebbles distributed throughout the construction. 

A single sediment stratum was observed through the test excavation. Stratum I consisted of a 
brown silt loam sediment. Stratum I includes the lower portion of the terrace structure, with 
basalt pebbles, cobbles, and boulders incorporated into the sediment matrix. The test excavation 
was terminated at bedrock. A piece of branch coral, measuring 5.4-cm by 2.8-cm wide and 0.9-
cm thick, was recovered from the test excavation. Marine midden recovered from the test 
excavation included: 3.9-g of Cypraea sp.; 3.8-g Thaididae sp.; 0.5-g unidentified gastropod 
shell; 0.3-g urchin; and 0.5-g unidentified fish bone. 1.0-g of charcoal was also recovered from 
the test excavation. 

Following the test excavation, the excavated area was reconstructed as closely as possible to 
its original state. Detailed sediment descriptions are as follows.  

 

Strata Depth (cmbd) Description 
Stratum I 120-150 7.5YR 4/6 strong brown silt loam; moderate, fine blocky 

structure; dry, weakly coherent consistency; non-plastic; no 
cementation; terrestrial origin; contains marine shell 
midden, branch coral, and light charcoal flecking; Lower 
Boundary (LB) is at bedrock  
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Figure 63. Pre-excavation (above) and post-excavation (below) photographs of SIHP # 50-10-28-
14243 Feature C Test Unit 1 
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Figure 64. Photograph (above) and stratigraphic profile (below) of SIHP # 50-10-28-14243 
Feature C Test Unit 1 
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4.4.5 SIHP # 50-10-28-14246 Feature A Test Unit 1 
A 2-m by 1-m test excavation was made in the center of the SIHP # 50-10-28-14246 Feature 

A mound, to better determine the function of the feature (see Figure 50). The test excavation was 
located in a depressed area within the rock structure, which was thought to have the highest 
likelihood of containing cultural material.  

The sloping surface of the test excavation consisted of piled basalt boulders and cobbles 
(Figure 65). Deconstruction of the mound feature revealed the stones were loosely piled 
approximately 30-50-cm above the current soil surface, with a mixed soil and stone matrix 
extending to bedrock (Figure 66). The stones comprising the mound structure were unsorted, 
with boulders, cobbles, and pebbles distributed throughout the construction. 

A single sediment stratum was observed through the test excavation. Stratum I consisted of a 
brown silt loam sediment. Stratum I includes the lower portion of the mound structure, with 
basalt pebbles, cobbles, and boulders incorporated into the sediment matrix. The test excavation 
was terminated at bedrock. A single water-worn basalt cobble, measuring 6.5-cm by 4.5-cm wide 
and 3.0-cm thick, was recovered from the test excavation. 

Following the test excavation, the excavated area was reconstructed as closely as possible to 
its original state. Detailed sediment descriptions are as follows.  

 

Strata Depth (cmbd) Description 
Stratum I 65-100 7.5YR 4/6 strong brown silt loam; moderate, fine blocky 

structure; dry, weakly coherent consistency; non-plastic; no 
cementation; terrestrial origin; no cultural material 
observed; Lower Boundary (LB) is at bedrock  
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Figure 65. Pre-excavation (above) and post-excavation (below) photographs of SIHP # 50-10-28-
14246 Feature A Test Unit 1 
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Figure 66. Photograph (above) and stratigraphic profile (below) of SIHP # 50-10-28-14246 
Feature A Test Unit 1 
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4.4.6 SIHP # 50-10-28-26880 Test Unit 1 
A 1.5-m by 1.0-m test excavation was made within the central portion of the SIHP # 50-10-

28-26880 terrace, to better determine the function of the feature (see Figure 56). The test 
excavation was located in a well-constructed portion of the terrace, which was thought to have 
the highest likelihood of containing cultural material.  

The relatively level surface of the test excavation consisted of a rough pavement of basalt 
boulders and cobbles (Figure 67). Deconstruction of the terrace feature revealed the stones were 
piled approximately 70-80-cm above the current soil surface, with a mixed soil and stone matrix 
extending to bedrock (Figure 68). The stones comprising the mound structure were unsorted, 
with boulders, cobbles, and pebbles distributed throughout the construction. 

A single sediment stratum was observed through the test excavation. Stratum I consisted of a 
brown silt loam sediment. Stratum I includes the lower portion of the terrace structure, with 
basalt pebbles, cobbles, and boulders incorporated into the sediment matrix. The test excavation 
was terminated at bedrock. Marine midden recovered from the test excavation included: 3.8-g of 
Cypraea sp.; 5.1-g unidentified bivalve shell; 5.0-g unidentified gastropod shell; 0.8-g urchin 
spine; and 0.1-g unidentified fish bone.   

Following the test excavation, the excavated area was reconstructed as closely as possible to 
its original state. Detailed sediment descriptions are as follows.  

 

Strata Depth (cmbd) Description 
Stratum I 65-90 7.5YR 4/6 strong brown silt loam; moderate, fine blocky 

structure; dry, weakly coherent consistency; non-plastic; no 
cementation; terrestrial origin; contains marine shell 
midden; Lower Boundary (LB) is at bedrock  
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Figure 67. Pre-excavation (above) and post-excavation (below) photographs of SIHP # 50-10-28-
26880 Test Unit 1 
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Figure 68. Photograph (above) and stratigraphic profile (below) of SIHP # 50-10-28-26880 Test 
Unit 1 
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Section 5    Summary and Interpretation 
The findings of the current inventory survey are consistent with the prior inventory survey 

investigations conducted within the survey area and the vicinity. Crudely constructed agricultural 
features, including mounds, modified outcrops, and terraces were observed throughout the 
survey area. These features are interpreted to be planting and clearing-related structures 
associated with improvements to the land to support widespread dry-land agricultural cultivation 
in the vicinity. More formally constructed terraces and enclosures, interpreted to have temporary 
habitation function, were also identified within the survey area. Subsurface testing at features 
interpreted to have a habitation function yielded scant marine midden and a single piece of 
branch coral. No historic artifacts or charcoal suitable for radiocarbon dating was recovered from 
subsurface testing in the survey area. Historic livestock boundary walls, including the Kuakini 
Wall (SIHP # 50-10-27-6302; determined eligible for listing on the National Register of Historic 
Places in 1977) and a wall along Palani Road, were also identified in the survey area, 
representing the post-contact ranching period in the vicinity.  

The survey area is located within the kula zone of the Kona Field System District (SIHP # 50-
10-27-6601; determined eligible for listing on the National Register of Historic Places in 1977). 
The archaeological features documented in the current survey area are typical of the numerous 
agricultural and temporary habitation features that have been previously documented throughout 
the kula zone of the Kona Field System District. Henry et al. (1998) conducted subsurface testing 
at archaeological features in the vicinity of the current survey area that are similar in form and 
construction style to features in the survey area. Subsurface testing resulted in: 

Four radiocarbon dates (with six intercepts: 1650, 1655, 1680, 1745, 1805, and 
1935) from two temporary habitations that yielded charred material sufficient for 
dating (21466 and 21474) suggest that temporary habitation was common in the 
project area during this period. The expected association between temporary 
habitation and informal agricultural features suggests that many of the agricultural 
features within the project area are probably products of this time period. [Henry 
et al. 1998:85] 

The temporary habitation and informal agricultural features documented within the current 
survey area, including features previously identified by Henry et al. (1998), are considered 
contemporaneous to the similar features documented the Henry et al. (1998) study area. 
Therefore, based on the dating of temporary habitation features by Henry et al. (1998), it is likely 
that the associated features within the current survey area also date to the Competition Period 
(AD 1600 to 1800). 

Based on the findings of the current study and those of Henry et al. (1998), the current survey 
area does not appear to have been heavily impacted by historic agricultural activities (e.g. sisal 
cultivation). The following discussion of the findings of the Henry et al. (1998) study, consisting 
of lands south of Palani Road, both above and below the SIHP # 50-10-27-6302 / 14235 Kuakini 
Wall, is provided: 

More informal agricultural features occur below Kuakini Wall than above the 
wall. This distribution of agricultural features could be the result of different 
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activities and impacts to the landform above and below Kuakini Wall during the 
historic period. Rocks that were part of prehistoric features may have been moved 
to promote sisal cultivation, as is known to have occurred in sugar cane fields. 

The historic dump (21463) was probably being used by the latter portion of this 
period. It is situated below Kuakini Wall, suggesting that it was not part of the 
sisal plantation. The presence of the dump in the lower, western portion of the 
project area implies that the area was abandoned, or at least not part of sisal 
production. Historic-era impacts to the western part of the project area [below the 
Kuakini Wall] may have been limited to the immediate vicinity of the dump and 
transportation routes into the dump. [Henry et al. 1998:86] 

Sisal cultivation does not appear to have occurred within the current survey area, below the SIHP 
# 50-10-27-6302 / 14235 Kuakini Wall. Following the abandonment of the traditional 
agricultural fields in the survey area and vicinity, the survey area lands were subsequently used 
for ranching, allowing the archaeological features within the survey area to remain relatively 
undisturbed.  
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Section 6    Significance Assessments  
Each cultural resource identified by the current study was evaluated for significance 

according to the broad criteria established for the National and Hawai‘i Registers of Historic 
Places. The five criteria are: 

 A Associated with events that have made an important contribution to the broad 
patterns of our history; 

B Associated with the lives of persons important in our past; 

C Embodies the distinctive characteristics of a type, period, or method of 
construction, represents the work of a master, or possesses high artistic value; 

D Have yielded, or is likely to yield information important for research on 
prehistory or history; 

E Have an important value to the native Hawaiian people or to another ethnic group 
of the state due to associations with cultural practices once carried out, or still 
carried out, at the property, or due to associations with traditional beliefs, events 
or oral history accounts – these associations being important to the group’s history 
and cultural identity. 

SIHP # 50-10-27-6302 / 14235 is a large stone wall, known as the Kuakini Wall, located in 
the eastern portion of the survey area. The approximately 3.5-mile long was initially constructed 
in 1863 as a livestock barrier. SIHP # 50-10-27-6302 / 14235 Kuakini Wall was previously 
assessed by Jensen (1990) and Henry et al. (1998) as significant under: Criterion A, Criterion C, 
and Criterion D of the National and Hawai‘i Registers of Historic Places evaluation criteria. 
SIHP # 50-10-27-6302 / 14235 Kuakini Wall is also assessed as significant under Criterion B 
(associated with the lives of persons important in our past) for its association with Kuakini. SIHP 
# 50-10-27-6302 / 14235 Kuakini Wall was originally determined eligible for listing on the 
National Register of Historic Places in 1977.  

SIHP # 50-10-28-14234 is a crude terrace located in the eastern portion of the survey area. 
The terrace is likely an agricultural component of the Kona Field System District (SIHP # 50-10-
27-6601). SIHP # 50-10-28-14234 was previously assessed by Jensen (1990) as significant under 
Criterion D (have yielded, or is likely to yield information important for research on prehistory 
or history) of the National and Hawai‘i Registers of Historic Places evaluation criteria.  

SIHP # 50-10-28-14236 consists of eight crudely constructed mounds and modified outcrops 
located in the eastern portion of the survey area. SIHP # 50-10-28-14236 Features A-H are likely 
agricultural components of the Kona Field System District (SIHP # 50-10-27-6601). SIHP # 50-
10-28-14236 was previously assessed by Jensen (1990) as significant under Criterion D (have 
yielded, or is likely to yield information important for research on prehistory or history) of the 
National and Hawai‘i Registers of Historic Places evaluation criteria. 

SIHP # 50-10-28-14237 consists of four crudely constructed mounds and modified outcrops 
located in the eastern portion of the survey area. SIHP # 50-10-28-14237 Features A-D are likely 
agricultural components of the Kona Field System District (SIHP # 50-10-27-6601). SIHP # 50-
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10-28-14237 was previously assessed by Jensen (1990) as significant under Criterion D (have 
yielded, or is likely to yield information important for research on prehistory or history) of the 
National and Hawai‘i Registers of Historic Places evaluation criteria. 

SIHP # 50-10-28-14239 is a stone wall located along approximately 220-m of the southern 
edge of Palani Road. The wall was constructed in association with Palani Road in the 1930s as a 
livestock barrier. SIHP # 50-10-28-14239 wall was previously assessed by Jensen (1990) as 
significant under Criterion D of the Hawai‘i Register of Historic Places evaluation criteria. 
Henry et al. (1998) subsequently assessed the wall as not significant. SIHP # 50-10-28-14239 is 
currently recommended as significant under Criterion D of the National and Hawai‘i Registers of 
Historic Places evaluation criteria. 

SIHP # 50-10-28-14240 consists of four crudely constructed mounds and modified outcrops 
located in the central portion of the survey area. SIHP # 50-10-28-14240 Features A-D are likely 
agricultural components of the Kona Field System District (SIHP # 50-10-27-6601). SIHP # 50-
10-28-14240 was previously assessed by Jensen (1990) as significant under Criterion D (have 
yielded, or is likely to yield information important for research on prehistory or history) of the 
National and Hawai‘i Registers of Historic Places evaluation criteria. 

SIHP # 50-10-28-14241 consists of two crudely constructed mounds located in the central 
portion of the survey area. SIHP # 50-10-28-14241 Features A-B are likely agricultural 
components of the Kona Field System District (SIHP # 50-10-27-6601). SIHP # 50-10-28-14241 
was previously assessed by Jensen (1990) as significant under Criterion D (have yielded, or is 
likely to yield information important for research on prehistory or history) of the National and 
Hawai‘i Registers of Historic Places evaluation criteria. 

SIHP # 50-10-28-14243 consists of a c-shape, enclosure, and terrace located in the western 
portion of the survey area. SIHP # 50-10-28-14243 Features A-C are likely temporary habitation 
components of the Kona Field System District (SIHP # 50-10-27-6601). SIHP # 50-10-28-14243 
was previously assessed by Jensen (1990) as significant under Criterion D (have yielded, or is 
likely to yield information important for research on prehistory or history) of the National and 
Hawai‘i Registers of Historic Places evaluation criteria. 

SIHP # 50-10-28-14245 consists of three crudely constructed mounds located in the western 
portion of the survey area. SIHP # 50-10-28-14245 Features A-C are likely agricultural 
components of the Kona Field System District (SIHP # 50-10-27-6601). SIHP # 50-10-28-14245 
was previously assessed by Jensen (1990) as significant under Criterion D (have yielded, or is 
likely to yield information important for research on prehistory or history) of the National and 
Hawai‘i Registers of Historic Places evaluation criteria. 

SIHP # 50-10-28-14246 consists of two crudely constructed mounds located in the western 
portion of the survey area. SIHP # 50-10-28-14246 Features A-C are likely agricultural 
components of the Kona Field System District (SIHP # 50-10-27-6601). SIHP # 50-10-28-14236 
was previously assessed by Jensen (1990) as significant under Criterion D (have yielded, or is 
likely to yield information important for research on prehistory or history) of the National and 
Hawai‘i Registers of Historic Places evaluation criteria. 
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SIHP # 50-10-28-14247 is a terrace located in the western portion of the survey area. SIHP # 
50-10-28-14247 is likely a temporary habitation component of the Kona Field System District 
(SIHP # 50-10-27-6601). SIHP # 50-10-28-14247 was previously assessed by Jensen (1990) as 
significant under Criterion D (have yielded, or is likely to yield information important for 
research on prehistory or history) of the National and Hawai‘i Registers of Historic Places 
evaluation criteria. 

SIHP # 50-10-28-26880 is a terrace located approximately 10 m south of the central portion 
of the survey area. SIHP # 50-10-28-26880 is likely a temporary habitation component of the 
Kona Field System District (SIHP # 50-10-27-6601). SIHP # 50-10-28-26880 is assessed as 
significant under Criterion D (have yielded, or is likely to yield information important for 
research on prehistory or history) of the National and Hawai‘i Registers of Historic Places 
evaluation criteria. 

SIHP #s 50-10-28-14234, -14236, -14237, -14240, -14241, -14243, -14245, -14246, -14247, 
and -26880 are components of the Kona Field System District (SIHP # 50-10-27-6601). SIHP # 
50-10-27-6601 Kona Field System has been assessed as significant under Criteria A, C, and D of 
the National and Hawai‘i Registers of Historic Places (NRHP/HRHP) evaluation criteria. The 
features of the Kona Field System documented in the current survey area are typical of the 
numerous agricultural and temporary habitation features found in other portions of the district—
namely the portions of the district that are of similar elevation above sea level and distance from 
the ocean as the current survey area. These archaeological features are contributing components 
to the Kona Field System District; they are all recommended significant under NRHP and HRHP 
criterion D for their information content. 
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Section 7    Project Effect and Mitigation Recommendations 
The following project effect discussion and cultural resource management recommendations 

are intended to facilitate project planning and support the project’s required historic preservation 
consultation. This discussion is based on the results of this archaeological inventory survey 
investigation and CSH’s communication with agents for the project proponents, and SHPD 
personnel, regarding the project’s potential impacts to the historic properties described in the 
Results of Fieldwork section, above. 

7.1 Project Effect 
The proposed project involves improvements to Palani Road in association with the proposed 

Ane Keohokālole Highway Project. The Ane Keohokālole Highway Project involves 
construction of a mid-level highway that will connect Henry Street to Hina Lani Road, mauka 
(inland) of the Queen Ka‘ahumanu Highway. The proposed highway project will also involve 
improvements to connector streets, including Palani Road. Minimally, land disturbing activities 
would include grubbing, grading, and excavations for subsurface utilities. The Ane Keohokālole 
Highway Project’s area of potential effect (APE), covering a total area of approximately 150 
acres, consists of a 200 to 400-ft. wide corridor, running in a roughly north-south direction from 
Hina Lani Street to Palani Road, south of a portion of Palani Road, and a construction staging 
area. The survey area for the current investigation consisted of an approximately 3-acre portion 
of the Ane Keohokālole Highway Project’s APE, south of a portion of Palani Road. 

This supplemental archaeological inventory survey investigation identified twelve (12) 
cultural resources within the survey area. The following cultural resources will likely, or 
potentially be affected by the proposed project: 

1. SIHP # 50-10-27-6302 / 14235, Kuakini Wall, evaluated as significant under Criteria 
A, B, C, and D of the National and Hawai‘i Registers of Historic Places evaluation 
criteria. The proposed project may have an adverse effect on the portion of the wall 
located within project’s APE. 

2. SIHP # 50-10-28-14234, terrace, evaluated as significant under Criterion D of the 
National and Hawai‘i Registers of Historic Places evaluation criteria. The proposed 
project may have an adverse effect on the terrace. 

3. SIHP # 50-10-28-14236, mound/modified outcrop complex, evaluated as significant 
under Criterion D of the National and Hawai‘i Registers of Historic Places evaluation 
criteria. The proposed project may have an adverse effect on the identified features 
located within the project’s APE (i.e. Features E, F, and H). 

4. SIHP # 50-10-28-14237, mound/modified outcrop complex, evaluated as significant 
under Criterion D of the National and Hawai‘i Registers of Historic Places evaluation 
criteria. The proposed project may have an adverse effect on all of the identified 
features of the complex. 

5. SIHP # 50-10-27-14239, wall along edge of Palani Road, evaluated as significant 
under Criterion D of the Hawai‘i Register of Historic Places evaluation criteria. The 
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proposed project may have an adverse effect on the portion of the wall located within 
the project’s APE. 

6. SIHP # 50-10-28-14240, mound/modified outcrop complex, evaluated as significant 
under Criterion D of the National and Hawai‘i Registers of Historic Places evaluation 
criteria. The proposed project may have an adverse effect on the identified features 
located within the project’s APE (i.e. Features C and D). 

7. SIHP # 50-10-28-14241, mound complex, evaluated as significant under Criterion D 
of the National and Hawai‘i Registers of Historic Places evaluation criteria. The 
proposed project may have an adverse effect on the identified features located within 
the project’s APE (i.e. Feature A). 

8. SIHP # 50-10-28-14243, terrace, c-shape, enclosure complex, evaluated as significant 
under Criterion D of the National and Hawai‘i Registers of Historic Places evaluation 
criteria. The proposed project may have an adverse effect on the identified features 
located within the project’s APE (i.e. Features A and C). 

9. SIHP # 50-10-28-14245, mound complex, evaluated as significant under Criterion D 
of the National and Hawai‘i Registers of Historic Places evaluation criteria. The 
proposed project may have an adverse effect on all of the identified features of the 
complex. 

10. SIHP # 50-10-28-14246, mound complex, evaluated as significant under Criterion D 
of the National and Hawai‘i Registers of Historic Places evaluation criteria. The 
proposed project may have an adverse effect on all of the identified features of the 
complex. 

11. SIHP # 50-10-28-14247, terrace evaluated as significant under Criterion D of the 
National and Hawai‘i Registers of Historic Places evaluation criteria. The proposed 
project may have an adverse effect on the terrace. 

12. SIHP # 50-10-28-26880, terrace evaluated as significant under Criterion D of the 
National and Hawai‘i Registers of Historic Places evaluation criteria. SIHP # 50-10-
28-26880 is outside of the project’s APE and will not be affected by the proposed 
project. 

SIHP #s 50-10-28-14234, -14236, -14237, -14240, -14241, -14243, -14245, -14246, -14247, 
and -26880 are components of the Kona Field System District (SIHP # 50-10-27-6601). SIHP # 
50-10-27-6601 Kona Field System has been assessed as significant under Criteria A, C, and D of 
the National and Hawai‘i Registers of Historic Places (NRHP/HRHP) evaluation criteria. The 
SIHP # 50-10-27-6601 Kona Field System was also determined eligible for listing on the 
National Register of Historic Places in 1977. The features of the Kona Field System documented 
in the current survey area are typical of the numerous agricultural and temporary habitation 
features found within other portions of the district—at least the portions of the district that are of 
similar elevation above sea level and distance from the ocean as the current survey area. These 
archaeological features are contributing components to the Kona Field System District; they are 
significant under NRHP and HRHP criterion D for their information content. The available 
information from these component features has been recorded during the current and previous 
archaeological inventory survey documentation. For example, sufficient information regarding 
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the location, function, age, and construction methods of these cultural resources has been 
generated; refer to the detailed documentation in Section 4 above. Accordingly, with the 
information content already recorded from these features, the current proposed development will 
not have an adverse effect on the overall Kona Field System District should some of these 
features be removed by project construction. 

Due to the potential adverse effect on significant cultural resources within the project’s APE, 
specifically a portion of the Kuakini Wall SIHP # 50-10-27-6302 / 14235, CSH’s project-specific 
effect recommendation is “effect, with proposed mitigation commitments”. The recommended 
mitigation measures will reduce the project’s potential adverse effect to these significant cultural 
resources. 

7.2 Mitigation Recommendations 
To reduce the proposed project’s potential adverse effect on significant cultural resources, the 

following mitigation measures are recommended. The mitigation measures should be completed 
prior to any land disturbing activities in the project area: 

1. SIHP # 50-10-27-6302 / 14235, Kuakini Wall, was documented with a detailed written 
description, photographs, and accurately located with GPS survey equipment. Jensen 
(1990:20) previously recommended that “impacts to those portions of the wall located 
within the project area should be preceded by additional data collection work, 
including detailed recording and partial dismantling, to further evaluate construction 
techniques and to undertake comparisons with findings as reported in Schilt (1984).” 
Henry et al. (1998) subsequently recommended preservation of the Kuakini Wall. Data 
recovery and preservation in the form of avoidance and protection is recommended for 
SIHP # 50-10-27-6302 / 14235. As the Kuakini Wall is a linear feature, including 
approximately 30 m within the survey area (it extends north virtually to Palani Road) 
and extending south beyond the survey area. Removal of a northern portion of the wall 
nearest to Palani Road (no more than 10 m) may occur without significantly detracting 
from the integrity of the cultural resource. Any proposed removal of portions of the 
wall, however, will require consultation with and approval of the State Historic 
Preservation Division when details of the proposed undertaking become available. As 
recommended by Jensen (1990), additional data collection, including partial 
dismantling of the portion of the wall to be affected, should be conducted prior to any 
project-related disturbance to the SIHP # 50-10-27-6302 / 14235 Kuakini Wall. 

Additional data collection if and when the wall is affected should include: 1) SHPD 
review and approval of proposed data collection—as part of an appropriate 
archaeological mitigation plan; 2) archaeological monitoring of the breaching of the 
wall—with appropriate recordation; 3) detailed recordation of the newly created cross 
section of the wall at the location of the breach to examine wall construction 
techniques, materials, and wall dimensions; 4) careful stabilization of the end of the 
wall breach to avoid further damage to the wall; 5) conservation of the stones removed 
from the wall for future use in maintenance, stabilization, and reconstruction of 
damaged portions of the Kuakini Wall; 6) documentation of wall investigation results 
through a monitoring or data recovery report. 
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Additionally, the recommended mitigation plan should address short- and long-term 
preservation measures that will safeguard the SIHP # 50-10-27-6302 / 14235 Kuakini 
Wall during project construction and subsequent use of the project area.  

2. SIHP # 50-10-27-14234, terrace, was documented with a detailed written description, 
photographs, scale drawing, and accurately located with GPS survey equipment. 
Limited subsurface testing was also conducted at the terrace. No further work is 
recommended. Sufficient information regarding the location, function, age, and 
construction methods of the terrace has been generated by the current inventory survey 
investigation to mitigate any adverse effect caused by proposed development 
activities. 

3. SIHP # 50-10-27-14236, mound/modified outcrop complex, features were 
documented with detailed written descriptions, photographs, scale drawings of select 
features, and accurately located with GPS survey equipment. Limited subsurface 
testing was also conducted at features thought most likely to contain subsurface 
cultural material. No further work is recommended. Sufficient information regarding 
the location, function, age, and construction methods of the complex has been 
generated by the current inventory survey investigation to mitigate any adverse effect 
caused by proposed development activities. 

4. SIHP # 50-10-27-14237, mound/modified outcrop complex, features were 
documented with detailed written descriptions, photographs, and accurately located 
with GPS survey equipment. No further work is recommended. Sufficient information 
regarding the location, function, age, and construction methods of the complex has 
been generated by the current inventory survey investigation to mitigate any adverse 
effect caused by proposed development activities. 

5. SIHP # 50-10-27-14239, wall along edge of Palani Road, was documented with a 
detailed written description, photographs, and accurately located with GPS survey 
equipment. No further work is recommended for SIHP # 50-10-27-14239. Sufficient 
information regarding the location, function, age, and construction methods of the wall 
has been generated by the current inventory survey investigation to mitigate any 
adverse effect caused by proposed development activities. 

6. SIHP # 50-10-27-14240, mound/modified outcrop complex, features were 
documented with detailed written descriptions, photographs, and accurately located 
with GPS survey equipment. No further work is recommended. Sufficient information 
regarding the location, function, age, and construction methods of the wall has been 
generated by the current inventory survey investigation to mitigate any adverse effect 
caused by proposed development activities. 

7. SIHP # 50-10-27-14241, mound complex, features were documented with detailed 
written descriptions, photographs, scale drawings of select features, and accurately 
located with GPS survey equipment. Limited subsurface testing was also conducted at 
features thought most likely to contain subsurface cultural material. No further work is 
recommended. Sufficient information regarding the location, function, age, and 
construction methods of the wall has been generated by the current inventory survey 
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investigation to mitigate any adverse effect caused by proposed development 
activities. 

8. SIHP # 50-10-27-14243, terrace, c-shape, enclosure complex, features were 
documented with detailed written descriptions, photographs, scale drawings of select 
features, and accurately located with GPS survey equipment. Limited subsurface 
testing was also conducted at features thought most likely to contain subsurface 
cultural material. No further work is recommended. Sufficient information regarding 
the location, function, age, and construction methods of the wall has been generated 
by the current inventory survey investigation to mitigate any adverse effect caused by 
proposed development activities. 

9. SIHP # 50-10-27-14245, mound complex, features were documented with detailed 
written descriptions, photographs, and accurately located with GPS survey equipment. 
No further work is recommended. Sufficient information regarding the location, 
function, age, and construction methods of the wall has been generated by the current 
inventory survey investigation to mitigate any adverse effect caused by proposed 
development activities. 

10. SIHP # 50-10-27-14246, mound complex, features were documented with detailed 
written descriptions, photographs, scale drawings of select features, and accurately 
located with GPS survey equipment. Limited subsurface testing was also conducted at 
features thought most likely to contain subsurface cultural material. No further work is 
recommended. Sufficient information regarding the location, function, age, and 
construction methods of the wall has been generated by the current inventory survey 
investigation to mitigate any adverse effect caused by proposed development 
activities. 

11. SIHP # 50-10-27-14247, terrace, was documented with a detailed written description, 
photographs, scale drawing, and accurately located with GPS survey equipment. No 
further work is recommended. Sufficient information regarding the location, function, 
age, and construction methods of the wall has been generated by the current inventory 
survey investigation to mitigate any adverse effect caused by proposed development 
activities. 

12. SIHP # 50-10-27-26880, terrace, was documented with a detailed written description, 
photographs, scale drawing, and accurately located with GPS survey equipment. 
Limited subsurface testing was also conducted at the terrace. No further work is 
recommended. Sufficient information regarding the location, function, age, and 
construction methods of the wall has been generated by the current inventory survey 
investigation to mitigate any adverse effect caused by proposed development 
activities. 

As discussed above, the components of the SIHP # 50-10-27-6601 Kona Field System District 
identified in the current survey area, including SIHP #s 50-10-28-14234, -14236, -14237, -
14240, -14241, -14243, -14245, -14246, -14247, and -26880, were documented with detailed 
written descriptions, photographs, scale drawings of select features, subsurface testing at select 
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features, and accurately located with GPS survey equipment. No further archaeological 
documentation or mitigation for these features is warranted.  

If, in the unlikely event that subsurface cultural deposits and/or lava tubes are encountered 
during the course of development activities, all work in the immediate area should stop and the 
State Historic Preservation Division should be promptly notified. 
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Appendix A    UTM Coordinates of Identified Cultural 
Resources 

Coordinate System: UTM 

Zone: 5 North 

Datum: NAD 83 

 

SIHP              
(50-10-28) Northing Easting Point Location 

Description 
14234 2175383 186471 center of terrace 

14235 2175375 186495 center of documented 
section of wall 

14236 2175365 186457 center of complex 
14237 2175359 186405 center of complex 

14239 2175350 186350 center of documented 
section of wall 

14240 2175326 186363 center of complex 
14241 2175319 186324 center of complex 
14243 2175292 186277 center of complex 
14245 2175289 186255 center of complex 
14246 2175275 186219 center of complex 
14247 2175258 186200 center of terrace 
26880 2175327 186405 center of terrace 
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Management Summary 

Reference Archaeological Assessment of the Proposed Ane Keohokālole 
Highway Project Base Yard and Base Yard Access Road, Keahuolū 
Ahupua‘a, North Kona District, Hawai‘i Island (TMK: [3] 7-4-
020:010 por. & 022 por.) (Yucha and Hammatt 2009) 

Date June 2009 
Project Number (s) Cultural Surveys Hawai‘i, Inc. (CSH) Job Code: KEAHUOLU 6 
Investigation 
Permit Number 

The fieldwork component of the archaeological inventory survey 
investigation was carried out under archaeological research permit 
number 09-20, issued by the Hawai‘i State Historic Preservation 
Division/Department of Land and Natural Resources (SHPD/DLNR), 
per Hawai‘i Administrative Rules (HAR) Chapter 13-13-282. 

Project Location The project area is located approximately 1 km north of Kailua-Kona 
town, adjacent to the western (makai) edge of the proposed Ane 
Keohokālole Highway corridor within the footprint of an abandoned 
rock quarry and quarry access road. The proposed base yard access 
road extends from the northern end of Makala Boulevard northeast 
around the edge of the existing Kmart parking lot and continues 
northeast within the well-defined abandoned quarry access road. The 
project area is depicted on the U.S. Geological Survey 7.5-Minute 
Series Topographic Map, Kailua Quadrangle (1996) (Figure 1). 

Land Jurisdiction Private: Queen Lili‘uokalani Trust 
Agencies SHPD/DLNR; County of Hawai‘i; Federal Highway Administration 
Project Description The project involves using a portion of the abandoned rock quarry as a 

base yard in order to facilitate the storage of materials and machinery 
to be employed in the construction of the proposed Ane Keohokālole 
Highway. The proposed project will initially consist of grubbing and 
grading for a base yard access road that extends from the northern end 
of Makala Boulevard northeast around the edge of the existing Kmart 
parking lot and continues along the well-defined abandoned quarry 
access road to the southern corner of the proposed construction base 
yard. Once accessible, activity within the proposed construction base 
yard portion of the current project area will also consist of grubbing 
and grading. 

Project Acreage The entire project area is comprised of approximately 24 acres. The 
proposed access road portion of the project area consists of a 100-ft 
corridor centered on the footprint of the abandoned quarry access road. 
The proposed base yard portion of the project area consists of an 
approximately 20-acre polygon located within the footprint of the 
abandoned rock quarry. 
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Area of Potential 
Effect (APE) and 
Survey Acreage 

The survey area for the current investigation included the entire 
approximately 24-acre project area. At present, the project’s specific 
area of potential effect (APE) is in the planning stages, but, for the 
purposes of this archaeological assessment, the APE is defined as the 
entire approximately 24-acre project area. The 24-acre survey area is a 
portion of a larger APE for the Ane Keohokālole Highway project. 

Historic 
Preservation 
Regulatory Context 

Donham (1990a) conducted an Archaeological Inventory Survey, 
Queen Lili‘uokalani Trust Property, that covered all of the current 
project area. This previous archaeological inventory survey 
investigation was reviewed and accepted by SHPD/DLNR. In 
consultation with the SHPD/DLNR it was determined that an 
additional archaeological inventory survey should be conducted on the 
current project area. 
This document was prepared to support the proposed project’s historic 
preservation review under Hawai‘i Revised Statutes (HRS) Chapter 
6E-8/42 and Hawai‘i Administrative Rules (HAR) Chapter 13-13-
275/284. The proposed project is anticipated to involve federal funding 
through the Federal Highway Administration and thus this base yard 
development project is subject to historic preservation review pursuant 
to the National Historic Preservation Act Section 106 process. In 
consultation with the Hawai‘i State Historic Preservation Division 
(SHPD), the archaeological inventory survey investigation was 
designed to fulfill the State requirements for an archaeological 
inventory survey per HAR Chapter 13-13-276. Because no historic 
properties were identified within the project area, this investigation is 
termed an archaeological assessment. 

Fieldwork Effort The fieldwork component of this archaeological assessment was 
accomplished on May 27 and May 28, 2009 by four CSH 
archaeologists, Trevor Yucha, B.S., Douglas Thurman, B.A., Nifae 
Hunkin, B.A., and Carlin Jones, B.S., under the overall supervision of 
Hallett H. Hammatt, Ph.D. (principal investigator). The fieldwork 
required approximately 8 person-days to complete.  

Number of Historic 
Properties 
Identified 

None 

Effect 
Recommendation 

No historic properties were identified within the approximately 24-
acre project area. Excavation and grading related to the previous rock 
quarry likely destroyed or severely impacted any surface or subsurface 
historic properties that may have existed within the project area. 
Consequently, CSH's effect recommendation for the proposed project 
is "no historic properties affected." 
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Mitigation 
Recommendation 

No historic preservation mitigation measures are recommended for the 
proposed project and no further archaeological work is warranted. If, 
in the unlikely event, that intact cultural resources are encountered 
during the course of development activities, all work in the immediate 
area should stop and SHPD/DLNR should be promptly notified.  
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Section 1    Introduction 

1.1 Project Background 
At the request of Belt Collins Hawaii Ltd., Cultural Surveys Hawai‘i, Inc. (CSH) completed 

an archaeological assessment of the proposed Ane Keohokālole Highway Project base yard and 
base yard access road, Keahuolū Ahupua‘a, North Kona District, Hawai‘i Island (TMK: [3] 7-4-
020:010 por., 022 por.). The approximately 24-acre project area consists of a 100-ft wide base 
yard access corridor that extends from the northern end of Makala Boulevard northeast around 
the edge of the existing Kmart parking lot and continues northeast to the southern corner of the 
proposed, approximately 20-acre, construction base yard within the footprint of an abandoned 
rock quarry and quarry access road (Figure 1 to Figure 3). The project area is depicted on the 
U.S. Geological Survey 7.5-Minute Series Topographic Map, Kailua Quadrangle (1996).  

The project area is privately owned by the Queen Lili‘uokalani Trust. The proposed project 
involves using a portion of the abandoned rock quarry as a base yard in order to facilitate the 
storage of materials and machinery to be employed in the construction of the proposed Ane 
Keohokālole Highway. The proposed project is anticipated to involve federal funding through 
the Federal Highway Administration and thus this base yard development project is subject to 
historic preservation review pursuant to the National Historic Preservation Act Section 106 
process. The proposed project will initially consist of grubbing and grading for the base yard 
access road that extends from the northern end of Makala Boulevard northeast around the edge 
of the existing Kmart parking lot and continues along the well-defined abandoned quarry access 
road to the southern corner of the proposed construction base yard. Once accessible, activity 
within the proposed construction base yard portion of the current project area will also consist of 
grubbing and grading. The survey area for the current investigation included the entire 
approximately 24-acre project area. At present, the project’s specific area of potential effect 
(APE) is in the planning stages, but, for the purposes of this archaeological assessment, the APE 
is defined as the entire approximately 24-acre project area. The 24-acre survey area is a portion 
of a larger APE for the Ane Keohokālole Highway project. 

Donham (1990a) conducted an Archaeological Inventory Survey, Queen Lili‘uokalani Trust 
Property, that covered all of the current project area. This previous archaeological inventory 
survey investigation was reviewed and accepted by SHPD/DLNR.  

This document was prepared to support the proposed project’s historic preservation review 
under Hawai‘i Revised Statutes (HRS) Chapter 6E-8/42 and Hawai‘i Administrative Rules 
(HAR) Chapter 13-13-275/284. In consultation with the Hawai‘i State Historic Preservation 
Division (SHPD), the archaeological inventory survey investigation was designed to fulfill the 
State requirements for an archaeological inventory survey per HAR Chapter 13-13-276. Because 
no historic properties were identified within the project area, this investigation is termed an 
archaeological assessment. 
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Figure 1. U.S. Geological Survey 7.5-Minute Series Topographic Map, Kailua Quadrangle 
(1996), showing the location of the project area in relation to a portion of the Ane 
Keohokālole Hwy. corridor addressed by Tulchin and Hammatt 2009 
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Figure 2. Tax Map Key 7-4-08, showing the location of the project area 
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Figure 3. Aerial photograph (source: USGS Orthoimagery 2005), showing the location of the 
project area 
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1.2 Scope of Work 
The following archaeological inventory survey scope of work is designed to satisfy the 

Hawai‘i State requirements for archaeological inventory surveys (Hawai‘i Administrative Rules 
[HAR] Chapter 13-276 and Chapter 13-275/284): 

1. Historic and archaeological background research, including a search of historic maps, 
written records, Land Commission Award documents, and the reports from prior 
archaeological investigations. This research focused on the specific project area’s past 
land use, with general background on the pre-contact and historic settlement patterns of 
the ahupua‘a and district. This background information was used to compile a predictive 
model for the types and locations of historic properties that could be expected within the 
project area. 

2. A complete (100% coverage) systematic pedestrian inspection of the project area to 
identify any potential surface historic properties. Surface historic properties were 
recorded with an evaluation of age, function, interrelationships, and significance. 
Documentation included photographs, scale drawings, location of historic properties with 
GPS survey equipment, and limited controlled excavation of select sites and/or features. 

3. As appropriate, consultation with knowledgeable individuals regarding the project area’s 
history, past land use, and the function and age of the historic properties documented 
within the project area.  

4. As appropriate, laboratory work to process and gather relevant environmental and/or 
archaeological information from collected samples. 

5. Preparation of this archaeological inventory survey report, including the following: 
a) A project description; 

b) A section of a USGS topographic map showing the project area boundaries and the 
location of all recorded historic properties; 

c) Historical and archaeological background sections summarizing pre-contact and 
historic land use of the project area and its vicinity; 

d) Descriptions of all historic properties, including selected photographs, scale drawings, 
and discussions of age, function, laboratory results, and significance, per the 
requirements of HAR 13-276. Each historic property will be assigned a Hawai‘i State 
Inventory of Historic Properties number; 

e) If appropriate, a section concerning cultural consultations [per the requirements of 
HAR 13-276-5(g) and HAR 13-275/284-8(a)(2)]. 

f) A summary of historic property categories, integrity, and significance based upon the 
Hawai‘i Register of Historic Places criteria; 

g) A project effect recommendation; 

h) Treatment recommendations to mitigate the project’s adverse effect on any historic 
properties identified in the project area that are recommended eligible to the Hawai‘i 
Register of Historic Places. 
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This scope of work includes full coordination with the State Historic Preservation Division 
(SHPD) and Hawai‘i County relating to archaeological matters. This coordination takes place 
after consent of the landowner or representatives. 

1.3 Environmental Setting 

1.3.1 Natural Environment 
The project area is located approximately 1 km (0.6 mi.) mauka (inland) of Kailua Bay. The 

land surface slopes gently to the southwest. Elevations within the project area range from 55-85 
m (180 to 280 ft.) above mean sea level. Soils in the project area are reported as Punalu‘u 
Extremely Rocky Peat (rPYD) with areas of ‘a‘ā (rLV) and pāhoehoe (rLW) lava flows that lack 
any significant soil development (Figure 4). Soils of the Punalu‘u Series consist of “well-
drained, thin organic soils over pahoehoe lava bedrock” (Sato et al. 1973).  

The project area receives approximately 750 mm (30 in.) of annual rainfall (Giambelluca et 
al. 1986). Vegetation within the project area primarily consists of koa haole (Leucaena 
leucocephala), kiawe (Prosopis pallida), and exotic grasses. Additional species include alahe‘e 
(Psydrax odorata), night-blooming cereus (Peniocereus greggii), and ‘ilima (Sida fallax).  

1.3.2 Built Environment 
The current project area is located almost entirely within the footprint of an abandoned rock 

quarry. The area of the proposed construction base yard has been excavated and graded level. 
Artificial rock mounds, piles, and terraces consisting entirely of bulldozer bruised or scarred 
small basalt cobbles to large boulders are located throughout the project area. The corridor of the 
proposed base yard access road originates at the northern end of Makala Boulevard and 
continues adjacent to the edge of the existing Kmart parking lot and store. At least one grated 
storm drain was observed within the proposed base yard access road extending downslope 
underneath the Kmart parking lot.  

Efforts were undertaken to document our understanding that the rock quarry and access road 
were established in support of the construction of the Queen Ka‘ahumanu Highway and are less 
than fifty years old. We understand the landowner, Queen Lili‘uokalani Trust, has no knowledge 
of the origin of the quarry and quarry access road (personal communication Cary Kondo, Belt 
Collins 6/18/09). However, contractor Hiram Rivera of EM Rivera and Sons said the quarry was 
originally opened up in the early 1970s by Yamada and Sons for the initial first short leg of the 
Queen Ka‘ahumanu Highway (personal communication Cary Kondo, Belt Collins 6/18/09). We 
believe this adequately supports our understanding that the rock quarry and access road are less 
than fifty years old and do not constitute a historic site. 
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Figure 4. U.S. Geological Survey 7.5-Minute Series Topographic Map, Kailua Quadrangle 
(1996) with overlay of the Soil Survey of the Island of Hawai‘i (Sato et al. 1973), 
showing sediment types in the vicinity of the project area 
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Section 2    Methods 

2.1 Field Methods 
The fieldwork component of this archaeological assessment was accomplished between May 

27 and May 28, 2009 by four CSH archaeologists, Trevor Yucha, B.S., Douglas Thurman, B.A., 
Nifae Hunkin, B.A., and Carlin Jones, B.S., under the overall supervision of Hallett H. Hammatt, 
Ph.D. (principal investigator). The fieldwork required approximately 8 person-days to complete.  

The archaeological assessment fieldwork consisted of complete pedestrian inspection of the 
project area. The pedestrian inspection was accomplished through systematic sweeps. The 
interval between the archaeologists was generally 5 to10 m.  

2.2 Document Review 
Historic and archival research included information obtained from the UH Mānoa Hamilton 

Library, the State Historic Preservation Division Library, the Hawai‘i State Archives, the State 
Land Survey Division, and the Archives of the Bishop Museum. Previous archaeological reports 
for the area were reviewed, as were historic maps and primary and secondary historical sources. 
Information on Land Commission Awards was accessed through Waihona ‘Āina Corporation’s 
Māhele Data Base (www.waihona.com). 
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Section 3    Background Research 

3.1 Traditional and Historical Background 

3.1.1 Mythological and Traditional Accounts 
Keahuolū Ahupua‘a is located within a transitional area between two distinct ecological 

zones. Lands to the south of Keahuolū, known as Kona kai ‘opua (Kona of the distant horizon 
clouds above the ocean), between Kailua Bay and Keauhou Bay, are generally recognized as the 
fertile agricultural district and population center of North Kona (Kirch 1985:166; Kelly 1983). 
The relatively dry Kekaha-wai-‘ole (the waterless place) area of North Kona to the northeast is 
characterized by coastal fishponds and relatively barren lava inlands.  

The name of the ahupua‘a, Ke-ahu-o-lū, has been translated in two ways. The first is as “the 
ahu [cairn or altar] of Lū” (Pukui et al 1974:101). There are no legendary accounts of a Hawaiian 
named Lū, but an ahu is a mound, often used as an altar, so the name could refer to “the altar of 
Lū.” The name of the land has also been written as Ke‘ohu‘olu, which means “the refreshing 
mists” (Maly 1994:A-3). 

There is a mound-hill at Keahuolū and Kealakehe, the ahupua‘a to the north, that is also 
associated with mists. According to the Legend of Ka-Miki, a series of stories about a 
supernatural hero who traveled around the Hawaiian Islands in the 13th century: 

Ka-noenoe (The mist, fogginess). The mound-hill called Pu‘u-o-Kaloa sits upon 
the plain of Kanoenoe which is associated with both Keahuolu and Kealakehe. 
The settling of mists upon Pu‘u-o-Kaloa was a sign of pending rains; thus the 
traditional farmers of this area would prepare their fields. This plain was 
referenced by Pili when he described to Ka-Miki the extent of the lands which 
Ka-Miki would over see upon marrying the sacred chiefess Paehala of 
Honokōhau. The inheritance lands included everything from the uplands of 
Hikuhia above Nāpu‘u and the lands of the waterless Kekaha, which spanned 
from the rocky plain of Kanikū (Keahualono) to the plain of Kanoenoe at 
Pu‘ukaloa. [Ka Hoku o Hawai‘i 10/25/1917, as translated by Maly 1994:A-4] 

Another legendary account discusses the hill called Pu‘u-o-kaloa: 

Pu‘u-o-kaloa is a mound-hill site in the lands of Keahuolu-Kealakehe, not far 
from the shore of Kaiwi and Hi-iakanoholae. During periods of dry weather (Ka 
lā malo‘o) when planted crops, from the grassy plains to the ‘ama‘uma‘u (fern 
forest zone), and even the ponds (ki‘o wai) were dry, people would watch this hill 
for signs of coming rains. When the līhau (light dew mists) sat atop the hill of 
Pu‘u-o-kaloa, rains were on the way. Planters of the districts agricultural fields 
watched for omens at Pu‘uokaloa, and it was from keen observation and diligent 
work that people prospered on the land. If a native of the land was hungry and 
came asking for food, the person would be asked: 

Ua ka ua i Pu‘ukaloa, ihea ‘oe? 
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When rains fell at Pu‘ukaloa, where were you? 

If the answer was… 

I Kona nei no! 
In Kona  

there would be no sweet potatoes for this person. If the answer was… 

I Kohala nei no! 
In Kohala! (The person would be given food to eat for they had been 
away, thus unable to accomplish the planting.) [Ka Hōkū o Hawai‘i 
3/19/1914, as translated by Maly 1994:A-5] 

These legendary accounts emphasize the importance of rainfall in this relatively dry region for 
farmers, who were cultivating sweet potatoes and other crops on the plains of Keahuolū. 

3.1.2 Early Historic Period 
Early missionary residents made the first estimates of the population of the North Kona 

District. Asa Thurston estimated a population of not less than 20,000 people along a 30-mile 
stretch of the Kona Coast. These residents were clustered on the coast, but some families also 
lived in a habitation belt about 2-miles inland (Kelly 1983:14). A formal census was conducted 
in 1832, and 12,432 people were recorded for the district of Kona. By 1835, this number had 
declined to 5,957. By 1853, the number had dropped to 2,210 (Schmitt 1973:21, 29, 31). The 
missionary, William Ellis (1976:32), visited the Kona area in 1822 and noted deserted villages 
and abandoned fields “everywhere to be met with.” 

William Ellis also described Kailua Bay, the coastal area to the south of the current project 
area as follows: 

The houses which are neat, are generally erected on the sea-shore, shaded with 
cocoa-nut and kou trees, which greatly enliven the scene. The environs were 
cultivated to a considerable extent: small gardens were seen among the barren 
rocks on which the houses were built, wherever soil could be found sufficient to 
nourish the sweet potato, the watermelon, or even a few plants of tobacco, and in 
many places they seemed to be growing literally in the fragments of lava, 
collected in small heaps around their roots. [Ellis 1976:31] 

Few historical records can be found about the early history of Keahuolū. However, in 1869, 
the land was described thus by David Kalākaua: 

This land is situated in the District of North Kona, bounded by the ahupua‘a of 
Lanihau (in Kailua) belonging to Prince Lunalilo on the Ka‘u side, and on the 
Kohala side, by Kealakehe, a government land and Honokohaniki belonging to 
Keelikolani. Keahuolu runs clear up to the mountains and includes a portion of 
nearly one half of Hualalai mountains. On the mountains the koa, kukui and ohia 
abounds in vast quantities. The upper land or inland is arable, and suitable for 
growing coffee, oranges, taro, potatoes bananas &c. Breadfruit trees grow wild as 
well as the Koli [kolī, castor-oil plant] oil seed. The lower land is adopted for 
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grazing cattle, sheep, goats, &c. The fishery is very extensive and a fine grove of 
cocoanut trees of about 200 to 300 grows on the beach. The flat land near the sea 
beach is composed chiefly of lava, but herbs and shrubbery grows on it and [it is] 
suitable for feed of sheep and goats. It is estimated at 15,000 to 20,000 acres or 
more. [cited in Donham 1990a: B-5] 

3.1.3 Mid- to late-1800s 
In 1848, Kamehameha III authorized the Māhele (lit. division), which defined the land 

interests of the king, the high-ranking chiefs, and the konohiki (landlords for the chiefs). The 
lands awarded to the chiefs and their konohiki were known as Konohiki Lands. In 1848, four 
resolutions were passed to protect the rights of the kama‘āina, the native tenants. The resolutions 
authorized the Land Commission to award fee simple title to native tenants for habitation and 
agricultural lands that were part of Crown Lands (lands reserved for the royal family), 
Government Lands (lands held by the government), or Konohiki Lands. The lands for the 
common people became known as kuleana (tenant) awards (Chinen 1958; Chinen 1961). 

At the time of the Māhele of 1848, the entire ahupua‘a of Keahuolū was awarded to Ane 
Keohokālole, who had held two walled houselots “from very ancient times” along the shore. 
Keohokālole was the granddaughter of Kame‘eiamoku, an important chief that supported 
Kamehameha I, and the wife of John Kuakini, the governor of Oahu in the early 19th century. 
She was also the mother of the future King David Kalākaua, the future Queen Kamaka‘eha Lydia 
Lili‘uokalani, William Pitt Leleiōhoku, and Miriam Likelike. Ane Keohokālole later sold 
portions of her 15,000-20,000-acre grant to the government and other parties, with the remainder 
being passed on to her heir, Lili‘uokalani. Emerson, a 19th century government surveyor, 
described the inland portion of Keahuolū (Reg. Map 1280, Figure 5) as “rough pahoehoe, little 
vegetation,” similar to descriptions of the dry and barren lands of Kekaha. David Kalākaua 
further described these kula (plains used for dryland agriculture) lands as suitable for livestock 
grazing (Donham 1990a). No kuleana claims were awarded in the inland portion (lower kula 
zone) of Keahuolū, and there is little historic information concerning traditional Hawaiian land 
use in the area. However, the archaeological record suggests that dry land agriculture in areas 
designated grazing land was once relatively intensive. 

The upper kula zone was historically the primary agricultural zone of the two ahupua‘a. 
Many kuleana claims were awarded for this area, with documentation indicating that dry land 
crops were grown here. The most common crop described in the claims was taro, with coffee and 
potatoes also mentioned. During the Māhele, few of these kuleana awards were granted; instead, 
these lands were generally awarded to the konohiki (lower chiefs and landlords), who used the 
lands for livestock grazing (Kelly 1983:67). 

Emerson described the boundary between the inland and upland forested areas in this 
transitional region as “lava covered with scattering forest and dense masses of ki [ti; Cordyline 
terminalis] root” (Kelly 1983:58). Lands below the forest edge were described as “rocks covered 
with grass” (Kelly 1983:58). Emerson estimated the forest edge boundary to be at 200-230-m 
(650-750-ft.) elevation in Keahuolū. 
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Figure 5. 1891 Emerson map of the Kailua Section of North Kona (RM 1280), showing the location of the project area 
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3.1.4 1900s to Present 
The population of the region continued to decline until around A.D. 1890, when the 

population of North Kona was 1,754 people. By 1900, the population had increased to 3,189 and 
continued to increase as people moved into the urban and suburban lands around Kailua-Kona. 

A sisal (Agave sisilana) mill was constructed in Keahuolū sometime during the late 1890s. 
Sisal was grown to make ropes and other fibers. The mill was located along the southern portion 
of the old Palani Road corridor at an elevation of approximately 130 m (430 ft.). Operating until 
1924, the mill was surrounded by sisal fields that covered an area of up to 1000-acres in 
Keahuolū and Kealakehe ahupua‘a (Jensen 1990). An area of concentrated sisal growth was 
located along a section of the old Palani Road at an elevation of approximately 180-m (600-ft.), 
which was believed to be at too high an elevation to be associated with the mill itself, though it 
may have been related to sisal transport operations (Donham 1990b). 

In 1909, Queen Lili‘uokalani executed a Deed of Trust, which established the legal and 
financial foundation of an institution dedicated to the welfare of orphaned Hawaiian children. 
She amended her Deed of Trust in 1911 to include destitute children. It states, “all the property 
of the Trust Estate…shall be used by the Trustees for the benefit of orphan and other destitute 
children in the Hawaiian Islands, the preference given to Hawaiian children of pure or part-
aboriginal blood.”  The lands of Keahuolu are part of this Trust Estate. Until recent years, the 
Keahuolu lands were in passive, agricultural uses. In the last 30+ years, the Queen Lili‘uokalani 
Trust has been developing its Keahuolu lands to generate income to support its charitable 
purpose, including programs provided statewide through the Queen Lili‘uokalani Children’s 
Centers. 

The 1978 U.S.G.S. orthophotograph (Figure 6) shows the extent of the rock quarry that 
encompasses nearly all of the current project area and a general lack of development in the 
vicinity of the project area. Efforts were undertaken to document our understanding that the rock 
quarry and access road were established in support of the construction of the Queen Ka‘ahumanu 
Highway and are less than fifty years old. We understand the landowner, Queen Lili‘uokalani 
Trust, has no knowledge of the origin of the quarry and quarry access road (personal 
communication Cary Kondo, Belt Collins 6/18/09). However, contractor Hiram Rivera of EM 
Rivera and Sons said the quarry was originally opened up in the early 1970s by Yamada and 
Sons for the initial first short leg of the Queen Ka‘ahumanu Highway (personal communication 
Cary Kondo, Belt Collins 6/18/09). We believe this adequately supports our understanding that 
the rock quarry and access road are less than fifty years old and do not constitute a historic site. 

In the last twenty years, the Queen Lili‘uokalani Trust has begun to develop the Keahuolū 
lands to generate revenue for their programs.  
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Figure 6. 1978 U.S. Geological Survey Orthophotoquad, Kailua and Keahole Point Quadrangles, 
showing the location of the project area 
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3.2 Previous Archaeological Research 
Previous archaeological studies conducted within the makai portion of Keahuolū Ahupua‘a 

are shown in Figure 7 and presented in Table 1. The following is a summary of these 
archaeological studies.  

Early archaeological investigations in the ahupua‘a of Keahuolū were focused on coastal 
ceremonial and habitation sites. In 1906, Stokes documented two heiau (places of worship), 
Kawaluna Heiau and Palihiolo Heiau, and two ko‘a (shrines), Halepa‘u Ko‘a and Maka‘eo Ko‘a, 
along the coast (Stokes and Dye 1991). There had been difficulty re-locating these sites in later 
studies as they may have been damaged or destroyed by the 1946 tsunami or during the 1948-
1950 runway construction of the Old Kona Airport. 

In 1930, John Reinecke conducted a survey of Hawaiian sites along the coast of Keahuolū. 
Reinecke noted the presence of numerous habitation platforms and petroglyphs (Reinecke 1930). 
Kenneth Emory (1970) indicates that Reinecke’s sites 10 to 24 are located in the Keahuolū area, 
consisting of 15 platforms, three house sites, four pens, three brackish water pools, two shelters, 
one enclosure, a papamū (stone on which the checker-like game, kōnane, was played), and 
several petroglyphs. 

In 1970, T. Stell Newman conducted an archaeological inspection of the Old Kona Airport, 
located along the Keahuolū coastline (Newman 1970). Newman assigned state site numbers to 
three historic properties: State Inventory of Historic Properties (SIHP) # 50-10-27-2000, a 
petroglyph concentration; SIHP # -2001, a papamu; and SIHP # -2002, a rectangular habitation 
enclosure and two slab-lined crypts. Newman also noted the presence of numerous “bait cups” or 
holes ground into the existing lava surface, an in-use cemetery, and the potential presence of 
numerous burials corresponding to filled-in lava cracks observed throughout the area. 

In 1973, Neighbor Island Consultants carried out a reconnaissance survey of the Old Kona 
Airport, located along the Keahuolū coastline (Neighbor Island Consultants 1973). 19 
archaeological features were identified, including: house sites, bait mortars, planting pits, lava 
cave shelters, enclosures, petroglyphs, and a number of burial sites. No state site numbers were 
assigned. 

In 1978, Archaeological Research Center Hawaii, Inc. (ARCH) conducted a large survey of 
coastal Keahuolū, extending from the shore mauka to Queen Ka‘ahumanu Highway (Ching 
1978). 50 historic properties (SIHP # 50-10-27-6499 to -6548) with 140 component features 
were identified. Identified historic properties included: salt pans along the coast, cave shelters, 
platforms, enclosures, ahu (cairn), pavements, petroglyphs, wells, and planting areas. It was 
noted that the majority of the identified historic properties were located along the coast and were 
in poor condition due to disturbance from high surf and tsunamis, and thus have very little 
excavation potential. Deviating from this pattern are the cave shelters which were believed to 
have a higher excavation potential. 
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Figure 7. Previous archaeological studies in the makai portion of Keahuolū Ahupua‘a 
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Table 1 Previous Archaeological Studies in Keahuolū Ahupua‘a 

Reference Project Location Report Type And Results 
(Stokes 1906); 
Stokes & Dye 1991 

Island of Hawai‘i Survey: Identified two heiau, Kawaluna Heiau and Palihiolo Heiau, and two ko‘a, 
Halepa‘u Ko‘a and Maka‘eo Ko‘a. 

Reinecke 1930 West Hawai‘i Survey: Identified 7 sites: Sites 8 through 14, including house platforms, small 
complexes encompassing enclosures and platforms, petroglyphs, and a possible 
fishing heiau. 

Newman 1970 Makai portion of Kona 
Airport 

Field Inspection: observed several sites, assigning 3 sites State numbers. 

Bevaqua 1972 a portion of Keahuolū Archaeological Reconnaissance Survey. 
Neighbor Island 
Consultants 1973 

Old Kona Airport Reconnaissance Survey: Identified 19 sites including planting pits, house sites, 
burials, and petroglyphs. 

Sinoto 1975a a proposed access road 
corridor at Keahuolū 

Archaeological Reconnaissance Survey identifying 7 sites (walls and enclosures). 

Ching 1978 987-acre parcel from the 
shore to Ka‘ahumanu 
Hwy 

Reconnaissance Survey: 50 sites identified consisting of: salt pans along the coast, 
cave shelters, platforms, enclosures, ahu (cairn), pavements, petroglyphs, wells, 
and planting areas. 

Rosendahl 1979 Three parcels adjacent to 
Queen Ka‘ahumanu Hwy 
and/or Palani Rd., 
Keahuolū Ahupua‘a 

Reconnaissance Survey: Thirteen features or feature complexes were recorded in 
the three parcels. Parcel 1 was later surveyed as the QLT 100-Acre KIS parcel 
(O'Hare & Rosendahl 1993); Parcel 2 is a section of the 1,100 acre QLT inventory 
survey parcel (Donham 1990b and others), and Parcel 3 covers the area between 
Palani Road and the Henry St. Extension area (Rosendahl 1993b and others). 

Estioko-Griffin & 
Lovelace 1980 

Old Kona Airport Reconnaissance Survey: 35 archaeological sites were identified. Identified sites 
varied in age (pre-contact, post-contact, and modern) and in form (enclosures, 
burials, lava shelter caves, bait mortars, walls, ahu, and petroglyphs). 

Folk 1980 Lili‘uokalani Trust 
Lands, coastal Keahuolu 

Archaeological Survey and Selective Subsurface Testing work at 21 sites. 
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Reference Project Location Report Type And Results 
Neller 1980 Old Kona Airport Beach 

Park, Keahuolū and 
Lanihau 

Archeological Reconnaissance documents an isolated burial find. 

Soehren 1983 Ten-acre parcel near the 
Queen Lili‘uokalani 
Village, Lanihau and 
Keahuolū Ahupua‘a 

Reconnaissance Survey of parcel; no sites were recorded in a 10-acre parcel at 
elevations of 240-300 m (800-1000 ft). 

Schilt 1984 Kuakini Highway 
Realignment Project - 26 
ahupua‘a in Kona 

Archaeological Study: 134 sites were found in the road corridor; two sites, a cairn 
and a modified outcrop, were recorded in Keahuolū. 

Rosendahl 1988 Ka‘ahumanu Plaza II 
Development Site 
Keahuolū, (TMK 3-7-4-
08: Por. 2) 

Archaeological Field Inspection documenting a stone walled enclosure understood 
as a cattle corral. 

Donham 1990a QLT Lands 1,100 acre 
parcel, Keahuolū 
Ahupua‘a 

Inventory Survey: 239 sites, comprising 1,810 features were recorded. The most 
common features types consisted of rock mounds, modified lava blisters and 
outcrops, and pāhoehoe excavation features. Other common features included 
small terraces, low platforms, enclosures, and rubble walls. Agricultural features 
accounted for 90% of all identified sites. 
 

Jensen 1990 Palani Road 
Improvement Project, 
Keahuolū Ahupua‘a 

Inventory Survey: 32 sites were recorded and four radiocarbon dates ranging from 
A.D. 1400-1640 to the present were determined. 

Smith & Yent 1990 Old Kona Airport Data Recovery: Identified 4 new sites within the current project area, including 
walls, paving and filled crevices. 
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Reference Project Location Report Type And Results 
Borthwick and 
Hammatt 1992a 

A Proposed Kealakehe 
Sewer Force Main and 
Waste Water Pumping 
Station, Kealakehe & 
Keahuolū TMK 7-5-
04:67, 7-5-05:07, 7-4-
08:02, 

Archaeological Assessment discussing ten previously identified sites and 4 new 
sites. 

Yent 1992 
(Nagata 1992) 

Canoe Halau Project, Old 
Kona Airport State 
Recreation Area, TMK 7-
7-05: por. 5 

Field Inspection: Identified 1 new sites, a petroglyph, within the current project 
area. 

Goodfellow and 
Walker 1993  

QLT Lands Palani Road 
Turning Lane, Keahuolū 
Ahupua‘a 

Field Inspection: Seventeen sites were recorded.                                                          
Data Recovery: Two sites, which were in danger of damage during construction of 
the Palani Turning Lane were tested. A human burial was found in one feature. 
Two radiocarbon dates, both ranging from about A.D. 1410-1955, were determined 
for an agricultural terrace.   

O’Hare & 
Rosendahl 1993 

QLT 100-acre parcel 
from Old Kona Airport to 
Queen Ka‘ahumanu Hwy. 

Inventory Survey: Eighteen historic properties were identified, including a section 
of the Māmalahoa Trail, one burial, modified outcrops, mounds, terraces, walls, 
ahu, filled depressions, pāhoehoe excavations, an enclosure, and a cave shelter. 

Rosendahl 1993a Keahuolū Reservoir Site, 
Keahuolū Ahupua‘a 

Field Inspection Five sites with 31 component features were recorded in two 
parcels in elevations from 509-524 m AMSL. The majority of the sites were 
determined to be agricultural features associated with the Kona Field System (see 
also Walker 1994 and Jensen & Head 1995). 

Rosendahl 1993b Henry Street Extension, 
Keahuolū and Lanihau 
Ahupua‘a 

Field Inspection, conducted along a proposed road corridor. Seven sites were 
identified; four were connected and were related to cattle ranching in the historic 
period. One tested temporary habitation platform at Site 50-10-28-19486 was dated 
to A.D. 1650-1955 (see also Wulzen et al. 1996 and Wulzen & Wolforth 1997). 
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Reference Project Location Report Type And Results 
O’Hare & Franklin 
1994 

QLT Lands Palani Road 
Turning Lane 

Inventory Survey: Two historic properties were identified: SIHP # 50-10-27-
19762, an agricultural complex containing modified outcrops, terraces, and a 
mound; and SIHP #50-10-27-19763, a burial mound. 

Walker 1994 Keahuolū Reservoir Site, 
Keahuolū Ahupua‘a 

Field Inspection: Five sites with 31 component features were recorded in two 
parcels in elevations from 509-524 m AMSL. The majority of the sites were 
determined to be agricultural features associated with the Kona Field System (see 
also Rosendahl 1993a and Jensen & Head 1995). 

Carpenter 1995 Old Kona Airport, 
Lanihau and Keahuolū 

State Parks Burial Recovery Report describing an estimated 24 burials revealed by 
high surf. 

Jensen & Head 
1995 

Keahuolū Reservoir Site, 
Keahuolū Ahupua‘a 

Inventory Survey: Five sites with 31 component features were recorded in two 
parcels in elevations from 509-524 m AMSL. The majority of the sites were 
determined to be agricultural features associated with the Kona Field System (see 
also Rosendahl 1993a and Walker 1994). 

Walsh & Hammatt 
1995 

New Queen Ka‘ahumanu 
Right-of-Way 

Inventory Survey: Seventeen historic properties were located, with one, the 
Māmalahoa Trail (Site 00002), recorded in Keahuolū Ahupua‘a. 

Wulzen et al. 1996 Henry Street Extension, 
Keahuolū and Lanihau 
Ahupua‘a 

Inventory Survey conducted along a proposed road corridor. Seven sites were 
identified; 4 were connected and were related to cattle ranching in the historic 
period. One tested temporary habitation platform at Site 50-10-28-19486 was dated 
to A.D. 1650-1955 (see also Rosendahl 1993b and Wulzen & Wolforth 1997). 

Wulzen & 
Wolforth 1997 

Henry Street Extension, 
Keahuolū and Lanihau 
Ahupua‘a 

Additional Subsurface Testing conducted along a proposed road corridor. Seven 
sites were identified; four were connected and were related to cattle ranching in the 
historic period. One tested temporary habitation platform at Site 50-10-28-19486 
was dated to A.D. 1650-1955 (see also Rosendahl 1993b and Wulzen et al. 1996). 

Henry et al. 1998 Palani Road Corridor, 
Keahuolū Ahupua‘a 

Inventory Survey: Thirty-five sites were relocated or newly identified.  
Radiocarbon dates for five features were determined, which suggested an initial 
use of the area for agriculture in A.D. 1410 to 1665.  

Corbin 2001 QLT Lands Block C, 
Keahuolū Ahupua‘a 

Data Recovery at two sites first identified by Donham (1990a): 188 features were 
identified at the two sites and 16 test units were excavated. Three radiocarbon 
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Reference Project Location Report Type And Results 
dates of A.D. 1400-1640, A.D. 1490-1900, and A.D. 1660-1950 were determined 
for the sites. 

Tulchin & 
Hammatt 2002 

Kealaka‘a Street 
Realignment Project, 
Keahuolū Ahupua‘a 

Archaeological Assessment confirmed the location of three previously identified 
sites within the 100 ft. wide grubbing limits of the proposed road corridor. These 
were Site 50-10-27-13244 (kerbstone trail), Site 50-10-27-13246 Feature A 
(roadbed), and Site 50-10-27-13248 (wall). 

Madeus et al. 2004 3-Acre Parcel, Keahuolū 
(Kona Fire Station) TMK 
(3) 7-4-008:027 

Archaeological Assessment identified no new sites but describes SIHP 50-10-28-
23,798. 

Perzinski et al. 
2004 

Verizon Office 
Subdivision Project 
(TMK 3-7-4-8:20) 

Archaeological Inventory Survey: One habitation site (SIHP # 50-10-28-23,798) 
with three features a platform with an adjoining terrace and two modified outcrops. 

Cleghorn 2007 Māmalahoa Trail (Site 
50-10-27-02) in the 
vicinity of Makala Blvd. 
and the Queen 
Ka‘ahumanu Highway 

Damage Assessment Report assessing modest damage to Māmalahoa Trail. 

Hammatt and 
Shideler 2007 

Māmalahoa Trail (SIHP 
#50-10-27-002) in the 
Vicinity of Makala 
Boulevard and the Queen 
Ka‘ahumanu Highway, 
Keahuolū 

Documentation of Damage Report assessing modest damage to Māmalahoa Trail. 

Hammatt et al. 
2008 

Māmalahoa Trail in the 
Vicinity of Makala 
Boulevard and the Queen 
Ka‘ahumanu Highway, 
Keahuolū 

Mitigation Implementation Report documenting modest re-construction efforts at 
Māmalahoa Trail. 
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In 1980, State Parks archaeologists conducted a reconnaissance survey of the Old Kona 
Airport area (Estioko-Griffin and Lovelace 1980). 35 archaeological sites were identified. 
Identified sites varied in age (pre-contact, post-contact, and modern) and in form (enclosures, 
burials, lava shelter caves, bait mortars, walls, ahu, and petroglyphs). Limited subsurface testing 
revealed the presence of a cultural layer containing evidence of both pre- and post-contact land 
use. Based on the results of the reconnaissance, an intensive survey including accurate locational 
information, site mapping and subsurface testing was recommended for the Old Kona Airport 
area (Estioko-Griffin and Lovelace 1980). 

In 1984, the Bishop Museum completed archaeological investigations for the Kuakini 
Highway Realignment Corridor, which extended for 3.1-miles southeast from the junction of 
Palani Road and Queen Ka‘humanu Highway in Keahuolū, through 29 ahupua‘a eventually 
terminating just mauka of the Kilohana subdivision in the ahupua‘a of Holua Loa (Schilt 1984). 
A total of 134 historic properties, comprised of 455 features, were recorded. Two historic 
properties were located in Keahuolū Ahupua‘a (D10-23, D10-24), a cairn and a modified 
outcrop. No cultural material was observed during subsurface testing of the cairn (D10-23).  

In 1990, Paul H. Rosendahl, Ph.D., Inc. (PHRI) completed an archaeological inventory survey 
for the Queen Lili‘uokalani Trust Property, which includes all of the land within and in the 
vicinity of the current project area (Donham 1990a). The approximately 1,100-acre study parcel 
was located on the east side of Queen Ka‘ahumanu Highway and included all lands between 
Palani Road to the south and the Keahuolū / Kealakehe boundary to the north. A total of 239 
historic properties, including 1,810 features, were located within the study area. The most 
common features types consisted of rock mounds, modified lava blisters and outcrops, and 
pāhoehoe excavation features. Other common features included small terraces, low platforms, 
enclosures, and rubble walls. Agricultural features accounted for 90% of identified sites. No 
historic properties were identified within the current project area during the 1990 archaeological 
inventory survey (Figure 8).  

In 1993, PHRI completed an archaeological inventory survey of a 100-acre parcel located 
between the Old Kona Airport and Queen Ka‘ahumanu Highway (O’Hare and Rosendahl 1993). 
Eighteen historic properties were identified, including a section of the Māmalahoa Trail, one 
burial, modified outcrops, mounds, terraces, walls, ahu, filled depressions, pahoehoe 
excavations, an enclosure, and a cave shelter. The documented historic properties have the 
following functions: agriculture, habitation, burial interment, transportation, quarry, and marker. 
No further work was recommended for 12 of the 18 historic properties, with data recovery 
recommended for 4 of the 18 historic properties. Additionally, the Māmalahoa Trail was 
recommended for data recovery followed by preservation with interpretive development, and 
SIHP -18511, a burial, was recommended for preservation in place. 

In 1994, PHRI completed an archaeological inventory survey of a 25-m by 20-m area 
bounded by Palani Road to the south and Midlevel Road to the west (O’Hare and Franklin 1994). 
Two historic properties were identified: SIHP #50-10-28-19762, an agricultural complex 
containing modified outcrops, terraces, and a mound; and SIHP # 50-10-28-19763, a burial 
mound. The burial observed at SIHP # -19763 was left in place and incorporated into an 
archaeological preserve. 
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Figure 8. Overlay of present project area on the Donham 1990a site map (the locations of sites should be understood as only 
approximate) 
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In 1995, Cultural Surveys Hawai‘i (CSH) conducted an archaeological inventory survey of a 
corridor along the Queen Ka‘ahumanu Highway from Kalaoa Ahupua‘a at the north end to 
Keahuolū Ahupua‘a at the south end (Walsh and Hammatt 1995). Seventeen historic properties 
were located, with one, the Māmalahoa Trail (Site 00002), recorded in Keahuolū Ahupua‘a. 

In 2003, CSH conducted an archaeological inventory survey of an approximately 3-acre area 
in support of the Verizon Hawai‘i Kona Office Subdivision Project (Perzinski et al. 2003). One 
historic property was identified: SIHP # 50-10-28-23798, a habitation/agricultural complex 
consisting of a platform with an adjoining terrace, and two modified outcrops. Subsurface testing 
revealed the presence of charcoal and unidentified fish bone. No further work was recommended 
for the site. 

3.3 Background Summary and Predictive Model 
The current project area lies within the lower portion of the kula zone. According to Schilt 

(1984), the kula zone in Keahuolū was probably not used for agriculture until about A.D. 1550-
1650, although caves in the area could have been used for temporary habitation before this time. 
Permanent habitations would probably not be found in this area before the early post-contact 
period. Agricultural mounds, terraces, and walls, all features typical for the Kona Field System, 
would be expected to be dominant in this area. Temporary habitation features associated with 
agricultural complexes, possibly dated to A.D. 1600-1778, would also be expected in the area. 
Due to the characterization of soil deposition in the area, significant subsurface deposits of 
cultural materials, which are not associated with surface features, are not expected. Ranching 
features would be associated with post-contact use of the area. Finally, it is expected that the 
remaining features in the kula area of Keahuolū represent only a small portion of the pre-contact 
and early post-contact features that once dotted the landscape. As early as the 1980s, Schilt 
(1984) noted that extensive bulldozing in this portion of the ahupua‘a had altered the landscape 
and destroyed many of the former features. Furthermore, the project area is located almost 
entirely within the footprint of a former rock quarry. Previous quarrying activity, which 
generally involved extensive excavation and grading, has likely destroyed or significantly 
impacted any historic properties that may have existed within the current project area. 
Background research and previous archaeological studies indicate that no historic properties will 
be identified within the current project area.  
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Section 4    Results of Fieldwork 
The fieldwork component of this archaeological assessment was accomplished between May 

27 and May 28, 2009 by four CSH archaeologists, Trevor Yucha, B.S., Douglas Thurman, B.A., 
Nifae Hunkin, B.A., and Carlin Jones, B.S., under the overall supervision of Hallett H. Hammatt, 
Ph.D. (principal investigator). The fieldwork required approximately 8 person-days to complete. 

No historic properties were identified within the approximately 24-acre project area. The 
proposed base yard portion of the project area consisted of large areas of level grading 
overgrown with exotic grasses and koa haole (Figure 9). Intermittent piles, mounds, and terraces 
constructed of bulldozer push were identified throughout the graded area (Figure 10 and Figure 
11). These push piles generally consisted of loose sorted basalt cobbles to large boulders 
intermixed with grubbed vegetation and modern historic trash. In some instances, these push 
piles vaguely mimicked archaeological sites, but upon close inspection exhibited clear signs of 
bulldozer scarring and bruising (Figure 12).  

The proposed base yard access road portion of the project area is located within the footprint 
of the former quarry access road. The proposed access road corridor consisted of a leveled and 
compacted grade sparsely overgrown with exotic grasses and bulldozer push piles along the 
edges of the former quarry access road (Figure 13 and Figure 14). The former quarry access road 
has been truncated by the steep slope cut adjacent to the Kmart parking lot to the southwest 
(Figure 15). The proposed base yard access road diverts from the former quarry access road at 
this point and continues along the edge of the steep slope cut adjacent to the northern end of the 
Kmart parking lot (Figure 16). This portion of the proposed base yard access road has also been 
bulldozed and graded to the northern end of Makala Boulevard.    
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Figure 9. Overview of the proposed base yard portion of the project area showing level grading, 
view to west 

 

 

Figure 10. Bulldozer push piles near the northwest corner of the project area, view to west 
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Figure 11. Overview of the project area showing extent of grading and bulldozer push piles, view 
to southwest 

 

 

Figure 12. View of a linear bulldozer push pile vaguely mimicking an archaeological site, view 
to north 
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Figure 13. View of the former quarry access road, view to east 

 

 

Figure 14. Bulldozer push piles along the edge of the former quarry access road, view to 
southwest 
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Figure 15. View of the truncated western end of the former quarry access road marked by pink 
flagging tape, view to southeast 

 

 

Figure 16. Overview of the westernmost portion of the proposed base yard access road along the 
slope adjacent to the Kmart parking lot, view to northwest
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Section 5    Project Effect and Mitigation Recommendations 

5.1 Project Effect 
No historic properties were identified within the approximately 24-acre project area. 

Excavation and grading related to the previous rock quarry likely destroyed or severely impacted 
any surface or subsurface historic properties that may have existed within the project area. 
Contractor Hiram Rivera of EM Rivera and Sons said the quarry was originally opened up in the 
early 1970s by Yamada and Sons for the initial first short leg of the Queen Ka‘ahumanu 
Highway (personal communication Cary Kondo, Belt Collins 6/18/09). We believe this 
adequately supports our understanding that the rock quarry and access road are less than fifty 
years old and do not constitute a historic site. Consequently, CSH's effect recommendation for 
the proposed project is "no historic properties affected." 

5.2 Mitigation Recommendations 
No historic preservation mitigation measures are recommended for the proposed project and 

no further archaeological work is warranted. If, in the unlikely event, that intact cultural 
resources are encountered during the course of development activities, all work in the immediate 
area should stop and SHPD/DLNR should be promptly notified. 
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ABSTRACT 
 

At the request of the Queen Lili‘uokalani Trust and Belt Collins Hawai‘i, Pacific Legacy, Inc. 
conducted an archaeological inventory survey of an approximate 300 meter long by 100 meter 
wide section of the proposed Ane Keohokālole Highway Corridor adjacent to Palani Road in 
the ahupua‘a of Keahuolū [TMK: (3) 7-4-20:010], district of North Kona, island of Hawai‘i.  The 
proposed highway extends for approximately 3.0 miles northward from Palani Road to Hina 
Lani Street. 
 
The archaeological investigations within the southern 300 meters of the proposed Highway 
Corridor resulted in the recording of 23 archaeological sites with 159 component features.  Eight 
sites and portions of eight additional sites are located in the project’s Area of Potential Effect or 
APE.   
 
Site density in the highway corridor is extremely high.  The vast majority of these 
archaeological features are low stone walls, stone mounds, and modified outcrops, which 
appear to be related to intensive traditional agricultural practices in the area.  Associated with 
these agricultural features are seven sites with 12 individual features that appear to be 
habitation related structures.  These features include stone faced platforms, terraces and stone 
walled enclosures, as well as a large natural sinkhole and associated lava tubes that show 
evidence of traditional occupation. 
 
A program of archaeological testing was carried out as part of the archaeological inventory 
survey.  The testing program had two goals: (1) to determine if human burials were present 
within the corridor; and (2) to test a sample of features whose function was uncertain and where 
there was the potential to recover datable material, as well as artifact and midden samples to 
determine the chronology of land use in the area, and the types of activities taking place.  
Archaeological testing and screening was conducted at nine archaeological sites within the 
APE.  No human remains were found in any of the excavations.  Testing yielded significant 
amounts of artifact and midden material, suggesting that the area was occupied on a permanent 
basis.  Radiocarbon samples provided dates which suggest that settlement in the project area 
extended from the mid AD 1500s to about AD 1800. 
 
In order to better evaluate the archaeological resources within the road corridor, a 
reconnaissance survey was conducted in the adjacent 25 acre Archaeological Preserve Area.  
The density of sites in this parcel is phenomenal.  Thirty large and very visible sites were 
recorded.  These include stone walled enclosures, lava tubes, platforms, and terraces.  Most of 
the 30 sites are associated with habitation, with at least two sites that appears to be ceremonial 
in nature and may represent small heiau or field shrines.  Several possible burial monuments 
were encountered.  In addition to these conspicuous features, the Preserve Area was found to 
contain literally hundreds of low stone walls, stone mounds and modified outcrops, indicating 
that the agricultural system documented within the corridor is also present within the 
Archaeological Preserve Area.   
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The 23 sites located in the Highway Corridor appear to be significant solely for their 
information content (Criterion D as defined in 36 CFR §60.4 of the National Historic 
Preservation Act of 1966).  The 30 sites examined in the Archaeological Preserve Area appear to 
be significant for their information content and 9 of the sites are also significant based upon 
multiple criteria. 
 
It is clear that the construction of the Ane Keohokālole Highway will have an adverse impact 
upon the archaeological resources located within the Highway Corridor APE.  Since these sites 
appear to be significant solely for their information content, this adverse effect can be mitigated 
by conducting data recovery excavations at selected sites and features within the corridor.  The 
loss of the Highway Corridor sites could be additionally offset by undertaking more detailed 
recording of the sites within the Archaeological Preserve Area and by developing that area into 
an interpretive preserve, whereby the information obtained from the data recovery excavations 
in the APE is used to interpret the sites within the Archaeological Preserve Area. 
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1.0 INTRODUCTION 
 
At the request of the Queen Lili‘uokalani Trust and Belt Collins Hawai‘i, Pacific Legacy, Inc. 
conducted an archaeological inventory survey of an approximate 300 meter long by 100 meter 
wide section of the proposed Ane Keohokālole Highway Corridor adjacent to Palani Road in 
the ahupua‘a of Keahuolū (TMK: (3) 7-4-20:010), District of North Kona, Island of Hawai‘i 
(Figure 1).  The proposed highway extends for approximately 3.0 miles northward from Palani 
Road to Hina Lani Street.  This survey involved the identification and documentation of all 
surface archaeological features within the approximate 300 meter section of the Highway 
Corridor.  Once the recording and mapping of features had been completed, several features 
were tested, to determine whether they contained subsurface cultural material or human 
remains.   
 
Following completion of the inventory survey of the Highway Corridor, Pacific Legacy also 
conducted an archaeological reconnaissance survey of the adjacent Archaeological Preserve 
Area located immediately west of the proposed Highway Corridor (Figure 1).  The 
reconnaissance survey of the Preserve was undertaken to provide a comparative view of the 
archaeological features within the surrounding area in order to better assess the significance of 
the sites located within the Highway Corridor. 
 
A total of five weeks in April and May 2009, with a crew of four to six archaeologists, were 
spent on the investigations reported herein.  Three weeks were spent describing, mapping, and 
recording the resources in the Highway Corridor, one week was spent conducting the 
reconnaissance survey of the Archaeological Preserve Area up to the Wall of Kuakini, then one 
week was spent conducting test excavations within the corridor.  Subsequent to the initial 
reconnaissance of the Preserve, the survey was extended to include that area to the north of the 
Kuakini Wall, between it and the northern boundary of the Preserve as delineated in Hawai‘i 
County zoning maps.  The work was conducted under the overall supervision of Principal 
Investigator Paul Cleghorn, Ph.D.  Field work was supervised by Rowland Reeve, M.A.   
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2.0 PROJECT BACKGROUND 
 
2.1 PROJECT AREA 
 
The proposed Ane Keohokālole Highway Corridor begins at the intersections of Palani Road 
and Henry Street and extends north to connect with the Kealakehe Parkway.  It runs through 
Queen Lili‘uokalani Trust lands in the ahupua‘a of Keahuolū.  The Area of Potential Effect (APE) 
for the southern portion of the Highway Corridor is 150 feet wide.  Equipment parking will be 
within the APE, and the Construction base yard will be located at the Northern end of the 
Highway Corridor.  In order to insure that the entire width of the APE for the highway was 
adequately covered, the inventory survey project area was set up to include an approximate 300 
meter long by 100 meter wide section at the southern end of the proposed Highway Corridor, 
adjacent to Palani Road (Figure 1).  The project area is located in the ahupua‘a of Keahuolū 
[TMK: (3) 7-4-020:010], District of North Kona, Island of Hawai‘i. 
 
In addition to the Highway Corridor project area, this report deals with an approximately 25 
acre land area located immediately west of the Corridor.  This Archaeological Preserve Area is 
roughly bounded to the south by Palani Road, to the west by Kamaka‘eha Avenue, to the north 
by the Hawai‘i County zoning boundary for the Preserve, and to the east by the proposed 
Highway Corridor. 
 
 
2.2 PROJECT HISTORY 
 
During an archaeological survey of portions of Keahuolū conducted in 1990 (Donham 1990), a 
high concentration of archaeological sites was discovered in the area adjacent to the northern 
terminus of the Great Wall of Kuakini.  Due to the substantial number of sites present and the 
limited time available for the survey, the archaeological remains within this area were only 
roughly identified and briefly described.  The understanding at that time was that this 
particular area would be the subject of a future inventory level survey to more accurately locate 
and record all of the archaeological features present.  It was also decided that this area would be 
set aside as an Archaeological Preserve and the sites within it protected.  The planned 
archaeological inventory survey of the Preserve was never undertaken.   
 
The proposed Ane Keohokālole Highway Corridor cuts through the eastern (inland; mauka) 
edge of the area of dense archaeological sites initially identified in 1990.  During planning for 
the proposed highway it became apparent that the existing surveys of the sites within this 
stretch of the corridor was inadequate.  For this reason, Pacific Legacy was contracted to 
conduct an archaeological inventory survey of this section of the corridor.  To better assess the 
significance of the discoveries made during this inventory survey, Pacific Legacy was also 
contracted to conduct a reconnaissance survey of the area immediately west of the highway.  
This survey property covers the area of densest archaeological remains as identified by the 1990 
survey.  An examination of this approximately 25 acre area would provide some context for the 
sites within the Highway Corridor and provide a more accurate assessment of their relative 
significance.  
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Figure 1. Location of the Highway Corridor Project Area and adjacent Preserve Area. 
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2.3 ENVIRONMENTAL SETTING 
 
The area covered by both surveys rests on the lower slopes of the volcanic peak of Hualālai 
(between roughly 200 and 280 feet in elevation) on the drier leeward side of the island of 
Hawai‘i.  The rainfall level in this area is approximately 750 millimeters (29.5 inches) a year.  
The underlying geology consists of pāhoehoe lava flows (rLW) with some small areas of ‘a‘ā lava 
(rLV) (Sato et al. 1973: Map 85).  Two adjacent east to west running flows were noted during the 
surveys.  The southern portion of both project areas is covered by what appears to be an older 
pāhoehoe flow where a substantial amount of soil has developed.  Toward the north, this older 
flow is covered by a noticeably more recent flow.  The U.S. Geological Survey Geologic Map of 
the State of Hawai‘i shows two flows in this area, though the location of their boundary does 
not exactly match that noted on the ground.  The more southern flow depicted (Qh) is greater 
than 11,000 years in age.  The northern flow (Qh2) is between 1,500 and 3,000 years old (Wolfe 
and Morris 1996).  The older flow is recognizable as an area of relatively thick (15 to 30 
centimeters) soil with scattered outcroppings of pāhoehoe bedrock.  This soil belong to the 
Punalu‘u Series of extremely rocky peat (rPYD) (Sato et al. 1973: Map 85).  It occupies those 
portions of the project areas closest to Palani Road.  The more recent lava flow that covers the 
northern portions of the project areas is characterized by stretches of exposed pāhoehoe lava with 
little if any soil.  The boundary between the two flows runs roughly northeast to southwest 
(mauka to makai).  Within the proposed Highway Corridor the flow boundary is located 
approximately 200 meters north of Palani Road.  As one moves west and down slope into the 
Archaeological Preserve Area, however, the newer flow stretches further south until it almost 
intersects the junction of Palani Road and Kamaka‘eha Avenue.   
 
The presence of these two distinct geologic substrates and their associated soils has had a 
marked effect on the vegetation of this region.  In the area of the older flow, the dominant 
vegetation consists of an open thicket of koa haole (Leucaena leucocephala) trees with occasionally 
larger kiawe (Prosopis pallida) trees and native alahe‘e (Psydrax odorata) trees.  The ground cover is 
chest high California grass (Brachiaria mu) (Figure 2) with occasional smaller shrubs and in some 
rocky areas a covering of airplant (Kalanchoe pinnatatica).  On the newer flow the vegetation is 
still quite dense, but more varied in its composition with occasional kiawe (Prosopis pallida) and 
Christmas berry (Schinus terebinthifolius) trees dominating a somewhat higher understory of koa 
haole (Leucaena leucocephala), lantana (Lantana camara), Jamaica vervain (Stachytarpheta 
jamaicensis), carrion flower (Stapelia gigantean), and other introduced shrubs.  Isolated noni 
(Morinda citrifolia) trees grow out of blisters and crevices in the lava.  There is almost no grass on 
the newer flows.  This shift in vegetation makes it possible to easily trace the limit of the newer 
flow. 
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Figure 2. Vegetation in the southern portion of the Highway Corridor survey area.
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2.4 ANTICIPATED SURVEY FINDINGS 
 
The 1990 inventory survey identified a high concentration of archaeological sites in the area 
adjacent to the northern terminus of the Great Wall of Kuakini.  The presence of this relatively 
dense concentration of sites within an area of older lava flow possessing a substantial deposit of 
soil suggested that these sites were most likely related to some form of upland agricultural 
activity.  Early historic accounts (see Section 3.2) mention the presence of extensive inland 
agricultural fields on the slopes above the village of Kailua, Kona, and previous archaeological 
research within the Kona area has documented the remains of field walls and other agriculture 
related structures throughout the upland area (Kirch 1985:228).  Although the sites recorded by 
the 1990 survey as being located within or near the highway corridor were not described in 
detail, the range of structural types documented included platforms, terraces and walls.  The 
recorded sizes of some of the platforms and terraces indicated that they were large enough to 
have served as the foundations of habitation structures.  Based upon this range of evidence, it 
was anticipated that the archaeological inventory survey of the highway corridor would reveal 
a range of agricultural features, possibly including field walls and planting/clearance mounds.  
The remnants of residential structures, including stone faced platforms and terraces, were 
expected to be found scattered within and between the agricultural features.    
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3.0 HISTORIC BACKGROUND 
 
3.1 PRE-CONTACT PERIOD 
 
The ahupua‘a of Keahuolū is located just north of the traditional political and religious center of 
Kailua Bay, which was one of the residence areas of the high chiefs of Hawai‘i Island.  Its 
coastline was well settled and early investigations by John F. G. Stokes indicate that it was the 
location of at least two heiau (temples) and one ko‘a (fishing shrine) (Stokes 1991:40-42).  
Relatively little is directly known of upland Keahuolū as it existed in the pre-Contact period.  
However, some idea of its traditional settlement pattern can be gained from the accounts of 
missionaries and other Westerners who visited Kona in the early post-Contact period. 
  
3.2 EARLY HISTORIC PERIOD 
 
A good picture of the environs around Kailua, Kona as they existed in the early historic period 
can be gained from the writings of Reverend William Ellis, an English missionary who 
accompanied a group of American Protestant missionaries on a tour of the Island of Hawaii in 
1823.  The group spent two months making a circuit of the island, beginning in Kailua, Kona 
and traveling counter-clockwise around the coast.  In one of his early passages, Ellis describes 
the coastal area of Kona, which he refers to as the “Suburbs of Kailua.” 
 

The houses, which are neat, are generally built on the sea-shore, shaded with cocanut and 
kou trees, which greatly enliven the scene.  
 
The environs were cultivated to a considerable extent in every direction.  Small gardens 
were seen among the barren rocks on which the houses are built, wherever soil could be 
found sufficient to nourish the sweet potato, the water melon, or even a few plants of 
tobacco, which in many places seemed to be growing literally in the fragments of lava, 
collected in small heaps around their roots (Ellis 1917:47-48). 

 
He then goes on to describe a walking trip taken by three of his fellow missionaries from Kailua 
“towards the mountains, to visit the high and cultivated parts of the district.” 
 

After travelling over the lava for about a mile, the hollows in the rocks began to be filled 
with a light brown soil; and about half a mile further, the surface was entirely covered 
with a rich mould, formed by decayed vegetation and decomposed lava.  
 
Here they enjoyed the agreeable shade of bread-fruit and ohia trees [Ellis is referring here 
to the ‘ōhi‘a ‘ai, the mountain apple (Eugenia malaccensis), rather than the ‘ōhi‘a lehua 
(Metrosideros polymorpha), for he describes its “beautifully red pulpy fruit”.]… 
 
 The path now lay through a beautiful part of the country, quite a garden compared with 
that through which they had passed, on first leaving the town.  It was generally divided 
into small fields, about fifteen rods square, fenced with low stone walls, made of the 
fragments of lava which had been gathered from the surface of the enclosures.  These 
fields were planted with bananas, sweet potatoes, mountain taro, tapa trees [wauke 
(paper mulberry, Broussonetia papyrifera)], melons and sugar-cane, flourishing luxuriantly 
in every direction.  
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Having travelled about three or four miles through this delightful region, and passed 
several valuable pools of fresh water, they arrived at the thick woods, which extends 
several miles up the sides of the lofty mountain that rises immediately behind Kairua 
(Ellis 1917:48). 
 

Ellis’ description of the lands lying between the breadfruit zone and the thick woods matches 
well with the archaeological landscape encountered within the present survey areas.  Captain 
Charles Wilkes described it as the area in which, “taro is cultivated with success” (Wilkes 
1845:95).  In her analysis of traditional land use in Kona, Marion Kelly identifies this vegetation 
zone as the ‘āpa‘a (Kelly 1983:50).  It appears to be the zone of most intense cultivation.   
 
This intensely cultivated area can be seen clearly in a copperplate etching entitled “View of the 
Country Back Of Kailua,” which appears to have been based on a sketch drawn around 1840 by 
Miss Persis Goodale Thurston, daughter of a missionary stationed in Kona (Kelly 1983:61, 
Figure 36).  The print shows a scattered band of trees, which may be breadfruit, and upslope of 
them a rough patchwork pattern of walled fields laid across the landscape.  Inland of this 
cultivated area are dense woods.  This view depicts a part of Kona located a relatively short 
distance south of our survey area. 
 
3.2.1 Great Wall of Kuakini 
The largest and most dominant feature of the archaeological landscape within the Keahuolū 
Archaeological Preserve is the Great Wall of Kuakini.  This high and well constructed stone wall 
extends for approximately 5.6 miles (c. 9.0 kilometers), stretching from the ahupua‘a of Kahalu‘u 
in the south to the ahupua‘a of Keahuolū in the north.  It runs roughly parallel to, but inland of, 
the coast.  The wall is named for Kaluaikonahale (John Adams) Kiiapalaoku Kuakini, who 
served as the second Royal Governor of Hawai‘i Island from 1820 to his death in 1844, and 
would appear to have been constructed at some time during his governorship.  The Kuakini 
Wall was not known by that name until after 1855.  Prior to that it was generally referred to by 
surveyors as the Great Wall or the Great Stone Wall (Kelly 1983:76). 
 
The Kuakini Wall is generally believed to have been built as a barrier to keep the free-ranging 
cattle and other livestock that grazed the upper slopes of Hualālai from ravaging the coastal 
settlements and garden areas (Kelly 1983:75).  However, Reverend Albert S. Baker, writing in 
1915, described it as “the huge stone wall built in Kuakini’s time to keep pigs from the 
cultivated lands above” (Baker 1915:83-84).  Several land claims made in the 1840s preface the 
descriptions of the properties with the words “mauka of the papipi,” which can be translated as 
“inland of the cattle wall” (Kelly 1983:52).  This appears to be a reference to the Kuakini Wall, 
and suggests it was indeed a boundary set up against the predation of cattle.   
 
3.2.2 Māhele 
At the time of the 1848 Māhele ‘Āina (land division), which put an end to traditional system of 
land tenure and ushered in private ownership of property, the entire ahupua‘a of Keahuolū was 
awarded to the chiefess Ane Keohokālole (d. 1857) (Land Court Award 8452: Apana 12; Royal 
Patient 6851) (Wong-Smith 1990:B3).  This ali‘i was the great-granddaughter of Kame‘eiamoku, 
one of the major war chiefs who assisted Kamehameha I in conquering and uniting the islands.  
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Just as her great-grandfather had played an important role in helping Kamehameha I establish 
the kingdom of Hawai‘i, Ane Keohokālole’s offspring were to play an even more significant 
role, both in its continuation and its close.  Among the children born to Ane Keohokālole and 
her husband Kapa‘akea were David Kalākaua, who became the 7th king of Hawai‘i, and Lydia 
Kamaka‘eha Lili‘uokalani who succeeded her brother as its 8th and final ruler.  Ane 
Keohokālole’s youngest daughter, Miriam Likelike, was herself the mother of Princess Ka‘iulani 
who was proclaimed heir apparent to the throne in 1891 and would have become the 9th ruler if 
the kingdom had not been overthrown in 1893.   
 
Although Ane Keohokālole was granted title to the entire ahupua‘a, there were existing tenants 
who resided and cultivated land within Keahuolū.  Some of these filed claims with The Board of 
Commissioners to Quiet Land Titles and were granted kuleana lands (Wong Smith 1990: B-4).  
Five of the six Land Court Award Claims granted in Keahuolū (L.C.A. 7351 to Kahuanui, L.C.A. 
8012 to Apiki, L.C.A. 10198 Hailewalewa, L.C.A. 10303 Maa, and L.C.A. 10345 to Naalualu) 
were located mauka of the Upper Government Road (now the Māmalahoa Highway) along the 
border with the ahupua‘a of Lanihau.  All of these parcels contained several cultivated kīhāpai 
(small gardens or fields, Pukui and Elbert: 1971:136).  The crops mention in the testimonies 
related to these claims included both kalo (taro) and ‘uala (sweet potatoes) (Wong Smith 1990: B-
4).  These garden areas are located much further mauka than the present survey areas, in a 
portion of the ahupua‘a which at that time would have been forested. 
 
 
3.3 LATER HISTORIC PERIOD 
 
In 1875 a map was drafted of the “Ahupuaa Keahuolu in N. Kona Hawaii” (Brown 1875).   This 
map appears to have been based upon a survey undertaken by J. B. Brown.  Brown’s map 
provides a rough picture of the vegetation zones within the ahupua‘a as they existed in the late 
19th century (the central section of this map is shown in Figure 3).  The lower portion of the 
map, from the coast to the “Lower Road to Kailua,” is labeled “Barren Pahoehoe.”  This barren 
lava stretches up to a point half way between the lower road and the “Mauka Govt 
[government] Road.”  Here, near a small roughly north to south running “Trail to Kailua,” are 
marked scattered trees.  These trees increase in density as one moves inland until, just below the 
mauka road they are identified as a “Kukui Grove.”   
 
Along the boundaries of the ahupua‘a are marked a series of survey points.  These survey points 
have been labeled with distinguishing names.  It was usual for such names to denote either a 
known place name or a physical feature that served to mark the point, such as a rock or a 
specific type of tree.  Just inland of the lower road the majority of survey points are labeled 
either with a place name (“Puunahaha” and “Puuohulihuli”) or by “Rock” or “Rock mkd x” 
(some have “Rock mkd” with another letter designation).  One, however, also carries the name 
“Wainaina” which is an intensification of the word waina, meaning a place with water (Pukui 
and Elbert: 351).  Another is labeled “Kakoi.”  Interestingly, kāko‘i means to make adzes or an 
adze maker (Pukui and Elbert: 1971:112).  A fourth survey point, located adjacent to the trail, is 
identified as “Lapawila,” which may be lapauila or lapauwila, meaning doorposts (Pukui and 
Elbert: 179), and may possibly denote a gate in the trail.  Two survey points are labeled 
“Ahupohaku,” which could be translated as a stone mound or altar.     
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Figure 3. Central section of the 1875 map of Keahuolū ahupua‘a (from Brown 1875). 
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Within the “Kukui Grove” to the south of the “Mauka Govt Road,” several of the survey 
boundary markers are labeled “Kukui mkd,” indicating that a kukui (Aleurites mouccana) tree 
had been used as the feature on which the point was taken.  Further inland, above the mauka 
government road, these points are labeled with the names of other forest trees such as “Opiko” 
(‘ōpiko or kōpiko, Psychotria mariniana), “Ohia” (‘ōhi‘a lehua, Metrosideros polymorpha) or “Koa” 
(koa, Acacia koa).  These are all higher elevation forest trees, and suggest a change in the 
vegetation to a more upland rainforest.  
 
In 1880, government surveyor J. S. Emerson drafted a map of the general Kona area (Emerson 
1880).  A sketch from his field notebook helps to clarify this map (Emerson n.d.).  It shows the 
“Remains of Old Govt. Road Trail to Honokoau,” which probably corresponds to Brown’s 
“Lower Road to Kailua” and marks the route of the old Māmalahoa Trail.  Today the route of 
the Māmalahoa Trail is roughly followed by the Queen Ka‘ahumanu Highway.  Makai of this 
road, the land is covered in “Old Pahoehoe.”  Mauka of the road are “old flows” and “Rocks 
covered with long grass.” Further inland is the “Mail Carriers Trail,” which may correspond to 
the “Trail to Kailua” on Brown’s map.  Just above it is a line marking the “Commencement of 
Forest.”  The area upslope of this line is labeled “Lava Covered with Scattered Forest and dense 
masses of Ki [ti (cordyline fruticosa or kī in Hawaiian] Root.”  Further inland still runs the “Upper 
Govt. Road,” which roughly corresponds to the present Māmalahoa Highway.  
 
The route of the “Mail Carriers Trail” as shown on Emerson’s sketch (the “Trail to Kailua” on 
Brown’s map) roughly parallels the present path of Palani Road.  Using these landmarks as a 
guide, it would appear that the Ane Keohokālole Highway Corridor survey area and the 
Archaeological Preserve survey area are located somewhere near “Kakoi” or “Wainaina” on 
Brown’s 1875 map, in roughly the area where the “Barren Pahoehoe” begins to give way to 
scattered kukui trees. 
 
Ane Keohokālole’s son David Kalākaua described the ahupua‘a of Keahuolū in a letter dated 
April 25, 1866, and addressed to his sister Lili‘uokalani.  In it he writes: 
 

This land is situated in the District of North Kona, bounded by the ahupuaa of Lanihau 
belonging to Prince Lunalilo on the Ka`u side, and on the Kohala side, by Kealakehe, a 
government land and Honokohaniki belonging to Keelikolani.  Keahuolu runs clear up to 
the mountains and includes a portion of nearly one half of Hualalai mountains.  On the 
mountains the koa, kukui and ohia abounds in vast quantities.  The upper land or inland 
is arable, and suitable for growing coffee, oranges, taro, potatoes, bananas &c.  Breadfruit 
trees grow wild as well as the Koli oil seed.  The lower land is adopted for grazing cattle, 
sheep, goat, &c. The fishery is very extensive and a fine grove of cocoanut trees of about 
200 to 300 grows on the beach.  The flat land near the sea beach is composed chiefly of 
lava, but herbs and shrubbery grows on it and [it is] suitable for feed of sheep and goats.  
It is estimated at 15,000 to 20,000 acres or more. 

 

Lili‘uokalani eventually inherited the ahupua‘a of Keahuolū from her mother.  Upon her death it 
passed into the care of the Queen Lili‘uokalani Trust. 
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4.0 PREVIOUS ARCHAEOLOGICAL INVESTIGATIONS 
 
The ahupua‘a of Keahuolū has been the subject of numerous archaeological investigations over 
the years.  The earliest of these surveys (Stokes, Reinecke and others) were concentrated along 
the coast (Stokes 1991:40-42; Reinecke 1930:5-10).  It was not until 1983 that Paul Rosendahl 
conducted an initial reconnaissance survey of inland Keahuolū.  He surveyed a 100 acre parcel 
located east of Queen Ka‘ahumanu Highway and along the north side of Palani Road.  Included 
within this parcel were portions of the present project areas.  Rosendahl encountered several 
sites and site complexes on either side of Palani Road (Rosendahl 1983).  None of these were 
assigned State Inventory of Historic Places (SIHP) numbers.  Instead, they were given letter 
designations.  Among the sites identified were site complex D, (which consisted of a large low 
platform, mounds, alignments, modified outcrops, and cleared areas), site complex E 
(consisting of numerous walls, platforms, enclosures, caves, pavements and alignments), site F 
(a modified sinkhole with various internal structures), site G (a papamū and associated 
petroglyphs), site L (the Kuakini Wall), site M (wall attached to the northern end of the Kuakini 
Wall) (Donham 1990:7-8).  These six sites and site complexes were located toward the northern 
end of the Great Wall of Kuakini, just north of Palani Road.  Following Rosendahl’s 1983 
survey, this area was designated by the Queen Lili‘uokalani Trust as an archaeological preserve 
(Donham 1990: ii), though its boundaries were not precisely defined.  Rosendahl’s discoveries 
led to additional work being undertaken in the area. 
 
From July 10, 1989, to January 29, 1990, Paul H. Rosendahl Inc. (PHRI) conducted an 
archaeological inventory survey and test excavations of sites situated within a 1,100 acre portion 
of Keahuolū (Donham 1990 ) (Figure 4).  Included within this survey area were the lands 
located mauka (east) of the Queen Ka‘ahumanu Highway and north of Palani Road.  This survey 
relocated Rosendahl’s site complexes D and E, and separated their component features into 
eight individual sites (Sites 50-10-28-13370 to 13376, 50-10-28-13381 and 50-10-28-13382) 
(Donham 1990:10).  All of these sites rest within the Archaeological Preserve Area and were 
relocated during the present reconnaissance survey of the Preserve (Figure 5).  These eight sites 
were assessed as important for their information content and as excellent examples of site types.  
All were recommended for preservation within the Archaeological Preserve Area.  Rosendahl’s 
sites F, G and M were also relocated and assigned SIHP numbers, (site F – 50-10-28-13350, site G 
- 50-10-28-13348, site M - 50-10-28-13349; site L, the Kuakini Wall, had already been assigned site 
number 50-10-37-7276) (Donham 1990:10).  These sites were all relocated during the present 
survey and found to rest within the Archaeological Preserve Area.  
 
The PHRI 1990 survey recorded a total of 239 sites (composed of 1,810+ component features) 
within its project area (Figure 4).  The archaeological sites documented included both 
agricultural and habitation features, as well as five cave burials and several petroglyph images.  
Subsurface testing was conducted at 24 sites (33 individual features).  Seven charcoal samples 
were submitted for radiocarbon dating.  The majority of dates ranged between the late 1300s 
and mid 1600s (Donham 1990:30-32).   
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Figure 4. The 1990 inventory survey site location map (from Donham 1990: Figure 1).
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Figure 5. Detail of 1990 survey site map.
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Following the PHRI survey, a mitigation plan was prepared for the 1,100 acre survey area 
(Jensen et al. 1992).  This mitigation program identified a total of 155 sites which required 
additional archaeological investigation and/or preservation; 123 of these sites were 
recommended for further data collection but not for preservation.  An additional 25 sites were 
recommended for further data collection and preservation with interpretive development.  All 
but two of these 25 sites were located within the pre-designated archaeological preserve.  A 
total of seven sites were recommended for preservation as is.  Six of these were burials (Jensen 
et al. 1992:7).  In addition, it was alternately suggested that data recovery be conducted within a 
number of sample blocks that would provide a representative picture of the entire site area 
(Jensen et al. 1992:17).   
 
A burial treatment plan was also developed for the Keahuolū area (Maly and Rosendahl 1993).  
It addressed eight known and possible human burials.  Among these were fragmentary human 
skeletal remains at Site 50-10-28-13350 and possible human remains at sites 50-10-28-13373 and 
50-10-28-13376.  All 3 of these sites are located within the Archaeological Preserve Area.  The 
plan recommended that all confirmed and potential burials be preserved in place (Maly and 
Rosendahl 1993:4).  On November 3, 1993, the Hawai‘i Island Burial Council voted to preserve 
in place all confirmed unmarked Hawaiian burial sites situated within the Archaeological 
Preserve Area. 
 
Following submission of the mitigation and burial treatment plan, discussions were initiated 
between PHRI (for Queen Lili‘uokalani Trust) and the State Historic Preservation Division 
regarding the archaeological mitigation of the 1990 survey’s Keahuolū project area.  It was 
agreed that instead of conducting further data collection at all of the identified 148 sites, data 
recovery would be limited to sites located within certain sample blocks as well as a few 
specifically chosen sites located outside of these areas (SHPD to PHRI March 5, 1993).  The 
sample blocks were chosen based upon their relative elevations, the soil substrate on which they 
were located and the types of sites contained within them.  Two of these sample blocks (Blocks 
A and B) were located within the makai portion of the survey area.  An additional 3 blocks 
(Blocks C, D and E) were located in the mauka portion of the project area (PHRI to SHPD June 
10, 1993).  This sampling strategy was approved in by the State Historic Preservation Division 
(SHPD to PHRI December 21, 1993). 
 
In April of 2000, the County of Hawai‘i accepted and registered a zoning change for portions of 
Queen Lili‘uokalani Trust lands in the ahupua‘a of Keahuolū (Ordnance 0040 Bill 216).  As part 
of this change in district classification, a 28.202 acre parcel (Parcel 2) was recognized as an 
archaeological preserve area and its zoning was changed from Agricultural (A-5a) to Open (O).  
This parcel is bounded to the south by Palani Road, to the west by the alignment of the 
proposed Kamaka‘eha Road, to the east by the proposed alignment of what was at that time 
referred to as the Mid-Level Road, and to the north by a line that took in all of the sites 
designated by the 1990 survey as being worthy of preservation within the Preserve (Figure 16).  
An angled extension of the Preserve area is visible along the northern boundary of the Preserve 
near its northeastern corner.  This “jog” was created so that the Preserve would include the site 
50-10-28-13385 wall, which extends for a short distance north from the Kuakini Wall.   
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In August of 1992 archaeologists from PHRI accompanied surveyors in delineating the precise 
boundaries of the Archaeological Preserve Area (PHRI to SHPD September 9, 1992).  The 
memorandum documenting this field work indicates that, “The perimeter of the preserve was 
flagged, but not the individual features or sites within the preserve.  Where a portion of a site 
extended beyond the preserve boundary, the boundary was extended to include the entire site.”  
In a response letter dated 21 December 1993, the State Historic Preservation Division accepted 
the boundary of the Preserve as surveyed (SHPD to Belt Collins & Associates 1993)  
 
If the surveyed Preserve boundary is compared to the boundary as established by County 
zoning ordinance (Figure 16) it can be seen that the northern surveyed boundary line makes 
four distinct “jogs” as opposed to the single jog shown on the zoning boundary.  Each of these 
areas of difference was examined during the present investigation.  It was found that three were 
created during the 1992 survey to include within the preserve some recognizable archaeological 
feature.  All of these features are relatively small and roughly constructed.  The western-most 
jog looks to have been created to enclose one or more possible pāhoehoe excavations that rest 
north of site 50-10-28-13348.  Though these possible features may form part of site 50-10-28-
13348, they were not included in the original 1990 description of it.  At the second jog from the 
western extent, the boundary was expanded to take in a portion of site 50-10-27-13369, which 
was recorded as consisting of seven pāhoehoe excavations.  The site appears to rest completely 
north of the zoning boundary.  In the 1990 survey report site 50-10-27-13369 was identified as 
being important solely for its information content with no further data collection being 
recommended (Donham 1990:36).  The third jog appears to have been created to encompass 
within the preserve a small (c. 3 by 1 meter) and very roughly constructed terrace retaining wall 
that was not recorded during the 1990 survey.  During the 1992 survey it was found that the 
eastern-most jog adjacent to the site 50-10-28-13385 wall did not completely clear the end of the 
wall.  For this reason the boundary was extended slightly to encompass the entire site within 
the Preserve. 
 
In 1993, a field inspection was conducted by Goodfellow and Walker of an area approximately 
36 meters wide running along the northern edge of Palani Road for a possible turning lane.  
Sixteen of the sites recorded were located inside the Archaeological Preserve Area.  These were 
given temporary site numbers (sites 1445-1 to 1445-16, with Site 1445-16 being located on the 
very western edge of the preserve).  Only site 1445-16 appears to have been assigned a 
permanent site number by the SHPD (Site 50-10-28-19763).  This site contained seven features 
consisting of a platform (Feature A), stone mound (Feature B), a modified outcrop (Feature C), 
and three terraces (Features D, E and F).  Feature B, upon excavation, was found to contain a 
human burial which was left in place (PHRI 1994).  The exact location of this site is unclear and 
all but one feature was reported to have been unintentionally destroyed by earthmoving 
equipment subsequent to 1994 (Corbin and Wong-Smith 2008: A-5).  The remaining sites (1445-1 
to 1445-15) were found in the general area of Donhan’s sites 50-10-28-13372, 13373, and 13382.   
They were assigned an agricultural function and considered to be part of the Kona Field System 
(Goodfellow and Walker 1993). 
 
Despite the development of a sampling block strategy, only two data recovery efforts have been 
undertaken within inland Keahuolū.  In 1995, James Head conducted data recovery at two sites 
(Head and Rosendahl 1995).  One of these was the Māmalahoa Trail (Site 50-10-27-00002), 
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segments of which were excavated at various points along its length.  In 2001, Alan Corbin 
conducted test excavation within Block C, a small sample area located just mauka of the Queen 
Ka‘ahumanu Highway (Corbin 2001).  Two sites (containing 188 component features) were 
tested.  Sixteen test units were excavated and three radio carbon dates were obtain (A.D. 1400-
1640, A.D. 1490-1900, and A.D. 1660-1950) (Corbin 2001).  None of the other selected sample 
blocks have been the subject of archaeological investigation. 
 
An archaeological inventory survey of the Hawai‘i Housing Finance and Development 
Corporation lands located east of the proposed Highway Corridor, which had formerly formed 
a portion of the Queen Lili‘uokalani Trust lands surveyed in 1990 was conducted by PHRI in 
2007 (Corbin and Wong-Smith 2007).  No test excavations were conducted during this survey, 
although recommendations were made to conduct data recovery excavations within Block E, 
located east of the present Highway Corridor survey area (Corbin and Wong-Smith 2007:12-13).   
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5.0 FIELD METHODS 
 
5.1 HIGHWAY CORRIDOR 
 
The survey of the southern portion of the Highway Corridor was conducted at an inventory 
level.  All sites and features located within the project area were identified and fully 
documented.  Subsurface testing was then conducted at a select number of sites to help resolve 
questions of age and function. 
 
5.1.1 Survey 
Due to the dense vegetation that covered the proposed Highway Corridor, obscuring many of 
the smaller archaeological features, the initial survey and site identification was combined with 
vegetation clearance.  A crew of four professional clearers, supervised by one or more 
archaeologists, worked for six days to clear the vegetation around individual archaeological 
features within the corridor.  Once a possible structure had been identified by the archaeologist, 
the vegetation clearance crew used weed-whackers and machetes to cut back grass and koa haole 
trees, exposing the full extent of each archaeological feature and clearing it so that it could be 
mapped and recorded.  Chain saws were employed when necessary to cut back larger trees 
which had grown over sites and threatened to hinder recording and mapping efforts.  To ensure 
that all surface features within the corridor were identified and recorded, pedestrian sweeps 
were made of the entire project area with members of the archaeological field crew spaced 
between 5 and 10 meters apart, depending upon the density of vegetation.   
 
Once clearance had been completed and the archaeological surface features were fully exposed, 
the location of each feature was mapped using a hand held Thales Mobile Mapper geographic 
positioning system (GPS) with a maximum error of plus or minus 3 meters.  The position of 
each structure was recorded in Universal Transverse Mercator, North American Datum for 
1983, Zone 5 (UTM NAD 83 Z5) coordinates.  When a feature was located in an area of dense 
vegetation that blocked the satellite signal to the GPS, a telescoping pole was used to raise the 
GPS as far as possible above the tree canopy.  An individual point was taken for each feature to 
provide its coordinate location.  A listing of these coordinates is provided in Appendix A.  The 
perimeter of the feature was then walked and recorded so that its full extent would be visible on 
the final map. 
 
Because of the density of archaeological structures within this stretch of the Highway Corridor 
it was not always easy to identify distinct site areas.  The entire southern 200 meters of the 
corridor proved to consist of a relatively continuous spread of agricultural features, consisting 
mostly of mounds and modified outcrops interspersed with informal field walls.  In order to 
create some recognizable order out of this complexity, agricultural structures located in rough 
proximity to each other were grouped together into distinct sites.  As often as possible one or 
more field walls were used to delineate the borders between two adjacent site complexes.  
When habitation complexes could be identified they were given separate site numbers to 
distinguish them from the surrounding agricultural features. 
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During initial recording all archaeological sites were assigned a temporary field number to 
facilitate identification.  This consisted of a T (for temporary) followed by a consecutively 
number (i.e., T-001).  Individual structural elements within a specific site were assigned 
consecutive letter designations to aid in recording and mapping.  Hawaii State Inventory of 
Historic Properties (SIHP) site number were requested and received from the State Historic 
Preservation Office for all sites within this section of the Highway Corridor.  The SIHP 
numbering system employs a four part numeric code.  The first element designates the state.  
The second specifies the island.  The third indicates the U. S. Geological Survey topographic 
quadrangle within which the site is located.  The fourth is a site specific number designation 
(i.e., 50-10-28-26864).  Since, at the time of the survey, SIHP number had not been assigned, the 
metal site tags left at each site were marked with the temporary field number and date 
(Appendix A provides a listing of sites recorded with both SIHP and temporary identification 
numbers).   
 
Site and feature descriptions were recorded for all surface structures (Appendix B provides full 
descriptions for all recorded sites and features).  Documentation also included photographs of 
each site.  Plane table or tape and compass maps were prepared of the more significant 
complexes.   
 
5.1.2 Excavation 
Some form of testing was undertaken at nine of the features located within the Highway 
Corridor survey area.  These test excavations made it possible to better assess the function and 
significance of the nine features.  Information recovered from these excavations was also used 
to help interpret the other archaeological remains within the project area. 
 
A sinkhole and associated lava tubes at Site 50-10-28-13391 showed evidence of traditional 
occupation.  The site, however, had been extensively disturbed prior to the present 
investigations.  Looters had dug several pits into the floor of the lava tubes and had screened 
the excavated sediment in order to recover artifacts, presumably so that they could be sold.  
These pothunters had deposited the unwanted soil, marine shell midden and other material in 
several discrete spoil piles.  In order to test for the presence of human remains that may have 
been disturbed by the vandalism, the looters’ spoil piles were screened through ⅛-inch wire 
mesh.  Each spoil pile excavated was assigned a number designation.  All faunal and artifact 
materials recovered were collected and bagged, these bags being labeled as to the backdirt pile 
from which the material had originated.  During mapping of the tube complex, a side chamber 
was discovered that appeared to be sealed with stacked stones.  In order to determine whether 
the sealed chamber might contain a human burial, the stones filling the chamber carefully 
removed by hand. 
 
Four stone mounds were tested for the presence of burials.  After photographic documentation, 
each mound was bisected, and the stones were carefully removed from one half.  Any soil 
found to be present beneath the piled stone was excavated with trowel and brush down to 
bedrock, and screened through ⅛-inch wire mesh.  All midden and ecofact materials were 
bagged for later analyses. 
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Controlled test excavations were conducted at four surface platforms to help determine their 
age and function.  A test unit was laid out on each feature, and the surface stone material within 
each unit was initially removed.  Sub-platform excavations were conducted with trowels and 
brushes, and proceeded in 5 centimeters arbitrary levels within each natural layer.  An 
exception was made at Site 50-10-28-26851, Feature F where sub-platform soil was confined to 
small pockets in the bedrock.  In this instance, all soil was excavated as one natural layer.  The 
material recovered from each of these excavations was screened through ⅛-inch wire mesh.  
Upon completion of each excavation, at least one face of the test unit was drawn in profile, and 
the soils described following USDA nomenclature and using Munsell color notations.  All 
artifacts and midden material recovered during screening was bagged according to their layer 
and level.  In situ carbon samples were collected with clean trowel and placed directly into foil 
pouches for possible later radiocarbon analyses.  Soil samples of each stratigraphic layer were 
collected for possible reference during laboratory analyses and report preparation.  All collected 
material was assigned a unique bag number by excavation unit for tracking and cataloguing 
purposes. 
 
5.1.3 Laboratory Analysis 
Six charcoal samples collected during test excavations were submitted to Beta Analytic 
Laboratory for radiocarbon analyses.  Because the samples were quite small, the Accelerator 
Mass Spectrometry (AMS) technique was used.  Two samples were submitted each for sites 50-
10-28-13384, Feature A and 50-10-28-16848, Feature A, one from directly beneath the platform 
basal stones and one near the base of excavation.  The resulting dates from both sites 
overlapped, indicating that a very short period of time elapsed between the initial use of the site 
and the construction of the surface platform (see Section 7.3).  As a result, the analyses of the 
shell and bone midden proceeded by natural layer only; arbitrary levels within these layers 
were dispensed with.  However, after the analyses were completed, material was re-bagged by 
arbitrary level should more refined analyses be desired in the future. 
 
All shell and bone midden material was sorted by family, genus, or species as possible and was 
weighed separately before being entered onto a site midden table.  Artifacts were cleaned, 
measured, described, photographed, and catalogued.  The catalogue is an extension of the Site 
numbering system.  For example, if Site 50-10-28-13384-A had two artifacts, they would be 
catalogued as 13384-A-1 and 13384-A-2. 
 
Field records (maps, descriptions, notes and photographs) have been deposited in the Pacific 
Legacy Kailua, O‘ahu office. 
 
 
5.2 ARCHAEOLOGICAL PRESERVE AREA 
 
The primary purpose of investigations within the Archaeological Preserve Area was to gain a 
basic understanding of the density and types of archaeological sites adjacent to the Highway 
Corridor.  For this reason, only a reconnaissance level survey was undertaken.  Since the 
investigation of the Archaeological Preserve Area was conducted at a reconnaissance level, no 
subsurface excavation was undertaken at any of the sites identified. 
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5.2.1 Survey 
The vegetation throughout most of the 28 acre Archaeological Preserve Area was as dense as 
that encountered within the Highway Corridor Survey Area.  Machetes had to be used to clear 
high grass while walking transects and to uncover heavily vegetated sites prior to recording 
(Figure 6).  A field crew of five archaeologists, spaced roughly 10 meters apart, conducted 
pedestrian sweeps of the entire project area.  Structures that were readily visible without 
extensive clearing were marked with flagging tape and given temporary identifying numbers.  
Once the entire area had been covered the crew returned to roughly clear and identify the 
marked sites.  Using the site location map and brief descriptions provided in the 1990 survey 
report (Donham 1990), an attempt was made to re-identify those sites initially recorded during 
that survey.  Previously recorded archaeological sites that were relocated during the 
reconnaissance survey were identified by their Hawaii State Inventory of Historic Properties 
(SIHP) site number.  Major structural features which could not be associated with previously 
recorded sites were assigned temporary field numbers.  All of the cleared features were 
photographed, briefly described and their locations recorded using the hand held GPS 
described above.  The geographic position of each site (when it consisted of a single structural 
element) or feature was recorded using Universal Transverse Mercator, North American Datum 
for 1983, Zone 5 (UTM NAD 83 Z5) coordinates.  These coordinates were taken at a specific 
point within the site or feature, and consist of both easting and northing designations.  They are 
listed in Appendix C.  Brief descriptions of the sites and features located within the 
Archaeological Preserve Area are presented in Appendix D.  Field records (descriptions, notes 
and photographs) have been deposited in the Pacific Legacy Kailua, O‘ahu office. 
 

 
Figure 6. Clearing vegetation in the Archaeological Preserve Area. 
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6.0 SURVEY FINDINGS 
 
6.1 SURVEY OF THE HIGHWAY CORRIDOR 
 
A total of 23 archaeological sites containing 159 component features were identified within the 
Ane Keohokālole Highway Corridor project area (Figure 7).  It was possible to associate two of 
these sites with sites that had been recorded during the 1990 survey (sites 50-10-28-13384 and 
50-10-28-13391).  The descriptions of the remaining two previously recorded sites that appear to 
be located within the Highway Corridor (sites 50-10-28-13390 and 50-10-28-13392) were not 
detailed enough to provide exact re-identification, though similar features were recorded in 
roughly the same areas.   
 
While 23 sites were recorded within our study area, only eight sites (50-10-28-13384, 13391, 
26847, 26848, 26851, 26852, 26854, and 26856 and portions of eight additional sites 50-10-28-
26846, 26849, 26850, 26853, 26855, 26864, 26865, and 26866 are located within the project’s area of 
potential effect or APE (Figure 7). 
 
Most of the structures within the project area are in a somewhat disturbed condition.  This 
disturbance appears to have occurred since their abandonment.  It is most likely the result of a 
combination of factors, including bioturbation (root action), earth movement (like most of the 
island of Hawai‘i, North Kona is subject to tremors and occasional more severe earthquakes) 
and the passage of animals (the project area served at various times as pasture for both feral and 
domesticated cattle).  This disturbance is particularly noticeable at features such as stone 
platforms and terraces where what were once relatively smoothly paved surfaces are now 
jumbled and irregular.   
 
One of the most striking features of the archaeology of this stretch of the Highway Corridor is 
the relative distribution of sites.  The southern portion of the survey area, from Palani Road 
north for approximately 200 meters, is relatively densely scattered with structures.  North of 
this point, however, the sites simply die out (Figure 7).  This complete absence of structures 
from the northern end of the project area appears to be a direct reflection of the area’s 
underlying geology.  All of the archaeological remains found within the Highway Corridor 
project area are located on the older pāhoehoe flow that covers the southern portion of the survey 
area.  Here, a substantial deposit of relatively rich soil allowed for the practice of cultivation.  
Further north, on the somewhat younger lava flow, the soil is intermittent and shallow.  The 
agricultural potential of this area is relatively low.  It would appear that during the traditional 
period human activity was concentrated in the area of greatest soil depth.  
 
Site distribution was also influence by the effects of modern ground disturbing activities.  
Sections of the survey area adjacent to Palani Road and to the county water tank (located at the 
southeast corner of the work area) exhibited signs of bulldozing.  Whatever sites may once have 
existed in these areas have been destroyed.  A bulldozed fire break was found to extend from 
the water tank, northwest through roughly the center of the survey area.  It had been created 
roughly 2 years ago when a fire threatened the lands down slope.  No surface structures were 
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Figure 7. Location of sites within the Highway Corridor survey area.
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found within the fire break, and it was evident when mapping out the sites that the bulldozer 
had cut through several features (such as the Site 50-10-28-26852, Feature A wall and the Site 50-
10-28-13384, Feature B enclosure). 
 
6.1.1 Traditional Sites 
All of the sites found within the Highway Corridor survey area appear to be traditional in their 
design and construction.  They most likely date from the pre-Contact or very early historic 
period, before Western artifacts and styles of construction came into general use (the ages of 
excavated sites from which radiocarbon dates were obtained are discussed in Section 7.3).  No 
historic artifacts of Western manufacture were encountered at any of the sites within the project 
area.   
 
The traditional archaeological structures documented within the southern portion of the Ane 
Keohokālole Highway Corridor fall within a range of different feature types.  They varied from 
more informal structures such as mounds and modified outcrops to more formal platforms and 
enclosures.  Table 1 provides a brief enumeration of the range of sites encountered during the 
Highway Corridor Survey (a more detailed listing is presented in Appendix A). 
 

Table 1. Feature types within the Highway Corridor project area. 
 

Feature Type Survey Area Within APE Outside APE
Formal Structures 21 13 8 
Platform 11 6 5 
Terrace 5 3 2 
Terrace Complex 1 1  
Enclosure  3 2 1 
Modified Sinkhole 1 1  
    
Informal Features 138 67 71 
Modified Outcrop 61 29 32 
Stone Mound 53 23 30 
Wall 24 15 9 
    
Total 159 80 79 

 
6.1.1.1 Mounds and Modified Outcrops 
The majority of archaeological features encountered within the southern portion of the 
Highway Corridor was found to be either stone mounds or modified outcrops.  These 
structures account for 114 of the 159 identified features.   
 
Most of the mounds found within the Highway Corridor consist of informal piles of loose 
stones, often placed atop an area of exposed pāhoehoe outcrop (Figure 8).  Some mounds were 
found to have a slightly more formal appearance, being edged with loosely stacked boulders 
and having their interiors filled with smaller boulders and cobbles.  This construction technique 
appears to have served a structural rather than a functional purpose.  The stone edging enabled 
the mounds to be more stable and less likely to collapse beneath the weight of the fill.  Though  
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they vary greatly in both size and general shape, all of these structures are close enough in their 
general construction and appearance to have served a similar function (Figure 9).   
 
The modified outcrops located within the Highway Corridor survey area were distinguished by 
being even less formal in their construction the stone mounds.  They consisted of loose stones 
placed haphazardly atop exposed outcrops without any definite structure.  The difference 
between the two feature types was one of degree, and appears to be structural rather than 
functional in nature.   
 
The sheer abundance of mounds and modified outcrops, as well as their relatively informal 
appearance, suggest that they did not serve as burial monuments (a number of the more formal 
mounds were tested for burials and found not to contain any human remains – see Section 6.2).  
It would appear that these features were agricultural clearance piles.  Loose stones resting on 
the soil surface would be gathered up and placed atop the nearest area of exposed bedrock.  
This served to clear the soil for planting.  It is possible that some of the mounds and modified 
outcrops within the survey area may have also been used as planting mounds.  Soil may have 
been placed within the mounds, which would then be used for growing vine crops like ‘uala 
(sweet potatoes, Ipomoea batatas) uhi (yams, Dioscorea sp.) or ipu (bottle gourds, Lagenaria 
siceraria). 
 

 
Figure 8. Site 50-10-28-26858 mounds and modified outcrops (View North). 
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Figure 9. Various stone mounds and modified outcrops.

Site 26859-F (View to Southeast). 

Site 26863-F (View to Northeast). Site 26853-K (View to South). 

Site 26862-C (View to North). 
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6.1.1.2 Low Stone Walls 
Low, roughly linear stacked stone walls form another major component of the archaeological 
landscape within the Highway Corridor.  Informal in their construction and somewhat 
meandering in direction, these very coarsely constructed walls often incorporate natural 
pāhoehoe outcrops.  As a general rule these wall sections run either up and down slope (east to 
west) or across slope (north to south).  Occasionally, however, they bend with the terrain, 
edging an area of open ground.  They act to divide the landscape into component areas.  These 
walls appear to be agricultural in nature and probably acted as field boundaries.  The walls may 
also have served, like the mounds and modified outcrops, as a repository for stones cleared 
from intervening fields.  They often appear to connect bedrock outcrops mounded with loose 
stones.  This may in part explain their somewhat serpentine nature.  Some of the north to south 
running walls functioned as rough field terraces with the soil level upslope of the wall being 
higher than that down slope (Figure 10). 
 
 
 

 
Figure 10. Site 50-10-28-26859, Feature E wall (View Southeast).
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6.1.1.3 Platforms, Terraces and Enclosures 
Within this landscape of scattered mounds, modified outcrops and low stone walls were found 
a small number of somewhat larger and more formal structures.  They include stone faced 
platforms and terraces, as well as associated stone walled enclosures.  A few of these more 
substantial features appear to be associated with agriculture (the Site 50-10-28-26853, Feature C 
platform may represent a more formalized clearance mound containing a small cupboard, while 
the Site 50-10-28-26862, Feature A and F platforms look to have possibly formed the foundations 
of small structures such as field sheds).  The majority of these larger, more formal features, 
however, seem to be the remains of habitation structures.  These features are usually found 
clustered together in small groupings that appear to represent possible residential sites or 
kauhale.  Nine possible habitation sites were identified within the Highway Corridor survey area 
(Table 2). 
 

Table 2. Possible habitation sites within the Highway Corridor project area. 
 

Site Number Feature Site Type Within APE 
50-10-28-13384 A Platform X 
 B Enclosure X 
50-10-28-13391  Modified Sinkhole X 
50-10-28-26848 A Platform X 
 B Platform X 
 C Platform X 
50-10-28-26850 A Terrace X 
 B Enclosure X 
 C Wall Segment X 
 D Terrace X 
50-10-28-26851 F Platform X 
50-10-28-26852 B Platform X 
50-10-28-26854 A Terrace X 
50-10-28-26857 A Terrace  
 B Wall  
50-10-28-26860 A Platform  
 B Platform  
50-10-28-26866 F Enclosure  
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Each of these residential complexes takes a slightly different form.   
 

• Site 50-10-28-13384 is a rectangular stone platform (Feature A) with an adjoining stone 
walled enclosure (Feature B).  The platform may have served as the foundation for a 
small structure, with the enclosure acting as an associated “yard” or pāhale (Figure 11).  

 
• Site 50-10-28-26848 consists of a large raised platform (Feature B) on which are set two 

smaller platforms (Features A and B) that appear to represent the stone foundations for 
pole and thatch structures (Figure 12).   

 
• Site 50-10-28-26850 is made up of a small complex of features; an enclosure (Feature B), 

wall segment (Feature C) and terrace (Feature D), all of which extend out from and serve 
to form activity areas related to a stone terrace (Feature A) that was probably a house 
foundation (Figure 13).   

 
• Site 50-10-28-26851 is an area of mounds and modified outcrops that contains a low, 

roughly rectangular stone platform (Feature F).  The platform looks to have been the 
foundation of a small structure, possibly associated with habitation activities taking 
place at either Site 50-10-28-13384 or 50-10-28-26848. 
 

• Site 50-10-28-26852 consists of a level natural bedrock outcrop that has been faced with 
stones to form a very rough platform (Feature B).  It is situated at the end of field wall 
(Feature A) that encloses an area of open soil with a few scattered clearance mounds and 
modified outcrops.  The platform may have formed the foundation of a habitation 
structure or activity area.  
 

• Site 50-10-28-26854 is a low and badly disturbed stone faced and soil filled terrace that 
appears to have been the foundation of a pole and thatch dwelling.   

 
• Site 50-10-28-26857 is a more substantial stone faced terrace (Feature A) with an 

associated wall (Feature B) that probably also served as a structural foundation. 
 

• Site 50-10-28-26860 consists of a pair of platforms, both probably house foundations, set 
near each other on the slope (Figure 14).   

 
• Site 50-10-28-26866 is a complex of walls, mounds and modified outcrops surrounding a 

rectangular enclosure (Feature F) with internal divisions that looks to have been 
enclosed a structure or activity area. 

 
 
The nine potential traditional habitation sites identified during the inventory survey are 
scattered throughout the southern portion of the Highway Corridor.  All are surrounded by 
agriculture related features.  This would indicate that settlement was not concentrated in one 
area, but instead was dispersed with residential complexes placed within and between 
cultivated fields. 
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Figure 11. Site 50-10-28-13384, Feature A platform (View Southeast).
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Figure 12. Site 50-10-28-26848, Feature B platform (View North).
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Figure 13. Plan view map of Site 50-10-28-26850.
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Figure 14. Site 50-10-28-26860, Feature A platform (View East).
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6.1.1.4 Site 50-10-28-13391, Modified Sinkhole 
In addition to the platforms, terraces and walled enclosures that comprise the bulk of the 
habitation structures within the Highway Corridor, the survey also documented a very 
different form of habitation site.  This is Site 50-10-28-13391, a modified sinkhole and with 
associated lava tubes.  The sinkhole itself is relatively large (measuring c. 4.6 meters by c. 3.0 
meters).  Two main subsurface lava tubes extend out from it, one to the northwest and one to 
the southeast.  Each of these tubes also possess several smaller side chambers.  Both the sinkhole 
and the main tubes were found to contain a relatively deep soil deposit with ample evidence of 
human habitation.  Bone and marine shell midden, as well as traditional Hawaiian artifacts, 
were found resting on the soil surface within the lava tubes.  Regretfully, Site 50-10-28-13391 
had been badly damaged by vandalism prior to our survey.  Homeless people squatting within 
the cave had left it strewn with refuse (Figure 15).  The majority of this rubbish had to be 
removed prior to recording.  Haphazard digging had also been conducted within both lava 
tubes by looters looking for artifacts.  These excavations greatly disrupted the cultural deposit, 
destroying much of the site’s integrity.  During the present recording of the site, a shovel, two 
wire mesh screens and a number of plastic buckets were found within a corner of one of the 
lava tubes.  Their presence suggests that the looting of the site had taken place relatively 
recently, and that it might have continued if the survey had not interrupted it. 
 
 

 
Figure 15. Rubbish in the Site 50-10-28-13391 sinkhole (View East). 

 
6.1.2 Historic Sites 
None of the sites encountered within the Highway Corridor survey area showed any evidence, 
either in their style of construction or in the artifacts present, that they were of historic age.  
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6.2 SURVEY OF THE ARCHAEOLOGICAL PRESERVE AREA 
 
A total of 30 archaeological sites containing 75 component features were identified within the 
Archaeological Preserve survey area (Figure 16).  These sites ranged from substantial stone 
faced platforms to modified lava blisters.  The relatively fewer number of features recorded 
within the Preserve area (N=75) when compared to the smaller Highway Corridor survey area 
(N=159) was due not to any paucity of archaeological remains within the Preserve, but to the 
limited scope and intent of the reconnaissance survey.  The purpose of the reconnaissance was 
to document only the larger and more visible sites within the Preserve (though an attempt was 
also made to identify some of the smaller sites that had previously been recorded during the 
1990 survey).  Numerous stone mounds and modified outcrops similar in construction to those 
documented within the Highway Corridor were observed during the Preserve survey.  The 
survey crew also noted the presence of several low stone walls.  Like those encountered in the 
Highway Corridor, these roughly stacked stone walls were found to extend in either a north to 
south or an east to west direction.  If the Preserve area had been documented to the same level 
of detail as the Highway Corridor, a proportionally equal, if not greater, number of features 
would have been recorded.   
 
The present survey was able to relocate eighteen sites originally recorded during the 1990 
survey.  This accounts for the majority of the previously recorded sites within the Preserve.  An 
additional thirteen newly discovered sites were also identified.  Each of these was assigned a 
temporary field number for identification.  A table listing the attributes of these sites is included 
in Appendix C.
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Figure 16. Location of sites within the Archaeological Preserve Area. 
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6.2.1 Traditional Sites 
The traditional structures observed within the Preserve area ranged from small stone mounds 
and modified outcrops to large, stone faced platforms.  Only the larger and more easily visible 
of these features were documented.  The reconnaissance survey of the Preserve area revealed a 
traditional archaeological landscape very similar to that encountered within the southern end of 
the Highway Corridor.  Overall, however, the site complexes within the Preserve tended to 
contain larger and more substantially built structures.  A breakdown of the types of traditional 
structures recorded during the reconnaissance survey is presented in Table 3.  As can be seen 
when this table is compared to the table of features from the Highway Corridor (Table 1), the 
Archaeological Preserve Area contains a greater number of more formalized structures.  Its 
platforms, terraces and enclosures are also generally larger and better constructed.   
 

Table 3. Traditional feature types within the Archaeological Preserve Area.* 

Formal Structures 47
Platform 15
Terrace 12
Enclosure  6
C-Shaped Wall 5
L-Shaped Wall 1
Wall 5
Wall Segment 1
T-Shaped Wall 1
Papamū 1
 
Informal Features 25
Modified Lava Tube 4
Lava Tube/Bubble 1
Modified Lava Blister 1
Cave 1
Stone Edged Depression 1
Pāhoehoe Excavation 3
Stone Mound 11
Paved Pathway 1
Modified Outcrop 2
Total 72

 
*Three sites were identified as being of historic age. 

 
The most visible archaeological component within the Archaeological Preserve Area is the 
Great Wall of Kuakini (Site 50-10-28-6302 [7276]), a historic era wall that extends into the project 
area from the south and runs northwest for c. 183 meters before making a roughly 90° bend 
southwest toward the ocean (Figure 16).  Although historic in age, the Kuakini Wall has had an 
impact on the distribution of traditional sites.  During the survey it was observed that the 
density of mounds and other smaller features tended diminished as one moved closer to the 
north running section of the Kuakini Wall.  This was particularly true on the eastern (upslope) 
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side of the wall.  A simple explanation for this would be that during the building of the wall the 
stones needed for its construction were taken from the area immediately surrounding it.  Not 
only would its builders have utilized any loose lava boulders lying on the ground surface, they 
would also have dismantled preexisting structures such as agricultural clearance mounds, field 
walls, and even the foundations of abandoned house sites.  This would account for the relative 
absence of sites in the immediate vicinity of the wall. 
 
Another factor influencing the patterning of archaeological sites within the Preserve is the 
underlying geology of the area.  As has been previously discussed (Section 1.3), the southern 
portion of the Archaeological Preserve Area rests on an older stretch of lava flow where a 
substantial amount of soil has developed.  This relatively deep and fertile soil is well suited for 
cultivation.  It is atop this older flow that one finds the bulk of the Preserve sites.  The northern 
portion of the Archaeological Preserve Area (north of a line running from approximately the 
corner of the Kuakini Wall down toward the intersection of Palani Road and Kamaka‘eha 
Avenue - Figure 16), is covered by a slightly more recent lava flow.  Although vegetated in 
scrub and occasional trees, this younger flow is comparatively barren, not possessing the thick 
layer of soil that has developed on the older flow.  Only a scattering of sites were encountered 
atop this newer flow, the majority of them being modified lava tubes or lava blisters.  It is also 
interesting to note that a number of what appear to be habitation structures are scattered along 
the northern edge of the older flow just south of its boundary with the newer flow.  This 
transition area between the two flows would have been slightly less fertile than the main 
portion of the older flow.  Erecting one’s residence in this area would have left the prime soil 
area free for cultivation. 
 
Though limited in its scope, the reconnaissance survey of the Archaeological Preserve Area has 
begun to reveal a recognizable settlement pattern.  It is characterized by clusters of adjacent 
structures, consisting primarily of platforms (Figure 17), terraces (Figure 18) and enclosures 
(Figures 19 and 20).  These features appear, for the most part, to represent the foundations of 
pole and thatch structures.  They seem to form discrete complexes that may represent 
residential compounds consisting of multiple habitation and/or related activity structures 
(cooking houses, etc.).  The structures within these possible residential complexes are on 
average larger and more substantial than similar features cleared and recorded within the 
Highway Corridor.  The largest and most impressive of these structures were encountered 
within sites 50-10-28-13373 (Figure 21) and 50-10-28-13380.  Both are sizeable complexes 
composed of numerous and diverse features. 
 
Also encountered were smaller platforms and terraces that tended to be surrounded by what 
appear to be agricultural features (field walls, clearance mounds, etc.).  These may represent the 
foundations of field shelters or sheds.
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Figure 17. Site 50-10-28-13380 Feature A platform (View North).
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Figure 18. Site 50-10-28-13380, terrace at south face of Feature A (View Northwest).
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Figure 19. Site T-006, Feature A enclosure (View Northeast). 

 

 
Figure 20. Site 50-10-28-13382, Feature C enclosure (View Southeast). 
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Figure 21. Site 50-10-28-13373, Feature A enclosure (View North).
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Within the Site 50-10-28-13380 residential complex is a large stone faced and stone filled terrace 
resting on the edge of a slope with an excellent view down to the coast (Feature H).  This 
structure more strongly resembles a ceremonial rather than a residential feature (Figure 22).  
Two other relatively high rectangular platforms (Site 50-10-28-13376 and 50-10-28-13393) appear 
to represent either the foundations of ceremonial features (possibly small heiau or field shrines) 
or large burial monuments (Figures 23 and 24).  The deep depression in the upper surface of 
Site 50-10-28-13393 could possibly have served as the support hole for an upright wooden 
image.   
 
Several other smaller platforms encountered within the Preserve may represent burial 
monuments (Figure 25).  Among these are a cluster of five stone mounds located at site T-006 
(Figure 26).  These mounds are located relatively close to Palani Road and could potentially be 
impacted by any road widening. 
 
 
 
 

 
Figure 22. Site 50-10-28-13380 Feature H possible ceremonial platform (View East). 
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Figure 23. Site 50-10-28-13376 possible ceremonial platform (View Southwest). 

 
Figure 24. Site 50-10-28-13393 possible ceremonial platform (View Northeast). 
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Figure 25. Site T-001, Feature A platform possible burial (View Southeast). 

 
Figure 26. Site T-006 possible burial mound cluster (View Southeast). 
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6.2.2 Historic Sites 

As noted before, the largest and most visible site within the Preserve survey area is the Great 
Wall of Kuakini (Site 50-10-28-6302 [7276]).  The section of the Kuakini Wall that survives within 
the Preserve appears to represent only the northernmost end of a structure that extends for 
roughly 5.6 miles (c. 9.0 kilometers), stretching from the ahupua‘a of Kahalu‘u in the south to the 
ahupua‘a of Keahuolū in the north.  During previous archaeological surveys conducted at other 
points along its length the wall has been assigned both SIHP number 50-10-37-06302 and 50-10-
37-07276.  For this reason it is referred to in the present survey as Site 50-10-28-6302 [7276].  
Within the Archaeological Preserve Area, the wall is relatively high and well constructed 
(Figure 27).  It has been breached at its southern end by bulldozing associated with the 
construction of Palani Road.  From its terminus at Palani Road, the wall runs northwest for 
approximately 183 meters before making a 90° bend to the southwest.  It continues for 
approximately 380 meters before ending mauka of Kamaka‘eha Avenue.  It appears that during 
the 1990 inventory survey, the western extension of the Kuakini Wall was given a separate SIHP 
number (50-10-28-13349).  The 1990 survey report mentions that, “It is uncertain at this time if 
the wall represents a continuation of the Kuakini Wall, or a later addition” (Donham 1990:A-86).  
Given the similarity in size and construction style between this western extension and the main 
north to south running wall, it was felt best to consider it part of the same site.  A more detailed 
examination of the junction between the two wall segments can be undertaken during the 
planned Archaeological Inventory Survey of the Preserve to attempt to determine whether they 
were constructed contemporaneously, or whether the western segment is a later addition.    
 
Associated with the Great Wall of Kuakini is site T-024, an enclosure that is built off the eastern 
(mauka) face of the Kuakini Wall near its southern end.  The enclosure is large and roughly 
rectangular in shape with an internal dividing wall.  It uses the Kuakini Wall to form its western 
edge.  The walls of the enclosure are high and substantially built, similar in construction to 
those of the adjoining Kuakini Wall.  A roughly northeast to southwest running wall segment 
divides the interior of the enclosure.  There is a gap at the interior wall’s western end that 
possibly served as an opening between the two halves of the enclosure.  The remnants of 
wooden posts flanking this opening suggest that it was once gated.  The southern end of the 
enclosure has been destroyed by bulldozing associated with the construction of Palani Road.  It 
is probable that the enclosure was constructed either contemporaneously with, or (more likely) 
at sometime after the Great Wall of Kuakini, and served as a corral or pen for holding cattle. 
 
Possibly also associated with the Kuakini Wall is site 50-10-28-13385.  This site consists of a 
relatively short section of substantially built wall (though not as substantial as the Kuakini Wall 
itself) that runs north to south on roughly the same alignment as the main north to south 
segment of the Kuakini Wall.  Site 50-10-28-13385 is located just north of the Kuakini Wall and 
appears to represent a short northern extension of it.  While the minor differences in height and 
construction between this site and the Kuakini Wall suggest that it may have been built 
somewhat later, possibly as an addition to the wall, its exact purpose is uncertain.  Further 
clearance and examination of the site may help to resolve some of these questions. 
 
These three relatively large, stone walled structures are the only definitely historic sites 
identified within the Archaeological Preserve Area. 
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Figure 27. The Great Wall of Kuakini (Site 50-10-37-6302 [7276]) (View North). 
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7.0 EXCAVATION FINDINGS 
 
A program of archaeological testing was carried out as part of the archaeological inventory 
survey of the Highway Corridor project area.  This testing program had two goals: (1) to test 
features that appeared likely to contain human remains, so that their presence would be known 
early in the planning process; and (2) to test several features to determine their function and 
age.  Excavations were conducted at nine features (mounds, platforms, and a sinkhole/lava 
tube site).  Field and laboratory methods have been described in Sections 4.1.2 and 4.1.3.  
Descriptions of the excavated features are presented below, following a standard format to 
facilitate comparison.  Analyses of artifacts, bone and marine shell midden, and radiocarbon 
dates are presented in Section 8.0. 
 

Table 4. Summary of excavated features 

Site Number Feature Type Function Artifacts Midden Charcoal Sample 
50-10-28-13384 A Platform Habitation X X X 
50-10-28-13391  Modified 

Sinkhole 
Habitation X X  

50-10-28-26846 A Mound Agriculture    
50-10-28-26848 A Platform Habitation X X X 
 C Platform Habitation X X X 
50-10-28-26849 C Mound Agriculture X X  
 E Mound Agriculture  X  
50-10-28-26851 F Platform Habitation  X X 
 H Mound Agriculture X X  
 
 
7.1 INVESTIGATIONS AT SITE 50-10-28-13391 MODIFIED SINKHOLE 
 
Description.  Site 50-10-28-13391 consists of a modified sink hole with two primary lava tubes 
extending out from it, one to the northwest and one to the southeast (Figure 28).  Each lava tube 
possesses several smaller side chambers.  The floor of both the main sinkhole and the adjoining 
lava tubes was found to consist of a relatively deep soil deposit, which contained a substantial 
amount of cultural material.  As has been mentioned previously (Section 5.1.4), the modified 
sinkhole and associated lava tubes at Site 50-10-28-13391 were extensively disturbed by looters 
prior to the present survey.  Pits were dug within both lava tubes, and the soil excavated from 
them was screened by the looters to recover saleable artifacts (Figure 29).  The locations of these 
excavation pits and the piles of screened earth have been located on the map of the site (Figure 
28).  The remaining material within the screen (which often included marine shell midden, fish 
and mammal bone and less marketable artifacts) was usually dumped onto the backdirt pile.  
Some larger pieces of shell and bone, as well as artifacts that were not of interest to the looters 
were placed by them atop stones and natural ledges within the cave.  Obviously this was part of 
their sorting process.  The looters also partially dismantled a stone facing on the southwest edge  
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of the entrance to the northwest lava tube.  This was probably done to allow more light into the 
tube, which was heavily impacted by their excavations. 
 
Surface Finds.  Surface artifacts observed during the mapping of the Site 50-10-28-13391 
modified sinkhole were numbered and their locations identified on the site map (Figure  28).  
These portable artifacts included basalt hammerstones, flakes of volcanic glass, flakes and cores 
of basalt, coral and scoria abraders, sea urchin spine abraders, bird bone picks and two papamū 
(stone game board) fragments.  A detailed list of these artifacts is provided in Table 4 below.  
Other cultural material found on the surface included marine shell midden, non-human 
mammal bone, kukui (Candlenut - Aleurites moluccanus) nut shells and waterworn cobbles.   The 
locations of various concentrations of cultural material were also marked on the site map 
(Figure 28).
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Figure 28. Plan view map of Site 13391. 
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Figure 29. Looter pits within the SE entrance chamber of Site 50-10-28-13391 (View NE).
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Table 5. Field recording of artifacts found in Site 50-10-28-13391. 

Artifact 
No. Type Material Size (cm) 

L x W x Th Description Collected 

1 Hammerstone Basalt 12 x 11 x 8 Broken waterworn cobble; with 
battering on rounded end. 

 

2 Papamū Basalt 34 x 27.5 x 5 Papamū fragment found atop stack of 
cobbles near entrance 

x 

3 Bone Pick Bird bone 8 x 1 x 0.5 Bird bone pick or awl x 
4 Bone Pick Bird bone 9 x 0.8 x 0.5 Bird bone pick or awl x 
5 Hammerstone Basalt 6 x 6 x 4 Small compete hammerstone  
6 Hammerstone Basalt 11 x 10 x 6 Broken waterworn cobble with pecking 

and battering 
 

7 Hammerstone Basalt 9.5 x 8.5 x 7 Angular waterworn cobble with 
battering 

 

8 Hammerstone Basalt 7.4 x 5.3 x 2 Large oval shaped waterworn pebble  
9 Hammerstone Basalt 5 x 6.5 x 3 Broken waterworn with battering on 

edge 
 

10 Hammerstone Basalt 7 x 4 x 2.3 Waterworn pebble with battering on 
both ends 

 

11 Abraders (N=3) Sea urchin 
spine 

--- Three echinoid spine abraders made of 
Heterocentrotus mammillatus 

x 

12 Abrader/ 
hammerstone 

Coral 9.3 x 7 x 3 Discoid shaped piece used as either an 
abrader or a hammerstone. 

 

13 Hammerstone Basalt 11 x 6.5 x 4.5 Waterworn pebble with battering on 
edge 

 

14 Flake Volcanic 
Glass 

2.4 1.8   

15 Flake Volcanic 
Glass 

1.1 x 0.4   

16 Abrader Coral 6.2 x 5.8 x 1.6 Small, flat and discoid shaped  
17 Hammerstone Basalt 7.5 7.7 x 4.6 Battering on multiple surfaces  
18 Abrader Coral 3.7 x 4.9 x 4.9   
19 Hammerstone Basalt 8.5 x 7.2 x 3.4 Battering/pecking on one surface  
20 Core Basalt 4.5 x 4.3 x 2.8 Very fine grained basalt with multiple 

flake scars 
 

21 Hammerstone Basalt 8.7 x 9.5 x 4   
22 Flake Basalt 3.5 x 3 x 1   
23 Hammerstone Basalt 9.7 x 4.5 x 2.8 Battering on two surfaces  
24 Hammerstone Basalt 8.5 x 8 x 5 Battering on two surfaces  
25 Hammerstone Basalt 14 x 14 x 5.6 Round, vesicular basalt  
26 Hammerstone Basalt 6 x 5 x 2.3 Rounded  
27 Hammerstone Basalt 6.7 x 6 x 4.4   
28 Hammerstone Basalt 9 x 6 x 6.4 Vesicular basalt; broken  
29 Hammerstone Basalt 9.5 x 7 x 4 Dense Basalt  
30 Abrader Scoria 

Basalt 
7 x 4 x 3   

31 Abrader/ 
Hammerstone 

Coral 5 x 5 x 2.5 Discoid shaped with one abraded 
surface; perimeter/flat edge is battered  

x 

32 Abrader Scoria 
Basalt 

11.5 x 10 x 4 Circular disk shaped  

33 Papamū Basalt 39 x 25 x 5 Papamū fragment x 
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Looter Backdirt Pile Finds.  In an effort to recover information from the impacted areas of the 
site, as well as to test for the presence of human remains that might have been disturbed by the 
vandalism, the major looter backdirt piles were screened and the recovered material collected 
for analysis.  No human remains were found in any of the screened backdirt piles.  
 
Material from three large backdirt piles was screened and collected for analysis.  Two of these 
piles (#1 and #2) were located within the floor of the main sinkhole (Figure 28).  Soil excavated 
from the deposit within the entrance chamber to the southeastern lava tube appears to have 
been screened within the main sinkhole where there is more light and room to maneuver.  
These backdirt piles were found to contain 12 pieces of volcanic glass, and approximately 1,500 
g of Kukui (Candlenut - Aleurites moluccanus) nut shell fragments and c. 350 g of shell and bone 
midden.    
 
A third large backdirt pile (#3) was located just inside the entrance to the northwestern lava 
tube (Figure 28).  This pile appears to consist of soil excavated from a large pit located just south 
of it.  A metal screw had been driven into the ceiling of the tube at this point and the screen 
hung on wires attached to the screw.  This backdirt pile was found to contain four pieces of 
volcanic glass, one bird bone pick, approximately 1000 g of kukui nut fragments; and c. 200 g of 
shell and bone midden. 
 
Excavation Summary.  During the mapping and recording of the site, a side chamber was 
discovered extending off of the northwest lava tube.  The back of this chamber was blocked by a 
facing of stacked stones (Figure 30).  It was felt that the stone facing might seal off a section of 
the tube containing a human burial.  For this reason, the stones that made up the facing were 
carefully removed by hand.  The excavated stones were piled up at the point where the side 
chamber joined the main northwest tube.  Once the facing was removed it was found that a 
boulder fill continued further back into the chamber.  During stone removal, fragmentary and 
complete kukui nuts, as well as other culture material, were found within the matrix of the fill.  
Soil that lay between the stones at the bottom of the fill was screened to recover additional 
cultural material.  As more of the stone fill was removal it was observed that the upper level of 
stones appeared to be extending down from a hole in the tube roof.  At this point stone removal 
was halted and an attempt was made to locate the roof hole.  Loose stones, located within the 
path of the nearby bulldozed firebreak and originally assumed to be broken up by the 
bulldozing, were removed to reveal the edges of a skylight where a section of the lava tube roof 
had collapsed (probably prior to the initial occupation of the site) (Figure 31).  This skylight 
measures c. 1.5 meters (northeast to southwest) by c. 1.1 meters (northwest to southeast).  It is 
located c. 6.5 meters in from the entrance to the side chamber and c. 2.5 meters in from the stone 
facing.   
 
The removal of the stones filling the skylight revealed that the entire remaining length the 
chamber had been filled with rubble.  It would appear that stones passed in through the 
skylight had been used to fill the chamber.  The bulk of this fill was then removed through the 
newly opened skylight, leaving only the fill stones along the edges of the chamber.  The 
chamber was found to extend c. 3.2 meters beyond (southwest of) the skylight (c. 6 meters 
beyond the stone facing) before it closed out naturally.  Stones were removed from the entire 
rear of the chamber revealing the original floor level.   
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Figure 30. Site 50-10-28-13391 stone facing in side chamber (View West). 

 
Figure 31. Site 50-10-28-13391 skylight to side chamber (View North).
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Since it had been filled with stones prior to the abandonment of the site, this portion of the side 
chamber had not been disturbed by looters, and its floor was intact.  This floor consisted of level 
soil with cobbles and small boulders pushed to the edges (Figure 32), as had been found in the 
main northwest tube.  A coral disc that may have been used as a hammerstone/abrader, a 
scoria abrader, gourd fragments, and a few water worn stones were found resting at the edges 
of the floor.  
 
During the removal of the rubble from the chamber, a large number of kukui nut shells (c. 1,350 
g) were found mixed in with the fill.  At first it was thought that these had been brought into 
the cave and broken open so that their oily kernels could be used for light.  However, 
concentrations of shells were found, not just on the floor, but throughout the fill, including a 
small pocket of them among the stones sealing the skylight.  It seems possible, based upon their 
number and presence throughout the fill that at least some of the nuts were not brought into the 
tube but sifted in naturally from above.  This might suggest that during the time that the 
chamber was filled, kukui trees grew in the area surrounding the skylight. 
 
The floor level directly beneath the skylight, which consists of a mix of soil and large boulders 
(possibly the original roof fall), was found to be c. 0.38 m above the floor level within the rest of 
the chamber (Figure 33).  This rise in floor level was probably the result of roof collapse and soil 
sifted in from above, just as the level of the main sinkhole floor is c. 0.5 m higher than the floor 
of the northwest lava tube. Though the stone fill was removed from the entire length of the side 
chamber, no human remains were encountered. 
 
Subsequent to the complete mapping and documentation of the Site 50-10-28-13391 modified 
sinkhole, the undisturbed floor of the excavated side chamber was covered with tarps to keep it 
from becoming contaminated.  Loose stones from the original fill were then placed back within 
the chamber to partially seal it and protect the undisturbed floor deposits from vandals until 
such time as they could be properly excavated. 
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Figure 32. Site 50-10-28-13391 rear floor of side chamber (View Southwest). 

 
Figure 33. Site 50-10-28-13391 side chamber after rock fill removal (View West). 
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7.2 TESTING OF POSSIBLE BURIAL MOUNDS 
 
Four roughly rectangular stone mounds were tested for the presence of human remains.  These 
mounds appeared more formal in their construction than the majority of the mounds and 
modified outcrops within the project area and thus were considered to possibly have served as 
burial monuments.  The features tested were Sites 50-10-28-26846, Feature A; 50-10-28-26849, 
Feature C and Feature E; and 50-10-28-26851, Feature H.  Each structure was bisected and the 
stones of one half removed.  If soil was found beneath the stones, this soil was then excavated 
down to bedrock.  All excavated soil was screened through ⅛ inch mesh to recover any cultural 
material present within it.  The underlying bedrock was closely examined to make sure that it 
was indeed bedrock and not a large slab concealing a subsurface chamber.  No human remains 
were encountered in any of these features.  
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Site 50-10-28-26846, Feature A  
(Figures 34 and 35) 
 
Description.  This feature consists of a roughly rectangular stone mound built directly atop the 
northeastern side of a high, linear pāhoehoe outcrop.  The pāhoehoe outcrop is visible extending 
out to the south and west of the mound.  The mound measures c. 2.6 meters (northwest to 
southeast) by c. 1.0 meters (northeast to southwest) and it is roughly 0.55 meters in height. It is 
faced along its eastern edge with small subangular boulders.   
 
Excavation Summary.  A string-line was strung across the liner mound in a roughly E-W 
orientation.  The fill stones of the northern half of the mound were then removed.  The fill 
consisted of subangular pebbles and cobbles between the spaces between small to medium 
boulders.  No cist or other internal features were found.  The stones extended down to bedrock 
that was covered with a thin deposit of soil and organic material.  Approximately half of a 5-
gallon bucket of soil was screened.  No cultural material was found during screening. 
 
Stratigraphy.  Thin layer of soil and organics atop bedrock. 
 
Features.  None. 
 
Cultural Materials  None. 
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Figure 34. Site 50-10-28-26846 Feature A mound prior to testing (View South). 

 
Figure 35. Site 50-10-28-26846 Feature A mound after excavation (View South). 
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Site 50-10-28-26849, Feature C 
(Figures 36 and 37) 
 
Description.  This almost square stone mound sits on the north end of a pāhoehoe bedrock 
outcrop, with the southern end free of stones.  The structure’s east and west edges are 
somewhat tumbled, while its north end is badly tumbled.  The mound measures c. 1.7 meters in 
length (east to west) by c. 1.6 meters in width (north to south) and is c. 1.5 meters high.   
 
Excavation Summary.  A string-line was strung across (NW – SE) the roughly rectangular 
mound.  The fill stones of the NE half of the mound were removed.  The fill consisted of 
subangular pebbles and cobbles between the spaces between small to medium boulders.  No 
cist or other internal features were found.  The stones extended down to bedrock that was 
covered with a thin deposit of soil and organic material.  Approximately five 5-gallon buckets of 
soil was screened. 
 
Stratigraphy.  Thin layer of soil and organics atop bedrock. 
 
Features.  None. 
 
Cultural Materials.  The rock fill contained a basalt hammerstone fragment.  The basal soil 
contained three medium mammal bone fragments (one cut) and sparse marine shell fragments. 
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Figure 36. Site 50-10-28-26849 Feature C mound prior to testing (View Northwest). 

 
Figure 37. Site 50-10-28-26849 Feature C mound after excavation (View Southwest). 
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Site 50-10-28-26849, Feature E 
(Figures 38 and 39) 
 
Description.  A roughly linear mound located c. 8 meters south of Feature C was also bisected 
and its southern half removed.  The eastern end of the mound appeared to be constructed atop 
an exposed natural pāhoehoe outcrop while its west end rested on soil.  The mound measures 
approximately 2.9 m by c. 1.8m and has a maximum height of c. 0.65 m.  It is edged with small 
to medium subangular boulders along its eastern side and found to be filled with subangular 
pebbles and cobbles filling the spaces between small to medium boulders.   
 
Excavation Summary.  A string-line was strung across (E - W) the roughly rectangular mound.  
The fill stones of the NE half of the mound were removed.  The fill consisted small boulders, 
cobbles, and pebbles.  No cist or other internal features were found.  The stones extended down 
to bedrock that was covered with a deposit of soil and organic material.  Approximately five 5-
gallon buckets of soil was screened. 
 
 
Stratigraphy.  A thin deposit of soil and organic rested atop bedrock. 
 
Features.  None. 
 
Cultural Materials.  One kukui nut shell fragment.  It is uncertain whether this kukui nut 
fragment was introduced into the fill of the mound by human activity or by natural agencies.  
Excavations at the site 50-10-28-13391 modified sinkhole suggest that kukui nut trees may have 
been growing in the area during the pre-Contact period. 
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Figure 38. Site 50-10-28-26849 Feature E mound prior to testing (View Southwest). 

 
Figure 39. Site 50-10-28-26849 Feature E mound after testing (View North). 
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Site 50-10-28-26851, Feature H 
(Figures 40 and 41) 
 
Description.  A final roughly rectangular stone mound was bisected and its northern half 
removed.  The mound was built on slightly sloping ground with patches of exposed bedrock.  It 
measures c. 3.3 m by c. 2.5 m and is c. 0.90 m high.  The mound is edged with small to medium 
subangular boulders.   
 
Excavation Summary.  A string-line was strung across (E - W) the roughly rectangular mound.  
The fill stones of the N half of the mound were removed.  The fill consisted of subangular 
pebbles and cobbles between the spaces between small to medium boulders.  No cist or other 
internal features were found.  The stones extended down to bedrock that was covered with a 
thin deposit of soil and organic material.   
 
Stratigraphy. A thin deposit of soil covers bedrock. 
 
Features.  None. 
 
Cultural Materials.  One discoidal coral abrader/hammerstone, marine shell, coral, and kukui 
(Candlenut - Aleurites moluccanus) nut shell fragments. 
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Figure 40. Site 50-10-28-26851 Feature H mound prior to testing (View East). 

 
Figure 41. Site 50-10-28-26851 Feature H mound after testing (View East). 
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7.3 TESTING OF UNCERTAIN FEATURES 
 
Archaeological test excavations were conducted on a sample of features where the function was 
uncertain and where there was the potential to recover datable material to develop a 
chronology of land use in the area, and artifact and midden samples to determine the types of 
activities taking place.  Four features were tested (Sites 50-10-28-13384, Feature A; 50-10-28-
26848, Feature A; 50-10-28-26848, Feature C; and 50-10-28-26851, Feature F).  All of these 
features appeared to have habitation functions.  Two were found to contain hearths, while the 
remaining two possessed charcoal that suggested the presence of hearths.  All contained marine 
shell and bone midden, while three contained portable artifacts.  These portable artifacts 
included hammerstones, basalt and volcanic glass flakes, an adze fragment, coral abraders, 
picks, and fishing gear (a complete one-piece fishhook and the shank of a small two-piece 
hook).  Six charcoal samples were collected and submitted for radiocarbon dating. 
 
The controlled test excavations of these four features are described below.  The results of 
midden, artifact and radio carbon analyses are presented in Section 8.0. 
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Site 50-10-28-13384, Feature A 
 
Description.  Site 50-10-28-13384, Feature A is a roughly rectangular platform (Figure 42).  It has 
defined corners on the south and east and somewhat rounded corners in the north and west.  
While most of the platform is built atop a pāhoehoe bedrock outcrop, which is exposed along the 
northeast, northwest and parts of the southwest edge, a small portion to the southeast is 
constructed atop fairly level soil.  The platform is constructed of large to medium boulders 
loosely stacked 1 to 3 courses high.  A mix of boulders, cobbles and pebbles forms the fill of the 
platform.  The surface of the fill is roughly level, but slightly irregular, and there is a slight 
depression in the center of the platform.   
 
Excavation Summary.  A 1.5 by 1.5 meter test pit was laid out to effectively remove a quarter of 
the surface platform (Figures 43 and 44).  The structure of the platform was found to consist of 
approximately 70 centimeters of cobble and small boulder fill.  This was underlain by two soil 
layers that extend down to c. 55 centimeters below the natural ground surface.  A carbon 
sample was collected from directly beneath a platform basal stone for radiocarbon dating. 
 
Stratigraphy.  A stratigraphic profile of Site 50-10-28-13384 is shown in Figure 45.  Two sub-
platform strata were discerned: 
 
 Layer I (8 - 50 centimeters thick).  A very dark grayish brown (10 YR 3/2) silty loam; 

loose; sticky, non-plastic; with an abrupt, smooth boundary. 
 
 Layer II (4 - 26 centimeters thick).  A yellow (10 YR 7/8) silt; loose; non-sticky, non-

plastic; rests atop bedrock. 
 
Features.  One feature was excavated at the base of Layer I. 
 

Feature A.  An ephemeral hearth consisting of mixed ash and charcoal extending from c. 27 
– 37 centimeters below surface at the base of Layer I.  It measures c. 40 by 46 
centimeters at the top.  A carbon sample was collected and submitted for 
radiocarbon dating. 

 
Cultural Materials.  Site 50-10-28-13384, Feature A yielded 15 portable artifacts including a 
stone adze fragment, basalt debitage, abraders (coral and Echinoid spine), a bird bone pick, and 
fishing gear (a complete one-piece fishhook and the shank of a small two-piece hook).  
Approximately 300 grams of midden material was recovered for laboratory analyses.
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Figure 42. Plan view map of Site 50-10-28-13384, Feature A. 
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Figure 43. Site 50-10-28-13384, Feature A, TP-1 pre-excavation. 

 
Figure 44. Site 50-10-28-13384, Feature A, TP-1 base of excavation.
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Figure 45. Stratigraphic profile of TP-1 in Site 50-10-28-13384, Feature A. 
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Site 50-10-28-26848, Feature A 
 
Description.  Site 50-10-28-26848, Feature A is a low, roughly rectangular stone platform (c. 7.0 
x 4.0 x 0.35-0.55 meters high) located atop a larger irregular shaped platform (Feature B) (Figure 
46).  Three of its sides are roughly faced with small to medium subangular basalt boulders 
loosely stacked 1-3 courses high.  The northeastern edge of the platform is constructed of small 
to large subangular basalt cobbles and boulders.  The interior of the Feature A platform is filled 
with small to large subangular basalt cobbles and small subangular basalt boulders.  The top of 
the platform is roughly level but the surface is irregular.   
 
Excavation Summary.  A 1 by 2 meter trench was excavated into the SW side of the surface 
platform (Figure 47).   The platform was found to consist of approximately 10 to 20 centimeters 
of cobble and small boulder fill, underlain by three soil layers that extend down to c. 5 – 40 
centimeters below the natural ground surface.  Two carbon samples were collected at this 
feature for radiocarbon dating.  One was from directly beneath a platform basal stone.  The 
second sample was from a hearth found near the base of excavation. 
 
Stratigraphy.  A stratigraphic profile of Site 50-10-28-26848, Feature A is shown in Figure 48.  
Three sub-platform strata were discerned: 
 
 Layer I (5 - 18 centimeters thick).  A dark brown (10 YR 3/3) loam; loose; non-sticky, 

non-plastic; abrupt smooth boundary. 
 
 Layer II (5 – 18 centimeters thick).  A dark brown 7.5 YR 3/2 silty loam; loose; non-

sticky, non-plastic; abrupt smooth boundary. 
 
 Layer III (8 centimeters thick).  A yellow brown (10 YR 5/4) silt; loose; non-sticky, non-

plastic; rest atop bedrock. 
 
Features.  One feature was excavated in Layer II. 
 

Feature A.  A lens-shaped fire hearth consisting of a dense concentration of ash and charcoal 
extending from c. 47 – 57 centimeters below surface in Layer II (Figures 49 and 
50).  It measures c. 30 by 30 centimeters at the top.  A carbon sample was 
collected and submitted for radiocarbon dating. 

 
 
Cultural Materials.  Site 50-10-28-26848, Feature A yielded very few (N=3 ) portable artifacts 
including a  volcanic glass flake, a coral abrader, and a small smooth droplet of pāhoehoe lava, 
that is not naturally occurring in this area.  Approximately 600 grams of midden material was 
recovered for laboratory analyses. 
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Figure 46. Plan view of Site 50-10-28-26848, Feature A. 
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Figure 47. Site 50-10-28-26848, Feature A, TP-1 pre-excavation. 
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Figure 48. Stratigraphic profile of Site 50-10-28-26848, Feature A, TP-1. 
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Figure 49. Site 50-10-28-26848, Feature A, 
plan view of Feature A hearth. 

 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

 
Figure 50. Site 50-10-28-26848, Feature A, 
section of Feature A hearth. 
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Site 50-10-28-26848, Feature C 
 
Description.  Site 50-10-28-26848, Feature C is a low, roughly rectangular shaped platform (c. 
2.5 x 1.5 x 0.4 meters high) located atop a larger platform, Feature B (Figure 51).  The platform 
edges are constructed of small to large subangular basalt cobbles and small subangular basalt 
boulders loosely stacked 1 to 3 courses high.  The platform's interior is filled with cobbles and 
boulders.  The top of this fill is fairly level and the surface is irregular.  Near the center of the 
interior is a roughly square rock-lined depression.  The depression measures approximately 
0.40 by c. 0.37 meters and is c. 0.17 meters deep.  The platform's interior surface is 
approximately 0.30 meters lower than its edges.   
 
Excavation Summary.  A 0.5 by 1.0 meter trench was excavated into the approximate center of 
the surface platform (Figures 52 and 53).  The platform was found to consist of a single stone 
depth of paving, with a maximum depth of 20 centimeters.  This surface platform is underlain 
by three soil layers that extend down to a maximum of c. 43 centimeters below the natural 
ground surface.  A carbon sample was collected from almost the base of excavation. 
 
Stratigraphy.  A stratigraphic profile of Site 50-10-28-26848, Feature C is shown in Figure 54.  
Three sub-platform strata were discerned: 
 
 Layer I (11 centimeters thick).  A very dark grayish brown (10 YR 3/2) silt loam; weak 

fine to very fine crumb; non-sticky, non-plastic; abrupt smooth boundary. 
 
 Layer II (9 centimeters thick).  A very dark gray 7.5 YR 3/1 silt; weak fine to very fine 

crumb; non-sticky, non-plastic; abrupt smooth boundary; charcoal visible in situ, very 
ashy layer. 

 
 Layer III (10 – 33 centimeters thick).  A very dark grayish brown (10 YR 3/2) silt; weak 

fine crumb; non-sticky, non-plastic; rest atop bedrock; very ashy. 
 
Features.  No features were excavated. 
 
Cultural Materials.  Site 50-10-28-26848, Feature C yielded 11 portable artifacts including a 
basalt hammerstone, coral abrader fragments, and volcanic glass flakes.  Approximately 170 
grams of midden material was recovered for laboratory analyses. 
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Figure 51. Plan view of Site 50-10-28-26848, Feature C. 
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Figure 52. Site 50-10-28-26848, Feature C, TP-1 pre-excavation. 

 
Figure 53. Site 50-10-28-26848, Feature C, TP-1 base of excavation. 
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Figure 54. Stratigraphic profile of Site 50-10-28-26848, Feature C, TP-1. 
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Site 50-10-28-26851, Feature F 
 
Description.  Site 50-10-28-26851, Feature F consists of a low, roughly rectangular stone 
platform with a badly disturbed stone mound built atop its southern half (Figure 55).  The 
structure appears to be built on a pāhoehoe outcrop and level soil.  The lower platform measures 
approximately 4.8 by c. 3.0 meters and has a maximum height of c. 0.50 meters.  The platform is 
edged with small to large subangular basalt cobbles and small subangular basalt boulders 
loosely stacked 1 to 3 courses high.  The platform’s interior is composed of roughly level stone 
fill.   
 
The northwest portion of the interior is roughly filled with small subangular basalt boulders.  
This filled area has an uneven surface and appears to possibly represent the remains of a 
collapsed cist or similar feature.   
 
Built atop the southern end of the lower platform is disturbed stone mound (c. 2.7 x c. 1.7 x c. 
0.7 meters high).  Within the southeast portion of the mound is a stone lined hollow covered 
with loose boulders.  It appears to be a small cist or a possible cupboard.  Immediately west of 
this cist is a tumbled portion of the mound whose stones suggest it may have also held a small 
cist.  The purpose of these small cupboard-like features is uncertain.   
 
Excavation Summary.  A 1.0 by 2.0 meter trench was excavated in the southern half of the 
feature (Figures 56 and 57).  The surface stone mound was 1 – 3 stones thick and rested atop the 
paving of the platform, indicating that this mound was constructed after the paved platform 
had been built.  The stone platform was c. 10 – 25 centimeters thick consisting of piled basalt 
boulders and cobbles.  Beneath the stone platform is a single layer that was 10 – 25 centimeters 
thick resting atop bedrock.  A carbon sample from this soil layer was collected for radiocarbon 
dating. 
 
Stratigraphy.  A stratigraphic profile of Site 50-10-28-26851, Feature F is shown in Figures 58, 
59, and 60.  One sub-platform layer was discerned: 
 Layer I  (10-25 centimeters thick).  A dark grayish brown (7.5 YR 3/3) silt; loose; slightly 

sticky, non-plastic; rests atop bedrock. 
 
Features.  No features were excavated. 
 
Cultural Materials.  Site 50-10-28-26851, Feature F yielded no portable artifacts.  Approximately 
100 grams of midden material was recovered for laboratory analyses. 
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Figure 55. Plan view map of Site 50-10-28-26851, Feature F. 
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Figure 56. Site 50-10-28-26851, Feature F, TP-1 pre-excavation. 

 
Figure 57. Site 50-10-28-26851, Feature F TP-1 paving exposed.
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Figure 58. Stratigraphic profile of Site 50-10-28-26851, Feature F, TP-1. 
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Figure 59. Site 50-10-28-26851, Feature F TP-1, east profile. 

 
Figure 60. Site 50-10-28-26851, Feature F TP-1, west profile.
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8.0 LABORATORY ANALYSIS 
 
8.1 ARTIFACT ANALYSES 
 
Archaeological investigations within the proposed Ane Keohokālole Highway Corridor yielded 
a total of 71 collected portable artifacts (only 6 of the 33 artifacts recorded from the surface of 
Site 50-10-28-13391 were collected, the remainder are documented in Table 4).  These collected 
artifacts included 49 tools, 4 articles of fishing gear, 5 domestic implements, 3 miscellaneous 
artifacts, and 10 unmodified manuports (Table 5).  Artifacts identified as tools consisted of 1 
adze fragment, 1 hammerstone, 1 hammerstone fragment, 14 abraders, and 2 
abrader/hammerstones, as well as 6 stone flakes, 1 retouched flake, 13 flake fragments, and 10 
non-diagnostic fragments.  These implements were made of a variety of materials including 
basalt, volcanic glass, coral, and echinoid spine.  The fishing gear assemblage consisted of 1 
complete one-piece fishhook, 1 shank of a two-piece fishhook, 1 fishhook tab (perform), 1 
fishhook blank, all of which were made of bone.  Domestic implements included 4 bird bone 
picks and one fragmentary gourd container.  Miscellaneous portable artifacts included two 
fragmentary pieces of papamū (stone game boards) and a fire-cracked waterworn stone.  A 
variety of unmodified manuports included one piece of unworked wood, one basalt lava tube 
ceiling drip, and eight waterworn basalt cobbles.  Descriptions of the portable artifacts are 
presented below. 
 
8.1.1 Tools 
Artifacts that were classified as tools represented a range of manufacturing activities and were 
made from a variety of materials.  The majority of tools (N=25) were collected from the ground 
surface and screened back dirt piles within Site 50-10-28-13391 (modified sinkhole).  These 
consisted of volcanic glass flakes (N=4), flake fragments (N=4), and non-diagnostic volcanic 
glass fragments (N=9) as well as coral abraders (N=2), discoidal coral abraders (N=2), discoidal 
coral abrader/ hammerstone (N=1), and echinoid spine abraders (N=3).  The controlled 
excavations at Site 50-10-28-13384, Feature A (TP-1) and at Site 50-10-28-26848, Feature C (TP-1), 
yielded the next highest amount of tools.  The test pit at Site 50-10-28-13384, Feature A 
contained a wide variety of basalt tools including an adze fragment, one semi-spherical 
hammerstone, flakes (N=2), flake fragments (N=2), and a retouched flake, as well as one coral 
abrader and two echinoid spine abraders.  Tools found in TP-1 of Site 50-10-28-26848, Feature C 
consisted of volcanic glass flake fragments (N=7) and discoidal coral abraders (N=3).  The 
remaining sites contained minor amounts of portable artifacts.  Site 50-10-28-26848, Feature A 
yielded a coral abrader and one non-diagnostic volcanic glass fragment, Site 50-10-28-26849, 
Feature C contained one basalt hammerstone fragment, and Site 50-10-28-26851, Feature H 
yielded one discoidal coral abrader/hammerstone. 
 
8.1.1.1 Basalt Adze Fragment.  One basalt adze fragment was found in TP-1 of Site 50-10-28-
13384, Feature A (Figures 61 and 62).  The fragment is the tang, or shoulder to poll portion, of an 
adze fashioned out of a dark grey, dense, fine-grained basalt.  The adze fragment measures 56 
mm long from shoulder to poll, 17 to 24 mm in width from lateral edge to edge, 11 to 21 mm in 
thickness from front to back, and weighs 51.1 grams.  It is quadrangular in cross-section and has 
significant polishing on lateral faces, with slight polishing on the front and back.
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Table 6. Artifacts 

Site 13384 - 
Feature A

Site 13391
Site 26848 - 
Feature A

Site 26848 
Feature C

Site 26849 
Feature C

Site 26851 
Feature H

Grand 
Total 

Grand 
Total %

Tools 10 25 2 10 1 1 49 69%
Basalt Adze Fragment 1 1
Basalt Hammerstone 1 1
Basalt Hammerstone Fragment 1 1
Basalt Flake 2 2
Basalt Flake Fragment 2 2
Basalt Retouched Flake 1 1
Volcanic Glass Flake 4 4
Volcanic Glass Flake Fragment 4 7 11
Volcanic Glass ND Fragment 9 1 10
Coral Abrader 1 2 1 4
Coral Abrader Fragment 3 3
Coral Abrader, discoidal 2 2
Coral Abrader/Hammerstone, discoidal 1 1 2
Echinoid Spine Abrader 2 3 5

Fishing Gear 4 0 0 0 0 0 4 6%
Bone Fishhook, One-piece, complete 1 1
Bone Fishhook, Two-piece, shank 1 1
Bone Fishhook Tab (preform) 1 1
Bone Fishhook Blank 1 1

Domestic Implements 1 4 0 0 0 0 5 7%
Bird Bone Pick 1 3 4
Gourd container (fragmentary) 1 1

Miscellaneous 0 2 0 0 1 0 3 4%
Papamu 2 2
Fire-cracked Rock, waterworn 1 1

Manuports 0 5 1 2 1 1 10 14%
Basalt lava tube ceiling drip 1 1
Basalt waterworn 5 2 1 1 9

Total 15 36 3 12 3 2 71 100%

Artifact Type
Number of Specimens
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Figure 61.Top view of basalt adze from site 13384-A. 

 
Figure 62. Side view of basalt adze from site 13384-A. 
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8.1.1.2  Basalt Hammerstone and Hammerstone Fragment.  One complete basalt hammerstone 
was discovered in TP-1 of Site 50-10-28-13384, Feature A (Figure 63).  This semi-spherical 
hammerstone is made out of rough, vesicular basalt and has battering on all rounded sides.  The 
bottom of the hammerstone is flat, with a mildly abraded surface.  It measures 62 mm in 
diameter by 52 mm tall and weighs 238 grams.   
 
Additionally, one basalt hammerstone fragment was found in Site 50-10-28-26849, Feature C.  
This fragment was once part of a medium-grain, basalt, waterworn cobble hammerstone, which 
would have been flat and oval in shape in its complete form.  The fragment measures 63 mm 
long from break to battered end, 88 mm wide from side to side at the break, and ranges from 11 
to 31mm in thickness.  Battering occurs on the edge of what would have been the distal or 
proximal end, with several flake scars. 
 

 
Figure 63. Hammerstone from site 13384-A. 

 
8.1.1.3  Basalt Flakes.  A total of 5 basalt flakes were recovered from Site 50-10-28-13384, Feature 
A in complete (N=2), fragmentary (N=2), and retouched (N=1) forms.  All flakes were fashioned 
out of dense, fine to medium-grained basalt and did not exhibit any cortex.  Their 
measurements range from 20 – 53 mm in length (proximal to distal ends), 26 – 45 mm in width 
(lateral margins), and 6 – 13 mm in thickness (ventral to dorsal faces).  Weights vary from 3.4  to 
25 grams.  One flake displayed retouch on one lateral edge, consisting of 3 successive crescent-
shaped or half-moon breakages ranging in width from 13 – 15 mm.   
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8.1.1.4 Volcanic Glass Flakes.  A total of 25 flakes, flake fragments, and non-diagnostic 
fragments of volcanic glass were collected from Sites 50-10-28-13391, 50-10-28-26848, Feature A, 
and 50-10-28-26848, Feature C.  All complete flakes (N=4) were found in Site 50-10-28-13391, 
three out of four coming from the looter’s back-dirt piles and found in a ⅛ inch mesh screen. 
Generally speaking, the volcanic glass material appears homogenous, vitreous, and dark grey-
olive in color.  None of the volcanic glass artifacts exhibit cortex and all have multiple flake 
scars on their dorsal faces.   
 
Complete flakes range in size from 6 – 12 mm in length, 6 – 12 mm in width, 2 – 5 mm in 
thickness, and less than 0.1 gram to 0.4 gram in weight.  Flake fragments (N=11), were collected 
from Sites 50-10-28-13391 and 50-10-28-26848, Feature C.  The flake fragment material appeared 
to be the same volcanic glass material that the complete flakes were fashioned out of.  
Measurements vary from 7 – 8 mm in length, 5 – 20 mm in width, 1 – 6 mm in thickness, and 
less than 0.1 gram to 2.1 grams in weight.  Non-diagnostic volcanic glass fragments were also 
collected.  These range in size from 4 – 22 mm in length, 4 – 10 mm in width, 1 – 4 mm in 
thickness, and less than 0.1 gram to 0.5 grams in weight.   
 
8.1.1.5 Coral Tools.  Numerous coral tools were collected throughout the project area.  These 
consist of abraders (N=4), abrader fragments (n=3), discoidal abraders (N=2), and discoidal 
abrader/hammerstones (N=2).   The majority of coral tools were encountered in Site 50-10-28-
13391 (N=5), with the remaining tested sites having only one coral tool, with the exception of 
Site 50-10-28-26848, Feature C, which had 3 fragments. 
 
Coral abraders were found in Sites 50-10-28-13384, Feature A, 50-10-28-13391, and 50-10-28-
26848, Feature A.  These abraders vary in shape and range in size from 41 – 67 mm in length, 24 
– 57 mm in width, 17 - 32 mm in thickness, and 12.9 grams to 81.7 grams in weight.  Abrader 
fragments, found only in Site 50-10-28-26848, Feature C, vary in size from 16 – 30 mm in length, 
13 – 23 mm in width, 10 – 19 mm in thickness, and 1.1 grams to 4.9 grams in weight.  
 
Two discoidal abraders were collected from Site 50-10-28-13391 (Figures 64 and 65).  The largest 
abrader has a roughly discoidal shape and relatively flat, abraded top and base surfaces with 
round and smooth, un-abraded sides.  This artifact measures 63 x 56 x 19 mm thick, and weighs 
45.7 grams.  The smaller discoidal abrader has a defined disc shape with a mildly convex top 
and concave base, which are both thoroughly abraded.  The sides are rough and rounded with 
significant battering marks, presumably to form the coral into its disc shape.  This discoidal 
abrader measures 55 mm in diameter, 19 mm thick, and weighs 36.8 grams.  
 
Two coral discoidal abrader/hammerstones were found, one each at Sites 50-10-28-13391 and 
50-10-28-26851, Feature H (Figures 66 and 67).  The discoidal abrader found in Site 50-10-28-
13391 has a defined disc shape having one mildly concave side with possible abrading and one 
relatively flat and thoroughly abraded side.   The rounded outer edge of the discoidal 
abrader/hammerstone is heavily battered.  It measures 55 mm in diameter, 30 mm thick, and 
weighs 56.2 grams.  The discoidal abrader/hammerstone collected from Site 50-10-28-26851, 
Feature H has a rough disc shape and is fragmentary.  This abrader/hammerstone has one very 
irregular surface and one relatively flat, abraded surface with a rounded outer edge that 
displays some battering.  This piece measures 53 x 50 x 32 mm thick, and weighs 54 grams. 
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Figure 64. Top view of two discoidal abraders from site 13391. 

 
Figure 65. Side view of two discoidal abraders from site 13391. 
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Figure 66. Coral discoidal abrader/hammerstones from sites 13391 and 26851-H (top view). 

 
Figure 67. Coral discoidal abrader/hammerstones from sites 13391 and 26851-H (side view).
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8.1.1.6 Echinoid Spine Abraders.  A total of five echinoid spine abraders were collected from 
the project area (Figure 68).  Three were found in Site 50-10-28-13391, while two were found in 
Site 50-10-28-13384, Feature A.  
 
The specimens found in Site 50-10-28-13391 (N=3) were manufactured from echinoid spines 
belonging to the pencil urchin (Heterocentrotus mammillatus).  The distal end was beveled against 
the grain to create an abrasive, flat facet.  The lengths of these facets range from 25 – 30 mm.  
Further, the abrader tips have been ground to create a flat edge.  The spine abraders range in 
size from 36 – 44 mm in length, 6 – 7 mm in width, and 0.6 gram to 1.1 grams in weight.  
 
The spine abraders found in Site 50-10-28-13384, Feature A (N=2) were also Heterocentrotus 
mammillatus, yet varied greatly in size, design, and condition.  One appears to be the bevel 
portion of an abrader, measuring 13 x 7 x 4 mm thick, and weighing 0.2 grams.  The other 
abrader is only slightly ground on the distal end, with no defined bevel.  This abrader, found in 
poor condition, measures 35 x 6 mm wide, and weighs 0.6 grams. 
 
8.1.2 Fishing Gear 
Four articles of fishing gear were collected from Site 50-10-28-13384, Feature A.  These consisted 
of a complete one-piece bone fishhook, the shank portion of a two-piece bone fishhook, a bone 
fishhook perform tab, and a bone blank for a fishhook (Figure 69).   
 
A single complete, point incurved (rotating), un-barbed, one-piece, bone fishhook (Type IB2Ug; 
Sinoto 1979) with HT1a head type (Sinoto 1962) was discovered in Layer II of TP-1 in Site 50-10-
28-13384, Feature A.  This fishhook, found in excellent condition, is relatively gracile, with a 
shank length of 20 mm, a width of 8 mm, a point length of 11 mm, a maximum point/shank 
diameter of 2 mm, and weighs less than 0.1 grams.  The fishhook may have been manufactured 
of bird bone, as it is relatively narrow with a long shank (Emory et al. 1968).   
 
The small, un-barbed shank portion of a two-pieced bone fishhook with a knobbed and flat 
faced base (Type II2B3A2; Sinoto 1979) and with a protruding knob head (Type HT4; Sinoto 
1962) was also found in Site 50-10-28-13384, Feature A, test pit-1, Layer II.  This fishhook shank 
measures 20 mm long , 4 mm wide at the base, 2 mm thick, and weighs less than 0.1 grams.  The 
type of bone used to make this hook was not determined. 
 
One roughed-out bone fishhook tab, or perform, with multiple filed surfaces was collected from 
Layer II of TP-1 in Site 50-10-28-13384, Feature A as well.  It measures 15 mm long, 9 mm wide, 
3 mm thick, and weighs less than 0.1 grams.  
 
The bone fishhook blank, probably from a small to medium sized mammal, is half of a 
nonspecific diaphysis broken lengthwise, exposing the medullary cavity, with severing cuts on 
the proximal and distal ends, and at least one cut mark on the mid-shaft.  The blank measures 
47 mm long, 14 mm wide at mid-shaft, and weighs 3.4 grams.   
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Figure 68. Echinoid spine abraders from sites 13384-A and 13391. 

 
Figure 69. Fishing gear from site 13384-A (blank, perform, 2-pc. shank, 1-pc rotating).
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8.1.3 Domestic Implements 
Several bird bone picks (N=4) (Figure 70) and one fragmentary gourd container (N=1, n≥20) 
were also discovered during archaeological investigations.  Three picks and the gourd remains 
were collected from Site 50-10-28-13391 and a single pick was collected from Site 50-10-28-13384, 
Feature A. 
 
Bird bone picks were predominantly fashioned by cutting the shaft on a bias towards the 
proximal end of the bone diaphysis (shaft) to create a point, and in one case, a serrated cutting 
edge as well.  All but one pick retained a fair portion of the distal end of the humerus, which 
was used to identify the skeletal element, yet, not enough to identify the species.  The 
measurements for the humerus picks range from 75 – 90 mm in length, 5 – 6 mm in diameter at 
mid-shaft, and 1.3 grams to 1.7 grams in weight.  The remaining bird bone pick is the distal 
portion of a pick made from a bird bone diaphysis of an unidentified species and measures 40 
mm long, 3 mm in diameter at mid-shaft, and weighs 0.2 grams.  As this bone appeared 
relatively gracile compared to the humerus picks, it would have come from a much smaller 
species of bird.  All bird bone picks have varying degrees of use-wear, consisting of small cut-
marks, abrasion areas, and deep grooves - both along and against the grain. 
 
The remains of a gourd container were found in extremely fragmented condition amongst the 
rubble at the far end of the sealed side chamber of Site 50-10-28-13391.  At least 20 fragments 
were collected, ranging in size from less than 1 mm to 72 mm long, less than 1 mm to 60 mm 
wide, less than 1 – 8 mm thick, and weighing less than 0.1 gram to 0.9 grams.   
 
8.1.4 Miscellaneous 
Two fragmentary papamū were collected from within the northwest lava tube of Site 50-10-27-
13391.  One was found near the entrance to the tube (Figure 71), while the other was recovered 
from among the fill beneath the skylight in the sealed side chamber.  Both appear to be 
fragments of larger boards.  They consist of relatively thin slabs of pāhoehoe lava that have a 
pattern of dimples pecked into their smooth surface.  The fragment found near tube entrance 
measures 34 x 27.5 x 5 cm thick, while the fragment recovered from the side chamber measures 
39 x 25 x 5 cm thick.  Papamū, made either in wood or stone, were boards for the playing of 
kōnane, a game similar to checkers that used white and black pebbles as game pieces.   
 
One fire-cracked, waterworn stone was collected from Site 50-10-28-26849, Feature C.  The fire-
cracked, basalt, waterworn stone has no intentional modifications and measures 41 x 25 x 24 
mm thick, and weighs 35 grams.  
 
8.1.5 Manuports 
A total of 11 manuports, or items which have been moved from their original location and 
context to another location and context by human agencies, were collected from Sites 50-10-28-
13391, 50-10-28-26848, Feature A, 50-10-28-26848, Feature C, 50-10-28-26849, Feature C, and 50-
10-28-26851, Feature H.  These manuports consisted of unworked wood (N=1), a basalt lava 
tube ceiling drip (N=1) (Figure 72), and basalt waterworn pebbles and cobbles (N=9). 
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Figure 70. Bone picks from sites 13384-A and 13391. 

 
Figure 71. Papamū fragment from site 13391. 
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Figure 72. Manuport – basalt lava tube drip. 
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8.2 MIDDEN ANALYSES 
 
Test excavations conducted at eight sites, as well as the screening of the looters’ backdirt piles in 
Site 50-10-28-13391, resulted in the recovery of approximately 6,000 grams of midden (shell fish, 
non-human bone, floral remains, and coral).  Kukui (Aleurites mouccana) nut shell (endocarp) 
made up the majority of material recovered with 66 percent of the total sample.  This was 
followed by marine shell (23%), non-human bone (5%), and coral (5%).  The results of the 
analyses of this material by excavated site are presented in Tables 6-12 and are briefly 
summarized below. 
 
8.2.1 Site 50-10-28-13384, Feature A 
Over 300 grams of midden was recovered from Site 50-10-28-13384, Feature A  (Table 6).  
Marine shell is the largest component of the midden, followed by bone material.  Of the shell 
fish remains, cowry shell dominates.  Of the bone material small to medium mammal is the 
most common, with a relatively large quantity of pig bone and small dog bone.  Fish bone is 
relatively sparse, and interestingly shark is represented.  Approximately 37 grams of kukui shell 
makes up 12 percent of the midden from this site. 
 
8.2.2 Site 50-10-28-13391 
Over 3,100 grams of midden was recovered from screening the three major looter piles (Table 7) 
and almost 1,600 grams of midden was collected during the course of dismantling the fill in the 
side chamber of the northwest lava tube at Site 50-10-28-13391 (Table 8).  The major component 
in the entire midden sample recovered was kukui nut shell, making up over 80 percent of the 
total midden.  In the backdirt piles, the small snakehead cowry (C. caputserpentis) makes up the 
majority of the shell midden, followed by wana (E. diadema).  Fish and small to medium 
mammal bone are the most abundant bone material found in the backdirt piles.  Small to 
medium mammal bone makes up the greatest proportion of non-floral midden remains in the 
West chamber. 
 
8.2.3 Site 50-10-28-26848, Feature A 
Over 600 grams of midden was recovered from Site 50-10-28-26848, Feature A (Table 9).  Marine 
shell makes up the majority of the midden recovered, with cowry species being the most 
abundant shell midden.  A sizeable quantity of wana (E. diadema) was also recovered.  Very little 
bone material and very little floral material were present. 
 
8.2.4 Site 50-10-28-26848, Feature C 
Approximately 170 grams of midden was recovered from Site 50-10-28-26848, Feature C (Table 
10).  Most of the shell material was made up of cowry shell, followed by cone shell.  Wana 
formed a significant portion of the midden, and actually produced more weight than the cone 
shell even though the wana shell fragments are quite a bit thinner and thus lighter than cone 
shell fragments. 
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8.2.5 Site 50-10-28-26851, Feature F 
A little more than 100 grams of midden was recovered from Site 50-10-28-26851, Feature F 
(Table 11).  A full 70 percent of this material is composed of coral, so that the edible shell 
midden only accounts for about 70 g of material.  Marine shell predominates, with cowry being 
the most abundant.  Interestingly, no bone material was recovered from this site. 
 
8.2.6 Mounds (Sites 50-10-28-26849, Feature C; 50-10-28-26849, Feature E; and 50-10-28-26851, 
Feature H) 
Very sparse midden was recovered from the three mound excavations (c. 88 g) (Table 12).  
Almost half of this total was composed of coral from Site 50-10-28-26851, Feature H.  Site 50-10-
28-26849, Feature C contained mainly small to medium mammal bone and sparse marine shell.  
Site 50-10-28-26849, Feature E contained a single kukui nut shell.  Site 50-10-28-26851, Feature H 
had the most variety of material present, with three marine shell families represented and 
sparse kukui nut shell, in addition to the 40 g of coral. 
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Table 7. Midden material from Site 50-10-28-13384, Feature A. 

 

Layer I  - 
Total Weight Layer I  % Layer I I  - 

Total Weight Layer I I  % Grand Total - 
Weight*

Grand Total  
%

Bone 62.8 31% 27.8 25% 90.6 29%
Aves (Bird) 14.7 7% 4.7 4% 19.4 6%
Osteichthyes (Fish) 1.3 1% 0.5 0% 1.8 1%
Chondrichtheys (Shark) 0.3 0% 0.3 0%
Mammal (small to medium) 32.3 16% 7.1 6% 39.4 13%

Rodentia 0%
Muridae  sp 0.1 0% 0.1 0%

Canidae 0%
Canis familiaris 0.3 0% 0.3 0%

Suidae 0%
Sus Scrofa 12.6 6% 12.6 11% 25.2 8%

Unidentifiable 1.6 1% 2.5 2% 4.1 1%
Shell, marine 90.4 45% 75.4 68% 165.8 53%

Gastropoda 0%
Cypreaidae 46.7 23% 26.8 24% 73.5 24%

maculifera 2.7 2% 2.7 1%
Neritidae 0%

picea (pipipi) 0.1 0% 1.9 2% 2 1%
Patellidae (opihi) 7.7 4% 7.7 2%

Neogastropoda 0%
Thaididae 0%

Drupa sp. 0.7 0% 0.3 0% 1 0%
Thais 0.3 15% 1 7% 1.3 12%

Conidae 8.1 0% 1.7 0% 9.8 0%
Bivalvia 0%

Mytilidae 11.9 6% 14.4 13% 26.3 8%
Echinodermata 0%

Echinothrix 0%
calamaris 4.6 2% 15.6 14% 20.2 6%

Heterocentrotus 0%
Mammillatus 3 1% 4.3 4% 7.3 2%

Unidentifiable 7.3 4% 6.7 6% 14 4%
Flora 30.1 15% 7.5 7% 37.6 12%

Euphorbiaceae 0%
Aleurites moluccana  (kukui) 30.1 15% 7.5 7% 37.6 12%

Coral 18.4 9% 18.4 6%
Charcoal P P P
Totals 201.7 100% 110.7 100% 312.4 100%

* Weight in grams.
T = trace amounts
P = present

Site 50-10-28-13384 
Feature A
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Table 8. Midden from Site 50-10-28-13391 backdirt piles. 

BDP I - Total 
Weight BDP I % BDP II  - 

Total Weight BDP II  % BDP II I  - 
Total Weight BDP II I  % Grand Total - 

Weight*
Grand Total  

%

Bone 6.7 4% 51.7 3% 38.6 3% 97 3%
Aves 2.2 1% 1.3 0% 5.3 0% 8.8 0%
Osteichthyes (Fish) 0.7 0% 18.8 1% 24.5 2% 44 1%
Mammal (small to medium) 3.7 2% 30.8 2% 8.5 1% 43 1%

Rodentia
Muridae  sp 0.1 0% 0.5 0% 0.3 0% 0.9 0%

Unidentifiable 0.3 0% 0.3 0%
Shell, marine 73.2 44% 238.5 14% 191.4 15% 503.1 16%

Gastropoda
Cypreaidae

maculifera 33.7 20% 5.6 0% 39.3 1%
caputserpentis 15.7 9% 113.7 7% 80.7 6% 210.1 7%

Neritidae
picea (pipipi) 1.9 1% 4.3 0% 5.1 0% 11.3 0%

Patellidae (opihi) 3.8 0% 6.4 1% 10.2 0%
Terebridae 0.7 0% 0.7 0%

Neogastropoda
Thaididae

Drupa sp. 1.2 1% 6.1 0% 23.3 2% 30.6 1%
Conidae 7.3 4% 29.8 2% 37.1 1%

Bivalvia
Mytilidae 1.9 1% 4.9 0% 5.3 0% 12.1 0%

Echinodermata
Echinothrix

diadema 7.8 5% 36.1 2% 54.4 4% 98.3 3%
Heterocentrotus

mammillatus 0.1 0% 3.6 0% 4.3 0% 8 0%
Unidentifiable 2.9 2% 30.6 2% 11.9 1% 45.4 1%

Flora 87.3 52% 1436.1 83% 1027.3 82% 2550.7 81%
Euphorbiaceae

Aleurites moluccana  (kukui) 87.3 52% 1436.1 83% 1027.3 82% 2550.7 81%
Charcoal P P
Totals 167.2 100% 1726.3 100% 1257.3 100% 3150.8 100%

* Weight in grams.
P = present

Site 50-10-28-13391 
Backdirt Piles
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Table 9. Midden from Site 50-10-28-13391 Northwest chamber fill. 

 

W End of W 
Chamber - 

Total Weight

W End of W 
Chamber %

Under Skylight 
- Total

Under Skylight 
%

General Wall - 
Total 

 Total Weight
Total Weight 

%

Bone 80 100% 21.6 6% 11.1 1% 112.7 7%
Fish 0.9 0% 10.5 1% 11.4 1%
Mammal (small to medium) 80 100% 20.6 6% 100.6 6%

Rodentia
Muridae  sp 0.1 0% 0.6 0% 0.7 0%

Unidentifiable
Shell, marine 15.2 4% 46.3 4% 61.5 4%

Gastropoda
Cypreaidae 5.8 2% 12.5 1% 18.3 1%

maculifera 7.8 1% 7.8 0%
Terebridae 0.9 0% 0.9 0%
Patellidae (opihi) 5.2 1% 5.2 0%
Neritidae

picea (pipipi) 0.1 0% 0.1 0%
Neogastropoda

Conidae 2.9 0% 2.9 0%
Thaididae

Thais 0.7 0% 0.7 0%
Bivalv ia

Mytilidae T 0% 1 0% 1 0%
Echinodermata

Echinothrix
diadema 3.4 1% 21.2 2% 24.6 2%

Hetercentrotus
mamillatus 0.3 0% 0.3 0%

Flora 271 77% 1076.8 93% 1347.8 85%
Euphorbiaceae

Aleurites moluccana  (kukui) 271 77% 1076.3 93% 1347.3 85%
Cucurbitaceae

Lagenaria siceraria (bottle gourd) 0.5 1% 0.5 1%
Charred Wood P 9.5 1% 9.5 1%

Coral 43.4 12% 20.8 2% 64.2 4%
Totals 80 100% 351.2 100% 1155 100% 1586.2 100%

* Weight in grams.
T = trace amounts
P = present

Site 50-10-28-13391 - West 
Chamber, Wall Dismantle
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Table 10. Midden from Site 50-10-28-26848, Feature A. 

 

Surface - 
Total Weight Surface % Layer I  - 

Total Weight Layer I  % Layer I I  - 
Total Weight Layer I I  % Feature A - 

Total Weight

Hearth 
Feature (A) - 

%

Grand Total - 
Weight*

Grand Total  
%

Bone 2.8 3% 8.4 3% 11.2 2%
Osteichthyes (Fish) 0.7 1% 1.3 0% 2 0%
Mammal (small to medium) 2.1 2% 2.1 0%

Rodentia
Muridae  sp T 0% T 0%

Suidae
Sus scrofa 2.9 1% 2.9 0%

Canidae
Canis familiaris 0.3 0% 0.3 0%

Unidentifiable 3.9 1% 3.9 1%
Shell, marine 39.9 29% 81.9 89% 305.4 91% 39 100% 466.4 77%

Gastropoda
Cypreaidae 5.1 4% 37.4 41% 89.4 27% 21.3 54% 153.2 25%

maculifera 32.2 23% 11.2 12% 41.6 12% 85 14%
Neritidae

picea 0.4 0% 4.3 1% 0.6 2% 5.3 1%
Patellidae 6 2% 0.9 2% 6.9 1%
Turbinidae

Turbo sandwicensis 0.6 0% 0.6 0%
Neogastropoda

Terebridae 0.7 1% 0.7 0%
Thaididae

Drupa sp. 2.6 2% 10.7 12% 22.2 7% 35.5 6%
Thais sp. 1.1 1% 5.9 2% 7 1%

Conidae 2 2% 28.3 8% 5.2 13% 35.5 6%
Bivalvia

Mytilidae 0.1 0% 7.4 0% 0.6 0% 8.1 0%
Echinodermata

Echinothrix
diadema 1.5 2% 91.1 27% 10.3 26% 102.9 17%

Heterocentrotus
mammillatus 6.8 2% 0.3 1% 7.1 1%

Unidentifiable 16.8 18% 1.8 1% 18.6 3%
Flora 2.3 2% 2.3 0%

Euphorbiaceae
Aleurites moluccana  (kukui) 2.3 2%

Coral 97.7 71% 5.2 6% 22 7% 124.9 21%
Charcoal P P P
Totals 137.6 100% 92.2 100% 335.8 100% 39 100% 604.8 100%

* Weight in grams.
T = trace amounts
P = present

Site 50-10-28-26848, 
Feature A
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Table 11. Midden from Site 50-10-28-26848, Feature C. 

Layer I  - 
Total 

Weight
Layer I  %

Layer I I  - 
Total 

Weight
Layer I I  %

Layer I I I  - 
Total 

Weight
Layer I I I  %

Grand 
Total - 

Weight*

Grand 
Total  %

Bone 7.1 16% 0.3 0% 7.4 4%
Fish 0.3 1% 0.3 0.6 0%
Mammal (small to medium)

Rodentia
Muridae  sp T 0% T 0%

Unidentifiable 6.8 15% 6.8 4%
Shell, marine 4.6 96% 36.1 79% 115.2 95% 155.9 91%

Gastropoda
Cypreaidae 1.1 23% 10.4 23% 29.3 24% 40.8 24%

maculifera 9 20% 25.5 21% 34.5 20%
Neritidae

picea 0.3 1% 2.1 2% 2.4 1%
Neogastropoda

Thaididae
Drupa sp. 3.2 7% 5 4% 8.2 5%
Thais sp. 2.8 58% 0.8 2% 0.9 1% 4.5 3%

Conidae 17.5 14% 17.5 10%
Bivalvia

Mytilidae 0.3 1% 0.4 0% 0.7 0%
Echinodermata

Echinothrix
diadema 0.7 15% 6.1 13% 16.7 14% 23.5 14%

Heterocentrotus
mammillatus 0.2 0% 0.2 0%

Unidentifiable 6 13% 17.6 15% 23.6 14%
Flora 0.2 4% 2.5 5% 5.3 4% 8 5%

Euphorbiaceae
Aleurites moluccana  (kukui) 0.2 0% 2.5 1% 5.3 0% 8 0%

Charcoal P P P P

Totals 4.8 100% 45.7 100% 120.8 100% 171.3 100%

* Weight in grams.
T = trace amounts
P = present

Site  50-10-28-26848, 
Feature C
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Table 12. Midden from Site 50-10-28-26851, Feature F. 

 

Architectural 
Layer - Total 

Weight

Architechtural 
Layer %

Organic 
Layer - Total 

Weight

Organic 
Layer %

Layer I  - 
Total Weight Layer I  % Grand Total - 

Weight*
Grand Total  

%

Shell, marine 20.2 22% 0.6 11% 3 54% 23.8 23%
Gastropoda

Cypreaidae 0.6 1% 0.6 11% 1.2 1%
maculifera 19.6 21% 19.6 19%
Drupa sp. 0.5 9% 0.5 0%

Neogastropoda
Conidae 1.7 30% 1.7 2%

Unidentifiable 0.8 14% 0.8 1%
Flora 4.9 89% 2.6 46% 7.5 7%

Euphorbiaceae
Aleurites moluccana  (kukui) 0% 4.9 89% 2.6 46% 7.5 7%

Coral 71.5 78% 71.5 70%
Charcoal P P
Totals 91.7 100% 5.5 100% 5.6 100% 102.8 30%

* Weight in grams.
P = present

Site  50-10-28-26851, 
Feature F
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Table 13. Midden from three mounds (sites 26849-C, 26849-E, and 26851-H). 

Grand Total - 
Weight* Grand Total  % Grand Total - 

Weight* Grand Total  %

Bone 11.9 79% Shell, marine 20.3 30%

Mammal 11.9 79% Gastropoda
Shell, marine 3.2 21% Cypreaidae 8.9 13%

Neogastropoda Cephalaspidea
Thaididae Atyidae 1.4 2%

Thais 2.7 18% Neogastropoda
Echinodermata Conidae 10 15%

Echinthrix Flora 6.4 10%

Calamaris 0.5 3% Euphorbiaceae
Totals 15.1 100% Aleurites moluccana  (kukui) 6.4 10%

Coral 40.1 60%
* Weight in grams. Totals 66.8 100%

* Weight in grams .

Grand Total - 
Weight* Grand Total  %

Flora 6.4 100%

Euphorbiaceae
Aleurites moluccana  (kukui) 6.4 100%

Totals 6.4 100%

* Weight in grams.

Site  50-10-28-26851, Feature H 
(Mound)

Site  50-10-28-26849, Feature C 
(Mound)

Site  50-10-28-26849, Feature E 
(Mound)
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8.3 RADIOCARBON DATING 
Six carbon samples were collected from the four platforms tested (sites 50-10-28-13384, Feature 
A; 50-10-28-26848, Feature A; 50-10-28-26848, Feature C; and 50-10-28-26851, Feature F).  Carbon 
samples were sent to Beta Analytic Radiocarbon Dating Laboratory for dating.  The carbon 
samples were quite small so that accelerator mass spectrometry (AMS) radiocarbon dating was 
necessary.   
 
Two samples were collected from Site 50-10-28-13384, Feature A.  Sample Beta-260165 was 
collected from directly beneath a basal stone of the surface platform, thus potentially dating the 
construction of this platform.  Sample Beta 260166 was collected from a subsurface hearth that 
was uncovered at 27 centimeters below surface or 15 centimeters below the upper sample (Beta-
260165).  It was postulated that the lower sample would provide an estimate of initial use of this 
area, and the upper sample would provide a later date, possibly at a time when intensification 
of activities in this area were taking place. 
 
Two samples were collected from Site 50-10-28-26848, Feature A from similar contexts as the 
samples from Site 50-10-28-13384.  Sample Beta 260161 was collected from directly beneath a 
basal stone of the surface platform, thus potentially dating the construction of this platform.  
Sample Beta 260162 was collected from a subsurface hearth that was uncovered at 55 
centimeters below surface or 16 centimeters below the upper sample (Beta-260161).  The same 
postulations described above guided the submittal of these two samples 
 
One sample was collected from near the base of excavation in Site 50-10-28-26848, Feature C 
(Beta-260163).  It was postulated that this sample would be penecontemporaneous with the 
lower samples from Sites 50-10-28-13384 (Beta-26066) and 50-10-28-26848, Feature A (260162). 
 
One sample was collected from Site 50-10-28-26851, Feature F (Beta 260164).  The sample was 
collected from just below the surface platform at 18 to 35 centimeters below surface.  It was 
postulated that this sample would give an approximate date of the platform construction. 
 
The pretreatment for the AMS dating charred material samples consisted of acid/alkali/acid 
washes where the sample was first gently crushed and dispersed in deionized water.  It was 
then given hot acid washes to eliminate carbonates, then alkali washes to remove secondary 
organic acids, then a final acid rinse to neutralize the solution prior to drying.  During these 
serial rinses, mechanical contaminants such as associated sediments and rootlets were 
eliminated. 
 
The results of the radiocarbon dating are summarized in Table 13, and Appendix E presents the 
data sheets.  Table 13 presents the radiocarbon age in 14C, the 13C/12C ratio, the 13C adjusted age, 
and calibrated age ranges at both the one and two sigma.  While calibrated age ranges are listed 
at both one and two sigma, it is generally thought that discussion of the results should focus on 
the two sigma range because there is a 95% probability that the “true” age range of the sample 
being dated falls within this range. 
 
The two samples from Site 50-10-28-13384, Feature A provided almost identical results 
indicating that there was not a long period of time from initial use of the area until the platform 
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was built; these two events were virtually simultaneous. Each sample provided three age ranges 
at two standard deviations.  The date rages are from the mid 17th century through the mid 20th 
century.  Since no historic artifacts were found on the surface or in the excavations, we think 
that it is safe to assume that the site was abandoned before significant western contact.  It seems 
reasonable to think that this site was in use for approximately 150 years, from the mid AD 1600s 
to about AD 1800. 
 
The two samples from Site 50-10-28-26848, Feature A also provided almost identical results 
indicating that there was not a long period of time from initial use of the area until the platform 
was built; these two events were virtually simultaneous.  Each sample provided four age ranges 
at two standard deviations.  The date rages are form the mid 16th century through the mid 20th 
century.  Since no historic artifacts were found on the surface or in the excavations, we think 
that it is safe to assume that the site was abandoned before significant western contact.  It seems 
reasonable to think that this site was in use for approximately 250 years, from the mid AD 1500s 
to about AD 1800. 
 
The single sample from Site 50-10-28-26848, Feature C provided two age ranges at two standard 
deviations, however the second age range is a 20th century range that is clearly erroneous.  
Because of the lack of historical material associated within site, it is reasonable to think that it 
was utilized between the mid AD 1600s and AD 1800. 
 
 The single sample from Site 50-10-28-260165, Feature F provided two age ranges.  It seems 
reasonable to think that this site was used from the mid AD 1600s to about AD 1800.
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Table 14. Radiocarbon Dating Results. 

Sample 
No. Provenience Material 

14C Age
Years 
B.P. 

13C/12C 
Ratio 

13C Adjusted 
Age B.P. 

Calibrated Age1 

(one sigma) 

Calibrated 
Age2 

(two sigma) 

Beta-
260161 

50-10-28-26848 
Feature A 
Layer II 
Level 1 

 

Charred 
material 50 + 40 -12.4 o/oo 260 + 40 AD 1640 - 1660 

AD 1520 – 1590 
AD 1620 – 1670 
AD 1770 – 1800 
AD 1940 - 1950 

Beta 
260162 

50-10-28-26848 
Feature A 
Layer II 
Level 2 

Feature A 

Charred 
material 240 + 40 -24.1 o/oo 250 + 40 AD 1640 – 1660 

AD 1520 – 1580 
AD 1630 – 1680 
AD 1770 – 1800 
AD 1940 - 1950 

Beta 
260163 

50-10-28-26848 
Feature  C 
Layer III 
Level 2 

Charred 
material 170 + 40 -25.3 o/oo 170 + 40 

AD 1660 – 1690 

AD 1730 – 1810 

AD 1920 - 1950 

AD1650 – 1890 
AD 1910 - 1950 

Beta 
260164 

50-10-28-26851 
Feature F 

Layer I 

Charred 
material 120 + 40 -25.3 o/oo 120+ 40 

AD 1680 - 1740 

AD 1800 - 1940 

AD 1950 - 1960 

AD 1670 - 1780 
AD 1790 - 1960 

Beta 
260165 

50-10-28-13384 
Feature A 

Layer I 
Level 2 

Charred 
material 180 + 40 -24.8 o/oo 180 + 40 

AD 1660 - 1690 

AD 1730 - 1810 

AD 1930 - 1950 

AD 1650 - 1710 
AD 1710 – 1880 
AD 1910 - 1950 

Beta 
260166 

50-10-28-13384 
Feature A 
Layer II 
Level 1 

Charred 
material 120+40 -26.9 o/oo 90 + 40 

AD1 1690 - 1730 

AD 1810 - 1920 

AD 1950 - 1960 

AD 1680 - 1770 
AD 1800 - 1940 
AD 1950 - 1960 

1. One sigma, 68% probability; calibration from Beta Analytic Radiocarbon Dating Laboratory 
2. Two sigma, 95% probability; calibration from Beta Analytic Radiocarbon Dating Laboratory  
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9.0 SIGNIFICANCE ASSESSMENTS 
 
The National Historic Preservation Act of 1966 (as amended) authorizes the Secretary of Interior 
to expand and maintain a National Register of Historic Places (NRHP) that contains a listing of 
districts, sites, buildings, structures and objects significant in American history, architecture, 
archaeology, engineering and culture.  A property may be listed in the NRHP if it meets criteria 
for evaluation defined in 36 CFR §60.4:  
 

The quality of significance in American history, architecture, archeology, 
engineering, and culture is present in districts, sites, buildings, structures, and 
objects that possess integrity of location, design, setting, materials, workmanship, 
feeling, and association, and 

 

(a) That are associated with events that have made a significant contribution 
to the broad patterns of our history; or 

 

 (b) That are associated with the lives of persons significant in our past; or 
 

 (c) That embody the distinctive characteristics of a type, period, or method of 
construction, or that represent the work of a master, or that possess high artistic 
values, or that represent a significant and distinguishable entity whose 
components may lack individual distinction; or 

 

 (d) That  have yielded, or may be likely to yield, information important in 
prehistory or history. 

 
The State of Hawaii recognizes the above criteria under HRS §13-275-6, and has also added a 
fifth Hawai‘i Register of Historic Places (HRHP) significance criterion to the evaluation process: 
 

(e) That have an important value to the Native Hawaiian people or to 
another ethnic group of the State due to associations with cultural practices once 
carried out or still carried out, at the property or due to associations with 
traditional beliefs, events or oral accounts – these associations being important 
to the group’s history and cultural identity.  

 
9.1 HIGHWAY CORRIDOR SITES 
 
The 23 archaeological sites located within the Highway Corridor appear to be significant solely 
for their information content (Criterion D) (Table 14).  None of these sites appear to be 
associated with broad patterns of our history (Criterion A), or associated with important 
persons (Criterion B), or are distinctive architecturally (Criterion C), or appear to be important 
to Native Hawaiians or other ethnic groups because of the sites’ association with traditional 
beliefs, events or oral accounts (HRHP Criterion E).  The importance of the sites within the 
corridor is their potential to add important new information to our knowledge about the area’s 
history. 
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Table 15. Significance assessments for Highway Corridor sites. 

SIHP No. Field No. Feature Site Type Possible Function 
Significance 

(A, B, C, D, E) 

50-10-28-13384 T-007 
A*^ Platform Habitation 

D 
B^ Enclosure Habitation 

50-10-28-13391*^ T-015   Modified Sinkhole Habitation D 

50-10-28-26846 T-001 

A* Stone Mound Agriculture 

D B^ Terrace Complex Agriculture 

C^ Stone Mound Agriculture 

50-10-28-26847 T-002 

A^ Wall Agriculture 

D 

B^ Wall Agriculture 

C^ Modified Outcrop Agriculture 

D^ Stone Mound Agriculture 

E^ Stone Mound Agriculture 

F^ Modified Outcrop Agriculture 

50-10-28-26848 T-003 

A*^ Platform Habitation 

D B^ Platform Habitation 

C*^ Platform Habitation 

50-10-28-26849 T-004 

A^ Wall Agriculture 

D 

B^ Modified Outcrop Agriculture 

C*^ Stone Mound Agriculture 

D^ Stone Mound Agriculture 

E* Stone Mound Agriculture 

F^ Stone Mound Agriculture 

G Wall Agriculture 

H^ Modified Outcrop Agriculture 

50-10-28-26850 T-005 

A^ Terrace Habitation 

D 

B^ Enclosure Habitation 

C^ Wall Habitation 

D^ Terrace Habitation 

E Stone Mound Agriculture 

50-10-28-26851 T-006 

A^ Wall Agriculture 

D 

B^ Modified Outcrop Agriculture 

C^ Modified Outcrop Agriculture 

D^ Modified Outcrop Agriculture 

E^ Modified Outcrop Agriculture 

F*^ Platform Habitation 

G^ Wall Agriculture 

H*^ Stone Mound Agriculture 

I^ Wall Agriculture 

50-10-28-26852 T-008 

A^ Wall Agriculture 

D B^ Platform Habitation 

C^ Modified Outcrop Agriculture 
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SIHP No. Field No. Feature Site Type Possible Function 
Significance 

(A, B, C, D, E) 

D^ Stone Mound Agriculture 

50-10-28-26853 T-009 

A^ Stone Mound Agriculture 

D 

B Stone Mound Agriculture 

C Platform Agriculture 

D Modified Outcrop Agriculture 

E^ Stone Mound Agriculture 

F^ Stone Mound Agriculture 

G^ Modified Outcrop Agriculture 

H^ Stone Mound Agriculture 

I^ Modified Outcrop Agriculture 

J Modified Outcrop Agriculture 

K Stone Mound Agriculture 

L Stone Mound Agriculture 

M^ Modified Outcrop Agriculture 

50-10-28-26854 T-010 

A^ Terrace Habitation 

D 
B^ Modified Outcrop Agriculture 

C^ Modified Outcrop Agriculture 

D^ Modified Outcrop Agriculture 

50-10-28-26855 T-011 

A^ Wall Agriculture 

D 

B Modified Outcrop Agriculture 

C Stone Mound Agriculture 

D Stone Mound Agriculture 

E^ Stone Mound Agriculture 

F^ Modified Outcrop Agriculture 

G^ Stone Mound Agriculture 

H^ Modified Outcrop Agriculture 

I^ Modified Outcrop Agriculture 

50-10-28-26856 T-012 

A^ Modified Outcrop Agriculture 

D 

B^ Modified Outcrop Agriculture 

C^ Stone Mound Agriculture 

D^ Stone Mound Agriculture 

E^ Stone Mound Agriculture 

F^ Modified Outcrop Agriculture 

G^ Stone Mound Agriculture 

H^ Modified Outcrop Agriculture 

I^ Stone Mound Agriculture 

J^ Stone Mound Agriculture 

K^ Modified Outcrop Agriculture 

L^ Stone Mound Agriculture 

M^ Stone Mound Agriculture 

50-10-28-26857 T-013 
A Terrace Habitation 

D 
B Wall Agriculture 

50-10-28-26858 T-014 
A Modified Outcrop Agriculture 

D 
B Modified Outcrop Agriculture 
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SIHP No. Field No. Feature Site Type Possible Function 
Significance 

(A, B, C, D, E) 

C Stone Mound Agriculture 

D Stone Mound Agriculture 

E Stone Mound Agriculture 

F Stone Mound Agriculture 

G Modified Outcrop Agriculture 

H Modified Outcrop Agriculture 

I Modified Outcrop Agriculture 

J Stone Mound Agriculture 

K Modified Outcrop Agriculture 

L Modified Outcrop Agriculture 

M Modified Outcrop Agriculture 

N Modified Outcrop Agriculture 

O Modified Outcrop Agriculture 

P Modified Outcrop Agriculture 

Q Modified Outcrop Agriculture 

R Stone Mound Agriculture 

S Modified Outcrop Agriculture 

T Stone Mound Agriculture 

U Modified Outcrop Agriculture 

V Modified Outcrop Agriculture 

W Modified Outcrop Agriculture 

X Stone Mound Agriculture 

50-10-28-26859 T-016 

A Wall Agriculture 

D 

B Modified Outcrop Agriculture 

C Stone Mound Agriculture 

D Stone Mound Agriculture 

E Wall Agriculture 

F Stone Mound Agriculture 

G Stone Mound Agriculture 

H Wall Agriculture 

I Modified Outcrop Agriculture 

J Stone Mound Agriculture 

E Wall Agriculture 

50-10-28-26860 T-017 
A Platform Habitation 

D 
B Platform Habitation 

50-10-28-26861 T-018 

A Wall Agriculture 

D B Wall Agriculture 

C Stone Mound Agriculture 

50-10-28-26862 T-019 

A Platform Agriculture 

D 
B Stone Mound Agriculture 

C Stone Mound Agriculture 

D Modified Outcrop Agriculture 
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SIHP No. Field No. Feature Site Type Possible Function 
Significance 

(A, B, C, D, E) 

E Modified Outcrop Agriculture 

F Platform Agriculture 

G Stone Mound Agriculture 

50-10-28-26863 T-020 

A Stone Mound Agriculture 

D 

B Modified Outcrop Agriculture 

C Modified Outcrop Agriculture 

D Modified Outcrop Agriculture 

E Stone Mound Agriculture 

F Modified Outcrop Agriculture 

G Wall Agriculture 

H Terrace Agriculture 

I Modified Outcrop Agriculture 

50-10-28-26864 T-021 

A Modified Outcrop Agriculture 

D 
B^ Modified Outcrop Agriculture 

C^ Modified Outcrop Agriculture 

D Modified Outcrop Agriculture 

50-10-28-26865 T-022 

A^ Wall Agriculture 

D 

B^ Modified Outcrop Agriculture 

C^ Modified Outcrop Agriculture 

D^ Wall Agriculture 

E Stone Mound Agriculture 

F Stone Mound Agriculture 

G Stone Mound Agriculture 

50-10-28-26866 T-023 

A^ Wall Agriculture 

D 

B^ Wall Agriculture 

C^ Modified Outcrop Agriculture 

D^ Stone Mound Agriculture 

E^ Wall Agriculture 

F Enclosure Habitation 

G^ Wall Agriculture 

H^ Wall Agriculture 

I Modified Outcrop Agriculture 

J Modified Outcrop Agriculture 

K^ Modified Outcrop Agriculture 

* Test excavations conducted at this site and/or feature 
^This site and/or feature rests within the Highway APE 
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9.2 ARCHAEOLOGICAL PRESERVE AREA SITES 
 
All 30 sites examined in the Archaeological Preserve Area appear to be significant for their 
information content (Table 15).  In addition, the following nine sites appear to be significant 
based on multiple criteria: 
 

Site Number Site Type No. of Criteria 
50-10-28-6302 [7276] Kuakini Wall 5 

50-10-28-13350 Lava Tube 2 
50-10-28-13373 Complex 3 
50-10-28-13376 Platform 2 
50-10-28-13380 Complex 3 
50-10-28-13383 Complex 2 
50-10-28-13393 Platform 2 
50-10-28-T-001 Complex 2 
50-10-28-T-006 Complex 2 
50-10-28-T-007 Complex 2 

 
The Great Wall of Kuakini (Site 50-10-28-6302 [7276]) appears to be significant based on all five 
criteria and was determined to be eligible for listing on the National Register of Historic Places 
in 1977.  Site 50-10-28-13373 is a large complex with well built structures that are very good 
examples of traditional dry stone masonry construction (Criterion C); one of the features (a 
rectangular stone mound) within this complex may contain a human burial (HRHP Criterion E).  
Site 50-10-28-13380 is a similar large complex with very good examples of a range of feature 
types (Criterion C).  One of its structures is a rectangular stone terrace that may have served as 
a ceremonial site (HRHP Criterion E).  The remaining seven multiple criteria sites appear to 
have features that may represent ceremonial sites or contain human burials and thus meet 
HRHP Criterion E. 
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Table 16. Significance assessments for Archaeological Preserve sites. 

SIHP No. 
Field 
No. 

Feature Site Type Possible Function 
Significance 

(A, B, C, D, E) 

50-10-28-13348 
 

A Pāhoehoe Excavation Possible quarry 

D 

B Mound Marker 

C Pāpamu Recreation/Art 

D Paved Pathway Transportation 

E Cave Storage 

50-10-28-13350 T-021   Modified Lava Tube Habitation/Burial D, E 

50-10-28-13354 T-020   Pāhoehoe Excavation Activity Area   

50-10-28-13356 T-019   Modified Lava Tube Storage D 

50-10-28-13370 T-014 

A Platform Habitation 

D B Platform Agriculture 

C Modified Outcrop Agriculture 

50-10-28-13371 T-007 

A Terrace Habitation 

D, E B Terrace Habitation 

C Wall Agriculture 

50-10-28-13372 T-023 
B Enclosure Habitation 

D 
C Terrace Habitation 

50-10-28-13373   

A Enclosure Habitation 

C, D, E 

B Terrace Uncertain 

C Terrace Habitation 

D C-Shaped Wall Habitation 

E Platform Uncertain 

F Stone Mound Burial 

G Stone Mound Agriculture 

H Terrace Habitation 

50-10-28-13375 T-002 

A Platform Habitation 

D 

B Stone Mound Uncertain 

C Stone Mound Agriculture 

D Wall Agriculture 

E Stone Mound Agriculture 

50-10-28-13376 T-015   Platform Ceremonial D, E 

50-10-28-13380   

A Platform Habitation 

C, D, E 

B Terrace Habitation 

C Wall Habitation 

D Platform Habitation/Burial 

E Platform Habitation 
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SIHP No. 
Field 
No. 

Feature Site Type Possible Function 
Significance 

(A, B, C, D, E) 

F Modified Lava Tube Habitation 

G C-Shaped Wall Habitation 

H Platform Ceremonial 

I Wall Habitation 

J Platform Habitation 

K Terrace Habitation 

50-10-28-13381 T-017 
A C-Shaped Wall Habitation 

D 
B Terrace Agriculture 

50-10-28-13382 T-004 

A C-Shaped Wall Habitation 

D 
B Enclosure Uncertain 

C Enclosure Habitation 

D Terrace Habitation 

50-10-28-13383 T-012 

A Terrace Habitation 

D, E B Enclosure Habitation 

C Wall Agriculture 

50-10-28-13385 Wall Cattle Wall D 

50-10-28-13393     Platform Ceremonial D, E 

50-10-28-13488 T-018 A Modified Lava Blister Storage D 

50-10-37-6302 [7276]     Wall Cattle Wall A, B, C, D, E 

  T-001 

A Platform Burial 

D, E B Stone Edged Depression Uncertain 

C Platform Habitation 

  T-003 
A Platform Uncertain 

D 
B Lava Tube/Bubble Uncertain 

  T-005   L-Shaped Wall Habitation D 

  T-006 

A Enclosure Habitation 

D, E 

B Stone Mound Burial 

C Stone Mound Burial 

D Stone Mound Burial 

E Stone Mound Burial 

F Stone Mound Burial 

  T-008   C-Shaped Wall Habitation D 

  T-009   T-Shaped Wall Agriculture D 

  T-010   Wall Segment Agriculture D 

  T-011   Modified Outcrop Agriculture D 

  T-013   Modified Lava Tube Uncertain D 

  T-016 
A Terrace Uncertain 

D 
B Pāhoehoe Excavation Uncertain 
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SIHP No. 
Field 
No. 

Feature Site Type Possible Function 
Significance 

(A, B, C, D, E) 

  T-022   Platform Habitation D 

  T-024   Enclosure Animal Husbandry D 
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10.0 SUMMARY AND DISCUSSION 
 
10.1 HIGHWAY CORRIDOR 
 
The archaeological investigations conducted within the southern 300 meters of the proposed 
Ane Keohokālole Highway Corridor resulted in the recording of 23 archaeological sites with 
159 component features.  Site density is in this area is extremely high.  The vast majority of 
features are low stone walls, stone mounds, and modified outcrops.  These appear to be 
agricultural structures associated with the intensive cultivation of this inland area during the 
late traditional period.  Located within this agricultural landscape are nine sites (with 17 
individual features) that appear habitation related.  These residential structures consist of 
platforms, terraces, enclosures and walls. 
 
All of the archaeological remains encountered during the Highway Corridor survey are located 
within the southern 200 meters of the project area.  They are built atop a pāhoehoe lava flow that 
dates back more than 11,000 years in age.  The northern 100 meters of the survey area are 
covered by a somewhat younger lava flow that is between 3,000 and 1,500 years in age.  No 
surface archaeological features were encountered atop this newer flow.  It would appear that 
the early Hawaiian residents who occupied this portion of Keahuolū cultivated the deeper soils 
to be found on the older lava flow and ignored the relatively less fertile newer flow.  
 
10.1.1 Traditional Sites 
The archaeological sites located within the southern 300 meters of the Ane Keohokālole 
Highway Corridor are all built in a manner consistent with traditional Hawaiian pre-Contact 
structures.  All of the artifacts unearthed from test excavations conducted during the present 
survey are traditional in style and materials.  This would suggest that human occupation and 
agricultural activity within the area ceased at some time in the late pre-Contact or early post-
Contact period. 
 
10.1.1.1 Agricultural Structures 
The survey of the Highway Corridor revealed an agricultural landscape composed of roughly 
stacked stone field walls delineating cleared areas of rich soil (Figure 73).  These linear wall 
remnants appear to represent the traditional boundaries that divided individual cultivated 
plots.  The loose stones that originally covered the soil surface have been removed and either 
placed within the walls or stacked atop exposed bedrock outcrops to form stone clearance piles, 
thus opening the surrounding soil for planting.  What remains is a system of walled fields 
studded with informal piles of stones (Figure 74).   
 
Four of the more formally constructed of these rock piles were tested during the present survey.  
They were found to consist of a perimeter of loosely stacked boulders, which was filled with a 
mix of boulders, cobbles and pebbles.  All were built either wholly or partially atop natural 
bedrock outcroppings.  Traditional artifacts were found within the fill of two mounds (a basalt 
hammerstone at Site 50-10-28-26849, Feature C and a discoidal coral hammerstone/abrader at  
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Figure 73. Site 50-10-28-26851, Feature A wall and cleared soil area (View West).
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Figure 74. The landscape of mounds and modified outcrops at Site 50-10-28-26858 (View N). 
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Site 50-10-28-26851, Feature H).  These objects do not appear related to the use of the mounds, 
and are likely to have been simply picked up from the surrounding ground surface and tossed 
into the fill during the mounds’ construction.  No human remains were found to be present 
within any of the mounds, indicating that they were not constructed as burial monuments.  
Based upon this testing it seems reasonable to assume that the mounds and modified outcrops 
that litter the ground surface of the project area are indeed agricultural clearance piles.  While 
some of them might also have been utilized as planting mounds, for crops such as ‘uala (sweet 
potatoes, Ipomoea batatas) uhi (yams, Dioscorea sp.) or ipu (bottle gourds, Lagenaria siceraria), they 
do not possess the relatively more uniformed appearance of planting mounds recorded in other 
areas.  Such mounds are often low humps of soil mixed with smaller cobble sizes stones. 
 
Through a close examination of the site map for the Highway Corridor survey area (Figure 75) 
it is possible to identify at least eleven very roughly delineated field areas.  These areas, each at 
least partially bounded by one or more low stone walls, are of irregular shape and unequal area 
(though it is difficult to tell their true extent since most extend outside the survey area, and 
several have areas destroyed by bulldozing).  Each contains a substantial number of stone 
clearance piles.  The amount and size of these piles appears related to the specific micro-
topography of the field, with sloping areas where more bedrock is exposed possessing more 
mounds than level areas of deeper soil. 
 
The agricultural landscape of upland Keahuolū forms part of the much larger Kona Field 
System, an extensive agricultural complex that originally covered much of the inland slopes of 
the North and South Kona districts, stretching from the ahupua‘a of Kealia in the south to 
Kalaoa in the north.  The significance of this extensive field system was recognized in 1977, 
when it was determined to be eligible for listing on the National Register of Historic Places 
(State Inventory of Historic Places Site 50-10-37-6601).   
 
Since there are no permanent streams on the leeward slopes of Hualālai and Mauna Loa, the 
Kona fields are a dryland agricultural system dependent primarily upon rainfall rather than on 
artificial irrigation (as are the flooded pond fields of the Island’s wet windward valleys).  In 
general, the field system is characterized by a pattern of long stone walls that run parallel to the 
slope.  These kuaīwi (backbone) walls are intersected by perpendicular walls running across the 
slope, forming a grid pattern of fields (Kirch 1985:228).  The Kona Field System, though 
recognizable as a single, relatively continuous entity, exhibits a substantial amount of variation 
along its length.  This structural variability appears related to variations in soil quality and 
rainfall (Allen 2001:4).  In some areas, such as Kealia in South Kona, where rainfall is significant, 
soil is of good quality and stones are abundant, the field walls tend to be straight, high and well 
built, and extend for long distances (Cleghorn and Reeve in press).  In certain sections of 
Kealakekua, the field walls, though long and straight, are little more than low and wide (2 – 4 
m) ridges of stones (Allen 2001:8) 
 
Although an integral part of the greater Kona Field System, the upland agricultural area of 
Keahuolū exhibits an informal pattern that is very different from the more formal structure 
documented in some of the previously investigated field areas of South Kona.  The walls at 
Keahuolū are rough and discontinuous.  They do not form a neat grid over the landscape.  The 
walls in fact often appear to be more linear clearance piles than formal boundary walls.  It is the  
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Figure 75. Map of agricultural features within the Highway Corridor.
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somewhat unusual character of the Keahuolū fields that make them important in gaining a 
thorough understanding of the range of variation present within the Kona Field System. 
 
In attempting to suggest what crops were grown in the fields of the Highway Corridor (and the 
adjacent Archaeological Preserve Area) we need only look back to Reverend William Ellis’ 1823 
account quoted in Section 2.0.  His description of the inland fields his compatriots encountered 
could easily describe what was found in the present survey areas. 
 

It was generally divided into small fields, about fifteen rods square, fenced with low stone walls, 
made of the fragments of lava which had been gathered from the surface of the enclosures. (Ellis 
1917:48) 

 
Ellis then goes on to enumerate the crop plants his fellow missionaries observed. 
 

These fields were planted with bananas, sweet potatoes, mountain taro, tapa trees, melons and 
sugar-cane, flourishing luxuriantly in every direction. (Ellis 1917:48) 

 
If we were to extrapolate from this description a rough list of the crops which may have been 
cultivated in the upland fields of Keahuolū during the traditional period, it would include: 
dryland kalo (taro, Colocasia esculenta), ‘uala (sweet potato, Ipomoea batatas), kō (sugar cane, 
Sacchrarum officinarum), mai‘a (banana, various species) and wauke (paper mulberry, Broussonetia 
papyrifera).  Often kō (sugar cane) was planted along the edges of fields to serve as a border and 
windbreak.  Archibald Menzies, who visited Kealakekua in 1793 as naturalist aboard Captain 
George Vancouver’s ship H.M.S. Discovery, noted this practice. 
 

For several miles round us there was not a spot that would admit of it but was with great 
labor and industry cleared of the loose stones and planted with esculent [kalo] roots or 
some useful vegetable or other.  In clearing the ground, the stones are heaped up in 
ridges between the little fields and planted on each side, either with a row of sugar cane 
or the sweet root of these islands [ki (Cordyline terminalis)] (Menzies 1920:75-76). 
 
 

10.1.1.2 Habitation Structures 
Within this agricultural landscape are located clusters of larger features consisting of platforms, 
terraces and enclosures, which appear to have served as the foundations of habitation 
structures.  These multi-structure residential complexes (kauhale) were most likely inhabited by 
the same individuals who farmed the surrounding fields.  This somewhat dispersed settlement 
pattern, with families living among their cultivated plots, seems to characterize settlement in 
upland Keahuolū (Figure 76). 
 
With the information gained through test excavations we can begin to develop a relative 
chronology for the occupation of this inland area.  It seems probable that the Site 50-10-28-13391 
sinkhole was the earliest occupation sites within the Highway Corridor.  When the coastal 
dwellers of Keahuolū first traveled into the uplands to clear patches of vegetation and plant 
small garden plots they would have sought overnight shelter in readily available natural 
features such as lava tubes.  As cultivation expanded and population increased, people would 
begin spending greater amounts of time working their inland fields, until eventually some  
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Figure 76. Map of habitation features within the Highway Corridor.
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families would set up permanent residence there.  The six radiocarbon dates recovered from 
habitation structures within the corridor suggest that the construction of permanent residential 
structures may have begun as early as the mid 1500s. 
 
The diet of these upland farmers was not limited to produce of their fields.  Midden recovered 
from excavated contexts included substantial amounts of marine shell, including the shells of 
inshore mollusks, bivalves, and echinoderms (sea urchins).  This, as well as the presence of fish 
bone recovered from the screening of backdirt piles in the Site 50-10-28-13391 sinkhole and from 
intact deposits at other sites, would suggest regular contact with the coastal settlements.  
Domestic animals that contributed to the diet included both pig and dog.   
 
The traditional artifacts documented both within the Site 50-10-28-13391 sinkhole and from test 
excavations provide a good picture of the range of activities carried out by the residents of 
inland Keahuolū.  The sinkhole gives us our widest sample of artifactual material (59 artifacts).  
This sample, however, has been skewed by the activities of the looters.  Although it is 
impossible to tell what other artifacts may once have been present within the sinkhole deposits 
before they were ransacked, a hint may be gained from the other test excavations.   
 
Most of the artifacts found within the Highway Corridor were, as is so often the case, tools for 
creating other artifacts or for accomplishing general tasks.  They included hammerstones of fine 
grained basalt (and two coral abraders that seem also have been used as hammerstones, 
possibly for flaking volcanic glass); abraders of vesicular basalt (scoria), porites coral and pencil 
urchin spines; the broken butt end of a basalt adze; as well as flakes of both fine grained basalt 
and volcanic glass. A basalt core and non-diagnostic fragments of volcanic glass indicate that 
flake manufacture was occurring on site.  All of these tools are commonly found at traditional 
residential sites.  An addition, the deposits at Site 50-10-28-13391 yielded bird bone picks, a 
somewhat more specific tool, possibly used to extract the meat from marine mollusks.  Among 
the organic material recovered from the back of the filled side chamber at Site 50-10-28-13391 
were fragments of ipu (bottle gourd, Lagenaria siceraria).  Such gourds were often utilized as 
water containers.   
 
At the Site 50-10-28-13384, Feature A platform, excavators recovered an intact bone rotating 
fishhook, as well as the shank of a two piece hook.  The intact hook is relatively small (20 mm x 
8 mm) with only a slight incurved point, and was most probably used for inshore pole and line 
fishing.  The shank portion of the two piece hook is also quite small (20 mm in length) 
suggesting that this hook was also used to catch small inshore fish.  The presence of a bone 
fishhook tab and a bone fishhook blank indicate that fishing gear, which could obviously only 
have been used at the coast, was being manufactured in the uplands.    
 
One interesting element of the excavations was the amount of kukui (Aleurites mouccana) nut 
shell found.  Kukui shell fragments made up 66 percent of the total midden by weight.  Some 
kukui might be expected to be found within the Site 50-10-28-13391 sinkhole and lava tubes, 
where the nut’s oily kernels could be used for lamps.  However, the sheer amount of kukui, 
along with its presence at surface sites, suggests that kukui trees may have been growing in the  
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area during the pre-Contact and early historic periods.  This is supported by the 1875 map of 
Keahuolū which shows the upper portions of the ahupua‘a covered by a “Kukui Grove” (Brown 
1875).   
 
The Site 50-10-28-13391 sinkhole and its associated lava tubes not only provides us with a 
possible location for our earliest occupation within the Highway Corridor, it also allows us to 
glimpse something of the social forces impacting the residents of Keahuolū as population 
increased and rival chiefs vied for power.  Judging from the depth of deposit and the density of 
cultural material present within the sinkhole and its adjoining lava tubes, the site was occupied 
over an extended period of time.  It is possible that once more permanent houses were built on 
the lands around the cave, its use may have become more intermittent.  At some time, possibly 
late in the occupation of the sinkhole, stones were stacked up on either side of the entrance to 
the northwest lava tube in order to narrow it.  The skylight, which provided a secondary 
entrance into the tube through the side chamber, was also blocked off by filling the rear c. 6 
meters of the chamber with stones, leaving only one way into the northwest tube.  Since no 
human remains were found within the stone fill, it is probable that the skylight and the chamber 
were blocked off at the same time as, and for the same reason that, the entrance was narrowed.  
Sealing off the skylight and narrowing the main entrance would have cut down on light and air, 
both of which are desirable elements in a habitation cave.  The cave occupants must therefore 
have had a very strong incentive to convince them to sacrifice these elements.  The most 
obvious incentive would be self preservation.  By blocking up the back door to the cave and by 
narrowing the main entrance they made it much easier to defend.  Through these modifications 
they turned a portion of the occupation cave into a refuge cave.  By conducting data recovery 
excavations in the undisturbed deposits at the back of the side chamber it should be possible to 
determine when exactly these modifications took place. 
 
10.1.2 Historic Sites 
No historic cultural material was noted at any of the sites within the Highway Corridor survey 
area.  All of the structures recorded are of traditional design and appeared to date from the pre-
Contact or very early post-Contact periods.  This might suggest that the Highway Corridor sites 
were abandoned either prior to Western Contact or very soon after.  One possible explanation 
for this may relate to the fact that the Highway Corridor rests east and upslope of the Great 
Wall of Kuakini (Site 50-10-28-6302 [7276]).  As has been mentioned (Section 2.0), the Kuakini 
Wall was constructed at some time during the governorship of Kaluaikonahale (John Adams) 
Kiiapalaoku Kuakini, who served as the second Royal Governor of Hawai‘i Island from 1820 to 
his death in 1844.  It was built as a barrier to keep the free-ranging cattle and other livestock that 
grazed the upper slopes of Hualālai from ravaging the coastal settlements and garden areas 
(Kelly 1983:75).  It is possible to hypothesize that, since the sites within the Highway Corridor 
rest upslope and thus outside of the protective Kuakini Wall, the cultivated fields and 
residential structures in this area would have been abandoned prior to or at the time of the 
wall’s construction.  This would suggest that the agricultural fields, which may have come into 
use at least as early as the mid 1500s, went out of use before the mid 1840s.  The question of 
when the habitation structures and agricultural fields within the Highway Corridor were 
abandoned is a research question that can be examined in greater detail during data recovery 
fieldwork.   
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In summary, the southern end of the Ane Keohokālole Highway Corridor is primarily an 
agricultural landscape with traditional residential structures scattered within and between 
cultivated fields.  It evolved possibly some time before the mid 16th century and was abandoned 
at some point prior to the construction of the Kuakini Wall. 
 
 
10.2 ARCHAEOLOGICAL  PRESERVE AREA 
 
In order to better evaluate the archaeological resources within the Highway Corridor, a 
reconnaissance survey was conducted in the adjacent 25-acre Archaeological Preserve Area.  
The density of sites in this parcel is phenomenal.  Thirty large and very visible sites were 
recorded.  These included platforms, terraces, stone walled enclosures, lava tubes, and stacked 
stone walls.  Most of these 30 sites appear to be residential complexes, with a few structures that 
appear to be ceremonial in nature and may represent small heiau or field shrines.  In addition to 
these conspicuous features, the survey crew noted literally hundreds of low stone walls, stone 
mounds, and modified outcrops.  The agricultural system that was documented within the 
Highway Corridor extends down into the Archaeological Preserve Area.  The results of the 
reconnaissance survey indicate that the types of archaeological remains found within the 
Highway Corridor are not unique to that area, but are also found in abundance within the 
Preserve.  This supports the assessment that the sites in the Highway Corridor are significant 
solely for their information content.  
 
The majority of the sites within the Archaeological Preserve Area are down slope and within 
the protection provided by the Kuakini Wall.  It is likely that they were inhabited at the time of 
the wall’s construction and continued to be so into the early historic period.  Based upon their 
design and construction, these structures appear to have served a range of possible functions 
(Table17). 
 

Table 17. Possible functions of the archaeological features within the Preserve. 
 

Possible Function 
Habitation 30
Habitation/Burial 2
Burial 7
Ceremonial 3
Activity Area 1
Storage 3
Marker 1
Quarry 1
Transportation 1
Art/Recreation 1
Agriculture 12
Animal Husbandry 1
Cattle Wall 2
Uncertain 10
Total 75
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10.2.1 Traditional Sites 
All but three of the sites recorded during the reconnaissance survey are of traditional design 
and construction.  No artifacts of Western manufacture were noted during the survey, 
suggesting that although these sites were most probably in use at the time of the construction of 
the Kuakini Wall, they did not continue in use for too long after that.  A more detailed 
archaeological inventory of the sites within the Preserve will help to clarify this question. 
 
10.2.1.1 Agricultural Structures 
The survey of the Archaeological Preserve Area revealed the presence of an agricultural 
landscape that is as rich, if not richer than that present within the Highway Corridor.  Though 
not fully recorded due to the limited nature of the survey, this field system appears very similar 
in characteristic to that documented within the Corridor.  As in the Corridor, the survey crew 
noted the presence of numerous low stone walls, stone mounds and modified outcrops.  
 
Though extensive vegetation clearance will be needed before it is possible to map out and 
interpret these agricultural features, it appears that they exhibit the same relatively informal 
structure that characterizes the documented portion of the Keahuolū inland agricultural area.  
As might be expected, the field system identified within the Highway Corridor and that located 
immediately down slope in the Preserve are merely different parts of the same whole. 
   
10.2.1.2 Habitation Structures 
Several of the habitation complexes within the Preserve are much larger and more substantial 
than any of the occupation sites encountered within the Highway Corridor.  Sites 50-10-28-
13373 and 50-10-28-13380 are particularly impressive.  The size and construction of Site 50-10-
28-13380 might suggest that it was occupied by a high status family.  Its location at the northern 
end of the Kuakini Wall just within its westward bend suggests that the wall may have been 
extended out to that point specifically to include the 50-10-28-13380 complex.  At least five sites 
containing two or more possible habitation structures were identified within the Preserve (sites 
50-10-28-13373, 50-10-28-13380, 50-10-28-13382, 50-10-28-13383 and T-007).  Sites 50-10-28-13382 
and T-007 are close enough to each other to possibly form part of the same large complex.  That 
leaves four possible residential complexes within the Preserve.  All are located in the area 
covered by the older lava flow.  One site (Site 50-10-28-13383) is situated east and upslope of the 
Kuakini Wall.  The remainder of the sites are located south and west of the Wall. 
 
10.2.1.3 Ceremonial and Burial Structures 
The location and construction of the Site 50-10-28-13380, Feature H platform suggest that it may 
have served as a religious structure, possibly a small heiau associated with the high status 
residence complex.  Two other stone faced and filled platforms within the Preserve (Sites 50-10-
28-13376 and 50-10-28-13393) appear to possibly represent the foundations of ceremonial sites or 
possibly burial monuments.  The stone mound at Site 50-10-28-13373, Feature F; the platform at 
Site 50-10-28-13380, Feature D; the well faced stone mound at Site T-001, Feature A; and the 
cluster of 5 mounds found at site T-006 may also represent burial structures. 
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10.2.2 Historic Sites 
Only three definitely historic sites were identified within the Archaeological Preserve Area.  The 
first is the Great Wall of Kuakini (Site 50-10-28-6302 [7276]).  Its association with a historically 
important individual (the second governor of the Island of Hawai‘i), as well as its role in 
helping to shape the settlement landscape, make it a significant historic property.  While the 
Kuakini Wall was built to keep cattle out of the coastal areas, the Site T-024 stone walled 
enclosure appears to have been constructed to keep them in.  The enclosure was most probably 
built as a corral or pen to hold cattle.  Whether these were wild cattle roaming upslope of the 
wall who were rounded up by early paniolo (Hawaiian cowboys) or domestic herds which 
ranged the upland area in later times remains to be determined.  The third historic period site 
(site 50-10-28-13385) is more problematic in nature.  It appears to be a short northern extension 
of the Kuakini Wall, but what purpose it served is not yet completely clear. 
 
In essence, the traditional settlement pattern recognizable within the Archaeological Preserve 
echoes that documented within the Highway Corridor.  Though some of the sites in the 
Preserve are more substantial, and may represent higher status residences, they still maintain 
the same general pattern of habitation structures situated within and between cultivated fields.  
The information gathered during the inventory survey of the Highway Corridor, as well as that 
acquired during future data recovery investigations, can be used to understand and interpret 
the sites within the Archaeological Preserve. 
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11.0 MANAGEMENT AND MITIGATION RECOMMENDATIONS 

 
 
11.1 THE HIGHWAY CORRIDOR 
 
The construction of the Ane Keohokālole Highway will have an adverse effect on the 
archaeological resources located within the APE of the Highway Corridor; these sites will be 
destroyed by construction activity.  The sites containing features to be adversely affected are 
Sites 50-10-28-13384, 13391, 26846 – 26856, and 26864 - 26866 (see Figure 7).  This adverse effect 
can be resolved or mitigated by a combined approach of (1) conducting data recovery 
excavations within selected sites and features in the corridor; and (2) developing the 
Archaeological Preserve Area into an interpretive preserve. 
 
The documentation and testing undertaken during the archaeological inventory survey have 
revealed that the archaeological resources within the Highway Corridor are important for the 
information they contain.  This information can be extracted through the implementation of a 
Data Recovery program.  The program would involve the controlled excavation of selected 
archaeological sites and features (see Table 18).  We recommend that the majority of the data 
recovery excavations be undertaken at habitation features – the enclosures, terraces, platforms, 
and the Site 50-10-28-13391 sinkhole and its associated lava tubes.  These features have the 
greatest potential to provide information on significant research questions such as the 
chronology of site use in the area, connections with the coastal portion of the ahupua‘a, and the 
differential functions of various habitation structures.  Excavations would also be undertaken at 
selected agricultural features and within open soil areas that appear to represent former 
cultivated fields.  These excavations will seek to obtain datable material to help establish a 
temporal relationship between the habitation and agricultural elements of the area and to 
provide some data as to when the ultimate abandonment of the fields took place.  It is 
recommended that 10% of the stone mounds and modified outcrops tentatively identified as 
agricultural clearance mounds be excavated to obtain charcoal and/or kukui nut shell fragments 
that might be used to date their construction.  Open soil areas within sites 50-10-28-26847, 50-10-
28-26852, 50-10-28-26854 and 50-10-28-26856 appear to offer the best potential for subsurface 
testing.  These excavations may yield datable material that could help in developing a 
chronology for the agricultural use of the area, as well as macro and microbotanical remains 
that might provide some indication of what was grown within these fields.  While none of the 
untested stone mounds and modified outcrops located within the Highway APE appear to 
represent burial monuments.  The information obtained from these controlled excavations and 
laboratory analyses could then be used to develop an interpretive framework for the 
Archaeological Preserve Area. 
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Table 18. Mitigation of sites and features within the Highway APE. 

Site Number Feature Possible Function Data Recovery 
Recommended 

No Further Work 
Needed 

50-10-28-13384 A Habitation X  
 B Habitation X  
50-10-28-13391  Habitation X  
50-10-28-26846 B Agriculture X  
 C Agriculture  X 
50-10-28-26847 A Agriculture  X 
 B Agriculture  X 
 C Agriculture  X 
 D Agriculture X  
 E Agriculture  X 
 F Agriculture  X 
50-10-28-26848 A Habitation X  
 B Habitation X  
 C Habitation  X 
50-10-28-26849 A Agriculture  X 
 B Agriculture  X 
 C Agriculture X  
 D Agriculture  X 
 F Agriculture  X 
 H Agriculture  X 
50-10-28-26850 A Habitation X  
 B Habitation X  
 C Habitation  X 
 D Habitation  X 
50-10-28-26851 A Agriculture  X 
 B Agriculture  X 
 C Agriculture  X 
 D Agriculture  X 
 E Agriculture  X 
 F Habitation X  
 G Agriculture  X 
 H Agriculture  X 
 I Agriculture  X 
50-10-28-26852 A Agriculture  X 
 B Habitation X  
 C Agriculture  X 
 D Agriculture  X 
50-10-28-26853 A Agriculture  X 
 E Agriculture  X 
 F Agriculture  X 
 G Agriculture  X 
 H Agriculture  X 
 I Agriculture  X 
 M Agriculture X  
50-10-28-26854 A Habitation X  
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Site Number Feature Possible Function Data Recovery 
Recommended 

No Further Work 
Needed 

 B Agriculture  X 
 C Agriculture  X 
 D Agriculture  X 
50-10-28-26855 A Agriculture  X 
 E Agriculture  X 
 F Agriculture X  
 G Agriculture  X 
 H Agriculture  X 
 I Agriculture  X 
50-10-28-26856 A Agriculture  X 
 B Agriculture  X 
 C Agriculture X  
 D Agriculture  X 
 E Agriculture  X 
 F Agriculture  X 
 G Agriculture  X 
 H Agriculture  X 
 I Agriculture  X 
 J Agriculture  X 
 K Agriculture  X 
 L Agriculture  X 
 M Agriculture  X 
50-10-28-26864 B Agriculture X  
 C Agriculture  X 
50-10-28-26865 A Agriculture  X 
 B Agriculture X  
 C Agriculture  X 
 D Agriculture  X 
50-10-28-26866 A Agriculture  X 
 B Agriculture  X 
 C Agriculture  X 
 D Agriculture  X 
 E Agriculture  X 
 G Agriculture X  
 H Agriculture  X 
 K Agriculture  X 
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11.2 PRELIMINARY RESEARCH QUESTIONS 
 
Prior to implementing data recovery investigations, it is important to clearly define the goals of 
the investigations and a methodology for reaching these goals; this exercise defines the scope of 
the investigations and ensures that the work is meaningful (Secretary of Interior’s Standards for 
Archaeological Documentation at www.nps.gov).  To accomplish this, the investigations should 
be guided by explicit research issues and questions.  These research issues and questions as well 
as the methods to be followed to address these are generally developed in a well designed Data 
Recovery Plan.  Such a plan will be developed prior to the initiation of the investigations and 
will be submitted to the State Historic Preservation Division for review and acceptance.  Offered 
below are preliminary research questions that will be addressed in the data recovery 
investigations.  The research questions to be addressed can be grouped into two general 
research domains: Chronology and Land Use Activities. 
 
11.2.1 Chronological Questions 
Three basic chronological questions will be addressed: 
 

1. Date of earliest use of the area. 
2. Terminal date of traditional use of the area. 
3. Sequence of use intensity of the area – was the entire area “instantly” developed or was 

development of the area incremental. 
 
These chronological questions are not high order research questions per se.  However, they 
must be addressed in order to provide a chronological context for the archaeological remains 
within the APE and thus for the larger Keahuolū area.  Only with such a firmly established 
chronological context can higher level questions be addressed.  These chronological questions 
will be addressed through the excavation of a large number of sites spatially distributed 
throughout the APE and representing the various feature types present.  Carefully selected 
carbon samples will be collected from these excavations for radiocarbon dating. 
 
 
11.2.2 Land use activities 
The following seven research questions will be addressed: 
 

1. Was the habitation within the APE of a temporary or permanent nature?   
Discriminating factors used to address this question may include size and complexity 
of the structures; number and possible superposition of subsurface feature such as 
hearths; types and quantities of artifacts present; quantity and variety of midden 
materials present; dating of the structures. 
 

2. What was the nature of the agricultural pursuits in the area? 
What were the nature of the agricultural fields and features, and how were these 
distributed across the landscape.  What was grown in these agricultural fields and 
features?  A hypothetical list of possible crops can be developed from ethnohistoric 
sources.  The presence of these hypothetical crops can be tested through analyses of 
charcoal, phytoliths, and pollen. 
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3. What is the relationship of the sites within the APE and the coast? 

This relationship will be addressed by determining the types and quantities of shell 
fish and fish midden that are present.  The relationship with the coast will be further 
investigated by determining what ecological zones were being exploited for the 
identified marine resources (e.g., littorial zone; near shore, pelagic). 
 

4. What evidence is there for animal husbandry pursuits in the area? 
This question will be addressed by determining the types and quantities of terrestrial 
mammals (i.e., dog and pig) present.  If possible minimum numbers of individuals 
(MNI) will be calculated from the excavated samples. 
 

5. What is the relative importance of marine faunal resources verses terrestrial faunal 
resources? 

This relationship will be addressed by conducting proportional analyses of marine 
resources verses terrestrial resources.  Both the variety of resources and the relative 
quantities of resources will be examined. 
 

6.  What is the nature of avian resource exploitation in the area? 
Detailed faunal analyses of the remains will be conducted.  An attempt will be made 
to identify seabirds and land birds.  In addition, domesticated chicken material will 
be identified and quantified.  Comparisons of the various quantities of remains will 
be used to address this research question. 
 

7. What was the nature of artifact manufacture in the area? 
Were artifacts being manufactured in the area or were only complete artifacts present.  
What evidence of lithic artifact (basalt and Volcanic glass) manufacture is present 
(cores, flakes, tools).  Were any forms of fishing gear being manufactured, and if so 
what types and what quantities. 
 
 

8. Where did the raw materials for the lithic artifacts originate? 
We will attempt to determine local and exotic sources of lithic materials from the 
excavated samples.  Samples of these materials will be sources based on their 
chemical compositions.  The sourcing technique chosen will be a non-destructive 
technique. 
 

11.2.3 Summary 
By addressing these rather specific research issues and questions, a data-strong foundation will 
be laid that will allow us to address the more general issue of environmental adaptation.  How 
did the ancient Hawaiians adapt to this relatively arid and rugged area.  In order to not only 
survive, but to prosper, certain adaptive strategies and relationships with other areas had to be 
developed.  By determining these strategies and relationships, a better understanding of ancient 
life in Keahuolū will be achieved and how this changed during the traditional settlement of this 
area. 
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11.3 THE ARCHAEOLOGICAL PRESERVE AREA1 

 
The sites within the Archaeological Preserve Area have enormous interpretive and educational 
potential.  Their importance was originally recognized in the 1980s when this area was 
conceived as an Archaeological Preserve Area.  The potential of this preserve has not yet been 
realized.  The current plan is to develop the roughly 25 acre area into an interpretive preserve, 
where the archaeological structures and features would be interpreted for the general public, 
with an emphasis on children and students.  As part of this process an Archaeological Inventory 
Survey will be conducted of the entire Archaeological Preserve Area.  The information gained 
from this survey will then be used to develop a preservation/interpretive plan for the Preserve.  
This interpretive and educational facility would include an interpretive center to provide 
background on the area, trails through the Preserve, and interpretive materials (e.g., signs, 
brochures, videos, etc.).  The information for these interpretive materials would derive from the 
data recovery excavations conducted within the Highway Corridor.  We are recommending that 
no archaeological excavations take place within the Archaeological Preserve Area. 
 
Based on the results of the archaeological inventory survey of the Highway Corridor and the 
reconnaissance survey in the Archaeological Preserve Area, we recommend that the sites within 
the Highway Corridor undergo data recovery investigations and that the Archaeological 
Preserve Area be developed into an interpretive preserve for the education and enjoyment of 
Hawai‘i’s citizens and visitors.  The information obtained from the data recovery investigations 
will be used to develop interpretive materials in the Preserve.   
 
Our recommended boundary for the Archaeological Preserve Area is shown in Figure 77.  With 
the exception of its eastern boundary, the Preserve would closely adhere to the Open zoning 
boundary established by the Hawai‘i County Ordinance No. 00-40, effective 26 April 2000.  The 
proposed boundaries of the Archaeological Preserve Area are as follows: 
 

• East — makai edge of the of the Highway Corridor APE 
• South — Palani Road Right of Way 
• West — 15 feet east of the Kamaka‘eha Avenue Easement (and the Zoning Boundary 

line to the NW), excluding the mauka corner of the Palani Road and Kamaka`eha Avenue 
intersection that contains the Makalapua Shopping Center monument and wall 

• North — The County Zoning Boundary line and including site 50-10-28-13385 wall 
 
As has been noted previously (Section 4.0), the Preserve boundary as accepted in 1992 by the 
State Historic Preservation Division differs slightly from the Open Zoning boundary.  Recent 
fieldwork has shown that the areas of difference along the northern boundary of the Preserve 
were created in 1992 to include within the limits of the Preserve a series of small and crudely 
constructed archaeological structures.  It is felt that these features are not of sufficient 
significance to modify the Preserve boundary simply to include them.  It is recommended, 
however, that the Preserve boundary be expanded slightly (roughly 3 to 4 meters) at the single  
__________________ 
1.  Note that the Archaeological Preserve Area is being termed Historic Preservation Area on construction 
maps and in the Memorandum of Agreement. 
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“jog” in the County zoning boundary near the northeastern corner of the Preserve to include the 
full extent of the site 50-10-28-13385 wall. 
 
11.4 CONSTRUCTION ACTIVITIES 
 
It is recommended that prior to any construction activity associated with the Ane Keohokālole 
Highway plastic orange construction fencing be erected along the edges of the Highway APE, 
so that construction equipment will be confined to operate only within the APE.  It is also 
recommended that notice to proceed in this section of the Highway Corridor will not occur 
until all data recovery field work has been completed.  
 
As part of the Ane Keohokālole Highway Construction contract, the entire boundary of the 
Archaeological Preserve Area will be surveyed and a permanent fence demarcating its 
boundary will be erected within the Preserve boundary.  It is recommended that this boundary 
be surveyed and bright orange construction fencing be erected prior to the onset of highway 
construction (this is especially critical along Palani Road and along the proposed highway 
APE).  Finally, it is recommended that an archaeological monitor be present during all ground 
disturbing activities within the APE to record any potentially significant finds, including human 
burials that may be uncovered during highway construction.
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Figure 77. Proposed Archaeological Preservation Area Boundary. 
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ATTRIBUTES OF SITES AND FEATURES WITHIN THE HIGHWAY CORRIDOR SURVEY AREA 
 

SIHP No. Field No. Feature Site Type Artifact Midden Coral 
Human 
Skeletal 

Condition 
Possible 

Age 
Possible 
Function 

50-10-28-13384 T-007 
A Platform None Observed None Observed None Observed None Observed Fair Traditional Habitation 

B Enclosure None Observed None Observed None Observed None Observed Good Traditional Habitation 

50-10-28-13391 T-015   Modified Sinkhole Traditional Present Present None Observed Fair Traditional Habitation 

50-10-28-26846 T-001 

A Stone Mound None Observed None Observed None Observed None Observed Good Traditional Agriculture 

B Terrace Complex None Observed None Observed None Observed None Observed Fair Traditional Agriculture 

C Stone Mound None Observed None Observed None Observed None Observed Fair Traditional Agriculture 

50-10-28-26847 T-002 

A Wall None Observed None Observed None Observed None Observed Poor Traditional Agriculture 

B Wall None Observed None Observed None Observed None Observed Fair Traditional Agriculture 

C Modified Outcrop None Observed None Observed None Observed None Observed Fair Traditional Agriculture 

D Stone Mound None Observed None Observed None Observed None Observed Fair Traditional Agriculture 

E Stone Mound None Observed None Observed None Observed None Observed Fair Traditional Agriculture 

F Modified Outcrop None Observed None Observed None Observed None Observed Poor Traditional Agriculture 

50-10-28-26848 T-003 

A Platform None Observed None Observed None Observed None Observed Fair Traditional Habitation 

B Platform Traditional None Observed None Observed None Observed Fair Traditional Habitation 

C Platform None Observed None Observed None Observed None Observed Good Traditional Habitation 

50-10-28-26849 T-004 

A Wall None Observed None Observed None Observed None Observed Poor Traditional Agriculture 

B Modified Outcrop None Observed None Observed None Observed None Observed Poor Traditional Agriculture 

C Stone Mound None Observed None Observed None Observed None Observed Fair Traditional Agriculture 

D Stone Mound None Observed None Observed None Observed None Observed Fair Traditional Agriculture 

E Stone Mound None Observed None Observed None Observed None Observed Good Traditional Agriculture 

F Stone Mound None Observed None Observed None Observed None Observed Fair Traditional Agriculture 

G Wall None Observed None Observed None Observed None Observed Fair Traditional Agriculture 

H Modified Outcrop None Observed None Observed None Observed None Observed Poor Traditional Agriculture 

50-10-28-26850 T-005 

A Terrace None Observed None Observed None Observed None Observed Fair Traditional Habitation 

B Enclosure None Observed None Observed None Observed None Observed Good Traditional Habitation 

C Wall None Observed None Observed None Observed None Observed Good Traditional Habitation 

D Terrace None Observed None Observed None Observed None Observed Fair Traditional Habitation 

E Stone Mound None Observed None Observed None Observed None Observed Fair Traditional Agriculture 
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SIHP No. Field No. Feature Site Type Artifact Midden Coral 
Human 
Skeletal 

Condition 
Possible 

Age 
Possible 
Function 

50-10-28-26851 T-006 

A Wall None Observed None Observed None Observed None Observed Fair Traditional Agriculture 

B Modified Outcrop None Observed None Observed None Observed None Observed Fair Traditional Agriculture 

C Modified Outcrop None Observed None Observed None Observed None Observed Fair Traditional Agriculture 

D Modified Outcrop None Observed None Observed None Observed None Observed Poor Traditional Agriculture 

E Modified Outcrop None Observed None Observed None Observed None Observed Fair Traditional Agriculture 

F Platform None Observed None Observed None Observed None Observed Good Traditional Habitation 

G Wall None Observed None Observed None Observed None Observed Fair Traditional Agriculture 

H Stone Mound None Observed None Observed None Observed None Observed Fair Traditional Agriculture 

I Wall None Observed None Observed None Observed None Observed Poor Traditional Agriculture 

50-10-28-26852 T-008 

A Wall None Observed None Observed None Observed None Observed Fair Traditional Agriculture 

B Platform None Observed None Observed None Observed None Observed Poor Traditional Habitation 

C Modified Outcrop None Observed None Observed None Observed None Observed Poor Traditional Agriculture 

D Stone Mound None Observed None Observed None Observed None Observed Poor Traditional Agriculture 

50-10-28-26853 T-009 

A Stone Mound None Observed None Observed None Observed None Observed Poor Traditional Agriculture 

B Stone Mound None Observed None Observed None Observed None Observed Fair Traditional Agriculture 

C Platform None Observed None Observed None Observed None Observed Fair Traditional Agriculture 

D Modified Outcrop None Observed None Observed None Observed None Observed Good Traditional Agriculture 

E Stone Mound None Observed None Observed None Observed None Observed Poor Traditional Agriculture 

F Stone Mound None Observed None Observed None Observed None Observed Poor Traditional Agriculture 

G Modified Outcrop None Observed None Observed None Observed None Observed Poor Traditional Agriculture 

H Stone Mound None Observed None Observed None Observed None Observed Poor Traditional Agriculture 

I Modified Outcrop None Observed None Observed None Observed None Observed Poor Traditional Agriculture 

J Modified Outcrop None Observed None Observed None Observed None Observed Poor Traditional Agriculture 

K Stone Mound None Observed None Observed None Observed None Observed Fair Traditional Agriculture 

L Stone Mound None Observed None Observed None Observed None Observed Poor Traditional Agriculture 

M Modified Outcrop None Observed None Observed None Observed None Observed Fair Traditional Agriculture 

50-10-28-26854 T-010 

A Terrace None Observed None Observed None Observed None Observed Poor Traditional Habitation 

B Modified Outcrop None Observed None Observed None Observed None Observed Fair Traditional Agriculture 

C Modified Outcrop None Observed None Observed None Observed None Observed Poor Traditional Agriculture 

D Modified Outcrop None Observed None Observed None Observed None Observed Poor Traditional Agriculture 
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SIHP No. Field No. Feature Site Type Artifact Midden Coral 
Human 
Skeletal 

Condition 
Possible 

Age 
Possible 
Function 

50-10-28-26855 T-011 

A Wall None Observed None Observed None Observed None Observed Fair Traditional Agriculture 

B Modified Outcrop None Observed None Observed None Observed None Observed Fair Traditional Agriculture 

C Stone Mound None Observed None Observed None Observed None Observed Fair Traditional Agriculture 

D Stone Mound None Observed None Observed None Observed None Observed Fair Traditional Agriculture 

E Stone Mound None Observed None Observed None Observed None Observed Fair Traditional Agriculture 

F Modified Outcrop None Observed None Observed None Observed None Observed Fair Traditional Agriculture 

G Stone Mound None Observed None Observed None Observed None Observed Fair Traditional Agriculture 

H Modified Outcrop None Observed None Observed None Observed None Observed Fair Traditional Agriculture 

I Modified Outcrop None Observed None Observed None Observed None Observed Poor Traditional Agriculture 

50-10-28-26856 T-012 

A Modified Outcrop None Observed None Observed None Observed None Observed Fair Traditional Agriculture 

B Modified Outcrop None Observed None Observed None Observed None Observed Fair Traditional Agriculture 

C Stone Mound None Observed None Observed None Observed None Observed Poor Traditional Agriculture 

D Stone Mound None Observed None Observed None Observed None Observed Fair Traditional Agriculture 

E Stone Mound None Observed None Observed None Observed None Observed Fair Traditional Agriculture 

F Modified Outcrop None Observed None Observed None Observed None Observed Fair Traditional Agriculture 

G Stone Mound None Observed None Observed None Observed None Observed Poor Traditional Agriculture 

H Modified Outcrop None Observed None Observed None Observed None Observed Fair Traditional Agriculture 

I Stone Mound None Observed None Observed None Observed None Observed Poor Traditional Agriculture 

J Stone Mound None Observed None Observed None Observed None Observed Poor Traditional Agriculture 

K Modified Outcrop None Observed None Observed None Observed None Observed Poor Traditional Agriculture 

L Stone Mound None Observed None Observed None Observed None Observed Fair Traditional Agriculture 

M Stone Mound None Observed None Observed None Observed None Observed Fair Traditional Agriculture 

50-10-28-26857 T-013 
A Terrace None Observed None Observed None Observed None Observed Good Traditional Habitation 

B Wall None Observed None Observed None Observed None Observed Fair Traditional Agriculture 
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SIHP No. Field No. Feature Site Type Artifact Midden Coral 
Human 
Skeletal 

Condition 
Possible 

Age 
Possible 
Function 

50-10-28-26858 T-014 

A Modified Outcrop None Observed None Observed None Observed None Observed Poor Traditional Agriculture 

B Modified Outcrop None Observed None Observed None Observed None Observed Fair Traditional Agriculture 

C Stone Mound None Observed None Observed None Observed None Observed Fair Traditional Agriculture 

D Stone Mound None Observed None Observed None Observed None Observed Poor Traditional Agriculture 

E Stone Mound None Observed None Observed None Observed None Observed Fair Traditional Agriculture 

F Stone Mound None Observed None Observed None Observed None Observed Poor Traditional Agriculture 

G Modified Outcrop None Observed None Observed None Observed None Observed Poor Traditional Agriculture 

H Modified Outcrop None Observed None Observed None Observed None Observed Fair Traditional Agriculture 

I Modified Outcrop None Observed None Observed None Observed None Observed Fair Traditional Agriculture 

J Stone Mound None Observed None Observed None Observed None Observed Poor Traditional Agriculture 

K Modified Outcrop None Observed None Observed None Observed None Observed Poor Traditional Agriculture 

L Modified Outcrop None Observed None Observed None Observed None Observed Poor Traditional Agriculture 

M Modified Outcrop None Observed None Observed None Observed None Observed Poor Traditional Agriculture 

N Modified Outcrop None Observed None Observed None Observed None Observed Poor Traditional Agriculture 

O Modified Outcrop None Observed None Observed None Observed None Observed Fair Traditional Agriculture 

P Modified Outcrop None Observed None Observed None Observed None Observed Good Traditional Agriculture 

Q Modified Outcrop None Observed None Observed None Observed None Observed Poor Traditional Agriculture 

R Stone Mound None Observed None Observed None Observed None Observed Good Traditional Agriculture 

S Modified Outcrop None Observed None Observed None Observed None Observed Poor Traditional Agriculture 

T Stone Mound None Observed None Observed None Observed None Observed Good Traditional Agriculture 

U Modified Outcrop None Observed None Observed None Observed None Observed Poor Traditional Agriculture 

V Modified Outcrop None Observed None Observed None Observed None Observed Fair Traditional Agriculture 

W Modified Outcrop None Observed None Observed None Observed None Observed Poor Traditional Agriculture 

X Stone Mound None Observed None Observed None Observed None Observed Poor Traditional Agriculture 
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SIHP No. Field No. Feature Site Type Artifact Midden Coral 
Human 
Skeletal 

Condition 
Possible 

Age 
Possible 
Function 

50-10-28-26859 T-016 

A Wall None Observed None Observed None Observed None Observed Good Traditional Agriculture 

B Modified Outcrop None Observed None Observed None Observed None Observed Fair Traditional Agriculture 

C Stone Mound None Observed None Observed None Observed None Observed Fair Traditional Agriculture 

D Stone Mound None Observed None Observed None Observed None Observed Good Traditional Agriculture 

E Wall None Observed None Observed None Observed None Observed Good Traditional Agriculture 

F Stone Mound None Observed None Observed None Observed None Observed Good Traditional Agriculture 

G Stone Mound None Observed None Observed None Observed None Observed Fair Traditional Agriculture 

H Wall None Observed None Observed None Observed None Observed Good Traditional Agriculture 

I Modified Outcrop None Observed None Observed None Observed None Observed Fair Traditional Agriculture 

J Stone Mound None Observed None Observed None Observed None Observed Fair Traditional Agriculture 

E Wall None Observed None Observed None Observed None Observed Poor Traditional Agriculture 

50-10-28-26860 T-017 
A Platform None Observed None Observed None Observed None Observed Fair Traditional Habitation 

B Platform None Observed None Observed None Observed None Observed Fair Traditional Habitation 

50-10-28-26861 T-018 

A Wall None Observed None Observed None Observed None Observed Good Traditional Agriculture 

B Wall None Observed None Observed None Observed None Observed Fair Traditional Agriculture 

C Stone Mound None Observed None Observed None Observed None Observed Fair Traditional Agriculture 

50-10-28-26862 T-019 

A Platform None Observed None Observed None Observed None Observed Good Traditional Agriculture 

B Stone Mound None Observed None Observed None Observed None Observed Good Traditional Agriculture 

C Stone Mound None Observed None Observed None Observed None Observed Good Traditional Agriculture 

D Modified Outcrop None Observed None Observed None Observed None Observed Poor Traditional Agriculture 

E Modified Outcrop None Observed None Observed None Observed None Observed Fair Traditional Agriculture 

F Platform None Observed None Observed None Observed None Observed Good Traditional Agriculture 

G Stone Mound None Observed None Observed None Observed None Observed Fair Traditional Agriculture 
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SIHP No. Field No. Feature Site Type Artifact Midden Coral 
Human 
Skeletal 

Condition 
Possible 

Age 
Possible 
Function 

50-10-28-26863 T-020 

A Stone Mound None Observed None Observed None Observed None Observed Fair Traditional Agriculture 

B Modified Outcrop None Observed None Observed None Observed None Observed Poor Traditional Agriculture 

C Modified Outcrop None Observed None Observed None Observed None Observed Fair Traditional Agriculture 

D Modified Outcrop None Observed None Observed None Observed None Observed Poor Traditional Agriculture 

E Stone Mound None Observed None Observed None Observed None Observed Poor Traditional Agriculture 

F Modified Outcrop None Observed None Observed None Observed None Observed Poor Traditional Agriculture 

G Wall None Observed None Observed None Observed None Observed Fair Traditional Agriculture 

H Terrace None Observed None Observed None Observed None Observed Good Traditional Agriculture 

I Modified Outcrop None Observed None Observed None Observed None Observed Poor Traditional Agriculture 

50-10-28-26864 T-021 

A Modified Outcrop None Observed None Observed None Observed None Observed Fair Traditional Agriculture 

B Modified Outcrop None Observed None Observed None Observed None Observed Fair Traditional Agriculture 

C Modified Outcrop None Observed None Observed None Observed None Observed Good Traditional Agriculture 

D Modified Outcrop None Observed None Observed None Observed None Observed Poor Traditional Agriculture 

50-10-28-26865 T-022 

A Wall None Observed None Observed None Observed None Observed Fair Traditional Agriculture 

B Modified Outcrop None Observed None Observed None Observed None Observed Fair Traditional Agriculture 

C Modified Outcrop None Observed None Observed None Observed None Observed Poor Traditional Agriculture 

D Wall None Observed None Observed None Observed None Observed Fair Traditional Agriculture 

E Stone Mound None Observed None Observed None Observed None Observed Fair Traditional Agriculture 

F Stone Mound None Observed None Observed None Observed None Observed Fair Traditional Agriculture 

G Stone Mound None Observed None Observed None Observed None Observed Poor Traditional Agriculture 

50-10-28-26866 T-023 

A Wall None Observed None Observed None Observed None Observed Fair Traditional Agriculture 

B Wall None Observed None Observed None Observed None Observed Fair Traditional Agriculture 

C Modified Outcrop None Observed None Observed None Observed None Observed Good Traditional Agriculture 

D Stone Mound None Observed None Observed None Observed None Observed Fair Traditional Agriculture 

E Wall None Observed None Observed None Observed None Observed Fair Traditional Agriculture 

F Enclosure Traditional None Observed None Observed None Observed Fair Traditional Habitation 

G Wall None Observed None Observed None Observed None Observed Fair Traditional Agriculture 

H Wall None Observed None Observed None Observed None Observed Fair Traditional Agriculture 

I Modified Outcrop None Observed None Observed None Observed None Observed Fair Traditional Agriculture 

J Modified Outcrop None Observed None Observed None Observed None Observed Fair Traditional Agriculture 

K Modified Outcrop None Observed None Observed None Observed None Observed Poor Traditional Agriculture 
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GPS COORDINATES OF SITES AND FEATURES WITHIN THE HIGHWAY CORRIDOR SURVEY AREA 
 

SIHP No. Field No. Feature Site Type Condition Possible Age 
Possible 
Function 

GPS Location Easting Northing 

50-10-28-13384 T-007 
A Platform Fair Traditional Habitation Northwest Corner 186,523.979 2,175,547.380 

B Enclosure Good Traditional Habitation Northwest Corner 186,513.793 2,175,547.671 

50-10-28-13391 T-015   Modified Sinkhole Fair Traditional Habitation Southeast End 186,521.942 2,175,568.626 

50-10-28-26846 T-001 

A Stone Mound Good Traditional Agriculture Northeast Corner 186,537.949 2,175,465.306 

B Terrace Complex Fair Traditional Agriculture East End 186,548.427 2,175,469.090 

C Stone Mound Fair Traditional Agriculture South Corner 186,537.367 2,175,474.329 

50-10-28-26847 T-002 

A Wall Poor Traditional Agriculture Southwest End 186,533.875 2,175,478.112 

B Wall Fair Traditional Agriculture Southeast End 186,563.852 2,175,504.597 

C Modified Outcrop Fair Traditional Agriculture West End 186,554.830 2,175,504.597 

D Stone Mound Fair Traditional Agriculture South End 186,550.755 2,175,502.851 

E Stone Mound Fair Traditional Agriculture Northwest Corner 186,543.770 2,175,511.873 

F Modified Outcrop Poor Traditional Agriculture North End 186,547.263 2,175,496.157 

50-10-28-26848 T-003 

A Platform Fair Traditional Habitation South Corner 186,546.681 2,175,524.097 

B Platform Fair Traditional Habitation Southeast Corner 186,545.516 2,175,517.403 

C Platform Good Traditional Habitation East Corner 186,540.569 2,175,529.045 

50-10-28-26849 T-004 

A Wall Poor Traditional Agriculture Southeast Corner 186,539.696 2,175,508.963 

B Modified Outcrop Poor Traditional Agriculture South End 186,528.636 2,175,511.582 

C Stone Mound Fair Traditional Agriculture Center 186,525.726 2,175,502.851 

D Stone Mound Fair Traditional Agriculture Northeast Corner 186,526.890 2,175,497.030 

E Stone Mound Good Traditional Agriculture Southeast Corner 186,526.890 2,175,489.754 

F Stone Mound Fair Traditional Agriculture Northeast Corner 186,529.218 2,175,492.373 

G Wall Fair Traditional Agriculture South End 186,518.449 2,175,484.806 

H Modified Outcrop Poor Traditional Agriculture West End 186,522.524 2,175,499.649 

50-10-28-26850 T-005 

A Terrace Fair Traditional Habitation Southeast Corner 186,524.852 2,175,513.037 

B Enclosure Good Traditional Habitation South End 186,517.576 2,175,513.910 

C Wall Good Traditional Habitation Southwest End 186,517.867 2,175,508.672 

D Terrace Fair Traditional Habitation North End 186,515.830 2,175,516.530 

E Stone Mound Fair Traditional Agriculture Southwest Corner 186,511.464 2,175,510.709 
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SIHP No. Field No. Feature Site Type Condition Possible Age 
Possible 
Function 

GPS Location Easting Northing 

50-10-28-26851 T-006 

A Wall Fair Traditional Agriculture East End 186,530.673 2,175,517.694 

B Modified Outcrop Fair Traditional Agriculture Southeast End 186,513.211 2,175,525.261 

C Modified Outcrop Fair Traditional Agriculture Southwest Corner 186,510.882 2,175,519.149 

D Modified Outcrop Poor Traditional Agriculture Northwest Corner 186,511.756 2,175,532.537 

E Modified Outcrop Fair Traditional Agriculture Northwest Corner 186,523.106 2,175,533.992 

F Platform Good Traditional Habitation Southeast Corner 186,531.546 2,175,534.574 

G Wall Fair Traditional Agriculture Northeast End 186,540.860 2,175,538.358 

H Stone Mound Fair Traditional Agriculture Northwest Corner 186,522.233 2,175,539.522 

I Wall Poor Traditional Agriculture North End 186,528.927 2,175,546.507 

50-10-28-26852 T-008 

A Wall Fair Traditional Agriculture Southeast End 186,544.643 2,175,543.888 

B Platform Poor Traditional Habitation Northwest Corner 186,521.360 2,175,562.805 

C Modified Outcrop Poor Traditional Agriculture East End 186,536.494 2,175,553.783 

D Stone Mound Poor Traditional Agriculture Center 186,542.897 2,175,849.709 

50-10-28-26853 T-009 

A Stone Mound Poor Traditional Agriculture North End 186,505.935 2,175,531.373 

B Stone Mound Fair Traditional Agriculture South Corner 186,501.569 2,175,524.679 

C Platform Fair Traditional Agriculture South Corner 186,493.711 2,175,526.134 

D Modified Outcrop Good Traditional Agriculture West End 186,497.494 2,175,541.268 

E Stone Mound Poor Traditional Agriculture South End 186,498.950 2,175,546.798 

F Stone Mound Poor Traditional Agriculture East End 186,502.442 2,175,550.582 

G Modified Outcrop Poor Traditional Agriculture Northeast Corner 186,502.151 2,175,553.783 

H Stone Mound Poor Traditional Agriculture North End 186,500.987 2,175,558.440 

I Modified Outcrop Poor Traditional Agriculture Northwest Corner 186,496.039 2,175,557.858 

J Modified Outcrop Poor Traditional Agriculture Northwest Corner 186,490.800 2,175,553.783 

K Stone Mound Fair Traditional Agriculture South End 186,488.181 2,175,545.343 

L Stone Mound Poor Traditional Agriculture Center 186,494.293 2,175,549.126 

M Modified Outcrop Fair Traditional Agriculture South End 186,509.427 2,175,551.455 

50-10-28-26854 T-010 

A Terrace Poor Traditional Habitation South Corner 186,501.569 2,175,568.917 

B Modified Outcrop Fair Traditional Agriculture North End 186,496.039 2,175,571.828 

C Modified Outcrop Poor Traditional Agriculture South End 186,491.383 2,175,567.462 

D Modified Outcrop Poor Traditional Agriculture East End 186,495.166 2,175,561.059 
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SIHP No. Field No. Feature Site Type Condition Possible Age 
Possible 
Function 

GPS Location Easting Northing 

50-10-28-26855 T-011 

A Wall Fair Traditional Agriculture East End 186,496.912 2,175,579.104 

B Modified Outcrop Fair Traditional Agriculture West End 186,475.666 2,175,575.029 

C Stone Mound Fair Traditional Agriculture South End 186,476.830 2,175,572.119 

D Stone Mound Fair Traditional Agriculture Southwest Corner 186,473.047 2,175,581.141 

E Stone Mound Fair Traditional Agriculture West End 186,484.107 2,175,581.432 

F Modified Outcrop Fair Traditional Agriculture North End 186,489.054 2,175,584.634 

G Stone Mound Fair Traditional Agriculture Southeast Corner 186,484.689 2,175,587.544 

H Modified Outcrop Fair Traditional Agriculture East End 186,480.905 2,175,585.798 

I Modified Outcrop Poor Traditional Agriculture East End 186,487.890 2,175,588.417 

50-10-28-26856 T-012 

A Modified Outcrop Fair Traditional Agriculture East End 186,493.420 2,175,596.857 

B Modified Outcrop Fair Traditional Agriculture North End 186,484.107 2,175,598.604 

C Stone Mound Poor Traditional Agriculture Northwest Corner 186,478.286 2,175,601.223 

D Stone Mound Fair Traditional Agriculture East End 186,475.957 2,175,595.402 

E Stone Mound Fair Traditional Agriculture Southwest End 186,472.465 2,175,595.984 

F Modified Outcrop Fair Traditional Agriculture West Corner 186,467.517 2,175,596.566 

G Stone Mound Poor Traditional Agriculture West End 186,471.010 2,175,600.350 

H Modified Outcrop Fair Traditional Agriculture Northwest Corner 186,469.845 2,175,605.880 

I Stone Mound Poor Traditional Agriculture Northeast Corner 186,475.666 2,175,611.118 

J Stone Mound Poor Traditional Agriculture West Corner 186,474.793 2,175,617.521 

K Modified Outcrop Poor Traditional Agriculture East End 186,480.905 2,175,620.723 

L Stone Mound Fair Traditional Agriculture Northeast End 186,474.211 2,175,623.924 

M Stone Mound Fair Traditional Agriculture North End 186,464.898 2,175,623.633 

50-10-28-26857 T-013 
A Terrace Good Traditional Habitation Southeast Corner 186,458.204 2,175,599.768 

B Wall Fair Traditional Agriculture West End 186,457.913 2,175,607.044 
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SIHP No. Field No. Feature Site Type Condition Possible Age 
Possible 
Function 

GPS Location Easting Northing 

50-10-28-26858 T-014 

A Modified Outcrop Poor Traditional Agriculture Southwest Corner 186,556.285 2,175,548.253 

B Modified Outcrop Fair Traditional Agriculture Southwest Corner 186,564.434 2,175,545.343 

C Stone Mound Fair Traditional Agriculture Northeast Corner 186,574.039 2,175,549.709 

D Stone Mound Poor Traditional Agriculture Southeast Corner 186,578.113 2,175,545.643 

E Stone Mound Fair Traditional Agriculture Southeast Corner 186,581.606 2,175,543.015 

F Stone Mound Poor Traditional Agriculture North End 186,585.389 2,175,546.798 

G Modified Outcrop Poor Traditional Agriculture Southeast Corner 186,569.964 2,175,554.074 

H Modified Outcrop Fair Traditional Agriculture South End 186,562.979 2,175,552.619 

I Modified Outcrop Fair Traditional Agriculture Southeast Corner 186,567.054 2,175,552.328 

J Stone Mound Poor Traditional Agriculture Southeast End 186,573.456 2,175,554.074 

K Modified Outcrop Poor Traditional Agriculture Northwest Corner 186,573.456 2,175,563.970 

L Modified Outcrop Poor Traditional Agriculture Northwest Corner 186,572.001 2,175,569.208 

M Modified Outcrop Poor Traditional Agriculture Northeast End 186,569.091 2,175,568.626 

N Modified Outcrop Poor Traditional Agriculture Southeast Corner 186,567.927 2,175,563.388 

O Modified Outcrop Fair Traditional Agriculture North End 186,567.927 2,175,572.701 

P Modified Outcrop Good Traditional Agriculture West End 186,563.270 2,175,569.790 

Q Modified Outcrop Poor Traditional Agriculture North End 186,565.016 2,175,564.261 

R Stone Mound Good Traditional Agriculture North Corner 186,560.942 2,175,558.440 

S Modified Outcrop Poor Traditional Agriculture Southwest Corner 186,557.449 2,175,557.276 

T Stone Mound Good Traditional Agriculture East End 186,559.486 2,175,561.932 

U Modified Outcrop Poor Traditional Agriculture East End 186,561.524 2,175,564.843 

V Modified Outcrop Fair Traditional Agriculture Northwest Corner 186,553.666 2,175,564.261 

W Modified Outcrop Poor Traditional Agriculture Northeast Corner 186,549.300 2,175,563.679 

X Stone Mound Poor Traditional Agriculture West End 186,557.158 2,175,566.589 
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SIHP No. Field No. Feature Site Type Condition Possible Age 
Possible 
Function 

GPS Location Easting Northing 

50-10-28-26859 T-016 

A Wall Good Traditional Agriculture Southwest End 186,544.934 2,175,568.626 

B Modified Outcrop Fair Traditional Agriculture Northwest Corner 186,565.889 2,175,581.723 

C Stone Mound Fair Traditional Agriculture Southeast Corner 186,562.344 2,175,577.389 

D Stone Mound Good Traditional Agriculture Southeast Corner 186,562.344 2,175,577.389 

E Wall Good Traditional Agriculture Southeast End 186,562.979 2,175,577.940 

F Stone Mound Good Traditional Agriculture South End 186,559.486 2,175,581.723 

G Stone Mound Fair Traditional Agriculture Northwest Corner 186,556.285 2,175,578.231 

H Wall Good Traditional Agriculture North End 186,549.591 2,175,584.925 

I Modified Outcrop Fair Traditional Agriculture North Corner 186,546.972 2,175,577.067 

J Stone Mound Fair Traditional Agriculture South End 186,541.151 2,175,583.178 

E Wall Poor Traditional Agriculture Southeast End 186,548.718 2,175,580.268 

50-10-28-26860 T-017 
A Platform Fair Traditional Habitation Northwest Corner 186,563.852 2,175,598.022 

B Platform Fair Traditional Habitation West End 186,553.957 2,175,592.783 

50-10-28-26861 T-018 

A Wall Good Traditional Agriculture Southeast End 186,552.210 2,175,589.581 

B Wall Fair Traditional Agriculture Northeast End 186,546.972 2,175,607.917 

C Stone Mound Fair Traditional Agriculture West Corner 186,552.501 2,175,599.768 

50-10-28-26862 T-019 

A Platform Good Traditional Agriculture East End 186,550.755 2,175,617.521 

B Stone Mound Good Traditional Agriculture South End 186,542.897 2,175,613.156 

C Stone Mound Good Traditional Agriculture East End 186,540.278 2,175,618.103 

D Modified Outcrop Poor Traditional Agriculture South End 186,539.113 2,175,621.887 

E Modified Outcrop Fair Traditional Agriculture Southwest Corner 186,539.696 2,175,625.962 

F Platform Good Traditional Agriculture South End 186,531.837 2,175,613.156 

G Stone Mound Fair Traditional Agriculture South End 186,546.099 2,175,621.014 
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SIHP No. Field No. Feature Site Type Condition Possible Age 
Possible 
Function 

GPS Location Easting Northing 

50-10-28-26863 T-020 

A Stone Mound Fair Traditional Agriculture East End 186,537.076 2,175,630.618 

B Modified Outcrop Poor Traditional Agriculture Southeast Corner 186,531.255 2,175,625.962 

C Modified Outcrop Fair Traditional Agriculture Southwest Corner 186,523.979 2,175,629.163 

D Modified Outcrop Poor Traditional Agriculture South End 186,526.017 2,175,624.797 

E Stone Mound Poor Traditional Agriculture Northwest End 186,535.330 2,175,636.148 

F Modified Outcrop Poor Traditional Agriculture East End 186,530.091 2,175,636.148 

G Wall Fair Traditional Agriculture Southwest End 186,523.688 2,175,634.402 

H Terrace Good Traditional Agriculture Northeast Corner 186,526.017 2,175,639.641 

I Modified Outcrop Poor Traditional Agriculture East Corner 186,533.584 2,175,622.760 

50-10-28-26864 T-021 

A Modified Outcrop Fair Traditional Agriculture North End 186,505.644 2,175,646.626 

B Modified Outcrop Fair Traditional Agriculture Southeast Corner 186,500.696 2,175,637.603 

C Modified Outcrop Good Traditional Agriculture South End 186,489.636 2,175,636.148 

D Modified Outcrop Poor Traditional Agriculture Northwest Corner 186,496.912 2,175,642.842 

50-10-28-26865 T-022 

A Wall Fair Traditional Agriculture West End 186,502.151 2,175,627.999 

B Modified Outcrop Fair Traditional Agriculture Northwest Corner 186,502.442 2,175,620.723 

C Modified Outcrop Poor Traditional Agriculture South End 186,501.278 2,175,615.484 

D Wall Fair Traditional Agriculture South End 186,504.771 2,175,610.536 

E Stone Mound Fair Traditional Agriculture South Corner 186,516.703 2,175,621.305 

F Stone Mound Fair Traditional Agriculture Northeast Corner 186,517.576 2,175,625.962 

G Stone Mound Poor Traditional Agriculture East Corner 186,519.323 2,175,619.268 

50-10-28-26866 T-023 

A Wall Fair Traditional Agriculture South End 186,537.076 2,175,564.843 

B Wall Fair Traditional Agriculture East End 186,537.949 2,175,574.738 

C Modified Outcrop Good Traditional Agriculture Southwest Corner 186,520.487 2,175,580.268 

D Stone Mound Fair Traditional Agriculture East Corner 186,530.091 2,175,586.962 

E Wall Fair Traditional Agriculture East End 186,527.181 2,175,592.492 

F Enclosure Fair Traditional Habitation Southwest Corner 186,523.397 2,175,592.492 

G Wall Fair Traditional Agriculture Southeast End 186,518.158 2,175,587.835 

H Wall Fair Traditional Agriculture Southwest End 186,512.629 2,175,593.947 

I Modified Outcrop Fair Traditional Agriculture Southeast Corner 186,531.546 2,175,597.148 

J Modified Outcrop Fair Traditional Agriculture North End 186,535.912 2,175,599.477 

K Modified Outcrop Poor Traditional Agriculture Northeast Corner 186,518.158 2,175,600.059 
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The following is a listing of archaeological sites and features identified during the inventory 
survey of the southern end of the Ane Keohokālole Highway Corridor.  Each site and/or 
feature has been described based to the following attributes. 
 

Site Number: All sites have been assigned a Hawaii State Inventory of Historic 
Properties (SIHP) site number.  This numbering system employs a four part 
numeric code.  The first element designates the state.  The second specifies the 
island.  The third indicates the U. S. Geological Survey topographic quadrangle 
within which the site is located.  The fourth is a site specific number designation 
(i.e., 50-10-28-26846).  
 
Field Number: During initial recording all archaeological sites were assigned a 
temporary field number to facilitate identification.  This consisted of a T (for 
temporary) followed by a consecutively assigned number (i.e. T-001).  Since, at 
the time of the survey, SIHP number had not been assigned, the metal site tags 
left at each site were marked with the temporary field number.   
 
Feature: Individual structural elements within a specific site were assigned 
consecutive letter designations to aid in recording and mapping. 
 
Site/Feature Type: Each archaeological site or feature was identified as 
belonging to a specific type based upon its structural morphology and/or 
cultural contents.  Site/Feature types include Enclosures, Terraces, Platforms, C-
shapes, etc.  When features of different structural types are clustered within a 
single site, the site type was referred to as a Complex. 
 
Artifacts: If one or more artifact was observed within or adjacent to an 
archaeological site or feature, the relative age of the artifact was noted.  Artifacts 
were dated according to the following broad historic periods: 

1)  Traditional: This designation was assigned to artifacts manufactured in a 
traditional style using indigenous cultural materials (stone, coral, shell, 
etc.).  Such artifacts may have been made and utilized during either the 
pre-contact or early historic periods.  

2)  Historic: This designation includes artifacts of Western manufactured 
that were made from foreign materials (metal, glass, etc.).  These were 
initially imported into the islands, but later manufactured here.    

 
Midden: If bone or marine shell midden was discovered at a site or feature, its 
presence was noted. 
 
Human Skeletal Remains: In the relatively rare instances when human skeletal 
remains were observed at a site or feature, their presence was noted. 
 
Possible Age: Due to the difficulties inherent in determining the age of a 
structure based solely on its visible morphology, the sites and features within the 
Preserve Area were only tentatively dated to a broad historic period.  These 
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periods include the following: 
1) Traditional: This designation was assigned to sites or features exhibiting 

traditional styles of construction or possessing indigenous cultural 
materials (traditional artifacts, marine shell midden, etc.).  Such features 
may have been constructed and utilized during either the pre-contact or 
early historic periods.  

2)  Historic: This designation includes structures whose morphology 
suggests they were constructed during the historic period.  It also 
includes sites at which surface historic artifacts (such as ceramics, bottle 
glass, and window glass) were found.  This designation includes sites 
that were constructed or utilized for ranching activities (such as pens, 
corrals and cattle walls). 

3) Uncertain: This designation was assigned to a historic property if there 
was any uncertainty as to the date of its construction or use.  

 
Possible Function: An archaeological site or feature was assigned a functional 
designation based upon its morphology and/or cultural contents.  Common 
functional categories include Habitation, Burial, Animal Husbandry, Uncertain, 
etc.  These designations are based solely on visual observation and are tentative 
in nature. 

 
Condition:  The relative condition of the site was also noted.  The condition was 
recorded as either: Poor, Fair, Good, Very Good, or Excellent. 
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SIHP Number: 50-10-28-13384     
Field Number: T-007 
Site Type: Complex     
Possible Age: Traditional 
Possible Function: Habitation 
Condition: Fair to Poor 
Description: 
Site 50-10-28-13384 consists of a rectangular stone faced and stone filled terrace and an adjacent 
stone walled enclosure (see Figure).  The site rests on a gentle (approximately 5 to 15º) slope in 
an area of mixed soil and bedrock.  It is shaded by an open ticket of koa haole trees with an 
understory of California grass. 
 
At the northeastern corner of the site is a roughly rectangular stone platform built atop a 
bedrock outcrop (Feature A).  Extending off the southwest corner of this platform is a large 
roughly oval stone walled enclosure (Feature B).  The northern wall of this enclosure appears to 
have been impacted by a recently bulldozed fire break.  The interior of the enclosure consists of 
relatively level soil. 
 
The site appears to be traditional in age.  Excavations conducted within the Feature A platform 
yielded midden and artifacts, suggesting that despite its relatively small size it may have served 
as the foundation of a residential structure.  The Feature B enclosure may delineate a “yard” or 
activity area associated with this structure.   
 
The original 1990 survey report describes Site 50-10-28-13384 as a complex of three features, a 
platform and two walls.  The platform dimensions were given as 2.00 by 3.00 meters and 1.00 
meter high (Donham 1990:A-105).  The Feature A platform measures c. 3.9 meters by 2.9 meters 
and has an average height of c. 0.52 meters.  However, if the measurement was taken along the 
platform’s western edge and the underlying bedrock included, the height would be closer to a 
meter.  The relative location of this site roughly matches that shown on the 1990 site location 
map (Donham 1990:Figure 1) 
 
Feature: A    
Feature Type:  Platform  
Artifacts: None Observed 
Midden: None Observed 
Skeletal Remains: None Observed 
Possible Age: Traditional 
Possible Function: Habitation 
Condition: Fair 
Description: 
Site 50-10-28-13384 Feature A is a roughly rectangular platform (see Figure).  It is located 
approximately 2.9 meters west of the Site 50-10-28-26851 Feature I wall.  The northeast end of 
the Feature B enclosure wall begins at the southwestern corner of the Feature A platform.  The 
rectangular platform has defined corners on the south and east and somewhat rounded corners 
in the north and west.  While most of the platform is built atop a pāhoehoe bedrock outcrop, 
which is exposed along the northeast, northwest and parts of the southwest edge, a small 
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portion to the southeast is constructed atop fairly level soil.  The platform is constructed of large 
to medium boulders loosely stacked 1 to 3 courses high.  A mix of boulders, cobbles and 
pebbles form the fill of the platform.  The surface of the fill is roughly level, but slightly 
irregular, and there is a slight depression in the center of the platform.  The platform measures 
c. 3.9 meters in length (northeast to southwest) by c. 2.9 meters in width (northwest to 
southeast) and has an average height of c. 0.52 meters.  The overall feature dimensions, 
including exposed bedrock and a small wall segment extending off to the southeast, are 
approximately 4.3 meters in length (northwest to southeast) and approximately 4.1 meters 
(northeast to southwest).  Bedrock is exposed in front of the northeast and northwest corners.  A 
short wall segment extends off the platform’s southeastern corner.  It is constructed of medium 
to large boulders placed on edge.  The wall segment measures approximately 1.1 meters length, 
is c. 0.4 meters wide, and is c. 0.32 meters in height. 
 
Feature A is in good condition.  No surface cultural material was observed either on or around 
the platform.  A test excavation was conducted in the southwest corner of the structure (see 
Section 6), which yielded midden, as well as several artifacts.  All of the cultural material 
recovered was traditional in age.  Despite its relatively small size, the platform (based upon the 
cultural material it contained) would appear to have served as the foundation of a residential 
structure. 
 
Feature: B    
Feature Type:  Enclosure  
Artifacts: None Observed 
Midden: None Observed 
Skeletal Remains: None Observed 
Possible Age: Traditional 
Possible Function: Habitation 
Condition: Poor 
Description: 
Site 50-10-28-13384 Feature B is a roughly oval stone walled enclosure.  Feature B is located 
immediately adjacent to and southwest of Feature A.  The west, south and east edges of the 
enclosure consist of one continuous roughly U-shaped wall constructed of small-large 
subangular basalt cobbles and small-medium subangular basalt boulders stacked 1 to 5 courses 
high (see Figure).  It appears that the north edge of the enclosure might have been bounded by 
this same wall except that this area has recently been impacted by bulldozing activity and no 
wall is present.  There are, however, rock pilings in the immediate vicinity that suggests there 
may have been a continuation of the enclosing wall.  Instead, the north edge of the enclosure is 
now bounded by pāhoehoe outcrop with areas of stone pilings on top.  The enclosed area consists 
of a level soil surface with scattered small to large subangular basalt cobbles.  The enclosure's 
interior is lower than the surrounding ground surfaces to the north, east and south; average 0.50 
meters lower at the north, c. 1.0 meters lower at the east, and c. 0.70 meters lower at the south.  
The enclosure's interior is slightly higher (average 0.40 meters) than the exterior ground surface 
to the west.  The enclosure measures approximately 17.1 meters in length (north to south) by c. 
10.0 meters in width (east to west).  The interior floor measures approximately 11.3 meters in 
length (north to south) by c. 6.0 meters in width (east to west).  The enclosing wall extends 
approximately 9.8 meters south from the southwest corner of Feature A, then bends west for 
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approximately 4.6 meters, then finally bends north for approximately 13.6 meters and 
terminates near a bulldozed pile of stones.  The interior wall heights at the east and south walls 
are the greatest, ranging from approximately 0.50 meters to c. 0.90 meters.  The exterior wall 
heights for the east and south walls range from approximately 0.30 meters to c. 0.60 meters.  The 
average wall thickness measures approximately 1.0 meters.  At the southwest corner of the 
enclosure the wall is the thickest.  It appears to be incorporating a portion of raised outcrop.  
The wall thickness here measures approximately 2.50 meters (approximately 5.0 meters from 
the southwest corner of Feature A) and within the enclosures there appears to be a small, low 
square stone lined terrace.   
 
This very rough and somewhat tumbled terrace immediately abuts the interior wall facing and 
is constructed on a gentle slope.  The edge of the terrace constructed of small subangular 
boulders loosely stacked 1to 2 courses high.  The interior of the terrace consists of small 
subangular boulders and small-large subangular cobbles.  The terrace interior appears to be 
more of a fill than a paving because it is slightly jumbled.  The terrace's top surface is roughly 
level.  It is not clear exactly what the function this small terrace may have served.  The terrace 
measures approximately 1.3 meters in length (north to south) by c. 1.3 meters in width (east to 
west) and is approximately 0.20 to 0.63 meters in height.   
 
One small waterworn basalt cobble fragment with an area of battering was located on the 
surface, near the central portion of the west wall.  This cobble fragment appears to have formed 
part of a hammerstone.  The hammerstone fragment measures approximately 5.5 centimeters in 
length by c. 5.0 centimeters in width by c. 4.0 centimeters in thickness.  Feature B is in good 
condition and appears to be traditional in age.  The enclosure may have served as a “yard” 
associated with the Feature A habitation structure or as a small agriculture planting area.   
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Plan view map of Site 50-10-28-13384.
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Site 50-10-28-13384, Feature A platform (View Southeast). 

 
Site 50-10-28-13384, Feature B enclosure (View Southwest).
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SIHP Number: 50-10-28-13391     
Field Number: T-015 
Site Type: Modified Sinkhole     
Artifacts: Traditional 
Midden: Present 
Skeletal Remains: None Observed 
Possible Age: Traditional 
Possible Function: Habitation 
Condition: Fair 
Description: 
Site 50-10-28-13391 consists of a modified sinkhole with two associated lava tubes (see Figure).  
It is located in an area of gently sloping (5° to 15°) soil and bedrock outcrops.  The site is 
situated c. 10 meters southwest of the site 26865 Feature C modified outcrop.  A bulldozed fire 
road passes west of the sinkhole, and a push pile from the bulldozing is located approximately 
5 meters to the west.  The sinkhole opening is roughly oval in shape and measures c. 4.6 meters 
(northwest to southeast) by c. 3.0 meters (northeast to southwest).  Its north and west edges are 
relatively straight, while its east and south edges are slightly curving.  The floor of the sink is c. 
2.5 meters below the surrounding ground surface.  It is composed of soil and loose stones.  Two 
principle lava tubes extend out from the sinkhole.  One begins along the northwestern edge of 
the sink and extends out in a northwesterly direction.  The other occupies most of the eastern 
edge of the sinkhole and extends out for some distance in a southeasterly direction (see Figure). 
 
Main Sinkhole 
The floor of the sinkhole has been modified, both by what appear to be traditional constructions 
and by the activities of recent looters.  The principle traditional construction within the floor of 
the sinkhole is a stacked stone facing that rests up against the northern wall of the sink and 
extends for a short distance into the northwest lava tube (see Figure).  This mound-like 
structure is edged with loosely stacked small, medium and large subangular boulders along its 
exposed (southwest, southeast and northwest) sides.  The remaining northeastern edge of the 
structure rests up against the northeastern wall of the sink and the adjoining tube.  The 
structure appears to be filled with subangular small boulders, cobbles and pebbles.  The 
northwestern face of the structure resting within the lava tube is partially collapsed.  Some loose 
cobbles and boulders appear to have been more recently piled atop the structure, probably by 
looters.  The form and construction of the facing suggests that it is traditional in age and may 
have served to partially narrow the entrance to the northwestern lava tube.  A somewhat 
similar, though much less intact, structure exists along the opposite side of the tube entrance. 
 
More recent modifications to the sinkhole include two looter back dirt piles.  These probably 
resulted from the screening of sediment removed from pits dug into the floor of the 
southeastern tube.  The looters would have screened this soil in order to recover saleable 
artifacts.  Both of these looter backdirt piles were screen by the survey crew to recover whatever 
midden, artifacts and other cultural material was discarded by the looters.  Two low piles of 
cobbles and boulders located just southwest of the back dirt piles are also probably associated 
with these excavations.   
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Site 50-10-28-13391 entrance chamber of southeast tube (View Southeast). 

 
Site 50-10-28-13391 stone facing by northwest tube entrance (View Northwest). 
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A great deal of rubbish ( including both tarps and other materials left by the looters, and 
sleeping bags and other rubbish left by homeless people living in the sinkhole) was found 
scattered across the sinkhole floor.  Most of this rubbish was removed prior to mapping the 
feature. 
 
Northwest Lava Tube 
The northwestern lava tube extends out from the main sinkhole for approximately 15 meters in 
a roughly northwesterly direction.  The width of the tube varies from c. 4.8 meters near the 
entrance, to c. 4.6 meters in the middle of the tube, to c. 5 meters near the back of the tube.  Its 
height varies from c. 1.8 meters near the entrance, to c. 2.35 meters near the middle of the tube, 
to c. 0.9 meters near the back.  The roof is relatively high and slopes gently down along the 
sides.  It is smooth, with no obvious areas of roof collapse.  The floor of the tube is covered with 
a thick deposit of fine brown dust and loose stones.  A number of small boulders, cobbles and 
pebbles rest along the walls of the tube.  These appear to have been placed there to clear the 
center of the floor, which is relatively stone free.  A low pile of small to medium subangular 
boulders, cobbles and pebbles is located toward the rear of the tube.  This rubble pile also 
appears to have resulted from the intentional clearance of stones from the tube floor, possibly 
during the traditional occupation of the site.  The floor was most likely cleared to provide a 
larger habitation/activity area within the tube.  The pile of stones at the back of the tube is too 
low and scattered to form a true mound, and is unlikely to have served as a burial monument.  
It is possible to see the tube floor through gaps between the stones that comprise the pile.  The 
removal of stones from the tube floor appears too extensive to have solely been the work of 
recent looters, who confined most of their activity to the front of the tube.  A child's blanket near 
the rear of the tube suggests that homeless people living in the tube relatively recently and may 
have contributed to the clearance of the stones.   
 
In addition to the stone facing that serves to narrow the northern edge of the tube entrance, 
there exist the remains of a similar facing of stones along the southern edge of the tube entrance.  
This facing begins near the entrance to the tube and extends c. 2.7 meters to the northwest 
before angling sharply to the southwest and running for approximately 4 .3 meters along the 
southeast wall of a side chamber.  The structure is edged with loosely stacked small to medium 
subangular boulders and is set back against the tube and chamber walls.  The facing near the 
entrance is stacked c. 0.4 meters in height, though it previous stood higher.  This southern 
facing has been greatly disturbed, with many of its stones having tumbled or been pulled down 
and apparently tossed onto the tube floor to the northwest.  The damage to this apparently 
traditional structure was probably done by the looters, who wished to open the artificially 
narrowed tube entrance to allow more light into the site of their excavations.  The intentional 
narrowing of the tube entrance (from c. 4.5 meters to c. 1.2 meters) may have been done during 
the traditional period as a way of limiting access to the tube.  This could be a defensive measure 
and may indicate that this portion of the site served as a refuge cave. 
 
 
Extending off to the southwest from the main tube is a secondary chamber (c. 4.1 meters in 
width and c. 1.2 to 1.6 meters in height).  The southeast wall of this side chamber is also faced 
with stacked stones.  After investigation it was discovered that the stone facing that lines the 
southeast wall of the side chamber may have been built to block entrance to it through narrow 
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tubes running in from the southeast lava tube.  The secondary chamber extends back for c. 4.1 
meters before ending at a face of stacked stones.  The nicely faced stone fill that closes off the 
side chamber is connected to and appears to be an extension of the stone facing that ran along 
its southeast wall.  The facing does not stretch all of the way across the full width of the tube, 
but stops just shy of its west wall (c. 1.5 meters).  The facing at this point angles back c. 1.9 
meters to the southwest.  This facing is constructed of loosely stacked small to medium 
subangler boulders with some cobbles.  It rises in height to c. 1.4 meters, stopping just below the 
tube ceiling.  The stone fill behind the facing was found to extend back for c. 6 meters to the far 
end of the tube.  
 
The purpose behind this sealing off of the side chamber was only apparent after the stone fill 
had been removed.  At that point it was discovered that a skylight opening had originally led 
down into the rear of the chamber.  It was apparently to block access through this skylight that 
the rear of the chamber was filled with stones. 
   
The looters who vandalized the Site 50-10-28-13391 sinkhole tore down the stone facing that 
lined the southern entrance to the northwest lava tube.  They dug approximately eight pits into 
the floor of the main northwest tube looking for artifacts to sell.  At least three pits were dug 
near the tube entrance.  A metal screw was driven up into the ceiling near the entrance and a 
wire attached to it was used to hang a wooden screen to sift the excavated soil.  At least five 
small pits were dug further back into the tube.  All pits were really small and shallow, 
averaging c. 0.6 meters in diameter and c. 0.15 meters in depth.  The largest of the backdirt piles 
within the tube was screen to recover midden and other culture material left by the looters.   
 
Southeast Lava Tube 
The entrance to the lava tube that runs southeast from the main sinkhole is much wider than 
that of the northwest tube.  This entrance chamber encompasses most of the eastern edge of the 
sinkhole.  The height of this entrance chamber averages c. 1.4 meters.  At the southern end of 
this wide entrance area the tube narrows somewhat and continues on for c. 21 meters in a 
roughly southerly direction.  At the end of the main tube is a raised shelf c. 0.8 meters high.  
Above this shelf are two narrower lava tubes that extend further back (at least c. 4 meters before 
they grew too small to trace).  No human remains were seen within either of these two tubes.  
The main southeast lava tube measures c. 6.9 meters in width and a c. 1.9 meters in height near 
the entrance, c. 5.1 meters in width and c. 1.8 meters in height near the middle, and c. 4.4 meters 
in width and c. 1.15 meters in height toward the end.  As in the northwest tube, the floor of the 
southeast tube appears to have been roughly cleared of stones (see Figure).  Cobbles, pebbles 
and small boulders edge the walls of the tube.  Toward the entrance the floor of the tube 
consists of relatively thick soil and loose stones.  Toward the back of the tube the floor consists 
of thin soil over bedrock. 
 
Toward the back of the southeast tube, set against its east wall, is a small oval enclosure edged 
with very roughly stacked small to medium subangular boulders (see Figure).   The enclosure 
measures c. 4.0 meter in length (northwest to southeast) by c. 2.8 meter in width (northeast to 
southwest).  The interior of this enclosure is very roughly paved with small cobbles with some 
patches of exposed bedrock.  Its internal dimensions are c. 3.0 meters in length (northwest to 
southeast) and c. 1.17 meters in width (northeast to southwest).  This enclosure appears to have 
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formed some sort of sleeping, activity or storage area.  The interior floor of the enclosure is so 
rough (when compared to the fairly level floor of the tube) that it is hard to imagine it having 
been used as a sleeping area unless the paving stones were covered by a layer of grass or other 
padding.  A possible similar feature is located immediately southeast of the enclosure.  It 
measures c. 2.7 meters (northwest to southeast) by c. 1.9 meters (northeast to southwest), and 
has internal dimensions of c. 1.8 meter (northwest to southeast) by c. 1.5 meters (northeast to 
southwest).  The stones of this feature rise c 0.45 meters above the tube floor, and are c 0.2 
meters higher than the interior of the adjacent enclosure.  A rough wall c. 0.5 meters thick 
separates the two structures. 
 
Two additional small side tubes extend off of the main southeast lava tube.  One of these is a 
narrow tube extending northeast from the north wall toward the back of the entrance chamber.  
At the southwestern edge of the entrance chamber is a rough pile of disturbed rubble.  At least 
some of this appears to have been pulled out of a small side tube that runs roughly west and 
may have originally connected to the sealed side chamber off the northwest lava tube.  Like the 
rear of the side chamber, this narrow tube appears to have once been filled with stones.  Part of 
this fill was removed by the looters, who also appear to have dug around its entrance.  Small 
piles of animal bones, marine shell, coconut shell fragments and other culture material have 
been left by the looters atop some of the boulders near the entrance to this tube. 
 
Vandalism from looters is extensive throughout the entrance chamber to the southeast lava 
tube.  There is far less evidence of excavation within the tube itself, probably due to the shallow 
depth of deposit.  Looters have dug into the tube floor near the north end of the entrance 
chamber, piling up backdirt against the northeast wall.  They also dug along the edge of the 
collapsed roof stones that mark the dripline.  Traces of ash are visible in a looter pit towards the 
northern end of the entrance chamber.  These excavations often overlap each other, making it 
impossible to count how many pits were dug into the floor of the chamber.  The looters appear 
to have placed object removed from their screens (pencil urchin abraders, volcanic glass flakes, 
waterworn stones, marine shells, animal bone, coral and other cultural remains) atop their back 
dirt piles and on convenient flat topped stones. This may have been part of their sorting 
process.   Stones have been moved around the floor, making it impossible to determine whether 
there were originally any internal features within the main chamber.  Two backdirt piles from 
excavations within the southeast tube were also found in the center of the sinkhole.  A shovel, 
two wire mesh screens and several plastic buckets were found stashed toward the western end 
of the entrance chamber.  These appear to have been left by the looters and indicate that they 
may have planned to return and continue their excavations.   
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Site 50-10-28-13391 rear of southeast tube (View South) 

 
Site 50-10-28-13391 enclosure in southeast tube (View Southeast)
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SIHP Number: 50-10- 28-26846     
Field Number: T-001 
Site Type: Complex     
Possible Age: Traditional 
Possible Function: Agriculture 
Condition: Good 
Description: 
Site 50-10-28-26846 consists of a cluster of three distinct features; two stone mounds and a rough 
stone faced terrace.  The site is located near the southwestern corner of the project area, just 
north of Palani Road.  It is roughly 10 meters east of the Site 50-10-28-13393 stone platform 
(which rests just outside the project area).  The surrounding terrain consists of level and slightly 
sloping (up to a 15°) soil with associated outcroppings of pāhoehoe lava.  Surrounding vegetation 
is composed of scattered kiawe trees (close to Palani Road), and an open thicket of small koa haole 
trees with an understory of waist to chest high California grass.   
 
The three features that compose the site consist of a roughly linear mound built against a 
bedrock outcrop and nicely faced with boulders along its eastern side (Feature A), a pair of 
rough stone faced and earth filled terraces ascending a gentle slope (Feature B), and a roughly 
oval mound of loosely piled boulders (Feature C).  No cultural material was noted within the 
site area. 
 
The two stone mounds (Features A & C) appear to be agricultural clearance piles.  The pair of 
terraces (Feature B) are also probably agricultural in nature, having been constructed to provide 
level soil filled planting areas along the gentle slope.  The site tag is located at Feature A. 
 
Feature:A     
Feature Type:  Stone Mound  
Artifacts: None Observed 
Midden: None Observed 
Skeletal Remains: None Observed 
Possible Age: Traditional 
Possible Function: Agriculture 
Condition: Good 
Description: 
Site 50-10-28-26846 Feature A is a stone faced, roughly linear mound.  It is located 
approximately 1.0 meters south (195° azm.) from Feature B.  Stones have been stacked up 
against the eastern and northern edges of a relatively high linear outcrop.  The mound is 
constructed of small to large subangular basalt cobbles and small subangular basalt boulder 
loosely stacked 2-3 courses high.  It is built directly on the northeastern side of a linear pāhoehoe 
outcrop.  The pāhoehoe outcrop is visible extending out to the south and west of the mound.  The 
linear shape of the mound appears to be influenced by the linear nature of the outcrop.  The 
mound is faced along its eastern edge with small to medium subangular boulders and is filled 
with loosely piled subangular cobbles and pebbles.  The overall measurements of Feature A 
(including both the outcrop and mound) is c. 5.8 meters (northwest to southeast) by c. 2.2 
meters (northeast to southwest) by c. 0.85 meters in height.  The dimensions of the mound itself 
are c. 2.6 meters (northwest to southeast) by c. 1.0 meters (northeast to southwest) and it is 
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roughly 0.55 meters in height.  Feature A appears to be traditional in age and may have served 
as an agricultural clearance mound.  No cultural material was observed at this time.     
 
Feature: B    
Feature Type:  Terrace Complex  
Artifacts: None Observed 
Midden: None Observed 
Skeletal Remains: None Observed 
Possible Age: Traditional 
Possible Function: Agriculture 
Condition: Fair 
Description: 
Site 50-10-28-26846 Feature B consists of two adjoining stone faced and soil filled terraces.  The 
feature is located on a slight slope just northeast of Feature A.  It utilizes and is shaped by the 
natural bedrock outcrops.  The lower terrace is roughly semi-circular in shape.  It is faced to the 
southwest and northwest by a semi-circular retaining wall of loosely stacked and piled small to 
medium subangular boulders with some cobbles.  This retaining wall is very rough and 
incorporates some bedrock.  The retaining wall is approximately 0.76 meters in height along its 
southwest face.  The southeast edge of the terrace is formed by an eroding portion of bedrock 
outcrop.  The terrace is backed to the northeast by the front retaining wall of the upper terrace. 
The interior of the terrace consists of soil (at least 9 centimeters in depth).  The terrace measures 
approximately 7.7 meters north to south by approximately 4.4 meters east to west.   
 
Extending off the front of the lower terrace (southwest face) is a short wall segment.  This low 
wall is constructed of small to medium boulders loosely stacked 1 to 2 courses high.  It runs 
roughly southwest for c. 2 meters out from the lower edge of the lower terrace face.  The wall 
segment is approximately 0.9 meters in thickness and approximately 0.25 meters high.   
 
The upper terrace is roughly rectangular in shape.  It is faced to the southwest by a very loosely 
stacked and somewhat tumbled wall of small to medium subangular boulders approximately 
0.45 meters high.  It is backed to the northwest, northeast and southeast by natural bedrock 
outcrops.  The bedrock ledge that runs across the back (northeast) edge of the terrace is 
approximately 0.50 meters in height.  The interior of the terrace is relatively level soil to a depth 
of more than 10 centimeters.  The upper terrace measures c. 6.5 meters northwest to southeast 
by c. 5.1 meters northeast to southwest. 
 
No surface cultural material was noted within or around Feature B.  The feature appears to be 
traditional in age.  The terraces appear to have been cleared and constructed to serve as 
cultivation areas on the slope.  The purpose of the attached wall segment is uncertain. 
 
Feature: C    
Feature Type:  Mound  
Artifacts: None Observed 
Midden: None Observed 
Skeletal Remains: None Observed 
Possible Age: Traditional 
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Possible Function: Agriculture 
Condition: Fair 
Description: 
Site 50-10-28-26846 Feature C is a roughly rectangular low stone mound.  It is located 
approximately 1.10 meters west (289° az.) from Feature B.  The mound is built on a gentle 
sloping pāhoehoe outcrop.  The edges of the mound are constructed of small to medium 
subangular boulders loosely stacked 1to 2 courses high.  The north edge of the mound abuts a 
pāhoehoe outcrop.  The interior fill of the mound consists of loosely piled small to large 
subangular cobbles.  The top of the mound is level and the surface is irregular.  The mound 
measures c. 2.7 meters in length (northeast to southwest) by c. 1.7 to 1.9 meters in width 
(northwest to southeast) and is c. 0.40 meters high.  No cultural material was observed at this 
feature.  Feature C is in fair condition.  The structure appears to be traditional in age and may 
represent an agricultural clearing mound.   
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SIHP Number: 50-10- 28-26847     
Field Number: T-002 
Site Type: Complex     
Possible Age: Traditional 
Possible Function: Agriculture 
Condition: Fair 
Description: 
Site 50-10-28-26847 consists of two very rough stone walls and several associated stone mounds 
and modified outcrops.  It is located at the southern edge of the project area just north of Palani 
Road and west of the bulldozing created during the construction of the nearby water tank.  The 
site covers a sizeable area with Site 50-10-28-26846 to the southwest and Site 50-10-28-26848 to 
the northeast.  The terrain is slightly sloping soil with occasional bedrock outcroppings.  
Surrounding vegetation consists of scattered kiawe trees near Palani Road and an open thicket of 
koa haole trees throughout the entire area.  The understory consists of high California grass. 
 
Feature A is a low, loosely stacked stone wall running roughly southwest to northeast.  It is 
discontinuous toward its western end.  Feature B consists of a similar low, somewhat linear 
stone wall extending off the eastern end of Feature A and running roughly perpendicular to it.  
It ends just south of Site 50-10-28-26848.  Two modified outcrops (Features C and F) and two 
mounds (Features D and E) are located within the "L" formed by the walls.  No surface cultural 
material was noted at the site.   
 
The site appears to be traditional in age and to be agricultural in function.  The rough walls may 
mark field boundaries.  The mounds and outcrops appear to be clearance structures where 
stones were piled up to clear the surrounding ground for planting.  The site tag is located at the 
junction of Feature A and B. 
 
Feature: A    
Feature Type:  Wall  
Artifacts: None Observed 
Midden: None Observed 
Skeletal Remains: None Observed 
Possible Age: Traditional 
Possible Function: Agriculture 
Condition: Poor 
Description: 
Site 50-10-28-26847 Feature A is a roughly linear, discontinuous low stone wall.  The southwest 
portion of this wall is approximately 6.0 meters northwest from Site 50-10-28-26846 Feature C 
and the northeast portion of this wall immediately abuts the southeast end of Feature B.  
Feature A is built on pāhoehoe outcrop and level soil.  The wall is constructed of small to large 
subangular basalt cobbles and small subangular basalt boulders loosely piled and stacked 1 to 3 
courses in height.  The wall is very discontinuous at its southwest end, as well as near its central 
portion.  The extreme northeast end of the wall has been impacted by bulldozer activity, 
probably during either the construction of the adjacent water plant or the bulldozing of a 
firebreak.  The wall continues for approximately 1.7 meters northeast of its intersection with 
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Feature B before it is obscured by bulldozer push.  The Feature A wall measures c. 44.0 meters 
in length (northeast to southwest), is c. 1.0 meters in width, and averages c. 0.30 meters in 
height.  This wall appears to be traditional in age and probably functioned as an agricultural 
field wall (serving both as a boundary and as a linear clearance pile).  No surface cultural 
material was observed at this time. 
 
Feature: B    
Feature Type:  Wall  
Artifacts: None Observed 
Midden: None Observed 
Skeletal Remains: None Observed 
Possible Age: Traditional 
Possible Function: Agriculture 
Condition: Fair 
Description: 
Site 50-10-28-26847 Feature B is a low, L-shaped stone wall.  The southeast end of this wall abuts 
the northeast portion of Feature A.  Feature B runs almost perpendicular to Feature A in a 
southeast to northwest direction for c. 20.0 meters and then bends southwest for an additional c. 
4.0 meters.  The northwest portion of Feature B is immediately down slope of Site 50-10-28-
26848.  The wall is built on fairly level ground with some sections crossing pāhoehoe outcrop.  It 
is constructed of small to large subangular basalt cobbles and small to medium subangular 
basalt bounders loosely stacked 1 to 3 courses in height.  The wall is c. 1.4 meters wide and 
averages c. 0.45 meters in height.  The ground surface to the southwest of the wall is slightly 
lower than the ground surface to the northeast so that the feature almost serves as a terrace face.  
No surface cultural material was observed at the feature.  Feature B appears to be traditional in 
age and possibly functioned as an agricultural field wall.   
 
Feature: C    
Feature Type:  Modified Outcrop  
Artifacts: None Observed 
Midden: None Observed 
Skeletal Remains: None Observed 
Possible Age: Traditional 
Possible Function: Agriculture 
Condition: Fair 
Description: 
Site 50-10-28-26847 Feature C consists of a modified bedrock outcropping.  The feature is 
located north of the Feature A wall and west of the Feature B wall.  The feature is constructed of 
small subangular boulders and cobbles neatly piled on top of the northwest edge of a pāhoehoe 
outcrop.  There is some stacking along the outcrops northwest edge.  The surface of the 
structure is roughly level.  The outcrop measures approximately 4.4 meters in length (north to 
south) by approximately 3.7 meters in width (east to west).  The area of modification measures 
approximately 3.2 meters in length (east to west) by c. 1.7 meters in width (north to south).  The 
feature is c. 0.60 meters in height.  No surface cultural material was found on or near the 
feature.  Feature C is in fair condition.  The modified outcrop appears to be traditional in age 
and may have served as an agricultural clearance pile.   
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Feature: D    
Feature Type:  Stone Mound  
Artifacts: None Observed 
Midden: None Observed 
Skeletal Remains: None Observed 
Possible Age: Traditional 
Possible Function: Agriculture 
Condition: Fair 
Description: 
Site 50-10-28-26847 Feature D is a low, irregular shaped stone mound.  It is located c. 4.0 meters 
west of Feature C and is within the "L" formed by the Features A and B walls.  Feature D is 
constructed of small to large subangular basalt cobbles and small subangular basalt boulders 
loosely piled atop a low pāhoehoe outcrop.  The stones cover the entire outcrop with only a 
minimal amount of outcrop exposed on the south and west ends.  The mound is faced on its 
west edge and slightly collapsed on all other edges.  The top of the mound is very slightly 
mounded and the surface is irregular.  The feature measures c. 3.5 meters in length (north to 
south) by c. 2.0 meters in width (east to west), and has a maximum height of c. 0.47 meters.  The 
structure is in fair condition.  No surface cultural material was observed at the feature.  Feature 
D appears to be traditional in age and possibly functioned as an agricultural clearance mound.   
 
Feature: E    
Feature Type:  Stone Mound  
Artifacts: None Observed 
Midden: None Observed 
Skeletal Remains: None Observed 
Possible Age: Traditional 
Possible Function: Agriculture 
Condition: Fair 
Description: 
Site 50-10-28-26847 Feature E is a linear stone mound.  It is located approximately 2.0 meters 
south of southwest end of Feature B.  The mound is built on the center of a pāhoehoe outcrop and 
almost covers the entire outcrop except for its perimeter.  It is constructed of loosely piled small 
to large subangular basalt cobbles and small to medium subangular basalt boulders.  The top of 
the mound surface is irregular.  The entire outcrop measures approximately 4.0 meters in length 
(north to south) by c. 2.5 meters in width (east to west).  The mound itself measures 
approximately 2.8 meters in length (north to south) by c. 1.3 meters in width (east to west), and 
has a maximum height of c. 0.54 meters.  The southern portion of the mound is partially 
collapsed.  The area immediately surrounding the mound is fairly level soil.  Feature E is in fair 
condition.  No surface cultural material was observed on or around the structure.  Feature E 
appears to be traditional in age and probably function as an agricultural clearance mound.   
 
Feature: F    
Feature Type:  Modified Outcrop  
Artifacts: None Observed 
Midden: None Observed 
Skeletal Remains: None Observed 
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Possible Age: Traditional 
Possible Function: Agriculture 
Condition: Poor 
Description: 
Site 50-10-28-26847 Feature F is a modified outcrop.  It is located approximately 8.0 meters south 
of Feature D and approximately 2.0 meters northwest of the central section of Feature A.  
Feature F is situated within the "L" formed by the Feature A and B walls.  The feature consists of 
three very rough piles of small to large subangular basalt cobbles and small subangular basalt 
boulders placed atop the north, west, and southern edges of a natural outcrop.   The entire 
outcrop measures roughly 5.0 meters in length (north to south) by c. 2.9 meters in width (east to 
west).  The pile at its north end measures approximately 1.7 meters in length (north to south) by 
c. 1.4 meters in width (east to west).  The pile at the west end measures approximately 1.2 
meters in length (north to south) by c. 1.0 meters in width (east to west).  The pile at the south 
end measures approximately 1.3 meters in length (east to west) by c. 0.80 meters in width (north 
to south).  Feature F is in relatively poor condition.  No surface cultural material was observed 
at this feature.  The modified outcrop appears to be traditional in age and may have function as 
an agriculture clearance piles.   
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 SIHP Number: 50-10-28-26848     
Field Number: T-003 
Site Type: Complex     
Possible Age: Traditional 
Possible Function: Habitation 
Condition: Fair 
Description: 
Site 50-10-28-26848 consists of a roughly rectangular stone faced and filled platform resting atop 
a larger stone faced and soil filled platform.  The site is situated atop a low knoll just northwest 
of the north end of the Site 50-10-28-26847 Feature B wall.  The surrounding vegetation consists 
of scattered koa haole trees and high grass.  The structures within the site include a roughly 
rectangular stone platform (Feature A), the irregularly shaped, stone faced platform on which it 
rests (Feature B) and a smaller, much disturbed possible platform with a depression at its center 
located along the northwest edge of the Feature B platform (Feature C).  The site appears to 
represent a possible traditional residential site with a large occupation platform (Feature B) on 
which is set the foundation for a pole and thatch habitation structure (Feature A) and an 
associated smaller structure (Feature C).  One scoria basalt abrader fragment was observed near 
the northwest corner of Feature B.  The site tag is located on the southwest edge of Feature A. 
 
Feature: A    
Feature Type:  Platform  
Artifacts: None Observed 
Midden: None Observed 
Skeletal Remains: None Observed 
Possible Age: Traditional 
Possible Function: Habitation 
Condition: Fair 
Description: 
Site 50-10-28-26848 Feature A is a low, roughly rectangular stone platform.  It is located atop 
and toward the eastern edge of Feature B.  The Feature A platform is roughly faced along its 
southwest, northwest and southeast edges with small to medium subangular basalt boulders 
loosely stacked 1-3 courses high.  The northeastern edge of the platform is constructed of small 
to large subangular basalt cobbles and small subangular basalt boulders, and is somewhat 
tumbled.  This northeast edge is built on top of the northeast edge of Feature B.  The interior of 
the Feature A platform is filled with small to large subangular basalt cobbles and small 
subangular basalt boulders.  The top of the platform is roughly level but the surface is irregular.  
The platform measures approximately 7.0 meters in length (north to south) by c. 3.0 to 4.5 
meters in width (northeast to southwest), and is from c. 0.35 to 0.55 meters in height.  The 
platform’s interior measures approximately 3.30 meters in length (northwest to southeast) by 
1.4 meters in width (northeast to southwest).  One small waterworn basalt fragment is located 
on the southwest edge of the platform.  The waterworn fragment may have been used as a 
hammerstone but no battering is evident on it.  No other surface cultural material was observed 
at this feature.  Feature A is in fair condition.  It appears that this feature is traditional in age 
and may have served as a foundation for a pole and thatch house.   
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Feature: B    
Feature Type:  Platform  
Artifacts: Traditional 
Midden: None Observed 
Skeletal Remains: None Observed 
Possible Age: Traditional 
Possible Function: Habitation 
Condition: Fair 
Description: 
Site 50-10-28-26848 Feature B is an irregular shaped but roughly rectangular stone faced 
platform (see Figure).  Feature B is located approximately 1.0 meters north from Site 50-10-28-
26847 Feature B (northwest end).  The platform is faced with loosely stacked stones and filled 
with soil.  The platform facing is constructed of small to large subangular basalt cobbles and 
small to medium subangular basalt boulders.  The southeast edge is loosely piled and has a 
maximum height of 1.4 meters.  This southeast edge is the tallest height for the platform.  The 
southwest edge has small to medium subangular boulders loosely stacked 2 courses high on top 
of exposed outcrop.  This southwest edge is faced in some areas and slightly tumbled in others.  
The northwest edge consists of cobbles and boulders on top of exposed outcrop.  This edge 
appears to have tumbled and is heavily disturbed.  The maximum height on this edge is c. 0.60 
meters.  The northeast edge is heavily impacted and disturbed.  There is no facing present at the 
northern end, which consists of cobbles and boulders.  The maximum height on this edge is c. 
0.30 meters and is the shortest height of this platform.  The south end of this northeast edge is 
still intact and consists of cobbles and small boulders.  The maximum height on this edge is c. 
1.00 meters.  The platform's interior consists of a level soil in the central portion and fairly level 
outcrop along the southwest edge.  A low pile of large subangular basalt cobbles is located near 
the southern portion of the southwest edge.  This pile is irregular in shape and its surface is 
irregular.  It is not clear what purpose of this pile may have served.   
 
A scoria basalt abrader fragment is located on the surface of the northwest edge of the 
platform’s western corner.  This artifact is located approximately 1.5 meters west of Feature C.  
The abrader is tabular and roughly triangular in shape.  It has been smoothed along all of its 
edges but one, which appears possibly to have been broken, suggesting that the abrader may 
originally have been rectangular.  It measures c. 7.5 centimeters in length by c. 5.5 centimeters in 
width and is c. 2.5 centimeters thick.Feature B appears to be traditional in age and probably 
functioned as a habitation area surrounding and supporting Feature A, which appears to be a 
house foundation.  Feature B is in fair condition.   
 
Feature: C    
Feature Type:  Platform  
Artifacts: None Observed 
Midden: None Observed 
Skeletal Remains: None Observed 
Possible Age: Traditional 
Possible Function: Habitation 
Condition: Good 
Description: 
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Site 50-10-28-26848 Feature C is a low, roughly rectangular shaped platform.  The platform is 
located atop and toward the northwest edge of Feature B.  It appears to be built on the level soil 
interior of Feature B.  The platform edges are constructed of small to large subangular basalt 
cobbles and small subangular basalt boulders loosely stacked 1 to 3 courses high.  The platforms 
south edge is the most defined.  The east edge of Feature C is slightly tumbled.  The north and 
west edges appear to abut Feature B's northwest edge and are the least defined edges.  The 
platform’s interior is filled with cobbles and boulders.  The top of this fill is fairly level and the 
surface is irregular.  Near the center of the interior is a roughly square rock-lined depression.  
The depression measures approximately 0.40 meters in length (east to west) by c. 0.37 meters in 
width (north to south) and is c. 0.17 meters in depth.  The depression’s interior floor is level and 
composed of soil, which appears to be at least 10 to 15 centimeters deep.  The platform 
measures 2.5 meters in length (east to west) by c. 1.5 meters in width (north to south) and has a 
maximum height of c. 0.40 meters.  The platform's interior measures c. 1.5 meters in length (east 
to west) by c. 0.90 meters in width (north to south).  The platform’s interior surface is 
approximately 0.30 meters lower than its edges.  No surface cultural material was observed at 
this feature.  Feature C is in good condition.  Excavations undertaken at the feature (see Section 
6) yielded midden and traditional artifacts, suggesting that the feature is traditional in age and 
was probably associated with the occupation of Feature A house site, though its specific 
function is unclear.  The stone lined depression at its center may have been a hearth, a possible 
post hole, or a cupboard.  
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Map of Site 50-10-28-26848.
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Site 50-10-28-26848, Feature A platform (View Northeast).
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Site 50-10-28-26848, Feature B platform (View North).
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SIHP Number: 50-10- 28-26849     
Field Number: T-004 
Site Type: Complex     
Possible Age: Traditional 
Possible Function: Agriculture 
Condition: Fair 
Description: 
Site 50-10-28-26849 consists of a number of relatively minor features including two walls, four 
mounds and two modified outcrops.  It is located in an area of level to slightly sloping 
(approximately 5 to 10°) ground extending from the base of the Site 50-10-28-26848 platform to 
the western boundary of the project area.  The terrain is a mix of soil and pāhoehoe bedrock 
outcrop.  Vegetation in the area includes occasional kiawe trees, a few small native alahe‘e trees, 
scattered koa haole trees and high California grass. 
 
The upslope edge of the site is marked by badly disturbed remnant wall (Feature A), which 
runs roughly north to south.  This structure may originally have served as a field boundary.  
Southwest (down slope and makai) of this remnant wall are several stone mounds (Features C, 
D, F, G) and modified outcrops (Features B, E) that appear to be agricultural clearance piles.  
The down slope edge of the site is marked by a rough north to south running wall (Feature H) 
that is similar but much more substantial than the Feature A wall.  This somewhat serpentine 
line of loosely stacked and piled stones may also represent a field boundary.  All of the features 
within this site appear to be traditional and agricultural in nature.  No surface cultural material 
was noted within the site.   
 
Feature: A    
Feature Type:  Wall  
Artifacts: None Observed 
Midden: None Observed 
Skeletal Remains: None Observed 
Possible Age: Traditional 
Possible Function: Agriculture 
Condition: Poor 
Description: 
Site 50-10-28-26849 Feature A is a badly disturbed remnant wall.  It runs approximately 
southeast to northwest over a fairly level area, most of which is composed of rocky soil.  There 
are numerous bedrock outcrops surrounding the wall.  The Feature B modified outcrop is 
located near the wall’s northwest end.  The wall is constructed of boulder and cobble sized 
stones that were originally loosely stacked, but now are badly disturbed.  Four boulders are set 
on edge in the center of the wall with cobble and boulders tumbled on both makai and mauka 
sides.  The wall runs approximately 10.8 meters southeast to northwest.  Due to its disturbed 
condition the wall’s original thickness is uncertain.  Its present thickness, including tumble is on 
average 2 meters.  The wall height is variable with an average of c. 0.30 meters.  The condition 
of the wall is poor, with much tumble and collapse along its length.  No surface cultural 
material was noted on or around the wall.  Feature A appears most likely to have been a 
traditional agriculture feature, possibly a field wall. 
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Feature: B    
Feature Type:  Modified Outcrop  
Artifacts: None Observed 
Midden: None Observed 
Skeletal Remains: None Observed 
Possible Age: Traditional 
Possible Function: Agriculture 
Condition: Poor 
Description: 
Site 50-10-28-26849 Feature B is a modified outcrop located on a fairly level area of rocky soil.  
The feature consists of small subangular boulders and cobbles loosely piled on the edge of a 
pāhoehoe outcrop.  Overall, the feature gently follows the outcrop and curves with it.  The 
feature measures c. 5.5 meters in length (northeast to southwest) and has a width of c. 1.4 
meters (northwest to southeast).  It is variable in height, but averages c. 0.30 meters.  The 
modified outcrop is in poor condition.  No surface cultural material was observed on or near the 
feature.  Feature B probably represents the remains of an agricultural clearance mound. 
 
Feature: C    
Feature Type:  Stone Mound  
Artifacts: None Observed 
Midden: None Observed 
Skeletal Remains: None Observed 
Possible Age: Traditional 
Possible Function: Agriculture 
Condition: Fair 
Description: 
Site 50-10-28-26849 Feature C is a rectangular stone mound.  It is situated on a gently sloping 
hill, in an area of rocky soil, roughly 1.0 meter north of Feature D.  The mound sits on the north 
end of a pāhoehoe bedrock outcrop, with the south end free of stones.  Roughly rectangular in 
shape, the mound is faced with small to medium subangular basalt boulders loosely stacked 1 
to 2 courses high and filled with small subangular boulders, cobbles and pebbles.  The 
structure’s east and west edges are somewhat tumbled, while its north end is badly tumbled.  
The mound measures c. 1.7 meters in length (east to west) by c. 1.6 meters in width (north to 
south) and is c. 1.5 meters high.  It is in fair condition.  No surface cultural material was 
observed on or near the structure.  The Feature C stone mound is most probably a traditional 
agriculture clearance mound. 
 
Feature: D    
Feature Type: Stone Mound   
Artifacts: None Observed 
Midden: None Observed 
Skeletal Remains: None Observed 
Possible Age: Traditional 
Possible Function: Agriculture 
Condition: Fair 
Description: 
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Site 50-10-28-26849 Feature D is a roughly rectangular stone mound.  It is situated on a 
gradually sloping hill, in an area of rocky soil, approximately 4 meters north of Feature E.  The 
mound rests atop an outcropping of pāhoehoe bedrock, which it almost completely covers.  The 
structure is roughly faced with small to medium subangular boulders, loosely stacked 1to 2 
courses high, and filled with subangular small boulders, cobbles, and pebbles.  The south end of 
the mound is badly tumbled.  The north, east, and west edges are also somewhat tumbled.  The 
mound measures c. 1.4 meters in length (north to south) by c. 1.3 meters in width (east to west) 
and is c. 0.65 meters high.  The condition of the structure is fair, but somewhat disturbed.  
Feature D appears to be a traditional agriculture feature, most likely a clearance mound. 
 
Feature: E    
Feature Type:  Stone Mound  
Artifacts: None Observed 
Midden: None Observed 
Skeletal Remains: None Observed 
Possible Age: Traditional 
Possible Function: Agriculture   
Condition: Good 
Description: 
Site 50-10-28-26849 Feature E is a roughly linear, stone mound.  The mound is located 
approximately 4.0 meters south of Feature D.  Feature E is edged with small to medium 
subangular basalt boulders and filled with subangular basalt cobbles and small subangular 
basalt boulders.  The boulders are concentrated on the north, west and south edges.  The top of 
the mound is slightly sloping to the east and the surface is irregular.  There is an exposed 
natural pāhoehoe outcrop to the east, and the eastern edge of the mound is constructed atop the 
outcrop.  The west edge of the mound appears to be constructed on soil.  Feature E measures 
approximately 2.9 meters in length (northwest to southeast) by c. 1.8 meters in width (northeast 
to southwest) and has a maximum height of c. 0.65 meters.  No surface cultural material was 
observed at this feature.  The structure is in good condition.  Feature E appears to be traditional 
in age and may have served as an agricultural clearance mound.   
 
Feature: F    
Feature Type:  Stone Mound  
Artifacts: None Observed 
Midden: None Observed 
Skeletal Remains: None Observed 
Possible Age: Traditional 
Possible Function: Agriculture 
Condition: Fair 
Description: 
Site 50-10-28-26849 Feature F is a low, rectangular stone mound.  It is located approximately 2.0 
meters east of Feature E.  The surrounding ground surface is gently sloping to the west.  The 
mound is constructed of small to large subangular cobbles and small subangular basalt 
boulders.  The boulders are concentrated along the edges and the cobbles at the center.  The 
mound is built on pāhoehoe bedrock with a thin layer of soil separating the mound from 
bedrock.  The top surface of Feature E is gently sloping to the east and irregular with a section 
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of outcrop exposed at the southern end.  The structure measures approximately 1.90 meters  in 
length (northwest to southeast) by c. 1.10 meters in width (northeast to southwest) and is c. 0.33 
meters in maximum height.  No surface cultural material was observed at this feature.  Feature 
E is in fair condition It appears to be of traditional age and most likely served as an agricultural 
clearance mound.   
 
Feature: G    
Feature Type:  Wall  
Artifacts: None Observed 
Midden: None Observed 
Skeletal Remains: None Observed 
Possible Age: Traditional 
Possible Function: Agriculture 
Condition: Fair 
Description: 
Site 50-10-28-26849 Feature G is a somewhat rough serpentine shaped wall.  It is situated in the 
west corner of the project area and extends partially outside of it.  The wall is situated on a 
gradually sloping hill.  There is an abundance of pāhoehoe bedrock outcrops in the immediate 
area.  Features C, D, E, F and H are located to the east of the wall.  The Feature G wall has 
multiple construction methods.  The southern end of the wall is primarily edged with medium 
sized subangular boulders and filled with cobbles, small boulders and pebbles.  This section 
measures approximately 3.5 meters in length, has a width of c. 1 meter and is c. 0.29 meters 
high.  As the wall extends further north, the construction method changes.  Here subangular 
basalt boulders are placed on edge, with some cobbles throughout.  This section measures c. 5.5 
meters in length, has a width of c. 0.50 meters and is c. 0.28 meters high.  The remainder of the 
wall is constructed of loosely piled subangular basalt boulders and cobbles on pāhoehoe bedrock 
outcrops.  The stones are pile 1 to 2 courses high in some areas.  This section measures c. 11.6 
meters in length and has a width of c. 2.6 meters.  Heights vary, but on average it is c. 0.50 
meters high.  Overall the wall measures c. 20.6 meters in length.  Some tumble has occurred to 
the west (down slope) of the wall.  A number of bedrock outcrops have been incorporated in 
wall construction in its northern section, contributing to its serpentine shape.  No surface 
cultural material was observed on or near the wall.  The condition of the feature is fair.  The 
Feature G wall is most likely a traditional agriculture field boundary.     
 
Feature: H    
Feature Type:  Modified Outcrop  
Artifacts: None Observed 
Midden: None Observed 
Skeletal Remains: None Observed 
Possible Age: Traditional 
Possible Function: Agriculture 
Condition: Fair 
Description: 
Feature H consists of a pāhoehoe bedrock outcropping with small to medium subangular 
boulders piled at the southern end of it.  The feature is located c. 2.40 meters south of Feature C.  
It measures approximately 3 meters in length (north to south) by c. 1.5 meters in width (east-
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west) and has a height of c. 0.30 meters.  No artifacts or other cultural material was observed at 
the feature.  The modified outcrop is in fair condition.  Feature H appears to be traditional in 
age and may have been an agricultural clearance mound.   
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 SIHP Number: 50-10-28-26850     
Field Number: T-005 
Site Type: Complex     
Possible Age: Traditional 
Possible Function: Habitation 
Condition: Good 
Description: 
Site 50-10-28-26850 consists of a complex of five adjacent features including a roughly 
rectangular stone faced and filled terrace on adjoining stone walled enclosure, a short wall 
segment, a smaller rougher terrace, and a stone mound (see Figures).  The site is located 
northwest of Site 50-10-28-26849 and southwest of Site 50-10-28-26850.  It is situated on a slight 
(5-15°) slope in an area of mixed soil and bedrock outcrops.  A large kiawe tree has grown out 
over the site area and had to be cut back to reveal the features.  Other surrounding vegetation 
includes scattered koa haole and alahe‘e trees as well as California grass.   
 
The principal feature of the site is a roughly rectangular stone terrace (Feature A).   Extending 
out from the northwest edge of this terrace is a roughly crescent shaped low stacked stone wall 
that encloses an area of level soil and outcrop (Feature B).  Extending southwest from the 
southeast corner of the terrace is a short stacked stone wall section (Feature C).  A very rough 
and somewhat disturbed stone faced terrace incorporating a natural outcrop rests north of the 
wall (Feature D).  This outcrop terrace and the wall serve to enclose a small area of level soil to 
the west of the main terrace.  There is also an irregularly shaped stone mound immediately west 
of the Feature D modified outcrop (Feature F).   
 
The site appears to primarily represent a traditional habitation complex with the Feature A 
terrace possibly forming the foundation of a residential structure and the two portions of 
enclosed level ground (one formed by the Feature B enclosure and the other by the Feature C 
wall and Feature D terrace) being associated activity areas.  The single stone mound (Feature E) 
may be an agricultural clearance pile associated with the surrounding cultivated area.  No 
surface cultural material was noted at this site.  The site tag was placed at south end of Feature 
A. 
 
Feature: A    
Feature Type:  Terrace  
Artifacts: None Observed 
Midden: None Observed 
Skeletal Remains: None Observed 
Possible Age: Traditional 
Possible Function: Habitation 
Condition: Good 
Description: 
Site 50-10-28-26850 Feature A is a roughly rectangular stone faced and stone filled terrace (see 
Figure).  Feature A is located approximately 3 meters west of Site 50-10-28-26849 Feature B.  The 
terrace is backed (to the east) by pāhoehoe outcrop.  Its south, west, and north edges are faced 
with small to medium subangular basalt boulders loosely stacked 1to 3 courses in height.  The 
platform's interior is filled with small to large subangular basalt cobbles and some pebbles.  The 
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surface of the terrace is roughly level but somewhat jumbled and appears to have originally 
been paved.  Some small subangular basalt boulders are scattered on top of this possible 
paving.  These stones may represent the badly disturbed remnants of interior divisions.  There 
appears to be an internal alignment of small subangular basalt boulders (running roughly 
northeast to southwest) located approximately 0.80 meters north from the southern edge.  This 
alignment separates an area of exposed pāhoehoe outcrop from the stone filled interior.  The 
interior surface of the terrace is slightly lower (c. 0.10 to 0.25 meters) than the alignment edges.  
Similar alignments run parallel to the west and north edges of the terrace at approximately 0.80 
meters in from the edges.  These alignments are higher than the interior floor.  There appears to 
be a possible entrance at the terrace’s north edge. This entrance connects Feature A with Feature 
B.  Feature A measures approximately 4.6 meters in length (north to south) by c. 4.2 meters in 
width (east to west) and ranges in height from c. 0.50 meters to 0.63 meters.  The south face 
measures c. 0.58 meters in height, the west face measures c. 0.63 meters in height, and the north 
edge measures c. 0.50 meters in height.  No surface cultural material was observed at this 
feature.  Feature A is in good condition and appears to be of traditional age.  The terrace may 
have functioned as a house foundation.   
 
Feature: B    
Feature Type:  Enclosure  
Artifacts: None Observed 
Midden: None Observed 
Skeletal Remains: None Observed 
Possible Age: Traditional 
Possible Function: Habitation 
Condition: Good 
Description: 
Site 50-10-28-26850 Feature B is a roughly pentagonal shaped stone walled enclosure.  It is 
located immediately adjacent to and extends off of the north edge of Feature A.  The enclosure 
is bounded on the south by Feature A.  The west, north and eastern edges of the enclosure are 
bounded by a stone stacked wall.  The wall is constructed of small to large subangular basalt 
cobbles and small to medium subangular basalt boulders loosely stacked 1-3 courses high.  The 
wall was probably nicely stacked in its original construction but is currently collapsed and 
tumbled.  The enclosure wall extends north from the north-east corner of Feature A; bends west, 
and then bends south to connect with the north-west corner of Feature A.  The wall encloses an 
area of level soil and pāhoehoe outcrop.  The west portion of this wall is constructed on bedrock.  
The Feature B enclosure measures approximately 6.0 meters in length (north to south) by 6.0 
meters in width (east to west).  The enclosed interior measures approximately 4.3 meters in 
length (north to south) by 3.7 meters in width (east to west).  The exterior wall heights range 
from approximately 0.20 meters to 0.54 meters.  The interior wall heights range from 
approximately 0.21 meters to 0.61 meters.  The average wall thickness measures approximately 
1.0 meters.  Feature B is in good condition and appears to be traditional in age.  Feature B 
appears to be associated with the Feature A house foundation and may have served as an 
associated “yard” or activity area. 
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Feature: C    
Feature Type:  Wall Segment  
Artifacts: None Observed 
Midden: None Observed 
Skeletal Remains: None Observed 
Possible Age: Traditional 
Possible Function: Habitation 
Condition: Good 
Description: 
Site 50-10-28-26850, Feature C is a short wall segment that extends roughly southwest from the 
southwestern corner of the Feature A terrace.  The wall is constructed of loosely stacked small 
to medium subangular boulders.  It measures approximately 3.8 meters in length (northeast to 
southwest) and is between 0.9 and 1.2 meters in thickness.  The wall averages between 0.3 and 
0.5 meters in height.  The wall extends south from the corner of Feature A for approximately 1 
meter and then angles sharply to the southwest for another 2.8 meters. 
 
The wall appears to form the southwestern edge of a level area of soil that is bordered to the 
northeast by the Feature A terrace and supported to the northwest and southwest by the 
Feature D terrace.  The level soil area measures c. 2.8 meters (east to west) by 4.7 meters (north 
to south).  The level soil area may have formed part of the "lanai" or activity area of the Site 50-
10-28-26850 habitation complex. 
 
Feature: D    
Feature Type:  Terrace  
Artifacts: None Observed 
Midden: None Observed 
Skeletal Remains: None Observed 
Possible Age: Traditional 
Possible Function: Habitation 
Condition: Fair 
Description: 
Site 50-10-28-26850, Feature D consists of a very rough terrace facing built against a bedrock 
outcrop that forms the northwestern and western edges of a level area of soil and bedrock 
located to the southwest of the Feature A terrace.  Small to medium subangular boulders and 
cobbles have been piled against the northwestern and western edges of the outcrop to form a 
rough L-shaped terrace wall.  The surface of the terrace consists of a roughly rectangular area of 
level soil and bedrock.  The north western edge of the terrace extends southwest from the 
southwest corner of Feature B for approximately 2.1 meters then angles roughly south along the 
outcrop for approximately 4.4 meters.  The foundation is much tumbled and not very distinct.  
Along this southwestern edge it slopes down the face of the outcrop and has an outside height 
of approximately 1 meter.  The interior of the terrace measures approximately 2.8 east to west 
and c. 4.7 north to south.  It is backed by the southwestern face of the Feature A terraces.  It may 
have served as a "lanai" for the Feature A habitation structure.  No surface cultural material was 
noted at this feature. 
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Feature: E    
Feature Type:  Stone Mound  
Artifacts: None Observed 
Midden: None Observed 
Skeletal Remains: None Observed 
Possible Age: Traditional 
Possible Function: Agriculture 
Condition: Fair 
Description: 
Site 50-10-28-26850, Feature E consists of a roughly oval mound of loosely piled cobbles, 
boulders and pebbles.  It is located at the western edge of the Feature D outcrop.  The mound is 
set on about a 25° slope and is somewhat tumbled.  It is roughly edged with medium 
subangular boulders and was originally filled with small boulders, cobbles and pebbles, which 
have tumbled down slope.  The mound looks to be at least partially under laid by bedrock.  It 
measures approximately 1.8 meters (east to west) and approximately 1.3 meters (north to 
south).  The average height of the mound is approximately 0.5 meters. 
 
Feature E may represent a traditional clearance mound.  It is the only feature in Site T-005 that 
does not appear to be habitation related.  No visible surface cultural material was observed on 
or near the feature. 
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Plan view map of Site 50-10-28-26850.
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Site 50-10-28-26850 (View South).
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Site 50-10-28-26850, Feature A platform (View Northeast).
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SIHP Number: 50-10-28-26851     
Field Number: T-006 
Site Type: Complex     
Possible Age: Traditional 
Possible Function: Agriculture 
Condition: Fair 
Description: 
Site 50-10-28-26851 consists of a number of small and very rough features scattered in the area 
north of Sites 50-10-28-26848 and 50-10-28-26850 and south of Site 50-10-28-13384.  The general 
terrain consists of level to slightly sloping (5 to 15º) soil with occasional bedrock outcroppings.  
The vegetation is dominated by an open thicket of koa haole trees with occasional alahe‘e trees 
and an understory of California grass.   
 
The nine structures that make up the site consist of a very rough stone faced wall (Feature A), 
low stone wall segments (Features G, I), modified outcrops (Features B, C, D, E) a roughly 
stacked and piled stone mounds (Feature H), and a somewhat carefully constructed stone 
platform (Feature F).  All of these features, with the possible exception of the Feature F 
platform, appear to be agricultural in nature.  They probably represent either rough field 
boundaries or clearance piles.  Some of the more linear modified outcrops may have served 
both functions.  No surface cultural material was noted at this site.   
 
Feature: A    
Feature Type: Wall  
Artifacts: None Observed 
Midden: None Observed 
Skeletal Remains: None Observed 
Possible Age: Traditional 
Possible Function: Agriculture 
Condition: Fair 
Description:  
Site 50-10-28-26851, Feature A consists of a roughly southeast to northwest running wall.  It is 
located north of Site 50-10-28-26850.  The wall incorporates a number of natural bedrock 
outcrops in its overall construction.  This is especially apparent toward the northwest end.  The 
wall is fairly long, running approximately 26.5 meters and has an average width of c 1.0 meter.  
It is of varying height, but average c. 0.30 meters.  The soil upslope of the wall stands at a higher 
level than that down slope, suggesting that the feature also served as a rough terrace.  The soil 
level upslope of the wall is approximately 0.40 to 0.70 meters higher than the soil down slope.  
Overall, the wall is in best condition toward its center, where basalt boulders are loosely stacked 
1 to 2 courses high with small cobbles placed on their upslope edge.  There is a substantial 
amount of tumble down slope to the southwest.  The terrace is fair condition.  No cultural 
material observed on surface at this feature.  Feature A is most probably a traditional 
agriculture feature, possibly a field boundary and clearance wall that was also used for soil 
retention on the gradually sloping hill. 
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Feature: B    
Feature Type: Modified Outcrop  
Artifacts: None Observed 
Midden: None Observed 
Skeletal Remains: None Observed 
Possible Age: Traditional 
Possible Function: Agriculture 
Condition: Fair 
Description: 
Site 50-10-28-26851, Feature B is a modified outcrop.  Feature B is located approximately 1.0 
meters west from the west end of the Feature A wall.  The exposed outcrop is triangular in 
shape and is gently sloping to the west.  Feature A abuts the eastern edge of this outcrop.  Small 
subangular basalt boulders are scattered near the north portion of the outcrop and small 
subangular basalt cobbles and boulders are scattered at the western portion.  The scattering of 
stones have no distinguishable shape but is very roughly linear.  The southern portion of 
outcrop is bare.  No intact facing is visible.  The outcrop measures approximately 4.2 meters in 
length (northwest to southeast) by c. 3.3 meters in width (northeast to southwest) and c. 0.32 
meters in height at its western end.  Highest point of the outcrop located at the southeast end 
and is approximately 0.52 meters in height.  The area of modification measures approximately 
3.0 meters in length (north to south) by c. 1.8 meters in width (east to west).   
 
Immediately adjacent to the western portion of the outcrop is a roughly north to south running 
alignment of small subangular basalt boulders.  The boulders appear to be embedded in a fairly 
level ground surface of soil.  The alignment follows the line of the outcrop, acting as an 
extension to it.  The alignment measures approximately 2.5 meters in length (north to south) by 
c. 0.30 meters in width (east to west) and has an average height of c. 0.20 meters.  The function 
of this alignment is uncertain.  It may have been a curbing or edging of some sort.  Feature B is 
in fair condition and appears to be traditional in age.  It appears to have been an agricultural 
clearance pile. 
 
Feature: C    
Feature Type: Modified Outcrop   
Artifacts: None Observed 
Midden: None Observed 
Skeletal Remains: None Observed 
Possible Age: Traditional 
Possible Function: Agricultural 
Condition: Fair 
Description: 
Site 50-10-28-26851, Feature C is a roughly rectangular shaped modified outcrop.  The feature is 
located on a gentle slope approximately 3.0 meters northwest of Feature B and c 3.5 meters 
southeast of the boundary of Site 50-10-28-26850.  The overall outcrop measures c. 2.5 by 2.3 
meters.  The area of modification is on the southern portion of the exposed outcrop, and 
measures c. 1.8 by 1.5 meters.  It is roughly rectangular in shape and edged with loosely stacked 
subangular medium boulders with a cobble fill.  The southwest and southeast ends of the 
outcrop are faced 1 to 2 courses high.   There is considerable tumble on the south end.  The 
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condition of the feature is fair.  No cultural material was observed on the surface.  This feature 
appears to have been an agricultural clearance mound. 
 
Feature: D    
Feature Type: Modified Outcrop   
Artifacts: None Observed 
Midden: None Observed 
Skeletal Remains: None Observed 
Possible Age: Traditional 
Possible Function: Agriculture 
Condition: Poor 
Description: 
Site 50-10-28-26851, Feature D is a modified outcrop.  It is located approximately 1.0 meters 
north of Feature A's western end.  The outcrop that is modified is roughly linear.  The outcrop is 
modified by rough, loose stone pilings of small-large subangular basalt cobbles and small-
subangular basalt boulders along the north and south edges.  The southern piling is a little more 
formal and may have been a low wall segment.  The outcrop measures approximately 9.0 
meters (length) east-west x 3.3 meters (width) north/south and ranges in height from 0.40 - 0.70 
meters.  The west end of outcrop is slightly sloping to the west.  Along the north edge, the area 
of modification measures approximately 2.0 meters (length) x 1.1 meters (width) at the west end 
and approximately 1.7 meters (length) x 0.90 meters (width) at the east end.  Along the south 
edge, the area of modification measures approximately 3.0 meters (length) x 1.0 meters (width).  
These piled areas of stone do not encompass or cover the entire pāhoehoe outcrop.  Feature D is 
in poor condition and appears to be traditional in age.  The purpose and function for Feature D 
is uncertain but appears it may be clearing piles (north edge of outcrop) and maybe a terrace 
(south edge of outcrop) for agriculture. 
 
Feature: E    
Feature Type: Modified Outcrop   
Artifacts: None Observed 
Midden: None Observed 
Skeletal Remains: None Observed 
Possible Age: Traditional 
Possible Function: Agriculture 
Condition: Fair 
Description: 
Site 50-10-28-26851, Feature E is a J-shaped terrace.  The feature is located on an east-west 
running pāhoehoe bedrock outcrop, on a fairly level surface.  Feature D is 2 meters west of 
Feature E.  The terrace is J-shaped, forming to the boundaries of the pāhoehoe bedrock.  Stone is 
used in feature construction.  Basalt boulders and cobbles have been loosely stacked 1-3 courses 
high with cobble and pebble fill throughout.  The main part of the terrace runs east-west and 
creates a level surface of soil to the interior (north), with Feature F making the other side.  The 
other section of the terrace runs northwest, making the curve in the “J”.  The construction 
method is loosely stacked boulders 1-2 courses with cobble and fill throughout.  The terrace 
fades out gradually as the bedrock outcrop does.  The main part of the terrace (east-west) is 
approximately 10 meters long.  The north-south curve of the “J” is 5.2 meters.  The feature is in 
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fair condition with tumble on the west and north ends primarily.  No cultural material observed 
on surface.  Most likely traditional agricultural feature, possibly made from clearance activity or 
maybe a defining boundary. 
 
Feature: F    
Feature Type:  Platform  
Artifacts: None Observed 
Midden: None Observed 
Skeletal Remains: None Observed 
Possible Age: Traditional 
Possible Function: Habitation 
Condition: Good 
Description: 
Site 50-10-28-26851, Feature F consists of a low, roughly rectangular stone platform with a badly 
disturbed stone mound built atop its southern half.  Feature F is located approximately 3.0 
meters north from Feature E’s east end.  The structure appears to be built on a pāhoehoe outcrop 
and level soil.  The lower platform measures approximately 4.8 meters in length (north to south) 
by c. 3.8 meters in width (east to west) and has a maximum height of c. 0.50 meters.  The 
platform is edged with small to large subangular basalt cobbles and small subangular basalt 
boulders loosely stacked 1 to 3 courses high.  The platform's interior is composed of roughly 
level stone fill.   
 
The northeast portion of the platform’s interior is filled with small to large subangular basalt 
cobbles and appears to be at least partially paved.  The surface is level and measures 
approximately 1.8 meters in length (north to south) by 0.90 meters in width (east to west).  The 
northwest portion of the interior is more roughly filled with small subangular basalt boulders.  
This filled area has an uneven surface and appears to possibly represent the remains of a 
collapsed cist or similar feature.  The possible internal southern edge of a cist was noted among 
the disturbed stones in this area.  This northwest portion is approximately 0.20 meters lower 
than the northeast portion and measures approximately 1.4 meters in length (east to west) by 
1.3 meters in width (north to south).     
 
Built atop the southern end of the lower platform is disturbed stone mound.  This remnant 
mound is constructed of small to medium subangular basalt boulders and small to large 
subangular basalt cobbles loosely stacked 2 to 4 courses high.  The mound appears to be 
constructed half on the southern end of the lower platform and half on pāhoehoe outcrop to the 
south.  The mound measures approximately 2.7 meters in length (east to west) by c. 1.7 meters 
in width (north to south).  The southern end of the mound (constructed on bedrock) measures 
approximately 0.73 meters in height; and the north end (constructed atop the lower platform) 
measures approximately 0.57 meters in height.  The south end of the mound is immediately 
adjacent to and forms the north edge of an oval-shaped enclosed area of level soil.  The western 
portion of the mound appears badly collapsed and an accurate edge is hard to define.  Within 
the southeast portion of the mound is a stone lined hollow covered with loose boulders.  It 
appears to be a small cist or a possible cupboard.  The interior of this cist measures 
approximately 0.55 meters in length (east to west) by c. 0.35 meters in width (north to south) 
and is c. 0.30 deep.  Immediately west of this cist is a tumbled portion of the mound whose 
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stones suggest it may have also held a small cist.  The purpose of these small cupboard-like 
features is uncertain.  No surface cultural material was observed at this Feature.  Feature F is in 
good condition and appears to be traditional in age.  Test excavations conducted at the feature 
yielded midden, but no artifacts.  The exact function of the Feature F platform and its associated 
mound is uncertain, though it appears habitation related.  The feature seems too small to have 
served as the foundation for a residential structure.  It may have been the foundation for smaller 
outbuilding associated with one of the nearby habitation complexes (Sites 50-10-28-26848 or 50-
10-28-13384).  Excavation revealed that the mound was built atop the platform and probably 
post dates it.  The mound was tested to determine whether it represented a possible burial 
platform.  No human remains were found during the testing.  It seems possible that the mound 
represents the remains of several raised cupboards built atop an existing platform. 
 
Feature: G    
Feature Type: Wall   
Artifacts: None Observed 
Midden: None Observed 
Skeletal Remains: None Observed 
Possible Age: Traditional 
Possible Function: Agriculture 
Condition: Fair 
Description: 
Site 50-10-28-26851, Feature G consists of a stacked stone wall with a large stone mound at its 
south western end.  This feature is situated on roughly level soil approximately 1 meter east of 
Site 50-10-28-26851, Feature F.  It is also approximately 3 meters north of the Site 50-10-28-26850, 
Feature B platform. 
 
The Feature G wall runs roughly northeast to southwest (at approximately 25º).  It is 
constructed of loosely stacked small to medium boulders and is tumbled along most of its 
length.  The wall measures approximately 4 meters in length and is approximately 0.8 meters in 
thickness.  It varies in height from approximately 0.3 to 0.5 meters due to collapse.  The wall has 
been cut at its southeastern end by a bulldozed firebreak.  It continues on the opposite side of 
the firebreak as Site 50-10-28-26852, Feature A. 
 
At the southwest end of the wall is a large roughly circular loosely piled stone mound.  The 
mound rests partially on bedrock, which is visible along its southern and southwestern edges.  
The mound is constructed of loosely piled small to medium boulders.  It measures 
approximately 2.5 meters in diameter.  The mound rises in height to approximately 1.1 meters.  
No surface cultural material was noted at this feature.  Both components of this feature appear 
to be traditional in age and may be related to agricultural activity.  The wall may have marked 
the boundary of a cultivated field, while the mound appears to be a clearance pile.  
 
Feature: H    
Feature Type: Stone Mound   
Artifacts: None Observed 
Midden: None Observed 
Skeletal Remains: None Observed 
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Possible Age: Traditional 
Possible Function: Agriculture 
Condition: Fair 
Description: 
Site 50-10-28-26851, Feature H consists of a roughly rectangular mound.  It is on slightly sloping 
ground.  It is sitting on bedrock. The feature is roughly rectangular in shape running (north-
south).  Its dimensions are 3.3 meters (north-south) by 2.5 meters (east-west).  Feature H is 2.4 
meters southeast of Feature E (a modified outcrop).  Its height is 0.90 meters.  No culture 
material was found.  It is agricultural.  It is in fair condition.  The mound is edged with medium 
subangular boulders and filled with small boulders and cobble.  The mound probably 
represents a traditional agricultural clearance mound. 
 
Feature: I     
Feature Type: Wall   
Artifacts: None Observed 
Midden: None Observed 
Skeletal Remains: None Observed 
Possible Age: Traditional 
Possible Function: Agriculture 
Condition: Poor 
Description: 
Site 50-10-28-26851 Feature I consists of a rough intermittent wall, a rectangular platform and an 
area of scattered stones.  The feature is located on a north-south bedrock outcrop, on fairly level 
ground.  Feature F is approximately 2 meters southeast Site 13384 as assigned by Rosendahl 
immediately northwest of Feature I. 
 
Within Feature I, there are multiple components.  An intermittently wall running north to 
south.  It is constructed of loosely stacked medium to large boulders and cobbles.  The wall is 
constructed along an outcrop and linear in shape.  It measures approximately 7.8 meters.  The 
wall is approximately 0.60 meters thick becoming 0.90 meters thick at the south end.  The wall 
height varies, approximately 0.35 meters average.  Second is a roughly rectangular platform east 
of intermittent north-south wall.  The platform is attached with a wall segment.  The roughly 
rectangular platform is edged with subangular medium boulders and filled with cobbles and 
pebbles.  Its dimensions are 1.70 meters north-south and 2.40 meters east-west.  It is 0.20 meters 
high.  The surface of the platform is irregular.  There are scattered small to medium boulders 
and cobbles immediately southwest of the platform.  They are scattered in a linear fashion, but 
it is unclear what structure they may form.  The scatter is approximately 180 north-south and 
approximately 2 meters east-west. 
 
The overall condition of the feature is poor given there is considerable tumble west of the 
intermittent wall and throughout the platform.  There is no cultural material observed.  This is 
most likely traditional.  The function is uncertain, but may have been used as a boundary 
marker for agriculture. 
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 SIHP Number: 50-10-28-26852     
Field Number: T-008 
Site Type: Complex     
Possible Age: Traditional 
Possible Function: Habitation/Agriculture 
Condition: Poor to Fair 
Description: 
Site 50-10-28-26852 consists of three relatively small features located within an area of soil 
bounded to the north and east by a low stone wall (the fourth feature in the site) and to the 
south and west by the bulldozed fire break.  Site 50-10-28-26852 is located north of Site 50-10-28-
26851 and west of Site 50-10-28-26858.  The surrounding terrain consists of level to slightly 
(approximately 5º) sloping soil with occasional bedrock outcrops.  The soil within the limits of 
the wall appears to have been artificially leveled.  Vegetation in the area consists of a few large 
kiawe trees, scattered koa haole and California grass. 
 
The rough wall that partially encloses the site (Feature A) is a continuation of the Site T-001, 
Feature G wall, but it separated from it by the bulldozed fire break.  The wall, which is nicely 
stacked in some stretches and loosely piled in others winds roughly northwest. from the fire 
break before angling sharply southwest.  The soil level upslope of the wall is higher than that 
down slope of the wall, suggesting that it may have formed a rough field terrace.  At the 
western end of the wall is a rough stone faced platform formed by a linear stretch of outcrop 
faced on both sides by boulders (Feature 8).  The southwest end of the terrace has been 
destroyed by the fire break.   
 
Within the area bounded by the Feature H wall and the fire break are a modified outcrop 
(Feature C) and a stone mound (Feature D).  Both appear to have served as clearance piles.  The 
site appears to have been a traditional agricultural field bounded in part by the wall. The 
purpose of the rough platform is uncertain.  No surface cultural was found at the site. 
 
Feature: A    
Feature Type:  Wall  
Artifacts: None Observed 
Midden: None Observed 
Skeletal Remains: None Observed 
Possible Age: Traditional 
Possible Function: Agriculture 
Condition: Fair 
Description: 
Site 50-10-28-26852, Feature A is a long roughly U-shaped, stone faced wall.  The northwest end 
of Feature A is located and immediately abuts the northeast corner of Feature B.  The wall is 
constructed on areas of pāhoehoe outcrop and soil.  The wall is constructed of small-large 
subangular basalt cobbles and small-medium subangular basalt boulders loosely piped and 
(stacked in some areas 1-4 courses) and is tumbled and collapsed in other areas.  The wall edges 
are constructed of boulders but does not appear to have a consistent core-fill of small cobbles.  
The southeast end of the wall is constructed on pāhoehoe outcrop and is a continuation of Site T-
006 Feature H (wall).  This portion of wall has been impacted by bulldozing while construction 
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of an emergency late night fire break road.  The wall extends approximately 9.5 meters from this 
outcrop toward another outcrop.  Wall section on this outcrop is heavily disturbed and 
tumbled.  The wall then bends northwest toward another outcrop for 18.5 meters; then bends 
southwest for an additional 12.0 meters and terminates at the northeast corner of Feature B.  
This last section of the wall just northeast of Feature B is primarily constructed of scattered 
small-large subangular basalt boulders.  The interior wall height ranges from approximately 
0.30 - 0.70 and the exterior average wall height ranges from approximately 0.20 meters - 0.50 
meters.  Wall thickness ranges from approximately 0.60 - 1.20 meters.  The ground surface 
upslope of the wall is approximately 0.30 - 0.80 meters higher than the ground surface 
downslope of the wall.  The area downslope of the wall and upslope are level and contains 
areas of soil and outcrop.  Therefore, suggesting this wall is functioning as a terrace.  Feature A 
appears to be in fair condition and appears to be traditional in age.  It appears to function as a 
terrace for agriculture and planting.  No surface cultural material was observed at this feature. 
 
Feature: B    
Feature Type: Platform   
Artifacts: None Observed 
Midden: None Observed 
Skeletal Remains: None Observed 
Possible Age: Traditional 
Possible Function: Habitation 
Condition: Poor 
Description: 
Site 50-10-28-26852, Feature B is a long rectangular platform.  The platform is located on top of 
an north/south running pāhoehoe outcrop, with a height of 0.80 meters.  It is located on a gentle 
5-10º slope.  This site is situated north of a bulldozed fire break.  T-008 Feature A (platform) is 
approximately 8 meters northeast, across from the bulldozer path. 
 
The feature has a skinny, long, rectangular shape.  The long running (and parallel) east and 
west walls of the platform are constructed of loosely stacked, medium sized boulders on edge, 
with some cobbles throughout.  Both east and west walls are approximately 6.7 meters in length 
and have a width of 0.30 meters.  The east wall (approximately 0.35 meters height) has 1-2 
courses present.  The west facing wall is 1-2 courses high, but is taller 0.80 meters height due to 
the natural slope of the hill.  No facing on north edge.  Facing follows natural outcrop. 
 
The condition of the platform is poor.  There is moderate tumble in southwest corner and 
southeast corner.  (Both the east and west walls) The south end of the platform has been 
destroyed by a bulldozer trail made for a fire break.  There are bulldozer push piles near the 
southeast corner.  No cultural material observed on surface.  The platform may have served as a 
traditional habitation feature, possibly the foundation for a structure or simply as a cleared 
activity area. 
 
Feature: C    
Feature Type:  Modified Outcrop  
Artifacts: None Observed 
Midden: None Observed 
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Skeletal Remains: None Observed 
Possible Age: Traditional 
Possible Function: Agriculture 
Condition: Poor 
Description: 
Site 50-10-28-26852, Feature C is a modified outcrop.  It is situated approximately 3 meters 
southwest of Feature A.  It is situated on an approximate north-south running bedrock outcrop.  
The feature is an irregular shaped piled area of medium sized boulders and cobbles.  It 
measures approximately 4 meters north/south and approximately 0.22 east-west.  It has a 
height of c. 0.50 meters.  The feature extends south on exposed bedrock. 
 
The feature has been destroyed on the south end by a bulldozer push for a fire break.  The 
condition of the feature is poor.  Some tumble on the west side.  No cultural material observed 
on surface.  This feature appears likely to have served as a traditional agricultural clearance 
pile. 
 
Feature: D    
Feature Type: Stone Mound   
Artifacts: None Observed 
Midden: None Observed 
Skeletal Remains: None Observed 
Possible Age: Traditional 
Possible Function: Agriculture 
Condition: Poor 
Description: 
Site 50-10-28-26852, Feature D consists of a pair of stone mounds.  These mounds are located 
approximately 2 meters southwest of the south end of the Feature A wall.  They are situated in 
an area of fairly level soil and minimally exposed pāhoehoe bedrock.  The mounds are both 
irregular in shape.  The southernmost of the two mounds measures c. 1.4 meters (north to 
south) by c. 1.5 meters (east to west) and has a height of c. 0.30 meters.  It is constructed of 
loosely piled medium boulders and cobbles resting on bedrock.  The more northern mound 
measures c. 1.6 meters (north to south) by c. 1.4 meters (east to west) and has a height of c. 0.20 
meters.  It is constructed of large cobbles loosely piled on bedrock.  No surface cultural material 
was observed on or around the structures.  Both mounds are in poor condition.  There is 
bulldozer push throughout the area south of the mounds.  These mounds are likely to have 
served as agricultural clearance piles. 
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 SIHP Number: 50-10-28-26853     
Field Number: T-009 
Site Type: Complex     
Possible Age: Traditional 
Possible Function: Agriculture 
Condition: Poor to Good 
Description: 
Site 50-10-28-26853 consists of a scatter of small features along the western boundary of the 
project area southwest of Site 50-10-28-13384.  The terrace in this area consists of level to slightly 
sloping (approximately 5 - 15º) soil with occasional bedrock outcrops.  Vegetation consists of 
scattered kiawe trees rising above an open thicket of koa haole with an underlay of chest to head 
high California grass.   
 
The features that make up this site are primarily stone mounds (Features A, E, F. H, K, L) and 
modified outcrops (Features B, D, G, I, J, M), all of which appear to have served as traditional 
clearance piles.  The surrounding soil is relatively deep and was probably planted with crops.  
One structure (Feature C) is a very rough stone platform with a stone edged depression built 
into one end that may have served as a cupboard or storage area.  The roughly rectangular 
depression may have been a buried cist, but it is relatively small (0.5 x 0.4 meters) and no bones 
were noted within it.  The platform itself may have served the dual purpose of clearance pile 
and one storage area.   
 
The entire site appears to represent a traditional field area with clearance piles scattered 
throughout the cleared fields.  No cultural material was noted at the site. 
 
Feature: A    
Feature Type:  Stone Mound  
Artifacts: None Observed 
Midden: None Observed 
Skeletal Remains: None Observed 
Possible Age: Traditional 
Possible Function: Agriculture 
Condition: Poor 
Description: 
Site 50-10-28-26853, Feature A is a roughly rectangular mound.  It is situated on a very gentle 
slope (5º) on a fairly level area free of large stones.  Feature B is approximately 2 meters 
southwest. 
 
The mound is fairly long and skinny.  It is fairly spread out and loosely piled in a rectangular 
fashion.  Small to medium sized boulders and cobbles are utilized in construction.  The mound 
runs southeast - northwest.  It measures approximately 3.1 meters north-south and 
approximately 1.65 meters east-west.  It has an average height of 0.12 meters.  It is in poor 
condition, and is roughly piled and considerably tumbled.  No cultural material observed on 
surface.  This feature is likely to have served as a traditional clearance mound. 
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Feature: B    
Feature Type:  Stone Mound  
Artifacts: None Observed 
Midden: None Observed 
Skeletal Remains: None Observed 
Possible Age: Traditional 
Possible Function: Agriculture 
Condition: Fair 
Description: 
Site 50-10-28-26853, Feature B is a modified outcrop.  Feature B is located 1.0 meters southwest 
from Feature A and is on a gentle slope (5-15º) with level areas surrounding.  The pāhoehoe 
outcrop is roughly linear (oriented north-east/south-west) and modification is located at the 
southwest end of the outcrop.  The modification consists of small-large subangular basalt 
cobbles and small subangular basalt boulders loosely piled on the top of the outcrop.  The 
outcrop measures approximately 5.6 meters (length) north-east/south-west x 2.0 meters (width) 
north-west/south-east.  The area of modification measures approximately 2.9 meters (length) 
northeast/southwest x 2.0 meters (width) northwest/southeast and is approximately 0.70 - 0.80 
meters in height from the ground surface.  The top surface o f the pile is uneven.  No surface 
cultural material was observed at this feature.  Feature B seems to be traditional in age and is in 
fair condition.  It appears that Feature B is an agricultural clearance mound.   
 
Feature: C    
Feature Type:  Platform  
Artifacts: None Observed 
Midden: None Observed 
Skeletal Remains: None Observed 
Possible Age: Traditional 
Possible Function: Agriculture 
Condition: Fair 
Description: 
Site 50-10-28-26853, Feature C is a rough and irregular shaped platform.  It is situated on a very 
gentle slope (+ 5º).  Feature B is located 5 meters east.  The feature is oriented approximately 
north to south with an edged depression on the north end.  The depression is edged with 
medium sized boulders 2 courses high.  Cupboard in depression could have possibly been 
covered, but has since tumbled.  No soil throughout platform. It measures 0.50 meters length by 
0.40 meters width and has a depth of 0.80 meters.  The rest of the feature extends south and has 
an overall length of 5.3 meters and width of 3.7 meters.  It has the maximum wall height on the 
west side measuring 0.90 meters.  The east wall has the minimum wall height 0.20 meters.  The 
overall feature is constructed of medium sized boulders loosely stacked 2 courses high. 
 
The overall conduction is fair.  There is some tumble especially on the south end.  No cultural 
material observed on surface.  This feature is likely to have been a traditional clearance pile but 
is more formally built than most and includes a possible cupboard for storage. 
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Feature: D    
Feature Type:  Modified Outcrop  
Artifacts: None Observed 
Midden: None Observed 
Skeletal Remains: None Observed 
Possible Age: Traditional 
Possible Function: Agriculture 
Condition: Good 
Description: 
Site 50-10-28-26853, Feature D is a modified outcrop.  It is located approximately 9.0 meters 
north/northwest from Feature C.  The pāhoehoe outcrop is oval-shaped and is distinctive of 
being a volcanic upright thrust with the center apex collapsed.  The area of modification is 
located at the north end of the outcrop.  The modification consists of small-large subangular 
basalt cobbles and small subangular basalt boulders loosely stacked 1-2 courses in height.  This 
area of modification is faced on the northwest, southwest and southeast sides.  The top surface's 
northern portion is level, the southern portion uneven/jumbled.  The area of modification 
measures approximately 2.3 (length) north-east/south-west x 1.5 meters (width) north-
west/south-east and is approximately 1.0 meters in height from the ground surface.  The 
pāhoehoe outcrop measures approximately 6.1 meters (length) north/south x 5.7 meters (width) 
east/west and is approximately 0.55 - 1.20 meters in height.  There appears to be an oval shaped 
depression near the center of the outcrop that has a northern stone-lined edge construction.  The 
depression was formed probably from the apex collapsing.  The floor of the depression is 
outcrop.  The depression measures approximately 1.2 meters (length) north/south x 1.0 meters 
(width) east/west and is approximately 0.60 meters in depth.  No surface cultural material was 
observed at this feature.  Feature D appears to be in good condition and traditional in age.  This 
feature appears to possibly be a clearing pile but is more formal construction than most.   
 
Feature: E    
Feature Type:  Stone Mound  
Artifacts: None Observed 
Midden: None Observed 
Skeletal Remains: None Observed 
Possible Age: Traditional 
Possible Function: Agriculture 
Condition: Poor 
Description: 
Site 50-10-28-26853, Feature E is an irregularly shaped stone mound.  It is oriented 
approximately northwest to southeast on a gentle (5º) slope.  Feature E is situated 
approximately 5 meters northeast of Feature D.  The mound is roughly linear.  It is low lying 
and loosely piled.  It is constructed from medium sized boulders and cobble.  It measures 2 
meters north-south and 1.5 east-west, with a height of 0.30 meters.  No cultural material 
observed on surface.  It is in poor condition, with tumble throughout.  This feature would 
appear to be a traditional agricultural clearance mound. 
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Feature: F    
Feature Type:  Stone Mound  
Artifacts: None Observed 
Midden: None Observed 
Skeletal Remains: None Observed 
Possible Age: Traditional 
Possible Function: Agriculture 
Condition: Poor 
Description: 
Site 50-10-28-26853, Feature F is a roughly linear stone mound.  Feature F is located 2.0 meters 
north from Feature E.  The mound is constructed on fairly level ground surface at the south end 
and on a low, pāhoehoe outcrop at the north end.  The mound is constructed of small-large 
subangular basalt cobbles and small subangular basalt boulders loosely piled.  Feature F 
measures approximately 2.0 meters (length) east/west x 1.10 meters (width) north/south and is 
approximately 0.50 meters in height.  No surface cultural material was observed at this feature.  
Feature F appears to be traditional in age and is in good condition.  The feature probably 
represents an agricultural clearing mound.   
 
Feature: G    
Feature Type:  Modified Outcrop  
Artifacts: None Observed 
Midden: None Observed 
Skeletal Remains: None Observed 
Possible Age: Traditional 
Possible Function: Agriculture 
Condition: Poor 
Description: 
Site 50-10-28-26853, Feature G is a modified outcrop.  It is situated on a very gently sloping hill 
(5º).  Feature G is approximately 1 meter northwest of Feature F.  Overall, Feature G is situated 
on an approximate east-west running pāhoehoe bedrock outcrop.  The bedrock outcrop contains 
a rough “terrace like” modification of medium sized boulders loosely piled following the 
natural contour lines of the outcrop.  The modified outcrop is 4.3 meters east-west length and is 
1 meter in width north-south.  It has an average height of 0.40 meters.  No cultural material 
observed on surface.  Feature is in poor condition.  This feature is likely to be a traditional 
clearance mound. 
 
Feature: H    
Feature Type:  Stone Mound  
Artifacts: None Observed 
Midden: None Observed 
Skeletal Remains: None Observed 
Possible Age: Traditional 
Possible Function: Agriculture 
Condition: Poor 
Description: 
Site 50-10-28-26853, Feature H is a roughly square stone mound.  Feature H is located 2.0 meters 
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north from Feature G.  The mound is constructed on a very low pāhoehoe outcrop.  The mound is 
constructed of small-large subangular cobbles and small subangular boulders loosely piled.  
Feature H measures 2.0 meters (length) north/south x 2.0 meters (width) east/west and is 0.60 
meters in height.  No surface cultural material was observed at this feature. Feature H appears 
to be traditional in age and is in poor condition.  Feature H appears to be an agricultural 
clearing mound.   
 
Feature: I    
Feature Type:  Modified Outcrop  
Artifacts: None Observed 
Midden: None Observed 
Skeletal Remains: None Observed 
Possible Age: Traditional 
Possible Function: Agriculture 
Condition: Poor 
Description: 
Site 50-10-28-26853, Feature I is a modified outcrop.  Feature I is located approximately 2.0 
meters west from Feature G.  The outcrop is very low to the ground surface and fairly level.  
The ground surface is gently sloping to the west (5 - 15º).  The areas of modification are on the 
north, south and east ends of the outcrop.  All three areas of modifications consist of small-large 
subangular basalt cobbles and small subangular basalt boulders loosely piled.  The pile to the 
north measures approximately 1.20 (length) north/south x 1.10 meters (width) east/west and is 
0.20 meters in height.  The pile to the south measures approximately 1.8 meters (length) 
west/south x 1.4 meters (width) east/west and is 0.50 meters in height  The pile to the east 
measures approximately 1.0 meters (length) north/south x 1.0 meters (width) east/west and is 
0.30 meters in height.  No surface cultural material was observed in this feature.  Feature I is in 
poor condition and appears to be traditional in age.  It is probably an agricultural clearance pile.   
 
Feature: J    
Feature Type:  Modified Outcrop  
Artifacts: None Observed 
Midden: None Observed 
Skeletal Remains: None Observed 
Possible Age: Traditional 
Possible Function: Agriculture 
Condition: Poor 
Description: 
Site 50-10-28-26853, Feature J is a modified outcrop.  The outcrop runs approximate north-south.  
The southern end of the outcrop becomes Feature K mound.  Feature I is 5 meters north-east.  
Feature J is situated on a slightly sloping hill (5-10º).  The feature is located on the southern 
extent of the outcrop and consists of a roughly circular loosely piled scatter of medium to small 
boulders, cobbles and pebbles.  The feature itself measures 2.1 meters length and has a width of 
1.3 meters.  It has a height of 0.25 meters.  The outcrop continues north for approximately 5 
meters.  It is in poor condition.  No cultural material was observed on the surface.  Feature J is 
likely to have been a traditional clearance mound. 
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Feature: K    
Feature Type: Stone Mound   
Artifacts: None Observed 
Midden: None Observed 
Skeletal Remains: None Observed 
Possible Age: Traditional 
Possible Function: Agriculture 
Condition: Fair 
Description: 
Site 50-10-28-26853, Feature K is a large roughly circular mound.  It is situated on a gradually 
sloping hill (5-10º), and is located c. 2 meters south of Feature J.  The feature is a large roughly 
circular mound, incorporating a small bedrock outcrop on the mounds south-east section.  The 
mound is loosely stacked with medium to large boulders and cobbles.  There is 1-3 courses 
present, but hard to see due to tumble.  The mound measures 3.4 meters north-south and 3.2 
meters south-east.  It has a height of 1 meter.  There is no soil within mound.  The condition of 
this structure is fair.  No surface cultural material was observed on or around the feature.  
Feature K probably served as a traditional agricultural clearance mound. 
 
Feature: L    
Feature Type:  Stone Mound  
Artifacts: None Observed 
Midden: None Observed 
Skeletal Remains: None Observed 
Possible Age: Traditional 
Possible Function: Agriculture 
Condition: Poor 
Description: 
Site 50-10-28-26853, Feature L is a small irregular mound.  It is situated on flat bedrock on a 
gradually sloping hill (5-10º).  Feature L is located 4 meters northeast of Feature K.  Feature is 
constructed of loosely piled small boulders and cobbles.  It measures 1 meter (north to south) by 
1 meter (east to west) and is roughly 0.30 meters in height.  Some of its boulders are set on edge.  
No surface cultural material was observed at or near the feature.  The condition of the structure 
is poor.  Feature L is likely to be a traditional clearance mound. 
 
Feature: M    
Feature Type: Modified Outcrop   
Artifacts: None Observed 
Midden: None Observed 
Skeletal Remains: None Observed 
Possible Age: Traditional 
Possible Function: Agriculture 
Condition: Fair 
Description: 
Site 50-10-28-26853, Feature M is a modified outcrop.  It is located 10 meters east of Feature F on 
a gentle (5-15º) slope with level areas down slope to the west.  The pāhoehoe outcrop is hardly 
exposed and is roughly linear and oriented north to south.  The feature runs along the entire 
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length of exposed bedrock.  The modification is constructed of subangular boulders and cobbles 
loosely piled.  Facing west there are considerable cobbles, probably tumble.  The outcrop 
measures approximately 5 meters length by 1.8 meters width.  The feature covers the majority 
of the outcrop, giving it the same dimensions.  The height from ground surface on west side is 
0.30 meters.  No cultural material was observed on the surface.  The structure is in fair 
condition.  Feature M appears to be a traditional agricultural clearance mound.  
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SIHP Number: 50-10-28-26854     
Field Number: T-010 
Site Type: Complex     
Possible Age: Traditional 
Possible Function: Habitation/Agriculture 
Condition: Poor to Fair 
Description: 
Site 50-10-28-26854 consists of a very rough stone edged terrace and a few associated features.  
It is located toward the western boundary of the project area between the agricultural Sites of 
50-10-28-26853 (to the southwest) and 50-10-28-26855 (to the northwest).  The site is bounded to 
the east by the bulldozed fire break.  The surrounding terrain consists of roughly level soil.  
Vegetation includes occasional kiawe trees, alahe‘e trees and scattered koa haole with an 
understory of chest high California grass. 
 
The most obvious feature within the site area is a very rough, rectangular stone edged and earth 
filled terrace (Feature A).  The feature is badly disturbed.  To the west of the platform are three 
very rough modified outcrops (Features B, C, and D).  No surface cultural material was noted at 
this site. 
 
The Feature A terrace, though badly disturbed, may originally have served as a traditional 
structural foundation possibly for a residential dwelling.  The three very rough modified 
outcrops probably represent agricultural clearance piles. 
 
Feature: A    
Feature Type: Terrace   
Artifacts: None Observed 
Midden: None Observed 
Skeletal Remains: None Observed 
Possible Age: Traditional 
Possible Function: Habitation 
Condition: Poor 
Description: 
Site 50-10-28-26854, Feature A is a roughly rectangular stone lined and earth filled terrace.  
Feature A is located c. 1.8m northeast from Feature B.  It is built on a level area of soil.  The 
walls of the terrace are constructed of small to large sub-angular basalt cobbles and small sub-
angular basalt boulders loosely piled.  The walls are faced to the west, south, and east.  The 
walls are all heavily disturbed, especially along the eastern wall and portions of the southern 
wall.  The terrace is earth filled and level with some small areas of exposed outcrop.  The terrace 
measures c. 5.8m in length (north to south) by 5.6m wide (east to west) and has a wall height 
ranging from c. 0.10m to 0.50m and an average wall thickness of c. 0.80-1.0m.  At the southwest 
corner there is a low, roughly rectangular stone-lined pavement.  The west and south edges are 
formed by the terrace’s west and south facing walls and the north and east edges of the 
pavement are constructed of small sub-angular basalt boulders loosely stacked 1-2 courses in 
height.  The interior is paved with small to large sub-angular basalt cobbles and pebbles.  The 
top surface of the pavement is level.  The pavement measures c. 0.90m in length (north to south) 
by 0.80m in width (east to west) and is c. 0.37m in height.  No surface cultural material was 
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present at this feature.  Feature A is in poor condition and appears to be traditional in age.  The 
structure may represent the foundation of a habitation structure and the small pavement 
appears to possibly be an internal feature such as a storage area, or possibly even a small altar.  
Similar small enclosed pavements have been found at habitation sites along the coast of 
Keahuolū.   
 
Feature: B    
Feature Type:  Modified Outcrop  
Artifacts: None Observed 
Midden: None Observed 
Skeletal Remains: None Observed 
Possible Age: Traditional 
Possible Function: Agriculture 
Condition: Fair 
Description: 
Site 50-10-28-26854, Feature B is a modified outcrop.  Feature B is located approximately 1.8 
meters southwest from Feature A.  The outcrop is roughly linear and low and extends 
southwest from the southwest corner of Feature A.  The modification consists of loosely piled 
small-large subangular basalt cobbles with small subangular basalt boulders on top.  There is no 
facing on this pile of stones.  The area of modification is located at the southwest and central 
portions of the outcrop.  The outcrop measures approximately 4.7 meters in length (northeast to 
southwest) by c. 2.3 meters in width (northwest to southeast).  The area of modification 
measures approximately 2.9 meters in length (northeast to southwest) by c. 1.4 meters in width 
(northwest to southeast) and is approximately 0.50 meters in height.  The boulders piled on top 
of cobbles are located along the south edge.  No surface cultural material was observed at this 
feature.  Feature B appears to be traditional in age and is in fair condition.  It is probably an 
agricultural clearing mound.   
 
Feature: C    
Feature Type: Modified Outcrop    
Artifacts: None Observed 
Midden: None Observed 
Skeletal Remains: None Observed 
Possible Age: Traditional 
Possible Function: Agriculture 
Condition: Poor 
Description: 
Site 50-10-28-26854, Feature C is a modified outcrop.  Feature C is located approximately 1.5 
meters from Feature B.  The outcrop is very low to the ground; the surrounding ground surface 
is gently (5-15º) sloping to the west.  The outcrop is roughly oval-shaped with the area of 
modification at its southern end.  The area of modification consists of loosely piled small to 
large subangular basalt cobbles and small subangular basalt boulders.  The area of modification 
measures approximately 2.50 in length (east to west) by c. 1.30 meters in width (north to south) 
and is c. 0.25 meters in height.  The outcrop itself measures approximately 3.10 meters in length  
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(east to west) by c. 1.80 meters in width (north to south).  No surface cultural material was 
observed at this feature.  Feature C appears to be traditional in age and is in poor condition.  
The structure probably served as an agricultural clearing mound.   
 
Feature: D    
Feature Type:  Modified Outcrop  
Artifacts: None Observed 
Midden: None Observed 
Skeletal Remains: None Observed 
Possible Age: Traditional 
Possible Function: Agriculture 
Condition: Poor 
Description: 
Site 50-10-28-26854, Feature D is a modified outcrop.  Feature D is located approximately 3.0 
meters south from Feature C.  The outcrop is roughly linear in shape (oriented northwest to 
southeast).  The area of modification is at the southwest corner of the outcrop.  The modification 
consists of loosely piled small-large subangular cobbles and small subangular boulders.  The 
pile does not cover the entire outcrop.  The outcrop measures approximately 5.9 meters in 
length (northwest to southeast) by c. 2.8 meters in width (northeast to southwest).  The area of 
modification measures approximately 3.2 meters (length) north-west/south-east x 1.0 meters 
(width) north-east/south-west and is approximately 0.30 meters in height.  No surface cultural 
material was observed at this feature.  The structure appears to be traditional in age and is in 
poor condition.  Feature D probably served as an agricultural clearance pile.   
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SIHP Number: 50-10-28-26855     
Field Number: T-011 
Site Type: Complex     
Possible Age: Traditional 
Possible Function: Agriculture 
Condition: Fair 
Description: 
Site 50-10-28-26855 is located toward the western edge of the project area.  It is bounded to the 
southeast by a very rough stone wall and to the northeast by the bulldozer cut fire road.  The 
site is bounded to the northwest by a roughly linear outcrop with some stone set along it.  The 
terrace is level to slightly sloping (5-15º) soil and bedrock outcrops.  Vegetation consists of an 
open thicket of koa haole trees with occasional alahe‘e trees, some low bushes and chest high 
California grass. 
 
In addition to the rough field wall (Feature A) running northeast to southwest along the 
southeastern boarder of the sites, the feature consists of modified outcrops (Features B, F, H, I) 
and stone mounds (Features C, D, E, and G).  The roughly linear bedrock outcrop (Feature A) 
that marks the northwestern edge of the site may or may not have been a traditional field 
boundary.  No surface cultural material was noted at the site.  The site tag is located at the west 
end of the Feature A wall.  The site appears to have been a traditional agricultural area with 
clearance piles resting within the cultural fields marked off by rough field walls.   
 
Feature: A    
Feature Type:  Wall  
Artifacts: None Observed 
Midden: None Observed 
Skeletal Remains: None Observed 
Possible Age: Traditional 
Possible Function: Agriculture 
Condition: Fair 
Description: 
Site 50-10-28-26855, Feature A is a serpentine shaped, stone wall.  Feature A is located c. 7.0m 
west from Site T-010 Feature A.  The wall is constructed along the edge of a pāhoehoe outcrop 
and utilizes the outcrop edge.  The wall is constructed of small to large sub-angular basalt 
cobbles and small to medium sub-angular basalt boulders loosely piled.  The wall runs roughly 
east to west.  The east portion of the wall is intermittent and heavily disturbed.  Near the central 
portion of the wall there appears to be a ‘mound-like’ pile of stones, but this pile is probably 
Feature A being tumbled and disturbed.  The west end of the wall appears to be the most intact.  
The wall measures c. 15.8m in length (east/west) by c. 1.0m wide by c. 0.30-0.50m in height.  
The down slope (south) side of the wall is c. 0.30 to 0.60m lower than the north side of the wall, 
suggesting that it acted to some extent as a terrace.  One waterworn basalt cobble is located at 
the east end of the wall.  Feature A appears to be traditional in age and is in fair to poor 
condition.  The feature may have functioned as a boundary wall/terrace separating planting 
areas.   
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Feature: B    
Feature Type:  Modified Outcrop  
Artifacts: None Observed 
Midden: None Observed 
Skeletal Remains: None Observed 
Possible Age: Traditional 
Possible Function: Agriculture 
Condition: Fair 
Description: 
Site 50-10-28-26855, Feature B is a modified outcrop located ca 5.0m west/southwest from 
Feature A.  Feature B may possibly be a continuation of Feature A’s west end, but there is a 
5.0m gap between the two features.  The outcrop is slightly raised and measures c. 4.3m in 
length (east/west) by 2.0m wide (north/south) and is 0.60m in height at the southern edge.  
North edge is level with ground surface.  The area of modification is located along the south 
edge of the outcrop and consists of small to large sub-angular basalt cobbles and small sub-
angular basalt boulders loosely piled, almost scattered.  The area of modification measures c. 
2.4m in length (east/west) by 1.80m wide (north/south).  No surface cultural material was 
observed at this feature.  Feature B appears to be traditional in age and is in poor condition.  If 
this was a continuation of Feature A, then this section of wall is extremely disturbed.  Even 
though this is almost in alignment with Feature A, it resembles more of an agriculture clearing 
pile more than a disturbed and tumbled wall segment.   
 
Feature: C    
Feature Type:  Stone Mound  
Artifacts: None Observed 
Midden: None Observed 
Skeletal Remains: None Observed 
Possible Age: Traditional 
Possible Function: Agriculture 
Condition: Fair 
Description: 
Site 50-10-28-26855, Feature C is an irregular shaped mound.  The feature is located on a gentle 
(5-10º) slope with level areas to the south.  Feature C is situated 1 meter south of Feature B.  The 
mound is irregular in shape, with a collapsed southeast corner.  It is situated on top of a 
bedrock outcrop, some of which is exposed beneath it.  The feature is constructed of boulders 
and cobbles that have been loosely stacked 1 to 2 courses high.  Its dimensions are c. 1.5 meters 
(north to south) by c. 2.8 meters (east to west).  The height from the ground on the south is c. 
0.60 meters.  No cultural material was observed on the surface.  The feature is in fair condition 
with most of the tumble on the south end.  This structure appears to be a traditional agricultural 
clearance mound.   
 
Feature: D    
Feature Type:  Stone Mound  
Artifacts: None Observed 
Midden: None Observed 
Skeletal Remains: None Observed 
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Possible Age: Traditional 
Possible Function: Agriculture 
Condition: Fair 
Description: 
Site 50-10-28-26855 Feature D is a roughly rectangular shaped stone mound.  Feature D is 
located 3.0 meters northwest from Feature C.  Feature D appears to be constructed on pāhoehoe 
bedrock covered with dry grass leaves.  The mound is edged on all sides.  Only the southwest 
edge is intact.  The other three edges are collapsed.  The edges are constructed of small 
subangular basalt boulders and is loosely stacked 1-3 courses in height.  The interior of the 
mound is collapsed and has an uneven surface of small subangular basalt boulders.  The mound 
measures 2.7 meters (length) north-west/south-east x 1.0 meters (width) north-east/south-west 
and is approximately 0.55 meters at maximum height.  Feature D appears to be traditional in 
age and is in fair condition.  Feature D appears to be an agricultural clearing mound.  No 
surface cultural material was present at this feature.   
 
Feature: E    
Feature Type:  Stone Mound  
Artifacts: None Observed 
Midden: None Observed 
Skeletal Remains: None Observed 
Possible Age: Traditional 
Possible Function: Agriculture 
Condition: Fair 
Description: 
Site 50-10-28-26855 Feature E is an irregular shaped mound.  The feature is located on a gently 
sloping hill (5-10º).  There are multiple areas of leveled soil surrounding the feature.  Multiple 
features surround Feature E, including Feature A, 8 meters south, Feature F, northeast 2 meters.  
The mound is irregular in shape.  There are no corners only loosely piled boulders and cobbles.  
There is some exposed bedrock in which the mound sits on.  The mound dimensions are 
north/south 2.2 x east/west 2.1.  The height on the north side of mound is 0.25 meters.  No 
surface cultural material was observed at the feature.  This structure is in fair condition.  Feature 
E is likely to have served as a traditional agricultural clearance mound.   
 
Feature: F    
Feature Type:  Modified Outcrop  
Artifacts: None Observed 
Midden: None Observed 
Skeletal Remains: None Observed 
Possible Age: Traditional 
Possible Function: Agriculture 
Condition: Fair 
Description: 
Site 50-10-28-26855, Feature F is a modified outcrop or “lava bubble” in which bedrock has 
uplifted and has formed a step angled pāhoehoe outcrop.  East of the outcrop is a leveled area of 
soil.  West of the outcrop is a gradually sloping hill (5-10º), where basalt boulders and cobbles 
have been loosely piled.  Feature E is 1 meter west of Feature F.  The modification on the 
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outcrop is loosely piled with boulders and cobbles.  The feature measures 5.95 meters long x 
2.54 meters wide from ground surface in the west.  The feature measures 0.70 meters high.  No 
cultural material on surface.  There is a deep puka (hole) east of feature.  It does not appear to be 
a cupboard.  Likely a traditional clearance mound functioning in agriculture.  Tumbled, but still 
in fair condition. 
 
Feature: G    
Feature Type:  Stone Mound  
Artifacts: None Observed 
Midden: None Observed 
Skeletal Remains: None Observed 
Possible Age: Traditional 
Possible Function: Agriculture 
Condition: Fair 
Description: 
Site 50-10-28-26855, Feature G is a roughly square shaped stone mound.  Feature G is located 
approximately 6.0 meters north/north-west from Feature F.  The mound is constructed on a 
level soil surface.  Feature G is constructed of small-large subangular basalt cobbles and small 
subangular basalt boulders loosely piled.  Feature G measures approximately 1.6 meters 
(length) north-east/south-west x 1.6 meters (width) north-west/south-east and is 0.35 meters in 
height.  A few scattered cobbles located along eastern edge.  Feature G appears to be traditional 
in age and is in poor condition.  It appears that this mound is an agricultural clearing mound.  
No surface cultural material is present at this feature. 
 
Feature: H    
Feature Type:  Modified Outcrop  
Artifacts: None Observed 
Midden: None Observed 
Skeletal Remains: None Observed 
Possible Age: Traditional 
Possible Function: Agriculture  
Condition: Fair 
Description: 
Site 50-10-28-26855, Feature H is a circular outcrop with modification.  A somewhat steep drop-
off of bedrock has formed a gradually sloping hill (5-10º).  Feature G is northeast approximately 
7 meters.  Feature F is visible to the east approximately 10 meters.  The modification consists of 
an area in the center of the outcrop where boulders and cobbles have been loosely stacked 1 
course high and 2 in the east corner.  The modification measures 2 meters length x 1.8 meters 
width.  From ground level in the leveled soil area to the west, the feature height is 0.75 meters.  
Feature is in fair condition, some tumble to the west.  No cultural material observed on surface.  
Likely a traditional clearance mound functioning in agriculture.  Rocks likely came from the 
western area of cleared level soil. 
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Feature: I    
Feature Type:  Modified Outcrop  
Artifacts: None Observed 
Midden: None Observed 
Skeletal Remains: None Observed 
Possible Age: Traditional 
Possible Function: Agriculture 
Condition: Poor 
Description: 
Site 50-10-28-26855, Feature I is a modified outcrop.  Feature I is located approximately 1.0 
meters north from Feature G.  The outcrop is irregular in shape and has a nice linear raised edge 
(0.25 high) oriented roughly east/west near the eastern end of the outcrop.  The areas of 
modification are located along the north, east and west edges of the outcrop.  The modifications 
consist of small-large subangular basalt cobbles and small subangular basalt boulders loosely 
piled.  The modification along the north edge measures approximately 3.3 meters (length) 
east/west x 1.1 meters (width) north/south and is 0.30 meters in height.  The modification 
along the east edge measures approximately 3.0 meters (length) north/south x 1.2 meters 
(width) east/west and is approximately 0.45 meters in height.  The modification along the west 
edge measures approximately 2.60 meters (length) east/west x 1.40 meters (width) north/side 
and is approximately 0.65 in height.  The outcrop appears to be level and contain a soil deposit.  
The outcrop measures approximately 12.8 meters (length) east/west x 5.0 meters (width) 
north/south.  Feature G is located on this level soil deposit.  No surface cultural material was 
observed at this feature.  Feature I appears to be traditional in age and is in poor condition.  
Feature I appears to be agricultural clearing piles of stones.   
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SIHP Number: 50-10-28- 26856     
Field Number: T-012 
Site Type: Complex     
Possible Age: Traditional 
Possible Function: Agriculture 
Condition: Poor to Fair 
Description: 
Site 50-10-28- 26856 consists of a scatter of stone mounds and modified outcrop in an area of 
relatively level to slightly sloping (5-15º) soil.  The site is bounded to the southeast by the 
modified outcrop that is Site T-011.  Feature I, to the northwest by the bulldozed fire break, to 
the southwest by project area boundary and to the northwest by the edge of the pāhoehoe lava 
flow that appears to mark the furthest extent of the formerly cultivated area.  The general 
terrain is a mix of soil and bedrock outcrop.  Surrounding vegetation consists of scattered kiawe 
trees shading on relatively open thicket of koa haole with an underlay of California grass. 
 
The site consists of 8 stone mounds (Feature C, D, E, G, I, J, L, and M) and 5 modified outcrops.  
(Features A, B, F, H, and K).  All of these features appear to be of traditional construction and 
probably represent agricultural clearance piles.  Some of these structures are relatively 
substantial and the surrounding soil is relatively stone free.  No surface cultural material was 
noted at this site.   
 
The outer edge of the pāhoehoe flow which marks the northwestern boundary of the site is 
somewhat broken up and covered by loose stones.  Some of the rubble may consist of stones 
cleared from the adjacent soil areas. 
 
Feature: A    
Feature Type: Modified Outcrop   
Artifacts: None Observed 
Midden: None Observed 
Skeletal Remains: None Observed 
Possible Age: Traditional 
Possible Function: Agriculture 
Condition: Fair 
Description: 
Site 50-10-28- 26856,Feature A is a modified outcrop running approximately east/west with 
various modifications at the western end.  The feature is situated on a gently sloping hill (5-10º) 
where there are numerous level areas to the south and west.  Feature B is west approximately 3 
meters and visible from Feature A.  T-012 is 10 meters south of Feature A.  Modification within 
the outcrop are centralized at the western end and include irregular shaped boulder and cobble 
piles, loosely piled with no courses present.  The area of modification measures 3.8 meters 
north/south and 4.7 meters east/west.  The height from ground surface is 0.65 including the 
bedrock outcrop.  No cultural material on surface.  Feature is fair condition, some tumble 
throughout.  Likely a traditional clearance mound functioning in agriculture. 
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Feature: B     
Feature Type: Modified Outcrop   
Artifacts: None Observed 
Midden: None Observed 
Skeletal Remains: None Observed 
Possible Age: Traditional 
Possible Function: Agriculture 
Condition: Fair 
Description: 
Site 50-10-28- 26856, Feature B is a modified outcrop.  Feature B is located approximately 3.0 
meters west/south-west from Feature A.  The outcrop is roughly triangular in shape and has 
modifications at the southeast and southwest corners and somewhat along the entire south 
edge.  The north edge also has modifications.  The modifications consist of small-large 
subangular basalt cobbles and small subangular basalt boulders loosely piled on the outcrop.  
There may be some areas of loose stacking at the west and east edges 2 courses high but 
appears to be more piled.  The modifications do not cover the central portion of the outcrop and 
some portions along the north edge.  The southern edge of modification measures 
approximately 5.7 meters (length) east/west x 2.5 meters (width) north/south and has a 
maximum height of 0.80 meters.  The northern edge of modification measures 2.40 meters 
(length) north/south x 2.25 meters (width) east/west and has a maximum height of 0.55 meters.  
The outcrop measures approximately 5.7 meters (length) east/west x 5.0 meters (width) 
north/south.  Feature B appears to be traditional in age and is in fair condition.  Feature B 
appears to be agriculture clearing piles of stone.  No surface cultural material was observed at 
this feature. 
 
Feature: C    
Feature Type: Stone Mound   
Artifacts: None Observed 
Midden: None Observed 
Skeletal Remains: None Observed 
Possible Age: Traditional 
Possible Function: Agriculture 
Condition: Poor 
Description: 
Site 50-10-28- 26856 Feature C is a roughly rectangular mound. The feature is situated on a 
gently sloping hill (5-10º). There are level surfaces free of rock to the south, west and north of 
the feature.  East of the feature there is a gently sloped bedrock outcrop.  Feature B is 2.5 meters 
south.  The mound is rectangular with corners still intact in the south and west.  The mound is 
constructed of boulders and cobbles loosely stacked 2 courses high.  The mound measures 1.4 
north/south and 2.1 east/west.  The height from ground surface is 0.70 meters from ground 
level west of feature.  Feature is in poor condition with major tumble or possible collapse.  No 
cultural material on surface.  Likely a traditional clearance mound functioning in agriculture.   
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Feature: D    
Feature Type: Stone Mound   
Artifacts: None Observed 
Midden: None Observed 
Skeletal Remains: None Observed 
Possible Age: Traditional 
Possible Function: Agriculture 
Condition: Fair 
Description: 
Site 50-10-28- 26856, Feature D is an irregular shaped mound.  It is situated on a gently sloping 
hill on a relatively flat area, free of stones.  The area has numerous low lying bedrock pāhoehoe 
slabs exposed on the surface.  Feature E is immediately west.  The mound is irregular in shape 
possibly collapsed.  The feature is built on a low section of exposed pāhoehoe bedrock.  It is 
visible on the north section of the mound.  The mound is constructed of small boulders and 
medium cobbles loosely piled.  It measures north/south 1 meter x east/west 1.2 meters and has 
a height of 0.30 meters from ground level.  Feature is in fair condition with some tumble makai 
(south).  No cultural material on surface.  Likely a traditional clearance mound functioning in 
agriculture.  
 
Feature: E    
Feature Type:  Stone Mound  
Artifacts: None Observed 
Midden: None Observed 
Skeletal Remains: None Observed 
Possible Age: Traditional 
Possible Function: Agriculture 
Condition: Fair 
Description: 
Site 50-10-28- 26856, Feature E is a roughly rectangular low stone mound.  Feature E is located 
approximately 1.0 meter northwest from Feature D.  Feature E is constructed on a level ground 
surface of soil.  The mound is constructed of small-large subangular basalt cobbles and small 
subangular basalt boulders loosely piled.  The mound is slightly collapsed at the north and east 
edges.  Boulders are concentrated more toward the north and east edges; cobbles concentrated 
at center and south edge.  Feature E appears to be traditional in age and is in fair condition.  
Feature E appears to be an agricultural clearing mound or a planting mound.  No surface 
cultural material was observed at this feature.  Feature E measures approximately 3.5 meters 
(length) east/west x 2.0 meters (width) north/south and is approximately 0.5 meters in height. 
 
Feature: F     
Feature Type: Modified Outcrop   
Artifacts: None Observed 
Midden: None Observed 
Skeletal Remains: None Observed 
Possible Age: Traditional 
Possible Function: Agriculture 
Condition: Fair 
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Description: 
Site 50-10-28- 26856 Feature F is a roughly linear low stone mound.  Feature F is located 
approximately 4.0 meters west from Feature E.  Feature F is constructed on the western edge of 
a very low pāhoehoe outcrop.  The mound is constructed of small-large subangular basalt cobbles 
and small subangular basalt boulders loosely piled.  Several scattered boulders are located to 
the west of the mound (main concentration of stones).  Feature F measures approximately 2.0 
meters (length) north/south x 1.6 meters (width) east/west and is 0.30 meters in height.  
Feature F appears to be traditional in age and is in poor condition.  Feature F appears to be an 
agricultural clearing mound.  No surface cultural material was observed at this feature. 
 
Feature: G    
Feature Type: Stone Mound   
Artifacts: None Observed 
Midden: None Observed 
Skeletal Remains: None Observed 
Possible Age: Traditional 
Possible Function: Agriculture 
Condition: Poor 
Description: 
Site 50-10-28- 26856, Feature G is an irregular shaped mound.  It is situated on a gently sloping 
hillside (5-10º) on a relatively flat area.  There are numerous low lying areas cleared of rocks 
south, east and west.  Feature F is approximately 5 meters north/east from Feature G.  The 
mound is irregular in shape due to considerable tumble on the southeast part of the feature.  
Bedrock pāhoehoe is located immediately northeast of feature and has some small boulders 
loosely piled on it.  The rest of the feature is tumbled, most of which are medium sized cobbles 
and small boulders.  It measures 1.8 meters north/south x 2.2 meters east/west and has a height 
of 0.25 meters.  Feature is in poor condition. No cultural material on surface.  Likely a 
traditional clearance mound functioning in agriculture. 
 
Feature: H    
Feature Type:  Modified Outcrop  
Artifacts: None Observed 
Midden: None Observed 
Skeletal Remains: None Observed 
Possible Age: Traditional 
Possible Function: Agriculture 
Condition: Fair 
Description: 
Site 50-10-28- 26856, Feature H is a modified outcrop.  Feature H is located immediately north of 
Feature G.  The outcrop is modified along its north, south and east edges.  The north edge 
consists of two low stone piles constructed of loosely piled small to large subangular basalt 
cobbles and small subangular basalt boulders.  The pile on the western portion of this north 
edge is roughly linear in shape and appears to have a northern edge extending west out from 
the outcrop.  This pile measures approximately c. 2.0 meters in length (east to west) by c. 1.5 
meters in width (north to south) and is approximately 0.35 meters in height.  The pile on the 
eastern portion of this north edge is roughly rectangular and also has a constructed north edge 
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to it.  This pile is more formal than the others.  It is constructed of small to large subangular 
basalt cobbles and small subangular basalt boulders loosely stacked 2 courses high.  This pile 
measures approximately 1.5 meters in length (east to west) by c. 0.9 meters in width (north to 
south) and is approximately 0.3 meters in height.  The pile of stones at the east edge is 
constructed of loosely piled small to large subangular basalt cobbles and small subangular 
basalt boulders.  This pile measures approximately 0.90 meters in length (northeast to 
southwest) by c. 0.70 meters in width (northwest to southeast) and is approximately 0.30 meters 
in height.  The pile of stones at the southern edge of the outcrop appears to be collapsed.  It is 
constructed of loosely piled small to large subangular basalt cobbles and small subangular 
basalt boulders.  This pile measures approximately 1.30 meters in length (northwest to 
southeast) by c. 0.80 meters in width (northeast to southwest) and is approximately 0.30 meters 
in height.  The entire outcrop measures approximately 7.9 meters in length (north to south) by c. 
3.2 meters in width (east to west) and is approximately 0.50 meters in height.  The central 
portions of the outcrop are not modified by any stone pilings and are bare of stones.  No surface 
cultural material was observed at this feature.  Feature H appears to be traditional in age and is 
in poor to fair condition.  Feature H appears to represent a cluster of clearing mounds placed 
atop a natural bedrock outcrop.   
 
Feature: I    
Feature Type:  Stone Mound  
Artifacts: None Observed 
Midden: None Observed 
Skeletal Remains: None Observed 
Possible Age: Traditional 
Possible Function: Agriculture 
Condition: Poor 
Description: 
Site 50-10-28- 26856, Feature I is an irregular shaped mount.  It is situated on a gently sloped hill 
(5-10º) on an approximate north-south running bedrock outcrop.  Feature H is approximately 2 
meters south.  The mound is irregular in shape and fairly spread out and scattered to the west.  
Atop the outcrop there is some intact internal structure of the mound constructed from loosely 
piled medium boulders and small cobbles.  This structure is observed on the south also but less 
distinct.  It measures (including tumble) north/south 3.9 meters x east/west 4.0 meters and has 
a height of 0.70 meters.  Feature is poor considering almost complete collapse.  No cultural 
material.  Likely a traditional clearance mound functioning in agriculture.   
 
Feature: J    
Feature Type:  Stone Mound  
Artifacts: None Observed 
Midden: None Observed 
Skeletal Remains: None Observed 
Possible Age: Traditional 
Possible Function: Agriculture 
Condition: Poor 
Description: 
Site 50-10-28- 26856, Feature J is a roughly rectangular mound situated atop an east-west 
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running low lying section pāhoehoe bedrock.  The feature sits on the west end of the bedrock 
approximately 4 meters south/east is Feature I.  Feature is situated west of a large bedrock 
outcrop where Feature K is located.  Feature is situated on a gently sloping hill (5-10º).  The 
mound is constructed of loosely piled small boulders, cobbles and some pebbles.  There is a 
rough corner in the southeast of feature.  Feature is in poor condition due to tumble to the 
south/west.  May have been filled but uncertain.  No cultural material.  Likely a traditional 
clearance mound functioning in agriculture. 
 
Feature: K    
Feature Type:  Modified Outcrop  
Artifacts: None Observed 
Midden: None Observed 
Skeletal Remains: None Observed 
Possible Age: Traditional 
Possible Function: Agriculture 
Condition: Poor 
Description: 
Site 50-10-28- 26856, Feature K is a modified outcrop, which includes two components, a rough 
mound and an area of roughly piled boulders along the outcrop.  Feature is situated on an 
east/west running pāhoehoe bedrock outcrop, on a gentle sloping hill (5-10º).  Feature J is 
southwest approximately 2 meters.  The overall measurement of the outcrop and its features is 
east/west 6.3 x north/south 4.6 and has a base height (on the west end) of 1.1 meters.  The 
rough mound on the east end is constructed of loosely piled medium sized boulders and small 
cobbles.  It sits atop the bedrock outcrop on a fairly level section of pāhoehoe.  The area of 
roughly piled and stacked boulders, cobbles, and pebbles follows the outcrop north/west - 
south/east contour.  At most, there are 2 courses at the south/east end.  At the north/west there 
is less stacking and more tumble consisting of cobbles and pebbles.  Condition is poor.  Major 
tumble on the south/east end.  No cultural material.  Likely a traditional clearance mound on 
an outcrop functioning in agriculture.  Could be more elaborate clearance mound given the 
roughly piled and stacked boulders along the outcrop. 
 
Feature: L    
Feature Type:  Stone Mound  
Artifacts: None Observed 
Midden: None Observed 
Skeletal Remains: None Observed 
Possible Age: Traditional 
Possible Function: Agriculture 
Condition: Fair 
Description: 
Site 50-10-28- 26856, Feature L is a roughly rectangular mound.  It is situated on a gentle (5º) 
slope in an area free of stones.  Feature L is approximately 4 meters north of Feature K.  This 
mound does not appear to be placed on bedrock outcrop or ridge of any sort.  It is on a slightly 
unlevel surface, but no bedrock observed. 
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The mound is constructed of large boulders, medium cobbles and some pebbles within the 
mound (which may be fill).  There are remnant corners in the northwest and southwest.  
Structurally it is roughly rectangular with the large edged boulders forming corners.  Feature is 
in fair condition with moderate tumble throughout.  No cultural material on surface.  Likely a 
traditional clearance mound functioning in agriculture. 
 
Feature: M     
Feature Type:  Stone Mound  
Artifacts: None Observed 
Midden: None Observed 
Skeletal Remains: None Observed 
Possible Age: Traditional 
Possible Function: Agriculture 
Condition: Fair 
Description: 
Site 50-10-28- 26856, Feature M is an irregular shaped mound. It is situated on a very low 
north/east - south/west running flat pāhoehoe section of bedrock.  Feature L is approximately 4 
meters east.  Feature M is the north boundary of site cluster.  North of feature more bedrock 
appears showing a more recent lava flow.  Along the northern boundary possible modifications 
continue but no areas are as neatly piled or identified.  Feature M has a simple structure of 
loosely piled (or thrown) boulders and cobbles atop bedrock.  It is north/south 1.1 meters x 
east/west 1 meter and has a height of 0.40 meters from bedrock.  It is in fair condition.  No 
cultural material on surface.  Likely a traditional clearance mound functioning in agriculture. 
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SIHP Number: 50-10-28-26857     
Field Number: T-013 
Site Type: Complex     
Possible Age: Traditional 
Possible Function: Habitation 
Condition: Fair to Good 
Description: 
Site 50-10-28-26857 consists of a very rough, somewhat rectangular terrace and an associated 
low stone wall.  The site is located at the far western boundary of the project area, west of the 
complex of stone mounds and modified outcrops that form Site 50-10-28-26856.  All but the 
eastern most end of the wall and edge of the terrace lie west and outside the survey area.  The 
site is also only c. 8m south of the edge of the slightly younger pāhoehoe flow that appears to 
mark the north edge of the main area of features, as well as the area of former cultivation.  The 
two structures are situated on slightly (approximate 5-20º) sloping terrain formed by a mix of 
soil and bedrock outcrops.  The surrounding vegetation consists of occasional alahe‘e trees in an 
open thicket of koa haole with a ground cover of chest high California grass. 
 
The site itself is composed of a very rough stone faced and soil filled terrace built atop a 
bedrock outcrop (Feature A) and a low badly disturbed roughly east to west running wall 
(Feature B) located approximately 2 meters north of the terrace.  The only surface cultural 
material noted at the site was a waterworn basalt pebble found resting atop the Feature B wall.  
Located south of the terrace is a somewhat similar stone faced terrace that rests completely 
outside the project area and was therefore not recorded.  Other structural features are visible in 
the tall grass to the south and west.  The site tag located in the northern corner of Feature A. 
 
The terrace through substantial in its size and construction encompasses only a relatively small 
surface area (approximately 1.8 x 2.3 meters).  This area seems small to have served as a house 
foundation but in most other ways the terrace resembles similar possible traditional structural 
foundation terraces recorded in the project area.  The somewhat short (approximate 5.7 meters) 
stretch of wall located to the north of the terrace may have served as a portion of a field wall 
that would extend intermittently to the west and outside the project area. 
 
Feature: A    
Feature Type: Terrace  
Artifacts: None Observed 
Midden: None Observed 
Skeletal Remains: None Observed 
Possible Age: Traditional 
Possible Function: Habitation 
Condition: Good 
Description: 
Site 50-10-28-26857, Feature A is a roughly rectangular stone faced and earth filed terrace (see 
Figure).  Feature A is located approximately 8.0 meters west of Site T-012 Feature F.  The west 
face of the terrace is constructed on pāhoehoe outcrop and is constructed of small-large 
subangular basalt cobbles and small-medium subangular basalt boulders loosely piled and 
stacked 1-3 courses high.  This west face is collapsed.  The west face measures approximately 2.7 
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meters (length) north/south x 1.8 meters (width) east west.  The north face is also constructed 
on pāhoehoe outcrop and is constructed of small-large subangular basalt cobbles and small 
subangular basalt boulders loosely piled and stacked 1-3 courses high.  The north face measures 
approximately 5.0 metes (length) east/west x 2.0 meters (width) north/south.  The terrace’s 
southern edge consists of bare pāhoehoe outcrop.  This section of outcrop is also the same 
outcrop, which the west facing is constructed on.  This section of outcrop measures 
approximately 2.6 meters (length) north/south x 2.0 meters (width) east/west.  The terrace is 
backed to the east by a low stone wall constructed on pāhoehoe outcrop.  This wall is constructed 
of small-large subangular basalt cobbles and small-medium subangular basalt boulders loosely 
piled.  This wall is tumbled.  The east face measures approximately 6.0 meters (length) 
north/south x 0.9 meters (width) east/west.  The terrace's interior is earth-filled and level.  The 
interior surface ranges from 0.20 - 0.40 meters lower than the interior wall facings.  The interior 
of the terrace measures approximately 2.3 meters (length) east/west x 1.8 meters (width) 
north/south.  Located on the surface of the west wall is a stone-lined roughly circular 
depression.  The depression measures approximately 0.25 centimeters in circumferences x 0.43 
in depth.  This depression may be a cupboard or storage area.  Exterior wall heights measure 
approximately 1.10 meters at the west wall from the ground surface, approximately 0.80 meters 
at the north wall from ground surface, and 0.30 meters at the east wall.  Located at the 
northwest corner of the terrace is a low, possible wall segment extending west off the pāhoehoe 
outcrop.  The wall segment appears to have a break in it and is unclear whether it continues to 
extend west.  The wall segment measures approximately 3.30 meters (length) east/west x 1.10 
meters (width) north/south and is approximately 0.50 meters in maximum height.  Feature A 
appears to be traditional in age and is in good condition.  It appears that Feature A may have 
functioned as a house foundation.  Feature A resembles some of the other larger terraces and 
enclosures, which we feel are also house foundations.  The site tag is located in northern corner 
of Feature A. 
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Site 50-10-28-26857, Feature A terrace (View West).
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Feature: B    
Feature Type:  Wall  
Artifacts: None Observed 
Midden: None Observed 
Skeletal Remains: None Observed 
Possible Age: Traditional 
Possible Function: Agriculture 
Condition: Fair 
Description: 
Site 50-10-28-26857, Feature B is a low, linear stone wall.  Feature B is located approximately 1.5 
meters north from Feature A.  The wall extends west off of a pāhoehoe outcrop.  It is constructed 
of loosely piled small to large subangular basalt cobbles and small subangular basalt boulders.  
The west end of the wall is intermittent.  The wall measures approximately 5.7 meters in length 
(east to west) by c. 0.9 to 1.0 meters in width and is approximately 0.20 meters to 0.40 meters in 
height.  The wall is heavily disturbed and tumbled throughout.  One large waterworn basalt 
pebble is located on the surface of the wall approximately 2.3 meters from its east end.  No 
modifications or battering are visible on the waterworn pebble.  The ground surface 
immediately to the north of Feature B is approximately 0.30 lower than the ground surface 
between Feature A and Feature B.  Feature B appears to be traditional in age and is in fair 
condition.  It may have functioned as an agricultural boundary wall.  
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SIHP Number: 50-10-28-26858     
Field Number: T-014 
Site Type: Complex     
Possible Age: Traditional 
Possible Function: Agriculture 
Condition: Poor to Fair 
Description: 
Site 50-10-28-26858 consists of a scatter of stone mounds and modified outcrops located on a 5 
to 20º slope of mixed soil and bedrock outcrops.  The site is bounded to the west by the Site 50-
10-28-26852, Feature A wall to the east by the project area boundary, to the south by the 
bulldozed fire break and to the north by the Site 50-10-28-26859, Feature A wall.  The vegetation 
in the area is composed of occasional kiawe trees, open thicket of koa haole, occasional alahe‘e 
bushes and chest high California grass. 
 
The site area contains 10 stones mounds (Features C, D, E, F, J. O, Q, R, T and X) and 14 
modified outcrops (Features A, B, G, H, I, K, L, M, N, P, S, U, V and W).  No surface cultural 
material was observed at the site.  The site tag located at Feature A.  The site is most probably a 
traditional planting area, the mounds and platforms representing clearance piles.  The large 
number of clearance piles is probably due to the amount of bedrock outcrops and lava rock to 
be found on the slope.   
 
Feature: A    
Feature Type:  Modified Outcrop  
Artifacts: None Observed 
Midden: None Observed 
Skeletal Remains: None Observed 
Possible Age: Traditional 
Possible Function: Agriculture  
Condition: Poor 
Description: 
Site 50-10-28-26858, Feature A is a modified outcrop.  It consists of three clusters of small-
medium subangular boulders piled on top of areas of exposed bedrock.  The surrounding 
terrain is gently sloping to the west (5-15º).  One cluster measures approximately 2.60 meters 
(length) north/south x 2.40 meters (width) east/west and is approximately 0.80 meters in 
height.  The second cluster measures approximately 1.65 meters (length) north/south x 1.35 
meters (width) east/west and is approximately 0.75 in height.  The third cluster measures 
approximately 2.40 meters (length) north/south x 1.50 meters (width) east/west and is 
approximately 0.55 meters in height.  Feature A appears to be traditional in age and is in poor 
condition.  Feature A appears to be agricultural clearing piles.  No surface cultural material was 
observed at this feature.  Site tag located at west end of feature. 
 
Feature: B     
Feature Type: Modified Outcrop   
Artifacts: None Observed 
Midden: None Observed 
Skeletal Remains: None Observed 
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Possible Age: Traditional 
Possible Function: Agriculture 
Condition: Fair 
Description: 
Site 50-10-28-26858, Feature B is a modified outcrop running approximate northeast/southwest.  
Modifications are throughout the outcrop, including a rock segment at the south-west end 
(shooting off to the south) and a clustering of boulders at the southwest extreme end.  The rock 
segment measures 3.9 meters length x 1.15 meters width and has a height of .35 meters.  It is 
constructed of medium boulders.  There are other modifications through feature which follow 
the contour of the outcrop but are centralized on the south-west end.  They are various loosely 
piled boulder clusters 2.9 meters length x 1.7 meters width.  Height is .35 meters.  Likely 
traditional clearance piles functioning in agriculture. 
 
Feature: C    
Feature Type:  Stone Mound  
Artifacts: None Observed 
Midden: None Observed 
Skeletal Remains: None Observed 
Possible Age: Traditional 
Possible Function: Agriculture 
Condition: Fair 
Description: 
Site 50-10-28-26858, Feature C is a low, roughly linear stone mound.  The mound is constructed 
on pāhoehoe outcrop and covers the entire outcrop.  Feature C is constructed of small-large 
subangular basalt cobbles and small subangular basalt boulders loosely piled.  Feature C 
measures approximately 3.20 (length) north/south x 1.50 meters (width) east/west and is 
approximately 0.80 meters in height.  Feature C measures approximately 3.20 (length) 
north/south x 1.50 meters (width) east/west and is approximately 0.80 meters in height.  
Feature C appears to be traditional in age and is in fair condition.  The mound is collapsed at 
the south end.  Feature C appears to be an agricultural clearing mound.  No surface cultural 
material was observed at this feature. 
 
Feature: D    
Feature Type:  Stone Mound  
Artifacts: None Observed 
Midden: None Observed 
Skeletal Remains: None Observed 
Possible Age: Traditional 
Possible Function: Agriculture 
Condition: Poor 
Description: 
Site 50-10-28-26858, Feature D is a collapsed stone mound.  The mound is constructed on the 
west and south edges of a low pāhoehoe outcrop.  Feature D is constructed of small-large 
subangular basalt cobbles and small subangular basalt boulders loosely piled.  Feature D 
measures approximately 2.20 meters (length) north/south x 2.0 meters (width) east/west and is 
approximately 0.30 meters in height.  Feature D appears to be traditional in age and is in poor 
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condition.  Feature D appears to be an agricultural clearing mound.  No surface cultural 
material was observed at this feature. 
 
Feature: E    
Feature Type: Stone Mound   
Artifacts: None Observed 
Midden: None Observed 
Skeletal Remains: None Observed 
Possible Age: Traditional 
Possible Function: Agriculture 
Condition: Fair 
Description: 
Site 50-10-28-26858, Feature E is a small rectangular mound situated on an outcrop of pāhoehoe 
bedrock.  It measures 2 meters north/south x 1.7 meters east/west and has height of .80 
centimeters including bedrock (without bedrock 0.34 meters).  It is constructed of medium to 
large subangular boulders and cobbles.  Some tumble is present to the south below outcrop.  
The site is in fair condition.  No surface cultural material was observed at this feature.  Figure E 
is probably a traditional clearance mound.   
 
Feature: F    
Feature Type:  Stone Mound  
Artifacts: None Observed 
Midden: None Observed 
Skeletal Remains: None Observed 
Possible Age: Traditional 
Possible Function: Agriculture 
Condition: Poor 
Description: 
Site 50-10-28-26858, Feature F is a roughly circular stone mound.  The mound is constructed on 
a low, pāhoehoe outcrop and covers the entire outcrop.  Feature F is constructed of small-large 
subangular basalt cobbles and small-medium subangular basalt boulders loosely piled.  The 
mound is slightly tumbled on all sides.  The mound measures approximately 3.10 meters 
(length) north/south x 2.90 meters (width) east/west and is approximately 0.90 meters in height 
from the ground surface.  No surface cultural material was observed at this feature.  Feature F 
appears to be traditional in age and is in poor condition.  It appears that Feature F is an 
agricultural clearing mound.   
 
Feature: G    
Feature Type:  Modified Outcrop  
Artifacts: None Observed 
Midden: None Observed 
Skeletal Remains: None Observed 
Possible Age: Traditional 
Possible Function: Agriculture 
Condition: Poor 
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Description: 
Site 50-10-28-26858, Feature G is a modified outcrop running approximately north-south.  
Modifications run throughout outcrop and are all connected giving them identical structure 
comprising of loosely piled subangular boulders and cobbles following the natural contour line.  
The modification measures c. 6.8 meters by c. 4.4 meters and has a maximum height of c. 0.65 
meters.  The feature is in poor condition.  It is likely traditional agricultural clearance pile.   
 
Feature: H    
Feature Type:  Modified Outcrop  
Artifacts: None Observed 
Midden: None Observed 
Skeletal Remains: None Observed 
Possible Age: Traditional 
Possible Function: Agriculture 
Condition: Fair 
Description: 
Site 50-10-28-26858, Feature H is a modified outcrop.  Feature H consists of small-large 
subangular basalt cobbles and small subangular basalt boulders loosely piled along the west 
side of a pāhoehoe outcrop.  The pile of stones does not exceed the edge of outcrop and form a 
rough facing constructed of outcrop and stones.  Feature H measures approximately 2.70 meters 
(length) north/south x 1.90 meters (width) east/west and has maximum height of 0.80 meters.  
The ground surface immediately to the east is soil and is roughly level with the pile’s east edge.  
This level area of soil measures approximately 1.80 meters (length) north/south x 1.20 meters 
(width) east/west.  Boulders are concentrated along the pile’s west edge.  It appears that 
Feature H may be a small terrace wall of some sort that is among an area concentrated with 
agricultural clearing mounds and piles.  Feature H appears to be traditional in age and is in fair 
condition.  No surface cultural material was observed at this feature. 
 
Feature: I    
Feature Type: Modified Outcrop   
Artifacts: None Observed 
Midden: None Observed 
Skeletal Remains: None Observed 
Possible Age: Traditional 
Possible Function: Agriculture 
Condition: Fair 
Description: 
Site 50-10-28-26858, Feature I is a modified outcrop.  Feature I consists of small-large subangular 
basalt cobbles and small subangular basalt boulders loosely piled along the west edge of a 
pāhoehoe outcrop.  The pile does not cover the entire outcrop.  Feature I measures approximately 
3.40 meters (length) north/south x 1.80 meters (width) east/west and is approximately 0.70 
meters in height.  The exposed outcrop portion along the west edge of Feature I form a backing 
for the level soil area described in Feature H.  No surface cultural material was observed at the 
feature.  The structure appears to be traditional in age and in poor condition.  It is likely to be an 
agricultural clearing pile.  
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Feature: J    
Feature Type:  Stone Mound  
Artifacts: None Observed 
Midden: None Observed 
Skeletal Remains: None Observed 
Possible Age: Traditional 
Possible Function: Agriculture 
Condition: Poor 
Description: 
Site 50-10-28-26858, Feature J is a roughly circular mound.  Situated on a pāhoehoe bedrock 
outcrop, which is almost level with the ground.  It measures north/south 2.1 meters x east/west 
2.6 and has a height from ground level of 0.45 meters.  It is constructed of subangular boulders 
and cobbles.  Some tumble on east and west sides.  It is in poor condition and is probably a 
traditional clearance mound.   
 
Feature: K    
Feature Type:  Modified Outcrop  
Artifacts: None Observed 
Midden: None Observed 
Skeletal Remains: None Observed 
Possible Age: Traditional 
Possible Function: Agriculture 
Condition: Poor 
Description: 
Site 50-10-28-26858, Feature K is a modified outcrop running approximately north-south.  
Modifications present throughout entire outcrop, which is exposed above ground.  The 
modification is constructed of an assortment of subangular basalt including boulders, cobbles 
and pebbles, roughly piled upon each other.  The structure measures 3.6 length x 1.8 width with 
a height from ground including outcrop of 0.80.  The structure is in poor condition.  It appears 
to have served as a traditional clearance pile.   
 
Feature: L    
Feature Type:  Modified Outcrop  
Artifacts: None Observed 
Midden: None Observed 
Skeletal Remains: None Observed 
Possible Age: Traditional 
Possible Function: Agriculture 
Condition: Poor 
Description: 
Site 50-10-28-26858, Feature L is a modified outcrop.  Feature L consists of small-large 
subangular basalt cobbles and small subangular basalt boulders loosely piled along the east and 
west edge of an exposed pāhoehoe outcrop.  The pile along the east edge is roughly linear and 
measures approximately 4.3 meters (length) north-east/south-west x 0.80 meters (width) north-
west/south-east and is approximately 0.50 meters in height.  There are two piles along the west 
edge.  The first pile measures approximately 1.70 meters (length) north/south x 1.30 meters 
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(width) east/west and is approximately 0.80 meters in height.  The second pile measures 
approximately 1.90 meters (length) north/south x 1.30 meters (width) east/west and is 0.40 
meters in height.  No surface cultural material was observed at this feature.  Feature L appears 
to be traditional in age and is in poor condition.  It appears that Feature L is a cluster of 
agricultural clearing piles.   
 
Feature: M    
Feature Type:  Modified Outcrop  
Artifacts: None Observed 
Midden: None Observed 
Skeletal Remains: None Observed 
Possible Age: Traditional 
Possible Function: Agriculture 
Condition: Poor  
Description: 
Site 50-10-28-26858, Feature M is a modified outcrop running approximately southeast to 
northwest.  Modifications are rectangular and incorporate the bedrock outcrop.  The 
south/west side appears to be aligned with small boulders.  Otherwise it is constructed of 
loosely piled cobbles and pebbles.  It measures 4 meters length x 1.6 meters width and has a 
height from ground level of 0.50 meters.  Likely a traditional clearance pile functioning in 
agriculture.   
 
Feature: N    
Feature Type:  Modified Outcrop  
Artifacts: None Observed 
Midden: None Observed 
Skeletal Remains: None Observed 
Possible Age: Traditional 
Possible Function: Agriculture 
Condition: Poor 
Description: 
Site 50-10-28-26858, Feature N is a modified outcrop running approximately east-west.  
Modifications are present throughout though they are concentrated in the middle and at the 
west end.  These modifications are constructed of subangular small boulders and small to 
medium cobbles.  Structurally they are loosely piled up and evenly thrown upon the outcrop in 
no particular fashion.  It measures 5.6 meters length x 3.8 meters width and has a height of 0.80 
meters from ground surface.  There is a possible small boulder wall or alignment which 
attached to Feature M north of the outcrop but is unclear.  It is likely a traditional clearance piles 
functioning in agriculture.   
 
Feature: O    
Feature Type: Modified Outcrop   
Artifacts: None Observed 
Midden: None Observed 
Skeletal Remains: None Observed 
Possible Age: Traditional 
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Possible Function: Agriculture 
Condition: Fair 
Description: 
Site 50-10-28-26858, Feature O is a modified outcrop.  The modification consists of small-large 
subangular basalt cobbles and small basalt boulders loosely piled on a small area of exposed 
outcrop.  The outcrop is almost completely covered.  The area of modification measures 
approximately 1.90 meters (length) north-east/south-west x 1.20 meters (width) north-
west/south-east and is approximately 0.50 meters in height.  No surface cultural material was 
observed at this feature.  Feature O appears to be traditional in age and is in fair condition.  It 
appears that Feature O is an agricultural clearing pile.   
 
Feature: P    
Feature Type:  Modified Outcrop  
Artifacts: None Observed 
Midden: None Observed 
Skeletal Remains: None Observed 
Possible Age: Traditional 
Possible Function: Agriculture 
Condition: Good 
Description: 
Site 50-10-28-26858, Feature P is a modified outcrop.  The modification consists of small-large 
subangular basalt cobbles and small subangular basalt boulders piled in the center of an 
exposed pāhoehoe outcrop.  The pile is small and does not cover the entire outcrop.  Feature P 
measures approximately 1.20 meters (length) north/south x 0.60 meters (width) east/west and 
is approximately 0.80 meters in height above the ground surface.  No surface cultural material 
was observed at this feature.  Feature P appears to be traditional in age and is in good 
condition.  It appears that Feature P is an agricultural clearing pile.   
 
Feature: Q    
Feature Type:  Modified Outcrop  
Artifacts: None Observed 
Midden: None Observed 
Skeletal Remains: None Observed 
Possible Age: Traditional 
Possible Function: Agriculture 
Condition: Poor 
Description: 
Site 50-10-28-26858, Feature Q is a modified outcrop.  The modification consists of small-large 
subangular basalt cobbles and small subangular basalt boulders loosely piled along the east 
edge of a low exposed pāhoehoe outcrop.  The outcrop is not completely covered. The area of 
modification measures approximately 2.30 (length) north/south x 1.0 meters (width) east/west 
and is approximately 0.40 meters in height.  No surface cultural material was observed at this 
feature.  Feature Q appears to be traditional in age and is in poor condition.  It appears that 
Feature Q is an agricultural clearing pile.   
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Feature: R    
Feature Type:  Stone Mound  
Artifacts: None Observed 
Midden: None Observed 
Skeletal Remains: None Observed 
Possible Age: Traditional 
Possible Function: Agriculture 
Condition: Good 
Description: 
Site 50-10-28-26858, Feature R is a somewhat long and narrow mound situated atop pāhoehoe 
bedrock oriented approximately south/west - north/east.  It is constructed of loosely piled 
medium boulders and large cobbles. Its structure is piled but these are distinct northwest, 
northeast and southwest corners, which may have been stacked.  It has a 2.8 meter length x 1.3 
meter width dimension and a height of 0.80 meters above ground surface.  No surface cultural 
material was observed at this feature.  Feature R is in good condition.  The feature appears to be 
a traditional clearance mound. 
 
Feature: S    
Feature Type:  Modified Outcrop  
Artifacts: None Observed 
Midden: None Observed 
Skeletal Remains: None Observed 
Possible Age: Traditional 
Possible Function: Agriculture 
Condition: Poor 
Description: 
Site 50-10-28-26858, Feature S is a modified outcrop.  Feature S consists of small-large 
subangular basalt cobbles and small subangular basalt boulders loosely piled on the western 
edge and near the base of a moderately sloping pāhoehoe outcrop (15-35º).  The concentration of 
stones is tumbled to the west.  Feature S measures approximately 1.80 meters (length) 
north/south x 0.90 meters (width) east/west and is approximately 0.50 meters in height.  No 
surface cultural material was observed at this feature.  The structure is in poor condition.  It 
appears that Feature S is traditional in age.  Feature S probably served as an agricultural 
clearing pile.   
 
Feature: T    
Feature Type:  Stone Mound  
Artifacts: None Observed 
Midden: None Observed 
Skeletal Remains: None Observed 
Possible Age: Traditional 
Possible Function: Agriculture 
Condition: Good 
Description: 
Site 50-10-28-26858, Feature T is an irregular collapsed mound situated atop a gradually sloping 
(5-10º) pāhoehoe section of bedrock.  It is constructed of loosely piled small to medium boulders 
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and cobbles.  It measures 2.7 meters (length) x 2 meters (width) and has a height of 0.80 meters 
from ground level.  It is a traditional clearance mound functioning in agriculture.  Good to fair 
condition. 
 
Feature: U    
Feature Type:  Modified Outcrop  
Artifacts: None Observed 
Midden: None Observed 
Skeletal Remains: None Observed 
Possible Age: Traditional 
Possible Function: Agriculture 
Condition: Poor 
Description: 
Site 50-10-28-26858, Feature U is a modified outcrop.  Feature U consists of small-large 
subangular basalt cobbles and small subangular basalt boulders loosely piled on a gently west 
sloping (5-15º) pāhoehoe outcrop. The modification measures approximately 4.9 meters (length) 
east/west x 2.6 meters (width) north/south and is approximately 0.9 meters in height from the 
ground surface located down slope.  Feature U appears to be traditional in age and is in poor 
condition.  The area of modification does not cover the entire outcrop.  Feature U appears to be 
an agricultural clearing pile.  No surface cultural material was observed in this feature. 
 
Feature: V    
Feature Type:  Modified Outcrop  
Artifacts: None Observed 
Midden: None Observed 
Skeletal Remains: None Observed 
Possible Age: Traditional 
Possible Function: Agriculture 
Condition: Fair 
Description: 
Site 50-10-28-26858, Feature V is a modified outcrop running approximately east/west.  
Modifications run through the entire outcrop's length.  Some of outcrop is exposed at west end 
but the rest is covered by medium boulders and large cobbles.  Structurally the boulders and 
cobbles are loosely piled forming a weak wall.  It measures 3.5 length x 1.5 wide and has a 
height of 0.40 meters from ground level.  Likely a linear clearance piling functioning in 
agriculture.  Fair condition. 
 
Feature: W    
Feature Type: Modified Outcrop   
Artifacts: None Observed 
Midden: None Observed 
Skeletal Remains: None Observed 
Possible Age: Traditional 
Possible Function: Agriculture 
Condition: Poor 
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Description: 
Site 50-10-28-26858, Feature W is a modified outcrop.  Feature W consists of small-large 
subangular basalt cobbles and small subangular basalt boulders loosely piled on top the 
southern portion of an exposed pāhoehoe outcrop.  The area of modification measures 
approximately 2.60 meters (length) north/south x 2.20 meters (width) east/west and is 
approximately 0.60 meters in height.  Immediately west of this outcrop is a roughly rectangular 
level area of soil that measures approximately 4.60 meters (length) north/south x 3.30 meters 
(width) east/west.  This modified outcrop acts as a northwest boundary for the level area of 
soil.  Feature W appears to be traditional in age and is in poor condition.  It appears that Feature 
W is an agricultural clearing pile.  No surface cultural material was observed at this feature. 
 
Feature: X    
Feature Type: Stone Mound   
Artifacts: None Observed 
Midden: None Observed 
Skeletal Remains: None Observed 
Possible Age: Traditional 
Possible Function: Agriculture 
Condition: Poor 
Description: 
Site 50-10-28-26858, Feature X is a very irregular mound, which is collapsed.  It is situated on a 
gently sloping hill atop bedrock.  It is constructed of subangular small boulders and cobbles.  Its 
structure is primarily piled and very tumbled.  It measures 1.6 length x 1.2 wide and has a 
height above ground surface of 0.40 meters.  Likely a clearance mound functioning in 
agriculture.  Poor condition. 
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SIHP Number: 50-10-28-26859     
Field Number: T-016 
Site Type: Complex     
Possible Age: Traditional 
Possible Function: Agriculture 
Condition: Poor to Good 
Description: 
Site 50-10-28-26859 consists of an area of stacked stone walls, modified outcrops and stone 
mounds covering a stretch of sloping to relatively level ground west of the project area 
boundary.  The site is bounded to the south by a low stone wall (Feature A) that separates it 
from the Site 50-10-28-26858 complex.  It is bounded to the east by the project boundary.  To the 
west is the Site 50-10-28-26866 complex, while to the north are the features of Site 50-10-28-
26860.  The terrain is moderately sloping approximately 15-20º toward the western end of the 
site area becoming more level toward the west.  The predominant vegetation is scattered koa 
haole with an occasional kiawe tree and an underlay of chest high California grass. 
 
The site area is delineated along its southern edge by a low and much tumbled stone wall 
(Feature A) that runs roughly northeast to southwest and may have served as a rough field 
wall.  Another somewhat less distinct wall feature meanders southwest to northwest dividing 
the site into a more sloping easterly area of modified outcrops and mounds (Features B, C, D, J) 
and a more level westerly containing fewer, larger mounds (Features F, G, H, I).  No surface 
cultural material was observed at the site.  Site tag is located on Feature A.  All of these mounds 
and modified outcrops would appear to be clearance piles associated with traditional 
agriculture while the walls may represent field boundaries.  The two possible habitation 
features of Site 50-10-28-26860 look down into the site area.   
 
Feature: A    
Feature Type: Wall   
Artifacts: None Observed 
Midden: None Observed 
Skeletal Remains: None Observed 
Possible Age: Traditional 
Possible Function: Agriculture 
Condition: Good 
Description: 
Site 50-10-28-26859, Feature A is a long roughly northeast to southwest (mauka to makai) running 
stone faced wall.  The wall is constructed on soil and on top of pāhoehoe bedrock in other areas.  
The wall is constructed of small-large subangular basalt cobbles and small-medium subangular 
basalt boulders loosely piled and stacked 1-3 courses in height.  The southwest end of the wall 
immediately abuts a raised pāhoehoe outcrop and is constructed on a level ground surface of soil 
and bedrock.  The wall extends in a roughly northeast direction and proceeds upslope at 
around the central portion of the wall.  The wall then reaches a high point where the ground 
becomes level again.  At this northeast end the wall is most intact where it is loosely stacked 2-3 
courses in height.  This portion of the wall measures approximately 4.0 meters (length) north-
east/south-west x 1.20 meters (width) north-west/south-east and has a maximum height of 0.70 
meters.  The extreme northeast end of the wall continues outside of the project area and it is not 
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known where the wall terminates.  Feature A is collapsed and tumbled in most portions but it is 
evident of a core-filled style of wall construction where boulders were used for the edges and 
smaller cobbles used as the interior fill.  Feature A measures approximately 40.0 meters (length) 
north-east/south-west x 1.0 - 1.2 meters (width) north-west/south-east and ranges in height 
from approximately 0.10 meters t 0.70 meters.  At approximately 16.0 meters from the northeast 
end of the wall and on the northern side of the wall is a small rectangular shaped area of small-
medium subangular basalt boulders loosely piled on top of pāhoehoe bedrock. 
 
This area of boulders immediately abuts the northern side of the wall and is about the same 
height of the wall.  This area measures approximately 1.0 meters (length) north-east/south-west 
x 0.70 meters (width) north-west/south-east and is approximately 0.60 meters in height from 
the ground surface.  Not sure why this section of the wall is constructed like this but it may just 
be a short perpendicular extension or just a thicker section of the wall.  It appears the pāhoehoe 
outcrop juts out in this area and the boulders may be a fill.  No surface cultural material was 
observed at this feature.  Site tag is at the north-east end of wall on the wall surface.  Feature A 
appears to be an agricultural boundary wall for separating planting areas.   
 
Feature: B    
Feature Type:  Modified Outcrop  
Artifacts: None Observed 
Midden: None Observed 
Skeletal Remains: None Observed 
Possible Age: Traditional 
Possible Function: Agriculture 
Condition: Fair 
Description: 
Site 50-10-28-26859, Feature B is a modified outcrop.  The outcrop is at a high point in this area; 
down slope is to the west.  Feature A is located at the southeast end of this same outcrop.  The 
area of modification is on the sloping face of the outcrop.  The modification does not cover the 
entire outcrop.  The modification consists of small-large subangular basalt cobbles and small 
subangular basalt boulders loosely piled on top of exposed outcrop and having a sort of facing 
on the north edge.  To the east and west of this north edge are the edges of the outcrop.  The 
area of modification measures approximately 2.50 meters (length) north-east/south-west x 0.90 
meters (width) north-west/south-east and is approximately 0.55 meters in height from the 
ground surface.  Feature B appears to be tumbled.  No surface cultural material was present at 
this feature.  It appears to be traditional in age and is in fair condition. Feature B appears to be 
an agricultural clearing pile.   
 
Feature: C    
Feature Type:  Stone Mound  
Artifacts: None Observed 
Midden: None Observed 
Skeletal Remains: None Observed 
Possible Age: Traditional 
Possible Function: Agriculture 
Condition: Fair 
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Description: 
Site 50-10-28-26859, Feature C is a low roughly rectangular stone mound.  Feature C is 
constructed on gently sloping soil surface (5-15º).  Feature C is constructed of small-large 
subangular basalt cobbles and small subangular basalt boulders loosely piled.  The top surface 
is slightly mounded and higher at the southern end.  Immediately upslope and down slope of 
the mound are level areas of soil.  The down slope area is approximately 0.50 meters lower than 
the upslope area.  Feature C measures approximately 4.20 meters (length) north to south x 2.30 
meters (width) east/west and is approximately 0.90 meters in height from the down slope level 
ground surface.  Feature C appears to be traditional in age and is in fair condition.  It appears 
that Feature C is an agricultural clearing mound.  No surface cultural material was observed at 
this feature. 
 
Feature: D    
Feature Type: Stone Mound   
Artifacts: None Observed 
Midden: None Observed 
Skeletal Remains: None Observed 
Possible Age: Traditional 
Possible Function: Agriculture 
Condition: Good 
Description: 
Site 50-10-28-26859, Feature D is a modified outcrop.  It consists of a roughly rectangular stone 
mound constructed of small-large subangular basalt cobbles and small subangular basalt 
boulders loosely stacked 1-3 courses high on top of bedrock.  The west face of the mound has 
tumbled.  The east edge of the mound immediately abuts the outcrop.  The top surface of the 
mound is roughly level.  The mound measures approximately 1.30 meters (length) west/south x 
1.10 meters (width) east/west and is approximately 1.0 meters in height from the ground 
surface.  Extending southwest from the mound's southwest corner is a low roughly rectangular 
stone mound constructed on pāhoehoe outcrop. This low mound is constructed of small-large 
subangular basalt cobbles and small subangular basalt boulders loosely piled.  This mounds 
measures approximately 2.8 meters (length) north-east/south-west x 1.10 meters (width) north-
west/south-east and is approximately 0.60 meters in height. No surface cultural material was 
observed at this feature.  Feature D appears to be traditional in age and is in fair to good 
condition.  It appears that Feature D is an agricultural clearing mound and may possibly be a 
planting mound.   
 
Feature: E    
Feature Type: Wall    
Artifacts: None Observed 
Midden: None Observed 
Skeletal Remains: None Observed 
Possible Age: Traditional 
Possible Function: Agriculture 
Condition: Good 
Description: 
Site 50-10-28-26859, Feature E is a roughly linear stone faced wall.  The wall is roughly running 
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north-west/south-east perpendicular to the gentle sloping (slope to the southwest 
approximately 5-15º) terrain.  Feature E is constructed on soil and on top of pāhoehoe outcrop.  
The wall is constructed of small-large subangular basalt cobbles and small subangular basalt 
boulders loosely piled and stacked 1-3 courses high.  The northwest end of the wall 
immediately abuts the south corner of Site T-017 Feature A.  This northwest portion of the wall 
is the most intact and appears to be the only section that is core-filled.  This portion of the wall 
measures approximately 3.80 meters (length) north-west/south-east x 1.60 meters (width) and 
is approximately 0.50 - 0.60 meters in height.  The southeast end of the wall terminates on top of 
an exposed pāhoehoe outcrop.  The wall is tumbled in multiple portions throughout.  The ground 
surface upslope (soil surface) from the wall is approximately 0.40 - 0.70 meters higher than the 
ground surface downslope (soil surface) of the wall.  This wall appears to be a terrace.  Feature 
E appears to be traditional in age and is in fair to good condition.  Feature D appears to be a 
field boundary wall for agriculture.  No surface cultural material was observed at this site.  
Feature E measures approximately 10.3 meters (length) north-west/south-east x 0.90 - 1.60 
meters (width) and is approximately 0.20 - 0.70 meters in height.  Immediately down slope and 
at the northwest end of Feature E is a low exposed pāhoehoe outcrop with small-large 
subangular basalt cobbles and several small subangular basalt boulders scattered on top.  This 
area of scattered stones measures approximately 2.2 meters (length) north-west/south-east x 1.2 
meters (width) north-east/south-west and is approximately 0.50 meters in height.  This appears 
to be an agricultural clearing pile. 
 
Feature: F    
Feature Type: Stone Mound   
Artifacts: None Observed 
Midden: None Observed 
Skeletal Remains: None Observed 
Possible Age: Traditional 
Possible Function: Agriculture 
Condition: Fair 
Description: 
Site 50-10-28-26859, Feature F is a roughly rectangular stone mound.  The mound is constructed 
on top of pāhoehoe outcrop and covers the entire outcrop except for the extreme edges that are 
still exposed.  The mound is constructed of small-large subangular basalt cobbles and small 
subangular basalt boulders loosely piled 1-4 courses high.  The west edge of the mound is the 
most collapsed.  The top surface is mounded.  Feature F measures approximately 3.10 meters 
(length) north/south x 1.60 meters (width) east/west and is approximately 1.10 meters in 
maximum height from the downslope ground surface.  Feature F appears to be traditional in 
age and is in fair condition.  Feature F appears to be an agricultural mound. 
 
Feature: G    
Feature Type:  Stone Mound  
Artifacts: None Observed 
Midden: None Observed 
Skeletal Remains: None Observed 
Possible Age: Traditional 
Possible Function: Agriculture 
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Condition: Good 
Description: 
Site 50-10-28-26859, Feature G is a low roughly rectangular stone mound.  The mound is 
constructed on top of a low pāhoehoe outcrop.  The mound is constructed on the south end of the 
outcrop and does not cover the entire outcrop.  The mound is constructed of small-large 
subangular basalt cobbles and small subangular basalt boulders loosely piled.  The top surface 
fairly level except for several boulders piled on top of cobbles.  The north edge is fairly level 
with the outcrop surface.  The south edge is partially collapsed.  Feature G appears to be an 
agricultural clearing mound.  Approximately 1.70 meters south from Feature G is a small low 
mound of small subangular boulders constructed on level soil.  The mound is roughly 
rectangular and is 1-2 courses high.  The north edge of this mound is parallel with the south 
edge of Feature G.  This mound measures approximately 2.20 meters (length) north-
west/south-east x 0.9 meters (width) north-east/south-west and is approximately 0.50 meters in 
maximum height.  Not exactly sure what this small low mound function was but it could have 
been an agricultural clearing mound.  No surface cultural material was observed at this feature.   
 
Feature: H    
Feature Type:  Wall  
Artifacts: None Observed 
Midden: None Observed 
Skeletal Remains: None Observed 
Possible Age: Traditional 
Possible Function: Agriculture 
Condition: Fair 
Description: 
Site 50-10-28-26859, Feature H is a roughly linear low stone faced wall.  The wall is roughly 
running south-west/north-east.  The southwest end of the wall is constructed on top of pāhoehoe 
outcrop (along the east edge) and is disturbed and collapsed at this end.  The northeast end is 
constructed on level soil and is the most intact portion.  The wall is constructed of small 
subangular basalt boulders loosely piled.  The northeast end is only 1 course in height x 2 
course thick.  Feature G measures approximately 4.70 meters (length) north-east/south-west x 
0.50 - 1.10 meters (width) north-west/south-east and is approximately 0.65 meters in maximum 
height from the ground surface.  Immediately adjacent and to the west of Feature H is a level 
area of soil.  Feature A appears to be separating these two areas and may have functioned as an 
agricultural field wall.  Feature H appears to be traditional in age and is in fair condition.  No 
surface cultural material was observed at this feature. 
 
Feature: I    
Feature Type:  Modified Outcrop  
Artifacts: None Observed 
Midden: None Observed 
Skeletal Remains: None Observed 
Possible Age: Traditional 
Possible Function: Agriculture 
Condition: Fair 
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Description: 
Site 50-10-28-26859, Feature I is a modified outcrop.  Feature I consists of small-large subangular 
basalt cobbles and small subangular basalt boulders loosely piled on top of pāhoehoe outcrop.  
The area of modification is located at the south end of the outcrop and does not cover the entire 
outcrop.  Feature I measures approximately 2.30 meters (length) north-south x 2.00 meters 
(width) east/west and is approximately 0.60 meters in maximum height from ground surface.  
No surface cultural material was observed at this feature.  It appears that Feature I is traditional 
in age and is in fair condition.  Feature I appears to be an agricultural clearing pile.   
 
Feature: J    
Feature Type:  Stone Mound   
Artifacts: None Observed 
Midden: None Observed 
Skeletal Remains: None Observed 
Possible Age: Traditional 
Possible Function: Agriculture 
Condition: Poor 
Description: 
Site 50-10-28-26859, Feature J is a low roughly rectangular mound.  It is of poor construction 
and somewhat collapsed.  The feature is constructed of subangular cobbles loosely piled on soil.  
The structure measures c. 1.4 meters (northwest to southeast) by c. 0.90 meters northeast to 
southwest and approximately 0.9 meters in maximum height.  The structure appears to be 
traditional in age and is in poor condition.  Feature J probably served as an agricultural clearing 
pile.   
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SIHP Number: 50-10-28-26860     
Field Number: T-017 
Site Type: Complex     
Possible Age: Traditional 
Possible Function: Habitation 
Condition: Fair 
Description: 
Site 50-10-28-26860 consists of two roughly rectangular stone faced and soil filled platforms (see 
Figure).  The site is situated on a moderate hill slope (approximately 5-20º) composed of soil 
and bedrock outcroppings.  The vegetation consists of an open thicket of koa haole with fallen 
kiawe trees probably obscuring both features.  Chest high California grass covers the entire area.   
 
The dominant feature at the site is a roughly rectangular stone faced platform (Feature A).  It 
rests on high ground with level soil behind and the land sloping away in front of it.  The interior 
of the platform is a mix of bedrock and soil. 
 
South and west (down slope) of Feature A is a slightly smaller structure (Feature B).  This also 
consists of a similar roughly rectangular stone faced platform with a soil filled interior.  The 
northern end of the T-016 feature wall abuts the southern corner of the Site T-017 Feature B 
platform.  Another wall (Site T-108, Feature A) extends northwest from the platform western 
corner.  There is a small internal feature (a small platform surmounted by a rough mound) in 
the southern corner of this feature. 
 
Both platforms appear to represent the foundations of traditional residential structures. 
 
Feature: A    
Feature Type:  Platform  
Artifacts: None Observed 
Midden: None Observed 
Skeletal Remains: None Observed 
Possible Age: Traditional 
Possible Function: Habitation 
Condition: Fair 
Description: 
Site 50-10-28-26860 Feature A is a roughly rectangular platform (see Figure).  It is situated on a 
gradual slope (10-15º) on a circular bedrock outcrop.  Feature B platform T-017 is approximately 
4 meters west.  The platform's overall structure is constructed of loosely stacked subangular 
boulders and cobbles atop the bedrock outcrop.  The outcrop is exposed near the northwest 
wall where it continues approximately 10 meters down slope.  Southwest and southeast walls 
are faced. 
 
North, east, south, west corners remain intact.  The southwest wall (2 courses) is 1.2 meters high 
(exterior) and 0.50 meters (interior).  It has a wall thickness of 1.1 meters.  The northwest wall is 
less built-up measuring 0.60 meters high (exterior) and 0.30 meters (interior). It has a wall 
thickness of 0.50 meters.  The north-east wall (2-3 courses) is 1.1 meter high (exterior) and 0.60 
meters (interior).  It has a wall thickness of 0.80 meters.  The south-east wall (1-2 courses) is .80 
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meters high (exterior) and 0.75 meters (interior).  It has a wall thickness of 0.75 meters.  The 
overall platform measures 6.3 meters north-west/south-east x 4.5 meters south-west/north-
east. 
 
The interior of the platform is a combination of soil, bedrock and tumbled boulders.  The 
interior has a somewhat irregular surface.  It measures 5 meters north-west/south-east x 3 
meters south-west/north-east.  Interior wall heights mentioned above.  The platform runs on 
high ground with level soil behind.  The platform is in fair condition with tumble throughout.  
The south-west corner is especially tumbled.  No cultural material was observed on the surface.  
Feature A appears to be a traditional residential foundation. 
 
Feature: B    
Feature Type:  Platform  
Artifacts: None Observed 
Midden: None Observed 
Skeletal Remains: None Observed 
Possible Age: Traditional 
Possible Function: Habitation 
Condition: Fair 
Description: 
Site 50-10-28-26860, Feature B is a roughly rectangular platform.  It is situated on a gradual 
slope (10-15º) on a bedrock outcrop running northeast - southwest.  Feature T-016 Feature E 
connects to T-018 Feature wall at its southwest corner.  T-016 Feature A wall roughly connects 
to T-018 Feature B on the southeast corner.  The platform's outer structure is constructed of 
loosely stacked subangular boulders and cobbles atop a rocky pāhoehoe outcrop.  This outcrop is 
primarily exposed to the west and to a lesser extent to the north.  Outside corners remain intact 
on the northwest, southwest, northeast and southeast.  The west wall is stone (2 courses) faced 
with an exterior height of .55 meters from bedrock.  The south wall is (2 courses) stone faced, 
loosely stacked .5 meters height.  The east wall is loosely stacked 0.25 meters height.  The north 
wall is loosely stacked 0.30 meters height.  The overall platform measures exterior north/south 
5.3 x east/west 4.5 and interior north/south 2.8 x 3.5 east/west.  The interior of the platform is 
level soil. Within the southwest quad of the interior is an internal component, a roughly 
rectangular bounded pavement section measuring south-west/north-east 1.80 length x 1.90 
width south-east/north-west and 0.24 meters in height from the level soil within the platform.  
It is edged with small boulders and filled with cobbles and pebbles.  Within the internal 
component there is a roughly linear mound of loosely piled boulders located roughly in the 
center of the pavement.  The platform is in fair condition.  The north and east walls are fairly 
disturbed.  There is some tumble on makai side of west wall.  No cultural material was 
observed on the surface.  This is most likely a traditional residential feature.  
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Map of Site 50-10-28-26860, Feature A and B platforms.
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Site 50-10-28-26860, Feature A platform (View East).
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Site 50-10-28-26860, Feature B platform (View Southwest). 
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SIHP Number: 50-10-28-26861     
Field Number: T-018 
Site Type: Complex     
Possible Age: Traditional 
Possible Function: Agriculture 
Condition: Poor to Good 
Description: 
Site 50-10-28-26861 consists of a pair of low stone walls partially bounding an area of slightly 
sloping soil and bedrock containing a single modified outcrop.  The site rests on a gentle 
(approximate 5 to 10º) slope.  It is situated northwest of Site 50-10-28-26860, Feature B.  The 
surrounding vegetation is composed of an open thicket of koa haole and chest high California 
grass. 
 
A very rough, low stacked stone wall (Feature A) forms the southwestern boundary of the site.  
It begins at the northwestern corner of Site 50-10-28-26860, Feature B platform and runs roughly 
northwest ending at the Site 50-10-28-26861, Feature B wall where it forms a T-junction.  Feature 
B, which appears to be a continuation of the Site 50-10-28-26855,Feature A wall, runs both east 
and west from its junction with Feature H.  It forms the northern boundary of the site.  Within 
the "L" formed by these two walls is a single modified outcrop (Feature C). More mounds and 
modified outcrops rest further upslope outside the project area boundary.  No cultural material 
was noted at the site. 
 
Site 50-10-28-26860 appears to represent a portion of a traditional agricultural field bounded by 
low field walls and containing a modified outcrop that served as a clearance pile. 
 
Feature: A    
Feature Type:  Wall  
Artifacts: None Observed 
Midden: None Observed 
Skeletal Remains: None Observed 
Possible Age: Traditional 
Possible Function: Agriculture 
Condition: Good 
Description: 
Site 50-10-28-26861, Feature A is a meandering wall.  It is built on a north-west/south-east 
running bedrock outcrop.  The feature is located on a gradual slope (10-15º).  There is level soil 
behind (north-east) the wall.  T-017 Feature B (platform) is 2 meters east.  T-018 Feature B (wall) 
connects to the northeast end of T-018 Feature A (wall).  The wall runs along the bedrock 
outcrop's entire length.  It is very low, rough stacked and piled.  It is constructed of large 
boulders and cobbles.  It measures 18.9 meters north-west/south-east x 1.8 meters north-
east/south-west.  It has an interior height of 0.40 meters and exterior height of 0.90 meters.  
There are 1-3 courses, most of which is on the south-eat and likely traditional wall functioning 
in agriculture possibly a field wall.  It is fair to good condition. 
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Feature: B    
Feature Type:  Wall  
Artifacts: None Observed 
Midden: None Observed 
Skeletal Remains: None Observed 
Possible Age: Traditional 
Possible Function:  
Condition: Fair 
Description: 
Site 50-10-28-26861, Feature B is a fairly straight wall built on a gradual slope (10-15º) running 
south-west/north-east.  F-018 Feature A wall connects with Feature B wall creating a "T" 
junction.  Feature B is the north boundary of T-018.  The wall's main construction still remains 
fairly intact at the south-west and boulders and cobbles are loosely piled and stacked.  The wall 
becomes less defined as it goes north-east. It measures 17.5 meters south-west/north-east x 1.4 
meters north-west/south-east and has a height of 0.40 meters (exterior) and 0.30 meters 
(interior).  Heights vary throughout.  It is in fair condition.  The feature probably served as a 
traditional agricultural field boundary wall functioning.   
 
Feature: C    
Feature Type:  Stone Mound  
Artifacts: None Observed 
Midden: None Observed 
Skeletal Remains: None Observed 
Possible Age: Traditional 
Possible Function: Agriculture 
Condition: Fair 
Description: 
Site 50-10-28-26861, Feature C is an irregularly shaped stone mound constructed of subangular 
basalt boulders and cobbles loosely piled on top of exposed bedrock.  Situated on a gradual 
slope (10-15º) 5 meters north-east of Feature B wall.  Measures 3.5 north/south x 2 east/west.  
Has a height of 0.50 meters from ground level.  It is in fair condition.  The feature likely served 
as a traditional clearance mound.   
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SIHP Number: 50-10-28-26862     
Field Number: T-019 
Site Type: Complex     
Possible Age: Traditional 
Possible Function: Agriculture 
Condition: Poor to Good 
Description: 
Site 50-10-28-26862 consists of a light scatter of structural features located southwest of the Site 
T-018, Feature B.  The site is situated just west of the project area boundary.  The surrounding 
terrain consists of gently sloping (approximately 5 to 15º) soil with occasional bedrock outcrops.  
Vegetation consists of a close set of koa haole and occasional alahe‘e trees, with an underlay of 
California grass. 
 
The structural features, which compose this site consist of a very rough irregular stone edge and 
soil filled platform (Feature A), a somewhat smaller and much less defined platform (Feature F) 
constructed in much the same way and five other mounds.  (Features B, C, D, E, G).  No surface 
cultural material was noted at the site.   
 
The site appears to represent a traditional agricultural area with the mound being clearance 
piles.  The original function of the platforms is uncertain.  They strongly resemble clearance 
piles but it is unclear why their interiors have been left relatively free of stones.  The soil interior 
of the platform may suggest that the platforms were used as planting areas, or they may have 
served as the foundations for small field sheds. 
 
Feature: A    
Feature Type:  Platform  
Artifacts: None Observed 
Midden: None Observed 
Skeletal Remains: None Observed 
Possible Age: Traditional 
Possible Function: Agriculture 
Condition: Good 
Description: 
Site 50-10-28-26862, Feature A is a roughly circular stone faced platform.  The platform's walls 
are constructed on top of a pāhoehoe outcrop.  The platform's walls are constructed of small-large 
subangular basalt cobbles and small subangular basalt boulders loosely piled and stacked 1-3 
courses.  The platform's interior surface has a roughly rectangular stone-lined area of soil and 
collapsed stones.  The stone-lined is from the platform's interior wall height.  This area of soil 
measures approximately 1.30 meters (length) north-west/south-east x 0.70 meters (width) 
north-east/south-west and is approximately 0.40 meters in depth from the platform walls.  
Feature A measures approximately 4.0 meters in diameter and ranges in height from 
approximately 0.45 - 0.55 meters.  Feature A appears to be traditional in age and is in good 
condition.  Because of the soil present in the platform's interior, Feature A appears to be some 
type of planting area. May have served as the foundation for a small field shed. No surface 
cultural material was observed at this feature.  The south-west end of the platform is collapsed.  
Site tag located at north east end.  
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Feature: B    
Feature Type:  Stone Mound  
Artifacts: None Observed 
Midden: None Observed 
Skeletal Remains: None Observed 
Possible Age: Traditional 
Possible Function: Agriculture 
Condition: Good 
Description: 
Site 50-10-28-26862, Feature B is an irregular shaped mound, which has most likely collapsed.  It 
is situated on a gradual slope, on a section of bedrock running approximately south-
west/north-east.  It is constructed of boulders and cobbles loosely piled 0.80 meters from 
bedrock.  It is in good condition.  Overall the mound is 2 meters north/south x 3 meters 
east/west.  Likely a traditional clearance mound for agriculture. 
 
Feature: C    
Feature Type:  Stone Mound  
Artifacts: None Observed 
Midden: None Observed 
Skeletal Remains: None Observed 
Possible Age: Traditional 
Possible Function: Agriculture 
Condition: Good 
Description: 
Site 50-10-28-26862, Feature C is a roughly rectangular mound.  Appears to be stoned edged 
with medium to large boulders.  Corners are intact.  Mound has a diameter of 2.4 meters.  
Mound is loosely stacked and piled.  It has a height of 1 meter.  The interior seems to have been 
filled with large cobbles.  The interior surface is mounded and irregular.  Likely a traditional 
clearance mound for agriculture.  Good condition. 
 
Feature: D    
Feature Type:  Modified Outcrop  
Artifacts: None Observed 
Midden: None Observed 
Skeletal Remains: None Observed 
Possible Age: Traditional 
Possible Function: Agriculture 
Condition: Poor 
Description: 
Site 50-10-28-26862 Feature D is a modified outcrop.  Feature D consists of small-large 
subangular basalt cobbles and small subangular basalt boulders loosely piled on top of an 
exposed pāhoehoe outcrop.  The cobbles and boulders are piled near the center of the outcrop 
and do not cover the entire outcrop.  The area of modification measures approximately 1.60 
(length) north/south x 1.0 (width) east/west and is approximately 0.70 meters in maximum 
height from the ground surface.  Feature D appears to be traditional in age and is in poor  
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condition.  Feature D appears to be an agricultural clearing pile.  No surface cultural material 
was observed at this feature.  
 
Feature: E    
Feature Type:  Modified Outcrop  
Artifacts: None Observed 
Midden: None Observed 
Skeletal Remains: None Observed 
Possible Age: Traditional 
Possible Function: Agriculture 
Condition: Fair 
Description: 
Site 50-10-28-26862, Feature E is a modified outcrop.  Feature E consists of small-large 
subangular basalt cobbles and small subangular basalt boulders loosely piled on top of an 
exposed pāhoehoe outcrop.  The cobbles and boulders are piled on along the southern edge of the 
outcrop and does not cover the entire outcrop.  The area of modification measures 
approximately 2.50 (length) east/west x 1.0 meters (width) north/south and is approximately 
0.70 meters in maximum height from the ground surface.  Feature E appears to be traditional in 
age and is in fair condition.  Feature E appears to be an agricultural clearing pile.  No surface 
cultural material was observed in this feature.   
 
Feature: F    
Feature Type:  Platform  
Artifacts: None Observed 
Midden: None Observed 
Skeletal Remains: None Observed 
Possible Age: Traditional 
Possible Function: Agriculture 
Condition: Good 
Description: 
Site 50-10-28-26862, Feature F is a roughly circular stone faced platform (much like Feature A 
platform).  The platform's walls are built on top of a pāhoehoe outcrop.  The walls are constructed 
of medium subangular boulders and cobbles loosely stacked and piled 1-3 courses high.  It 
measures 4 meters length east/west x 3.5 meters width 3.5 north/south.  It has an exterior 
height of 0.50 meters.  The platform's interior surface is relatively rectangular.  It measures 1.5 
meters east/west length x 2 north/south width and has an internal height of .25 meters.  The 
interior surface is level soil, cobbles and some exposed bedrock.  Walls are 1 meter thick 
throughout.  Likely traditional functioning in agriculture, possibly a planting area.  May have 
served as foundation for small field shed. Very similar to Feature A, 15 meters south-east 
platform but smaller.  Feature is in good condition. 
 
Feature: G    
Feature Type:  Stone Mound  
Artifacts: None Observed 
Midden: None Observed 
Skeletal Remains: None Observed 
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Possible Age: Traditional 
Possible Function: Agriculture 
Condition: Fair 
Description: 
Site 50-10-28-26862, Feature G is a roughly circular, low stone mound.  The mound is partially 
collapsed.  Feature G is constructed of small-large subangular basalt cobbles and small 
subangular basalt boulders loosely piled.  Feature G measures approximately 1.5 meters in 
diameter and is 0.30 meters in maximum height from the ground surface.  Feature G appears to 
be traditional in age and is in fair condition.  It appears that Feature G is an agricultural clearing 
mound.  No surface cultural material was observed at this feature. 
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SIHP Number: 50-10-28-26863     
Field Number: T-020 
Site Type: Complex     
Possible Age: Traditional 
Possible Function: Agriculture 
Condition: Poor to Good 
Description: 
Site 50-10-28-26863 consists of a scatter of structural features located near the eastern boundary 
of the work area just northwest of Site T-019.  The site area is composed of moderately sloping 
(approximately 15-20º) soil with some bedrock outcrops.  The vegetation consists of closely 
space koa haole trees and chest high California grass. 
 
The site is composed of two stone mounds (Feature A, E) five modified outcrops (Features B, C, 
D, F, I) and two very rough stone terraces (Features G & H).  One of these terraces (Feature H) 
runs roughly east to west along a linear stretch of bedrock and marks the northwestern 
boundary of the site.  No surface cultural material was observed within the site. 
 
The entire site appears to represent an area of traditional cultivation with the mounds and 
modified outcrops being clearance piles and the terrace possibly representing field boundaries. 
 
Feature: A    
Feature Type:  Stone Mound  
Artifacts: None Observed 
Midden: None Observed 
Skeletal Remains: None Observed 
Possible Age: Traditional 
Possible Function: Agriculture 
Condition: Fair 
Description: 
Site 50-10-28-26863 Feature A is a roughly rectangular mound, placed on a pāhoehoe bedrock 
outcrop running roughly east/west.  The mound is edged using medium to large boulders on 
the north side.  The rest of the mound is constructed of medium sized boulders and cobbles 
loosely stacked and piled.  (1-2 courses).  It measures 2.8 (length) east/west x 1.8 (width) 
north/south.  It measures 0.90 meters in height from bedrock.  Likely a clearance mound 
functioning in agriculture. 
 
Feature: B    
Feature Type: Modified Outcrop   
Artifacts: None Observed 
Midden: None Observed 
Skeletal Remains: None Observed 
Possible Age: Traditional 
Possible Function: Agriculture 
Condition: Poor 
Description: 
Site 50-10-28-26863, Feature B is a modified outcrop running south-west/north-east.  
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Modifications are concentrated at the northeast end where subangular boulders and cobbles 
have been loosely piled upon the outcrop in an irregular fashion.  It measures 2 meters (length) 
north-south x 2.2 meters (width) east-west.  It measures 0.60 meters in height from ground level.  
Likely a clearance mound functioning in agriculture. 
 
Feature: C    
Feature Type: Modified Outcrop   
Artifacts: None Observed 
Midden: None Observed 
Skeletal Remains: None Observed 
Possible Age: Traditional 
Possible Function: Agriculture 
Condition: Fair 
Description: 
Site 50-10-28-26863 Feature C is a modified outcrop running east-west. Modifications are 
present throughout outcrop all constructed from medium to large boulders and cobbles loosely 
piled and following the natural contour of the outcrop.  It measures 2 meters (length) north-
south x 3.9 meters east-west width.  It has a height of 0.50 meters from ground level.  Likely are 
clearance piles functioning in agriculture.  Fair to poor condition. 
 
Feature: D    
Feature Type:  Modified Outcrop  
Artifacts: None Observed 
Midden: None Observed 
Skeletal Remains: None Observed 
Possible Age: Traditional 
Possible Function: Agriculture 
Condition: Poor 
Description: 
Site 50-10-28-26863, Feature D is a small modified outcrop running north-south.  The 
modification consists of a linear and somewhat rectangular pile of small-large subangular basalt 
cobbles and small subangular boulders loosely piled on top of an exposed pāhoehoe outcrop.  
The area of modification is located toward the central and the northern edge and does not cover 
the entire outcrop.  The area of modification measures approximately 1.80 meters (length) 
north/south x 1.0 meters (width) east/west and is approximately 0.50 meters in maximum 
height from the ground surface.  Feature D appears to be traditional in age and is in poor 
condition.  Feature D appears to be an agricultural clearing pile.  No surface cultural material 
was present at this feature.   
 
Feature: E    
Feature Type:  Stone Mound  
Artifacts: None Observed 
Midden: None Observed 
Skeletal Remains: None Observed 
Possible Age: Traditional 
Possible Function: Agriculture 
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Condition: Poor 
Description: 
Site 50-10-28-26863, Feature E is a roughly circular, stone mound.  Feature E is constructed on 
an exposed pāhoehoe outcrop; at the center of the outcrop.  The mound is constructed of small-
large subangular basalt cobbles and small subangular basalt boulders loosely piled.  The mound 
appears to be slightly collapsed.  The top surface is mounded.  No edging is present.  Feature E 
measures approximately 1.70 meters (length) north/south x 1.50 meters (width) east/west and 
is approximately 0.70 meters in maximum height from the ground surface.  Feature E appears to 
be traditional in age and is in poor condition.  Feature E appears to be an agricultural clearing 
mound.  No surface cultural material was observed at this feature. 
 
Feature: F    
Feature Type:  Modified Outcrop  
Artifacts: None Observed 
Midden: None Observed 
Skeletal Remains: None Observed 
Possible Age: Traditional 
Possible Function: Agriculture 
Condition: Poor 
Description: 
Site 50-10-28-26863, Feature F is a modified outcrop.  Feature F consists of small-large 
subangular basalt cobbles and small subangular basalt boulders loosely piled on the eastern 
edge of an exposed pāhoehoe outcrop.  The area of modification does not cover the entire 
outcrop.  The area of modification measures approximately 1.60 meters (length) north-
west/south-east x 1.10 meters (width) north-east/south-west and is approximately 0.40 meters 
in maximum height from the ground surface.  Feature F appears to be traditional in age and is 
in poor condition.  Feature F appears to be an agricultural clearing pile.  No surface cultural 
material was observed at this feature. 
 
Feature: G    
Feature Type:  Wall  
Artifacts: None Observed 
Midden: None Observed 
Skeletal Remains: None Observed 
Possible Age: Traditional 
Possible Function: Agriculture 
Condition: Fair 
Description: 
Site 50-10-28-26863, Feature G is a low, linear stone wall. The wall is running roughly north-
east/south-west and is constructed on soil and pāhoehoe outcrop.  The wall is constructed of 
small-large subangular basalt cobbles and small subangular basalt boulders loosely piled.  The 
wall appears to be collapsed in some areas.  The north (down slope of wall) edge is still intact 
consisting of small-large subangular basalt cobbles and small subangular basalt cobbles loosely 
piled on top of pāhoehoe outcrop.  The south (upslope) edge of the wall is fairly level with the 
soil ground.  The level soil surface down slope from the wall is approximately 0.35 meters lower 
than the soil surface upslope from the wall.  Feature G measures approximately 4.0 meters 
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(length) north-east/south-west x 1.3 meters (width) north-west/south-east and is 
approximately 0.50 meters in maximum height from the ground surface downslope.  Feature G 
appears to b traditional in age and is in fair condition.  Feature G appears to be a terrace created 
for planting areas.  No surface cultural material was observed at this feature.   
 
Feature: H    
Feature Type:  Terrace  
Artifacts: None Observed 
Midden: None Observed 
Skeletal Remains: None Observed 
Possible Age: Traditional 
Possible Function: Agriculture 
Condition: Good 
Description: 
Site 50-10-28-26863, Feature H is a "J" shaped meandering terrace running roughly east-west.  At 
the east end the terrace is well constructed of loosely stacked boulders 2 courses high.  The 
interior wall height is .30 meters.  The exterior wall height is 180 meters.  The terrace follows 
bedrock outcrops until reaching the hook in the "J" where it is constructed of boulders loosely 
piled and tumbled.  The terrace measures 10 meters (length) east/west x 1 meter east west.  The 
hook of the "J" measures 4 meters (length) east/west x 1 meter (width) north-south.  The interior 
surface in the hook of the "J" is primarily soil and some cobbles.  Its interior height is 0.20 
meters.  Its exterior is 0.80 meters.  Likely a traditional field wall of planting terrace functioning 
in agriculture.  Good condition. 
 
Feature: I    
Feature Type:  Modified Outcrop  
Artifacts: None Observed 
Midden: None Observed 
Skeletal Remains: None Observed 
Possible Age: Traditional 
Possible Function: Agriculture 
Condition: Poor 
Description: 
Site 50-10-28-26863, Feature I is a modified outcrop.  It consists of small-medium subangular 
basalt boulders loosely piled on top of an exposed pāhoehoe outcrop.  The boulders are located 
along the eastern edge of the outcrop.  The area of modification measures approximately 1.70  
meters (length) north-west/south-east x 0.80 meters (width) north-east/south-west and is 
approximately 0.40 meters in maximum height from the ground surface.  It appears that Feature 
I is traditional in age and is in poor condition.  Feature I appears to be an agricultural clearing 
pile.  No surface cultural material was present at this feature. 
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SIHP Number: 50-10-28-26864     
Field Number: T-021 
Site Type: Complex     
Possible Age: Traditional 
Possible Function: Agriculture 
Condition: Poor to Good 
Description: 
Site 50-10-28-26864 is composed of a grouping of stone mounds and modified outcrops located 
at the northern extent of the area of deep soil toward the northern end of the project area.  The 
site is bounded to the north by the southern edge of the newer pāhoehoe lava flow.  The irregular 
edge of this flow is relatively broken up in several areas. It appears that stones have been tossed 
up onto the fringe of the flow, possibly to help clear the adjacent soil area.  The soil area itself is 
on a gentle (5 to 15º) slope and is dotted with bedrock outcrops.  The vegetation in the area 
consists of occasional kiawe trees dispersed koa haole trees and high California grass. 
 
Feature A, the largest of the structural elements of the site consists of an irregularly shaped area 
of modified outcrops.  Stones have been loosely piled atop a finger of the pāhoehoe flow that 
extends into the soil area.  The remaining features consists of older bedrock outcrops that have 
stone piled atop them, either in discrete mounds (Features B and C) or much more roughly 
forming modified outcrops (Feature D).  Both mounds and modified outcrops appear to 
represent traditional agricultural clearance piles. 
 
Feature: A    
Feature Type:  Modified Outcrop  
Artifacts: None Observed 
Midden: None Observed 
Skeletal Remains: None Observed 
Possible Age: Traditional 
Possible Function: Agriculture 
Condition: Fair 
Description: 
Site 50-10-28-26864, Feature A consists of irregular shaped outcrops with modifications 
throughout.  The modifications follow the outcrop's natural shape.  The outcrop is modified 
with a high number of large, medium and small boulders and cobbles.  They appear to be 
loosely piled throughout the outcrop.  Modifications measure a maximum of 10.8 meters 
(length) east/west and 9.3 meters (width) south-east/north-west.  The heights vary from 0.70 
meters maximum to 0.20 meters minimum.  It appears the outcrop is a "finger" from the north 
where there is a more recent lava flow.  Feature is traditional clearance piles functioning in 
agricultural.  It is in fair condition. 
 
Feature: B    
Feature Type:  Modified Outcrop  
Artifacts: None Observed 
Midden: None Observed 
Skeletal Remains: None Observed 
Possible Age: Traditional 
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Possible Function: Agriculture 
Condition: Fair 
Description: 
Site 50-10-28-26864 Feature B is a modified outcrop running east/west.  The outcrop's east end 
has one major modification, an area of boulders and cobbles which appear to have been loosely 
piled.  This modification measures 1.8 meters (length) east/west x 2 meters (width) 
north/south. It has a height of 0.80 meters from ground level which is pāhoehoe bedrock.  
Feature is traditional clearance piles functioning in agriculture.  Fair condition.   
 
Feature: C    
Feature Type:  Modified Outcrop  
Artifacts: None Observed 
Midden: None Observed 
Skeletal Remains: None Observed 
Possible Age: Traditional 
Possible Function: Agriculture 
Condition: Good  
Description: 
Site 50-10-28-26864 Feature C is a modified outcrop running approximately east/west.  The 
west end of the outcrop has been modified with an area of edged boulders and cobbles loosely 
piled atop bedrock.  The interior surface is irregular and filled with medium sized cobbles.  
Feature is a traditional clearance pile functioning in agriculture.  Poor condition. 
 
Feature: D     
Feature Type:  Modified Outcrop  
Artifacts: None Observed 
Midden: None Observed 
Skeletal Remains: None Observed 
Possible Age: Traditional 
Possible Function: Agriculture 
Condition: Poor 
Description: 
Site 50-10-28-26864 Feature D is a modified outcrop.  The modification runs approximately 
northwest-southeast and consists of a few aligned boulders on edge on the southeast end.  
Immediately northwest of the stacked boulders there is a roughly stacked pile of large boulders 
measuring 1 meter in diameter and have a height of 0.60 meters.  The feature is a traditional 
clearance mound.  Poor condition. 
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SIHP Number: 50-10-28-26865     
Field Number: T-022 
Site Type: Complex     
Possible Age: Traditional 
Possible Function: Agriculture 
Condition: Poor to Fair 
Description: 
Site 50-10-28-26865 is bounded to the north by the feature of Site 50-10-28-26864, to the east by 
Site 50-10-28-26862, to the south by Site 50-10-28-26866 and to the west by the bulldozed fire 
break.  It is situated in an area of level to gently sloping (5 to 10º) soil with occasional bedrock 
outcrops.  The surrounding vegetation consists of scattered kiawe trees, numerous koa haole trees 
and chest high California grass. 
 
The most prominent features of the site are a pair of loosely stacked and piled stone walls.  The 
Feature A wall runs roughly west to east.  It crosses the roughly north to south running Feature 
D wall at a right angle.  Neither wall extends very far and both incorporate areas of bedrock 
outcrops.  To the south and west of the interesting walls are two modified outcrops (Features B 
and C).  To the south and east are two loosely piled stone mounds (Features E and F).  No 
surface cultural material was noted at the site.   
 
All of the features within Site T-022 appear to be related to traditional cultivation.  Features A 
and D may be field boundary walls, Feature D running with the slope and Feature A with it.  
The mounds and modified outcrops may be agricultural clearance piles. 
 
Feature: A    
Feature Type:  Wall  
Artifacts: None Observed 
Midden: None Observed 
Skeletal Remains: None Observed 
Possible Age: Traditional 
Possible Function: Agriculture 
Condition: Fair 
Description: 
Site 50-10-28-26865, Feature A is a linear stone wall.  The wall is running roughly north-
west/south-east.  It is constructed on top of an exposed pāhoehoe outcrop and covers roughly the 
entire outcrop.  Feature A is constructed of small-large subangular basalt cobbles and small 
subangular basalt boulders loosely piled.  The wall appears to have been core-filled but is 
currently collapsed throughout.  The south-east end of Feature A is approximately 1.0 meters 
west from the northern end of Feature D.  The northwest end of the wall terminates at the edge 
of the outcrop.  Feature A measures approximately 3.20 meters (length) north-west/south-east x 
1.20 meters (width) and is approximately 0.50 meters in maximum height from the ground 
surface.  Feature A appears to be traditional in age and is in poor to fair condition.  It appears 
that Feature A is a short agricultural field wall.  Ground surfaces surrounding the wall are fairly 
level with soil.  No surface cultural material was observed at this feature.   
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Feature: B    
Feature Type:  Modified Outcrop  
Artifacts: None Observed 
Midden: None Observed 
Skeletal Remains: None Observed 
Possible Age: Traditional 
Possible Function: Agriculture 
Condition: Fair 
Description: 
Site 50-10-28-26865, Feature B is a modified outcrop.  Feature B consists of small-large 
subangular basalt cobbles and small subangular basalt boulders loosely piled on top of the 
western and central portions of an exposed pāhoehoe outcrop.  The area of modification does not 
cover the entire outcrop.  The pile appears to have somewhat of a southern edge.  The west edge 
of this pile appears to be collapsed.  Feature B measures approximately 2.3 meters (length) 
east/west x 2.0 meters (width) north/south and is approximately 0.55 meters in maximum 
height from the ground surface.  Feature B appears to be traditional in age and is in fair 
condition.  Feature B appears to be an agricultural clearing pile.  No surface cultural material 
was observed at this feature. 
 
Feature: C    
Feature Type: Modified Outcrop  
Artifacts: None Observed 
Midden: None Observed 
Skeletal Remains: None Observed 
Possible Age: Traditional 
Possible Function: Agriculture 
Condition: Poor 
Description: 
Site 50-10-28-26865, Feature C is a modified outcrop.  Feature C consists of small-large 
subangular basalt cobbles and small subangular basalt boulders loosely piled (almost scattered) 
on top the north and south edges of an exposed pāhoehoe outcrop.  The area of modification does 
not cover the entire outcrop.  The area of modification measures approximately 2.50 (length) 
north/south x 1.10 meters (width) east/west and is approximately 0.50 meters in maximum 
height from the ground surface.  Feature C appears to be traditional in age and is in poor 
condition.  It appears that Feature C is an agricultural clearing pile.  No surface cultural material 
was present at this feature. 
 
Feature: D    
Feature Type:  Wall  
Artifacts: None Observed 
Midden: None Observed 
Skeletal Remains: None Observed 
Possible Age: Traditional 
Possible Function: Agriculture 
Condition: Fair 
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Description: 
Site 50-10-28-26865 Feature D is a long, roughly linear stone wall.  Feature D is running 
north/south and is constructed on pāhoehoe outcrop and soil ground and is perpendicular to the 
natural gentle sloping terrain (5 - 15º).  Feature D is constructed of small-large subangular basalt 
cobbles and small subangular basalt boulders loosely piled and loosely stacked 1-2 courses 
high.  Both north and south ends of the wall abut exposed pāhoehoe outcrop.  The wall facings 
are slightly collapsed throughout.   The level soil surface downslope (west) of the wall is 
approximately 0.20 - 0.55 meters lower than the level soil surface upslope (east) of the wall.  The 
wall appears to be a terrace.  Feature D measures approximately 21.0 meters (length) 
north/south x 0.80 - 1.20 meters (width) and is approximately 0.55 meters in maximum height 
from the ground surface.  It appears that Feature D is traditional in age and is in fair condition.  
The south end of the wall is the most tumbled area.  Feature D appears to be an agricultural 
field wall.  No surface cultural material was observed in this feature.  
 
Feature: E    
Feature Type:  Stone Mound  
Artifacts: None Observed 
Midden: None Observed 
Skeletal Remains: None Observed 
Possible Age: Traditional 
Possible Function: Agriculture 
Condition: Fair 
Description: 
Site 50-10-28-26865 Feature E is a somewhat irregular shaped mound, which appears to have 
intact west corners.  The mound is constructed of loosely piled boulders and cobbles and 
incorporating bedrock into its structure.  The mound is on a gentle slope (5-10º).  It measures 2.2 
meters (length) east/west x 1.5 meters (width) north/south.  It has a height of 0.45 meters. It is 
in fair shape.  It is a traditional clearance mound for agricultural function. 
 
Feature: F    
Feature Type: Stone Mound   
Artifacts: None Observed 
Midden: None Observed 
Skeletal Remains: None Observed 
Possible Age: Traditional 
Possible Function: Agriculture 
Condition: Fair 
Description: 
Site 50-10-28-26865 Feature F is an irregular shaped mound that is loosely piled.  It is 
constructed of large boulders and medium sized cobbles piled on top of an exposed bedrock 
section.  The mound is on a gentle slope (5-10º).  It measures 2 meters (length) north/south x 2.4 
meters (width) east/west.  It has a height of .60 meters from ground level.  It is considerably 
tumbled on the southwest side.  It is a traditional clearance mound functioning to clear land of 
rocks for agricultural use. 
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Feature: G    
Feature Type:  Stone Mound  
Artifacts: None Observed 
Midden: None Observed 
Skeletal Remains: None Observed 
Possible Age: Traditional 
Possible Function: Agriculture 
Condition: Poor 
Description: 
Site 50-10-28-26865 Feature G is a collapsed mound on top of a bedrock outcrop.  The mound is 
constructed of loosely piled boulders and cobbles, incorporating bedrock into the construction.  
The mound is on a gentle slope (5-10º).  It measures 1.8 meters (length) north/south x 1.7 meters 
(width) east/west.  It has a height of 0.50 meters.  It is in poor condition, tumbled on all sides.  It 
is a traditional mound functioning for agriculture.   
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SIHP Number: 50-10-28-26866     
Field Number: T-023 
Site Type: Complex     
Possible Age: Traditional 
Possible Function: Habitation/Agriculture 
Condition: Fair to Good 
Description: 
Site 50-10-28-26866 consists of a concentration of structural components located in an area of 
gently sloping (5-15º) soil and bedrock outcrops.  It is situated north and east of the Site T-015 
modified sinkhole, north of Site T-008 complex, south of the Site T-022 complex and west of the 
Site T-018 complex.  The site is bounded to the west by the bulldozed fire break.  Vegetation in 
the area consists of an open thicket of koa haole with occasional kiawe and alahe‘e trees. 
 
The site area is delineated on three sides by its own internal walls; the Feature A and B walls to 
the south, the Feature G wall to the west, and the Feature H wall to the north.  Within the 
perimeters of these walls are a mound (Feature D) and modified outcrops (Features C, I, J, and 
K). 
 
Near the center of the site is a roughly L-shaped wall (Feature E) that frames a roughly 
rectangular low stone wall enclosure (Feature F).   
 
The structural features within the site all appear to be related to agricultural activity (being 
either field walls or clearance piles) with the possible exception of the Feature F enclosure, 
which may form the foundation of a residential structure.   
 
One waterworn basalt cobble with possible battering on one edge and polishing on another 
edge was located at Feature F.  This may be a possible hammerstone and/or whetstone.  The 
site tag is located at the west end of Feature A. 
 
Feature: A     
Feature Type:  Wall  
Artifacts: None Observed 
Midden: None Observed 
Skeletal Remains: None Observed 
Possible Age: Traditional 
Possible Function: Agriculture 
Condition: Fair 
Description: 
Site 50-10-28-26866, Feature A is a north/south running wall.  It is situated in an area of 
numerous rocky pāhoehoe outcrops on a gentle slop (10-15º).  Feature A wall connects to the 
north end of T-008 Feature A wall and continues north along a large abrupt outcrop until the 
terrace reaches a “T” junction where T-024 Feature B terrace begins.  Feature A is constructed of 
loosely piled and stacked medium to large boulders.  It measures 9 meters north/south (length) 
x .80 meters east/west (width).  It has an internal height of 0.60 meters on the west side of wall.  
It has an exterior height of 0.50 meters on the east side of the wall.  West of the wall  
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(downslope) there is a large circular area of level soil.  The wall is 2-3 courses with minimal 
tumble.  Feature A is in fair condition.  Possibly a traditional field wall functioning in 
agriculture. 
 
Feature: B    
Feature Type:  Wall  
Artifacts: None Observed 
Midden: None Observed 
Skeletal Remains: None Observed 
Possible Age: Traditional 
Possible Function: Agriculture 
Condition: Fair 
Description: 
Site 50-10-28-26866, Feature B is an east to west running wall.  It is situated in an area of 
numerous rocky pāhoehoe outcrops on a gentle slope (10-15º).  Feature B connects to the north 
end of T-024 Feature A wall where a “T” junction has been created and Feature B begins.  
Feature B is constructed of loosely piled and stacked medium to large boulders.  The boulders 
are piled and stacked following a pāhoehoe outcrop running east/west.  It measures 7 meters 
east/west (length) x 1 meter north/south (width). It has an overall height of 0.70 meters.  The 
wall creates the north boundary at the circular area of level soil mentioned west of Feature A 
wall.  The terrace walls are 1-2 courses.  Feature B is in fair condition.  Possibly a traditional 
field wall functioning in agriculture. 
 
Feature: C    
Feature Type: Modified Outcrop   
Artifacts: None Observed 
Midden: None Observed 
Skeletal Remains: None Observed 
Possible Age: Traditional 
Possible Function: Agriculture  
Condition: Good 
Description: 
Site 50-10-28-26866, Feature C is a modified outcrop.  The areas of modification are located 
along the west, south and east edges of an exposed pāhoehoe outcrop.  The areas of modification 
are continuous throughout.  The areas of modifications consist of small-large subangular basalt 
cobbles and small-medium subangular basalt boulders loosely piled on top of pāhoehoe outcrop.  
The west edge is the most intact (nicely piled) and has the highest height off the ground surface.  
The west edge measures approximately 0.80 meters in maximum height off the ground surface.  
The south and east edges are loosely piled and have a maximum height of approximately 0.50 
meters above the ground surface.  The central and northern areas of the outcrop have only a few 
scattered small-subangular basalt boulders present.  The area of modification along the west 
edge measures approximately 4.60 meters (length) north/south x 3.0 meters (width) east/west.  
The area of modification along the south edge measures approximately 2.0 meters (length) 
east/west x 1.70 meters (width) north/south and the area of modification along the east edge 
measures approximately 2.30 meters (length) north/south x 1.90 meters (width) east/west.  
Feature C appears to be traditional in age and is in good condition.  Feature C appears to be a 
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possible terrace.  Top surface of west edge area of modification is level with outcrop although 
there is nothing that it is retaining.  Therefore it appears that Feature C may have functioned as 
a corner of this greater agricultural/possible habitation site. It may have also been a boundary 
or possible activity area.  No surface cultural material was present at this feature. 
 
Feature: D    
Feature Type:  Stone Mound  
Artifacts: None Observed 
Midden: None Observed 
Skeletal Remains: None Observed 
Possible Age: Traditional 
Possible Function: Agriculture 
Condition: Fair 
Description: 
Site 50-10-28-26866, Feature D is an irregular shaped stone mound.  The mound is constructed 
on top of an exposed pāhoehoe outcrop, along the south and east edges of the outcrop from the 
top of the outcrop to its base.  The mound is constructed on small to large sub-angular basalt 
cobbles and small sub-angular basalt boulders loosely piled.  There appears to be a possible 
rough edging along the north and east sides of the mound.  Boulders are piled at the top of the 
mound.  The top surface is mounded at the north end and sloping  south at the south end.  
Feature D measures c. 5.0m in length (east/west) by 3.60m wide (north/south) and is c. 1.20m 
in height (at maximum) from the downslope ground surface.  Downslope is to the south.  
Feature D appears to be traditional in age and is in fair condition.  Feature D appears to be an 
agricultural clearing mound.  No surface cultural material was observed at this feature. 
 
Feature: E    
Feature Type:  Wall  
Artifacts: None Observed 
Midden: None Observed 
Skeletal Remains: None Observed 
Possible Age: Traditional 
Possible Function: Agriculture 
Condition: Fair 
Description: 
Site 50-10-28-26866, Feature E is an "L" shaped wall.  It is situated in an area of numerous rocky 
pāhoehoe outcrops on a gentle slope (10-15º).  The arm of the "L" shape runs south-west/north-
east.  It is constructed of loosely piled and stacked boulders and cobbles and somewhat 
mounded on the north/east end.  The wall measures 6.5 meters south-west/north-east (length) 
x .80 meters north/south (width).  It has an average height external (south of wall) of 0.80, 
internal (north of wall) is 0.20 meters.  The segment shooting south-east/north-west off of the 
"L" is constructed and structurally the same as the arm.  It measures 5.5 meters south-
east/north-west (length) x 1 meters north/south (width).  It has an overall height of 0.70 meters.  
North of the wall is traditional possibly functioning as a field wall or to create planting areas 
functioning in agriculture.  It is in fair condition. 
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Feature: F    
Feature Type: Enclosure   
Artifacts: Traditional 
Midden: None Observed 
Skeletal Remains: None Observed 
Possible Age: Traditional 
Possible Function: Habitation 
Condition: Fair 
Description: 
Site 50-10-28-26866, Feature F is a rectangular-shaped stone wall and earth filled enclosure.  The 
enclosure is bounded by a north, south, east, and west walls that are constructed of small to 
large sub-angular basalt cobbles and small to medium sub-angular basalt boulders loosely piled 
and stacked in some area one to five courses high.  The west and east walls are slightly tumbled; 
the north and south walls are almost entirely collapsed.  The interior of the enclosure is fairly 
level soil.  Approximately 1.40m south from the north wall and within the enclosures interior is 
a low roughly east/west running stone wall.  This wall is constructed of small to large sub-
angular basalt cobbles and small sub-angular basalt boulders loosely piled on a soil surface.  
This wall appears to be separating or dividing the interior surface of the enclosure into two 
compartments (north and south compartments).  The interior dimensions of the northern 
compartment within the enclosure measures c. 1.0m in length (east/west) by 1.90m wide 
(north/south).  The interior dimensions of the southern compartment within the enclosure 
measures c. 3.10 in length (north/south) by 2.10m wide (east/west).  The overall interior 
dimensions of the enclosure measure c. 4.0m in length (north/south) by 2.20m wide 
(east/west).  The overall exterior dimensions of the enclosure measure c. 6.40m in length 
(north/south) by c. 5.0m wide (east/west) and ranges in wall height from c. 0.10 to 1.0m.  
Feature F appears to be traditional in age and is in fair condition.  It appears that Feature F is a 
possible house foundation or an activity area.  One medium waterworn cobble is located 
immediately adjacent to the interior of the east wall, c. 1.90m south from the north wall. The 
waterworn appears to have one possible battered edge and an area of smooth polishing.  This 
may suggest it functioned as a hammerstone and/or a wet stone.  The waterworn measures c. 
7centimeters in length by 6centimeters wide by 5.5centimeters thick. 
 
Feature: G    
Feature Type:  Wall  
Artifacts: None Observed 
Midden: None Observed 
Skeletal Remains: None Observed 
Possible Age: Traditional 
Possible Function: Agriculture 
Condition: Fair 
Description: 
Site 50-10-28-26866 Feature G is a wall running approximately north-west/south-east.  It is 
“serpentine” shaped with a right bend near the northwest end.  It is situated at the bottom of a 
highly modified hill with an abundance of bedrock outcrops.  Feature E wall is 2 meters east of 
Feature G wall.  The wall is constructed of loosely stacked and piled boulders and cobbles 1-3 
courses high.  It measures 8 meters north-west/south-east (length) x 1 meter north-east/south-
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west (width).  It has an exterior height of 0.60 meters.  It has an interior height of 0.40 meters.  
There is an area of level soil between Feature G wall and Feature E wall.  It has an interior 
height of 0.40 meters.  This is an area of level soil between Feature G wall and Feature E wall.  
The wall is in fair condition.  It also connects to Feature H at the end of the northwest end.  Most 
likely a traditional field wall functioning in agriculture. 
 
Feature: H    
Feature Type:  Wall  
Artifacts: None Observed 
Midden: None Observed 
Skeletal Remains: None Observed 
Possible Age: Traditional 
Possible Function: Agriculture 
Condition: Fair 
Description: 
Site 50-10-28-26866 Feature H is a serpentine-shaped stone wall running roughly east/west.  
The wall is constructed on both exposed pāhoehoe outcrop and soil ground.  The wall is 
constructed of small to large sub-angular basalt cobbles and small to medium sub-angular 
basalt boulders loosely piled.  The wall is tumbled in areas throughout.  The west end of the 
wall has been impacted by bulldozing activity (construction of an emergency late night fire-
break road).  It then extends roughly east for c. 2.0m and is intersected by Feature G.  The wall 
then continues roughly east for c. 17.0m, then bends southeast for c. 5.2m and finally bends 
roughly east once again for c. 1.30m.  This extreme east end of the wall terminates at a low 
pāhoehoe outcrop but is in alignment with site T-018 Feature B wall suggesting that these two 
walls may have been the same wall at one time.  Scattered cobbles and boulders are located 
between the east end of site T-024 Feature H and the western end of Site T-018 Feature B.  
Feature H measures c. 23.5m in length (roughly east/west) by 0.60m wide and ranges in height 
from c. 0.30-0.90m.  Feature H appears to be traditional in age and is in fair condition.  It 
appears that Feature H is an agricultural field wall that runs parallel and perpendicular to the 
natural sloping terrain (gentle slope to the west c. 5° to 15°).  No surface cultural material was 
observed at this feature. 
 
Feature: I    
Feature Type:  Modified Outcrop  
Artifacts: None Observed 
Midden: None Observed 
Skeletal Remains: None Observed 
Possible Age: Traditional 
Possible Function: Agriculture 
Condition: Fair 
Description: 
Site 50-10-28-26866, Feature I modified outcrop running approximately north-south with a 
rectangular section of modification at the north end of outcrop.  The modification is constructed 
of loosely piled subangular boulders and cobbles along the outcrop face.  It measures 3 meters  
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north/south (length) x 1.3 meters east/west (width).  It has a height of 0.80 meters.  Minimal 
tumble.  Feature is in fair condition.  Likely a traditional clearance pile functioning in 
agriculture. 
 
 
Feature: J    
Feature Type:  Modified Outcrop  
Artifacts: None Observed 
Midden: None Observed 
Skeletal Remains: None Observed 
Possible Age: Traditional 
Possible Function: Agriculture 
Condition: Fair 
Description: 
Site 50-10-28-26866 Feature J modified outcrop with a small modification situated at a high 
point of a very modified area.  Approximately east of Feature I modified outcrop.  Modification 
is constructed of piled small boulders and cobbles on top of a bedrock outcrop.  It measures 1.6 
metes east/west (length) x 1.5 meters north/south (width) and has a height including the 
outcrop of 0.50 meters.  Feature is in fair condition.  Likely a traditional clearance pile 
functioning in agriculture. 
 
Feature: K    
Feature Type: Modified Outcrop   
Artifacts: None Observed 
Midden: None Observed 
Skeletal Remains: None Observed 
Possible Age: Traditional 
Possible Function: Agriculture 
Condition: Poor 
Description: 
Site 50-10-28-26866 Feature K modified outcrop with an area of edging and loosely piled 
cobbles.  It is adjacent to Feature G wall and Feature H wall.  Very roughly triangular in shape 
running approximately north-south.  Area of modified measures 3.3 meters north-south 
(length) x 2.9 meters east/west.  It measures 0.30 meters at edging on north section. The 
structure is very rough and in poor condition.  This feature appears to be traditional, possibly 
an agricultural clearance pile. 
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ATTRIBUTES OF SITES AND FEATURES WITHIN THE ARCHAEOLOGICAL PRESERVE 

SIHP No. Field No. Feature Site Type Artifact Midden Coral 
Human 
Skeletal 

Condition 
Possible 

Age 
Possible 
Function 

50-10-28-13348 
 

A Pāhoehoe Excavation None Observed None Observed None Observed None Observed Fair Traditional Quarry 

B Mound None Observed None Observed None Observed None Observed Poor Traditional Marker 

C Pāpamu None Observed None Observed None Observed None Observed Good Traditional Recreation/Art 

D Paved Pathway None Observed None Observed None Observed None Observed Fair Traditional Transportation 

E Cave None Observed None Observed None Observed None Observed Fair Traditional Storage 

50-10-28-13350 T-021   Modified Lava Tube Traditional Present Present Present Good Traditional Habitation/Burial 

50-10-28-13354 T-020   Pāhoehoe Excavation None Observed None Observed None Observed None Observed Fair Traditional Activity Area 

50-10-28-13356 T-019   Modified Lava Tube None Observed None Observed None Observed None Observed Fair Traditional Storage 

50-10-28-13370 T-014 

A Platform None Observed None Observed None Observed None Observed Fair Traditional Habitation 

B Platform None Observed None Observed None Observed None Observed Fair Traditional Agriculture 

C Modified Outcrop None Observed None Observed None Observed None Observed Fair Traditional Agriculture 

50-10-28-13371 T-007 

A Terrace Traditional None Observed Present None Observed Fair Traditional Habitation 

B Terrace None Observed None Observed None Observed None Observed Good Traditional Habitation 

C Wall None Observed None Observed None Observed None Observed Fair Traditional Agriculture 

50-10-28-13372 T-023 
B Enclosure None Observed None Observed None Observed None Observed Fair Traditional Habitation 

C Terrace None Observed None Observed None Observed None Observed Fair Traditional Habitation 

50-10-28-13373   

A Enclosure Traditional None Observed None Observed None Observed Good Traditional Habitation 

B Terrace None Observed None Observed None Observed None Observed Fair Traditional Uncertain 

C Terrace None Observed None Observed None Observed None Observed Fair Traditional Habitation 

D C-Shaped Wall None Observed None Observed None Observed None Observed Good Traditional Habitation 

E Platform None Observed None Observed None Observed None Observed Fair Traditional Uncertain 

F Stone Mound None Observed None Observed None Observed None Observed Fair Traditional Burial 

G Stone Mound None Observed None Observed None Observed None Observed Fair Traditional Agriculture 

H Terrace None Observed None Observed None Observed None Observed Good Traditional Habitation 

50-10-28-13375 T-002 

A Platform None Observed None Observed None Observed None Observed Good Traditional Habitation 

B Stone Mound None Observed None Observed None Observed None Observed Good Traditional Uncertain 

C Stone Mound None Observed None Observed None Observed None Observed Fair Traditional Agriculture 

D Wall None Observed None Observed None Observed None Observed Fair Traditional Agriculture 

E Stone Mound None Observed None Observed None Observed None Observed Good Traditional Agriculture 
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SIHP No. Field No. Feature Site Type Artifact Midden Coral 
Human 
Skeletal 

Condition 
Possible 

Age 
Possible 
Function 

50-10-28-13376 T-015   Platform None Observed None Observed None Observed None Observed Fair Traditional Ceremonial 

50-10-28-13380   

A Platform None Observed Present None Observed None Observed Good Traditional Habitation 

B Terrace None Observed None Observed None Observed None Observed Good Traditional Habitation 

C Wall None Observed None Observed None Observed None Observed Good Traditional Habitation 

D Platform Traditional None Observed None Observed None Observed Good Traditional Habitation/Burial 

E Platform None Observed None Observed None Observed None Observed Good Traditional Habitation 

F Modified Lava Tube Traditional Present Present None Observed Good Traditional Habitation 

G C-Shaped Wall None Observed None Observed None Observed None Observed Good Traditional Habitation 

H Platform None Observed None Observed None Observed None Observed Good Traditional Ceremonial 

I Wall None Observed None Observed None Observed None Observed Good Traditional Habitation 

J Platform None Observed None Observed None Observed None Observed Good Traditional Habitation 

K Terrace None Observed None Observed None Observed None Observed Good Traditional Habitation 

50-10-28-13381 T-017 
A C-Shaped Wall None Observed None Observed None Observed None Observed Fair Traditional Habitation 

B Terrace None Observed None Observed None Observed None Observed Fair Traditional Agriculture 

50-10-28-13382 T-004 

A C-Shaped Wall Traditional None Observed None Observed None Observed Good Traditional Habitation 

B Enclosure None Observed None Observed None Observed None Observed Good Traditional Uncertain 

C Enclosure None Observed None Observed None Observed None Observed Good Traditional Habitation 

D Terrace None Observed None Observed None Observed None Observed Fair Traditional Habitation 

50-10-28-13383 T-012 

A Terrace None Observed None Observed None Observed None Observed Good Traditional Habitation 

B Enclosure None Observed None Observed None Observed None Observed Good Traditional Habitation 

C Wall Traditional None Observed None Observed None Observed Fair Traditional Agriculture 

50-10-28-13385 Wall Historic None Observed None Observed None Observed Good Historic Cattle Wall 

50-10-28-13393     Platform None Observed None Observed None Observed None Observed Good Traditional Ceremonial 

50-10-28-13488 T-018 A Modified Lava Blister None Observed None Observed None Observed None Observed Fair Traditional Storage 

50-10-37-6302 
[7276] 

    Wall None Observed None Observed None Observed None Observed Good Historic Cattle Wall 

  T-001 

A Platform None Observed None Observed None Observed None Observed Good Traditional Burial 

B 
Stone Edged 
Depression 

None Observed None Observed None Observed None Observed Good Traditional Uncertain 

C Platform None Observed None Observed None Observed None Observed Good Traditional Habitation 

  T-003 
A Platform None Observed None Observed None Observed None Observed Fair Traditional Uncertain 

B Lava Tube/Bubble None Observed None Observed None Observed None Observed Good Traditional Uncertain 
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  T-005   L-Shaped Wall None Observed None Observed None Observed None Observed Good Traditional Habitation 
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SIHP No. Field No. Feature Site Type Artifact Midden Coral 
Human 
Skeletal 

Condition 
Possible 

Age 
Possible 
Function 

  T-006 

A Enclosure None Observed None Observed None Observed None Observed Good Traditional Habitation 

B Stone Mound None Observed None Observed None Observed None Observed Good Traditional Burial 

C Stone Mound None Observed None Observed None Observed None Observed Good Traditional Burial 

D Stone Mound None Observed None Observed None Observed None Observed Good Traditional Burial 

E Stone Mound None Observed None Observed None Observed None Observed Good Traditional Burial 

F Stone Mound None Observed None Observed None Observed None Observed Good Traditional Burial 

  T-008   C-Shaped Wall Traditional None Observed None Observed None Observed Fair Traditional Habitation 

  T-009   T-Shaped Wall None Observed None Observed None Observed None Observed Fair Traditional Agriculture 

  T-010   Wall Segment None Observed None Observed None Observed None Observed Poor Traditional Agriculture 

  T-011   Modified Outcrop None Observed None Observed None Observed None Observed Fair Traditional Agriculture 

  T-013   Modified Lava Tube None Observed None Observed None Observed None Observed Fair Traditional Uncertain 

  T-016 
A Terrace None Observed None Observed None Observed None Observed Fair Traditional Uncertain 

B Pāhoehoe Excavation None Observed None Observed None Observed None Observed Fair Traditional Uncertain 

  T-022   Platform None Observed None Observed None Observed None Observed Fair Traditional Habitation 

  T-024   Enclosure None Observed None Observed None Observed None Observed Good Historic 
Animal 
Husbandry 
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GPS COORDINATES OF SITES AND FEATURES WITHIN THE ARCHAEOLOGICAL PRESERVE 
 

SIHP No. 
Field 
No. 

Feature Site Type Condition 
Possible 

Age 
Possible Function GPS Loc. Easting Northing 

50-10-28-13348 
 

A Pāhoehoe Excavation Fair Traditional Quarry Center 1555937.663 193859.224 

B Mound Poor Traditional Marker 

C Pāpamu Good  Traditional Recreation/Art 

D Paved Pathway Fair Traditional Transportation 

E Cave Fair Traditional Storage 

50-10-28-13350 T-021   Modified Lava Tube Good Traditional Habitation/Burial South End 186079.463 2175446.294 

50-10-28-13354 T-020   Pāhoehoe Excavation Fair Traditional Activity Area Center 186114.26 2175433.079 

50-10-28-13356 T-019   Modified Lava Tube Fair Traditional Storage Center 186175.491 2175462.349 

50-10-28-13370 T-014 

A Platform Fair Traditional Habitation Northwest Corner 186297.4287 2175451.097 

B Platform Fair Traditional Agriculture East Corner 186295.9041 2175437.801 

C Modified Outcrop Fair Traditional Agriculture Northwest Corner 186295.0043 2175430.621 

50-10-28-13371 T-007 

A Terrace Fair Traditional Habitation West Corner 186374.5101 2175487.351 

B Terrace Good Traditional Habitation North End 186370.8124 2175491.541 

C Wall Fair Traditional Agriculture East End 186382.9 2175477.592 

50-10-28-13372 T-023 
B Enclosure Fair Traditional Habitation Center 186207.0346 2175377.596 

C Terrace Fair Traditional Habitation Northwest Corner 186218.2809 2175372.876 

50-10-28-13373   

A Enclosure Good Traditional Habitation Southeast Corner 186338.013 2175411.99 

B Terrace Fair Traditional Uncertain South End 186314.878 2175416.468 

C Terrace Fair Traditional Habitation Southwest Corner 186323.064 2175386.069 

D C-Shaped Wall Good Traditional Habitation East End 186315.463 2175380.705 

E Platform Fair Traditional Uncertain Northwest Corner 186337.192 2175380.966 

F Stone Mound Fair Traditional Burial Southeast Corner 186323.306 2175419.19 

G Stone Mound Fair Traditional Agriculture Northwest Corner 186347.886 2175381.731 

H Terrace Good Traditional Habitation South End 186321.656 2175426.255 

50-10-28-13375 T-002 

A Platform Good Traditional Habitation Southwest Corner 186317.573 2175504.752 

B Stone Mound Good Traditional Uncertain Center 186328.084 2175498.869 

C Stone Mound Fair Traditional Agriculture Northwest Corner 186334.035 2173505.398 

D Wall Fair Traditional Agriculture Center 186326.767 2175517.661 

E Stone Mound Good Traditional Agriculture Northeast Corner 186314.158 2175499.063 
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SIHP No. 
Field 
No. 

Feature Site Type Condition 
Possible 

Age 
Possible Function GPS Loc. Easting Northing 

50-10-28-13376 T-015   Platform Fair Traditional Ceremonial Southwest Corner 186266.6645 2175473.113 

50-10-28-13380   

A Platform Good Traditional Habitation Northwest Corner 186377.0947 2175559.936 

B Terrace Good Traditional Habitation Northwest Corner 186390.9906 2175551.093 

C Wall Good Traditional Habitation Northeast Corner 186396.9791 2175546.536 

D Platform Good Traditional Habitation/Burial North Corner 186381.7478 2175544.005 

E Platform Good Traditional Habitation Southwest Corner 186385.4091 2175533.006 

F Modified Lava Tube Good Traditional Habitation East End 186390.4964 2175528.41 

G C-Shaped Wall Good Traditional Habitation Center 186387.5154 2175526.137 

H Platform Good Traditional Ceremonial South Corner 186359.5329 2175533.27 

I Wall Good Traditional Habitation South End 186371.4874 2175521.317 

J Platform Good Traditional Habitation Southwest Corner 186372.0539 2175512.401 

K Terrace Good Traditional Habitation Northeast Corner 186369.3838 2175559.353 

50-10-28-13381 T-017 
A C-Shaped Wall Fair Traditional Habitation Southwest Corner 186229.8781 2175433.109 

B Terrace Fair Traditional Agriculture Northeast Corner 186228.953 2175442.778 

50-10-28-13382 T-004 

A C-Shaped Wall Good Traditional Habitation Southeast End 186351.8841 2175455.225 

B Enclosure Good Traditional Uncertain North End 186359.9402 2175468.504 

C Enclosure Good Traditional Habitation Center 186362.3626 2175456.094 

D Terrace Fair Traditional Habitation Center 186371.4366 2175447.578 

50-10-28-13383 T-012 

A Terrace Good Traditional Habitation Northeast Corner 186456.5634 2175577.152 

B Enclosure Good Traditional Habitation Southwest Corner 186450.9367 2175572.878 

C Wall Fair Traditional Agriculture West Corner 186467.1529 2175572.379 

50-10-28-13385 Wall Good Historic Cattle Wall North End 186390.067 2175627.849 

50-10-28-13393     Platform Good Traditional Ceremonial East Corner 186526.3303 2175467.37 

50-10-28-13488 T-018 A Modified Lava Blister Fair Traditional Storage Center 186230.1289 2175487.399 

50-10-37-6302 
[7276] 

    Wall Good Historic Cattle Wall South End 186477.055 2175424.798 

  T-001 

A Platform Good Traditional Burial South Corner 186344.7997 2175515.116 

B 
Stone Edged 
Depression 

Good Traditional Uncertain Southeast End 186345.2726 2175519.852 

C Platform Good Traditional Habitation Southwest Corner 186350.5792 2175524.862 

  T-003 
A Platform Fair Traditional Uncertain Northeast Corner 186304.9249 2175487.578 

B Lava Tube/Bubble Good Traditional Uncertain Center 186296.2208 2175481.132 
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  T-005   L-Shaped Wall Good Traditional Habitation Northwest Corner 186365.1292 2175424.066 
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SIHP No. 
Field 
No. 

Feature Site Type Condition 
Possible 

Age 
Possible Function GPS Loc. Easting Northing 

  T-006 

A Enclosure Good Traditional Habitation Southeast Corner 186389.5035 2175406.773 

B Stone Mound Good Traditional Burial       

C Stone Mound Good Traditional Burial       

D Stone Mound Good Traditional Burial Southeast Corner 186400.1887 2175397.784 

E Stone Mound Good Traditional Burial       

F Stone Mound Good Traditional Burial       

  T-008   C-Shaped Wall Fair Traditional Habitation North Corner 186442.976 2175443.282 

  T-009   T-Shaped Wall Fair Traditional Agriculture North Corner 186430.5262 2175461.287 

  T-010   Wall Segment Poor Traditional Agriculture North Corner 186415.7609 2175487.89 

  T-011   Modified Outcrop Fair Traditional Agriculture South Corner 186408.4237 2175498.657 

  T-013   Modified Lava Tube Fair Traditional Uncertain Center 186437.9361 2175558.615 

  T-016 
A Terrace Fair Traditional Uncertain Southeast Corner 186261.287 2175459.474 

B Pāhoehoe Excavation Fair Traditional Uncertain Center 186253.1917 2175441.552 

  T-022   Platform Fair Traditional Habitation Northwest Corner 186264.6087 2175396.458 

  T-024   Enclosure Good Historic Animal Husbandry Northeast Corner 186474.805 2175512.687 
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The following is a listing of archaeological sites and features identified during the 
reconnaissance survey of the Queen Lili‘uokalani Trust Archaeological Preserve area.  Each site 
and/or feature has been described based to the following attributes. 
 

Site Number: Previously recorded archaeological sites that were relocated 
during the reconnaissance survey were identified by their Hawaii State 
Inventory of Historic Properties (SIHP) site number.  This numbering system 
employs a four part numeric code.  The first element designates the state.  The 
second specifies the island.  The third indicates the U. S. Geological Survey 
topographic quadrangle within which the site is located.  The fourth is a site 
specific number designation (i.e. 50-10-28-13373).  
 
Field Number: All newly identified archaeological sites were assigned a 
temporary field number to facilitate identification.  This consisted of a T (for 
temporary) followed by a consecutively assigned number (i.e. T-001).  In some 
cases a site given a temporary number was later found to coincide with an 
existing site description.  In these cases the temporary field number was 
maintained, but all mention of the site is by reference to its previously assigned 
SIHP number.   
 
Feature: Individual structural elements within a specific site were assigned 
consecutive letter designations to aid in recording and mapping. 
 
Site/Feature Type: Each archaeological site or feature was identified as 
belonging to a specific type based upon its structural morphology and/or 
cultural contents.  Site/Feature types include Enclosures, Terraces, Platforms, C-
shapes, etc.  When features of different structural types are clustered within a 
single site, the site type was referred to as a Complex. 
 
Artifacts: If one or more artifact was observed within or adjacent to an 
archaeological site or feature, the relative age of the artifact was noted.  Artifacts 
were dated according to the following broad historic periods: 

1.) Traditional: This designation was assigned to artifacts manufactured in a 
traditional style using indigenous cultural materials (stone, coral, shell, 
etc.).  Such artifacts may have been made and utilized during either the 
pre-contact or early historic periods.  

2.) Historic: This designation includes artifacts of Western manufactured 
that were made from foreign materials (metal, glass, etc.).  These were 
initially imported into the islands, but later manufactured here.  

   
Midden: If bone or marine shell midden was discovered at a site or feature, its 
presence was noted. 
 
Human Skeletal Remains: In the relatively rare instances when human skeletal 
remains were observed at a site or feature, their presence was noted. 
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Possible Age: Due to the difficulties inherent in determining the age of a 
structure based solely on its visible morphology, the sites and features within the 
Preserve Area were only tentatively dated to a broad historic period.  These 
periods include the following: 

1.) Traditional: This designation was assigned to sites or features exhibiting 
traditional styles of construction or possessing indigenous cultural 
materials (traditional artifacts, marine shell midden, etc.).  Such features 
may have been constructed and utilized during either the pre-contact or 
early historic periods.  

2.) Historic: This designation includes structures whose morphology 
suggests they were constructed during the historic period.  It also 
includes sites at which surface historic artifacts (such as ceramics, bottle 
glass, and window glass) were found.  This designation includes sites 
that were constructed or utilized for ranching activities (such as pens, 
corrals and cattle walls). 

5.) Uncertain: This designation was assigned to a historic property if there 
was any uncertainty as to the date of its construction or use.  

 
Possible Function: An archaeological site or feature was assigned a functional 
designation based upon its morphology and/or cultural contents.  Common 
functional categories include Habitation, Burial, Animal Husbandry, Uncertain, 
etc.  These designations are based solely on visual observation and are tentative 
in nature. 

 
Condition:  The relative condition of the site was also noted.  The condition was 
recorded as either: Poor, Fair, Good, Very Good, or Excellent. 
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SIHP Number: 50-10-28-13348 
Site Type: Complex 
Artifacts: None Observed 
Midden: None Observed 
Skeletal Remains: None Observed 
Possible Age: Traditional 
Possible Function: Quarry – Rock Art – Activity Area 
Site 50-10-28-13348 is located at the western end of the Kuakini Wall (site 50-10-37-6302 [7276]).  
It consists of several individual structural features situated within and around a roughly 
circular, bowl-like depression formed by the southern end of a collapsed lava tube.  The floor of 
this depression consists of disturbed pāhoehoe rubble. The collapsed lava tube (visible as a area 
of broken and jumbled pāhoehoe boulders) continues out in a northeasterly direction from the 
end of the Kuakini Wall, and the 1990 inventory survey report indicates that the site area 
measures c. 93 meters north-south by 22.6 meters east-west.  However, all previously identified 
features rest within the area adjacent to the end of the Kuakini Wall.  Five features (Features A 
thru E) were documented during the 1990 Inventory Survey, and are mentioned individually 
below.  Additional minor features were observed during the present survey, but were not 
assigned feature designations.  Due to the disturbed nature of the site it was felt that a full 
reevaluation of the feature count should be made during the inventory survey of the site.  
Among the additional structures noted were three features are located c. 8.0 m northeast of 
Feature C which consist of a badly disturbed C-shape wall built on a natural pāhoehoe outcrop 
with a single pāhoehoe excavation to the west and a second pāhoehoe excavation immediately to 
the east.  A low rubble wall was noted extending off the end of the Kuakini wall and running 
along the southeast edge of the depression.  In addition to these features there are indistinct 
signs of possible human modification within the depression and possible pāhoehoe excavations 
located further northern along the collapsed lava tube.  Modern debris, consisting of several tin 
cans and pieces of plastic, was observed at the site.  The previously identified features are 
described below. 
 
Feature: Feature A 
Feature Type: Pāhoehoe excavation 
Artifacts: None Observed 
Midden: None Observed 
Skeletal Remains: None Observed 
Possible Age: Traditional 
Possible Function: Quarry 
Condition: Fair 
Site 50-10-28-13348, Feature A consists of a single pāhoehoe excavation.  The 1990 Inventory 
Survey report describes the excavation as a depression 6 by 5.9 meters from which material had 
been quarried to construct the other features at the site. 
 
Feature: Feature B 
Feature Type: Mound 
Artifacts: None Observed 
Midden: None Observed 
Skeletal Remains: None Observed 
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Possible Age: Traditional 
Possible Function: Marker 
Condition: Poor 
 
In the 1990 Inventory Survey report, Site 50-10-28-13348, Feature B is described as consisting of 
two stone cairns situated on the southwest edge of the Feature A depression.  The present 
survey found Feature B to resemble a single, low, linear stone mound constructed of small to 
large pāhoehoe cobbles and small to large pāhoehoe slabs with two ends raised slightly higher 
than the central portion.  It would appear that the two stone cairns (mounds) mentioned in the 
1990 report are now collapsed, with only their remnant pāhoehoe foundation slabs still in place. 
 
Feature: Feature C 
Feature Type: Pāpamu/Petroglyph 
Artifacts: None Observed 
Midden: None Observed 
Skeletal Remains: None Observed 
Possible Age: Traditional 
Possible Function: Recreation/Art 
Condition: Good 
The 1990 Inventory Survey report documented Feature C as a single pāpamu consisting of 74 
pecked holes and the engraved letters VPE, which are located immediately adjacent to the 
pāpamu.  During the present survey additional engravings were observed on and around the 
pāpamu board.  Three petroglyphs were noted on the same boulder as the pāpamu.  Atop the 
pāpamu itself was pecked a five-pointed star, its center being one of the pāpamu depressions.  
Immediately south of the pāpamu were two sets of letters.  The first of these possible name 
petroglyphs (initially recorded as VPE in the 1990 report) spelled the word “HUPE” or 
“HOPE”.  The second letter is difficult to make out as it appears to be engraved over some 
previous image.  The second possible name petroglyph, located immediately beneath the first, is 
harder to distinguish but appears to be “K_E_ _”.  The lettering of both are in the copper plate 
style common in the very early historic period, after the introduction of books and writing.  A 
second five pointed star petroglyph is located on the boulder immediately to the east of the 
pāpamu.  It is deeply pecked and the interior of the design has been completely removed.  A 
possible petroglyph of the letter “H” is located on a boulder to the south of the pāpamu.  
Battering marks were also noted on the pāhoehoe surface to the southeast. 
 
Feature: Feature D 
Feature Type: Paved Pathway 
Artifacts: None Observed 
Midden: None Observed 
Skeletal Remains: None Observed 
Possible Age: Traditional 
Possible Function: Transportation 
Condition: Fair 
Site 50-10-28-13348, Feature D is described in the 1990 report as consisting of a filled cobble area 
measuring 2.46 by 0.86 meters located immediately down slope of Feature C.  Adjacent to this is 
a pebble and cobble path extending for 2.57 meters in the direction of Feature A.  During the 
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present survey the appearance of Feature D was found to correspond with the description given 
in the 1990 Inventory Survey report. 
 
Feature: Feature E 
Site Description: Cave 
Artifacts: None Observed 
Midden: None Observed 
Skeletal Remains: None Observed 
Possible Age: Traditional 
Possible Function: Storage 
Condition: Fair 
Site 50-10-28-13348, Feature E consists of a small cave formed by a partially collapsed overhang 
that is situated within the interior of the Feature A depression.  The 1990 Inventory Survey 
report describes the cave as measuring  2.8 by 2.5 meters and being 1.74 meters in depth.  The 
cave’s interior is filled with scattered cobbles and boulders. A small hole in the scattered fill 
within the cave may have been used for storage.
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Site 50-10-28-13348, Feature C papamū and petroglyphs (View Northwest).
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SIHP Number: 50-10-28-13350    
Field Number: T-021 
Site Type: Modified Lava Tube     
Artifacts: Traditional 
Midden: Present 
Skeletal Remains: Present 
Possible Age: Traditional 
Possible Function: Habitation/Burial 
Condition: Good 
Description: 
Site 50-10-28-13350 consists of a sink hole and its associated lava tubes.  The site is located 
toward the northwestern corner of the project area, approximately 55 meters southwest of the 
western end of the Kuakini Wall (site Site 50-10-37-6302 [7276]) and c. 44 meters in from 
Kamaka‘eha Avenue.  It is situated within the area of more recent lava flow that covers the 
northwest section of the survey area.  The sinkhole and adjoining chambers have been modified 
by the construction of various internal features.  The site was recorded in detail and mapped 
during the 1990 survey (Donham 1990:A-86,Figure A-34).  At that time a total of eleven features 
were identified (see Figure).  The site description from the original report notes that:  
 
“The overall complex area measures 144.0 m (N-S) by 50.0 m (E-W). The site consists of a large 
blister cave complex, with eleven features inside the cave. The main chamber (Feature A) 
contains a terrace (Feature B) and two enclosures (Features F and G). There are two chambers 
with modifications to the east of the main chamber (Features C and D), a third tube chamber to 
the northwest (Feature E) which contains two enclosures. A fourth tube chamber (Feature H) 
extends south from the main chamber. This long tube contains a terrace (Feature J) and two 
enclosures (Features I and K).” (Donham 1990:A-86) 
 
In addition to the constructed features, the tube was found to contain numerous artifacts, as 
well as bone and marine shell midden.  At the time of the 1990 survey, two charcoal samples 
were collected from the site for radio-carbon dating.  One sample was taken from the floor of 
the cave within Feature C.  It returned an adjusted C-14 age of AD 1510+90 with an adjusted 
calendric range of AD 1305-1360 or AD 1380-1650.   A second sample was recovered from a test 
pit dug within Feature H.  This sample yielded an adjusted C-14 age of AD 1730+50.  The 
median adjusted calendric range for this sample was AD 1726-1818 (Donham 1990:31).  
 
The 1990 survey documented the presence of the partial remains of a sub-adult human skeleton 
resting on a natural shelf at the center of the Feature D chamber. 
 
During the present survey, the Site 50-10-28-13350 sinkhole was found to be occupied by two 
homeless squatters who had apparently been living there for some time.  A mattress had been 
placed at the front of the Feature E chamber and various personal items including shoes and 
clothing were scattered around the sinkhole.  Though there were no immediately visible signs 
of excavation, a number of artifacts had been collected and placed atop prominent boulders.  A 
sub-adult human long bone was observed atop a boulder in Feature D.  It had apparently been 
picked up and arrayed on the boulder with several goat bones.  Upon encountering these 
human remains, the field crew halted investigations and departed the sink hole.
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The 1990 survey map of Site 50-10-28-13350 (Donham 1990:Fig. A-34). 
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SIHP Number: 50-10-28-13354    
Field Number: T-020 
Site Type: Pāhoehoe Excavation     
Artifacts: None Observed 
Midden: None Observed 
Skeletal Remains: None Observed 
Possible Age: Traditional 
Possible Function: Activity Area 
Condition: Fair 
Description: 
This site consists of an excavation that has opened up a small lava tube on the slope of a 
pāhoehoe flow (see Figure).  It is located toward the western edge of the survey area c. 38 meters 
southeast of the Site 50-10-28-13350 sinkhole in an area of newer lava.  This feature roughly 
matches the 1990 survey report description, which reads; “The end of a pahoehoe blister has 
been excavated forming a blister ‘ledge.’  Some blocks are haphazardly thrown around the 
perimeter of the excavation” (Donham 1990:A-92).  The purpose of this excavation is unclear.  
There is no significant amount of soil in the area, so the excavation does not appear to represent 
a planting depression.  The revealed lava tube is so small it seems unlikely to have been used as 
a storage area. 
 
 
SIHP Number: 50-10-28-13356    
Field Number: T-019 
Site Type: Modified Lava Blister     
Artifacts: None Observed 
Midden: None Observed 
Skeletal Remains: None Observed 
Possible Age: Traditional 
Possible Function: Storage 
Condition: Fair 
Description: 
This site consists of a small lava blister in pāhoehoe bedrock that possesses two openings.  The 
modified blister is located c. 69 meters northeast of the Site 50-10-28-13354 excavation, within 
the area of newer lava flow.  Stones have been piled around the northern edge of larger of the 
blister’s two openings (see Figure).  Though its location does not match well with that shown on 
the 1990 survey site map, the feature roughly corresponds to the site description; “Thick large 
blocks of pahoehoe have been excavated and loosely stacked around two-thirds (2/3) of the 
excavated area, forming an enclosure-like wall. Small to medium size cobbles remain on the 
floor of the excavation. Most of the boulders have been stacked on the northwest side of the 
excavation. “(Donham 1990:A-93).  The rough cupboard formed by the blister may have been 
used for storage. 
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Site 50-10-28-13354 pāhoehoe excavation (View East) 
 

 
Site 50-10-28-13356 (View Southwest). 
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SIHP Number: 50-10-28-13370    
Field Number: T-014 
Site Type: Complex     
Possible Age: Traditional 
Possible Function: Habitation/Agriculture 
Condition: Fair 
Description: 
Site 50-10-28-13370 is located toward the center of the project area.  It is composed of three 
features: two platforms and a modified outcrop.  The 1990 survey report describes Site 50-10-28-
13370 as a “mounded wall,” (Donham 1990:A-101) which corresponds roughly to Feature B.  
Though the Feature A platform appears to have possibly served as the foundation of a small 
structure such as a hut or field shed, Features B and C appear to represent agricultural clearance 
mounds. 
 
Feature: A    
Feature Type:  Platform  
Artifacts: None Observed 
Midden: None Observed 
Skeletal Remains: None Observed 
Possible Age: Traditional 
Possible Function: Habitation 
Condition: Fair 
Description: 
Site 50-10-28-13370 Feature A consists of a small stone faced and soil-filled platform built atop a 
natural outcrop.  A short wall segment extends off from its southwestern corner (see Figure).  
This structure may represent the foundation for a small hut or field shed. 
 
Feature: B    
Feature Type:  Platform  
Artifacts: None Observed 
Midden: None Observed 
Skeletal Remains: None Observed 
Possible Age: Traditional 
Possible Function: Agriculture 
Condition: Fair 
Description: 
Site 50-10-28-13370 Feature B is a very rough stone faced and stone filled platform.  It is located 
c. 14 meters south and slightly west of Feature A.  A low mounded wall extends to east and 
west from the platform.  This structure may represent an agricultural clearance mound. 
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Feature: C    
Feature Type:  Modified Outcrop  
Artifacts: None Observed 
Midden: None Observed 
Skeletal Remains: None Observed 
Possible Age: Traditional 
Possible Function: Agriculture 
Condition: Fair 
Description: 
Site 50-10-28-13370 Feature C is a large pile of loose stones resting atop a sloping outcrop c. 7.5 
meters southwest of Feature B (see Figure).  Though larger than usual, this feature appears to 
represent a probably agricultural clearance mound. 
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Site 50-10-28-13370 Feature A platform (View Northeast). 
 

 
Site 50-10-28-13370 Feature B modified outcrop (View South).
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SIHP Number: 50-10-28-13371    
Field Number: T-007 
Site Type: Complex     
Possible Age: Traditional 
Possible Function: Habitation/Agriculture 
Condition: Good 
Description: 
Site 50-10-28-13371 is a complex of three features, two adjacent stone terraces and a low stone 
wall.  The site is located toward the center of the survey area to the northeast of Site 50-10-28-
13382.  The 1990 survey report describes Site 50-10-28-13371 as a platform of “rectangular shape 
with a level top.  The platform is built partially against bedrock outcrop.” (Donham 1990:A-
101).  This description roughly corresponds with Feature A.  The terraces and their adjoining 
elements appear to represent a small residential complex, while the wall is likely to be a field 
boundary wall. 
 
Feature: A    
Feature Type: Terrace  
Artifacts: Traditional 
Midden: None Observed 
Skeletal Remains: None Observed 
Possible Age: Traditional 
Possible Function: Habitation 
Condition: Fair 
Description: 
Site 50-10-28-13371 Feature A is a roughly rectangular stone faced and soil-filled terrace built 
around a bedrock outcropping.  It may represent the foundation of a habitation structure. 
 
Feature: B    
Feature Type: Terrace  
Artifacts: None Observed 
Midden: None Observed 
Skeletal Remains: None Observed 
Possible Age: Traditional 
Possible Function: Habitation 
Condition: Good 
Description: 
Site 50-10-28-13371 Feature B consists of a larger rectangular stone faced and soil-filled terrace 
that extends out to the northwest of Feature A and is slightly lower.  A rectangular stone 
platform adjoins the western face of the terrace.  The platform itself may be an activity area 
associated with the Feature A terrace or the foundation of a pole and thatch structure.  The 
smaller stone platform may represent a burial monument built after the abandonment of the 
terrace. 
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Feature: C    
Feature Type: Wall  
Artifacts: None Observed 
Midden: None Observed 
Skeletal Remains: None Observed 
Possible Age: Traditional 
Possible Function: Agriculture  
Condition: Fair 
Description: 
Site 50-10-28-13371 Feature C is a low, very rough stacked stone wall located c. 13 meters south 
of the Feature A terrace.  It runs approximately east to west and probable represents the 
remains of an agricultural field wall. 
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SIHP Number: 50-10-28-13372    
Field Number: T-023 
Site Type: Complex     
Possible Age: Traditional 
Possible Function: Habitation 
Condition: Fair 
Description: 
Site 50-10-28-13372 is located toward the southwestern corner of the survey property within an area 
that has recently been cleared and fenced for use as a garden for native plants.  The 1990 survey 
report describes this site as a complex of 10 features covering an area of c. 20 by 30 meters.  The site 
is described as consisting of “a platform (Feature A), an enclosure (Feature B), a cairn, three mounds, 
three pahoehoe excavations, and a terrace” (Donham 1990:A-101).  The present survey was able to 
relocate what appears to be Feature B, a circular enclosure, and a stone edge terrace to the southeast 
that may be Feature C. 
 
Feature: B     
Feature Type: Enclosure  
Artifacts: None Observed 
Midden: None Observed 
Skeletal Remains: None Observed 
Possible Age: Traditional 
Possible Function: Habitation 
Condition: Fair 
Description: 
Site 50-10-28-13372 Feature B is an almost circular enclosure wall with an opening to the southwest, 
possibly created by the roots of a large tree (see Figure).  It roughly matches the description given in 
the 1990 survey report; “Large pahoehoe boulders are loosely stacked 2 to 3 courses high in a 
circular fashion and filled with pahoehoe cobbles and loam” (Donham 1990:A-101).  The enclosure 
may have served as the base of a small structure or to delineate a specific activity area. 
 
Feature: C     
Feature Type: Terrace  
Artifacts: None Observed 
Midden: None Observed 
Skeletal Remains: None Observed 
Possible Age: Traditional 
Possible Function: Habitation 
Condition: Fair 
Description: 
Site 50-10-28-13372 Feature C consists of a low terrace faced with stones along its north and west 
edges (see Figure).  It is located on a slight slope, c. 12 meters southeast of Feature A.  There are 
some possible internal alignments within the terrace.  The 1990 survey report gives no description 
for the terrace mentioned as being located at Site 50-10-28-13372, nor does it give the structure a 
feature designation (Donham 1990:A-101).  Since its appearance and location do not match the 
description given for the Feature A platform, this structure was assigned feature designation C.  The 
terrace may have served as the foundation of a structure.
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Site 50-10-28-13372 Feature B enclosure (View Northwest). 
 

 
Site 50-10-28-13372 Feature C terrace (View Southeast).
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SIHP Number: 50-10-28-13373    
Field Number:  
Site Type: Complex     
Possible Age: Traditional 
Possible Function: Habitation/Agriculture 
Condition: Good 
Description: 
Site 50-10-28-13373 consists of a complex of 8 features that appear to represent the components 
of a traditional habitation area.  It is located in the central southern portion of the project area.  
The component features that make up the site match relatively well those described in the 1990 
survey report; “an enclosure, a C-shape wall, a midden scatter, terrace, two rock mounds and a 
low wall.  Two more mounds that may be possible burials and many additional rock mounds 
and pahoehoe excavations are in the area” (Donham 1990:A-102).  The Feature A enclosure, 
which is by far the largest structure within the complex, rests at the central eastern edge of the 
site.  It appears to have formed the foundation of the main residence.  The remaining features 
are situated down slope to the north and south and may represent additional structural 
foundations, activity areas and a possible burial monument. 
 
Feature: A    
Feature Type: Enclosure     
Artifacts: Traditional 
Midden: None Observed 
Skeletal Remains: None Observed 
Possible Age: Traditional 
Possible Function: Habitation 
Condition: Good 
Description: 
Site 50-10-28-13373 Feature A consists of a large, roughly rectangular stone walled enclosure 
built atop a natural rise (see Figure).  The interior of the enclosure is composed of level soil.  
Immediately south and adjacent to the main enclosure, but at a slightly lower level, is a smaller 
rectangular stone walled enclosure.  Extending off the main enclosure’s west wall is a second 
adjoining enclosure.  The main enclosure corresponds to the description of Feature A provided 
in the 1990 survey report; “The enclosure is 12.00 by 10.00 m, with bifacial, core-filled walls 1.00 
to 2.00 m wide” (Donham 1990:A-102).  This feature appears to represent the foundation of a 
traditional residence area with additional structural foundations or activity areas adjoining it.  
A coral abrader was noted near the western wall of the main enclosure. 
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Feature: B    
Feature Type: Terrace     
Artifacts: Traditional 
Midden: None Observed 
Skeletal Remains: None Observed 
Possible Age: Traditional 
Possible Function: Uncertain 
Condition: Fair 
Description: 
Site 50-10-28-13373 Feature B consists of a stone terrace-facing that supports level area of soil.  It 
is located c. 24 meters west of Feature A and may represent an activity area associated with the 
occupation of Feature A.   
 
Feature: C    
Feature Type: Terrace    
Artifacts: None Observed 
Midden: None Observed 
Skeletal Remains: None Observed 
Possible Age: Traditional 
Possible Function: Habitation 
Condition: Fair 
Description: 
Site 50-10-28-13373 Feature C is a stone faced terrace is located approximately 30 meters 
southwest of Feature A.  The terrace is roughly rectangular in shape with a mound at 
southwestern corner (see Figure).  It may have served as a structural foundation. 
 
Feature: D    
Feature Type: C-shaped Wall    
Artifacts: None Observed 
Midden: None Observed 
Skeletal Remains: None Observed 
Possible Age: Traditional 
Possible Function: Habitation 
Condition: Good 
Description: 
Site 50-10-28-13373 Feature D is a slightly C-shaped stone wall segment running in a roughly 
north to south direction (see Figure).  It is located c. 9 meters south of Feature C.  The feature 
may have served as the rear wall of a small shelter or activity area.  
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Feature: E    
Feature Type: Platform    
Artifacts: None Observed 
Midden: None Observed 
Skeletal Remains: None Observed 
Possible Age: Traditional 
Possible Function: Uncertain 
Condition: Fair 
Description: 
Site 50-10-28-13373 Feature E consists of a roughly triangular stone faced and filled platform.  It 
is located approximately 31 meters south of Feature A.  The structure may be partially disturbed 
by bulldozer push related to the construction of Palani Road, making its interpretation difficult.   
 
Feature: F    
Feature Type: Stone Mound   
Artifacts: None Observed 
Midden: None Observed 
Skeletal Remains: None Observed 
Possible Age: Traditional 
Possible Function: Burial 
Condition: Fair 
Description: 
Site 50-10-28-13373 Feature F is a roughly rectangular stone mound located c. 16 meters 
northwest of Feature A.  It appears to be a possible burial monument. 
 
 
Feature: G    
Feature Type: Stone Mound   
Artifacts: None Observed 
Midden: None Observed 
Skeletal Remains: None Observed 
Possible Age: Traditional 
Possible Function: Agriculture 
Condition: Fair 
Description: 
Site 50-10-28-13373 Feature G is a roughly rectangular stone mound located approximately 10 
meters east of Feature E and relatively close to Palani Road.  It lacks the more formal 
construction of Feature F and may simply represent an agricultural clearance mound. 
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Feature: H    
Feature Type: Terrace    
Artifacts: None Observed 
Midden: None Observed 
Skeletal Remains: None Observed 
Possible Age: Traditional 
Possible Function: Habitation 
Condition: Good 
Description: 
Site 50-10-28-13373 Feature H consists of a stone faced and soil-filled, roughly rectangular 
terrace.  It is located approximately 7 meters north of Feature F.  The terrace may have formed 
the foundation of a small structure. 
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Site 50-10-28-13373 Feature A main enclosure (View Southwest). 
 

 
Site 50-10-28-13373 Feature A southern enclosure (View South). 
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Site 50-10-28-13373 Feature C terrace (View South). 
 

 
Site 50-10-28-13373 Feature D C-shaped Wall (View Southwest).
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SIHP Number: 50-10-37-13375    
Field Number: T-002 
Site Type: Complex     
Possible Age: Traditional 
Possible Function: Habitation/Agriculture 
Condition: Good 
Description: 
Site 50-10-28-13375 is a complex consisting of a rectangular stone faced platform, a rough stone 
wall and three stone mounds.  It is located toward the northern center of the survey property in 
an area of older lava flow and soil just south of the newer flow.  The site’s features appear to 
match the approximate location and, at least in part, the description provided in the original 
1990 survey report (Donham 1990:A-102).  While the Feature A platform may represent the 
foundation of a structure, the remaining mounds and wall appear to be agricultural features. 
 
Feature: A    
Feature Type:  Platform   
Artifacts: None Observed 
Midden: None Observed 
Skeletal Remains: None Observed 
Possible Age: Traditional 
Possible Function: Habitation 
Condition: Good 
Description: 
Site 50-10-28-13375 Feature A consists of a roughly rectangular stone faced and soil-filled 
platform (see Figure).  It appears to have possibly served as the foundation for a small structure.  
Numerous mounds and other agricultural features were noted in the area around the platform. 
 
Feature: B    
Feature Type: Stone Mound    
Artifacts: None Observed 
Midden: None Observed 
Skeletal Remains: None Observed 
Possible Age: Traditional 
Possible Function: Uncertain 
Condition: Good 
Description: 
Site 50-10-28-13375 Feature B is a relatively rectangular stone mound with a small and very 
rough enclosure located immediately upslope (see Figure).  The mound is situated 12 meters 
southeast and upslope of Feature A.  A low stone wall connects it with the Feature C mound.  
This mound may represent an agricultural clearance feature, but the presence of the adjoining 
rough enclosure suggests it may have served an additional function. 
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Feature: C    
Feature Type:  Stone Mound  
Artifacts: None Observed 
Midden: None Observed 
Skeletal Remains: None Observed 
Possible Age: Traditional 
Possible Function: Agriculture 
Condition: Fair 
Description: 
Site 50-10-28-13375 Feature C is a roughly circular stone mound (see Figure) located c. 16 meters 
east of Feature A and c. 9 northeast of Feature B.  A low stone wall runs between it and the 
Feature B mound.  The structure is most probably an agricultural clearance pile. 
 
Feature: D    
Feature Type: Wall  
Artifacts: None Observed 
Midden: None Observed 
Skeletal Remains: None Observed 
Possible Age: Traditional 
Possible Function: Agriculture 
Condition: Fair 
Description: 
Site 50-10-28-13375 Feature D is a very rough stone wall located c. 16 meters to the north of 
Feature A.  It may have originally served as an agricultural field boundary. 
 
Feature: E    
Feature Type:  Stone Mound  
Artifacts: None Observed 
Midden: None Observed 
Skeletal Remains: None Observed 
Possible Age: Traditional 
Possible Function: Agriculture 
Condition: Good 
Description: 
Site 50-10-28-13375 Feature E is a large stone mound with a small stone-walled enclosure 
located immediately upslope.  It is similar in its construction to Feature B.  The feature is located 
c. 6.5 meters southwest of Feature A.  Like Feature D, this mound may represent more than 
simply an agricultural clearance feature.
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Site 50-10-28-13375 Feature A platform (View Northeast). 
 

 
Site 50-10-28-13375 Feature B mound (View East).
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Site 50-10-28-13375 Feature C mound (View Northeast).
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SIHP Number: 50-10-37-13376    
Field Number: T-015 
Site Type: Platform     
Artifacts: None Observed 
Midden: None Observed 
Skeletal Remains: None Observed 
Possible Age: Traditional 
Possible Function: Ceremonial 
Condition: Fair 
Description: 
Site 50-10-28-13376 consists of a high rectangular, stone faced and stone filled platform (see 
Figure).  It is located southwest of Site 50-10-28-13375 in an area of outcrop and soil south of the 
edge of the newer lava flow.  Some faint internal features are visible atop the platform.  This 
structure matches the general description of Site 50-10-28-13376 given in the 1990 survey report 
(Donham 1990:A-102) but is located south of the Kuakini Wall, rather than north of the wall as 
shown on the 1990 site location map.  The platform may represent a possible ceremonial or 
burial structure. 
 

 
Site 50-10-28-13376 platform (View Southwest).
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SIHP Number: 50-10-37-13380    
Field Number: 
Site Type: Complex     
Possible Age: Traditional 
Possible Function: Habitation/Ceremonial 
Condition: Good 
Description: 
Site 50-10-28-13380 is the largest and most impressive of the site complexes within the Preserve 
Area.  It consists of eleven identified features located at the northern edge of the older lava flow.  
The features that compose the site are situated within the angle formed by the 90° bend in the 
Great Wall of Kuakini (Site 50-10-37-6302 [7276]).  It is possible, given the obvious importance of 
the site, that the Kuakini Wall was extended this far north and then angled west in order to 
provide a protective barrier around the site.  The description provided in the 1990 survey 
report: “The site consists of a platform, three walls and a cave” (Donham 1990:A-105), appears 
to roughly match the present site, but, as with Site 50-10-28-13376, Site 50-10-28-13380 is shown 
on the site map as being located north of the Kuakini Wall.  A small homeless encampment is 
located just south of the site and it appears that its residents have disturbed some the artifacts 
within the Feature F lava tube. 
 
The features that make up Site 50-10-28-13380 appear to represent the remnant components of a 
traditional kauhale or residential compound.  Their size and quality might indicate that the 
compound was occupied by a high status family.  The location and construction of the Feature 
H platform suggests that it may represent the foundations of ceremonial structure. 
 
Feature: A    
Feature Type: Platform  
Artifacts: None Observed 
Midden: Present 
Skeletal Remains: None Observed 
Possible Age: Traditional 
Possible Function: Habitation 
Condition: Good 
Description: 
The largest component of Site 50-10-28-13380, Feature A is a rectangular stone faced platform 
built atop a natural outcrop on what appears to be the southern edge of the newer lava flow (see 
Figure).  Extending off the south face of the platform is a stone-edged and soil-filled terrace, also 
roughly rectangular in shape (see Figure).  Other smaller structural features extend off the 
platform’s west face.  The platform would appear to have served as the foundation for one or 
more habitation structures.  Its size would suggest that it may represent a high status residence.  
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Feature: B    
Feature Type: Terrace  
Artifacts: None Observed 
Midden: None Observed 
Skeletal Remains: None Observed 
Possible Age: Traditional 
Possible Function: Habitation 
Condition: Good 
Description: 
Site 50-10-28-13380 Feature B is a rectangular, stone faced and stone filled terrace (see Figure).  It 
is located c. 10 meters south of Feature A.  The terrace is roughly paved and backed to the north 
and west by a stone wall.  A short gap separates this wall from the northeastern end of the 
Feature C wall.  This gap is paved and may have served as a path between the features.  The 
Feature B terrace most likely served as the foundation of a small structure. 
 
Feature: C    
Feature Type: Wall  
Artifacts: None Observed 
Midden: None Observed 
Skeletal Remains: None Observed 
Possible Age: Traditional 
Possible Function: Habitation 
Condition: Good 
Description: 
Site 50-10-28-13380 Feature C is a lengthy stacked stone wall that edges the central portion of 
the Site 50-10-28-13380 complex (Features G, H and I are located south of the wall).  The 
relatively low wall runs south from the southern end of Feature B and curves around to the 
west, ending at the southeastern corner of Feature H (see Figure).  It probably served to divide 
up or mark part of the boundary of the residential compound. 
 
Feature: D    
Feature Type: Platform  
Artifacts: Traditional 
Midden: None Observed 
Skeletal Remains: None Observed 
Possible Age: Traditional 
Possible Function: Habitation/Burial 
Condition: Good 
Description: 
The Site 50-10-28-13380 Feature D terrace is located c. 10 meters south and slightly west of the 
Feature A platform in a shallow natural depression (see Figure).  The platform is roughly 
rectangular in shape and is both stone faced and stone filled.  A smaller terrace and enclosure 
are located immediately west of the structure.  The platform may represent a structural 
foundation or a possible burial monument. 
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Feature: E    
Feature Type: Platform  
Artifacts: None Observed 
Midden: None Observed 
Skeletal Remains: None Observed 
Possible Age: Traditional 
Possible Function: Habitation 
Condition: Good 
Description: 
Located just south of Site 50-10-28-13380 Feature D is a larger, but relatively similar stone faced 
and stone filled platform (see Figure).   It is built atop a bedrock outcrop and looks to have 
served as the foundation of a structure. 
 
Feature: F    
Feature Type: Modified Lava Tube  
Artifacts: Traditional 
Midden: Present 
Skeletal Remains: None Observed 
Possible Age: Traditional 
Possible Function: Habitation 
Condition: Good 
Description: 
Site 50-10-28-13380 Feature F consists of a small lava tube with two skylight openings, one near 
its northern end and one toward the south.  The tube is located just south of the Feature E 
platform.  There appears to be a substantial amount of soil deposit inside the tube.  A number of 
artifacts were noted within the tube, including scoria and coral abraders, waterworn cobble 
hammerstones and possible bird bone picks.  Several of these artifacts have been placed atop 
boulders inside the tube, possibly by homeless people (see Figure).  At both opening stones 
appear to have been placed as steps to allow easier access to the tube (see Figure).  The skeleton 
of a cow rests on the floor of the tube (see Figure).  It may have fallen in and died there.  The 
Feature F lava tube looks to have been utilized as a habitation and possibly a storage cave by 
the site’s residents. 
 
Feature: G    
Feature Type: C-shaped Wall  
Artifacts: None Observed 
Midden: None Observed 
Skeletal Remains: None Observed 
Possible Age: Traditional 
Possible Function: Habitation 
Condition: Good 
Description: 
Site 50-10-28-13380 Feature G consists of two C-shaped stone walls located between the Feature 
F tube and the Feature C wall.  They may have served as small habitation structures. 
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Feature: H    
Feature Type: Platform  
Artifacts: None Observed 
Midden: None Observed 
Skeletal Remains: None Observed 
Possible Age: Traditional 
Possible Function: Ceremonial 
Condition: Good 
Description: 
Site 50-10-28-13380 Feature H consists of a large stone faced and stone filled platform with 
several adjacent structural elements (see Figure).  The feature is located at the western edge of 
the site complex, c. 32 meters southwest of Feature A.  It is set on the edge of a slope with an 
excellent view of the coast.  The northwestern end of the Feature C wall connects to the 
platform’s southeastern corner.  The platform is faced to south and west, and backed to the east 
and north by a low stone wall.  A stone-lined depression is located immediately north of the 
platform, and a wall extends out to the northwest from the structure’s northwest corner.  Two 
paved areas are located immediately east of the platform.  The size, location and construction of 
the platform suggest it may have served a ceremonial function. 
 
Feature: I    
Feature Type: Wall  
Artifacts: None Observed 
Midden: None Observed 
Skeletal Remains: None Observed 
Possible Age: Traditional 
Possible Function: Habitation 
Condition: Good 
Description: 
Site 50-10-28-13380 Feature I is a very rough stone wall extending west from the Feature C wall 
and connecting at its western end to the terrace in front of the Feature J platform.  It is not clear 
exactly what purpose this wall served, other than to further bound the residential compound. 
 
Feature: J    
Feature Type: Platform  
Artifacts: None Observed 
Midden: None Observed 
Skeletal Remains: None Observed 
Possible Age: Traditional 
Possible Function: Habitation 
Condition: Good 
Description: 
Site 50-10-28-13380 Feature J consists of a roughly rectangular stone faced and soil-filled 
platform with a stone faced terrace extending out from its northern edge (see Figure).  The 
platform is located at the western end of the Feature I wall, approximately 49 meters southwest 
of Feature A.  It is possible that this platform and its adjoining terrace served as the foundation 
of some structure. 
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Site 50-10-28-13380 Feature A platform (View North). 
 

 
Site 50-10-28-13380, terrace at south face of Feature A (View Northwest). 
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Site 50-10-28-13380 Feature B terrace (View Southeast). 
 

 
Site 50-10-28-13380 Feature D platform (View East). 
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Site 50-10-28-13380 Feature C wall (View Southeast). 
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Site 50-10-28-13380 Feature E platform (View Southeast). 
 

 
Site 50-10-28-13380 Feature F north entrance (View East). 
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Site 50-10-28-13380 Feature F south entrance (View West). 
 

 
Site 50-10-28-13380 Feature F tube interior (View Northwest).
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Site 50-10-28-13380 Feature H platform (View East).
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Site 50-10-28-13380 Feature J platform (View Northeast). 
 

 
Site 50-10-28-13380 Feature K terrace (View Northeast).
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SIHP Number: 50-10-37-13381    
Field Number: T-017 
Site Type: Complex     
Possible Age: Traditional 
Possible Function: Habitation 
Condition: Fair 
Description: 
Site 50-10-28-13381 consists of two features, a C-shaped wall and a terrace.  The site is located in 
the western half of the survey area just south of the newer lava flow in an area of soil and 
pāhoehoe outcrops.  The 1990 survey site location map shows Site 50-10-28-13381 to be situated in 
roughly the same position.  However, the survey report describes the site as consisting of a 
single rectangular enclosure.  The measurements of this enclosure roughly match those of the 
Feature B terrace, and may represent the same structure.  Both of the features appear to have 
been habitation features and Site 50-10-28-13381 probably served as a small residential complex. 
 
Feature: A    
Feature Type: C-shaped Wall  
Artifacts: None Observed 
Midden: None Observed 
Skeletal Remains: None Observed 
Possible Age: Traditional 
Possible Function: Habitation 
Condition: Fair 
Description: 
Site 50-10-28-13381 Feature A consists of a roughly C-shaped, stacked stone wall running in a 
north to south direction (see Figure).  The wall rests on level soil at the foot of a gentle slope.  
There is a low rise immediately to the west of the structure.  The wall may have served as the 
rear of a small structure or to shelter and delineate an open activity area. 
 
Feature: B    
Feature Type: Terrace  
Artifacts: None Observed 
Midden: None Observed 
Skeletal Remains: None Observed 
Possible Age: Traditional 
Possible Function: Habitation 
Condition: Fair 
Description: 
Site 50-10-28-13381 Feature B, the second of the two identified features within this site, is a stone 
faced and earth-filled terrace (see Figure).  This terrace is located approximately 10 meters north 
of the Feature A wall.  It is roughly rectangular in shape and extends out from the western edge 
of a c. 20° slope.  There have been some modern modifications to the face of the terrace.  An old 
barbed wire fence runs near the site area and these modifications may be related to its erection, 
or they may have been completed by the homeless people who frequent the area.  The terrace is 
large enough to have served as the foundation for a pole and thatch habitation structure.
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Site 50-10-28-13381 Feature A C-shaped wall (View Northwest). 
 

 
Site 50-10-28-13381 Feature B terrace (View East).
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SIHP Number: 50-10-28-13382    
Field Number: T-004 
Site Type: Complex     
Possible Age: Traditional 
Possible Function: Habitation 
Condition: Good 
Description: 
Four structures compose Site 50-10-28-13382; a C-shaped wall, two enclosures (one circular and 
one oblong) and a terrace.  The site is located toward the center of the survey area, east and 
upslope from Site 50-10-28-13370.  The 1990 survey report refers to the site as an enclosure 
measuring approximately 7 by 3 meters.  Feature B is the only enclosure encountered in the 
survey area that possesses roughly those dimensions.  Site 50-10-28-13382 appears to represent a 
residential complex with the Feature D terrace being the foundation of the main living structure 
and the Feature A C-shaped wall and Feature C circular enclosure representing adjacent 
buildings.  The Feature B oblong enclosure appears too narrow to be a residential structure and 
may have served some more specific function. 
 
Feature: A    
Feature Type:  C-shaped Wall  
Artifacts: Traditional 
Midden: None Observed 
Skeletal Remains: None Observed 
Possible Age: Traditional 
Possible Function: Habitation 
Condition: Good 
Description: 
Site 50-10-28-13382 Feature A consists of a large, well constructed C-shaped wall of stacked 
stones running roughly north to south (see Figure).  The wall is situated at the western edge of 
the site complex.  It may have served as the rear wall of a structure or to shelter and delineate 
an activity area.  A vesicular basalt pounder (see Figure) was found in the western face of the 
wall near the center.  This artifact is not as finely crafted or as wide at the base as the usual food 
pounder, and may have been used for a slightly different purpose.  It is uncertain whether the 
pounder was intentionally placed within the wall or simply picked up from the surrounding 
ground and added to it during construction or at some later date. 
 
Feature: B    
Feature Type:  Enclosure  
Artifacts: None Observed 
Midden: None Observed 
Skeletal Remains: None Observed 
Possible Age: Traditional 
Possible Function: Uncertain 
Condition: Good 
Description: 
Site 50-10-28-13382 Feature B consists of a oblong stone-walled enclosure (see Figure).  It is 
located c. 15 meters northeast of Feature A.  The walls of the enclosure are relatively high and 
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its shape is unusual, being relatively narrow compared to its length.  There is an opening at the 
enclosure’s southern end.  The shape of the enclosure makes its interior unsuitable as a living 
area, and suggests that it was built for some other more specific purpose, 
 
Feature: C    
Feature Type:  Enclosure  
Artifacts: None Observed 
Midden: None Observed 
Skeletal Remains: None Observed 
Possible Age: Traditional 
Possible Function: Habitation 
Condition: Good 
Description: 
Site 50-10-28-13382 Feature C is a roughly circular high stone-walled enclosure (see Figure).  It is 
located c. 10 meters east of Feature A.  There is an entrance along the western side of the 
enclosure.  The upper courses of the structure’s stacked stone wall may have been recently 
modified by homeless people, who have a small encampment nearby. 
 
Feature: D    
Feature Type:  Terrace  
Artifacts: None Observed 
Midden: None Observed 
Skeletal Remains: None Observed 
Possible Age: Traditional 
Possible Function: Habitation 
Condition: Fair 
Description: 
Site 50-10-28-13382 Feature D consists of a large, stone faced terrace built atop a bedrock 
outcrop.  It is located c. 21 meters southeast of Feature A.  The terrace is roughly rectangular in 
shape, and there is a possible entryway at its northwestern corner.  A rectangular enclosure 
extends out from the north end of the terrace.  This terrace is large enough to have served as the 
foundation of a pole and thatch residential structure.
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Site 50-10-28-13382Feature A C-shaped Wall (View Northwest). 
 

 
Stone pounder found at Site 50-10-28-13382 Feature A. 
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Site 50-10-28-13382 Feature B enclosure View Northeast). 
 

 
Site 50-10-28-13382 Feature C enclosure (View Southeast). 
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SIHP Number: 50-10-28-13383    
Field Number: T-012 
Site Type: Complex     
Possible Age: Traditional 
Possible Function: Habitation/Agriculture 
Condition: Good 
Description: 
Site 50-10-28-13383 is a complex consisting of three features; a terrace, an enclosure and a 
stacked stone wall.  It is located near the eastern edge of the survey area between the Kuakini 
Wall (Site 50-10-37-6302 [7276]) and the Ane Keohokālole Highway Corridor.  This complex 
matches the description of Site 50-10-28-13383 provided in the 1990 survey report, which 
describes the site as consisting of “a platform, and enclosure and a wall.  The wall is oriented E-
W and is c. 15.00 m long” (Donham 1990:A-105).  The site appears to comprise a small 
residential complex with an associated field wall.  
 
Feature: A    
Feature Type: Terrace   
Artifacts: None Observed 
Midden: None Observed 
Skeletal Remains: None Observed 
Possible Age: Traditional 
Possible Function: Habitation 
Condition: Good 
Description: 
Site 50-10-28-13383 Feature A consists of a large, irregularly shaped stone-edged terrace.  The 
terrace is relatively roughly constructed.  A smaller stone terrace extends out from its 
northwestern corner.  This feature might have served as the foundation for a residential 
structure.  
 
Feature: B    
Feature Type: Enclosure   
Artifacts: None Observed 
Midden: None Observed 
Skeletal Remains: None Observed 
Possible Age: Traditional 
Possible Function: Habitation 
Condition: Good 
Description: 
Site 50-10-28-13383 Feature B is a circular stone walled enclosure located c. 7 meters southwest 
of Feature A.  The enclosure wall is relatively low and constructed of loosely stacked boulders 
(see Figure).  It has an entrance to the east.  This feature may have been a small habitation 
structure associated with the residence located atop the Feature A terrace. 
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Feature: C    
Feature Type: Wall   
Artifacts: None Observed 
Midden: None Observed 
Skeletal Remains: None Observed 
Possible Age: Traditional 
Possible Function: Agriculture 
Condition: Fair 
Description: 
Site 50-10-28-13383 Feature C is a low and very rough east to west running stacked stone wall 
located to the east of Feature A.  It appears to have originally served as a field boundary wall. 
 
 
 
 

 
Site 50-10-28-13383 Feature B enclosure (View Southwest). 
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SIHP Number: 50-10-37-13385    
Field Number:  
Site Type: Wall     
Artifacts: None Observed 
Midden: None Observed 
Skeletal Remains: None Observed 
Possible Age: Historic 
Possible Function: Cattle Wall 
Condition: Good 
Description: 
Site 50-10-28-13385 consists of a relatively short section of substantially built wall that runs 
north to south on roughly the same alignment as the main north to south segment of the 
Kuakini Wall.  Site 50-10-28-13385 is located just north of the Kuakini Wall and appears to 
represent a short northern extension of it.  While the minor differences in height and 
construction between this site and the Kuakini Wall suggest that it may have been built 
somewhat later, possibly as an addition to the wall, its exact purpose is uncertain.  Further 
clearance and examination of the site may help to resolve some of these questions. 
 
 

 
Site 50-10-28-13385 wall, north end (View South). 
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SIHP Number: 50-10-37-13393    
Field Number:  
Site Type: Platform     
Artifacts: None Observed 
Midden: None Observed 
Skeletal Remains: None Observed 
Possible Age: Traditional 
Possible Function: Ceremonial 
Condition: Good 
Description: 
Site 50-10-28-13393 is a rectangular stone faced and stone filled platform (see Figure).  It is 
located near the southeast corner of the survey area between the Kuakini Wall ((Site 50-10-37-
6302 [7276]) and the Ane Keohokālole Highway Corridor.  The platform is high and well 
constructed.  The 1990 survey report describes it as measuring 9 by 9 meters by 1.2 meters in 
height and “roughly paved with cobbles and boulder.”  It also notes that, “There is a hole 
present in the center of the platform” (Donham 1990:A-109).  The height of the platform and 
quality of its construction suggest that it may have served as a ceremonial site such as small 
field shrine.  The deep depression in its upper surface could possibly represent the support hole 
for an upright wooden image.  
 

 
Site 50-10-28-13393 platform (View Northeast). 
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SIHP Number: 50-10-28-13488    
Field Number: T-018 
Site Type: Modified Lava Blister     
Artifacts: None Observed 
Midden: None Observed 
Skeletal Remains: None Observed 
Possible Age: Traditional 
Possible Function: Storage 
Condition: Fair 
Description: 
This site consists of a modified lava blister in an outcropping of pāhoehoe lava (see Figure).  It is 
located within the area of newer lava flow toward the center portion of the project area, c. 60 
meters northeast of Site 50-10-28-13356.  The blister has been broken open and stones have been 
placed around its edges.   The 1990 survey describes this site as consisting of, “a pahoehoe 
excavation (Feature A) and a paved area (Feature B)” (Donham 1990:A-156).  The blister may 
have been modified to form a rough cupboard. 
 
 

 
Site 50-10-28-13488 modified lava blister (View West).
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SIHP Number: 50-10-37-6302 [7276]    
Field Number:  
Site Type: Wall     
Artifacts: None Observed 
Midden: None Observed 
Skeletal Remains: None Observed 
Possible Age: Historic 
Possible Function: Cattle Wall 
Condition: Good 
Description: 
Site 50-10-37-6302 [7276], the Great Wall of Kuakini, extends into the project area from the 
south.  This relatively high and well constructed historic wall (see Figure) has been breached at 
its southern end by bulldozing associated with the construction of Palani Road.  It runs 
northwest from Palani Road for approximately 183 meters before making a 90° bend to the 
southwest.  It continues for approximately 380 meters before ending mauka of Kamaka‘eha 
Avenue.  At previous points in the past the wall has been assigned both SIHP number 50-10-37-
06302 and 50-10-37-07276.  It appears that during the 1990 inventory survey, the western 
extension of the Kuakini Wall was given a separate SIHP number (50-10-28-13349).  The 1990 
survey report mentions that, “It is uncertain at this time if the wall represents a continuation of 
the Kuakini Wall, or a later addition” (Donham 1990:A-86).  Given the similarity in size and 
construction style between this western extension and the main north to south running wall, it 
was felt best to consider it part of the same site.  A more detailed examination of the junction 
between the two wall segments can be undertaken during the planned Archaeological 
Inventory Survey of the Preserve to attempt to determine whether they were constructed 
contemporaneously, or whether the western segment is a later addition.    
 
The Kuakini Wall was built at some time during the governorship of Kaluaikonahale (John 
Adams) Kiiapalaoku Kuakini, who served as the second Royal Governor of Hawai‘i Island from 
1820 to his death in 1844. The wall was constructed as a barrier to keep the free-ranging cattle 
and other livestock that grazed the upper slopes of Hualālai from ravaging the coastal 
settlements and garden areas (Kelly 1983:75).  The wall appears to extend for roughly 5.6 miles 
(c. 9.0 kilometers) stretching from the ahupua‘a of Kahalu‘u in the south to the ahupua‘a of 
Keahuolū in the north.  The section of wall within the present project area appears to represent 
its northernmost extent. 
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The Great Wall of Kuakini (Site 50-10-37-6302 [7276]) (View North).
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SIHP Number:    
Field Number: T-001 
Site Type: Complex     
Possible Age: Traditional 
Possible Function: Habitation 
Condition: Good 
Description: 
Site T-001 consists of a complex of three features; a large stone platform (Feature C), a much 
smaller, but higher stone platform (Feature A) and a stone edged depression (Feature B).  The 
site is located southwest of Site 50-10-28-13380, between it and Site 50-10-28-13375.  It is situated 
in an area of soil and bedrock outcrops just south of the edge of the newer pāhoehoe flow.  While 
the Feature C platform is large enough to have served as the foundation of a habitation 
structure, the Feature A platform more closely resembles a burial monument. 
 
Feature: A    
Feature Type:  Platform  
Artifacts: None Observed 
Midden: None Observed 
Skeletal Remains: None Observed 
Possible Age: Traditional 
Possible Function: Burial 
Condition: Good 
Description: 
Site T-001 Feature A is a roughly rectangular stone faced and stone filled platform.  It rests atop 
a level area of exposed pāhoehoe (see Figure).  The platform is somewhat small (c. 2.60 by 3.30 
meters) but relatively high (c. 1 meter).  It may have served as a burial monument. 
 
Feature: B    
Feature Type:  Stone Edged Depression   
Artifacts: None Observed 
Midden: None Observed 
Skeletal Remains: None Observed 
Possible Age: Traditional 
Possible Function: Uncertain 
Condition: Good 
Description: 
Site T-001 Feature B consists of a natural, roughly circular lava bubble that has been broken 
open and edged with stones.  It is located approximately 2 meters north of Feature A.  The 
depression is partially filled with collapsed stones, which obscure its true depth.  It is uncertain 
what purpose this feature may have served. 
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Feature: C    
Feature Type:  Platform   
Artifacts: None Observed 
Midden: None Observed 
Skeletal Remains: None Observed 
Possible Age: Traditional 
Possible Function: Habitation 
Condition: Good 
Description: 
Site T-001 Feature C is a low, stone-edged and stone filled platform (see Figure).  It is located c. 
11 meters northeast of Feature A and down slope and to the west of Site 50-10-28-13380 Feature 
H.  The platform is large enough to have served as the foundation for some form of structure.
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Site T-001 Feature A platform (View Southeast). 
 

 
 Site T-001 Feature C platform (View Northeast). 
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SIHP Number:    
Field Number: T-003 
Site Type: Complex     
Possible Age: Traditional 
Possible Function: Habitation/Agriculture 
Condition: Good 
Description: 
Site T-003 is composed of two features, a very rough stone platform and a small lava tube.  It is 
located south of the newer lava flow in an area of soil and pāhoehoe outcrops.  The site is situated 
southwest of the Site 50-10-28-13375 complex, between it and Site 50-10-28-13376. The Feature A 
platform is very rough and somewhat disturbed.  It may have served as a structural foundation, 
but this is uncertain.  The adjacent lava tube may have been utilized as a storage cupboard, but 
this again is uncertain. 
 
Feature: A    
Feature Type:  Platform  
Artifacts: None Observed 
Midden: None Observed 
Skeletal Remains: None Observed 
Possible Age: Traditional 
Possible Function: Agriculture 
Condition: Fair 
Description: 
Site T-003 Feature A is a low and very rough stone paved platform formed by modification of a 
bedrock outcrop (see Figure).  The feature’s condition makes it hard to determine what function 
it originally served. 
 
Feature: B    
Feature Type:  Lava Tube  
Artifacts: None Observed 
Midden: None Observed 
Skeletal Remains: None Observed 
Possible Age: Traditional 
Possible Function: Habitation 
Condition: Good 
Description: 
Site T-003 Feature B is a small lava tube opening situated at western edge of the Feature A 
platform (see Figure).  It is obviously associated with Feature A, but does not appear to have 
been modified.  The tube may have been utilized as a storage area, but this is uncertain. 
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Site T-003 Feature A platform (View Northeast). 
 

 
Site T-003 Feature B lava tube (View Southwest). 
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SIHP Number:    
Field Number: T-005 
Site Type: L-Shaped Wall     
Artifacts: None Observed 
Midden: None Observed 
Skeletal Remains: None Observed 
Possible Age: Traditional 
Possible Function: Habitation 
Condition: Good 
Description: 
Site T-005 consists of a single identified feature, a high, roughly L-shaped wall (see Figure).  It is 
located in the southern half of the work area between sites 50-10-28-13370 and 50-10-28-13373.  
The structure’s long access runs generally north to south, and there is a U-shaped component at 
its southern end.  The wall may have served as the rear support of a pole and thatch structure or 
to shelter and delineate an activity area. 
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Site T-005 L-shaped wall (View Southwest). 
 

 
U-shaped structure at the south end of Site T-005 (View South). 
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SIHP Number:    
Field Number: T-006 
Site Type: Complex     
Possible Age: Traditional 
Possible Function: Habitation/Burial 
Condition: Good 
Description: 
Site T-006 is a complex of six related features.  These consist of a rectangular stone walled 
enclosure and five nearby mounds.  T-006 is located toward the southern edge of the survey 
area and is the closest site to Palani Road.  While the enclosure appears to be the foundation of a 
pole and thatch structure, the concentration of mounds may represent a burial area.  
 
Feature: A    
Feature Type:  Enclosure  
Artifacts: None Observed 
Midden: None Observed 
Skeletal Remains: None Observed 
Possible Age: Traditional 
Possible Function: Habitation 
Condition: Good 
Description: 
Site T-006 Feature A is a rectangular stone walled enclosure (see Figure).  It is the most 
northerly of the six features in site T-006.  The cluster of mounds that make up the rest of the 
site are located slightly southeast of it.  The walls of the enclosure are low and its interior filled 
with level soil.  The enclosure may have served as the foundation for a habitation structure. 
 
Feature: B    
Feature Type:  Mound  
Artifacts: None Observed 
Midden: None Observed 
Skeletal Remains: None Observed 
Possible Age: Traditional 
Possible Function: Burial 
Condition: Good 
Description: 
Site T-006 Feature B is one of a cluster of five large, roughly rectangular stone mounds (see 
Figure).  Like the other mounds, Feature B may be a burial monument. 
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Feature: C    
Feature Type:  Mound  
Artifacts: None Observed 
Midden: None Observed 
Skeletal Remains: None Observed 
Possible Age: Traditional 
Possible Function: Burial 
Condition: Good 
Description: 
Site T-006 Feature C is one of a cluster of five large, roughly rectangular stone mounds.  Like the 
other mounds, Feature C may be a burial monument (see Figure). 
 
Feature: D    
Feature Type:  Mound  
Artifacts: None Observed 
Midden: None Observed 
Skeletal Remains: None Observed 
Possible Age: Traditional 
Possible Function: Burial 
Condition: Good 
Description: 
Site T-006 Feature D is one of a cluster of five large, roughly rectangular stone mounds (see 
Figure).  It is located c. 14 meters southeast of Feature A, and is the closest of the five mounds to 
Palani Road.  Like the other mounds, Feature D may be a burial monument. 
 
Feature: E    
Feature Type:  Mound  
Artifacts: None Observed 
Midden: None Observed 
Skeletal Remains: None Observed 
Possible Age: Traditional 
Possible Function: Burial 
Condition: Good 
Description: 
Site T-006 Feature E is one of a cluster of five large, roughly rectangular stone mounds (see 
Figure).  Like the other mounds, Feature E may be a burial monument. 
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Feature: F    
Feature Type:  Mound  
Artifacts: None Observed 
Midden: None Observed 
Skeletal Remains: None Observed 
Possible Age: Traditional 
Possible Function: Burial 
Condition: Good 
Description: 
Site T-006 Feature F is one of a cluster of five large, roughly rectangular stone mounds (see 
Figure).  Like the other mounds, Feature F may be a burial monument. 
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Site T-006 Feature A enclosure (View Northeast).
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Site T-006 Feature D mound (View Southeast). 
 

 
Site T-006 mound cluster (View Southeast). 
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SIHP Number:    
Field Number: T-008 
Site Type: C-Shaped Wall     
Artifacts: Traditional 
Midden: None Observed 
Skeletal Remains: None Observed 
Possible Age: Traditional 
Possible Function: Habitation 
Condition: Fair 
Description: 
Site T-008 is a C-shaped wall formed by the modification of a natural outcrop.  It is located in 
the southeastern portion of the survey area, c. 22 meters west of the Kuakini Wall (Site 50-10-37-
6302 [7276]).  The C-shaped wall may have served as the support of a small habitation structure.  
Stone mounds, which appear to represent agricultural clearance piles, are situated to the north 
and east. 
 
SIHP Number:    
Field Number: T-009 
Site Type: T-Shaped Wall     
Artifacts: None Observed 
Midden: None Observed 
Skeletal Remains: None Observed 
Possible Age: Traditional 
Possible Function: Agriculture 
Condition: Fair 
Description: 
Site T-009 is a T-shaped stone wall with a modified outcrop at its northern end.  The site is 
located in the southeastern portion of the survey area, c. 29 meters west of the Kuakini Wall 
(Site 50-10-37-6302 [7276]) and c. 22 meters northwest of site T-008.  The adjoining wall 
segments are oriented north-south and east-west.  There is a small stone mound to the west of 
the wall.  The site appears to represent a portion of two boundary walls dividing cultivated 
fields.  
 
SIHP Number:    
Field Number: T-010 
Site Type: Wall Segment     
Artifacts: None Observed 
Midden: None Observed 
Skeletal Remains: None Observed 
Possible Age: Traditional 
Possible Function: Agriculture 
Condition: Poor 
Description: 
Site T-010 is a low stacked stone wall running roughly north to south. The site is located in the 
eastern portion of the survey area, c. 33 meters west of the Kuakini Wall (Site 50-10-37-6302 
[7276]) and c. 31 meters northwest of site T-008.  The wall is roughly 20 meters in length and 
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breached near both ends.  It appears to be an agricultural field wall and may be related to site T-
009.  Two stone mounds are located to the east of the wall and another short north to south 
running wall section to the west. 
 
SIHP Number:    
Field Number: T-011 
Site Type: Modified Outcrop     
Artifacts: None Observed 
Midden: None Observed 
Skeletal Remains: None Observed 
Possible Age: Traditional 
Possible Function: Agriculture 
Condition: Fair 
Description: 
Site T-011 is a roughly C-shaped outcrop with stone mounds piled at both ends. 
The site is located in the eastern portion of the survey area, c. 35 meters west of the Kuakini 
Wall (Site 50-10-37-6302 [7276]) and c. 13 meters northwest of site T-008.  It appears to represent 
the remains of an agricultural clearance pile. 
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SIHP Number:    
Field Number: T-013 
Site Type: Modified Lava Tube     
Artifacts: None Observed 
Midden: None Observed 
Skeletal Remains: None Observed 
Possible Age: Traditional 
Possible Function: Uncertain 
Condition: Fair 
Description: 
Site T-013 consists of a small lava tube with stones placed around entrance (see Figure).  It is 
located c. 11 meters east of the Kuakini Wall (Site 50-10-37-6302 [7276]) and c. 20 meters 
southwest of Site 50-10-28-13383 Feature B.  The original function of the modified tube is 
uncertain, though it may have been utilized as a small storage feature, possibly related to the 
agricultural use of the area. 
 
 

 
Site T-013 modified lava tube (View South).
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SIHP Number:    
Field Number: T-016 
Site Type: Complex     
Possible Age: Traditional 
Possible Function: Uncertain 
Condition: Fair 
Description: 
Site T-016 is a complex consisting of two features, a stone faced terrace and a pāhoehoe 
excavation.  It is located in the area of older lava flow southwest of the Site 50-10-28-13376 
platform.  The somewhat disturbed condition of both features makes it difficult to determine 
their original function.  
 
Feature: A    
Feature Type:  Terrace  
Artifacts: None Observed 
Midden: None Observed 
Skeletal Remains: None Observed 
Possible Age: Traditional 
Possible Function: Uncertain 
Condition: Fair 
Description: 
Site T-016 Feature A consists of a roughly rectangular terrace on a gentle slope (c 25° to 30°).  
The terrace is faced with cobbles and boulders and filled with cobbles.  Atop the eastern half of 
the terrace is a roughly rectangular stone mound.  The structure appears to be more formal than 
an agricultural clearance pile, but is somewhat disturbed, making identification of its original 
function difficult.  It may represent the remains of a small shrine or a burial monument.  
Numerous stone mounds, possibly clearance piles, are located in the immediate vicinity of the 
terrace. 
 
Feature: B    
Feature Type:  Pāhoehoe Excavation  
Artifacts: None Observed 
Midden: None Observed 
Skeletal Remains: None Observed 
Possible Age: Traditional 
Possible Function: Uncertain 
Condition: Fair 
Description: 
Site T-016 Feature B is a natural pāhoehoe outcrop containing an excavated lava blister.  The 
feature is located c. 20 meters southwest of Feature A.  Material removed from the excavation 
has been piled around the blister.  The outcrop that contains the blister may be faced along its 
eastern edge.  The purpose of the excavation is uncertain. 
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Site T-016 Feature A terrace (View Southeast). 
 

 
Site T-016 Feature B pāhoehoe excavation (View Southwest). 
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SIHP Number:    
Field Number: T-022 
Site Type: Platform     
Artifacts: None Observed 
Midden: None Observed 
Skeletal Remains: None Observed 
Possible Age: Traditional 
Possible Function: Uncertain 
Condition: Fair 
Description: 
Site T-022 is a very rough and somewhat disturbed stone platform.  It is located in the western 
half of the survey area, c. 60 meters northeast of Site 50-10-28-13372 Feature B.  The platform is 
situated on a c. 25° to 30°slope and is somewhat tumbled.  It may represent a possibly 
agricultural clearance mound or the remains of some more formal structure.  Several mounds 
and modified outcrops are located nearby. 
 
 

 
Site T-022 platform (View Southeast).
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SIHP Number:    
Field Number: T-024 
Site Type: Enclosure     
Artifacts: None Observed 
Midden: None Observed 
Skeletal Remains: None Observed 
Possible Age: Historic 
Possible Function: Animal Husbandry 
Condition: Good 
Description: 
Site T-024 consists of a large, roughly rectangular stone walled enclosure with an internal 
dividing wall.  The enclosure is situated against the eastern (mauka) face the Great Wall of 
Kuakini (Site 50-10-28-7276) and uses the Kuakini Wall as its western edge.  The walls of the 
enclosure are high and substantially built, similar in construction to those of the adjoining 
Kuakini Wall.  A roughly northeast to southwest running wall segment divides the interior of 
the enclosure.  There is a gap at the interior wall’s western end that possibly served as an 
opening between the two halves of the enclosure.  The remnants of wooden posts flanking this 
opening suggest it was once gated.  The southern end of the enclosure has been destroyed by 
bulldozing associated with the construction of Palani Road.  It is probable that the enclosure 
was constructed either contemporaneous with, or at sometime after, the Great Wall of Kuakini 
and served as a pen for holding cattle. 
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CATALOGUE OF ARTIFACTS FROM THE HIGHWAY CORRIDOR 
 

AKH Corridor Inventory Survey — Artifact Catalogue 

Artifact No. Provenience 
Category / 
Material 

Description Qty. 
Measurement (mm) /  

Weight (g) 
Collection 

Date 
Comments 

Site 13391 

13391-1 Site 13391, W Chamber Bone Bird Bone Pick 1 81 (l) x 5 (d) / 1.3g 4/29/2009 
Humerus, species unknown, point at proximal end, 
serrated edge, usewear mid-shaft, photo 

13391-2 Site 13391, W Chamber Bone Bird Bone Pick 1 90 (l) x 5 (d); 1.7g 4/29/2009 
Humerus, species unknown, point at proximal end, 
usewear mid-shaft, photo 

13391-3 
Site 13391, NW 
Chamber BDP 

Bone Bird Bone Pick 1 40 (l) x 3 (d) / 0.2g  4/28/2009 
Unknown element & species; usewear or gnawing 
marks mid-shaft, no epihysis, photo 

13391-4 
Site 13391, NW 
Chamber BDP 

Shell Echinoid Spine Abrader 1 40 (l) x 6.5 (d) / 0.6g 4/29/2009 
Hetercentrotus mamillatus; distal end flat facet, 
flat tip, photo 

13391-5 
Site 13391, NW 
Chamber BDP 

Shell Echinoid Spine Abrader 1 36 (l) x 6 (d) / 0.7g 4/29/2009 
Hetercentrotus mamillatus; distal end flat facet, 
flat tip, photo 

13391-6 
Site 13391, NW 
Chamber BDP 

Shell Echinoid Spine Abrader 1 44 (l) x 6 (d) / 1.1g  4/29/2009 
Hetercentrotus mamillatus; distal end flat facet, 
flat tip, photo 

13391-7 Site 13391, W Chamber Coral 
Coral Discoidal 
Abrader/Hammerstone 

1 55 (d) x 30 (th) / 56.2g 4/29/2009 
Battering on outer edge, one flat face abraded, 
photo 

13391-8 
Site 13391, W Chamber 
Surface 

Coral Coral Discoidal Abrader 1 55 (d) x 18.5 (th) / 36.8g 5/4/2009 
Abraded on front and back, some battering on 
outer edges, photo 

13391-9 
Site 13391, SE 
Chamber Surface 

Coral Coral Discoidal Abrader 1 63 (l) x 56 (w) x 19 (th) / 45.7g 5/4/2009 
Abraded on front and back, smooth outer edges, 
roughly discoidal in shape, photo 

13391-10 
Site 13391, General 
Surface 

Coral Coral Abrader 1 
41 (l) x 23.5 (w) x 17 (th) / 
12.9g 

5/4/2009 One abraded surface 

13391-11 
Site 13391, W Chamber 
Surface, under skylight 

Coral Coral Abrader 1 67 (l) x 57 (w) x 32 (th) / 81.7g 5/1/2009 One abraded surface 

13391-12 
Site 13391, General 
Surface 

Lithic Volcanic Glass Flake 1 12 (l) x 12 (w) x 5 (th) / 0.4g 4/28/2009 Multiple flake scars on dorsal face 

13391-13 
Site 13391, SE 
Chamber BDP 2 

Lithic Volcanic Glass Flake 1 18 (l) x 8 (w) x 4 (th) / 0.5g 4/27/2009 Multiple flake scars on dorsal face 

13391-14 
Site 13391, SE 
Chamber BDP 1 

Lithic Volcanic Glass Flake 1 12 (l) x 12 (w) x 3.5 (th) / 0.4g 4/28/2009 Multiple flake scars on dorsal face 

13391-15 
Site 13391, NW 
Chamber BDP 3 

Lithic Volcanic Glass Flake 1 6 (l) x 6 (w) x 1.5 (th) / 0.1g 4/27/2009   
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Artifact No. Provenience 
Category / 
Material 

Description Qty. 
Measurement (mm) /  

Weight (g) 
Collection 

Date 
Comments 

13391-16 
Site 13391, NW 
Chamber BDP 3 

Lithic 
Volcanic Glass Flake 
Fragment 

1 12 (l) x 8 (w) x 4 (th) / 0.4g 4/27/2009   

13391-17 
Site 13391, SE 
Chamber BDP 1 

Lithic 
Volcanic Glass Flake 
Fragment 

1 8 (l) x 8 (w) x 5 (th) / 0.3g 4/28/2009 
Possible wear (microflakes removed from one 
lateral edge) 

13391-18 
Site 13391, SE 
Chamber BDP 2 

Lithic 
Volcanic Glass Flake 
Fragment 

1 13.5 (l) x 13 (w) x 4 (th) / 0.9g 4/27/2009 Multiple flake scars on dorsal face 

13391-19 
Site 13391, W Chamber 
under skylight 

Lithic 
Volcanic Glass Flake 
Fragment 

1 16.5 (l) x 8 (w) x 4 (th) / 0.4g 5/1/2009 Multiple flake scars on dorsal face 

13391-20 
Site 13391, NW 
Chamber BDP 3 

Lithic 
Volcanic Glass Non-
Diagnostic Fragments 

2 Total wt. 0.5g 4/27/2009 Rough chunks of volcanic glass, no cortex 

13391-21 
Site 13391, SE 
Chamber BDP 1 

Lithic 
Volcanic Glass Non-
Diagnostic Fragments 

6 Total wt. 0.4g 4/28/2009 Rough chunks of volcanic glass, no cortex 

13391-22 
Site 13391, SE 
Chamber BDP 2 

Lithic 
Volcanic Glass Non-
Diagnostic Fragments 

2 Total wt. 1g 4/27/2009 Rough chunks of volcanic glass, no cortex 

13391-23 
Site 13391, W Chamber 
under skylight 

Lithic 
Manuport, basalt 
waterworn 

1 53 (l) x 42 (w) x 30 (th) / 70.5g 5/1/2009 Possibly fire-cracked 

13391-24 
Site 13391, W Chamber 
under skylight 

Lithic 
Manuport, basalt 
waterworn 

1 
67 (l) x 64 (w) x 23 (th) / 
119.8g 

5/1/2009   

13391-25 
Site 13391, W Chamber 
wall dismantle 

Lithic 
Manuport, basalt 
waterworn 

2 
A. 62 (l) x 41 (w) x 28 (th); B. 
62 (l) x 42 (w) x 32 (th) / total 
wt. 195g 

4/30/2009 One complete stone, 2 fragments 

13391-26 
Site 13391, W Chamber 
wall dismantle 

Lithic 
Manuport, basalt 
waterworn 

1 47 (l) x 38 (w) x 30 (th) / 72.1g 4/30/2009   

13391-27 
Site 13391, NW 
Chamber near 
entrance 

Lithic Papamū, fragment 1 260 (l) x 280 (w) x 50 (th) 4/30/2009 
Thin slab pāhoehoe, pattern of dimples pecked into 
smooth surface 

13391-28 
Site 13391, NW 
Chamber under 
skylight 

Lithic Papamū, fragment 1 340(l) x 250(w) x 50(th) 4/30/2009 
Thin slab pāhoehoe, pattern of dimples pecked into 
smooth surface 

13391-29 
Site 13391, W Chamber 
wall dismantle 

Flora 
Manuport, unworked 
wood 

1 235 (l) x 44 (d) / 80.1g 4/30/2009 Excessive insect damage 

13391-30 
Site 13391, W Chamber 
Surface 

Flora 
Gourd Container 
Fragments 

N≥1; 
n≥20 

< 1-72 (l) x < 1-60 (w) < 1-7.5 
(th) / < 0.1 g to 0.9 g 

4/30/2009 Extremely fragmentary 
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Artifact No. Provenience 
Category / 
Material 

Description Qty. 
Measurement (mm) /  

Weight (g) 
Collection 

Date 
Comments 

Site 13384 Feature A 

13384A-1 
Site 13384 Feature A; 
Layer II, Level 1 

Bone 
Fishhook, one-piece, 
complete 

1 
Shank:  20 (l) x 8 (w); Point:  
11 (l); Point/shank:  2 (d) / 
 < 0.1g 

5/20/2009 
Complete, point incurved (rotating), unbarbed, 
one-piece, bone possibly Aves (Type IB2Ug; Sinoto 
1979), photo 

13384A-2 
Site 13384 Feature A; 
Layer II, Level 1 

Bone 
Fishhook, two-piece, 
shank  

1 
20 (l) x 4 (w) at base x 22 (th) / 
< 0.1g 

5/20/2009 
small, unbarbed shank portion of a two-pieced 
bone fishhook, knobbed and flat faced base (Type 
HT4; Sinoto 1962), photo 

13384A-3 
Site 13384 Feature A; 
Layer II, Level 1 

Bone Fishhook Tab 1 15 (l) x 9 (w) x 3 (th) / <0.1g 5/20/2009 
Roughed-out perform, multiple filed surfaces, 
photo 

13384A-4 
Site 13384 Feature A; 
Layer I, Level 4 

Bone Fishhook Blank 1 47 (l) x 14 (w) / 3.4g 5/20/2009 
Small-medium mammal, half diaphysis broken 
lengthwise, severing cuts on the proximal and 
distal ends, cut mark mid-shaft, photo 

13384A-5 
Site 13384 Feature A; 
Layer I, Level 2 

Bone Bird Bone Pick 1 75 (l) x 6 (d) mid-shaft / 1.4g 5/20/2009 
humerus, species unknown, bias cut diaphysis, 
towards proximal end to create a point, epiphysis 
relatively intact, photo 

13384A-6 
Site 13384 Feature A; 
Layer I, Level 2 

Shell Echinoid Spine Abrader 1 13 (l) x 7 (w) x 4 (th) / 0.2g  5/20/2009 
Probably Hetercentrotus mamillatus; bevel/distal 
end of abrader, photo 

13384A-7 
Site 13384 Feature A; 
Layer II, Level 1 

Shell Echinoid Spine Abrader 1 35 (l) x 6 (d) / 0.6 g 5/20/2009 Hetercentrotus mamillatus; poor condition, photo 

13384A-8 
Site 13384 Feature A; 
Layer II, Level 1 

Coral Coral Abrader 
 

55 (l) x 28 (w) x 17 (th) / 14.5g 5/20/2009 
Wedge shaped, at least 1 abraded surface (poss 3), 
poss modification (notch) on thin end 

13384A-9 
Site 13384 Feature A; 
Layer I, Level 2 

Lithic Basalt Adze Fragment 1 
56 (l) x 17-24 (w) x 11-21 (th) / 
51.1g 

5/18/2009 
Dark grey, dense, fine-grained basalt; quadrangular 
cross-section, polishing on lateral faces, slight 
polish on front and back, photo 

13384A-10 
Site 13384 Feature A; 
Layer II, Level 3 

Lithic Basalt Hammerstone 1 62(d) x 52(th) / 238g 5/18/2009 
Semi-spherical; vesicular basalt; battering on all 
rounded sides, flat & mildly abraded base, photo 

13384A-11 
Site 13384 Feature A; 
Layer I, Level 4 

Lithic Basalt Retouched Flake 1 53 (l) x 30 (w) x 11 (th) / 19.7g 5/18/2009 
Retouch on one lateral edge, consisting of 3 
successive crescent-shaped or half-moon 
breakages ranging in width from 13 – 15 mm 

13384A-12 
Site 13384 Feature A; 
Layer I, Level 2 

Lithic Basalt Flake 1 20 (l) x 26 (w) x 7 (th) / 3.4g 5/18/2009 Dark grey opaque 

13384A-13 
Site 13384 Feature A; 
Layer I, Level 2 

Lithic Basalt Flake 1 27 (l) x 45 (w) x 6 (th) / 7g 5/18/2009 Dark grey opaque 
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Artifact No. Provenience 
Category / 
Material 

Description Qty. 
Measurement (mm) /  

Weight (g) 
Collection 

Date 
Comments 

13384A-14 
Site 13384 Feature A; 
Base of pre-excavation 

Lithic Basalt Flake Fragment 1 44 (l) x 30 (w) x 13 (th) / 25g 5/18/2009 Dark grey opaque 

13384A-15 
Site 13384 Feature A; 
Layer II, Level 1 

Lithic Basalt Flake Fragment 1 24 (l) x 41 (w) x 6 (th) / 6.3g 5/20/2009 Dark grey opaque 

Site 26848 Feature A 

26848A-1 
Site 26848 Feature A; 
Layer II, Level 1 

Coral Coral Abrader 1 46 (l) x 45 (w) x 14 (th) / 24.1g 5/21/2009 Abrading on two sides 

26848A-2 
Site 26848 Feature A; 
Layer II, Level 3 

Lithic 
Volcanic Glass, Non 
Diagnostic Fragment 

1 14 (l) x 5 (w) x 4 (th) / 0.3g 5/22/2009   

26848A-3 
Site 26848 Feature A; 
Layer II, Level 1 

Lithic 
Manuport, basalt lava 
tube ceiling drip 

1 20 (l) x 14 (w) x 6 (th) / 0.3g 5/21/2009 No modification, photo 

Site 26848 Feature C 

26848C-1 
Site 26848 Feature C; 
Layer II, Level 2 

Coral Coral Abrader 1 28 (l) x 22 (w) x 15 (th) / 4.6g 5/19/2009 Abrading on one side 

26848C-2 
Site 26848 Feature C; 
Layer II, Level 2 

Coral Coral Abrader 1 15 (l) x 11 (w) x 11 (th) / 1.2g 5/20/2009 Abrading on one side 

26848C-3 
Site 26848 Feature C; 
Layer II, Level 2 

Coral Coral Abrader 1 16 (l) x 14 (w) x 8 (th) / 1.3g 5/21/2009 Abrading on one side 

26848C-4 
Site 26848 Feature C; 
Layer II, Level 2 

Lithic 
Volcanic Glass Flake 
Fragment 

1 19 (l) x 2 (w) x 8 (th) / 1.3g 5/19/2009 No cortex 

26848C-5 
Site 26848 Feature C; 
Layer II, Level 2 

Lithic 
Volcanic Glass Flake 
Fragment 

1 16 (l) x 5 (w) x 4 (th) / 0.2g 5/20/2009 No cortex 

26848C-6 
Site 26848 Feature C; 
Layer II, Level 2 

Lithic 
Volcanic Glass Flake 
Fragment 

1 9 (l) x 7 (w) x 4 (th) / 0.2g 5/21/2009 No cortex 

26848C-7 
Site 26848 Feature C; 
Layer II, Level 2 

Lithic 
Volcanic Glass Flake 
Fragment 

1 10 (l) x 5 (w) x 4 (th) / 0.3g 5/18/2009 No cortex 

26848C-8 
Site 26848 Feature C; 
Layer II, Level 2 

Lithic 
Volcanic Glass Flake 
Fragment 

1 8 (l) x 7 (w) x 2 (th) / <0.1g 5/19/2009 No cortex 

26848C-9 
Site 26848 Feature C; 
Layer II, Level 1 

Lithic 
Volcanic Glass Flake 
Fragment 

1 8 (l) x 5 (w) x 2 (th) / <0.1g 5/18/2009 No cortex 

26848C-10 
Site 26848 Feature C; 
Layer II, Level 1 

Lithic 
Volcanic Glass Flake 
Fragment 

1 17 (l) x 20 (w) x 7 (th) / 2.4g 5/19/2009 No cortex 

26848C-11 
Site 26848 Feature C; 
Layer III, Level 3 

Lithic 
Manuport, basalt 
waterworn 

1 
57 (l) x 47 (w) x 33 (th) / 
123.4g 

5/20/2009 Fragmented, possibly fire-cracked 
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Artifact No. Provenience 
Category / 
Material 

Description Qty. 
Measurement (mm) /  

Weight (g) 
Collection 

Date 
Comments 

26848C-12 
Site 26848 Feature C; 
Layer III, Level 1 

Lithic 
Manuport, basalt 
waterworn 

1 
160 (l) x 111 (w) x 55 (th) / 
1.46kg 

5/19/2009 Complete 

Site 26849 Feature C 

26849C-1 
Site 26849 Feature C; 
NE half mound 
dissection 

Lithic 
Basalt Hammerstone 
Fragment 

1 
63 (l) x 88 (w) x 30 (th) / 
172kg 

4/30/2009 
Waterworn, battering on one edge, several flakes 
removed 

26849C-2 
Site 26849 Feature C; 
NE half mound 
dissection 

Lithic 
Fire-cracked rock, basalt 
waterworn 

1 41 (l) x 25 (w) x 24 (th) / 35g 4/30/2009   

Site 26851 Feature H 

26851H-1 
Site 26851 Feature H; 
N half mound 
dissection 

Coral 
Hammerstone/Abrader, 
discoidal 

1 53 (l) x 50 (w) x 32 (th) / 54g 4/28/2009 
One very irregular surface, one relatively flat & 
abraded surface, rounded & battered outer edge, 
photo 

26851H-2 
Site 26851 Feature H; 
N half mound 
dissection 

Lithic 
Manuport, basalt 
waterworn 

1 
55 (l) x 44 (w) x 36 (th) / 
108.3g 

4/28/2009   
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Management Summary 

Reference Cultural Impact Assessment for a Portion of the Proposed Ane 
Keohokalole Highway (Mauka and Makai Alternatives), Kaloko and 
Honokōhau Ahupua‘a, North Kona District, Island of Hawai‘i, TMK:  
[3]7-3-009:025, [3]7-3-009: 999, [3]7-3-009:028, [3]7-4-006:005, 
[3]7-4-024:012 (Magat et al. 2009) 

Date April 2009 
Project Number(s) Cultural Surveys Hawai‘i (CSH) Job Code: KALOKO 2. Also see 

companion document CSH Job Code KALOKO 1, a literature review 
and field check for the subject project area (Yucha and McDermott 
2008a), and KALOKO 3, an archaeological inventory survey for the 
subject project area (Yucha and McDermott 2008b). 

Project Location The project area is located on undeveloped land approximately one 
mile mauka (inland) of the Queen Ka‘ahumanu Highway, in the 
coastal portion of North Kona District, Island of Hawai‘i. The project 
area is depicted on the 1996 Keāhole Point and Kailua USGS 7.5-
minute series topographic quadrangle maps (see Figure 1). 

Land Jurisdiction 
and Funding 

Private, with the exception of a small section of the proposed highway 
that crosses the Hina Lani Street right-of-way (TMK [3] 7-3-009:999), 
which is controlled by the County of Hawai‘i 

Agencies State of Hawai‘i Department of Health/Office of Environmental 
Quality Control (OEQC), State of Hawai‘i Department of Land and 
Natural Resources/State Historic Preservation Division (SHPD) 

Project Description The proposed project is to construct a highway between Palani Road, 
at its intersection with Henry Street in Kailua-Kona Town, and Hina 
Lani Street, approximately three miles north of Palani Road. This 
Cultural Impact Assessment (CIA) covers a one-mile portion of the 
overall project area, at the Hina Lani Street end of the proposed 
highway (see Figure 1). 

Project Acreage The acreage of the project area is approximately 55 acres for the entire 
corridor. The entire project corridor is a 120 foot wide right-of-way by 
3 miles, and a 120 foot wide right-of-way by 1 mile for the northern 
portion of Makai Alternative. The previous project acreage of the 
Mauka Alternative is a 400-foot wide corridor centered on a 5,400-
foot long centerline, measuring 49.8 acres. The entire proposed 
highway corridor will extend from Palani Road at the Henry Street 
junction and connect to the existing portion of Ane Keohokalole 
Highway, and then continue northward to Hina Lani Street. The length 
of the proposed highway is approximately 3.0 miles including the 
existing section of Ane Keohokalole Highway. 

Area of Potential 
Effect (APE) 

For the purposes of this CIA, the APE is defined as the approximately 
55-acre project area footprint for the Makai Alternative  of the 
highway and approximately 49.8-acre project area footprint for the 
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Mauka Alternative within the larger context of Kaloko and 
Honokōhau Ahupua‘a. This CIA also assesses the cumulative impacts 
of the entire (3-mile) proposed highway corridor from Palani Road to 
Hina Lani Street. This highway corridor, in turn, is associated with a 
nearly 1,200-acre proposed development area (at the Hina Lani Street 
end), which must also be included in the assessment of cumulative 
impacts (see Monahan et al. 2008).  

Document Purpose The project requires compliance with the State of Hawai‘i 
environmental review process [Hawai‘i Revised Statutes (HRS) 
Chapter 343], which requires consideration of a proposed project’s 
effect on cultural practices and resources. CSH undertook this CIA at 
the request of Belt Collins Hawai‘i, Ltd. Through document research 
and cultural consultation efforts, this report provides information 
pertinent to the assessment of the proposed project’s impacts to 
cultural practices (per the OEQC’s Guidelines for Assessing Cultural 
Impacts). The document is intended to support the project’s 
environmental review and may also serve to support the project’s 
historic preservation review under HRS Chapter 6E-42 and Hawai‘i 
Administrative Rules Chapter 13-284. 

Community 
Consultation  

Hawaiian organizations, agencies and community members were 
contacted in order to identify potentially knowledgeable individuals 
with cultural expertise and/or knowledge of the project area and the 
vicinity. The organizations consulted included the State Historic 
Preservation Division (SHPD), the Office of Hawaiian Affairs (OHA), 
the Hawai‘i Island Burial Council (HIBC), and community and 
cultural organizations in the North Kona area. 

Results of 
Background 
Research and 
Community 
Consultation 

A total of thirty-five people were contacted for the purposes of this 
CIA; 20 people responded; and 12 kūpuna (elders) and/or kama‘āina 
(native born) were interviewed for more in-depth contributions. At this 
writing, a total of 10 of these individuals have consented to have their 
testimonies included in this report. Efforts at obtaining permission to 
include the testimonies of the two remaining individuals interviewed 
for this CIA are ongoing.  

Background research for this project yielded the following results: 

1. The project area is part of the traditional region known as Kekaha, 
extending from Honokōhau to ‘Anaeho‘omalu in North Kona. 
Pukui notes that Kekaha, within which Kaloko and Kohanaiki 
Ahupua‘a are located, is known “for its scarcity of water but is 
dearly loved by its inhabitants” (Pukui 1983:185). Despite being a 
dry place, the project area contains many unique resources—
including subterranean lava tubes and caverns used to collect water. 
At least one burial is located in the project area. 

2. Kaloko and Honokōhau Ahupua‘a were once home to many 
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Hawaiians living a subsistence lifestyle. The largest settlements in 
these ahupua‘a area were at the coast, in association with several 
large loko (fishponds), and upcountry—several hundred feet higher 
in elevation above the subject project area. However, this does not 
mean people did not live in or intensively use the project area and 
vicinity; it simply means they did not generally erect permanent 
house sites and villages there. 

3. For the Makai Alternative, approximately (10) historic properties  
have been documented within the proposed one-mile portion of 
highway. In the Mauka Alternative, approximately (11) historic 
properties  have been documented within the proposed one-mile 
portion of highway, with approximately (5) historic sites shared 
between the two alternatives. There are (7) historic properties 
outside both alignments, for a total of (33) historic properties within 
the survey area (see fig. 13 in this report and also pg. 2 in the 
companion AIS, Yucha and McDermott 2008b for a complete 
listing of sites). Many other significant archaeological sites occur 
within or immediately adjacent to the rest of the proposed highway 
corridor to the south; and hundreds of additional significant 
archaeological sites are located in the adjacent proposed 
development area immediately north of the Hina Lani Street end of 
the proposed highway. 

4. Documented sites within the proposed one-mile portion of highway 
include: (a) several temporary and permanent habitation sites, 
including a subterranean permanent habitation in a lava tube 
complex (State Inventory of Historic Properties [SIHP] No. 50-10-
27-18144) and an above-ground permanent habitation (SIHP No. 
50-10-27-18169); (b) a burial site in a lava tube (SIHP No. 50-10-
27-18161); (c) numerous agricultural sites and features; (d) two 
sites containing ahu (stone markers); (e) a trail (ala); (f) an 
ahupua‘a boundary wall; and (g) a papamū (traditional gaming 
site). 

5. Radiocarbon dating from nearby sites definitively shows the general 
area has been utilized by humans for at least 1,000 years.5.The 
project area is likely to contain additional subsurface deposits—as 
yet undiscovered and undocumented—associated with lava tubes 
and subterranean chambers, including burials and other sacred 
materials and features (e.g., water-collection devices). 

6. 6The project area is also associated with the unique history of 
Hawaiian-style ranching and paniolo (“Hawaiian cowboys”), 
including the well-documented Hu‘ehu‘e Ranch. 

7.  The project area is associated with specific mo‘olelo (oral history) 
about: (a) the sixteenth or seventeenth century ruler of Hawai‘i 
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Island Lonoikamakahiki (Lono-i-ka-makahiki), who was involved 
in several famous battles with the chiefs of Maui (including Kama-
lala-walu) and other parts of Hawai‘i; (b) Kamehameha I, whose 
remains were reportedly interred near Kaloko Fishpond (makai of 
the project area); (c) ‘Umi-a-Liloa, who frequented the famous 
fisheries of Kaloko; (d) the project area is also associated with a 
legendary bathing pool called Kahinihini‘ula populated by mo‘o 
(water spirits) who ensured the water stayed clean and whose 
waters made the skin of ali‘i tingle when bathing; (e) the sandy 
beach area between Kaloko and Honokōhau known as ‘Ōhiki where 
legendary hero Ka-miki prayed to Pele and a terrible storm arose to 
turn the shark form of the priest Ka-lua-lapa-uila into stone; (f) 
various mo‘o that resided at fishponds at and near the seashore, and 
Hualālai; and more general references to water-collection lava tubes 
and the unique environmental conditions of the region (e.g., the 
heavy night dew that formed and was carefully used by gardeners to 
grow sweet potatoes and other foods in a seemingly marginal 
environment). 

Community consultation for this project yielded the following results: 

1. OHA requested the opportunity to review and comment on the 
completed CIA. Other participants stated that families with long-
established connections to the project area should be consulted. 
OHA has furthermore requested a thorough archaeological 
inventory survey of the project area be conducted; and the 
opportunity to review and comment on site significance criteria of 
any archaeological resources identified in the project area. 

2. Five participants voiced concerns about encountering additional 
historic properties—including subterranean lava tubes, burials and 
other associated materials—once ground-disturbing activities 
commence. Those with long-established ties to the project area 
environs should be sought out and consulted in order to avoid 
historic or cultural resources, including family burial sites. Cultural 
monitoring during ground-disturbance activities and construction 
was also recommended by one participant. 

3. At least five participants implicitly or explicitly opposed any plans 
to relocate burials in order to make way for construction. All burials 
should be avoided and preserved in place.  

4. Six participants mentioned the presence of trails in or immediately 
adjacent to the project area, and talked about the historic and 
cultural significance of maintaining the historic character of the 
area. 

5. Seven participants also talked about plant resources once or 
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currently located within or immediately adjacent to the project area, 
including: a rare tree, ‘ohe makai (Reynoldsia huehuensis), the 
medicinal plants pilo (Capparis sandwichianais), also known as the 
maiapilo, and ko‘oko‘olau (Bidens spp.), one of the last remnants of 
a dryland forest located in the area, and other natives such as pili 
grass (Heteropogon contortus), ‘ōhi‘a trees (Metrosideros 
polymorpha), alahe‘e (Psydrax odorata), and halapepe (Pleomele 
spp.). Participants also talked about the importance of other useful 
historic introductions such as sisal (Agave potatorum), avocado, 
coffee, mangoes, oranges, and purple liliko‘i (Passiflora edulis). 

6. At least five participants implicitly or explicitly discussed 
engineering aspects of the proposed highway that potentially impact 
“quality of life” concerns in the area. Most participants who talked 
about engineering issues favor improving traffic flow, but there is 
no specific consensus on the best way to accomplish this objective.  

7. About seven participants implicitly or explicitly mentioned 
developing plans for preserving and perpetuating the natural 
resources of the project area, including a conservation plan for not 
only rare and endangered plant species, but also those with 
important ties to historic Kona (e.g., mango trees, sisal and liliko‘i 
to name a few). 

8. Three or more participants talked about the importance of 
recognizing and preserving the Hawaiian spirit and authenticity of 
the place, rather than simply imposing a foreign model of 
development. 

9. At least two participants voiced concerns about remembering and 
respecting the paniolo (‘Hawaiian cowboy’) history of the project 
area and environs. In particular, at least one participant emphasized   
preserving any puakini (historic holding corrals) in and around the 
project area. 

10. At least three participants voiced concerns about the fast pace of 
development projects in the area, and suggested the environmental 
and historic-preservation reviews be completed prior to finalization 
or implementation of architectural and construction plans. 

11. Kaloko-Honokōhau National Historical Park noted that the trail 
“SIHP #-18099 extends makai across Queen Kaahumanu Highway 
to the south of the Aimakapa Fishpond,” thereby entering the 
national park at that location. It is requested that future reports 
mention the extension of this trail into the national park at this 
particular location. The trail SIHP#-18099 also intersects with the 
Mamalahoa Trail (SIHP#50-10-27-2) within the proposed West 
Hawaii Business Park, LLC. 
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Recommendations Based on the information gathered from the community consultation 
effort as well as  archaeological and archival research presented in this 
report, the evidence indicates that the proposed Ane Keohokalole 
Highway Mauka and Makai Alternatives may have an adverse impact 
on Hawaiian historic, natural and cultural resources and practices in 
Kaloko and Honokōhau Ahupua‘a. However, in choosing the Makai 
Alternative for the highway, archaeological surveys suggest that the 
likelihood of impacts would be significantly reduced than if the Mauka 
Alternative was chosen for the alignment. For many of the participants 
in this cultural impact study, care should be taken to protect and 
preserve cultural and historic properties (e.g., puakini, ala, ilina) and 
cultural and natural resources and associated practices (e.g., medicinal 
and lei plants) in and immediately adjacent to the project area that may 
be negatively affected by the proposed development. A good faith 
effort to address the following recommendations may help mitigate the 
potentially adverse effects of the proposed project on Hawaiian cultural 
practices, beliefs and resources in and near the project area: 

1. The community, including participants in this CIA, should be 
afforded the opportunity to review and comment on this CIA. 
Given its role as the State agency responsible for safeguarding the 
interests of Hawaiians, OHA should be afforded the opportunity to 
review and comment on site significance criteria of any 
archaeological resources identified in the project area. 

2. The project proponents should in good faith present all project 
alternatives under consideration to the community for review and 
comment, including plans for the entire 3-mile distance between 
Palani Road and Hina Lani Street and possible alternative routes at 
the northern end of the project area (i.e., Makai and Mauka 
Alternatives). These areas were not part of the formal scope of work 
for this CIA, but they are clearly an integral part of the entire 
project. 

3. Given the fast pace of development throughout much of Kona, 
members of the community, including participants in this CIA, 
should be afforded the opportunity to review the proposed project 
after the completion of all relevant environmental and historic-
preservation studies and prior to the finalization and 
implementation of architectural and construction plans. 

4. Care should be taken to protect and preserve natural and cultural 
resources enumerated by CIA study participants such as plants 
gathered for medicinal purposes and ancient Hawaiian trails (ala). 
In particular, project proponents should consider preparing a 
conservation plan addressing not only rare and endangered plants 
species in and around the project area, but also historically-
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significant introductions important to the cultural character of the 
project area and its environs (see items no. 4, 5,  7 and 9 above). 

5. A good faith effort should be made to avoid, protect from potential 
harm and preserve subterranean lava tubes, burials and other 
associated materials—once ground-disturbing activities commence. 
In particular, project proponents should proactively develop a plan 
to avoid and preserve in place any burials discovered prior to or 
during proposed construction activities in order to respect the 
wishes of the project participants and families with long-
established connections to the project area; and in order to 
complete the project in a way that will ensure its cultural 
appropriateness, which will not be satisfied if iwi are relocated. 
Additionally, cultural monitoring during ground-disturbance 
activities and construction is advised. 

6. Project proponents should integrate Hawaiian concepts and relevant 
cultural and historical information with architectural and 
construction plans by engaging concerned community members 
with long-established family ties to the project area. 

7. It is recommended that communication with both Ala Kahakai 
National Trail and the Na Ala Hele Trail and Access Program’s 
Hawaii Island Office be continued during the historic preservation 
process. 
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Section 1    Introduction 

1.1 Project Background 
At the request of Belt Collins Hawai‘i Ltd., Cultural Surveys Hawai‘i, Inc. (CSH) prepared 

this Cultural Impact Assessment (CIA) for the approximately 55-acre project area footprint of 
the Ane Keohokalole Highway (Makai Alternative) and the approximately 49.8-acre project area 
footprint of the highway (Mauka Alternative) located in Kaloko and Honokōhau Ahupua‘a, 
North Kona District, Hawai‘i [3]7-3-009:025, [3]7-3-009: 999, [3]7-3-009:028, [3]7-4-006:005, 
[3]7-4-024:012. The project area is located on undeveloped land approximately one mile mauka 
(inland) of the Queen Ka‘ahumanu Highway, in the coastal portion of North Kona District, 
Island of Hawai‘i. The project area is depicted on the 1996 Keāhole Point and Kailua USGS 7.5-
minute series topographic quadrangle maps (Figures 1–3). 

The project area is located on privately owned land, with the exception of a small section of 
the proposed highway that crosses the Hina Lani Street right-of-way (TMK [3] 7-3-009:999). 
This portion of the project area (see Figure 2) is owned and managed by the County of Hawai‘i. 

     The proposed project is to construct a highway between Palani Road, at its intersection with 
Henry Street in Kailua-Kona Town, and Hina Lani Street, approximately three miles north of 
Palani Road. This CIA covers a one-mile portion of the overall project area, at the Hina Lani 
Street end of the proposed highway. Land disturbing activities will include grubbing and grading 
and subsurface excavations for utilities and associated infrastructure improvements. The original 
scope of work for the specific (1-mile) project area covered by this CIA initially covered the 
proposed Mauka Alternative of the Ane Keohokalole Highway. Based on feedback from the 
archaeological survey (Yucha and McDermott 2008b), the project area for the CIA was 
subsequently changed by project proponents to the Makai Alternative for the proposed highway 
in order to avoid potential harm to archaeological sites found in and near the Mauka project area 
(see Figures 1-3). Both the initial Mauka, and the subsequent, Makai Alternative—proposed after 
the subject research was largely completed—are included in the background and community 
consultation research done for the current CIA (see Section 6.1 regarding community 
consultation efforts). 

Broadly, this CIA considers the Area of Potential Effect (APE) to be the project area footprint 
within the larger context of Kaloko and Honokōhau Ahupua‘a. This study also assesses the 
cumulative impacts of the entire (3-mile) proposed highway corridor from Palani Road to Hina 
Lani Street. This highway corridor, in turn, is associated with a nearly 1,200-acre proposed 
development area (at the Hina Lani Street end), which must also be included in the assessment of 
cumulative impacts (see Cultural Impact Assessment for a 1,150-Acre Parcel within Portions of 
Kaloko and Kohanaiki Ahupua‘a, North Kona District, Island of Hawai‘i, TMK: [3] 7-3-
009:017, 025, 026, 028 by Monahan et al. 2008). Cumulative impacts are the combined impacts 
of the three-mile highway and the housing development that is at the north end of the highway. 
The cumulative impacts would therefore include not only issues of air quality, noise pollution 
and quality of life issues but also, for the purposes of this CIA report, gathering of plants, 
hunting of wild animals, use of historic trails, and other intangible cultural factors such as view 
corridors, the cultural landscape and its inherent associations with Hawaiian belief systems. 
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Cumulative impacts also include what some participants saw as positive issues including easy 
access to residential areas and improved traffic and the present as well as future impacts of the 
highway. 

1.2 Document Purpose 
The project requires compliance with the State of Hawai‘i environmental review process 

[Hawai‘i Revised Statutes (HRS) Chapter 343], which requires consideration of a proposed 
project’s effect on cultural practices. CSH is conducting this CIA at the request of Belt Collins 
Hawai‘i Ltd. Through document research and cultural consultation efforts, this report provides 
information pertinent to the assessment of the proposed project’s impacts to cultural practices 
and resources (per the OEQC’s Guidelines for Assessing Cultural Impacts). The document is 
intended to support the project’s environmental review and may also serve to support the 
project’s historic preservation review under HRS Chapter 6E-42 and Hawai‘i Administrative 
Rules Chapter 13-284. 
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Figure 1. Portion of 1996 USGS 7.5-Minute Series Topographic Map, Keāhole Point and Kailua 
Quadrangles showing the survey area
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Figure 2. Overlay of Tax Map Key 7-3-009 and 7-4-008, showing project area location
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Figure 3. Aerial photograph showing the location of the project corridor (source: U.S.G.S 
Orthoimagery 2005)
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1.3 Archaeological Work at the Project Area 
Three previous archaeological inventory surveys by CSH have included parts of the proposed 

one-mile portion of highway. Robins et al. (2000a) identified nine archaeological sites within the 
prior (Mauka Alternative) project area at TMK (3) 7-4-008:005. Esh et al. (2008) identified two 
archaeological sites within the prior (Mauka Alternative) project area at TMK (3) 7-4-009:028. 
Bell et al. (2008) did not find any archaeological sites within the prior (Mauka Alternative) 
project area at TMK (3) 7-4-009:025. 

Another CSH study by Yucha and McDermott (2008a) consisted of a field inspection of the 
specific project area defined by the proposed one-mile portion of highway. The main objective of 
this study was to provide precise GPS data on the location of all sites and features that may be 
affected by the proposed highway. In addition to providing this data, which will be used by 
project planners to design around as many sites as possible, Yucha and McDermott (2008a) also 
identified five additional archaeological sites in portions of the project area not covered by the 
previous three studies. The details of this work are provided in the appropriate section below (see 
Section 5.2). CSH also recently completed an archaeological inventory survey (AIS) of the 
northern-most third of the proposed highway alignment project area (Yucha and McDermott 
2008b), and consisted of two adjacent 400-foot wide corridors (Makai Alternative and Mauka 
Alternative) that extend from the northern boundary of the McClean Honokohau Properties 
(TMK [3] 7-4-024:012) to slightly north of Hina Lani Street (within TMK (3) 7-3-009:025) as 
well as an additional AIS inspection area. 

In total, 33 archaeological sites have been documented in the proposed one-mile portion of 
highway by these five CSH studies. The breakdown for the 33 historic sites is as follows: 

For the Makai Alternative, approximately (10) historic properties have been documented 
within the proposed one-mile portion of highway. In the Mauka Alternative, approximately (11) 
historic properties have been documented within the proposed one-mile portion of highway, with 
approximately (5) sites shared between the two alternatives. There are (7) historic properties 
outside both alignments, for a total of 33 historic properties within the survey area (see fig. 13 in 
this report and also pg. 2 in the companion AIS, Yucha and McDermott 2008b for a complete 
listing of sites).These sites are discussed in detail in Section 5 (Archaeological Research) below. 

It is important to note that only a total of three (3) historic properties within the survey area 
are recommended for preservation in whole or in part (Yucha and McDermott 2008b). The 
recommendation of preservation for SIHP# -18161 has been determined appropriate by SHPD 
(SHPD Correspondence LOG NO: 26972 DOC NO: 0102RC15) based on information from a 
previous AIS investigation (Robins et al. 2000). SIHP# 26414 wall was recommended for 
preservation with breeches allowable during a previous AIS survey (Esh et al. 2008). The 
recommendation of preservation for SIHP# -18099 has been determined appropriate by SHPD 
(SHPD Correspondence LOG NO: 26972 DOC NO: 0102RC15) based on information from a 
previous AIS investigation.  

The remaining sites have not been recommended for preservation by authors of the 
archaeological studies cited in this section. 
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1.4 Scope of Work 
The scope of work for this CIA includes: 

1. Examination of cultural and historical resources, including Land Commission documents, 
historic maps, and previous research reports, with the specific purpose of identifying 
traditional Hawaiian activities including gathering of plant, animal, and other resources 
or agricultural pursuits as may be indicated in the historic record. 

2. A review of previous archaeological work at and near the subject parcel that may be 
relevant to reconstructions of traditional land use activities; and to the identification and 
description of cultural resources, practices, and beliefs associated with the parcel. 

3. Consultation and interviews with knowledgeable parties regarding traditional cultural 
practices at or near the parcel; present uses of the parcel; and/or other (non-Hawaiian) 
practices, uses, or traditions associated with the parcel. 

4. Preparation of a report summarizing the results of these research activities. 
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1.5 Environmental Setting 

1.5.1 Natural Environment 
The project area, located in the ahupua‘a of Kaloko and Honokōhau, traverses moderately 

sloping terrain between approximately 300–440 feet elevation; the proposed highway corridor is 
oriented roughly north-to-south, and is situated approximately 1.5 miles mauka (inland) of the 
coast of North Kona District. 

The climate in the project area is relatively dry, and fresh water is generally a challenge to 
obtain in large quantities. There are no known natural springs or perennial streams within or near 
the project area, but the area is famous for its heavy night dew and morning mists that Kānaka 
Maoli (native Hawaiians) living a traditional subsistence lifestyle were adept at exploiting. Kona 
weather is typified by light afternoon showers brought on by warm air that has been moved 
inland by light sea breezes. The humid air gradually condenses over higher altitudes throughout 
the day. At night the land cools resulting in breezes which send warm air back out to sea. 
Rainfall in the project area averages only 10 inches per year (Cordy et al. 1991). 

The ground surface throughout most of the project area consists of lava flows, with a small 
area of thin soil. According to Sato et al. (1973), soils within the project corridor consist of ‘a‘ā 
(Lava Flows A‘ā, rLV), Punaluu Extremely Rocky Peat (rPYD), and pāhoehoe (Lava Flows 
Pāhoehoe, rLW) (Figure 4). ‘A’ā Lava Flows consist of “practically no soil covering…associated 
with pāhoehoe lava flows and many soils.” Pāhoehoe Lava Flows consist of “no soil covering 
and…typically bare of vegetation.” Punaluu soils consist of well-drained, thin organic soils over 
pāhoehoe lava bedrock. The soils are gently sloping to moderately steep.  

The natural vegetation associated with this soil type consists of koa haole (Leucanena 
glauca), kiawe (Prosopis pallida) trees, Christmasberry (Schinus terebinthifolius), guinea grass 
(Panicum maximum), natal redtop (Rhynchelytrum repens), and sand bur (Cenchrus echinatus). 
These soils are used for pasture (Sato et al. 1973), both slope and soil development increase 
considerably with elevation.  

In general, vegetation (especially ground cover) may be dense in parts of the project area and 
obscures ground visibility. The non-native koa haole tree dominates the vegetation along with 
the non-native air plant (Kalanchoe pinnata), non-native Christmasberry trees and grasses 
(predominately non-native fountain grass, Pennisetum sectacacum). The native pili grass, 
Heteropogon contortus, may also be present. At higher elevations, Christmasberry becomes 
more dominant, often growing in dense thickets that seriously impede pedestrian passage and 
greatly decrease ground visibility. Other non-native plants observed include lantana (Lantana 
camara) and liliko‘i (Passiflora edulis) laua‘e (Phymatosorus grossus). Native plants present 
include: ‘ilima (Sida fallax) in scattered numbers, noni (Morinda citrifolia), ‘ōhi‘a trees 
(Metrosideros polymorpha), ‘ohe trees (Reynoldsia sandwicensis), alahe‘e (Psydrax odorata), 
kuku‘i (Aleurites moluccana), kī (Cordyline fruticosa; also often referred to as tī) and halapepe 
(Pleomele spp.). Native plants observed at higher elevations include: naio (Myoporum 
sandwicense), ‘a‘ali‘i (Dodonaea sp.) and ‘ūlei (Osteomeles anthyllidifolia). Many of these taxa 
have ethnobotanical applications (see Section 8.2). 
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1.5.2 Built Environment 
With the exception of Hina Lani Street and several unimproved trails and dirt roads, the 

project area is undeveloped. Both the north and south ends of the proposed one-mile portion of 
highway, however, have been impacted through their use as construction staging areas. At these 
locations, there are several bulldozed roads, discarded trash piles, and stock-piled heavy 
machinery. 
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Figure 4. Overlay of Soil Survey of the State of Hawai‘i (Sato et al. 1973), indicating soil types 
within project corridor 
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Section 2    Methods 
Historical documents, maps and existing archaeological information pertaining to the sites in 

the vicinity of this project were researched at the CSH library. Information on Land Commission 
Awards was accessed through Waihona ‘Aina Corporation’s Māhele Data Base 
(www.waihona.com). The State Historic Preservation Division, Office of Hawaiian Affairs, 
Hawai‘i Island Burial Council, and community and cultural organizations in Kona were 
contacted in order to identify potentially knowledgeable individuals with cultural expertise 
and/or knowledge of the project area and the surrounding vicinity. The names for potential 
community contacts were also provided by colleagues at CSH and from author Margaret Magat’s 
familiarity with people who live in or around the project area. The cultural specialist conducting 
research on this assessment employed snowball and judgment sampling methods, an informed 
consent process and semi-structured interviews according to standard ethnographic methods (as 
suggested by Bernard 2005). Some of the prospective community contacts were not available to 
be interviewed as part of this project. A discussion of the consultation process can be found in 
Section 6 on Community Consultations. Please refer to Table 2, Section 6 for a complete list of 
individuals and organizations contacted. 
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Section 3    Traditional Background 

3.1 Overview 
This section focuses on the traditional background of the ahupua‘a of Kaloko and 

Honokōhau, in general; and specifically on the inland/near-coastal portions of these ahupua‘a. 
Citations and references for the information provided in this overview can be found in the 
relevant subsections below this overview.  

Kaloko and Honokōhau Ahupua‘a are located in the moku (traditional district) of North Kona, 
north of and somewhat removed from the larger traditional settlement centers of Kailua-Kona 
and Kealakekua. Nineteenth century documents describe Honokōhau as consisting of two parts, 
Honokōhau I and II, also known as Honokōhau Nui and Honokōhau Iki, respectively.  

Kaloko and Honokōhau Ahupua‘a were once home to many Kānaka Maoli living a traditional 
subsistence lifestyle. In later pre-Contact times, for which we have the most reliable and 
abundant archaeological and documentary evidence, the largest settlement areas in these 
ahupua‘a area were located along the coast, in association with several large loko (fishponds), 
and upcountry—several hundred feet higher in elevation above the subject project area, in the 
relatively cooler and misty lowland forest. For this main reason, the area in and around the 
subject project area is generally considered to be an “intermediate” zone between the more 
productive coastal fisheries area and the more productive upland gardening area. In general, 
more permanent villages were located at the coast and above the subject project area. In contrast 
with many archaeological descriptions of the “intermediate” zone, however, this does not mean 
people did not live or intensively use this area; it simply means they did not generally erect 
permanent house sites and villages there. This is an important distinction that should be borne in 
mind when assessing the cultural and natural resources of the subject project area. 

Elevation is a critical factor in trying to understand the traditional background of this area, 
and Kānaka Maoli in leeward Hawai‘i, in general, developed ingenious methods of maximizing 
the availability of moisture to produce plant foods even in apparently barren landscapes. For 
example, Hawaiian gardeners in the “intermediate” zone of Kona created mulching mounds and 
piles that captured the heavy night dew for which the area is famous. The project area is located 
between approximately 300–440 feet elevation inland and mauka from the coastline, and oral 
testimony from 20th century inhabitants describe such methods as still in use as late as the 1930s 
(see Maly and Maly 2003, below). 

Kaloko Ahupua‘a is associated with Kamehameha I, whose iwi (bones) are said by some to be 
buried among or near one of its fishponds (cf. interview by Joseph Kahananui with Mary 
Kawena Pukui, in Maly and Maly 2002:332). 

Radiocarbon dates from archaeological excavations in the vicinity of the project area 
demonstrate Hawaiian occupation of this area by at least 1,000 years ago (cf. Cordy et al. 
1991:465).
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3.2 Place Names 
Translations presented without attribution in this subsection are from Pukui et al. (1974), 

unless indicated otherwise. 

Kaloko translates literally as “the fishpond,” referring to a large Loko Kuapā (seawall pond, 
fronting the ocean) visible on historic maps from the 19th century. According to Pukui et al. 
(1974:77–78), quoting Kamakau (1961), Kamehameha the Great’s iwi (bones) may be hidden 
nearby this loko, which was reserved for his descendents during the Māhele (see below). 
According to Maly’s (2000) translation of kama‘āina (local resident) J.W.H.I. Kihe, who was 
born at Honokōhau in 1854, the coast at Kaloko where the chiefs lived was called Ahauhale. 

Honokōhau translates literally as “bay drawing dew,” referring to the heavy mists and fogs 
that typically settle into the area during the night and eventually burn off by middle morning 
when the sun finally clears the mountain to the east. ‘Aimakapā and ‘Ai‘ōpio are the names of 
major fishponds at Honokōhau. The heiau (temple) at ‘Ai‘ōpio is named Pu‘uoina. ‘Elepaio is 
an ‘ili of Honokōhau. According to Maly’s (2000) translation of Kihe (see above), the coast at 
Honokōhau where the chiefs lived was called Waihalulu. 

Based on mo‘olelo (oral history) documented by Kamakau (1961:56), the sandy beach area 
along the coast at Kaloko and Honokōhau is known as ‘Ōhiki (which means literally “sand 
crab,” or “to pry”). ‘Ōhiki is associated with mo‘olelo about a shark-priest and Pele (see below), 
which suggests one of the many points of land along the coast here is also known as Kaiwi. 

Kahinihini‘ula is the name of a bathing pool along the boundary between Kaloko Ahupua‘a 
and Honokōhau I Ahupua‘a, west and makai of the subject project area. 

3.3 Mo‘olelo Associated with Specific Place Names 

3.3.1 Kaloko 
There are numerous versions of mo‘olelo about the famous fishpond along the seashore at 

Kaloko Ahupua‘a, including some suggesting the remains of Kamehameha I may have been 
buried there. In his chapter recounting the death of Hawai‘i’s greatest leader, Kamakau 
(1961:215) states: 

After the kahuna had performed his office [ritual duties], Ulu-maheihei prepared 
to carry out the command of Kamehameha given before his death…to secret his 
bones in a place where they could not be found…to put them in a place which 
could never be pointed out to anyone. At midnight, therefore, when black 
darkness had fallen and no one was likely to be on the road and the rough lava 
plains of Pu‘uokaloa lay hushed, Hoa-pili sent his man, Ho‘olulu, to bring the 
container of wicker work in which the bones of Kamehameha were kept to 
Kaloko in Kekaha [the coast of North Kona]…The next morning Hoa-pili and Ke-
opu-o-lani took care to Kaloko where Hoa-pili met the man who had charge of the 
secret cave and together they placed the bones there. “The morning star alone 
knows where Kamehameha’s bones are guarded.” 
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3.3.2 Honokōhau 
Pukui interviewed kama‘āina Lowell Keli‘iahonui “Kanaka” Punihaole (who was born at 

Makalawena circa 1899) in 1962. The Hawaiian language tape was translated and transcribed by 
Maly. Lowell Punihaole talked about how Queen Lili‘uokalani liked to stay at the shores of 
Honokōhau. Ha‘aheo, kama‘āina and wife of the local doctor, composed this song for her 
Lili‘uokalani (Maly and Maly 2002:333): 

Lei ho‘i a o Kānekina,   Kānekina wears a lei, 

E popohe mai nei i ke ala nui.  The trail brings him around. 

Ahiahi kāua e nauē,    In the evening we two shall go, 

E ‘ike nā ‘ōpu‘u rose.    to see the rose buds. 

Ho‘okomo i ke awa o Honokōhau,  Enter into the landing of Honokōhau, 

E ‘ike nā manu i ka loko wai.  and see the birds at the pond. 

Hā‘ina ‘ia mai ana kapūana,   So spoken is the refrain, 

Ō‘ū ‘oe a o ka nahele.   You are perched there in the forest. 

3.3.3 Kaloko and Honokōhau 
The coastal sections of Kaloko and Honokōhau Ahupua‘a are named in mo‘olelo about the 

famous 16th or 17th century ruler of Hawai‘i Island named Lonoikamakahiki (Lono-i-ka-
makahiki), who was involved in several famous battles with the chiefs of Maui and other parts of 
Hawai‘i. Kamakau (1991:56) describes the invasion of Kama, chief of Maui, who sent his spies 
along the Kona coast: 

The spies sent by Kama-lala-walu went to Hawaii and landed at Kawaihae in the 
evening. Ka-uhi-o-ka-lani ran about that same evening and returned before the 
canoes were dismantled and placed in the house. The keepers of the gods at 
Mailekini were servants of Kama, and so they concealed the canoes of the spies. 
When Ka-uhi-o-lani returned, his fellow spies and hosts asked, “Where did you 
go?” “I went visiting from here to the lava bed and the pond that lies along the 
length of the land.” “Kaniku is the lava bed and Kiholo, the pond. The pond you 
turn back?” “No, I went on to the long stretch of sand, to the small bay with a 
point on that side and one on this side. There are large inland ponds.” “The sandy 
stretch is ‘Ohiki, and the walled-in ponds are Kaloko and Honokohau. Then you 
came back?” “No, I went on to the large rocky cape below, where there was a 
small bay with big groves of coconut trees. The land from there on is good, and a 
small village is located there.” 

The passage continues naming places along the coast down to Ka‘awaloa and beyond. 

3.3.4 Kahinihini‘ula 
According to the Maly’s work (Maly 2000; Maly and Maly 2002) extensive research 

translating Hawaiian language documents and interviewing kūpuna (elders), this bathing pool is 
associated with mo‘o (supernatural water spirits) who ensured the water stayed clean and free 
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from pollutants. Kama‘āina Kihe, born in the area in the middle 19th century, had this to say 
about Kahinihini‘ula: 

This is a bathing pool of the chiefs of days gone by. It is a beautiful pond, with 
cool water that causes the skin of the sweetheart that bathes there to tingle. The 
pool is on the shore in the middle of a lava flow, entirely surround by stone. It is 
there on the boundary of the ahupua‘a of Kaloko and Honokōhau-Nui. It is there 
that one will find this famous swimming pond of the chiefs of days gone by. Here 
is the tradition of this pond —  

In ancient times, the chiefs would regularly live along the shore, that is, the chiefs 
of Kaloko and Honokohau. At the place called Ahauhale, is where the chiefs of 
Kaloko lived. The place called Waihalulu, is where the chiefs of Honokohau 
lived. 

In the times when all was still and the sun glistened above the aa and the sands, 
that is when they would go swim in this cool pond (kiowai), Kahinihiniula, which 
caused the skin to tingle. When they were finished bathing, they would go to the 
enclosure (pa) that was near the pond. Then the one who had been bathing would 
say, “What is it about the pond of Kahinihiniula? It is cold and pinches the skin, 
like a sweetheart one holds close to the breast.”  

The pond is still there to this day, at the place of the chiefs of past time. They 
have returned to the earth, but the pond is still there today. This pond is an 
unforgettable monument for those ancient people who have gone. Those works of 
old and the pond may be seen by travelers of this generation. (J.W.H.I. Kihe in 
“Na Hoonanea o ka Manawa.” Ka Hoku o Hawai‘i, September 13, 1923; 
translated by Maly 2000) 

3.3.5 ‘Ōhiki and Kaiwi 
Pukui et al.’s (1974:70) entry for Ka-iwi, described as “[l]and points near Kai-lua, Kona, 

Hawai‘i, and farther north in the same district,” summarizes mo‘olelo originally documented by 
Fornander about the sandy beach area between Kaloko and Honokōhau known as ‘Ōhiki: 

At one of the points [along this coast] is a rock believed to be a petrified shark, 
the shark form of a priest (Ka-lua-lapa-uila). When the priest was about to be 
burned at ‘Ōhiki, a legendary hero, Ka-miki, prayed to Pele and a terrible storm 
arose. The priest’s sharkform was turned to stone as it tried to enter the heiau to 
save the human form of the priest. One of Pele’s sisters, Hi‘iaka-noho-lae 
(Hi‘iaka living [at the] point), came to live here, making the place sacred and 
forbidden to Pele. In the story of Punia, the shark Kai‘ale‘ale, who had swallowed 
Punia, came here and was cut open by the people; Punia came out alive but was 
bald. 
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3.4 Subsistence and Settlement 
The ahupua’a of Kaloko and Honokōhau Ahupua‘a were permanently inhabited and 

intensively utilized in pre-Contact times, based on a large amount of archaeological, historical, 
and oral-historical documentation (e.g., Cordy et al. 1991; Robins et al. 2001a, b; Maly and Maly 
2002, 2003). As stated above, the main settlement areas were located along the coast—makai of 
the subject project area, where fishing villages and fishponds provided ready sources of protein; 
and in the uplands—mauka of the subject project area, where extensive agricultural lands were 
cleared in the lowland forests, providing an important source of carbohydrates. Given its location 
between these two more productive ecological zones, the subject project area was a more 
marginal settlement and subsistence area. 

Cordy et al. (1993) describe Kaloko Ahupua‘a as follows: 

Throughout its span of occupation Kaloko was but part of a larger society. Kaloko 
was apparently a unified community after A.D. 1200-1300. When initially 
occupied (A.D. 1000-1500), it may have been an outlier of another community. 
Nevertheless, from its initial occupation, Kaloko had 1 or more internal local 
residence groups containing constituent households. By A.D. 1200-1300 at least 2 
residential groups were present in the community, and by contact (circa A.D. 
1778) at least 4 residential groups had dwelled in the area. Each residential group 
performed religious functions as well as being a leisure unit. Members of the 
group held use rights to adjacent farm lands and probably to areas where forest 
and marine resources were located. Within each residential group, 1 household 
seems to have been dominant, being the spatial focus for its group's religious 
activities. It is suggested that such dominance was a function of consanguineal 
seniority and/or wealth. (Cordy et al. 1993:45) 

While exact population figures for Kaloko were not possible, the study suggested that the 
“community seems to have gradually grown in size but could never have been larger than 118 
and most likely was about 60-100 in size” (Cordy et al. 1993:45). The general pattern of land use 
and settlement suggested for Kaloko may also have existed within the similar environment of 
neighboring Honokōhau. 

A detailed study of Kaloko by Cordy et al. (1991) for the National Park Service has developed 
a model of pre-Contact settlement throughout the ahupua‘a. The following is a summary of this 
model provided by the National Park Service (2001):  

Permanent settlements in the leeward portions of Hawai‘i Island began by the 
A.D. 900s to 1000s, and possibly earlier. These would have occurred near 
favorable water sources, Kaloko bay probably having been one of the most 
sheltered and inviting large inlets along the Kona Coast. Coastal habitations had 
expanded by the 1200s, utilizing inland fields as well as sea resources for 
subsistence. The Kekaha lands north of Kaloko and extending to Kohala are 
thought to have undergone initial permanent settlement beginning in the 1400s, 
with subsequent occupation of the coast north and south over the next few 
centuries. 
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Sometime during the period of 1580 to 1600, Laeanuikaumanamana, the kahuna-
nui of the ruling chief, Liloa, acquired the Kekaha region. It is thought that the 
construction of fishponds at Kaloko and Honokahau began during this time, with 
Kaloko Fishpond dating from at least the 1400s to 1500s. During the 1600s to 
1700s, as the Kona Coast population grew with the establishment of the royal 
residence of ‘Umi-a-Liloa at Kona and the consequent increased demand for food 
production, Kaloko also increased to probably almost 200 residents. It continually 
supported a higher population than other Kekaha areas because of its fishpond and 
extensive inland field system (Greene 1993).  

Into the last decades of the 18th century, following western contact, Kaloko and Honokōhau -
as elements of the larger Kekaha area - remained under the control of Ka-me‘e-ia-moku, who 
resided to the north at Ka‘upulehu (Kamakau 1961:147). 

3.5 Lava Flows (‘Ā Pele), Caves (‘A‘a‘ā) & Petroglyphs (Ki‘i Pōhaku) 
Many lava tubes, caves, caverns, and other subterranean features are located within and near 

the subject project area, which is dominated by ‘a‘ā and pāhoehoe flows (see Figure 4). There 
are also many ki‘i pōhaku (petroglyphs) due to the extensive pāhoehoe, which provides an ideal 
medium for these images. In general, the ‘a pele (lava flows) and ‘a‘a‘ā (caves) are associated 
with mo‘olelo about Pele. Maly and Maly (2003:28-29) interviewed some kama‘āina born (in the 
1920s) and raised near the project area. These two sisters, Agnes Puakalehua Nihi-Harp (AH) 
and Violet Leimomi “Momi” Nihi-Quiddaoen (MQ), spoke with Kepā Maly (KM) about their 
family’s relationship with the destructive fires of Pele: 

AH: Our place, where we were living, the volcano never erupted. The volcano 
never interrupted where we were living. It went past us, around [gesturing]. 
When Pele came down, Pele told my great-grandma she needed something to 
eat and water. The people that were along the way didn’t give her any, and 
they made fun of her. 

KM: That’s right. So that’s the story that you heard for this side out here [pointing 
to Honokōhau vicinity on the map]? The big lava flow out… 

AH: Honokōhau. 
KM: Honokōhau, Kalaoa side? 
AH: Uh-hmm. 
KM: Oh, wow! That’s awesome! Your great-grandma is telling this story? 
AH: Yeah, she was telling this to my mom. 
KM: About Pele coming down? 
MQ: And my mom told us. 
KM: Told you folks? 

Maly and Maly (2003:29) add the following editorial note: “Based on historical accounts, 
and timing of their great grandmother’s life, the eruptions described above would likely be 
associated with the 1800-1801 Hualālai eruptions and visit of Pele to the Kekaha lands.” 
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3.6 Ilina (Burials) 
Numerous archaeological, historical, and oral-historical studies (e.g., Emory and Soehren 

1971; Cordy et al. 1991, 1993; Robins et al. 2000a, b; Maly and Maly 2002, 2003) have 
documented ilina (burials) in and near the project area. It is likely that additional (as yet) 
undocumented burials are located within or near the subject proposed highway. In particular, it is 
likely that additional undiscovered ‘a‘a‘ā containing burials may exist below the ground surface 
at or near the subject project area. One such burial site (SIHP No. 50-10-27-18161) has been 
documented by Robins et al. (2000a) in the subject project area. 

3.7 Trails and Markers 
Numerous ala (trails) and ahu (markers) have been documented in and around the subject 

project area by a variety of archaeological, historical, and oral-historical studies (e.g., Emory and 
Soehren 1971; Cordy et al. 1991, 1993; Robins et al. 2000a, b; Maly and Maly 2002, 2003). 
These ahu (sometimes called “cairns” by archaeologists), come in a variety of forms including 
single pōhaku (stones), multiple stacked pōhaku, and/or small mounds of pōhaku. Such forms 
were commonly used by Kānaka Maoli to mark trails and other boundaries. At least one trail 
(SIHP 50-10-27-26415) has been documented within the proposed one-mile portion of highway. 

3.8 Heiau 
No heiau or other obvious religious shrines have been described within the project area, but 

several have been documented at coastal and near-coastal locations of Kaloko and Honokōhau 
Ahupua‘a (Figures 5-6). 
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Figure 5. Archaeological sites in coastal and near-coastal Kaloko, Honokōhau and Kealakehe Ahupua‘a identified by the Bishop 
Museum (Emory and Soehren 1971); see Figure 6 for site and feature descriptions
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Figure 6. Key to sites shown in Figure 5 (Emory and Soehren 1971) 
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Section 4    Historical Background 

4.1 Early Historic Period 
By the first decades of the 19th century, the inhabitants of Kaloko and Honokōhau would 

have long experienced the social pressures and consequences of western contact. “As early as 
1788, Hawaiians began enlisting as seamen on the foreign ships that stopped at Island ports, and 
their number increased rapidly with the growth of whaling in the Pacific” (Schmitt 1973:16). As 
harbor facilities were developed at Kailua and Kealakekua during the early 1800s, these 
burgeoning ports became centers of a population drawn from increasingly isolated (economically 
and socially) areas like Kaloko and Honokōhau. Newly-introduced diseases cut the population 
severely. 

Missionary censuses of the 1830s chart the diminishing population of Kekaha and North 
Kona. In 1834, the total population of Kekaha is recorded as 1,244, comprising 21% of the total 
North Kona population of 5,957 (Schmitt 1973:31). The North Kona figure represents a 
population loss of 692 since the previous census of 1831 (during which no figure specific to 
Kekaha was noted), which recorded 6,649 persons in the district (Schmitt 1973:9). One factor - 
inter-island migration - inducing the diminishing population of Kona was specifically noted by 
missionaries in 1832: “We have been sensible for some time that the number of inhabitants in 
this island is on the decrease. There is an almost constant moving of the people to the leeward 
islands, especially since the removal of the governor (Kuakini) to Oahu. Some leave by order of 
the chiefs, and others go on their own responsibility” (cited in Schmitt 1973:16). 

The movement of people from Hawai‘i Island to O‘ahu and Kaua‘i, in particular, was also 
related to economic opportunities to own land in the so-called “leeward islands.” 

4.2 Middle to Late 19th Century 
The middle 19th century brought great changes to North Kona, including private and public 

land ownership laws known as the Māhele (literally, ‘to divide’ or ‘to section’) and commercial 
ranching. Ranching, in particular, established the region as a source of market resources (e.g., 
beef and dairy products) for Honolulu and beyond. 

Coulter’s (1931) population density estimates for 1853 (Figure 7) show that a few hundred 
people lived in the vicinity of the subject project area at this time, although many sources of 
information—including archaeological survey data, historical documentation, and oral-historical 
information—suggest the main areas of settlement were likely along the coast and upcountry 
above the subject project area. It is likely that the subject project area was never a location of 
dense permanent settlement. 
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Figure 7. Population estimates for Hawai‘i Island in 1853 by Coulter (1931); each symbol 
represents 50 people; indicating several hundred people settled in North Kona 

4.2.1 The Māhele 
In the middle 19th century, during the time of Kamehameha III, a series of legal and 

legislative changes were brought about in the name of ‘land reform’ (see the works of Jon 
Chinen 1958, 1971 for a thorough and well-written explanation). Previous to the Māhele, all land 
belonged to the akua (gods), held in trust for them by the paramount chief, and managed by 
subordinate chiefs. Following the enactment of a series of new laws from the middle 1840s to 
middle 1850s, Kamehameha III divided the land into four categories: certain lands to be reserved 
for himself and the royal house were known as Crown Lands; lands for the government were 
known as Government Lands; lands claimed by ali‘i and their konohiki (supervisors) were called 
Konohiki Lands; and, small plots claimed by the maka‘āinana were called kuleana (Chinen 
1958:8-15). 

The Kuleana Act of 1850 allowed maka‘āinana, in principle, to own land parcels at which 
they were currently and actively cultivating and/or residing. In theory, this ‘set aside’ of 
hundreds of thousands of acres as potential kuleana parcels ultimately led to about 10,000 
claimants obtaining approximately 30,000 acres, while 252 chiefs, for example, divided up about 
a million acres. Many or most Hawaiians were simply disenfranchised by these acts. 
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As a result of the Māhele, Kaloko was claimed by and awarded (LCA 7715) to Lot 
Kamehameha (who would become Kamehameha V). Neighboring (to the north) Kohanaiki was 
classified as Government Land. Subsequently, 18 kuleana claims - by commoners claiming to 
occupy and/or cultivate land parcels - were made in Kaloko. Twelve of these claims were 
awarded. All claims were for mauka lands - between 1200 and 1700 ft. elevation - adjacent to or 
just makai of the Government Road, well above the subject project area. Only testimony for 
Kahiona’s LCA 9205/9237 claim (which was not awarded) mentions a fishpond; no coastal 
claims were made. Farmlands claimed are mala, kihapai, and mo‘o, i.e. forms of dryland 
agriculture; actual crops identified in the award testimonies are taro and sweet potato. Only five 
of the total 18 claims mention residence on or use of the Kaloko lands dating to the time of 
Kamehameha I, at the first decades of the nineteenth century; the remaining claims testify to 
residence/use beginning in the 1830s and 1840s. 

Parcels within Kohanaiki, having become Government Land, were subject to sale - designated 
grants - by the Hawaiian government. Land sales began in the 1850s with Grant 2030 to 
Kaiakoili in 1856, awarding 102 acres adjacent to and makai of the Government Road. Also 
beginning in the 1850s, the first taxpayer rolls for Kohanaiki and Kaloko were documented: they 
indicate, within Kohanaiki, 8, 13 and 12 taxpayers during the years 1857, 1859 and 1860, 
respectively; within Kaloko, during the same years, 19, 21 and 23 taxpayers were recorded. Just 
past the middle of the 19th century, the populations of Kaloko and Kohanaiki have been drawn 
beyond the original subsistence-based economy into the western commercial paradigm. 

As Cordy notes about Kaloko: “The historical documents suggest that by the 1840s-1850s, the 
Coastal Zone had been abandoned as a residential area, except probably for a house used by the 
fishpond’s caretaker. This pattern would have been a stunning change from prehistoric and early 
historic times, when many coastal residences were present” (Cordy 1991:288). This pattern 
likely also held for Honokōhau. 

Kaloko is documented during the 1870s in testimonies by Hawaiians before the government’s 
Boundary Commission. Testifying on August 12, 1873, Nahuina (who had earlier received LCA 
10327 in Kaloko) describes himself as “born at Kaloko, North Kona, Hawaii at the time of 
Keikepuipui, the building of the heiau at Kailua, and have always lived there” and states that the 
boundaries of Kaloko were shown to him by his father, the former konohiki of the ahupua‘a. 
Identifying the mauka portions of the boundary, Nahuina notes boundaries defined by vegetation 
and a wall (“iwi aina”), and recalls a former habitation site: 

...From the makai side of Kaupulehu the boundary runs along said land, the koa 
being on Kaloko and the mamani and pukeawe [sic] on Kaupulehu to the corner 
of Lanihau 2nd Keahuolu and Honokohaunui...Ohiawela, a pali, on the road 
through the woods is a point on the boundary. This place is above Honokohaunui, 
thence turn makai to Kahua, a place in the fern where houses used to stand, from 
thence the boundary runs makai along an iwi aina to Kapokalani, at the 
Government road. Thence makai still following the iwi aina to Kiikii an ili aina, 
thence to Kaohe, a grove of trees thence to aa... 

Nahuina adds that Kaloko has “ancient fishing rights extending out to sea.”  Testifying on the 
same date, Hoohia, who “moved to Honokohauiki when quite small and reside[s] there now,” 
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adds details that suggest the mauka Kaloko-Honokōhau boundary was defined by different 
vegetation that also reflected former traditional gathering rights: “Honokohaunui ends at 
Ohiawela, a pali. Kaloko takes the koa, and Honokohaunui, the ohia...The olona grows on 
Honokohaunui and Kealakehe and the koa on Kaloko.” 

During the 1880s, Kona lands - including Kaloko and Honokōhau - were surveyed by J.S. 
Emerson for the Hawaiian government. A portion of his Registered Map (RM) 1449, Akapipu‘u 
Section shows a trail running from the Kohanaiki Homesteads to the Kaloko fishpond. As noted 
by Cordy (1991:418), Emerson’s RM 1280 of the area which includes the Kohanaiki Church 
indicates “a set of about 16 stone house enclosures and a Protestant church, collectively called 
the Kohanaiki Homesteads.” Cordy suggests a “late-1880s age for the formation of the 
Kohanaiki Homesteads.” Kelly (1971) notes that the Kohanaiki Homesteads would draw people 
as other areas of North Kona were abandoned. Government records of Kohanaiki grants show 18 
parcels ranging in size from 0.73 acres to 25.45 acres awarded between 1895 and 1904. 

Oral history interviews (Maly and Maly 2002) relate that in the mid-1800s, only a few 
residences were on the coastal lands, in the uplands above 900 ft. elevation, and in the vicinity of 
Māmalahoa Highway (east of the project area). The land between 900 ft. and the coast was 
cattle, donkey, and goat pasturage. Mauka/makai trails through Kohanaiki, Kaloko, Kalaoa, and 
Honokōhau were utilized by upland families to access the coast to fish, and gather water during 
upland droughts. 

Despite these major changes, there were apparently still many people living in the area in the 
later 19th century, as indicated by the following extended testimony of J.W.H.I. Kihe, who was 
born at Honokōhau in 1854. Kihe talked about the area in 1870: 

Now [1924] the majority of those people are all dead. Of those things 
remembered and thought of by the people who yet remain from that time in 1870; 
those who are here 53 years later, we cannot forget the many families who lived 
in the various (apana) land sections of Kekaha. From the lands of Honokohau, 
Kaloko, Kohanaiki, the lands of Ooma, Kalaoa, Haleohiu, Makaula, Kau, 
Puukala-Ohiki, Awalua, the lands of Kaulana, Mahaiula, Makalawena, Awakee, 
the lands of Kukio, Kaupulehu, Kiholo, Keawaiki, Kapalaoa, Puuanahulu, and 
Puuwaawaa. These many lands were filled with people in those days. 

There were men, women, and children, the houses were filled with large families. 
Truly there were many people [in Kekaha]. I would travel around with the young 
men and women in those days, and we would stay together, travel together, eat 
together, and spend the nights in homes filled with aloha. The lands of 
Honokohau were filled with people in those days, there were many women and 
children with whom I traveled with joy in the days of my youth. Those families 
are all gone, and the land is quiet. There are no people, only the rocks remain, and 
a few scattered trees growing, and only occasionally does one meet with a man 
today (1924). One man and his children are all that remain. 

Kaloko was the same in those days, but now, it is a land without people. The men, 
the women, and the children are all gone, they have passed away. Only one man, 
J.W. Haau, remains. He is the only native child (keiki kupa) besides this author, 
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who remains. Now the land is desolate, there are no people, the houses are quiet. 
Only the houses remain standing, places simply to be counted. (Maly and Maly 
2002:341-342) 

Another native familiar with the area, J.P. Pu‘uokupa, wrote a letter to the Hawaiian language 
newspaper Ku Okoa in 1875, reacting to (and disagreeing with) an earlier letter describing 
supposed famine-like conditions in the area: 

…The people who live in the area around Kailua are not bothered by the famine. 
They all have food. There are sweet potatoes and taro. These are the foods of 
these lands. There are at this time, breadfruit bearing fruit at Honokohau on the 
side of Kailua, and at Kaloko, Kohanaiki, Ooma and the Kalaoas where lives J.P. 
[the author]. All of these lands are cultivated. There is land on which coffee is 
cultivated, where taro and sweet potatoes are cultivated, and land livestock is 
raised. All of us living from Kailua to Kalaoa are not in a famine, there is nothing 
we lack for the well being of our bodies. 

Mokuola  (a poetic reference to a place of life and well-being) is seen clearly upon 
the ocean, like the featherless back of the ukeke (shore bird). So it is in the 
uplands where one may wander gathering what is needed, as far as Kiholo which 
opens like the mouth of a long house into the wind. It is there that the bow of the 
boats may safely land upon the shore. The livelihood of the people there is fishing 
and the raising of livestock. The people in the uplands of Napuu are farmers, and 
as is the custom of those people of the backlands, they all eat in the morning and 
then go to work. So it is with all of the native people of these lands, they are a 
people that are well off… 

…As was said earlier, coffee is the plant of value on this land, and so, is the 
raising of livestock. From the payments for those products, the people are well off 
and they have built wooden houses. If you come here you shall see that it is true. 
Fish are also something which benefits the people. The people who make the pai 
ai on Maui bring it to Kona and trade it. Some people also trade their poi for the 
coffee of the natives here… (J.P. Puuokupa, in Ku Okoa November 27, 1875; 
translated by Maly, in Maly and Maly 2002:339) 

Wall’s 1916 Territory of Hawaii map of the ahupua‘a of Honokōhau I (Registered Map No. 
935, State Survey Office), traced from “Mr. Greenwell’s originals from Boundary Commission 
March 1882,” does not show any specific landscape features directly within or immediately near 
the subject project area; however, it does show several “ahu” used as survey markers above and 
below the project area. Further upcountry within Honokōhau Ahupua‘a, about 1 ½ miles to the 
east, a waterhole named Kapiopio is located along the boundary between Honokōhau I and II. 

Another Boundary Commission map (reproduced in Robins et al. 2000b) also shows a lack of 
named features within and immediately near the subject project area (Figure 8). However, it does 
show a heiau named Pohakuhaiku along the boundary between Honokōhau I and II, 
approximately 500 feet inland of the shore, makai of the subject project area. 
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Figure 8. Honokōhau II Ahupua‘a, showing sites, features and place names, based on Boundary 
Commission documents; note the lack of sites or features at and near the subject 
project area (source: Robins et al. 2000b)
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4.3 Twentieth Century 
During the 20th century, major developments focused on Kaloko Ahupua‘a, with continuing 

commercial use of the fishpond and increasing animal husbandry. The Kohanaiki Homesteads 
were apparently in decline during the early part of the century (Maly and Maly 2003), and are 
mentioned only in passing in H.W. Kinney’s 1913 visitor’s guide, which notes that it is an 
“inland settlement without much interest.” 

Ranching, however, steadily increased (Figure 9). Once John Maguire purchased the former 
chiefly lands of Kaloko in 1906 after the deaths of Kalākaua and Kapi‘olani (Kelly 1971:29), the 
ahupua‘a uplands were developed into the Hu‘ehu‘e Ranch. Maly and Maly (2003:78) discuss 
the acquisition of these lands and the types of ranching that were common:  

In 1899, John A. Maguire, founder of Huehue Ranch applied for a Patent Grant 
on… lots in ‘O‘oma 2nd, but he only secured Grant No. 4536…. Maguire’s 
Huehue Ranch did secure General Lease No.’s 1001 and 590 for grazing purposes 
on the remaining government lands in the Kohanaiki and ‘O‘oma vicinity. Thus, 
by the turn of the century, Huehue Ranch, utilized both the upper forest lands and 
lower kula lands to the shore for ranching purposes. Oral history interviews with 
elder former ranch hands record that this use extended across the Kapena and 
Huliko‘a grant lands of Kohanaiki, from the fee and leasehold lands of Kaloko 
and ‘O‘oma. Nineteenth century goat drives, gave way to formalized cattle drives 
and round ups on these lands. 

The following family song was written by Rose Simerson about life on Hu‘ehu‘e Ranch 
(source: http://www.huapala.org/Hu/Huehue.html): 

Keiki mai au no Hu‘ehu‘e ‘eā ‘eā  I learned to throw a lasso and crack the whip 
Kīpuka ‘ili a‘o kani ka uwepa  From childhood at Hu‘ehu‘e 
Ka waiho laulā ka‘u aloha ‘eā ‘eā The broad open plains I love 
Ku‘u lio puakea ha‘a i ke kula My white horse goes prancing in the high 

pasture land 
Maika‘i Hu‘ehu‘e e waiho nei ‘eā ‘eā Hu‘ehu‘e is a fine place, lying there below 
Ho‘okahi no hewa he ulua ‘ole Too bad there‘s not even one fish (cowboy) 
Ua ho‘i ka ulua i Kahalu‘u ‘eā ‘eā The cowboys went to Kahulu‘u town 
I ke ani peahi lau o ka niu Where the palm leaves beckon 
A komo i ka malu lau kukui ‘eā ‘eā In the kukui leaf shade 
Ho‘ola‘i nā iwa oia uka The birds of the upland are made still 
Ha‘ina ‘ia mai ana ka puana ‘eā ‘eā The story is told 
Kipuka ili a‘o kani ka uwepa Of learning to throw a lasso and crack the 

whip. 
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Figure 9. “Branding Pen”, possibly at Hu‘ehu‘e Ranch. Top of the photograph is mauka (Kona 
Historical Society, negative number: C 02284)  

 

Until the construction of the Queen Ka‘ahumanu Highway in the 1970s, access to the “kula 
kai (shoreward plains)” was limited to local residents (Maly and Maly 2003:101). The 1924 
USGS map shows “the road to the sea” connecting the Kohanaiki Homesteads with the Kaloko 
fishpond. In the first half of the 20th century, the primary method of travel was “by foot or on 
horse or donkey, and those who traveled the land, were almost always native residents of Kalaoa, 
‘O‘oma, Kohanaiki, Kaloko and Honokōhau” (Maly and Maly 2003:99). Hu‘ehu‘e Ranch 
bulldozed a jeep road to the shore around 1955 during the construction of the Kailua pier, and 
this was used primarily by the ranch employees for duties or for going fishing along the coast. 

The Kaloko fishpond - leased from the Hu‘ehu‘e ranch - continued as a commercial fishing 
operation until the 1950s (Figure 10). During the 1970s, the pond was incorporated into the 
newly-established Kaloko-Honokōhau National Historic Park. 

Information provided by Maly and Maly (2002) suggests the subject project area—or its near 
vicinity—may have been used by locals for small garden plots as late as the 1930s. The authors 
interviewed two sisters from Honokōhau born in the 1920s. The sisters’ recollections are 
summarized, in part, by Maly and Maly (2002:13): 

Perhaps of most importance to the lands mauka of the park, while visiting 
Honokōhau and discussing the Greenwell project area (viewed from the 
Honokōhau end of Kanalani Street), Agnes Puakalehua Harp, noted that in her 
youth, she had traveled with some of her elders—to an area which she estimated 
to be in alignment with elevations of the present-day Kaloko Industrial Complex 
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(though within Honokōhau)—to tend small dryland agricultural plots which were 
planted by families while living at the shore. Puakalehua (and later her sister 
Leimomi) described ‘uala (sweet potatoes) and other crops being planted in 
pockets of soil and mulched planting areas on the lava flats of the lower kula 
(flatlands). 

The sisters believe that this limited cultivation activity occurred in an area above 
Ka‘ahumanu Highway, and most likely (based on family land tenure), it was 
situated in Honokōhau Iki. Both sisters are clear that the activity in this lowland 
vicinity was limited in their time. The primary agricultural activities took place in 
the cooler uplands around the family home (in the ‘ili of ‘Elepaio). The 
occurrence of some form of lowland agricultural practices in the Honokōhau-
Kealakehe-Keahulou vicinity is also confirmed in various native traditions (for 
example see the tradition of Pu‘uokaloa; in Maly 2000). 

4.3.1 Current Land Use 
While the present project area is largely undeveloped, surrounding areas have seen increasing 

modern use. More recent nearby development is largely industrial, and the Kaloko Industrial 
Area is just southwest of the project area, including large stores such as Home Depot and Costco. 
Hulikoa Road is also heavily developed, primarily as an industrial area, along a portion of the 
north border of the project area. Hina Lani Street runs along the south border of the project area, 
and leads mauka to a residential area (Kona Heavens) before the Palani junction (at Māmalahoa 
Highway), as well as leading makai to the modern Queen Ka‘ahumanu Highway.  
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Figure 10. Portion of 1924 U.S. Geological Survey map showing the fishponds of Kaloko and 
Honokohau Ahupua’a 
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Section 5    Archaeological Research 

5.1 Overview 
The two main purposes of this section are (1) to establish a general context for the project area 

by providing an overview summary of relevant archaeological evidence for Kaloko and 
Honokōhau Ahupua‘a; and (2) to provide a detailed discussion of the archaeological evidence 
within and immediately adjacent to the project area. This review shows there are a vast number 
of archaeological sites and features in and around the subject project area reflecting a long period 
of pre-Contact settlement. 

5.2 Kaloko and Honokōhau Ahupua‘a 
As described below, dozens of archaeological studies in Kaloko and Honokōhau Ahupua‘a 

have documented a wide variety of sites and features representing an intensive use of the 
landscape by Kānaka Maoli living a traditional subsistence lifestyle. Despite the area’s relatively 
low rainfall and barren/rocky appearance, several hundred archaeological sites, consisting of 
thousands of individual features, have been identified near the subject project area. Identified 
sites include permanent and temporary habitation structures (e.g., stone enclosures, platforms 
and terraced areas, subterranean lava tubes); agricultural terraces, mounds and walls; trails and 
trail markers (e.g., ahu); petroglyphs; subterranean caves and lava tubes used for a variety of 
purposes (e.g., shelter, storage and burial); other (non-cave/lava tube) burials; and a variety of 
religious shrines (e.g., heiau and ko‘a). Radiocarbon dating from several projects documents a 
human presence in this area for at least 1,000 years. The following is a representative sample of 
results from prior archaeological studies in these ahupua‘a. 

Barrera’s (1985) archaeological survey of approximately 409 acres in Kaloko and Kohanaiki 
Ahupua‘a between Māmalahoa Highway and Queen Ka‘ahumanu Highway documented four 
sites in Kaloko, including an enclosure, a lava tube cave, a wall and a platform interpreted as a 
possible burial. 

Rosendahl and Haun’s (1987) archaeological reconnaissance of three one-acre parcels 
(proposed water tank sites) in Kaloko Ahupua‘a (TMK: 7-3-009: por. 001 & 017), located along 
the south side of what is now Hina Lani Street, identified one historic-era stone wall (Site 10887) 
at approximately 910 feet elevation. Rosendahl’s (1989) archaeological inventory survey of 
another small parcel at TMK: 7-3-010: por. 017), located along the south boundary of Hina Lani 
Street, documented one site (Site 13493) described as: 

…a stepping stone trail segment measuring 7.5 m (24.6 ft.) long (E-W) by 0.6-0.7 
m wide (1.97-2.30 ft.) (N-S)...located on a section of aa lava...The segment 
consists of approximately six flat and roughly round pāhoehoe slab steppingstones 
set on worn aa gravel. The steppingstones measure c. 0.4 m (1.31 ft.) in diameter 
by 0.1 m (0.33 ft.) thick. The trail is oriented c. 159 degrees Az. (magnetic). No 
portable remains were present in association with the trail. The trail appears to be 
prehistoric, and appears to have been used as a secondary transportation route. 
(Rosendahl 1989:1) 
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In 1988, Cordy et al. (1991) began preparing a study of Kaloko Ahupua‘a for the new 
Kaloko-Honokōhau National Park, located immediately makai of the project area. The study was 
based on Renger’s 1971 fieldwork conducted for planned development of coastal Kaloko for 
Hu‘ehu‘e Ranch. The fieldwork “included survey work in the intermediate and upland zones of 
Kaloko, which located additional sites, extensive excavation in the coastal area, and some 
excavation in the intermediate and upland sites” (Cordy et al. 1991:2). Renger documented 94 
sites including 59 in the Coastal Zone, 30 in the Middle Zone, and five mauka/makai trails that 
crossed both zones and continued heading inland. Describing finds from the proximity of the 
subject project area, Renger (cited in Cordy et al. 1991:340) documented “…[s]even lava tube 
shelters, four trails (coast-upland), three platforms, two cairns ... two low-walled enclosures, and 
an L-shaped structure.” 

Rosendahl and Walker’s (1991) archaeological field inspection of the then-proposed Kaloko 
Industrial crusher sites just south of Hina Lani Street, located at approximately 450 feet 
elevation, identified a trail and two associated cairns (trail markers). 

Fager and Graves’ (1993) archaeological inventory survey of an approximately 15-acre parcel 
adjacent to, and mauka of, the Kaloko Industrial Park documented 17 sites described as: 

...terraces, modified outcrops, mounds, walls, caves, pāhoehoe excavations, 
cairns, filled cracks, enclosures, and a trail. The formal types comprised the 
following functional types: animal husbandry, temporary habitation, agriculture, 
marker, quarry, and transportation. (Fager and Graves 1993:ii) 

Several studies by Haun and Associates, Inc. (Haun and Henry 2000, 2002; Haun et al. 2003) 
were conducted at a 102-acre Kaloko Industrial Park parcel south of Hina Lani Street. Of note 
are the fairly dense and widely distributed site concentration and also extensive areas of both 
‘a‘ā flow and bulldozing. 

In 2005 Wolforth et al. conducted an archaeological inventory survey of the northern portion 
of the Kaloko Heights Project (TMK [3] 7-3-09: 032), located mauka of the project area. A total 
of 89 sites were identified, consisting of burials, permanent habitations, temporary habitations, 
religious sites, trails, boundary walls, and agricultural sites. 

Kennedy’s (1984) archaeological reconnaissance and survey located immediately makai of 
the subject project area identified many sites, including: 

45 separate cave openings and approximately 200 chambers in these caves. In 
addition there were 4 walls recorded, 5 enclosures, 13 platforms, 9 cairn, 2 trails 
and 2 sets of petroglyphs. Out of the 79 separate features on the property, 30 were 
judged to be worthy of re-investigation ... the remaining 49 sites that were not 
reinvestigated were comprised almost exclusively of relatively shallow caves with 
little or no evidence of cultural remains or associated modifications. (Kennedy 
1984:18) 

Many (but not all) of the sites identified in 1984 are described and some of these sites were 
not mapped. Excavations were carried out in three caves (Sites 11, 22 and 49 in the Kennedy 
1984 numbering system). Of the twenty-five sites for which information is presented in the 
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Kennedy 1984 study, twenty-two sites are recommended for no further work and three (Kennedy 
1984 site #s 11, 22 & 32) are recommended for preservation. 

In 1993 Henry and Graves carried out site identification along Keāhole to Kailua 69 kV 
transmission line, which comprised a 50-100 ft wide alignment on the mauka (east) side of 
Queen Ka‘ahumanu Highway. Nine sites were identified within the prior Mauka Alternative 
project area.  

In 1995, CSH conducted an archaeological inventory survey with limited subsurface testing 
within a narrow strip of land, averaging 300 ft wide, along Queen Ka‘ahumanu Highway 
between Palani Road and the Keāhole Airport entrance road (Walsh and Hammatt 1995). Three 
sites were identified in Kohanaiki: two trails and a set of three cairns. One of the trails - a mauka-
makai trail - had been previously identified and designated Site 15324. The site is described as 
consisting of: 

...two converging trail segments designated Features A and B...Both trail 
segments extend in a roughly mauka-makai direction, but angle toward each other 
and converge into one trail that continues inland. The point where the two trails 
meet is located at the edge of the bulldozed portion of the present highway right 
of way, 164 feet (50 m.) from the makai edge of the highway pavement...On the 
mauka side of the highway, the trail was observed at the edge of the bulldozed 
portion of the power line (the new right-of-way boundary) and continuing inland 
at 65 degrees T.N. for at least another 100 feet (30 m). (Walsh and Hammatt 
1995:51) 

In 2003, Archaeological Consultants of the Pacific, Inc. (Cobb et al. 2003) conducted an 
archaeological assessment of TMK (3) 7-3-009: 025, 026, and 028. One hundred fifty-four (154) 
features were identified and included “caves, walls, mounds, platforms, enclosures, trails, cairn, 
“C”-shaped structures, possible heiau, terraces, alignments and modified outcrops” (Cobb et al. 
2003:1). 

5.2.1 Results from the Adjacent 1,200-Acre Project Area to the North 
In 2005, CSH completed an archaeological field inspection of an approximately 1200-acre 

project area in Kaloko and Kohanaiki at TMK (3) 7-3-009:017, 025, 026, and 028. This is the 
area immediately adjacent to the north end of the proposed one-mile highway corridor. 
Numerous pre-Contact sites were identified, including habitations, agricultural features, 
petroglyphs, boundary walls, and burials (Shideler and Hammatt 2005). Subsequent 
archaeological inventory survey work in these four parcels was conducted in 2007 and recently 
completed (the reports are currently in preparation). Below are some preliminary results of these 
adjacent survey areas. 

A total of 59 historic properties were identified in the 224-acre parcel at TMK (3) 7-3-
009:017. Fifty-three of these were previously identified and six were newly recorded during the 
inventory survey investigation. CSH had previously conducted an archaeological inventory 
survey (Colin et al. 1996) in the same project area in 1996 with limited subsurface testing. All 
identified sites at TMK (3) 7-3-009:017 are consistent with dating from pre-Contact times, and 
include: cairns, simple agricultural features, recurrent and temporary habitation sites, trails, 
enclosures, walls, and a quarry. 
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A total of 121 historic properties were identified in the 360-acre parcel at TMK: (3) 7-3-
009:025. Two of these were previously identified and 119 were newly recorded during the 
inventory survey investigation. 

5.3 Results in the Project Area 
Nearly the entire one-mile portion of the proposed highway has been covered by three CSH 

archaeological inventory surveys (Robins et al. 2000a; Bell et al. 2008; Esh et al. 2008) (Figure 
11). The remaining small portions not included in these previous projects were inspected by CSH 
in another study (Yucha and McDermott 2008a). In total, 33 archaeological sites have been 
documented in the proposed one-mile portion of highway by these CSH studies, all of these sites 
date from pre-Contact times based on their form and archaeological context. The breakdown for 
the 33 historic properties is as follows:  

For the Makai Alternative, approximately (10) historic properties have been documented 
within the proposed one-mile portion of highway. In the Mauka Alternative, approximately (11) 
historic properties have been documented within the proposed one-mile portion of highway, with 
approximately (5) sites shared between the two alternatives. There are (7) historic properties 
outside both alignments, for a total of 33 historic properties within the survey area (see fig. 13 in 
this report and also pg. 2 in the companion AIS, Yucha and McDermott 2008b for a complete 
listing of sites). 

It is important to note that only a total of three (3) historic properties within the survey area 
are recommended for preservation in whole or in part (Yucha and McDermott 2008b). The 
recommendation of preservation for SIHP# -18161 has been determined appropriate by SHPD 
(SHPD Correspondence LOG NO: 26972 DOC NO: 0102RC15) based on information from a 
previous AIS investigation (Robins et al. 2000). SIHP# 26414 wall was recommended for 
preservation with breeches allowable during a previous AIS survey (Esh et al. 2008). The 
recommendation of preservation for SIHP# -18099 has been determined appropriate by SHPD 
(SHPD Correspondence LOG NO: 26972 DOC NO: 0102RC15) based on information from a 
previous AIS investigation.  

Robins et al.’s (2000a) archaeological inventory survey of approximately 803 acres within 
Honokōhau I and II Ahupua’a documented 284 sites, including agricultural sites, habitation 
areas, trails, heiau, and burials (Figure 12). 

Esh et al.’s (2008) archaeological inventory survey of approximately 363 acres within Kaloko 
Ahupua’a documented 41 sites, including 17 lava tubes, eight walls, seven trails, and five lava-
tube burials. 

An archaeological inventory of 224.43 acres was conducted in 2007 within portions of 
Kaloko and Kohanaiki Ahupua’a (Bell et al. 2008). A total of 59 sites were identified including 
26 modified tumuli and 21 trails. Fifty-three of these sites were previously recorded in other 
archaeological surveys. Two probable burial sites were also identified. The northernmost portion 
of the current survey area is located within the Bell et al. 2008 project area, located north of Hina 
Lani Street (see Figure 11). No previously recorded sites were identified within this portion of 
the survey area. 
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Table 1 summarizes some of the archaeological sites located within the one-mile portion of 
the proposed highway (Figure 13). This table shows there are a wide variety of cultural and 
historic resources associated with these sites, including: (1) several temporary and permanent 
habitation sites, including a subterranean permanent habitation in a lava tube complex (SIHP No. 
50-10-27-18144) and an above-ground permanent habitation (SIHP No. 50-10-27-18169); (2) a 
burial site in a lava tube (SIHP No. 50-10-27-18161), (3) numerous agricultural sites and 
features, (4) two sites containing ahu (stone markers), (5) a trail, (6) an ahupua‘a boundary wall, 
(7) papamū (traditional gaming site). 

At least one of these sites (CSH D) has been interpreted as containing a water-collection 
feature. Petroglyphs are located at SIHP No. 18144 (a subterranean permanent habitation). 
Portable artifacts and other habitation debris (e.g., shell and bone midden, charcoal) have been 
recovered in excavation from several of these sites. SIHP No. 50-10-27-18161 has yielded an 
adze and adze fragments. The trail designated SIHP No. 50-10-27-26415, which is at least 800 
feet long, is associated with several small ahu and a storage puka (similar to a modern cupboard). 

In all, there is a relatively high number, density and variety of archaeological features at the 
subject project area. Appendix A contains additional details and site maps for these 16 sites. 
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Table 1. Summary of Some Archaeological Sites within the Subject Project Area 
Site No. 1 TMK Description (Function) Proposed Treatment Reference 

SIHP 50-10-27-
18140 

(3) 7-4-008:005 Modified outcrop 
(agriculture)  

No further work Robins et al. 2000a 

SIHP 50-10-27-
18144 

(3) 7-4-008:005 Lava tube complex w. stone 
enclosure & petroglyphs 
(habitation & agriculture) 

Data recovery Robins et al. 2000a 

SIHP 50-10-27-
18145 

(3) 7-4-008:005 Stone platform (agriculture) Data recovery Robins et al. 2000a 

SIHP 50-10-27-
18147 

(3) 7-4-008:005 Stone terrace complex 
(agriculture) & ahu 
(marker) 

Data recovery Robins et al. 2000a 

SIHP 50-10-27-
18159 

(3) 7-4-008:005 Lava tube & terrace 
(habitation) 

Data recovery Robins et al. 2000a 

SIHP 50-10-27-
18161 

(3) 7-4-008:005 Lava tube & burial 
(habitation & burial) 

Preservation Robins et al. 2000a 

SIHP 50-10-27-
18164 

(3) 7-4-008:005 Modified outcrop 
(agriculture) 

Data recovery Robins et al. 2000a 

SIHP 50-10-27-
18168 

(3) 7-4-008:005 Lava blister (agriculture) No further work Robins et al. 2000a 

SIHP 50-10-27-
18169 

(3) 7-4-008:005 Stone platform & enclosure 
complex (habitation) 

Data recovery Robins et al. 2000a 

SIHP 50-10-27-
26414 

(3) 7-3-009:028 Stone wall (ahupua‘a 
boundary & ranching) 

Preservation, when 
possible 

Esh et al. 2008 

SIHP 50-10-27-
26415 

(3) 7-3-009:028 Trail No further work Esh et al. 2008 

CSH A (3) 7-4-008:005 Modified outcrop 
(habitation) 

No further work Yucha and 
McDermott 
(2008a) 

CSH B (3) 7-4-008:005 Ahu (marker) No further work Yucha and 
McDermott 
(2008a) 

CSH C (3) 7-4-008:005 Papamū (traditional game 
site) 

No further work Yucha and 
McDermott 
(2008aa) 

CSH D (3) 7-4-008:005 Lava tube complex w. stone 
pavement (agriculture, 
water collection) 

No further work Yucha and 
McDermott (2008) 

CSH E (3) 7-4-008:005 Complex w. 3 paved 
surfaces & a wall 
(habitation & agriculture) 

No further work Yucha and 
McDermott 
(2008a) 

1 CSH sites A-E (Yucha and McDermott 2008) have not yet been assigned State Inventory of Historic Property 
(SIHP) numbers. 
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Figure 11. Previous archaeological studies within the project corridor 
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Figure 12. Portion of the Robins et al. (2000a) project area map showing archaeological sites 
within the survey area
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Figure 13. Site locations within the one-mile portion of proposed highway
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Section 6    Community Consultation 

6.1 Overview and Changes 
Throughout the course of this CIA, an effort was made to contact and consult with Hawaiian 

cultural organizations, government agencies, and individuals who might have knowledge of 
and/or concerns about cultural resources and practices specifically related to the project area. 
This effort was made by letter, e-mail, telephone and in person contact. 

CSH originally sent out a letter, map and aerial photograph dated April 14, 2008, describing 
a proposed portion (Mauka Alternative) of the Ane Keohokalole Highway. Based on feedback 
from the archaeological survey (Yucha and Hammatt 2008b), project proponents decided the 
project area should be changed to better avoid archaeological properties. For this reason the CIA 
was subsequently changed to the Makai Alternative for the proposed highway. A second, revised 
letter reflecting this change with enclosures was sent on Oct. 6, 2008.  

The text of the first (April 14, 2008) letter was as follows:  

At the request of Belt Collins Hawaii, Ltd., Cultural Surveys Hawai‘i Inc. (CSH) is 
conducting a Cultural Impact Assessment (CIA) for the proposed 400-foot wide, 1-
mile long segment of the Ane Keohokalole Highway located in Kaloko and 
Honokōhau Ahupua’a, North Kona District, Hawai‘i Island, TMK [3] 7-4-024:por 
005, and 7-3-009:por 028. 

The proposed plan for the project is to construct a segment of highway between 
Palani Road, at its intersection with Henry Street in Kailua-Kona town, and Hina 
Lani Street. The proposed highway alignment extends north/south, approximately 1 
mile inland/mauka of the Queen Ka’ahumanu Highway, in the coastal portion of 
North Kona District, Island of Hawai‘i. 

The purpose of this cultural study is to assess potential impacts to cultural practices 
and resources as a result of proposed development in the Kaloko and Honokōhau 
Ahupua’a. We are seeking your kōkua and guidance regarding the following 
aspects of our study: 

• General history and present and past land use of the project area. 

• Knowledge of cultural sites which may be impacted by future 
development of the project area - for example, historic sites, 
archaeological sites, and burials. 

• Knowledge of traditional gathering practices in the project area, both 
past and ongoing. 

• Cultural associations of the project area, such as legends and traditional 
uses. 

• Referrals of kūpuna or elders and kama‘āina who might be willing to 
share their cultural knowledge of the project area and the surrounding 
ahupua‘a lands. 
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• Any other cultural concerns the community might have related to 
Hawaiian cultural practices within or in the vicinity of the project area. 

The text of the second (Oct. 6, 2008) letter was as follows: 

Several months ago, at the request of Belt Collins, Ltd., Cultural Surveys Hawai‘i 
(CSH) sent you a letter requesting your assistance with a cultural impact assessment 
(CIA) of the proposed Ane Keohokalole Highway. Based on recent archaeological 
survey findings, Belt Collins, Ltd., has decided on an alternative alignment for the 
highway, called the Makai Alternative located as much as 290 meters away, and 
less in some areas, from the old alignment proposed in the original maps sent to 
you. The Ane Keohokalole Highway will extend generally along the makai portion 
of the Makai Alternative in order to avoid all or most of the historic properties 
recommended for preservation or data recovery. Because of these changes, CSH 
invites you to share any additional comments and/or concerns you might have for 
the CIA report. If you have further comments, please let me know no later than 
Oct. 31, 2008. 

The Makai Alternative for the proposed Ane Keohokalole Highway is located in 
Kaloko and Honokōhau Ahupua’a, North Kona District, Hawai‘i Island, with the 
following TMKs [3]7-3-009:025, [3]7-3-009: 999, [3]7-3-009:028, [3]7-4-006:005, 
[3]7-4-024:012. Belt Collins, Ltd., has retained Cultural Surveys Hawai‘i to 
conduct a cultural impact assessment on the above TMKs. See enclosed maps for 
reference. 

The proposed Ane Keohokalole project includes the development of a new four-
lane, two-way mid-level highway connecting Palani Road and Hina Lani Street to 
alleviate traffic congestion. The alignment includes a 120-foot right-of-way, which 
will extend from Palani Road at the Henry Street junction and connect to the 
existing portion of Ane Keohokalole Highway, and then continue northward to 
Hina Lani Street. The length of the proposed highway is approximately 3.0 miles 
including the existing section of Ane Keohokalole Highway. The highway project 
will involve the use of County and State funds and create the initial link for a north-
south arterial roadway to reduce demands on the existing regional roadway 
facilities. It will also serve as the central multi-modal corridor serving future 
regional development for a well-connected local transportation network that 
provides for safe, direct, and convenient access for automobile, bicycle, and 
pedestrian traffic. 

The purpose of this cultural study is to assess potential impacts to cultural practices 
and resources as a result of proposed development in the Kaloko and Honokōhau 
Ahupua’a. We are seeking your kōkua and guidance regarding the following 
aspects of our study: 

• General history and present and past land use of the project area. 
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• Knowledge of cultural sites which may be impacted by future 
development of the project area - for example, historic sites, 
archaeological sites, and burials. 

• Knowledge of traditional gathering practices in the project area, both 
past and ongoing. 

• Cultural associations of the project area, such as legends and 
traditional uses. 

• Referrals of kūpuna or elders and kama‘āina who might be willing to 
share their cultural knowledge of the project area and the surrounding 
ahupua‘a lands. 

• Any other cultural concerns the community might have related to 
Hawaiian cultural practices within or in the vicinity of the project area. 

A number of attempts (1-12) were made to contact individuals, organizations, and agencies 
apposite to the subject CIA. The results of the community consultation are presented in Table 2. 

Table 2. Summary of Community Consultation 

Name Affiliation, Background Comments 
Ako, Mr. Val Fisherman, lineal descendant, 

‘ohana from Kohanaiki 
CSH mailed letter and maps on 
April 17, 2008, and called on May 
29, June 3, June 16, July 31 and 
Aug. 14. Mr. Ako provided a 
statement and gave permission to 
use excerpts from a previous 
interview for a nearby housing 
development. CSH mailed letter 
and maps regarding the Makai 
Alternative on Oct. 6, 2008. CSH 
called and left message on Oct. 16. 
CSH called on Oct. 21 and Mr. 
Ako provided a short comment. 
See Section 7 below. 

Arakaki, Mr. Aric Superintendent, National Park 
Service, Na Ala Hele Trails 
Program  

CSH emailed letter and maps on 
Oct. 13, 2008. CSH sent follow-up 
email and maps on Jan. 4 and Feb. 
3, 2009. CSH emailed another 
follow up on April 1, 2009.  
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Name Affiliation, Background Comments 
Bell, Ms. Geraldine Superintendent, Kaloko-

Honokōhau National Historical 
Park 

CSH mailed letter and maps on 
Jan. 5, 2009. CSH called and left 
message on Jan. 17. CSH mailed 
letter and maps again on Feb. 3. In 
a letter dated Jan. 27, 
Superintendent Bell requested 
more detailed information. CSH 
called and left message on March 
14. CSH called on March 16 and 
sent the archaeological inventory 
survey (AIS) on March 20. CSH 
left message on March 29, and was 
contacted on March 30 by Ms. 
Sally Beavers, who is working 
with Ms. Bell. Ms. Beavers stated 
that she hopes to have a statement 
by April 3. Ms. Bell replied on 
April 14 with a statement. See 
Section 6.4 below.   

Davis, Ms. Morgan Archaeologist, SHPD, Hawai‘i 
Office 

CSH mailed letter and maps on 
April 14, 2008. SHPD replied on 
July 25. CSH mailed letter and 
maps regarding the Makai 
Alternative on Oct. 6, 2008. SHPD 
replied on Oct. 13 via email and 
by letter dated the same day. 
See Section 6.2 below. 

Greenwell, Mr. James S. President of Palani Ranch 
Company and Lanihau 
Properties, LLC. 

CSH emailed letter and maps on 
Oct. 16, 2008. Mr. Greenwell 
replied on Oct. 20 and Oct. 22 via 
email. See Section 6.3 below.        

Greenwell, Mr. Kelly Farmer, President, Kealakehe 
Community Association 

CSH sent letter and maps on May 
13, 2008. Mr. Greenwell called 
CSH on May 16. CSH called and 
left message on May 19, May 23, 
May 27 and June 10. CSH 
interviewed Mr. Greenwell on 
June 16. CSH mailed letter and 
maps regarding the Makai 
Alternative on Oct. 6, 2008. Mr. 
Greenwell was interviewed on 
Oct. 15. See Section 7 below. 
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Name Affiliation, Background Comments 
Greenwell, Mrs. Patricia Wife of L. Radcliffe 

Greenwell, who managed 
Kahua and Parker Ranches for 
over 30 years. Mr. Greenwell 
is the son of Frank Greenwell, 
who established Palani Ranch. 

CSH mailed letter and maps on 
May 9, 2008. Mrs. Greenwell 
kindly gave a statement on May 12 
via email. CSH mailed letter and 
maps regarding the Makai 
Alternative on Oct. 6, 2008. CSH 
emailed follow-up on Oct. 15. 
Mrs. Greenwell declined to make 
additional comments. See Section 
6.3 below. 

Haleamau, Mr. Karin 

 

Paniolo with Hu‘ehu‘e Ranch 
and kama‘āina 
 
 

CSH mailed letter and maps on 
April 17, 2008, and called on May 
29 and June 4. CSH met with Mr. 
Haleamau on July 30. He provided 
a statement and gave permission to 
use excerpts from a previous 
interview for a nearby housing 
development. CSH mailed letter 
and maps regarding the Makai 
Alternative on Oct. 6, 2008. CSH 
called on Oct. 14 and Mr. 
Haleamau had no further 
comments. See Section 7 below. 

Harp, Mr. Isaac 

 

 

Kama‘āina CSH sent letter and maps on May 
21, 2008, called on May 28, and 
emailed on May 29. CSH 
interviewed Mr. Harp on June 4. 
CSH mailed letter and maps 
regarding the Makai Alternative 
on Oct. 6, 2008. CSH called and 
emailed on Oct. 14. Mr. Harp 
replied via email on Oct. 16. See 
Section 7 below. 

Hickcox, Mrs. Anna Kona Outdoor Circle 
Foundation Member 

CSH called on May 30, 2008, with 
project information. CSH sent 
letter and maps on May 31. CSH 
called and left message on Aug. 
15. CSH mailed letter and maps 
regarding the Makai Alternative 
on Oct. 6, 2008. CSH called on 
Oct. 14 and left message.  

Kanuha, Mr. Clement 
Junior 

Member of the Kupuna 
Council, community leader 

CSH called and left message on 
Oct. 13, 2008. 
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Name Affiliation, Background Comments 
Keanaaina, Mr. Duane 

 

Kama‘āina CSH mailed letter and maps on 
April 17, 2008. CSH met Mr. 
Keanaaina on May 14. He 
provided a statement and gave 
permission to use excerpts from a 
previous interview for a nearby 
housing development. CSH mailed 
letter and maps regarding the 
Makai Alternative on Oct. 6, 2008. 
CSH called on Oct. 15 and Mr. 
Keanaaina stated that the Makai 
Alternative was “okay.” See 
Section 7 below. 

Keanaaina, Rev. Norman 

 

‘Ohana is from Kohanaiki and 
Kaloko 
 

CSH mailed letter and maps on 
April 17, 2008. CSH emailed on 
May 7, and again on Aug. 8. CSH 
mailed letter and maps regarding 
the Makai Alternative on Oct. 6, 
2008. CSH emailed follow-up on 
Oct. 16. 

Kuali‘i, Mr. Melvyn 
Kaleo 

Hawai‘i Island Burial Council 
Member 

CSH mailed letter and maps on 
April 14, 2008. CSH emailed on 
May 7, May 15 and Aug. 7. CSH 
mailed letter and maps regarding 
the Makai Alternative on Oct. 6, 
2008. CSH called on Oct. 15 but 
was unable to reach Mr. Kuali‘i. 

Lamont, Ms. Joan Vice President of 
Beautification, Kona Outdoor 
Circle 

CSH sent letter and maps on May 
12. CSH called on May 30 and 
spoke with Ms. Lamont. She stated 
she is not familiar with the area 
and she referred CSH to Anna 
Hickcox. CSH mailed letter and 
maps regarding the Makai 
Alternative on Oct. 6, 2008. CSH 
called on Oct. 14 and emailed the 
letter and maps on the same day. 
CSH called and left message on 
Oct. 21. 
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Name Affiliation, Background Comments 
Lee, Mrs. Elizabeth Master lau hala weaver, 

kama‘āina 
 
 

CSH mailed letter and maps on 
April 17, 2008. CSH called and 
left message for Mrs. Lee and Mr. 
Reggie Lee, son of Mrs. Lee, on 
May 7 and again on May 8. CSH 
mailed follow-up on Aug. 6. CSH 
mailed letter and maps regarding 
the Makai Alternative on Oct. 6, 
2008. CSH called Mrs. Lee’s son, 
Mr. Reggie Lee, on Oct. 14 and 
sent follow-up email the same day. 

Lee, Mr. Reggie Kama‘āina, with DLNR CSH mailed letter and maps on 
April 17, 2008. CSH called and 
left message on May 7, and again 
May 8. CSH spoke with Mr. Lee 
on June 4, and he said he would 
call back. CSH mailed follow-up 
letter and maps on Aug. 6. CSH 
mailed letter and maps regarding 
the Makai Alternative on Oct. 6, 
2008. CSH called on Oct. 14 and 
emailed the letter and maps on the 
same day. CSH met with Mr. Lee 
on Oct. 17. See Section 7 below. 

Leslie, Mr. Bucky Member, Hawai‘i Island Burial 
Council 

CSH sent letter on Aug. 6. CSH 
called on Aug. 14 and Aug.15, but 
was unable to reach Mr. Leslie. 
CSH mailed letter and maps 
regarding the Makai Alternative 
on Oct. 6, 2008. CSH called on 
Oct. 14 but was unable to reach 
Mr. Leslie.  

Maigret, Ms. MaryAnne Archaeologist, State Parks CSH emailed letter and maps on 
Oct. 13, 2008. 
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Name Affiliation, Background Comments 
Mahi, Kupuna Arthur Paniolo, Native Hawaiian with 

familial ties throughout North 
Kona district 

CSH mailed letter and maps on 
May 9, 2008. CSH met with 
Kupuna Mahi on May 31 and Sept. 
3. Kupuna Mahi provided a 
statement and gave permission to 
use excerpts from a previous 
interview for a nearby housing 
development. CSH mailed letter 
and maps regarding the Makai 
Alternative on Oct. 6, 2008. CSH 
called on Oct. 16 and Kupuna 
Mahi stated that he was “okay” 
with the Makai Alternative.  
See Section 7 below. 

McDonald, Mrs. Ruby 
Keanaaina 

 

Kama‘āina 

 

CSH mailed letter and maps on 
April 14, 2008, and called on May 
9. Mrs. McDonald said she will 
think about providing a statement. 
CSH met Mrs. McDonald on May 
22 and Aug. 5 and asked 
permission to use previous 
interview. Mrs. McDonald said 
she will think about it. CSH 
emailed follow-up letter on Aug. 
12. CSH mailed letter and maps 
regarding the Makai Alternative 
on Oct. 6, 2008. CSH called on 
Oct. 14 and emailed the letter and 
maps again on Oct. 16. 

Medeiros Jr., Mr. 
Clarence 

Kama‘āina CSH sent letter and maps on May 
31, 2008, and called on June 4. 
Mr. Medeiros Jr. was interviewed 
on June 6. CSH mailed letter and 
maps regarding the Makai 
Alternative on Oct. 6, 2008. CSH 
called on Oct. 14 and left a 
message. Mr. Medeiros called on 
Oct. 15 and stated he had no 
further comments. See Section 7 
below. 
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Name Affiliation, Background Comments 
Medeiros, Mr. Jimmy Kama‘āina CSH mailed letter and maps on 

April 14, 2008, and called May 12 
and left message with Mrs. 
Medeiros. CSH left message on 
May 23 and again on June 4. CSH 
mailed letter and maps regarding 
the Makai Alternative on Oct. 6, 
2008. CSH called Mr. Medeiros on 
Oct. 14 and he said to call back. 
CSH called and left message on 
Oct. 16. 

Nāmu‘o, Mr. Clyde 

 

Administrator, Office of 
Hawaiian Affairs 

CSH mailed letter and maps on 
April 14, 2008. OHA replied with 
a letter dated May 7. CSH mailed 
letter and maps regarding the 
Makai Alternative on Oct. 6, 2008. 
See Section 6.1 below. 

Nazara, Mrs. Cynthia Kama‘āina CSH mailed letter and maps on 
April 14, 2008, and emailed 
follow-up letter on May 8, May 
15, and again on May 23. CSH 
met Mrs. Nazara on June 9, and 
she provided a statement as well as 
gave permission to use a previous 
interview for another project near 
the current CIA area. CSH mailed 
letter and maps regarding the 
Makai Alternative on Oct. 6, 2008. 
CSH called and emailed Mrs. 
Nazara on Oct. 14. CSH emailed 
follow-up on Oct. 15 and called 
Oct.16. Mrs. Nazara provided 
additional comments via email on 
Oct. 16. See Section 7 below. 
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Name Affiliation, Background Comments 
Pai, Mr. Mahealani Cultural specialist and 

kama‘āina 
CSH sent letter and maps on May 
21, 2008. Mr. Pai called on May 
22 and left message. CSH spoke 
by phone with Mr. Pai on May 28. 
CSH left phone message on June 2 
and 4. CSH interviewed Mr. Pai 
on June 11. Approval to include 
Mr. Pai’s interview is still 
pending. CSH emailed on July 3, 
July 21, Aug. 7, and Aug. 14. CSH 
mailed letter and maps regarding 
the Makai Alternative on Oct. 6, 
2008. CSH called and left message 
on Oct. 14, and emailed the letter 
and maps again on Oct. 16. CSH 
called and left a message on 
March 17, 2009. 

Paik, Ms. Linda Kaleo Cultural Specialist, 
History and Culture Branch, 
SHPD 
 

CSH mailed letter and maps on 
April 14, 2008. SHPD replied in a 
letter dated July 25. CSH mailed 
letter and maps regarding the 
Makai Alternative on Oct. 6, 2008. 
Ms. Paik replied via email on Oct. 
10, stating: “I do not handle any of 
the cultural items for Hawaii 
Island. That is done by the Hawaii 
Island Staff. This request was sent 
to them and this will also be 
forwarded to them. Mahalo for 
following up on this item.” Also 
see Section 6.2 below for SHPD’s 
response. 

Pilago, Mr. Angel Council Member for Hawai‘i 
County 

CSH called and left message on 
Oct. 13, 2008. 

Rapoza, Mr. Clarence Palani Ranch CSH called and left message on 
May 12, 2008. CSH left message 
on May 30, and again on June 4. 
CSH called and left message on 
Oct. 14, but was not able to reach 
Mr. Rapoza and obtain address to 
mail Makai Alternative 
information. 
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Name Affiliation, Background Comments 
Roy, Kahu Mikahala Kahu, Ahu‘ena Heiau CSH mailed letter and maps on 

Jan. 5, 2009. CSH mailed letter 
and maps on Jan. 19 and again on 
Feb. 3. Kahu Roy replied in an 
email dated Feb. 18 that she has 
comments she will provide later. 
CSH followed up with an email on 
Feb. 18, asking her for her 
mana‘o. CSH again emailed Kahu 
Roy on March 14. Kahu Roy 
replied via email with a statement 
on March 27, 2009. See Section 
6.4 below and Appendix F. 

Soehren, Dr. Lloyd J. Archaeologist, expert on place 
names 

CSH sent letter and maps on April 
14, 2008. Dr. Soehren provided a 
statement via email on April 18. 
CSH mailed letter and maps 
regarding the Makai Alternative 
on Oct. 6, 2008. CSH called and 
left message on Oct. 14. Dr. 
Soehren emailed CSH on Oct. 15, 
stating “I have nothing to add to 
my previous comments.” See 
Section 6.3 below. 

Van Gieson, Mr. George Hōlua expert 
 

CSH sent letter and maps on May 
9, 2008, and called on June 4, and 
again on June 6. Mr. Van Gieson 
gave a short comment and gave 
approval to use a previous 
interview for another project for 
this CIA. CSH called and left 
message on Oct. 14, Oct. 16, and 
Oct. 21. Mr. Van Gieson talked 
with CSH on Oct. 21 and stated he 
had nothing to add about the 
Makai Alternative but had 
additional comments about the 
hōlua slide and the graves on top. 
See Section 6.3 below. 
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Name Affiliation, Background Comments 
Tyler, Mr. J. Curtis III. 
 
 
 

Kama‘āina CSH sent letter and maps on May 
21, 2008, and called on May 28. 
Mr. Tyler said he would call back. 
CSH emailed follow-up June 3 and 
June 4. CSH met Mr. Tyler on 
June 16. Mr. Tyler provided a 
statement. Approval to include Mr. 
Tyler’s interview is still pending. 
CSH emailed a follow up letter on 
June 19, Aug. 7, Aug. 14, and 
Aug. 19. Mr. Tyler replied in an 
email on Aug. 26 that he will 
review his statement soon. CSH 
mailed letter and maps regarding 
the Makai Alternative on Oct. 6, 
2008. CSH emailed letter and 
maps again on Oct. 16. 

Ursua, Larry 
 
 
 

Hawaiian cultural practitioner, 
Kumu Hula 

CSH mailed letter and maps on 
April 14, 2008, and called on May 
7. CSH left message May 12 and 
June 4. CSH mailed letter and 
maps regarding the Makai 
Alternative on Oct. 6, 2008. CSH 
called on Oct. 13 and again on 
Oct. 16. Mr. Ursua gave his 
approval to use his statement from 
a previous interview for a Kaloko 
and Kohanaiki housing 
development near the proposed 
highway. Mr. Ursua did not have 
comments about the Makai 
Alternative. See Section 7 below 

Young, Mr. Charles 
 
 
 

Chair, Hawai‘i 
Island Burial Council 

CSH mailed letter and maps on 
April 14, 2008. CSH left message 
on May 12. CSH left message on 
May 23, and again on May 30. 
CSH mailed letter and maps 
regarding the Makai Alternative 
on Oct. 6, 2008. CSH called on 
Oct. 14 and Oct. 16 and on both 
times, was not able to leave a 
message. 
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6.2 Office of Hawaiian Affairs Response Letters 
In its response letter for the Mauka Alternative dated May 7, 2008 (see Appendix B for full 

letter), OHA offered five main comments: 

(1) OHA recommended that a comprehensive archaeological inventory survey be conducted 
for the project area and submitted to the Department of Land and Natural Resources-
Historic Preservation Division for review and approval. 

(2) OHA requested an opportunity to comment “on the criteria assigned to any cultural or 
archaeological sites identified within the archaeological inventory survey.”  

(3) OHA discussed the strong likelihood that cultural sites such as lava tubes will be found in 
the project area, and suggested consultation with those who have family connections to 
the project area in order to decide mitigation measures for identified sites. Names of 
individuals familiar with the area were provided. 

(4) OHA requested that “all viable design and engineering concepts should be explored to 
minimize the impacts of this proposed highway segment on cultural sites.” 

(5) OHA asked for the opportunity to review the completed CIA. 

 

In its response letter for the Makai Alternative dated Oct. 21, 2008 (see Appendix C for full 
letter), OHA gave the following comments, among others: 

(1) OHA requested “clarification on whether an archaeological inventory survey (AIS) 
for the highway right of way has been conducted and submitted to Department of 
Land and Natural Resources-State Historic Preservation Division for review and 
approval.”  

(2) OHA requested the opportunity to review the AIS and mitigation recommendations if 
an AIS has been conducted. 

(3) OHA hoped that any “AIS that has or will be conducted for the highway right of way 
has been comprehensive in order to identify the presence of any cultural sites.” 

(4)  OHA suggested that “the function of any identified cultural sites has been accurately 
determined and assigned the appropriate significance evaluation following 
consultation with appropriate individuals and organizations.” 

(5) OHA noted the possibility “that cultural sites, including lava tubes will be identified 
within the project area during construction activities.” 

(6) OHA advocated that “meaningful consultation occur with individuals who have 
familial connections to the project area to determine appropriate mitigation measures 
for any identified cultural sites. Organizations with a demonstrated expertise in 
protecting cultural sites should also be consulted.”  

(7)  OHA requested opportunity to review the completed CIA. 
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6.3 State Historic Preservation Division Response Letters 
 
 
 

In its response letter for the Mauka Alternative dated July 25, 2008 (see Appendix D for full 
letter), SHPD offered four main comments: 

(1) SHPD suggested consultation with Hawai‘i Island Burial Council members and with 
OHA. 

(2) SHPD suggested contacting individuals with cultural knowledge in community 
gatherings such as parks, church or cultural events as well as those belonging in 
organizations such as civic and Rotary clubs, including teachers of hula and Hawaiian 
studies.  

(3) SHPD recommended searching County Tax records for recorded kuleana grants that 
would also provide family names. 

(4) SHPD noted that its libraries in Hilo and Kapolei have reports that can be borrowed, and 
that the UH-Hilo library contains a wealth of Hawaiian cultural works. Museums like 
Kona Historical Society can also be utilized for research.  

   In its response letter for the Makai Alternative dated Oct. 13, 2008 that was also emailed, 
SHPD’s History and Culture Branch Chief Ms. Phyllis Coochie Cayan suggested the following 
points (see Appendix E for the entire letter): 

(1) SHPD recommended meeting with groups and/or individuals regarding the traditional and 
cultural practices, historic sites, and burials. SHPD provided a list of recommended 
people. 

(2) SHPD stated that an informational briefing with the Hawaii Island Burial Council before 
the project begins in order to hear the council’s concerns on burials and burial sites should 
be considered.  

6.4 Other Statements and Brief Responses from Project Participants 

6.4.1 Mrs. Patricia Greenwell 

CSH received a statement from Mrs. Patricia Greenwell via email on May 12, 2008. CSH also 
sent information regarding the Makai Alternative on Oct. 6, and Mrs. Greenwell replied on Oct. 
16, saying she does not have additional comments. Mrs. Greenwell has frequented the vicinity of 
the project area many times. Her husband of 59 years, Mr. Radcliffe Greenwell, was born in 
Honokōhau in 1913 and was a long-time paniolo who managed Kahua and Parker Ranches from 
the 1930s to the 1960s. In 1971, Mr. Greenwell retired from being the manager of Parker Ranch. 
He also helped manage the family ranch, Palani Ranch, which was established by his father, 
Frank Greenwell. 

Discussing the presence of trails near the project area, Mrs. Greenwell said: 

I contacted Laura Schuster who worked there with the National Park when it set 
up a Center, and she said she knew of at least 2 trails that headed mauka but does 
not recall “curb stones.” However she said that (in) the upper sections and in the 
more populated parts, there may have been “curb stones.” 
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When I rode down there in 1948 with my father-in-law Frank Greenwell, who 
owned the pond and land above, our horses followed a trail straight down and as 
we came towards the makai part of the populated area it was then that I noticed 
the stones lining the trail which was about 4 feet wide or so. I do not think the 
side stones continued into the arid part. 

It had to cut across the old trail somewhere above the pond. The mail carrier used 
that trail that was parallel to the ocean.  

An aside here—a myth has grown up around the heavily worn spots and places on 
the “parallel to the ocean trail” that the wearing down of the rocks was caused by 
the wild donkeys and goats. Frank Greenwell said it was the shod hooves of the 
mail carriers’ beast that did it as he traveled from village to village along that 
coast. The bare hoof of the beast would have been worn instead! ! 

…I am sure that if you can get hold of some of the old maps that trail would be 
marked as there were quite a lot of people living in that upper area who had to go 
makai to get fish and to trade their pumpkins and melons that they grew on the 
high 4 to 5 ' piles of rocks that are in the area next to the Homestead land on the 
South side.” 

In another email sent the same day to clarify her statement, Mrs. Greenwell added the following: 

…The only reason Frank Greenwell went all the way makai was to check on his 
land and the Hawaiians that he let live there for nothing. He was a good steward 
of his land and that is why the area was in such good shape when it was turned 
over to the National Parks as the general public could not go in to trash it. 

6.4.2 Dr. Lloyd J. Soehren 
Dr. Lloyd J. Soehren is an archaeologist and place name expert. CSH contacted him on April 

11, 2008. He emailed a response on April 18. CSH also sent Dr. Soehren a letter and maps 
regarding the Makai Alternative on Oct. 6. Dr. Soehren emailed CSH on Oct. 15 and stated he 
had no further comments. The following is Dr. Soehren’s email on April 18: 

Regarding your inquiry of April 11, 2008 about Honokōhau and Kaloko, I have 
little knowledge of the area of the proposed highway. I once collected and 
propagated an 'ohe makai seed from Kaloko, at about that elevation. The area 
contains a remnant dryland forest. 

I also recall hearing from Mrs. Radcliffe Greenwell of a trail with kerbstones 
running mauka-makai in Honokōhau nui, but I have not seen it. There is a fine 
refuge cave just above the quarry. 

Place names are scarce in that region, most being either at the shore or higher 
among the kuleana. 

6.4.3  Mr. George Van Gieson 
CSH spoke with Mr. Van Gieson by telephone on April 28, 2008, and again on Oct. 21. The 

son of Hobie Van Gieson, Mr. Van Gieson became active in in helping preserve Hawaiian 
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culture as a young boy when he helped his father who was a community activist. He is half-
Hawaiian and currently works as the Fire Captain of the Volcano Fire Station as well as the 
coach for the air rifle girls’ team at Kamehameha Schools. In 1976, he was one of the members 
of the non-profit Hōlua Project Information whose mission was to record and safeguard hōlua 
throughout Hawai‘i. Mr. Van Gieson stated that all of the slides the organization found were on 
the Makahiki trail, which goes around the coastline of the island. 

When asked if he is aware of any slides in the project area, Mr. Van Gieson mentioned the 
hōlua in the Kaloko-Honokōhau national park: 

That one has always been a mystery to us, because it’s so short and only 300 ft. 
long. And also it’s really, really wide. The other thing is, that might have been to 
move logs down for canoes. It has the classic shape of a hōlua but it’s so short 
and wide. But some people say it might have been a practice hōlua as several 
people can fit in it.  

Another issue about the hōlua is that, between it and the highway, there were a lot of burials 
found, according to Mr. Van Gieson. His father had been with a select group of people who had 
seen a cave filled with many iwi located mauka of the hōlua. It is believed that they are the 
remains of hundreds who died in a flu epidemic which swept over the island sometime in the 
mid-to-late nineteenth century.   

On Oct. 21, Mr. Van Gieson added that the last time he saw the hōlua was with his son in 
1990. At that time, he was able to access the hōlua by going past Honokōhau Harbor, and 
parking on the bulldozed area. As he looked out to the ‘a‘ā lava, he could see the top of the slide. 
“It stood out because you had all these kiawe trees and all of a sudden there was a straight line, 
and that is when we were disappointed because we saw the opened and desecrated graves.” Mr. 
Van Gieson estimated that there were about eight to 12 graves possibly dating back to the 1850s. 
He theorized that these graves might also belong to the victims of the influenza epidemic at that 
time. 

6.4.4  Mr. James S. Greenwell 

   CSH contacted Mr. Greenwell at the suggestion of Mr. Isaac Harp, who is working with Mr. 
Greenwell as a cultural consultant monitor while the 327-acre West Hawaii Business Park, a 
wholly owned affiliate of Lanihau Partners Properties, LLC., is being developed near the 
proposed highway. Mr. Greenwell is the president of Lanihau Partners Properties, LLC., and 
Palani Ranch. In two email communications to CSH on Oct. 20 and Oct. 22, 2008, Mr. 
Greenwell discussed Site 18134 that contains burials and which is located near the highway. Mr. 
Harp had expressed concern that the burials may be affected by the highway. In Mr. Greenwell’s 
first email, he stated:  
   

The site closest to the proposed alignment to which Isaac [Mr. Harp] is referring 
to is site 18134 which was first identified and mapped by CSH. It has not been 
further mapped. I believe the mauka end of the tube of which 18134 is a part, ends 
with a collapse a fair distance makai of the proposed corridor. However, I suggest 
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you review CSH’s own materials and report on this work done by Robins et al. to 
get more specifics.      

  
    When CSH further asked Mr. Greenwell to explain, Mr. Greenwell noted in an email on Oct. 
22 that the distance of the Site 18134 is “safe” from the proposed highway. However, he 
recommended that the relevant mitigation study needs to be checked and for the distances to be 
scaled: 
   

…The detail I am referring to then must be in the subsequent survey we had done 
by IARII (David Tuggle et all) [sic] a few years later. We switched from CSH 
(who did the accepted inventory survey) to IARII who did all of the follow-up 
mitigation studies including, burial treatment plan, preservation plan etc for the 
makai most portion of the 803 acres. The entrance to 18134 is almost on the 
AG/URBAN boundary which is also the boundary of TMK’s 7-4-08:13 and 05. 
The cave then extends mauka toward the proposed Mid-level road corridor…the 
question is how close does it get to the proposed corridor. I believe the distance is 
safe and not a problem but the IARII report needs to be checked and distances 
scaled. 

These reports are all on record with SHPD…    

Mr. Greenwell would like a copy of the final CIA when completed. 

6.4.5 Kahu Mikahala Roy 
CSH contacted Mikahala Roy, who is the Kahu of Ahu‘ena Heiau. She replied with an email 

statement on March 27, 2009. Her statement was accompanied by a supporting document, which 
is included in Appendix F of this report. 

 I submit here an attached 21-page letter written by Frank Nobriga, Kahuna of the Temple 
 of Lono (see Appendix). It is a very important document not only for its importance to 
 the rise of unity of ‘Oiwi in their ancestral lands, to the proceedings of the State of 
 Hawaii’s appeal to the U.S. Supreme Court made in February of this year, but to history 
 of the Hawaiian people. 
 
 ‘Oiwi who love their land know much about their land. Because we are a spiritual land-
 based people, we are not surprised when new information seems to “pop” up anywhere 
 along the path of time. Perhaps this is true of any living faith. 
 
 Just the other day I read words upon a roadside sign fronting a church. The words read 
 “Sleep well, God is Always Awake.”   

 

 The sailing of Hokule‘a from Hawaii to Tahiti, proved that trans-Pacific crossings were 
 possible and did occur by the stars and without navigational instruments. 
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 The discovery by Dr. Noenoe Silva (professor of political science, UH-Manoa) of the 
 petitions against annexation, collected by the patriots of the Hawaiian Kingdom in 1897-
 98, shifted again, the paradigm of collective beliefs in Hawaii. The petitions proved that 
 ‘Oiwi vigorously and  valiantly moved to protest annexation of Hawaii by the United 
 States. 

 

 Similarly, this letter of powerful public testimony reveals significant information about 
 the areas of Kaloko-Honokohau, Kona and the greater Hawaii. This information provides 
 spirit to the life in the “flesh of the bones”; the ‘iwi, who rest here in Kaloko-
 Honokohau. The protection of these  ‘iwi was the main motivation of the Hawaiian 
 people who became members of the Kaloko- Honokohau Cultural Advisory Commission 
 in the 1970’s. One of the options to achieve  protection of the ‘iwi here was the creation 
 of a National Park. Now, puzzle pieces begin to fall into place – the story continues to 
 unfold. 
 
 Please refer to the report made to the Congress of the U.S. in the legislation to create 
 Kaloko-Honokohau National Cultural (now Historical) Park. The name of that report is 
 “The Spirit of  Kaloko-Honokohau.” The report was the unified voice of the members of 
 the Kaloko-Honokohau Study Advisory Commission responsible for tenacious effort 
 given to create this park. The main objective of this work was always to protect the 
 burials throughout this area. A desire of this commission throughout their endeavors was 
 that the “story of Kaloko-Honokohau would be told  by ‘Oiwi and told in their own way.” 
 
 The information given by Kahuna Frank Nobriga offers great meaning to the significance 
 of sacred sites and all archaeological sites located in the ahupua'a of Kaloko and 
 Honokohau. Such writings provide a rare view of the culture represented by the remains 
 of life that was and still is there. 
 
 ‘O wau no i ka ha‘aha‘a, 
 
 Mikahala Roy, Kahu 
 Ahu‘ena Heiau, Kamakahonu 
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6.4.6 Kaloko-Honokōhau National Historic Park Statement 
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Section 7    Kama‘āina “Talk Story” Interviews 
Kama‘āina and kūpuna with knowledge of Kaloko and Honokōhau Ahupua‘a and the 

proposed project area were contacted for participation in this assessment. The approach of CSH 
to cultural impact studies affords these community contacts an opportunity to review 
transcriptions and/or interview notes and to make any corrections, deletions or additions to the 
substance of their testimony. 

Presented below are brief backgrounds of each participant, followed by their comments and 
concerns about the proposed project area. 

7.1 Uncle Valentine Ako 
CSH contacted Uncle Val Ako on June 3, 2008. Mr. Ako was born in 1926 in Hōlualoa. His 

‘ohana has multi-generational ties to North Kona, and he grew up interested in learning his 
family history, the areas they lived and traveled, and the various aspects of Hawaiian culture. For 
example, he was trained by kūpuna to learn traditional fishing methods, how to gather and make 
salt, and to know the various mo‘olelo and history of the ‘āina and people. In addition to 
expressing his mana‘o on the Ane Keohokalole Highway project, Mr. Ako gave his permission 
to use the statement he recently provided for another CIA in the Kohanaiki and Kaloko 
Ahupua‘a (Monahan et al. 2008). 

Explaining why he is willing to share information with others, Mr. Ako stated:  

Normally, our people are very reserved in sharing information, but I share. 
Whatever information I have, I gladly share it. Because when I see the younger 
people…they want to learn. And now they are coming to me, the younger makua, 
to learn. Because nobody else can tell.  

For example, he narrated a story of a chief of Kamehameha, Chief Kinimaka, who owned 
much land. The surviving relatives are now coming to Mr. Ako in order to learn the past history 
of their great-grandfather, the chief. Chief Kinimaka had resided in Ka‘ūpūlehu but during his 
last days, the chief moved to Hōlualoa. 

When asked about what he thinks about the proposed Ane Keohokalole Highway one-mile 
segment which will pass through the Kaloko and Honokōhau Ahupua‘a, (in addition to 
Kealakehe and Keahuolu in its entire three-mile journey), Mr. Ako said: 

The highway is going to cross some graves, a lot of graves. A lot of lava tubes. 
I’m curious about what is going on in Kona. That particular area has graves in 
lava tubes. One time, in Kona alone, there were 100,000 people. There were a lot 
of people in that particular area.  

In a previous interview for a housing development in Kaloko and Kohanaiki, Mr. Ako 
described the burials in the area, located in lava tubes: 

During the old days, prior to Westerners coming over, our kūpuna buried their 
loved ones in the lava tubes in that particular area. As generations went by, they 
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didn’t notify the heirs where their loved ones are buried. My dad, before he 
passed away, took me up Palani and Māmalahoa, it was just barren at that time, so 
you could see down to Kohanaiki. And he said, “Our ancestors are buried there, 
these are all our ancestors buried there.” 

Mr. Ako expressed strong feelings against the removal of any of the burials that may be found 
during the course of development: 

My concern is this: Do not relocate these ancestors to another ahupua’a. If you 
find these graves, do not make it so that people can find them. This is where all 
our Hawaiian ancestors are buried. Leave the lava tubes alone, and seal it up. 
Don’t make it so that people can come and see the graves and desecrate them. It’s 
so important for developers to realize where our ancestors lived. You have to tell 
developers that this issue is important to us. My ancestors are all from this area. 
When they find these lava tubes, seal it up and do not expose it. Do not relocate 
them to another ahupua‘a. 

Mr. Ako offered his mana‘o in the event that iwi kūpuna are found and have to be relocated 
during the course of the highway construction: 

When they find those graves, and they need to be relocated, don’t relocate them 
[iwi kūpuna] to other than that ahupua‘a. Find someplace in that ahupua‘a where 
you can put them there. But don’t relocate them to another ahupua‘a, because 
they don’t belong there. The moment you relocate them to another ahupua’a, 
that’s when you get plenty problems. I base this on my personal experience. If 
you keep them in their ahupua’a, no problems.  

Although development may seem inevitable, Mr. Ako believes that people can help shape 
what happens so that it would benefit the community: 

Personally, you cannot stop progress but you can control progress. This is what is 
happening, whether you like it or not. If we don’t say anything about that area, 
then they’ll do whatever they want. If they have original family making a 
comment, it is better.  

     On Oct. 21, Mr. Ako further emphasized his concern of not moving the iwi kūpuna to 
another ahupua‘a. 

The one concern I have is to make sure that if they find any graves, do not 
relocate them…If they have to be moved, find a place that is not obvious but in 
the same ahupua’a, and put them in place there. Do not relocate them to another 
ahupua’a and they won’t have any trouble.  

7.2 Mr. Kelly Greenwell 
CSH interviewed Mr. Kelly Greenwell on June 16, 2008 and again on Oct. 15. Born in Kona 

Hospital in 1941, Mr. Greenwell belongs to the fourth generation of the Greenwell family that 
has been involved in agriculture and ranching since the 1840s. His great-grandfather was 
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William Henry Greenwell, who was the father of Frank Greenwell, the founder and owner of 
Palani Ranch. Frank Greenwell’s son Robert was also a well-known paniolo and is the father of 
Kelly Greenwell. Amy Greenwell, the renowned ethnobotanist, is a cousin once removed.  

Describing himself as “a simple farmer, involved with the community,” Mr. Greenwell is the 
president of Kealakehe Community Association, an organization devoted to improve living 
conditions in the lands of Kealakehe. The majority of the organization’s members are Hawaiian 
and others are from different ethnicities. Mr. Greenwell stated: 

What I am trying to do is form an association into a powerful tool for change. One 
of the things we are trying to do is to build a hospital. I’m a strong believer in the 
grassroots movement. I’m running for county council, and I’m preaching civil 
disobedience. What I mean is we cannot be controlled by laws that are no longer 
meaningful, and we have to [take control] of issues. In doing so, we have to let 
government know what we want to do rather than let government dictate to us. 
We can do it most effectively in a democracy with people who don’t have 
economic interests. 

Mr. Greenwell voiced several concerns, beginning with the proposed placement of the 1-mile 
segment, which curves in a particular way. Asking why does the 1-mile segment curve that way, 
and if it is due to the developer wanting to cross the other highway at a 90-degree angle, Mr. 
Greenwell stated:  

This is a bad place to come in on Hina Lani Street, because you are coming in at a 
curve. If you want to do just land planning, you would want to come in straight. 
That would make the intersection further mauka.  

While looking at the map of the entire proposed 3-mile Ane Keohokalole Highway, Mr. 
Greenwell noted that the highway will pass at least five ahupua‘a, including Keahuolu. He said: 

The likelihood of going in through the lands of Keahuolu, there is a possibility of 
finding something there. There is a quarry there. When the quarry was created, the 
level of concern for archaeology sites was close to zero. Keahuolu is close to 
Kailua Village, and could very well be impacted by a lot of archaeological finds. 
When you consider Kailua to be the capital of Hawai‘i when it received 
nationhood, then there is a likelihood of people [thus, archaeological sites and 
burials] there. 

CSH then asked if he knew of any significant sites in the area, such as caves or any cultural 
resources or practices that might be impacted by the proposed project.  

From my familiarity with this land, I don’t know of any particular cave. The 
biggest cave system was part of the old landfill. I’m not aware of any at that area. 

Mr. Greenwell emphasized, however, that there is a rare tree that is in the project area, called 
the ‘ohe makai (Reynoldsia huehuensis): 
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There is a particular species of tree that occurs in the area. It is not a tree that can 
move; it doesn’t transplant. It’s a relatively rare tree. In this project area, there are 
only ten or 12 ‘ohe makai. 

It’s just one of those situations where we collected the seed and tried to make it 
grow. It grows to a little height. We had 120 of them and they just died off. It 
could be they couldn’t tolerate fertilizer, water—we tried a lot. It’s just a great big 
tree, grows up to 20 feet in height.  

What is needed is a conservation plan that will give protection to rare plants and trees but also 
allow for the growth and needs of present and future generations. Mr. Greenwell said: 

Our situation here is our generation has to plan logically for future generations. If 
we don’t set a reasonable path, then it will be violated by people who go after us 
[the next generations] who don’t care. What you are trying to accomplish here is a 
long-term conservation program. 

There may be other lichen and moss…but all that stuff has to be handled. You 
can’t let hundreds of acres go fallow because there is a tree there. 

When asked his opinion about the proposed highway, Mr. Greenwell pointed out that the 
highway construction should not be the only issue considered, but also other critical issues that 
are connected to it and the future of Hawai‘i: 

We may find in the future that these superhighways may be obsolete. I don’t 
know. There’s a lot of technology that’s beginning to reveal itself. 

We are not looking at transportation, at energy, at jobs as they run in the future. 
We know that if we look back 50 years, you couldn’t imagine this stuff. That’s 
why when we get in the conservation mode, we need to be certain that what we’re 
proposing is appealing to people after [us]. 

When we get to the actual artifacts, I think it is more important to preserve the 
culture rather than the remnants of the culture…We’re looking at a cultural 
process, not just a transportation mode, in designing the highway. If it means 
going around a tree or a site, these are things that have to be preserved in a 
meaningful way so [that] it is not perceived as a pile of rock to people who come 
after us. 

Mr. Greenwell then discussed the energy crisis and how oil companies must be pushed into 
investing in alternative fuels. Comparing the current situation with the tumultuous period of 
change from the use of whale blubber as fuel to the use of petroleum in the 19th century for the 
majority of the planet’s inhabitants, he stressed:  

When you look at the alternative energy discussion, the big companies know what 
they’re doing when it comes to [thinking about fossil fuels]. They have an 
infrastructure in oil that they don’t want to abandon. It’s like they have a whaling 
fleet out there; they’re not going to abandon it for switching to petroleum. 
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Any development should aim to preserve the spirit of the place, according to Mr. Greenwell. 
He has many suggestions on how to preserve the meaning and spirit of a place, and would like to 
be contacted if needed.  

The spirit is gone with other developments in Honokōhau and Kaloko, and has to 
do with modern technology. [We] have to keep spirit intact of the place.  

Drawing a distinction between living culture and the remnants of culture, Mr. Greenwell 
emphasized how one of the key strengths of Hawaiian culture has always been its ability to adapt 
to changing circumstances, and how this characteristic can also help people during these 
contemporary times. He gave an example during King Kamehameha’s reign: 

[The] most important aspect of Hawaiian culture is its ability to accept, to modify, 
and adapt…If you think about it, the monarchy was modeled after the British. 
England helped Kamehameha as they needed a titular head, and Hawai‘i jumped 
into it [governing system of monarchy] and claimed it as their own. 

According to Mr. Greenwell, another strength of Hawaiian culture is its reliance on oral 
history: 

Of the most important things about Hawaiian culture is its use of oral history. 
When you get to written culture, you get to lies. It’s very difficult to lie in an oral 
culture, with oral history. Memory allows you to retain the truth. 

The future of the planet must include the wisdom of Hawaiian elders and living cultural 
practices and beliefs, he said: 

So much of our preservation now is preserving artifacts, so what is happening is 
Hawaiian culture is being lost and what is being preserved is just the meaning…. 

Quite frankly, in order to get the planet to heal itself, the Hawaiian culture is 
essential. It is one culture that has the tools to restore a viable life system.  

  CSH again interviewed Mr. Greenwell regarding the Makai Alternative for the Ane 
Keohokalole Highway on Oct. 15, 2008. Currently running for a seat in the Hawai‘i County 
Council, Mr. Greenwell offered suggestions on how to properly preserve cultural resources such 
as the ‘ohe makai trees (Reynoldsia huehuensis) in the project area and he shared his ideal 
alignment for the highway as one being above the Mauka Alternative. He also further expanded 
his thoughts on Hawaiian culture’s power to adapt and to be creative when it comes to change. 
Whether in the form of the highway, or some other development, change is something he 
believes cannot be stopped. However, he is adamant that if change is handled with the 
imaginative and innovative flair shown by Hawaiians in historical accounts, change could very 
well be shaped to the advantage of not only Kailua-Kona’s residents but for all of Hawai‘i.  

Mr. Greenwell began by emphasizing his concern about the highway entering Hina Lani St. in 
a curvature, saying the following: 

My concern always has been that you are approaching the intersection [Hina Lani 
St.] from a curve. Whether that’s a big issue or not today, I don’t know. But in the 
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future, it may turn out that it is. In other words, if this land develops in this region 
(indicating the area on the map around the proposed highway), it might be a 
difficult place to come in. From an engineering standpoint, that could be worked 
out. There certainly are intersections where they are not completely straight. I 
initially had hoped that it would be further mauka and you could come in straight 
(indicating map where the proposed highway meets with Hina Lani St.) but that 
would have made it a rather dramatic increase in length for the roadway…that 
would have made it a lot more costly. 

The problem is if you save some money and caused a fatality because it was 
poorly engineered, then it’s hard to put the value on what the additional costs 
would be if they did it differently. 

My guess is that this is a big enough roadway that the curvature would be wide 
enough so that there is enough visual distance, if you will, so that would be pretty 
much alleviated. That’s quite a bit of engineering and somebody would make that 
study that knows more of those sorts of things than I do. There’s going to be 
speed limits along there. I’m sure there’s going to be a four-way stop, there’s 
going to be a lighted  intersection so that [the highway coming in at a curvature] 
won’t probably be too much of an issue…It’s a line of sight issue.  

When CSH asked Mr. Greenwell if he had other issues or concerns regarding the new 
alternative, he said: 

It appears to me that [the Makai Alternative] would avoid some large-scale areas 
of what could be culturally important. I don’t know what those structures would 
be…It certainly seems to be a lot less disruptive to archaeological sites. 

In his previous statement regarding the Mauka Alternative, Mr. Greenwell expressed his 
concern for the ‘ohe makai tree. But he clarified his thoughts on how to preserve it, stating: 

Again, to design a roadway around a tree when a tree could be moved...One of the 
things we talked about when we were talking about the old landfill in the area 
around there was that we were concerned about three native trees that were 
disrupting the progress of that plan. What you do instead is to develop a little 
plant nursery and you create three or four thousand of those trees and you plant 
them in the region. You may not have preserved the specimen but you would have 
preserved the variety. And you have turned one tree  virtually into a forest of trees, 
and I think the trade-off is certainly valid. 

When CSH asked if Mr. Greenwell is aware of any other cultural resources or sites and 
practices that might be impacted by the proposed Makai Alternative for the Ane Keohokalole 
Highway, Mr. Greenwell said: 

I don’t know of anything in there that’s anything of significance. I know that this 
area in here has already been bulldozed and graded out, and that may have been 
one of the reasons why they wanted to come in there. I know that there’s 
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endangered plant material…the ‘ohe makai tree is a particular tree that when you 
do find it, it occurs as an adult tree. You don’t find little seedlings of it. It doesn’t 
propagate well at all. It takes real care to doing it. And if you want to try and re-
propagate that tree in the area, you would have to do some work to get it done as 
it is not going to happen naturally… It will work; you have to be on top of it. You 
can’t just put it out there and walk away from it. You would have to be watering 
it… 

So often what happens in these re-forestation things is that they put the plant in, 
and then they’ll abandon it and go on to something else. In order to get the ‘ohe 
makai to grow, you have to be watching it. We’ve tried growing them here at the 
nursery, and we can get them to grow, but we have to take care of it. And you 
can’t put in one as these tiny little plants, they have to go in as fairly large 
trees…I mean two feet, rather than just a seedling. Not a tree structure.  

The other thing is from a landscape standpoint, a lot of times when these kinds of 
trees are rare in the environment, they can be introduced to the landscape 
industry. And they can be planted around golf courses and in public parks and 
used in that way as well.  

Mr. Greenwell asked several questions about the project, including the timing of construction, 
or more specifically, when the developer plans to get it started rather than the completion, 
because as he puts it, “completion dates don’t mean much here in Kona.” Indicating the curved 
Mauka Alternative on the map, he also asked why it was designed to curve in such a manner.  

Focusing on the Makai Alternative and tracing it with his finger, Mr. Greenwell commented 
on the elevation of a certain section near the north end of the rock wall on the USGS map that 
may indicate a cave, and possibly burials.  

Looking at the elevation lines, there is somewhat of a hill there, you can see that 
line going up…The other thing that I was looking at this elevation line…you’ve 
got this structure here…see how this elevation line juts up here and comes down. 
There may be some archaeology that goes on in there…I do know from past 
experience that there is a high spot in there. They might want to investigate it a 
little more closely. There may be some grave sites in there that haven’t turned up, 
just because of the way the topography is.  

When CSH asked for him for further explanation, Mr. Greenwell stated: 

Where that rock wall ends, it kind of goes up to a little hill up there, if I recall, 
that would bear up where the change of elevation is. It’s like, this is an 
outcropping in here and it drops into a little cave structure in here and comes back 
up…It’s just that you’ve got this shallow area in there, which might indicate that 
you have a mouth of a cave or something that should be looked for.  

Mr. Greenwell emphasized his belief that if the highway was constructed above the Mauka 
Alternative so that it would cross Hina Lani St. at a less curved area, it would ultimately be a 
safer route. 
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Just for the record, I would like to continue to say that if I could wave a magic 
wand and re-route this, I would still want to come through on this straight (he 
draws a line above the Mauka Alternative). If I could draw it out, it would be 
something that would be more on these lines, to leave from here and come up 
[further up Mauka Alternative] mauka…that would give you a cleaner, more of a 
90-degree type…  

Pointing to the line that he drew above the Mauka Alternative, a line that indicates his 
preferred alignment for the highway, Mr. Greenwell said: 

I’m just concerned, in the future, somewhere down the road, we would have 
wished that we had done something like that (indicates his drawing of a line 
above the Mauka Alternative). For the several reasons that as the properties 
around the road develop, which we know there are going to, that it would have 
been better as this would have been 90 degrees [and not going into a 
curvature]…What is the reason why they want to come here rather than 
something like that?..Another thing is if you follow this route you would only go 
through two elevation changes…It might be a flatter field to follow, your road 
might be flatter… 

Drawing attention to the area above the Mauka Alternative on the map, Mr. Greenwell 
admitted that he did not know if there were any archaeological studies done in the area where in 
his opinion, would be a better route for the highway.  

 …It might turn out that there are archaeological sites up there, but if there aren’t 
any, then I would think from an aesthetic standpoint, this would be a more 
interesting kind of approach. Anytime you could get a nice sweep to the road, it 
makes it a more pleasant road to drive on. 

When CSH asked about the dryland forest and how his ideal alternative for the highway might 
affect it, Mr. Greenwell said: 

That’s a plus. Because it would be a lot more interesting to skirt the dryland 
forest. From an aesthetic standpoint, it would give you something more 
interesting to drive through. If you are just going to preserve something, that’s 
one thing, but if you are going to preserve it and appreciate it, then it’s more 
valid---it’s no longer the back side of the moon. It’s something that people can 
drive by. From another standpoint, the more of that preservation thing that you do 
that is apparent that you’ve done it, the more interest is created, and ultimately the 
more people you get involved in the preservation of such things.  

Speaking about what needs to be considered in developing Kailua-Kona, Mr. Greenwell 
stated: 

I don’t know what’s going to happen about this County Council race, but these 
are the  kinds of things that the entire council needs to be thinking about when it 
makes these decisions of how it looks at development. Not the attitude that 
development is bad and we don’t want it, but how do you make development so 
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that it’s good and you do want it. Whether we like it or not, there’s going to be a 
lot more people living here in the next 20 years.  

He repeated his belief that traditionally, Hawaiians have not been afraid of making change 
their own. 

Hawaiian culture is vital for the salvation of this planet. Because it’s the only 
culture that’s based on creativity, innovation and change. All other cultures are 
based on staying the same. And that is what’s being lost when we lose Hawaiian 
culture, that capacity to innovate. And that’s how those people were able to 
survive. It’s because every nuance, every opportunity was taken advantage of. 
They didn’t say, “We don’t do it that way here.” When something new was 
created or imagined and came into existence, it was  tried out. So when Vancouver 
showed up with rifles, they didn’t say, “We use spears over here.” They said, “Let 
us see that thing.” When Christianity was introduced into their culture, it wasn’t 
met with rejection. It was met with, “We have all of our gods, but if you have one 
more powerful than ours, bring him and we’ll use him.” That’s why it was so easy 
to introduce Christianity. Just about everything and anything they did accept into 
their culture, they improved upon. The language, the written language, the song 
culture, the music culture. They took a guitar for instance, and turned it into a 
much better instrument than when it was introduced. The slack key guitar, 
because they didn’t know how to tune it, they came out with a much better 
[instrument]. That kind of imaginative and creative thinking is what the culture 
was based on. It was not based on the kinds of things that they are trying to 
preserve today [which], in many cases, are just rockpiles. The magic of the culture 
is being lost and it is being exchanged for artifacts. If we are going to save this 
planet, that’s the kind of attitude and thinking that’s going to have to be re-
introduced. We have to learn to get along with anything and everything that is out 
there and make it work. I think it is vital that we understand that sort of thing. 

7.3 Uncle Karin Haleamau 
CSH met with retired paniolo Uncle Karin Haleamau on July 30, 2008. In addition to 

providing a statement for the proposed Ane Keohokalole Highway, Mr. Haleamau also gave his 
permission to use an interview he provided on March 20, 2008, for a Kaloko/Kohanaiki housing 
development planned near the highway (Monahan et al. 2008). He had no additional comments 
regarding the Makai Alternative. 

Born in 1940, Mr. Haleamau worked for Hu‘ehu‘e Ranch from 1958 to 1993. Hu‘ehu‘e 
Ranch owned Kaloko Ahupua‘a, with the exception of kuleana grants (see Cordy et al. 1991: 
570-71, 580). Familiar with the trails of the project area and ranching history of both Hu‘ehu‘e 
and Palani Ranch, Mr. Haleamau generously shared his mana‘o on life as a Hawaiian cowboy. 
At 68 years old, he keeps fit by continuing to run cattle he owns as well as staying active in the 
community. 

Mr. Haleamau grew up as a child in the 1940s, and when he was seven years old, he took a 
historic trip with his father on the last steamboat of Hawai‘i. He is the third generation to work as 
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a paniolo. His grandfather was also a cowboy, and so was his dad. In effect, Hu‘ehu‘e belongs to 
him, to his father, and grandfather, as they all worked on the ranch. Ranches regularly reached 
out to the community in the form of parades and other events. They were an integral part of the 
community.  

Mr. Haleamau is married to his wife Patricia for 45 years, and they have four children: Gary, 
Kalei, Kevin, and Conrad. They have seven grandchildren. Mr. Haleamau feels it is significant to 
share his lifestyle and experience as a paniolo to all of them: 

I tell my kids you have to learn what the land is about. I’m so concerned about the 
‘āina. God gave us the land for one reason, to use it and to share it. I try to do this 
for the young generation. 

When asked his mana‘o regarding the Ane Keohokalole Highway, Mr. Haleamau stated: 

As long as they are not destroying historical sites. A lot of places must be studied 
by archaeologists that can be saved. The most important thing is that it must be 
done in a pono [correct, proper manner]. Archaeologists must first do research 
and talk to kūpuna to find out what can be saved before it is destroyed. 

When they start to destroy, it will be too late. Do the research before we decide if 
the highway is pono. That is very important to us and to me. We have to preserve 
our culture. Get the archaeologist in there, and from there, then we decide after. 

Life as a paniolo was hard, but also fun. As he recalls it, paniolo at the time did everything to 
make the land “go,” not just taking care of the cattle. A typical work week  was eight hours a day, 
sometimes 10 hours, six days a week. On Sundays, he would go to church, and then work. He 
got paid $170 a month. Each day, they would start work at 7 a.m. 

In the olden days, we did everything to make the land go. We fixed fences, ran 
cattle etc. Only four of us worked the land,” said Mr. Haleamau. “We never 
grumbled, because when we needed help, the ranch gave help. When you are 
working for the ranch, you either survive or don’t work at all because it was a 
rough life. 

Although Hu‘ehu‘e Ranch was considerably bigger than Palani Ranch, the latter had more 
paniolo to care for its land and cattle. “Palani Ranch really took care of its land, they did manual 
work, cleared the land by hand. They had 8-10 guys, and it’s a smaller ranch,” he said. 

Working at the ranch taught him how to appreciate the ‘āina, the abundant resources, and the 
rewards of hard work. “The ranch was very important to us—we can farm on the land, fish and 
hunt. There was enough for us,” he remembered. “We didn’t have to take for tomorrow. My dad 
told us, just take what you need.” Mr. Haleamau noted that there were no luxuries, and 
transportation was limited to horseback riding, or walking. Nature often determined the work, 
such as battling a huge fire in 1978, when a lightning storm touched off a fire which burned 
several thousand acres. 

Regarding the quality of the cattle, Mr. Haleamau reminisced about the strength and beauty of 
the pipi. One cow can weigh over 700 pounds, with horns ranging from two to three feet. “The 
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Hereford and dairy cattle can handle going over the ‘a‘ā [stony lava], beautiful cattle, they were 
strong…It was important to have a strong horse,” he said. Once over the lava, the cows would 
refresh themselves by drinking the brackish water at the coast, which is high in minerals and 
good for the cows. 

Due to the hot and challenging landscape of the mauka Kaloko and Kohanaiki Ahupua‘a, 
water was an extremely precious resource. Mr. Haleamau is aware of only one cave for water 
collection, although he had heard of other caves that were also used to gather water drops that 
dripped into calabashes placed on the floor. He did not have to drink water from caves, as the 
ranch had its own well. “Water was so important here, we didn’t waste water. It was so important 
to cattle.” 

Mr. Haleamau also discussed caves that held burials. He emphasized the importance of 
respecting burials and to ask permission from the iwi kūpuna if the need to enter the cave arises. 
He warned that people who do not ask for permission can fall sick if they disrespect the burials. 

There are three trails in the project area that he is most familiar with, especially one that he 
calls “Uluwini nui.” He describes the start of this trail as being close to a burial. All three trails 
he is aware of began mauka and close together before branching out, depending on their use. One 
trail led makai, so that one can access the sea, while the other trails led to neighboring ahupua’a 
like Honokōhau. He believes old Hawaiians made the roads in order to gather such resources as 
fish. “Maybe this is what trails are for, for those who lived here,” he said. Mr. Haleamau is 
saddened and upset because a lot of trails have been destroyed. “What I’m telling now, it’s a 
dying thing. I’m the only one that can tell you…why are they destroying our land?” 

While working the ‘āina, Mr. Haleamau grew familiar with the plants and crops that were 
available for use and consumption. For example, he used sisal (Agave potatorum) for rope. Fruit 
and plants in and around the project area included avocado, breadfruit, coffee trees, mangoes, 
Hawaiian lemon, navel oranges, purple liliko‘i (Passiflora edulis) and banana poka (Passiflora 
spp.). 

When asked if he observed any traditional practices, Mr. Haleamau noted the presence of 
numerous small pens, where goats were raised by old Hawaiians. But because he was always 
busy with ranching, he was not able to do anything but his work. “Once you get on a horse, brah, 
you get that cow, and you lose it,” he laughed.  

For him, the main area of concern regarding the proposed development is the preservation of 
holding corrals, known as puakini. “I would like them to preserve it, so we could show the 
people…This is very important. This is the one I’m concerned about,” he stressed. “I feel this 
place and the old people who worked there. I feel aloha for that place. If they destroy it, they 
cannot build it again.” 

Speaking about the difference between the old paniolo life and the cowboy life today, Mr. 
Haleamau said: 

Ours was the way to survive, not to compete…we help others, that’s what we did 
[with] our time. It wasn’t a challenge; [it was] more of a responsibility and a life, 
but today it’s so different. I can’t be like that. I’ve seen a lot of good cowboys but 
also bad cowboys. They tested your skills. They would test you with a horse that 
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can buck you. I had to show the kūpuna the habits they taught me, the hard way. 
Until today, I’m still learning. To me, we are all learning. Every day is a new 
thing, we learn. 

Because Mr. Haleamau shared his memories of working on the ranch, his thoughts also turned 
to the people who crossed his path and influenced him in many ways.  

I walked with them, and I want to acknowledge them. If I miss anyone, please 
excuse me. I would like to acknowledge them. These men started the ranch and 
they made us who we are. The old paniolo days, they make sure everybody is 
pono, have kaukau… 

During my time of work at Hu‘ehu‘e, around October 1958 or 1959, I was part-
time at the ranch that was run by Ed Johnson, who was manager at that time. 
There was another manager by the name of Roger Williams. After that, we had 
Dennis Hasarat, and our former and last manager was Carl Carlson. This is my 
time of work. Before these managers came in, I would like to acknowledge the 
people I worked with, including Uncle Kino George Kahananui, Jack Kau‘i Ha‘o, 
John Kapehe, John Apela Sr., Eddie Kalaū, Richard K. Punihaole, Carl Hose, 
Louis Kipano, Thomas K. Lindsey Jr., Gilbert Louwando, Clyde Bulē, my brother 
Herman K. Haleamau, Henry Ha‘o Jr., Joe B. Keka Sr., mechanic Peter Cantor 
Sr., pasture herdsman Herbert Kono, Henry Sereon Sr., Simeon Tina Jr., William 
Gomes Sr., Kazui Matsumoto, Clifford Medeiros Sr. and Pek‘e Bob Manuel Sr. 
They are all paniolo and employees of Hu‘ehu‘e Ranch before my time and after, 
who taught me most about the cattle and cultural work, how to live together and 
survive. 

Mr. Haleamau recalled his childhood days when as a six-year-old, his father would take him 
riding horseback at night. As the horses slowly trotted up and down trails along Kohanaiki, his 
father would play music and both would drink in the soft sights and sounds of the night around 
them. 

My father always said take care of the land, it is not ours to fight, not ours to take, 
it’s ours to be…it is for everyone. I want this to be pono, for every piece of land. I 
still remember the old Hawaiians when I used to ride with my father—their house 
was always open. The first thing you see is kaukau [food], and there are no signs 
telling you that you are trespassing. 

He emphasized his need to share his mo’olelo about his paniolo life and experiences and the 
knowledge he gained working with people, animals and the land. It is knowledge that can inspire 
people to take care of the land. 

If I don’t share it with you now, it will never be spoken anymore by anyone who 
has more experience than I have had, in this ‘āina of ours. Now is the time to 
share with the next generation; there’s a lot of memories that I have. If they could 
feel the mana, and mana‘o of what is true, then they could mālama the ‘āina. The 
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‘āina is going to be here forever more. I love this land. And don’t forget to 
mahalo a Ke Akua [i.e., to thank God]. He loves us. That’s what it is about… 

I want to acknowledge whatever goes on now, and not to feel sorry later on, 
because this is for the next generation to be preserved. And I want everybody to 
understand that what we are doing is for all of us. And please support the whole 
community and let’s do the right thing now.  

7.4 Mr. Isaac Harp 
CSH met Mr. Isaac Harp on June 4, 2008 and spoke to him again on Oct. 14 regarding the 

Makai Alternative for the highway. He was born 50 years ago in New Orleans. His father was of 
Native American Cherokee and Irish descent, who met his mother Agnes Puakalehua Nihi-Harp, 
a pure Hawaiian, in Honolulu while he was stationed in the Navy. In 1963, the young Harp 
arrived in Hawai‘i. Mr. Harp was involved in commercial fishing from the mid-1980s to the mid-
1990s, and he is knowledgeable about traditional fishing practices, thanks in part from 
knowledge shared by many of his relatives, including Uncle Val Ako. Mr. Harp married his wife 
Tammy on Kamehameha Day 21 years ago. He has five children: Isaac “Ikey” Chun, 36; stepson 
Chad Neizman, 30; Samson Harp, 27; Jacob Harp, 20; and Cherish Harp, 19.  

Mr. Harp explained his background and his ‘ohana ties to Honokōhau, starting with his 
mother Agnes “Puakalehua” who lived in the ahupua’a of Honokōhau Iki near the beach as a 
young girl. Two of his uncles are buried in Kaloko-Honokōhau National Park, as well as some of 
his mother’s aunts, uncles, and grandparents. Mr. Harp explained that two ahupua‘a make up 
Honokōhau: Honokōhau Nui, and Honokōhau Iki. The latter is a very thin ahupua‘a and the 
former is a wider space of land.  

The farthest back I can go on my mom’s genealogy at this time is my mother’s 
great-great-grandfather Kalua, who lived on a piece of land in the ahupua’a of 
Honokōhau Iki. The name of the property is “‘Elepaio.” Kalua and his daughter 
Pua Kalua purchased ‘Elepaio from the Hawaiian Kingdom government during 
the Great Māhele period. Since no land transfers occurring after the unlawful 
displacement of the Hawaiian Kingdom government are legitimate, I assume that 
a descendant of Kalua/Pua Kalua maintains a lawful claim to ‘Elepaio.  

When asked if he is aware of any cultural sites in the actual project area, Mr. Harp stated that 
he was not sure if any burials are in the area of development because he has not been there 
personally. But he then asserted that if there are any old trails, there are likely to be burials 
nearby. 

In the old days, there were people that died on the trails and many would be 
buried near the trail. The maka‘āinana [the common folk] were usually buried 
near the location where they died, but those believed to possess significant mana 
[spiritual power], such as royal descendants, were usually cared for in a manner 
that would secure [hide] their iwi from rivals and others seeking to gain the 
deceased person’s mana. It is believed that our mana is contained in our iwi. 
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Mr. Harp expressed his support for improved traffic flow, although he stated that “the 
proposed highway is a bandage on a bigger wound that was created by poor planning and 
unforeseen population growth.” Mr. Harp believes that, as proposed, a bottleneck will result 
where the proposed roadway intersects with Henry Street, and where Henry Street intersects with 
the highway: 

I think we need improved roadways especially on this side of the island. Past 
planners haven’t considered future needs in previous planning. It poses a financial 
difficulty for taxpayers today, because taxpayers now have to buy the properties 
and any existing structures where roadways need to be built. It would have been 
less expensive if those lands were purchased prior to the homes and businesses 
being built on them. I don’t think there was any long-term vision of planners 
thinking back then. 

Describing critical issues such as employment, the rise of fuel prices and what needs to be 
changed, Mr. Harp points out that part of the problem is that the jobs are often located far away 
from where residents live: 

The whole discussion of planning started on the wrong foot, with hotels being 
separated from residential areas where employees would reside. This puts them in 
a position where residents have to travel long distances for low-wage jobs. With 
the rise of fuel prices, those jobs will not be sustainable for those individuals in 
the future. This is going to place a heavy burden on the state economy because 
these individuals may end up on public assistance unless alternative jobs are 
provided near their place of residence. 

Mr. Harp maintains that planners should have realized in the beginning that people need to 
reside near their workplace to avoid the long and costly rides. The same holds true for access to 
shopping and other services such as doctors: 

We should have been planning self-contained communities where employment 
and services can all be found in those smaller communities. The way it is now, 
people have to travel across the island to see a doctor, or a dentist, or to just go 
shopping in some instances.  

As island people, we need to look at the island approach to planning where 
everything you need is contained in the community where you live. The problem 
stems from importing planners with a U.S. mentality that doesn’t comply with 
self-sufficiency or self- sustainability of individual communities.  

An emphasis on developing Hawai‘i’s self-sufficiency would reduce dependency on imported 
goods, particularly food, according to Mr. Harp. This direction could provide more jobs to the 
local community and help reduce the number of local people leaving Hawai‘i to seek 
employment elsewhere: 

We’ve already experienced what some people have termed a “brain drain” with a 
lot of our younger generation leaving Hawai‘i due to [the] high cost of living and 
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a lack of jobs offering decent wages. My oldest son relocated from Hawai‘i to Las 
Vegas due to the lower cost of living there and better employment opportunities. 

Everything is in a global trade mentality and we’re losing touch with the reality of 
how at risk we are as one of the most isolated locations on the planet. Our 
dependence on imports has placed us in a very precarious situation. Considering 
the rise in fuel costs, imports will rise in cost as well and individuals and families 
already having a difficult time affording food and other necessities will be forced 
to leave Hawai‘i in order to survive. Hawai‘i’s number one industry is tourism 
and as tourism slows due to rising cost of airfares, the number of jobs will begin 
to shrink forcing a larger percentage of Hawai‘i’s population into poverty.  

What we need to do is to conduct a carrying capacity study to determine what size 
population our natural resources can support and plan for that projected larger 
population. The carrying capacity can determine how many more people we can 
sustain on the islands. We need a reform of immigration laws to put a cap on how 
many people can move to Hawai‘i from elsewhere. We have people moving to 
Hawai‘i from the United States and many other places, and we have likely already 
exceeded the carrying capacity of our natural resources. The fish are almost gone; 
we’re paving and building on lands that could be used for growing our food; our 
fresh water supplies are over-stressed. If you look at the bigger picture, we’re on a 
path to self-destruction. 

Last year, Mr. Harp was invited to speak at a food sustainability conference, and he shared 
with the audience as well as Governor Lingle his idea to use prisoners to grow food: 

A lot of our tax dollars are stressed because there are so many needs, and 
available tax dollars can only stretch so far…I mentioned we have a large prison 
population for those who supposedly violated laws. So these people are locked 
away and the taxpayers are forced to pay for their cost of living. We should use 
the non-violent prisoners who want to participate in a low-wage work program. 

Their participation in work programs could help cover their cost of living, can be 
viewed as compensation for their crimes, and a portion of their wages could be set 
aside for when they are released from prison so that they have some funds to help 
them transition back into the community. With no funds to support themselves 
when released from prison, many have few alternatives forcing some to resort to 
further crimes just to survive. Our prison population is a valuable resource we are 
not tapping into and we should. Everybody that I shared the idea with thought it 
was a good idea, but it’s sad that no one in a position to do anything about it took 
the initiative to make the next step.  

Mr. Harp is the owner of Makamaka Enterprises, which started as a commercial fishing 
enterprise but later was converted into a cultural consultancy business. The name means “friends 
sharing freely with one another.” He is currently involved in ensuring burials are safe and 
protected during the course of land development at the 350-acre West Hawaii Business Park, 
which is owned by Lanihau Partners, LLC.  
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As a cultural consultant/monitor, he conducts monitoring of on-site activities, ensures that 
burial caves are permanently sealed, and that sites requiring further treatment are protected by 
buffer walls. “Because these are lava tube burials, we are taking a different approach. The buffer 
is measured from the ‘burial chamber’ and the lava tube or sink hole entry rather than from the 
burial itself,” he said. When any machine comes into the property, he helps identify any potential 
cultural resources before the machines can enter, establishes boundaries where machines are not 
allowed, and monitors their activity while operating on-site. 

While looking at the map of the proposed Ane Keohokalole Highway, which commences at 
the intersection of Henry Street and Palani, Mr. Harp stated that the highway appears to be 
designed to accommodate further development since it extends north to a point near the Keāhole 
Airport. He also said the following: 

I think it’s ridiculous to create an intersection on Henry Street. They need to 
bypass the town, not drain the traffic down to the highway where traffic is already 
a problem. It will be a huge bottleneck coming on Henry Street. Henry Street will 
be a mad intersection. Henry Street should be bypassed, because Henry Street 
can’t handle all the capacity. 

According to Mr. Harp, if the highway is developed, native trees and endangered plants need 
to be conserved by either relocation or rerouting the path of the roadway to minimize impacts. It 
would also help if cultural monitors are provided to monitor disturbances to ensure that any 
inadvertent finds are handled properly. “I hope they consider voluntarily bringing in cultural 
monitors to review the area prior to bringing machinery in,” Mr. Harp said. In addition, because 
there is a possibility for burial sites and other cultural resources being located along the path of 
the proposed roadway, Mr. Harp suggested that an archaeological inventory on those resources 
must be completed before any disturbance is allowed. The process of inventory should include 
archaeologists and cultural monitors. 

Speaking about his work with West Hawai‘i Business Park, Mr. Harp believes it is possible 
for developers to be able to work with cultural consultants and monitors to minimize negative 
impacts to cultural resources from land disturbances.  

What me and Lanihau Properties, LLC, President, Jimmy Greenwell are doing is 
an example showing that developers can be sensitive to cultural concerns by 
working with cultural consultants and cultural monitors while at the same time, 
realizing a profit from their investment.   

Mr. Harp asked how wide the complete highway would be, not just the 1-mile segment. He 
also wondered why the roadway was not being looked at in its entirety. He referred County of 
Hawai‘i Planner, Chris Yuen; former County of Hawai‘i Council member, Curtis Tyler; and 
Kona residents Kupuna Arthur Mahi and Mr. Robert Punihaole. 

On Oct. 16, Mr. Harp made additional comments regarding the Makai Alternative for the 
proposed Ane Keohokalole Highway: 
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One thing I am concerned with is that there are two (2) burials on Jimmy 
Greenwell’s property that might be affected by the new Makai Alternative. The 
Greenwell property is being developed as “West Hawai‘i Business Park.”  The 
burials of concern are situated makai (seaward) of the proposed highway, but due to 
the low resolution of the maps that were provided it is difficult to determine the 
precise location of the proposed highway in relation to the burial sites. One of the 
burial sites includes two (2) significant lava tubes that served as burial locations and 
living locations. Both tubes go quite a distance mauka (inland), and I am hoping 
that the roadway as proposed doesn’t cross either of the tubes. The proposed 
highway itself appears to be crossing the Greenwell’s property (North-South). I do 
not believe that Jimmy is planning on developing the area where the alignment of 
the proposed highway is located, at least for the time being. 

May I have a copy of the archaeological survey and the burial treatment plan for the 
proposed highway?  

7.5 Mr. Duane Keanaaina 
CSH interviewed Mr. Keanaaina on May 14, 2008. Born in Kalaoa Kona, Hawai‘i, in 1952, 

Mr. Keanaaina’s ‘ohana is from Kohanaiki as well as neighboring O‘oma, Kalaoa, Ho‘ona, 
Mahai‘ula, Makalawena and Pu‘uanahulu. The Keanaainas spent a lot of time in Kaloko and 
Honokōhau. They also traversed the project area hunting feral goats and pigs, and gathered 
seasonal fruit. He is knowledgeable about several trails traversing near or around the project 
area. Additional information on the trails can be obtained from the Hao and Lee ‘Ohana. Mr. 
Keanaaina was also interviewed recently for a CIA in the Kohanaiki area (Monahan et al. 2008), 
and he gave his permission to use portions of his previous interview for this project. 
Additionally, Mr. Keanaaina provided comments specific to this project. 

When asked if he has any comments about the proposed highway, Mr. Keanaaina stated the 
following:  

The highway makes sense because it is addressing problems that we are currently 
having with Queen Ka‘ahumanu highway. The way it is now, people who have 
kids in Kealakehe school come down Palani Road to drop off their kids. This way, 
if you are coming from Henry Street, you can ease the pressure of Queen 
Ka‘ahumanu Highway. Hina Lani Street is perfect because it can ease the traffic 
pressure on Queen Ka‘ahumanu Highway…By putting in all these road spurs, you 
are taking a lot of pressure off. 

Mr. Keanaaina linked the proposed highway to the planned residential development in 
neighboring Kohanaiki, saying that the new highway can help provide access to it and other 
nearby residential areas when needed. 

Right now, the more they put this type of road, then if you had a fire, or an 
accident, it would be easier for the emergency services to reach the affected area. 
As this whole area goes, as they plan this, the county has to implement better 
roads and wider roads so the community itself is safer. 
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Expressing his mana‘o not only with the highway itself, Mr. Keanaaina also discussed the two 
areas alongside the highway and pedestrian safety. “The density they are talking about this area 
is so gigantic, they should review what they are going to do on both sides of the new highway, 
and consider pedestrian tunnels for pedestrian access,” he stressed.  

He provided suggestions on the construction of the Ane Keohokalole highway for maximum 
safety: 

The highway is well-placed, if they designed it so that the sidewalk is wider than 
four feet, and you can put a striping in the side so they can have a bicycle lane. I 
would make the highway two lanes and 40-feet across on the lanes that the 
vehicles will be moving on. You will probably need another 10 feet for bicycles 
and then curbing, and then the four feet wide sidewalk… 

I would really stay away from four lanes on the highway, as people have a 
tendency of speeding if there are four lanes. People drive carefully if there are two 
lanes. If they do it this way, it will be all right. 

In a previous interview for another project, Mr. Keanaaina described the cultural resources in 
the neighboring ahupua‘a of Kohanaiki as well as Kaloko. Near the project area for the proposed 
highway, there is a remnant lowland forest. He also noted the presence of the native plant called 
“ko‘ko‘olau” (Bidens spp.). When dried, it is taken as a tea or used medicinally as a tonic. It is 
often preferred over store-bought tea because of its pleasant taste. There are other native plants, 
some endangered, which also thrive near or within the project area. Seeds from these plants 
should be collected and replanted as part of the landscape design plan. 

7.6 Mr. Reggie Lee 
Cultural Surveys Hawai‘i met with Mr. Reggie Lee on Oct. 17, 2008. A conservation 

enforcement officer for the State of Hawai‘i Dept. of Land and Natural Resources, Mr. Lee was 
born in 1950 in Kailua-Kona. He is the son of Maluihi Ako Lee and Robert Lee. Mr. Lee’s 
mother, also affectionately known as “Auntie Elizabeth,” was designated a Living Treasure in 
1993 by the Office of Hawaiian Affairs for her mastery and contributions to the art of lau hala 
weaving.  

According to Mr. Lee, as a young girl, his mother was raised by her aunt and uncle of the 
Kananui family. By the age of six, she was following in her aunt’s footsteps by gathering leaves 
from the puhala tree (pandanus tree, Pandanus odoratissimus) and weaving them into lau hala 
mats, bowls and baskets. In 1995, Auntie Elizabeth established the well-known annual Ka Ulu 
Lauhala O Kona Weaving Conference which has introduced lau hala weaving to countless 
others. 

Raised in Kohanaiki, Mr. Lee’s connection to Honokōhau and Kaloko Ahupua‘a began as a 
youngster. The Lee ‘ohana regularly visited the Honokōhau fishpond and Mr. Lee recalled the 
fun he had playing in the Aimakapa fishpond and fishing in the ‘Ai‘opio fishtrap along with his 
uncles. He also vividly described playing in the Honokōhau hōlua (stone slide), running up and 
down on it with friends.  
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“We used to think it was a stairway to heaven, because it would go straight up,” Mr. Lee said. 
But instead, the top of the hōlua came up to flat, lava fields with graves on the side of it. There 
were at least four or five graves, and one was under a shed with a tin roof. 

Besides his knowledge of the cultural resources and sites in Kaloko and Honokōhau, Mr. Lee 
also has fond memories of the people who once lived in what is now the Kaloko-Honokōhau 
National Historical Park. 

I remember all the people that used to live there, my uncle Diego Padillo, and his 
wife, auntie Ku‘ulei. They used to live there and we would spend some nights 
there. I remember the old man Felix, he used to be the luna of the fishing village. 
He used to live there. Right by the ‘Ai‘opio fishtrap, there were some houses and 
all along the shoreline. There were about six houses along the shoreline.  

Mr. Lee painted a portrait of the tiny Honokōhau fishing village in the mid-1950s to early 
1960s. During these frequent visits, he particularly enjoyed the sound of ocean waves at night, as 
the houses were built on short stilts. When high tide occurred, Mr. Lee could hear “the water 
rustling underneath.” 

    He  named other relatives who lived in the fishing village of Honokōhau. One was his Filipino 
uncle, Pascual Tailen, who married his aunt Dorothy Kamaka who was also called “Auntie Lei.”   
Describing his Uncle Pascual, Mr. Lee said: 

He used to be a fisherman; he used to take me out on his boat. That man was so 
incredible. He had no high school diploma, but by the time he died, he [had] built 
six to  seven homes and a couple of boats. He was amazing. At that time, I didn’t 
appreciate him because he didn’t say much. He was a man of few words. But he 
was a very smart man, always smoking his pipe and thinking. He and I used to go 
fishing, catching ‘ōpelu  (Mackerel scad, Decapterus pinnulatus and D. 
maruadsi) and ū‘ū (Myripristis, also known as menpachi in Japanese). We used to 
get so much fish. We had good luck, he and I.  

When he was nine or 10, and depending on the schedule of coffee-picking and school, Mr. 
Lee would spend time with his Uncle Pascual and Auntie Lei, going camping and fishing. He 
described a certain site at the back of the village, where he found petroglyphs. One of the 
petroglyphs depicted a musket and another illustrated a huge sailboat. 

Right in the back of the Honokōhau village, there was a swamp there. We used to 
find petroglyphs, along the wall, on the mauka side of the village. There used to 
be cattle that came down there. 

The visits to the fishing village became less frequent when Mr. Lee got older and more 
involved in sports. When he started to go back, at age 15 or 16 years old, it was not the same. 
“The place had changed. A lot of houses had fallen, a lot of people had moved out,” he recalled. 

When not visiting relatives by the seaside, Mr. Lee roamed mauka in Kohanaiki and Kalaoa. 
The Lee ‘ohana lived up the mauka-makai trail in Kohanaiki from Mr. Lee’s grandmother, and 
he recollected visiting her often. 
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My dad’s mom, Tūtū Lady, she was pure Hawaiian, but she died when I was 
around ten…That was the first funeral I ever went to, my grandma. Very petite, 
hard worker,  used to pick coffee. They weren’t rich at all. We used to walk down 
to her house. Everything was done by feet, no cars…We would stop and pick 
guavas, stop and pick  mountain apples, stop and pick mango. We never wanted 
for snacks.  

I remember distinctly walking down the trail during the ‘awapuhi season (wild 
ginger, Zingiber zerumbet) and the smell would be incredible. I used to remember 
cowboys roping pipi (cattle) around the tree, and they’d go out and find more, and 
tie it to another tree. Wild pipi, big and small.  

His mother would make him collect kukui (candlenut tree, Aleurites moluccana) nuts to make 
‘inamona (relish made with cooked candlenut and sea salt). The relish is preferably made with 
nuts that are more wet than dry.  

Each morning, while walking to school from Kohanaiki to Kalaoa, Mr. Lee recalled passing 
cowboys waiting for their ride to Hu‘ehu‘e Ranch, their lunch pails or kini ‘ai slung over their 
shoulders. As he passed houses, he would breathe in the smells, sights and sounds of traditional 
households waking up.  

A lot of houses we passed by in the morning had the aroma of coffee, chickens 
crowing around everywhere, the smell of pig pens and hardly any cars. 

It was a simple life that was nevertheless a life full of happiness and creativity, said Mr. Lee.  

And in school, it was fun too. We could wear jeans…We used to be so inventive. 
Everybody, all the kids in school, made guns out of ginger root, the holster out of 
cardboard. We used to make our own slingshots with old strips of rubber. We 
looked for a tree branch shaped like a “Y” and tied the rubber to it. Old shoes with 
a tongue, to put the rock in it. You take a string and you tie the rubber around the 
stick. We were so inventive, we had fun doing it, shooting birds, cats, and dogs. 
We had so much fun as kids. 

Other pastimes included games played with whatever materials were handy. One game was 
called “Bull Durham.”  

The way we did it, it was like Dodgeball. We used to use empty cigarette bags 
(Durham cigarettes) and stuff it with sand to make it full. The object of the game 
is you pick five guys, one guy in the team has the Bull Durham…The other team 
has it but nobody knows until everybody exposes it. Then you get whacked by it. 

When CSH asked what he specifically thinks about the Makai Alternative and the Ane 
Keohokalole Highway, Mr. Lee noted that he is for “a middle ground, midway highway to 
relieve traffic.”However, he remains concerned about the historical properties that are shown as 
being affected in the project area maps.  
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He also brought up family knowledge of graves and caves in the area of the proposed 
highway. 

My mom and Uncle Kino have said there’s a lot of caves right in the area, close to 
where  the stone wall fell. But I cannot tell for sure where it us. Even on the 
opposite side of Hina Lani, there are graves, but also a lot of caves. More caves 
than graves, and I don’t know if there are burials in the caves. 

Besides lava tubes and burials, Mr. Lee pointed out the presence of the koko‘olau plant 
(Bidens spp.), whose leaves are enjoyed for its taste and medicinal properties. In the past, the Lee 
‘ohana have gathered this plant around the project area and they occasionally still stop the car 
and gather for their own use. 

The koko‘olau sprouts all over, but it may be hard to save. I’d like to save these 
plants,  but when it comes to the highway and serving people’s needs, the 
koko‘olau can go somewhere, replanted somewhere else.   

Mr. Lee emphasized that although he thinks the highway is needed, he needs to have several 
questions answered before he can fully support the project. He asked the following questions: 

1.     What trails are going to be impacted? 

2.     On the Kohala side of Hina Lani, where are the trails? 

3.     Is it possible to see the archaeological survey? 

4.     Who owns the land that the highway will go through?  

5.     Did they find any endangered plants in this area of Honokōhau and Kaloko, and along 
Kealakehe Parkway?  

7.7 Kupuna Arthur Mahi 
CSH met with retired paniolo and Native Hawaiian Kupuna Arthur Mahi on May 31, 2008 

and also interviewed him via telephone on Aug. 21 and again on Sept. 3. When contacted again 
on Oct. 16 regarding the Makai Alternative, Kupuna Mahi did not have additional comments. He 
provided a statement on the proposed Ane Keohokalole Highway and gave his permission to use 
an interview he provided on March 20, 2008, for a Kaloko/Kohanaiki housing development 
planned near the highway (Monahan et al. 2008). Kupuna Mahi lived in Kohanaiki and currently 
resides in Hamanamana Ahupua‘a. He worked for Hu‘ehu‘e Ranch in the 1930s to 1946. In 
1947, he was drafted in the army. Kupuna Mahi was stationed in Korea, Lebanon, Philippines 
and Vietnam, among other places, and was a member of the military police. Married to his wife 
Theresa for 55 years, Kupuna Mahi has 18 hanai children, including his own. He is 
knowledgeable about traditional fishing, trails, native plants and other Hawaiian cultural 
resources, beliefs and practices. 

When asked his mana‘o regarding the Ane Keohokalole highway, Kupuna Mahi expressed 
reservations about what the effect of the highway would be.  
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What is, if they were finish[ed]. The way they going, they put it down, take it off, 
put it down, take it off… they make it look nice after all they dig ‘em up again 
and recycle it. They grind ‘em all up and put back again. And look where they’re 
at, nowhere! They not even finished from Honokōhau to Kailua. 

He noted that building too many roads in Kailua-Kona would make it look like O‘ahu and 
may lead to other problems such as animals wandering onto the highway and getting hurt.  

When you make too much road, there is no more place for the animals. The 
animals will be on the road most of the time. Leave some open range for the 
animals… Too much road is a problem, you see the one in O‘ahu? Which road is 
for them? 

Kupuna Mahi recommended that the road should follow the ahupua‘a road that runs mauka to 
makai. 

If you use the ahupua‘a road, it’s okay. Because they don’t bury people there. If 
they go through the land, you know how many bodies are there? Don’t move 
them because they’ve been there ‘til doomsday…    

In a previous interview regarding a housing development near the vicinity of the proposed 
highway (see Monahan et al., 2008), Kupuna Mahi stated his concerns about the‘āina. He 
questions why trees such as the wiliwili (Erythrina sandwicensis) are dying, noting there are 
hardly any more mango trees or native trees like alahe‘e (Psydrax odoratum). During the 1930s 
to 1940s, these trees flourished in the surrounding land around the proposed housing 
development in Kaloko/Kohanaiki ahupua‘a. Plants like banana, uhi or yam (Dioscorea alata), 
and pia, a Polynesian arrowroot (Tacca leontopetaloides) were also widely distributed and used 
as food and medicine. “All kinds of plants were present, until these were choked by the bushes,” 
said Kupuna Mahi.  

According to Kupuna Mahi, such plants were integral to Hawaiians not only for their use as a 
food and medicine resource but also for their connection to other aspects of life. For example, he 
cites a Hawaiian proverb that when the alahe‘e tree blossoms, the he‘e (squid, octopus) are 
momona (fat)and ready to harvest. Another saying involves the lākana (Lantana camara); when 
this plant blossoms, the hā‘uke‘uke (Colobocentrotus atratus), an edible variety of sea urchin, 
are also momona. If while harvesting the urchin, one was stung by the spikes of the hā‘uke‘uke, 
lemon or vinegar could be used to neutralize its sting. 

Kupuna Mahi remains steadfast in his insistence that plants must be respected. People need to 
be aware of giving back to the ‘āina whenever harvesting them. “When you plant, the plant is 
not just for you, but for everything and everyone,” he said. “Everything that grows in the culture, 
you respect them. If you don’t take care of them, they die.”  For Hawaiians, there is no such 
thing as one earth day once a year; rather, it is every single day. “Our earth day is every day,” 
Kupuna Mahi noted. “You take care of the ‘āina and the ‘āina will take care of you.”  

This belief goes hand-in-hand with his conviction that no one can really own the land. “When 
people buy the land, you only buy the use of the land,” he said. “Who owns the land? Ke Akua 
(God) and grandparents…When you die, you can’t take the land with you. You don’t own the 
land, the land owns you. What belongs to Hawai‘i, belongs to Hawai‘i.” 
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As far as Kupuna Mahi is concerned, “the iwi own the place.” He recounted the traditional 
practice of Hawaiians burying their loved ones in the lava tubes or caves around the Kaloko and 
Kohanaiki ahupua‘a. Since there were hardly, if any, cemeteries before, Hawaiians used the 
places where they lived. They wrapped their loved ones with a tapa cloth and placed them in 
lava tubes or caves.  

Caves were also used for other purposes, such as water collection. It was sometimes the case 
that water was collected in caves where iwi would also be present. Hence, Kupuna Mahi stated 
that one must always ask permission from the iwi, before collecting the water. “You always say 
mahalo when entering, aloha, and mahalo when leaving.” He frequently utilized the water 
collection in caves, noting that some water drips were fast, and some were slow. He brought his 
own calabash to collect the water, which tasted like “regular water.” 

Besides collecting water in caves, Kupuna Mahi recounted diving in the deep sea with a 
gallon jug to collect water from the fresh water springs in the ocean, during the 1970s. Rain was 
also used for water. He also drank brackish water from the anchialine ponds in Kaloko, 
Honokōhau and Ho‘ona. “We got water all over the coast,” said Kupuna Mahi. He added that a 
limu (algae, seaweed), or moss was squeezed as a source of water and was found at the entrance 
of ana (caves).  

An avid fisherman, Kupuna Mahi shared some of the traditional ways of preserving fish. 
Using fish like aku, bonito or skipjack (Katsuwonus pelamis), he preserves them in Hawaiian sea 
salt, for up to 10 years. The fermentation yields a liquid condiment similar to bagoong, a Filipino 
fermented shrimp/fish condiment.  

According to Kupuna Mahi, there are plenty of trails, mauka-makai, near and around the 
project area. He underscored the importance of preserving the trails. “Don’t build houses on the 
trails,” he warned. “Spirits are going to come, donkeys, people on the trail, through the house.”  

Kupuna Mahi told of stories of people who complained about spirits that continue to pass 
through their house, as if they were still walking on a trail. He also advised against moving iwi, 
saying “Don’t move the burials, because the artifacts are theirs.” 

Through his lifestyle, cultural practices and beliefs, Kupuna Mahi expressed the value and the 
need to respect the Hawaiian worldview, where nature and people are interconnected and mingle 
with the past, present and future. “Everything you do is not for you. It is for the future, for the 
grandchildren, great-grandchildren etc. If you don’t know now, it’s too late.”  

7.8 Mr. Clarence Medeiros Jr. 
CSH interviewed Mr. Clarence Medeiros Jr. on June 6, 2008 and contacted him again on Oct. 

14. He did not have further comments regarding the Makai Alternative. Mr. Medeiros Jr.’s 
‘ohana are from Honokōhau, South Kona and O‘ahu, and he is recognized as a cultural 
descendant to the project area. His great-great-great grandfather owned kuleana in Honokōhau 
Nui and Honokōhau Iki, his granduncle lived there, and other relatives are buried there. Mr. 
Medeiros Jr. was born in South Kona 56 years ago, and is a war veteran who served in the U.S. 
Army from 1969 to 1972 with a tour of duty in Vietnam from 1970 to 1971. He owns a coffee 
and macadamia nut farm and has been married to his wife Nellie for 38 years. They have two 
children, Jacob, 34, and Kareen, 36. In his spare time, Mr. Medeiros Jr. helps care for the Ala 
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Kahakai trail in South Kona, which he believes to have been built in the 1600s, older than the 
Alaloa.   

When asked his opinion about general development in Kona, Mr. Medeiros Jr. said: 

Too fast. The roads cannot handle, the roads are unsafe for the speed of 
development coming up. The resources like water, electricity, roads, are stressed 
by these developments because the infrastructure is not ready for this. 

Regarding the proposed highway, Mr. Medeiros Jr. stated the following: 

It’s going to help with the traffic. My wife works down there and she has to go 
through that mess everyday. It takes an hour or longer, when it should be at least 
20 minutes shorter. 

As for his concerns about the impact of the highway construction on cultural practices, 
resources and sites, Mr. Medeiros mentioned a mauka-makai trail that he says has already been 
breached. He also identified a medicinal plant, the pilo (Capparis sandwichianais): 

From the ahupua‘a of Keauhuolu to the ahupua‘a of Kohanaiki, the maiapilo or 
pilo be found growing. It is an endemic plant with medicinal properties and is 
considered “vulnerable,” likely to become endangered in the near future. I learned 
about this plant from Earl Leslie Sr. 

With things so fast moving, we could lose it all, if it is not protected. I personally 
use this plant when I get a sore back. I used to go by the highway adjoining the 
Queen Lili‘uokalani property, there was plenty there, and now (it’s) gone. But 
there are some along the road by K-Mart, but it’s going. 

Mr. Medeiros Jr. shared his knowledge of how to use the pilo for medicinal purposes. 
According to him, one can take the bark, scrape it with salt, dampen with water, and apply to the 
area that is hurting. It could be used for sore backs, or, for example, on horses which have hurt 
their legs. Mr. Medeiros Jr. continues to gather pilo when he needs it, near or along the area of 
the proposed highway. 

The possibility of the pilo plant growing within the proposed project area is likely 
and the proposed development will negatively impact the habitat of the vulnerable 
pilo by destroying the ecological balance of its environment…If pilo plants are 
found, I suggest that mitigation/improvement measures be taken. Possible action 
could be to create buffers around existing plants for protection. Also, designate 
open areas to foster future growth of pilo to provide a protected and perpetual 
source of this medicinal plant.  

I continue to harvest pilo for medicinal and cultural use and I would like to see 
access to the pilo be available to us as cultural practitioners. 

Mr. Medeiros Jr. recommended that CSH also contact Uncle Arthur Mahi, Clarence Rapoza, 
Reginald Lee, Chauncey Wong Yuen and Ruby McDonald for their mana‘o on the ahupua‘a to 
be affected by the highway.  
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7.9 Mrs. Cynthia Nazara 
Mrs. Cynthia Nazara provided a statement for the subject CIA on May 22, 2008. In addition, 

she also gave permission to use the statement she recently provided for another CIA in the 
Kohanaiki and Kaloko Ahupua‘a (Monahan et al. 2008). Mrs. Nazara also gave additional 
comments on the Makai Alternative on Oct. 16. Mrs. Nazara’s ‘ohana is from the project area 
and surrounding ahupua’a. Her great-great grandfather, William Keanaaina, was the caretaker of 
Kaloko Fishpond. Her mother, Malaea Keanaaina, was born in Honokōhau junction, while her 
grandparents are from O‘oma. Mrs. Nazara serves on the Hawai‘i Island Burial Council and is an 
active member of the Kona Hawaiian Civic Club. She was born on O‘ahu in 1947, and moved to 
Hawai‘i at age 13. Cynthia is the oldest of 10 siblings, and is the first cousin of Mrs. Ruby 
McDonald, one of the community contacts for this cultural impact assessment.  

When asked what she thinks about the proposed highway, Mrs. Nazara stated the following: 

You know people coming from Waimea, they [are] coming from… you know 
[where] Palani Road is…We lucky not [to be] in Hina Lani and Palisades. As it is, 
everybody coming from down there, going home, goes up Palisades. You know, 
all the workmen. And…for us, if it’s not intrusive, we feel, if it’s not intrusive to 
other’s living space, then yeah, build the highway. You know? Because I tell you, 
there’s nothing we can do that can stop progress. 

Mrs. Nazara is not currently aware of any particular cultural site that might be impacted by 
the proposed highway. She strongly calls for the working together of developers and 
descendants, and the need for the former to listen to the opinion of kama‘āina and kūpuna who 
are from the area that is slated to be developed.  

We don’t like too much of it, but we need to be a part, instead of [being] out there 
and grumbling, “Don’t do that, don’t do that.” We need to be a part of the thing. 
There’s many things that we’ve said and the other kūpuna before me have said 
and developers are like, “I gotta look at the almighty dollar.” We understand that. 
We’re not trying to stop progress, but on your way there, be respectful. And that’s 
what we’re trying to teach, be respectful. But there’s a lot of things in the United 
States, in different parts…they have historic places, and they preserve it. What’s 
the difference? If you want us to be part of, and we’re all one nation…that’s 
where we’re going, because I understand that there’s nothing we can do to stop it. 
But to be a part of it is very important; understand it, come to the table and be 
able to speak softly and say, “Hey, this is what I have to say.” 

In the previous interview for the housing development in the ahupua‘a of Kohanaiki and 
Kaloko, which would be served by the Ane Keohokalole highway, Mrs. Nazara spoke of her 
extensive experience working as a cultural consultant to ensure that developments would not 
stray from what was promised to the community. In 1993, she worked for Four Seasons 
Hualālai: 

It was very different from what they promised. The first five years I was involved, 
it was low impact. And they always said they would build affordable. But to 
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whom? They set it up so that they would build and it won’t be seen from the road, 
but now you can see it from the road. 

Although the experience made her wary of development, Mrs. Nazara stated that it is still 
possible to control progress: 

For me, I am never against progress. Progress is good. But people are angry 
because big companies come in and exploit us. They promise things, but when 
you look at the project, it’s not the same. We want as a people to make sure the 
developer does what he wants to do, but we cannot help them if he doesn’t tell us 
the truth. 

Developers, in general, are out to make money, and it is the responsibility of the descendants 
to be involved, she emphasized: 

Here in Hawai‘i, whether we like it or not, developers are going to come in. As 
keiki o ke āina [children of the land], we want to be able to come to the table with 
these developers to ensure that things will be done right. And that’s what 
everybody should strive for. There have been too many people living here that 
have been exploited. Developers come and suck all the “ha” out, all our breath 
and knowledge, and then they throw us out. We have to let people know. If we 
can get our foot in the door and work together with the developer, that’s a good 
thing. Our goal is to not stir things up, but to work together. Don’t exploit us. 

      When CSH contacted Mrs. Nazara about the Makai Alternative, Mrs. Nazara replied in an 
email on Oct. 16.  

As I have stated in my previous interview, there has to be a medium which we can 
all come to, to insure that Kailua Kona is being grown with all of our people in 
mind, and to look to the future of our next generation. In everything that we do we 
need to implement a win-win situation for all sides. 

We cannot only see 20 years down the road,but we need to see 50 years down the 
road. And to also help our future leaders to accomplish and carry on a great 
legacy from our generation. The legacy that we as a people have learned to not 
only respect each other, but to have a love that surpasses all things. These are the 
values which have been passed down from our kupuna to us. 

Even now as we see what has happened to our economy, we all need to really 
maka ala ( pay attention). Yes, the all mighty dollar may be a powerful asset now, 
but in the long haul it’s the people and their perseverance of respect and love for 
each other that will help to endure these times now and forever. 

As I have always believed that, Progress will happen no matter what, but we need 
to be a part of the progress that will affect our community. Not only for the 
developers (because I know that the bottom line is the mighty dollar) but for all 
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concerned. We The People. Mahalo a nui loa for allowing me to share my 
mana‘o. 

7.10 Kumu Larry Ursua 
CSH interviewed Kumu Larry Ursua on April 15, 2008 for a cultural impact assessment of a 

nearby housing development in Kaloko and Kohanaiki (Monahan et al. 2008). CSH contacted 
him again on Oct. 16 regarding the Makai Alternative, and he gave his approval to use the 
previous interview for this subject CIA. Mr. Ursua did not have additional comments about the 
Makai Alternative. He is a kumu hula, a cultural practitioner and an active community 
participant. Married to his wife Laurie for many years, Mr. Ursua is a 48-year-old father of six 
children. He works as a Father Coach at the West Hawai‘i Family Support Services. Trained by 
the highly respected John Kaimikaua who was his  mentor and teacher,  Mr. Ursua continues to 
teach kāne hula (men’s hula) in West Hawai‘i and also previously taught Hawaiian Language 
and Culture as part of the community college.  

When asked what he specifically thinks about the proposed highway, Mr. Ursua said: 

I know we are moving into a more improving and developing community. We are 
going to need these roads. That’s my thoughts.  

In a previous statement for a housing development that is in the vicinity of the highway, Mr. 
Ursua shared his concern about developments in general, and he referred to a wide-ranging 
prophecy from the ninth century that was taught to him by the kūpuna. Called the Wānana, (lit. 
“prophecy”), it foretells the consequences that happen when land is used for one’s personal gain 
and how it is of the utmost importance to give back and respect its resources.  

I know that our ancestors began with a prophecy. The prophecy is called Wānana. 
The prophecy was the inevitable would come, that the land would be inhabited by 
many natives and people. The Wānana also said we would lose the ideas, 
religious and beliefs of our culture and we would struggle with a western lifestyle 
but later with time, we will adapt to it. This is the Wānana that I share…  

The Wānana concerns the forthcoming of a new age of life of the people of 
Hawai‘i. These people that will come, will come from many nations trying to 
utilize the lands and to gain their own personal and their own nations’ gain. The 
Wānana was spoken by the prophets, the prophets of old, going back all the way 
to the time of the ninth century. This Wānana was not only spoken on each island 
but was spoken by powerful prophets, leaders and kahunas. Like Kohanaiki, it is 
another land being developed. Like the prophecy, it entails the using, producing 
and manufacturing of lands, to serve not those koko to the ‘a‘ina, koko as in 
bloodline to the ‘a‘ina, but those from the outside. This prophecy helps us to 
understand that when these things occur, either we will stand as a nation of people 
that are raised from the sands of Hawai‘i or we will stand separate. It spoke even 
about the lessons, tribulations that will be brought about by new generations of 
Hawaiians which would become aware of how important the western education 
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would be in being able to utilize their system and law and government because the 
land would be taken.  

The land was taken and it was genocide. Later in 1993, an apology was made to 
the people of Hawai‘i for the genocide of the islands and the Kingdom of 
Hawai‘i. That separating many Hawaiians to stand for the reasons they stand 
today, creating many types of programs and other types of governments. At least 
small governments that help them to stand and build more Hawaiians to come to 
help them in their endeavors, to regain their kingdom, regain their government 
and regain their land. That would all fail. That would all fail because of the small 
uniqueness of the land and its people, now divided in this 21st century. 

So the Wānana as we were talking about…to better understand why Hawaiians 
will have difficulties coming together from families, from different districts 
concerning Kohanaiki. Kohanaiki in their first motion to do what they needed to 
do, affected Hawaiians, a very small (number) of families, to step forth in 
protecting and giving voice to that land… 

Mr. Ursua discussed his belief that development is “inevitable,” but what is essential is to 
work together with developers to ensure that the land is protected. He mentioned the Kohanaiki 
makai development that involved community members, including him, to assist in conducting 
the proper protocols in taking care of the cultural resources that were found on the land. 

However, the Wānana says that no matter what, the inevitable would be the land 
would have development and would be used for some gain and goals for other 
developers to come unto the land. As a person, as a Hawaiian myself, looking at 
the land and watching it being developed, I realize the prophecy is coming to 
pass; that this place must be built like many places from the past. And they are 
built out of different types of minerals, resources and structure. Our land will be 
built out of other things not from this land. Our ancestors will not be able to 
recognize the structure and building but they are also aware of it even though they 
are behind the veil and have passed on from this life. They have an idea and it 
echoes in their ears that the prophecy, the inevitable, would come. These things 
can be of great benefit to the people of Hawai‘i, and these things can be a great 
downfall to many people who tried to look at opposition and looked at it as 
conflict.  

This is the inevitable, things will be built on the land, but as developers come, if 
we can gain their support, gain their trust, we can work civilly towards protecting 
the land still and providing the land with what it needs. The culture of Hawai‘i is 
an important part of our children and those who come to learn the culture of 
Hawai‘i. With that, we need to provide the kind of guidance for our generation to 
come so that they will be able to act accordingly, properly, in a way that they can 
meet certain things and communicate well with the developers. Rutledge came in 
and they allowed a team to investigate one of the caves that was breached and I 
was one of those members who were part of the team. That in itself says that 
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some developers will want to be culturally sensitive to things that are culturally 
here. And that would be a great step as business and developers come to the land. 
That cultural consultants and people who have sentiment to the land communicate 
and work together with them to provide proper burial sites and proper protocols 
for where certain parts of the land were sacred in the past, sacred now, and will be 
sacred in the future. This is the Wānana that was spoken. Many things will fall, 
the sky, the heavens, the sun, the stars, the moon. The heavens will fall, and all 
that shall be left is the maka‘āinana, which is the common people. Maka the eyes, 
nana is to watch. The watchers and keepers of the land. And I am one of them, 
hoping that the land would produce properly for the future. 

This was the Wānana. It is now, it is happening. This is the present time…  

For Mr. Ursua, at the heart of any development of the land is the proper or pono way that one 
must approach  it. He believes that to conduct oneself with arrogance and self-centeredness at the 
cost of gouging others and resources of the land is setting up one’s self for later punishment. 

This is just my personal mana‘o. If I preach this to many, they would follow. 
They would want to follow what their ancestors said. I don’t preach this enough, 
but if I did, I think more people will have respect for peoples of the past and the 
generations unborn. If we all remain sensitive as people in general, not just 
Hawaiians, the land will be welcoming to all kinds of people whether you build 
your home here or not. But when we come for self-gain and self glorification, 
whatever you build on the foundation of the land, Hawaiians know in the past, our 
ancestors, (that) the land is alive. It is the mother and the womb of the Hawaiian 
people and if our mouth, our lips, and our voice as Hawaiians is not heard, not 
just any Hawaiian voice, but a voice of a Hawaiian person who is pono, 
submissive, humble, the mouth of Mother Earth will consume developers, and all 
those who build on her land for self gain. It may not happen tomorrow or next 
year, but she will consume it on her own time. Tūtū Pele is awake and her breath, 
the volcanic vog is an indication as she covers the state of Hawai‘i to remind all 
her fires have no boundaries. That she will creep into any crack or crevice even 
onto developers’ land and turn any haughty or self-gained development into ash. 
These are the words spoken from our prophets. 

Discussing the contemporary events such as the high rise in gas prices, the sudden end of 
long-term airlines such as Aloha Airlines, and the cost of war, Mr. Ursua links all these events as 
part of the prophecy and illuminates what it means for the future of Hawai‘i if people do not 
change how they live. 

We are in a depression mode, because we cannot build Aloha Airlines and ATA 
airlines. It can’t be realized because of billions of billions of dollars are spent to 
conduct peace, but at the price of human life. Very shortly, for Hawaiians and all 
kinds of people, the crime rates will soar because people don’t have jobs… 

We live on four major islands of Hawai‘i and we live right smack in the middle of 
the Pacific. Our islands will not be on the priority list for products to be brought 
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here. Because of what is important, crude oil, all things are run by those particular 
minerals. So we are heavily stocked by shipment, not be airway. Already the 
airways are shutting down. The airways that we fly to and from will be so 
expensive that it will be actually a luxury to travel and see family members. Now 
they will open the waterways, and it’s still the same kind of product that we run 
our planes with, fuel. It has to cut across the ocean but those things will be cut off. 
Not only that, all of the products that come to Hawai‘i will be cut off… 

According to Mr. Ursua, caring for the land and turning back to the traditional methods of 
giving to it, not just taking from it, can help Hawai‘i survive the steep costs of being dependent 
on oil. Those with the knowledge of caring for the land will suddenly be the most integral in a 
chaotic world where wars are caused over oil. Hand-in-hand with taking care of the land is the 
essential need to turn back to God or Ke Akua and to be mindful of the evils caused by greed and 
selfishness.   

A dependent land has to become independent and their people on it and Hawai‘i 
will be challenge by that. With independence, you can do as you need but it will 
be how we have taken care of the land. Now we will have to go back to the very 
basic things our people did, to care for the land, to plant on the land, to fish on the 
land, all those practices will come back into play, and we will see how the land 
and the ocean will respond. And the resources of these things that were once in 
the land have already vanished. The land will be in chaos, the people will be 
confused. The pono within them will be lost. It will become a dog-eat-dog world.  

But there will be a few that will have power. Not just to suggest or to speak 
words, but the power to bring together the very few who are called “Hoale 
Kalepopolo.”  These are the kinds of people who come from the fields, from the 
mudflats, from the ocean. They will not be filled with education; they will be 
filled with understanding and the spirit of the land. And to those few, the land will 
yield. Bananas will grow, taros shall foot forth from its waters, the mountain will 
flourish for them and they will provide a “pu‘uhonua” for the modern-day 
families. Pu‘uhonua are used as a safe zone for those who broke the laws of the 
land. But the modern day pu‘uhonua will be a person, will be a group of people 
who shall have wisdom, they shall have knowledge, they will be one with the land 
and the heavens. When they pule and pray and command the land to yield forth its 
fruits, the heavens will be one with them and the land will produce. People will 
understand that all we have today that technology can provide, it will be the 
spiritual foundation of the people of Hawai‘i and the land to promote and provide 
the things that will care for the people here. And they will turn back to their past 
and turn back to their kūpuna and they will become a prayerful people, a 
submissive people, and Ke Akua will look upon that and we pray that He might 
be merciful. That in His response, we can start to rebuild the kind of heaven that 
is needed on earth. This is only a piece, a short version of the Wānana. 

These things actually continue to exist, but if we continue to build, to develop 
down the coastline thinking that it is a good type of building and a good type of 
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selling, then think about where you are building and where you are selling. You 
are not selling just any land, you are selling a land where people believe and live 
to know that the land itself is alive with spirit. And that spirit, that ‘uhane of the 
land, when you drive pillars, when you drive wood, when you drive metal to her 
and she is not willing to receive it. Many lands have to be blessed and consecrated 
by kahus, and sometimes not just the whole project, but in the project if there is 
50 feet or if there is 47 acres, one prayer would not encompass the entire 47 acres, 
because what you blessed the land to take place for that moment, it might have 
changed on the blueprint of what they were going to do in a particular location of 
the property which was not part of the deal. When you changed that, the pule, or 
the blessing is voided. Therefore it re-opens itself to all kinds of things. And just 
be mindful that like any child, or any person, when we need to be reprimanded, 
we first get a warning. And our little warning was a 6.3 earthquake recently. That 
is just a shake, and now we are going into a rattle. Now the rattle is, although we 
don’t say much, we are rattled by the vapors that when we look on the land, we 
can see the vapors, the hā, or the breath of Pele, travelling throughout the land. 
She is swelling, she is expanding beneath us, and she will make herself known. 
And there will be no mountains, no hills that you can run or hide from, because 
every hill and every mountain was created by her and at her command. Four of 
her mountaintops that lie on the island of Hawai‘i are only dormant; they are not 
dead. She can travel to any of them…I’m not trying to be scary about this but 
when you tell people stuff like this--- 

…If we are in the image and likeness of our Creator, and he is looking at us right 
now, then he is saying “well for some of you, but woe onto many of you who 
have not been mindful of the things and place that I have given you.” Of course, 
this is not the Garden of Eden anymore, but that place once in the very beginning 
existed. We left that garden, that we might till and care for the land. But instead, 
we have ripped and stripped and tore the land. For those who go about with 
Greenpeace, those who go about preserving the land and caring the ocean, blessed 
are those who do that because you are caring for the very earth that produces for 
you. But those who go into the sea, to the mountain and strip it of its resources, 
and tear it and make things extinct, your time will come. You don’t have to die, 
but you will be afflicted by the things what others feel, you should be able to taste 
it. If we are the image of our Creator, then we have the potential to become like 
Him…If we have the opportunity to be like our Father, and have our own work to 
govern, give our only begotten Son, and watch the world as it produce and the 
nations and generations produce upon the earth and watch it develop, we are 
going to know exactly how those people are going to take care it. If we do what 
we do unto our father’s planet, our children would do the same. But how are we 
going to respond to that?  We have so much potential. And that was part of the 
prophecies of Hawaiians. We are not just a vapor of time; we are not a vapor like 
the vog you see in the sky that when the winds come, it shall blow away and is no 
more. We go from our mortality and our existence and our learning, our 
probation, our trials and tribulations, our joys and happiness, all of that which our 
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emotion can stand... And then it is followed by immortality. When we are in the 
immortality stages, and we separate our body from our spirit, we do not not 
continue to exist, we just exist on a higher plane. And we can look down and help 
our descendants like our kūpunas in the past have helped us. But we need to 
acknowledge them now more than ever, because they come with a righteous and 
ancient past, and righteousness that will provide us the wisdom and the strength to 
carry on in this last dispensation.  

This is the last dispensation and our people knew that Lono wasn’t just Lono. 
They knew Lono to be Ke Akua, he was Jesus Christ, and Jesus Christ came here 
and he taught the consecrated law. How can they bow down to Captain Cook, 
because he looked like someone they saw before his time? The only description 
he fits is the description of Jesus Christ, with eyes that are bluish green, fair skin 
and hair long and brown. And he wore his red robe. Our people were very clear 
about who that person was, and that person sat and showed them who he was and 
told them he would come again. And the reason why he’s going to come is that he 
is going to cleanse the earth with his entity. Under the command of his word, Tūtū 
Pele would burn the land. At the command of his word, he would call his prophets 
to call upon the ocean to cleanse the lands with its high waves. Upon his words, 
he will call those who will command the winds that come and strip down 
everything that stands. What will be left is a pure form of the land itself, and then 
we will start again and that is what is meant to be. But all that we have, that we 
take advantage of---I am one of them, I like roads, I like stores, I like this and 
that---if we don’t ration properly, we are going to lose more than what we have. 
That again goes back to the prophecy. I don’t live just by that, but I understand 
that when it was prophesized 900 years ago, why would they say that about our 
time? Because they could foresee what people and how greedy people were going 
to be. And all the simple laws of the land were going to be forgotten, the 
simplicity of life, the basics of life were going to be put on the back burner and 
they were going to put up new things and it’s not bad. I’m not saying that it’s bad, 
but it is the intent and purposes in how they are using it, that makes it bad.             
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Section 8    Cultural Landscape of the Project Area 

8.1 Overview 
Discussions of specific aspects of traditional Hawaiian culture as they may relate to the 

project area are presented below. This section examines traditional cultural resources and 
practices identified within the project area in the broader context of the encompassing 
Honokōhau and Kaloko Ahupua‘a landscape. Excerpts from the previous two sections, including 
kama‘āina interviews and statements about the proposed project area, are incorporated 
throughout this section where applicable. 

8.2 Hawaiian Habitation and Agriculture 
According to past CSH archaeological inventory surveys of the project area (Robins et al. 

2000; Bell et. al 2008a, b, c; Esh et al. 2008) and the most recent survey of the highway 
alignment project area (Yucha and McDermott 2008a), the project area is located in the 
“intermediate” zone between the more productive coastal fisheries and the upland gardening 
area. Given its location between these two more productive ecological zones, the project area 
was in pre-Contact and early historic times a more marginal settlement and subsistence area. 
However, this does not mean that people did not utilize, visit, pass through and live in this area; 
rather, it suggests the project area was never a location of dense permanent settlement or 
agriculture. 

Despite the lava-covered terrain, information provided by a community contact and other 
sources confirm that various crops were traditionally and in historic times cultivated within the 
project area. Sweet potato is likely to have been the most abundantly grown crop because of its 
adaptability to stony, dry environments. According to Agnes Puakalehua Nihi-Harp, mother of 
Isaac Harp (a community participant in this CIA), and her sister Leimomi (see Maly and Maly 
2002; and Section 3.5 of the subject report), the project area and/or its immediate vicinity was 
used by locals up to the 1930s to tend small, dryland garden plots planted by families while 
living at the shore. Crops such as ‘uala (sweet potatoes) and others were planted in pockets of 
soil and mulched planting areas on the lava flats of the lower kula (flatlands). Mrs. Patricia 
Greenwell (another participant in this study; see Section 6.3.1) stated that people living in the 
upland area traded their pumpkins and melons for coastal resources, including fish. They 
cultivated these uplands foods “on the high 4’ to 5’ piles of rocks” located next to the Kohanaiki 
Homestead lands on the southside. 

It is notable that the most intensive areas of agricultural modification are located where there 
are older (highly eroded) ‘a‘ā flows, ideal for building planting mounds. Besides sweet potato, 
gourds, mulberry, and non-irrigated forms of taro are the most likely crops to have been grown in 
this area. Both taro and sweet potato were named in Land Commission documents for Kaloko 
lands during the Māhele of 1848. See Kupuna Arthur Mahi’s comments below (8.3) regarding 
his observations of agricultural and horticultural practices in the 1930s to 1940s. 
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8.3 Gathering of Plant Resources 
The project area is located between 300 to 440 feet elevation in a section that generally lacks 

fresh water, but the elevation allows for heavy night dew and morning mists. Grazing cattle have 
cleared much of the thick vegetation in the area. Alien introductions such as koa haole 
(Leucaena glauca) and kiawe (Prosopis pallida) dominate the project area along with some 
natives. There remains a handful of native plants within or immediately adjacent to the project 
area, including: pili grass (Heteropogon contortus),‘ōhi‘a trees (Metrosideros polymorpha), ‘ohe 
trees (Reynoldsia sandwicensis), alahe‘e (Psydrax odorata), and halapepe (Pleomele spp.). 
Native plants observed at higher elevations include: naio (Myoporum sandwicense), ‘a‘ali‘i 
(Dodonaea spp.) and ‘ulei (Osteomeles anthyllidifolia). It is worth noting here that many of these 
species have past and/or current ethnobotanical applications for native Hawaiians. For instance, 
alahe‘e, a hardwood, was used to make ‘ō‘ō or digging stick and for medicine; ko‘oko‘olau is 
still highly valued for herbal teas. The lightly sweet leaves of Bidens species (there are several 
endemic species belonging to the genus Bidens) are used to make a tea used generally as a health 
tonic or as specific treatments for sore throat, stomach problems and asthma (Abbott1992). Even 
the recently naturalized, non-native laua‘e ferns (Phymatosorus grossus) are valued for hula and 
lei-making. 

Community participant Mr. Kelly Greenwell stressed the presence of a rare tree that is in the 
project area, ‘ohe makai (Reynoldsia huehuensis). This tree, which can grow up to 20 feet in 
height, is difficult to transplant. According to Mr. Greenwell, there are about 10 to 12 of these in 
the project area. Mr. Clarence Medeiros Jr. identified a medicinal plant, the pilo (Capparis 
sandwichianais), which grows from the ahupua‘a of Keauhuolu to the ahupua‘a of Kohanaiki--
also known as the maiapilo—is an endemic plant with medicinal properties likely to become 
endangered in the near future. Mr. Medeiros Jr. pointed out that “with things so fast moving, we 
could lose it all, if it is not protected.” He uses the plants for sore back or if a horse hurt its leg. 
Mr. Medeiros Jr. continues to gather pilo when he needs it, near or along the area of the proposed 
highway.  

At least two contributors to this cultural assessment, Mr. Reggie Lee and Mr. Duane 
Keanaaina, mentioned past or ongoing plant gathering of the ko‘oko‘olau (Bidens spp.). 
Emphasizing that the vicinity of the project area is “the only place you’ll find the plant,” Mr. 
Keanaaina discussed the use of the ko‘oko‘olau plant for tea and as a medicinal tonic. Its 
pleasant taste when dried makes it preferable to “store-bought” teas, according to Mr. Keanaaina. 
He and several other participants also noted the presence of one of the last remnants of a dryland 
forest located on the project area. Kupuna Mahi specifically named native trees like alahe‘e 
(Psydrax odoratum) near the project area. During the 1930s to 1940s, the alahe‘e—along with 
mango, banana, uhi or yam (Dioscorea alata), and pia, a Polynesian arrowroot (Tacca 
leontopetaloides)—were also widely distributed in the project area and used as medicines and 
food by residents. “All kinds of plants were present, until these were choked by the bushes,” said 
Kupuna Mahi.  

Sisal (Agave potatorum), found near the project area, was used by Mr. Haleamau for rope. He 
also recalled avocado, breadfruit, coffee trees, mangoes, Hawaiian lemon, navel oranges, purple 
liliko‘i (Passiflora edulis) and banana poka (Passiflora spp.). Any ongoing gathering practices 
would likely include these fruit plants as well as the ones specifically mentioned above.   
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8.4 Marine and Freshwater Resources 
Directly makai of the project area, the seashore has been a significant subsistence resource for 

more than a millennium; many people still access coastal areas of Kaloko and Honokōhau 
Ahupua‘a for subsistence purposes. In pre-Contact and early historic times, the coastal fishponds 
of Kaloko and Honokōhau provided Hawaiians with a rich resource of protein. Kaloko literally 
translates to “the fishpond,” while Honokōhau contains the two major fishponds of ‘Aimakapā 
and ‘Ai‘ōpio. The ingenious design of the fishponds allowed fresh water in but prevented large 
fish from getting out. Besides the extensive aquaculture and tidepools available for shellfish and 
several types of limu, the ocean near the project area abounds with all kinds of fish. Both Kupuna 
Mahi and Mr. Ako fished in the ocean for aku and bonito near the project area, and they shared 
their traditional methods of preserving fish in brine solutions.  

There are no springs or ponds located in the project area; however, there are dozens of water 
collection lava tubes identified during the archaeological inventory surveys. As described in 
more detail in the archaeological reports (see Bell et al. 2008a, b, c; Esh et al. 2008), most of 
these subterranean water sources are relatively small and require intensive and careful methods 
of collection, including building of small rock structures to hold ipu (gourds) in place for days in 
order to fill them. It is important to note that the small size of these resources, and the relatively 
low return for nurturing and harvesting this water, does not in any way detract from their 
historical and cultural significance. In fact, attention to such small-return resources is 
fundamental to authentic Hawaiian ways of life in this area. The subject project area may contain 
as-yet undiscovered lava tubes containing such water resources. Both Kupuna Mahi and Mr. 
Haleamau knew of caves that were used as fresh water collection sites, although the latter also 
had the use of a ranch-owned well. 

In addition to these water collection lava tubes, which were probably used most intensively in 
pre-Contact and early historic times, community participants recall using anchialine ponds in the 
makai areas of Kaloko and Honokōhau in historic times as drinking water for themselves and for 
their animals. Mr. Haleamau states that cows from the ranch would be driven over the lava so 
they could refresh themselves with the brackish water that was high in minerals and good for 
their health. Kupuna Mahi shared his experience of diving into the deep sea to collect water from 
the fresh water springs in the ocean, and collecting rain for water. 

Using proverbs, Kupuna Mahi illustrated the interlocking system of Hawaiian culture where 
an individual is linked to the surrounding environment, and a connection often exists between 
marine resources and the agricultural plants found in the project area. For example, he noted the 
presence of alahe‘e trees near the project area and cited a proverb that when the alahe‘e tree 
blooms, the he‘e (squid, octopus) are momona (fat) and ready to harvest. Another saying 
involves the lākana (Lantana camara); when this plant blossoms, the hā‘uke‘uke 
(Colobocentrotus atratus), an edible variety of sea urchin, are also momona.  

8.5 Burials 
At least one burial has been found within the one-mile portion of the project area, but many 

other significant archaeological sites likely to contain burials are nearby or adjacent to the project 
area. In addition, within the project area itself, there is likely to be substantial additional 
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subsurface deposits—as yet undiscovered and undocumented—associated with lava tubes and 
subterranean chambers, including burials. 

In its response letter, the Office of Hawaiian Affairs raised the strong possibility that lava 
tubes will be found in the project area. It was a common practice to use lava caves as burial sites 
in addition to other uses like water collection and habitation. Most of the community participants 
in this cultural impact assessment were aware of the presence of burials near or around the 
project area. 

Mr. Ako stated that the highway is likely to cross “a lot of graves” in its three-mile entirety 
through the ahupua‘a of Keahuolu, Kealakehe, Kaloko and Honokōhau.” He recalled his father 
taking him to an overlook above Kohanaiki when he was a little boy, to point out the lava tubes 
where relatives were buried. Mr. Van Gieson described how his father saw a cave filled with 
numerous iwi that was mauka of the hōlua (sled course) in Kaloko-Honokohau National Park. 
He suggested that the iwi are the remains of hundreds who died in a flu epidemic which swept 
the island sometime in the mid-to-late nineteenth century. Mr. Van Gieson and Mr. Reggie Lee 
both mentioned the presence of graves on top of the hōlua. 

Mr. Haleamau, Mr. Ako and Mr. Lee mentioned burials being located in caves near or around 
the project area, while Mr. Harp stated that there are likely burials if there are trails since people 
often died while on the trails and were buried nearby. Mr. Harp also stated that two burials in a 
nearby cave (Site 18134) may be affected by the proposed highway. Kupuna Mahi mentioned the 
traditional practice of burying loved ones in the caves after wrapping their bodies with tapa cloth.  

In her response letter, Kahu Mikahala Roy noted that there are iwi kupuna buried in Kaloko-
Honokōhau National Historical Park, near the project area. She stated that “the protection of 
these iwi was the main motivation of the Hawaiian people who became members of the Kaloko-
Honokohau Cultural Advisory Commission in the 1970’s. One of the options to achieve 
protection of the iwi here was the creation of a National Park.” 

All participants who mentioned the presence of burials in the project area were adamant about 
the necessity and cultural importance of preserving the iwi kūpuna in place. This 
recommendation has implications for the known burial site.  

8.6 Trails 
Trails are a common site type in and around the project area. Not surprisingly, numerous ala 

(trails) and ahu (markers) have been documented in and around the subject project area by a 
variety of archaeological, historical, and oral-historical studies (e.g., Emory and Soehren 1971; 
Cordy et al. 1991, 1993; Robins et al. 2000a, b; Maly and Maly 2002, 2003). At least one trail 
(SIHP No. 50-10-27-26415) has been documented within the proposed one-mile portion of 
highway. 

In her response, Superintendent Geraldine Bell from Kaloko-Honokōhau National Historical 
Park confirmed the Yucha and McDermott 2008 finding that “the trail SIHP #-18099 extends 
makai across Queen Kaahumany Highway to the south of the Aimakapa Fishpond” but she notes 
that “the trail enters Kaloko-Honokohau Historical Park at that location.” In addition, “SIHP#-
18099 intersects with the Mamalahoa Trail (SIHP#50-10-27-2) within the proposed West Hawaii 
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Business Park, LLC.” Segments of both trails “are proposed for preservation within this parcel of 
land.”  

Several community participants described their use of trails during their childhood and adult 
years. Mr. Haleamau mentioned three trails near the project area, including one that he called 
“Uluwini Nui,” or “the secret of overall,” as he feels that the trail leads to a kapu area which 
contains burial sites. He described how all three trails began mauka and branched out depending 
on their use, whether to lead Hawaiians to another ahupua’a or to the ocean to gather fish. 
Kupuna Mahi stated there numerous mauka-makai trails near the project area and warned against 
blocking the trails with houses because of the inherent dangers of ghosts and spirits that require 
clear and open access between the uplands and the coast. 

Mr. Keanaaina noted the presence of several trails traversing near or around the project area, 
while Dr. Soehren recalled hearing of a trail with kerbstones running mauka-makai in 
Honokōhau Nui. Mr. Lee recalled using a trail that went mauka-makai in the Kaloko and 
Kohanaiki ahupua‘a. Mrs. Patricia Greenwell had learned of at least two mauka-makai trails that 
led mauka from the Kaloko-Honokōhau Park. She described riding down a trail near the project 
area in 1948 with her father-in-law, Frank Greenwell, stating that the trail went straight down 
makai to a populated area, and that stones four feet wide or more lined the trail which cut across 
the old trail above the pond. She noted there was a lot of traffic on the trails with upland people 
trading their pumpkins and melons for fish. 

8.7 Hunting 
A variety of animals were present in the project area into historic times, including wild pigs 

and goats. The presence of ranches such as Hu‘ehu‘e Ranch also meant numerous cattle 
abounded in the area. Mr. Keanaaina recalled hunting feral pigs and goats in the vicinity of the 
project area.  

8.8 Wahi Pana 
The project area is associated with specific mo‘olelo (oral history) about: (a) the sixteenth or 

seventeenth century ruler of Hawai‘i Island Lonoikamakahiki (Lono-i-ka-makahiki), who was 
involved in several famous battles with the chiefs of Maui (including Kama-lala-walu) and other 
parts of Hawai‘i; (b) Kamehameha I, whose remains were reportedly interred near Kaloko 
Fishpond (makai of the project area); (c) ‘Umi-a-Liloa, who frequented the famous fisheries of 
Kaloko; (d) the project area is also associated with a legendary bathing pool called 
Kahinihini‘ula populated by mo‘o (water spirits) who ensured the water stayed clean and whose 
waters made the skin of ali‘i tingle when bathing; (e) the sandy beach area between Kaloko and 
Honokōhau known as ‘Ōhiki where legendary hero Ka-miki prayed to Pele and a terrible storm 
arose to turn the shark form of the priest Ka-lua-lapa-uila into stone; (f) various mo‘o that resided 
at fishponds at and near the seashore, and Hualālai; and more general references to water-
collection lava tubes and the unique environmental conditions of the region (e.g., the heavy night 
dew that formed and was carefully used by gardeners to grow sweet potatoes and other foods in a 
seemingly marginal environment). 
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Section 9    Summary and Recommendations 
At the request of Belt Collins Hawai‘i Ltd., Cultural Surveys Hawai‘i, Inc. (CSH) prepared 

this Cultural Impact Assessment (CIA) for the approximately 55-acre project area footprint of 
the Ane Keohokalole Highway (Makai Alternative) and the approximately 49.8-acre project area 
footprint of the highway (Mauka Alternative) located in Kaloko and Honokōhau Ahupua‘a, 
North Kona District, Hawai‘i TMKs [3]7-3-009:025, [3]7-3-009: 999, [3]7-3-009:028, [3]7-4-
006:005, [3]7-4-024:012. The project area is located on undeveloped land approximately one 
mile mauka (inland) of the Queen Ka‘ahumanu Highway, in the coastal portion of North Kona 
District, Island of Hawai‘i. The project area is depicted on the 1996 Keāhole Point and Kailua 
USGS 7.5-minute series topographic quadrangle maps (Figures 1–3). 

In addition to conducting background research into the traditional and historic importance of 
the project area, in the context of Kaloko and Honokōhau Ahupua‘a, including results from 
previous archaeological studies, CSH also made a substantial effort to consult with community 
members and organizations. A total of thirty-five people were contacted for the purposes of this 
CIA; 20 people responded; and 12 kūpuna (elders) and/or kama‘āina (native born) were 
interviewed for more in-depth contributions. At this writing, a total of 10 of these individuals 
have consented to have their testimonies included in this report. Efforts at obtaining permission 
to include the testimonies of the two remaining individuals interviewed for this CIA are ongoing. 

The project area is located on privately owned land, with the exception of a small section of 
the proposed highway that crosses the Hina Lani Street right-of-way (TMK [3] 7-3-009:999). 
This portion of the project area (see Figure 2) is owned and managed by the County of Hawai‘i. 

     The proposed project is to construct a highway between Palani Road, at its intersection with 
Henry Street in Kailua-Kona Town, and Hina Lani Street, approximately three miles north of 
Palani Road. This CIA covers a one-mile portion of the overall project area, at the Hina Lani 
Street end of the proposed highway. Land disturbing activities will include grubbing and grading 
and subsurface excavations for utilities and associated infrastructure improvements. The original 
scope of work for the specific (1-mile) project area covered by this CIA initially covered the 
proposed Mauka Alternative of the Ane Keohokalole Highway. Based on feedback from the 
archaeological survey (Yucha and McDermott 2008b), the project area for the CIA was 
subsequently changed by project proponents to the Makai Alternative for the proposed highway 
in order to avoid potential harm to archaeological sites found in and near the Mauka project area 
(see Figures 1-3). Both the initial Mauka, and the subsequent, Makai Alternative—proposed after 
the subject research was largely completed—are included in the background and community 
consultation research done for the current CIA (see Section 6.1 regarding community 
consultation efforts). 

Broadly, this CIA considers the Area of Potential Effect (APE) to be the project area footprint 
within the larger context of Kaloko and Honokōhau Ahupua‘a. This study also assesses the 
cumulative impacts of the entire (3-mile) proposed highway corridor from Palani Road to Hina 
Lani Street. This highway corridor, in turn, is associated with a nearly 1,200-acre proposed 
development area (at the Hina Lani Street end), which must also be included in the assessment of 
cumulative impacts (see Monahan et al. 2008). Cumulative impacts are the combined impacts of 
the three-mile highway and the housing development that is at the north end of the highway. The 
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cumulative impacts would therefore include not only issues of air quality, noise pollution and 
quality of life issues but also traditional gathering of plants, hunting of wild animals, use of 
historic trails, and other intangible cultural factors such as view corridors, the cultural landscape 
and its inherent associations with Hawaiian belief systems. Cumulative impacts also include 
what some participants saw as positive issues including easy access to residential areas and 
improved traffic and the present as well as future impacts of the highway. 

9.1 Summary of Results 
Background research conducted for this project yielded the following results: 

1. The project area is part of the traditional region known as Kekaha, extending 
from Honokōhau to ‘Anaeho‘omalu in North Kona. Pukui notes that Kekaha, 
within which Kaloko and Kohanaiki Ahupua‘a are located, is known “for its 
scarcity of water but is dearly loved by its inhabitants” (Pukui 1983:185). 
Despite being a dry place, the project area contains many unique resources—
including subterranean lava tubes and caverns used to collect water. 

2. Kaloko and Honokōhau Ahupua‘a were once home to many Kānaka Maoli 
living a subsistence lifestyle. The largest settlement areas and more permanent 
villages in these ahupua‘a area were located along the coast, in association 
with several large loko (fishponds), and upcountry—several hundred feet 
higher in elevation above the subject project area. However, this does not 
mean people did not live in or intensively use the project area and vicinity; it 
simply means they did not generally erect permanent house sites and villages 
there. This is an important distinction that should be borne in mind when 
assessing the cultural and natural resources of the subject project area. 

3. For the Makai Alternative, approximately (10) historic properties have been 
documented within the proposed one-mile portion of highway. In the Mauka 
Alternative, approximately (11) historic properties have been documented 
within the proposed one-mile portion of highway, with approximately (5) sites 
shared between the two alternatives. There are (7) historic properties outside 
both alignments, for a total of 33 historic properties within the survey area 
(see fig. 13 in this report and also pg. 2 in the companion AIS, Yucha and 
McDermott 2008b for a complete listing of sites). Many other significant 
archaeological sites occur within or immediately adjacent to the rest of the 
proposed highway corridor to the south; and hundreds of additional significant 
archaeological sites are located in the adjacent proposed development area 
immediately north of the Hina Lani Street end of the proposed highway. 

4. Documented sites within the proposed one-mile portion of highway include: 
(a) several temporary and permanent habitation sites, including a subterranean 
permanent habitation in a lava tube complex (State Inventory of Historic 
Properties [SIHP] No. 50-10-27-18144) and an above-ground permanent 
habitation (SIHP No. 50-10-27-18169); (b) a burial site in a lava tube (SIHP 
No. 50-10-27-18161); (c) numerous agricultural sites and features; (d) two 
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sites containing ahu (stone markers); (e) a trail (ala); (f) an ahupua‘a 
boundary wall; and (g) a papamū (traditional gaming site). 

5. Radiocarbon dating from nearby sites definitively shows the general area has 
been utilized by humans for at least 1,000 years. 

6. The project area is likely to contain substantial additional subsurface 
deposits—as yet undiscovered and undocumented—associated with lava tubes 
and subterranean chambers, including burials and other sacred materials and 
features (e.g., water-collection devices). 

7. The project area is also associated with the unique history of Hawaiian-style 
ranching and paniolo (“Hawaiian cowboys”), including the well-documented 
Hu‘ehu‘e Ranch. 

8. Because of its association with Kaloko and Honokōhau Ahupua‘a and the 
Kekaha region, the project area is associated with specific mo‘olelo (oral 
history) about: (a) the sixteenth or seventeenth century ruler of Hawai‘i Island 
Lonoikamakahiki (Lono-i-ka-makahiki), who was involved in several famous 
battles with the chiefs of Maui (including Kama-lala-walu) and other parts of 
Hawai‘i; (b) Kamehameha I, whose remains were reportedly interred near 
Kaloko Fishpond (makai of the project area); (c) ‘Umi-a-Liloa, who 
frequented the famous fisheries of Kaloko; (d) the project area is also 
associated with a legendary bathing pool called Kahinihini‘ula populated by 
mo‘o (water spirits) who ensured the water stayed clean and whose waters 
made the skin of ali‘i tingle when bathing; (e) the sandy beach area between 
Kaloko and Honokōhau known as ‘Ōhiki where legendary hero Ka-miki 
prayed to Pele and a terrible storm arose to turn the sharkform of the priest 
Ka-lua-lapa-uila into stone; (f) various mo‘o that resided at fishponds at and 
near the seashore, and Hualālai; and more general references to water-
collection lava tubes and the unique environmental conditions of the region 
(e.g., the heavy night dew that formed and was carefully used by gardeners to 
grow sweet potatoes and other foods in a seemingly marginal environment). 

Community consultation for this project yielded the following results: 

1. The Office of Hawaiian Affairs (OHA) requested the opportunity to review and 
comment on the completed CIA. A few other participants also stated that families 
with long-established connections with the project area should be consulted. OHA has 
furthermore requested a thorough archaeological inventory survey of the project area 
be conducted; and the opportunity to review and comment on site significance criteria 
of any archaeological resources identified in the project area. 

2. Five participants voiced concerns about the likelihood of encountering 
additional as-yet undiscovered historic properties—including subterranean 
lava tubes, burials and other associated materials—once ground disturbing 
activities commence (e.g., breaching of underground caverns and caves). 
Family members and those with long-established ties to the project area 
environs should be sought out and consulted in order to avoid at all costs any 
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highly sensitive historic or cultural resources in the project area, including 
family burial sites. Cultural monitoring during ground disturbance activities 
and construction was also recommended by one participant. 

3. At least five participants implicitly or explicitly stated their opposition to any 
plans to move or relocate burials found during this project in order to make 
way for construction. All burials should be avoided and preserved in place. 

4. Six participants mentioned the presence of trails in or immediately adjacent to 
the project area, and talked about the historic and cultural significance of 
maintaining the historic character of the area. 

5. Seven participants also talked about different plant resources once or currently 
located within or immediately adjacent to the project area, including: a rare tree, ‘ohe 
makai (Reynoldsia huehuensis), the medicinal plants, pilo (Capparis sandwichianais), 
also known as the maiapilo and  ko‘oko‘olau (Bidens spp.), one of the last remnants 
of a dryland forest located in the area, and other natives such as pili grass 
(Heteropogon contortus), ‘ōhi‘a trees (Metrosideros polymorpha), alahe‘e (Psydrax 
odorata), and halapepe (Pleomele spp.). Participants also talked about the importance 
of other useful historic introductions such as sisal (Agave potatorum), avocado, 
coffee, mangoes, oranges, and purple liliko‘i (Passiflora edulis). 

6. At least five participants implicitly or explicitly discussed civil engineering aspects of 
the proposed highway that deal with issues not directly linked with cultural or historic 
concerns but that do potentially impact “quality of life” concerns in the area. Most 
participants who talked about engineering issues favor improving traffic flow, but 
there is no specific consensus on the best way to accomplish this objective. 

7. About seven participants implicitly or explicitly mentioned developing plans for 
preserving and perpetuating the natural resources of the project area, including a 
conservation plan for not only rare and endangered plant species, but also those with 
important ties to historic Kona (e.g., mango trees, sisal and liliko‘i to name a few). 

8. Three or more participants talked about the importance of recognizing and preserving 
the Hawaiian spirit and authenticity of the place, rather than simply imposing a 
foreign model of development. 

9. At least two participants voiced concerns about the importance of remembering and 
respecting the paniolo (‘Hawaiian cowboy’) history of the project area and environs. 
In particular, at least one participant emphasized preserving any puakini (historic 
holding corrals) in and around the project area. 

10. At least three participants voiced concerns about the fast pace of development 
projects in the area, and suggest the various ‘due diligence’ aspects of the proposed 
project (e.g., the environmental and historic-preservation reviews) be completed—
including the opportunity for the community to review and comment on resulting 
reports—prior to finalization or implementation of architectural and construction 
plans. 
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11. Kaloko-Honokōhau National Historical Park noted that the trail “SIHP #-18099 
extends makai across Queen Kaahumanu Highway to the south of the Aimakapa 
Fishpond,” thereby entering the national park at that location. It is requested that 
future reports mention the extension of this trail into the national park at this 
particular location. The trail SIHP#-18099 also intersects with the Mamalahoa Trail 
(SIHP#50-10-27-2) within the proposed West Hawaii Business Park, LLC. 

9.2 Recommendations 
Based on the information gathered from the community consultation effort as well as  

archaeological and archival research presented in this report, the evidence indicates that  the 
proposed Ane Keohokalole Highway Mauka and Makai Alternatives may have an adverse 
impact on Hawaiian historic, natural and cultural resources and practices and belief systems in 
Kaloko and Honokōhau Ahupua‘a. However, in choosing the Makai Alternative for the highway, 
archaeological surveys suggest that the likelihood of impacts would be significantly reduced than 
if the Mauka Alternative was chosen for the alignment. For many of the participants in this 
cultural impact study, care should be taken to protect and preserve cultural and historic 
properties (e.g., puakini, ala, ilina) and cultural and natural resources and associated practices 
(e.g., medicinal and lei plants) in and immediately adjacent to the project area that may be 
negatively affected by the proposed development. A good faith effort to address the following 
recommendations may help mitigate the potentially adverse effects of the proposed project on 
Hawaiian cultural practices and resources in and near the project area: 

1. The community, including participants in this CIA, should be afforded the 
opportunity to review and comment on this CIA. Given its role as the State agency 
responsible for safeguarding the interests of Hawaiians, OHA should be afforded the 
opportunity to review and comment on site significance criteria of any archaeological 
resources identified in the project area. 

2. The project proponents should in good faith present all project alternatives under 
consideration to the community for review and comment, including plans for the 
entire 3-mile distance between Palani Road and Hina Lani Street and possible 
alternative routes at the northern end of the project area (i.e., Makai and Mauka 
Alternatives). These areas were not part of the formal scope of work for this CIA, but 
they are clearly an integral part of the entire project. 

3. Given the fast pace of development and change throughout much of the Kona side of 
the island, members of the community, including participants in this CIA, should be 
afforded the opportunity to review the proposed project after the completion of all 
relevant environmental and historic-preservation studies and prior to the finalization 
and implementation of architectural and construction plans. 

4. Care should be taken to protect and preserve natural and cultural resources 
enumerated by CIA study participants such as plants gathered for medicinal purposes 
and ancient Hawaiian trails (ala). In particular, project proponents should consider 
preparing a conservation plan addressing not only rare and endangered plants species 
in and around the project area, but also historically-significant introductions 
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important to the cultural character of the project area and its environs (see items no. 4, 
5,  7 and 9 above). 

5. A good faith effort should be made to avoid, protect from potential harm and preserve 
subterranean lava tubes, burials and other associated materials—once ground-
disturbing activities commence. In particular, project proponents should proactively 
develop a plan to avoid and preserve in place any burials discovered prior to or during 
proposed construction activities in order to respect the wishes of the project 
participants and families with long-established connections to the project area; and in 
order to complete the project in a way that will ensure its cultural appropriateness, 
which will not be satisfied if iwi are relocated. Additionally, cultural monitoring 
during ground-disturbance activities and construction is advised. 

6. Project proponents should proactively and constructively integrate Hawaiian concepts 
and relevant cultural and historical information with architectural and construction 
plans by engaging concerned community members with long-established family ties 
to the project area. 

  7.  It is recommended that communication with both Ala Kahakai National         
       Trail and the Na Ala Hele Trail and Access Program’s Hawaii Island Office be         
       continued during the historic preservation process.
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Appendix A    Site Descriptions and Maps 
from within the Subject Project 
Area (Yucha and McDermott 
2008a; Robins et al. 2000a) 
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SIHP #:                50-10-27-18140 

Site Type:  Modified outcrop 

Function:  Agriculture 

Features (#):  1 

Dimension:  56.0 m.2 (604.8 ft.2) 

Elevation:  297 ft. above mean annual sea level (a.m.s.l.) 

 
Description: Site 18140 is a modified outcrop forming a large boulder enclosure (Figure A-1). 
The site is located on an undulating pāhoehoe flow with shallow patches of soil. Vegetation at 
the site consists of scrub koa haole and grasses. 

The modification exhibits little formality in its construction. The resultant enclosed area 
measures 8.0 m. (26.2 ft.) north (N) to south (S) by 7.0 m. (23.0 ft.) east (E) to west (W). The 
modification reaches a maximum height of 2.5 m. (8.2 ft.). It incorporates a large, shallow 
pāhoehoe bubble in its construction. Within the enclosed area a few large pāhoehoe slabs were 
observed, some upright (Figure A-2). An alignment of boulders and slabs bisect the enclosed 
area into eastern and western sections. No midden (a deposit of shell, bone, or other domestic 
refuse indicating a prehistoric habitation) or artifacts were observed. The site is in poor condition 
with a poor excavation potential. 

 
Figure 14. SIHP# 50-10-27-18140 modified outcrop facing south 
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Figure 15. Site map for SIHP# 50-10-27-18140 
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SIHP #:  50-10-27-18144 

Site Type:  Complex 

Function:  Permanent habitation; agriculture 

Features (#):  2 

Dimension:  1,955.0 m.2 (21,114.0 ft.2) 

Elevation:  310-350 ft. a.m.s.l. 

 

Description: Site 18144 is a complex located on a gentle, makai-tending slope. A soil base 
allows grass, air plants and scrub koa haole to flourish. The site is located on pāhoehoe with ‘a‘ā 
flow intrusions. 

The complex consists of two features. Feature A is an extensive and complicated lava tube 
network consisting of a main tube and seven smaller lateral tubes (designated 1 through 7) 
(Figure A-3). Feature B - an agricultural feature - refers to an enclosure located on the ground 
surface (Figure A-4). 

Feature A lava tube is generally oriented northeast/southwest. The lava tube measures at least 
200.0 m. (660.0 ft.) long NE/SW. The width of the main tube and primary activity area ranges 
from 5.0 m. (16.5 ft.) to 10.0 m. (33.0 ft.) with a range in ceiling heights from 0.2 m. (0.66 ft.) to 
1.0 m. (3.3 ft.). The lava tube contains five openings (designated Entrances 1-5), seven side tubes 
(designated Lateral tubes 1-7) and seven constructions designated (Subfeatures 1-7). 

Entrance 1 is located at the southwest end of Feature A, in Lateral tube 1. Entrances 2-5 occur 
along the main tube and are designated in order from southwest to northeast. 

Lateral tubes 1-5 extend in several directions from the southwest end of the main tube. Lateral 
tube 6 parallels - to the north - a section of the main tube. Lateral tube 7 branches roughly north 
from near the northeast end of the main tube. Ceiling heights of the lateral tubes average 0.9 m. 
(2.9 ft.) and widths average 5.0 m. (16.5 ft.).  

Subfeatures 1-7, described below, occur in the main tube and are designated in order from 
southwest to northeast. 

Entrance 1 measures 5.0 m. (16.4 ft.) in diameter. Lateral tube 1 extends northeast from 
Entrance 1 for approximately 30.0 m. (99.0 ft.) where it intersects the main tube. Northeast of 
Entrance 1 15.0 m. (49.5 ft.), Lateral tube 1 has an additional branch. The north branch contains 
Entrance A; the south branch continues southwest for at least 30.0 m. (99.0 ft.) until no longer 
accessible. 

Lateral tube 2, located to the north of Lateral tube 1, extends southwest from the main tube a 
distance of 40.0 m. (132.0 ft.). Light from Entrance A can be seen at this point. Lateral tube 2 is 
an average 3.0 m. (9.9 ft.) wide with a maximum ceiling height of 1.3 m. (4.3 ft.).   

Lateral tube 3, located to the north of Lateral tube 2, extends approximately 20.0 m. (66.0 ft.) 
southwest form the end of the main tube. Lateral tube 3 has a maximum width of 3.0 m. (9.9 ft.) 
and an average ceiling height of 0.7 m. (2.3 ft.). 
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Figure 16. SIHP# 50-10-27-18144 Feature A lava tube facing east 

 
Figure 17. SIHP# 50-10-27-18144 Feature B enclosure facing north 
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Lateral tube 4 is accessed east of Lateral tube 1. Lateral tube 4 extends parallel to the main 
tube's southeast wall for an undetermined length due to inaccessibility. 

Lateral tube 5 is a segment which continues northeast of Lateral tube 3, running parallel to the 
main tube's northwest wall. It extends approximately 30.0 m. (99.0 ft.). 

Entrance 2 is a sink located near the southwest end of the main tube. The entrance measures 
roughly 10.0 m. (33.0 ft.) in diameter. At the southwest edge of the entrance the main tube splits 
into five lateral tubes (Lateral tubes 1 through 5 described above). 

The main tube - beginning at Entrance 2 - extends 35.0 m. (115.5 ft.) northeast to Entrance 3. 
Between these entrances are two subfeatures.  

Subfeature 1 - a "placed" boulder slab - is located 15.0 m. (49.5 ft.) northeast of Entrance 2. 

Subfeature 2 - a straight wall section - is located 20.0 m. (66.0 ft.) northeast of Entrance 2. 
The wall section closes off a small chamber in the tube's south wall. The wall measures 3.0 m. 
(9.9 ft.) high by 0.5 m. (1.6 ft.) long. It encloses an area measuring roughly 2.0 m. (6.6 ft.) in 
diameter. A basalt water-rounded hammerstone or pounder was observed 5.0 m. (16.5 ft.a) 
northeast of Subfeature 2. 

Entrances 3 and 4 - Entrance 4 is located adjacent to the northeast side of Entrance 3 - are 
situated in sinks separated by a narrow bridge of the lava tube ceiling. Entrance 3 measures 8.0 
m. (26.4 ft.) NE/SW by 6.0 m. (19.8 ft.) NW/SE. Entrance 4 measures 20.0 m. (66.0 ft.) NE/SW 
by 6.0 m. (19.8 ft.). 

Subfeature 3 is a dense field of petroglyphs located on a ledge, along the northwest wall of 
the main tube, adjacent to Lateral tube 6 entrance (Figure A-5). The petroglyphs are in the shapes 
of a human and bird figures, along with geometric designs (circles and dots). 

Under the natural ceiling "bridge" between Entrances 3 and 4, a water-rounded pounder and 
Subfeature 4 - a platform - were observed. The platform measures 6.5 (21.3 ft.) N/S by 5.75 m. 
(18.96 ft.) E/W. Facing occurs along its southwest side. Constructed mostly of boulders, the 
platform surface has some pebble paving. A small tunnel is present in the south/southeast side of 
the platform and extends under the platform for approximately 0.2 m (0.66 ft.). Inside the recess 
a possible fishhook preform made from worked bone, an opihi scraper, midden and wood 
fragments are present. Two chunks of coral, one possible abrader and midden were also observed 
on the tube floor to the south of the platform. The main tube extends 50.0 m. (165.0 ft.) northeast 
from Entrance 4 to Entrance 5. 

The entrance to Lateral tube 7 occurs in the south wall of the main tube, approximately 4.5 m. 
(14.8 ft.) southeast of Subfeature 4. Lateral tube 7 is small with a maximum ceiling height of 0.6 
m. (1.97 ft.). It extends south for 23.0 m. (75.5 ft.) where the ceiling becomes too low to allow 
further exploration. At approximately 10.0 m. (32.8 ft.) south another lateral tube was observed 
extending to the southeast and was not explored. No midden or artifacts were observed in these 
lateral tubes. 

The entrance to Lateral tube 6 occurs on the north side of Entrance 3 and runs parallel to the 
main tube's northwest wall for approximately 72.0 m. (236.2 ft.) to the northeast.  
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The main tube extends approximately 70.0 m. (231.0 ft.) northeast of Entrance 5. Midden and 
a grinding stone was observed immediately northeast of the entrance. Subfeatures 5 through 7 
are located to the west of the entrance.  

Subfeature 5 is a boulder wall which almost divides the main tube in half. It extends from the 
north wall of the main tube and curves slightly to the east, towards Entrance 5. It measures 
approximately 6.0 m. (19.7 ft.) in length with an average height of 0.2 m. (0.66 ft.).  

Subfeature 6 is a paved area which occurs between Subfeatures 5 and 7. The pavement 
measures 5.0 m. (16.4 ft.) N/S by 4.0 m. (13.1 ft.) E/W. It is roughly paved with a`a cobbles and 
pebbles.  

Subfeature 7 is a platform built approximately 5.0 m. (16.4 ft.) east of Subfeature 5. It 
measures 5.0 m. (16.4 ft.) N/S by 5.5 m. (18.0 ft.) E/W.  

Feature A lava tube is in good condition and exhibits good excavation potential. 

Feature B at Site 18144 is a small enclosure formed by a single course of boulders (see 
Error! Reference source not found.). Its interior measures 6.0 m. (19.7 ft.) N/S by 5.0 m. (16.4 
ft.) E/W with a maximum height of 0.25 m. (0.83 ft.). It appears to have had an agricultural 
function. No midden or artifacts were observed. Feature B is in fair condition with a fair 
excavation potential. 
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Figure 18. Site map for SIHP# 50-10-27-18144 
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SIHP #:  50-10-27-18145 

Site Type:  Platform 

Function:  Agriculture 

Features (#):  1 

Dimension:  4.2 m.2 (45.2 ft.2) 

Elevation:  335 ft. a.m.s.l. 

Description: Site 18145 is a roughly square platform on a small pāhoehoe outcrop (Figure A-6). 
The terrain slopes moderately makai; a patch of soil supports the growth of grass and koa haole. 

Platform measures 1.9 m. (6.2 ft.) N/S by 2.2 m. (7.2 ft.) E/W with a maximum height of 0.6 
m. (1.97 ft.). The southwest (makai) portion of this feature is collapsed giving it the appearance 
of a ramp (Figure A-7). Three sides are standing; and due to the collapse of the south side, the 
surface slopes about 0.2 m. (0.66 ft.). Facing is on both the inside and outside of the sides of the 
platform. The sides are constructed of pāhoehoe boulders; the surface is paved with pāhoehoe 
cobbles. The east side (mauka) is roughly two to three rows wide. The south side is one to two 
rows wide and the north side is one row wide. No midden or artifacts were observed. The site is 
in poor condition. 

 
Figure 19. SIHP# 50-10-27-18145 platform facing northeast
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Figure 20. Site map for SIHP# 50-10-27-18145 
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SIHP #:  50-10-27-18147 
Site Type:  Complex 
Function:  Recurrent habitation; marker 
Features (#):  5 
Dimension:  623.0 m.2 (6,728.4 ft.2) 
Elevation:  325 ft. a.m.s.l. 

Description: This site complex consists of five features (A through E) located on the top and on 
the flanks of a pāhoehoe bluff, which slopes steeply to the west (makai) (Figure A-8). The area is 
covered with a layer of soil in which grass and koa haole flourish. The site is interpreted as a 
habitation occupied on a recurrent basis. 

Feature A is a small roughly-square terrace, measuring 2.4 m. (7.9 ft.) N/S by 1.0 m. (3.3 ft.) 
E/W. Facing on the west and south sides measures 0.4 m. (1.3 ft.) high. The surface on the east 
half of the feature is exposed outcrop; the western half is roughly paved with boulders and 
cobbles. The surface is generally level with the outcrop. No midden or artifacts were observed. 

Feature B is a terrace located 26.0 m. (85.3 ft.) north of Feature A. Feature B is a minor 
modification on a large bluff-like outcrop. Feature B measures 3.8 m. (12.5 ft.) N/S by 3.2 m. 
(10.5 ft.) E/W, and extends east from the eastern side of the large outcrop bluff. Facing and 
remnant facing are present on the east and south sides. The north and west sides are either 
outcrop or large boulders. 

 

 
Figure 21. General view of SIHP# 50-10-27-18147 facing west 
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Feature C is a terrace located approximately 40.0 m. (131.2 ft.) north of Feature A. Feature C 
measures 4.3 m. (14.1 ft.) N/S by 1.3 m. (4.3 ft.) E/W. The terrace is situated on the north flank 
of the bluff and affords an excellent view makai. The terrace surface is level with a cobble and 
small boulder paving. The east edge is constructed of medium to large boulders, stacked 
vertically to a height of 1.2 m. (3.9 ft.). A test unit was excavated at Feature C (see below). 

Feature D is an ahu located six meters east of Feature C (Figure A-9). The ahu is constructed 
of piled boulders and cobbles, reaching a maximum height of 0.40 m. (1.31 ft.), with a base 
diameter of 0.60 m. (1.97 ft.).  

Feature E terrace is located approximately 10.0 m. (32.8 ft.) north of Feature A. It measures 
0.9 m. (2.95 ft.) N/S by 2.0 m. (6.6 ft.) E/W with a maximum height of 0.2 m. (0.66 ft.). It has a 
paved surface.  

 

 
Figure 22. SIHP# 50-10-27-18147 Feature D (ahu) facing south 
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Testing Results  
Subsurface testing was conducted at Feature C of Site 18147 to determine the presence or 

absence of human remains. A 1.0 m. by 0.8 m. - placed within the center of Feature C terrace - 
was excavated through the terrace rock fill and underlying soil layer (Stratum I) until 
encountering bedrock at a maximum depth of 50 cm. below surface. The terrace fill was 10 to 30 
cm. thick and consisted of pebbles and cobbles overlying a foundation of large cobbles and small 
boulders. Stratum I (25 to 35 cm thick) was present below the terrace construction and extended 
to bedrock. The underlying bedrock of the terrace is actually a depressed area or shallow sink in 
the bluff surface. 

Indigenous artifacts were recovered from the terrace fill. The artifacts consist of one 
perforated shell scraper (Acc. # 93); a roughly worked shell scraper (Acc. # 94); volcanic glass 
core (Acc. #95); and a basalt water-worn pebble fragment (Acc. #96). Midden was recovered 
from Stratum I and includes the following: 8.9 grams (gms). Cowrie (Cypraea caputserpentis); 
1.5 gms. Pearl shell (Isognomon sp.); 8.0 gms. unidentified shell; 45.6 gms. sea urchin 
(Echinoderm); 0.1 gms. Pacific Rat (Rattus exulans); 4.9 gms. mongoose (Herpestes 
auropunctatus); and 2.3 gms. kukui-nut shells. Stratum I had 4 gms. of charcoal. 

The subsurface testing at Feature C, based simply on the presence of midden, attests that food 
consumption occurred at the site. Given the terrace's small size as well as its association with the 
three other terraces in the complex and agricultural mounds and outcrop modifications in the 
vicinity, it likely represents a recurrent habitation structure or work area related with processing 
or storage of crop goods.  

Interpretation: Based simply on the moderate amount of midden collected during testing, 
food consumption occurred at Feature C of the site. Given the terrace's small size as well as its 
association with the three other terraces in the complex and agricultural mounds and outcrop 
modifications in the vicinity, it likely represents a recurrent habitation structure or work area 
related with processing or storage of crop goods. 
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SIHP #:  50-10-27-18159 

Site Type:  Lava tube 

Function:  Recurrent habitation 

Features (#):  2  

Dimension:  4,374.0 m.2 (47,239.2 ft.2)  

Elevation:  410 ft. a.m.s.l.  

 
Description: Site 18159 is a complex situated on a gentle, makai-trending slope. Pockets of soil 
scattered across the pāhoehoe landscape support grass and koa haole. The complex is located 
approximately 30.0 m. (98.4 ft.) south of Site 18161.  

This complex consists of two features. Feature A is a lava tube oriented east to west (Figure 
A-10) Feature B is a small terrace located to the northeast of Feature A's makai (western-most) 
entrance (Figure A-11). 

Feature A lava tube consists of a main tube with two entrances at the makai end (Entrances 1 
and 2) and two entrances at the mauka end (Entrances 3 and 4). Evidence of habitation is 
concentrated around the entrance areas. Several meandering subsidiary tubes extend off of the 
main tube. All of these tubes were inspected during the survey; however, because no cultural 
material was observed, these tubes are not described below.  

Entrance 1 - the makai-most entrance - is 2.0 m. (6.6 ft.) wide. The chamber area within this 
light zone has a maximum ceiling height of 1.2 m. (3.9 ft.) and average width of 5.0 m. (16.4 ft.). 
The main tube extends approximately 20.0 m. (66.0 ft.) southwest to its terminus. A charcoal 
sample (18.2 gms) was collected 10.0 m. (32.8 ft.) southwest of Entrance 1 from the surface. 
Immediately northeast of Entrance 1 is a concentration of midden adjacent to an ash-enriched 
soil area (possible hearth). Three large smooth roof fall slabs form a level surface measuring 1.0 
m. (3.3 ft.) by 0.9 m. (2.95 ft.). An adz (axe-like tool) (Acc. #50) and an adz fragment (Acc. #51) 
were collected 2.0 m. (6.6 ft.) west of Entrance 1. A goat skull is present near Entrance 1. A 
subsidiary tube extends to the south of Entrance 1. 

The main tube extends 20.0 m. (66.0 ft.) northeast from Entrance 1 to Entrance 2. Entrance 2 
measures 2.0 m. (6.6 ft.) in diameter. Marine midden was observed within the light zone of 
Entrance 2. 

The main tube extends approximately 90.0 m. (295.3 ft.) northeast from Entrance 2 to 
Entrance 3. This portion of the tube has an average ceiling height of 1.2 m. (3.9 ft.) and an 
average width of 5.0 m. (16.4 ft.). A 20.0 m. (66.0 ft.)-long side tube extends north of the main 
tube approximately 15.0 m. (49.5 ft.) southwest of Entrance 3. This side tube has a maximum 
ceiling height of 1.1 m. (3.6 ft.) and an average width of 4.0 m. (13.1 ft.). A small opening (light 
source) occurs at the northern terminus where this side tube adjoins the same sink or tube 
collapse that forms Entrance 3. A small tube runs beneath and perpendicular to this side tube 
approximately 3.0 m. (9.8 ft.) from the main tube. An opening in the floor of the side tube 
provides access to the underlying tube. This opening is blocked by large tabular boulders. No 
artifacts or midden were observed within this side tube.  
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Figure 23. SIHP# 50-10-27-18159 Feature A Entrance 1 lava tube facing south 

 

 
Figure 24. SIHP# 50-10-27-18159 Feature B showing Entrance 3 and 4 facing southwest 
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A terrace is constructed across the width of the tube beneath Entrance 3. The terrace measures 
roughly 4.0 m. (13.1 ft.) N/S by 5.0 m. 16.4 ft.) E/W. It is constructed of boulders and cobbles 
stacked on a naturally raised area on the tube floor. The northeast and south sides are faced with 
large upright and tabular boulders. The surface is uneven. No midden or artifacts were observed 
on the terrace. 

Scattered kukui-nut shells and a piece of bamboo are located adjacent to the terrace 2.0 m. 
(6.6 ft.) northeast of Entrance 3. 

Another side tube - beginning 30.0 m. (98.4 ft.) southwest of Entrance 3 - extends from the 
south side of the main tube for a distance of roughly 50.0 m. (165.0 ft.) northwest. This side tube 
parallels the main tube. It terminates at Entrance 4, the mauka-most entrance of Feature A lava 
tube. Entrance 4 measures 5.0 m. (16.5 ft.) wide. No artifacts or midden were observed in the 
side tube.  

Feature B is a surface terrace located approximately 1.5 m. (4.9 ft.) to the north of Entrance 4 
(see Error! Reference source not found.). It measures 2.5 m. (8.2 ft.) N/S by 5.5 m. (18.0 ft.) 
E/W with a maximum height of 0.6 m. (1.97 ft.). The terrace is constructed of pāhoehoe boulders 
and cobbles. The northwest side is faced with large pāhoehoe boulders. No midden or artifacts 
were observed in association with the terrace. 

Site 18159 is in fair condition with a fair excavation potential.  

 

 

SIHP #:  50-10-27-18161   

Site Type:  Lava tube 

Function:  Recurrent habitation; burial 

Features (#):  1 

Dimension:  396.5 m.2 (4,264.0 ft.2)  

Elevation:  410 ft. a.m.s.l.  

Description: Site 18161 is a lava tube located approximately 30.0 m (98.4 ft.) north of Site 
18159 (Figure A-12). The terrain consists of a gentle, makai-trending slope. Scattered pockets of 
soil are visible across the undulating pāhoehoe landscape. Vegetation at the site consists of grass 
and koa haole. 

Overall, the lava tube measures 12.2 m. (40.0 ft.) N/S by 32.5 m. E/W (106.6 ft.) with a 
maximum ceiling height of 1.6 m. (5.2 ft.). Cultural material and modifications were observed 
only within the light zone (Figure A-13). 

Access to the tube is gained through a small sink measuring 5.0 m. (16.4 ft.) N/S by 3.0 m. 
(9.8 ft.) E/W. Beneath a large overhang shelter area are two entrances, one to the north and 
another to the south. The south entrance leads to a smaller passage, which measures 19.0 m. 
(62.3 ft.) E/W. The east end of this passage may join the main chamber, but the ceiling is too low 
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to allow exploration. Small amounts of midden and kukui-nut shell were observed in this 
passage. This scattered midden suggests recurrent use of this space as a shelter.  

The north entrance leads to the main chamber, which extends approximately 20.0 m. (65.6 ft.) 
to 25.0 m. (82.0 ft.) to the east. The main activity area of this tube is the overhang section in the 
light zone of the main chamber. There is an ash enriched soil deposit located at the drip line; it 
extends 3.5 m. (11.5 ft.) north and 5.0 m. (16.4 ft.) east. This soil area is slightly disturbed, 
possibly the result of past hunting activity. 

At 3.5 m. (11.5 ft.) to 5.0 m. (16.4 ft.) a disturbed human skeleton was observed. A clavicle, a 
partial phalanx, an ulna and a few vertebrae were identified. There is an alignment of large 
boulders at 5.0 m. (16.4 ft.), which runs parallel to a natural ledge, located 6.0 m. (19.7 ft.) in the 
floor of the passage. The largest concentration of bone was found between this alignment of 
boulders and the ledge. It is probable this was the original burial site of the individual. The 
remains suggest that only one individual was buried at this site. The main chamber continues east 
past the bone concentrations, however, no other cultural material or modifications were 
observed. The site is in fair condition with a good to fair excavation potential. 

 

 
Figure 25. SIHP# 50-10-27-18161 Entrance 1 lava tube facing northeast 
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Figure 26. Site map for SIHP# 50-10-27-18161 
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SIHP #:  50-10-27-18164 

Site Type:  Modified outcrop 

Function:  Recurrent habitation 

Features (#):  1 

Dimension:  14.0 m.2 (151.2 ft.2) 

Elevation:  400 ft. a.m.s.l. 

Description: Site 18164 is a modified outcrop located on top of a pāhoehoe bluff with a good 
view of the surrounding countryside, except to the south (Figures A-14 & A-15). That direction 
is blocked by a higher ridge running mauka/makai. The terrain slopes gently makai. Thick 
vegetation is present consisting of grass, scrub koa haole and kiawe. 

The modification measures 4.0 m. (13.1 ft.) N/S by 3.5 m. (11.5 ft.) E/W with a maximum 
height of 0.3 m. (0.98 ft.). It is constructed primarily of pāhoehoe boulders with some cobbles. 
The edge of the modification is built right up to the edge of the outcrop approximately one 
course above the natural outcrop. Low areas have been filled in making the surface of the bluff 
fairly even. The modification lies approximately 2.0 m. (6.6 ft.) above the surrounding landform. 

No cultural material or midden was observed. The site is in fair condition with a poor 
excavation potential. 

 

 
Figure 27. SIHP# 50-10-27-18164 modified outcrop facing east   
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Figure 28. Site map for SIHP# 50-10-27-18164 
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SIHP #:  50-10-27-18168 

Site Type:  Lava blister 

Function:  Agriculture 

Features (#):  1 

Dimension:  7.5 m.2 (81.0 ft.2) 

Elevation:  430 ft. a.m.s.l. 

Description: Site 18168 is a set of two modified lava blisters and adjacent sinks situated on a 
pāhoehoe outcrop ledge, which is oriented north to south (Figure A-16, A-17 & A-18). The 
terrain consists of an undulating outcrop surface with soil pockets. A soil swale is located 
approximately 20.0 m. (65.6 ft.) south containing kiawe. Koa haole, fountain grass and noni are 
also present at the site. 

The overall dimensions of the site are 5.0 m. (16.4 ft.) N/S by 1.5 m. (4.9 ft.) E/W. Both sinks 
have an intermittent, rough alignment of small boulders along their edges. Low overhangs (the 
blisters) are observed to the north of the north sink and south of the south sink. The north 
overhang has a maximum ceiling height of 0.4 m. (1.3 ft.); the south overhang has a maximum 
height of 0.3 m. (0.98 ft.). The north overhang has a soil floor; the south overhang contains no 
soil. A water-worn fragment was observed on the outcrop surface among small cobbles.  

The site is probably an agricultural feature, functioning as planting depressions. No midden or 
artifacts were observed. The site is in poor condition with poor excavation potential.  

After two attempts at pedestrian survey in the likely area of Site 18168, no modified lava 
blisters were encountered. The supposed location of Site 18168 is near a heavily used cattle trail 
leading to a cement water trough and soil surface to the west. A small metal water line runs 
along the surface next to the cattle trail connecting to the trough, which also may have caused 
disturbance to Site 18168 during installation.. It is important to mention that the trough and water 
line were not mentioned in the original inventory survey (Robins et al. 2000a), but a nearby soil 
surface was described. This suggests that the trough and water line may post-date the fieldwork 
portion of the 1992 pedestrian survey.  
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Figure 29. Site map for SIHP# 50-10-27-18168 
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Figure 30. Cattle trail in the location of SIHP# 50-10-27-18168 facing east  

 

Figure 31. Water line to cattle trough in the location of SIHP# 50-10-27-18168 facing north 
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SIHP #:  50-10-27-18169 

Site Type:  Complex 

Function:  Permanent habitation 

Features (#):  2 

Dimension:  195.0 m.2 (2,106.0 ft.2) 

Elevation:  435 ft. a.m.s.l. 

Description: Site 18169 is a complex consisting of two features (Figures A-19 & A-20). The 
complex is situated on a moderate southwesterly slope. The surrounding terrain exhibits low 
pāhoehoe outcrops and intermittent soil. Koa haole and fountain grass are present. 

The complex is constructed on a low rise with a commanding view mauka and makai. Feature 
A is an irregularly shaped enclosure; Feature B is a rough platform located 3.0 m. (9.8 ft.) to the 
southwest of Feature A. The overall complex measures 13.0 m. (42.7 ft.) N/S by 15.0 m. (49.2 
ft.) E/W. 

Feature A enclosure measures 12.0 m. (39.4 ft.) N/S by 7.0 m. (23.0 ft.) E/W. The enclosing 
wall is constructed of boulders, 1 to 2 courses high and generally one row wide. Two structures 
are present within the enclosure, a terrace and a rough boulder platform. The terrace is 
contiguous with the interior east side of the enclosure wall. It measures 4.0 m. (13.1 ft.) N/S by 
1.0 m. (3.3 ft.) E/W. The terrace is defined by a cobble-paved area retained by the enclosure wall 
to the east and a boulder facing, one course high, along its west side.  

The rough, triangular platform is present at the center of the enclosure. It measures 2.0 m. (6.6 
ft.) by 2.0 m. (6.6 ft.) and is constructed of boulder slabs, intermixed with cobbles, forming a 
fairly uneven surface. Two entrances into the enclosure are located on its east and west sides, 
with a maximum width of 1.0 m. (3.3 ft.). 

Feature B is a roughly constructed platform located 4.0 m. (13.1 ft.) southwest of Feature A. 
The platform consists of a mounded surface of cobbles and boulders. It measures 2.0 m. (6.6 ft.) 
N/S by 2.0 m. (6.6 ft.) E/W with heights measuring between 0.3 (1.0 ft.) to 0.5 m. (1.6 ft.). No 
clear vertical facing was observed. Two upright slabs are present on the east side of the feature. 

The complex is interpreted as a habitation based on the size of the enclosure and the presence 
of two entrances. Its dilapidated condition is a result of cattle grazing. No midden or artifacts 
were observed. The site is in poor condition with a fair excavation potential. 

After two attempts at pedestrian survey in the likely area of Site 18169, no permanent 
habitation was encountered. Several small, boulder and cobble mounds were observed in the 
general area. 

Features A and B of Site 18169 were likely destroyed by cattle grazing or deconstructed into 
small mounds following the fieldwork portion of the 1992 inventory survey (Robins et al. 
2000a). 
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Figure 32. Boulder and cobble mound in the location of SIHP# 50-10-27-18169 facing south 
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Figure 33. Site map of SIHP# 50-10-27-18169 
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SIHP #:  50-10-27-26414 

Site Type:  Wall 

Function:  Animal husbandry  

Features (#):  1 

Dimension:  1.4 km in length  

Elevation:  500 to 750 ft. a.m.s.l. 

Description: Site 50-10-27-26414 is a historic wall previously observed in Haun (2003). The 
wall begins on the large ‘a‘ā flow that dominates the project area and runs for 95 meters at 147 
degrees. When the wall intersects the south boundary of the project area, it turns sharply to the 
east and follows the project area boundary to its eastern extent. This portion of the wall is 1.3 
kilometers (0.8 miles) in length within the project area, runs at an angle of 82 to 85 degrees, and 
continues mauka (east) outside of the project area. The majority of the mauka-makai running 
section of the wall is on pāhoehoe. The wall delineates the boundary of the ahupua‘a, separating 
Kaloko Ahupua‘a on the north side (the project area side) and Honokōhau Ahupua‘a on the south 
side. 

While on the ‘a‘ā flow, the wall is constructed of small ‘a‘ā cobbles and boulders and is 
rubble filled (Figure A-21). When the wall transitions to the pāhoehoe flow, it is built of 
formally stacked pāhoehoe cobbles and slabs with smaller rubble fill. Generally it is in very good 
condition with occasional (every 50 meters or so) collapses. Intact portions of the wall are 
“crisp” with very sharp edges, and there are occasional large uprights. Height of the wall ranges 
from 0.80 meters to 1.50 meters, with an average thickness of 1.0 meter.  

Function of site 50-10-27-26414 is primarily for historic animal husbandry. The wall is still in 
use for animal control; in general the land on the project area side is covered in dense shoulder 
high koa haole, while on the southern side of the wall the vegetation is considerably less dense 
with only sparse koa haole and grasses, an indication of relatively heavy grazing. The wall also 
functioned as a historical marker to designate the ahupua‘a boundary. Excavation potential for 
this site is poor given the type of construction and lack of potential for recovering cultural 
material. SIHP # 50-10-27-26414 is recommended for preservation with breaches allowable.  
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Figure 34. SIHP #50-10-27-26414 ‘a‘ā portion of historic wall facing southeast 
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SIHP #:  50-10-27-26415 

Site Type:  Trail 

Function:  Transportation  

Features (#):  1 

Dimension:  270 m in length  

Elevation:  492 ft. a.m.s.l. 

Description: Site 50-10-27-26415 is a trail previously identified by Haun (2003), located on the 
large ‘a‘ā flow that dominates the project area. It is approximately 0.7 meters wide and is 
constructed of crushed ‘a‘ā rubble exposed and worn after removal of larger cobbles from the 
trail (Figure A-22). The trail was observed to run for a total of approximately 270 meters 
oriented approximately north-south. Near the historic ahupua‘a wall (site -26414) the trail angles 
to the west (towards the wall) and disappears 10 meters past this turn, prior to reaching the wall. 
It seems likely that the southern portion of the trail (the final exit/entrance from the ‘a‘ā) was 
obscured by the construction of the wall, suggesting that the trail pre-dates the historic wall. The 
trail is marked by a number of small cairns ranging from single cobbles stacked four courses 
high to small mounds of approximately a dozen large cobbles (on average 0.6 meters high). 
There is also a small cupboard along the trail about 0.5 meters in diameter and approximately 0.5 
meters deep. It consists of a natural depression that may have functioned as a small storage 
cupboard in association with the trail. 

Function of site -26415 is transportation across the ‘a‘ā flow. The cairns functioned as 
markers and the cupboard was likely utilized for storage. Excavation potential is minimal given 
the type of construction and lack of cultural material on the surface. SIHP # 50-10-27-26415 is 
designated for no further work. 
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Figure 35. SIHP # 50-10-27-26415 ‘a‘ā trail with cairn on left side of trail facing south 
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CSH Site #:  A 

Site Type:  Modified Outcrop 

Function:  Agriculture 

Features (#):  1 

Description: CSH A is a modified outcrop constructed of ‘a‘ā and pāhoehoe cobbles and 
boulders placed within a natural raised pāhoehoe outcrop creating a level paved surface with a 
commanding view in all directions (Figure A-23). The paved surface measures 4 m by 2.5 m. 
CSH A is located 20 meters north of a large soil surface containing a kiawe tree and showing 
heavy use/disruption from cattle. CSH A is also located 20 meters east of a cattle water trough 
and near the supposed location of Site 18168.  

 

 
Figure 36. CSH A modified outcrop facing southeast 
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CSH Site #:  B 

Site Type:  Cairn/Ahu 

Function:  Marker 

Features (#):  1 

Description: CSH B is a large cairn or ahu within the project corridor and near the proposed 
highway centerline (Figure A-24). CSH B consists of 5 courses of stacked pāhoehoe boulders 
reaching a height of approximately 1 m. A remnant of an old plastic CSH site tag was found 
within the feature, but the site number was not preserved. CSH B is located in the immediate 
vicinity of the supposed location of Site 18168.  

 

 
Figure 37. CSH B Cairn/Ahu facing east 
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CSH Site #:  C   

Site Type:  Papamu 

Function:  Game Board 

Features (#):  1 

 

Description: CSH C is a possible papamu game board located on a large, flat, raised pāhoehoe 
slab within the project corridor and near the project centerline (Figure A-25). The papamu area 
on the pāhoehoe slab measures approximately 1 m by 0.8 m. CSH C is located approximately 15 
m northeast of CSH B and near the supposed location of Site 18168. 

 

 
Figure 38. CSH C Papamu Board facing northwest 
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CSH Site #:  D    

Site Type:  Lava Tube/Paved Surface 

Function:  Water Collection/ Agriculture  

Features (#):  2 

Description: CSH D is composed of two features. Feature A is a lava tube near the centerline 
of the project area (Figure A-26). The tube entrance measures 4.6 m wide with an average ceiling 
height of 0.7 m. A goat skeleton was observed near the entrance. The tube was explored and a 
possible water collection feature was observed within. No other cultural material was present. 
Feature B is a paved cobble surface located adjacent to Feature A along the entrance of the lava 
tube (Figure A-27). The paved surface measures approximately 2 by 3 m.  

 

CSH Site #:  E   

Site Type:  Complex 

Function:  Agriculture  

Features (#):  4 

Description: CSH E is composed of 4 features located on or adjacent to a large pāhoehoe 
outcrop near the project area’s southern staging area and in the direct path of the project center 
line (Figure A-28). The outcrop rises as a vertical cone 10-15 meters above ground surface. A 
similar outcrop is located immediately northeast of CSH E. The top of the outcrop commands a 
360-degree view of the ahupua’a. The outcrop of CSH E is the highest point in the visible 
vicinity.  

     Feature A is a boulder-paved area measuring 1m by 4 m between natural outcrop walls at the 
highest point on the outcrop (Figure A-29). A single coarse boulder wall separates the feature 
into unequal parts. A recent surveyor’s “bench mark” was observed pounded into one of the 
rocks in Feature A.  

     Feature B is a cobble-paved area measuring 0.8 by 2 m located just south of Feature A on the 
edge of the outcrop (Figure A-30). 

     Feature C is a roughly paved boulder and cobble surface, triangular in shape measuring 1 m 
by 1 m and located on a lower tier of the outcrop east of Feature A (Figure A-31). 

     Feature D is a 5-7 coarse pāhoehoe boulder and cobble wall extending mauka from the base 
of the CSH E outcrop (Figure A-32). Rough facing was observed. Feature D measured 7 m long 
and 0.5 m wide with an average height of 0.9 m. Feature D connects to a natural linear pāhoehoe 
flow to the east, which extends mauka for approximately 25 m. 
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Figure 39. CSH D Feature A lava tube facing west 

 
Figure 40. CSH D Feature B paved surface facing south 
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Figure 41. CSH E general view of modified outcrop facing north 

 

Figure 42. CSH E Feature A paved surface facing southeast 
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Figure 43. CSH E Feature B paved surface facing south 

 

Figure 44. CSH E Feature C paved surface facing east
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Figure 45. CSH E Feature D rock wall facing northeast 
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Appendix F    Temple of Lono letter submitted 
by Kahu Mikahala Roy 
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Frank Kamealoha Anuumealani Nobriga 
Kahuna, Temple of Lono 

P. O. Box 419 
Volcano, Hawai'i 96785 

January 12, 2009 
 
The Chief Justice 
Associate Justices 
The United States Supreme Court 
Washington, DC 20543 
 
Re: State of Hawaii, et al. v. Office of Hawaiian Affairs, et al., No. 07-1372 
 
This letter is sent to place this Honorable Court on notice that the Temple of Lono, an 
ancient Hawaiian religion, is an essential party in the above referenced case and 
unrepresented before the court. No party in this case can legally represent the Temple. 
Nor can the Temple be compelled to enter this case. Under these circumstances, the 
appropriate response is to dismiss this case for lack of jurisdiction. 
 
A detailed presentation of the context, the substance, and the implications of the 
Temple’s claim is presented in the attached document. 
 
The Temple’s religion and spiritual practices elevate the staff of life as the central focus 
and the preservation of that staff of life for seven generations as the primary kuleana 
(obligation). 
  
For thousands of years, the Kahunas of Hawai'i have prayed for the success of the trust 
placed in the Hawaiian people to take care of (malama) the 'aina – the land, the sea, the 
air, and all the creatures therein. In these perilous times, the Kahuna rises each day to 
greet the Sun with prayers for abundance and protection for the life of the land. The 
concern runs deep. 
 
Those who have usurped that trust function are unconscious and treat the Earth as a 
resource base and a trash can. The damage inflicted is immense and has placed the 
Natural World in a state of severe imbalance. The same pattern can be seen worldwide. 
 
The Hawaiian people simply want restoration of their trust responsibility for these 
islands, so that they may use their powers and wisdom to restore and rejuvenate the 
Natural World and provide sustenance for the Humans living here. 
 
The Temple of Lono asks this Court to acknowledge the existence of the Temple, the 
authority and role of the Temple within the original Hawaiian civilization (sovereignty), 
and the legal rights that emanate from that existence and historical kuleana 
(responsibility). The Temple further asks this Honorable Court to recognize that the 
Temple’s rights and interests are not represented in this case and cannot be represented 
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by the existing parties. Finally, the Temple asks this Honorable Court to recognize that, 
in the context of Hawaiian history, the Temple, as a sovereign institution, is not under the 
jurisdiction of the United States. The Temple cannot be a party to this case unless the 
Temple explicitly waives its sovereign immunity, which it does not. 
 
The acknowledgement of the Temple of Lono in no way negates any other religion or 
spiritual practice. All religions are welcome to participate within the Pu'uhonua, once the 
Temple of Lono spiritual land base is restored, as long as they follow the practices meant 
to preserve the people for seven generations into the future. 
 
If this Honorable Court does not acknowledge our religion and spiritual practices, then 
this Court will follow in the footsteps of those who have suppressed our religion for more 
than one hundred years. 
 
By copy of this letter, the Temple is providing notice of the jurisdictional issue to the 
parties in this case. It remains to be seen whether any of those parties will bring this 
matter before the court. If they do not, the Temple urges this Honorable Court to exercise 
its inherent authority to examine whether it appropriately has jurisdiction in this case. 
 
       Aloha, 
       Frank Kamealoha Anuumealani Nobriga 
       Kahuna, Temple of Lono 
c.c. Counsel of Record 
Trustees, Office of Hawaiian Affairs 
Governor Linda Lingle 
Attorney General Mark Bennett 
Hawai'i Supreme Court 
President Barack Obama 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
  State of Hawaii, et al. v. Office of Hawaiian Affairs, et al., No. 07-1372 
    
   The Temple of Lono Claim and Its Implications 
 
   The True Question Presented 
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 The real question is whether this Honorable Court will get involved in 
legitimizing the illegal seizure of the national lands belonging to the Kingdom of Hawai'i 
and in extinguishing any claims the Hawaiian civilization, religion, and political system 
may have to those lands or whether this Honorable Court will let stand a unanimous 
Hawai'i Supreme Court opinion that these lands are held in trust until there is 
reconciliation between the Hawaiian civilization and the United States civilization. 
 
 As concerns the Temple of Lono, the question is whether this Honorable Court 
will acknowledge the status, rights, and interests of the Temple or cooperate in 
extinguishing the religion by removing the spiritual land base. 
 
The Temple of Lono Claim 
 
The State of Hawaii, et al. v. Office of Hawaiian Affairs, et al., No. 07-1372, otherwise 
known as the Ceded Lands Case1, may determine whether the State of Hawaii has 
legitimate title to the lands seized from the Crown and Kingdom of Hawai'i Government 
at the time agents of the United States Government facilitated the illegal overthrow of the 
Kingdom Government. 
 
One party with an interest in the outcome of this case is not represented – the Temple of 
Lono. The Temple of Lono has a claim that is qualitatively different from that of any 
other party to the case. 
 
The key characteristics that differentiate the claim are the context within which the claim 
arises and the nature of the claim. 
 
The Apology Resolution addresses “Native Hawaiians.” While that term is not a term the 
Hawaiian people would necessarily embrace, the resolution clearly intends the apology to 
be directed to the original Hawaiian people, i.e. those who lived in the islands prior to the 
arrival of Captain Cook. The appropriate term would be Kanaka Maoli.2 
 
The apology is also for the illegal overthrow of the Kingdom of Hawai'i government. 
The audience for that apology is not identical to the Kanaka Maoli. The Kingdom had 
subjects who were not of Hawaiian descent. They also lost their national identity, yet 
have not received an apology from the United States. 
 
1 The term “ceded lands” is inappropriate because the Kingdom never ceded its lands to the Provisional 
Government; the lands were taken without permission or compensation. 
2 There are those within the Hawaiian community who find even that term inappropriate. For purposes of 
this letter, Kanaka Maoli will be used to mean the Hawaiian people present when Cook arrived. 
The conflation of the Kanaka Maoli with Kingdom subjects masks a key point of 
divergence. The Kanaka Maoli had a civilization unique to their islands. The attack 
upon that civilization began long before the overthrow of the Kingdom government. In 
fact, the creation of the Kingdom government was a part of the attack, displacing 
traditional spiritual practitioners as the highest authority over lands managed communally 
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with a constitutional monarchy form of government eventually eliminating traditional 
practitioners from holding any authority and implementing private/public land ownership. 
 
Separating the interests of the Kanaka Maoli from the interest of the Kingdom’s subjects 
illuminates the difference in those interests and the difference in the context out of which 
the legal interests in this case arise. 
 
Civilization and Sovereignty 
 
True communication in the Hawaiian language comes in an oral tradition that requires a 
face to face exchange between those communicating. Body posture, hand position, facial 
expression, and intonation transmit the intended meanings of words in a language 
developed over tens of thousands of years. 
 
This Honorable Court is based in a written tradition in which words are defined in 
dictionaries with the expectation that the written word will be similarly understood by 
each party to the communication. 
 
Two key words in this letter are civilization and sovereignty. 
 
The word civilization is used in this communication to encompass all aspects of an 
identifiable group within the Human Family. Religion, culture, customs, practices, 
political system, economic system, and language are all aspects of a civilization. 
 
In this case, the two civilizations present are the Polynesian/Hawaiian civilization and the 
European/USA civilization. 
 
The word sovereignty can have different meanings, depending on the nature of the 
civilization. 
 
In the Hawaiian civilization, the concept of sovereignty implicated aspects of both 
religious worship and political power. 
 
Hawaiians are a people of a land-based faith. Their traditional religious practices were 
based on the foundation of the four Gods. With that foundation, the individual was 
sovereign to choose the specific nature of spiritual practice. Individual practice revolved 
around the temples and the altars in each home. 
 
The kahunas held the sovereignty linking the Gods to the people through the land. The 
Temple of Lono is dedicated to the God Lono, about which much more will be presented 
below. The fundamental seat of sovereignty was the Pu'uhonua presided over by the 
kahuna, which will also be discussed in detail below. 
 
Sovereignty in the Hawaiian context can best be understood through the concept of 
kuleana. The word kuleana translates as responsibility. Each sector of the civilization – 
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kahuna, chiefs, and people – had a kuleana. The fulfillment of those distinct kuleanas 
maintained the life of the civilization and preserved the viability of the civilization for 
seven generations into the future. Within each kuleana, people were trained to carry out 
the responsibilities unique to that kuleana. In many cases, particular families carried out 
a kuleana passed from generation to generation. Each of the kuleanas represented a 
different aspect of the sovereignty residing in the civilization as a whole. 
 
In the European/USA civilization, the word sovereignty is most commonly used only in 
the political context. Sovereignty in that context is both the independent and absolute 
power by which an independent state is governed and, in democratic political systems, 
the source of that sovereignty lodged in the people forming the state. In pre-contact 
Hawai'i, the European concept of sovereignty does not fit. 
 
To truly address the issues raised in this case, this Honorable Court must recognize the 
differences in the use of the term and the implications of those differences for the proper 
resolution of the land issue before the court. 
 
In this letter, the Temple of Lono is asserting its particular sovereignty, both to illuminate 
the absence of an essential party to this litigation and the inability of this Honorable 
Court to compel the Temple’s presence in the case. The absent essential party argument 
is presented in detail below. 
 
     Frank Nobriga is an active force behind the Temple of Lono movement which 
     began in 1971. Their purpose is to maintain a spiritual land bank, with 
     temples throughout the islands. The first temple was established on Kahoolawe in 
     1976, having been conceived as a result of the involvement of Hawaiians in 
     recapturing that island for civilian purposes. ... The Temple of Lono is rediscovering  
     the elements of ancient Hawaiian religion, including a four-god concept. 
 
Honorable Samuel P. King, United States District Court, “Hawaiian Sovereignty,” 
Hawaii Bar Journal, July 1999, http://wetserver.net/hawaiimatters/old/king.pdf. 
(emphasis added).3 
 
The context for the Temple of Lono claim is pre-contact Hawai'i. In that civilization, 
there was no land ownership. All the lands belonged to the Gods. Ku (saltwater), 
Kaneloa (sun), Lono (land), Kane (freshwater). The four Gods formed the Pa halau otea 
atua (the foundation of the four Gods). The Temple of Lono’s kuleana (responsibility) is 
3 The temple at Kaho'olawe preexisted the arrival of Captain Cook and was restored, not established, in 
1976 by Temuela Hoopi Otarani Otamatahiti Tahuna Pari Tu Po Paki/Loon, hereafter referred to as Kahuna 
Sam Lono. 
the Pu'uhonua, the staff of life and management of the lands with the well being of seven 
generations into the future as the guideline. This guideline is the Kanawai, the ecological 
legal system based on natural law and pertaining to both land and water usage. The 
kahunas of Lono were the law givers. The kahunas set forth the rules for the use of the 
lands and water. The chiefs enforced those rules, with the high chief being the only 
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person having the power to take a human life. The people put those rules into practice. 
This system provided a self-sustaining economy that supported hundreds of thousands of 
people. 
 
The knowledge of the staff of life (which is part of this covenant), Pa Halau otea atua (the 
foundation of the four Gods), Maiola (healing light – the knowledge of the temple), 
Aumakua [Huna mana (ancestral worship) – the source of the knowledge] are the origin 
of Hawaiian faith and religious spiritualism, based on the Pu'uhonua and its sovereignty. 
 
The sovereignty of the Pu'uhonua Lehua at Kualoa on Oahu, Mano Kalani Po on Kauai, 
Pi'ilani on Maui and Hale O Keawe on Hawaii is based on their traditional importance in 
Hawaiian Religion, Hawaiian Culture and political history. The lands of the Pu'uhonua 
Hale O Keawe runs from Honaunau to the Temple of Ku at Honokohau Harbor and that 
Pu'uhonua is where Kamehameha the First established the Temple of Lono at Ahuena 
and the seat of the Kingdom of Hawaii at Kailua, Kona. 
 
Illustrative of the meaning of sovereignty in the Hawaiian context is the oral history of 
the succession of Kahahana to the position of High Chief on Oahu and the attempt by 
High Chief Kahekili of Maui to claim the lands of Pu'uhonua Kualoa on Oahu and the 
Palaoa-pae (whale ivory washed up along the Oahu coastline). 
 
 Shortly after his installation, Kahahana called a great council of the Oahu chiefs 
 and the high priest4 of Kaopulupulu, and laid before them the demands of 
 Kahekili regarding the land of Kualoa and the “Palaoa-pae.” At first the council 
 was divided, and some thought it was but a fair return for the kindness and 
 protection shown Kahahana from his youth by Kahekili, but the high priest was 
 strongly opposed to such a measure and argued that it was a virtual surrender of 
 the sovereignty and independence of Oahu. Kualoa being one of the most sacred 
 places on the island, where stood the sacred drums of Kapahuula and Kaahuulapunawai, 
 and also the sacred hill of Kauakahi-a-Kahoowaha; and the surrender 
 of the “Palaoa-pae” would be a disrespect to the gods; in fact, if Kahekili’s 
 demands were complied with, the power of war or sacrifice would rest with the 
 Maui king and not with Kahahana. He represented strongly moreover, that if 
 Kahahana had obtained the kingdom by conquest, he might do as he like, but 
 having been chosen by the Oahu chiefs, it would be wrong in him to cede to 
 another the national emblems of sovereignty and independence. Kahahana and all 
 the chiefs admitted the force of Kaopulupulu’s arguments, and submitted to this 
 advice not to comply with the demands of Kahekili. 
 
4 The word kahuna is more appropriate than priest. The word kahuna means priest, teacher, or doctor. 
 
Forander, 1969, Volume II; page 218 cited in the Temple of Lono, “The Innermost 
Knowledge of Lono” (unpublished) at 5.5 
 
This history provides a window into the complexities of the sovereignty concept within 
the Hawaiian civilization. The most relevant historical aspect here is that the chiefs 
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accepted the Kahuna’s position that the independent political status of Oahu revolved 
around the sovereignty over Pu'uhonua Lehua at Kualoa. The Pu'uhonua was the seat of 
sovereignty. The kuleana for that Pu'uhonua rested in the hands of the kahunas. 
 
Based on the Kanawai maintained by the kahunas, the people performed the daily work 
of sustaining the population. Part of the sovereignty rested in the people who 
implemented the laws on land and ocean. 
 
The Makahiki season, when Captain Cook arrived, is a special time of year for the 
Hawaiian people. Traditionally, the season is three months in length. During that season, 
protocols related to status are modified or removed. The chiefs and their subordinates 
mix freely with the people. There are fewer kapus (prohibitions) in place regarding those 
contacts and fewer protocols to be enforced. The celebration reminds the people that 
they are all one 'ohana (community). 
 
The God honored during the Makahiki season is Lono, the god of the land that provides 
the staff of life for man, whose magnetic force draws the water of life from the clouds 
down to earth creating an abundance of food for all living things. “Oh Lono of the air you 
speak in many ways, soft or wild you sound through birds and trees. Your revered music 
rings though waterfalls. Let us see you and let us hear you so that our source is as real as 
ourselves. Warm and brown and filled with seeds awaiting, may the sacred soil bring 
forth sweet fruit foods to strengthen and sustain us as we work. Oh Lono your face is 
seen in earth and rock.” We reverence the land as a natural force that can give life and 
take life. HE RONO, HE RONO, HE ULU TA MEA AI I TA POE HONUA. The 
kahunas of Lono presided over the Makahiki celebration. 
 
The Pu'uhonua was the heart of the Lono kuleana. The Pu'uhonua was essentially the 
back up for the entire civilization. 
 
The Pu'uhonua was a large land area. The kahunas of Lono and Ku managed the area. 
The primary task was the cultivation of crops. Healing based on thousands of years of 
knowledge about plants, spiritual ceremonies directly connecting practitioners with the 
Gods and the elements of Earth, academies to teach practical skills, and other activities 
also took place within the Pu'uhonua. 
 
When wars broke out and people left their homes, they would often return to find that 
their crops had failed. The people would go to the Pu'uhonua for replacements. 
 
5 While Forander used the term “king,” that term did not become a part of the political process until the 
introduction of non-Hawaiian political structures; the appropriate term would be high chief (Ali'i Nui). 
 
Acknowledging the importance of the sovereignty of the Pu'uhonua to everyone, no wars 
were ever fought within the Pu'uhonua. 
 
The Pu'uhonua is a sanctuary of peace where the healer and the warrior in Hawaiian 
thinking coexist in harmony for perpetuation of the race via the knowledge of staff of life 
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that our four Gods provide – the Hawaiian people’s covenant. 
 
During the Makahiki season, the kahunas of Lono travelled from one land sector to the 
next. The residents of the land sector bring offerings of fruits, vegetables, crafts, and 
other products to the Lono temples. The function of the Kahuna was to evaluate the 
health of the people and the land. 
 
Overall, the kahunas operating from their base in the Pu'uhonua constantly monitored and 
evaluated the civilization to know what measures were necessary to sustain the 
civilization and maintain the peace. All the functions noted above constituted the 
sovereignty of the traditional religious practitioners. 
 
Captain Cook arrived during the Makahiki season and encountered this incredibly 
sophisticated system developed over 25,000 years in Polynesia. Unfortunately, all the 
Europeans perceived were uncivilized, half-clothed savages. 
 
What followed was the systematic destruction of the Hawaiian civilization in a process 
that can justifiably be characterized as genocide. 
 
The new civilization was based on a belief that a new born was tainted by some original 
sin, that material wealth measured merit, that pursuit of conquest and exploitation were 
legitimate means of accumulating wealth, and that the individual mattered more than the 
community. 
 
Greed would replace sharing; private claims would prevail over the general welfare of the 
community and the protection of future generations; and the 'aina (life of the land) and 
the kai (life of the ocean) would be reduced to no more than a resource base and a trashcan. 
 
True freedom of religion, based on a common honoring of the earth and expressed by 
each individual and family in their own way in their own home, would be replaced by 
competing religions claiming superiority and preaching exclusivity, united only in their 
common goal of destroying the traditional practices. 
 
All the civilized values of the Hawaiian way of life would be supplanted by the barbaric 
practices of the immature civilization. Those practices amounted to a campaign of 
genocide against the Hawaiian civilization. 
 
The first act of genocide was the introduction of devastating diseases. Knowing that the 
sailors and immigrants would expose the indigenous people to diseases for which the 
indigenous people had no immunity, the foreigners made no attempt to limit contacts or 
otherwise protect the indigenous people. The result was a major reduction in the 
indigenous population that served the purposes of imperial expansion. 
 
The Europeans provided Kamehameha I guns to unite all the islands under one “King.” 
That set the stage for the later seizure of the entire nation by the act of seizing the 
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monarch. 
 
When, through conquest, Kamehameha became high chief over all the islands, he also 
became the protector of the traditional religion of the Hawaiian people and established 
his Temple of Lono at Ahuena as the seat of governance and religious sovereignty. 
 
The merchant/missionary group, through the American Board of Commissioners for 
Foreign Missions, set about to convert the Hawaiian political leadership to Christianity 
and destroy the sovereignty of the traditional practitioners, acknowledged by 
Kamhemeha I when he established the Temple of Lono at Ahuena within the Pu'uhonua 
Honaunau. 
 
After Kamehameha I’s death, the missionaries converted the Hawaiian chiefly group to 
Christianity and taught the new converts that the traditional practitioners were agents of 
the Devil. Incited by the missionaries, the Hawaiian Christians hunted down and killed 
the Kahunas, who carried the traditional wisdom. This internal war led to a holocaust at 
Kaloko. Queen Ka'ahumanu sent her Christian Hawaiian army into battle against 
Hawaiian traditionalists. Tens of thousands of people died. The Christian Hawaiian 
army prevailed. 
 
At that point, the traditional practitioners completely withdrew from society and took 
their practice into the privacy of their homes. When they went out into the world, they 
did so as fishermen and farmers. The Temple of Lono spiritual practices survived by 
being passed from Kea Kea to Mahealono to Sam Lono to Kamealoha Anuumealani 
Nobriga. 
 
The history of religious persecution and suppression is quite extensive. That persecution 
destroyed the foundation of the Hawaiian civilization and has denied the Hawaiian people 
the true history of their religious practice. 
 
The missionary descendants insinuated themselves into positions of influence within the 
Hawaiian government, feigning friendship to the indigenous leadership while they 
conspired to dispossess that leadership of their national identity and lands. The concept 
of property ownership was introduced in order to lay the foundation for ultimately 
stealing the property. 
 
During the period of the Temple’s absence, the genocide continued. 
 
The destruction of the traditional land management system, including the Pu'uhonua, 
opened the way for introduction of public and private land ownership. 
The missionaries convinced the Hawaiian Christians to pass laws making illegal many of 
the religious, social, and cultural practices at the heart of the Hawaiian civilization. 
Ancestral worship, the hanai system in which children were often given from one family 
to another to be raised, and other key elements of the religious and social structure were 
forbidden. The hula was outlawed. Speaking Hawaiian was forbidden in the schools. 
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This systematic suppression of the Hawaiian civilization continues today with 
developments being built on burial sites, destruction of sacred sites, desecration of the 
'aina (the land), and other acts of deliberate disrespect directed at the vestiges of 
Hawaiian civilization. At this time, the Temple of Lono at Ahuena is being assigned to a 
non-profit organization, which has no connection to the Temple of Lono, in order to 
convert Ahuena into a historical site, not a living religious institution. 
 
This case brings that genocide to its pinnacle. Taking away the lands of Hawai'i and 
giving them to the State of Hawaii will destroy the physical foundation of the Hawaiian 
civilization and break the religious tie of the people to the 'aina. The maintenance of that 
connection is the essential kuleana of the Temple of Lono and the essence of the Temple 
of Lono religious practice. 
 
If the Temple of Lono were present in the case at issue, the Temple would argue the 
following: 
 The essence of the Temple’s religious practice is to connect the four Gods (Pa 

Halau O Tea Atua) to the people through the land; Hawaiians believe that with 
out these four elements, there is no life. 
 In that practice, the management of the Pu'uhonua lands is a religious custom that 

requires jurisdiction over these lands. 
 The management of the lands was stolen through a policy of genocide in which 

one policy component was directed at Kamehameha the I and the Hawaiian 
Religion and entailed the destruction of the role of traditional religious customs 
and practitioners in public life. 
 The destruction of the traditional role of religious practitioners paved the way for 

the introduction of the property ownership concept; after the death of 
Kamehameha I, the first thing Reverend Thurston did was destroy the Temple of 
Ku and Temple of Lono at Ahuena and built his homes on these sacred sites. 
 The persecution of traditional religious practitioners, the destruction of the 

traditional religious practitioner role in the society, and the replacement of the 
traditional non-ownership of land with ownership, led the Hawaiian political 
leadership to embrace the foreign economic practices, including those related to 
land ownership. 
 The genocidal policy then implemented the overthrow of the Hawaiian political 

leadership, specifically with a goal of annexing the islands to the United States 
and carried out with the complicity of United States officials and military 
personnel. 
 The genocidal policy now seeks to extinguish all land claims by the Hawaiian 

people by declaring the “ceded lands” as belonging to the State of Hawaii. 
 The United States government will not recognize the Kingdom of Hawaii 

government as still existing and, therefore, will not let the Kingdom of Hawaii 
come before the United States Supreme Court to argue for title to the lands; the 
interests of the Crown and Kingdom Government are not represented in this case.6 
 The abolition of the Crown and Kingdom Government abolished the institutions 
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through which foreigners had implemented their property ownership system. 
 The acknowledgment that the overthrow was illegal and the argument now that 

the stolen lands can legitimately be taken anyway destroys the essential legal 
basis for all property ownership claims; legitimizing land ownership achieved 
through theft removes the legal foundation from the ownership system. 
 OHA claims to be representing the Hawaiian people and makes its claim based on 

the limited nature of the Apology Resolution interpretation by the Hawaii 
Supreme Court. 
 That limited interpretation only found that the Hawaiian people have a potential 

interest in the lands at issue, which should be resolved within the reconciliation 
process called for by the Apology Resolution. 
 OHA cannot represent the religious interest in the land asserted by the Temple of 

Lono; the Temple of Lono practitioners are not cultural specialists; they are 
religious practitioners; OHA cannot speak for the Kahuna because OHA lacks the 
authority from the Kahuna to do so and because OHA is an agency of the 
government foreclosed by the First Amendment from representing a single 
religious entity. 
 Specifically, the Temple of Lono would argue that the United States government, 

by cooperating with and facilitating the overthrow of the Kingdom government 
and subsequently granting recognition to the provisional government, 
extinguished the rights of the Kingdom of Hawai'i within the United States legal 
system, creating a vacuum in land management. 
 The provisional government and all subsequent claimants to the lands at issue 

base their claim on the original unlawful overthrow and, therefore, none of those 
claims are legitimate. 
 The Temple of Lono is the only traditional religious practice that has emerged 

from the darkness of oppression. 
 The Temple of Lono has a claim to all the Pu'uhonua lands as part of the 

Temple’s religious and customary practices. 
6 The Temple is aware that international lawyer Francis Boyle once brought a case to this Court on behalf 
of the Kingdom. Mr. Boyle filed his papers and paid the filing fee. 
The Clerk of the Court returned the papers and the fee. 
As the Temple understands, the Court contacted the United States Department of State to inquire 
whether the United States recognized the Kingdom of Hawai'i. The State Department replied that the 
United States did not recognize the Kingdom. As a court within the United States system, this Court could 
not acknowledge a government that the United States refused to recognize. The Court, therefore, ordered 
the return of the papers and the fee. 
Denying access to United States courts for a government illegally destroyed by the United States 
because that government is not recognized by the United States is certainly an irony that is not lost on this 
Court. When the bar to participation forecloses the Kingdom from challenging an attempt to take away the 
land basis for Kingdom sovereignty, the irony becomes tragedy. Nevertheless, the Temple understands that 
the United States legal system allows for such an illogical and immoral position to prevail. 
 The Temple’s claim falls under the first Amendment to the United States 

Constitution. 
 Restoring the lands to the administrative jurisdiction of the Temple of Lono is the 

only resolution of the land question that is untainted by the genocidal policies and 
truly provides a foundation for restoration of the nation. 
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As the Apology Resolution and the Hawai'i Supreme Court recognized, the land is the 
spiritual, cultural, and economic foundation of the Hawaiian civilization. Removing that 
foundation destroys the civilization. 
 
The United States military; the transnational corporations, who treat self sustaining 
communities as the enemy; the land speculators; and the political servants of empire 
exploit Hawai'i for their agendas. 
 
However uncivilized the new comers, the hope always existed that the haoles (foreigners) 
would some day learn the true meaning of the heiau temples. The sheer patience of the 
Hawaiian people is the most remarkable element in this entire story. That patience is 
founded in their continuing belief that the temple is the only pono (proper, righteous, 
aligned) path for Human interrelationships with the land. 
 
The lands of Hawai'i are the unique location for the expression of the original Hawaiian 
civilization. Just as the Jews maintained their claim to certain sacred lands while exiled 
for 5,000 years, the Hawaiian people live as internal exiles with the spiritual foundation 
of their civilization still suppressed and their sacred lands still occupied by a truly foreign 
civilization. While the occupiers have abolished the foreign model of government 
imposed on the Hawaiian people (the constitutional Kingdom of Hawai'i), the legitimate 
expression of that original civilization still exists in the Temple of Lono and the 
traditional structure (Kahuna, Chiefs, People) can be restored on that foundation. 
 
The interests of the Temple of Lono are not represented in this case. 
 
OHA, as an institution of the State government, cannot represent the interests of the 
Temple of Lono because the Temple’s interests are founded in religious practice. OHA 
has placed all religious temples under “historical preservation.” This religion is still 
alive. 
 
Nor can any other party to the case legitimately represent the Temple’s interests because 
none are authorized to do so by the Temple. 
 
As an institution representing the sovereignty of the pre-contact Hawaiian civilization, 
the Temple of Lono is outside the jurisdiction of this Court and cannot be compelled to 
participate in this case. 
 
In these circumstances, an essential party is not present and the case should be dismissed 
for lack of jurisdiction. 
Legal Analysis: The Impact of the Apology Resolution 
 
The strategic significance attached to Pearl Harbor is particularly 
inconsistent with the notion that the Congress thought it was acquiring imperfect 
title [to the lands of the Kingdom of Hawai'i]. The possibility that the United 
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States military might one day lose access to Pearl Harbor (which the monarchy 
had granted on an exclusive but revocable basis, see Supplemental Convention, 
Dec. 6, 1884, U.S.-Haw., art. II, 25 Stat. 1400) was a primary motivation for 
annexing Hawaii. See H.R. Rep No. 1355, 55th Cong., 2d Sess. 4 (1898) 
(endorsing annexation as a means to obtain “full power of ownership”); see also 
id. At 101, 103, 105. 
 
Gregory G. Garre, Solicitor General, before the Supreme Court of the United States, 
Brief for the United States as Amicus Curiae Supporting Petitioners, at 15, State of 
Hawaii, et al. v. Office of Hawaiian Affairs, et al., No. 07-1372. 
 
The Solicitor General’s openly imperialistic rationale for destruction of the Hawaiian 
nation illuminates the true nature of the question before the United States Supreme Court 
in the ceded lands case. Will the United States Supreme Court once and for all 
extinguish the possible claims of the Hawaiian people to restoration of their nation and 
the spiritual land base of the traditional Hawaiian religion thereby validating that the law 
followed by the United States is “might makes right?” 
 
When the State of Hawiai'i argues that the Apology Resolution is merely symbolic, the 
underlying argument is “might makes right.” 
 
The historical context for this question is a clash of civilizations. The clash is between an 
indigenous civilization, developed over 25,000 years, living in a part of Polynesia known 
as Hawai'i and a foreign civilization rooted in Europe and finding its most relevant 
expression here in the United States of America (USA). 
 
As set forth above, the European/USA civilization deliberately and systematically 
destroyed the Polynesian/Hawaiian civilization in order to seize the lands comprising the 
Hawaiian Islands. 
 
An initial question in this case is whether the highest court of the prevailing civilization is 
capable of rendering a fair and just decision when addressing the rights of the civilization 
destroyed by the clash. There will inevitably be a bias towards ratifying the actions of 
the prevailing civilization and denying the legitimacy of any arguments to the contrary. 
 
The initial step towards a just and fair resolution of the conflict is a willingness on the 
part of the prevailing civilization to acknowledge the arguments to the contrary and those 
who can legitimately make those arguments. The Apology Resolution, Pub. L. No. 103- 
150, 107 Stat. 1510, revisited the history of the conflict and repudiated the actions taken 
against the Kingdom of Hawai'i by agents of the USA. 
Specifically, in the Apology Resolution, Congress found that 
 without the active support and intervention by the United States diplomatic and 
 military representatives, the insurrection against the Government of Queen 
 Liliuokalani would have failed for lack of popular support and insufficient arms. 
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Congress noted that 
 in a message to Congress on December 18, 1893, President Grover Cleveland 
 reported fully and accurately on the illegal acts of the conspirators, described such 
 acts as an “act of war, committed with the participation of a diplomatic 
 representative of the United States and without authority of Congress” and 
 acknowledged that by such acts the government of a peaceful and friendly people 
 was overthrown. 
 
Congress also noted that 
 President Cleveland further concluded that a “substantial wrong has thus been 
 done which a due regard for our national character as well as the rights of the 
 injured people requires we should endeavor to repair” and called for restoration of 
 the Hawaiian monarchy. 
 
The Solicitor General’s cavalier assertion that the United States Government as a whole 
sought to destroy the Kingdom in order to permanently seize Pearl Harbor ignores the 
initial events in which the President of the United States sought to reverse the illegal and 
unauthorized actions of United States agents. 
 
At the same time, the Solicitor General does illuminate the true motivations for the initial 
overthrow and the subsequent efforts to achieve annexation. The actions taken against 
the Queen were not an insurrection. Those seizing the Kingdom Government did not do 
so with the intent of replacing that national government with a better or different national 
government; their intent, and that of their foreign allies, was to dissolve the national 
government and the nation itself through a policy of seeking annexation. 
 
The provisional government and the subsequent Republic of Hawai'i were essentially 
creations of the annexation forces both within and outside the United States Government. 
The transfer of the ceded lands from the Republic to the United States was simply a part 
of the ongoing conspiracy to destroy the Hawaiian nation; the Republic and the United 
States were essentially the same party engaging in self dealing to transfer stolen property. 
 
A more accurate historical perception is that the United States Government oscillated 
between endeavoring to undo the unauthorized actions of its agents and seizing the 
benefits of those actions. 
 
President Cleveland would have restored Queen Liliu'okalani and the Kingdom Government. 
 
Congress failed to muster the two-thirds vote needed to ratify a treaty of annexation, 
reflecting a significant sentiment that the entire episode lacked legitimacy. 
Annexationists, unable to ratify the treaty, then relied upon a resolution to achieve 
annexation by majority vote. 
 
In the Apology Resolution, justice again trumped imperialism. Congress returned to 
characterizing the actions of United States agents involved in the overthrow as 
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unauthorized and illegal. Congress further made specific findings that 
 the indigenous Hawaiian people never directly relinquished their claims to their 
 inherent sovereignty as a people or over their national lands to the United States, 
 either through their monarchy or through a plebiscite or referendum. 
 
The Apology Resolution acknowledged the ramifications of the illegal overthrow. That 
acknowledgement serves as a basis for pursuing reconciliation between the United States 
and the original Hawaiian people. Among the ramifications acknowledged is that the 
lands in question in this case were taken “without the consent or of compensation to the 
Native Hawaiian people of Hawaii or their sovereign government.” 
 
The clauses in the Resolution that set the groundwork for the reconciliation process 
obviously opened the door for a possible negotiated restoration of the Hawaiian nation 
and the national lands. 
 
The Apology Resolution did not directly repeal acts of Congress passed at the time of 
annexation that claimed that the Republic of Hawaii legitimately owned the Kingdom’s 
national lands and could past clear title to the United States. For the resolution to have 
any meaning, however, the resolution must have reopened the question of land title. The 
resolution of that question was left to a reconciliation process. 
 
The Hawai'i Supreme Court recognized that intent on the part of Congress and found that 
the lands should be held in trust until such time as the reconciliation process could 
determine appropriate disposition of the lands. 
 
What the State of Hawaii seeks now is a ruling by this Court that ratifies land claims that 
are based on the overthrow of the Kingdom Government, an act repudiated by the 
Apology Resolution, and resolves those claims in favor of the State of Hawaii before any 
reconciliation can take place. The State of Hawaii essentially seeks to extinguish the 
Kingdom once and for all, making reconciliation a hollow exercise. 
 
The State of Hawaii and the Solicitor General want this court to emasculate the Apology 
Resolution and return the legal situation to being defined by the legislative acts the 
Apology Resolution repudiates. 
 
The State of Hawaii and the United States Solicitor General argue that Congress cannot 
change the status of the lands as set forth in the Admissions Act and the Newlands 
Resolution with the Apology Resolution. 
 
 
The Apology Resolution returned to the initial event that preceded the transfer of the 
lands and found that initial event to have been unauthorized and illegal. That the fruit of 
the poisoned tree was passed from one entity to another cannot wash away the stain of 
illegitimacy. The Apology Resolution found that the lands never left the sovereignty of 
the original Hawaiian people. The Apology Resolution compels a conclusion that the 
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Republic of Hawaii did not have proper title to transfer to the USA. The Apology 
Resolution, a public law, is the law today, as the Hawai'i Supreme Court correctly found. 
 
Assuming that the highest court of the prevailing civilization is willing to consider that 
the intent of Congress was to change the legal landscape and open up the possibility of 
repairing the harm caused by prior illegal actions attributable to the United States 
Government, the next question that arises is whether the parties necessary to answer the 
questions raised by this case are represented and, if not, can be brought into the case. 
 
As set forth above, the Temple of Lono has substantial interests at stake in this case and 
those interests are not represented and cannot be represented by existing parties. Because 
the Temple of Lono is a sovereign entity not under the jurisdiction of the United States, 
this Court cannot compel the Temple to enter the case. Under these circumstances, the 
law requires this Court to dismiss the case for lack of jurisdiction. 
 
The Temple of Lono: An Indispensable, Absent Party 
 
In determining whether the Temple of Lono is a necessary party to this proceeding, the 
Court must determine whether they are indispensable “so that ‘in equity and good 
conscience’ the suit should be dismissed.” Makah Indian Tribe v. Verity, 910 F.2d 555, 
558 (9th Cir. 1990). 
 
It is impossible to read the history and not find the ownership of the lands in question to 
be a matter in which equity and good conscience are at issue. 
 
Surely the unlawful overthrow of a nation by a foreign power is a matter that raises 
equitable concerns when the rights of the victims of the illegal action are being 
considered. Equity at a minimum requires the participation of some representative of the 
interests of the victims in any proceeding determining those rights. Absent such 
participation, the proceeding is not equitable. 
 
In this case, there are three groups that could have represented the interests of the victims 
– the traditional kahunas, the Kingdom (Crown and Government), and the descendants of 
the original Hawaiian people as a whole. 
 
This Court bars the Kingdom from appearing. 
 
OHA claims to represent the descendants of the original Hawaiians and yet is a creation 
of the State of Hawai'i that does not promote full restoration of the illegally destroyed 
nation. 
The only remaining institution that can represent the interests of the original civilization 
without question are the traditional spiritual practitioners. 
 
The State of Hawai'i is a subdivision of a government that comes before this Honorable 
Court with unclean hands, as the Apology Resolution acknowledged. Good conscience 
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requires the Court to refrain from further adding to the injuries already committed by the 
petitioner’s government. The Apology Resolution includes a congressional finding that 
the lands at issue were taken without permission and compensation. Now the wrongdoer 
comes to this Court to legitimize the illegal seizure of these lands through judicial fiat. 
 
“The inquiry is a practical one and fact specific. Id. (citation omitted). The practical 
effect of this Honorable Court accepting the arguments of the petitioner would be to 
extinguish all rights of the Hawaiian people to the lands in question. Another practical 
effect of such a resolution would be to preempt the reconciliation process called for by 
the Apology Resolution. Obviously, returning the illegally seized lands is a central issue 
in such a process. 
 
The documents on file at various international bodies, prior legislation within the United 
States, the Apology Resolution, and the ruling of the Hawai'i Supreme Court contain the 
relevant facts. 
 
The Court must determine first whether the absent parties are necessary. Id. 
 
In determining necessity, the first inquiry is whether complete relief is possible among 
those already parties to the suit. Id. 
 
The parties to the suit are (1) a subdivision of the belligerent occupying power, (2) an 
agency created by and under the control of that power (Office of Hawaiian Affairs), and 
(3) private citizens who do not have a basis for claiming to represent the traditional 
spiritual practitioners or the traditional religion. 
 
Yet the issue to be resolved is the status of the lands belonging to the Kanaka Maoli. The 
resolution sought by the State of Hawaii is to extinguish the rights of the Hawaiian 
people to that land. Obviously, no complete resolution can take place among the existing 
parties. Resolving the issue among those already a party would violate the right of the 
Temple of Lono to assert that the proper resolution is reversion to the traditional system 
in which the Temple is the managing authority over the lands. 
 
The second inquiry is whether the absent party has a legally protected interest in the case. Id. 
 
The legally protected interest of the Temple of Lono is the Temple’s First Amendment 
rights. Those rights exist in four forms. 
 
First, the religious kuleana of the Temple as set forth above includes maintaining the 
connections between the Kanaka Maoli and the land. Without the lands, that connection 
is broken and the bridge between the spiritual and the earthly rendered impossible. The 
Temple will be unable to engage in the free exercise of its religious practice. 
 
Second, the earthly kuleana of the Temple, as set forth above, is to feed the people. 
Without the lands to grow food, the Temple is denied the essential earthly expression of 
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its religious practice. 
 
Third, the removal of the lands from the Hawaiian people would be a validation of the 
suppression of the traditional practitioners. Denying the traditional practitioners’ 
authority in favor of a secular authority would destroy an existing religion and establish 
an alternative religion for the Hawaiian people – both violations of the occupying 
power’s First Constitutional Amendment. 
 
Fourth, the treatment of the Kingdom as non-existent and the questionable ability of 
OHA to represent all Kanaka Maoli leave the Kanaka Maoli without representation, 
absent the Temple of Lono, to argue their religious rights to the land. 
 
OHA asserts its kuleana (responsibility) is to represent all viewpoints within the 
community of original Hawaiian descendants. Yet there are those within that community 
who support full restoration of the nation, creation of a nation within a nation, and no 
national restoration at all. OHA cannot represent all these divergent and contradictory 
viewpoints within its secular authority and certainly cannot represent the religious 
interests of the Temple of Lono. 
 
Rice v. Cayetano, 528 U. S. 495 (2000) required the trustees of OHA to be elected by all 
registered voters in Hawai'i, not just those descended from the original Hawaiians. Just 
as President-elect Barack Obama represented Illinois when he was Senator from that 
State and now must represent all citizens of the United States as President, OHA can no 
longer make decisions on how to further the well being of Hawaiian descendants without 
taking into account voters who are not of Hawaiian descent and have no direct interest in 
that kuleana. A trustee’s reelection may depend on not taking an action that might 
alienate those non-descendant voters, even if such action is favored by the descendants. 
OHA cannot truly represent, without conflict, the interests of the Kanaka Maoli in this 
case. 
 
The Apology Resolution further supports a legal interest vested in the Temple. While 
there is legal debate as to the nature of that resolution, i.e. whether the resolution is 
simply a non-binding resolution, neither confirming nor denying any rights, or the law, as 
the Hawai'i Supreme Court ruled, there is no question that the Apology Resolution is an 
admission against interest by the United States Government. The resolution in detail 
describes the unfortunate events that led to the overthrow of the Kingdom Government 
by agents of the United States Government and the deleterious effect that action had and 
continues to have on the Hawaiian people. The illegal nature of that overthrow is 
explicitly acknowledged. 
 
The Hawai'i Supreme Court acknowledged that admission and found that the legally 
protected interests of the Hawaiian people required that the lands in question be held in 
trust until such time as the Hawaiian people can engage in a process that corrects the 
wrong committed by the overthrow. 
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Nor does the Apology Resolution stand alone in its condemnation of the overthrow. 
 
 In 1893, the sovereign, independent, internationally recognized, and indigenous 
 government of Hawaii, the Kingdom of Hawaii, was overthrown by a small group 
 of non-Hawaiians, including United States citizens, who were assisted in their 
 effort by the United States Minister, a United States naval representative, and 
 armed naval forces of the United States. Because of the participation of United 
 States agents and citizens in the overthrow of the Kingdom of Hawaii, in 1993, 
 the United States apologized to Native Hawaiians for the overthrow and the 
 deprivation of the rights of Native Hawaiians to self determination through Public 
 Law 103-150 (107 Stat. 1510). 
 
20 U.S.C. § 7512(5). 
 
Congress also made findings regarding the importance of the lands in question and their 
appropriate treatment. 
 
 In 1959, under the Act entitled “An Act to provide for the admission of the State 
 of Hawaii into the Union”, the United States also ceded to the State of Hawaii title 
 to the public lands formerly held by the United State, but mandated that such 
 lands be held by the State “in public trust” and reaffirmed the special relationship 
 that existed between the United States and the Hawaiian people by retaining the 
 legal responsibility to enforce the public trust responsibility of the State of Hawaii 
 for the betterment of the conditions of Native Hawaiians, as defined in section 
 201(a) of the Hawaiian Homes Commission Act, 1920. 
 Ibid. at (11). 
 
Congress specifically acknowledged that return of their lands was essential to the 
restoration of the illegally destroyed nation. 
  
 Despite the consequences of over 100 years of nonindigenous influence, the 
 Native Hawaiian people are determined to preserve, develop, and transmit to 
 future generations their ancestral territory and their cultural identity, customs, 
 practices, language, and social institutions in accordance with their own 
 spiritual and traditional beliefs 
  
 Ibid. at (20). (emphasis added). 
 
United States Courts have acknowledged the history, its impacts, and its implications as 
well. 
 In addition, Congress has expressly, and repeatedly, determined that the United 
 States wrongfully participated in the demise of the Hawaiian Monarchy, see e.g. 
 Native Hawaiian Education Act, 20 U.S.C. § 7512 (findings); Native Hawaiian 
 Health Care Improvement, 42 U.S.C. § 11701 (findings); Apology Resolution, S. 
 Joint Res. No. 19, Pub.L. No. 103-150, 107 Stat. 1510 (1993), the harmful 
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 consequences of which, in terms of decimation and suffering wrought on the 
 native Hawaiian people and culture, are well documented. (citations omitted). 
 Accordingly, Congress has asserted that the United States has a political 
 relationship with, and a special trust obligation to, native Hawaiians as the 
 indigenous people of Hawaii. (citations omitted). 
 
Doe v. Kamehameha Schools/Bernice Pauhi Bishop, 416 F.3d 1025 (9th Cir. 2005). 
 
Is there any question that allowing the State of Hawai'i to claim ownership of the Crown 
and Kingdom Government lands and to freely dissipate the corpus of the lands by 
permitting sale to private interest would be a violation of the “special trust obligation” 
repeatedly acknowledged by the United States? 
 
The dispossession of the lands also destroys the spiritual land base of the Temple of 
Lono. The legal interest of the Temple is in preserving and perpetuating its ability to 
practice its land based religion. 
 
The legally protected interest must be more than simply a financial interest. Id. In this 
case, the Apology Resolution and the Hawai'i Supreme Court ruling acknowledge that 
the land – the 'aina – is the foundation of Hawaiian civilization. That foundation has 
spiritual, cultural, political, and economic aspects. The Hawaiian civilization was an 
integrated civilization. The Kahunas had specialized knowledge of the Earth and its 
elements that provided them with extraordinary capacities and access to spiritual 
guidance. The high chiefs received that guidance to be implemented within the 
community and provided oversight to ensure proper (pono) implementation. The 
Konahiki served as officers of the high chiefs to supervise local implementation. The 
people accepted the guidance and performed the functions necessary to achieve unity 
(Lokahi) and the long term survival of the community. The governing principle of social 
relationships was aloha, an acknowledgement of the divine nature of each individual and 
respect for the unfolding of the divine will within individual lives. The 'aina responded 
to good administration by providing abundance to support the community. No one 
“owned” the land; the land belonged to the Gods with stewardship within the Kahuna, the 
chiefs, and the people. Within this system, removal of the lands from the jurisdiction of 
the Kahuna and vesting sole title in the State of Hawai'i would destroy the foundation of 
the civilization. 
 
The petitioner understands this linkage. Under the guise of an alleged harm emanating 
from the Hawai'i Supreme Court ruling, petitioner actually seeks to finally extinguish the 
civilization upon which so much havoc has been wreaked by petitioner’s government. 
 
The legally protected interest of the Temple of Lono is the very survival of Hawaiian 
civilization. 
 
At the very least, that interest is the right to preserve the potential for the reemergence of 
the suppressed religion on its traditional spiritual land base. 
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The protected interest must be “more than speculation about a future event.” Makah, 
supra. at 558. The restoration of the nation is not mere speculation about a future event. 
Legally, the nation never ceased to exist precisely because the overthrow of the 
government was an illegal act. All subsequent actions of the occupying power are merely 
fruit of that poisoned tree. 
 
The very reconciliation process called for by the Apology Resolution is further evidence 
that restoration of the traditional civilization is not mere speculation. That the occupying 
power has not yet engaged in that process cannot be rewarded by characterizing that 
potential as mere speculation. 
 
This Honorable Court must also determine whether the legally protected interests of the 
Hawaiian people will be impaired or impeded by the suit. Id. Obviously, a ruling by this 
Court that the lands in question belong to the occupying power would impair the interests 
of the Hawaiian people and impede the restoration of the Temple as the manager of the 
'aina. 
 
One practical effect of such a ruling is that the position of the Hawaiian people in the 
reconciliation process called for by the Apology Resolution would be dramatically 
altered. The State of Hawaii seeks to have this Honorable Court predetermine a central 
aspect of the reconciliation process by awarding ownership of the lands to the occupying 
power. The occupying government would then be in a position to claim ownership of the 
lands in question during reconciliation and the right to compensation when those lands 
are returned to the Hawaiian people. Such an outcome would simply pile injustice upon 
injustice. 
 
The Court is also required to consider whether acting without the party could result in 
inconsistent rulings. Id. In this case, Petitioner is asking this Court to make a finding 
that would be inconsistent with the congressional findings in the Apology Resolution and 
the laws cited above that the lands were taken without permission or compensation and 
that the Hawaiian people never relinquished their sovereignty. Control over national 
lands is an essential element of sovereignty. To rule that the lands belong to the State of 
Hawaii would be inconsistent with these congressional findings. 
 
From the analysis above, the Temple of Lono is a necessary party to this litigation. 
 
The question still remains whether the absent parties are indispensable. Makah, supra. at 
559. 
 
The Court must first examine whether prejudice to any party would result from a 
judgment. Ibid. at 560. 
 
That prejudice may be lessened, if the party is represented in the suit. Id. In this case, 
the Temple of Lono is not represented and cannot be represented by existing parties. In 
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particular, OHA cannot represent the Temple’s spiritual interest in the land. That 
incapacity derives from the nature of that office as a creation of the State of Hawai'i, the 
First Constitutional Amendment prohibition on a government agency representing a 
religious organization, and the lack of authority granted by the Temple for such 
representation to take place. Whether or not OHA chooses to recognize this limitation on 
its authority by bringing the lack of jurisdiction issue before this Honorable Court, this 
Honorable Court can take notice of the information in this letter and initiate an inquiry 
into its jurisdiction in this case. 
 
Filing of an amicus brief is insufficient to mitigate prejudice. Id. 
 
Clearly, the Temple of Lono would be prejudiced by a judgment reversing the Hawai'i 
Supreme Court and granting the relief sought by petitioner. 
 
Shaping of relief to lessen prejudice can be considered in lieu of dismissal. Id. In this 
case, there can be no such shaping. Either the lands are held in trust for the Hawaiian 
people or the lands belong to the State of Hawai'i to do with as the State sees fit. There 
are no pieces to the pie to be divided up. 
 
The third inquiry regarding an indispensable party is whether an adequate, if not 
complete, remedy can be fashioned even with the necessary party absent. In this case, 
there is no such partial remedy. Again, the lands are either held in trust, with all the 
responsibilities inherent in that designation, or they are handed to the occupying power 
with no fiduciary responsibility. 
 
Finally, if no alternative forum is available to those seeking the judgment, “the court 
should be ‘extra cautious’ before dismissing the suit.” Id. (citation omitted). 
 
In this case, the Apology Resolution identified the alternative forum – a reconciliation 
process between the Hawaiian people and the United States Government. All that is 
necessary is for the United States Government to announce its decision to allow 
restoration of the Hawaiian nation and invite the Hawaiian people to join in a 
reconciliation process. Removing the intransigence of petitioner’s government regarding 
sovereignty would quickly lead to the initiation of the alternative forum. 
 
This Court cannot justly maintain jurisdiction based on the failure of the occupier to 
allow the reconciliation process to begin. 
The ultimate question is whether the United States Government is going to continue to 
seek control over lands taken by imperial policy or take meaningful steps to restore the 
independence of the Hawaiian people. This Court should leave open the possibility that 
the United States will truly implement the findings and conclusions found in the Apology 
Resolution and not treat the resolution as essentially hypocritical. 
 
Conclusion 
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As a part of the Hawaiian community, the Hawai'i Supreme Court is intimately familiar 
with the history. That court’s long history of addressing sovereignty issues provides a 
level of expertise, experience, and knowledge. Their unanimous opinion in this matter is 
worthy of respect and deference, even though the specific claims of the Temple of Loon 
were not considered. 
 
The Hawai'i Supreme Court ruling essentially stated that the resolution of the lands 
question is a political question. Rather than simply dismiss the case on that basis, the 
Court noted that Congress had explicitly identified the political process that would 
resolve the question – the reconciliation process – and that such a process had not yet 
been consummated. 
 
The Court then concluded that to implement the intent of the Apology Resolution, the 
Judicial Branch had to order the lands be kept in tact until the reconciliation process takes 
place. This ruling treated the public law as substantive and created a legal status for the 
lands that preserves the ability of the intended negotiations to implement the intent of the 
law. 
 
Justice and good conscience requires this Honorable Court to (1) decline the State of 
Hawaii’s effort to complete the genocidal process, (2) recognize the absence of the 
traditional practitioners as triggering dismissal for lack of jurisdiction, and (3) leave this 
matter to be resolved through the reconciliation process called for by the Apology 
Resolution. 
 
Alternatively, the Court can dismiss the case on the basis that certiorari was 
improvidently granted and leave the Hawai'i Supreme Court decision in place. 7 
 
 
7 The Temple of Lono expresses its appreciation to Lanny Sinkin, Attorney at Law and Haumana (student) in the 
Temple, for his analytical and advocacy contributions. 
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CULTURAL IMPACT 
ASSESSMENT STUDY 
PURPOSE, BACKGROUND, AND OBJECTIVES 

 The purpose of this cultural impact assessment is to comply with the requirements of Chapter 343 
(Haw. Rev. Stat.), as amended by H.B. No.2895 H.D. 1 of the Hawai’i State Legislature (2000) and 
approved by the Governor as Act 50 on April 26, 2000, and which among other things requires that 
environmental assessments (EA) and environmental impact statements (EIS) identify and assess the 
potential effects of any proposed project upon the “…cultural practices of the community and State.…” 
Chapter 343 (Haw.Rev.Stat.) was amended by the State legislature because of the perceived need to assure 
that the environmental review process explicitly addressed the potential effects of any proposed project 
upon “…Hawai’i’s culture, and traditional and customary rights.” Guidelines previously prepared and 
adopted by the State Office of Environmental Quality Control (OEQC 1997) provide compliance guidance. 
Both Act 50 and the OEQC Guidelines for Assessing Cultural Impacts mandate consideration of all the 
different groups comprising the multi-ethnic community of Hawaii. This inclusiveness, however, is 
generally understated, and the emphasis – as indicated by a background review (see below) of the cultural 
impact assessment issue, and the intent and evolution of both the legislative action and the guidelines – is 
clearly meant to be primarily upon aspects of Native Hawaiian culture – particularly traditional and 
customary access and use rights. 
 
 Cultural resources include a broad range of often overlapping categories of cultural items – places, 
behaviors, values, beliefs, objects, records, stories, and so on. A traditional cultural property (“TCP”) is one 
specific type of cultural resource that falls within the purview of the historic preservation review process. A 
“TCP” is a historic property or place that is important because it possesses “traditional cultural 
significance”: 
 

 “Traditional” in this context refers to those beliefs, customs, and practices of a living 
community of people that have been passed down through the generations, usually 
orally or through practice. The traditional cultural significance of a historic property, 
then, is significance derived from the role the property plays in a community’s 
historically rooted beliefs, customs, and practices.... 

 
 A traditional cultural property, then, can be defined generally as one that 

is...[important/significant]...because of its association with cultural practices or 
beliefs of a living community that (a) are rooted in that community’s history, and (b) 
are important in maintaining the continuing cultural identity of the community 
(Parker and King 1990:1). 

 
 In addition, it is important to realize that sometimes a traditional cultural property may not have a 
visible physical manifestation: 



 
 Although many traditional cultural properties have physical manifestations that 

anyone walking across the surface of the earth can see, others do not have this kind 
of visibility, and more important, the meaning, the historical importance of most 
traditional cultural properties can only be evaluated in terms of the oral history of the 
community (Sebastian 1993:22). 

 
 There are at least two significant differences that distinguish traditional cultural properties as a subset 
within the larger sphere of cultural resources. First, while cultural resources such as practices and beliefs 
may be spatially associated with general types of geographical areas, such as the exposed lava lands of the 
Keahole Point area, a traditional cultural property is a specific physical entity or feature with a definable 
boundary, such as a specific location within the current project site. Second, while cultural resources such 
as practices and beliefs can include general cultural behaviors such as the gathering of various natural 
resources for general subsistence, industrial, or ceremonial uses, a traditional cultural property is a specific 
place or feature directly associated with specific behaviors the continuity of which over time, in either 
actual practice or remembrance, can be demonstrated. 
 
 Based on these two significant distinctions, it is possible to suggest three types of practitioner claims 
relating to cultural practices, beliefs, and features that are likely to be encountered in the course of 
conducting a cultural impact assessment study. These claims can be referred to as (a) traditional cultural 
property claims, (b) traditional and customary cultural practice claims, and (c) contemporary or neo-
traditional cultural practice claims. 
 
 Traditional cultural property claims would be those which lie within the purview of the current historic 
preservation review process (DLNR 2001a,b); that is, they are claims involving the traditional practices and 
beliefs of a local ethnic community or members of that community that (a) are associated with a definable 
physical property (an entity such as a site, building, structure, object, or district), (b) are founded in the 
history of the local community, (c) contribute to the maintenance of the cultural identity of the 
community, and (d) demonstrate a historical continuity of practice or belief up to the present−through 
either actual practice or historical documentation. Furthermore, to qualify as a legitimate traditional cultural 
property within the historic preservation context, a potential traditional cultural property must be able to 
demonstrate its historical significance in terms of established evaluation criteria, such as those of the 
National Register of Historic Places and/or the Hawai‘i Register of Historic Places. 
 
 Traditional and customary cultural practice claims would be those native Hawaiian claims which lie 
within the purview of Article XII, Section 7, of the Hawai‘i State Constitution (“Traditional and Customary 
Rights”), and various other state laws and court rulings, particularly as reaffirmed in 1995 by the Hawai‘i 
State Supreme Court in the decision commonly referred to as the “PASH decision,” and as further clarified 
more recently in its 1998 decision in State of Hawai‘i v. Alapa‘i Hanapi and its 2000 decision in Ka 
Pa‘akai o Ka ‘Aina et al. v. Land Use Commission, State of Hawai‘i et al. The notable points of the 
decisions in PASH and in Hanapi can be summarized as follows: (a) the reasonable exercise of ancient 
Hawaiian usage is entitled to protection under Article XII, Section 7 of the Hawai‘i State Constitution; and 
(b) those persons claiming their conduct is constitutionally protected must prove that they are a native 
Hawaiian as defined in PASH, that the claimed right is constitutionally protected as a traditional or 
customary native Hawaiian practice, and that the exercise of the right is occurring on undeveloped or less 
than fully developed property. Ka Pa‘akai generally reaffirms the same points as in the PASH and Hanapi 
decisions and, in addition, (a) indicates the explicit responsibility of the regulatory agency involved in any 
application review to arrive at affirmative and substantive conclusions regarding potential impacts upon 
traditional and customary native Hawaiian cultural practices and resources, and (b) suggests an “analytical 
framework” for the identification of and potential impacts upon any such cultural practices and resources. 
 



 
       Traditional native Hawaiian cultural practices can be categorized as two general types: (a) practices 
with active behaviors involving both observable activities with material results and their inherent values or 
beliefs; and (b) practices with more passive behaviors that seek to produce nonmaterial results. The former 
type of behaviors – practices with active behaviors, for example, would involve practices like the gathering 
and collecting of different animal and plant resources for various purposes, such as subsistence, medicinal, 
adornment, social, and ceremonial possibly other uses. Uses such as these usually have associated beliefs 
and values (both explicit and implicit) relating to a pervasive general theme that flows throughout 
traditional native Hawaiian culture and binds it together. To native Hawaiians, the natural elements of the 
physical environment−the land, sea, water, winds, rains, plants, and animals, and their various embodied 
spiritual aspects−comprise the very foundation of all cultural life and activity − subsistence, social, and 
ceremonial; to native Hawaiians, the relationship with these natural elements is one of family and kinship. 
The latter type of behaviors – practices with more passive behaviors – involves more experiential activities 
focused on “communing with nature”; that is, behaviors relating to spiritual communication and interaction 
that reaffirm and reinforce familial and kinship relationships with the natural environment. 
 
 While traditional cultural property claims, as defined above, would certainly fall within the general 
domain of traditional and customary cultural practice claims, not all traditional and customary cultural 
practice claims would necessarily qualify as traditional cultural property claims. Traditional and customary 
cultural practice claims subsume a broad range of cultural practices and beliefs associated with a general 
geographical area or region, rather than a clearly definable property or site–for example, the gathering of 
marine resources from along a section of shoreline for traditional subsistence or ceremonial purposes, in 
contrast to the gathering of a specific marine resource species for a specific use by current generation 
members of a family that had obtained the same resource from the same recognized site for several 
generations. 
 
 Contemporary, or “neo-traditional”, cultural practice claims overlap with neither traditional property 
claims nor traditional and customary practice claims. Contemporary cultural practice claims would be those 
made by cultural practitioners relating to current practices or beliefs for which no clear specific historical 
basis in traditional culture can be clearly established or demonstrated; for example, the conducting of ritual 
ceremonies of uncertain authenticity at sites or features for which no such prior use can be demonstrated. 
 
 The specific purpose of the present cultural impact assessment study is to assess the potential impacts 
of the proposed project upon the cultural resources – the practices, features and/or beliefs – of native 
Hawaiians or any other ethnic group that might be associated with project area. To accomplish this 
purpose, several specific objectives were established: 
 

1. Identify any native Hawaiian or other ethnic group cultural practices currently being 
conducted by individual cultural practitioners or groups; 

 
2. Collect sufficient information so as to define the general nature, location, and 

authenticity of any identified cultural practices; 
 

3. Assess the potential impacts of the proposed project upon identified cultural 
practices; and 

 
4. Recommend appropriate mitigation measures for any potentially adverse impacts 

upon identified cultural practices. 
 
  Thus, the overall goal or objective of the present cultural impact assessment study was to identify any 
native Hawaiian or other cultural practices currently being conducted within or immediately adjacent to 
present project area that might potentially be in some manner constrained, restricted, prohibited, or 
eliminated if the proposed project were to be approved. The types of practices to be identified would be 
inclusive; that is, claims for all three types of practices – traditional cultural property, traditional and 



 
customary cultural practices, and contemporary cultural practices – would be identified and considered. 
More specifically, the objectives of the cultural impact assessment were to determine the following: (a) if 
the project area is currently being accessed by native Hawaiian cultural practitioners for any traditional and 
customary cultural uses; (b) if the proposed project would have any adverse impacts upon any identified 
current native Hawaii cultural uses of the area; and (c) what measures might be proposed to mitigate any 
adverse impacts the proposed project might have upon any identified current native Hawaiian uses of the 
area. 

CULTURAL IMPACT ASSESSMENT AND OEQC GUIDELINES 

 To understand the cultural impact assessment issue, particularly as it is addressed by the present study, 
a summary review of the intent and evolution of the OEQC guidelines is necessary. The guidelines evolved 
out of what are commonly referred to as “PASH/Kohanaiki” issues − issues relating to native Hawaiian 
traditional and customary access and land use rights as they were reasserted by a State Supreme Court 
decision in August 1995 and further clarified in its 1998 decision in State v. Hanapi – and the need for 
appropriate means to address these issues within the State environmental impact review process. For a good 
discussion of the issues and options involved, the “Report on Native Hawaiian Traditional and Customary 
Practices Following the Opinion of the Supreme Court of the State of Hawai‘i in Public Access Shoreline 
Hawai‘i v. Hawai‘i County Planning Commission” prepared by the PASH/Kohanaiki Study Group (1998) 
should be consulted. 
 
 Initial attempts to address various issues relating to native Hawaiian traditional and customary access 
and land use rights within the framework of the State environmental impact review process were made in 
the form of proposed changes to the State EIS law as contained in Chapter 343 (HRS). These attempts to 
require a formal cultural impact assessment failed to pass the State legislature in 1996 and 1997. 
 
 A subsequent, second attempt to address various issues relating to native Hawaiian traditional and 
customary access and land use rights was made in the form of proposed changes in the “Administrative 
Rules” for compliance with Chapter 343 (DOH Title 11, Chapter 200). This attempt to require an explicitly 
defined cultural impact assessment also failed, as the governor declined to approve the proposed 
amendments. 
 
   The third attempt to address various issues relating to native Hawaiian traditional and customary 
access and land use rights within the State environmental impact review process resulted in the current 
OEQC “Guidelines for Assessing Cultural Impacts” (OEQC 1997b). Draft guidelines were initially issued 
for public review and comment on September 8, 1997. The Environmental Council formally adopted the 
guidelines in their final form on November 19, 1997. 
 



 
 The relationship of the OEQC guidelines to the State Supreme Court “PASH decision” was clearly 
stated on the front page of the September 8, 1997 issue of the OEQC bulletin, “The Environmental Notice,” 
when the draft guidelines were first issued for public review and comment: 

 
 For years, a controversy has simmered over developer’s responsibility to perform a 

“Cultural Impact Study” prior to building a project. The recent Supreme Court 
“PASH” decision reaffirmed the state’s duty to protect the gathering rights of native 
Hawaiians. In light of these events, the Environmental Council has drafted a 
guidance document to provide clarity on when and how to assess a project’s impacts 
on the cultural practices of host communities. 

 
 It should be noted that the guidelines for cultural impact assessment are meant to include consideration 
of all the different groups comprising the multi-ethnic community of Hawai‘i; however, this inclusiveness 
is generally understated, and the clear emphasis is meant to be upon aspects of native Hawaiian culture. 
 
 More than 20 letters were received by OEQC in response to the publication of the draft guidelines, and 
relevant comments were said to have been incorporated into a final version of the guidelines (OEQC n.d.). 
The Environmental Council formally adopted the final guidelines (OEQC 1997b) on November 19, 1997. 
The final guidelines are virtually identical to the draft guidelines initially published on September 8, 1997, 
and the degree to which any of the received comments on the draft guidelines were considered prior to 
issuance of the final guidelines is uncertain. In fact, the overall process through which the guidelines were 
prepared and adopted brings out several important questions relating to such topics as  
(a) the source or basis utilized for the content of the guidelines, (b) the background and qualifications of the 
preparer(s) of the guidelines, (c) the criteria to be used for the adequacy of cultural impact assessment 
studies prepared in response to the guidelines, and (d) the legal question of how compliance can be required 
when the standards are guidelines. 
 
 According to the Chair's Report contained in The 1997 Annual Report of the Environmental Council, 
the Cultural Impacts Committee drafted the guidelines: 

 
 The Committee drafted guidelines recommending a methodology to assess the 

impact of proposed actions on cultural resources, including Native Hawaiian cultural 
resources, values, and beliefs. The guidelines also specify the contents of a cultural 
impact assessment. 

 
 To prepare the Guidelines, the Committee reviewed public testimony and solicited 

input from interested parties. Expertise from the DLNR's Historic Preservation 
Division as well as Federal regulations governing the “Protection of Historic 
Properties” were used to model the draft guidelines. 

 
 The draft cultural impact guidelines were published for review and comment in the 

Sept. 8 Environmental Notice, and over 20 letters were received. Relevant comments 
were incorporated into a final draft version of the guidelines, which were adopted as 
a policy document by the Environmental Council on November 19, 1997 (OEQC 
n.d.:5). 

 



 
 Direct inquiries to OEQC (Gary Gill, then-Director) and SHPD (Dr. Holly McEldowney, then-Staff 
Specialist in the History and Culture Branch) provided additional background information relating to the 
formulation of the cultural impact assessment guidelines. The principal author or compiler of the guidelines 
was Arnold Lum, Esq., a member of the Environmental Council's Cultural Impacts Committee. Mr. Lum 
was also a staff attorney at the Native Hawaiian Legal Corporation. OEQC staff also assisted in the 
preparation of the guidelines. Several internal drafts were prepared, reviewed, and revised. Preparation of 
the guidelines relied to some degree upon National Register Bulletin No. 38, Guidelines for Evaluating and 
Documenting Traditional Cultural Properties (Parker and King 1990) for basic content information. Other 
sources, including the SHPD draft rules for conducting ethnographic surveys and dealing with traditional 
cultural properties (DLNR n.d.), were consulted; in fact, a copy of the SHPD draft rules was provided to 
OEQC and the Cultural Impacts Committee by then-SHPD Administrator, Dr. Don Hibbard. Professional 
staff in the SHPD-History and Culture Branch took part in the preparation and review of the guidelines. 
Certainly the inclusion of such professional anthropological and historical expertise in the preparation of 
the guidelines was appropriate; however, much of the professional advice on the extent to which detailed 
expectations – regarding study scope, content, methodology, documentation, and impact assessment – 
should be explicitly addressed in the guidelines was apparently discounted. 
 
 The most recent attempt to address various issues relating to native Hawaiian traditional and customary 
access and land use rights within the State environmental impact review process resulted in the amendment 
to Chapter 343 (Haw.Rev.Stat.), as amended by H.B. No.2895, H.D.1 of the Hawai‘i State Legislature 
(2000) and approved by the Governor as Act 50 on April 26, 2000. While no specific administrative rules 
for the implementation of this amendment have been adopted, it is generally accepted that the Guidelines 
previously prepared and adopted by the State Office of Environmental Quality Control (OEQC 1997) are 
meant to provide general compliance guidance. 
 
 The OEQC Guidelines consist of three basic sections. The first section is an introduction which notes 
the various statutory and other bases for addressing potential impacts upon cultural resources within the 
context of the environmental assessment review process, and “...encourages preparers of environmental 
assessments and environmental impact statements to analyze the impact of a proposed action on cultural 
practices and features associated with the project area” (OEQC 1997:1). The second section of the 
guidelines discusses methodological considerations for conducting cultural impact assessments, and 
presents a recommended six-step protocol to be followed by the assessment preparers. The third section of 
the guidelines outlines eleven topics or “matters” that a cultural assessment should address; these topics 
basically represent the desired content and organization of a cultural impact assessment report. 
 
   As “guidelines,” the OEQC Guidelines would seem to have neither the specific statutory authority of 
law, nor the regulatory authority of administrative rules. As guidelines, they can be regarded as providing 
general guidance; that is, they represent general suggestions and recommendations as to how to approach 
the assessment of potential cultural impacts. The guidelines provide little or no guidance relative to many 
important questions, perhaps the most significant of which would be the following: 
 

1. How would project-specific determinations be made as to whether or not a cultural 
impact assessment study might even be necessary or appropriate − given the specific 
nature and location of a proposed project; 

 
2. If a cultural impact assessment study is to be conducted, how does one determine 

what constitutes an appropriate project-specific level of effort − that is, the general 
scope of work or objectives for the study, and the specific tasks or activities required 
to accomplish successfully the scope of work or objectives; 

 



 
 
 
3. What criteria are to be used for determining the credibility and reliability of potential 

cultural information sources (generally referred to as “informants” or 
“knowledgeable individuals”); 

 
4. If specific cultural practices, beliefs, or features are definitely identified as being 

associated with a project area, what criteria are to be applied for evaluating (a) the 
descriptive adequacy and (b) the cultural authenticity of the identified practices, 
beliefs, or features; 

 
5. If specific culturally authentic practices, beliefs, or features are definitely identified 

as being associated with a project area, what criteria are to be used for assessing the 
nature and extent of potential impacts of a proposed project on the identified 
practices, beliefs, or features − that is, “no effect,” “no adverse effect,” or “adverse 
effect;” 

 
6. If a project is determined to have potentially adverse impacts upon specific identified 

culturally authentic practices, beliefs, or features, what criteria are to be used for 
evaluating the adequacy and appropriateness of alternative potential mitigation 
actions; 

 
7. Within the purview of what regulatory office or agency would the review and 

acceptance or rejection of a completed cultural impact assessment study legitimately 
fall; and 

 
8. What standards or criteria are to be used to evaluate the overall adequacy or 

acceptability of a completed cultural impact assessment study? 
 

  Consideration of these questions, and their implications, has direct relevance to the present cultural 
impact assessment study. These implications relate most importantly to (a) the level of study effort believed 
appropriate for the project-specific context, and (b) the rationale adopted for both the study overall, as well 
as for the identification and evaluation of any identified cultural practice claims, the assessment of potential 
project-specific impacts, and the formulation of any specific recommendations for further study or other 
mitigation actions. 

BASIC GUIDANCE DOCUMENTS 

 Several references are available to serve as basic guidance documents for carrying out cultural impact 
assessment studies of various scopes and intensities. The principal sources are the following: 
 

1. The OEQC Guidelines for Assessing Cultural Impacts (OEQC 1997); 
 
2. The Native Hawaiian Rights Handbook (MacKenzie 1991), and more specifically the 

discussions of traditional and customary rights contained in the two chapters on 
access rights (Lucas 1991a) and gathering rights (Lucas 1991b); 

 



 
 
 
3. The Report on Native Hawaiian Traditional and Customary Practices Following the 

Opinion of the Supreme Court of the State of Hawai`i in Public Access Shoreline 
Hawaii v. Hawai`i County Planning Commission prepared by the PASH/Kohanaiki 
Study Group (1998); 

 
4. The text of several relevant decisions of the Hawai‘i Supreme Court, including the 

decision commonly referred to as the “PASH decision” (1995), and the more recent 
decisions in State of Hawai‘i v. Alapa‘i Hanapi (1998) and Ka Pa‘akai o Ka ‘Aina et 
al. v. Land Use Commission, State of Hawai‘i et al. (2000); 

 
5. The federal regulations of the Advisory Council on Historic Preservation for the 

National Register of Historic Places (CFR 1981) and the Protection of Historic 
Properties (CFR 1986); 

 
6. National Register Bulletin No. 38, Guidelines for Evaluating and Documenting 

Traditional Cultural Properties (Parker and King 1990); and 
 
7. Recently approved versions of the State Historic Preservation Division (SHPD) 

administrative rules (effective December 11, 2003), including Chapter 275: Rules 
Governing Procedures for Historic Preservation Review for Governmental Projects 
Covered Under Sections 6E-7 and 6E-8, HRS (DLNR 2002a), and Chapter 284: 
Rules Governing Procedures for Historic Preservation Review to Comment on 
Chapter 6E-42, HRS, Projects (2002b), as well as an earlier draft Chapter 284--Rules 
Governing Procedures for Ethnographic Inventory Surveys, Treatment of Traditional 
Cultural Properties, and Historical Data Recovery (DLNR n.d.). 

 
 While the general nature and content of the first four referenced sources are self-explanatory, further 
comment should be made regarding the final three items. In the absence of any formally adopted 
administrative rule specifically addressing the treatment of traditional cultural properties, SHPD currently 
utilizes National Register Bulletin No. 38, Guidelines for Evaluating and Documenting Traditional 
Cultural Properties (Parker and King 1990), as its principal source of guidance for reviewing and 
evaluating the adequacy and acceptability of traditional cultural property study reports prepared in 
connection with various permit applications for which SHPD regulatory review is required. Bulletin No. 38 
provides detailed guidance for the assessment of traditional cultural properties within the framework of the 
National Register significance criteria evaluation process (NPS 1990). 
 
 The SHPD draft administrative rule relating to ethnographic surveys and traditional cultural properties 
(DLNR n.d.) has existed in finalized draft version since at least early 1997; however, it has never been 
circulated openly, much less formally provided for public review, comment, and eventual adoption by the 
Department of Land and Natural Resources. This situation is unfortunate because the draft rule goes well 
beyond National Register Bulletin No. 38 in providing detailed guidance for conducting traditional cultural 
property studies, and more specifically for dealing with the identification, evaluation, and documentation of 
native Hawaiian traditional cultural properties and their associated cultural practices and beliefs. 



 
In the absence of any formally adopted administrative rule specifically addressing the treatment of 

traditional cultural properties, SHPD can also be said to basically follow the federal regulations of the 
Advisory Council on Historic Preservation for guidance in the evaluation of significance – as contained in 
Section 60.4 ("Criteria for evaluation") of the "National Register of Historic Places” (CFR 1981), and for 
guidance in the assessment of potential effects – as contained in Section 800.9 ("Criteria of effect and 
adverse effect") of the "Protection of Historic Properties" (CFR 1986). 

PRESENT STUDY SCOPE AND METHODOLOGY 

 The scope of work and methodology for the current project is based on the general assumption that the 
level of study effort appropriate in any project-specific context should involve the consideration of several 
factors, the most relevant of which are the following: (a) the probable number and significance of known or 
suspected cultural properties, features, practices, or beliefs within or associated with the specific project 
area; (b) the potential number of individuals (potential informants) with cultural knowledge of the specific 
project area; (c) the availability of historical and cultural information on the specific project area or 
immediately adjacent lands; (d) the physical size, configuration, and natural and human modification 
history of the specific project area; and (e) the potential effects of the project on known or expected cultural 
properties, features, practices, or beliefs within or related to the specific project area. 
 
 Consideration of these factors within the specific nature and context of the proposed project, it was 
thought that the most appropriate level of study for an adequate assessment of potential cultural impacts 
would be a limited assessment study. Based on the location, size, number and quality of sites, this study 
assumes that (a) potential cultural impact assessment issues would be moderate, (b) the results of the 
archaeological survey conducted for the project would confirm both the limited number and scope of 
cultural resources within or related to the project area, and (c) in the instance that any legitimate cultural 
impact assessment issues should arise during the environmental review period, they could be addressed 
adequately within the framework of the review process (i.e., from Draft to Final Environmental Impact 
Statement). 
 
 Consideration of these factors within the specific nature and context of the proposed project indicated 
that the relatively greater levels of study effort that can be characterized as identification or documentation 
studies would be inappropriate and excessive. The distinctive characteristics of an identification study are 
that it would be restricted to (a) the identification of native Hawaiian or other ethnic group cultural 
practices, beliefs, properties, features, or exploitable natural resources associated with and/or present within 
or related to the specific project area that are currently being conducted by and/or known to individual 
cultural practitioners or groups, and (b) the collection of information reasonably sufficient so as to define 
the general nature, location, and likely authenticity of identified cultural claims. An identification study 
would not involve the considerably greater level of study effort − both calendar months and hours of labor 
− needed to carry out a full documentation study. The distinctive characteristics of the latter, which would 
commonly be referred to as a full ethnographic or oral history study, would be (a) the collection of detailed 
information regarding identified native Hawaiian or other ethnic group cultural practices by means of 
formal oral history interviews which are usually tape recorded and transcribed, and (b) the analysis and 
synthesis of all collected data – from interviews, as well as relevant historical documentary and archival 
research – within the general cultural-historical context of traditional native Hawaiian or other ethnic group 
culture and the defined specific geographical area of a specific project. 
 



 
 
 
 The overall rationale guiding the present limited assessment study has been that the level of study 
effort should be commensurate with the potential of the proposed project for making any adverse impacts 
upon any native Hawaiian or other ethnic group cultural practices currently conducted by cultural 
practitioners within the project area. The study presented in this report (Appendix B) is believed to comprise 
a reasonable approach for the assessment of potential cultural impacts within this specific project area.  
 

CIA STUDY BY HELEN WONG-SMITH 

 
 PHRI contracted Cultural Resources Specialist Helen Wong-Smith, M.A., to conduct the current CIA 
study. Ms. Wong-Smith has extensive experience in historical documentary and informant research, having 
worked for many years as a Historical Researcher/Cultural Resources Specialist for PHRI. She is currently 
the Hawaiian and Pacific Collection librarian at University of Hawaii at Hilo.  
  
 The informant research for this project initially involved compiling a list of potential informants for the 
project area. The list of potential informants was compiled by contacting informants known through past 
projects, and through inquiries with departments and cultural specialists such as Kepâ Maly, OHA, Ruby 
McDonald, and Keola Lindsey, formerly of the Hawai‘i Island SHPD office. One contact usually led to 
another until a list of over thirty potential informants was compiled (Table 3). The potential informants 
were contacted by phone and e-mail and those responsive were interviewed preliminarily to assess their 
potential to and willingness to provide information. To further assess informants, informants were asked to 
fill out written forms to answer some preliminary questions such as: Who are in your immediate family? 
What was your previous occupation and education? What is your family background? What are your 
residential ties? Do you know of any specific historic/cultural properties, practices, and/or beliefs relevant 
to the project area? This was followed up with phone conversations. Historical Researcher and Cultural 
Specialist Helen Wong-Smith was then contracted to conduct further interviews with a few selected 
individuals who had potential to provide further information, and to provide further documentary 
information on the project area. Ms. Wong-Smith’s CIA study is presented in its entirety in Appendix B. 
 
 The historical documentary study by Helen Wong-Smith suggests limited cultural activity within the 
project area. Most of the events and documentary evidence concerns the more seaward portion of 
Keahuolû. Texts indicate that the shoreline area was a rich marine resource. The coastal area also in 
included springs, and brackish water ponds from which people harvested, among other things, shrimp. 
Heiau were located near the shore: Kawaluna, Palihiolo, and Halepana. Inland areas were used primarily 
for agriculture. Planting evidently was widespread and took place wherever there was a little soil. Even 
rocky areas were planted with crops such as sweet potatoes, which could thrive in small pockets of soil and 
mulch.  
 
 The Helen Wong-Smith informant study, despite considerable effort, yielded only limited information.  
Pili grass (Heteropogon contortus) was apparently harvested from Keahuolu at some time in the past. 
Clarence Medeiros, Jr. states that he continues to gather pilo (Capparis sandwichiana) for medicinal uses in 
the general vicinity.  Mahealani Pai indicates that the general vicinity of the project area contains plants 
such as alahe‘e, kauila, and uhiuhi, which were important, useful plants in pre-Contact times. 

 



 
Table 3. List of Potential Informants 

 
Status/Expertise 

 
Affilliation 

 
Name 

  
1 Ruby P. Keana‘aina McDonald Native Hawaiian, executive director OHA, NAHKHAC 
2 Elaine Watai Native Hawaiian KCA/SAFIS 
3 Craig “Bo” Kahui Native Hawaiian, president of organization KCAVL 
4 Wally Lau Native Hawaiian, executive director NPK 
5 Reginald Lee Native Hawaiian DOCARE 
6 Elizabeth Lee Native Hawaiian, lauhala weaving master _ 
7 Michael Ikeda Community Building Facilitator IV QLCC 
8 Mahealani Pai Native Hawaiian, cultural specialist BHI 
9 J. Curtis Tyler III Native Hawaiian, cultural resource specialist KCDPSC 

10 Geraldine Bell Native Hawaiian, park superintendent KHNHP, NAHKHAC 
11 Kahu Akahai Native Hawaiian, kahu, minister, pastor MZCC 
12 David Garcia Counselor QLCC 
13 Clarence Medeiros, Jr. Native Hawaiian, journeyman mason  
14 Lily Kong Native Hawaiian KOONKOK 
15 Ulalia Ka‘ai-Berman Native Hawaiian, kumu hula NAHKHAC 
16 Taro Fujimori Native Hawaiian N/A 
17 Zachary Kanuha Native Hawaiian N/A 
18 Clement “Junior” Kanuha Native Hawaiian N/A 
19 Raeanne Kahaiali‘I Native Hawaiian N/A 
20 Clarence Rapoza Native Hawaiian N/A 
21 E. Kalani Flores Native Hawaiian, kumu olelo Hawaii  HL-HCCW 
22 Gail Souza-Save General knowledge QLCC 
23 Lydia Mahi General knowledge KCDPSC,HCEOC 
24 Arthur “Uncle Aka” Mahi Native Hawaiian N/A 
25 Rae Ann (Fujimori) Godden Native Hawaiian N/A 
26 Gloria Muraki General knowledge N/A 
27 Violet Leihulu Mamac General knowledge N/A 
28 Angel Pilago Native Hawaiian HCC 
29 Kelly Greenwell General knowledge N/A 
30 Michael Keala Ching General knowledge N/A 
31 Iris Nalei Napaepae-Kunewa General knowledge N/A 
32 Dr. Frank Sayre General knowledge N/A 
33 Robert Kawaiula Brancp General knowledge N/A 
34 Kahu Henry Kanoelani Boshard Native Hawaiian, kahu, minister, pastor  MC 
35 Kahu Brian Boshard Native Hawaiian, kahu, minister, pastor MC 
36 Ka‘ea Lyons Alapai Native Hawaiian, kumu olelo Hawaii  KAPA, EHES 

_________________________________________________________________________________ 
 
TABLE KEY: 

 
 Affiliation:                 N/A  Not Available 
   KCA  Kealakehe Community Association 
   SAFIS  Salvation Army Family Intervention Services 
   OHA  Office of Hawaiian Affairs 
   QLCC  Queen Liliuokalani Children’s Center 
   BHI  Bishop Holdings, Inc. 
   MZCC  Mauna Ziona Congregational Church 
   KHNHP  Kaloko-Honokôhau National Historical Park 
   NPK  Neighborhood Place of Kona 
   NAHKHAC Na Hoapili o Kaloko Honokôhau Advisory Commission 
   KCAVL  Kaniohale Comm. Association at the Villages of La‘I ‘Ôpua 
   DOCARE State of Hawaii DLNR – Department of Conservation and  

Resources Enforcement Division 
   KCDPSC Kona Community Development Plan Steering Committee 
   KOONKOK Ka ‘Ohana O Na Kupuna O Kona 
   HCEOC  Hawaii County Economic Opportunity Council 
   HL-HCCW Hawaiian Lifestyles – West Hawaii Community College 
   MC  Mokuaikaua Church 
   HCC  Hawaii County Council 
   KAPA  Kapa Radio 

EHES  Ehunuikaimalino Hawaiian Immersion School 
 



 

Abstract 
 
At the request of Leonard Kubo of Paul H. Rosendahl, Inc. Helen Wong Smith was 
engaged to prepare a cultural impact assessment (CIA) for lands within the ahupua`a of 
Keauholū and Kealakeha, North Kona.   
 
This document provides a cultural assessment of lands impacted by a proposed 
extension of Ane Keohokālole Highway, North Kona, Hawai`i Island.  The assessment is 
based on a review of a wide range of written material – archaeological reports, 
government and other historical records, Hawaiian language sources translated into 
English, and interviews of long-term residents including native Hawaiians familiar with 
the cultural history and resources of Keauholū and Kealakehe.  Other lands impacted by 
the Highway were covered in a separate CIA prepared by Cultural Surveys Hawai`i.   
 
Research took place between November 17, 2007 and January 31, 2008 and included 
resources of the Hawai`i State Archives, Edwin H. Mookini Library of University of 
Hawai`i, and the Hilo Public Library as well as online resources, i.e. Ulukau in addition 
to previous historical and cultural reports and interviews.     
 
In April 2009 Owen Huxley of Belt Collins informed Wong Smith the south side of Palani 
St. between Henry Street and Kamakaeha Avenue would be widened.  Remnants of the 
Kuakini Wall have been identified in this vicinity but due to the high incidence of impact 
the State Historic Preservation Division asserted further breach was permissible1. 
Overlaying the impacted TMKs on historic maps, 1924 and 1959 did not reveal any 
walls by this widening.  
 
In response to a comment letter to Paul H. Rosendahl, Inc. from Phyllis Cayan, June 18, 
2009 revisions were made to this CIA and efforts to contact additional informants were 
made.  Due to the time constraints of submission, these attempts were unsuccessful to 
include in this revised report.  However, those comments present at NHPA Section 106 
presentations were reviewed and incorporated.  

                                                 
1 Email from Huxley to Wong Smith May 4, 2009 
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I. INTRODUCTION 
 
It is fitting that before discussing the lands of the project area, the person the 
proposed corridor is named for be introduced. Ane Keohokālole was a 
descendant of the famous `Ī lineage of Hilo, Hawai’i. She was a great-
granddaughter of Keaweaheulu and Kame`eiamoku, two of Kamehameha’s 
four “Kona Uncles” who supported him in his rise to power.  Due to this lineage 
she was regarded by the Kamehameha clan as an Ali`i Nui in honor of the 
courage and loyalty proffered by her ancestors in their support of 
Kamehameha2.  Keohokālole was the mother of David Kalākaua, Lydia 
Lili`ūokalani and William Pitt Leleiōhoku.  Keohokālole received the bulk of 
Keahuolū at the Mahele of 1848 which will be discussed in detail in this report.  
 
Pukui, Elbert and Mookini provide the literal translation of Kealakehe as “the 
winding path3.”  Its alternative spelling, “Kealake`e” also expresses this 
translation.  However, if the emphasis is placed on the last syllable, it 
translates as “the pathway of graves4.” Kealakehe and Keahuolū are atypical 
ahupua`a as the ahupua`a of Honua`ula adjoins them at their ma uka 
boundary.  In his decades-long compilation of place names, archaeologist 
Lloyd Soehren lists no less the 35 traditional place names with this ahupua`a5.  
Among these place names are five heiau and three canoe landings.   
 
Keahuolū has been written in several ways in historic records.  In Place Names 
of Hawai`i6 it is written as “Ke-ahu-o-Lū” given the interpretive translation of 
“the heap [cairn] of Lū” without an explanation of who Lū may be.  Tangarō 
translates the name as “Shrine of Lū, a legendary voyager” but does not 
provide a reference for this translation7.  The place name has also been written 
“Ke-`ohu-`olu,” which can be translated as “the cool mists.”  Kaiokekoa, a 
native Hawaiian resident of the Kekaha region relayed to Kepā Maly in 1994 
he recalled his elders pronouncing the place name the second way8.   
 
Located in the moku o loko (district) of Kona, this northern section of Kona was 
divided into two regions, Kona kai `opua (Maly provides the interpretive 
translations “Kona of the distant horizon clouds above the ocean9) and 
Kekaha-wai-`ole-o-nā-Kona (the hot, dry, waterless shores of Kona).  Also 
known as Kekaha-wai-`ole (the waterless place) it spans from Kalaoa 
ahupua`a (Keāhole Point) to Kealakehe.  Kekaha is described as “a dry, sun-

                                                 
2 Kame`eleihiwa 1992:230 
3 Pukui and Elbert 1986 
4 Oceanit 2007:4-2 
5 Hawaiian Place Names    
6 Pukui, Elbert, and Mookini 1974 
7 Tangarō et al. 2006:19 [A search in Hawaiian Mythology by Martha Beckwith revealed a voyager by the name of 
Kaulu but none by the name of Lū –HWS] 
8 Maly IN Wulzen et al. 1996:12 
9 Maly IN O`Hare 1993:Appendix B1 
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baked land10.”  Sheltered by the abrupt rise of Hualālai, Kekaha receives very 
little rain below the 1,000-ft elevation contour.  Maly provides the following 
description of residential movement within Kekaha-wai-`ole-o-nā-Kona during 
the late 1800s and early 1900s in the Hawaiian Newspaper Ke Hōkū o 
Hawai`i:.  
 

“O ia ka wāe ne`e `ana ka lā iā Kona, hele a malo`o ka `āina 
i ka `ai kupakupa `ia e ka lā, a o nā kānaka, nā li`I o Kona, 
pūhe`e aku la a noho i kahakai kāhi o ka wai e ola ai nā 
kānaka. (It was during the season, when the sun moved over 
Kona, drying and devouring the land, that the chiefs and 
people fled from the uplands to dwell along the shore where 
water could be found to give life to the people11.   

 
Hawaiian authority and kumu hula Pualani Kanaka`ole Kanahele states “This clearly 
communicates that the natives of Kekaha-wai-`ole-o-nā-Kona had great knowledge of 
their land’s cycles and its productive abilities.  There were springs and brackish water 
ponds inland from the shore and the ocean was abundant. They planted in the ma uka 
or upland forest and had sufficient amount of rain for their crop. When the rainy season 
passed, they camped at the shore, grew sweet potato, and fished. Their basic needs 
were satisfied12. “ 
 
Kekaha has been streaked with ancient and recent (1801 and 1859) lava 
flows, which contribute to its desolate appearance.  Emerson surveyed the 
area in the 1880s and his map (Reg. Map 1280) denotes “rough pahoehoe 
[pāhoehoe], little vegetation” within Keahuolū.  
 
Ka`iwi Point is the boundary between Keahuolū and Kealakehe. Kanahele reports that 
fishermen of the area, “Kaiwi Point houses a mamamo ko`a13 [a shrine to increase the 
catch of mamo or sergeant fish Abudefduf abdominalis].   
 
Mahaihale is the southern boundary of Keahuolū, some 1.8 km north of Kukailimoku 
Point – named after the deity of victory in battle. Between Kukailimoku and the 
Keahuolū boundary is a narrow strip of land belonging to ahupua`a of Lanihau reducing 
Keahuolū shoreline dramatically.  Kukailimoku Point and the surrounding sand dunes 
were used in both pre-contact and early historic periods as burial grounds.  An 1883 
map depicts graves at Kukailimoku and larger cluster at Kaliliki Point to the south.  The 
surveyor, Jackson, identified a massive masonry tomb as “Kamehameha’s Tomb14.”   A 
1930 survey identified graves in Lanihau and Keahuolū as do consequent surveys.  

                                                 
10 Kelly 1971:2 
11 Hawaiian orthography will be employed by this author except when directly quoting.  For this reason 
many of the quotations will lack diacritical and other marks as they are presented verbatim.  
12 Kanehele 2001:4 
13 Kanahele 2001:10 
14 Neller 1980:5 
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Neller15 reported four locations of exposed human remains at the Lanihau/ Keahuolū 
boundary and historic burials were identified at Pāwai Bay by Neighbor Island 
Consultants in 1973.   
 

II. MO`OLELO `AINA: NATIVE TRADITIONS AND HISTORIC 
ACCOUNTS OF KEAHUOLŪ AND KEALAKEHE 

Kekāhi Mo`olelo Hawai`i (Selected Hawaiian Traditions) 
 
Legendary references to Keahuolū and Kealakehe are limited.  Handy and Handy write 
of the Kona district in general: 
 

The most interesting mythological and legendary materials relating 
to Kona have to do directly or indirectly with Lono…The story of the 
origin of the Makahiki rain and harvest festival…bring Lono from 
Kahiki, wither he returns….From Kona we have written record of a 
myth of Kumuhonua, whose writer says that Lono was a fisherman 
and yet ends his story by stating that the events related occurred 
before men peopled the earth….Disregarding the inconsistencies in 
orally transmitted lore, the point of interest with respect to Lono is 
that he is plainly identified with Kona, Hawaii, and is said to have 
introduced the main food plants, taro, sweet potato, yams, sugar 
cane and bananas to Hawaii, and also `awa.  Hogs were likewise 
identified with Lono, but there is no mention of his having brought 
them to Hawaii16.   

 
In his report of a reconnaissance survey of the Old Kona Airport area, now a state park 
in Keahuolū, Earl Neller erroneously ascribes the O‛ahu chief Kuali‘i to Keahuolū: 
 

The area around the old Kona airport may also have some connection 
with the legendary Hawaiian chief Kuali‛i. He was said to have been born 
at Kalapawai in Kailua, and defied the oppression of Lono-ikaika during 
the dedication of the heiau at Kawaluna. He is associated with Ku-kaili-
moku, the god of victory in battle. Perhaps by coincidence, all of these 
place names are found in the beach park area17.  
 

Neller reference is Beckwith who states the Kailua referred to is on O‘ahu18.  As 
Kalapawai is the name of the beach in Kailua, O`ahu, (and memorialized by the 
Kalapawai Store at the entrance of Kailua Beach Park) it is unlikely Neller’s reference 

                                                 
15 Neller 1980:11-13 
16 Handy,  Handy and Pukui 1972:522 
17 Neller 1980:15 
18 Beckwith 1976:395 
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has anything to do with Kailua on Hawai`i Island.  The heiau at Kawaluna is located in 
Waiolani in upper Nu‘uanu Valley19.   
 
An accurate legendary reference to Keahuolū is found in Ka`ao Ho`oniua Pu`uwai No 
Ka-Miki (The Heart Stirring Story of Ka-Miki) translated by Kepā Maly, a legendary 
account of two super-natural brothers, Ka-Miki and Maka-`iole, who traveled around 
Hawai’i Island set in the period when Pili-a-Ka`aiea was chief of Kona, ca. 12th – 13th 
century).  It was originally published in serial form between 1914 and 1917 in the Hilo 
based Hawaiian language newspaper Ka Hōkū o Hawai’i by Hawaiian historians John 
H. Wise and John Whalley Hermosa Isaac Kihe.  Excerpts from Maly’s translation: 
 

…Within the lands of Keahuolu you saw Hale-pa`u which is also near Ka-
pā-wai (The water enclosure). Kapāwai is also known as Makā`eo (Look 
with anger), and a coconut grove encircled those places. Further on, 
between the lands of Keahuolu and Kealakehe was the āhua (Hillock-
plantation mound) of Lae-oniau…20 
 
…The priest who officiated over rituals of Keahuolu and Kealakehe was 
named Kalua`ōlapauila. He was the priest of the temple Kalihi, which is 
also called Kalua`ōlapauila. This temple is in the coastal area21 along the 
border of Keahuolu and Kealakehe, near the old road into Kailua….22 
 
…The district of Keahuolu and divisions of Lanihau (1 and 2) were under 
the rule of Kapohuku`imaile (kāne) and Papalūlā (wahine), and 
Papaumauma was their warriors champion. When Papaumauma 
competed with Ka-Miki at the contest site `Iwa`awa`a (at Kohana-iki), he 
was defeated. Papumauma was honorable, and he greatly admired the 
superior skills of Ka-Miki and asked to turn his status and land rights over 
to Ka-Miki, but Ka-Miki declined…23 
 
Ka-noenoe (The mist, fogginess) – The mound-hill called Pu`u-o-Kaloa 
sits upon the plain of Kanoenoe which is associated with both Keahuolu 
and Kealakeha. The setline of mists upon Pu`u-o-Kaloa was a sign of 
pending rains; thus the traditional farmers of this area would prepare their 
fields. This plain was referenced by Pili when he described to Ka-Miki the 
extent of the lands which Ka-Miki would over see upon marrying the 
sacred chiefess Paehala of Honokōhau. The inheritance lands included 
everything from the uplands of Hikuhia above Nāpu`u and the lands of the 
waterless Kekaha, which spanned from the rocky plain of Kanikū 
(Keahualono) to the plain of Kanoenoe at Pu`uokaloa24. 

                                                 
19 Pukui, Elbert and Mookini 1974:226 
20 April 2 and 9, 1914 
21 Boundary Commission Testimony places this place at the midpoint of Keahuolū rather than the coast.  
22 April 30, 1914 
23 May 21, 1914 
24 October 25, 1917 
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Pu`u-okaloa (Mound, or hill of Kaloa) – The narratives of Ka-Miki identify 
Pu`uokaloa as “Pu`uokaloa I ka malo o Ka`eha e waiho ala…” Pu`uokaloa 
where Ka`eha’s loin cloth (symbolic of the mists) was spread out25. 
 

References to Kealakehe within The Legend of Ka-Miki as translated by Maly follow: 
 
Ke-ala-kehe (Interpretive translation: the path [of] Kehe – also written Ke-
ala-keha [the steep or sheer path]  After an `awa ceremony with Ka-uluhe, 
Ka-Miki and Maka-`iole ventured from Kalama`ula to visit some sites of 
Kona. Returning to Kalama`uala, Ka-uluhe described the lands, features 
and people which they had seen, ”The āhua – plantation mound of 
Laeoniau stretches between Keahuolu and Kealakehe26.”   
 
Kalua`ōlapauila was a kahuna (priest) of Kealakehe and Keahuolu, 
servied under the ali`i (5/21) Kapuhoku`imaile (k) and Papalūlā (w), and 
their champion-warrior was Papaumauma.  A heiau near the seaward 
road into Kailua is also named Kalua`ōlapauila (Kalihi)27.  
 

Ka Hōkū o Hawai`i published another legendary account provided by J.W.H.I. Kihe 
entitled “Nā Ho`onanea o ka Manawa, Kekāhi mau wahi pana o Kekaha ma Kona” (A 
pleasant passing of time, [stories from] some of famous places of Kekaha in Kona].  
This section describing agricultural practices as related to Pu`uokaloa is translated by 
Maly: 

 
Pu`u-o-kaloa is a mound-hill site in the lands of Keahuolu – Kealakehe, 
not far from the shore of Kaiwi and Hi`iakanoholae. During periods of dry 
weather (ka lā malo`o) when planted crops, from the grassy plains to the 
`āma`auma`u (fern forest zone), and even the ponds (ki`o waī) were dry, 
people would watch this hill for signs of coming rains. When the lihau (light 
dew mists) sat atop the hill of Pu`u-o-kaloa, rains were on the way. 
Planters of the districts agricultural fields watched for omens at 
Pu`uokaloa, and it was from keen observation and diligent work that 
people prospered on the land. If a native of the land was hungry, and 
came asking for food, the person would be asked: 
 
Ua ka ua I Pu`uokaloa, ihea `oe? 
When rains fell at Pu`uokaloa, where were you?  
 
[If the answer was…] 
 
I Kona nei no! 
In Kona! 

                                                 
25 October 25, 1917; Maly 1996:12-13 
26 April 9, 1914; Maly 1996:305 
27 March 30, 1914, ibid.  
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[There would be no sweet potatoes for this person.] 
 
[But if the answer was:] 
 
I Kohala nei no! 
In Kohala!  
 
[The person would be given food to eat for they had been away, thus 
unable to accomplish the planting28.] 
 

Within S.N. Hale`ole’s epic Ka Mo`olelo o Lā`ieikawai (The Hawaiian Romance of 
Lā`ieikawai a short reference to Keahuolū and Lanihau as parents is found in the story 
of Hiku and Kawelu: 
 

The son of Keaauolu [sic] and Lanihau, who live in Kaumalumalu, Kona, once 
sends his arrow, called Puane, into the hut of Kawelu, a chiefess of Kona. She 
falls violently in love with the stranger who follows to seek it, and will not let him 
depart. He escapes, and she dies of grief for him, her spirit descending to Milu. 
Hiku, hearing of her death, determines to fetch her thence. He goes out into mid-
ocean, lets down a koali vine, smears himself with rancid kukui oil to cover the 
smell of a live person, and lowers himself on another vine. Arrived in the lower 
world, he tempts the spirits to swing on his vines. At last he catches Kawelu, 
signals to his friends above, and brings her back with him to the upper world. 
Arrived at the house where the body lies, he crowds the spirit in from the feet up. 
After some days the spirit gets clear in. Kawelu crows like a rooster and is taken 
up, warmed, and restored29. 
 

Fornander provides a longer version of this tradition providing the father’s name as 
Keahuolu30.  
 
The origin of the place name Ka`iwi on the shoreline on the boundary of Keahuolū and 
Kealakehe is presented in this excerpt: 
 

Ka`iwī (The bone) is also called Ka-lae-o-ka-iwi (The point of Ka-iwi) and 
is the name of a shark shaped stone near heiau of Kalua`ōlapauila. The 
priest Kalua`ōlapauila had two body forms, one human, as the priest, and 
the other body form as a shark in which he swam along the shore of 
Kealakehe and Keahuolu, attacking people. The shark form was named 
Kaiwi, and the point Ka-lae-o-Kaiwi is named after him31.  
 

                                                 
28 May 19, 1914; 1996:13 
29 Hale`ole 1997:660 
30 Fornander 1919 v5:182-184 
31 Maly 1996:14 
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Kanahele provides additional insight to this story adding that Ka`iwi and Kalua`ōlapauila 
are destroyed by “their” grandmother, Kauluhenuihihikolo who teaches her 
grandchildren to call up the fires of Pele to rid the land of this man eating shark.  
“Hi`iakanoholae, known today as Ka Lae Keahuolū, was the boundary direction for the 
lava flow. The protocol for lava is that a course of flow is given and Hi`iakanoholae is 
the southern limit of the flow. The flow did exactly what it was asked to do with Kaiwi 
and the characteristic of a Hi`iakaikeale`ī and Hi`iakaikealemoe flow is seen at Kaiwi 
Point32.”  
 
Figure 1 provides the location of these and other place names compiled by Lloyd 
Soehren and presented as Hawaiian Place Names33. Soehren located their locations 
from Boundary Commission testimonies, surveyor field books, and a myriad of primary 
resources.   

                                                 
32 Kanahele 2001:10 
33 Hawaiian Place Names 



  
 Figure 1 – Wahi Pana (Storied places) and place names near the corridor. 
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Keahuolū and Kealakehe Described in the Journals and Logs of 
Historic Visitors (1815 to 1902) 
 
As Kailua Bay is the most documented landing for these ahupua`a references to trade 
there may provide insight to early activities for them. The earliest reference to Kailua 
concerns Kamehameha’s residence there after his unification of the islands: 
 

In 1812, two years after all the islands and finally been united under his rule, 
Kamehameha returned to Hawai’i island from O`ahu, where he had lived for the 
past nine years. Kamehameha lived most of his remaining years in Kailua, at his 
principal residence at Kamakahonu in Lanihau ahupua`a [Lanihau is between 
Keahuolū and Hienaloli]34.   
 
The accounts of early visitors at Kailua were, in the main, those of 
explorers…The Columbia came to Kailua Bay five times between 1815 and 
1818, and then was sold to Kamehameha for sandalwood. The ship [was] 
renamed the Laholile… 
 
On its first visit to Kailua, in January of 1815, the Columbia took on board “hogs, 
vegetables, rope, and cloth of the country” (Corney 1896:35). Peter Corney, one 
of its officers, who remained in Hawai’i when the ship was sold and left 
descendants here, remarked that “island rope”, made excellent running rigging35.  
Corney noted that the American ship Milwood was then at Kailua, “purchasing 
sandalwood at the rate of 7 dollars for 133 pounds (a picul)36” …Corney provides 
a unique and graphic account of the sea traffic at Kailua Bay in the early 1800s. 
 
At the time of Kamehameha’s death in May 1819, and for the early months of 
Liholiho’s reign, the court households at Kailua apparently were very large37. 
 
It was at Kailua in November 1819, approximately six months after the death of 
Kamehameha, that the “free eating” (`ai noa) incident took place, symbolizing the 
end of the kapu system….The act of “free eating” at Kailua was followed by a 
general purging and burning of god images from the large heiau38.  

 
Hawaiian historian Samuel Kamakau offers this reference to the life in the area at the 
time of Liholiho: 
 

Many of the old chiefs were alive in Liholiho’s day…The sands of Kaiakeakua 
were worn down like a dromedary’s back by the many feet of chiefs and 

                                                 
34 Kelly 1983:3 
35 Ibid:48 
36 Ibid:47 
37 Ibid:5 
38 Ibid:6 
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chiefesses tramping over them, and at Kamakahonu could be seen at night the 
sparkle of lights reflected in the sea like diamonds, from the homes of the chiefs 
from Kahelo [in Puapua`a ahupua`a] to Lanihau. The number of chiefs and lesser 
chiefs reached into the thousands39. 
 

At this time M. Gaimard, a member of de Freycinet’s expedition, wrote the following 
description of the Kailua environs: 

 
In order to reach the mountain that lies to the southeast of the village…we first 
went across dry fields, where hardly any young growth was visible; but, after 
reaching a certain elevation; we found much richer terrain where the paper 
mulberry, breadfruit tree, the mountain apple, tobacco, cabbage, sweet potatoes 
and yams were cultivated. We were given water of a delicious coolness40.   
 

Missionary occupation of Hawai’i had its beginnings at Kailua.  Kelly notes that: 
 

Liholiho…[was] at Kailua when the first band of Protestant missionaries arrived 
there in April of 1820…the missionaries were granted permission to remain in the 
kingdom on trial for a year. Two missionary families remained in Kailua, while the 
rest went on to Honolulu41.  
 

It was at Kailua that Liholiho entrusted the island to Kuakini, younger brother of 
Ka`ahumanu and faithful aide of Kamehameha I.  Three years into Kuakini’s 
stewardship, the Reverend William Ellis began his tour around the island at Kailua in 
1823.  This passage from his journal reflects the population and resources of Kailua: 
 

Kairua, though healthy and populous, is destitute of fresh water, except what is 
found in pools, or small streams, in the mountains, four or five miles from the 
shore42.  
 

Ellis reports the observations made by Reverends Thurston and Bishop who walked the 
coastline from Kailua toward Ka`iwi Point crossing the entire coastline of Keahuolū: 

 
The environs were cultivated to a considerable extent; small gardens were 
seen among the barren rocks on which the houses were built, wherever 
soil could be found sufficient to nourish the sweet potato, the watermelon, 
or even a few plants of tobacco, and in many places these seemed to be 
growing literally in the fragments of lava, collected in small heaps around 
their roots. 
 
The next morning, Messrs. Thurston, Goodrich, and Harwood, walked 
towards the mountains, to visit the high cultivated parts of the district. After 

                                                 
39 Kamakau 1961:221-222 
40 de Freycinet 1978:8 
41 Kelly 1983:7 
42 Ellis 1963:29 
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traveling over the lava for about a mile, the hollows of the rocks began to 
be filled with a light brown soil; and about half a mile further, the surface 
was entirely covered with a rich mould, formed by decayed vegetable 
matter and decomposed lava.   
 
Here they enjoyed the agreeable shade of bread-fruit and ohia trees; the 
latter is a deciduous plant, a variety of Eugenia, resembling the Eugenia 
malaccensis, bearing red pulpy fruit, of the size and consistence of an 
apple, juicy, but rather insipid to the taste. The trees are elegant in form, 
and grow to the height of twenty or thirty feet; the leaf is oblong and 
pointed, and the flowers are attached ot the branches by a short stem. 
The fruit is abundant, and is generally ripe, either on different places in the 
same island, or on different islands, during all the summer months43. 

 
The cultivation and environs described above fall within the zone the project areas are 
located and dispenses the assumption this was all barren lava supporting little life.  
 
This type of gardening in lava is called makaili44 when even small pockets of 
semidisintegrated lava are utilized, and potatoes are grown by fertilizing with rubbish 
and by heaping up fine gravel and stones around the vines. Handy writes, “Such 
cultivation produces inferior potatoes; they are said to be rather tasteless and ridged 
(`awa`awa) or wrinkled45.   
 
Kuakini gave the aforementioned missionary couples houselots in the Kailua area.  
 
Commodore Wilkes of the U.S. Exploring Expedition made these comments about the 
environs of Kailua in 1840: 
 

The natives during the rainy season…plant, in excavations among the lava rocks, 
sweet potatoes, melons, and pineapples… The…staple commodities are sweet 
potatoes, upland taro, and yams. Sugar cane, bananas…bread-fruit, cocoa-nuts, 
and melons, are also cultivated. The Irish potato, Indian corn, beans, coffee, 
cotton, figs, oranges, guavas, and grapes, have been introduced….[Two miles 
from the coast0 in a belt half a mile wide, the bread-fruit is met with in 
abundance, and above this the taro is cultivated with success…A considerable 
trade is kept up between the south and north end of this district. The inhabitants 
of the barren portion of the latter are principally occupied in fishing and the 
manufacture of salt, which articles are bartered with those who live in the more 
fertile regions of other south, for food and clothing46.   
 

Little has been written describing the landscape in the project area owing to the 
inhospitable conditions of much of the terrain, most travel among foreigner between 

                                                 
43 Ellis 1963:31-32 
44 Fornander 1916, Vol. 6:164 
45 Handy 1972:129 
46 Wilkes 1845:4, 91-92, 95-97 IN Kelly 1983:19 
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Kawaihae and Kailua was conducted by ship or by canoe, with short stops along the 
coast as needed47. 
 
Handy and Handy comment on the cultivation and preservation of gardens in North 
Kona: 
 

In North Kona dry taro flourishes only in the uplands, which are now largely given 
over to ranching, though some Hawaiians still have taro plantations above 
Kalaoa… 
 
The walls (pā `āina), seen today in Kona lowlands running across old boundary 
lines, were built to keep cattle out of the planting areas after they became a pest 
early in the 19th century.  
 
Kona, like eastern Maui, with its decamping lava mixed with humus and with 
intermittent rainfall which soaks away quickly in the porous soil and rock, is ideal 
for sweet potato cultivation… 
 
Today sweet potatoes are planted by many Hawaiian living along the coast of 
Kona, either in the sandy soil near the shore at places like Hookena, Kealia, and 
Honaunau, or in spots where there is sufficient soil in the midst of the dry lava. 
Two sizable plantations were visited in 1935 on the dry slopes half to a mile 
inland in the Kailua section. Sweet potato flourished at the government 
experiment station at Kainaliu, at an altitude of 1,500 feet in North Kona; and 
patches were seen at various points both above and below the “Belt Road,” in 
North and South Kona at altitudes of 1,800 feet. On the plantation zone up to 
altitudes of more than 2,000 feet, no sweet potatoes were seen48.    

III. CHRONOLOGICAL HISTORY OF RESIDENCY AND LAND 
OWNERSHIP IN KEAHUOLŪ AND KEALAKEHE 

 
This above description of subsistence farming and trading within the land divisions is 
traditional in pre-contact Hawaiian culture.  With the introduction of a market system and 
the call for labor to harvest sandalwood, agriculture in the Kailua area changed greatly 
as did the native population. Early demographics for Keahuolū and Kealakehe are 
difficult to ascertain.  Schmitt recorded epidemics for the years 1848 and 1849 as 
follows: 
 

Four devastating epidemics occurred in rapid succession in 1848 and 1849: 
measles, whooping cough, diarrhea, and influenza. Together, these four 
diseases killed more than 10,000 of the perhaps 87,000 persons in little more 
than a twelve-month period49. 

                                                 
47 Silva 1987:7 
48 Handy,  Handy and Pukui 1972:523-4, 526-8 
49 Schmitt 1968:37 
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Kelly presents population demographics for North Kona between 1836-1980 reflecting 
what she suspects the reflection successes and failures of various commercial 
agriculture ventures dependent on the rise and fall of world prices of crops50: 
 

Year Population % Increase/Decrease 
1836 5,957 ---- 
1853 4,110 -31.0 
1860 3,488 -15.1 
1866 3,268 -6.3 
1872 2,218 -32.1 
1878 1.967 -11.3 
1884 1,773 -9.8 
1890 1,753 -1.1 
1896 3,061 +74.6 
1900 3,819 -24.7 
1910 3,377 -11.5 

 
During Kuakini’s stewardship of the island, walls were built to protect the cultivated 
lands from the ravages of free-roaming dogs and pigs kept near the coastal 
habitations51.  One of these walls was recorded by John Papa I`I at Honua`ula (inland 
and south of Keahuolū) in 1812; I`i writes, “A stone wall to protect food plots stretched 
back of the village from one end to the other and beyond52.”  Kelly postulates this wall 
was later incorporated into what became known as the Kuakini Wall, which may be 
traced from its starting point at Palani Road above Kailua Bay to beyond Kahalu`u Bay.  
It has long been presumed this wall built sometime during Kuakini’s governorship (1820-
1844) to protect the cultivated uplands from the depredations of cattle, introduced to the 
island by Captain George Vancouver in 1793.  It was not known by this name until after 
1855. Until that time it was consistently referred to as the Great Wall, or the Great Stone 
Wall by surveyors.  The Emerson-Kanakanui map of Kailua Town & Vicinity (Reg. Map 
No. 1676, dated c.1880) identifies it as the “Kuakini Great Wall.”  The following 
reference to what is no doubt Kuakni Wall was made by the Reverend Albert Baker: 
 

Just a little above [the stone church at Kahaluu], and continuing all the way to 
Kailua, is the huge stone wall built in Kuakini’s time to keep pigs from the 
cultivated lands above53.  

 
In his reconnaissance survey of Keahuolū, Rosendahl (1972) notes, “…the Great Wall 
of Kuakini…is a historic period structure built during the period A.D. 1830-1840 at the 
direction of Kuakini, Governor of the Island of Hawaii…”  Kelly writes of this Kuakini 
Wall: 
 
                                                 
50 Kelly 1983:92 
51 Ke Au `Ōkoa, March 19, 1868 
52 I`i: 1959:111 
53 Baker 1915:83 
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It has long been presumed that this wall was built sometime during the 
governorship of John Adam Kuakini (1820-1844) to protect the 
cultivated uplands from the depredations of cattle. However, as the wall 
is at all points less than a mile from the seacoast, only the food plots in 
the coastal region would have been protected by it. It probably would 
have only kept cattle and horses grazing on the kula away from the 
houselots and small gardens along the shoreline54.  
 
…the Kuakini wall may have been the Pa‘aina named as the makai 
boundary in several claims to land along its course. At times, the wall 
reaches a height of 8 or 9 feet, which seems unnecessarily high as a 
barrier to roaming cattle or pigs…The fact that the term used in the 
register of claims is “papipi,” which refers to to a wall or enclosure for 
cattle, not pigs, should answer the question of what kind of animal the 
wall was meant to restrict in the 1840s. Perhaps in more recent years it 
served other purposes. Why it is located between the grazing land and 
the gardens, or why it is so high in places, we can only surmise55.   

 
In addition to this notable structure were smaller historic walls for similar and boundary 
purposes.  In her report of subsistence lifestyles in Kona, Schilt writes of the ahupua`a 
in this vicinity: 
 

62 historic walls listed….23 walls trending mauka-makai pass through the ROW, 
defining ahupua`a boundaries. All are double-faced and core-filled, in good to 
excellent states of repair. Functioning today as portions of cattle range 
boundaries, theses walls probably originated in historic times, as early as the 
mid-1800s, having been built for that purpose56.  

 
In 1848, during the reign of Kamehameha III, the traditional Hawaiian land ownership 
system was replaced with a more Western-style system.  This radical restructuring was 
called The Great Mahele (division).  The Mahele separated and defined the undivided 
land interests of the King and the high-ranking chiefs, and the konohiki, who were 
originally in charge of tracts of land on behalf o the king or a chief57.  More than 240 of 
the highest-ranking chiefs and konohiki in the kingdom joined Kamehameha III in this 
division.   
 
Keahuolū was awarded to Anealea Keohokālole (c.1814-1869) who numbered among 
her offspring King David Kalākaua, Queen Lydia Lili‘uokalani, and William Pitt 
Leleiōhoku (adopted by Ruth Ke‘elikōlani).  Keohokālole was a great-granddaughter of 
both Kame‘eiamoku and Keaweaheulu two of the important chiefs who supported 
Kamehameha I in his rise to power58.   Kame‘eleihiwa states, “Keohokālole was 

                                                 
54 ibid:75 
55 ibid:76 
56 Schilr 1984:44 
57 Chinen 1958:vii and Chinen 1961:13 
58 Kame‘eleihiwa 1992:230 
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regarded by the Kamehameha clan as an Ali‘I Nui in honor of the great courage and 
loyalty proffered by her ancestors in their support of Kamehameha59.”  As Ali‘i Nui 
Keohokālole held the fifth largest number of ‘āina after the Māhele with 50 parcels60.  
She relinquished 48% of her original 96 ‘āina to the Mō‘ī [King] retaining 23 parcels on 
Hawai‘i, 25 on Maui, and two on O‘ahu.  Of her lands on the island of Hawai‘i two-thirds 
were located in the Kona District61.  

 
Keohokālole award for Keahuolū is LCA 8452, Apana 12 (Royal Patent 6851). This 
award had a total area of 4,071 acres.  She conveyed 15,000-20,000 acres of Keahuolū 
lands with the balance going to her daughter and heir, Lili`ūokalani.  Attached to the 
following letter is a list of lands including Keahuolū:  

 
To Highness, John Young 
Minister of Interior 
 
Greetings: 
 
This is to inform you and the Privy Council of my desire to convey some of my 
lands for the Governments one third in the land which remain as mine. Grant me 
this, of course, with the approval of the Privy Council Below is a list of the lands I 
wish to convey to the government62. 
 
To Your Highness, John Young 
Minister of Interior 
 
 
Greetings: 
 
Here is a list of names of my lands which has been left for me pending for 
an approval of its distribution….Keahuolu ahupuaa, Kona, Hawaii… 
 
With appreciation,  
A. Keohokalole63  
 

 
The following testimony was given by Awahua, to verify Keohokālole’s holding for 
LCA 8452in Kona: 
 

Awahua, sworn, says he knows the house lots claimed by Keohokalole at 
Kaawaloa, Hawaii. The first one is fenced all round with a stone wall. It is 
bounded makai by the sea shore, on Kailua side by the Government land, 

                                                 
59 ibid.  
60 Kame‘eleihiwa 1992:245 
61 Kelly 1983:31 
62 Native Testimony v10:326  
63 Native Testimony v10:327 
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mauka by the land of Nahaku, and Awahua, and on the other side by the 
road. Claimant derived this lot from her ancestors, who held it from very 
ancient times. There is a stonehouse and several grass houses in it 
belonging to claimant, besides a tomb. 
 
The second lot is called “Awili,” and is fenced all round. It is bounded 
makai by government road., on Kailua side by the same, mauka the same, 
on the side next [to] the pali by the road.  
 
Claimant derived this lot from her ancestors, who held it from older times. 
 
Witness knows the three house lots in Kealakekua, claimed by 
Keohokalole. The first lot is called “Kulou” and is fenced in. It is bounded 
makai by the sea beach, Kaawaloa side by government land, mauka by 
the road, south Kona side by a lot belonging to T. Cummings.  
 
The second lot is called “Kaahaloa” [and] it is enclosed all round, and 
bounded on Kona Hema by a lot belongning to T. Cummings, mauka by 
the lot of Nakoko, North Kona by an hold heiau, makai by the road.  
 
The third lot is called “Wailokoalii” and is bounded on the South Kona side 
by an old Heiau , mauka by a Gonvernment lot and the lot of Ialua, makai 
by the sea beach, on the other side by a pali. 
 
Claimant inherited these lots from her ancestors by the mother’s side, who 
possessed them from ancient times. Kekaalua, sworn, says he knows 
these lots perfectly and confirms in full the testimony by Awahua64.  
 

Whenever ali‘i received an entire ahupua‘a, they were bound to respect the rights of the 
existing tenants.  These tenants, if they filed a claim to The Board of Commissioners to 
Quiet Land Titles, could continue to cultivate and reside on their parcels. The following 
testimonies are for such awards granted within Keahuolū: 
 

Land Commission Award (LCA) 11071 to Aki for .60 acres 
Kuia sworn, He has seen Aki’s land that which he had cultivated himself, it 
is in the ili land of Pauaaiki of Keohoeolu [sic] ahupuaa in Hawaii. Section 
1, five cultivated kihapais. Section 2, one kihapai not cultivated. Section 6, 
four cultivated kihapai. Section 7, one cultivated kihapai. These interest 
have been made from Kaea, Nahaalualu and Kalekahi at the time of 
Kamehameha I65. 

 
LCA 10303 to Maa for 2.25 acres 
Mahu sworn, He had seen a whole section of land, however, it is just as 
he has indicated in his claim that there are eleven taro kihapais, and ten 
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potato kihapais in the ili  land of Maili of Keahuolu ahupuaa. That land is 
not cultivated completely, but, Maa had planted seven palm trees. The 
fruit is for Samuela, both Maa and Samuela have joint interest in the 
seven fan palm trees. There is also a coconut grove which had been 
planted by Maa’s grandparents for the Chings who owned the land, they 
were the caretakers. The same had applied to Maa’s parents and to him at 
the present time. The coconuts went to Keohokalole upon the death of 
Keoua and it has been that way to the present time. 

 
One whole section is salt land and it is still yielding salt…Land passed 
down to Maa’s parents, these to him now. Maa’s grandparents received 
the ili land Maili of Keahuolu during the time of Kamehameha I. Kamauoha 
had given to Maa the land section of Lanihau ahupuaa in 1848, no one 
had object to him66.   
 
LCA 10345 to Nahaalualu (Naalualu) for 2 acres 
Kuia sworn, He had seen Naalualu) place that he had cultivated himself in 
the ili land of Puuokaliu of Keahuolu ahupuaa in Hawaii. Section 1 
(boundaries given) one section cultivated. Section 2, four cultivated 
kihapai, Section 3, one cultivated kihapai, Section 4, four cultivated 
kihapais…67 
 
LCA 10198 to Hailewalewa (Kailewalewa) for 1.30 acres 
Mahu sworn, He has seen the place on which Hailewalewa had cultivated 
with his own hands, it is in Ulelele ili of Keahuolu ahupuaa. Section 1 taro. 
Section 2, Kaluulu. Land has been cultivated, one land section. On land 
from Hailewalewa’s parents to him. Uncertainty for one section68. 
 
LCA 8012 to Apiki for 1.10 acres 
Mahu, sworn, says he knows the kuleana of Claimant in Kailua, Kona. It 
consists of five patches of Kalo and a lot of patches of potatoes. The kalo 
patches form one piece, bounded on Kau side by Lanihau, makai by 
Papaula’s land, Kohala side the same, mauka by Hai’s land. The potato 
land is bounded mauka by Haino’s land, Kau side by Lanihau, makai by 
Kahili’s land, Kohala side the same. Claimant derived the land from the 
Konohiki, before the death of Kuakini, and has held it ever since without 
disputes69.  
 
LCA 7351 to Kahuanui for 2.90 acres 
Papaula, sworn says I know the claim of Kahuanui. It is in the ahupuaa of 
Keahuolu, Kona. It consists of one piece of kalo land, five patches—all 
lying together. One of these patches if planted with coffee. It is bounded 
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mauka by the land of Kahookohukaneole, Kau by Lanihau, makai by the 
land Nahaalualu, Kohala by the konohiki. Claimant received this land from 
his brother in 1846, and his title has never been disputed70.  
 

Not all applicants were awarded land through this process.  Below is a list of claimants 
indicating Hailewalewa’s failure to be awarded 
 

LCA # Claimant Ili Disposition  
10345 Nahaalualu  Awarded 
10303 Maa Maili Awarded 
10198 Mailewalewa Ululele Awarded 
10198B Hailewalewa Ululele Not awarded 
10672 Paia Puuokaliu Awarded 
11071 Aki Pauaaiki Awarded 
07351 Kahuenui  Awarded 

 
At the time of the Mahele the ahupua`a of Kealakehe was set aside as government 
land, also preserving the rights of native tenants.  It is from the testimony of these 
tenants we obtain data on land use during the mid 1800s.  As government land, 
Kealakehe was constantly being appraised and re-appraised when petitions for lease or 
purchase were received by the Interior Department.  Excerpts from LCA testimonies 
and descriptions of letters addressed to the Minister of the Interior follow: 
 

LCA 8608 to Kaahui for 3.90 acres 
Mioi sworn he has seen the ili at Kaohia of Kealakehu [sic] ahupuaa, 4 taro 
kihapais, 3 potato kihapai and 2 house lots. (Boundaries of six sections given) 
Old time resident since Kamehameha I, land from Kapau now, no one has 
objected71. 
 
LCA 7897 to Kahuenui for 4.9 acres 
Kaahui sworn (Kahuenui is in error in claiming a whole ili.) Kahuenui has seen 
the land Kahuenui has cultivated in Kukuiomino of Kealakehe ahupuaa, four 
sections in Kauluulu 1, Kaoiki 2, Kealaloa 3, and 2 places in Kukuiominonui. He 
does not know the boundaries but the surveyor will determine the true 
boundaries. The land is partially cultivated and there is a house for Kahuenui. 
This old land had been from Kahuenui’s grandparents to his parents and now it is 
for him, no one has objected to him72.  
 
LCA 10322 to Nuhi for 4.75 acres 
Kaahui sworn (the whole ili claim is in error) the true claim is the area on which 
Nuhi has worked with his hands, Kaahui has seen in the ili land of Makakiloia of 
Kealakehe ahupuaa, 5 areas of which he has cultivated – 1 in Kaluulu, 2 in 
Kaaki, 3 in Kealoha, 4 in Kumau and 5 in Kaeamaia. The boundaries are 
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doubtful, but the surveyor will establish the correct boundaries. These kihapais 
and enclosures are partially completed. One house is for Nuhi. The land is from 
Kaahui in 1844, Nuhi is living there and no one has objected to him73.  
 
LCA 10306 to Nuole for 5.25 acres 
Kaahui sworn (error in claiming a whole ili from upland to sea) Nuole’s true claim 
is the area he has cultivated wi his own hands. Kaahui [has seen] in the ili of 
Kaniohale of Kealakehe ahupuaa four places he had cultivated of which the 
boundaries are in doubt. This has been partially cultivated and it had been for his 
grandparents since Kamehameha I, now it is for Nuole and no one has objected 
to him74.  
 
LCA 10671 to Pepe for 4.96 acres 
Kaahui sworn he has seen the place Pepe had cultivated, in the ili land Ililoa, 2 
kihapais, Haleolono ili, 2 kihapais, Kamohale ili, 2 kihapais and in Kukuuimino, 1 
kihapai. These have all been cultivated and the surveyor will establish their true 
boundaries. Keawe had given this land in 1844, no one has objected to Pepe.  
 
Keawe sworn they both have known in the same way for the land of Pepe. House 
lot section…Two houses for Pepe and enclosed, house lot from Kaahui in 1846, 
no one has objected to him again75.  
 
LCA10692 TO Paai for 2.80 acres 
Kauhai, sworn he has seen in the ili land of Puohe, 10 kihapais in Ililoa, 1 kihapai 
and in Kaohia, 2 kihapais. Kauhai does not know for certain the boundaries. 
These lands have been cultivated. Kaahui had given this interest in 1843, 
although he had been a resident there since Kamehameha I, and no one had 
objected to him76.  
 
LCA 10597 TO Puou for 4.12 acres 
Mioi sworn, He has seen in the ili land of Kukuioninonui in Kealakehe ahupuaa 6 
kihapais, 4 kihapais are in Kukuioniminoike ili. The surveyor will determine clearly 
the boundaries. One house is for Puou and the kihapais have been partially 
cultivated. Kaahui has given him the land now although he has lived there since 
Kamehameha I. No one has ever objected to him77. 
 
LCA 10950 to Waiwaiole for 2 acres 
Kahuenui 2, sworn (there is an error in the ili land claim), Waiwaiole had 
cultivated 4 sections in Kaohia ili of Kealakehe ahupuaa and this is the true claim 
although Kahuenui does not know the boundaries. The surveyor will establish the 
boundaries of Waiwaiole’s kihapais, not all of them have been cultivated.  
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A house site is in Puohe with no fence, but there is a house for Waiwaiole, where 
he is now living. They are old-time residents since Kamehameha I, no one has 
objected78.  
 
LCA 9252 to Kauhai for 5.78 acres 
Kaahui sworn He has seen in Puohu ili of Kealakehe ahupuaa, 7 kihapais and in 
Kaohia ili, 2 kihapais…Kauahi’s kihapais have been cultivated. There also is a 
house lot in Kaniohale ili land…79 
 
LCA 7483 to Kulua for 2.6 acres 
3 cultivated kihapai, one house lot80 
 
LCA 10070 to Mioi for 4.40 acres 
Cultivated kihapai but does not say in what81 
 

Twenty-three claimants filed for land in Kealakehe.  The disposition of these claims are 
provided: 
 
LCA # Claimant Ili Disposition 
08608 Kaahui Kaohia, Puohe, 

Kukuiomino, Kalilu, 
Ililoa 

Awarded 

09131 Kapau, Nehemia Alala Not Awarded 
09132 Kauhai Kaniohale Not Awarded 
09252 Kauhai Puohe, Kaohia, 

Kaneohale 
Awarded 

09235 Hiapoole Haleolono, Kaohia, 
Kukuiomino 

Not Awarded 

09133 Keawe Alula Not Awarded 
19322 Nuhi Makakiloia, Kaluulu, 

Kaaki, Kealoha, 
Kumau, Kaeamaia 

Awarded 

10306 Nuole Kaniohale Awarded 
10265 Mioi  Not Awarded 
10068 Mahi Ililoa Not Awarded 
10070 Mioi Ililoa, Kaniohale, 

Kukuiomino 
Awarded 

10671 Pepe Ililoa, Haleolono, 
Kukuiomino, 
Kaniohala 

Awarded 

10597 Puou Kukuiominonui, Awarded 
                                                 
78 Native Testimonty v4:545 
79 Native Testimony v4:545 
80 Native Testimony v4:541, January 2, 1849 
81 Native Testimony v4:547, January 2, 1849 
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Kukuiominoiki 
10537 Nuole Kaniohala Not Awarded 
10950 Waiwaiole Kaohia, Puohe Awarded 
10966 Waiwaiole Kaohia Not Awarded 
10692 Paai Puohu, Ililoa, 

Kaohia 
Awarded 

07483 Kulua Kaohia, Makakiloia Awarded 
07991B Kapau, Nehemia Kukuiomino, Kalihi, 

Haleolo 
Awarded 

07894 Keawe Kekual, Kaaki, 
Kealaloa 

Not Awarded 

07895 Kuikaloa Kukuiomino, 
Makakiloia 

Not Awarded 

07896 Kahuenui 2  Not Awarded 
07897 Kahuenui 2 Kukuiomino Awarded 
 
Based on these testimonies historian Carol Silva determined: 
 

…claimants listed numerous cultivated parcels (kihapai) planted in taro and 
sweet potatoes. At least 10 houses, some enclosed with fencing, others not…A 
fair-sized banana patch was situated in the uplands; two claimants mention this 
patch (Kaeamai`a) as mauka boundaries.  
 
Eight of these natives trace their use and occupancy of the land from their 
grandparents during the time of Kamehameha I, making them at least third-
generation residents and farmers. Only three claimants acquired their lands since 
– all three receiving their parcels in the early 1840s.  
 
Thus, it can be said that Kealakehe supported a fairly stable native population 
that extended back in time probably to the late 1700s and possibly earlier82.  
 

In his survey of fisheries and fishing practices for The Nature Conservancy, Kepā Maly 
provides the cause and process of gathering boundaries across the kingdom.   
 

In 1862, a law was enacted in which a Commission of Boundaries (the 
Boundary Commission) was established in the Kingdom. The goal 
Commission being to legally set the boundaries of all the ahupua‘a that 
had been awarded as private properties in the Mahele. R.A. Lyman, 
Commissioner for the Island of Hawai‘i between the 1860s to early 1900s, 
noted that a commissioner was to “determine certain geographical lines, 
that is, he is to ascertain what, in fact, were the ancient boundaries of 
lands, which have been awarded by name only” (Lyman, 1900 Volume D 
No. 5:357). Furthermore, the Commissioners were, whenever possible, to 
determine and “assign whatever was included in such land according to 
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the boundaries as known and used from ancient times” (Lyman 1897 – 
Volume D No. 5:101; cf. Supreme Court, 4th Hawaiian Reports).  

 
In order to accomplish their mandate, the commissioners were to identify 
knowledgeable native residents and kama‘"ina from whom detailed 
testimonies and descriptions of the lands and rights could be recorded. 
From this process evolved a rich collection (thousands of pages) of 
firsthand accounts describing many facets of—land use; residency; beliefs 
and customs; changes in the landscape in the period from ca. 1790 to 
1890; and descriptions of fisheries of the Hawaiian Islands. 

 
In 1874 the Commissioners of Boundaries were authorized to certify the 
boundaries for lands brought before them (W.D. Alexander in Thrum 
1891:117-118).  The primary informants for the boundary descriptions 
were old native residents of the ahupua‘a for which boundaries were to be 
certified, or of neighboring lands. Nearly all of the informants stated that 
they were either born on one of the lands being described, or that they 
had lived there since their youth. All of the witnesses had learned of the 
boundaries either from their own elders, or from others who had lived 
upon the land in the preceding generation. And nearly all native witnesses 
described the landscape by the nature of the terrain, presence of 
resources, land use, and features which were of significance to the people 
of the land (kama‘"ina). 

 
Most of the testimonies were taken between 1873 to 1893, though some were 
recorded in the early 1860s. The oldest informants were born around 1785, by 
association with events described at the time of their birth, and the youngest 
around 1830. The native witnesses usually spoke in Hawaiian, and in many 
cases, their testimony was translated into English and transcribed as the 
proceedings occurred (some testimonies recorded only in Hawaiian, are 
translated here by Maly for the first time). Transcribers focused on main points of 
reference during testimony and cross-examination. Readers will also note in the 
accompanying narratives, that there are often inconsistencies in spelling of 
particular words such as place names, people names and natural or man-made 
features83. 

 
Keahuolu, North Kona District 
J.Z. Waiau, sworn: ...thence to Puunahaha, a large red hill on the mauka 
side of the makai Government road, thence to Puuokaloa, an oioina or 
small hill; thence to Kaiwi, a lae pohaku on the middle of point. Ancient 
fishing rights extending out to sea ... [Volume A No. 1:354-355] 

 
Kealakai, sworn: ...thence to Puunahaha; the boundary passing on the 
North side; from thence to Puuokaloa; thence makai to Kaiwi, the kula in 

                                                 
83 Maly 2003:319 



middle of point and lae pohaku on the point at sea shore. Ancient fishing 
rights extending out to sea and claiming the opelu ... [Volume A No. 1:356] 

 
Mahu, sworn: I was born on the land of Keahuolu at the time of the birth of 
Kamehameha II [1797], and my parents who were kamaainas of the land 
told me its boundaries. Kealakehe bounds it on the North side, the 
boundary at shore between the two lands is at Kaiwi ; thence it runs 
maukato Puuokaloa... [Volume A No. 1:358] 

 
Honokohau lki, North Kona District 
Hoohio, sworn: ... thence makai to Maliu a lae, the sea bounds the land 
makai; and there is a very small fishing right cut off by the sea of 
Kealakehe and Honokohaunui... [Volume A No. 1:364] 
 
Mahu, sworn: I was born on the land of Keahuolu at the time of the birth of 
Kamehameha II [1797], and my parents who were kamaainas of the land 
told me its boundaries. Kealakehe bounds it on the North side, the 
boundary at shore between the two lands is at Kaiwi ; thence it runs 
maukato Puuokaloa... [Volume A No. 1:358] 

 
Correspondence to the Minister of the Interior often provides additional background on 
land use and related transactions: 
 

Interior Department – August 3, 1853 
In letter from Governor of Hawaii (Kapeau) to the Land Commission giving a list 
of names of persons who have paid their Land Claims…In Statement of land 
sales showing that Kaahui had paid $15 as part payment for his land in 
Kealakehe, containing 153 acres 
 
Interior Department – September 5, 1865 
In letter from S.C. Wiltse to the Minister of Interior giving a list of names & 
description of Government lands which is attached, stating that the above land 
[Kealakehe] contains about 2000 acres in all, mauka of the government road 
some 400 acres covered with auki, fern & scattering Ohia [`ōhia].  2nd rate soil for 
this part of Kona. Makai of Government Road, 200 acres of same had been 
surveyed & sold to Kahenui &c. Within this 200 acres are 10 kuleanas containing 
in all 43 acres. Makai of this, approximately 1400 acres, 300 acres of which will 
do for a goat pasture, balance nothing but rocks.  
 
Interior Department – April 25, 1866 
In letter by J. H. Kalaiheana showing that Kealakehe ahupuaa belongs to the 
government, excepting the mauka portion which has been sold.  
 
Interior Department – July 22, 1874 
In letter from H.N. Greenwell to the Minister of Interior enclosing his yearly rental 
account of Government lands in Kona, Hawaii to June 30 1874 which is attached, 
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showing that $51 had been received from Keelikolani [Ruth Ke`elikōlani] for 1 
year’s lease of a piece of land in Kealakehe.  
 
Interior Department – August 7, 1878 
Receipt for $76.35, refund for land purchased by him in 1862, on which no patent 
had been issued him, Nakaukuaana. 
 
Interior Department – Book 35:604, July 2, 1888 
Acknowledging receipt of his favor of the 30th of June, inquiring as to who owns 
the coffee growing on the above Government land. Informing him that said land 
is under lease to His Majesty the King.  
 
Interior Department – December 29, 1894 
W.P. Fennell to Minister of Interior: To purchase Government land in Kealakehe, 
lying between Keahuolu & Honokohau, containing 400 to 500 acres at $1.50 an 
acre, &c. Report to Government Survey Office attached.  
 
Interior Department – April 3, 1895 
J.H. Waipuilani to Minister of Interior: Acknowledging receipt of letter of March 
22, 1895, regarding Land Claim 10306 to Nuole & Land Claim 10671 to Pepe in 
the above place. A dispute has arisen amongst the heirs of Nuole; Mrs. 
Waipuilani claims she is the heir of Nuole, but the children of Pepe claim they are 
the heirs too, &c.  
 

While conducting a routine survey of the North Kona lands for the Government in 1882 
J.S. Emerson noted the following: 
  

/Honokohau/-iki is bounded on the South by the ahupuaa of Kealakehe of 
comparatively small value owned by Gov’t & rented by S. Kaai84.  
 

Homesteading was viewed as a way method to provide a diversified and therefore less 
vulnerable agricultural economy in the islands.  The Homestead Act of 1884 directed 
the Minister of the Interior to lay out portions of available and suitable government lands 
in lots of not over twenty acres and to offer them as homesteads.  Persons taking the 
lots were allowed five years in which to comply with the conditions for obtaining fee 
simple title85.  Carol Silva presents the following parlay between the Kind and the 
Minister of the Interior for such lands. In August of 1886, King Kalākaua entered into a 
lease agreement with the Minister of the Interior for North Kona lands, including 
Kealakehe. His lease, No. 364, was limited by a special proviso: 
 

Each and every of the above mentioned lands are let subject to the express 
condition that at any time during the term of this lease /20 years/, the Minister of 
the Interior may at his discretion peaceably enter upon, take possession, and 
dispose of such piece or pieces of land included in the lands hereby devised, as 

                                                 
84 Silva 1987 
85 Kuykendall and Day 1948:204-205 



may be required for the purpose of carrying out the terms and intent of the 
Homestead Laws now in force, or that may hereafter by enacted during the term 
of this lease.   
 

Consequently, on January 17, 188, the Minister of the Interior informed Kalākaua: 
 

…that as the Government proposes to utilize the lands described in Government 
Lease #364 for Homestead purposes, the Minister of the Interior desires to take 
possession of said lands under the terms of the lease and therefore requests that 
ht same may be surrendered to him.  
 

Kalākaua’s Chamberlain replied: 
 

His Majesty the King, is willing, for the purpose of assisting in carrying out the 
Homestead Act, to accede to the terms of the lease, so far, as to give up only 
such portions of the lands, as are suitable to be apportioned off, for Homestead 
puposes.  
 
It has come to the knowledge of His Majesty that several of the applicants for 
portions of the above lands, are already in possession of lands elsewhere, and 
living in comfortable homes. They are not poor people, nor are they entitled to 
the privilege of obtaining lands, under the Homestead Act, but are desirous of 
obtaining more of such property, for the purpose of selling or leasing to the 
Chinese, which class is beginning to outnumber the native in nearly every district.  
 
This is the most objectionable feature, to the fair working of this Act, and, were 
the policy, of promiscuously disposing of lands to anybody applying for the same, 
more especially to those who are already large land owners, without considering 
the intent of the Homestead Law, carried out, it would be treating unjustly those 
who are entitled to protection under that Act. A number of applications were 
refused by the late administration, for that reason.  
 
The policy of allowing native or persons of other nationalities, whoa re really in 
need of Homestead lots, to obtain land for that purpose, is a correct and a good 
one.  
 
To ask his Majesty the King, the present lessee of the lands, described in the 
above lease, to surrender the whole of them, when only a portion of them are 
suitable for Homestead purposes, is rather an unjust request.  
 
At the time the lease was made out, it was understood, between His Majesty, 
and the then Minister of the Interior, that only such portions of the lands required 
for Homestead purposes, were to be surrendered, should the Government, at 
any time require them, for the purpose of carrying out the terms and intent of the 
Homestead Act and a clause to that effect was inserted in the lease.  
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His Majesty is desirous of retaining the balance of lands, that may be left after 
the apportionment has been completed; and also desires to lease the remnants 
of other Government ladns in that section of the Island.  
 

Despite Kalākaua’s protestations, his lease was cancelled on August 2, 188986.   
 
George McDougall submitted several applications for the purchase of Kealakehe.  His 
request of March 9, 1893 stated: 
 

There is a remnant of Government land of Kealakehe, left unsold – Kealakehe 
lies north of Kailua about 3 miles in North Kona, Hawaii. The unsold part that I 
refer to above, extends from the homesteads to the seashore and contains an 
area of 15 or 16 hundred acres, fully one half of that is pure pahoehoe, almost 
without a crack, and is worthless. The mauka half consists of large beds of black 
aa, with a few bushes between and is of very little value, but what makes it 
valuable to me, my land is on both sides of it. I pay rent by the quarter at present 
to the Government agent.  
 
I beg to offer $300 – as an upset price if the Government will put in up for Sale – 
more on account of its situation that its real value, as it would take more than all it 
is worth to fence it in87.  
 

The Government Surveyor recommended in response that the land not be sold unless 
$500 be offered for it.  The description stated, “There is much barren lava on this tract 
and some rocky pasture88.” 
 
A report by the Surveyor General in 1902 notes of the Kealakehe Homestead: 
 

The Honuaula homestead subdivision contains an area of 2003.5 acres and the 
Kealakehe homestead subdivision, which is however, a part of the ahupuaa of 
Honuaula, contains an area of 595.6 acres89   
  

Four references to Kealakehe were found in the Hawaiian language newspaper 
digitized and available online at Ulukau: Hawaiian Digital Library90. Two of them of them 
are obituaries and this first excerpt is an 1836 census of North Kona “up to Kealakehe”: 

KA HELU I NA KANAKA O KONA AKAU MA HAWAII. 
 
O Kekaha, mai Kapalaoa Na kane. Na wahine. Na keikikane. Na 
kaikamahine. Pau loa. 
a hiki i Kealakehe;--- 
Kekaha, 428 435 200 183 1244 

                                                 
86 Interior Department January 22, 1889 
87 Interior Department March 9, 1893 
88 Interior Department March 15, 1893 
89 Surveyor General 1905:5 
90 http://www.ulukau.org/  

http://www.ulukau.org/
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Kailua;--mai Kealinaluu a Puaa 511 572 283 250 1616 
Mai Puaa a Palaweka 239 241 105 155 731 
Mai Palaweka a Keauhou, 455 438 237 246 1378 
Kainaliu, mai Honalo a Kukano 366 291 171 162 99091 
 

 
THE NUMBER OF PEOPLE O NORTH KONA, HAWAII 

 
To Kekaha from Kapalaloa, the men, the women, the boys, the girls. Total. 

 
Up to Kealakehe Men Women Boys Girls Total 
Kekaha 428 435 200 183 1244 
Kailua - from Kealinaluu to Puaa 511 572 283 250 1616 
From Puaa to Palaweka 239 241 105 155 731 
From Palaweka to Keauhou 455 438 237 246 1378 
Kainaliu, from Honalu to Kukano 366 291 171 168 990 

 
 

The other reference to Kealakehe is a reprimand to a resident there: 

E na'lii, a me ko Hawaii nei a pau; e nana i keia olelo maluna o 
Haanio; he olelo pololei ia i ko'u manao. 
                Eia no nae kekahi hana hoopunipuni loa a kekahi poe inu awa; 
olelo lakou "no ka mai ko makou inu awa." Hoopunipuni loa! aole no ka 
mai ka nui, no ka makemake maoli no i ka ona. Pela ko'u ike a me ko'u 
lohe. No ka mea, he nui ka laau maikai e ola'i ka mai, he laau haole, a he 
laau maoli no hoi, aka, ua haalele wale ia, a ua hopu koke ia ka awa. 
Nolaila mai inu awa no ka mai, e inu i laau e ae no. 

Na inoa. Na aina. Na moku. 
Kealoha I, Kaohe, Kohala. 
Kealoha II, Waipio, Hamakua. 
Keawe, Waimanu, Kohala. 
Keaweluaole, Kukuihaele, Hamakua. 
Keohokalole, Kawanui, Kona. 
Keolanui, Kahei, Kohala. 
Kekaula, Keahialaka, Puna. 
Kekipi, Kaiwiki, Hilo. 
Kekuikahi, Kealakehe, Kona92. 

To Na'ili, and all of Hawaii; look at these words about Haanio; In my  
understanding these words are correct. 
                  Here is something very bad about the people who drink awa; 

                                                 
91 Ke Kumu Hawaii January 20, 1836 
92 Ka Nonanoa March 1, 1844 
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they said "we drink awa because we are sick" This is a lie! They do not 
drink it because they were sick, they drink it because they really like to get 
drunk. That's my hearing and my knowledge. Because there are many 
good medicines for good for good living, it's a haole medicine, and it's a 
native gift too, but, it has gone, and it has hopu the awa. Therefore, don't 
drink awa for sickness, drink for medicinal purposes only. 

Name Land District 
Kealoha I Kaohe Kohala 
Kealoha II Waipio Hamakua
Keawe Waimanu Kohala 
Keaweluaole Kukuihaele Hamakua
Keohokalole Kawanui Kona 
Keolanui Kahei Kohala 
Kekaula Keahialaka Puna 
Kekipi Kaiwiki Hilo 
Kekuikahi Kealakehe Kona 

 
Only three93 references to Keahuolū were found in the Hawaiian language newspapers 
that have been digitized and available online at Ulukau: Hawaiian Digital Library94.  
Unfortunately, they provide little insight to land use 
 

Olelo Hoolaha. 
O MAUA NA MEA NONA NA INOA Malalo nei, ke hai aku 
nei maua i na mea a pau; e kii mai i ko oukou mau 
holoholona, e hele ana Ma Keahuolu a me Lanihau, iloko o 
keia malama o Dekemaba, 1862, me ka uku kupono. A o na 
holoholona e loaa ia maua mahope o keia makahiki, e 
hoopaa ana maua ma kahi kupono, a e uku mai ka mea 
nana ka holoholona, a o ke kahu paha nana e malama $5 
00. A oi aku paha no ke komo hewa, a me ka poino, a me ka 
luhi i ka ho-a ana; no ka mea, ua pilikia na hoaaina i ka 
oukou holoholona. 
P. KAPAE.95 
J. NAKEWIKI. 
Kailua, Hawaii, Nov. 28. 1862.  56-3t96 

 
Announcement. 

                                                 
93 The same notice was published in Ka Nupepa Kuakoa December 20 and 27, 1862 
94 www.ulukau.org  
95 These names are most likely aliases.   
96 Nupepa Kuakoa, Vol.1 No. 56, 20 December 1862 

http://www.ulukau.org/
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We are the ones whose names are below, we would like to 
let everyone know to come and collect your animals that are 
moving about in the Keahuolu and Lanihau areas in 
December 1862, with the proper payment.  And as for those 
animals that still remain with us after this year, we will secure 
them in the proper area, and owner of the animal will pay us, 
and his keeper will profit $5.00 or more for trespassing and 
danger, and for roam and the trouble it caused to the land for 
these animals 
 
Olelo Hoolaha 
 EIA MA KO'U LIMA KEKAHI WAA UUKU, ua loaa ia'u ma 
ka moana, ma kahi e kokoke ana l ke awa poe o Pawai, aole 
he aina, he mau ia kono nae, ua loaa ia'u kela Waa, iloko o 
na la hope o ka malama o Maraki i hala ae nei. E kii kokie 
mai ka mea nona keia Waa, me ka uku mai he $15.00, ina 
aole e kii mai ka mea nona keia Waa, alaila, e lilo no ia'u 
keia waa, e like me na laau pae. 
MAA. 
Keahuolu, Kona A., Hawaii, Mei 16, 1865. 
5-2t97 
 
Announcement. 
 
I have a small canoe that I got in the deep ocean, near the 
round bay of Pawai, not near land, but it did have some fish 
in the last days of this past March. Whoever this canoe 
belongs to should come and get it quickly and pay $15.00, if 
you don’t claim your canoe I will possess this canoe as my 
own like the pieces of wood that just wash ashore. 

 
References to Kealakehe occurred more frequently in the nupepa however the first is 
cites Kekuikahi of Keealakehe as someone who abused the consumption of awa: 
 

E na'lii, a me ko Hawaii nei a pau; e nana i keia olelo maluna 
o Haanio; he olelo pololei ia i ko'u manao. 
 
Eia no nae kekahi hana hoopunipuni loa a kekahi poe inu 
awa; olelo lakou "no ka mai ko makou inu awa." 
Hoopunipuni loa! aole no ka mai ka nui, no ka makemake 
maoli no i ka ona. Pela ko'u ike a me ko'u lohe. No ka mea, 

                                                 
97 Ke au Okoa, Vol. 1, No. 6, 29 May 1865 
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he nui ka laau maikai e ola'i ka mai, he laau haole, a he laau 
maoli no hoi, aka, ua haalele wale ia, a ua hopu koke ia ka 
awa. Nolaila mai inu awa no ka mai, e inu i laau e ae no. 

 
To the royalty and all of Hawaii, look at this statement by 
Haanio; This is true in my opinion.  
 
Here is a grossly dishonest action being commited by people 
who drink `awa. They say “we drink `awa because we`re 
sick.” Lies! Sickness is not the reason, getting drunk is the 
reason. That’s what I’ve seen and heard. Because, there are 
many good medicines to heal sickness, foreign medicine, 
and Hawaiian medicine, but it’s just rejected and ‘awa is 
taken. Therefore, don’t drink ‘awa because of sickness, drink 
some other kind of medicine98. 

 
Two obituaries for residents of Kealakehe were identified: 
 

Make: Oka. 16, ma Kealakehe, Kona Akau, Hawaii, make o 
Kanewaiwaiole (w.) 
 
Deaths: Oct. 15, at Kealakehe, North Kona, Hawaii, 
Kanewaiwaiole died. (f.)99 
 
 
Make: Oka. 16, ma Kealakehe, Kona A., Hawaii. make o 
Naholowaa. 
 
Deaths: Oct. 16, at Kealakehe, North Kona, Hawaii, 
Naholowaa died100 

 
Correspondence to the Minister of Interior often provides insights to land use and 
transactions. In a report by J.H. Kalaiheana, dated April 25, 1866, Keahuolū is said to 
belong to Keohokālole. In a letter dated July 8, 1869 from David K. Kalākaua to his 
sister, Lili‘ūokalani, a detailed description of Keahuolū is provided.  Kalākaua writes: 
 

This land is situated in the District of North Kona, bounded by the ahupuaa 
of Lanihau (in Kailua) belonging to Prince Lunalilo on the Kau side, and on 
the Kohala side, by Kealakeha, a government land and Honokohaniki 
belonging to Keelikolani. Keahuolu runs clear up to the mountains and 
includes a portion of nearly one half of Hualalai mountains.  On the 
mountains the koa, kukui and ohia abounds in vast quantities. The upper 
land or inland is arable, and suitable for growing coffee, oranges, taro, 

                                                 
98 Ka Nonanona March 19, 1844 
99 Nupepa Kuakoa November 22, 1862 
100 Nupepa Kuakoa November 29, 1862 
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potatoes, bananas &c. Breadfruit trees grow wild as well as the Koli oil 
seed. The lower land is adopted for grazing cattle, sheep, goat &c. The 
fishery is very extensive and a fine grove of cocoanut trees of about 200 to 
300 grows on the beach. The flat land near the sea beach is composed 
chiefly of lava, but herbs and shrubbery grows on it and [it is] suitable for 
feed of sheep and goats. It is estimated at 15,000 to 20,000 acres or 
more. 
 

A letter written by Lili‘ūokalani to the Minister of the Interior, dated October 6, 1894, 
gives permission for a road to run through Keahuolū, and includes orders for the 
Government to fence both sides of this road.   
 
On a map drafted by J.S. Emerson in the 1880s (Reg. Map 1280), a narrow band of 
shading running in a north-south direction crosses Keahuolū. This band is at the 
approximate elevation of 6,250 to 7,250 ft. In Emerson’s Field Notebook sketches, this 
line is identified as the “Commencement of the Forest.” The notebook notes that ma uka 
of the forest line, the land is “lava covered with scattering forest and dense masses of ki 
[ti] root101.”  Ma kai of the forest line he described as “rocks covered with long grass102.  
Kelly approximates this forest edge at an average elevation of 550 to 650 ft. from Kailua 
south103.  
 
As recently as the 20th century existed a small village of ‘ōpelu (Mackerel scad) 
fishermen who resided at a coconut grove in Keahuolū.  Behind this village, known as 
Makaeo, were several large brackish water ponds where ‘ōpae‘ula (Crangon ventrosus) 
thrived.  These shrimps were used to mix in the palu or chum, used for catching ōpelu.  
Several springs and one well provided potable water.  The village, coconut grove,and all 
the pools but one were destroyed during the construction of the Old Kona Airport104. 
 
Cartographic material depicting Keahuolū was sought at the State Department of 
Accounting and General Services, Survey Division. Reg. Map 512 (c.1875) shows only 
a kukui tree and coconut grove at Pohakuloa.  A 1929 U.S.G.S. topographic 
quadrangle, however, indicates a sisal (Agave sislana) mill located in Keahuolū.  Kelly 
briefly discusses this crop in her 1983 history of the Gardens of Kona.  She places its 
cultivation in Kona with the following quote from Thrum in 1905: “The McWayne sisal 
tract consisted of about 500 acres at or near Kailua105.”  Kelly adds, “…how much of this 
acreage was actually planted in sisal is unclear106.”  In an attempt to locate the 
cultivated area, various articles were consulted and informant interviews conducted. 
 
Early periodical reports focus on sisal cultivating efforts on O‘ahu.  However, the earliest 
mention of McWayne’s efforts were found in the Honolulu Advertiser’s column “History 

                                                 
101 Kelly 1983:58 
102 ibid:59 
103 ibid:58 
104 Clark 1985:110 
105 Thrum 1905:185 
106 Kelly 1983:89 
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from our Files,” which reports for 1918 that “[t]en tons of baled sisal, first of an estimated 
crop of 200 tons from the McWayne Estate, Kailua, Kona, reached Honolulu for 
transshipment to San Francisco107.”  Herman D. Nichols, vice-president of Tubbs 
Cordage Co., suggested in a 1949 editorial that utilization of sisal fiber of wild plants 
throughout the Territory be explored108.   
 
Mr. Minoru Inaba was interviewed by this researcher in February 1990 as he worked at 
the sisal mill after finishing the 8th grade in 1921. He said the mill was owned and 
operated by Luther S. Aungst from 1917 until its closing in 1924.  Inaba recollects there 
were over 1,000 acres in cultivation in the ahupua‘a of Kealakehe and Keahuolū.  The 
mill, abutting Palani Road, was surrounded by the sisal fields. The challenge, Mr. Inaba 
relayed, was getting the sisal from the fields to the mill, as it was very bulky and sharp. 
Field workers cut the sisal in the field, then bundled and transported it on donkeys to the 
mill.  At the mill the sisal was thrashed, dried, and baled.  From Kailua Bay, the bales of 
dried sisal would be shipped to San Francisco on steamers.  Mr. Inaba’s job was to 
dispose of the by-products.  Working with the sisal “made his skin itchy,” and he wore 
protective clothing.  
 
According to Mr. Inaba, Mr. Aungst played an important role in the development of the 
Kona district. He started the telephone company that connected Kona with Waimea, 
and later added Volcano to its line.  This phone systems was eventually sold to Mutual 
Telephone Co., Aungst was also the postmasters and owned a garage in Kona109.   
 
The Honokōhau Small Boat Harbor is situated in Kealakehe ahupua`a. John Clark 
provides the harbor’s history: 
 

Honokōhau Small Boat Harbor was authorized by the River and Harbor Act of 
1965, but the actual construction of the complex was not completed until March 
1970110. During the summer of 1978 an expansion project was initiated to 
enlarge the harbor basins and to provide additional boat ramps, loading docks, 
and moorings. The excess excavated material was deposited in a large 
depression in a state-owned lava field 1,000 yards south of the harbor. 
Contractors completed the expansion project in 1980111.  
 
On the southern side of the entrance to Honokōhau Harbor, behind a small, 
protected cove, are several brackish-water ponds and a number of 
archaeological sites known as the `Alua Bay Complex.  The cove shelters a 
crescent of white sand speckled with fragments of black lava – a secluded spot 
for sunbathing and for viewing the boat traffic to and from the harbor.  With its 
shallow ocean bottom of sand and rock, the cove is also a good place for 

                                                 
107 Honolulu Advertiser July 31, 1948, editorial page 
108 Honolulu Advertiser September 20, 1949 
109 pers. comm. February 1 and 8, 1990 
110 According to the U.S. Army Corps of Engineers due to the hard basaltic lava the Corps used 293 tons of 
explosives in the creation of the harbor. 
111 Clark 1985:108 
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swimming. Snorkeling and nearshore scuba diving are excellent along the rocks 
bordering the beach. A small stand of keawe [kiawe] and ekoa [ēkoa a false koa] 
in the backshore provide a little shade. Places of fresh water intrusion are 
frequently encountered in the deeper waters offshore in Honokohau Bay. Most 
local residents know this little cove as `Alula Beach112.   

 
`Alula Bay is mentioned in chants and stories simply as `Alula. In Emerson’s map of 
1888, `Alula was a canoe and small boat landing.  According to some, the original name 
for the beach was `Aulaula, which describes the broad current of the bay.  `Alula is 
susceptible to an inundation of northwest swells, which travel far inland. There is an 
`ōpelu koa in the bay. According to previous cultural impact assessment, kupunai and 
hula hālau from the neighboring region also use `Alula beach regularly for the cultural 
practices of a cleansing ceremony called hiu wai113.  

IV.  SELECTED DOCUMENTATION OF THE HISTORY AND 
ARCHAEOLOGY OF KEAHUOLŪ AND KEALAKEHE 

 
An island-wide description of sites was published by Henry Kinney in the earlier part of 
the 20th century. Kinney writes of the Kealakehe and Keahuolū shoreline: 
 

From the trail running north towards Makalawena a side trail runs makai to 
the Honokohau village, which consists of about a dozen houses by the 
beach. Here a large cement pan, formerly used for the manufacture of salt 
from the sea water, north of which are some rock drawings. Makai thereof, 
by a couple of cocoanut stumps, are the scant remains of a heiau, “Hale o 
Kane.” Directly in front of the houses are some excellent specimens of the 
papa konane, or checker boards used by the ancient Hawaiians. This was 
quite a complicated game, played with black and white pebbles on a board 
carved on flat pahoehoe rocks114.  
 
From the point where the Honokohau Trail leaves Kailua a poor trail leads 
makai over the lava to the lighthouse. Hence it continues along the beach 
for a couple of miles. After passing several old stone mausoleums, the trail 
passes an abandoned grass house where is a stone wall, the remnants of 
the heiau Keohuulu [sic]. Still further north is a coconut grove, where there 
were several kuula here, one particularly powerful one, the idol of which is 
still remembered as having been in a fair state of preservation, only one 
arm missing, when a Christian pries took it from the cave where it was 
kept. Since then, say the inhabitants, the fishing has been comparatively 
poor. In the grove are two cocoanut stumps which served as gallows for 
the first execution conducted by hanging in Hawaii. A chief, Kekuakahaku 
was the victim.  

                                                 
112 Clark 1985:114 
113 Oceanit 2007:4-2 
114 Kinny 1913:57 
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Beyond the main [coconut] grove are a few isolated trees near the edge of 
the flow. Here was the heiau of Pauai, and here the trail ends115.  
 

The area in which Pauai heiau is located is known as Pāwai.  Research by the 
Lili‘uokalani Trust has determined that Pāwai is an abbreviation of Papawai and 
this is the name the Trust uses. Papawai’s literal meaning is water stratum. It is 
also known as Bean's Beach116. 
 
In his 1919 report on heiau on the island, J.F.G. Stokes reports the following sites within 
Keahuolū: 

 
Ko‛a of Halepau, in Halepa‛u Section…A small fishing heiau on the pahoehoe, 
100 feet north-west of Keahuolu. Well preserved walls, 4 feet high (Site #10-27-
2139) 
 
Heiau of Kawaluna…on the beach, a quarter mile from the boundary of Lanihau, 
in a section (ili) called Pawai.  An enclosure, the walls of which have been 
carefully rebuilt, without opening. The interior was filled with loose stones piled 
up without arrangement. The local informant stated that an old fisherman was in 
the habit of offering fish in this heiau. Asked as to the resulting luck, the answer 
was that it was not as much as that of other fishermen, perhaps because the 
offering was made at a heiau instead of the ko‘a (Halepa‘u) nearby.  
 
Heiau of Palihiolo, at Waikilohi, at or near the boundary of Keahuolu and 
Lanihau, North Kona; on the beach in an old coco-palm grove; this is an 
insignificant pen, 25 by 29 feet in size with small, thin walls built on the upper 
slopes of the beach. Coral has been spread over the floor as a paving. The only 
interest attaching to the place is the account given by a very old native living in 
the grove. He said that Palihiolo was formerly a heiau for human sacrifice 
[luakini], and that it was rebuilt by Kalakaua’s orders before the latter left for the 
United States (ca 1890). The old native also said that Kalakaua promised to have 
a sacrifice at Palihiolo on his return from America, but that he died in that 
country117. The old native was very insistent on the truth of his statements. It 
might be mentioned that the surrounding grove of palms is where Kalakaua’s 
grandfather was hanged for murder118. Other information from the old native is 
given here for convenience, that this king ordered the rebuilding of the two 
heiaus of Kawaluna and Palihiolo where human sacrifices were formerly offered, 
and the ko‘as of Halepa‘u and Maka‘eo….It might be remarked that these four 
structures have the appearance of having been rebuilt in recent times119. 

                                                 
115 Kinney 1913: 58 
116 Clark 2000 
117 Kalākaua died on January 20, 1891 in San Francisco attributed to Bright’s disease. Baliley:1975:302 
118 Kamanawa, Kalākaua’s paternal grandfather was hung for murdering his ex-wife Kamoku‘iki by giving 
her poison in a cup of ‘awa.  Kamanawa was the first public execution under the 1840 laws.  
119 Stokes 1919 
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Ko‘a of Maka‘eo…This is a small pen, 200 feet from the sea and about half a 
mile to the southeast of Palihiolo. 
 

Stokes reports only one heiau in Kealakehe: 
 

Heiau of Luapauwila, land of Kealakehe, North Kona.  Said to be a walled 
structure on the `Elemakule homestead, Grant No. 3765, 3.5 miles from the 
sea120.   
 

In 1930 John Reinecke conducted a survey of Hawaiian sites on the Island and reported 
on sites in Keahuolū.  Comments for these sites were provided by Earl Neller (EN) in 
1980: 
 

Site 4. A group of masonry platform graves on the sand beach.  (Referred 
to as “graves of chiefs” in Jackson’s 1883 Field Notes, p.32 – EN) 
 
Site 5. Remains of a platform of large stones. Near this is a notable group 
of petroglyphs. There is also a hole with a ring around it, a form of carving 
which I have found elsewhere, but what it represented is hard to say—
perhaps a kohe. There are also papamū121: a clear one 16 x 13; a very 
fine one with evenly arranged holes 1½ in diameter; and a third too dime 
to make out the rows, but there must have been about 12 each way. 
 
Site 6. A large masonry tomb or powder magazine,w ith very massive 
walls. (Note; This is probably the strcutre referred to as “Kamehameha’s 
Tomb” in George Jackson’s 1883 Field Notes, p.30 – EN) 
 
Site 7. ON the beach, the ruins of a platform and pen of boulders; on the 
pāhoehoe back of this, a small house platform of pāhoehoe fragments. 
(This could be Stoke’s “Ko‘a of Maka‘eo” – EN) 
 
Site 8. Remains of a medium-sized platform, sand-covered. From its 
position, it may be a fishing heiau. By it is an old papamū, 12 x 11.  (This 
could be Stoke’s “Ko‘a of Maka‘eo” – EN) 
 
Site 9. Group of ruins centering about the ponds of Makeo. (This site has 
been largely destroyed by construction of the old Kona Airport – EN)About 
200’ NW of Site 8 is a modern pen, and by it a large coral-strewn platform 
(perhaps Stoke’s “Heiau of Palihiolo” –EN) and the remains of a very old 
pen. Back of that, among kiawe, are five house platforms, all but one 
being coral-strewn, two enclosures which seem to be walled house sites, 
and two very old house platforms. The small fishpond is divided into seven 
sections. It is now shallow and muddy, but was once carefully walled up—

                                                 
120 Stokes and Dye 1991:40 
121 Stone on which the checker-like game, kōnane, was played 
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a feature common to the brackish ponds along this coast. Even yet they 
are occasionally cleansed of their scum. Between it and the large pond is 
a small platform like a puoa [pū‘o‘a]122.  The marsh contains one large 
pond, with many small pools land waterholes, some of them walled round.  
 
Site 10. Well-built walled platform, walls 3½’ wide and 3’ high; inside 
dimensions 12 x 11½; floor about 6” off the ground. A small platform near. 
(This site destroyed by construction of old Kona Airport – EN) 
 
Site 11. Near the house at Makeo, on the beach: a very dim papamū, 7 x 
6, and a petroglpyh. (This site probably destroyed – EN) 
 
Site 12. A series of yard walls by the house of Makeo: 

a. House site in the yard of the present residence. (This site 
probably destroyed –EN) 
b. Modern house site with brackish pool behind. 
c. Pen, probably once surrounding a water pool. 
d. House, platform and pool. 
e. Old, small house platform on a knoll. Farther on is a pen and 
three old, small house platforms, and perhaps a puoa. 
 

Site 13. Modern house platform and graveyard.  (This could be Stoke’s 
Kawaluna Heiau –EN) 
 
Site 14. Three small old house platforms; canoe landing; a modern house 
platform with a dim old house site in the same lot; a pen (about 50’ x 35’) 
containing a platform, chiefly a mass of rough, large stones—uses 
unknown.  
 
Site 33. Hale o Lono Heiau, Kealakehe Homesteads. A plain platform 
originally about 4’ high, sloping decidedly makai (north) perhaps 4’ in 40’; 
length east and west 3-12-38’, north and south 40’.  It is built largely of 
water-rounded boulders of a size convenient for one man to carry. It may 
have been built in a double terrace, accounting for the slope, but it is hard 
to tell now. There is a slight terrace on the eastern side, 3 ½ ‘ wide123  
 

Hale o Lono heiau is depicted on a 1959 USGS map, in addition to Hale o Mano 
heiau.  Although Reinecke does not locate the following sites, it is assumed they 
are nearby, and Site 35 may be Hale o Mano: 
 

Site 34. A small shallow bay with an excellent canoe landing on the sand. 
At the west side is a platform with a great pile of boulders. There are a 
number of sites in the sand at the head of the bay, ending at the east in a 
platform; exact number cannot be told, [but it] is about six.  

                                                 
122 Tower, steeple, pyramid, peak; house for depositing a corpse 
123 Reinecke 1930:9-10 
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Site 35. A heiau, name unknown, situated between the bay and a group of 
brackish pools. It is remarkable for the size of the stones used in its facing 
and for two great stone slabs, - kuula – fixed in the west or makai side. 
One slab is 7’ x 3 ¼‘ x 12-15”, the other 8’ x 4 ¾‘ x 12-15”.  But one of the 
larger stones in the wall is no less than 5 x 4 x 1. The heiau is very 
carefully constructed the stones being joined with care, and only the S.E. 
corner being broken down.  
 
The length north and south if 53’ with a slight slope to the south. It is built 
against the lava slope at the north. The width at the north is 25 ½ x 9’, 
there being a drop of 2 ½‘on the east; the width at the south is 35’ – the 
identity being planned at 6’, tho it is slightly less on the makai side. One 
the N.E. it is 4 ¼ x 2 ½‘, the terrace being only about 16’ long and merging 
into the main platform.  
 
At the north end is a house site or more probably a grave, marked by lava 
and coral pebbles, c. 13 x 10. 
 
Stretching back of the heiau in two directions are pools of brackish water, 
which have been rather carefully walled into compartments. Between the 
two arms is a house site, or platform resembling one. A well-built pen 
about 50 x 50 cuts across the southern arm. There is an entrance, and it 
must have been used as a stock pen close to a water supply124.   
 

T.G. Thrum, who reported on heiau on all the islands, has no entry for Hale o 
Mano, and the only Haleolono he lists is in the ahupua`a of Kahalu`u, south of 
the project area.   

 
An archaeological excavation was conducted on a shelter cave identified as Kealakehe 
D11-1A by Lena Sekido under the direction of UH Hilo archaeology professor William J. 
Bonk in 1968.  The cave fell within the area for the proposed Honokōhau Boar Harbor.  
The cave is situated 120 feet east from the shoreline and various brackish water ponds 
were located about the same distance north and west of the cave125.  Numerous historic 
and pre-historic artifacts in addition to ecofacts were collected allowing the group to 
conclude the cave was utilized as more than a transient area of habitation based on the 
abundance of tools for the manufacturing of fishing apparatus126. They also concluded 
the bulk of the manufacturing activity occurred in the north-eastern end of the cave 
where there was evidence of “a more stable residency…much of the ornamental 
material found…Food preparation too, involved some elaboracy as seen by the pohaku 
`eho and wa`u found in the cave127.”  Based on comparative fishhook chronologies 
Sekido postulates occupation of the cave occurred no more than 738 years prior.   

                                                 
124 Reinecke 1930:9-10 
125 Sekido 1968:5 
126 ibid:41 
127 ibid:41-42 
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In 1970 Kenneth Emory prepared an inventory of known sites for parts of the Big Island 
including Keahuolū.   
 

3841 (D9-4) Lanihau, Kailua-Kona, SW of old airport. Petroglyphs, located 
in three clusters, totaling 75 units, includes dots, circles, diagrams, and 
triangular and linear figures. (This site is probably the one southeast of the 
old airport –EN) 
 
3842 (D10-1) Waikilohi beach at Keahuolu. Palihiolu Heiau, and enclosure 
25 by 29 feet with a coral pavement, not located. 
 
3843 (D10-2) Pawai beach at Keahuolu. Kawaluna Heiau, an enclosure 
used until recently by fishermen as a ko‘a or fishing shrine, not located. 
 

Also in 1970 Thomas Stell Newman made a field inspection for State Parks and 
reported on a few sites: 
 

10-27-2000 Lanihau Petroglyphs. Southeast of runway. Traditional 
Hawaiian stick figures; about 15 figures, on a pāhoehoe blister.  
Recommend valuable (This site on fringe of Bishop Museum’s Site #3841 
–EN) 
 
10-27-2001 Lanihau Papamu. 50 meters ma kai of runway. A single 
human stick figure petroglyph holding something in right hand. A large 
pāpamu of 11 by 12 rows of holes. Nearby is a very small kōnane board of 
3 by 4 rows of holes. Condition good. This site is important.  (This seems 
to be part of Reinecke’s “Site 8” –EN 
 
10-24-2002 House & burials. Located 100 meters west of pāpamu, site 
2001. 25 meters ma kai of the runway. Rectangular enclosure, 5 by 6 
meters, stacked stone walls about.5 meters high, walls partly collapsed, 
artifact collectors have excavated a portion of the interior; no midden 
seen. 10 meters north of enclosure are two graves, slab-lined crypts 
barely visible, about 2 x 4 meters. The central area of both graves is filled 
with small rubble (This could be part of Reinecke’s “Site 9.” It could also 
be Stoke’s Palihiolo Heiau –EN)128 
 
[No site number] A modern burial area lies off the west end of themain 
runway and I suspect there are still living relatives for those buried there. 
Numerous bait cups or holes ground in the rocks just back of the h igh tide 
mark are to be found all along the beach but it would not appear to be in 
any danger from construction. (This is probably Reinecke’s “Site 13.” –EN) 
 

                                                 
128 Palihiolo Heiau was later placed within Lanihau and assigned SIHP Site #2002 with several burials identified by 
Newman.  
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A walk-through archaeological survey of the Queen Lili‘ūokalani Village – Unit 3 
Tract129, some 100 acres, was conducted in September 1972 by Paul Rosendahl.  The 
subject parcel is located on the ma kai side of Palani Road.  Fourteen archaeological 
features were found including five stone walls, two platforms, two stone mounds, two 
stone-walled enclosures, one foot trail, one small cave shelter, and one road causeway.  
Rosendahl judged the features to be of “little or no archaeological value—none have 
any real excavation potential, none are features of outstanding structural or other 
characteristics, and none have any real known historical interest, value, or 
significance130.”  Two stone walls were recommended to be preserved for their scenic 
value.   
 
In 1975 Aki Sinoto surveyed a road corridor in coastal Keahuolū. He identified seven 
sites, all small, semi-permanent or temporary structures associated with coastal marine 
activities131.  
 
The same year Sinoto conducted a reconnaissance survey of the Honokōhau Small-
Boat Harbor Expansion Area of approximately 100 acres adjoining the eastern portion 
of the harbor facilities.  No new archaeological or historical sites were revealed but the 
project area did include two of the sites recorded by Emory and Soehren in 1961; a 
house site and concrete salt pans inland from Aiopio132.  Sinoto also revealed within the 
project area a small cluster of papamū (kōnane board), identified in 1972 by Stell 
Newman.   
 
The revised Environmental Impact Statement for the Honokōhau Harbor which refers to 
Sinoto’s study states: “…the report recognizes the valuable nature of archaeological 
sites on property adjacent to the harbor, (including the petroglyph field)133. 
 
Lloyd Soehren conducted a reconnaissance survey of two parcels near Kamakahonu in 
Lanihau 1st August 1976,  Soehren identified a “kuaiwi or low mounding of small stones 
into a row containing scattered pebbles of waterworn coral” which he considered an 
ahupua‘a boundary marker between Lanihau and Keahuolū134.  This “windrow extended 
some 300 yards eastward before it is obliterated, and is coincident with the present 
boundary  It continues to the west, prolonging the line toward the shore rather than 
following the present, deviant boundary which parallels the shore for some distance.  
The antiquity of the feature is unknown, but almost certainly predates European 
contact135.”  These two parcels are both ma kai of Kuakini Highway outside of the 
present project area.   
 
An archaeological survey of a section ma kai of the Queen Ka‘ahumanu Highway near 
the Old Kona Airport also owned by Lili‘ūokalani Trust was conducted in November 

                                                 
129 TMK 7-4-08 
130 Rosendahl 1972:7 
131 Sinoto 1975:3 
132 `Aiopio is located in Honokōhauiki.  
133 Harbors Division 1975 II-53 
134 Soehren 1976:1 
135 ibid. 
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1978.  Fifty-nine sites were discovered which included 140 separate features.  Most of 
the features were concentrated along the coast subject to ocean damage.  Although 
small cave shelters along the coast and slightly inland contained cultural deposits and 
were deemed to have value for excavation and subsequent historic interpretation, it was 
noted the inland portion of the parcel was devoid of significant remains.  The single 
exception was site 6540 which consisted of a cluster of occupation features including 
platforms, paved areas and cave shelters136.   
 
An additional reconnaissance survey of a c.20-acre parcel where the QLT Education 
Center is located was conducted by Folk in 1980, revealing no sites.  However within 
three kipuka near the shore Folk documented seven pavements, three caves, two 
platforms, four historic campsites, a burial or shrine, a historic animal enclosure, and 
three habitation areas137. 
 
Soehren surveyed a portion of Kealakehe (TMK 7-4-08:por. 3) for the proposed Kailua 
Wastewater Treatment Site.  He identified the north-south trail (10-27-7794) within the 
project area delineated by coral pebbles joining the village and pond at Honokōhau with 
the small settlement at Pāwai in Keahuolū138.   Soehren provided a supplementary 
report for the outfall alignment for the project in 1981. As the alignment lead west from 
the treatment plant about 3000 feet to enter the ocean midway between Kaiwi and Noio 
Points three archaeological features were found within this corridor: a possible shrine 
and/or house site with an upright stone which could possibly be a kū`ula (fishing shrine) 
or a household shrine; a possible house site or drying platform; and a burial platform 
and faint traces of a habitation site. Soehren noted that between these sites and the 
shoreline were small areas covered with sand which may conceal subsurface 
archaeological features139.  
 
In January 1983, Lloyd Soehren conducted an archaeological survey on a Keahuolū 
parcel (TMK 7-4-08:001) ma uka of the Queen Ka`ahumanu Highway and adjoining 
Queen Lili`ūokalani Village between 800 and 1000 feet elevation. Soehren identifies the 
parcel as part of the former sisal plantation.  He did not identify any archaeological sites 
save the entrance to a small lava tube near the west boundary which he deemed void of 
any Hawaiian cultural activity. 
 
A walk-through survey of the Kona Public Safety Building Site (TMK 7-4-08:17) within 
Kealakehe was conducted in 1983 by Aki Sinoto.  The 6.9 acres is situated between the 
proposed Kealakehe Regional Sports Complex Site to the north and the existing road to 
the Kailua-Kona Refuse Processing Disposal Facility to the south between 80’ and 100’ 
ft. elevation.  Although no archaeological sites, features, or artifacts were found in this 
area, Sinoto notes in the a 1977 survey he conducted for the Sports Complex and the 

                                                 
136 Archaeological Research Center Hawaii (Ching) 1978:1 
137 Folk 1980:21-22 
138 Soehren 1980:2 
139 Soehren 1980:1 
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Refuse Facility four sites were located; three collapsed lava-tubes and a long boundary 
wall along the southern perimeter of the Disposal Facility140.  
 
William Bonk conducted a walk-through survey of Kealakehe in 1987 and provided the 
following observations: 
 

…Makaopi`o Heiau with its pools and terraces, [a.k.a.] Hale o Kane Heiau, lines 
of water-worn stones set on pahoehoe lava, burials and platforms house sites, 
pens and perhaps shrines. 
 
…mauka of the highway and running parallel to it is the important Mamalahoa 
trail or “King’s Highway.”  This is the historic horse trail that can be followed from 
North Kona to South Kohala. Inland of this trail Soehren (1975) mentions an 
ancient foot trail with stepping stones terminating at eight graves at the north end 
of the ahupua`a 500 ft. mauka of the present highway. 
 
There are some historic walls, rough roadways, one water tank and some fencing 
in the area between the 240’ elevation and the mauka boundary of the study 
area141. 
 

Theresa Donham working for Paul H. Rosendahl, Inc. (PHRI) conducted an 
archaeological inventory survey for a portion of the current project area, namely TMK 3-
7-04-08:Por 2, 12 between 1989 and 1990.  Two hundred thirty-seven newly identified 
and two previously recorded sites containing a total of 1,810+ component features were 
identified.  Twenty-five sites were assessed as having value as examples of site types 
and were recommended for interpretive development.  All but two of the 25 sites are 
within an area designated as an archaeological preserve by QLT. Eight of the 25 sites 
were assessed as having provisional cultural value due to the possible presence of 
burials. Two of the 25 sites, Māmalahoa Trail and Kuakini Wall, were assessed as 
having interpretive and cultural values. Six cave sites were recommended for 
preservation the due to the presence of human skeletal remains142.   
 
The archaeological inventory survey for the Kealakehe Parkway which connected 
Māmalahoa to the Queen Ka`ahumanu Highways was conducted in 1994 and covered 
206 of Kealakehe and Honokōhau I and II with the bulk of the project within 
Honokōhau143.  Eighty-three sites showing evidence of prehistoric and historic activities 
were identified along two alternative alignments. Sites included modified outcrops, 
terraces, enclosures, and walls/wall segments comprising nearly 75% of all features 
indicating relatively intense use of the area for agricultural purposes144 
 
 

                                                 
140 Sinoto 1983:1 
141 Bonk 1987 
142 Jensen 1992:1 
143 U.S. Dept of Transportation Federal Highway Administration  1995:3-50 
144  U.S. Dept of Transporation Federal Highway Administration 1995: 3-51 
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The 2000 Draft Environmental Impact Statement for the Kealakehe Wastewater 
Treatment Plant Effluent Reuse Master Plan cites the Kealakehe Planned Community 
project and the Amendment to the Revised Environmental Impact Statement for the 
Kailua-Kona Sewerage System, Phase IV (Northern Zone) stating no major 
archaeological or artifact sites were found in the area of the future golf course and that 
the developed reuse sites have been fully developed with a number of uses and do not 
contain archaeological or historic resources145.  Ten sites showing evidence of varied 
levels of archaeological significance were identified within the detour road corridor with 
no human remains discovered.  
 
The most recent archaeological surveys conducted for Queen Lili`ūokalani Trust by 
Haun & Associates were conducted for two small parcels, TMK 7-4-015:15, a c.5-acre 
parcel in March 2007 and TMK 7-4-015:14, a 3.982-acre parcel in May 2007.  No 
archaeological sites were identified in the former survey and five sites with seven 
features were identified in the latter.  The features were interpreted as agricultural, 
temporary and permanent habitation but not recommended for preservation146.   
 

Table 1 - Summary of the archaeological findings within Keahuolū and Kealakehe 
Year Author Scope Zone Findings 
1919 Stokes Heiau Survey Coastal/Inland 3 heiau 
1930 Reinecke Reconnaissance 

Survey 
Coastal 12 sites primarily habitation platforms & 

enclosed yards 
1968 Sekido Cave Excavation Coastal Habitation evidence 
1970 Emory Site Inventory Coastal/Inland 2 heiau discussed 
1970a Newman Inspection Coastal Historic burials and “bait cups” 
1972 Bevacqua Reconnaissance 

Survey 
Coastal 9 sites 

1973 Neighbor 
Island 
Consultants 

Reconnaissance 
Survey 

Coastal Historic burials located 

1975 Sinoto Reconnaissance 
Survey 

Coastal 7 sites – temporary structures 

1976 Soehren Reconnaissance 
Survey 

Coastal Boundary marker between Lanihau and 
Keahuolū 

1977 Sinoto Survey Inland 4 sites – 3 collapsed lava-tubes, 
boundary wall 

1978 Ching Reconnaissance 
Survey 

Coastal 59 sites – salt pans, cave shelters, 
paving, cairns 

1979 Rosendahl Reconnaissance 
Survey 

Coastal 4 complexes, 2 modified sinkholes, 2 
wall sections, 1 cairn, 1 rock shelter, 2 
petroglyph areas, 1 walled enclosure 

1980 Estioko-Griffin 
& Lovelace 

Reconnaissance 
Survey 

Coastal 35 sites – caves, petroglyphs, burials, 
house sites 

1980 Folk Reconnaissance 
Survey & Test 
Excavations 

Coastal 21 sites in 3 kipuka – 7 pavements, 3 
caves, 2 platforms, 4 historic/recent 
campsites, 1 burial/shrine, animal 
enclosure, 3 habitation areas 

1980 Neller Reconnaissance Coastal  

                                                 
145 Dept. of Public Works & Wilson Okamoto & Associates, 2000:2-16 
146 Haun and Dave May 2007:ii 
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Survey 
1980 Soehren Reconnaissance 

Survey 
Inland North-south trail 

1981 Soehren Survey Inland to 
Coastal 

3 sites – possible house sites, fishing 
shrine and drying platform 

1983 Soehren Survey Inland Sisal plantation remnants 
1983 Rosendahl Survey Inland 2 sites – agricultural and habitations, 

possible ceremonial and burial.  One 
site was later found destroyed  

1983 Sinoto Survey Inland None 
1984 Schilt Field Work Coastal/Inland Kuakini Highway realignment crossing 

24 ahupua`a. Within Keahuolū – cairn 
and modified outcrop 

1987 Bonk Survey Coastal Makaopi`o Heiau, trail, historic walls 
1990 Donham Reconnaissance 

Survey 
Coastal/Inland 239 sites – pāhoehoe quarry, 

agricultural excavations, rock mounds, 
modified blisters or outcrop, the 
majority interpreted as agricultural 
features 

1989 PHRI Inventory  Survey Inland Sites indicate relatively intensive 
agricultural activities 

1990 PHRI Inventory Survey Inland 32 sites – agricultural/boundary-related, 
temporary habitation 

1993 O`Hare & 
Rosendahl 

Inventory Survey Inland 18 sites – agricultural, temporary 
habitation, burial, historic dump, 
transportation feature, quarry and 
marker 

1993 PHRI Field Inspection Inland 16 sites – ceremonial and burials 
2000 Cultural 

Surveys 
Inventory Survey Inland  None 

2007 Haun Inventory Survey 
and Assessment 

Inland 5 sites – agricultural, temporary and 
permanent habitation 

 

V.  INFORMANT INTERVIEWS 
Informant interviews were conducted for a number of previous cultural impact 
assessments prepared for Keahuolū and Kealakehe.   
 
Mahealani Pai, Cultural Specialist for Kamehameha Investment Corp [Bishop Holding 
Corporation], is a descendent of an `ohana who traces their residence in the Kona 
district to the 1700s, specifically to Honokōhau-Kaloko.  He is widely recognized as a 
cultural practitioner and authority representing the Royal Order of Kamehameha at 
many public hearings; a contributor to published works i.e.: Islands in Captivity: The 
International Tribunal on the Rights of Indigenous Hawaiians and All Our Relations: 
Native Struggles for Land and Life147; and tireless advocate for the preservation of 
Hawaiian sites and practices.  
 
Mahealani’s `ohana resided near the shoreline boundary of Keahuolū during the 1930s 
moving there from Honokōhau. They fished these waters for `ōpelu and aku selling their 
catch to George Kailiwai mā, indicating the abundance from these waters.  Makaeo is 
                                                 
147 Churchill, W. et al. 2005; Laduke, W, 1999 



the place name for the stretch of area formerly known as the Kailua Kona Airport where 
cattle were held before being shipped out on the steamer Humu`ula.  Maka`eo was 
identifiable by a large coconut grove.  A land mark known as Pohakūloa, stands as a 
lone sentinel for locating a nearby `ōpelu ko`a.  To the north are patches of sand 
beaches owned by Queen Lili`ūokalani Trust. The  `ōpelu ko`a known as Halepao’o ,for 
the jumping fish `o`opu (General name for fishes included in the families Eleotridae, 
Gobiidae, and Blennidae) could be found.   
 
Although the Pai `ohana resided ma kai within Keahuolū, Mahealani’s grandfather 
utilized sisal for the making of kaula and dyeing them to secure and hang fishing 
implements while his young father found temporary employment at the sisal mill ma uka 
of the present Queen Ka`ahumanu Highway.  
 
Another cultural resource, alahe`e (Canthium odoratum) which was used for the batten 
of traditional thatched structures, was gathered in the ma uka lands of Keahuolū.   
 
Mahealani cited a trail his mother would utilize as recent as the 1950s.  Starting in 
Kailua between the current Taco Bell and Car rental agency office, the trail went 
through Keahuolū onto Kealakehe and Honokōhau.  When the seas were mālie they 
would take the canoe to reach Honokōhau, but when the seas were rough, they would 
take this trail.  The home of Kaelemakule was located at the Kailua end of this trail.  
 
Mahealani’s concern is the cultural resources i.e kauila, uhiuhi, and alahe`e be 
preserved.  He places Kalualapauila heiau on the northern ma uka boundary of the 
Kealakehe and Honokohauiki in the vicinity of La`iopua near the Kealakehe Homestead.  
If this heiau can be identified, it too should be preserved.   
 
Clarence A. Medeiros, Jr. is a descendant of several well-known kama`āina families of 
the Kona region.  The son of Clarence A. Medeiros, Sr. and Pansy Wiwoole Hua 
Medeiros, his grandparents include Frank C. Medeiros and Violet Mokuohai Parker and 
Charles Hua, Sr. and Annie Man Sing Zen Hua Weeks.  He has familial ties to the lands 
of Honokua, South Kona and Haleki`i and Kanaueue, North Kona.  Both of his parents 
were native speakers, his mother an accomplished weaver is a descendent of native 
fishermen and canoe builders; his father descended from two renowned canoe builders, 
John Mokuohai and Charlie Mokuohai Parker.  Clarence Sr. repaired rock walls in Kona 
and Kohala including the walls of National Parks of  Pu`uhonua o Hōnaunau and 
Pu`ukoholā.  Clarence Sr. was recognized as a cultural and historical resource and it 
was from him and Earl Leslie, Sr. Clarence Jr. learned much of his knowledge of 
cultural practices and history.   
 
Clarence Jr. continues to harvest maiapilo or pilo (capparis sandwichiana) within 
Keahuolū for medicinal properties.  During a conversation on December 17, 2007 he 
stated the pilo grew readily on the area currently being cleared by Queen Lili`ūokalani 
Trust near the Queen Ka`ahumanu Highway as it crept along the pāhoehoe.  According 
to Clarence pilo does grow on ma uka of the Highway and up to the 300’ elevation, but 
at these elevations it is mixed in with other shrubs and harder to procure.  Clarence Jr. 
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also referred to the sisal plants in Keahuolū used to make rope.  Provided with maps of 
the highway corridor Clarence voiced his concern the ecological environment will be 
compromised and the pilo will be endangered.  Clarence Jr. referred to Clarence 
Rapoza whose family has resided in the area for at least two or three generations.  He 
also referred to the Kanuha `Ohana. 
 
Clement “Junior” Kanuha is also a kama`āina of Kona active in perpetuating Hawaiian 
practices.  He has represented cultural practitioners and cultural descendants on the 
west side of the island as a member of the West Hawai`i Fisheries Council, cultural 
descendent at Burial Council hearings and many other culturally and enviornomentally-
based organizations. He has assumed the role of caretaker of Keolonahihi heiau in 
Kailua.  “Junior” was provided maps of the subject parcels in addition to the draft of the 
documentary research.  During conversations with him on November 9 and December 
17, “Junior” did not assert any specific cultural practices or sites within the highway 
corridor.   
 
Ulalia Ka`ai-Berman is a kupuna with the Department of Education’s Kūpuna Hawaiian 
Studies Program. A child of Ernest Kakihoku Ka`ai and Josephine Ulalia `Ikuwā Ka`ai,  
her family has over 70 years of residential ties with North Kona conducting cultural 
practices of i.e. gathering grasses for thatching and building a hālau at Pāwai in 
Keahuolū.  Learned of the mo`olelo of Keahuolū from A`ala Roy Akoa between 1970-
1981 fishing and farming traditions of the area.   
 
 Cultural information pertinent to the subject ahupua`a are presented in this table: 
 
Table 2 – Summary of cultural knowledge of Informants  
Informant Relation Reporter Site Notes 
Mahealani Pai `Ohana 

traces 
vicinity 
residency to 
the 1700s 

HWS Maka`eo, Pohakūloa 
near an `ōpelu ko`a, 
Kalualapauila heiau. 
Cultural plants: 
alahe`e, kauila, 
uhiuhii. 

Kalualapauila heiau on the 
boundary of Kealakehe and 
Honokohauiki at La`iopua.  

Peter Keka Kona 
kama`āina 

Kanahele148 Maliu Point Maliu Point separates 
Kealakehe and Honokōhauiki. 
Two generations ago Maliu 
referred to a rock located at the 
point; the point itself was 
known as Pu`uoina, a name no 
longer used. The little bay on 
the south end of Maliu housed 
a shark hole known as Hale 
Manu. A structure at Maliu was 
known as Hale Mono (north 
side of Honokōhau Harbor 
entrance) and may have been 

                                                 
148 Kanahele 2001:30-31 
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a female heiau, although little 
is known about this site149.  

 

  Kaukauholo is the 
name of the beach 
and cliff area within 
Keahuolū 

 

   Hale La`ī o Hi`iaka is 
synonymous with 
Hi`iakanoholae and 
Keahuolū Point 

 

 

  Pu`ukaloa a small ahu near a guava tree 
in Keahuolū 

 

  Hale o Pao`o Keka considers Pāwai and 
Papawai different locations. 
The latter is a flat area ma uka 
of Makaeau rock out side of 
the old airport which was made
of red cinders. 

 
 

 

  Ka`iwi Point There was an abundance of pili 
grass here.  

Michael Ikeda Employee 
of QLT & 
Kona 
resident for 
30 years 

PHRI Areas where 
lobsters, āholehole, 
mamamo and `opelu 
can be found 

 

Clarence 
Mederios, Jr. 

Kona 
kama`āina 

PHRI From 300 ft. 
elevation and below 
is found the endemic 
plant Maiapilo or pilo 
(capparis 
sandwichiana)  

This plant used for medicinal 
purposes and is vulnerable.  
He continues to gather pilo for 
medicinal uses.  

 

  Sisal plant also 
found in Keahuolū 

His father was employed by 
QLCC and would harvest sisal 
to use for thatching.  

 

  Repaired boundary 
and retainer walls in 
1974 during the 
widening and 
resurfacing of Palani 
Road from the Palani 
Junction to Kuakini 
Hwy.  

 

 
Comments made at a NHPA Section 106 consultation meetings were collected by Lesley 
Matsumoto, Vice President/Director of Environmental Consulting of Belt Collins Hawaii Ltd. 
On May 20, 2009 thirty-five people representing government, community groups, the land 
owner, and individuals expressed their concerns for the project.  While comments were of a 
general nature expressing the desire cultural resources be maintained specific issues included the 

                                                 
149 Oceanit 2007:4-2 



reinterment of burial remains, the process of archaeological mitigation destroying resources, and 
breaching remnants of the Kuakini Wall.   

VI.  CULTURAL IMPACTS 
 
The cultural impacts to any locale in Hawai`i are not always readily evident. What is 
assessed by Western eyes as “barren land” may be a rich resource to Hawaiians for 
harvesting material i.e. pili grass; spiritual aspects, i.e. the wind; or for the trails on 
which to travel.  References to these cultural features have been found for the ahupua`a 
of Keahuolū and Kealakehe with continuing practice of gathering of pilo by one cultural 
practitioner.   
 
Documentary resources and archaeological surveys reveal the preponderance of 
burials in the sand dunes and other coastal areas of Keahuolū and Kealakehe. Further 
inland, caves, lava blisters and other modified features revealed human remains less 
frequently.   
 
Based on previous and the current research, adaptations similar to those have been 
observed further north in North Kona, are likely to have occurred in Keahuolū and 
Kealakehe.  Permanent populations appear to have been present along the coast, the 
midlands were used for temporary habitation and were crossed by trails linking the 
coast to the uplands, and the uplands were used for agricultural cultivation.  Elements of 
the physical landscape with cultural significance are presented here: 
 

Ahupua`a Name Feature Location Significance 
Kealakehe Maliu Point Promontory Coastal A.K.A. Pu`uoina; Hale 

Mano situated in bay 
south of point; possible 
female heiau  

Kealakehe `Alula Bay Canoe and 
small boat 
landing 

Coastal Here Pūnia tricked the 
shark king, Kaialeale, 
into coming ashore 
where he was killed. 
Location of 
contemporary  hiu wai 
ceremonies  

Honokōhauiki `Aiopio Pond  Coastal  Known as habitat for 
`ōpae`ula, bait used for 
`ōpelu.  

Kealakehe Makaopio  Heiau Coastal A.K.A. Hale o Mano 
and Pu`u Oina 

Kealakehe Hale o Kāne Heiau Coastal Reinecke called this 
simple platform heiau 
"Hale o Lono". It was 
called "Hale o Kane" by 
surveyors in 1883. 

Kealakehe Ka Lae o 
Ka`iwi 

Promontory Coastal Boundary of 
Kealakehe and 
Keauholū 

Kealakehe Haleolono `ili `āina Unknown Contains 2 kihapai 
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Kealakehe Ilikoa `ili `āina Unknown Contains 2 kihapai  
Kealakehe Kaeeku boundary 

point 
Unknown  

Kealakehe Kaenaena Boundary 
point 

Inland A hill between Puu 
Nahaha & Kaeeku, on 
Kealakehe / Keahuolu 
boundary 

Kealakehe Kahihiie Boundary 
point 

Unknown "...the corner of the 
lands Kealakehe, 
Keahuolu & 
Lanihauiki…” 

Kealekehe Kahuaakaulei Boundary 
point 

Inland Above the Government 
road "in the woods. On 
Kealakehe/Keahuolu 
boundary between 
Keahuuaa and 
Ohiawela 

Kealakehe Kalaeoniau Boundary 
point 

Unknown Also spelled: Laeiniau, 
Kalaioniau. Ma uka of 
Kalualapauila 

Kealakehe Kalihi `ili `āina Unknown  
Kealakehe Kalokoloa Inlet Coastal A narrow inlet in 

pahoehoe, probably a 
collapsed lava tube. 
Between Kaluakauaka 
and Noio Point on 
Kealakehe shore. 

Kealakehe Kaluakauaka Inlet Coastal Between Kaiwi Point 
and Kalokoloa on 
Kealakehe shore. 

Kealakehe Kalualapauila Boundary 
point 

 The Kealakehe/ 
Keahuolu boundary 
passes "a few fathoms 
on the north side of a 
heiau called 
Kalualapauila.." Also 
known as Luapauwila. 

Kealakehe Kaniohale `ili `āina Unknown  
Kealakehe Kaohia `ili `āina Unknown  
Kealakehe Kaomalo Canoe 

landing 
Coastal A canoe landing near 

`Alula. Perhaps the 
same as Alula. 

Kealakehe Keahupuaa Boundary 
point 

Inland "...an ahua pohaku at 
the mauka [Old Upper] 
Government road..." 
Probably a Makahiki 
altar at the land 
boundary. (Malo 
1951:146) Between 
Lae Niau and Kahihiie. 

Kealakehe Keomano Rock Coastal A rock outside Alula, 
below Hale o Kane 
heiau. 

Kealakehe Kukuiomino `ili `āina Unknown 11 kihapai 
Kealakehe Lae Niau Boundary Inland "...an ahu pohaku at 
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point the Government road" 
(1:355); "...a puu makai 
of said road" [Old 
Upper Govt. road on 
TM] (1:356). A 
triangulation station on 
USGS, elev. 1487. 
Between Kalualapauila 
& Keahupuaa on 
Kealakehe/Keahuolu 
boundary. Also written 
Kalaeoniau. 

Kealakehe Luapauwila Heiau Inland "Said to be a walled 
structure on the 
ʻElemakule 
homestead, RPG 3765, 
3.5 miles from sea." 
Same as 
Kalualapauila. 

Kealakehe Makakiloia `ili `āina Unknown  
Kealakehe Makauhelehele Canoe 

landing 
Coastal  

Kealakehe Noio Point Coastal  
Kealakehe Ohiawela Boundary 

point, 
spring 

Unknown I have not been there, 
but have heard that 
there is a spring there." 
Between Kahuaakaulei 
and Kahihiia, on 
Kealakehe/Keahuolu 
boundary. 

Kealakehe Opilopilo Kahawai 
(stream, 
creek) 

Unknown "turn north to kahawai 
Opilopilo, the mauka 
corner of Kealakehe." 

Kealakehe Pū`ohe `ili `āina Unknown 1 kihapai ua mahi 
hapaia  

Kealakehe Pu`u Nāhāhā Pu`u Inland on Kealakehe 
/Keahuolu boundary 
between Puu Ulaula & 
Puu o Hulihuli. Elev. 
150 ft. 

Kealakehe Pu`u Hulihuli Boundary 
point 

Inland Between Puu Nahaha 
& Kalualapauwila, 
about 220 ft. elev. on 
Kealakehe/Keahuolu 
boundary. Also spelt 
"Puuouliuli" (BCT 
1:356), Puohulihuli on 
USGS. 

Kealakehe Pu`u o Kāloa Boundary 
point 

Inland "The spot where [Ke-
alii-o-kaloa] was killed 
was called Puu-o-
Kaloa, situated 
between Kailua and 
Honokohau." Ii places 
it along the trail from 
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Kamakahonu to Kiholo. 
An oioina, on 
Kealakehe/Keahuolu 
boundary. 

Kealakehe Pu`u `Ula`ula Boundary 
point 

Inland On boundary 
Kealakehe/Keahuolu; 
between Puu o Kaloa 
& Puu Nahaha 

Keahuolū Honu `ili `āina Unknown  
 
 

VII. SUMMARY & RECOMMENDATIONS 
Reviewing the information presented in this cultural impact assessment – historical 
documentation, archaeological surveys and research, and oral reminiscences – reveal 
limited cultural sites in the proposed highway corridor.  Contemporary or continuing 
cultural practices include gathering activities of the ocean resources and specific plants 
from the 300 ft. elevation seaward, ma kai of the proposed highway corridor.  
 
Along with several heiau along the coast of Keahuolū and Kealakehe, previous 
researchers have located several probable permanent residential sites with enclosed 
yards within Keahuolū and Kealakehe.  Further inland, there are sites and features 
indicative of dryland agricultural activities substantiated by Mahele testimonies of kalo, 
potato, and limited coffee cultivation. Features indicating temporary habitation were also 
identified. In the upper elevations, there was a substantial increase in rock mounds, 
particularly faced mounds and modified lava blisters collaborating to the tradition of 
increased agricultural activities ma uka where the moisture increases.   
Historic uses reflect Keahuolū was exposed to far less livestock grazing than Kealakehe 
to the north. The absence of grazing activity increases the likelihood of cultural sites to 
remain intact or to suffer less degradation within Keahuolū than Kealakehe.   
 
The widening of the south side of the Palani Road between Henry Street and 
Kamakaeha will impact the Kuakini Wall according to informants despite cartographic 
resources failing to reveal this impact.  Based on the findings of this assessment, the 
proposed highway corridor will have limited impact on Hawaiian cultural resources, 
beliefs and practices.  Care should be taken to preserve the habitat of endemic plants, 
i.e. pilo, alahe`e, kauila, and uhiuhi.  It should be noted, however remnants of Hawaiian 
practices, be it agricultural, temporary habitation sites, or additional burials may reveal 
themselves during construction as they have been identified in other areas of Keahuolū 
and Kealakehe.  Any breach to the Kuakini Wall should be mitigated with the informed 
consent of interested parties.  In the event such archaeological resources are 
encountered during land-altering activities associated with construction, work in the 
immediate area of the discovery should be halted and DLNR-SHPD contacted as 
outlined in draft Hawaii Administrative Rules 13§13-280.  
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INTRODUCTION 
 
 The study site is located in North Kona on the island of Hawai‘i.  It encompasses a corridor 
for the proposed road construction of an extension of Henry Street (to be named Ane 
Keohokalole Highway), starting at Palani Road and extending north about 3.3 miles to Hina Lani 
Street (Fig. 1).  A small section of roadside on the north side of Palani Road, from Henry Street 
west to the road leading to a shopping center, is also included in the study site.  The area is 
covered with lava flows of various ages, some of them with ‘a‘a lava surfaces and others with 
pahoehoe.  Most of the study site has been highly disturbed in the past, and is dominated by 
scrubby vegetation composed mostly of alien species.  At the north end and part of the middle of 
the proposed route, however, there are areas of rough ‘a‘a lava where native species dominate.  
Several federally listed endangered plant species—hala pepe (Pleomele hawaiiensis), uhiuhi 
(Caesalpinia kavaiensis), aupaka (Isodendrion pyrifolium), ‘aiea (Nothocestrum breviflorum), 
ma‘oloa (Neraudia ovata), and Cyperus fauriei—have been reported in the area in the past, 
although not necessarily in the current study site.  Two areas adjacent to the central part of the 
study site corridor have been designated as aupaka preserves for the endangered ‘aiea. 
 

METHODOLOGY 
 

Before the fieldwork was carried out, a review of the literature was undertaken by the 
principal investigator.  The current status of the endangered species previously reported from the 
surrounding area was checked using the official database of threatened and endangered plant 
species (USFWS 2005).  This list is identical to the State of Hawai‘i list of threatened and 
endangered species.  In addition, information about threatened and endangered plant species 
found in the area was extracted from the Hawai‘i Natural Heritage Program database (Anon. 
2005) of federally listed plant species (Figs. 2 and 3).  

After the literature review, a botanical field survey was conducted along the proposed route 
by a two-person botanical team consisting of the principal investigator (Art Whistler) and a field 
assistant (Beate Neher) on 4–5 April and 5 August 2007 for the southern portion, and 27 
February 2008 for the northern portion.  The route was considered to be 400 feet wide for the 
purposes of the study.  A “walk-through survey” of this area was employed, and all plant species 
encountered were recorded, along with an indication of their frequency.  Particular care was 
taken in ‘a‘a areas (especially in the dryland forest), since this is where most of the native and 
endangered species have been reported.  The species encountered were incorporated into a 
checklist of all plants found at the study site (see Table 2 in the Appendix).  Notes were also 
taken on vegetation types present, indicating the dominance and frequency of the plant species 
found there.  These were written up into the vegetation description below. 
 The objectives of the current field study were to provide a general description of the 
vegetation types present at the site (particularly any sensitive types of vegetation that may harbor 
rare plant species), to make a checklist of all native and naturalized vascular plants found, and to 
search for threatened and endangered species.  All of the species encountered during the 
fieldwork were familiar to the botanical team and were identified in the field.   
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Fig. 1 Ane Keohokalole Study Site Map 
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Fig. 2. Hawai‘i Natural Heritage Program database map of federally listed  
plant species for the southern part of the corridor. 
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Fig. 3. Hawai‘i Natural Heritage Program database map of federally listed  
plant species for the northern part of the corridor. 
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PREVIOUS STUDIES 
 
 Several botanical surveys have been carried out in this general area northeast of Kailua-
Kona.  The northernmost quarter of the proposed corridor route goes through a patch of 
relatively undisturbed dryland forest.  Several botanical surveys have been carried out on this 
parcel of land, most recently by Whistler (2006), and several endangered species have been 
identified in and around that open forest, namely uhiuhi (Caesalpinia kavaiensis), hala pepe 
(Pleomele hawaiiensis), ‘aiea (Nothocestrum breviflorum), ma‘oloa (Neraudia ovata), and the 
sedge Cyperus faurieri.  The hala pepe in the area occurs east of the currently proposed road 
extension, but it is believed that the other species have been extirpated from this dryland forest.  
Two small populations of aupaka have been recorded in the central part of the corridor, and 
small preserves have been established to protect these (Anon. 2007).  The smaller of the two 
preserves may extend into the proposed road corridor, but its boundaries have not been officially 
delineated (R. David, pers. comm.).  Uhiuhi has also been reported near the study site, but the 
only individuals currently known to exist in the area are found upslope of the study site, east of 
the high school.  A report of an uhiuhi tree being found in the smaller aupaka preserve has not 
been confirmed and may be in error (R. David, pers. comm.).  Hala pepe was reportedly found in 
the area (as shown in Fig. 2) that is now the paved road leading off of Kealakehe Parkway to the 
high school is also probably in error, as its existence there has not been substantiated.  Figures 2 
and 3 also show zones for Bidens micrantha ssp. ctenophylla, but this species has never been 
federally listed as a threatened or endangered. 
 A botanical survey by Char and Associates (1989) on the Queen Lili‘uokalani Trust lands 
covers the southern portion of the road corridor being studied here.  A recent survey of a smaller 
portion of the Trust lands (Whistler 2007) also covered this same southern portion of the road 
corridor.  Neither of these two surveys turned up any endangered species, so nearly all of the 
federally listed species currently known to exist in the general area are in the Kaloko dryland 
forest remnant, the two small aupaka preserves, and the area above the high school.   
 

THE VEGETATION 
 
 Four types of vegetation can be recognized in the proposed road corridor: (1) Managed Land 
Vegetation; (2) Kiawe Woodland; (3) Koa Haole Scrub; and (4) Dryland Forest.  These types are 
described below. 
 

(1) Managed Land Vegetation  
 
 This comprises areas that are under periodic or frequent management, such as the edges of 
roads, cultivated fields, lawns, etc.  This is a relatively minor component of the overall 
vegetation on the property, since only the roadsides of Palani Road are currently being managed.  
The unpaved road on the west side of Kealakehe High School (Fig. 4) was managed at one time.  
Although it is now overgrown and no longer actively managed, this roadway would still be best 
classified as managed land.  It is dominated by weedy species, such as koa haole (Leucaena 
leucocephala), Florida beggarweed (Desmodium tortuosum), ‘uhaloa (Waltheria indica), and 
fountain grass (Pennisetum setaceum).  The roadsides of Palani Road are more actively managed 
and free of plants in many places, and the most common species there are swollen fingergrass 
(Chloris barbata), garden spurge (Chamaesyce hirta), Florida beggarweed (Desmodium 
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tortuosum), and talinum (Talinium triangulare).  The northern end of the corridor, especially the 
area where an old road forms a loop that once connected to Hina Lani Street, can also be 
classified as managed land, and is dominated by species such as Florida beggarweed 
(Desmodium tortuosum), ‘uhaloa (Waltheria indica), Natal redtop (Rhynchelytrum repens), and 
fountain grass (Pennisetum setaceum).   
 

(2) Kiawe Woodland 
 
 This type of vegetation, which is dominated by the tall alien tree species kiawe (Prosopis 
pallida), is found only in an indistinct zone north of and parallel to Palani Road (Fig. 5).  It is an 
open woodland with few other tree species besides koa haole (Leucaena leucocephala), which is 
an understory species that shares dominance with the kiawe.  The only other significant tree 
species present in this vegetation is the native alahe‘e (Psydrax odoratum), which is occasional 
to common.  The ground cover is sometimes dense, dominated mostly by Guinea grass (Panicum 
maximum) and lesser amounts of Philippine violet (Barleria cristata).  Both of these are alien 
weedy species.  Going northward, the dominance of Guinea grass abruptly gives way to Koa 
Haole Scrub, and the grass is virtually absent all the rest of the way up to the north end of the 
corridor.  Talinum (Talinum triangulare), a succulent weed, is common in some places of the 
Kiawe Woodland, particularly on rocky substrates that are unfavorable for Guinea grass.  Other 
than the alahe‘e, few native species are found here, mostly because of the dominance of the 
kiawe and Guinea grass.  This type of vegetation was also called “Kiawe Woodland” by Char 
and Associates (1989). 
 

(3) Koa Haole Scrub 
 

 This is the type of vegetation found on areas of older lava flows dominated by the alien 
shrub or tree koa haole (Leucaena leucocephala).  The koa haole is mostly 3–12 ft in height, 
depending upon the area, and occurs in an open-to-dense matrix of Pennisetum setaceum 
(fountain grass).  These two species make up the bulk of the biomass present in this vegetation 
type (Figs. 6 and 7), and on the site as a whole.  Other tree species occurring here include the 
two native trees alahe‘e (Psydrax odorata), pua pilo (Capparis sandwicensis), lama (Diospyros 
sandwicensis), and naio (Myoporum sandwicense), and the alien trees Christmas berry (Schinus 
terebinthifolius), klu (Acacia farnesiana), noni (Morinda citrifolia), and ‘opiuma 
(Pithecellobium dulce).  None of these other trees are very common compared to the koa haole.  
Shrubs and subshrubs present include the native species ilima (Sida fallax), ‘uhaloa (Waltheria 
indica), and ‘a‘ali‘i (Dodonaea viscosa), and the alien lantana (Lantana camara).  In some areas, 
especially where the koa haole trees form an even canopy, the usually dominant fountain grass is 
replaced by a dense layer of talinum (Talinum triangulare).  Other much less important ground 
cover species include air plant (Kalanchoë pinnata), huehue (Cocculus trilobus), and carrion 
flower (Stapelia gigantea).  Of these latter species, only huehue is native.   

During the work on the northern portion of the corridor, the vegetation there was being 
grazed by cattle.  In these grazed areas, the koa haole trees are chewed back and the vegetation is 
much more open, since the cattle eat the grass as well (Fig. 8).  Another indicator of the grazing 
is the presence of alien weeds such as coffee senna (Senna occidentalis), false mallow 
(Malvastrum coromandelinaum), and prickly sida (Sida spinosa) that are probably spread by 
cattle. 
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About a third of the way north along the corridor, there is a low dome of pahoehoe lava, 
possibly formed by secondary steam explosions.  The lava is sparsely vegetated (Fig. 9), but koa 
haole, noni, and Christmas berry are common if not abundant.  The most common herb there is 
the talinum.  The dome is interesting botanically, because three native species present were 
nearly absent from the rest of the corridor: ‘ala‘ala-wai-nui (Peperomia leptostachya), 
spurflower (Plectranthus parviflorus), and kumuniu (Doryopteris decipiens).   

Koa Haole Scrub is classified as disturbed, since fires periodically sweep through the area 
and goats are known to be present.  These two factors account for the dominance of alien 
species, which are better adapted to these disruptive conditions than are the native species.  
According to the flora of Hawai‘i (Wagner et al. 1999), fountain grass “is rapidly expanding its 
range in the Kona district of Hawaii.”  Introduced into the Kona District “in the early 1900s as 
an ornamental, [it] has aggressively spread and now dominates abandoned pastures, young lava 
flows, and burn areas.  Fountain grass poses one of the most serious contemporary conservation 
problems because it is disrupting the more sparsely vegetated lowland native dry forests and 
shrublands, which contain several endangered and many candidate endangered plant species.”  
This vegetation was called “Scrub” by Char and Associates (1989).   
 

(4) Dryland Forest 
 

This is the open native forest occurring on the ‘a‘a lava, the best preserved areas of which 
occur in the smaller aupaka preserve (Fig. 10) and the Kaloko area (Fig. 11) on the northern end 
of the corridor.  Because of the rugged ‘a‘a lava, the vegetation is difficult for feral grazing 
animals to visit.  The trees are relatively separated from each other, and this, combined with the 
virtual absence of fountain grass, has caused the area to be spared from grazing and wildfires 
that ravage the Koa Haole Scrub.  Native tree species found here include ‘alahe‘e (Psydrax 
odoratum), pua pilo (Capparis sandwichiana), ‘ohe (Reynoldsia sandwicensis), naio (Myoporum 
sandwicensis), and ‘a‘ali‘i (Dodonaea viscosa).  Two other native species reported from the 
aupaka reserve area of ‘a‘a lava, aupaka (Isodendrion pyrifolium) and ‘aiea (Nothocestrum 
breviflorum) are federally listed endangered plant species, but no individuals of these two 
species were found in the study site.   

The overall dominant tree in the aupuka reserve is probably the alien koa haole (Leucaena 
leucocephala).  Other alien tree species found here include noni (Morinda citrifolia), octopus 
tree (Schefflera actinophylla), Christmas berry (Schinus terebinthifolius), and klu (Acacia 
farnesiana).  The most common shrubs are pluchea (Pluchea carolinensis) and lantana (Lantana 
camara), both of which are alien species.  The native subshrub pua kala (Argemone glauca), is 
also found here, but is uncommon.   The ground cover is very sparse, due to the inhospitable 
growing conditions.  The most common species in this category are fountain grass (Pennisetum 
setaceum), which occurs in scattered clumps; the native vines huehue (Cocculus trilobus) and 
kowali-‘awa (Ipomoea indica), which sprawl over the ‘a‘a rocks; and the hairy swordfern 
(Nephrolepis multiflorum),  which occurs in scattered clumps.   

The dryland forest at Kaloko was home until recently, at least, to four endangered species: 
hala pepe (Pleomele hawaiiensis), ‘aiea (Nothocestrum breviflorum), ma‘oloa (Neraudia ovata), 
and Cyperus fauriei.  The most common trees there are probably the native species lama 
(Diospyros sandwicensis), ‘alahe‘e, pua pilo (often more a shrub than a tree), kolomona (Senna 
gaudichaudii), and mamane (Sophora chrysophylla).  Also occasional are the native trees ‘ohi‘a 
lehua (Metrosideros polymorpha), ‘ohe, naio, and ‘a‘ali‘i.  The only alien tree or shrub species 
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noted in this open forest are noni, Christmas berry, pluchea, and koa haole.  The ground cover is 
very sparse due to the inhospitable growing conditions. The most common native species in this 
category are the vines huehue and kowali-‘awa; and the shrubs or herbs ‘uhaloa (Waltheria 
indica), ‘ilima (Sida fallax), and Bidens micrantha.  The most common alien species present are 
the aliens fountain grass (Pennisetum setaceum), Natal redtop (Rhynchelytrum repens), and hairy 
swordfern (Nephrolepis multiflorum).  Overall, this vegetation at Kaloko comprises a good 
quality dryland forest, based upon the flora and the dominance of native species.   
 

THE FLORA 
 
 A total of 77 plant species (see Table 2 in the Appendix) was recorded in the study site.  
Twenty of these are native—eight endemic and twelve indigenous species (Table 1).  Endemic 
plants are species restricted to a single region or area, i.e., in the case of Hawai‘i, they are found 
only in Hawai‘i.  Indigenous plants are species that are native to a region or place, but are also 
found elsewhere.  In biodiversity terms, the endemic status is the more important of the two 
categories, since if a species belonging to it is endangered or threatened in Hawai‘i, it would 
likewise be classified globally.  Indigenous species, however, can be rare in Hawai‘i, but may be 
common elsewhere in the Pacific.  Over 90% of the native plants in Hawai‘i are endemic, one of 
the highest rates in the world.  The majority of the 77 species encountered during the survey are 
naturalized “alien” plants that were accidentally or intentionally introduced to Hawai‘i, but 
which have now become established in the islands and can spread on their own.   
 

DISCUSSION  
 
 Four main kinds of vegetation are found at the site: (1) Managed Land Vegetation along 
Palani Road, the roadway west of Kealakehe High School, and the northern end of the corridor 
next to Hina Lani Street, dominated by alien weedy species; (2) Kiawe Woodland found along 
the southern boundary of the study site, and dominated by the alien trees kiawe (Prosopis 
pallida) and koa haole (Leucaena leucocephala), along with a dense ground cover of Guinea 
grass (Panicum maximum) and Philippine violet (Barleria cristata); (3) Koa Haole Scrub, the 
major type of vegetation present at the study site, and dominated by the alien tree or shrub koa 
haole (Leucaena leucocephala) and a few other much less common species, in a matrix of 
fountain grass (Pennisetum setaceum; and (4) Dryland Forest found on the ‘a‘a lava flow of the 
aupaka preserve and the northern end of the corridor.  Only the latter is classified as native plant 
community.   

Seventy-seven plant species were recorded from the study site (Table 2 in Appendix I).  Of 
these, 20 are native species—12 indigenous species and 8 endemic species (Table 1).  None of 
these are federally listed as “threatened” or “endangered.”  Although there are several federally 
listed endangered plant species found in the general area, none were found at the site.  The 
database map (Fig. 2) shows a zone of the federally listed endangered tree uhiuhi (Caesalpinia 
kavaiensis) that appears on paper, at least, to overlap the central part of the corridor, but this tree  
 

Table 1. Native species recorded at the study site. 
-------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------- 
Species      Family    Common Name 
-------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------- 
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Endemic 
Argemone glauca      Papaveraceae  pua kala 
Bidens micrantha subsp. ctenophylla  Asteraceae   ko‘oko‘olau 
Capparis sandwichiana     Capparaceae   pua pilo 
Doryopteris decipiens     Adiantiaceae   kumuniu 
Diospyros sandwicensis     Ebenaceae   lama 
Metrosideros polymorpha     Myrtaceae   ‘ohi‘a lehua 
Reynoldsia sandwicensis    Araliaceae   ‘ohe  
Sophora chrysophylla     Fabaceae   mamane 
 

Indigenous 
Boerhavia repens      Nyctaginaceae  alena, nena 
Cocculus trilobus      Menispermaceae  huehue 
Dodonaea viscosa      Sapindaceae   ‘a‘ali‘i 
Ipomoea indica       Convolvulaceae  koali-‘awa 
Myoporum sandwicense     Myoporaceae  naio  
Peperomia leptostachya     Piperaceae   ‘ala‘ala-wai-nui 
Plectranthus parviflorus     Lamiaceae   spurflower 
Plumbago zeylanica     Plumbaginaceae  ‘ilie‘e 
Psydrax odoratum      Rubiaceae   alahe‘e 
Senna gaudichaudii      Fabaceae   kolomona 
Sida fallax        Malvaceae   ‘ilima 
Waltheria indica       Sterculiaceae   ‘uhaloa 
-------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------- 

 
 
was not recorded from the study site during the present survey nor has it specifically been 
reported from there.  Currently fewer than 50 reproductive individuals are known, and a second 
preserve of 11.2 acres mostly east of the high school and the proposed road corridor has been set 
aside for their protection.  Three other federally listed threatened or endangered species have 
been recorded from the general area, as shown in Fig. 2 on the Hawai‘i Natural Heritage 
Program Database map: hala pepe (Pleomele hawaiiensis), ‘aiea (Nothocestrum breviflorum), 
and aupaka (Isodendrion pyrifolium).  Hala pepe has populations in the Kaloko to Kona area 
(USFWS 1995), but the single record of its presence just northwest of the high school is 
probably in error, or the tree has long since died.  ‘Aiea was formerly recorded in the aupaka 
preserve, but could not be located in recent years.  Two individuals of aupaka have been reported 
from the aupaka preserve, but apparently only one of those is alive today.  It, however, occurs 
outside the proposed road corridor (R. David, pers. comm.).   

Several federally listed endangered plant species have been found in the Kaloko area, none 
were found at the study site during the present survey.  The database map (Fig. 3) shows a 
nearby record of the federally listed endangered tree uhiuhi (Caesalpinia kavaiensis), but this is 
out of the study area and is believed to have disappeared from the area.  There is also a zone of 
hala pepe (unlabeled, but light gray in color) shown to the east of the study site (Fig. 3), but no 
individuals of this species were seen during the present survey, nor were any seen in the corridor 
area during an earlier study of the whole remnant dryland forest (Whistler 2006).  Three other 
federally listed threatened or endangered species have been recorded from the general area: ‘aiea 
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(Nothocestrum breviflorum), ma‘oloa (Neraudia ovata), and Cyperus faueri.  None of these have 
been seen in recent years, and it is believed that all three have been extirpated from the remnant 
dryland forest (R. David, pers. comm.).  The large pink area shown in Fig. 3 is the “polygon” of 
the endemic Bidens micrantha var. ctenophylla.  This species was never listed as threatened or 
endangered and thus has no official protected status.  In any case, it is not uncommon in this area 
northeast of Kailua-Kona.   
 

CONCLUSIONS 
 

Two botanical factors can complicate proposed construction in Hawai‘i.  One is the 
presence of sensitive types of vegetation, the other is the presence of endangered plants.  There 
are also endangered plant species near the proposed corridor route, but not actually in it.  The 
dryland forest is the aupaka reserve has been identified as significant to the endangered plant it 
contains, aupaka (Isodendrion pyrifolium).  Only a single individual of this plant is known to 
occur there today, but it is located outside the proposed road corridor.  Another species also 
reportedly grew there, aiea (Nothocestrum breviflorum), but it has apparently disappeared.  The 
dryland forest at Kaloko likewise contains or at least once contained four endangered plant 
species, but these either occurred outside the proposed corridor or have disappeared from this 
patch of forest all together. 

As noted above, there are no wetlands in the area due to the site’s dry, lava-covered surface, 
only a patch of dryland forest.  The only botanical impediment to the construction of the road, 
along its current proposed route, is the presence of the aupaka preserve and the Kaloko dryland 
forest and its associated endangered plant species.  It is not clear how the aupaka reserve would 
effect the construction of the road, as the boundaries apparently have not been officially 
surveyed.  But the boundaries could possibly be aligned so as to be outside the road corridor.  
The single aupaka plant recorded there is not in the corridor, so this may be feasible.  If Federal 
money is to be used, then there will have to be consultation with the appropriate Federal and 
State agencies to assure that no laws are broken and no endangered plant is put in harms way. 

The road, as proposed, would also pass through the Kaloko dryland forest.  The USFWS has 
taken a special interest in this forest, and they have implied (USFWS n.d.) to previous owners of 
the large parcel of land on which the dryland forest occurs that any development plans they have 
would not be approved if they did not protect this forest.  It is not clear if the USFWS would 
object to putting a road through the dryland forest, an action that would effectively fragment the 
forest into two parts.  Consultations with the USFWS will be necessary to determine their 
thoughts on the matter.  If the fragmentation is not acceptable to them, then perhaps the north 
end of the proposed road could be shifted about 2000 feet west, thus skirting the lava flow on 
which the forest is located.   
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APPENDIX.  Table 2. Plant Species found at the study site 
 

The following is a checklist of the vascular plants inventoried during the field study on the 
route of the proposed Ane Keohokalole Highway from Kealakehe Parkway to Hina Lani Street.  
The plants are divided into three groups: Ferns (including fern allies), Monocots, and Dicots.  
Within these groups, the species are presented taxonomically by family, with each family and 
each species in the family in alphabetical order.  The taxonomy and nomenclature of the ferns 
follow Palmer 2003 and the flowering plants (Monocots and Dicots) follow Wagner et al. 
(1999).  In most cases, common English and/or Hawaiian names listed here have been taken 
from St. John (1973) or Porter (1972).   
 
For each species, the following information is provided: 
 
1. Scientific name with author citation. 
2. Common English and/or Hawaiian name, when known. 
3. Biogeographic status.  The following symbols are used. 

E = endemic (found only in Hawai‘i). 
I = indigenous (native to Hawai‘i as well as other geographic areas). 
P = Polynesian introduction (introduced to Hawai‘i by Polynesians before the advent of the 

  Europeans). 
X = Introduced or alien (not native, introduced to Hawai‘i, either accidentally or  

intentionally, after the advent of the Europeans). 
4. Relative frequency (abundant, common, locally common, occasional, uncommon). 
 
--------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------
- 
Species         Common Names      Status  Abundance 
--------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------
- 

FERNS AND FERN ALLIES 
ADIANTACEAE (Maiden’s-hair Family) 

Doryopteris decipiens (Hook.) J. Sm.  kumuniu     E  uncommon 
 NEPHROLEPIDACEAE (Sword Fern Family) 
Nephrolepis multiflora (Roxb.)    hairy swordfern   X  locally common 

Jarret ex Morton 
 

MONOCOTS 
 CYPERACEAE (Sedge Family) 
Cyperus compressus L.     ----------     X  uncommon 

POACEAE (Grass Family) 
Chloris barbata (L.) Sw.     swollen fingergrass  X  occasional 
Eleusine indica (L.) Gaertn.    goose grass    X  uncommon 
Panicum maximum Jacq.     Guinea grass    X  locally common 
Pennisetum setaceum (Forssk.) Chiov.  fountain grass   X  abundant 
Rhynchelytrum repens (Willd.) C.E. Hubb. Natal redtop    X  common 
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--------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------
- 
Species         Common Names      Status  Abundance 
--------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------
- 

DICOTS 
 ACANTHACEAE (Acanthus Family) 
Barleria cristata L.      Philippine violet   X  locally common 
 AMARANTHACEAE (Amaranth Family) 
Amaranthus spinosus L.     spiny amaranth   X  uncommon 

ANACARDIACEAE (Mango Family) 
Schinus terebinthifolius Raddi    Christmas berry   X  common 
 APOCYNACEAE (Periwinkle Family) 
Catharanthus roseus (L.) G. Don   Madagascar periwinkle X  uncommon 

ARALIACEAE (Panax Family) 
Reynoldsia sandwicensis A. Gray   ‘ohe      E  uncommon 
Schefflera actinophylla (Endl.) Harms  octopus tree    X  uncommon 
 ARISTOLOCHIACEAE (Dutchman’s Pipe Family) 
Aristolochia littoralis Parodi    pelican flower   X  uncommon 
 ASCLEPIADACEAE (Milkweed Family) 
Stapelia gigantea N.E. Brown    carrion flower   X  occasional 

ASTERACEAE (Sunflower Family) 
Bidens micrantha Gaud. subsp. ctenophylla 

 (Sherff) Nagatga & Ganders   ----------     E  occasional 
Pluchea carolinensis (Jacq.) G. Don  pluchea     X  occasional 
Tridax procumbens L.      coat buttons    X  uncommon 
 BIGNONIACEAE (Bignonia Family) 
Jacaranda mimosifolia D. Don    jacaranda    X  uncommon 

CACTACEAE (Cactus Family) 
Opuntia ficus-indica (L.) Mill.    prickly pear, panini  X  uncommon 
 CAPPARACEAE (Caper Family) 
Capparis sandwichiana DC    pua pilo     E  occasional 
Cleome gynandra L.      African spider flower  X  occasional 
 CLUSIACEAE (Mangosteen Family) 
Clusia rosea Jacq.      autograph tree   X  uncommon 

CONVOLVULACEAE (Morning-Glory Family) 
Ipomoea hederifolia L.     star ipomoea    X  uncommon 
Ipomoea indica (J. Burm.) Merr.   koali-‘awa     I  occasional 
Ipomoea obscura (L.) Ker-Gawl.   bindweed    X  occasional 

CRASSULACEAE (Stonecrop Family) 
Kalanchoë pinnata (Lam.) Pers.   air plant     X  uncommon 
Kalanchoë tubiflora (Haw.) Raym.-Hamet chandelier plant   X  uncommon 

CUCURBITACEAE (Gourd Family) 
Coccinea grandis (L.) Voigt    ivy gourd    X  uncommon 
Momordica charantia L.     wild bittermelon   X  uncommon 
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 EBENACEAE (Ebony Family) 
Diospyros sandwicensis (A. DC.) Fosb.  lama     E  occasional 
--------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------
- 
Species         Common Names      Status  Abundance 
--------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------
- 

EUPHORBIACEAE (Spurge Family) 
Chamaesyce hirta (L.) Millsp.    garden spurge   X  locally common 
Euphorbia heterophylla L.     kaliko     X  occasional 
Phyllanthus debilis Klein ex Willd.   phyllanthus weed   X  uncommon 
Ricinus communis L.      castor bean    X  uncommon 
 FABACEAE (Pea Family) 
Abrus precatorius L.      rosary pea    X  uncommon 
Acacia farnesiana (L.) Willd.    klu      X  common 
Chamaecrista nictitans (L.) Moench  partridge pea, lau-ki  X  common 
Crotalaria pallida Aiton     smooth rattlepod   X  uncommon 
Desmanthus pernambucanus (L.) Thellung  virgate mimosa   X  uncommon 
Desmodium tortuosum (Sw.) DC.   Florida beggarweed  X  locally common 
Indigofera suffruticosa Mill.    indigo, ‘iniko   X  occasional 
Leucaena leucocephala (Lam.) de Wit  koa haole    X  abundant 
Macroptilium lathyroides (L.) Urb.   cow pea     X  uncommon 
Pithecellobium dulce (Roxb.) Benth.  ‘opiuma, Manila    X  occasional 

     tamarind 
Prosopis pallida (Humb. & Bonpl. ex  kiawe, mesquite   X  locally common 

Willd.) Kunth 
Senna gaudichaudii  

(Hook. & Arn.) H. Irwin & Barneby kolomona     I   uncommon 
Senna occidentalis (L.) Link    coffee senna    X  uncommon 
Sophora chrysophylla (Salisb.) Seem.  mamane     E  occasional 

LAMIACEAE (Mint Family) 
Plectranthus parviflorus Willd.   spurflower     I  uncommon 

MALVACEAE (Mallow Family) 
Abutilon grandifolium (Willd.) Sweet  hairy abutilon   X  uncommon 
Malvastrum coromandelianum (L.) Garcke false mallow    X  occasional 
Sida fallax Walp.       ‘ilima      I  occasional 
Sida spinosa L.       prickly sida    X  uncommon 
 MENISPERMACEAE (Moonseed Family) 
Cocculus trilobus (Thunb.) DC.   huehue      I  locally common 
 MYOPORACEAE (False-sandalwood Family) 
Myoporum sandwicense A. Gray   naio, false sandalwood  I  occasional 

MYRTACEAE (Myrtle Family) 
Metrosideros polymorpha Gaud.   ‘ohi‘a lehua    E  uncommon 
Psidium guajava L.      guava     X  uncommon 

NYCTAGINACEAE (Four-o’-Clock Family) 
Boerhavia coccinea Mill.     ----------     X  occasional 
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Boerhavia repens R. Br.     alena, nena     I  uncommon 
PAPAVERACEAE (Poppy Family)  

Argemone glauca (Nutt. ex Prain) Pope  pua kala     E  uncommon 
--------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------
- 
Species         Common Names      Status  Abundance 
--------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------
- 

PASSIFLORACEAE (Passionflower Family) 
Passiflora foetida L.      love-in-a-mist   X  uncommon 

PHYTOLACCACEAE (Pokeweed Family) 
Rivina humilis L.       rouge plant    X  uncommon 

PIPERACAEAE (Pepper Family) 
Peperomia leptostachya Hooker & Arnott ‘ala‘ala-wai-nui    I  uncommon 

PLUMBAGINACEAE (Leadwort Family) 
Plumbago zeylanica L.     ‘ilie‘e      I  uncommon 

PORTULACACEAE (Purslane Family) 
Portulaca oleracea L.      common purslane   X  uncommon 
Portulaca pilosa L.      ‘ihi      X  occasional 
Talinum triangulare (Jacq.) Willd.   talinum     X  common 

RUBIACEAE (Coffee Family)  
Morinda citrifolia L.      Indian mulberry, noni  P  uncommon 
Psydrax odoratum (Forst. f.) 

A. C. Sm. & S. Darwin    alahe‘e      I  occasional 
SCROPHULARIACEAE (Snapdragon Family) 

Verbascum thapsus L.      common mullein   X  uncommon 
SAPINDACEAE (Soapberry Family) 

Dodonaea viscosa Jacq.     ‘a‘ali‘i      I  occasional 
 STERCULIACEAE (Cacao Family) 
Waltheria indica L.      ‘uhaloa      I  common 

VERBENACEAE (Verbena Family) 
Lantana camara L.      lantana     X  occasional 
Stachytarpheta cayennensis (Rich.) Vahl blue rat’s-tail    X  uncommon 
 ZYGOPHYLLACEAE (Caltrop Family) 
Tribulus terrestris L.      puncture vine   X  uncommon 
--------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------
-- 
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Fig. 4. Roadway next to Kealakehe High School dominated by alien weeds. 
 
 

 
 

Fig. 5. Prosopis Woodland near Palani Road, dominated by kiawe. 
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Fig. 6. Koa Haole Scrub dominated by koa haole. 
 
 

 
 

Fig. 7. Koa Haole Scrub dominated by fountain grass. 
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Fig. 8. Heavily grazed Koa Haole Scrub 
 

 
 

Fig. 9. Sparsely vegetated lava dome. 
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Fig. 10. Dryland Forest just south of Kealakehe High School. 
 
 
 

 
 

Fig. 11. Dryland Forest with scattered trees on the ‘a‘a lava flow at Kaloko 
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INTRODUCTION 

 
 The study site is located in North Kona on the island of Hawai‘i.  It encompasses a corridor 
for the proposed road construction of an extension of Henry Street (to be named Ane 
Keohokalole Highway), starting at Kealakehe Parkway and extending north about 4200 feet to 
Hina Lani Street (Fig. 1).  An original route was proposed and surveyed in March, but because of 
concerns for archeological sites and native dryland forest, the site was move slightly to the west, 
which required a new botanical survey.  The area is covered with lava flows of various ages, 
some of them with ‘a‘a lava surfaces (on the northern portion) and others with pahoehoe (on the 
southern portion).  Most of the study site has been highly disturbed in the past, and is dominated 
by scrubby vegetation composed mostly of alien species.  At the north end of the proposed route, 
however, there is an area of native dryland forest on rough ‘a‘a lava that is home to a number of 
native species, including the federally listed endangered plant species hala pepe (Pleomele 
hawaiiensis), uhiuhi (Caesalpinia kavaiensis), ‘aiea (Nothocestrum breviflorum), ma‘oloa 
(Neraudia ovata), and Cyperus fauriei.   

METHODOLOGY 
 

Before the fieldwork was carried out, a review of the literature was undertaken by the 
principal investigator.  The current status of the endangered species previously reported from the 
surrounding area was checked using the official database of threatened and endangered plant 
species (USFWS 2005).  This list is identical to the State of Hawai‘i list of threatened and 
endangered species.  In addition, information about threatened and endangered plant species 
found in the area was extracted from the Hawai‘i Natural Heritage Program database (Anon. 
2005) of federally listed plant species.  These distribution records for threatened and endangered 
species in the area are shown in the map below (Fig. 2).  

After the literature review, a botanical field survey was conducted along the proposed route 
by a two-person botanical team consisting of the principal investigator (Art Whistler) and a field 
assistant (Beate Neher) on 13 September 2008.  The route was considered to be 400 feet wide for 
the purposes of the study.  The corridor was defined by GPS points supplied by Belt Collins, and 
these were located in the field by means of a hand-held GPS unit.  A “walk-through survey” of 
this area was employed, and all plant species encountered were recorded, along with an 
indication of their frequency.  Particular care was taken in ‘a‘a areas (i.e., in the dryland forest), 
since this is where most of the native and endangered species have been reported.  The species 
encountered were incorporated into a checklist of all plants found at the study site (see Table 2 in 
the Appendix).  Notes were also taken on vegetation types present, indicating the dominance and 
frequency of the plant species found there.  These were written up into the vegetation description 
below.  All species encountered in the study area were readily identified in the field. 
 The objectives of the current field study were to provide a general description of the 
vegetation types present at the site (particularly any sensitive types that may harbor rare plant 
species), to make a checklist of all native and naturalized vascular plants present, and to search 
for threatened and endangered species.  All of the species encountered during the fieldwork were 
familiar to the botanical team and were identified in the field.   
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Fig. 1. The Ane Keohokalole Highway study site (corridor in blue). 
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Fig. 2. Hawai‘i Natural Heritage Program database map of federally-listed plant species. 
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PREVIOUS STUDIES 
 
 Several botanical surveys have been carried out in this general area northeast of Kailua-
Kona.  The northernmost quarter of the proposed corridor route goes through a patch of 
relatively undisturbed dryland forest.  Several botanical surveys have been carried out on this 
parcel of land, most recently by Whistler (2006), and several endangered species have been 
identified in and around that open forest, namely uhiuhi (Caesalpinia kavaiensis), hala pepe 
(Pleomele hawaiiensis), ‘aiea (Nothocestrum breviflorum), ma‘oloa (Neraudia ovata), and the 
sedge Cyperus faurieri.  The hala pepe in the area occurs east of the currently proposed road 
extension, and it is believed that the other species have been extirpated from this dryland forest.  
Another species of concern is found here, Bidens micrantha ssp. ctenophylla, but this shrub has 
never been federally listed as a threatened or endangered species, and is not uncommon in the 
surrounding area, sometimes even on newly graded lava flow.  Another botanical study was done 
adjacent to the present study site for the extension of Henry Street from Kealakehe Highway to 
Palani Road (Whistler 2007), but no threatened or endangered plant species were found there.  A 
third study was done on a proposed corridor parallel to and north of the present corridor in 
March of this year (Whistler 2008), and likewise, no threatened or endangered species were 
encountered. 
 

THE VEGETATION 
 
 Three types of vegetation can be recognized in the proposed route: (1) Managed Land 
Vegetation; (2) Koa Haole Scrub; and (3) Dryland Forest.  These types are described below. 
 

(1) Managed Land Vegetation  
 
 This comprises areas under periodic or frequent management, such as the edges of roads, 
cultivated fields, lawns, etc.  It is a relatively minor component of the overall vegetation at the 
study site, since only the roadside at the north end of the corridor and the graded construction 
area at the south end fit into this category.  The southern end (Fig. 3) is dominated by weedy 
species, such as ‘uhaloa (Waltheria indica), with lesser amounts of ‘ilima (Sida fallax) and 
fountain grass (Pennisetum setaceum).  The northern end roadside is dominated by species such 
as Florida beggarweed (Desmodium tortuosum), ‘uhaloa, Natal redtop (Rhynchelytrum repens), 
garden spurge (Chamaesyce hirta), and fountain grass.   
 

(2) Koa Haole Scrub 
 
 This is the type of vegetation found on areas of older lava flows dominated by the alien 
shrub or tree koa haole (Leucaena leucocephala).  It comprises the southern three-quarters of the 
property, and can be divided into four subtypes based on current usage or topography.  The first 
subtype, the most common one in the study area, is dominated by koa haole mostly 5 to 9 ft in 
height (Fig. 4), with a ground cover dominated by fountain grass (Pennisetum setaceum).  Other 
occasional to common, herbaceous or shrubby species occurring include the native ‘ilima (Sida 
fallax) and ‘uhaloa (Waltheria indica), and the alien air plant (Kalanchoë pinnata).  Trees 
present in small amounts include the native species naio (Myoporum sandwicense), alahe‘e 
(Psydrax odorata), and a‘ali‘i (Dodonaea viscosa), the Polynesian introduction noni (Morinda 
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citrifolia), and the alien kiawe (Prosopis pallida).  Other alien herbaceous species, especially 
Natal redtop (Rhynchelytrum repens), ‘ihi (Portulaca pilosa), garden spurge (Chamaesyce hirta), 
and partridge pea (Chamaecrista nictitans), are found on open pahoehoe rock surfaces that 
punctuate the area.  The second subtype, which sometimes blends into the first, is dominated by 
fountain grass (Fig. 5), with only scattered, mostly dead, shorter individuals of koa haole.  This 
vegetation may be caused by drier soil conditions there that favor the fountain grass over the koa 
haole.  The third subtype (Fig. 6) comprises patches of somewhat taller koa haole trees with an 
understory of air plant or talinum (Talinum triangulare).  Fountain grass is uncommon in this 
subtype, possibly shaded out by the trees.  The fourth subtype, dominated by koa haole, occurs in 
areas that are currently being grazed by cattle (Fig. 7).  It has an open appearance because the 
cattle heavily graze on the scrubby koa haole trees and fountain grass that would otherwise 
would densely cover the area.   
 Koa Haole Scrub is classified as disturbed, since fires periodically sweep through the area, 
and cattle, as well as goats, are known to be present.  These two factors account for the 
dominance of alien species, which are better adapted to these disruptive conditions than are 
native species.  According to the flora of Hawai‘i (Wagner et al. 1999), fountain grass “is rapidly 
expanding its range in the Kona district of Hawaii.”  Introduced into the Kona District “in the 
early 1900s as an ornamental, [it] has aggressively spread and now dominates abandoned 
pastures, young lava flows, and burn areas.  Fountain grass poses one of the most serious 
contemporary conservation problems because it is disrupting the more sparsely vegetated 
lowland native dry forests and shrublands, which contain several endangered and many 
candidate endangered plant species.”   
 

(3) Dryland Forest 
 
 This is the open native forest occurring on the relatively recent lava flow comprising the 
northern quarter of the study area (Fig. 8).  Because of the rugged ‘a‘a lava, the vegetation is 
difficult for feral grazing animals to visit.  Over much of the area the trees are widely separated 
from each other, and this, combined with the near absence of fountain grass, has caused the area 
to be largely spared from grazing and wildfires.  Consequently, the forest is relatively intact, and 
was home until recently, at least, to four endangered species: hala pepe (Pleomele hawaiiensis), 
‘aiea (Nothocestrum breviflorum), ma‘oloa (Neraudia ovata), and Cyperus fauriei. 
 The most common trees on this westernmost end of the dryland forest are ‘ohi‘a lehua 
(Metrosideros polymorpha), ‘alahe‘e (Psydrax odoratum), pua pilo (Capparis sandwichiana; 
often more a shrub than a tree), ‘ohe (Reynoldsia sandwicensis), naio (Myoporum sandwicensis), 
‘a‘ali‘i (Dodonaea viscosa), and mamane (Sophora chrysophylla).  The only alien tree or shrub 
species noted in this open forest are noni (Morinda citrifolia), Christmas berry (Schinus 
terebinthifolius), pluchea (Pluchea carolinensis), and koa haole (Leucaena leucocephala).   
 The ground cover is very sparse due to the inhospitable growing conditions. The most 
common native species in this category are the vines huehue (Cocculus trilobus) and kowali-
‘awa (Ipomoea indica); and the shrubs or herbs ‘uhaloa (Waltheria indica), ‘ilima (Sida fallax), 
and Bidens micrantha.  The most common alien species present are the aliens fountain grass 
(Pennisetum setaceum) and hairy swordfern (Nephrolepis multiflorum).  Overall, this vegetation 
comprises a mediocre quality dryland forest, which is more of a woodland because of the 
scattered nature of the trees.   
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THE FLORA 
 
 A total of 53 plant species (see Table 2 in the Appendix) was recorded in the study site.  
Eighteen of these are native—seven endemic and eleven indigenous species (Table 1).  Endemic 
plants are species restricted to a single region or area, i.e., in the case of Hawai‘i, they are found 
only in Hawai‘i.  Indigenous plants are species that are native to a region or place, but are also 
found elsewhere.  In biodiversity terms, the endemic status is the more important of the two 
categories, since if a species belonging to it is endangered or threatened in Hawai‘i, it would 
likewise be classified globally.  Indigenous species, however, can be rare in Hawai‘i, but may be 
common elsewhere in the Pacific.  Over 90% of the native plants in Hawai‘i are endemic, one of 
the highest rates in the world.  The majority of the 42 species encountered during the survey are 
naturalized “alien” plants that were accidentally or intentionally introduced to Hawai‘i, but 
which have now become established in the islands and can spread on their own.   
 
 

Table 1. Native species recorded at the study site. 
-------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------- 
Species      Family      Common Name 
-------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------- 

Endemic 
Argemone glauca      Papaveraceae  pua kala 
Bidens micrantha subsp. ctenophylla  Asteraceae   ko‘oko‘olau 
Capparis sandwichiana     Capparaceae   pua pilo 
Diospyros sandwicensis     Ebenaceae   lama 
Metrosideros polymorpha     Myrtaceae   ‘ohi‘a lehua 
Reynoldsia sandwicensis    Araliaceae   ‘ohe  
Sophora chrysophylla     Fabaceae   mamane 
 

Indigenous 
Cocculus trilobus      Menispermaceae  huehue 
Dodonaea viscosa      Sapindaceae   ‘a‘ali‘i 
Ipomoea indica       Convolvulaceae  koali-‘awa 
Myoporum sandwicense     Myoporaceae  naio  
Peperomia leptostachya     Piperaceae   ‘ala‘ala-wai-nui 
Plectranthus parviflorus     Lamiaceae   spurflower 
Plumbago zeylanica      Plumbaginaceae  ‘ilie‘e 
Psilotum nudum      Psilotaceae   moa 
Psydrax odoratum      Rubiaceae   alahe‘e 
Sida fallax        Malvaceae   ‘ilima 
Waltheria indica       Sterculiaceae   ‘uhaloa 
-------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------- 

 
DISCUSSION  

 
 Three kinds of vegetation are found at the site: (1) Managed Land Vegetation; (2) Koa 
Haole Scrub, the major type of vegetation present at the study site, and which is dominated by 
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the alien tree or shrub koa haole (Leucaena leucocephala) and a few other much less common 
species, in a matrix of fountain grass (Pennisetum setaceum); and (3) Dryland Forest found on 
the ‘a‘a lava flow.  Only the latter is classified as a native plant community.  No wetlands or any 
other type of sensitive vegetation is present. 

Fifty-three plant species were recorded from the study site (Table 2).  Of these, 18 are native 
species—11 indigenous species and 7 endemic species (Table 1).  None of these are federally 
listed as “threatened” or “endangered.”  Although several federally listed endangered plant 
species have been found in the general area, none were found at the study site during the present 
survey.  The database map (Fig. 2) shows a nearby record of the federally listed endangered tree 
uhiuhi (Caesalpinia kavaiensis), but this is out of the study area and is believed to have 
disappeared from the area.  There is also a zone of hala pepe (unlabeled, but light gray in color) 
shown to the east of the study site, but no individuals of this endangered species were seen 
during the present survey, as the whole population is found only at higher elevations.  Three 
other federally listed threatened or endangered species have been recorded from the general area, 
as shown in Fig. 2: ‘aiea (Nothocestrum breviflorum), ma‘oloa (Neraudia ovata), and Cyperus 
faueri.  None of these have been seen in recent years, and it is believed that all three have been 
extirpated from the remnant dryland forest (R. David, pers. comm.).  The large pink area shown 
in Fig. 2 is the “polygon” of the endemic Bidens micrantha var. ctenophylla.  This species was 
never listed as threatened or endangered and thus has no official protected status.  In any case, it 
is not uncommon in this area northeast of Kailua-Kona.   
 

CONCLUSIONS 
 

Two botanical factors can complicate proposed construction in Hawai‘i.  One is the 
presence of sensitive types of vegetation, the other is the presence of threatened or endangered 
plants.  Although threatened or endangered species were previously found in the Kaloko dryland 
forest, none were found during the present study in the proposed road corridor, or during earlier 
ones (Whistler 2006, 2007, 2008) in the vicinity.  However, a sensitive type of vegetation is 
found in the study area, dryland forest.  The road, as proposed, would pass through this dryland 
forest.  The USFWS has taken an interest in this forest, and they have implied (USFWS n.d.) to 
previous owners of the large parcel of land on which the dryland forest occurs that any 
development would not be approved if the owners did not protect this forest.  It is not clear if the 
USFWS would object to putting a road through the dryland forest, an action that would 
effectively fragment the forest into two parts.  But moving the road corridor west and down into 
the drier, more sparely vegetated portion, as this rerouting of the corridor has done, should help 
in the approval of this route.  Consultations with the USFWS will be necessary.   
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APPENDIX.  Table 2. Plant Species found at the study site 
 

The following is a checklist of the vascular plants inventoried during the field study on the 
route of the proposed Ane Keohokalole Highway from Kealakehe Parkway to Hina Lani Street.  
The plants are divided into three groups: Ferns (including fern allies), Monocots, and Dicots.  
Within these groups, the species are presented taxonomically by family, with each family and 
each species in the family in alphabetical order.  The taxonomy and nomenclature of the ferns 
follow Palmer 2003 and the flowering plants (Monocots and Dicots) follow Wagner et al. 
(1999).  In most cases, common English and/or Hawaiian names listed here have been taken 
from St. John (1973) or Porter (1972).   
 
For each species, the following information is provided: 
 
1. Scientific name with author citation. 
2. Common English and/or Hawaiian name, when known. 
3. Biogeographic status.  The following symbols are used. 

E = endemic (found only in Hawai‘i). 
I = indigenous (native to Hawai‘i as well as other geographic areas). 
P = Polynesian introduction (introduced to Hawai‘i by Polynesians before the advent of the 

  Europeans). 
X = Introduced or alien (not native, introduced to Hawai‘i, either accidentally or  

intentionally, after the advent of the Europeans). 
4. Relative frequency (abundant, common, locally common, occasional, uncommon). 
 
--------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------
- 
Species         Common Names      Status  Abundance 
--------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------
- 

FERNS AND FERN ALLIES 
 NEPHROLEPIDACEAE (Sword Fern Family) 
Nephrolepis multiflora (Roxb.)    hairy swordfern   X  locally common 

Jarret ex Morton 
 PSILOTACEAE (Psilotum Family) 
Psilotum nudum L.      moa       I  uncommon 
 

MONOCOTS 
POACEAE (Grass Family) 

Cenchrus ciliaris L.      buffel grass    X  uncommon 
Chloris barbata (L.) Sw.     swollen fingergrass  X  uncommon 
Eragrostis tenella (L.) P. Beauv.  

ex Roem. & Schult.     love grass    X  uncommon 
Eleusine indica (L.) Gaertn.    goose grass    X  uncommon 
Panicum maximum Jacq.     Guinea grass    X  uncommon 
Pennisetum setaceum (Forssk.) Chiov.  fountain grass   X  abundant 
Rhynchelytrum repens (Willd.) C.E. Hubb. Natal redtop    X  occasional 
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--------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------
- 
Species         Common Names      Status  Abundance 
--------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------

-DICOTS 
 AMARANTHACEAE (Amaranth Family) 
Amaranthus spinosus L.     spiny amaranth   X  uncommon 

ANACARDIACEAE (Mango Family) 
Schinus terebinthifolius Raddi    Christmas berry   X  common 

ARALIACEAE (Panax Family) 
Reynoldsia sandwicensis A. Gray   ‘ohe      E  occasional 

ASTERACEAE (Sunflower Family) 
Bidens micrantha Gaud. subsp. ctenophylla 

 (Sherff) Nagatga & Ganders   ----------     E  occasional 
Emilia sonchifolia (L.) DC.    pualele, emilia   X 
Pluchea carolinensis (Jacq.) G. Don  pluchea     X  occasional 
Tridax procumbens L.      coat buttons    X  occasional 
 CAPPARACEAE (Caper Family) 
Capparis sandwichiana DC    pua pilo     E  occasional 
Cleome gynandra L.      African spider flower  X 

CONVOLVULACEAE (Morning-Glory Family) 
Ipomoea indica (J. Burm.) Merr.   koali-‘awa     I  occasional 
Ipomoea obscura (L.) Ker-Gawl.   bindweed    X 

CRASSULACEAE (Stonecrop Family) 
Kalanchoë pinnata (Lam.) Pers.   air plant     X  common 

CUCURBITACEAE (Gourd Family) 
Coccinea grandis (L.) Voigt    ivy gourd    X 
 EBENACEAE (Ebony Family) 
Diospyros sandwicensis (A. DC.) Fosb.  lama     E  uncommon 

EUPHORBIACEAE (Spurge Family) 
Chamaesyce hirta (L.) Millsp.    garden spurge   X  occasional 
Chamaesyce hypericifolia (L.) Millsp.  graceful spurge   X  uncommon 
Chamaesyce hyssopifolia (L.) Small  ----------     X  uncommon 
 FABACEAE (Pea Family) 
Acacia farnesiana (L.) Willd.    klu      X  occasional 
Chamaecrista nictitans (L.) Moench  partridge pea, lau-ki  X  uncommon 
Desmodium tortuosum (Sw.) DC.   Florida beggarweed  X  locally common 
Indigofera suffruticosa Mill.    indigo, ‘iniko   X  occasional 
Leucaena leucocephala (Lam.) de Wit  koa haole    X  abundant 
Prosopis pallida (Humb. & Bonpl.ex  kiawe, mesquite   X  occasional 

Willd.) Kunth 
Senna occidentalis (L.) Link    coffee senna    X  occasional 
Sophora chrysophylla (Salisb.) Seem.  mamane     E  occasional 

LAMIACEAE (Mint Family) 
Leonotis nepetifolia (L.) R. Br.    orange lion’s-ear   X  uncommon 
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Plectranthus parviflorus Willd.   spurflower     I  uncommon 
--------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------
- 
Species         Common Names      Status  Abundance 
--------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------
- 

MALVACEAE (Mallow Family) 
Sida fallax Walp.       ‘ilima      I  occasional 
Sida rhombifolia L.      Cuba jute    X  uncommon 
Sida spinosa L.       prickly sida    X  uncommon 
 MENISPERMACEAE (Moonseed Family) 
Cocculus trilobus (Thunb.) DC.   huehue      I  locally common 
 MYOPORACEAE (False-sandalwood Family) 
Myoporum sandwicense A. Gray   naio, false sandalwood  I  occasional 

MYRTACEAE (Myrtle Family) 
Metrosideros polymorpha Gaud.   ‘ohi‘a lehua    E  occasional 
 PAPAVERACEAE (Poppy Family)  
Argemone glauca (Nutt. ex Prain) Pope  pua kala     E  uncommon 

PASSIFLORACEAE (Passionflower Family) 
Passiflora foetida L.      love-in-a-mist   X  uncommon 

PIPERACAEAE (Pepper Family)  
Peperomia leptostachya Hooker & Arnott ‘ala‘ala-wai-nui    I  uncommon 

PLUMBAGINACEAE (Leadwort Family) 
Plumbago zeylanica L.     ‘ilie‘e      I  locally common 

PORTULACACEAE (Purslane Family) 
Portulaca pilosa L.      ‘ihi      X  occasional 
Talinum triangulare (Jacq.) Willd.   talinum     X  common 

RUBIACEAE (Coffee Family)  
Morinda citrifolia L.      Indian mulberry, noni  P  uncommon 
Psydrax odoratum (Forst. f.) 

A. C. Sm. & S. Darwin    alahe‘e      I  occasional 
SAPINDACEAE (Soapberry Family) 

Dodonaea viscosa Jacq.     ‘a‘ali‘i      I  occasional 
 STERCULIACEAE (Cacao Family) 
Waltheria indica L.      ‘uhaloa      I  common 

VERBENACEAE (Verbena Family) 
Lantana camara L.      lantana     X  occasional 
--------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------
-- 
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Fig. 3. Managed Land Vegetation on the south end of the proposed road. 
 

 
 

Fig. 4. Koa Haole Scrub dominated by koa haole. 
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Fig. 5. Koa Haole Scrub dominated by fountain grass with only scattered koa haole. 
 

 
 

Fig. 6. Koa Haole Scrub with a ground cover dominated by air plant. 
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Fig. 7. Heavily grazed Koa Haole Scrub. 

 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

Fig. 8. Dryland Forest with scattered trees on the ‘a‘a lava flow. 
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Kaloko Dryland Forest Boundary Report 
 

The study site comprises the western portion of what is referred to as the Kaloko dryland 
forest, located in the North Kona District of the Big Island, north of Kona town and mauka of 
Ka‘ahumanu Highway and the Kaloko Light Industrial Subdivision (which includes Costco).  A 
recent botanical study (Whistler 2006) was carried out on a large property that includes this 
forest.  Hawaiian dryland forest is classified as a sensitive type of vegetation, since nearly all of 
it has been cleared for development, grazing land, and agriculture over the last thousand years.  It 
has survived in this particular part of North Kona because it occurs on a very rough a’a lava flow 
that is unsuitable for agriculture.  The rough surface is also a deterrent to cattle, goats, and pigs, 
thus protecting the vulnerable native plants from being destroyed by grazing.  The rough surface 
is also unsuitable to establishment of fountain grass.  This prevents the fires that periodically 
sweep through the fountain grass areas from going into the sparsely vegetated a’a, saving the 
otherwise unprotected trees.   

This remnant forest is also important since it includes four federally listed endangered plant 
species.  One of these, halapepe (Pleomele hawaiiensis), was recorded in the dryland during the 
2006 survey.  Twenty-four individuals were recorded then, but all of these are located east 
(upslope) from the present study site.  Kaloko represents one of only two known populations of 
halapepe that are successfully regenerating.  The other three endangered species, ‘aiea 
(Nothocestrum breviflorum), ma‘oloa (Neraudia ovata), and Cyperus fauriei (no common name) 
were not found during the 2006 survey, and all are thought to have disappeared from this 
remnant forest.  These latter three were last recorded near the midline of the original route for the 
proposed Ane Keohokaole Highway.  Another species that is a candidate for federal listing as 
threatened or endangered is ko‘oko‘olau (Bidens micrantha ssp. ctenophylla).  This is fairly 
frequent at the present study site; it has no official status and is not uncommon in this area of 
North Kona District.   

The dryland forest at the site is an open, relatively intact native forest.  The most common 
trees are the native species ‘ohi‘a lehua (Metrosideros polymorpha), lama (Diospyros 
sandwicensis), ‘alahe‘e (Psydrax odoratum), pua pilo (Capparis sandwichiana), and mamane 
(Sophora chrysophylla).  The native trees or shrubs ‘ohe (Reynoldsia sandwicensis), naio 
(Myoporum sandwicensis), and ‘a‘ali‘i (Dodonaea viscosa) are also present, but are less 
common than the first mentioned species.  The only alien tree species noted in this open forest 
were the Polynesian introduction noni (Morinda citrifolia), Christmas berry (Schinus 
terebinthifolius), and koa haole (Leucaena leucocephala).   



The southern boundary of this forest has recently been bulldozed in quarry activities, and 
fountain grass is spreading in the newly created disturbed habitat.  The ground cover in the 
dryland forest is very sparse, due to the inhospitable growing conditions.  The most common 
species in this category are Lantana camara (lantana), the native vines huehue (Cocculus 
trilobus) and kowali-‘awa (Ipomoea indica), fountain grass (Pennisetum setaceum), and hairy 
swordfern (Nephrolepis multiflorum).   
 Because of the sensitive nature of this forest, the proposed Ane Keohokaole Highway that 
was planned to pass through it may have to be rerouted west of the originally selected route.  
Thus there was a need to determine just what the boundaries of this forest are.  Using a hand held 
Magellan GPS, the Principal Investigator walked along the midline of the original proposed route 
from Hina Lani Road to the southern edge of the lava flow, and then followed the edge west and 
northwest until he arrived back at Hina Lani Road.  Along the route, 48 waypoints were marked 
on the GPS and also recorded manually in a field book.  This data is shown in Table 1.   

Some problems developed during the delineation, however.  In the upper portion of the lava 
flow, the boundary between the disturbed vegetation and the dryland forest can easily be 
distinguished since it corresponds to the edge of the lava flow.  In other words, the boundary of 
the a’a lava flow is the same as the boundary of the dryland forest.  However, because rainfall in 
the Kaloko area follows a gradient downslope, and the upper portion of the dryland forest 
receives much more rain than the lower portion.  The effect of this is a gradual disappearance of 
the dryland forest going down the flow that apparently extends beyond the Queen Ka‘ahumanu 
Highway.  Consequently it is problematical as to where the forest disappears, as disappear it does 
when trees can no longer grow in the dry lowlands.   

Consequently, there is no hard and fast line that can be called the western (lower) boundary 
of the dryland forest.  Because a boundary line needs to be drawn, a decision has to be made as 
to where the forest ends, but different biologists would make different decisions as to where this 
hypothetical line is.  From a botanical point of view, I believe a logical solution is to make the 
western boundary the unpaved road that leads from Hina Lani Highway just west of the water 
tank across the nearly barren a’a flow to a construction (rock crushing?) site.  West of this road 
only scattered trees occur, about half of them alien species and half native species. 

A good case could also be made to move the boundary upslope a distance, but doing this is 
arbitrary.  Either position is arbitrary.  Moving the road upslope from the unpaved road may be 
necessary for the construction of the road; moving the line west (downslope) from the original 
proposed route removes is a reasonable alternative, and most of the forest from that line to the 
unpaved road is very thin forest indeed.  This compromise line (the new proposed route) is 750 
to 1000 ft from the last reported site for the three endangered species noted above (all of which 
are thought to have disappeared from the area anyway).  The area west of (downslope) this 
second proposed route (as shown in Fig. 1) is unlikely to contain any threatened or endangered 
species, but new botanical and archeological surveys will probably need to be done since it is a 
new route.   
 
 
 
 
 

Art Whistler 
Isle Botanica 
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Table 1. Kaloko Dryland Forest Western Boundary Coordinates.   
 
1.  04814134 E 2179865 N 25. 04813952 E 2179296 N 
2.  04814222 E 2179761 N 26. 04813941 E 2179303 N 
3.  04814312 E 2179605 N 27. 04813991 E 2179366 N 
4.  04814362 E 2179524 N 28. 04813980 E 2179402 N 
5.  04814304 E 2179492 N 29. 04813971 E 2179414 N 
6.  04814276 E 2179479 N 30. 04813947 E 2179428 N 
7.  04814235 E 2179484 N 31. 04813911 E 2179444 N 
8.  04814218 E 2179463 N 32. 04813897 E 2179470 N 
9.  04814193 E 2179450 N 33. 04813862 E 2179521 N 
10. 04814162 E 2179420 N 34. 04813851 E 2179549 N 
11. 04814158 E 2179350 N 35. 04813873 E 2179608 N 
12. 04814149 E 2179320 N 36. 04813835 E 2179620 N 
13. 04814117 E 2179311 N 37. 04813787 E 2179634 N 
14. 04814102 E 2179337 N 38. 04813774 E 2179688 N 
15. 04814094 E 2179305 N 39. 04813725 E 2179695 N 
16. 04814090 E 2179288 N 40. 04813651 E 2179678 N 
17. 04814067 E 2179265 N 41. 04813607 E 2179674 N 
18. 04814041 E 2179236 N 42. 04813570 E 2179653 N 
19. 04814010 E 2179210 N 43. 04813555 E 2179679 N 
20. 04813995 E 2179223 N 44. 04813530 E 2179691 N 
21. 04813987 E 2179254 N 45. 04813519 E 2179705 N 
22. 04814004 E 2179274 N 46. 04813471 E 2179676 N 
23. 04813998 E 2179284 N 47. 04813414 E 2179690 N 
24. 04813981 E 2179306 N 48. 04813614 E 2179849 N 
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Fig. 1. Map showing the old proposed route (top route) and the new proposed route (lower 
route.  The dotted line shows the approximate boundary of the dryland forest. 
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Introduction 
 
The County of Hawai‘i, Department of Public Works is proposing to build an approximately 
5,000-meter (3-mile) long highway that would connect the mauka terminus of Henry Street to 
Hina Lani Drive. The project is located in Kailua, Kona, Island of Hawai‘i. This report 
summarizes the findings of two avian and mammalian surveys conducted along the proposed 
roadway right-of-way. The first survey was conducted in October 2007, and encompassed the 
entire length of the original conceptual alignment from of Henry Street to Hina Lani Drive 
(Figure 1). During the course of the archeological and cultural surveys several archeological sites 
were described within and close to a portion of the proposed roadway alignment. A revised 
roadway alignment was then proposed to avoid these features (Figure 2). The second set of faunal 
surveys was conducted of this revised portion of the alignment in October 2008; the results of 
both surveys are presented in this revised report. 
 
The primary purpose of the surveys was to determine if there were any avian or mammalian 
species currently listed as endangered, threatened, or proposed for listing under either the federal 
or the State of Hawai‘i’s endangered species programs on, or within in the immediate vicinity of 
the proposed roadway corridor. Federal and State of Hawai‘i listed species status follows species 
identified in the following referenced documents (Division of Land and Natural Resources 
(DLNR) 1998, Federal Register 2005, U. S. Fish & Wildlife Service (USFWS) 2005, 2008). 
Fieldwork for the first set of surveys was conducted between October 6, and 8, 2007, and on 
October 25, 2008 for the revised portion of the alignment. 
 
Avian phylogenetic order and nomenclature follows The American Ornithologists’ Union Check-
list of North American Birds 7th Edition (American Ornithologists’ Union 1998), and the 42nd 

through the 49th supplements to Check-list of North American Birds (American Ornithologists’ 
Union 2000; Banks et al. 2002, 2003, 2004, 2005, 2006, 2007, 2008). Mammal scientific names 
follow Mammals in Hawaii  (Tomich 1986). Higher native and naturalized plant names follow 
Manual of the Flowering Plants of Hawai‘i (Wagner et al. and Wagner and Herbst, 1990, 1999). 
Place names follow Place Names of Hawaii (Pukui et al. 1974). 
 
Hawaiian and scientific names are italicized in the text. A glossary of technical terms and 
acronyms used in the document, which may be unfamiliar to the reader, are included at the end of 
the narrative text on Page 14. 
 
General Site Description 
 
The roughly 5000-meter long right-of-way would connect the mauka terminus of Henry Street, at 
approximately 85-meter (278-feet) above sea level (ASL), to Hina Lani Drive at approximately 
130-meter (430-foot) ASL. An approximately 500-meter (1,640-feet) section of the Ane 
Keohokalole Highway has already been constructed on Department of Hawaiian Homes Land 
directly below the Kalekehe High School. The new road would connect the existing portion of the 
highway to Henry Street to the south and Hina Lani Drive to the north. The highway will traverse 
the Ke holu, Kalakehe Homesteads, Hon kohau and Kaloko Ahupua‘as, in the North Kona 
District, Island of Hawai‘i (Figures 1 & 2).  
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Figure 1- Original Study Corridor 
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Figure 2 – Revised Northern Leg alignment 
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The project area consists of several ‘a‘  flows disgorged from Mount Hual lai between 5,000 and 
10,000 years ago. These older flows have in turn been partially covered by a mix of newer 
weathered broken p hoehoe, and ‘a‘  flows deposited some 3,000 to 5,000 years ago, these in 
turn have been partially covered with newer flows laid down between 1,500 and 3,000 years ago 
(Wolfe and Morris 1996, USGS 1996).  
 
The terrain is extremely rugged, and difficult to traverse on foot. As previously mentioned there 
is an existing paved section of the Highway directly below Kealakehe High School (Figure 3). 
Additionally, an approximately 300-meter section of right-of-way immediately north of the end 
of the paved section of the highway has been rough graded in the recent past (Figure 4). 
 
The bulk of the right-of-way is dominated by alien vegetation. This dominant vegetation can be 
best characterized as a Fountain Grass/ Koa Haole Grassland subtype of a Lowland Dry 
Grassland Community as described by Gagne and Cuddihy (1990) (Figure 5). The vegetation 
present on the oldest ‘a‘  flows not covered by newer flows located close to the northern terminus 
of the right-of-way along Hina Lani Drive still supports numerous native plants including several 
that are uncommon, or have limited distributions (Figure 6). 
 
 

 
 

Figure 3 – Existing Section of the Keohokalole Highway, directly below the Kealakehe H.S. 
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Figure 4 - Rough graded section of the right-of-way on Mclean Honokohau Properties 

 

 
Figure 5 - Typical Fountain Grass/ Koa Haole Grasslands 
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Figure 6 – Native Vegetation on northern ‘a‘  flow, ‘ohe makai (Reynoldsia sandwicensis) in 

the foreground 
 
Avian Survey Methods 
 
During the course of the first survey 15-avian count stations were sited at approximately 300-
meter intervals along the length of the right-of-way. Another 6 count stations were sited and 
counted during the second survey along the revised northern alignment. One six-minute point 
count was conducted at each station.  Field observations were made using Leitz 10 X 42 
binoculars. and by listening for vocalizations. Counts took place between 06:30 a.m. and 10:30 
a.m., the peak of daily bird activity. In an attempt to detect nocturnally flying seabirds over-flying 
the project area. An additional two hours were spent within the project area on the evenings of 
October 7, and 8, 2007, and on the morning of October 7, and 8, 2007, and again on the evening 
of October 25, 2008 and the morning of October 26, 2008. Time not spent counting was used to 
search the study site for species and habitats that were not detected during count sessions. 
 
Avian Survey Results 
 
During the course of the first survey a total of 333 individual birds of 18 different species, 
representing 12 separate families were recorded during station counts. During the course of the 
second survey a total of 147 individual birds of 15 different species, representing 11 separate 
families were recorded during station counts (Table 1). One of the species recorded, Pacific 
Golden-Plover (Pluvialis fulva) is an indigenous migratory shorebird species that nests in the high 
Arctic, returning to Hawaii and the Tropical Pacific to spend the fall and winter months each 
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year. Plover were recorded in low numbers on both surveys. The remaining 17 species detected 
are considered to be alien to the Hawaiian Islands. (Table 1). 
 
No avian species currently listed as endangered, threatened, or proposed for listing under either 
the federal or the State of Hawai‘i’s endangered species programs were detected during the 
course of either of these surveys. 
 
Avian diversity and densities were relatively low, though in keeping with the xeric nature of the 
habitat present on the site. Results of both surveys were very similar as can be seen in the results 
depicted in Table 1. During the course of the first survey three species, Common Myna 
(Acridotheres tristis), House Finch (Carpodacus mexicanus), and Zebra Dove (Geopilia striata), 
accounted for slightly more than 48% of the total number of individual birds recorded. During the 
second survey Common Myna, House Finch and Japanese White-eye (Zosterops japonicus), 
accounted for slightly less than 56% of the total number of birds recorded. Common Mynas were 
the most frequently recorded species during both surveys, accounting for slightly less than 22% 
of the total number of individual birds recorded during the first survey and slightly more than 
27% during the second survey.  
 

Table 1 
 

Avian Species Detected Within the Keohokalole Highway Right-of-Way 
 

Common Name Scientific Name ST RA-1 RA-2 
     

 GALLIFORMES    

 PHASIANIDAE - Pheasants & Partridges     

 Phasianinae - Pheasants & Allies     
Gray Francolin  Francolinus pondicerianus  A 0.13 0.50 
Black Francolin  Francolinus francolinus  A 0.07 0.17 
     

 CHARADRIIFORMES    

 CHARADRIIDAE - Lapwings & Plovers    

 Charadriinae - Plovers    

Pacific Golden-Plover Pluvialis fulva  IM 0.27 0.33 
     

 COLUMBIFORMES    

 COLUMBIDAE - Pigeons & Doves    

Spotted Dove  Streptopelia chinensis A 0.40 0.50 
Zebra Dove  Geopelia striata  A 2.20 2.83 
     

 PSITTACIFORMES    

 
PSITTACIDAE - Lories Parakeets, Macaws & 

Parrots   

 

 Arinae - New World Parakeets, Macaws & Parrots    
Mitred Parakeet Aratinga mitrata A 0.27 1.00 
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Table 1 continued      

Common Name Scientific Name ST RA RA-2 
 PASSERIFORMES    
 ZOSTEROPIDAE - White-eyes    

Japanese White-eye  Zosterops japonicus  A 3.31 3.83 
 MIMIDAE - Mockingbirds & Thrashers    

Northern Mockingbird Mimus polyglottos  A 0.20 0.50 
 STURNIDAE - Starlings    

Common Myna  Acridotheres tristis  A 4.87 6.67 
 EMBERIZIDAE - Emberizids    

Saffron Finch Sicalis flaveola  A 0.93 - 
Yellow-billed Cardinal  Paroaria capitata  A 0.47 0.33 
 CARDINALIDAE - Cardinals Saltators & Allies     

Northern Cardinal Cardinalis cardinalis  A 0.47 0.33 

 
FRINGILLIDAE - Fringilline and Carduleline 

Finches & Allies   

 

 Carduelinae - Carduline Finches    

House Finch Carpodacus mexicanus  A 3.60 3.17 
Yellow-fronted Canary  Serinus mozambicus  A 0.93 1.67 
 PASSERIDAE - Old World Sparrows    

House Sparrow  Passer domesticus  A 1.00 - 
 ESTRILDIDAE - Estrildid Finches    

 Estrildinae - Estrildine Finches    

African Silverbill  Lonchura cantans  A 2.13 1.67 
Nutmeg Mannikin  Lonchura punctulata  A 0.20 - 
Java Sparrow  Padda oryzivora  A 0.93 1.00 

 
KEY TO TABLE 1  

ST Status 

A Alien – Introduced to the Hawaiian Islands by humans 

IM Indigenous Migratory Species 

RA-1 Relative Abundance –  First Survey - Number of birds detected divided by the number of count stations (15) 

RA-2 Relative Abundance –Second Survey - Number of birds detected divided by the number of count stations (6) 

 
 
Mammalian Survey Methods 
 
All observations of mammalian species were of an incidental nature. With the exception of the 
endangered Hawaiian hoary bat (Lasiurus cinereus semotus), or ‘ pe‘ape‘a as it is known locally, 
all terrestrial mammals currently found on the Island of Hawai‘i are alien species, and most are 
ubiquitous. The survey of mammals was limited to visual and auditory detection, coupled with 
visual observation of scat, tracks, and other animal sign.  A running tally was kept of all 
vertebrate species observed and heard within the study area. Visual and electronic scans, using a 
Broadband AnaBat II® ultrasonic bat detector, were made for bats during crepuscular periods on 
the evening of October 7, and 8, 2007, and on the evening of October 25, 2008. 
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Mammalian Survey Results  
 
No mammalian species were seen, during the course of either of these surveys. The skeletal 
remains of a feral sheep (Ovis aries) was encountered, as was scat, and sign of small Indian 
mongoose (Herpestes a. auropunctatus), cat (Felis catus), goat (Capra h. hircus), and dog (Canis 
f. familiaris). Additionally dogs were heard barking from areas west of the proposed right-of-way 
throughout the time we spent in the field. Hawai‘i‘s sole endemic terrestrial mammalian species, 
the endangered Hawaiian hoary bat, was not detected during the course of either of these surveys. 
All of the alien mammalian species recorded during these surveys are deleterious to avian and 
floristic components of the remaining native ecosystems present on the Island. 
 
Discussion 
 Avian Resources 
 
Avian diversity and densities detected during the course of these two surveys were in keeping 
with the results of at least two previous surveys conducted on a portion of this site (David 1995, 
2006a), and with several other surveys conducted on lands immediately adjacent to it (David 
2000a, 2000c, 2004c) and with several other surveys conducted on various parcels of land, with 
like habitat, in the lowland areas in the North Kona District within the recent past (David 2000b, 
2000d, 2001, 2003, 2004a 2004b, 2005b, 2005c, 2006b, 2006c).  
 
All but one of the 18-avian species detected during the course of these surveys are considered to 
be alien to the Hawaiian Islands. The lone native species detected, Pacific Golden-Plover is a 
common indigenous migratory shorebird species, seen throughout the state between July and late 
April each year. Avian diversity and densities were low, as is to be expected given the fountain 
grass dominated xeric habitat present on the site and the surrounding property.  
 
Although not detected during this survey it is possible that small numbers of the endangered 
endemic Hawaiian Petrel (Pterodroma sandwichensis), or ua‘u, and the threatened Newell’s 
Shearwater (Puffinus auricularis newelli), or ‘a‘o, over-fly the project area between the months 
of May and November (Banko 1980a, 1980b, Day et al. 2003a, Harrison 1990).  
 
Hawaiian Petrels were formerly common on the Island of Hawai‘i (Wilson and Evans 1890–
1899). This pelagic seabird reportedly nested in large numbers on the slopes of Mauna Loa and in 
the saddle area between Mauna Loa and Mauna Kea (Henshaw 1902), as well as at the mid to 
high elevations of Mount Hual lai. It has, within recent historic times, been reduced to relict 
breeding colonies located at high elevations on Mauna Loa and, possibly, Mount Hual lai (Banko 
1980a, Banko et al. 2001, Cooper and David 1995, Cooper et al. 1995, Day et al. 2003, Harrison 
1990, Hue et al. 2001, Simons and Hodges 1998).  
 
Newell’s Shearwaters were formerly common on the Island of Hawai‘i (Wilson and Evans 1890–
1899). This species breeds on Kaua‘i, Hawai‘i and Moloka‘i in extremely small numbers. 
Newell’s Shearwater populations have dropped precipitously since the 1880s (Banko 1980b, Day 
et al., 2003b). This pelagic species nests high in the mountains in burrows excavated under thick 
vegetation, especially uluhe (Dicranopteris linearis) fern.  
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The primary cause of mortality in both Hawaiian Petrels and Newell’s Shearwaters is thought to 
be predation by alien mammalian species at the nesting colonies (U.S. Fish & Wildlife Service 
1983, Simons and Hodges 1998, Ainley et al. 2001). Collision with man-made structures is 
considered to be the second most significant cause of mortality of these seabird species in 
Hawai‘i. Nocturnally flying seabirds, especially fledglings on their way to sea in the summer and 
fall, can become disoriented by exterior lighting. When disoriented, seabirds often collide with 
manmade structures, and if they are not killed outright, the dazed or injured birds are easy targets 
of opportunity for feral mammals (Hadley 1961, Telfer 1979, Sincock 1981, Reed et al. 1985, 
Telfer et al. 1987, Cooper and Day 1998, Podolsky et al. 1998, Ainley et al. 2001). There is no 
suitable nesting habitat within or close to the proposed project site for either of these pelagic 
seabird species. 
 
Mammalian Resources 
 
The findings of the two mammalian surveys are consistent with the results of at least two 
previous surveys conducted on a portion of this site (David 1995, 2006a), and with several other 
surveys conducted on lands immediately adjacent to it (David 2000a, 2000c, 2004c) and with 
several other surveys conducted on various parcels of land, with like habitat, in the lowland areas 
in the North Kona District within the recent past (David 2000b, 2000d, 2001, 2003, 2004a 2004b, 
2005b, 2005c, 2006b, 2006c).  
 
Although, no Hawaiian hoary bats was detected during the course of either of these surveys, it is 
probable that bats do occasionally use resources within the general project area. Hawaiian hoary 
bats are regularly seen mauka of the right-of-way. They have also been recorded makai of the 
project site within the Kaloko-Honok hau National Historical Park and above the Honok hau 
Small Boat Harbor, and foraging for insects above the Kealakehe Waste Water Treatment Plant 
on a seasonal basis (Jacobs 1994, David 2006b, 2007). Unlike nocturnally flying seabirds, which 
often collide with man-made structures, bats are uniquely adapted to avoid collision with most 
obstacles, man-made or natural. They navigate and locate their prey primarily by using ultrasonic 
echolocation, which is sensitive enough to allow them to locate and capture small volant insects 
at night.  
 
Recent research on this species completed on the Island of Hawaii has shown that the species is 
present on a seasonal basis in almost all  areas on the Island where dense vegetation and tree 
cover is present. The research also indicates that the bat is a human commensal species often 
associated with tree farms and other agricultural efforts, they are also attracted to outdoor lighting 
which attract volant insects on which this species forages (Bonaccorso et al. 2004, 2007). 
 
Although none of the four established alien rodents know from the Island of Hawaii were 
detected during the course of either of these surveys it is probable that roof rat (Rattus r. rattus), 
Norway rat (Rattus norvegicus), Polynesian rat (Rattus exulans hawaiiensi), and European house 
mice (Mus musculus domesticus), use resources within the project right-of-way.  
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Potential Impacts to Protected Species 
 

Hawaiian Petrel and Newell’s Shearwater 
The principal potential impact that the development of the proposed Ane Keohokalole Highway 
poses to Hawaiian Petrels and Newell’s Shearwaters is the increased threat that birds will be 
downed after becoming disoriented by street lights that may be installed as part of the proposed 
action. 
 

Hawaiian Hoary Bat 
The principal potential impact that the development of the proposed Ane Keohokalole Highway 
poses to bats is during the clearing and grubbing phases of construction. The removal of dense 
vegetation on the southern portion of the right-of-way may temporarily displace individual bats.  
 
Conclusions 
 
The modification of the current habitat on either of the proposed alignments surveyed is not 
expected to result in significant impacts to any avian or mammalian species currently listed as 
threatened, endangered or proposed for listing under either the Federal, or State of Hawai‘i 
endangered species programs. Furthermore, the development of the road is not expected to have a 
significant deleterious impact on native faunal resources found within the North Kona District. 
 
Recommendations 
 

• To reduce the potential for interactions between nocturnally flying Hawaiian Petrels and 
Newell’s Shearwaters with external lights and man-made structures, it is recommended 
that any external lighting that may be required in conjunction with the proposed highway 
be shielded (Reed et al. 1985, Telfer et al. 1987). This mitigation would serve the dual 
purpose of minimizing the threat of disorientation and downing of Hawaiian Petrels and 
Newell’s Shearwaters, while at the same time complying with the Hawaii County Code § 
14 – 50 et seq. which requires the shielding of exterior lights so as to lower the ambient 
glare caused by unshielded lighting to the astronomical observatories located on Mauna 
Kea.  
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Glossary 
 
‘A‘Å – Clinker lava formed by slow moving lava flows. 
Alien - Introduced to Hawai‘i by humans. 
Ahupua‘a – Traditional Hawaiian land division, usually extending from the uplands to the sea. 
Commensal – Animals that share humans’ food and lodgings, such as rats and mice. 
Crepuscular – Twilight hours. 
Diurnal – Daytime 
Domesticated – Feral species, not considered established in the wild on the Island of Hawai‘i. 
Endangered – Listed and protected under the ESA as an endangered species. 
Endemic – Native and unique to the Hawaiian Islands. 
Indigenous - Native to the Hawaiian Islands, but also found elsewhere naturally. 
Muridae – Rodents, including rats, mice and voles, one of the most diverse families of mammals. 
Mauka – Upslope, towards the mountains 
Makai – Down-slope, towards the ocean. 
Nocturnal – Nighttime, after dark. 
P hoehoe – Sheet lava formed by relatively fast moving lava flows. 
Ruderal – Disturbed, rocky, rubbishy areas, such as old agricultural fields and rock piles 
Threatened - Listed and protected under the ESA as a threatened species. 
Volant – Flying, capable of flight - as in flying insect. 
Xeric – Extremely dry conditions or habitat. 
 
ASL – Above mean sea level. 
DLNR – Hawaii State Department of Land & Natural resources. 
ESA – Endangered species act of 1973, as amended. 
USFWS – U.S. Fish & Wildlife Service 
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Introduction 
 
The County of Hawai‘i, Department of Public Works is proposing to widen an approximately 
275-meter (900-foot) section of Palani Road from two lanes to five, the project will also include 
the construction of an additional mauka-bound lane on Palani Road onto the proposed Ane 
Keohokaloloe Highway. The Palani Road widening project encompasses approximately 2.1-acres 
of land, consisting of a 30-meter (100-foot) wide strip running along the south side of the existing 
road from the western edge of Henry Street to just mauka of the Kailua, Kona fire station (Figure 1).  
 
The primary purpose of the surveys reported on, in this document was to address concerns raised 
by the U.S. Fish & Wildlife Service (USFWS) in their Technical Assistance letter dated March 
13, 2009 – their reference number 2009-SL-0146. In that letter the USFWS raised concerns over 
the possible occurrence of endangered Hawaiian hoary bats (Lasiurus cinereus semotus), 
Hawaiian Hawk (Buteo solitarius), and one of the secondary hosts plants, tree tobacco (Nicotia 
glauca), that is occasionally used by the endangered Blackburn’s sphinx moth (Manduca 
blackburni). They also recommended that the project site and the surrounding area be surveyed 
for the presence of tree tobacco.  
 
In response to the USFWS concerns I conducted the following fieldwork on April 20 and 21, 
2009: 

• A search of the project site and adjoining lands for tree tobacco plants. 
• A reconnaissance level botanical survey of the same area. 
• An avian survey of the site. 
• A mammalian survey of the property. 
• An electronic and visual survey for bats. 

 
Avian phylogenetic order and nomenclature follows The American Ornithologists’ Union Check-
list of North American Birds 7th Edition (American Ornithologists’ Union 1998), and the 42nd 

through the 49th supplements to Check-list of North American Birds (American Ornithologists’ 
Union 2000; Banks et al. 2002, 2003, 2004, 2005, 2006, 2007, 2008). Mammal scientific names 
follow Mammals in Hawaii  (Tomich 1986). Higher native and naturalized plant names follow 
Manual of the Flowering Plants of Hawai‘i (Wagner et al. and Wagner and Herbst, 1990, 1999). 
Place names follow Place Names of Hawaii (Pukui et al. 1974). 
 
Hawaiian and scientific names are italicized in the text. A glossary of technical terms and 
acronyms used in the document, which may be unfamiliar to the reader, are included at the end of 
the narrative text on Page 13. 
 
General Site Description 
 
The roughly 275-meter (900-foot) section of Palani Road that the County is planning on widening  
runs from approximately 85-meter (278-feet) above sea level (ASL), at the intersection of Henry 
Street, and Palani Road, west to the fire station, located across the road from the intersection of 
Kamakaeha Street, and Palani Road, at approximately 57-meter (187-feet) ASL (figure 1). 
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The project site starts at the edge of the existing paving; there is a small verge, which in turn is 
separated from the site proper by a stone wall. Immediately east of the wall there is a Hawaii 
Electric Light Company electrical distribution pole line (Figure 2). The site itself is undeveloped, 
with very dense vegetation; many foot trails, and one large homeless campsite (Figure 3). Within 
the site there are a number of rock wall fragments, and numerous piles of rocks that appear to 
have been piled by humans.  
 
The vegetation present on the site is dominated almost to the exclusion of native species by alien 
species. The vegetation present can be best characterized as being a Guinea Grass/Koa Haole 
grassland (Figure 4).  
 
Tree Tobacco Survey 
 
I searched the entire site, and adjacent lands to the east of the proposed disturbance corridor, and 
found no tree tobacco plants. 
 
Botanical Reconnaissance Survey 
 
While scouring the site for tree tobacco I kept a running list of plants that were present on the site. 
As mentioned above, the site is covered with a dense growth of Guinea grass (Panicum 
maximum), which is interspersed with koa haole (Leucaena leucocephala), and kiawe (Prosopis 
pallida) (Figure 3 and 4). There is one large monkeypod (Samanea saman) tree just above the fire 
station. On the eastern third of the site there are several almost impenetrable stands of night-
blooming cereus (Hylocereus undatus). Along the edges of the project site, in areas where the site 
abuts Henry Street, Palani Road and a small unnamed partially paved road below Henry Street 
numerous ruderal species including fountain grass (Pennisetum setaceum), ‘uhaloa (Waltheria 
indica), swollen finguregrass (Chloris barbata), Natal redtop (Rhynchelytrum repens), castor 
bean (Ricinus communis), salt bush (Pluchea indica), Christmasberry (Schinus terebinthefolius), 
Bouganville (Bouganville sp.), and a very small number of ‘ilima (Sida fallax) are present. 
 
Avian Survey Methods 
 
Two avian point count stations were sited within the project site. An eight-minute point count was 
made at each station. Field observations were made using Leitz 10 X 42 binoculars, and by 
listening for vocalizations. Counts took place between 06:30 a.m. and 8:30 a.m., the peak of daily 
bird activity. Time not spent counting was used to search the study site for species and habitats 
that were not detected during count sessions. 
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Figure - 2 Project site on the right, looking west (mauka) along Palani Road 

 

Figure - 3 Homeless camp on the western edge of the project site 
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Figure - 4 Typical Guinea grass / Koa haole grassland habitat on the site 
 
 
Avian Survey Results 
 
A total of 57 individual birds of 15 different species, representing eight separate families were 
recorded during station counts (Table 1). Avian diversity and densities were in keeping with the 
habitat present on the site. Three species, Common Waxbill (Estrilda astrild), Lavendar Waxbill 
(Estrilda caerulescens), and Japanese White-eye (Zosterops japonicus), accounted for 39% of the  
total number of birds recorded. Common Waxbills were the most commonly recorded species, 
accounting for slightly more that 17.50% of the total number of birds recorded. All 15 species 
recorded are considered to be alien to the Hawaiian Islands.  
 
No avian species currently listed as endangered, threatened, or proposed for listing under either 
the federal or the State of Hawai‘i’s endangered species programs were detected during the 
course of this survey (Department of Land and Natural Resources (DLNR) 1998, Federal Register 
2005, U. S. Fish & Wildlife Service (USFWS) 2005, 2008). 
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Table 1 - Avian Species Detected Within the Palani Road Widening Project Site 

 
Common Name Scientific Name ST RA 

    
 GALLIFORMES   

 PHASIANIDAE - Pheasants & Partridges    

 Phasianinae - Pheasants & Allies    
Gray Francolin  Francolinus pondicerianus  A 2.00 

    

 COLUMBIFORMES   

 COLUMBIDAE - Pigeons & Doves   

Spotted Dove  Streptopelia chinensis A 2.00 

Zebra Dove  Geopelia striata  A 1.50 

    

 PASSERIFORMES   
 ZOSTEROPIDAE - White-eyes   

Japanese White-eye  Zosterops japonicus  A 2.50 

 STURNIDAE - Starlings   

Common Myna  Acridotheres tristis  A 0.50 

 EMBERIZIDAE - Emberizids   

Saffron Finch Sicalis flaveola  A 1.50 

Yellow-billed Cardinal  Paroaria capitata  A 1.00 

 CARDINALIDAE - Cardinals Saltators & Allies    

Northern Cardinal Cardinalis cardinalis  A 2.00 

 
FRINGILLIDAE - Fringilline and Carduleline Finches 

& Allies   

 Carduelinae - Carduline Finches   

House Finch Carpodacus mexicanus  A 1.00 

Yellow-fronted Canary  Serinus mozambicus  A 0.50 

 ESTRILDIDAE - Estrildid Finches   

 Estrildinae - Estrildine Finches   

Lavender Waxbill Estrilda caerulescens A 3.50 
Common Waxbill Estrilda astrild A 5.00 
African Silverbill  Lonchura cantans  A 1.50 
Nutmeg Mannikin  Lonchura punctulata  A 2.50 
Java Sparrow  Padda oryzivora  A 1.50 
    

 
KEY TO TABLE 1  

ST Status 

A Alien – Introduced to the Hawaiian Islands by humans 

RA Relative Abundance –Number of birds detected divided by the number of count stations (2) 
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Mammalian Survey Methods 
 
All observations of mammalian species were of an incidental nature. With the exception of the 
endangered Hawaiian hoary bat (Lasiurus cinereus semotus), or ‘ pe‘ape‘a as it is known locally, 
all terrestrial mammals currently found on the Island of Hawai‘i are alien species, and most are 
ubiquitous. The survey of mammals was limited to visual and auditory detection, coupled with 
visual observation of scat, tracks, and other animal sign.  A running tally was kept of all 
vertebrate species observed and heard within the study area. Visual and electronic scans, using a 
Broadband AnaBat II® ultrasonic bat detector, were made for bats during crepuscular periods on 
the evening of April 20, 2009 and in the morning of April 21, 2009. 
 
Mammalian Survey Results  
 
Two mammalian species, cat (Felis catus), and small Indian mongoose (Herpestes a. 
auropunctatus), were seen on the site. Additionally, several dogs (Canis f. familiaris), were heard 
barking from upslope of the project site. Hawai‘i‘s sole endemic terrestrial mammalian species, 
the endangered Hawaiian hoary bat, was not detected during the course of this survey.  
 
Discussion 
 Avian Resources 
 
Avian diversity and densities detected during the course of this survey were in keeping with the 
results of at least two previous surveys conducted on lands immediately to the west and north of 
this site (David 2003, 2008),  
 
All of the 15-avian species detected during the course of this survey are considered to be alien to 
the Hawaiian Islands (Table 1). That five species of estrildid finches were recorded during this 
brief survey is testament to the density of the Guinea grass on the property.  
 
One of the goals of this survey was to determine if there is any suitable foraging, roosting or 
nesting habitat present on the project site to support endangered Hawaiian Hawks. The Hawaiian 
Hawk is the only extant falconiforme in Hawai‘i. It is currently endemic to the Island of Hawai‘i. 
Sub-fossil remains indicate that it was also formerly found on Moloka‘i and Kaua‘i (Olson & 
James 1997). Several incidental unconfirmed sightings of this species exist from Kaua‘i (Dole 
1879, Beaglehole, 1967) and Maui (Banko 1980c). This species was first mentioned in the 
western literature by Cook and King in 1784 and was scientifically described by Peale in 1848 
from a specimen collected in “Kealakekua” (Medway 1981, Peale 1848).  
 
Current population estimates based on John Klavitter’s research extrapolates that there are 
currently 1,457 Hawaiian Hawks that, in his estimation, is equal to or higher than what was 
present in pre-contact times (Klavitter 2000). The Hawaiian Hawk breeding season starts in late 
March, chicks hatch in May, and begin fledge in July (Griffin et al. 1998). Although hawks use 
resources in most forest habitats they usually pick ‘ hi‘a trees (Metrosideros polymorpha) in 
which to nest. Of 112 nests found during the 1998 and 1999 nesting seasons, 82% of the nests 
were located in ‘ hi‘a  trees (Klavitter 2000).  
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No hawks were detected, and the habitat present is not typical of the habitat that hawks usually 
use on the Island. The dense vegetation does not provide the “edge effect” that this species 
prefers to hunt over, and the trees present are small and fairly open, making them not typical of 
the sorts of trees that Hawaiian Hawks usually nest in. 
 
Although not detected during this survey it is possible that small numbers of the endangered 
endemic Hawaiian Petrel (Pterodroma sandwichensis), or ua‘u, and the threatened Newell’s 
Shearwater (Puffinus auricularis newelli), or ‘a‘o, over-fly the project area between the months 
of May and November (Banko 1980a, 1980b, Day et al. 2003a, Harrison 1990).  
 
Hawaiian Petrels were formerly common on the Island of Hawai‘i (Wilson and Evans 1890–
1899). This pelagic seabird reportedly nested in large numbers on the slopes of Mauna Loa and in 
the saddle area between Mauna Loa and Mauna Kea (Henshaw 1902), as well as at the mid to 
high elevations of Mount Hual lai. It has, within recent historic times, been reduced to relict 
breeding colonies located at high elevations on Mauna Loa and, possibly, Mount Hual lai (Banko 
1980a, Banko et al. 2001, Cooper and David 1995, Cooper et al. 1995, Day et al. 2003, Harrison 
1990, Hue et al. 2001, Simons and Hodges 1998).  
 
Newell’s Shearwaters were formerly common on the Island of Hawai‘i (Wilson and Evans 1890–
1899). This species breeds on Kaua‘i, Hawai‘i and Moloka‘i in extremely small numbers. 
Newell’s Shearwater populations have dropped precipitously since the 1880s (Banko 1980b, Day 
et al., 2003b). This pelagic species nests high in the mountains in burrows excavated under thick 
vegetation, especially uluhe (Dicranopteris linearis) fern.  
 
The primary cause of mortality in both Hawaiian Petrels and Newell’s Shearwaters is thought to 
be predation by alien mammalian species at the nesting colonies (USFWS 1983, Simons and 
Hodges 1998, Ainley et al. 2001). Collision with man-made structures is considered to be the 
second most significant cause of mortality of these seabird species in Hawai‘i. Nocturnally flying 
seabirds, especially fledglings on their way to sea in the summer and fall, can become disoriented 
by exterior lighting. When disoriented, seabirds often collide with manmade structures, and if 
they are not killed outright, the dazed or injured birds are easy targets of opportunity for feral 
mammals (Hadley 1961, Telfer 1979, Sincock 1981, Reed et al. 1985, Telfer et al. 1987, Cooper 
and Day 1998, Podolsky et al. 1998, Ainley et al. 2001). There is no suitable nesting habitat 
within or close to the proposed project site for either of these pelagic seabird species. 
 
Mammalian Resources 
 
The findings of the mammalian survey are consistent with the results of at least two previous 
surveys conducted on lands immediately to the west and north of this site (David 2003, 2008), 
and with the habitat present on the site. 
 
Although, no Hawaiian hoary bats were detected during the course of this survey, it is probable 
that bats do occasionally use resources within the general project area. Hawaiian hoary bats are 
regularly seen mauka of the right-of-way. They have also been recorded makai of the project site 
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foraging for volant insects above the nearshore waters between the Kailua Harbor and Keauhou 
(David 2009). 
 
Recent research on this species completed on the Island of Hawaii has shown that the species is 
present on a seasonal basis in almost all areas on the Island where dense vegetation and tree cover 
is present. The research also indicates that the bat is a human commensal species often associated 
with tree farms and other agricultural efforts, they are also attracted to outdoor lighting which 
attract volant insects on which this species forages (Bonaccorso et al. 2004, 2007, 2009). 
 
Although none of the four established alien rodents know from the Island of Hawaii were 
detected during the course of this survey, it is probable that roof rat (Rattus r. rattus), Norway rat 
(Rattus norvegicus), Polynesian rat (Rattus exulans hawaiiensi), and European house mice (Mus 
musculus domesticus), use resources within the project area on a seasonal basis, given it’s close 
proximity to human habitation, businesses and the presence of a squatters campsite on the 
property.  
 
Potential Impacts to Protected Species 
 

Hawaiian Petrel and Newell’s Shearwater 
The principal potential impact that the widening of Palani Road poses to Hawaiian Petrels and 
Newell’s Shearwaters is the increased threat that birds will be downed after becoming disoriented 
by lighting associated with construction of the improvements, and following build-out by street 
lights that may be proposed as part of the action. 
 
 Hawaiian Hawk  
No Hawaiian Hawks were detected during the course of this survey, and the habitat present on the 
site is not particularly suitable for this species. It is not expected that the clearing, grubbing and 
construction of the proposed road-widening project through this site will resulting deleterious 
impacts to this listed avian species. 

 
Hawaiian Hoary Bat 

The principal potential impact that the development of the proposed road widening project poses 
to bats is during the clearing and grubbing phases of construction. The removal of dense 
vegetation on the western third of the site may temporarily displace individual bats.  
 
Conclusions 
 
The modification of the current habitat on the project site is not expected to result in significant 
impacts to any avian or mammalian species currently listed as threatened, endangered or 
proposed for listing under either the Federal, or State of Hawai‘i endangered species programs. 
Furthermore, the development of the road is not expected to have a significant deleterious impact 
on native faunal resources found within the North Kona District. 
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Recommendations 
 

• If nighttime work will be required in conjunction with the development of the project, it 
is recommended that lights be shielded to reduce the potential for interactions of 
nocturnally flying Hawaiian Petrels and Newell’s Shearwaters with external lights and 
man-made structures (Reed et al. 1985, Telfer et al. 1987).  

 
• To reduce the potential for interactions between nocturnally flying Hawaiian Petrels and 

Newell’s Shearwaters with external lights and man-made structures, it is recommended 
that any external lighting that may be required in conjunction with the proposed highway 
be shielded (Reed et al. 1985, Telfer et al. 1987). This minimization measure would serve 
the dual purpose of minimizing the threat of disorientation and downing of Hawaiian 
Petrels and Newell’s Shearwaters, while at the same time complying with the Hawaii 
County Code § 14 – 50 et seq. which requires the shielding of exterior lights so as to lower 
the ambient glare caused by unshielded lighting to the astronomical observatories located 
on Mauna Kea.  

 
• As a precaution to avoid impacts to Hawaiian hoary bats during the period when the 

females are carrying young pups, it is recommended that clearing of dense vegetation on 
the site not occur during the two months when this species is at the most risk from 
disturbance, namely between June and July (Bonaccorso et al., 2009). 
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Glossary 
 
Alien - Introduced to Hawai‘i by humans. 
Commensal – Animals that share humans’ food and lodgings, such as rats and mice. 
Crepuscular – Twilight hours. 
Diurnal – Daytime. 
Endangered – Listed and protected under the ESA as an endangered species. 
Endemic – Native and unique to the Hawaiian Islands. 
Falconiforme – Diurnal birds of prey – 271 species worldwide. 
Indigenous - Native to the Hawaiian Islands, but also found elsewhere naturally. 
Muridae – Rodents, including rats, mice and voles, one of the most diverse families of mammals. 
Mauka – Upslope, towards the mountains. 
Makai – Down-slope, towards the ocean. 
Nocturnal – Nighttime, after dark. 
Phylogenetic  – The evolutionary order that organisms are arranged by. 
Ruderal – Disturbed, rocky, rubbishy areas, such as old agricultural fields and rock piles. 
Threatened - Listed and protected under the ESA as a threatened species. 
Volant – Flying, capable of flight - as in flying insect. 
 
ASL – Above mean sea level. 
DLNR – Hawaii State Department of Land & Natural resources. 
ESA – Endangered species act of 1973, as amended. 
USFWS – U.S. Fish & Wildlife Service. 
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1. INTRODUCTION 

This report documents the results of a traffic study conducted by Fehr & Peers to evaluate the potential 
traffic impacts associated with the proposed Ane Keohokalole Highway extension (project) in Kailua-Kona 
on the Island of Hawaii.  It includes a description of the assumptions and methods used to conduct the 
study as well as a discussion of the results. 

PROJECT DESCRIPTION 

The project would construct a four-lane, limited access highway between Palani Road to the south and 
Hina Lani Street in the north.  The highway would form a northward extension of Henry Street mauka of 
Queen Kaahumanu Highway and makai of Mamalahoa Highway.  It is also known as the Mid-Level Road.  
Figure 1 shows the study area and location of the proposed project in the context of both the existing and 
planned future street network. 

The project is intended to provide improved access to existing and future development in the study area 
as well as to create an alternative to Queen Kaahumanu Highway and Mamalahoa Highway for traffic 
moving north and south in this area.   

STUDY SCOPE 

The study analyzes potential project-related impacts on the roadway system in the vicinity of the 
proposed project.  The study projects and evaluates traffic conditions in the study area 20 years in the 
future (2028) both without and with the proposed project in place, when most of the planned streets in the 
region described in Keahole to Honaunau Regional Circulation Plan (County of Hawaii Planning 
Department, August 2006) and in Mapping Kona’s Future: Kona Community Development Plan (County 
of Hawaii Planning Department, May 2008), as summarized by the project team, are expected to be in 
place.  The following traffic scenarios are analyzed in the study: 

• Existing Conditions – The analysis of existing traffic conditions provides a basis for the remainder 
of the study.  The existing conditions analysis includes an assessment of baseline traffic volumes 
and operating conditions. 

• Future Base (No Project) Conditions (2028) – The objective of this scenario is to project future 
traffic growth and operating conditions resulting from regional growth and known development 
projects in the vicinity of the project site, without consideration of traffic shifts that would be 
expected to result from the proposed project. 

• Future Project Conditions (2028) – The objective of this scenario is to identify potential impacts of 
the proposed project on future traffic operating conditions at key locations in 2028.  The project 
itself would not generate additional vehicle trips, but would provide an alternative route for the 
projected traffic in the area.  The difference in the projected future operating conditions between 
the two future scenarios represents the impact of the proposed project.   

The study analyzed the potential project-related traffic impacts during typical weekday AM and PM peak 
hour traffic conditions at 10 intersections in the vicinity of the proposed project.  The analyzed 
intersections are illustrated in Figure 1 and are: 

1. Queen Kaahumanu Highway & Hina Lani Street 

2. Ane Keohokalole Highway & Hina Lani Street 

3. Mamalahoa Highway & Hina Lani Street 
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4. Queen Kaahumanu Highway & Kealakehe Parkway 

5. Ane Keohokalole Highway & Kealakehe Parkway 

6. Palani Road & Palihiolo Street 

7. Queen Kaahumanu Highway & Palani Road  

8. Kamakaeha Avenue & Palani Road  

9. Henry Street/Ane Keohokalole Highway & Palani Road  

10. Queen Kaahumanu Highway & Henry Street 

The effect of the proposed project was also projected and assessed on the 10 street segments listed 
below and shown in Figure 1: 

1. Hina Lani Street between Kamanu Street and Ane Keohokalole Highway 

2. Hina Lani Street makai (west) of Mamalahoa Highway  

3. Mamalahoa Highway south of Hina Lani Street 

4. Queen Kaahumanu Highway north of Kealakehe Parkway 

5. Queen Kaahumanu Highway south of Kealakehe Parkway 

6. Kealakehe Parkway mauka (east) of Queen Kaahumanu Highway 

7. Ane Keohokalole Highway south of Kealakehe Parkway 

8. Palani Road between Kamakaeha Avenue and Henry Street 

9. Palani Road mauka (east) of Henry Street 

10. Henry Street south of Palani Road  

Baseline traffic counts were collected at the above locations in August 2007 for use in this study, except 
at Study Intersection 2, which does not yet exist. 

ORGANIZATION OF REPORT 

This report is divided into seven chapters.   

• Chapter 1 is this introduction.   

• Chapter 2 describes the existing circulation system, traffic volumes, and operating 
conditions in the study area.   

• Chapter 3 describes the planned future roadway additions and improvements as well as 
future traffic forecasting methodology and the resultant traffic volumes.   

• Chapter 4 presents the methodology used to project traffic shifts that could occur as a 
result of construction of the proposed project.   

• Chapter 5 presents an assessment of future traffic impacts at the study intersections and 
identifies mitigation measures to address both cumulative and project-specific impacts.   

• Chapter 6 contains an assessment of potential future street segment impacts and 
discusses potential mitigation measures.   

• Chapter 7 summarizes the conclusions of the study. 
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2. EXISTING CONDITIONS 

A comprehensive data collection effort was undertaken to identify existing transportation conditions in the 
vicinity of the proposed project.  The assessment of existing conditions relevant to this study includes an 
inventory of the street and highway system, traffic volumes on these facilities, and operating conditions at 
key intersections and street segments. 

EXISTING ROADWAY SYSTEM 

The study area, shown in Figure 1, comprises the total street network between and including Queen 
Kaahumanu Highway makai, Mamalahoa Highway mauka, Henry Street to the south, and Hina Lani 
Street to the north.  Primary regional access to the area is provided by Queen Kaahumanu Highway and 
Mamalahoa Highway, which run north-south, makai and mauka, respectively, of the proposed project.  
Major mauka-makai roads include, from the north to south, Kaiminani Drive, Hina Lani Street, Kealakehe 
Parkway, and Makala Boulevard.  Diagrams of the existing lane configurations at the nine existing study 
intersections are provided in Appendix A. 

EXISTING INTERSECTION TRAFFIC VOLUMES AND OPERATING CONDITIONS 

The following sections present the existing peak hour traffic volumes at the study intersections, daily 
street segment traffic volumes, a description of the methodology used to analyze operating conditions, 
and the resulting level of service (LOS) at each location under existing conditions. 

Existing Intersection Peak Hour Traffic Volumes 

Weekday peak period intersection turning movement counts were collected between 6:00 and 9:00 AM 
and between 3:00 and 6:00 PM at the nine existing study intersections on Tuesday, August 21, 
Wednesday, August 22, and Thursday, August 23, 2007.  Peak hour street segment volumes were 
extrapolated from the traffic volumes arriving at and departing from these intersections.  For the purposes 
of this traffic study, these 2007 traffic volumes were considered to represent existing conditions.  Existing 
weekday peak hour volumes at these intersections are illustrated in Figure 2 and the traffic count data 
sheets are provided in Appendix B. 

Intersection Level of Service Methodology 

LOS analyses were conducted at each of the existing study intersections to determine their current 
operating conditions using the operations methodology for signalized intersections and the two-way stop-
controlled methodology for unsignalized intersections from 2000 Highway Capacity Manual (2000 HCM) 
(Transportation Research Board, 2000). 

LOS is a qualitative measure used to describe the condition of traffic flow ranging from excellent 
conditions at LOS A to overloaded conditions at LOS F.  LOS definitions for signalized and unsignalized 
intersections are provided in Tables 1 and 2, respectively.  LOS D is considered the minimum desirable 
LOS in this area.  The LOS definitions, ranges of delay, and ranges of V/C ratio shown in Table 1 
represent average conditions for all vehicles at an intersection across an entire hour.  The ranges of delay 
in Table 2 represent average conditions for all vehicles on the most constrained (stop-controlled) 
approach over an entire hour. 





TABLE 1

LEVEL OF SERVICE DEFINITIONS FOR SIGNALIZED INTERSECTIONS

A 0.000 - 0.600 <10

B >0.600 - 0.700 >10 and <20

C >0.700 - 0.800 >20 and <35

D >0.800 - 0.900 >35 and <55

E >0.900 - 1.000 >55 and <80

F > 1.000 >80

Source: Highway Capacity Manual , Transportation Research Board, 2000.

Average Stopped Delay 

per Vehicle (seconds)
Volume/CapacityLevel of Service



TABLE 2

LEVEL OF SERVICE DEFINITIONS FOR 

UNSIGNALIZED INTERSECTIONS

A < 10.0

B > 10.0 and < 15.0

C > 15.0 and < 25.0

D > 25.0 and < 35.0

E > 35.0 and < 50.0

F > 50.0

Source: Highway Capacity Manual , Transportation Research Board, 2000.

Worst Case Vehicle Delay 

(seconds/vehicle)
Level of Service
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Existing Intersection Peak Hour Levels of Service 

The existing weekday AM and PM peak hour turning movements depicted in Figure 2 were used in 
conjunction with the LOS methodologies described above to determine existing operating conditions at 
each study intersection.  Detailed LOS calculation worksheets are included in Appendix C.  Table 3 
summarizes the results of this analysis, including the average vehicle control delay and corresponding 
LOS during the AM and PM peak hours.  Calculated volume-to-capacity (V/C) ratios are also shown in 
Table 3.  As indicated in Table 3, the unsignalized intersection of Palani Road & Palihiolo Street currently 
operates at LOS E during the AM peak hour and LOS F during the PM peak hour.  The other eight 
existing intersections currently operate at LOS D or better during both peak hours. 



TABLE 3

INTERSECTION LEVEL OF SERVICE ANALYSIS

EXISTING CONDITIONS

Delay V/C LOS

1 Queen Kaahumanu Hwy & a.m. 24 0.781 C

Hina Lani St p.m. 27 0.843 C

3 Palani Rd & a.m. 13 0.710 B

Hina Lani St p.m. 21 0.718 C

4 Queen Kaahumanu Hwy & a.m. 20 0.742 B

Kealakehe Pkwy p.m. 11 0.652 B

5 Ane Keohokalole Hwy & a.m. 12 n/a B

Kealakehe Pkwy p.m. 11 n/a B

6 Palani Rd & a.m. 48 n/a E

Palihiolo St p.m. 60 n/a F

7 Queen Kaahumanu Hwy & a.m. 26 0.777 C

Palani Rd p.m. 31 0.874 C

8 Kamakaeha Ave & a.m. 15 n/a B

Palani Rd p.m. 25 n/a D

9 Henry St/Ane Keohokalole Hwy & a.m. 12 0.659 B

Palani Rd p.m. 19 0.804 B

10 Queen Kaahumanu Hwy & a.m. 26 0.634 C

Henry St p.m. 29 0.626 C
Signalized

Two-way Stop

Signalized

Signalized

Two-way Stop

Control Method
Peak 

Hour

Two-way Stop

Signalized

Signalized

Ane Keohokalole Hwy & Hina Lani Street is a future intersection.

Signalized

n/a2

Intersection

n/a

Existing 2007

n/an/a
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3. FUTURE BASE (NO PROJECT) TRAFFIC PROJECTIONS 

In order to evaluate the potential impact of the proposed project on the surrounding street system, it was 
necessary to develop estimates of future traffic conditions in the area without the project.  Future traffic 
conditions reflect traffic increases as a result of the general growth and development, as well as traffic 
increases generated by specific development projects in the project vicinity.  This scenario is referred to 
as future base conditions (i.e., no project conditions).  Development of the 2028 future base traffic 
conditions is described in this chapter. 

FUTURE STREET NETWORK IMPROVEMENTS 

Discussions were held with the project team regarding the roadway improvements in or near the study 
area assumed to be in place by the 2028 study horizon year.  The information received from the project 
team is presented in Appendix D.  These improvements, whether the result of local capital improvement 
programs or in connection with planned or approved projects, would result in dramatically improved 
mobility options for residents and visitors.  Capacity changes are anticipated at various locations 
throughout the study area, as shown in Figure 1 and discussed below: 

• Ane Keohokalole Highway – With the development of the Keahuolu Affordable Housing Master 
Plan project on the northwest quadrant of Henry Street/Ane Keohokalole Highway & Palani Road, 
the adjoining segment of the Ane Keohokalole Highway will be constructed as a half-street (a 
two-lane roadway, constructed on the mauka side of the right-of-way) for a distance of 
approximately 4,600 feet north of Palani Road.   

• Queen Kaahumanu Highway – The main arterial highway through Kailua-Kona is currently being 
widened from two to four lanes (two in each direction) with a median from Kona International 
Airport to Henry Street in Kailua. 

• Main Street (Kamanu Street) – Kamanu Street will be extended south to connect to Kealakehe 
Parkway, and a northern extension will stretch to Kaiminani Drive and beyond. 

• Kealakaa Street/Holoholo Street Extension – This planned street will extend Kealakaa Street 
northward to the planned Kealakehe Parkway extension and Hina Lani Street to connect to the 
existing segment of Holoholo Street.  

• Keanalehu Drive and Manawalea Street – Keanalehu Drive will extend Kanalani Street mauka, 
and Manawalea Street will be extended makai and meet Makala Boulevard and Ane Keohokalole 
Highway to provide additional mauka-makai connections. 

• Kamakaeha Avenue – Kamakaeha Avenue will be extended northward to meet up with the 
Kamanu Street extension at Kealakehe Parkway. 

• Mamalahoa Highway/Palani Road Widening – Palani Road will be widened to provide two 
southbound travel lanes beginning at Hina Lani Street and extending to the vicinity of Hao Kuni 
Street.  

These street network improvements were taken into account in the future traffic projections, both with and 
without the proposed project. 
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FUTURE INTERSECTION IMPROVEMENTS 

In addition to the various future roadways listed above, other specific planned improvements will alter the 
configuration or operation of various study intersections.  Many of the changes are the results of 
mitigation measures identified in Traffic Study for the Keahuolu Affordable Housing Master Plan Project 
(KAHMP) (Fehr & Peers/Kaku Associates, January 2008), in Final Environmental Impact Statement for 
the Kula Nei Project (KNP) (Belt Collins Hawaii Ltd., September 2007), and in Traffic Impact Analysis 
Report Update for the Proposed West Hawaii Business Park (WHBP) (The Traffic Management 
Consultant, February 2007).  These changes are shown in detail in Appendix A: 

• Queen Kaahumanu Highway & Hina Lani Street (Intersection 1) – With the widening of Queen 
Kaahumanu Highway as described, an additional through lane will be added in both the 
northbound and southbound directions.  Additionally, according to WHBP, Hina Lani Street will be 
widened to four lanes between Queen Kaahumanu Highway and Kanalani Street mauka, allowing 
the northbound right-turn lane from Queen Kaahumanu Highway to empty into its own lane. 

• Ane Keohokalole Highway & Hina Lani Street (Intersection 2) – The segment of Ane Keohokalole 
Highway between Hina Lani Street and Hulikoa Drive is expected to be constructed with or 
without the proposed project, as it is not a part of the project scope.  Therefore, this intersection 
will exist as a T-intersection and will operate as a two-way stop-controlled intersection. 

• Palani Road & Hina Lani Street (Intersection 3) – The southbound approach and departure lanes 
at this intersection will be modified to provide a second southbound through lane, as described in 
KNP.  This would provide the southbound approach with one through lane and one shared 
through/right-turn lane.  The additional southbound departure lane will extend to the intersection 
of Palani Road & Mamalahoa Highway. 

• Queen Kaahumanu Highway & Kealakehe Parkway (Intersection 4) – With the widening of Queen 
Kaahumanu Highway as described, an additional through lane will be added both northbound and 
southbound.  Additionally, according to WHBP, the makai-bound approach on Kealakehe 
Parkway will be expanded to provide two left-turn lanes, one through lane and one right-turn lane 
and the mauka-bound approach will be expanded to provide one left-turn lane, one through lane 
and one right-turn lane.  In accordance with this change, protected left-turn arrows will be added 
to the east/west signal phase. 

• Palani Road & Palihiolo Street (Intersection 6) – Two T-intersections, Palani Road & Kealakaa 
Street and Palani Road & Palihiolo Street, are being merged into a signalized intersection with 
additional turn lanes, according to KAHMP.  This will result in the existing intersection of Palani 
Road & Kealakaa Street being limited to right turns in and right turns out, with all other turning 
movements focused at Palani Road & Palihiolo Street. 

• Queen Kaahumanu Highway & Palani Road (Intersection 7) – With the widening of Queen 
Kaahumanu Highway as described, an additional through lane will be added in both the 
northbound and southbound directions. 

• Kamakaeha Avenue & Palani Road (Intersection 8) – This intersection will be signalized, 
according to KAHMP. 

• Henry Street/Ane Keohokalole Highway & Palani Road (Intersection 9) – Independent of the 
proposed project, Ane Keohokalole Highway will be constructed as a two-lane road between 
Palani Road and Manawalea Street for access to the Keahuolu Affordable Housing project, 
converting Henry Street/Ane Keohokalole Highway & Palani Road into a four-way intersection.  
This improvement is detailed in KAHMP. 
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• Queen Kaahumanu Highway & Henry Street (Intersection 10) – With the widening of Queen 
Kaahumanu Highway as described, an additional through lane will be added in both the 
northbound and southbound directions. 

RELATED PROJECT TRAFFIC 

Available information regarding potential future projects either under construction, planned, or proposed 
for development within or near the study area was obtained from the project team.  Estimated trips from 
the related projects were assigned to the roadway system based on their anticipated distribution patterns.  
The geographic distribution of traffic generated by new developments depends on several factors, such 
as the type and density of the proposed land uses, the geographic distribution of the population from 
which employees and/or patrons may be drawn, the geographic distribution of activity centers 
(employment, commercial, and others) to which residents of proposed residential projects may be drawn, 
and its location in relation to the surrounding street system. 

The estimated traffic generated by known development projects in the study area is shown in Table 4.  
Figure 3 illustrates the approximate location of these projects.  The table also lists projects north and 
south of the study area that would generate traffic traveling into and through it.  The trip generation 
estimates shown in Table 4 were distributed throughout the future street network as the future related 
project traffic growth. 

AMBIENT GROWTH AND TRAFFIC SHIFTS 

In addition to related project traffic growth, other unidentified projects and general population growth 
contribute to what is known as ambient traffic growth.  Ambient traffic growth was calculated as an annual 
percentage increase in traffic volumes from the existing count volumes. 

Based on several years of traffic count data and projections of future growth, Keahole to Honaunau 
Regional Circulation Plan concludes that traffic running north and south on the major highways in Kona 
will grow at 5% per year for the foreseeable future.  Over 21 years from 2007 to 2028, this amounts to a 
105% increase in traffic.  However, as a result of the improvements to the street network discussed 
above, this growth is not expected to occur in the same patterns as the existing traffic volumes.  Existing 
north and south volumes were calculated as the combined traffic running north and south along Queen 
Kaahumanu Highway and Mamalahoa Highway at various points.  These total volumes were multiplied by 
105% to calculate the total growth, and the resultant traffic volumes were redistributed across the future 
roadway network. 

To account for local ambient traffic growth at all intersection movements not covered by the north-south 
growth and redistribution described above, existing volumes were grown by 21%, or 1% per year. 

FUTURE BASE (2028) INTERSECTION TRAFFIC VOLUMES 

The projected traffic from related projects and ambient growth represent the future base traffic projections 
in the study horizon year of 2028.  However, to simply add the two sources together would overestimate 
growth over the 21-year period.  The ambient traffic growth represents the total projected areawide traffic 
growth between the existing and future conditions, while the related project growth is specific traffic 
growth expected to follow particular paths.  Therefore, the ambient growth at each turning movement 
represents the total growth except in locations where the related project growth is larger.  At these 
locations, the related project growth is assigned as the total growth. 

The resultant growth at each intersection turning movement was added to the existing traffic volumes to 
generate the 2028 base traffic conditions, i.e., future conditions without the proposed project.  These 
volumes are illustrated in Figure 4. 



TABLE 4

RELATED PROJECT TRIP GENERATION

AM Peak PM Peak

In Out Total In Out Total

Projects in the Study Area

Hotel 120 rooms 310 980 41 26 67 38 33 71

Condominiums 570 du 230 3,340 43 208 251 198 98 296

Single Family Housing 275 du 210 2,632 52 154 206 175 103 278

Golf Course 106 acres 430 534 16 6 22 11 21 32

2 Makalei Estates Single Family Housing 80 du 210 766 15 45 60 51 30 81

3 Lokahi Makai Single Family Housing 190 du 210 1,818 36 107 143 121 71 192

4 Seascape (aka Lokahi Kau) Apartments 108 du 220 726 11 44 55 44 23 67

5 O'oma Plantation Single Family Housing 19 du 210 182 4 10 14 12 7 19

6 Kula Nei Residential Development Single Family Housing 270 du 210 2,584 51 152 203 172 101 273

7 O'oma Beachside Village Mixed Use n/a 704 859 1,563 998 983 1,981

8 The Shores at Kohanaiki Single Family Housing 500 du 210 4,785 241 342 583 378 341 719

9 Kohanaiki Business Park Business Park n/a 81 65 146 52 69 121

10 Kaloko Heights Single Family Housing 300 du 210 2,871 56 169 225 191 112 303

11 Kona 327 LLC Single Family Housing 350 du 210 3,350 66 197 263 223 131 354

12 West Hawaii Business Park Mixed Use n/a 822 276 1,098 911 1,383 2,294

13 Villages of La'i'opua Single Family Housing 400 du 210 3,828 75 225 300 255 149 404

14 Keahuolu Affordable Housing Master Mixed Use 16,034 665 846 1,511 918 711 1,629

15 Rutter Affordable Housing Single Family Housing 268 du 210 2,565 50 151 201 171 100 271

Subtotal   46,995 3,029 3,882 6,911 4,919 4,466 9,385

Projects North of the Study Area

Kukio Bay Beach Club Condominiums 375 du 230 2,198 28 137 165 131 64 195

Maniniowali (aka Kua Bay) Condominiums 140 du 230 820 11 51 62 49 24 73

Nanea Golf Course Golf Course 319 acres 430 1,608 50 17 67 33 63 96

Subtotal   4,626 89 205 294 213 151 364

Projects South of the Study Area

Alii Cove Apartments 200 du 220 1,344 20 82 102 81 43 124

U of Nations Apartments 400 du 220 2,688 41 163 204 161 87 248

Kona Sea Village/Alii Park Pla Condominiums 73 du 230 428 5 27 32 25 13 38

Pualani Estates Single Family Housing 116 du 210 1,110 22 65 87 74 43 117

Sugar Cane Land Subdiv Single Family Housing 21 du 210 201 4 12 16 13 8 21

Makana Aloha Plantation Single Family Housing 11 du 210 105 2 6 8 7 4 11

Kona Vistas Single Family Housing 49 du 210 469 9 28 37 31 18 49

Hokulia Condominiums 750 du 230 4,395 56 274 330 261 129 390

Iolani Ph I-IV Single Family Housing 42 du 210 402 8 24 32 27 16 42

Apartments 67 du 220 450 7 27 34 27 15 42

Office 13 ksf 710 558 8 5 13 23 25 49

Hale Nanea Condos Apartments 92 du 220 618 9 38 47 37 20 57

White Sands Project Mauka Condominiums 203 du 230 1,190 15 74 89 71 35 106

White Sands Project Makai Condominiums 120 du 230 703 9 44 53 42 20 62

Kahakai Place Subdivision Single Family Housing 14 du 210 134 3 8 11 9 5 14

Suffolk Apartments 250 du 220 1,680 26 102 128 101 54 155

Alii Parkway Hts Apartments 212 du 220 1,425 22 86 108 85 46 131

Kona Sea Villas Apartments 292 du 220 1,962 30 119 149 118 63 181

Subtotal   19,862 296 1,184 1,480 1,193 644 1,837

Total 71,483 3,414 5,271 8,685 6,325 5,261 11,586

Trip generation estimates based on Trip Generation, 7th Edition , Institute of Transportation Engineers, 2003 (ITE), except as noted below.

Source for related project #6: Final Environmental Impact Statement for the Kula Nei Project , Belt Collins Hawaii Ltd., September 2007. 

Source for related project #12: Traffic Impact Analysis Report Update for the Proposed West Hawaii Business Park , The Traffic Management Consultant, 

February 2007.

Source for related project #14: Traffic Study for the Keahuolu Affordable Housing Master Plan Project , Fehr & Peers/Kaku Associates, January 2008.

Project Name

Unknown

Size Unit
ITE 

Code
DailyProject Type

Palamanui1

Index

n/a

n/a

n/a

n/a
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4. FUTURE WITH PROJECT TRAFFIC PROJECTIONS 

The proposed project itself is not expected to generate traffic.  Rather, it is an additional travel route that 
will absorb traffic from other parallel routes as well as provide a more direct route for developments in the 
vicinity.  Therefore, the process for developing project traffic projections involved removing trips from 
routes along the base street network and reassigning them onto routes made possible by the Ane 
Keohokalole Highway extension. 

TRAFFIC SHIFTS TO ANE KEOHOKALOLE HIGHWAY EXTENSION 

Traffic from two main sources is expected to utilize the new highway.  The first is direct traffic drawn to the 
highway because it provides the most convenient route to a destination in the study area.  The second is 
traffic passing through the vicinity that is drawn to the highway because it would provide an alternative 
route to Queen Kaahumanu Highway or Mamalahoa Highway.  Both types of traffic were considered 
when estimating how the proposed project would affect traffic in the area.  

This study focuses on the portion of the highway extension between Palani Road and Hina Lani Street.  
The Ane Keohokalole Highway is planned for extension northward to Kaiminani Drive and beyond.   In the 
future it will become a viable bypass to the entire stretch of existing highways between Kailua-Kona and 
the airport at Keahole.  In the study horizon year of 2028, however, it is assumed that the segment of the 
highway between Kaiminani Drive and Hulikoa Drive (which lies north of Hina Lani Street) will not yet 
exist.  When fully constructed, the Ane Keohokalole Highway will provide a superior alternative route, as it 
will offer more connections and provide a longer through route. 

Factors considered in the estimates of the traffic redistribution patterns brought about by the proposed 
project include a review of historic traffic volume data in the area, observations of existing traffic patterns, 
the geographic distribution of employment and commercial activity in the vicinity, and its connections to  
the other future streets in the study area.  Projected future LOS along other roads in the vicinity was also 
considered, as was the projected LOS along the proposed highway.  As travel time on one route worsens, 
some traffic would be expected to shift to nearby routes that provide better service. 

FUTURE WITH PROJECT (2028) INTERSECTION TRAFFIC VOLUMES 

The projected traffic volumes resulting from the traffic shifts due to the proposed project are illustrated in 
Figure 5.  These intersection volumes are the future with project peak hour traffic volumes, and represent 
the projected peak hour traffic in the year 2028 with completion of the project as described in this 
document. 
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5.   INTERSECTION TRAFFIC IMPACT ANALYSIS 

This chapter presents an analysis of the potential impacts on the roadway system associated with the 
projected traffic shifts attributable to the proposed extension of Ane Keohokalole Highway.  The analysis 
compares the projected levels of service at each study intersection under future conditions in 2028 both 
without and with the proposed project to determine the potential project impacts. 

INTERSECTION SIGNIFICANT IMPACT CRITERIA 

LOS ranges from excellent conditions at LOS A to overloaded conditions at LOS F.  LOS D is considered 
the minimum desirable LOS in this area.  If LOS E or F were projected under future base (No Project) 
conditions, this would be characterized as a cumulative impact.  If the shift in traffic associated with the 
proposed project were to cause or worsen LOS E or F, this would be characterized as a project-specific 
impact.  If LOS E or F were projected at a location under future base plus project conditions but this 
scenario were to represent an improvement over future base conditions, this would not be considered a 
project-specific impact but a cumulative impact. 

FUTURE BASE TRAFFIC CONDITIONS 

This section presents an analysis of potential future base traffic conditions in the year 2028.  The future 
base traffic volumes projected in Chapter 3 were analyzed using the methodologies described in Chapter 
2 to forecast the future base peak hour LOS at the study intersections.  Table 5 summarizes the results of 
this analysis. 

Future operations of LOS E (in the PM peak hour) are projected at two of the 10 study intersections under 
future base conditions:  

1. Queen Kaahumanu Highway & Hina Lani Street  

4.  Queen Kaahumanu Highway & Kealakehe Parkway  

The remaining eight study intersections are expected to continue operating at a desirable LOS (LOS D or 
better) during both peak hours under future base traffic conditions. 

FUTURE WITH PROJECT TRAFFIC CONDITIONS 

The future project traffic volumes illustrated in Figure 5 were analyzed to determine 2028 operating 
conditions following construction of the proposed project.  The results of the future project analysis are 
presented in Table 5.   

The proposed project would improve operating conditions at six of the 10 study intersections as a result of 
the projected shift in traffic associated with the project.  Operating conditions would worsen or stay the 
same at three study intersections.  At one location (Study Intersection 5, Ane Keohokalole Highway & 
Kealakehe Parkway), the project would result in a small increase in delay in the AM peak hour but would 
slightly improve operating conditions in the PM peak hour. 

Two of the 10 study intersections are projected to operate at LOS E during the PM peak hour in the future 
with project scenario: 

9.   Henry Street/Ane Keohokalole Highway & Palani Road 

10.  Queen Kaahumanu Highway & Henry Street 
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POTENTIAL INTERSECTION MITIGATION MEASURES 

The proposed widening of mauka-bound Palani Road to mitigate a street segment impact there 
(described in Chapter 6), as well as other location-specific improvements would fully mitigate these 
impacts and result in LOS D or better at each location.  The proposed improvements described below are 
illustrated in Appendix A and the resulting LOS calculations are shown in Table 5.   

9. Henry Street/Ane Keohokalole Highway & Palani Road  

• Option 1 – Widen the mauka-bound approach to provide a second through lane, resulting 
in one left-turn lane, one through lane and one shared through/right-turn lane.  Provide 
protected left-turn phasing in the mauka-bound and makai-bound directions and 
corresponding northbound and southbound overlapping right-turn phases.  This would 
result in LOS D or better, fully mitigating the project impact at this location.   

• Option 2 – An alternative mitigation measure for this location would be to provide a 
second mauka-bound through lane, as described above, and also to provide a second 
northbound through lane, resulting in one left-turn lane, two through lanes and one right-
turn lane on the northbound approach.  Provide protected left-turn phasing in the mauka-
bound and makai-bound directions and corresponding northbound and southbound 
overlapping right-turn phases.  This would result in LOS D or better, fully mitigating the 
project impact at this location.   

10. Queen Kaahumanu Highway & Henry Street 

• Restripe the westbound approach to provide two left-turn lanes, one through lane, and 
one right-turn lane.  This mitigation measure would allow the existing separate eastbound 
and westbound signal phases to be removed and instead be operated with protected left-
turn phasing for the east and westbound approaches and protected/permitted left-turn 
phasing for the north and southbound approaches.  With these improvements, the 
intersection is projected to operate at LOS D or better, and the project-specific impact 
would be fully mitigated. 

 
 

 



TABLE 5

INTERSECTION LEVEL OF SERVICE ANALYSIS

FUTURE CONDITIONS

Future Base 2028 Future With Project 2028

Cum. Change Project

Impact in Delay Impact

1 Queen Kaahumanu Hwy & a.m. 43 1.067 D NO 26 0.989 C -17 NO

Hina Lani St p.m. 70 1.404 E YES 50 1.105 D -20 NO

2 Ane Keohokalole Hwy & a.m. 19 n/a C NO 12 0.499 B -7 NO

Hina Lani St p.m. 30 n/a D NO 12 0.658 B -18 NO

3 Palani Rd & a.m. 28 0.871 C NO 19 0.758 B -9 NO

Hina Lani St p.m. 46 0.997 D NO 25 0.779 C -21 NO

4 Queen Kaahumanu Hwy & a.m. 22 0.904 C NO 14 0.756 B -8 NO

Kealakehe Pkwy p.m. 66 1.108 E YES 24 0.910 C -42 NO

5 Ane Keohokalole Hwy & a.m. 13 n/a B NO 18 0.435 B 5 NO

Kealakehe Pkwy p.m. 11 n/a B NO 9 0.341 A -2 NO

6 Palani Rd & a.m. 16 0.675 B NO 15 0.651 B -1 NO

Palihiolo St p.m. 13 0.713 B NO 12 0.693 B -1 NO

7 Queen Kaahumanu Hwy & a.m. 28 0.912 C NO 24 0.784 C -4 NO

Palani Rd p.m. 55 1.084 D NO 34 0.977 C -21 NO

8 Kamakaeha Ave & a.m. 6 0.564 A NO 6 0.588 A 0 NO

Palani Rd p.m. 11 0.670 B NO 11 0.733 B 0 NO

a.m. 6 0.564 A NO 6 0.588 A 0 NO

p.m. 11 0.670 A NO 9 0.660 A -2 NO

9 Henry St/Ane Keohokalole Hwy & a.m. 25 0.722 C NO 29 0.778 C 4 NO

Palani Rd p.m. 43 0.960 D NO 62 1.104 E 19 YES

a.m. 25 0.722 C NO 27 0.772 C 2 NO

p.m. 43 0.960 D NO 39 0.948 D -4 NO

a.m. 25 0.722 C NO 25 0.732 C 0 NO

p.m. 43 0.960 D NO 33 0.873 C -10 NO

10 Queen Kaahumanu Hwy & a.m. 30 0.884 C NO 32 0.884 C 2 NO

Henry St p.m. 44 0.994 D NO 59 1.042 E 15 YES

a.m. 30 0.884 C NO 25 0.778 C -5 NO

p.m. 44 0.994 D NO 36 0.945 D -8 NO

Signalized

Control Method
Peak 

Hour

Two-way Stop (Base) 

Signalized (Project)

Signalized

Two-way Stop (Base)  

Signalized (Project)

Signalized

Signalized

Signalized

Signalized

Signalized

Signalized

V/C LOS
Intersection

Delay V/C LOS Delay

With mitigation option 2 (additional 

eastbound through lane plus 

additional northbound through lane)

With mitigation (restripe westbound 

approach and modify signal phasing)

With mitigation (additional eastbound 

through lane)

With mitigation option 1 (additional 

eastbound through lane)

Signalized

Signalized

Signalized

Signalized
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6. STREET SEGMENT TRAFFIC IMPACT ANALYSIS 

This chapter presents an analysis of the proposed project’s potential impacts on several key street 
segments in the project vicinity.  The analysis was conducted for the following 10 street segments, shown 
in Figure 1: 

1. Hina Lani Street between Kamanu Street and Ane Keohokalole Highway 

2. Hina Lani Street makai (west) of Mamalahoa Highway  

3. Mamalahoa Highway south of Hina Lani Street 

4. Queen Kaahumanu Highway north of Kealakehe Parkway 

5. Queen Kaahumanu Highway south of Kealakehe Parkway 

6. Kealakehe Parkway mauka (east) of Queen Kaahumanu Highway 

7. Ane Keohokalole Highway south of Kealakehe Parkway 

8. Palani Road between Kamakaeha Avenue and Henry Street 

9. Palani Road mauka (east) of Henry Street 

10. Henry Street south of Palani Road  

The roadway facility types were based on their physical characteristics as defined in the County of Hawaii 
General Plan and described in Table 6.  The capacity of each facility was defined as the maximum hourly 
rate at which vehicles can reasonably be expected to traverse a point or uniform section of a lane or 
roadway during a given time period under prevailing roadway, traffic, and control conditions and was 
based on HCM 2000 methodology. 

The existing peak hour volumes at each location were based on approach and departure traffic volumes 
from the adjacent study intersections.  The peak hour traffic volumes on the 10 study street segments 
under existing conditions are shown in Table 7.  One directional street segment, makai-bound Palani 
Road mauka (east) of Henry Street, currently operates at LOS E.  The other analyzed locations are 
operating at LOS D or better.   

Estimates of future peak hour traffic volumes for the 10 street segments were developed by the same 
process as for intersection volumes described in Chapters 3 and 4 for the future base and future project 
conditions.  The forecast peak hour street segment traffic volumes are presented in Table 7, which also 
shows the projected peak hour level of service for each analyzed street segment. 

As shown in Table 7, two of the analyzed directional street segments are projected to operate at LOS E 
or F in the PM peak hour under future base conditions: 

5. Queen Kaahumanu Highway south of Kealakehe Parkway (northbound and southbound) 

9. Palani Road mauka (east) of Henry Street (eastbound or mauka-bound) 

Construction of the proposed project would improve conditions on the first segment listed above to LOS D 
or better.  While the mauka-bound segment of Palani Road mauka of Henry Street would continue to 
operate at LOS E, the projected shift in traffic would improve conditions from LOS F to LOS E.  Thus a 
cumulative impact at this location would remain.  The project-related addition of mauka-bound traffic on 
Palani Road between Kamakaeha Street and Henry Street, however, would cause projected operations 
there to decline from LOS D to LOS E, resulting in a project-related impact.   



TABLE 6

CAPACITY OF STREET SEGMENTS

  Facility type and definitions based on County of Hawaii General Plan Appendix A (County of Hawaii, February 2005)

  Capacity is based on HCM 2000 methodology.

450

600

800

1,250

A street of considerable continuity that is primarily a traffic artery between or through 

large areas; interconncect with and augment primary system.  Designed as a limited 

access roadway.  Secondary arterials shall have a minium right-of-way of 80 feet.

Any street supplementary to the arterial street system that is a means of transit between 

this system and smaller areas; used to some extent for through traffic and to access 

abutting properties; collect and distribute traffic between neighborhood and arterial 

system.  Major collectors shall have a minimum right-of-way of 60 feet.

Minor collectors are used at times as through streets and for access to abutting 

properties.  The principal purpose of a local street is to provide access to property 

abutting the public right-of-way.

Local streets within commercial and industrial areas shall have a minimum right-of-way 

of 60 feet.

Capacity                        

per lane per hour
DefinitionFacility Type

Includes major highways, parkways, and primary arterials that move vehicles in large 

volumes and at higher speeds from one geographic area to another; highest traffic 

volumes corridor.  Designed as a limited access roadway.  Primary arterials shall have a 

minimum right-of-way of 120 feet.

Primary Arterial 1,700

Secondary Arterial

Major Collector

Local Streets - 

Commercial/Industrial 

Minor Collector & Local 

Street 



Volume Lanes V/C LOS Volume Lanes V/C LOS E or F Volume Lanes V/C LOS E or F

EB 151 1 0.12 A 313 2 0.13 A YES 303 2 0.12 A YES

WB 448 1 0.36 A 802 1 0.64 B YES 815 1 0.65 B YES

EB 672 1 0.54 A 1,126 2 0.45 A YES 1,118 2 0.45 A YES

WB 156 1 0.12 A 460 1 0.37 A YES 445 1 0.36 A YES

EB 184 1 0.15 A 405 1 0.32 A YES 406 1 0.32 A YES

WB 472 1 0.38 A 716 1 0.57 A YES 725 1 0.58 A YES

EB 675 1 0.54 A 976 1 0.78 C YES 979 1 0.78 C YES

WB 214 1 0.17 A 510 1 0.41 A YES 509 1 0.41 A YES

NB 629 1 0.50 A 964 1 0.77 C YES 938 1 0.75 C YES

SB 974 1 0.78 C 1,292 2 0.52 A YES 1,258 2 0.50 A YES

NB 670 1 0.54 A 1,087 1 0.87 D YES 1,051 1 0.84 D YES

SB 1,084 1 0.87 D 1,530 2 0.61 B YES 1,498 2 0.60 A YES

NB 848 1 0.50 A 2,127 2 0.63 B YES 1,890 2 0.56 A YES

SB 935 1 0.55 A 2,387 2 0.70 C YES 2,152 2 0.63 B YES

NB 1,025 1 0.60 B 2,508 2 0.74 C YES 2,246 2 0.66 B YES

SB 886 1 0.52 A 2,482 2 0.73 C YES 2,216 2 0.65 B YES

NB 1,080 1 0.64 B 2,826 2 0.83 D YES 2,376 2 0.70 B YES

SB 941 1 0.55 A 2,512 2 0.74 C YES 2,110 2 0.62 B YES

NB 1,106 1 0.65 B 3,102 2 0.91 E NO 2,537 2 0.75 C YES

SB 894 1 0.53 A 3,279 2 0.96 E NO 2,699 2 0.79 C YES

EB 417 2 0.17 A 981 2 0.39 A YES 700 2 0.28 A YES

WB 299 1 0.24 A 538 1 0.43 A YES 303 1 0.24 A YES

EB 194 2 0.08 A 841 2 0.34 A YES 490 2 0.20 A YES

WB 121 1 0.10 A 1,045 1 0.84 D YES 683 1 0.55 A YES

NB 172 1 0.14 A 198 2 0.08 A YES 777 2 0.31 A YES

SB 308 1 0.25 A 367 2 0.15 A YES 809 2 0.32 A YES

NB 58 1 0.05 A 65 2 0.03 A YES 860 2 0.34 A YES

SB 128 1 0.10 A 145 2 0.06 A YES 1,032 2 0.41 A YES

222 1 0.18 A 471 1 0.38 A YES 583 1 0.47 A YES

With mitigation (second eastbound lane) 583 2 0.23 A YES

WB 672 1 0.54 A 1,089 2 0.44 A YES 1,130 2 0.45 A YES

633 1 0.51 A 1,109 1 0.89 D YES 1,215 1 0.97 E NO

With mitigation (second eastbound lane) 1,215 2 0.49 A YES

WB 611 1 0.49 A 944 2 0.38 A YES 1,094 2 0.44 A YES

584 1 0.47 A 937 1 0.75 C YES 901 1 0.72 C YES

With mitigation (second eastbound lane) 901 2 0.36 A YES

WB 1,200 1 0.96 E 1,824 2 0.73 C YES 1,774 2 0.71 C YES

861 1 0.69 B 1,263 1 1.01 F NO 1,198 1 0.96 E NO

With mitigation (second eastbound lane) 1,198 2 0.48 A YES

WB 985 1 0.79 C 1,538 2 0.62 B YES 1,483 2 0.59 A YES

NB 521 2 0.21 A 954 2 0.38 A YES 1,263 2 0.51 A YES

SB 687 2 0.27 A 1,186 2 0.47 A YES 1,464 2 0.59 A YES

NB 487 2 0.19 A 952 2 0.38 A YES 1,366 2 0.55 A YES

SB 633 2 0.25 A 1,109 2 0.44 A YES 1,533 2 0.61 B YES

Note: Roadway Capacity for each facility type are described in Table 6.

a.m.

p.m.

a.m.

p.m.

a.m.

p.m.

a.m.

p.m.

a.m.

p.m.

FUTURE WITH PROJECT (2028)

a.m.

p.m.

Dir.

a.m.

p.m.

p.m.

a.m.

p.m.

a.m.

p.m.

a.m.

TABLE 7

STREET SEGMENT IMPACT ANALYSIS

EXISTING (2007)
Segment Location

Peak 

Hour
Facility Type

FUTURE BASE (2028)

1.

2.

3.

Between Kamanu Street 

& Ane Keohokalole 

Highway

Secondary Arterial

Makai (West) of 

Mamalahoa Highway
Secondary Arterial

South of  Hina Lani 

Street
Secondary Arterial

4.

5.

6.

7.

8.

9.

10.

Hina Lani Street

Hina Lani Street

Palani Road

Queen Kaahumanu  

Highway

Queen Kaahumanu  

Highway

Kealakehe Parkway

Ane Keohokalole 

Highway

Palani Road

Palani Road

Henry Street South of Palani Road Secondary Arterial

Secondary Arterial
Mauka (east) of Henry 

Street

Between Kamakaeha 

Street & Henry Street
Secondary Arterial

South of Kealakehe 

Parkway
Secondary Arterial

Secondary Arterial

Between Queen 

Kaahumanu Highway & 

Ane Keohokalole 

Highway

South of Kealakehe 

Parkway

Primary Arterial                             

2 lanes (existing)                          

4 lanes (future)

Primary Arterial                             

2 lanes (existing)                          

4 lanes (future)

North of Kealakehe 

Parkway

EB

EB

EB

EB
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POTENTIAL STREET SEGMENT MITIGATION MEASURE 

A potential mitigation measure for both the cumulative and project-specific impacts on Palani Road 
between Kamakaeha Street and Henry Street and mauka (east) of Henry Street would be to widen the 
roadway to provide a second mauka-bound lane.  This appears feasible within the existing right-of-way 
makai (west) of Henry Street, though it would likely entail the relocation of existing utility poles along the 
southern edge of Palani Road.  This would mitigate the identified project-specific impact and would be 
expected to improve the projected intersection operations at Kamakaeha Avenue & Palani Road 
(Intersection 8) and at Henry Street/Ane Keohokalole Highway & Palani Road (Intersection 9).  

Mauka (east) of Henry Street, the current right-of-way of Palani Road may not be sufficient to allow the 
construction of a second mauka-bound lane.  With the development of the Keahuolu Affordable Housing 
Master Plan project on the north side of Palani Road in this area, however, additional right-of-way will be 
obtained to widen Palani Road in the makai-bound direction.  This could allow the mauka-bound roadway 
to be widened to two lanes mauka of Henry Street, which would merge into the existing single lane 
beyond Henry Street/Ane Keohokalole Highway.   
 
With these improvements, both the project-specific and cumulative impacts identified on the mauka-
bound segments of Palani Road in the vicinity of Ane Keohokalole Highway/Henry Street would be fully 
mitigated and would minimize the potential for mauka-bound congestion to affect intersection operations 
near the intersection of Henry Street/Ane Keohokalole Highway & Palani Road.   
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7. SUMMARY AND CONCLUSIONS 

This study was undertaken to evaluate the potential long-term (2028) traffic impacts associated with the 
proposed extension of Ane Keohokalole Highway in Kailua-Kona on the Island of Hawaii.  The project 
would construct a four-lane, limited access highway between Palani Road to the south and Hina Lani 
Street in the north.  The highway, which would form a northward extension of Henry Street mauka of 
Queen Kaahumanu Highway and makai of Palani Road/Mamalahoa Highway, is also known as the Mid-
Level Road.  The project is intended to provide improved access to existing and future development in the 
study area, as well as to create an alternative route for traffic traveling north and south along Queen 
Kaahumanu Highway and Mamalahoa Highway. 

The following summarizes the key findings of the study: 

• Peak hour capacity analysis was conducted for nine existing intersections and one future 
intersection in the vicinity of the project site.  The unsignalized intersection of Palani Road & 
Palihiolo Street operates at LOS E in the AM peak hour and at LOS F in the PM peak hour.  The 
other eight existing study intersections currently operate at LOS D or better during the weekday 
peak hours. 

• Street segment analysis conducted for 10 street segments indicates that one directional street 
segment, makai-bound Palani Road mauka of Henry Street, currently operates at LOS E.  The 
other nine analyzed street segments currently operate at LOS D or better during the weekday 
peak hours. 

• Analysis of projected year 2028 future base conditions, representing future conditions without the 
proposed highway project in place, assumed that numerous new streets would be constructed 
and improvements made to existing intersections in the vicinity of the project site.  The analysis 
shows that two of the analyzed intersections would operate at LOS E during the PM peak hour 
under future base conditions (Queen Kaahumanu Highway & Hina Lani Street and Queen 
Kaahumanu Highway & Kealakehe Parkway).  The other eight study intersections are projected 
to operate at LOS D or better during the weekday peak hours.   

• Analysis of projected year 2028 future with project conditions indicates that two of the 10 
analyzed intersections would operate at LOS E during the PM peak hour (Henry Street/Ane 
Keohokalole Highway & Palani Road and Queen Kaahumanu Highway & Henry Street).  
Mitigation measures were developed to fully mitigate these impacts, resulting in LOS D or better.  
The project would improve operating conditions at six of the 10 intersections.   

• Future increases in peak hour traffic volumes without and with the proposed project were 
evaluated for 10 street segments.  Street segment analysis of projected year 2028 future base 
conditions indicates that two of the analyzed directional street segments are projected to operate 
at LOS E or F in the PM peak hour.  Construction of the proposed project would improve 
conditions on one of these segments to LOS D or better, but one cumulative impact would be 
present.  The projected shift in traffic that would occur as a result of the project was found to lead 
to a project-specific impact on one street segment.  On the two street segments where impacts 
were identified (LOS E conditions on contiguous segments of mauka-bound Palani Road from  
Kamakaeha Street to Henry Street and mauka of Henry Street), a potential mitigation measure to 
widen the roadway to provide two mauka-bound lanes was identified.  This improvement would 
fully mitigate the identified impacts and would result in acceptable operating conditions (LOS D or 
better) on those street segments and in improved operations at two adjacent study intersections.   
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WILTEC Phone: (626) 564-1944     Fax: (626) 564-0969

INTERSECTION TURNING MOVEMENT COUNT SUMMARY

CLIENT: FEHR AND PEERS / KAKU ASSOCIATES
PROJECT: KONA TRAFFIC COUNTS
DATE: WEDNESDAY AUGUST 22, 2007
PERIOD: 6:00 AM TO 9:00 AM
INTERSECTION: N/S QUEEN KAAHUMANU HIGHWAY

E/W HINA LANI STREET

15 MIN COUNTS
1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 10 11 12

PERIOD SBRT SBTH SBLT WBRT WBTH WBLT NBRT NBTH NBLT EBRT EBTH EBLT TOTAL
600-615 0 66 34 55 0 30 35 151 0 0 0 0 371
615-630 0 87 33 78 0 52 36 190 0 0 0 0 476
630-645 0 106 40 73 0 41 44 177 0 0 0 0 481
645-700 0 92 39 54 0 43 48 135 0 0 0 0 411
700-715 0 155 44 82 0 44 58 156 0 0 0 0 539
715-730 0 135 65 92 0 61 61 184 0 0 0 0 598
730-745 0 165 62 68 0 52 67 180 0 0 0 0 594
745-800 0 168 74 45 0 67 92 156 0 0 0 0 602
800-815 0 154 43 70 0 93 78 135 0 0 0 0 573
815-830 0 156 64 58 0 77 53 140 0 0 0 0 548
830-845 0 181 69 82 0 93 77 146 0 0 0 0 648
845-900 0 85 36 48 0 68 60 108 0 0 0 0 405
HOUR TOTALS

1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 10 11 12
TIME SBRT SBTH SBLT WBRT WBTH WBLT NBRT NBTH NBLT EBRT EBTH EBLT TOTAL
600-700 0 351 146 260 0 166 163 653 0 0 0 0 1739
615-715 0 440 156 287 0 180 186 658 0 0 0 0 1907
630-730 0 488 188 301 0 189 211 652 0 0 0 0 2029
645-745 0 547 210 296 0 200 234 655 0 0 0 0 2142
700-800 0 623 245 287 0 224 278 676 0 0 0 0 2333
715-815 0 622 244 275 0 273 298 655 0 0 0 0 2367
730-830 0 643 243 241 0 289 290 611 0 0 0 0 2317
745-845 0 659 250 255 0 330 300 577 0 0 0 0 2371
800-900 0 576 212 258 0 331 268 529 0 0 0 0 2174

PHF 0.9846

A.M. PEAK HOUR
745-845 255

0 659 250 0

330

0

HIINA LANI STREET 0 0 577 300
 

0

QUEEN KAAHUMANU HIGHWAY



WILTEC Phone: (626) 564-1944     Fax: (626) 564-0969

INTERSECTION TURNING MOVEMENT COUNT SUMMARY

CLIENT: FEHR AND PEERS / KAKU ASSOCIATES
PROJECT: KONA TRAFFIC COUNTS
DATE: WEDNESDAY AUGUST 22, 2007
PERIOD: 3:00 PM TO 6:00 PM
INTERSECTION: N/S QUEEN KAAHUMANU HIGHWAY

E/W HINA LANI STREET

15 MIN COUNTS
1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 10 11 12

PERIOD SBRT SBTH SBLT WBRT WBTH WBLT NBRT NBTH NBLT EBRT EBTH EBLT TOTAL
300-315 0 130 82 79 0 50 105 148 0 0 0 0 594
315-330 0 118 65 59 0 61 114 142 0 0 0 0 559
330-345 0 150 61 71 0 47 135 141 0 0 0 0 605
345-400 0 133 90 70 0 78 122 149 0 0 0 0 642
400-415 0 138 100 74 0 64 95 125 0 0 0 0 596
415-430 0 156 110 78 0 61 104 163 0 0 0 0 672
430-445 0 145 100 74 0 70 95 157 0 0 0 0 641
445-500 0 141 83 62 0 62 101 165 0 0 0 0 614
500-515 0 135 72 59 0 72 128 149 0 0 0 0 615
515-530 0 156 63 74 0 60 106 171 0 0 0 0 630
530-545 0 164 69 54 0 64 96 134 0 0 0 0 581
545-600 0 137 40 58 0 50 109 106 0 0 0 0 500
HOUR TOTALS

1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 10 11 12
TIME SBRT SBTH SBLT WBRT WBTH WBLT NBRT NBTH NBLT EBRT EBTH EBLT TOTAL
300-400 0 531 298 279 0 236 476 580 0 0 0 0 2400
315-415 0 539 316 274 0 250 466 557 0 0 0 0 2402
330-430 0 577 361 293 0 250 456 578 0 0 0 0 2515
345-445 0 572 400 296 0 273 416 594 0 0 0 0 2551
400-500 0 580 393 288 0 257 395 610 0 0 0 0 2523
415-515 0 577 365 273 0 265 428 634 0 0 0 0 2542
430-530 0 577 318 269 0 264 430 642 0 0 0 0 2500
445-545 0 596 287 249 0 258 431 619 0 0 0 0 2440
500-600 0 592 244 245 0 246 439 560 0 0 0 0 2326

PHF 0.9490

P.M. PEAK HOUR
345-445 296

0 572 400 0

273

0

HIINA LANI STREET 0 0 594 416

0

QUEEN KAAHUMANU HIGHWAY



WILTEC Phone: (626) 564-1944     Fax: (626) 564-0969

INTERSECTION TURNING MOVEMENT COUNT SUMMARY

CLIENT: FEHR AND PEERS / KAKU ASSOCIATES
PROJECT: KONA TRAFFIC COUNTS
DATE: TUESDAY AUGUST 21, 2007
PERIOD: 6:00 AM TO 9:00 AM
INTERSECTION: N/S MAMALAHOA HIGHWAY

E/W HINA LANI STREET

15 MIN COUNTS
1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 10 11 12

PERIOD SBRT SBTH SBLT WBRT WBTH WBLT NBRT NBTH NBLT EBRT EBTH EBLT TOTAL
600-615 53 87 0 0 0 0 0 58 45 12 0 7 262
615-630 34 98 0 0 0 0 0 73 54 13 0 13 285
630-645 49 139 0 0 0 0 0 101 62 14 0 9 374
645-700 65 184 0 0 0 0 0 93 77 28 0 8 455
700-715 57 232 0 0 0 0 0 79 60 25 0 11 464
715-730 48 207 0 0 0 0 0 102 63 44 0 11 475
730-745 44 213 0 0 0 0 0 97 58 41 0 16 469
745-800 47 157 0 0 0 0 0 90 71 33 0 12 410
800-815 33 115 0 0 0 0 0 108 61 26 0 17 360
815-830 48 122 0 0 0 0 0 93 47 23 0 21 354
830-845 34 131 0 0 0 0 0 81 40 23 0 27 336
845-900 34 116 0 0 0 0 0 88 33 19 0 19 309
HOUR TOTALS

1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 10 11 12
TIME SBRT SBTH SBLT WBRT WBTH WBLT NBRT NBTH NBLT EBRT EBTH EBLT TOTAL
600-700 201 508 0 0 0 0 0 325 238 67 0 37 1376
615-715 205 653 0 0 0 0 0 346 253 80 0 41 1578
630-730 219 762 0 0 0 0 0 375 262 111 0 39 1768
645-745 214 836 0 0 0 0 0 371 258 138 0 46 1863
700-800 196 809 0 0 0 0 0 368 252 143 0 50 1818
715-815 172 692 0 0 0 0 0 397 253 144 0 56 1714
730-830 172 607 0 0 0 0 0 388 237 123 0 66 1593
745-845 162 525 0 0 0 0 0 372 219 105 0 77 1460
800-900 149 484 0 0 0 0 0 370 181 91 0 84 1359

PHF 0.9805

A.M. PEAK HOUR
645-745 0

214 836 0 0

0

46

HIINA LANI STREET 0 258 371 0
 

138

MAMALAHOA HIGHWAY



WILTEC Phone: (626) 564-1944     Fax: (626) 564-0969

INTERSECTION TURNING MOVEMENT COUNT SUMMARY

CLIENT: FEHR AND PEERS / KAKU ASSOCIATES
PROJECT: KONA TRAFFIC COUNTS
DATE: TUESDAY AUGUST 21, 2007
PERIOD: 3:00 PM TO 6:00 PM
INTERSECTION: N/S MAMALAHOA HIGHWAY

E/W HINA LANI STREET

15 MIN COUNTS
1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 10 11 12

PERIOD SBRT SBTH SBLT WBRT WBTH WBLT NBRT NBTH NBLT EBRT EBTH EBLT TOTAL
300-315 21 135 0 0 0 0 0 105 22 80 0 50 413
315-330 31 101 0 0 0 0 0 85 20 113 0 47 397
330-345 19 158 0 0 0 0 0 127 28 112 0 52 496
345-400 20 174 0 0 0 0 0 117 36 104 0 50 501
400-415 24 152 0 0 0 0 0 157 23 112 0 52 520
415-430 35 136 0 0 0 0 0 153 29 136 0 57 546
430-445 18 132 0 0 0 0 0 126 17 131 0 44 468
445-500 17 95 0 0 0 0 0 112 17 101 0 66 408
500-515 25 81 0 0 0 0 0 117 21 96 0 61 401
515-530 16 120 0 0 0 0 0 115 19 98 0 69 437
530-545 15 81 0 0 0 0 0 122 24 51 0 52 345
545-600 16 85 0 0 0 0 0 139 14 52 0 60 366
HOUR TOTALS

1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 10 11 12
TIME SBRT SBTH SBLT WBRT WBTH WBLT NBRT NBTH NBLT EBRT EBTH EBLT TOTAL
300-400 91 568 0 0 0 0 0 434 106 409 0 199 1807
315-415 94 585 0 0 0 0 0 486 107 441 0 201 1914
330-430 98 620 0 0 0 0 0 554 116 464 0 211 2063
345-445 97 594 0 0 0 0 0 553 105 483 0 203 2035
400-500 94 515 0 0 0 0 0 548 86 480 0 219 1942
415-515 95 444 0 0 0 0 0 508 84 464 0 228 1823
430-530 76 428 0 0 0 0 0 470 74 426 0 240 1714
445-545 73 377 0 0 0 0 0 466 81 346 0 248 1591
500-600 72 367 0 0 0 0 0 493 78 297 0 242 1549

PHF 0.9446

P.M. PEAK HOUR
330-430 0

98 620 0 0

0

211

HIINA LANI STREET 0 116 554 0

464

MAMALAHOA HIGHWAY



WILTEC Phone: (626) 564-1944     Fax: (626) 564-0969

INTERSECTION TURNING MOVEMENT COUNT SUMMARY

CLIENT: FEHR AND PEERS / KAKU ASSOCIATES
PROJECT: KONA TRAFFIC COUNTS
DATE: WEDNESDAY AUGUST 22, 2007
PERIOD: 6:00 AM TO 9:00 AM
INTERSECTION: N/S QUEEN KAAHUMANU HIGHWAY

E/W KEALAKEHE PARKWAY

15 MIN COUNTS
1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 10 11 12

PERIOD SBRT SBTH SBLT WBRT WBTH WBLT NBRT NBTH NBLT EBRT EBTH EBLT TOTAL
600-615 13 66 7 7 1 11 16 188 13 3 0 5 330
615-630 18 93 2 13 2 21 20 183 14 4 0 4 374
630-645 16 126 5 13 1 24 19 173 17 4 2 5 405
645-700 24 142 7 19 3 32 31 211 17 2 2 7 497
700-715 9 154 14 19 2 21 26 199 15 5 0 7 471
715-730 17 175 14 17 1 42 42 217 13 3 0 4 545
730-745 18 171 30 26 1 51 44 209 17 5 2 5 579
745-800 16 187 21 23 1 35 49 198 19 0 2 12 563
800-815 20 157 40 19 1 55 80 159 16 0 12 5 564
815-830 18 183 42 17 6 55 72 176 20 2 3 9 603
830-845 26 193 32 15 3 69 61 200 30 5 3 15 652
845-900 21 193 8 14 1 34 37 176 17 2 2 3 508
HOUR TOTALS

1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 10 11 12
TIME SBRT SBTH SBLT WBRT WBTH WBLT NBRT NBTH NBLT EBRT EBTH EBLT TOTAL
600-700 71 427 21 52 7 88 86 755 61 13 4 21 1606
615-715 67 515 28 64 8 98 96 766 63 15 4 23 1747
630-730 66 597 40 68 7 119 118 800 62 14 4 23 1918
645-745 68 642 65 81 7 146 143 836 62 15 4 23 2092
700-800 60 687 79 85 5 149 161 823 64 13 4 28 2158
715-815 71 690 105 85 4 183 215 783 65 8 16 26 2251
730-830 72 698 133 85 9 196 245 742 72 7 19 31 2309
745-845 80 720 135 74 11 214 262 733 85 7 20 41 2382
800-900 85 726 122 65 11 213 250 711 83 9 20 32 2327

PHF 0.9133

A.M. PEAK HOUR
745-845 74

80 720 135 11

214

41

KEALAKEHE PARKWAY 20 85 733 262
 

7

QUEEN KAAHUMANU HIGHWAY



WILTEC Phone: (626) 564-1944     Fax: (626) 564-0969

INTERSECTION TURNING MOVEMENT COUNT SUMMARY

CLIENT: FEHR AND PEERS / KAKU ASSOCIATES
PROJECT: KONA TRAFFIC COUNTS
DATE: TUESDAY AUGUST 21, 2007
PERIOD: 3:00 PM TO 6:00 PM
INTERSECTION: N/S QUEEN KAAHUMANU HIGHWAY

E/W KEALAKEHE PARKWAY

15 MIN COUNTS
1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 10 11 12

PERIOD SBRT SBTH SBLT WBRT WBTH WBLT NBRT NBTH NBLT EBRT EBTH EBLT TOTAL
300-315 7 168 5 7 2 34 27 225 22 16 4 24 541
315-330 11 153 2 4 3 29 38 256 13 17 1 5 532
330-345 15 189 3 8 1 27 25 246 13 20 1 17 565
345-400 8 174 6 10 3 31 20 204 21 12 1 17 507
400-415 22 179 4 10 2 36 23 225 19 16 1 16 553
415-430 13 197 6 15 1 18 27 245 17 17 2 13 571
430-445 19 178 7 8 2 20 29 213 19 20 1 15 531
445-500 17 201 3 8 5 18 30 231 17 17 2 15 564
500-515 16 184 15 14 0 10 34 255 8 18 1 15 570
515-530 17 160 13 12 1 21 27 208 14 11 2 22 508
530-545 15 232 13 21 0 11 52 213 17 11 2 11 598
545-600 14 175 12 11 0 21 32 175 5 17 3 21 486
HOUR TOTALS

1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 10 11 12
TIME SBRT SBTH SBLT WBRT WBTH WBLT NBRT NBTH NBLT EBRT EBTH EBLT TOTAL
300-400 41 684 16 29 9 121 110 931 69 65 7 63 2145
315-415 56 695 15 32 9 123 106 931 66 65 4 55 2157
330-430 58 739 19 43 7 112 95 920 70 65 5 63 2196
345-445 62 728 23 43 8 105 99 887 76 65 5 61 2162
400-500 71 755 20 41 10 92 109 914 72 70 6 59 2219
415-515 65 760 31 45 8 66 120 944 61 72 6 58 2236
430-530 69 723 38 42 8 69 120 907 58 66 6 67 2173
445-545 65 777 44 55 6 60 143 907 56 57 7 63 2240
500-600 62 751 53 58 1 63 145 851 44 57 8 69 2162

PHF 0.9365

P.M. PEAK HOUR
445-545 55

65 777 44 6

60

63

KEALAKEHE PARKWAY 7 56 907 143

57

QUEEN KAAHUMANU HIGHWAY



WILTEC Phone: (626) 564-1944     Fax: (626) 564-0969

INTERSECTION TURNING MOVEMENT COUNT SUMMARY

CLIENT: FEHR AND PEERS / KAKU ASSOCIATES
PROJECT: KONA TRAFFIC COUNTS
DATE: WEDNESDAY AUGUST 22, 2007
PERIOD: 6:00 AM TO 9:00 AM
INTERSECTION: N/S ANE KEOHOKALOLE HIGHWAY

E/W KEALAKEHE PARKWAY

15 MIN COUNTS
1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 10 11 12

PERIOD SBRT SBTH SBLT WBRT WBTH WBLT NBRT NBTH NBLT EBRT EBTH EBLT TOTAL
600-615 0 0 0 0 34 2 0 0 2 7 3 0 48
615-630 0 0 0 0 2 2 0 0 2 8 4 0 18
630-645 0 0 0 0 32 0 0 0 3 3 9 0 47
645-700 0 0 0 0 31 0 2 0 5 11 12 0 61
700-715 0 0 0 0 27 0 0 0 13 27 7 0 74
715-730 0 0 0 0 14 0 0 0 26 60 17 0 117
730-745 0 0 0 0 49 0 2 0 13 39 7 0 110
745-800 0 0 0 0 22 1 0 0 39 66 17 0 145
800-815 0 0 0 0 16 2 2 0 36 66 7 0 129
815-830 0 0 0 0 15 0 0 0 43 118 12 0 188
830-845 0 0 0 0 10 0 0 0 11 15 4 0 40
845-900 0 0 0 0 24 0 1 0 79 107 21 0 232
HOUR TOTALS

1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 10 11 12
TIME SBRT SBTH SBLT WBRT WBTH WBLT NBRT NBTH NBLT EBRT EBTH EBLT TOTAL
600-700 0 0 0 0 99 4 2 0 12 29 28 0 174
615-715 0 0 0 0 92 2 2 0 23 49 32 0 200
630-730 0 0 0 0 104 0 2 0 47 101 45 0 299
645-745 0 0 0 0 121 0 4 0 57 137 43 0 362
700-800 0 0 0 0 112 1 2 0 91 192 48 0 446
715-815 0 0 0 0 101 3 4 0 114 231 48 0 501
730-830 0 0 0 0 102 3 4 0 131 289 43 0 572
745-845 0 0 0 0 63 3 2 0 129 265 40 0 502
800-900 0 0 0 0 65 2 3 0 169 306 44 0 589

PHF 0.6347

A.M. PEAK HOUR
800-900 0

0 0 0 65

2

0

KEALAKEHE PARKWAY 44 169 0 3
 

306

ANE KEOHOKALOLE HIGHWAY



WILTEC Phone: (626) 564-1944     Fax: (626) 564-0969

INTERSECTION TURNING MOVEMENT COUNT SUMMARY

CLIENT: FEHR AND PEERS / KAKU ASSOCIATES
PROJECT: KONA TRAFFIC COUNTS
DATE: WEDNESDAY AUGUST 22, 2007
PERIOD: 3:00 PM TO 6:00 PM
INTERSECTION: N/S ANE KEOHOKALOLE HIGHWAY

E/W KEALAKEHE PARKWAY

15 MIN COUNTS
1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 10 11 12

PERIOD SBRT SBTH SBLT WBRT WBTH WBLT NBRT NBTH NBLT EBRT EBTH EBLT TOTAL
300-315 0 0 0 0 19 0 0 0 67 33 41 0 160
315-330 0 0 0 0 17 0 1 0 22 13 18 0 71
330-345 0 0 0 0 17 0 0 0 22 14 17 0 70
345-400 0 0 0 0 6 1 0 0 11 6 18 0 42
400-415 0 0 0 0 27 0 0 0 23 22 23 0 95
415-430 0 0 0 0 12 0 0 0 14 4 23 0 53
430-445 0 0 0 0 10 3 1 0 17 12 41 0 84
445-500 0 0 0 0 13 0 0 0 18 10 36 0 77
500-515 0 0 0 0 17 0 0 0 15 16 36 0 84
515-530 0 0 0 0 16 1 0 0 15 24 25 0 81
530-545 0 0 0 0 19 1 0 0 15 46 32 0 113
545-600 0 0 0 0 20 3 0 0 13 37 21 0 94
HOUR TOTALS

1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 10 11 12
TIME SBRT SBTH SBLT WBRT WBTH WBLT NBRT NBTH NBLT EBRT EBTH EBLT TOTAL
300-400 0 0 0 0 59 1 1 0 122 66 94 0 343
315-415 0 0 0 0 67 1 1 0 78 55 76 0 278
330-430 0 0 0 0 62 1 0 0 70 46 81 0 260
345-445 0 0 0 0 55 4 1 0 65 44 105 0 274
400-500 0 0 0 0 62 3 1 0 72 48 123 0 309
415-515 0 0 0 0 52 3 1 0 64 42 136 0 298
430-530 0 0 0 0 56 4 1 0 65 62 138 0 326
445-545 0 0 0 0 65 2 0 0 63 96 129 0 355
500-600 0 0 0 0 72 5 0 0 58 123 114 0 372

PHF 0.8230

P.M. PEAK HOUR
500-600 0

0 0 0 72

5

0

KEALAKEHE PARKWAY 114 58 0 0

123

ANE KEOHOKALOLE HIGHWAY



WILTEC Phone: (626) 564-1944     Fax: (626) 564-0969

INTERSECTION TURNING MOVEMENT COUNT SUMMARY

CLIENT: FEHR AND PEERS / KAKU ASSOCIATES
PROJECT: KONA TRAFFIC COUNTS
DATE: TUESDAY AUGUST 21, 2007
PERIOD: 6:00 AM TO 9:00 AM
INTERSECTION: N/S PALANI ROAD

E/W PALIHIOLO STREET

15 MIN COUNTS
1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 10 11 12

PERIOD SBRT SBTH SBLT WBRT WBTH WBLT NBRT NBTH NBLT EBRT EBTH EBLT TOTAL
600-615 0 108 3 3 0 2 1 66 0 0 0 0 183
615-630 0 145 2 5 0 12 0 86 0 0 0 0 250
630-645 0 178 3 8 0 11 1 107 0 0 0 0 308
645-700 0 218 3 7 0 4 1 128 0 0 0 0 361
700-715 0 262 2 10 0 9 3 125 0 0 0 0 411
715-730 0 268 2 7 0 5 2 153 0 0 0 0 437
730-745 0 247 7 11 0 7 2 195 0 0 0 0 469
745-800 0 304 6 12 0 8 0 172 0 0 0 0 502
800-815 0 269 2 2 0 5 1 154 0 0 0 0 433
815-830 0 221 2 5 0 4 4 144 0 0 0 0 380
830-845 0 180 4 2 0 4 3 134 0 0 0 0 327
845-900 0 195 2 1 0 3 3 127 0 0 0 0 331
HOUR TOTALS

1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 10 11 12
TIME SBRT SBTH SBLT WBRT WBTH WBLT NBRT NBTH NBLT EBRT EBTH EBLT TOTAL
600-700 0 649 11 23 0 29 3 387 0 0 0 0 1102
615-715 0 803 10 30 0 36 5 446 0 0 0 0 1330
630-730 0 926 10 32 0 29 7 513 0 0 0 0 1517
645-745 0 995 14 35 0 25 8 601 0 0 0 0 1678
700-800 0 1081 17 40 0 29 7 645 0 0 0 0 1819
715-815 0 1088 17 32 0 25 5 674 0 0 0 0 1841
730-830 0 1041 17 30 0 24 7 665 0 0 0 0 1784
745-845 0 974 14 21 0 21 8 604 0 0 0 0 1642
800-900 0 865 10 10 0 16 11 559 0 0 0 0 1471

PHF 0.9168

A.M. PEAK HOUR
715-815 32

0 1088 17 0

25

0

PALIHILO STREET 0 0 674 5
 

0

PALANI ROAD



WILTEC Phone: (626) 564-1944     Fax: (626) 564-0969

INTERSECTION TURNING MOVEMENT COUNT SUMMARY

CLIENT: FEHR AND PEERS / KAKU ASSOCIATES
PROJECT: KONA TRAFFIC COUNTS
DATE: TUESDAY AUGUST 21, 2007
PERIOD: 3:00 PM TO 6:00 PM
INTERSECTION: N/S PALANI ROAD

E/W PALIHIOLO STREET

15 MIN COUNTS
1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 10 11 12

PERIOD SBRT SBTH SBLT WBRT WBTH WBLT NBRT NBTH NBLT EBRT EBTH EBLT TOTAL
300-315 0 215 7 4 0 2 1 158 0 0 0 0 387
315-330 0 231 15 8 0 3 4 150 0 0 0 0 411
330-345 0 288 8 10 0 8 2 200 0 0 0 0 516
345-400 0 238 12 6 0 5 3 183 0 0 0 0 447
400-415 0 229 11 7 0 4 4 221 0 0 0 0 476
415-430 0 254 8 3 0 6 2 194 0 0 0 0 467
430-445 0 240 8 3 0 4 3 192 0 0 0 0 450
445-500 0 226 9 6 0 2 5 177 0 0 0 0 425
500-515 0 221 10 7 0 5 10 164 0 0 0 0 417
515-530 0 199 8 9 0 5 1 156 0 0 0 0 378
530-545 0 170 7 3 0 8 8 182 0 0 0 0 378
545-600 0 174 3 3 0 2 11 218 0 0 0 0 411
HOUR TOTALS

1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 10 11 12
TIME SBRT SBTH SBLT WBRT WBTH WBLT NBRT NBTH NBLT EBRT EBTH EBLT TOTAL
300-400 0 972 42 28 0 18 10 691 0 0 0 0 1761
315-415 0 986 46 31 0 20 13 754 0 0 0 0 1850
330-430 0 1009 39 26 0 23 11 798 0 0 0 0 1906
345-445 0 961 39 19 0 19 12 790 0 0 0 0 1840
400-500 0 949 36 19 0 16 14 784 0 0 0 0 1818
415-515 0 941 35 19 0 17 20 727 0 0 0 0 1759
430-530 0 886 35 25 0 16 19 689 0 0 0 0 1670
445-545 0 816 34 25 0 20 24 679 0 0 0 0 1598
500-600 0 764 28 22 0 20 30 720 0 0 0 0 1584

PHF 0.9234

P.M. PEAK HOUR
330-430 26

0 1009 39 0

23

0

PALIHILO STREET 0 0 798 11

0

PALANI ROAD



WILTEC Phone: (626) 564-1944     Fax: (626) 564-0969

INTERSECTION TURNING MOVEMENT COUNT SUMMARY

CLIENT: FEHR AND PEERS / KAKU ASSOCIATES
PROJECT: KONA TRAFFIC COUNTS
DATE: THURSDAY AUGUST 23, 2007
PERIOD: 6:00 AM TO 9:00 AM
INTERSECTION: N/S QUEEN KAAHUMANU HIGHWAY

E/W PALANI RD

15 MIN COUNTS
1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 10 11 12

PERIOD SBRT SBTH SBLT WBRT WBTH WBLT NBRT NBTH NBLT EBRT EBTH EBLT TOTAL
600-615 23 48 4 6 51 4 2 130 11 14 20 60 373
615-630 18 54 1 7 55 0 1 154 8 17 18 38 371
630-645 30 80 2 7 74 3 5 140 14 12 33 50 450
645-700 37 57 12 6 61 2 2 147 18 20 23 46 431
700-715 32 94 10 11 97 4 2 147 7 25 25 37 491
715-730 42 116 19 3 112 0 1 155 6 24 25 43 546
730-745 51 114 16 12 121 0 4 144 8 29 35 34 568
745-800 56 112 14 2 108 8 7 155 11 24 33 53 583
800-815 52 115 15 13 105 3 3 140 18 25 36 43 568
815-830 68 124 27 6 85 2 3 153 17 24 34 51 594
830-845 81 102 31 8 76 5 2 145 25 26 41 46 588
845-900 57 87 20 10 70 0 0 168 20 33 40 46 551
HOUR TOTALS

1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 10 11 12
TIME SBRT SBTH SBLT WBRT WBTH WBLT NBRT NBTH NBLT EBRT EBTH EBLT TOTAL
600-700 108 239 19 26 241 9 10 571 51 63 94 194 1625
615-715 117 285 25 31 287 9 10 588 47 74 99 171 1743
630-730 141 347 43 27 344 9 10 589 45 81 106 176 1918
645-745 162 381 57 32 391 6 9 593 39 98 108 160 2036
700-800 181 436 59 28 438 12 14 601 32 102 118 167 2188
715-815 201 457 64 30 446 11 15 594 43 102 129 173 2265
730-830 227 465 72 33 419 13 17 592 54 102 138 181 2313
745-845 257 453 87 29 374 18 15 593 71 99 144 193 2333
800-900 258 428 93 37 336 10 8 606 80 108 151 186 2301

PHF 0.9819

A.M. PEAK HOUR
745-845 29

257 453 87 374

18

193

ALII DRIVE 144 71 593 15
 

99

QUEEN KAAHUMANU HIGHWAY



WILTEC Phone: (626) 564-1944     Fax: (626) 564-0969

INTERSECTION TURNING MOVEMENT COUNT SUMMARY

CLIENT: FEHR AND PEERS / KAKU ASSOCIATES
PROJECT: KONA TRAFFIC COUNTS
DATE: THURSDAY AUGUST 23, 2007
PERIOD: 3:00 PM TO 6:00 PM
INTERSECTION: N/S QUEEN KAAHUMANU HIGHWAY

E/W PALANI RD

15 MIN COUNTS
1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 10 11 12

PERIOD SBRT SBTH SBLT WBRT WBTH WBLT NBRT NBTH NBLT EBRT EBTH EBLT TOTAL
300-315 79 124 14 6 99 11 7 131 8 59 56 62 656
315-330 76 110 24 0 86 14 1 115 9 39 59 60 593
330-345 97 114 56 2 92 4 2 115 6 43 80 76 687
345-400 68 122 52 5 102 10 5 142 8 53 71 49 687
400-415 70 135 44 0 107 23 8 120 6 44 84 63 704
415-430 40 146 34 4 123 12 6 123 5 49 79 66 687
430-445 60 159 29 18 109 9 4 150 19 50 68 66 741
445-500 72 138 58 10 115 8 5 132 3 60 89 73 763
500-515 82 147 51 10 106 20 3 115 2 58 70 64 728
515-530 80 136 32 6 104 14 3 127 4 51 66 66 689
530-545 62 131 25 7 82 11 2 106 4 46 73 56 605
545-600 65 132 25 7 85 10 3 112 17 55 89 48 648
HOUR TOTALS

1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 10 11 12
TIME SBRT SBTH SBLT WBRT WBTH WBLT NBRT NBTH NBLT EBRT EBTH EBLT TOTAL
300-400 320 470 146 13 379 39 15 503 31 194 266 247 2623
315-415 311 481 176 7 387 51 16 492 29 179 294 248 2671
330-430 275 517 186 11 424 49 21 500 25 189 314 254 2765
345-445 238 562 159 27 441 54 23 535 38 196 302 244 2819
400-500 242 578 165 32 454 52 23 525 33 203 320 268 2895
415-515 254 590 172 42 453 49 18 520 29 217 306 269 2919
430-530 294 580 170 44 434 51 15 524 28 219 293 269 2921
445-545 296 552 166 33 407 53 13 480 13 215 298 259 2785
500-600 289 546 133 30 377 55 11 460 27 210 298 234 2670

PHF 0.9571

P.M. PEAK HOUR
430-530 44

294 580 170 434

51

269

ALII DRIVE 293 28 524 15

219

QUEEN KAAHUMANU HIGHWAY



WILTEC Phone: (626) 564-1944     Fax: (626) 564-0969

INTERSECTION TURNING MOVEMENT COUNT SUMMARY

CLIENT: FEHR AND PEERS / KAKU ASSOCIATES
PROJECT: KONA TRAFFIC COUNTS
DATE: THURSDAY AUGUST 23, 2007
PERIOD: 6:00 AM TO 9:00 AM
INTERSECTION: N/S KAMAKAEHA AVENUE

E/W PALANI ROAD

15 MIN COUNTS
1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 10 11 12

PERIOD SBRT SBTH SBLT WBRT WBTH WBLT NBRT NBTH NBLT EBRT EBTH EBLT TOTAL
600-615 1 0 1 30 50 0 0 0 0 0 23 3 108
615-630 0 0 3 45 58 0 0 0 0 0 28 3 137
630-645 2 0 9 44 77 0 0 0 0 0 34 4 170
645-700 4 0 10 47 83 0 0 0 0 0 32 0 176
700-715 2 0 4 27 111 0 0 0 0 0 35 0 179
715-730 2 0 11 34 108 0 0 0 0 0 44 0 199
730-745 3 0 16 20 127 0 0 0 0 0 54 3 223
745-800 4 0 12 34 126 0 0 0 0 0 51 0 227
800-815 3 0 8 42 114 0 0 0 0 0 60 1 228
815-830 3 0 11 45 86 0 0 0 0 0 71 0 216
830-845 2 0 17 33 93 0 0 0 0 0 67 2 214
845-900 10 0 18 19 80 0 0 0 0 0 67 0 194
HOUR TOTALS

1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 10 11 12
TIME SBRT SBTH SBLT WBRT WBTH WBLT NBRT NBTH NBLT EBRT EBTH EBLT TOTAL
600-700 7 0 23 166 268 0 0 0 0 0 117 10 591
615-715 8 0 26 163 329 0 0 0 0 0 129 7 662
630-730 10 0 34 152 379 0 0 0 0 0 145 4 724
645-745 11 0 41 128 429 0 0 0 0 0 165 3 777
700-800 11 0 43 115 472 0 0 0 0 0 184 3 828
715-815 12 0 47 130 475 0 0 0 0 0 209 4 877
730-830 13 0 47 141 453 0 0 0 0 0 236 4 894
745-845 12 0 48 154 419 0 0 0 0 0 249 3 885
800-900 18 0 54 139 373 0 0 0 0 0 265 3 852

PHF 0.9803

A.M. PEAK HOUR
730-830 141

13 0 47 453

0

4

PALANI ROAD 236 0 0 0
 

0

KAMAKAEHA AVENUE



WILTEC Phone: (626) 564-1944     Fax: (626) 564-0969

INTERSECTION TURNING MOVEMENT COUNT SUMMARY

CLIENT: FEHR AND PEERS / KAKU ASSOCIATES
PROJECT: KONA TRAFFIC COUNTS
DATE: THURSDAY AUGUST 23, 2007
PERIOD: 3:00 PM TO 6:00 PM
INTERSECTION: N/S KAMAKAEHA AVENUE

E/W PALANI ROAD

15 MIN COUNTS
1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 10 11 12

PERIOD SBRT SBTH SBLT WBRT WBTH WBLT NBRT NBTH NBLT EBRT EBTH EBLT TOTAL
300-315 26 0 36 43 91 0 0 0 0 0 106 1 303
315-330 22 0 24 34 82 0 0 0 0 0 80 1 243
330-345 18 0 27 36 89 0 0 0 0 0 109 3 282
345-400 7 0 22 54 102 0 0 0 0 0 133 2 320
400-415 17 0 22 46 123 0 0 0 0 0 120 1 329
415-430 16 0 30 36 126 0 0 0 0 0 112 1 321
430-445 15 0 44 31 100 0 0 0 0 0 125 2 317
445-500 15 0 31 48 125 0 0 0 0 0 137 0 356
500-515 18 0 33 46 118 0 0 0 0 0 104 2 321
515-530 15 0 27 44 96 0 0 0 0 0 128 5 315
530-545 20 0 31 29 112 0 0 0 0 0 92 2 286
545-600 19 0 21 23 77 0 0 0 0 0 93 0 233
HOUR TOTALS

1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 10 11 12
TIME SBRT SBTH SBLT WBRT WBTH WBLT NBRT NBTH NBLT EBRT EBTH EBLT TOTAL
300-400 73 0 109 167 364 0 0 0 0 0 428 7 1148
315-415 64 0 95 170 396 0 0 0 0 0 442 7 1174
330-430 58 0 101 172 440 0 0 0 0 0 474 7 1252
345-445 55 0 118 167 451 0 0 0 0 0 490 6 1287
400-500 63 0 127 161 474 0 0 0 0 0 494 4 1323
415-515 64 0 138 161 469 0 0 0 0 0 478 5 1315
430-530 63 0 135 169 439 0 0 0 0 0 494 9 1309
445-545 68 0 122 167 451 0 0 0 0 0 461 9 1278
500-600 72 0 112 142 403 0 0 0 0 0 417 9 1155

PHF 0.9291

P.M. PEAK HOUR
400-500 161

63 0 127 474

0

4

PALANI ROAD 494 0 0 0

0

KAMAKAEHA AVENUE



WILTEC Phone: (626) 564-1944     Fax: (626) 564-0969

INTERSECTION TURNING MOVEMENT COUNT SUMMARY

CLIENT: FEHR AND PEERS / KAKU ASSOCIATES
PROJECT: KONA TRAFFIC COUNTS
DATE: TUESDAY AUGUST 21, 2007
PERIOD: 6:00 AM TO 9:00 AM
INTERSECTION: N/S HENRY STREET

E/W PALANI ROAD

15 MIN COUNTS
1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 10 11 12

PERIOD SBRT SBTH SBLT WBRT WBTH WBLT NBRT NBTH NBLT EBRT EBTH EBLT TOTAL
600-615 0 0 0 0 67 58 42 0 15 6 36 0 224
615-630 0 0 0 0 80 81 49 0 29 6 19 0 264
630-645 0 0 0 0 98 100 66 0 23 8 23 0 318
645-700 0 0 0 0 101 108 72 0 27 8 35 0 351
700-715 0 0 0 0 124 187 91 0 45 7 34 0 488
715-730 0 0 0 0 127 143 106 0 37 10 48 0 471
730-745 0 0 0 0 142 157 116 0 27 9 54 0 505
745-800 0 0 0 0 157 163 86 0 13 11 49 0 479
800-815 0 0 0 0 165 147 65 0 7 15 57 0 456
815-830 0 0 0 0 124 169 80 0 21 22 59 0 475
830-845 0 0 0 0 78 126 60 0 19 21 58 0 362
845-900 0 0 0 0 93 110 58 0 13 14 58 0 346
HOUR TOTALS

1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 10 11 12
TIME SBRT SBTH SBLT WBRT WBTH WBLT NBRT NBTH NBLT EBRT EBTH EBLT TOTAL
600-700 0 0 0 0 346 347 229 0 94 28 113 0 1157
615-715 0 0 0 0 403 476 278 0 124 29 111 0 1421
630-730 0 0 0 0 450 538 335 0 132 33 140 0 1628
645-745 0 0 0 0 494 595 385 0 136 34 171 0 1815
700-800 0 0 0 0 550 650 399 0 122 37 185 0 1943
715-815 0 0 0 0 591 610 373 0 84 45 208 0 1911
730-830 0 0 0 0 588 636 347 0 68 57 219 0 1915
745-845 0 0 0 0 524 605 291 0 60 69 223 0 1772
800-900 0 0 0 0 460 552 263 0 60 72 232 0 1639

PHF 0.9619

A.M. PEAK HOUR
700-800 0

0 0 0 550

650

0

PALANI ROAD 185 122 0 399
 

37

HENRY STREET



WILTEC Phone: (626) 564-1944     Fax: (626) 564-0969

INTERSECTION TURNING MOVEMENT COUNT SUMMARY

CLIENT: FEHR AND PEERS / KAKU ASSOCIATES
PROJECT: KONA TRAFFIC COUNTS
DATE: TUESDAY AUGUST 21, 2007
PERIOD: 3:00 PM TO 6:00 PM
INTERSECTION: N/S HENRY STREET

E/W PALANI ROAD

15 MIN COUNTS
1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 10 11 12

PERIOD SBRT SBTH SBLT WBRT WBTH WBLT NBRT NBTH NBLT EBRT EBTH EBLT TOTAL
300-315 0 0 0 0 93 121 68 0 19 47 91 0 439
315-330 0 0 0 0 99 120 85 0 25 39 103 0 471
330-345 0 0 0 0 114 125 79 0 29 37 83 0 467
345-400 0 0 0 0 119 116 105 0 37 46 109 0 532
400-415 0 0 0 0 127 116 98 0 26 38 125 0 530
415-430 0 0 0 0 130 139 92 0 22 27 137 0 547
430-445 0 0 0 0 125 113 82 0 25 38 113 0 496
445-500 0 0 0 0 158 106 59 0 30 44 103 0 500
500-515 0 0 0 0 137 117 92 0 42 28 115 0 531
515-530 0 0 0 0 100 134 91 0 44 31 94 0 494
530-545 0 0 0 0 93 106 87 0 26 26 110 0 448
545-600 0 0 0 0 81 91 84 0 18 27 92 0 393
HOUR TOTALS

1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 10 11 12
TIME SBRT SBTH SBLT WBRT WBTH WBLT NBRT NBTH NBLT EBRT EBTH EBLT TOTAL
300-400 0 0 0 0 425 482 337 0 110 169 386 0 1909
315-415 0 0 0 0 459 477 367 0 117 160 420 0 2000
330-430 0 0 0 0 490 496 374 0 114 148 454 0 2076
345-445 0 0 0 0 501 484 377 0 110 149 484 0 2105
400-500 0 0 0 0 540 474 331 0 103 147 478 0 2073
415-515 0 0 0 0 550 475 325 0 119 137 468 0 2074
430-530 0 0 0 0 520 470 324 0 141 141 425 0 2021
445-545 0 0 0 0 488 463 329 0 142 129 422 0 1973
500-600 0 0 0 0 411 448 354 0 130 112 411 0 1866

PHF 0.9621

P.M. PEAK HOUR
345-445 0

0 0 0 501

484

0

PALANI ROAD 484 110 0 377

149

HENRY STREET



WILTEC Phone: (626) 564-1944     Fax: (626) 564-0969

INTERSECTION TURNING MOVEMENT COUNT SUMMARY

CLIENT: FEHR AND PEERS / KAKU ASSOCIATES
PROJECT: KONA TRAFFIC COUNTS
DATE: THURSDAY AUGUST 23, 2007
PERIOD: 6:00 AM TO 9:00 AM
INTERSECTION: N/S QUEEN KAAHUMANU HIGHWAY

E/W HENRY STREET

15 MIN COUNTS
1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 10 11 12

PERIOD SBRT SBTH SBLT WBRT WBTH WBLT NBRT NBTH NBLT EBRT EBTH EBLT TOTAL
600-615 11 38 11 7 25 30 58 167 25 7 26 8 413
615-630 15 56 14 9 35 45 94 143 42 6 34 9 502
630-645 9 62 9 9 25 61 117 124 28 4 40 10 498
645-700 11 75 13 21 51 78 94 130 30 10 49 11 573
700-715 20 88 14 15 58 114 99 151 39 4 57 17 676
715-730 22 92 22 14 72 89 137 126 44 5 56 13 692
730-745 36 90 18 14 74 80 123 139 46 5 67 13 705
745-800 21 104 25 16 92 94 110 137 45 4 78 13 739
800-815 21 98 33 18 92 96 89 132 52 11 74 22 738
815-830 26 75 26 28 64 76 105 121 55 5 51 17 649
830-845 23 68 31 31 81 91 84 130 48 14 58 12 671
845-900 29 99 29 33 93 80 78 129 45 11 66 15 707
HOUR TOTALS

1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 10 11 12
TIME SBRT SBTH SBLT WBRT WBTH WBLT NBRT NBTH NBLT EBRT EBTH EBLT TOTAL
600-700 46 231 47 46 136 214 363 564 125 27 149 38 1986
615-715 55 281 50 54 169 298 404 548 139 24 180 47 2249
630-730 62 317 58 59 206 342 447 531 141 23 202 51 2439
645-745 89 345 67 64 255 361 453 546 159 24 229 54 2646
700-800 99 374 79 59 296 377 469 553 174 18 258 56 2812
715-815 100 384 98 62 330 359 459 534 187 25 275 61 2874
730-830 104 367 102 76 322 346 427 529 198 25 270 65 2831
745-845 91 345 115 93 329 357 388 520 200 34 261 64 2797
800-900 99 340 119 110 330 343 356 512 200 41 249 66 2765

PHF 0.9723

A.M. PEAK HOUR
715-815 62

100 384 98 330

359

61

HENRY STREET 275 187 534 459
 

25

QUEEN KAAHUMANU HIGHWAY



WILTEC Phone: (626) 564-1944     Fax: (626) 564-0969

INTERSECTION TURNING MOVEMENT COUNT SUMMARY

CLIENT: FEHR AND PEERS / KAKU ASSOCIATES
PROJECT: KONA TRAFFIC COUNTS
DATE: THURSDAY AUGUST 23, 2007
PERIOD: 3:00 PM TO 6:00 PM
INTERSECTION: N/S QUEEN KAAHUMANU HIGHWAY

E/W HENRY STREET

15 MIN COUNTS
1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 10 11 12

PERIOD SBRT SBTH SBLT WBRT WBTH WBLT NBRT NBTH NBLT EBRT EBTH EBLT TOTAL
300-315 24 121 46 56 107 121 72 71 42 24 82 7 773
315-330 24 139 40 32 88 105 78 78 55 19 75 15 748
330-345 30 102 27 45 79 104 97 93 53 15 78 14 737
345-400 28 115 31 39 101 113 106 88 49 31 78 12 791
400-415 36 120 33 40 100 112 93 87 46 25 93 14 799
415-430 26 145 35 43 100 101 104 93 38 23 101 8 817
430-445 20 162 43 36 105 112 108 84 36 27 116 22 871
445-500 21 160 48 58 92 107 105 83 44 27 95 17 857
500-515 42 142 40 42 93 116 101 71 51 30 94 20 842
515-530 29 146 43 47 79 85 78 68 38 24 83 15 735
530-545 40 132 40 33 92 91 85 67 31 20 74 16 721
545-600 26 124 42 48 80 97 81 64 33 25 63 7 690
HOUR TOTALS

1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 10 11 12
TIME SBRT SBTH SBLT WBRT WBTH WBLT NBRT NBTH NBLT EBRT EBTH EBLT TOTAL
300-400 106 477 144 172 375 443 353 330 199 89 313 48 3049
315-415 118 476 131 156 368 434 374 346 203 90 324 55 3075
330-430 120 482 126 167 380 430 400 361 186 94 350 48 3144
345-445 110 542 142 158 406 438 411 352 169 106 388 56 3278
400-500 103 587 159 177 397 432 410 347 164 102 405 61 3344
415-515 109 609 166 179 390 436 418 331 169 107 406 67 3387
430-530 112 610 174 183 369 420 392 306 169 108 388 74 3305
445-545 132 580 171 180 356 399 369 289 164 101 346 68 3155
500-600 137 544 165 170 344 389 345 270 153 99 314 58 2988

PHF 0.9722

P.M. PEAK HOUR
415-515 179

109 609 166 390

436

67

HENRY STREET 406 169 331 418

107

QUEEN KAAHUMANU HIGHWAY
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INTERSECTION LEVEL OF SERVICE WORKSHEETS 



 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

EXISTING CONDITIONS 



Existing AM                Thu Dec 11, 2008 14:19:50                 Page 3-1   
--------------------------------------------------------------------------------
                           Palani Affordable Housing                            
                              Existing Conditions                               
                                 AM Peak Hour                                   
--------------------------------------------------------------------------------
                      Level Of Service Computation Report                       
             2000 HCM Operations Method (Base Volume Alternative)               
********************************************************************************
Intersection #1 Queen Kaahumanu Hwy / Hina Lani St                              
********************************************************************************
Cycle (sec):         100                Critical Vol./Cap.(X):         0.781
Loss Time (sec):      10 (Y+R=4.0 sec)  Average Delay (sec/veh):        23.8
Optimal Cycle:        67                Level Of Service:                  C
********************************************************************************
Street Name:       Queen Kaahumanu Hwy                   Hina Lani St           
Approach:      North Bound      South Bound       East Bound       West Bound   
Movement:     L  -  T  -  R    L  -  T  -  R    L  -  T  -  R    L  -  T  -  R  
------------|---------------||---------------||---------------||---------------|
Control:         Permitted      Prot+Permit        Permitted        Permitted 
Rights:            Ovl             Include          Include           Ovl        
Min. Green:     0    0     0     0    0     0     0    0     0     0    0     0 
Lanes:        0  0  1  0  1    1  0  1  0  0    0  0  0  0  0    1  0  0  0  1  
------------|---------------||---------------||---------------||---------------|
Volume Module:
Base Vol:       0  577   300   250  659     0     0    0     0   330    0   255 
Growth Adj:  1.00 1.00  1.00  1.00 1.00  1.00  1.00 1.00  1.00  1.00 1.00  1.00 
Initial Bse:    0  577   300   250  659     0     0    0     0   330    0   255 
User Adj:    1.00 1.00  1.00  1.00 1.00  1.00  1.00 1.00  1.00  1.00 1.00  1.00 
PHF Adj:     0.95 0.95  0.95  0.95 0.95  0.95  0.95 0.95  0.95  0.95 0.95  0.95 
PHF Volume:     0  607   316   263  694     0     0    0     0   347    0   268 
Reduct Vol:     0    0     0     0    0     0     0    0     0     0    0     0 
Reduced Vol:    0  607   316   263  694     0     0    0     0   347    0   268 
PCE Adj:     1.00 1.00  1.00  1.00 1.00  1.00  1.00 1.00  1.00  1.00 1.00  1.00 
MLF Adj:     1.00 1.00  1.00  1.00 1.00  1.00  1.00 1.00  1.00  1.00 1.00  1.00 
FinalVolume:    0  607   316   263  694     0     0    0     0   347    0   268 
------------|---------------||---------------||---------------||---------------|
Saturation Flow Module:
Sat/Lane:    1900 1900  1900  1900 1900  1900  1900 1900  1900  1900 1900  1900 
Adjustment:  1.00 1.00  0.85  0.95 1.00  1.00  1.00 1.00  1.00  0.77 1.00  0.85 
Lanes:       0.00 1.00  1.00  1.00 1.00  0.00  0.00 0.00  0.00  1.00 0.00  1.00 
Final Sat.:     0 1900  1615  1805 1900     0     0    0     0  1461    0  1615 
------------|---------------||---------------||---------------||---------------|
Capacity Analysis Module:
Vol/Sat:     0.00 0.32  0.20  0.15 0.37  0.00  0.00 0.00  0.00  0.24 0.00  0.17 
Crit Moves:       ****        ****                              ****           
Green/Cycle: 0.00 0.41  0.41  0.60 0.60  0.00  0.00 0.00  0.00  0.30 0.00  0.49 
Volume/Cap:  0.00 0.78  0.48  0.62 0.61  0.00  0.00 0.00  0.00  0.78 0.00  0.34 
Delay/Veh:    0.0 30.8  22.2  22.2 13.9   0.0   0.0  0.0   0.0  40.4  0.0  15.8 
User DelAdj: 1.00 1.00  1.00  1.00 1.00  1.00  1.00 1.00  1.00  1.00 1.00  1.00 
AdjDel/Veh:   0.0 30.8  22.2  22.2 13.9   0.0   0.0  0.0   0.0  40.4  0.0  15.8 
LOS by Move:    A    C     C     C    B     A     A    A     A     D    A     B 
HCM2kAvgQ:      0   18     7     6   14     0     0    0     0    12    0     5 
********************************************************************************
Note: Queue reported is the number of cars per lane.
********************************************************************************



Existing AM                Thu Dec 11, 2008 14:19:50                 Page 4-1   
--------------------------------------------------------------------------------
                           Palani Affordable Housing                            
                              Existing Conditions                               
                                 AM Peak Hour                                   
--------------------------------------------------------------------------------
                      Level Of Service Computation Report                       
             2000 HCM Operations Method (Base Volume Alternative)               
********************************************************************************
Intersection #2 Ane Keohokalole Hwy / Hina Lani St                              
********************************************************************************
Cycle (sec):         100                Critical Vol./Cap.(X):         0.248
Loss Time (sec):       0 (Y+R=4.0 sec)  Average Delay (sec/veh):         0.1
Optimal Cycle:        30                Level Of Service:                  A
********************************************************************************
Street Name:       Ane Keohokalole Hwy                   Hina Lani St           
Approach:      North Bound      South Bound       East Bound       West Bound   
Movement:     L  -  T  -  R    L  -  T  -  R    L  -  T  -  R    L  -  T  -  R  
------------|---------------||---------------||---------------||---------------|
Control:        Protected        Protected        Protected        Protected  
Rights:           Include          Include          Include          Include     
Min. Green:     0    0     0     0    0     0     0    0     0     0    0     0 
Lanes:        0  0  0  0  0    0  0  0  0  0    0  0  1  0  0    0  0  1  0  0  
------------|---------------||---------------||---------------||---------------|
Volume Module:
Base Vol:       0    0     0     0    0     0     0  151     0     0  448     0 
Growth Adj:  1.00 1.00  1.00  1.00 1.00  1.00  1.00 1.00  1.00  1.00 1.00  1.00 
Initial Bse:    0    0     0     0    0     0     0  151     0     0  448     0 
User Adj:    1.00 1.00  1.00  1.00 1.00  1.00  1.00 1.00  1.00  1.00 1.00  1.00 
PHF Adj:     0.95 0.95  0.95  0.95 0.95  0.95  0.95 0.95  0.95  0.95 0.95  0.95 
PHF Volume:     0    0     0     0    0     0     0  159     0     0  472     0 
Reduct Vol:     0    0     0     0    0     0     0    0     0     0    0     0 
Reduced Vol:    0    0     0     0    0     0     0  159     0     0  472     0 
PCE Adj:     1.00 1.00  1.00  1.00 1.00  1.00  1.00 1.00  1.00  1.00 1.00  1.00 
MLF Adj:     1.00 1.00  1.00  1.00 1.00  1.00  1.00 1.00  1.00  1.00 1.00  1.00 
FinalVolume:    0    0     0     0    0     0     0  159     0     0  472     0 
------------|---------------||---------------||---------------||---------------|
Saturation Flow Module:
Sat/Lane:    1900 1900  1900  1900 1900  1900  1900 1900  1900  1900 1900  1900 
Adjustment:  1.00 1.00  1.00  1.00 1.00  1.00  1.00 1.00  1.00  1.00 1.00  1.00 
Lanes:       0.00 0.00  0.00  0.00 0.00  0.00  0.00 1.00  0.00  0.00 1.00  0.00 
Final Sat.:     0    0     0     0    0     0     0 1900     0     0 1900     0 
------------|---------------||---------------||---------------||---------------|
Capacity Analysis Module:
Vol/Sat:     0.00 0.00  0.00  0.00 0.00  0.00  0.00 0.08  0.00  0.00 0.25  0.00 
Crit Moves:                                    ****                  ****      
Green/Cycle: 0.00 0.00  0.00  0.00 0.00  0.00  0.00 1.00  0.00  0.00 1.00  0.00 
Volume/Cap:  0.00 0.00  0.00  0.00 0.00  0.00  0.00 0.08  0.00  0.00 0.25  0.00 
Delay/Veh:    0.0  0.0   0.0   0.0  0.0   0.0   0.0  0.0   0.0   0.0  0.1   0.0 
User DelAdj: 1.00 1.00  1.00  1.00 1.00  1.00  1.00 1.00  1.00  1.00 1.00  1.00 
AdjDel/Veh:   0.0  0.0   0.0   0.0  0.0   0.0   0.0  0.0   0.0   0.0  0.1   0.0 
LOS by Move:    A    A     A     A    A     A     A    A     A     A    A     A 
HCM2kAvgQ:      0    0     0     0    0     0     0    0     0     0    0     0 
********************************************************************************
Note: Queue reported is the number of cars per lane.
********************************************************************************



Existing AM                Thu Dec 11, 2008 14:19:50                 Page 5-1   
--------------------------------------------------------------------------------
                           Palani Affordable Housing                            
                              Existing Conditions                               
                                 AM Peak Hour                                   
--------------------------------------------------------------------------------
                      Level Of Service Computation Report                       
             2000 HCM Operations Method (Base Volume Alternative)               
********************************************************************************
Intersection #3 Palani Rd / Hina Lani St                                        
********************************************************************************
Cycle (sec):         100                Critical Vol./Cap.(X):         0.710
Loss Time (sec):      10 (Y+R=4.0 sec)  Average Delay (sec/veh):        12.6
Optimal Cycle:        55                Level Of Service:                  B
********************************************************************************
Street Name:            Palani Rd                        Hina Lani St           
Approach:      North Bound      South Bound       East Bound       West Bound   
Movement:     L  -  T  -  R    L  -  T  -  R    L  -  T  -  R    L  -  T  -  R  
------------|---------------||---------------||---------------||---------------|
Control:       Prot+Permit        Permitted        Permitted        Permitted 
Rights:           Include          Include           Ovl             Include     
Min. Green:     0    0     0     0    0     0     0    0     0     0    0     0 
Lanes:        1  0  1  0  0    0  0  1  0  1    1  0  0  0  1    0  0  0  0  0  
------------|---------------||---------------||---------------||---------------|
Volume Module:
Base Vol:     258  371     0     0  836   214    46    0   138     0    0     0 
Growth Adj:  1.00 1.00  1.00  1.00 1.00  1.00  1.00 1.00  1.00  1.00 1.00  1.00 
Initial Bse:  258  371     0     0  836   214    46    0   138     0    0     0 
User Adj:    1.00 1.00  1.00  1.00 1.00  1.00  1.00 1.00  1.00  1.00 1.00  1.00 
PHF Adj:     0.95 0.95  0.95  0.95 0.95  0.95  0.95 0.95  0.95  0.95 0.95  0.95 
PHF Volume:   272  391     0     0  880   225    48    0   145     0    0     0 
Reduct Vol:     0    0     0     0    0     0     0    0     0     0    0     0 
Reduced Vol:  272  391     0     0  880   225    48    0   145     0    0     0 
PCE Adj:     1.00 1.00  1.00  1.00 1.00  1.00  1.00 1.00  1.00  1.00 1.00  1.00 
MLF Adj:     1.00 1.00  1.00  1.00 1.00  1.00  1.00 1.00  1.00  1.00 1.00  1.00 
FinalVolume:  272  391     0     0  880   225    48    0   145     0    0     0 
------------|---------------||---------------||---------------||---------------|
Saturation Flow Module:
Sat/Lane:    1900 1900  1900  1900 1900  1900  1900 1900  1900  1900 1900  1900 
Adjustment:  0.95 1.00  1.00  1.00 1.00  0.85  1.00 1.00  0.85  1.00 1.00  1.00 
Lanes:       1.00 1.00  0.00  0.00 1.00  1.00  1.00 0.00  1.00  0.00 0.00  0.00 
Final Sat.:  1805 1900     0     0 1900  1615  1900    0  1615     0    0     0 
------------|---------------||---------------||---------------||---------------|
Capacity Analysis Module:
Vol/Sat:     0.15 0.21  0.00  0.00 0.46  0.14  0.03 0.00  0.09  0.00 0.00  0.00 
Crit Moves:  ****                  ****        ****                            
Green/Cycle: 0.86 0.86  0.00  0.00 0.65  0.65  0.04 0.00  0.25  0.00 0.00  0.00 
Volume/Cap:  0.46 0.24  0.00  0.00 0.71  0.21  0.67 0.00  0.36  0.00 0.00  0.00 
Delay/Veh:   11.4  1.2   0.0   0.0 13.2   7.1  69.8  0.0  31.7   0.0  0.0   0.0 
User DelAdj: 1.00 1.00  1.00  1.00 1.00  1.00  1.00 1.00  1.00  1.00 1.00  1.00 
AdjDel/Veh:  11.4  1.2   0.0   0.0 13.2   7.1  69.8  0.0  31.7   0.0  0.0   0.0 
LOS by Move:    B    A     A     A    B     A     E    A     C     A    A     A 
HCM2kAvgQ:      3    2     0     0   18     3     3    0     4     0    0     0 
********************************************************************************
Note: Queue reported is the number of cars per lane.
********************************************************************************
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--------------------------------------------------------------------------------
                           Palani Affordable Housing                            
                              Existing Conditions                               
                                 AM Peak Hour                                   
--------------------------------------------------------------------------------
                      Level Of Service Computation Report                       
             2000 HCM Operations Method (Base Volume Alternative)               
********************************************************************************
Intersection #4 Queen Kaahumanu Hwy / Kealakehe Pkwy                            
********************************************************************************
Cycle (sec):         100                Critical Vol./Cap.(X):         0.742
Loss Time (sec):      10 (Y+R=4.0 sec)  Average Delay (sec/veh):        20.0
Optimal Cycle:        60                Level Of Service:                  B
********************************************************************************
Street Name:       Queen Kaahumanu Hwy                  Kaalakehe Pkwy          
Approach:      North Bound      South Bound       East Bound       West Bound   
Movement:     L  -  T  -  R    L  -  T  -  R    L  -  T  -  R    L  -  T  -  R  
------------|---------------||---------------||---------------||---------------|
Control:       Prot+Permit      Prot+Permit        Permitted        Permitted 
Rights:           Include          Include          Include          Include     
Min. Green:     0    0     0     0    0     0     0    0     0     0    0     0 
Lanes:        1  0  1  0  1    1  0  1  0  1    0  1  0  0  1    0  1  0  0  1  
------------|---------------||---------------||---------------||---------------|
Volume Module:
Base Vol:      85  733   262   135  720    80    41   20     7   214   11    74 
Growth Adj:  1.00 1.00  1.00  1.00 1.00  1.00  1.00 1.00  1.00  1.00 1.00  1.00 
Initial Bse:   85  733   262   135  720    80    41   20     7   214   11    74 
User Adj:    1.00 1.00  1.00  1.00 1.00  1.00  1.00 1.00  1.00  1.00 1.00  1.00 
PHF Adj:     0.95 0.95  0.95  0.95 0.95  0.95  0.95 0.95  0.95  0.95 0.95  0.95 
PHF Volume:    89  772   276   142  758    84    43   21     7   225   12    78 
Reduct Vol:     0    0     0     0    0     0     0    0     0     0    0     0 
Reduced Vol:   89  772   276   142  758    84    43   21     7   225   12    78 
PCE Adj:     1.00 1.00  1.00  1.00 1.00  1.00  1.00 1.00  1.00  1.00 1.00  1.00 
MLF Adj:     1.00 1.00  1.00  1.00 1.00  1.00  1.00 1.00  1.00  1.00 1.00  1.00 
FinalVolume:   89  772   276   142  758    84    43   21     7   225   12    78 
------------|---------------||---------------||---------------||---------------|
Saturation Flow Module:
Sat/Lane:    1900 1900  1900  1900 1900  1900  1900 1900  1900  1900 1900  1900 
Adjustment:  0.95 1.00  0.85  0.95 1.00  0.85  0.67 0.67  0.85  0.68 0.68  0.85 
Lanes:       1.00 1.00  1.00  1.00 1.00  1.00  0.67 0.33  1.00  0.95 0.05  1.00 
Final Sat.:  1805 1900  1615  1805 1900  1615   849  414  1615  1229   63  1615 
------------|---------------||---------------||---------------||---------------|
Capacity Analysis Module:
Vol/Sat:     0.05 0.41  0.17  0.08 0.40  0.05  0.05 0.05  0.00  0.18 0.18  0.05 
Crit Moves:       ****        ****                                   ****      
Green/Cycle: 0.62 0.55  0.55  0.68 0.58  0.58  0.25 0.25  0.25  0.25 0.25  0.25 
Volume/Cap:  0.26 0.74  0.31  0.40 0.69  0.09  0.21 0.21  0.02  0.74 0.74  0.20 
Delay/Veh:   11.3 20.2  12.6  13.3 16.4   9.3  30.2 30.2  28.5  43.8 43.8  30.0 
User DelAdj: 1.00 1.00  1.00  1.00 1.00  1.00  1.00 1.00  1.00  1.00 1.00  1.00 
AdjDel/Veh:  11.3 20.2  12.6  13.3 16.4   9.3  30.2 30.2  28.5  43.8 43.8  30.0 
LOS by Move:    B    C     B     B    B     A     C    C     C     D    D     C 
HCM2kAvgQ:      1   19     5     2   17     1     2    2     0     8    8     2 
********************************************************************************
Note: Queue reported is the number of cars per lane.
********************************************************************************
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--------------------------------------------------------------------------------
                           Palani Affordable Housing                            
                              Existing Conditions                               
                                 AM Peak Hour                                   
--------------------------------------------------------------------------------
                      Level Of Service Computation Report                       
            2000 HCM Unsignalized Method (Base Volume Alternative)              
********************************************************************************
Intersection #5 Ane Keohokalole Hwy / Kealakehe Pkwy                            
********************************************************************************
Average Delay (sec/veh):      3.4       Worst Case Level Of Service: B[ 11.7]
********************************************************************************
Street Name:       Ane Jeohokalole Hwy                  Kealakehe Pkwy          
Approach:      North Bound      South Bound       East Bound       West Bound   
Movement:     L  -  T  -  R    L  -  T  -  R    L  -  T  -  R    L  -  T  -  R  
------------|---------------||---------------||---------------||---------------|
Control:        Stop Sign        Stop Sign       Uncontrolled     Uncontrolled
Rights:           Include          Include          Include          Include     
Lanes:        1  0  0  1  0    1  0  0  1  0    1  0  1  1  0    1  0  0  1  0  
------------|---------------||---------------||---------------||---------------|
Volume Module:
Base Vol:     169    0     3     0    0     0     0   44   306     2   65     0 
Growth Adj:  1.00 1.00  1.00  1.00 1.00  1.00  1.00 1.00  1.00  1.00 1.00  1.00 
Initial Bse:  169    0     3     0    0     0     0   44   306     2   65     0 
User Adj:    1.00 1.00  1.00  1.00 1.00  1.00  1.00 1.00  1.00  1.00 1.00  1.00 
PHF Adj:     0.95 0.95  0.95  0.95 0.95  0.95  0.95 0.95  0.95  0.95 0.95  0.95 
PHF Volume:   178    0     3     0    0     0     0   46   322     2   68     0 
Reduct Vol:     0    0     0     0    0     0     0    0     0     0    0     0 
FinalVolume:  178    0     3     0    0     0     0   46   322     2   68     0 
------------|---------------||---------------||---------------||---------------|
Critical Gap Module:
Critical Gp:  6.4  6.5   6.2   7.1  6.5   6.2 xxxxx xxxx xxxxx   4.1 xxxx xxxxx 
FollowUpTim:  3.5  4.0   3.3   3.5  4.0   3.3 xxxxx xxxx xxxxx   2.2 xxxx xxxxx 
------------|---------------||---------------||---------------||---------------|
Capacity Module:
Cnflict Vol:  280  280   184    96  441    68  xxxx xxxx xxxxx   368 xxxx xxxxx 
Potent Cap.:  714  632   863   892  513  1000  xxxx xxxx xxxxx  1201 xxxx xxxxx 
Move Cap.:    713  631   863   887  513  1000  xxxx xxxx xxxxx  1201 xxxx xxxxx 
Volume/Cap:  0.25 0.00  0.00  0.00 0.00  0.00  xxxx xxxx  xxxx  0.00 xxxx  xxxx 
------------|---------------||---------------||---------------||---------------|
Level Of Service Module:
2Way95thQ:    1.0 xxxx xxxxx  xxxx xxxx xxxxx  xxxx xxxx xxxxx   0.0 xxxx xxxxx 
Control Del: 11.7 xxxx xxxxx xxxxx xxxx xxxxx xxxxx xxxx xxxxx   8.0 xxxx xxxxx 
LOS by Move:    B    *     *     *    *     *     *    *     *     A    *     * 
Movement:     LT - LTR - RT    LT - LTR - RT    LT - LTR - RT    LT - LTR - RT  
Shared Cap.: xxxx xxxx   863  xxxx xxxx     0  xxxx xxxx xxxxx  xxxx xxxx xxxxx 
SharedQueue:xxxxx xxxx   0.0 xxxxx xxxx xxxxx xxxxx xxxx xxxxx xxxxx xxxx xxxxx 
Shrd ConDel:xxxxx xxxx   9.2 xxxxx xxxx xxxxx xxxxx xxxx xxxxx xxxxx xxxx xxxxx 
Shared LOS:     *    *     A     *    *     *     *    *     *     *    *     * 
ApproachDel:      11.7           xxxxxx           xxxxxx           xxxxxx
ApproachLOS:         B                *                *                *       
********************************************************************************
Note: Queue reported is the number of cars per lane.
********************************************************************************
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--------------------------------------------------------------------------------
                           Palani Affordable Housing                            
                              Existing Conditions                               
                                 AM Peak Hour                                   
--------------------------------------------------------------------------------
                      Level Of Service Computation Report                       
            2000 HCM Unsignalized Method (Base Volume Alternative)              
********************************************************************************
Intersection #6 Palani Rd/Palihiolo St                                          
********************************************************************************
Average Delay (sec/veh):      1.6       Worst Case Level Of Service: E[ 47.5]
********************************************************************************
Street Name:            Palani Rd                        Palihiolo St           
Approach:      North Bound      South Bound       East Bound       West Bound   
Movement:     L  -  T  -  R    L  -  T  -  R    L  -  T  -  R    L  -  T  -  R  
------------|---------------||---------------||---------------||---------------|
Control:       Uncontrolled     Uncontrolled      Stop Sign        Stop Sign  
Rights:           Include          Include          Include          Include     
Lanes:        0  0  0  1  0    0  1  0  0  0    0  0  0  0  0    0  0  1! 0  0  
------------|---------------||---------------||---------------||---------------|
Volume Module:
Base Vol:       0  674     5    17 1088     0     0    0     0    25    0    32 
Growth Adj:  1.00 1.00  1.00  1.00 1.00  1.00  1.00 1.00  1.00  1.00 1.00  1.00 
Initial Bse:    0  674     5    17 1088     0     0    0     0    25    0    32 
User Adj:    1.00 1.00  1.00  1.00 1.00  1.00  1.00 1.00  1.00  1.00 1.00  1.00 
PHF Adj:     0.95 0.95  0.95  0.95 0.95  0.95  0.95 0.95  0.95  0.95 0.95  0.95 
PHF Volume:     0  709     5    18 1145     0     0    0     0    26    0    34 
Reduct Vol:     0    0     0     0    0     0     0    0     0     0    0     0 
FinalVolume:    0  709     5    18 1145     0     0    0     0    26    0    34 
------------|---------------||---------------||---------------||---------------|
Critical Gap Module:
Critical Gp:xxxxx xxxx xxxxx   4.1 xxxx xxxxx xxxxx xxxx xxxxx   6.4  6.5   6.2 
FollowUpTim:xxxxx xxxx xxxxx   2.2 xxxx xxxxx xxxxx xxxx xxxxx   3.5  4.0   3.3 
------------|---------------||---------------||---------------||---------------|
Capacity Module:
Cnflict Vol: xxxx xxxx xxxxx   715 xxxx xxxxx  xxxx xxxx xxxxx  1893 1893   712 
Potent Cap.: xxxx xxxx xxxxx   895 xxxx xxxxx  xxxx xxxx xxxxx    78   71   436 
Move Cap.:   xxxx xxxx xxxxx   895 xxxx xxxxx  xxxx xxxx xxxxx    77   69   436 
Volume/Cap:  xxxx xxxx  xxxx  0.02 xxxx  xxxx  xxxx xxxx  xxxx  0.34 0.00  0.08 
------------|---------------||---------------||---------------||---------------|
Level Of Service Module:
2Way95thQ:   xxxx xxxx xxxxx   0.1 xxxx xxxxx  xxxx xxxx xxxxx  xxxx xxxx xxxxx 
Control Del:xxxxx xxxx xxxxx   9.1 xxxx xxxxx xxxxx xxxx xxxxx xxxxx xxxx xxxxx 
LOS by Move:    *    *     *     A    *     *     *    *     *     *    *     * 
Movement:     LT - LTR - RT    LT - LTR - RT    LT - LTR - RT    LT - LTR - RT  
Shared Cap.: xxxx xxxx xxxxx  xxxx xxxx xxxxx  xxxx xxxx xxxxx  xxxx  142 xxxxx 
SharedQueue:xxxxx xxxx xxxxx   0.1 xxxx xxxxx xxxxx xxxx xxxxx xxxxx  1.9 xxxxx 
Shrd ConDel:xxxxx xxxx xxxxx   9.1 xxxx xxxxx xxxxx xxxx xxxxx xxxxx 47.5 xxxxx 
Shared LOS:     *    *     *     A    *     *     *    *     *     *    E     * 
ApproachDel:    xxxxxx           xxxxxx           xxxxxx             47.5
ApproachLOS:         *                *                *                E       
********************************************************************************
Note: Queue reported is the number of cars per lane.
********************************************************************************
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--------------------------------------------------------------------------------
                           Palani Affordable Housing                            
                              Existing Conditions                               
                                 AM Peak Hour                                   
--------------------------------------------------------------------------------
                      Level Of Service Computation Report                       
             2000 HCM Operations Method (Base Volume Alternative)               
********************************************************************************
Intersection #7 Queen Kaahumanu Hwy / Palani Rd                                 
********************************************************************************
Cycle (sec):         100                Critical Vol./Cap.(X):         0.777
Loss Time (sec):      10 (Y+R=4.0 sec)  Average Delay (sec/veh):        26.1
Optimal Cycle:        66                Level Of Service:                  C
********************************************************************************
Street Name:       Queen Kaahumanu Hwy                    Palani Rd             
Approach:      North Bound      South Bound       East Bound       West Bound   
Movement:     L  -  T  -  R    L  -  T  -  R    L  -  T  -  R    L  -  T  -  R  
------------|---------------||---------------||---------------||---------------|
Control:       Prot+Permit      Prot+Permit      Prot+Permit      Prot+Permit 
Rights:            Ovl              Ovl             Include          Include     
Min. Green:     0    0     0     0    0     0     0    0     0     0    0     0 
Lanes:        1  0  1  0  1    1  0  1  0  1    1  0  1  0  1    1  0  1  0  1  
------------|---------------||---------------||---------------||---------------|
Volume Module:
Base Vol:      71  593    15    87  453   257   193  144    99    18  374    29 
Growth Adj:  1.00 1.00  1.00  1.00 1.00  1.00  1.00 1.00  1.00  1.00 1.00  1.00 
Initial Bse:   71  593    15    87  453   257   193  144    99    18  374    29 
User Adj:    1.00 1.00  1.00  1.00 1.00  1.00  1.00 1.00  1.00  1.00 1.00  1.00 
PHF Adj:     0.95 0.95  0.95  0.95 0.95  0.95  0.95 0.95  0.95  0.95 0.95  0.95 
PHF Volume:    75  624    16    92  477   271   203  152   104    19  394    31 
Reduct Vol:     0    0     0     0    0     0     0    0     0     0    0     0 
Reduced Vol:   75  624    16    92  477   271   203  152   104    19  394    31 
PCE Adj:     1.00 1.00  1.00  1.00 1.00  1.00  1.00 1.00  1.00  1.00 1.00  1.00 
MLF Adj:     1.00 1.00  1.00  1.00 1.00  1.00  1.00 1.00  1.00  1.00 1.00  1.00 
FinalVolume:   75  624    16    92  477   271   203  152   104    19  394    31 
------------|---------------||---------------||---------------||---------------|
Saturation Flow Module:
Sat/Lane:    1900 1900  1900  1900 1900  1900  1900 1900  1900  1900 1900  1900 
Adjustment:  0.95 1.00  0.85  0.95 1.00  0.85  0.95 1.00  0.85  0.95 1.00  0.85 
Lanes:       1.00 1.00  1.00  1.00 1.00  1.00  1.00 1.00  1.00  1.00 1.00  1.00 
Final Sat.:  1805 1900  1615  1805 1900  1615  1805 1900  1615  1805 1900  1615 
------------|---------------||---------------||---------------||---------------|
Capacity Analysis Module:
Vol/Sat:     0.04 0.33  0.01  0.05 0.25  0.17  0.11 0.08  0.06  0.01 0.21  0.02 
Crit Moves:       ****        ****             ****                  ****      
Green/Cycle: 0.51 0.42  0.47  0.48 0.42  0.56  0.43 0.36  0.36  0.31 0.27  0.27 
Volume/Cap:  0.22 0.78  0.02  0.39 0.60  0.30  0.59 0.22  0.18  0.05 0.78  0.07 
Delay/Veh:   15.1 29.6  14.1  19.4 23.8  11.6  23.1 22.2  21.8  23.8 41.4  27.5 
User DelAdj: 1.00 1.00  1.00  1.00 1.00  1.00  1.00 1.00  1.00  1.00 1.00  1.00 
AdjDel/Veh:  15.1 29.6  14.1  19.4 23.8  11.6  23.1 22.2  21.8  23.8 41.4  27.5 
LOS by Move:    B    C     B     B    C     B     C    C     C     C    D     C 
HCM2kAvgQ:      1   18     0     2   12     4     6    3     2     0   13     1 
********************************************************************************
Note: Queue reported is the number of cars per lane.
********************************************************************************
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--------------------------------------------------------------------------------
                           Palani Affordable Housing                            
                              Existing Conditions                               
                                 AM Peak Hour                                   
--------------------------------------------------------------------------------
                      Level Of Service Computation Report                       
            2000 HCM Unsignalized Method (Base Volume Alternative)              
********************************************************************************
Intersection #8 Kamakaeha Ave / Palani Rd                                       
********************************************************************************
Average Delay (sec/veh):      1.2       Worst Case Level Of Service: B[ 14.6]
********************************************************************************
Street Name:          Kamakaeha Ave                       Palani Rd             
Approach:      North Bound      South Bound       East Bound       West Bound   
Movement:     L  -  T  -  R    L  -  T  -  R    L  -  T  -  R    L  -  T  -  R  
------------|---------------||---------------||---------------||---------------|
Control:        Stop Sign        Stop Sign       Uncontrolled     Uncontrolled
Rights:           Include          Include          Include          Ignore      
Lanes:        0  0  0  0  0    1  0  0  0  1    0  0  1  0  0    0  0  1  0  1  
------------|---------------||---------------||---------------||---------------|
Volume Module:
Base Vol:       0    0     0    47    0    13     0  240     0     0  453   141 
Growth Adj:  1.00 1.00  1.00  1.00 1.00  1.00  1.00 1.00  1.00  1.00 1.00  1.00 
Initial Bse:    0    0     0    47    0    13     0  240     0     0  453   141 
User Adj:    1.00 1.00  1.00  1.00 1.00  1.00  1.00 1.00  1.00  1.00 1.00  0.00 
PHF Adj:     0.95 0.95  0.95  0.95 0.95  0.95  0.95 0.95  0.95  0.95 0.95  0.00 
PHF Volume:     0    0     0    49    0    14     0  253     0     0  477     0 
Reduct Vol:     0    0     0     0    0     0     0    0     0     0    0     0 
FinalVolume:    0    0     0    49    0    14     0  253     0     0  477     0 
------------|---------------||---------------||---------------||---------------|
Critical Gap Module:
Critical Gp:xxxxx xxxx xxxxx   6.4 xxxx   6.2 xxxxx xxxx xxxxx xxxxx xxxx xxxxx 
FollowUpTim:xxxxx xxxx xxxxx   3.5 xxxx   3.3 xxxxx xxxx xxxxx xxxxx xxxx xxxxx 
------------|---------------||---------------||---------------||---------------|
Capacity Module:
Cnflict Vol: xxxx xxxx xxxxx   729 xxxx   477  xxxx xxxx xxxxx  xxxx xxxx xxxxx 
Potent Cap.: xxxx xxxx xxxxx   393 xxxx   592  xxxx xxxx xxxxx  xxxx xxxx xxxxx 
Move Cap.:   xxxx xxxx xxxxx   393 xxxx   592  xxxx xxxx xxxxx  xxxx xxxx xxxxx 
Volume/Cap:  xxxx xxxx  xxxx  0.13 xxxx  0.02  xxxx xxxx  xxxx  xxxx xxxx  xxxx 
------------|---------------||---------------||---------------||---------------|
Level Of Service Module:
2Way95thQ:   xxxx xxxx xxxxx   0.4 xxxx   0.1  xxxx xxxx xxxxx  xxxx xxxx xxxxx 
Control Del:xxxxx xxxx xxxxx  15.5 xxxx  11.2 xxxxx xxxx xxxxx xxxxx xxxx xxxxx 
LOS by Move:    *    *     *     C    *     B     *    *     *     *    *     * 
Movement:     LT - LTR - RT    LT - LTR - RT    LT - LTR - RT    LT - LTR - RT  
Shared Cap.: xxxx xxxx xxxxx  xxxx xxxx xxxxx  xxxx xxxx xxxxx  xxxx xxxx xxxxx 
SharedQueue:xxxxx xxxx xxxxx xxxxx xxxx xxxxx xxxxx xxxx xxxxx xxxxx xxxx xxxxx 
Shrd ConDel:xxxxx xxxx xxxxx xxxxx xxxx xxxxx xxxxx xxxx xxxxx xxxxx xxxx xxxxx 
Shared LOS:     *    *     *     *    *     *     *    *     *     *    *     * 
ApproachDel:    xxxxxx             14.6           xxxxxx           xxxxxx
ApproachLOS:         *                B                *                *       
********************************************************************************
Note: Queue reported is the number of cars per lane.
********************************************************************************
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--------------------------------------------------------------------------------
                           Palani Affordable Housing                            
                              Existing Conditions                               
                                 AM Peak Hour                                   
--------------------------------------------------------------------------------
                      Level Of Service Computation Report                       
             2000 HCM Operations Method (Base Volume Alternative)               
********************************************************************************
Intersection #9 Henry St / Palani Rd                                            
********************************************************************************
Cycle (sec):         100                Critical Vol./Cap.(X):         0.659
Loss Time (sec):      10 (Y+R=4.0 sec)  Average Delay (sec/veh):        12.3
Optimal Cycle:        49                Level Of Service:                  B
********************************************************************************
Street Name:             Henry St                         Palani Rd             
Approach:      North Bound      South Bound       East Bound       West Bound   
Movement:     L  -  T  -  R    L  -  T  -  R    L  -  T  -  R    L  -  T  -  R  
------------|---------------||---------------||---------------||---------------|
Control:         Permitted        Permitted        Permitted      Prot+Permit 
Rights:            Ovl             Include          Include          Include     
Min. Green:     0    0     0     0    0     0     0    0     0     0    0     0 
Lanes:        1  0  0  0  1    0  0  0  0  0    0  0  0  1  0    1  0  1  0  0  
------------|---------------||---------------||---------------||---------------|
Volume Module:
Base Vol:     122    0   399     0    0     0     0  185    37   650  550     0 
Growth Adj:  1.00 1.00  1.00  1.00 1.00  1.00  1.00 1.00  1.00  1.00 1.00  1.00 
Initial Bse:  122    0   399     0    0     0     0  185    37   650  550     0 
User Adj:    1.00 1.00  1.00  1.00 1.00  1.00  1.00 1.00  1.00  1.00 1.00  1.00 
PHF Adj:     0.95 0.95  0.95  0.95 0.95  0.95  0.95 0.95  0.95  0.95 0.95  0.95 
PHF Volume:   128    0   420     0    0     0     0  195    39   684  579     0 
Reduct Vol:     0    0     0     0    0     0     0    0     0     0    0     0 
Reduced Vol:  128    0   420     0    0     0     0  195    39   684  579     0 
PCE Adj:     1.00 1.00  1.00  1.00 1.00  1.00  1.00 1.00  1.00  1.00 1.00  1.00 
MLF Adj:     1.00 1.00  1.00  1.00 1.00  1.00  1.00 1.00  1.00  1.00 1.00  1.00 
FinalVolume:  128    0   420     0    0     0     0  195    39   684  579     0 
------------|---------------||---------------||---------------||---------------|
Saturation Flow Module:
Sat/Lane:    1900 1900  1900  1900 1900  1900  1900 1900  1900  1900 1900  1900 
Adjustment:  0.77 1.00  0.85  1.00 1.00  1.00  1.00 0.98  0.98  0.95 1.00  1.00 
Lanes:       1.00 0.00  1.00  0.00 0.00  0.00  0.00 0.83  0.17  1.00 1.00  0.00 
Final Sat.:  1461    0  1615     0    0     0     0 1547   309  1805 1900     0 
------------|---------------||---------------||---------------||---------------|
Capacity Analysis Module:
Vol/Sat:     0.09 0.00  0.26  0.00 0.00  0.00  0.00 0.13  0.13  0.38 0.30  0.00 
Crit Moves:  ****                                   ****        ****           
Green/Cycle: 0.13 0.00  0.71  0.00 0.00  0.00  0.00 0.19  0.19  0.77 0.77  0.00 
Volume/Cap:  0.66 0.00  0.37  0.00 0.00  0.00  0.00 0.66  0.66  0.50 0.40  0.00 
Delay/Veh:   49.2  0.0   5.9   0.0  0.0   0.0   0.0 41.9  41.9   6.1  4.1   0.0 
User DelAdj: 1.00 1.00  1.00  1.00 1.00  1.00  1.00 1.00  1.00  1.00 1.00  1.00 
AdjDel/Veh:  49.2  0.0   5.9   0.0  0.0   0.0   0.0 41.9  41.9   6.1  4.1   0.0 
LOS by Move:    D    A     A     A    A     A     A    D     D     A    A     A 
HCM2kAvgQ:      5    0     5     0    0     0     0    8     8     8    6     0 
********************************************************************************
Note: Queue reported is the number of cars per lane.
********************************************************************************
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--------------------------------------------------------------------------------
                           Palani Affordable Housing                            
                              Existing Conditions                               
                                 AM Peak Hour                                   
--------------------------------------------------------------------------------
                      Level Of Service Computation Report                       
             2000 HCM Operations Method (Base Volume Alternative)               
********************************************************************************
Intersection #10 Queen Kaahumanu Hwy / Henry St                                 
********************************************************************************
Cycle (sec):         100                Critical Vol./Cap.(X):         0.634
Loss Time (sec):      10 (Y+R=4.0 sec)  Average Delay (sec/veh):        26.2
Optimal Cycle:        47                Level Of Service:                  C
********************************************************************************
Street Name:       Queen Kaahumanu Hwy                     Henry St             
Approach:      North Bound      South Bound       East Bound       West Bound   
Movement:     L  -  T  -  R    L  -  T  -  R    L  -  T  -  R    L  -  T  -  R  
------------|---------------||---------------||---------------||---------------|
Control:       Prot+Permit      Prot+Permit      Split Phase      Split Phase 
Rights:            Ovl              Ovl             Include          Include     
Min. Green:     0    0     0     0    0     0     0    0     0     0    0     0 
Lanes:        1  0  1  0  1    1  0  2  0  1    1  0  2  0  1    1  1  1  0  1  
------------|---------------||---------------||---------------||---------------|
Volume Module:
Base Vol:     187  534   459    98  384   100    61  275    25   359  330    62 
Growth Adj:  1.00 1.00  1.00  1.00 1.00  1.00  1.00 1.00  1.00  1.00 1.00  1.00 
Initial Bse:  187  534   459    98  384   100    61  275    25   359  330    62 
User Adj:    1.00 1.00  1.00  1.00 1.00  1.00  1.00 1.00  1.00  1.00 1.00  1.00 
PHF Adj:     0.95 0.95  0.95  0.95 0.95  0.95  0.95 0.95  0.95  0.95 0.95  0.95 
PHF Volume:   197  562   483   103  404   105    64  289    26   378  347    65 
Reduct Vol:     0    0     0     0    0     0     0    0     0     0    0     0 
Reduced Vol:  197  562   483   103  404   105    64  289    26   378  347    65 
PCE Adj:     1.00 1.00  1.00  1.00 1.00  1.00  1.00 1.00  1.00  1.00 1.00  1.00 
MLF Adj:     1.00 1.00  1.00  1.00 1.00  1.00  1.00 1.00  1.00  1.00 1.00  1.00 
FinalVolume:  197  562   483   103  404   105    64  289    26   378  347    65 
------------|---------------||---------------||---------------||---------------|
Saturation Flow Module:
Sat/Lane:    1900 1900  1900  1900 1900  1900  1900 1900  1900  1900 1900  1900 
Adjustment:  0.95 1.00  0.85  0.95 0.95  0.85  0.95 0.95  0.85  0.93 0.93  0.85 
Lanes:       1.00 1.00  1.00  1.00 2.00  1.00  1.00 2.00  1.00  1.56 1.44  1.00 
Final Sat.:  1805 1900  1615  1805 3610  1615  1805 3610  1615  2751 2529  1615 
------------|---------------||---------------||---------------||---------------|
Capacity Analysis Module:
Vol/Sat:     0.11 0.30  0.30  0.06 0.11  0.07  0.04 0.08  0.02  0.14 0.14  0.04 
Crit Moves:       ****        ****                  ****        ****           
Green/Cycle: 0.58 0.47  0.68  0.37 0.28  0.41  0.13 0.13  0.13  0.22 0.22  0.22 
Volume/Cap:  0.28 0.63  0.44  0.29 0.40  0.16  0.28 0.63  0.13  0.63 0.63  0.19 
Delay/Veh:   10.5 21.7   7.4  21.5 29.3  18.8  40.2 44.4  39.1  36.7 36.7  32.2 
User DelAdj: 1.00 1.00  1.00  1.00 1.00  1.00  1.00 1.00  1.00  1.00 1.00  1.00 
AdjDel/Veh:  10.5 21.7   7.4  21.5 29.3  18.8  40.2 44.4  39.1  36.7 36.7  32.2 
LOS by Move:    B    C     A     C    C     B     D    D     D     D    D     C 
HCM2kAvgQ:      3   13     7     2    5     2     2    6     1     8    8     2 
********************************************************************************
Note: Queue reported is the number of cars per lane.
********************************************************************************
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--------------------------------------------------------------------------------
                           Palani Affordable Housing                            
                              Existing Conditions                               
                                 PM Peak Hour                                   
--------------------------------------------------------------------------------
                      Level Of Service Computation Report                       
             2000 HCM Operations Method (Base Volume Alternative)               
********************************************************************************
Intersection #1 Queen Kaahumanu Hwy / Hina Lani St                              
********************************************************************************
Cycle (sec):         100                Critical Vol./Cap.(X):         0.843
Loss Time (sec):      10 (Y+R=4.0 sec)  Average Delay (sec/veh):        27.1
Optimal Cycle:        83                Level Of Service:                  C
********************************************************************************
Street Name:       Queen Kaahumanu Hwy                   Hina Lani St           
Approach:      North Bound      South Bound       East Bound       West Bound   
Movement:     L  -  T  -  R    L  -  T  -  R    L  -  T  -  R    L  -  T  -  R  
------------|---------------||---------------||---------------||---------------|
Control:         Permitted      Prot+Permit        Permitted        Permitted 
Rights:            Ovl             Include          Include           Ovl        
Min. Green:     0    0     0     0    0     0     0    0     0     0    0     0 
Lanes:        0  0  1  0  1    1  0  1  0  0    0  0  0  0  0    1  0  0  0  1  
------------|---------------||---------------||---------------||---------------|
Volume Module:
Base Vol:       0  594   416   400  572     0     0    0     0   273    0   296 
Growth Adj:  1.00 1.00  1.00  1.00 1.00  1.00  1.00 1.00  1.00  1.00 1.00  1.00 
Initial Bse:    0  594   416   400  572     0     0    0     0   273    0   296 
User Adj:    1.00 1.00  1.00  1.00 1.00  1.00  1.00 1.00  1.00  1.00 1.00  1.00 
PHF Adj:     0.95 0.95  0.95  0.95 0.95  0.95  0.95 0.95  0.95  0.95 0.95  0.95 
PHF Volume:     0  625   438   421  602     0     0    0     0   287    0   312 
Reduct Vol:     0    0     0     0    0     0     0    0     0     0    0     0 
Reduced Vol:    0  625   438   421  602     0     0    0     0   287    0   312 
PCE Adj:     1.00 1.00  1.00  1.00 1.00  1.00  1.00 1.00  1.00  1.00 1.00  1.00 
MLF Adj:     1.00 1.00  1.00  1.00 1.00  1.00  1.00 1.00  1.00  1.00 1.00  1.00 
FinalVolume:    0  625   438   421  602     0     0    0     0   287    0   312 
------------|---------------||---------------||---------------||---------------|
Saturation Flow Module:
Sat/Lane:    1900 1900  1900  1900 1900  1900  1900 1900  1900  1900 1900  1900 
Adjustment:  1.00 1.00  0.85  0.95 1.00  1.00  1.00 1.00  1.00  0.77 1.00  0.85 
Lanes:       0.00 1.00  1.00  1.00 1.00  0.00  0.00 0.00  0.00  1.00 0.00  1.00 
Final Sat.:     0 1900  1615  1805 1900     0     0    0     0  1461    0  1615 
------------|---------------||---------------||---------------||---------------|
Capacity Analysis Module:
Vol/Sat:     0.00 0.33  0.27  0.23 0.32  0.00  0.00 0.00  0.00  0.20 0.00  0.19 
Crit Moves:       ****        ****                              ****           
Green/Cycle: 0.00 0.39  0.39  0.67 0.67  0.00  0.00 0.00  0.00  0.23 0.00  0.51 
Volume/Cap:  0.00 0.84  0.69  0.73 0.48  0.00  0.00 0.00  0.00  0.84 0.00  0.38 
Delay/Veh:    0.0 36.4  28.9  28.8  8.4   0.0   0.0  0.0   0.0  53.7  0.0  15.2 
User DelAdj: 1.00 1.00  1.00  1.00 1.00  1.00  1.00 1.00  1.00  1.00 1.00  1.00 
AdjDel/Veh:   0.0 36.4  28.9  28.8  8.4   0.0   0.0  0.0   0.0  53.7  0.0  15.2 
LOS by Move:    A    D     C     C    A     A     A    A     A     D    A     B 
HCM2kAvgQ:      0   20    12    10    9     0     0    0     0    11    0     6 
********************************************************************************
Note: Queue reported is the number of cars per lane.
********************************************************************************
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--------------------------------------------------------------------------------
                           Palani Affordable Housing                            
                              Existing Conditions                               
                                 PM Peak Hour                                   
--------------------------------------------------------------------------------
                      Level Of Service Computation Report                       
             2000 HCM Operations Method (Base Volume Alternative)               
********************************************************************************
Intersection #2 Ane Keohokalole Hwy / Hina Lani St                              
********************************************************************************
Cycle (sec):         100                Critical Vol./Cap.(X):         0.372
Loss Time (sec):       0 (Y+R=4.0 sec)  Average Delay (sec/veh):         0.1
Optimal Cycle:        36                Level Of Service:                  A
********************************************************************************
Street Name:       Ane Keohokalole Hwy                   Hina Lani St           
Approach:      North Bound      South Bound       East Bound       West Bound   
Movement:     L  -  T  -  R    L  -  T  -  R    L  -  T  -  R    L  -  T  -  R  
------------|---------------||---------------||---------------||---------------|
Control:        Protected        Protected        Protected        Protected  
Rights:           Include          Include          Include          Include     
Min. Green:     0    0     0     0    0     0     0    0     0     0    0     0 
Lanes:        0  0  0  0  0    0  0  0  0  0    0  0  1  0  0    0  0  1  0  0  
------------|---------------||---------------||---------------||---------------|
Volume Module:
Base Vol:       0    0     0     0    0     0     0  672     0     0  156     0 
Growth Adj:  1.00 1.00  1.00  1.00 1.00  1.00  1.00 1.00  1.00  1.00 1.00  1.00 
Initial Bse:    0    0     0     0    0     0     0  672     0     0  156     0 
User Adj:    1.00 1.00  1.00  1.00 1.00  1.00  1.00 1.00  1.00  1.00 1.00  1.00 
PHF Adj:     0.95 0.95  0.95  0.95 0.95  0.95  0.95 0.95  0.95  0.95 0.95  0.95 
PHF Volume:     0    0     0     0    0     0     0  707     0     0  164     0 
Reduct Vol:     0    0     0     0    0     0     0    0     0     0    0     0 
Reduced Vol:    0    0     0     0    0     0     0  707     0     0  164     0 
PCE Adj:     1.00 1.00  1.00  1.00 1.00  1.00  1.00 1.00  1.00  1.00 1.00  1.00 
MLF Adj:     1.00 1.00  1.00  1.00 1.00  1.00  1.00 1.00  1.00  1.00 1.00  1.00 
FinalVolume:    0    0     0     0    0     0     0  707     0     0  164     0 
------------|---------------||---------------||---------------||---------------|
Saturation Flow Module:
Sat/Lane:    1900 1900  1900  1900 1900  1900  1900 1900  1900  1900 1900  1900 
Adjustment:  1.00 1.00  1.00  1.00 1.00  1.00  1.00 1.00  1.00  1.00 1.00  1.00 
Lanes:       0.00 0.00  0.00  0.00 0.00  0.00  0.00 1.00  0.00  0.00 1.00  0.00 
Final Sat.:     0    0     0     0    0     0     0 1900     0     0 1900     0 
------------|---------------||---------------||---------------||---------------|
Capacity Analysis Module:
Vol/Sat:     0.00 0.00  0.00  0.00 0.00  0.00  0.00 0.37  0.00  0.00 0.09  0.00 
Crit Moves:                                         ****        ****           
Green/Cycle: 0.00 0.00  0.00  0.00 0.00  0.00  0.00 1.00  0.00  0.00 1.00  0.00 
Volume/Cap:  0.00 0.00  0.00  0.00 0.00  0.00  0.00 0.37  0.00  0.00 0.09  0.00 
Delay/Veh:    0.0  0.0   0.0   0.0  0.0   0.0   0.0  0.1   0.0   0.0  0.0   0.0 
User DelAdj: 1.00 1.00  1.00  1.00 1.00  1.00  1.00 1.00  1.00  1.00 1.00  1.00 
AdjDel/Veh:   0.0  0.0   0.0   0.0  0.0   0.0   0.0  0.1   0.0   0.0  0.0   0.0 
LOS by Move:    A    A     A     A    A     A     A    A     A     A    A     A 
HCM2kAvgQ:      0    0     0     0    0     0     0    1     0     0    0     0 
********************************************************************************
Note: Queue reported is the number of cars per lane.
********************************************************************************
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--------------------------------------------------------------------------------
                           Palani Affordable Housing                            
                              Existing Conditions                               
                                 PM Peak Hour                                   
--------------------------------------------------------------------------------
                      Level Of Service Computation Report                       
             2000 HCM Operations Method (Base Volume Alternative)               
********************************************************************************
Intersection #3 Palani Rd / Hina Lani St                                        
********************************************************************************
Cycle (sec):         100                Critical Vol./Cap.(X):         0.718
Loss Time (sec):      10 (Y+R=4.0 sec)  Average Delay (sec/veh):        21.3
Optimal Cycle:        56                Level Of Service:                  C
********************************************************************************
Street Name:            Palani Rd                        Hina Lani St           
Approach:      North Bound      South Bound       East Bound       West Bound   
Movement:     L  -  T  -  R    L  -  T  -  R    L  -  T  -  R    L  -  T  -  R  
------------|---------------||---------------||---------------||---------------|
Control:       Prot+Permit        Permitted        Permitted        Permitted 
Rights:           Include          Include           Ovl             Include     
Min. Green:     0    0     0     0    0     0     0    0     0     0    0     0 
Lanes:        1  0  1  0  0    0  0  1  0  1    1  0  0  0  1    0  0  0  0  0  
------------|---------------||---------------||---------------||---------------|
Volume Module:
Base Vol:     116  554     0     0  620    98   211    0   464     0    0     0 
Growth Adj:  1.00 1.00  1.00  1.00 1.00  1.00  1.00 1.00  1.00  1.00 1.00  1.00 
Initial Bse:  116  554     0     0  620    98   211    0   464     0    0     0 
User Adj:    1.00 1.00  1.00  1.00 1.00  1.00  1.00 1.00  1.00  1.00 1.00  1.00 
PHF Adj:     0.95 0.95  0.95  0.95 0.95  0.95  0.95 0.95  0.95  0.95 0.95  0.95 
PHF Volume:   122  583     0     0  653   103   222    0   488     0    0     0 
Reduct Vol:     0    0     0     0    0     0     0    0     0     0    0     0 
Reduced Vol:  122  583     0     0  653   103   222    0   488     0    0     0 
PCE Adj:     1.00 1.00  1.00  1.00 1.00  1.00  1.00 1.00  1.00  1.00 1.00  1.00 
MLF Adj:     1.00 1.00  1.00  1.00 1.00  1.00  1.00 1.00  1.00  1.00 1.00  1.00 
FinalVolume:  122  583     0     0  653   103   222    0   488     0    0     0 
------------|---------------||---------------||---------------||---------------|
Saturation Flow Module:
Sat/Lane:    1900 1900  1900  1900 1900  1900  1900 1900  1900  1900 1900  1900 
Adjustment:  0.95 1.00  1.00  1.00 1.00  0.85  0.77 1.00  0.85  1.00 1.00  1.00 
Lanes:       1.00 1.00  0.00  0.00 1.00  1.00  1.00 0.00  1.00  0.00 0.00  0.00 
Final Sat.:  1805 1900     0     0 1900  1615  1461    0  1615     0    0     0 
------------|---------------||---------------||---------------||---------------|
Capacity Analysis Module:
Vol/Sat:     0.07 0.31  0.00  0.00 0.34  0.06  0.15 0.00  0.30  0.00 0.00  0.00 
Crit Moves:  ****                  ****                   ****                 
Green/Cycle: 0.57 0.57  0.00  0.00 0.48  0.48  0.33 0.00  0.42  0.00 0.00  0.00 
Volume/Cap:  0.39 0.54  0.00  0.00 0.72  0.13  0.46 0.00  0.72  0.00 0.00  0.00 
Delay/Veh:   15.8 13.7   0.0   0.0 23.5  14.6  27.4  0.0  27.7   0.0  0.0   0.0 
User DelAdj: 1.00 1.00  1.00  1.00 1.00  1.00  1.00 1.00  1.00  1.00 1.00  1.00 
AdjDel/Veh:  15.8 13.7   0.0   0.0 23.5  14.6  27.4  0.0  27.7   0.0  0.0   0.0 
LOS by Move:    B    B     A     A    C     B     C    A     C     A    A     A 
HCM2kAvgQ:      2   11     0     0   17     2     6    0    14     0    0     0 
********************************************************************************
Note: Queue reported is the number of cars per lane.
********************************************************************************
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--------------------------------------------------------------------------------
                           Palani Affordable Housing                            
                              Existing Conditions                               
                                 PM Peak Hour                                   
--------------------------------------------------------------------------------
                      Level Of Service Computation Report                       
             2000 HCM Operations Method (Base Volume Alternative)               
********************************************************************************
Intersection #4 Queen Kaahumanu Hwy / Kealakehe Pkwy                            
********************************************************************************
Cycle (sec):         100                Critical Vol./Cap.(X):         0.652
Loss Time (sec):      10 (Y+R=4.0 sec)  Average Delay (sec/veh):        10.7
Optimal Cycle:        48                Level Of Service:                  B
********************************************************************************
Street Name:       Queen Kaahumanu Hwy                  Kaalakehe Pkwy          
Approach:      North Bound      South Bound       East Bound       West Bound   
Movement:     L  -  T  -  R    L  -  T  -  R    L  -  T  -  R    L  -  T  -  R  
------------|---------------||---------------||---------------||---------------|
Control:       Prot+Permit      Prot+Permit        Permitted        Permitted 
Rights:           Include          Include          Include          Include     
Min. Green:     0    0     0     0    0     0     0    0     0     0    0     0 
Lanes:        1  0  1  0  1    1  0  1  0  1    0  1  0  0  1    0  1  0  0  1  
------------|---------------||---------------||---------------||---------------|
Volume Module:
Base Vol:      56  907   143    44  777    65    63    7    57    60    6    55 
Growth Adj:  1.00 1.00  1.00  1.00 1.00  1.00  1.00 1.00  1.00  1.00 1.00  1.00 
Initial Bse:   56  907   143    44  777    65    63    7    57    60    6    55 
User Adj:    1.00 1.00  1.00  1.00 1.00  1.00  1.00 1.00  1.00  1.00 1.00  1.00 
PHF Adj:     0.95 0.95  0.95  0.95 0.95  0.95  0.95 0.95  0.95  0.95 0.95  0.95 
PHF Volume:    59  955   151    46  818    68    66    7    60    63    6    58 
Reduct Vol:     0    0     0     0    0     0     0    0     0     0    0     0 
Reduced Vol:   59  955   151    46  818    68    66    7    60    63    6    58 
PCE Adj:     1.00 1.00  1.00  1.00 1.00  1.00  1.00 1.00  1.00  1.00 1.00  1.00 
MLF Adj:     1.00 1.00  1.00  1.00 1.00  1.00  1.00 1.00  1.00  1.00 1.00  1.00 
FinalVolume:   59  955   151    46  818    68    66    7    60    63    6    58 
------------|---------------||---------------||---------------||---------------|
Saturation Flow Module:
Sat/Lane:    1900 1900  1900  1900 1900  1900  1900 1900  1900  1900 1900  1900 
Adjustment:  0.95 1.00  0.85  0.95 1.00  0.85  0.67 0.67  0.85  0.64 0.64  0.85 
Lanes:       1.00 1.00  1.00  1.00 1.00  1.00  0.90 0.10  1.00  0.91 0.09  1.00 
Final Sat.:  1805 1900  1615  1805 1900  1615  1137  126  1615  1104  110  1615 
------------|---------------||---------------||---------------||---------------|
Capacity Analysis Module:
Vol/Sat:     0.03 0.50  0.09  0.03 0.43  0.04  0.06 0.06  0.04  0.06 0.06  0.04 
Crit Moves:       ****        ****                  ****                       
Green/Cycle: 0.84 0.77  0.77  0.79 0.75  0.75  0.09 0.09  0.09  0.09 0.09  0.09 
Volume/Cap:  0.12 0.65  0.12  0.12 0.57  0.06  0.65 0.65  0.42  0.64 0.64  0.40 
Delay/Veh:    3.7  6.3   2.9   4.7  5.9   3.2  56.8 56.8  45.0  56.1 56.1  44.8 
User DelAdj: 1.00 1.00  1.00  1.00 1.00  1.00  1.00 1.00  1.00  1.00 1.00  1.00 
AdjDel/Veh:   3.7  6.3   2.9   4.7  5.9   3.2  56.8 56.8  45.0  56.1 56.1  44.8 
LOS by Move:    A    A     A     A    A     A     E    E     D     E    E     D 
HCM2kAvgQ:      0   14     1     0   11     1     3    3     2     3    3     2 
********************************************************************************
Note: Queue reported is the number of cars per lane.
********************************************************************************
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                           Palani Affordable Housing                            
                              Existing Conditions                               
                                 PM Peak Hour                                   
--------------------------------------------------------------------------------
                      Level Of Service Computation Report                       
            2000 HCM Unsignalized Method (Base Volume Alternative)              
********************************************************************************
Intersection #5 Ane Keohokalole Hwy / Kealakehe Pkwy                            
********************************************************************************
Average Delay (sec/veh):      1.7       Worst Case Level Of Service: B[ 10.5]
********************************************************************************
Street Name:       Ane Jeohokalole Hwy                  Kealakehe Pkwy          
Approach:      North Bound      South Bound       East Bound       West Bound   
Movement:     L  -  T  -  R    L  -  T  -  R    L  -  T  -  R    L  -  T  -  R  
------------|---------------||---------------||---------------||---------------|
Control:        Stop Sign        Stop Sign       Uncontrolled     Uncontrolled
Rights:           Include          Include          Include          Include     
Lanes:        1  0  0  1  0    1  0  0  1  0    1  0  1  1  0    1  0  0  1  0  
------------|---------------||---------------||---------------||---------------|
Volume Module:
Base Vol:      58    0     0     0    0     0     0  114   123     5   72     0 
Growth Adj:  1.00 1.00  1.00  1.00 1.00  1.00  1.00 1.00  1.00  1.00 1.00  1.00 
Initial Bse:   58    0     0     0    0     0     0  114   123     5   72     0 
User Adj:    1.00 1.00  1.00  1.00 1.00  1.00  1.00 1.00  1.00  1.00 1.00  1.00 
PHF Adj:     0.95 0.95  0.95  0.95 0.95  0.95  0.95 0.95  0.95  0.95 0.95  0.95 
PHF Volume:    61    0     0     0    0     0     0  120   129     5   76     0 
Reduct Vol:     0    0     0     0    0     0     0    0     0     0    0     0 
FinalVolume:   61    0     0     0    0     0     0  120   129     5   76     0 
------------|---------------||---------------||---------------||---------------|
Critical Gap Module:
Critical Gp:  6.4  6.5   6.2   7.1  6.5   6.2 xxxxx xxxx xxxxx   4.1 xxxx xxxxx 
FollowUpTim:  3.5  4.0   3.3   3.5  4.0   3.3 xxxxx xxxx xxxxx   2.2 xxxx xxxxx 
------------|---------------||---------------||---------------||---------------|
Capacity Module:
Cnflict Vol:  271  271   125   146  336    76  xxxx xxxx xxxxx   249 xxxx xxxxx 
Potent Cap.:  723  639   931   827  588   991  xxxx xxxx xxxxx  1328 xxxx xxxxx 
Move Cap.:    720  636   931   824  586   991  xxxx xxxx xxxxx  1328 xxxx xxxxx 
Volume/Cap:  0.08 0.00  0.00  0.00 0.00  0.00  xxxx xxxx  xxxx  0.00 xxxx  xxxx 
------------|---------------||---------------||---------------||---------------|
Level Of Service Module:
2Way95thQ:    0.3 xxxx xxxxx  xxxx xxxx xxxxx  xxxx xxxx xxxxx   0.0 xxxx xxxxx 
Control Del: 10.5 xxxx xxxxx xxxxx xxxx xxxxx xxxxx xxxx xxxxx   7.7 xxxx xxxxx 
LOS by Move:    B    *     *     *    *     *     *    *     *     A    *     * 
Movement:     LT - LTR - RT    LT - LTR - RT    LT - LTR - RT    LT - LTR - RT  
Shared Cap.: xxxx xxxx     0  xxxx xxxx     0  xxxx xxxx xxxxx  xxxx xxxx xxxxx 
SharedQueue:xxxxx xxxx xxxxx xxxxx xxxx xxxxx xxxxx xxxx xxxxx xxxxx xxxx xxxxx 
Shrd ConDel:xxxxx xxxx xxxxx xxxxx xxxx xxxxx xxxxx xxxx xxxxx xxxxx xxxx xxxxx 
Shared LOS:     *    *     *     *    *     *     *    *     *     *    *     * 
ApproachDel:      10.5           xxxxxx           xxxxxx           xxxxxx
ApproachLOS:         B                *                *                *       
********************************************************************************
Note: Queue reported is the number of cars per lane.
********************************************************************************
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--------------------------------------------------------------------------------
                           Palani Affordable Housing                            
                              Existing Conditions                               
                                 PM Peak Hour                                   
--------------------------------------------------------------------------------
                      Level Of Service Computation Report                       
            2000 HCM Unsignalized Method (Base Volume Alternative)              
********************************************************************************
Intersection #6 Palani Rd/Palihiolo St                                          
********************************************************************************
Average Delay (sec/veh):      1.7       Worst Case Level Of Service: F[ 59.5]
********************************************************************************
Street Name:            Palani Rd                        Palihiolo St           
Approach:      North Bound      South Bound       East Bound       West Bound   
Movement:     L  -  T  -  R    L  -  T  -  R    L  -  T  -  R    L  -  T  -  R  
------------|---------------||---------------||---------------||---------------|
Control:       Uncontrolled     Uncontrolled      Stop Sign        Stop Sign  
Rights:           Include          Include          Include          Include     
Lanes:        0  0  0  1  0    0  1  0  0  0    0  0  0  0  0    0  0  1! 0  0  
------------|---------------||---------------||---------------||---------------|
Volume Module:
Base Vol:       0  798    11    39 1009     0     0    0     0    23    0    26 
Growth Adj:  1.00 1.00  1.00  1.00 1.00  1.00  1.00 1.00  1.00  1.00 1.00  1.00 
Initial Bse:    0  798    11    39 1009     0     0    0     0    23    0    26 
User Adj:    1.00 1.00  1.00  1.00 1.00  1.00  1.00 1.00  1.00  1.00 1.00  1.00 
PHF Adj:     0.95 0.95  0.95  0.95 0.95  0.95  0.95 0.95  0.95  0.95 0.95  0.95 
PHF Volume:     0  840    12    41 1062     0     0    0     0    24    0    27 
Reduct Vol:     0    0     0     0    0     0     0    0     0     0    0     0 
FinalVolume:    0  840    12    41 1062     0     0    0     0    24    0    27 
------------|---------------||---------------||---------------||---------------|
Critical Gap Module:
Critical Gp:xxxxx xxxx xxxxx   4.1 xxxx xxxxx xxxxx xxxx xxxxx   6.4  6.5   6.2 
FollowUpTim:xxxxx xxxx xxxxx   2.2 xxxx xxxxx xxxxx xxxx xxxxx   3.5  4.0   3.3 
------------|---------------||---------------||---------------||---------------|
Capacity Module:
Cnflict Vol: xxxx xxxx xxxxx   852 xxxx xxxxx  xxxx xxxx xxxxx  1990 1990   846 
Potent Cap.: xxxx xxxx xxxxx   796 xxxx xxxxx  xxxx xxxx xxxxx    68   61   365 
Move Cap.:   xxxx xxxx xxxxx   796 xxxx xxxxx  xxxx xxxx xxxxx    65   58   365 
Volume/Cap:  xxxx xxxx  xxxx  0.05 xxxx  xxxx  xxxx xxxx  xxxx  0.37 0.00  0.07 
------------|---------------||---------------||---------------||---------------|
Level Of Service Module:
2Way95thQ:   xxxx xxxx xxxxx   0.2 xxxx xxxxx  xxxx xxxx xxxxx  xxxx xxxx xxxxx 
Control Del:xxxxx xxxx xxxxx   9.8 xxxx xxxxx xxxxx xxxx xxxxx xxxxx xxxx xxxxx 
LOS by Move:    *    *     *     A    *     *     *    *     *     *    *     * 
Movement:     LT - LTR - RT    LT - LTR - RT    LT - LTR - RT    LT - LTR - RT  
Shared Cap.: xxxx xxxx xxxxx  xxxx xxxx xxxxx  xxxx xxxx xxxxx  xxxx  115 xxxxx 
SharedQueue:xxxxx xxxx xxxxx   0.2 xxxx xxxxx xxxxx xxxx xxxxx xxxxx  2.0 xxxxx 
Shrd ConDel:xxxxx xxxx xxxxx   9.8 xxxx xxxxx xxxxx xxxx xxxxx xxxxx 59.5 xxxxx 
Shared LOS:     *    *     *     A    *     *     *    *     *     *    F     * 
ApproachDel:    xxxxxx           xxxxxx           xxxxxx             59.5
ApproachLOS:         *                *                *                F       
********************************************************************************
Note: Queue reported is the number of cars per lane.
********************************************************************************
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--------------------------------------------------------------------------------
                           Palani Affordable Housing                            
                              Existing Conditions                               
                                 PM Peak Hour                                   
--------------------------------------------------------------------------------
                      Level Of Service Computation Report                       
             2000 HCM Operations Method (Base Volume Alternative)               
********************************************************************************
Intersection #7 Queen Kaahumanu Hwy / Palani Rd                                 
********************************************************************************
Cycle (sec):         100                Critical Vol./Cap.(X):         0.874
Loss Time (sec):      10 (Y+R=4.0 sec)  Average Delay (sec/veh):        31.2
Optimal Cycle:        94                Level Of Service:                  C
********************************************************************************
Street Name:       Queen Kaahumanu Hwy                    Palani Rd             
Approach:      North Bound      South Bound       East Bound       West Bound   
Movement:     L  -  T  -  R    L  -  T  -  R    L  -  T  -  R    L  -  T  -  R  
------------|---------------||---------------||---------------||---------------|
Control:       Prot+Permit      Prot+Permit      Prot+Permit      Prot+Permit 
Rights:            Ovl              Ovl             Include          Include     
Min. Green:     0    0     0     0    0     0     0    0     0     0    0     0 
Lanes:        1  0  1  0  1    1  0  1  0  1    1  0  1  0  1    1  0  1  0  1  
------------|---------------||---------------||---------------||---------------|
Volume Module:
Base Vol:      28  524    15   170  580   294   269  293   219    51  434    44 
Growth Adj:  1.00 1.00  1.00  1.00 1.00  1.00  1.00 1.00  1.00  1.00 1.00  1.00 
Initial Bse:   28  524    15   170  580   294   269  293   219    51  434    44 
User Adj:    1.00 1.00  1.00  1.00 1.00  1.00  1.00 1.00  1.00  1.00 1.00  1.00 
PHF Adj:     0.95 0.95  0.95  0.95 0.95  0.95  0.95 0.95  0.95  0.95 0.95  0.95 
PHF Volume:    29  552    16   179  611   309   283  308   231    54  457    46 
Reduct Vol:     0    0     0     0    0     0     0    0     0     0    0     0 
Reduced Vol:   29  552    16   179  611   309   283  308   231    54  457    46 
PCE Adj:     1.00 1.00  1.00  1.00 1.00  1.00  1.00 1.00  1.00  1.00 1.00  1.00 
MLF Adj:     1.00 1.00  1.00  1.00 1.00  1.00  1.00 1.00  1.00  1.00 1.00  1.00 
FinalVolume:   29  552    16   179  611   309   283  308   231    54  457    46 
------------|---------------||---------------||---------------||---------------|
Saturation Flow Module:
Sat/Lane:    1900 1900  1900  1900 1900  1900  1900 1900  1900  1900 1900  1900 
Adjustment:  0.95 1.00  0.85  0.95 1.00  0.85  0.95 1.00  0.85  0.95 1.00  0.85 
Lanes:       1.00 1.00  1.00  1.00 1.00  1.00  1.00 1.00  1.00  1.00 1.00  1.00 
Final Sat.:  1805 1900  1615  1805 1900  1615  1805 1900  1615  1805 1900  1615 
------------|---------------||---------------||---------------||---------------|
Capacity Analysis Module:
Vol/Sat:     0.02 0.29  0.01  0.10 0.32  0.19  0.16 0.16  0.14  0.03 0.24  0.03 
Crit Moves:       ****        ****             ****                  ****      
Green/Cycle: 0.35 0.33  0.40  0.47 0.42  0.60  0.47 0.38  0.38  0.35 0.28  0.28 
Volume/Cap:  0.18 0.87  0.02  0.64 0.76  0.32  0.71 0.42  0.37  0.13 0.87  0.10 
Delay/Veh:   23.4 44.3  18.0  25.6 28.6   9.9  27.7 23.0  22.5  22.2 49.7  27.2 
User DelAdj: 1.00 1.00  1.00  1.00 1.00  1.00  1.00 1.00  1.00  1.00 1.00  1.00 
AdjDel/Veh:  23.4 44.3  18.0  25.6 28.6   9.9  27.7 23.0  22.5  22.2 49.7  27.2 
LOS by Move:    C    D     B     C    C     A     C    C     C     C    D     C 
HCM2kAvgQ:      1   19     0     5   17     5     8    7     5     1   17     1 
********************************************************************************
Note: Queue reported is the number of cars per lane.
********************************************************************************
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--------------------------------------------------------------------------------
                           Palani Affordable Housing                            
                              Existing Conditions                               
                                 PM Peak Hour                                   
--------------------------------------------------------------------------------
                      Level Of Service Computation Report                       
            2000 HCM Unsignalized Method (Base Volume Alternative)              
********************************************************************************
Intersection #8 Kamakaeha Ave / Palani Rd                                       
********************************************************************************
Average Delay (sec/veh):      4.1       Worst Case Level Of Service: D[ 25.4]
********************************************************************************
Street Name:          Kamakaeha Ave                       Palani Rd             
Approach:      North Bound      South Bound       East Bound       West Bound   
Movement:     L  -  T  -  R    L  -  T  -  R    L  -  T  -  R    L  -  T  -  R  
------------|---------------||---------------||---------------||---------------|
Control:        Stop Sign        Stop Sign       Uncontrolled     Uncontrolled
Rights:           Include          Include          Include          Ignore      
Lanes:        0  0  0  0  0    1  0  0  0  1    0  0  1  0  0    0  0  1  0  1  
------------|---------------||---------------||---------------||---------------|
Volume Module:
Base Vol:       0    0     0   127    0    63     0  498     0     0  474   161 
Growth Adj:  1.00 1.00  1.00  1.00 1.00  1.00  1.00 1.00  1.00  1.00 1.00  1.00 
Initial Bse:    0    0     0   127    0    63     0  498     0     0  474   161 
User Adj:    1.00 1.00  1.00  1.00 1.00  1.00  1.00 1.00  1.00  1.00 1.00  0.00 
PHF Adj:     0.95 0.95  0.95  0.95 0.95  0.95  0.95 0.95  0.95  0.95 0.95  0.00 
PHF Volume:     0    0     0   134    0    66     0  524     0     0  499     0 
Reduct Vol:     0    0     0     0    0     0     0    0     0     0    0     0 
FinalVolume:    0    0     0   134    0    66     0  524     0     0  499     0 
------------|---------------||---------------||---------------||---------------|
Critical Gap Module:
Critical Gp:xxxxx xxxx xxxxx   6.4 xxxx   6.2 xxxxx xxxx xxxxx xxxxx xxxx xxxxx 
FollowUpTim:xxxxx xxxx xxxxx   3.5 xxxx   3.3 xxxxx xxxx xxxxx xxxxx xxxx xxxxx 
------------|---------------||---------------||---------------||---------------|
Capacity Module:
Cnflict Vol: xxxx xxxx xxxxx  1023 xxxx   499  xxxx xxxx xxxxx  xxxx xxxx xxxxx 
Potent Cap.: xxxx xxxx xxxxx   263 xxxx   576  xxxx xxxx xxxxx  xxxx xxxx xxxxx 
Move Cap.:   xxxx xxxx xxxxx   263 xxxx   576  xxxx xxxx xxxxx  xxxx xxxx xxxxx 
Volume/Cap:  xxxx xxxx  xxxx  0.51 xxxx  0.12  xxxx xxxx  xxxx  xxxx xxxx  xxxx 
------------|---------------||---------------||---------------||---------------|
Level Of Service Module:
2Way95thQ:   xxxx xxxx xxxxx   2.7 xxxx   0.4  xxxx xxxx xxxxx  xxxx xxxx xxxxx 
Control Del:xxxxx xxxx xxxxx  32.0 xxxx  12.1 xxxxx xxxx xxxxx xxxxx xxxx xxxxx 
LOS by Move:    *    *     *     D    *     B     *    *     *     *    *     * 
Movement:     LT - LTR - RT    LT - LTR - RT    LT - LTR - RT    LT - LTR - RT  
Shared Cap.: xxxx xxxx xxxxx  xxxx xxxx xxxxx  xxxx xxxx xxxxx  xxxx xxxx xxxxx 
SharedQueue:xxxxx xxxx xxxxx xxxxx xxxx xxxxx xxxxx xxxx xxxxx xxxxx xxxx xxxxx 
Shrd ConDel:xxxxx xxxx xxxxx xxxxx xxxx xxxxx xxxxx xxxx xxxxx xxxxx xxxx xxxxx 
Shared LOS:     *    *     *     *    *     *     *    *     *     *    *     * 
ApproachDel:    xxxxxx             25.4           xxxxxx           xxxxxx
ApproachLOS:         *                D                *                *       
********************************************************************************
Note: Queue reported is the number of cars per lane.
********************************************************************************
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                           Palani Affordable Housing                            
                              Existing Conditions                               
                                 PM Peak Hour                                   
--------------------------------------------------------------------------------
                      Level Of Service Computation Report                       
             2000 HCM Operations Method (Base Volume Alternative)               
********************************************************************************
Intersection #9 Henry St / Palani Rd                                            
********************************************************************************
Cycle (sec):         100                Critical Vol./Cap.(X):         0.804
Loss Time (sec):      10 (Y+R=4.0 sec)  Average Delay (sec/veh):        18.5
Optimal Cycle:        72                Level Of Service:                  B
********************************************************************************
Street Name:             Henry St                         Palani Rd             
Approach:      North Bound      South Bound       East Bound       West Bound   
Movement:     L  -  T  -  R    L  -  T  -  R    L  -  T  -  R    L  -  T  -  R  
------------|---------------||---------------||---------------||---------------|
Control:         Permitted        Permitted        Permitted      Prot+Permit 
Rights:            Ovl             Include          Include          Include     
Min. Green:     0    0     0     0    0     0     0    0     0     0    0     0 
Lanes:        1  0  0  0  1    0  0  0  0  0    0  0  0  1  0    1  0  1  0  0  
------------|---------------||---------------||---------------||---------------|
Volume Module:
Base Vol:     110    0   377     0    0     0     0  484   149   484  501     0 
Growth Adj:  1.00 1.00  1.00  1.00 1.00  1.00  1.00 1.00  1.00  1.00 1.00  1.00 
Initial Bse:  110    0   377     0    0     0     0  484   149   484  501     0 
User Adj:    1.00 1.00  1.00  1.00 1.00  1.00  1.00 1.00  1.00  1.00 1.00  1.00 
PHF Adj:     0.95 0.95  0.95  0.95 0.95  0.95  0.95 0.95  0.95  0.95 0.95  0.95 
PHF Volume:   116    0   397     0    0     0     0  509   157   509  527     0 
Reduct Vol:     0    0     0     0    0     0     0    0     0     0    0     0 
Reduced Vol:  116    0   397     0    0     0     0  509   157   509  527     0 
PCE Adj:     1.00 1.00  1.00  1.00 1.00  1.00  1.00 1.00  1.00  1.00 1.00  1.00 
MLF Adj:     1.00 1.00  1.00  1.00 1.00  1.00  1.00 1.00  1.00  1.00 1.00  1.00 
FinalVolume:  116    0   397     0    0     0     0  509   157   509  527     0 
------------|---------------||---------------||---------------||---------------|
Saturation Flow Module:
Sat/Lane:    1900 1900  1900  1900 1900  1900  1900 1900  1900  1900 1900  1900 
Adjustment:  0.77 1.00  0.85  1.00 1.00  1.00  1.00 0.97  0.97  0.95 1.00  1.00 
Lanes:       1.00 0.00  1.00  0.00 0.00  0.00  0.00 0.76  0.24  1.00 1.00  0.00 
Final Sat.:  1461    0  1615     0    0     0     0 1406   433  1805 1900     0 
------------|---------------||---------------||---------------||---------------|
Capacity Analysis Module:
Vol/Sat:     0.08 0.00  0.25  0.00 0.00  0.00  0.00 0.36  0.36  0.28 0.28  0.00 
Crit Moves:  ****                                   ****        ****           
Green/Cycle: 0.10 0.00  0.45  0.00 0.00  0.00  0.00 0.45  0.45  0.80 0.80  0.00 
Volume/Cap:  0.80 0.00  0.55  0.00 0.00  0.00  0.00 0.80  0.80  0.41 0.35  0.00 
Delay/Veh:   71.1  0.0  21.0   0.0  0.0   0.0   0.0 29.4  29.4   6.5  2.9   0.0 
User DelAdj: 1.00 1.00  1.00  1.00 1.00  1.00  1.00 1.00  1.00  1.00 1.00  1.00 
AdjDel/Veh:  71.1  0.0  21.0   0.0  0.0   0.0   0.0 29.4  29.4   6.5  2.9   0.0 
LOS by Move:    E    A     C     A    A     A     A    C     C     A    A     A 
HCM2kAvgQ:      6    0     9     0    0     0     0   19    19     5    5     0 
********************************************************************************
Note: Queue reported is the number of cars per lane.
********************************************************************************
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                           Palani Affordable Housing                            
                              Existing Conditions                               
                                 PM Peak Hour                                   
--------------------------------------------------------------------------------
                      Level Of Service Computation Report                       
             2000 HCM Operations Method (Base Volume Alternative)               
********************************************************************************
Intersection #10 Queen Kaahumanu Hwy / Henry St                                 
********************************************************************************
Cycle (sec):         100                Critical Vol./Cap.(X):         0.626
Loss Time (sec):      10 (Y+R=4.0 sec)  Average Delay (sec/veh):        29.3
Optimal Cycle:        45                Level Of Service:                  C
********************************************************************************
Street Name:       Queen Kaahumanu Hwy                     Henry St             
Approach:      North Bound      South Bound       East Bound       West Bound   
Movement:     L  -  T  -  R    L  -  T  -  R    L  -  T  -  R    L  -  T  -  R  
------------|---------------||---------------||---------------||---------------|
Control:       Prot+Permit      Prot+Permit      Split Phase      Split Phase 
Rights:            Ovl              Ovl             Include          Include     
Min. Green:     0    0     0     0    0     0     0    0     0     0    0     0 
Lanes:        1  0  1  0  1    1  0  2  0  1    1  0  2  0  1    1  1  1  0  1  
------------|---------------||---------------||---------------||---------------|
Volume Module:
Base Vol:     169  331   418   166  609   109    67  406   107   436  390   179 
Growth Adj:  1.00 1.00  1.00  1.00 1.00  1.00  1.00 1.00  1.00  1.00 1.00  1.00 
Initial Bse:  169  331   418   166  609   109    67  406   107   436  390   179 
User Adj:    1.00 1.00  1.00  1.00 1.00  1.00  1.00 1.00  1.00  1.00 1.00  1.00 
PHF Adj:     0.95 0.95  0.95  0.95 0.95  0.95  0.95 0.95  0.95  0.95 0.95  0.95 
PHF Volume:   178  348   440   175  641   115    71  427   113   459  411   188 
Reduct Vol:     0    0     0     0    0     0     0    0     0     0    0     0 
Reduced Vol:  178  348   440   175  641   115    71  427   113   459  411   188 
PCE Adj:     1.00 1.00  1.00  1.00 1.00  1.00  1.00 1.00  1.00  1.00 1.00  1.00 
MLF Adj:     1.00 1.00  1.00  1.00 1.00  1.00  1.00 1.00  1.00  1.00 1.00  1.00 
FinalVolume:  178  348   440   175  641   115    71  427   113   459  411   188 
------------|---------------||---------------||---------------||---------------|
Saturation Flow Module:
Sat/Lane:    1900 1900  1900  1900 1900  1900  1900 1900  1900  1900 1900  1900 
Adjustment:  0.95 1.00  0.85  0.95 0.95  0.85  0.95 0.95  0.85  0.93 0.93  0.85 
Lanes:       1.00 1.00  1.00  1.00 2.00  1.00  1.00 2.00  1.00  1.58 1.42  1.00 
Final Sat.:  1805 1900  1615  1805 3610  1615  1805 3610  1615  2784 2490  1615 
------------|---------------||---------------||---------------||---------------|
Capacity Analysis Module:
Vol/Sat:     0.10 0.18  0.27  0.10 0.18  0.07  0.04 0.12  0.07  0.16 0.16  0.12 
Crit Moves:       ****        ****                  ****        ****           
Green/Cycle: 0.46 0.29  0.56  0.44 0.29  0.48  0.19 0.19  0.19  0.27 0.27  0.27 
Volume/Cap:  0.44 0.63  0.49  0.42 0.62  0.15  0.21 0.62  0.37  0.62 0.62  0.44 
Delay/Veh:   17.9 33.2  14.0  19.5 32.2  14.9  34.4 38.9  36.0  33.2 33.2  31.3 
User DelAdj: 1.00 1.00  1.00  1.00 1.00  1.00  1.00 1.00  1.00  1.00 1.00  1.00 
AdjDel/Veh:  17.9 33.2  14.0  19.5 32.2  14.9  34.4 38.9  36.0  33.2 33.2  31.3 
LOS by Move:    B    C     B     B    C     B     C    D     D     C    C     C 
HCM2kAvgQ:      4   10     8     4   10     2     2    7     3     9    9     5 
********************************************************************************
Note: Queue reported is the number of cars per lane.
********************************************************************************
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--------------------------------------------------------------------------------

--------------------------------------------------------------------------------

                      Level Of Service Computation Report                       

             2000 HCM Operations Method (Base Volume Alternative)               

********************************************************************************

Intersection #1 Queen Kaahumanu Hwy / Hina Lani St                              

********************************************************************************

Cycle (sec):         100                Critical Vol./Cap.(X):         1.067

Loss Time (sec):       6 (Y+R=4.0 sec)  Average Delay (sec/veh):        43.0

Optimal Cycle:       180                Level Of Service:                  D

********************************************************************************

Street Name:       Queen Kaahumanu Hwy                   Hina Lani St           

Approach:      North Bound      South Bound       East Bound       West Bound   

Movement:     L  -  T  -  R    L  -  T  -  R    L  -  T  -  R    L  -  T  -  R  

------------|---------------||---------------||---------------||---------------|

Control:         Permitted      Prot+Permit      Split Phase      Split Phase 

Rights:            Ovl             Include          Include           Ovl        

Min. Green:     0    0     0     0    0     0     0    0     0     0    0     0 

Lanes:        0  0  2  0  1    1  0  2  0  0    0  0  0  0  0    1  0  0  0  1  

------------|---------------||---------------||---------------||---------------|

Volume Module:

Base Vol:       0 1749   398   421 1803     0     0    0     0   458    0   405 

Growth Adj:  1.00 1.00  1.00  1.00 1.00  1.00  1.00 1.00  1.00  1.00 1.00  1.00 

Initial Bse:    0 1749   398   421 1803     0     0    0     0   458    0   405 

User Adj:    1.00 1.00  1.00  1.00 1.00  1.00  1.00 1.00  1.00  1.00 1.00  1.00 

PHF Adj:     0.95 0.95  0.95  0.95 0.95  0.95  0.95 0.95  0.95  0.95 0.95  0.95 

PHF Volume:     0 1841   419   443 1898     0     0    0     0   482    0   426 

Reduct Vol:     0    0     0     0    0     0     0    0     0     0    0     0 

Reduced Vol:    0 1841   419   443 1898     0     0    0     0   482    0   426 

PCE Adj:     1.00 1.00  1.00  1.00 1.00  1.00  1.00 1.00  1.00  1.00 1.00  1.00 

MLF Adj:     1.00 1.00  1.00  1.00 1.00  1.00  1.00 1.00  1.00  1.00 1.00  1.00 

FinalVolume:    0 1841   419   443 1898     0     0    0     0   482    0   426 

------------|---------------||---------------||---------------||---------------|

Saturation Flow Module:

Sat/Lane:    1900 1900  1900  1900 1900  1900  1900 1900  1900  1900 1900  1900 

Adjustment:  1.00 0.95  0.85  0.52 0.95  1.00  1.00 1.00  1.00  0.95 1.00  0.85 

Lanes:       0.00 2.00  1.00  1.00 2.00  0.00  0.00 0.00  0.00  1.00 0.00  1.00 

Final Sat.:     0 3610  1615   993 3610     0     0    0     0  1805    0  1615 

------------|---------------||---------------||---------------||---------------|

Capacity Analysis Module:

Vol/Sat:     0.00 0.51  0.26  0.45 0.53  0.00  0.00 0.00  0.00  0.27 0.00  0.26 

Crit Moves:       ****        ****                              ****           

Green/Cycle: 0.00 0.47  0.71  0.69 0.69  0.00  0.00 0.00  0.00  0.25 0.00  0.47 

Volume/Cap:  0.00 1.09  0.36  0.92 0.76  0.00  0.00 0.00  0.00  1.09 0.00  0.56 

Uniform Del:  0.0 26.6   5.5   6.2  9.8   0.0   0.0  0.0   0.0  37.7  0.0  19.0 

IncremntDel:  0.0 50.0   0.2  22.3  1.4   0.0   0.0  0.0   0.0  68.5  0.0   0.9 

InitQueuDel:  0.0  0.0   0.0   0.0  0.0   0.0   0.0  0.0   0.0   0.0  0.0   0.0 

Delay Adj:   0.00 1.00  1.00  1.00 1.00  0.00  0.00 0.00  0.00  1.00 0.00  1.00 

Delay/Veh:    0.0 76.5   5.7  28.5 11.2   0.0   0.0  0.0   0.0 106.3  0.0  19.9 

User DelAdj: 1.00 1.00  1.00  1.00 1.00  1.00  1.00 1.00  1.00  1.00 1.00  1.00 

AdjDel/Veh:   0.0 76.5   5.7  28.5 11.2   0.0   0.0  0.0   0.0 106.3  0.0  19.9 

LOS by Move:    A    E     A     C    B     A     A    A     A     F    A     B 

HCM2kAvgQ:      0   44     5    16   21     0     0    0     0    24    0    10 

********************************************************************************

Note: Queue reported is the number of cars per lane.

********************************************************************************

  Traffix 7.9.0415 (c) 2007 Dowling Assoc. Licensed to FEHR & PEERS,  S. MONICA 
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--------------------------------------------------------------------------------

--------------------------------------------------------------------------------

                      Level Of Service Computation Report                       

            2000 HCM Unsignalized Method (Base Volume Alternative)              

********************************************************************************

Intersection #2 Ane Keohokalole Hwy / Hina Lani St                              

********************************************************************************

Average Delay (sec/veh):      0.1       Worst Case Level Of Service: C[ 18.7]

********************************************************************************

Street Name:       Ane Keohokalole Hwy                   Hina Lani St           

Approach:      North Bound      South Bound       East Bound       West Bound   

Movement:     L  -  T  -  R    L  -  T  -  R    L  -  T  -  R    L  -  T  -  R  

------------|---------------||---------------||---------------||---------------|

Control:        Stop Sign        Stop Sign       Uncontrolled     Uncontrolled

Rights:           Include          Include          Include          Include     

Lanes:        0  0  0  0  0    1  0  0  0  1    1  0  1  0  0    0  0  1  0  1  

------------|---------------||---------------||---------------||---------------|

Volume Module:

Base Vol:       0    0     0     7    0     0     0  267     0     0  685     8 

Growth Adj:  1.00 1.00  1.00  1.00 1.00  1.00  1.00 1.00  1.00  1.00 1.00  1.00 

Initial Bse:    0    0     0     7    0     0     0  267     0     0  685     8 

User Adj:    1.00 1.00  1.00  1.00 1.00  1.00  1.00 1.00  1.00  1.00 1.00  1.00 

PHF Adj:     0.95 0.95  0.95  0.95 0.95  0.95  0.95 0.95  0.95  0.95 0.95  0.95 

PHF Volume:     0    0     0     7    0     0     0  281     0     0  721     8 

Reduct Vol:     0    0     0     0    0     0     0    0     0     0    0     0 

FinalVolume:    0    0     0     7    0     0     0  281     0     0  721     8 

------------|---------------||---------------||---------------||---------------|

Critical Gap Module:

Critical Gp:xxxxx xxxx xxxxx   6.4 xxxx   6.2 xxxxx xxxx xxxxx xxxxx xxxx xxxxx 

FollowUpTim:xxxxx xxxx xxxxx   3.5 xxxx   3.3 xxxxx xxxx xxxxx xxxxx xxxx xxxxx 

------------|---------------||---------------||---------------||---------------|

Capacity Module:

Cnflict Vol: xxxx xxxx xxxxx  1002 xxxx   721  xxxx xxxx xxxxx  xxxx xxxx xxxxx 

Potent Cap.: xxxx xxxx xxxxx   271 xxxx   431  xxxx xxxx xxxxx  xxxx xxxx xxxxx 

Move Cap.:   xxxx xxxx xxxxx   271 xxxx   431  xxxx xxxx xxxxx  xxxx xxxx xxxxx 

Volume/Cap:  xxxx xxxx  xxxx  0.03 xxxx  0.00  xxxx xxxx  xxxx  xxxx xxxx  xxxx 

------------|---------------||---------------||---------------||---------------|

Level Of Service Module:

2Way95thQ:   xxxx xxxx xxxxx   0.1 xxxx xxxxx  xxxx xxxx xxxxx  xxxx xxxx xxxxx 

Control Del:xxxxx xxxx xxxxx  18.7 xxxx xxxxx xxxxx xxxx xxxxx xxxxx xxxx xxxxx 

LOS by Move:    *    *     *     C    *     *     *    *     *     *    *     * 

Movement:     LT - LTR - RT    LT - LTR - RT    LT - LTR - RT    LT - LTR - RT  

Shared Cap.: xxxx xxxx xxxxx  xxxx xxxx xxxxx  xxxx xxxx xxxxx  xxxx xxxx xxxxx 

SharedQueue:xxxxx xxxx xxxxx xxxxx xxxx xxxxx xxxxx xxxx xxxxx xxxxx xxxx xxxxx 

Shrd ConDel:xxxxx xxxx xxxxx xxxxx xxxx xxxxx xxxxx xxxx xxxxx xxxxx xxxx xxxxx 

Shared LOS:     *    *     *     *    *     *     *    *     *     *    *     * 

ApproachDel:    xxxxxx             18.7           xxxxxx           xxxxxx

ApproachLOS:         *                C                *                *       

********************************************************************************

Note: Queue reported is the number of cars per lane.

********************************************************************************
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--------------------------------------------------------------------------------

--------------------------------------------------------------------------------

                      Level Of Service Computation Report                       

             2000 HCM Operations Method (Base Volume Alternative)               

********************************************************************************

Intersection #3 Palani Rd / Hina Lani St                                        

********************************************************************************

Cycle (sec):         100                Critical Vol./Cap.(X):         0.871

Loss Time (sec):       6 (Y+R=4.0 sec)  Average Delay (sec/veh):        28.0

Optimal Cycle:        80                Level Of Service:                  C

********************************************************************************

Street Name:            Palani Rd                        Hina Lani St           

Approach:      North Bound      South Bound       East Bound       West Bound   

Movement:     L  -  T  -  R    L  -  T  -  R    L  -  T  -  R    L  -  T  -  R  

------------|---------------||---------------||---------------||---------------|

Control:       Prot+Permit        Permitted        Permitted        Permitted 

Rights:           Include          Include          Include          Include     

Min. Green:     0    0     0     0    0     0     0    0     0     0    0     0 

Lanes:        1  0  1  0  0    0  0  1  1  0    1  0  0  0  1    0  0  0  0  0  

------------|---------------||---------------||---------------||---------------|

Volume Module:

Base Vol:     379  585     0     0  993   337   106    0   299     0    0     0 

Growth Adj:  1.00 1.00  1.00  1.00 1.00  1.00  1.00 1.00  1.00  1.00 1.00  1.00 

Initial Bse:  379  585     0     0  993   337   106    0   299     0    0     0 

User Adj:    1.00 1.00  1.00  1.00 1.00  1.00  1.00 1.00  1.00  1.00 1.00  1.00 

PHF Adj:     0.95 0.95  0.95  0.95 0.95  0.95  0.95 0.95  0.95  0.95 0.95  0.95 

PHF Volume:   399  616     0     0 1045   355   112    0   315     0    0     0 

Reduct Vol:     0    0     0     0    0     0     0    0     0     0    0     0 

Reduced Vol:  399  616     0     0 1045   355   112    0   315     0    0     0 

PCE Adj:     1.00 1.00  1.00  1.00 1.00  1.00  1.00 1.00  1.00  1.00 1.00  1.00 

MLF Adj:     1.00 1.00  1.00  1.00 1.00  1.00  1.00 1.00  1.00  1.00 1.00  1.00 

FinalVolume:  399  616     0     0 1045   355   112    0   315     0    0     0 

------------|---------------||---------------||---------------||---------------|

Saturation Flow Module:

Sat/Lane:    1900 1900  1900  1900 1900  1900  1900 1900  1900  1900 1900  1900 

Adjustment:  0.95 1.00  1.00  1.00 0.91  0.91  0.78 1.00  0.85  1.00 1.00  1.00 

Lanes:       1.00 1.00  0.00  0.00 1.49  0.51  1.00 0.00  1.00  0.00 0.00  0.00 

Final Sat.:  1805 1900     0     0 2593   880  1476    0  1615     0    0     0 

------------|---------------||---------------||---------------||---------------|

Capacity Analysis Module:

Vol/Sat:     0.22 0.32  0.00  0.00 0.40  0.40  0.08 0.00  0.19  0.00 0.00  0.00 

Crit Moves:  ****                  ****                   ****                 

Green/Cycle: 0.72 0.72  0.00  0.00 0.46  0.46  0.22 0.00  0.22  0.00 0.00  0.00 

Volume/Cap:  0.75 0.45  0.00  0.00 0.87  0.87  0.34 0.00  0.87  0.00 0.00  0.00 

Uniform Del: 25.7  6.0   0.0   0.0 24.2  24.2  32.6  0.0  37.4   0.0  0.0   0.0 

IncremntDel:  5.8  0.2   0.0   0.0  5.5   5.5   0.6  0.0  19.9   0.0  0.0   0.0 

InitQueuDel:  0.0  0.0   0.0   0.0  0.0   0.0   0.0  0.0   0.0   0.0  0.0   0.0 

Delay Adj:   1.00 1.00  0.00  0.00 1.00  1.00  1.00 0.00  1.00  0.00 0.00  0.00 

Delay/Veh:   31.4  6.2   0.0   0.0 29.7  29.7  33.2  0.0  57.4   0.0  0.0   0.0 

User DelAdj: 1.00 1.00  1.00  1.00 1.00  1.00  1.00 1.00  1.00  1.00 1.00  1.00 

AdjDel/Veh:  31.4  6.2   0.0   0.0 29.7  29.7  33.2  0.0  57.4   0.0  0.0   0.0 

LOS by Move:    C    A     A     A    C     C     C    A     E     A    A     A 

HCM2kAvgQ:      9    8     0     0   23    23     3    0    12     0    0     0 

********************************************************************************

Note: Queue reported is the number of cars per lane.

********************************************************************************
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--------------------------------------------------------------------------------

--------------------------------------------------------------------------------

                      Level Of Service Computation Report                       

             2000 HCM Operations Method (Base Volume Alternative)               

********************************************************************************

Intersection #4 Queen Kaahumanu Hwy / Kealakehe Pkwy                            

********************************************************************************

Cycle (sec):         100                Critical Vol./Cap.(X):         0.904

Loss Time (sec):       9 (Y+R=4.0 sec)  Average Delay (sec/veh):        22.0

Optimal Cycle:       105                Level Of Service:                  C

********************************************************************************

Street Name:       Queen Kaahumanu Hwy                  Kaalakehe Pkwy          

Approach:      North Bound      South Bound       East Bound       West Bound   

Movement:     L  -  T  -  R    L  -  T  -  R    L  -  T  -  R    L  -  T  -  R  

------------|---------------||---------------||---------------||---------------|

Control:       Prot+Permit      Prot+Permit       Protected        Protected  

Rights:            Ovl              Ovl              Ovl              Ovl        

Min. Green:     0    0     0     0    0     0     0    0     0     0    0     0 

Lanes:        1  0  2  0  1    1  0  2  0  1    1  0  1  0  1    2  0  1  0  1  

------------|---------------||---------------||---------------||---------------|

Volume Module:

Base Vol:     103 1962   761   196 2094    97    50   24     8   410   13   115 

Growth Adj:  1.00 1.00  1.00  1.00 1.00  1.00  1.00 1.00  1.00  1.00 1.00  1.00 

Initial Bse:  103 1962   761   196 2094    97    50   24     8   410   13   115 

User Adj:    1.00 1.00  1.00  1.00 1.00  1.00  1.00 1.00  1.00  1.00 1.00  1.00 

PHF Adj:     0.95 0.95  0.95  0.95 0.95  0.95  0.95 0.95  0.95  0.95 0.95  0.95 

PHF Volume:   108 2065   801   206 2204   102    53   25     8   432   14   121 

Reduct Vol:     0    0     0     0    0     0     0    0     0     0    0     0 

Reduced Vol:  108 2065   801   206 2204   102    53   25     8   432   14   121 

PCE Adj:     1.00 1.00  1.00  1.00 1.00  1.00  1.00 1.00  1.00  1.00 1.00  1.00 

MLF Adj:     1.00 1.00  1.00  1.00 1.00  1.00  1.00 1.00  1.00  1.00 1.00  1.00 

FinalVolume:  108 2065   801   206 2204   102    53   25     8   432   14   121 

------------|---------------||---------------||---------------||---------------|

Saturation Flow Module:

Sat/Lane:    1900 1900  1900  1900 1900  1900  1900 1900  1900  1900 1900  1900 

Adjustment:  0.95 0.95  0.85  0.95 0.95  0.85  0.95 1.00  0.85  0.92 1.00  0.85 

Lanes:       1.00 2.00  1.00  1.00 2.00  1.00  1.00 1.00  1.00  2.00 1.00  1.00 

Final Sat.:  1805 3610  1615  1805 3610  1615  1805 1900  1615  3502 1900  1615 

------------|---------------||---------------||---------------||---------------|

Capacity Analysis Module:

Vol/Sat:     0.06 0.57  0.50  0.11 0.61  0.06  0.03 0.01  0.01  0.12 0.01  0.07 

Crit Moves:       ****        ****                  ****        ****           

Green/Cycle: 0.70 0.63  0.77  0.78 0.69  0.81  0.12 0.01  0.08  0.14 0.03  0.16 

Volume/Cap:  0.55 0.90  0.65  0.68 0.88  0.08  0.24 0.90  0.06  0.90 0.24  0.48 

Uniform Del: 19.5 15.8   5.3  30.0 12.3   1.9  39.8 49.2  42.3  42.5 47.4  38.5 

IncremntDel:  3.1  5.6   1.2   6.1  4.1   0.0   0.6  129   0.2  20.5  2.2   1.4 

InitQueuDel:  0.0  0.0   0.0   0.0  0.0   0.0   0.0  0.0   0.0   0.0  0.0   0.0 

Delay Adj:   1.00 1.00  1.00  1.00 1.00  1.00  1.00 1.00  1.00  1.00 1.00  1.00 

Delay/Veh:   22.6 21.4   6.5  36.1 16.4   1.9  40.4  178  42.5  63.0 49.6  39.9 

User DelAdj: 1.00 1.00  1.00  1.00 1.00  1.00  1.00 1.00  1.00  1.00 1.00  1.00 

AdjDel/Veh:  22.6 21.4   6.5  36.1 16.4   1.9  40.4  178  42.5  63.0 49.6  39.9 

LOS by Move:    C    C     A     D    B     A     D    F     D     E    D     D 

HCM2kAvgQ:      3   32    12     5   31     1     2    2     0    10    1     4 

********************************************************************************

Note: Queue reported is the number of cars per lane.

********************************************************************************
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--------------------------------------------------------------------------------

--------------------------------------------------------------------------------

                      Level Of Service Computation Report                       

            2000 HCM Unsignalized Method (Base Volume Alternative)              

********************************************************************************

Intersection #5 Ane Keohokalole Hwy / Kealakehe Pkwy                            

********************************************************************************

Average Delay (sec/veh):      3.6       Worst Case Level Of Service: B[ 13.4]

********************************************************************************

Street Name:       Ane Jeohokalole Hwy                  Kealakehe Pkwy          

Approach:      North Bound      South Bound       East Bound       West Bound   

Movement:     L  -  T  -  R    L  -  T  -  R    L  -  T  -  R    L  -  T  -  R  

------------|---------------||---------------||---------------||---------------|

Control:        Stop Sign        Stop Sign       Uncontrolled     Uncontrolled

Rights:           Include          Include          Include          Include     

Lanes:        1  0  0  1  0    1  0  0  1  0    1  0  1  1  0    1  0  0  1  0  

------------|---------------||---------------||---------------||---------------|

Volume Module:

Base Vol:     195    0     3     0    0     0     0   60   365     2  109     0 

Growth Adj:  1.00 1.00  1.00  1.00 1.00  1.00  1.00 1.00  1.00  1.00 1.00  1.00 

Initial Bse:  195    0     3     0    0     0     0   60   365     2  109     0 

User Adj:    1.00 1.00  1.00  1.00 1.00  1.00  1.00 1.00  1.00  1.00 1.00  1.00 

PHF Adj:     0.95 0.95  0.95  0.95 0.95  0.95  0.95 0.95  0.95  0.95 0.95  0.95 

PHF Volume:   205    0     3     0    0     0     0   63   384     2  115     0 

Reduct Vol:     0    0     0     0    0     0     0    0     0     0    0     0 

FinalVolume:  205    0     3     0    0     0     0   63   384     2  115     0 

------------|---------------||---------------||---------------||---------------|

Critical Gap Module:

Critical Gp:  6.4  6.5   6.2   7.1  6.5   6.2 xxxxx xxxx xxxxx   4.1 xxxx xxxxx 

FollowUpTim:  3.5  4.0   3.3   3.5  4.0   3.3 xxxxx xxxx xxxxx   2.2 xxxx xxxxx 

------------|---------------||---------------||---------------||---------------|

Capacity Module:

Cnflict Vol:  374  374   224   151  566   115  xxxx xxxx xxxxx   447 xxxx xxxxx 

Potent Cap.:  631  560   821   822  436   943  xxxx xxxx xxxxx  1124 xxxx xxxxx 

Move Cap.:    630  559   821   817  435   943  xxxx xxxx xxxxx  1124 xxxx xxxxx 

Volume/Cap:  0.33 0.00  0.00  0.00 0.00  0.00  xxxx xxxx  xxxx  0.00 xxxx  xxxx 

------------|---------------||---------------||---------------||---------------|

Level Of Service Module:

2Way95thQ:    1.4 xxxx xxxxx  xxxx xxxx xxxxx  xxxx xxxx xxxxx   0.0 xxxx xxxxx 

Control Del: 13.5 xxxx xxxxx xxxxx xxxx xxxxx xxxxx xxxx xxxxx   8.2 xxxx xxxxx 

LOS by Move:    B    *     *     *    *     *     *    *     *     A    *     * 

Movement:     LT - LTR - RT    LT - LTR - RT    LT - LTR - RT    LT - LTR - RT  

Shared Cap.: xxxx xxxx   821  xxxx xxxx     0  xxxx xxxx xxxxx  xxxx xxxx xxxxx 

SharedQueue:xxxxx xxxx   0.0 xxxxx xxxx xxxxx xxxxx xxxx xxxxx xxxxx xxxx xxxxx 

Shrd ConDel:xxxxx xxxx   9.4 xxxxx xxxx xxxxx xxxxx xxxx xxxxx xxxxx xxxx xxxxx 

Shared LOS:     *    *     A     *    *     *     *    *     *     *    *     * 

ApproachDel:      13.4           xxxxxx           xxxxxx           xxxxxx

ApproachLOS:         B                *                *                *       

********************************************************************************

Note: Queue reported is the number of cars per lane.

********************************************************************************
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--------------------------------------------------------------------------------

--------------------------------------------------------------------------------

                      Level Of Service Computation Report                       

             2000 HCM Operations Method (Base Volume Alternative)               

********************************************************************************

Intersection #6 Palani Rd/Palihiolo St                                          

********************************************************************************

Cycle (sec):         100                Critical Vol./Cap.(X):         0.675

Loss Time (sec):       6 (Y+R=4.0 sec)  Average Delay (sec/veh):        15.5

Optimal Cycle:        39                Level Of Service:                  B

********************************************************************************

Street Name:            Palani Rd                        Palihiolo St           

Approach:      North Bound      South Bound       East Bound       West Bound   

Movement:     L  -  T  -  R    L  -  T  -  R    L  -  T  -  R    L  -  T  -  R  

------------|---------------||---------------||---------------||---------------|

Control:       Prot+Permit        Permitted        Permitted        Permitted 

Rights:           Include          Include           Ovl             Include     

Min. Green:     0    0     0     0    0     0     0    0     0     0    0     0 

Lanes:        2  0  0  1  0    1  0  1  1  0    0  1  0  0  1    0  1  0  0  1  

------------|---------------||---------------||---------------||---------------|

Volume Module:

Base Vol:     336  896     6    21 1373    30   118    0   344    30    0    39 

Growth Adj:  1.00 1.00  1.00  1.00 1.00  1.00  1.00 1.00  1.00  1.00 1.00  1.00 

Initial Bse:  336  896     6    21 1373    30   118    0   344    30    0    39 

User Adj:    1.00 1.00  1.00  1.00 1.00  1.00  1.00 1.00  1.00  1.00 1.00  1.00 

PHF Adj:     0.95 0.95  0.95  0.95 0.95  0.95  0.95 0.95  0.95  0.95 0.95  0.95 

PHF Volume:   354  943     6    22 1445    32   124    0   362    32    0    41 

Reduct Vol:     0    0     0     0    0     0     0    0     0     0    0     0 

Reduced Vol:  354  943     6    22 1445    32   124    0   362    32    0    41 

PCE Adj:     1.00 1.00  1.00  1.00 1.00  1.00  1.00 1.00  1.00  1.00 1.00  1.00 

MLF Adj:     1.00 1.00  1.00  1.00 1.00  1.00  1.00 1.00  1.00  1.00 1.00  1.00 

FinalVolume:  354  943     6    22 1445    32   124    0   362    32    0    41 

------------|---------------||---------------||---------------||---------------|

Saturation Flow Module:

Sat/Lane:    1900 1900  1900  1900 1900  1900  1900 1900  1900  1900 1900  1900 

Adjustment:  0.92 1.00  1.00  0.95 0.95  0.95  0.71 1.00  0.85  0.76 1.00  0.85 

Lanes:       2.00 0.99  0.01  1.00 1.96  0.04  1.00 0.00  1.00  1.00 0.00  1.00 

Final Sat.:  3502 1885    13  1805 3522    77  1341    0  1615  1452    0  1615 

------------|---------------||---------------||---------------||---------------|

Capacity Analysis Module:

Vol/Sat:     0.10 0.50  0.50  0.01 0.41  0.41  0.09 0.00  0.22  0.02 0.00  0.03 

Crit Moves:  ****                  ****                   ****                 

Green/Cycle: 0.74 0.74  0.74  0.02 0.61  0.61  0.18 0.00  0.33  0.18 0.00  0.18 

Volume/Cap:  0.32 0.68  0.68  0.68 0.68  0.68  0.51 0.00  0.68  0.12 0.00  0.14 

Uniform Del:  8.4  6.8   6.8  48.8 13.0  13.0  36.8  0.0  28.7  34.2  0.0  34.3 

IncremntDel:  0.2  1.3   1.3  44.4  0.8   0.8   1.7  0.0   3.4   0.2  0.0   0.2 

InitQueuDel:  0.0  0.0   0.0   0.0  0.0   0.0   0.0  0.0   0.0   0.0  0.0   0.0 

Delay Adj:   1.00 1.00  1.00  1.00 1.00  1.00  1.00 0.00  1.00  1.00 0.00  1.00 

Delay/Veh:    8.6  8.1   8.1  93.2 13.9  13.9  38.6  0.0  32.2  34.4  0.0  34.5 

User DelAdj: 1.00 1.00  1.00  1.00 1.00  1.00  1.00 1.00  1.00  1.00 1.00  1.00 

AdjDel/Veh:   8.6  8.1   8.1  93.2 13.9  13.9  38.6  0.0  32.2  34.4  0.0  34.5 

LOS by Move:    A    A     A     F    B     B     D    A     C     C    A     C 

HCM2kAvgQ:      2   16    16     2   16    16     4    0    11     1    0     1 

********************************************************************************

Note: Queue reported is the number of cars per lane.

********************************************************************************
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--------------------------------------------------------------------------------

--------------------------------------------------------------------------------

                      Level Of Service Computation Report                       

             2000 HCM Operations Method (Base Volume Alternative)               

********************************************************************************

Intersection #7 Queen Kaahumanu Hwy / Palani Rd                                 

********************************************************************************

Cycle (sec):         100                Critical Vol./Cap.(X):         0.912

Loss Time (sec):       6 (Y+R=4.0 sec)  Average Delay (sec/veh):        27.8

Optimal Cycle:       101                Level Of Service:                  C

********************************************************************************

Street Name:       Queen Kaahumanu Hwy                    Palani Rd             

Approach:      North Bound      South Bound       East Bound       West Bound   

Movement:     L  -  T  -  R    L  -  T  -  R    L  -  T  -  R    L  -  T  -  R  

------------|---------------||---------------||---------------||---------------|

Control:       Prot+Permit      Prot+Permit      Prot+Permit      Prot+Permit 

Rights:            Ovl              Ovl             Include          Include     

Min. Green:     0    0     0     0    0     0     0    0     0     0    0     0 

Lanes:        2  0  2  0  1    2  0  2  0  1    2  0  2  0  1    1  0  1  1  0  

------------|---------------||---------------||---------------||---------------|

Volume Module:

Base Vol:      86 1562   107   110 1379   676   556  278   120   161  580    97 

Growth Adj:  1.00 1.00  1.00  1.00 1.00  1.00  1.00 1.00  1.00  1.00 1.00  1.00 

Initial Bse:   86 1562   107   110 1379   676   556  278   120   161  580    97 

User Adj:    1.00 1.00  1.00  1.00 1.00  1.00  1.00 1.00  1.00  1.00 1.00  1.00 

PHF Adj:     0.95 0.95  0.95  0.95 0.95  0.95  0.95 0.95  0.95  0.95 0.95  0.95 

PHF Volume:    91 1644   113   116 1452   712   585  293   126   169  611   102 

Reduct Vol:     0    0     0     0    0     0     0    0     0     0    0     0 

Reduced Vol:   91 1644   113   116 1452   712   585  293   126   169  611   102 

PCE Adj:     1.00 1.00  1.00  1.00 1.00  1.00  1.00 1.00  1.00  1.00 1.00  1.00 

MLF Adj:     1.00 1.00  1.00  1.00 1.00  1.00  1.00 1.00  1.00  1.00 1.00  1.00 

FinalVolume:   91 1644   113   116 1452   712   585  293   126   169  611   102 

------------|---------------||---------------||---------------||---------------|

Saturation Flow Module:

Sat/Lane:    1900 1900  1900  1900 1900  1900  1900 1900  1900  1900 1900  1900 

Adjustment:  0.92 0.95  0.85  0.92 0.95  0.85  0.92 0.95  0.85  0.95 0.93  0.93 

Lanes:       2.00 2.00  1.00  2.00 2.00  1.00  2.00 2.00  1.00  1.00 1.71  0.29 

Final Sat.:  3502 3610  1615  3502 3610  1615  3502 3610  1615  1805 3028   506 

------------|---------------||---------------||---------------||---------------|

Capacity Analysis Module:

Vol/Sat:     0.03 0.46  0.07  0.03 0.40  0.44  0.17 0.08  0.08  0.09 0.20  0.20 

Crit Moves:       ****        ****             ****                  ****      

Green/Cycle: 0.53 0.50  0.72  0.55 0.50  0.69  0.37 0.19  0.19  0.41 0.22  0.22 

Volume/Cap:  0.12 0.91  0.10  0.11 0.80  0.64  0.56 0.43  0.42  0.32 0.91  0.91 

Uniform Del: 17.4 23.0   4.3  21.2 20.6   8.8  25.1 35.9  35.8  19.0 38.0  38.0 

IncremntDel:  0.1  7.5   0.0   0.0  2.6   1.3   0.7  0.4   0.9   0.4 14.9  14.9 

InitQueuDel:  0.0  0.0   0.0   0.0  0.0   0.0   0.0  0.0   0.0   0.0  0.0   0.0 

Delay Adj:   1.00 1.00  1.00  1.00 1.00  1.00  1.00 1.00  1.00  1.00 1.00  1.00 

Delay/Veh:   17.5 30.5   4.4  21.3 23.2  10.1  25.8 36.4  36.8  19.3 52.9  52.9 

User DelAdj: 1.00 1.00  1.00  1.00 1.00  1.00  1.00 1.00  1.00  1.00 1.00  1.00 

AdjDel/Veh:  17.5 30.5   4.4  21.3 23.2  10.1  25.8 36.4  36.8  19.3 52.9  52.9 

LOS by Move:    B    C     A     C    C     B     C    D     D     B    D     D 

HCM2kAvgQ:      1   29     1     1   21    13     8    5     4     4   15    15 

********************************************************************************

Note: Queue reported is the number of cars per lane.

********************************************************************************
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--------------------------------------------------------------------------------

--------------------------------------------------------------------------------

                      Level Of Service Computation Report                       

             2000 HCM Operations Method (Base Volume Alternative)               

********************************************************************************

Intersection #8 Kamakaeha Ave / Palani Rd                                       

********************************************************************************

Cycle (sec):         100                Critical Vol./Cap.(X):         0.564

Loss Time (sec):       6 (Y+R=4.0 sec)  Average Delay (sec/veh):         6.1

Optimal Cycle:        31                Level Of Service:                  A

********************************************************************************

Street Name:          Kamakaeha Ave                       Palani Rd             

Approach:      North Bound      South Bound       East Bound       West Bound   

Movement:     L  -  T  -  R    L  -  T  -  R    L  -  T  -  R    L  -  T  -  R  

------------|---------------||---------------||---------------||---------------|

Control:       Split Phase      Split Phase        Permitted        Permitted 

Rights:           Include          Include          Include          Ignore      

Min. Green:     0    0     0     0    0     0     0    0     0     0    0     0 

Lanes:        0  0  0  0  0    1  0  0  0  1    0  0  1  0  0    0  0  1  0  1  

------------|---------------||---------------||---------------||---------------|

Volume Module:

Base Vol:       0    0     0    57    0    74     0  490     0     0  870   171 

Growth Adj:  1.00 1.00  1.00  1.00 1.00  1.00  1.00 1.00  1.00  1.00 1.00  1.00 

Initial Bse:    0    0     0    57    0    74     0  490     0     0  870   171 

User Adj:    1.00 1.00  1.00  1.00 1.00  1.00  1.00 1.00  1.00  1.00 1.00  0.00 

PHF Adj:     0.95 0.95  0.95  0.95 0.95  0.95  0.95 0.95  0.95  0.95 0.95  0.00 

PHF Volume:     0    0     0    60    0    78     0  516     0     0  916     0 

Reduct Vol:     0    0     0     0    0     0     0    0     0     0    0     0 

Reduced Vol:    0    0     0    60    0    78     0  516     0     0  916     0 

PCE Adj:     1.00 1.00  1.00  1.00 1.00  1.00  1.00 1.00  1.00  1.00 1.00  0.00 

MLF Adj:     1.00 1.00  1.00  1.00 1.00  1.00  1.00 1.00  1.00  1.00 1.00  0.00 

FinalVolume:    0    0     0    60    0    78     0  516     0     0  916     0 

------------|---------------||---------------||---------------||---------------|

Saturation Flow Module:

Sat/Lane:    1900 1900  1900  1900 1900  1900  1900 1900  1900  1900 1900  1900 

Adjustment:  1.00 1.00  1.00  0.95 1.00  0.85  1.00 1.00  1.00  1.00 1.00  1.00 

Lanes:       0.00 0.00  0.00  1.00 0.00  1.00  0.00 1.00  0.00  0.00 1.00  1.00 

Final Sat.:     0    0     0  1805    0  1615     0 1900     0     0 1900  1900 

------------|---------------||---------------||---------------||---------------|

Capacity Analysis Module:

Vol/Sat:     0.00 0.00  0.00  0.03 0.00  0.05  0.00 0.27  0.00  0.00 0.48  0.00 

Crit Moves:                              ****                        ****      

Green/Cycle: 0.00 0.00  0.00  0.09 0.00  0.09  0.00 0.85  0.00  0.00 0.85  0.00 

Volume/Cap:  0.00 0.00  0.00  0.39 0.00  0.56  0.00 0.32  0.00  0.00 0.56  0.00 

Uniform Del:  0.0  0.0   0.0  43.3  0.0  43.9   0.0  1.5   0.0   0.0  2.0   0.0 

IncremntDel:  0.0  0.0   0.0   1.6  0.0   5.3   0.0  0.1   0.0   0.0  0.5   0.0 

InitQueuDel:  0.0  0.0   0.0   0.0  0.0   0.0   0.0  0.0   0.0   0.0  0.0   0.0 

Delay Adj:   0.00 0.00  0.00  1.00 0.00  1.00  0.00 1.00  0.00  0.00 1.00  0.00 

Delay/Veh:    0.0  0.0   0.0  44.9  0.0  49.2   0.0  1.6   0.0   0.0  2.5   0.0 

User DelAdj: 1.00 1.00  1.00  1.00 1.00  1.00  1.00 1.00  1.00  1.00 1.00  1.00 

AdjDel/Veh:   0.0  0.0   0.0  44.9  0.0  49.2   0.0  1.6   0.0   0.0  2.5   0.0 

LOS by Move:    A    A     A     D    A     D     A    A     A     A    A     A 

HCM2kAvgQ:      0    0     0     2    0     3     0    3     0     0    8     0 

********************************************************************************

Note: Queue reported is the number of cars per lane.

********************************************************************************
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--------------------------------------------------------------------------------

--------------------------------------------------------------------------------

                      Level Of Service Computation Report                       

             2000 HCM Operations Method (Base Volume Alternative)               

********************************************************************************

Intersection #9 Henry St / Palani Rd                                            

********************************************************************************

Cycle (sec):         100                Critical Vol./Cap.(X):         0.722

Loss Time (sec):       9 (Y+R=4.0 sec)  Average Delay (sec/veh):        25.1

Optimal Cycle:        54                Level Of Service:                  C

********************************************************************************

Street Name:             Henry St                         Palani Rd             

Approach:      North Bound      South Bound       East Bound       West Bound   

Movement:     L  -  T  -  R    L  -  T  -  R    L  -  T  -  R    L  -  T  -  R  

------------|---------------||---------------||---------------||---------------|

Control:         Permitted        Permitted       Protected        Protected  

Rights:            Ovl              Ovl             Include          Include     

Min. Green:     0    0     0     0    0     0     0    0     0     0    0     0 

Lanes:        1  0  1  0  1    1  0  1  0  1    1  0  0  1  0    2  0  1  1  0  

------------|---------------||---------------||---------------||---------------|

Volume Module:

Base Vol:     182  133   639    54  185    64   170  244    57   944  843    37 

Growth Adj:  1.00 1.00  1.00  1.00 1.00  1.00  1.00 1.00  1.00  1.00 1.00  1.00 

Initial Bse:  182  133   639    54  185    64   170  244    57   944  843    37 

User Adj:    1.00 1.00  1.00  1.00 1.00  1.00  1.00 1.00  1.00  1.00 1.00  1.00 

PHF Adj:     0.95 0.95  0.95  0.95 0.95  0.95  0.95 0.95  0.95  0.95 0.95  0.95 

PHF Volume:   192  140   673    57  195    67   179  257    60   994  887    39 

Reduct Vol:     0    0     0     0    0     0     0    0     0     0    0     0 

Reduced Vol:  192  140   673    57  195    67   179  257    60   994  887    39 

PCE Adj:     1.00 1.00  1.00  1.00 1.00  1.00  1.00 1.00  1.00  1.00 1.00  1.00 

MLF Adj:     1.00 1.00  1.00  1.00 1.00  1.00  1.00 1.00  1.00  1.00 1.00  1.00 

FinalVolume:  192  140   673    57  195    67   179  257    60   994  887    39 

------------|---------------||---------------||---------------||---------------|

Saturation Flow Module:

Sat/Lane:    1900 1900  1900  1900 1900  1900  1900 1900  1900  1900 1900  1900 

Adjustment:  0.50 1.00  0.85  0.59 1.00  0.85  0.95 0.97  0.97  0.92 0.94  0.94 

Lanes:       1.00 1.00  1.00  1.00 1.00  1.00  1.00 0.81  0.19  2.00 1.92  0.08 

Final Sat.:   948 1900  1615  1121 1900  1615  1805 1497   350  3502 3437   151 

------------|---------------||---------------||---------------||---------------|

Capacity Analysis Module:

Vol/Sat:     0.20 0.07  0.42  0.05 0.10  0.04  0.10 0.17  0.17  0.28 0.26  0.26 

Crit Moves:  ****                                   ****        ****           

Green/Cycle: 0.28 0.28  0.67  0.28 0.28  0.45  0.17 0.24  0.24  0.39 0.46  0.46 

Volume/Cap:  0.72 0.26  0.62  0.18 0.37  0.09  0.57 0.72  0.72  0.72 0.57  0.57 

Uniform Del: 32.5 28.0   9.2  27.3 28.9  15.5  37.8 35.1  35.1  25.7 20.0  20.0 

IncremntDel:  9.4  0.3   1.1   0.3  0.4   0.1   2.4  5.8   5.8   1.9  0.5   0.5 

InitQueuDel:  0.0  0.0   0.0   0.0  0.0   0.0   0.0  0.0   0.0   0.0  0.0   0.0 

Delay Adj:   1.00 1.00  1.00  1.00 1.00  1.00  1.00 1.00  1.00  1.00 1.00  1.00 

Delay/Veh:   41.9 28.3  10.3  27.6 29.3  15.6  40.2 40.9  40.9  27.7 20.5  20.5 

User DelAdj: 1.00 1.00  1.00  1.00 1.00  1.00  1.00 1.00  1.00  1.00 1.00  1.00 

AdjDel/Veh:  41.9 28.3  10.3  27.6 29.3  15.6  40.2 40.9  40.9  27.7 20.5  20.5 

LOS by Move:    D    C     B     C    C     B     D    D     D     C    C     C 

HCM2kAvgQ:      7    3    12     1    5     1     6   10    10    14   11    11 

********************************************************************************

Note: Queue reported is the number of cars per lane.

********************************************************************************
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--------------------------------------------------------------------------------

--------------------------------------------------------------------------------

                      Level Of Service Computation Report                       

             2000 HCM Operations Method (Base Volume Alternative)               

********************************************************************************

Intersection #10 Queen Kaahumanu Hwy / Henry St                                 

********************************************************************************

Cycle (sec):         100                Critical Vol./Cap.(X):         0.884

Loss Time (sec):       9 (Y+R=4.0 sec)  Average Delay (sec/veh):        29.5

Optimal Cycle:        95                Level Of Service:                  C

********************************************************************************

Street Name:       Queen Kaahumanu Hwy                     Henry St             

Approach:      North Bound      South Bound       East Bound       West Bound   

Movement:     L  -  T  -  R    L  -  T  -  R    L  -  T  -  R    L  -  T  -  R  

------------|---------------||---------------||---------------||---------------|

Control:       Prot+Permit      Prot+Permit      Split Phase      Split Phase 

Rights:            Ovl              Ovl             Include          Include     

Min. Green:     0    0     0     0    0     0     0    0     0     0    0     0 

Lanes:        1  0  2  0  1    1  0  3  0  1    1  0  2  0  1    1  1  1  0  1  

------------|---------------||---------------||---------------||---------------|

Volume Module:

Base Vol:     226 1571   627   119 1124   170    86  315    30   571  353    75 

Growth Adj:  1.00 1.00  1.00  1.00 1.00  1.00  1.00 1.00  1.00  1.00 1.00  1.00 

Initial Bse:  226 1571   627   119 1124   170    86  315    30   571  353    75 

User Adj:    1.00 1.00  1.00  1.00 1.00  1.00  1.00 1.00  1.00  1.00 1.00  1.00 

PHF Adj:     0.95 0.95  0.95  0.95 0.95  0.95  0.95 0.95  0.95  0.95 0.95  0.95 

PHF Volume:   238 1654   660   125 1183   179    91  332    32   601  372    79 

Reduct Vol:     0    0     0     0    0     0     0    0     0     0    0     0 

Reduced Vol:  238 1654   660   125 1183   179    91  332    32   601  372    79 

PCE Adj:     1.00 1.00  1.00  1.00 1.00  1.00  1.00 1.00  1.00  1.00 1.00  1.00 

MLF Adj:     1.00 1.00  1.00  1.00 1.00  1.00  1.00 1.00  1.00  1.00 1.00  1.00 

FinalVolume:  238 1654   660   125 1183   179    91  332    32   601  372    79 

------------|---------------||---------------||---------------||---------------|

Saturation Flow Module:

Sat/Lane:    1900 1900  1900  1900 1900  1900  1900 1900  1900  1900 1900  1900 

Adjustment:  0.95 0.95  0.85  0.95 0.91  0.85  0.95 0.95  0.85  0.92 0.92  0.85 

Lanes:       1.00 2.00  1.00  1.00 3.00  1.00  1.00 2.00  1.00  1.85 1.15  1.00 

Final Sat.:  1805 3610  1615  1805 5187  1615  1805 3610  1615  3246 2007  1615 

------------|---------------||---------------||---------------||---------------|

Capacity Analysis Module:

Vol/Sat:     0.13 0.46  0.41  0.07 0.23  0.11  0.05 0.09  0.02  0.19 0.19  0.05 

Crit Moves:       ****        ****                  ****        ****           

Green/Cycle: 0.62 0.52  0.73  0.46 0.38  0.48  0.10 0.10  0.10  0.21 0.21  0.21 

Volume/Cap:  0.48 0.88  0.56  0.58 0.60  0.23  0.48 0.88  0.19  0.88 0.88  0.23 

Uniform Del: 12.0 21.4   6.3  21.7 25.0  15.1  42.3 44.2  41.0  38.3 38.3  32.9 

IncremntDel:  0.8  5.4   0.6   3.7  0.5   0.2   2.0 21.2   0.5   8.7  8.7   0.4 

InitQueuDel:  0.0  0.0   0.0   0.0  0.0   0.0   0.0  0.0   0.0   0.0  0.0   0.0 

Delay Adj:   1.00 1.00  1.00  1.00 1.00  1.00  1.00 1.00  1.00  1.00 1.00  1.00 

Delay/Veh:   12.8 26.8   6.9  25.5 25.6  15.2  44.2 65.4  41.5  47.1 47.1  33.2 

User DelAdj: 1.00 1.00  1.00  1.00 1.00  1.00  1.00 1.00  1.00  1.00 1.00  1.00 

AdjDel/Veh:  12.8 26.8   6.9  25.5 25.6  15.2  44.2 65.4  41.5  47.1 47.1  33.2 

LOS by Move:    B    C     A     C    C     B     D    E     D     D    D     C 

HCM2kAvgQ:      5   27    10     4   11     3     3    8     1    14   14     2 

********************************************************************************

Note: Queue reported is the number of cars per lane.

********************************************************************************
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--------------------------------------------------------------------------------

--------------------------------------------------------------------------------

                      Level Of Service Computation Report                       

             2000 HCM Operations Method (Base Volume Alternative)               

********************************************************************************

Intersection #1 Queen Kaahumanu Hwy / Hina Lani St                              

********************************************************************************

Cycle (sec):         100                Critical Vol./Cap.(X):         1.404

Loss Time (sec):       6 (Y+R=4.0 sec)  Average Delay (sec/veh):        69.6

Optimal Cycle:       180                Level Of Service:                  E

********************************************************************************

Street Name:       Queen Kaahumanu Hwy                   Hina Lani St           

Approach:      North Bound      South Bound       East Bound       West Bound   

Movement:     L  -  T  -  R    L  -  T  -  R    L  -  T  -  R    L  -  T  -  R  

------------|---------------||---------------||---------------||---------------|

Control:         Permitted      Prot+Permit      Split Phase      Split Phase 

Rights:            Ovl             Include          Include           Ovl        

Min. Green:     0    0     0     0    0     0     0    0     0     0    0     0 

Lanes:        0  0  2  0  1    1  0  2  0  0    0  0  0  0  0    1  0  0  0  1  

------------|---------------||---------------||---------------||---------------|

Volume Module:

Base Vol:       0 1913   568   643 2021     0     0    0     0   405    0   556 

Growth Adj:  1.00 1.00  1.00  1.00 1.00  1.00  1.00 1.00  1.00  1.00 1.00  1.00 

Initial Bse:    0 1913   568   643 2021     0     0    0     0   405    0   556 

User Adj:    1.00 1.00  1.00  1.00 1.00  1.00  1.00 1.00  1.00  1.00 1.00  1.00 

PHF Adj:     0.95 0.95  0.95  0.95 0.95  0.95  0.95 0.95  0.95  0.95 0.95  0.95 

PHF Volume:     0 2014   598   677 2127     0     0    0     0   426    0   585 

Reduct Vol:     0    0     0     0    0     0     0    0     0     0    0     0 

Reduced Vol:    0 2014   598   677 2127     0     0    0     0   426    0   585 

PCE Adj:     1.00 1.00  1.00  1.00 1.00  1.00  1.00 1.00  1.00  1.00 1.00  1.00 

MLF Adj:     1.00 1.00  1.00  1.00 1.00  1.00  1.00 1.00  1.00  1.00 1.00  1.00 

FinalVolume:    0 2014   598   677 2127     0     0    0     0   426    0   585 

------------|---------------||---------------||---------------||---------------|

Saturation Flow Module:

Sat/Lane:    1900 1900  1900  1900 1900  1900  1900 1900  1900  1900 1900  1900 

Adjustment:  1.00 0.95  0.85  0.33 0.95  1.00  1.00 1.00  1.00  0.95 1.00  0.85 

Lanes:       0.00 2.00  1.00  1.00 2.00  0.00  0.00 0.00  0.00  1.00 0.00  1.00 

Final Sat.:     0 3610  1615   624 3610     0     0    0     0  1805    0  1615 

------------|---------------||---------------||---------------||---------------|

Capacity Analysis Module:

Vol/Sat:     0.00 0.56  0.37  1.08 0.59  0.00  0.00 0.00  0.00  0.24 0.00  0.36 

Crit Moves:                   ****                              ****           

Green/Cycle: 0.00 0.45  0.64  0.75 0.75  0.00  0.00 0.00  0.00  0.19 0.00  0.49 

Volume/Cap:  0.00 1.24  0.58  1.09 0.79  0.00  0.00 0.00  0.00  1.24 0.00  0.74 

Uniform Del:  0.0 27.6  10.4   4.8  7.6   0.0   0.0  0.0   0.0  40.5  0.0  20.3 

IncremntDel:  0.0  115   0.8  63.5  1.6   0.0   0.0  0.0   0.0 131.9  0.0   3.7 

InitQueuDel:  0.0  0.0   0.0   0.0  0.0   0.0   0.0  0.0   0.0   0.0  0.0   0.0 

Delay Adj:   0.00 1.00  1.00  1.00 1.00  0.00  0.00 0.00  0.00  1.00 0.00  1.00 

Delay/Veh:    0.0  143  11.2  68.2  9.2   0.0   0.0  0.0   0.0 172.4  0.0  23.9 

User DelAdj: 1.00 1.00  1.00  1.00 1.00  1.00  1.00 1.00  1.00  1.00 1.00  1.00 

AdjDel/Veh:   0.0  143  11.2  68.2  9.2   0.0   0.0  0.0   0.0 172.4  0.0  23.9 

LOS by Move:    A    F     B     E    A     A     A    A     A     F    A     C 

HCM2kAvgQ:      0   60    11    32   22     0     0    0     0    26    0    16 

********************************************************************************

Note: Queue reported is the number of cars per lane.

********************************************************************************
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--------------------------------------------------------------------------------

--------------------------------------------------------------------------------

                      Level Of Service Computation Report                       

            2000 HCM Unsignalized Method (Base Volume Alternative)              

********************************************************************************

Intersection #2 Ane Keohokalole Hwy / Hina Lani St                              

********************************************************************************

Average Delay (sec/veh):      0.2       Worst Case Level Of Service: D[ 30.2]

********************************************************************************

Street Name:       Ane Keohokalole Hwy                   Hina Lani St           

Approach:      North Bound      South Bound       East Bound       West Bound   

Movement:     L  -  T  -  R    L  -  T  -  R    L  -  T  -  R    L  -  T  -  R  

------------|---------------||---------------||---------------||---------------|

Control:        Stop Sign        Stop Sign       Uncontrolled     Uncontrolled

Rights:           Include          Include          Include          Include     

Lanes:        0  0  0  0  0    1  0  0  0  1    1  0  1  0  0    0  0  1  0  1  

------------|---------------||---------------||---------------||---------------|

Volume Module:

Base Vol:       0    0     0     7    0     0     0  985     0     0  371     5 

Growth Adj:  1.00 1.00  1.00  1.00 1.00  1.00  1.00 1.00  1.00  1.00 1.00  1.00 

Initial Bse:    0    0     0     7    0     0     0  985     0     0  371     5 

User Adj:    1.00 1.00  1.00  1.00 1.00  1.00  1.00 1.00  1.00  1.00 1.00  1.00 

PHF Adj:     0.95 0.95  0.95  0.95 0.95  0.95  0.95 0.95  0.95  0.95 0.95  0.95 

PHF Volume:     0    0     0     7    0     0     0 1037     0     0  391     5 

Reduct Vol:     0    0     0     0    0     0     0    0     0     0    0     0 

FinalVolume:    0    0     0     7    0     0     0 1037     0     0  391     5 

------------|---------------||---------------||---------------||---------------|

Critical Gap Module:

Critical Gp:xxxxx xxxx xxxxx   6.4 xxxx   6.2 xxxxx xxxx xxxxx xxxxx xxxx xxxxx 

FollowUpTim:xxxxx xxxx xxxxx   3.5 xxxx   3.3 xxxxx xxxx xxxxx xxxxx xxxx xxxxx 

------------|---------------||---------------||---------------||---------------|

Capacity Module:

Cnflict Vol: xxxx xxxx xxxxx  1427 xxxx   391  xxxx xxxx xxxxx  xxxx xxxx xxxxx 

Potent Cap.: xxxx xxxx xxxxx   150 xxxx   662  xxxx xxxx xxxxx  xxxx xxxx xxxxx 

Move Cap.:   xxxx xxxx xxxxx   150 xxxx   662  xxxx xxxx xxxxx  xxxx xxxx xxxxx 

Volume/Cap:  xxxx xxxx  xxxx  0.05 xxxx  0.00  xxxx xxxx  xxxx  xxxx xxxx  xxxx 

------------|---------------||---------------||---------------||---------------|

Level Of Service Module:

2Way95thQ:   xxxx xxxx xxxxx   0.2 xxxx xxxxx  xxxx xxxx xxxxx  xxxx xxxx xxxxx 

Control Del:xxxxx xxxx xxxxx  30.2 xxxx xxxxx xxxxx xxxx xxxxx xxxxx xxxx xxxxx 

LOS by Move:    *    *     *     D    *     *     *    *     *     *    *     * 

Movement:     LT - LTR - RT    LT - LTR - RT    LT - LTR - RT    LT - LTR - RT  

Shared Cap.: xxxx xxxx xxxxx  xxxx xxxx xxxxx  xxxx xxxx xxxxx  xxxx xxxx xxxxx 

SharedQueue:xxxxx xxxx xxxxx xxxxx xxxx xxxxx xxxxx xxxx xxxxx xxxxx xxxx xxxxx 

Shrd ConDel:xxxxx xxxx xxxxx xxxxx xxxx xxxxx xxxxx xxxx xxxxx xxxxx xxxx xxxxx 

Shared LOS:     *    *     *     *    *     *     *    *     *     *    *     * 

ApproachDel:    xxxxxx             30.2           xxxxxx           xxxxxx

ApproachLOS:         *                D                *                *       

********************************************************************************

Note: Queue reported is the number of cars per lane.

********************************************************************************
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--------------------------------------------------------------------------------

--------------------------------------------------------------------------------

                      Level Of Service Computation Report                       

             2000 HCM Operations Method (Base Volume Alternative)               

********************************************************************************

Intersection #3 Palani Rd / Hina Lani St                                        

********************************************************************************

Cycle (sec):         100                Critical Vol./Cap.(X):         0.997

Loss Time (sec):       6 (Y+R=4.0 sec)  Average Delay (sec/veh):        46.1

Optimal Cycle:       180                Level Of Service:                  D

********************************************************************************

Street Name:            Palani Rd                        Hina Lani St           

Approach:      North Bound      South Bound       East Bound       West Bound   

Movement:     L  -  T  -  R    L  -  T  -  R    L  -  T  -  R    L  -  T  -  R  

------------|---------------||---------------||---------------||---------------|

Control:       Prot+Permit        Permitted        Permitted        Permitted 

Rights:           Include          Include          Include          Include     

Min. Green:     0    0     0     0    0     0     0    0     0     0    0     0 

Lanes:        1  0  1  0  0    0  0  1  1  0    1  0  0  0  1    0  0  0  0  0  

------------|---------------||---------------||---------------||---------------|

Volume Module:

Base Vol:     328  759     0     0  869   182   315    0   661     0    0     0 

Growth Adj:  1.00 1.00  1.00  1.00 1.00  1.00  1.00 1.00  1.00  1.00 1.00  1.00 

Initial Bse:  328  759     0     0  869   182   315    0   661     0    0     0 

User Adj:    1.00 1.00  1.00  1.00 1.00  1.00  1.00 1.00  1.00  1.00 1.00  1.00 

PHF Adj:     0.95 0.95  0.95  0.95 0.95  0.95  0.95 0.95  0.95  0.95 0.95  0.95 

PHF Volume:   345  799     0     0  915   192   332    0   696     0    0     0 

Reduct Vol:     0    0     0     0    0     0     0    0     0     0    0     0 

Reduced Vol:  345  799     0     0  915   192   332    0   696     0    0     0 

PCE Adj:     1.00 1.00  1.00  1.00 1.00  1.00  1.00 1.00  1.00  1.00 1.00  1.00 

MLF Adj:     1.00 1.00  1.00  1.00 1.00  1.00  1.00 1.00  1.00  1.00 1.00  1.00 

FinalVolume:  345  799     0     0  915   192   332    0   696     0    0     0 

------------|---------------||---------------||---------------||---------------|

Saturation Flow Module:

Sat/Lane:    1900 1900  1900  1900 1900  1900  1900 1900  1900  1900 1900  1900 

Adjustment:  0.95 1.00  1.00  1.00 0.93  0.93  0.77 1.00  0.85  1.00 1.00  1.00 

Lanes:       1.00 1.00  0.00  0.00 1.65  0.35  1.00 0.00  1.00  0.00 0.00  0.00 

Final Sat.:  1805 1900     0     0 2907   609  1461    0  1615     0    0     0 

------------|---------------||---------------||---------------||---------------|

Capacity Analysis Module:

Vol/Sat:     0.19 0.42  0.00  0.00 0.31  0.31  0.23 0.00  0.43  0.00 0.00  0.00 

Crit Moves:  ****                  ****                   ****                 

Green/Cycle: 0.51 0.51  0.00  0.00 0.32  0.32  0.43 0.00  0.43  0.00 0.00  0.00 

Volume/Cap:  0.82 0.83  0.00  0.00 1.00  1.00  0.52 0.00  1.00  0.00 0.00  0.00 

Uniform Del: 25.8 20.9   0.0   0.0 34.2  34.2  20.8  0.0  28.3   0.0  0.0   0.0 

IncremntDel: 11.8  6.1   0.0   0.0 26.1  26.1   0.8  0.0  33.1   0.0  0.0   0.0 

InitQueuDel:  0.0  0.0   0.0   0.0  0.0   0.0   0.0  0.0   0.0   0.0  0.0   0.0 

Delay Adj:   1.00 1.00  0.00  0.00 1.00  1.00  1.00 0.00  1.00  0.00 0.00  0.00 

Delay/Veh:   37.6 27.0   0.0   0.0 60.3  60.3  21.7  0.0  61.4   0.0  0.0   0.0 

User DelAdj: 1.00 1.00  1.00  1.00 1.00  1.00  1.00 1.00  1.00  1.00 1.00  1.00 

AdjDel/Veh:  37.6 27.0   0.0   0.0 60.3  60.3  21.7  0.0  61.4   0.0  0.0   0.0 

LOS by Move:    D    C     A     A    E     E     C    A     E     A    A     A 

HCM2kAvgQ:     11   23     0     0   25    25     8    0    28     0    0     0 

********************************************************************************

Note: Queue reported is the number of cars per lane.

********************************************************************************
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--------------------------------------------------------------------------------

--------------------------------------------------------------------------------

                      Level Of Service Computation Report                       

             2000 HCM Operations Method (Base Volume Alternative)               

********************************************************************************

Intersection #4 Queen Kaahumanu Hwy / Kealakehe Pkwy                            

********************************************************************************

Cycle (sec):         100                Critical Vol./Cap.(X):         1.108

Loss Time (sec):       9 (Y+R=4.0 sec)  Average Delay (sec/veh):        66.0

Optimal Cycle:       180                Level Of Service:                  E

********************************************************************************

Street Name:       Queen Kaahumanu Hwy                  Kaalakehe Pkwy          

Approach:      North Bound      South Bound       East Bound       West Bound   

Movement:     L  -  T  -  R    L  -  T  -  R    L  -  T  -  R    L  -  T  -  R  

------------|---------------||---------------||---------------||---------------|

Control:       Prot+Permit      Prot+Permit       Protected        Protected  

Rights:            Ovl              Ovl              Ovl              Ovl        

Min. Green:     0    0     0     0    0     0     0    0     0     0    0     0 

Lanes:        1  0  2  0  1    1  0  2  0  1    1  0  1  0  1    2  0  1  0  1  

------------|---------------||---------------||---------------||---------------|

Volume Module:

Base Vol:      68 2307   727   106 2297    79    76    8    69   913    7   125 

Growth Adj:  1.00 1.00  1.00  1.00 1.00  1.00  1.00 1.00  1.00  1.00 1.00  1.00 

Initial Bse:   68 2307   727   106 2297    79    76    8    69   913    7   125 

User Adj:    1.00 1.00  1.00  1.00 1.00  1.00  1.00 1.00  1.00  1.00 1.00  1.00 

PHF Adj:     0.95 0.95  0.95  0.95 0.95  0.95  0.95 0.95  0.95  0.95 0.95  0.95 

PHF Volume:    72 2428   765   112 2418    83    80    8    73   961    7   132 

Reduct Vol:     0    0     0     0    0     0     0    0     0     0    0     0 

Reduced Vol:   72 2428   765   112 2418    83    80    8    73   961    7   132 

PCE Adj:     1.00 1.00  1.00  1.00 1.00  1.00  1.00 1.00  1.00  1.00 1.00  1.00 

MLF Adj:     1.00 1.00  1.00  1.00 1.00  1.00  1.00 1.00  1.00  1.00 1.00  1.00 

FinalVolume:   72 2428   765   112 2418    83    80    8    73   961    7   132 

------------|---------------||---------------||---------------||---------------|

Saturation Flow Module:

Sat/Lane:    1900 1900  1900  1900 1900  1900  1900 1900  1900  1900 1900  1900 

Adjustment:  0.49 0.95  0.85  0.39 0.95  0.85  0.95 1.00  0.85  0.92 1.00  0.85 

Lanes:       1.00 2.00  1.00  1.00 2.00  1.00  1.00 1.00  1.00  2.00 1.00  1.00 

Final Sat.:   927 3610  1615   744 3610  1615  1805 1900  1615  3502 1900  1615 

------------|---------------||---------------||---------------||---------------|

Capacity Analysis Module:

Vol/Sat:     0.08 0.67  0.47  0.15 0.67  0.05  0.04 0.00  0.04  0.27 0.00  0.08 

Crit Moves:       ****        ****                        ****  ****           

Green/Cycle: 0.64 0.60  0.85  0.68 0.62  0.80  0.17 0.00  0.04  0.25 0.08  0.13 

Volume/Cap:  0.50 1.11  0.56  0.63 1.08  0.06  0.25 0.93  1.08  1.11 0.05  0.61 

Uniform Del:  6.7 19.8   2.1   5.4 18.9   2.2  35.7 49.7  47.9  37.7 42.8  41.0 

IncremntDel:  2.8 58.6   0.5   7.4 43.4   0.0   0.4  256 133.8  67.2  0.1   5.2 

InitQueuDel:  0.0  0.0   0.0   0.0  0.0   0.0   0.0  0.0   0.0   0.0  0.0   0.0 

Delay Adj:   1.00 1.00  1.00  1.00 1.00  1.00  1.00 1.00  1.00  1.00 1.00  1.00 

Delay/Veh:    9.6 78.5   2.7  12.8 62.3   2.2  36.1  306 181.7 104.8 42.9  46.2 

User DelAdj: 1.00 1.00  1.00  1.00 1.00  1.00  1.00 1.00  1.00  1.00 1.00  1.00 

AdjDel/Veh:   9.6 78.5   2.7  12.8 62.3   2.2  36.1  306 181.7 104.8 42.9  46.2 

LOS by Move:    A    E     A     B    E     A     D    F     F     F    D     D 

HCM2kAvgQ:      2   59     7     3   55     1     2    1     5    25    0     5 

********************************************************************************

Note: Queue reported is the number of cars per lane.

********************************************************************************
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--------------------------------------------------------------------------------

--------------------------------------------------------------------------------

                      Level Of Service Computation Report                       

            2000 HCM Unsignalized Method (Base Volume Alternative)              

********************************************************************************

Intersection #5 Ane Keohokalole Hwy / Kealakehe Pkwy                            

********************************************************************************

Average Delay (sec/veh):      1.6       Worst Case Level Of Service: B[ 11.4]

********************************************************************************

Street Name:       Ane Jeohokalole Hwy                  Kealakehe Pkwy          

Approach:      North Bound      South Bound       East Bound       West Bound   

Movement:     L  -  T  -  R    L  -  T  -  R    L  -  T  -  R    L  -  T  -  R  

------------|---------------||---------------||---------------||---------------|

Control:        Stop Sign        Stop Sign       Uncontrolled     Uncontrolled

Rights:           Include          Include          Include          Include     

Lanes:        1  0  0  1  0    1  0  0  1  0    1  0  1  1  0    1  0  0  1  0  

------------|---------------||---------------||---------------||---------------|

Volume Module:

Base Vol:      65    0     0     0    0     0     0  168   140     5  109     0 

Growth Adj:  1.00 1.00  1.00  1.00 1.00  1.00  1.00 1.00  1.00  1.00 1.00  1.00 

Initial Bse:   65    0     0     0    0     0     0  168   140     5  109     0 

User Adj:    1.00 1.00  1.00  1.00 1.00  1.00  1.00 1.00  1.00  1.00 1.00  1.00 

PHF Adj:     0.95 0.95  0.95  0.95 0.95  0.95  0.95 0.95  0.95  0.95 0.95  0.95 

PHF Volume:    68    0     0     0    0     0     0  177   147     5  115     0 

Reduct Vol:     0    0     0     0    0     0     0    0     0     0    0     0 

FinalVolume:   68    0     0     0    0     0     0  177   147     5  115     0 

------------|---------------||---------------||---------------||---------------|

Critical Gap Module:

Critical Gp:  6.4  6.5   6.2   7.1  6.5   6.2 xxxxx xxxx xxxxx   4.1 xxxx xxxxx 

FollowUpTim:  3.5  4.0   3.3   3.5  4.0   3.3 xxxxx xxxx xxxxx   2.2 xxxx xxxxx 

------------|---------------||---------------||---------------||---------------|

Capacity Module:

Cnflict Vol:  376  376   162   214  449   115  xxxx xxxx xxxxx   324 xxxx xxxxx 

Potent Cap.:  630  559   888   747  508   943  xxxx xxxx xxxxx  1247 xxxx xxxxx 

Move Cap.:    628  556   888   745  506   943  xxxx xxxx xxxxx  1247 xxxx xxxxx 

Volume/Cap:  0.11 0.00  0.00  0.00 0.00  0.00  xxxx xxxx  xxxx  0.00 xxxx  xxxx 

------------|---------------||---------------||---------------||---------------|

Level Of Service Module:

2Way95thQ:    0.4 xxxx xxxxx  xxxx xxxx xxxxx  xxxx xxxx xxxxx   0.0 xxxx xxxxx 

Control Del: 11.4 xxxx xxxxx xxxxx xxxx xxxxx xxxxx xxxx xxxxx   7.9 xxxx xxxxx 

LOS by Move:    B    *     *     *    *     *     *    *     *     A    *     * 

Movement:     LT - LTR - RT    LT - LTR - RT    LT - LTR - RT    LT - LTR - RT  

Shared Cap.: xxxx xxxx     0  xxxx xxxx     0  xxxx xxxx xxxxx  xxxx xxxx xxxxx 

SharedQueue:xxxxx xxxx xxxxx xxxxx xxxx xxxxx xxxxx xxxx xxxxx xxxxx xxxx xxxxx 

Shrd ConDel:xxxxx xxxx xxxxx xxxxx xxxx xxxxx xxxxx xxxx xxxxx xxxxx xxxx xxxxx 

Shared LOS:     *    *     *     *    *     *     *    *     *     *    *     * 

ApproachDel:      11.4           xxxxxx           xxxxxx           xxxxxx

ApproachLOS:         B                *                *                *       

********************************************************************************

Note: Queue reported is the number of cars per lane.

********************************************************************************
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--------------------------------------------------------------------------------

--------------------------------------------------------------------------------

                      Level Of Service Computation Report                       

             2000 HCM Operations Method (Base Volume Alternative)               

********************************************************************************

Intersection #6 Palani Rd/Palihiolo St                                          

********************************************************************************

Cycle (sec):         100                Critical Vol./Cap.(X):         0.713

Loss Time (sec):       6 (Y+R=4.0 sec)  Average Delay (sec/veh):        12.8

Optimal Cycle:        48                Level Of Service:                  B

********************************************************************************

Street Name:            Palani Rd                        Palihiolo St           

Approach:      North Bound      South Bound       East Bound       West Bound   

Movement:     L  -  T  -  R    L  -  T  -  R    L  -  T  -  R    L  -  T  -  R  

------------|---------------||---------------||---------------||---------------|

Control:       Prot+Permit        Permitted        Permitted        Permitted 

Rights:           Include          Include           Ovl             Include     

Min. Green:     0    0     0     0    0     0     0    0     0     0    0     0 

Lanes:        2  0  0  1  0    1  0  1  1  0    0  1  0  0  1    0  1  0  0  1  

------------|---------------||---------------||---------------||---------------|

Volume Module:

Base Vol:     260 1067    13    47 1290    11    43    0   228    28    0    31 

Growth Adj:  1.00 1.00  1.00  1.00 1.00  1.00  1.00 1.00  1.00  1.00 1.00  1.00 

Initial Bse:  260 1067    13    47 1290    11    43    0   228    28    0    31 

User Adj:    1.00 1.00  1.00  1.00 1.00  1.00  1.00 1.00  1.00  1.00 1.00  1.00 

PHF Adj:     0.95 0.95  0.95  0.95 0.95  0.95  0.95 0.95  0.95  0.95 0.95  0.95 

PHF Volume:   274 1123    14    49 1358    12    45    0   240    29    0    33 

Reduct Vol:     0    0     0     0    0     0     0    0     0     0    0     0 

Reduced Vol:  274 1123    14    49 1358    12    45    0   240    29    0    33 

PCE Adj:     1.00 1.00  1.00  1.00 1.00  1.00  1.00 1.00  1.00  1.00 1.00  1.00 

MLF Adj:     1.00 1.00  1.00  1.00 1.00  1.00  1.00 1.00  1.00  1.00 1.00  1.00 

FinalVolume:  274 1123    14    49 1358    12    45    0   240    29    0    33 

------------|---------------||---------------||---------------||---------------|

Saturation Flow Module:

Sat/Lane:    1900 1900  1900  1900 1900  1900  1900 1900  1900  1900 1900  1900 

Adjustment:  0.92 1.00  1.00  0.95 0.95  0.95  0.76 1.00  0.85  0.78 1.00  0.85 

Lanes:       2.00 0.99  0.01  1.00 1.98  0.02  1.00 0.00  1.00  1.00 0.00  1.00 

Final Sat.:  3502 1873    23  1805 3576    30  1440    0  1615  1490    0  1615 

------------|---------------||---------------||---------------||---------------|

Capacity Analysis Module:

Vol/Sat:     0.08 0.60  0.60  0.03 0.38  0.38  0.03 0.00  0.15  0.02 0.00  0.02 

Crit Moves:       ****                                    ****                 

Green/Cycle: 0.81 0.81  0.81  0.04 0.70  0.70  0.09 0.00  0.24  0.09 0.00  0.09 

Volume/Cap:  0.18 0.74  0.74  0.74 0.54  0.54  0.33 0.00  0.62  0.21 0.00  0.21 

Uniform Del: 19.8  4.6   4.6  47.7  7.2   7.2  42.3  0.0  34.0  41.8  0.0  41.8 

IncremntDel:  0.1  2.0   2.0  35.6  0.2   0.2   1.4  0.0   3.1   0.7  0.0   0.7 

InitQueuDel:  0.0  0.0   0.0   0.0  0.0   0.0   0.0  0.0   0.0   0.0  0.0   0.0 

Delay Adj:   1.00 1.00  1.00  1.00 1.00  1.00  1.00 0.00  1.00  1.00 0.00  1.00 

Delay/Veh:   19.9  6.6   6.6  83.2  7.5   7.5  43.7  0.0  37.1  42.5  0.0  42.5 

User DelAdj: 1.00 1.00  1.00  1.00 1.00  1.00  1.00 1.00  1.00  1.00 1.00  1.00 

AdjDel/Veh:  19.9  6.6   6.6  83.2  7.5   7.5  43.7  0.0  37.1  42.5  0.0  42.5 

LOS by Move:    B    A     A     F    A     A     D    A     D     D    A     D 

HCM2kAvgQ:      1   18    18     3   11    11     2    0     7     1    0     1 

********************************************************************************

Note: Queue reported is the number of cars per lane.

********************************************************************************

  Traffix 7.9.0415 (c) 2007 Dowling Assoc. Licensed to FEHR & PEERS,  S. MONICA 
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--------------------------------------------------------------------------------

--------------------------------------------------------------------------------

                      Level Of Service Computation Report                       

             2000 HCM Operations Method (Base Volume Alternative)               

********************************************************************************

Intersection #7 Queen Kaahumanu Hwy / Palani Rd                                 

********************************************************************************

Cycle (sec):         100                Critical Vol./Cap.(X):         1.084

Loss Time (sec):       6 (Y+R=4.0 sec)  Average Delay (sec/veh):        54.9

Optimal Cycle:       180                Level Of Service:                  D

********************************************************************************

Street Name:       Queen Kaahumanu Hwy                    Palani Rd             

Approach:      North Bound      South Bound       East Bound       West Bound   

Movement:     L  -  T  -  R    L  -  T  -  R    L  -  T  -  R    L  -  T  -  R  

------------|---------------||---------------||---------------||---------------|

Control:       Prot+Permit      Prot+Permit      Prot+Permit      Prot+Permit 

Rights:            Ovl              Ovl             Include          Include     

Min. Green:     0    0     0     0    0     0     0    0     0     0    0     0 

Lanes:        2  0  2  0  1    2  0  2  0  1    2  0  2  0  1    1  0  1  1  0  

------------|---------------||---------------||---------------||---------------|

Volume Module:

Base Vol:      34 1663   181   254 2013   830   807  519   265   175  596    91 

Growth Adj:  1.00 1.00  1.00  1.00 1.00  1.00  1.00 1.00  1.00  1.00 1.00  1.00 

Initial Bse:   34 1663   181   254 2013   830   807  519   265   175  596    91 

User Adj:    1.00 1.00  1.00  1.00 1.00  1.00  1.00 1.00  1.00  1.00 1.00  1.00 

PHF Adj:     0.95 0.95  0.95  0.95 0.95  0.95  0.95 0.95  0.95  0.95 0.95  0.95 

PHF Volume:    36 1751   191   267 2119   874   849  546   279   184  627    96 

Reduct Vol:     0    0     0     0    0     0     0    0     0     0    0     0 

Reduced Vol:   36 1751   191   267 2119   874   849  546   279   184  627    96 

PCE Adj:     1.00 1.00  1.00  1.00 1.00  1.00  1.00 1.00  1.00  1.00 1.00  1.00 

MLF Adj:     1.00 1.00  1.00  1.00 1.00  1.00  1.00 1.00  1.00  1.00 1.00  1.00 

FinalVolume:   36 1751   191   267 2119   874   849  546   279   184  627    96 

------------|---------------||---------------||---------------||---------------|

Saturation Flow Module:

Sat/Lane:    1900 1900  1900  1900 1900  1900  1900 1900  1900  1900 1900  1900 

Adjustment:  0.86 0.95  0.85  0.89 0.95  0.85  0.89 0.95  0.85  0.95 0.93  0.93 

Lanes:       2.00 2.00  1.00  2.00 2.00  1.00  2.00 2.00  1.00  1.00 1.74  0.26 

Final Sat.:  3272 3610  1615  3400 3610  1615  3363 3610  1615  1805 3069   469 

------------|---------------||---------------||---------------||---------------|

Capacity Analysis Module:

Vol/Sat:     0.01 0.48  0.12  0.08 0.59  0.54  0.25 0.15  0.17  0.10 0.20  0.20 

Crit Moves:  ****                  ****        ****                  ****      

Green/Cycle: 0.47 0.46  0.61  0.55 0.53  0.75  0.41 0.25  0.25  0.33 0.18  0.18 

Volume/Cap:  0.04 1.04  0.19  0.22 1.11  0.72  0.68 0.60  0.68  0.49 1.11  1.11 

Uniform Del: 14.0 26.8   8.4  10.8 23.6   7.0  24.4 32.9  33.7  25.0 40.8  40.8 

IncremntDel:  0.0 34.4   0.1   0.1 58.0   2.2   1.6  1.1   4.7   1.0 69.7  69.7 

InitQueuDel:  0.0  0.0   0.0   0.0  0.0   0.0   0.0  0.0   0.0   0.0  0.0   0.0 

Delay Adj:   1.00 1.00  1.00  1.00 1.00  1.00  1.00 1.00  1.00  1.00 1.00  1.00 

Delay/Veh:   14.0 61.2   8.5  10.9 81.6   9.2  26.0 34.0  38.4  26.0  111 110.5 

User DelAdj: 1.00 1.00  1.00  1.00 1.00  1.00  1.00 1.00  1.00  1.00 1.00  1.00 

AdjDel/Veh:  14.0 61.2   8.5  10.9 81.6   9.2  26.0 34.0  38.4  26.0  111 110.5 

LOS by Move:    B    E     A     B    F     A     C    C     D     C    F     F 

HCM2kAvgQ:      0   39     3     2   52    16    12    8     9     5   20    20 

********************************************************************************

Note: Queue reported is the number of cars per lane.

********************************************************************************

  Traffix 7.9.0415 (c) 2007 Dowling Assoc. Licensed to FEHR & PEERS,  S. MONICA 
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--------------------------------------------------------------------------------

--------------------------------------------------------------------------------

                      Level Of Service Computation Report                       

             2000 HCM Operations Method (Base Volume Alternative)               

********************************************************************************

Intersection #8 Kamakaeha Ave / Palani Rd                                       

********************************************************************************

Cycle (sec):         100                Critical Vol./Cap.(X):         0.670

Loss Time (sec):       6 (Y+R=4.0 sec)  Average Delay (sec/veh):        10.6

Optimal Cycle:        39                Level Of Service:                  B

********************************************************************************

Street Name:          Kamakaeha Ave                       Palani Rd             

Approach:      North Bound      South Bound       East Bound       West Bound   

Movement:     L  -  T  -  R    L  -  T  -  R    L  -  T  -  R    L  -  T  -  R  

------------|---------------||---------------||---------------||---------------|

Control:       Split Phase      Split Phase        Permitted        Permitted 

Rights:           Include          Include          Include          Ignore      

Min. Green:     0    0     0     0    0     0     0    0     0     0    0     0 

Lanes:        0  0  0  0  0    1  0  0  0  1    0  0  1  0  0    0  0  1  0  1  

------------|---------------||---------------||---------------||---------------|

Volume Module:

Base Vol:       0    0     0   154    0   132     0  974     0     0  807   195 

Growth Adj:  1.00 1.00  1.00  1.00 1.00  1.00  1.00 1.00  1.00  1.00 1.00  1.00 

Initial Bse:    0    0     0   154    0   132     0  974     0     0  807   195 

User Adj:    1.00 1.00  1.00  1.00 1.00  1.00  1.00 1.00  1.00  1.00 1.00  0.00 

PHF Adj:     0.95 0.95  0.95  0.95 0.95  0.95  0.95 0.95  0.95  0.95 0.95  0.00 

PHF Volume:     0    0     0   162    0   139     0 1025     0     0  849     0 

Reduct Vol:     0    0     0     0    0     0     0    0     0     0    0     0 

Reduced Vol:    0    0     0   162    0   139     0 1025     0     0  849     0 

PCE Adj:     1.00 1.00  1.00  1.00 1.00  1.00  1.00 1.00  1.00  1.00 1.00  0.00 

MLF Adj:     1.00 1.00  1.00  1.00 1.00  1.00  1.00 1.00  1.00  1.00 1.00  0.00 

FinalVolume:    0    0     0   162    0   139     0 1025     0     0  849     0 

------------|---------------||---------------||---------------||---------------|

Saturation Flow Module:

Sat/Lane:    1900 1900  1900  1900 1900  1900  1900 1900  1900  1900 1900  1900 

Adjustment:  1.00 1.00  1.00  0.95 1.00  0.85  1.00 1.00  1.00  1.00 1.00  1.00 

Lanes:       0.00 0.00  0.00  1.00 0.00  1.00  0.00 1.00  0.00  0.00 1.00  1.00 

Final Sat.:     0    0     0  1805    0  1615     0 1900     0     0 1900  1900 

------------|---------------||---------------||---------------||---------------|

Capacity Analysis Module:

Vol/Sat:     0.00 0.00  0.00  0.09 0.00  0.09  0.00 0.54  0.00  0.00 0.45  0.00 

Crit Moves:                   ****                  ****                       

Green/Cycle: 0.00 0.00  0.00  0.13 0.00  0.13  0.00 0.81  0.00  0.00 0.81  0.00 

Volume/Cap:  0.00 0.00  0.00  0.67 0.00  0.64  0.00 0.67  0.00  0.00 0.55  0.00 

Uniform Del:  0.0  0.0   0.0  41.2  0.0  41.0   0.0  4.1   0.0   0.0  3.4   0.0 

IncremntDel:  0.0  0.0   0.0   7.1  0.0   6.4   0.0  1.2   0.0   0.0  0.4   0.0 

InitQueuDel:  0.0  0.0   0.0   0.0  0.0   0.0   0.0  0.0   0.0   0.0  0.0   0.0 

Delay Adj:   0.00 0.00  0.00  1.00 0.00  1.00  0.00 1.00  0.00  0.00 1.00  0.00 

Delay/Veh:    0.0  0.0   0.0  48.3  0.0  47.4   0.0  5.3   0.0   0.0  3.9   0.0 

User DelAdj: 1.00 1.00  1.00  1.00 1.00  1.00  1.00 1.00  1.00  1.00 1.00  1.00 

AdjDel/Veh:   0.0  0.0   0.0  48.3  0.0  47.4   0.0  5.3   0.0   0.0  3.9   0.0 

LOS by Move:    A    A     A     D    A     D     A    A     A     A    A     A 

HCM2kAvgQ:      0    0     0     6    0     5     0   14     0     0   10     0 

********************************************************************************

Note: Queue reported is the number of cars per lane.

********************************************************************************
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--------------------------------------------------------------------------------

--------------------------------------------------------------------------------

                      Level Of Service Computation Report                       

             2000 HCM Operations Method (Base Volume Alternative)               

********************************************************************************

Intersection #9 Henry St / Palani Rd                                            

********************************************************************************

Cycle (sec):         100                Critical Vol./Cap.(X):         0.960

Loss Time (sec):       9 (Y+R=4.0 sec)  Average Delay (sec/veh):        42.8

Optimal Cycle:       147                Level Of Service:                  D

********************************************************************************

Street Name:             Henry St                         Palani Rd             

Approach:      North Bound      South Bound       East Bound       West Bound   

Movement:     L  -  T  -  R    L  -  T  -  R    L  -  T  -  R    L  -  T  -  R  

------------|---------------||---------------||---------------||---------------|

Control:         Permitted        Permitted       Protected        Protected  

Rights:            Ovl              Ovl             Include          Include     

Min. Green:     0    0     0     0    0     0     0    0     0     0    0     0 

Lanes:        1  0  1  0  1    1  0  1  0  1    1  0  0  1  0    2  0  1  1  0  

------------|---------------||---------------||---------------||---------------|

Volume Module:

Base Vol:     150  204   598    43  155    52   270  622   217   737  742    59 

Growth Adj:  1.00 1.00  1.00  1.00 1.00  1.00  1.00 1.00  1.00  1.00 1.00  1.00 

Initial Bse:  150  204   598    43  155    52   270  622   217   737  742    59 

User Adj:    1.00 1.00  1.00  1.00 1.00  1.00  1.00 1.00  1.00  1.00 1.00  1.00 

PHF Adj:     0.95 0.95  0.95  0.95 0.95  0.95  0.95 0.95  0.95  0.95 0.95  0.95 

PHF Volume:   158  215   629    45  163    55   284  655   228   776  781    62 

Reduct Vol:     0    0     0     0    0     0     0    0     0     0    0     0 

Reduced Vol:  158  215   629    45  163    55   284  655   228   776  781    62 

PCE Adj:     1.00 1.00  1.00  1.00 1.00  1.00  1.00 1.00  1.00  1.00 1.00  1.00 

MLF Adj:     1.00 1.00  1.00  1.00 1.00  1.00  1.00 1.00  1.00  1.00 1.00  1.00 

FinalVolume:  158  215   629    45  163    55   284  655   228   776  781    62 

------------|---------------||---------------||---------------||---------------|

Saturation Flow Module:

Sat/Lane:    1900 1900  1900  1900 1900  1900  1900 1900  1900  1900 1900  1900 

Adjustment:  0.60 1.00  0.85  0.54 1.00  0.85  0.95 0.96  0.96  0.92 0.94  0.94 

Lanes:       1.00 1.00  1.00  1.00 1.00  1.00  1.00 0.74  0.26  2.00 1.85  0.15 

Final Sat.:  1142 1900  1615  1026 1900  1615  1805 1354   472  3502 3307   263 

------------|---------------||---------------||---------------||---------------|

Capacity Analysis Module:

Vol/Sat:     0.14 0.11  0.39  0.04 0.09  0.03  0.16 0.48  0.48  0.22 0.24  0.24 

Crit Moves:             ****                        ****        ****           

Green/Cycle: 0.18 0.18  0.41  0.18 0.18  0.47  0.29 0.50  0.50  0.23 0.44  0.44 

Volume/Cap:  0.79 0.64  0.96  0.25 0.49  0.07  0.54 0.96  0.96  0.96 0.54  0.54 

Uniform Del: 39.5 38.3  28.9  35.6 37.2  14.6  29.6 23.8  23.8  38.0 20.5  20.5 

IncremntDel: 18.7  4.3  25.5   0.7  1.1   0.0   1.1 20.5  20.5  22.3  0.4   0.4 

InitQueuDel:  0.0  0.0   0.0   0.0  0.0   0.0   0.0  0.0   0.0   0.0  0.0   0.0 

Delay Adj:   1.00 1.00  1.00  1.00 1.00  1.00  1.00 1.00  1.00  1.00 1.00  1.00 

Delay/Veh:   58.1 42.7  54.4  36.3 38.3  14.6  30.7 44.3  44.3  60.3 20.8  20.8 

User DelAdj: 1.00 1.00  1.00  1.00 1.00  1.00  1.00 1.00  1.00  1.00 1.00  1.00 

AdjDel/Veh:  58.1 42.7  54.4  36.3 38.3  14.6  30.7 44.3  44.3  60.3 20.8  20.8 

LOS by Move:    E    D     D     D    D     B     C    D     D     E    C     C 

HCM2kAvgQ:      7    7    24     1    5     1     8   32    32    17   10    10 

********************************************************************************

Note: Queue reported is the number of cars per lane.

********************************************************************************

  Traffix 7.9.0415 (c) 2007 Dowling Assoc. Licensed to FEHR & PEERS,  S. MONICA 
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--------------------------------------------------------------------------------

--------------------------------------------------------------------------------

                      Level Of Service Computation Report                       

             2000 HCM Operations Method (Base Volume Alternative)               

********************************************************************************

Intersection #10 Queen Kaahumanu Hwy / Henry St                                 

********************************************************************************

Cycle (sec):         100                Critical Vol./Cap.(X):         0.994

Loss Time (sec):       9 (Y+R=4.0 sec)  Average Delay (sec/veh):        43.5

Optimal Cycle:       180                Level Of Service:                  D

********************************************************************************

Street Name:       Queen Kaahumanu Hwy                     Henry St             

Approach:      North Bound      South Bound       East Bound       West Bound   

Movement:     L  -  T  -  R    L  -  T  -  R    L  -  T  -  R    L  -  T  -  R  

------------|---------------||---------------||---------------||---------------|

Control:       Prot+Permit      Prot+Permit      Split Phase      Split Phase 

Rights:            Ovl              Ovl             Include          Include     

Min. Green:     0    0     0     0    0     0     0    0     0     0    0     0 

Lanes:        1  0  2  0  1    1  0  3  0  1    1  0  2  0  1    1  1  1  0  1  

------------|---------------||---------------||---------------||---------------|

Volume Module:

Base Vol:     204 1557   652   201 2119   157   146  432   129   602  435   217 

Growth Adj:  1.00 1.00  1.00  1.00 1.00  1.00  1.00 1.00  1.00  1.00 1.00  1.00 

Initial Bse:  204 1557   652   201 2119   157   146  432   129   602  435   217 

User Adj:    1.00 1.00  1.00  1.00 1.00  1.00  1.00 1.00  1.00  1.00 1.00  1.00 

PHF Adj:     0.95 0.95  0.95  0.95 0.95  0.95  0.95 0.95  0.95  0.95 0.95  0.95 

PHF Volume:   215 1639   686   212 2231   165   154  455   136   634  458   228 

Reduct Vol:     0    0     0     0    0     0     0    0     0     0    0     0 

Reduced Vol:  215 1639   686   212 2231   165   154  455   136   634  458   228 

PCE Adj:     1.00 1.00  1.00  1.00 1.00  1.00  1.00 1.00  1.00  1.00 1.00  1.00 

MLF Adj:     1.00 1.00  1.00  1.00 1.00  1.00  1.00 1.00  1.00  1.00 1.00  1.00 

FinalVolume:  215 1639   686   212 2231   165   154  455   136   634  458   228 

------------|---------------||---------------||---------------||---------------|

Saturation Flow Module:

Sat/Lane:    1900 1900  1900  1900 1900  1900  1900 1900  1900  1900 1900  1900 

Adjustment:  0.95 0.95  0.85  0.95 0.91  0.85  0.95 0.95  0.85  0.92 0.92  0.85 

Lanes:       1.00 2.00  1.00  1.00 3.00  1.00  1.00 2.00  1.00  1.74 1.26  1.00 

Final Sat.:  1805 3610  1615  1805 5187  1615  1805 3610  1615  3056 2208  1615 

------------|---------------||---------------||---------------||---------------|

Capacity Analysis Module:

Vol/Sat:     0.12 0.45  0.42  0.12 0.43  0.10  0.09 0.13  0.08  0.21 0.21  0.14 

Crit Moves:       ****        ****                  ****             ****      

Green/Cycle: 0.59 0.46  0.67  0.57 0.45  0.58  0.13 0.13  0.13  0.21 0.21  0.21 

Volume/Cap:  0.71 0.99  0.64  0.73 0.96  0.18  0.67 0.99  0.66  0.99 0.99  0.68 

Uniform Del: 25.0 27.0   9.7  10.6 26.5  10.0  41.7 43.6  41.6  39.5 39.5  36.5 

IncremntDel:  7.9 20.7   1.3   9.3 10.2   0.1   7.6 40.4   7.9  25.6 25.6   5.5 

InitQueuDel:  0.0  0.0   0.0   0.0  0.0   0.0   0.0  0.0   0.0   0.0  0.0   0.0 

Delay Adj:   1.00 1.00  1.00  1.00 1.00  1.00  1.00 1.00  1.00  1.00 1.00  1.00 

Delay/Veh:   33.0 47.7  11.0  19.8 36.7  10.1  49.3 84.1  49.6  65.1 65.1  41.9 

User DelAdj: 1.00 1.00  1.00  1.00 1.00  1.00  1.00 1.00  1.00  1.00 1.00  1.00 

AdjDel/Veh:  33.0 47.7  11.0  19.8 36.7  10.1  49.3 84.1  49.6  65.1 65.1  41.9 

LOS by Move:    C    D     B     B    D     B     D    F     D     E    E     D 

HCM2kAvgQ:      6   34    13     7   30     2     6   12     5    17   17     8 

********************************************************************************

Note: Queue reported is the number of cars per lane.

********************************************************************************

  Traffix 7.9.0415 (c) 2007 Dowling Assoc. Licensed to FEHR & PEERS,  S. MONICA 
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--------------------------------------------------------------------------------

--------------------------------------------------------------------------------

                      Level Of Service Computation Report                       

             2000 HCM Operations Method (Base Volume Alternative)               

********************************************************************************

Intersection #1 Queen Kaahumanu Hwy / Hina Lani St                              

********************************************************************************

Cycle (sec):          80                Critical Vol./Cap.(X):         0.989

Loss Time (sec):       6 (Y+R=4.0 sec)  Average Delay (sec/veh):        25.6

Optimal Cycle:       150                Level Of Service:                  C

********************************************************************************

Street Name:       Queen Kaahumanu Hwy                   Hina Lani St           

Approach:      North Bound      South Bound       East Bound       West Bound   

Movement:     L  -  T  -  R    L  -  T  -  R    L  -  T  -  R    L  -  T  -  R  

------------|---------------||---------------||---------------||---------------|

Control:         Permitted      Prot+Permit      Split Phase      Split Phase 

Rights:            Ovl             Include          Include           Ovl        

Min. Green:     0    0     0     0    0     0     0    0     0     0    0     0 

Lanes:        0  0  2  0  1    1  0  2  0  0    0  0  0  0  0    1  0  0  0  1  

------------|---------------||---------------||---------------||---------------|

Volume Module:

Base Vol:       0 1645   265   443 1723     0     0    0     0   303    0   473 

Growth Adj:  1.00 1.00  1.00  1.00 1.00  1.00  1.00 1.00  1.00  1.00 1.00  1.00 

Initial Bse:    0 1645   265   443 1723     0     0    0     0   303    0   473 

User Adj:    1.00 1.00  1.00  1.00 1.00  1.00  1.00 1.00  1.00  1.00 1.00  1.00 

PHF Adj:     0.95 0.95  0.95  0.95 0.95  0.95  0.95 0.95  0.95  0.95 0.95  0.95 

PHF Volume:     0 1732   279   466 1814     0     0    0     0   319    0   498 

Reduct Vol:     0    0     0     0    0     0     0    0     0     0    0     0 

Reduced Vol:    0 1732   279   466 1814     0     0    0     0   319    0   498 

PCE Adj:     1.00 1.00  1.00  1.00 1.00  1.00  1.00 1.00  1.00  1.00 1.00  1.00 

MLF Adj:     1.00 1.00  1.00  1.00 1.00  1.00  1.00 1.00  1.00  1.00 1.00  1.00 

FinalVolume:    0 1732   279   466 1814     0     0    0     0   319    0   498 

------------|---------------||---------------||---------------||---------------|

Saturation Flow Module:

Sat/Lane:    1900 1900  1900  1900 1900  1900  1900 1900  1900  1900 1900  1900 

Adjustment:  1.00 0.95  0.85  0.95 0.95  1.00  1.00 1.00  1.00  0.95 1.00  0.85 

Lanes:       0.00 2.00  1.00  1.00 2.00  0.00  0.00 0.00  0.00  1.00 0.00  1.00 

Final Sat.:     0 3610  1615  1805 3610     0     0    0     0  1805    0  1615 

------------|---------------||---------------||---------------||---------------|

Capacity Analysis Module:

Vol/Sat:     0.00 0.48  0.17  0.26 0.50  0.00  0.00 0.00  0.00  0.18 0.00  0.31 

Crit Moves:       ****        ****                              ****           

Green/Cycle: 0.00 0.49  0.66  0.75 0.75  0.00  0.00 0.00  0.00  0.18 0.00  0.44 

Volume/Cap:  0.00 0.99  0.26  0.82 0.67  0.00  0.00 0.00  0.00  0.99 0.00  0.70 

Uniform Del:  0.0 20.4   5.5  21.7  5.2   0.0   0.0  0.0   0.0  32.8  0.0  18.1 

IncremntDel:  0.0 18.8   0.1   9.5  0.7   0.0   0.0  0.0   0.0  46.9  0.0   3.1 

InitQueuDel:  0.0  0.0   0.0   0.0  0.0   0.0   0.0  0.0   0.0   0.0  0.0   0.0 

Delay Adj:   0.00 1.00  1.00  1.00 1.00  0.00  0.00 0.00  0.00  1.00 0.00  1.00 

Delay/Veh:    0.0 39.2   5.6  31.2  5.9   0.0   0.0  0.0   0.0  79.7  0.0  21.3 

User DelAdj: 1.00 1.00  1.00  1.00 1.00  1.00  1.00 1.00  1.00  1.00 1.00  1.00 

AdjDel/Veh:   0.0 39.2   5.6  31.2  5.9   0.0   0.0  0.0   0.0  79.7  0.0  21.3 

LOS by Move:    A    D     A     C    A     A     A    A     A     E    A     C 

HCM2kAvgQ:      0   30     3    10   13     0     0    0     0    13    0    11 

********************************************************************************

Note: Queue reported is the number of cars per lane.

********************************************************************************
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--------------------------------------------------------------------------------

--------------------------------------------------------------------------------

                      Level Of Service Computation Report                       

             2000 HCM Operations Method (Base Volume Alternative)               

********************************************************************************

Intersection #2 Ane Keohokalole Hwy / Hina Lani St                              

********************************************************************************

Cycle (sec):         100                Critical Vol./Cap.(X):         0.499

Loss Time (sec):       6 (Y+R=4.0 sec)  Average Delay (sec/veh):        12.1

Optimal Cycle:        27                Level Of Service:                  B

********************************************************************************

Street Name:       Ane Keohokalole Hwy                   Hina Lani St           

Approach:      North Bound      South Bound       East Bound       West Bound   

Movement:     L  -  T  -  R    L  -  T  -  R    L  -  T  -  R    L  -  T  -  R  

------------|---------------||---------------||---------------||---------------|

Control:         Permitted        Permitted        Permitted        Permitted 

Rights:           Include          Include          Include          Include     

Min. Green:     0    0     0     0    0     0     0    0     0     0    0     0 

Lanes:        1  0  1  0  1    1  0  1  0  1    1  0  1  0  1    1  0  1  0  1  

------------|---------------||---------------||---------------||---------------|

Volume Module:

Base Vol:     165   29    71     7   38     0     0  233   128   108  622     8 

Growth Adj:  1.00 1.00  1.00  1.00 1.00  1.00  1.00 1.00  1.00  1.00 1.00  1.00 

Initial Bse:  165   29    71     7   38     0     0  233   128   108  622     8 

User Adj:    1.00 1.00  1.00  1.00 1.00  1.00  1.00 1.00  1.00  1.00 1.00  1.00 

PHF Adj:     0.95 0.95  0.95  0.95 0.95  0.95  0.95 0.95  0.95  0.95 0.95  0.95 

PHF Volume:   174   31    75     7   40     0     0  245   135   114  655     8 

Reduct Vol:     0    0     0     0    0     0     0    0     0     0    0     0 

Reduced Vol:  174   31    75     7   40     0     0  245   135   114  655     8 

PCE Adj:     1.00 1.00  1.00  1.00 1.00  1.00  1.00 1.00  1.00  1.00 1.00  1.00 

MLF Adj:     1.00 1.00  1.00  1.00 1.00  1.00  1.00 1.00  1.00  1.00 1.00  1.00 

FinalVolume:  174   31    75     7   40     0     0  245   135   114  655     8 

------------|---------------||---------------||---------------||---------------|

Saturation Flow Module:

Sat/Lane:    1900 1900  1900  1900 1900  1900  1900 1900  1900  1900 1900  1900 

Adjustment:  0.74 1.00  0.85  0.74 1.00  1.00  1.00 1.00  0.85  0.58 1.00  0.85 

Lanes:       1.00 1.00  1.00  1.00 1.00  1.00  1.00 1.00  1.00  1.00 1.00  1.00 

Final Sat.:  1397 1900  1615  1412 1900  1900  1900 1900  1615  1108 1900  1615 

------------|---------------||---------------||---------------||---------------|

Capacity Analysis Module:

Vol/Sat:     0.12 0.02  0.05  0.01 0.02  0.00  0.00 0.13  0.08  0.10 0.34  0.01 

Crit Moves:  ****                                                    ****      

Green/Cycle: 0.25 0.25  0.25  0.25 0.25  0.00  0.00 0.69  0.69  0.69 0.69  0.69 

Volume/Cap:  0.50 0.06  0.19  0.02 0.08  0.00  0.00 0.19  0.12  0.15 0.50  0.01 

Uniform Del: 32.2 28.6  29.5  28.3 28.8   0.0   0.0  5.5   5.2   5.3  7.3   4.8 

IncremntDel:  1.1  0.1   0.2   0.0  0.1   0.0   0.0  0.1   0.0   0.1  0.3   0.0 

InitQueuDel:  0.0  0.0   0.0   0.0  0.0   0.0   0.0  0.0   0.0   0.0  0.0   0.0 

Delay Adj:   1.00 1.00  1.00  1.00 1.00  0.00  0.00 1.00  1.00  1.00 1.00  1.00 

Delay/Veh:   33.3 28.7  29.8  28.4 28.9   0.0   0.0  5.6   5.3   5.4  7.6   4.8 

User DelAdj: 1.00 1.00  1.00  1.00 1.00  1.00  1.00 1.00  1.00  1.00 1.00  1.00 

AdjDel/Veh:  33.3 28.7  29.8  28.4 28.9   0.0   0.0  5.6   5.3   5.4  7.6   4.8 

LOS by Move:    C    C     C     C    C     A     A    A     A     A    A     A 

HCM2kAvgQ:      5    1     2     0    1     0     0    3     1     1   10     0 

********************************************************************************

Note: Queue reported is the number of cars per lane.

********************************************************************************
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--------------------------------------------------------------------------------

--------------------------------------------------------------------------------

                      Level Of Service Computation Report                       

             2000 HCM Operations Method (Base Volume Alternative)               

********************************************************************************

Intersection #3 Palani Rd / Hina Lani St                                        

********************************************************************************

Cycle (sec):         100                Critical Vol./Cap.(X):         0.758

Loss Time (sec):       6 (Y+R=4.0 sec)  Average Delay (sec/veh):        19.0

Optimal Cycle:        50                Level Of Service:                  B

********************************************************************************

Street Name:            Palani Rd                        Hina Lani St           

Approach:      North Bound      South Bound       East Bound       West Bound   

Movement:     L  -  T  -  R    L  -  T  -  R    L  -  T  -  R    L  -  T  -  R  

------------|---------------||---------------||---------------||---------------|

Control:       Prot+Permit        Permitted        Permitted        Permitted 

Rights:           Include          Include           Ovl             Include     

Min. Green:     0    0     0     0    0     0     0    0     0     0    0     0 

Lanes:        1  0  1  0  0    0  0  1  1  0    1  0  0  0  1    0  0  0  0  0  

------------|---------------||---------------||---------------||---------------|

Volume Module:

Base Vol:     373  565     0     0  978   352   126    0   280     0    0     0 

Growth Adj:  1.00 1.00  1.00  1.00 1.00  1.00  1.00 1.00  1.00  1.00 1.00  1.00 

Initial Bse:  373  565     0     0  978   352   126    0   280     0    0     0 

User Adj:    1.00 1.00  1.00  1.00 1.00  1.00  1.00 1.00  1.00  1.00 1.00  1.00 

PHF Adj:     0.95 0.95  0.95  0.95 0.95  0.95  0.95 0.95  0.95  0.95 0.95  0.95 

PHF Volume:   393  595     0     0 1029   371   133    0   295     0    0     0 

Reduct Vol:     0    0     0     0    0     0     0    0     0     0    0     0 

Reduced Vol:  393  595     0     0 1029   371   133    0   295     0    0     0 

PCE Adj:     1.00 1.00  1.00  1.00 1.00  1.00  1.00 1.00  1.00  1.00 1.00  1.00 

MLF Adj:     1.00 1.00  1.00  1.00 1.00  1.00  1.00 1.00  1.00  1.00 1.00  1.00 

FinalVolume:  393  595     0     0 1029   371   133    0   295     0    0     0 

------------|---------------||---------------||---------------||---------------|

Saturation Flow Module:

Sat/Lane:    1900 1900  1900  1900 1900  1900  1900 1900  1900  1900 1900  1900 

Adjustment:  0.95 1.00  1.00  1.00 0.91  0.91  0.77 1.00  0.85  1.00 1.00  1.00 

Lanes:       1.00 1.00  0.00  0.00 1.47  0.53  1.00 0.00  1.00  0.00 0.00  0.00 

Final Sat.:  1805 1900     0     0 2548   917  1461    0  1615     0    0     0 

------------|---------------||---------------||---------------||---------------|

Capacity Analysis Module:

Vol/Sat:     0.22 0.31  0.00  0.00 0.40  0.40  0.09 0.00  0.18  0.00 0.00  0.00 

Crit Moves:  ****                  ****        ****                            

Green/Cycle: 0.82 0.82  0.00  0.00 0.53  0.53  0.12 0.00  0.41  0.00 0.00  0.00 

Volume/Cap:  0.64 0.38  0.00  0.00 0.76  0.76  0.76 0.00  0.45  0.00 0.00  0.00 

Uniform Del: 21.6  2.4   0.0   0.0 18.3  18.3  42.6  0.0  21.5   0.0  0.0   0.0 

IncremntDel:  2.4  0.2   0.0   0.0  1.9   1.9  17.2  0.0   0.5   0.0  0.0   0.0 

InitQueuDel:  0.0  0.0   0.0   0.0  0.0   0.0   0.0  0.0   0.0   0.0  0.0   0.0 

Delay Adj:   1.00 1.00  0.00  0.00 1.00  1.00  1.00 0.00  1.00  0.00 0.00  0.00 

Delay/Veh:   23.9  2.5   0.0   0.0 20.1  20.1  59.8  0.0  22.0   0.0  0.0   0.0 

User DelAdj: 1.00 1.00  1.00  1.00 1.00  1.00  1.00 1.00  1.00  1.00 1.00  1.00 

AdjDel/Veh:  23.9  2.5   0.0   0.0 20.1  20.1  59.8  0.0  22.0   0.0  0.0   0.0 

LOS by Move:    C    A     A     A    C     C     E    A     C     A    A     A 

HCM2kAvgQ:      6    5     0     0   19    19     6    0     7     0    0     0 

********************************************************************************

Note: Queue reported is the number of cars per lane.

********************************************************************************
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--------------------------------------------------------------------------------

--------------------------------------------------------------------------------

                      Level Of Service Computation Report                       

             2000 HCM Operations Method (Base Volume Alternative)               

********************************************************************************

Intersection #4 Queen Kaahumanu Hwy / Kealakehe Pkwy                            

********************************************************************************

Cycle (sec):         100                Critical Vol./Cap.(X):         0.756

Loss Time (sec):       9 (Y+R=4.0 sec)  Average Delay (sec/veh):        13.9

Optimal Cycle:        60                Level Of Service:                  B

********************************************************************************

Street Name:       Queen Kaahumanu Hwy                  Kaalakehe Pkwy          

Approach:      North Bound      South Bound       East Bound       West Bound   

Movement:     L  -  T  -  R    L  -  T  -  R    L  -  T  -  R    L  -  T  -  R  

------------|---------------||---------------||---------------||---------------|

Control:       Prot+Permit      Prot+Permit       Protected        Protected  

Rights:            Ovl              Ovl              Ovl              Ovl        

Min. Green:     0    0     0     0    0     0     0    0     0     0    0     0 

Lanes:        1  0  2  0  1    1  0  2  0  1    1  0  1  0  1    2  0  1  0  1  

------------|---------------||---------------||---------------||---------------|

Volume Module:

Base Vol:     103 1763   510   166 1889    97    50   24     8   213   13    77 

Growth Adj:  1.00 1.00  1.00  1.00 1.00  1.00  1.00 1.00  1.00  1.00 1.00  1.00 

Initial Bse:  103 1763   510   166 1889    97    50   24     8   213   13    77 

User Adj:    1.00 1.00  1.00  1.00 1.00  1.00  1.00 1.00  1.00  1.00 1.00  1.00 

PHF Adj:     0.95 0.95  0.95  0.95 0.95  0.95  0.95 0.95  0.95  0.95 0.95  0.95 

PHF Volume:   108 1856   537   175 1988   102    53   25     8   224   14    81 

Reduct Vol:     0    0     0     0    0     0     0    0     0     0    0     0 

Reduced Vol:  108 1856   537   175 1988   102    53   25     8   224   14    81 

PCE Adj:     1.00 1.00  1.00  1.00 1.00  1.00  1.00 1.00  1.00  1.00 1.00  1.00 

MLF Adj:     1.00 1.00  1.00  1.00 1.00  1.00  1.00 1.00  1.00  1.00 1.00  1.00 

FinalVolume:  108 1856   537   175 1988   102    53   25     8   224   14    81 

------------|---------------||---------------||---------------||---------------|

Saturation Flow Module:

Sat/Lane:    1900 1900  1900  1900 1900  1900  1900 1900  1900  1900 1900  1900 

Adjustment:  0.95 0.95  0.85  0.95 0.95  0.85  0.95 1.00  0.85  0.92 1.00  0.85 

Lanes:       1.00 2.00  1.00  1.00 2.00  1.00  1.00 1.00  1.00  2.00 1.00  1.00 

Final Sat.:  1805 3610  1615  1805 3610  1615  1805 1900  1615  3502 1900  1615 

------------|---------------||---------------||---------------||---------------|

Capacity Analysis Module:

Vol/Sat:     0.06 0.51  0.33  0.10 0.55  0.06  0.03 0.01  0.01  0.06 0.01  0.05 

Crit Moves:  ****                  ****             ****        ****           

Green/Cycle: 0.76 0.68  0.76  0.83 0.73  0.81  0.08 0.02  0.10  0.08 0.02  0.15 

Volume/Cap:  0.49 0.76  0.43  0.57 0.76  0.08  0.36 0.76  0.05  0.76 0.36  0.34 

Uniform Del: 13.1 10.6   4.2  24.7  8.2   1.9  43.4 48.9  41.0  44.8 48.3  38.2 

IncremntDel:  1.8  1.4   0.2   2.5  1.3   0.0   1.5 65.0   0.1  10.6  5.6   0.8 

InitQueuDel:  0.0  0.0   0.0   0.0  0.0   0.0   0.0  0.0   0.0   0.0  0.0   0.0 

Delay Adj:   1.00 1.00  1.00  1.00 1.00  1.00  1.00 1.00  1.00  1.00 1.00  1.00 

Delay/Veh:   14.9 11.9   4.4  27.2  9.5   1.9  44.9  114  41.1  55.4 53.9  39.0 

User DelAdj: 1.00 1.00  1.00  1.00 1.00  1.00  1.00 1.00  1.00  1.00 1.00  1.00 

AdjDel/Veh:  14.9 11.9   4.4  27.2  9.5   1.9  44.9  114  41.1  55.4 53.9  39.0 

LOS by Move:    B    B     A     C    A     A     D    F     D     E    D     D 

HCM2kAvgQ:      2   21     6     3   20     1     2    2     0     5    1     3 

********************************************************************************

Note: Queue reported is the number of cars per lane.

********************************************************************************
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--------------------------------------------------------------------------------

--------------------------------------------------------------------------------

                      Level Of Service Computation Report                       

             2000 HCM Operations Method (Base Volume Alternative)               

********************************************************************************

Intersection #5 Ane Keohokalole Hwy / Kealakehe Pkwy                            

********************************************************************************

Cycle (sec):         100                Critical Vol./Cap.(X):         0.435

Loss Time (sec):       6 (Y+R=4.0 sec)  Average Delay (sec/veh):        17.7

Optimal Cycle:        24                Level Of Service:                  B

********************************************************************************

Street Name:       Ane Jeohokalole Hwy                  Kealakehe Pkwy          

Approach:      North Bound      South Bound       East Bound       West Bound   

Movement:     L  -  T  -  R    L  -  T  -  R    L  -  T  -  R    L  -  T  -  R  

------------|---------------||---------------||---------------||---------------|

Control:         Permitted        Permitted        Permitted        Permitted 

Rights:           Include          Include          Include          Include     

Min. Green:     0    0     0     0    0     0     0    0     0     0    0     0 

Lanes:        1  0  2  0  1    1  0  2  0  1    1  0  1  0  1    1  0  0  1  0  

------------|---------------||---------------||---------------||---------------|

Volume Module:

Base Vol:     157  582    38    10  387     0     0   33   335    87   28    30 

Growth Adj:  1.00 1.00  1.00  1.00 1.00  1.00  1.00 1.00  1.00  1.00 1.00  1.00 

Initial Bse:  157  582    38    10  387     0     0   33   335    87   28    30 

User Adj:    1.00 1.00  1.00  1.00 1.00  1.00  1.00 1.00  1.00  1.00 1.00  1.00 

PHF Adj:     0.95 0.95  0.95  0.95 0.95  0.95  0.95 0.95  0.95  0.95 0.95  0.95 

PHF Volume:   165  613    40    11  407     0     0   35   353    92   29    32 

Reduct Vol:     0    0     0     0    0     0     0    0     0     0    0     0 

Reduced Vol:  165  613    40    11  407     0     0   35   353    92   29    32 

PCE Adj:     1.00 1.00  1.00  1.00 1.00  1.00  1.00 1.00  1.00  1.00 1.00  1.00 

MLF Adj:     1.00 1.00  1.00  1.00 1.00  1.00  1.00 1.00  1.00  1.00 1.00  1.00 

FinalVolume:  165  613    40    11  407     0     0   35   353    92   29    32 

------------|---------------||---------------||---------------||---------------|

Saturation Flow Module:

Sat/Lane:    1900 1900  1900  1900 1900  1900  1900 1900  1900  1900 1900  1900 

Adjustment:  0.46 0.95  0.85  0.33 0.95  1.00  1.00 1.00  0.85  0.74 0.92  0.92 

Lanes:       1.00 2.00  1.00  1.00 2.00  1.00  1.00 1.00  1.00  1.00 0.48  0.52 

Final Sat.:   868 3610  1615   621 3610  1900  1900 1900  1615  1404  846   906 

------------|---------------||---------------||---------------||---------------|

Capacity Analysis Module:

Vol/Sat:     0.19 0.17  0.02  0.02 0.11  0.00  0.00 0.02  0.22  0.07 0.03  0.03 

Crit Moves:  ****                                         ****                 

Green/Cycle: 0.44 0.44  0.44  0.44 0.44  0.00  0.00 0.50  0.50  0.50 0.50  0.50 

Volume/Cap:  0.43 0.39  0.06  0.04 0.26  0.00  0.00 0.04  0.43  0.13 0.07  0.07 

Uniform Del: 19.5 19.0  16.2  16.1 17.8   0.0   0.0 12.6  15.8  13.3 12.8  12.8 

IncremntDel:  0.8  0.2   0.0   0.1  0.1   0.0   0.0  0.0   0.4   0.1  0.0   0.0 

InitQueuDel:  0.0  0.0   0.0   0.0  0.0   0.0   0.0  0.0   0.0   0.0  0.0   0.0 

Delay Adj:   1.00 1.00  1.00  1.00 1.00  0.00  0.00 1.00  1.00  1.00 1.00  1.00 

Delay/Veh:   20.3 19.2  16.2  16.1 17.9   0.0   0.0 12.6  16.2  13.3 12.9  12.9 

User DelAdj: 1.00 1.00  1.00  1.00 1.00  1.00  1.00 1.00  1.00  1.00 1.00  1.00 

AdjDel/Veh:  20.3 19.2  16.2  16.1 17.9   0.0   0.0 12.6  16.2  13.3 12.9  12.9 

LOS by Move:    C    B     B     B    B     A     A    B     B     B    B     B 

HCM2kAvgQ:      4    7     1     0    4     0     0    1     7     2    1     1 

********************************************************************************

Note: Queue reported is the number of cars per lane.

********************************************************************************
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--------------------------------------------------------------------------------

--------------------------------------------------------------------------------

                      Level Of Service Computation Report                       

             2000 HCM Operations Method (Base Volume Alternative)               

********************************************************************************

Intersection #6 Palani Rd/Palihiolo St                                          

********************************************************************************

Cycle (sec):         100                Critical Vol./Cap.(X):         0.651

Loss Time (sec):       6 (Y+R=4.0 sec)  Average Delay (sec/veh):        14.7

Optimal Cycle:        37                Level Of Service:                  B

********************************************************************************

Street Name:            Palani Rd                        Palihiolo St           

Approach:      North Bound      South Bound       East Bound       West Bound   

Movement:     L  -  T  -  R    L  -  T  -  R    L  -  T  -  R    L  -  T  -  R  

------------|---------------||---------------||---------------||---------------|

Control:       Prot+Permit        Permitted        Permitted        Permitted 

Rights:           Include          Include           Ovl             Include     

Min. Green:     0    0     0     0    0     0     0    0     0     0    0     0 

Lanes:        2  0  0  1  0    1  0  1  1  0    0  1  0  0  1    0  1  0  0  1  

------------|---------------||---------------||---------------||---------------|

Volume Module:

Base Vol:     320  889     6    21 1355    30   118    0   318    30    0    39 

Growth Adj:  1.00 1.00  1.00  1.00 1.00  1.00  1.00 1.00  1.00  1.00 1.00  1.00 

Initial Bse:  320  889     6    21 1355    30   118    0   318    30    0    39 

User Adj:    1.00 1.00  1.00  1.00 1.00  1.00  1.00 1.00  1.00  1.00 1.00  1.00 

PHF Adj:     0.95 0.95  0.95  0.95 0.95  0.95  0.95 0.95  0.95  0.95 0.95  0.95 

PHF Volume:   337  936     6    22 1426    32   124    0   335    32    0    41 

Reduct Vol:     0    0     0     0    0     0     0    0     0     0    0     0 

Reduced Vol:  337  936     6    22 1426    32   124    0   335    32    0    41 

PCE Adj:     1.00 1.00  1.00  1.00 1.00  1.00  1.00 1.00  1.00  1.00 1.00  1.00 

MLF Adj:     1.00 1.00  1.00  1.00 1.00  1.00  1.00 1.00  1.00  1.00 1.00  1.00 

FinalVolume:  337  936     6    22 1426    32   124    0   335    32    0    41 

------------|---------------||---------------||---------------||---------------|

Saturation Flow Module:

Sat/Lane:    1900 1900  1900  1900 1900  1900  1900 1900  1900  1900 1900  1900 

Adjustment:  0.92 1.00  1.00  0.95 0.95  0.95  0.71 1.00  0.85  0.76 1.00  0.85 

Lanes:       2.00 0.99  0.01  1.00 1.96  0.04  1.00 0.00  1.00  1.00 0.00  1.00 

Final Sat.:  3502 1885    13  1805 3521    78  1340    0  1615  1448    0  1615 

------------|---------------||---------------||---------------||---------------|

Capacity Analysis Module:

Vol/Sat:     0.10 0.50  0.50  0.01 0.41  0.41  0.09 0.00  0.21  0.02 0.00  0.03 

Crit Moves:  ****                  ****                   ****                 

Green/Cycle: 0.75 0.75  0.75  0.02 0.62  0.62  0.17 0.00  0.32  0.17 0.00  0.17 

Volume/Cap:  0.31 0.66  0.66  0.66 0.65  0.65  0.54 0.00  0.65  0.13 0.00  0.15 

Uniform Del:  7.6  6.2   6.2  48.8 12.0  12.0  37.9  0.0  29.3  35.2  0.0  35.3 

IncremntDel:  0.2  1.2   1.2  39.7  0.7   0.7   2.7  0.0   3.0   0.2  0.0   0.3 

InitQueuDel:  0.0  0.0   0.0   0.0  0.0   0.0   0.0  0.0   0.0   0.0  0.0   0.0 

Delay Adj:   1.00 1.00  1.00  1.00 1.00  1.00  1.00 0.00  1.00  1.00 0.00  1.00 

Delay/Veh:    7.8  7.3   7.3  88.5 12.7  12.7  40.6  0.0  32.3  35.4  0.0  35.6 

User DelAdj: 1.00 1.00  1.00  1.00 1.00  1.00  1.00 1.00  1.00  1.00 1.00  1.00 

AdjDel/Veh:   7.8  7.3   7.3  88.5 12.7  12.7  40.6  0.0  32.3  35.4  0.0  35.6 

LOS by Move:    A    A     A     F    B     B     D    A     C     D    A     D 

HCM2kAvgQ:      2   15    15     2   15    15     4    0    10     1    0     1 

********************************************************************************

Note: Queue reported is the number of cars per lane.

********************************************************************************
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--------------------------------------------------------------------------------

--------------------------------------------------------------------------------

                      Level Of Service Computation Report                       

             2000 HCM Operations Method (Base Volume Alternative)               

********************************************************************************

Intersection #7 Queen Kaahumanu Hwy / Palani Rd                                 

********************************************************************************

Cycle (sec):         100                Critical Vol./Cap.(X):         0.784

Loss Time (sec):       6 (Y+R=4.0 sec)  Average Delay (sec/veh):        24.3

Optimal Cycle:        55                Level Of Service:                  C

********************************************************************************

Street Name:       Queen Kaahumanu Hwy                    Palani Rd             

Approach:      North Bound      South Bound       East Bound       West Bound   

Movement:     L  -  T  -  R    L  -  T  -  R    L  -  T  -  R    L  -  T  -  R  

------------|---------------||---------------||---------------||---------------|

Control:       Prot+Permit      Prot+Permit      Prot+Permit      Prot+Permit 

Rights:            Ovl              Ovl             Include          Include     

Min. Green:     0    0     0     0    0     0     0    0     0     0    0     0 

Lanes:        2  0  2  0  1    2  0  2  0  1    2  0  2  0  1    1  0  1  1  0  

------------|---------------||---------------||---------------||---------------|

Volume Module:

Base Vol:      86 1254   107    98 1101   598   433  401   120   161  657    60 

Growth Adj:  1.00 1.00  1.00  1.00 1.00  1.00  1.00 1.00  1.00  1.00 1.00  1.00 

Initial Bse:   86 1254   107    98 1101   598   433  401   120   161  657    60 

User Adj:    1.00 1.00  1.00  1.00 1.00  1.00  1.00 1.00  1.00  1.00 1.00  1.00 

PHF Adj:     0.95 0.95  0.95  0.95 0.95  0.95  0.95 0.95  0.95  0.95 0.95  0.95 

PHF Volume:    91 1320   113   103 1159   629   456  422   126   169  692    63 

Reduct Vol:     0    0     0     0    0     0     0    0     0     0    0     0 

Reduced Vol:   91 1320   113   103 1159   629   456  422   126   169  692    63 

PCE Adj:     1.00 1.00  1.00  1.00 1.00  1.00  1.00 1.00  1.00  1.00 1.00  1.00 

MLF Adj:     1.00 1.00  1.00  1.00 1.00  1.00  1.00 1.00  1.00  1.00 1.00  1.00 

FinalVolume:   91 1320   113   103 1159   629   456  422   126   169  692    63 

------------|---------------||---------------||---------------||---------------|

Saturation Flow Module:

Sat/Lane:    1900 1900  1900  1900 1900  1900  1900 1900  1900  1900 1900  1900 

Adjustment:  0.92 0.95  0.85  0.92 0.95  0.85  0.92 0.95  0.85  0.95 0.94  0.94 

Lanes:       2.00 2.00  1.00  2.00 2.00  1.00  2.00 2.00  1.00  1.00 1.83  0.17 

Final Sat.:  3502 3610  1615  3502 3610  1615  3502 3610  1615  1805 3265   298 

------------|---------------||---------------||---------------||---------------|

Capacity Analysis Module:

Vol/Sat:     0.03 0.37  0.07  0.03 0.32  0.39  0.13 0.12  0.08  0.09 0.21  0.21 

Crit Moves:       ****        ****             ****                  ****      

Green/Cycle: 0.50 0.47  0.66  0.51 0.47  0.63  0.41 0.24  0.24  0.45 0.27  0.27 

Volume/Cap:  0.14 0.78  0.11  0.14 0.69  0.62  0.46 0.48  0.32  0.34 0.78  0.78 

Uniform Del: 16.1 22.5   6.2  17.7 21.0  11.1  21.6 32.5  31.2  17.3 33.8  33.8 

IncremntDel:  0.1  2.5   0.0   0.1  1.2   1.1   0.3  0.4   0.5   0.4  4.3   4.3 

InitQueuDel:  0.0  0.0   0.0   0.0  0.0   0.0   0.0  0.0   0.0   0.0  0.0   0.0 

Delay Adj:   1.00 1.00  1.00  1.00 1.00  1.00  1.00 1.00  1.00  1.00 1.00  1.00 

Delay/Veh:   16.2 24.9   6.2  17.8 22.2  12.2  22.0 33.0  31.7  17.7 38.1  38.1 

User DelAdj: 1.00 1.00  1.00  1.00 1.00  1.00  1.00 1.00  1.00  1.00 1.00  1.00 

AdjDel/Veh:  16.2 24.9   6.2  17.8 22.2  12.2  22.0 33.0  31.7  17.7 38.1  38.1 

LOS by Move:    B    C     A     B    C     B     C    C     C     B    D     D 

HCM2kAvgQ:      1   19     1     1   15    12     6    6     3     4   13    13 

********************************************************************************

Note: Queue reported is the number of cars per lane.

********************************************************************************
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--------------------------------------------------------------------------------

--------------------------------------------------------------------------------

                      Level Of Service Computation Report                       

             2000 HCM Operations Method (Base Volume Alternative)               

********************************************************************************

Intersection #8 Kamakaeha Ave / Palani Rd                                       

********************************************************************************

Cycle (sec):         100                Critical Vol./Cap.(X):         0.588

Loss Time (sec):       6 (Y+R=4.0 sec)  Average Delay (sec/veh):         5.9

Optimal Cycle:        32                Level Of Service:                  A

********************************************************************************

Street Name:          Kamakaeha Ave                       Palani Rd             

Approach:      North Bound      South Bound       East Bound       West Bound   

Movement:     L  -  T  -  R    L  -  T  -  R    L  -  T  -  R    L  -  T  -  R  

------------|---------------||---------------||---------------||---------------|

Control:       Split Phase      Split Phase        Permitted        Permitted 

Rights:           Include          Include          Include          Ignore      

Min. Green:     0    0     0     0    0     0     0    0     0     0    0     0 

Lanes:        0  0  0  0  0    1  0  0  0  1    0  0  1  0  0    0  0  1  0  1  

------------|---------------||---------------||---------------||---------------|

Volume Module:

Base Vol:       0    0     0    57    0    74     0  600     0     0  911   171 

Growth Adj:  1.00 1.00  1.00  1.00 1.00  1.00  1.00 1.00  1.00  1.00 1.00  1.00 

Initial Bse:    0    0     0    57    0    74     0  600     0     0  911   171 

User Adj:    1.00 1.00  1.00  1.00 1.00  1.00  1.00 1.00  1.00  1.00 1.00  0.00 

PHF Adj:     0.95 0.95  0.95  0.95 0.95  0.95  0.95 0.95  0.95  0.95 0.95  0.00 

PHF Volume:     0    0     0    60    0    78     0  632     0     0  959     0 

Reduct Vol:     0    0     0     0    0     0     0    0     0     0    0     0 

Reduced Vol:    0    0     0    60    0    78     0  632     0     0  959     0 

PCE Adj:     1.00 1.00  1.00  1.00 1.00  1.00  1.00 1.00  1.00  1.00 1.00  0.00 

MLF Adj:     1.00 1.00  1.00  1.00 1.00  1.00  1.00 1.00  1.00  1.00 1.00  0.00 

FinalVolume:    0    0     0    60    0    78     0  632     0     0  959     0 

------------|---------------||---------------||---------------||---------------|

Saturation Flow Module:

Sat/Lane:    1900 1900  1900  1900 1900  1900  1900 1900  1900  1900 1900  1900 

Adjustment:  1.00 1.00  1.00  0.95 1.00  0.85  1.00 1.00  1.00  1.00 1.00  1.00 

Lanes:       0.00 0.00  0.00  1.00 0.00  1.00  0.00 1.00  0.00  0.00 1.00  1.00 

Final Sat.:     0    0     0  1805    0  1615     0 1900     0     0 1900  1900 

------------|---------------||---------------||---------------||---------------|

Capacity Analysis Module:

Vol/Sat:     0.00 0.00  0.00  0.03 0.00  0.05  0.00 0.33  0.00  0.00 0.50  0.00 

Crit Moves:                              ****                        ****      

Green/Cycle: 0.00 0.00  0.00  0.08 0.00  0.08  0.00 0.86  0.00  0.00 0.86  0.00 

Volume/Cap:  0.00 0.00  0.00  0.41 0.00  0.59  0.00 0.39  0.00  0.00 0.59  0.00 

Uniform Del:  0.0  0.0   0.0  43.6  0.0  44.3   0.0  1.5   0.0   0.0  2.0   0.0 

IncremntDel:  0.0  0.0   0.0   1.8  0.0   6.8   0.0  0.2   0.0   0.0  0.6   0.0 

InitQueuDel:  0.0  0.0   0.0   0.0  0.0   0.0   0.0  0.0   0.0   0.0  0.0   0.0 

Delay Adj:   0.00 0.00  0.00  1.00 0.00  1.00  0.00 1.00  0.00  0.00 1.00  0.00 

Delay/Veh:    0.0  0.0   0.0  45.4  0.0  51.0   0.0  1.7   0.0   0.0  2.6   0.0 

User DelAdj: 1.00 1.00  1.00  1.00 1.00  1.00  1.00 1.00  1.00  1.00 1.00  1.00 

AdjDel/Veh:   0.0  0.0   0.0  45.4  0.0  51.0   0.0  1.7   0.0   0.0  2.6   0.0 

LOS by Move:    A    A     A     D    A     D     A    A     A     A    A     A 

HCM2kAvgQ:      0    0     0     2    0     3     0    4     0     0    9     0 

********************************************************************************

Note: Queue reported is the number of cars per lane.

********************************************************************************
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--------------------------------------------------------------------------------

--------------------------------------------------------------------------------

                      Level Of Service Computation Report                       

             2000 HCM Operations Method (Base Volume Alternative)               

********************************************************************************

Intersection #9 Henry St / Palani Rd                                            

********************************************************************************

Cycle (sec):         100                Critical Vol./Cap.(X):         0.778

Loss Time (sec):       9 (Y+R=4.0 sec)  Average Delay (sec/veh):        29.3

Optimal Cycle:        64                Level Of Service:                  C

********************************************************************************

Street Name:             Henry St                         Palani Rd             

Approach:      North Bound      South Bound       East Bound       West Bound   

Movement:     L  -  T  -  R    L  -  T  -  R    L  -  T  -  R    L  -  T  -  R  

------------|---------------||---------------||---------------||---------------|

Control:         Permitted        Permitted       Protected        Protected  

Rights:            Ovl              Ovl             Include          Include     

Min. Green:     0    0     0     0    0     0     0    0     0     0    0     0 

Lanes:        1  0  1  0  1    1  0  2  0  1    1  0  0  1  0    2  0  1  1  0  

------------|---------------||---------------||---------------||---------------|

Volume Module:

Base Vol:     145  494   624    54  480   187   315  223    45   939  798    37 

Growth Adj:  1.00 1.00  1.00  1.00 1.00  1.00  1.00 1.00  1.00  1.00 1.00  1.00 

Initial Bse:  145  494   624    54  480   187   315  223    45   939  798    37 

User Adj:    1.00 1.00  1.00  1.00 1.00  1.00  1.00 1.00  1.00  1.00 1.00  1.00 

PHF Adj:     0.95 0.95  0.95  0.95 0.95  0.95  0.95 0.95  0.95  0.95 0.95  0.95 

PHF Volume:   153  520   657    57  505   197   332  235    47   988  840    39 

Reduct Vol:     0    0     0     0    0     0     0    0     0     0    0     0 

Reduced Vol:  153  520   657    57  505   197   332  235    47   988  840    39 

PCE Adj:     1.00 1.00  1.00  1.00 1.00  1.00  1.00 1.00  1.00  1.00 1.00  1.00 

MLF Adj:     1.00 1.00  1.00  1.00 1.00  1.00  1.00 1.00  1.00  1.00 1.00  1.00 

FinalVolume:  153  520   657    57  505   197   332  235    47   988  840    39 

------------|---------------||---------------||---------------||---------------|

Saturation Flow Module:

Sat/Lane:    1900 1900  1900  1900 1900  1900  1900 1900  1900  1900 1900  1900 

Adjustment:  0.37 1.00  0.85  0.13 0.95  0.85  0.95 0.98  0.98  0.92 0.94  0.94 

Lanes:       1.00 1.00  1.00  1.00 2.00  1.00  1.00 0.83  0.17  2.00 1.91  0.09 

Final Sat.:   707 1900  1615   243 3610  1615  1805 1541   311  3502 3426   159 

------------|---------------||---------------||---------------||---------------|

Capacity Analysis Module:

Vol/Sat:     0.22 0.27  0.41  0.23 0.14  0.12  0.18 0.15  0.15  0.28 0.25  0.25 

Crit Moves:       ****                              ****        ****           

Green/Cycle: 0.35 0.35  0.71  0.35 0.35  0.59  0.24 0.20  0.20  0.36 0.32  0.32 

Volume/Cap:  0.61 0.78  0.57  0.66 0.40  0.21  0.77 0.78  0.78  0.78 0.77  0.77 

Uniform Del: 26.8 28.9   6.9  27.4 24.4   9.5  35.5 38.2  38.2  28.3 30.7  30.7 

IncremntDel:  4.5  5.8   0.7  18.0  0.2   0.1   8.1 10.3  10.3   3.1  3.2   3.2 

InitQueuDel:  0.0  0.0   0.0   0.0  0.0   0.0   0.0  0.0   0.0   0.0  0.0   0.0 

Delay Adj:   1.00 1.00  1.00  1.00 1.00  1.00  1.00 1.00  1.00  1.00 1.00  1.00 

Delay/Veh:   31.3 34.7   7.6  45.4 24.6   9.6  43.6 48.4  48.4  31.4 33.9  33.9 

User DelAdj: 1.00 1.00  1.00  1.00 1.00  1.00  1.00 1.00  1.00  1.00 1.00  1.00 

AdjDel/Veh:  31.3 34.7   7.6  45.4 24.6   9.6  43.6 48.4  48.4  31.4 33.9  33.9 

LOS by Move:    C    C     A     D    C     A     D    D     D     C    C     C 

HCM2kAvgQ:      5   16    10     3    6     3    11   10    10    16   14    14 

********************************************************************************

Note: Queue reported is the number of cars per lane.

********************************************************************************
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--------------------------------------------------------------------------------

--------------------------------------------------------------------------------

                      Level Of Service Computation Report                       

             2000 HCM Operations Method (Base Volume Alternative)               

********************************************************************************

Intersection #10 Queen Kaahumanu Hwy / Henry St                                 

********************************************************************************

Cycle (sec):         100                Critical Vol./Cap.(X):         0.884

Loss Time (sec):       9 (Y+R=4.0 sec)  Average Delay (sec/veh):        32.1

Optimal Cycle:        95                Level Of Service:                  C

********************************************************************************

Street Name:       Queen Kaahumanu Hwy                     Henry St             

Approach:      North Bound      South Bound       East Bound       West Bound   

Movement:     L  -  T  -  R    L  -  T  -  R    L  -  T  -  R    L  -  T  -  R  

------------|---------------||---------------||---------------||---------------|

Control:       Prot+Permit      Prot+Permit      Split Phase      Split Phase 

Rights:            Ovl              Ovl              Ovl              Ovl        

Min. Green:     0    0     0     0    0     0     0    0     0     0    0     0 

Lanes:        1  0  2  0  1    1  0  3  0  1    1  0  2  0  1    1  1  1  0  1  

------------|---------------||---------------||---------------||---------------|

Volume Module:

Base Vol:     226 1322   876   119  981    35    27  373    30   714  488    75 

Growth Adj:  1.00 1.00  1.00  1.00 1.00  1.00  1.00 1.00  1.00  1.00 1.00  1.00 

Initial Bse:  226 1322   876   119  981    35    27  373    30   714  488    75 

User Adj:    1.00 1.00  1.00  1.00 1.00  1.00  1.00 1.00  1.00  1.00 1.00  1.00 

PHF Adj:     0.95 0.95  0.95  0.95 0.95  0.95  0.95 0.95  0.95  0.95 0.95  0.95 

PHF Volume:   238 1392   922   125 1033    37    28  393    32   752  514    79 

Reduct Vol:     0    0     0     0    0     0     0    0     0     0    0     0 

Reduced Vol:  238 1392   922   125 1033    37    28  393    32   752  514    79 

PCE Adj:     1.00 1.00  1.00  1.00 1.00  1.00  1.00 1.00  1.00  1.00 1.00  1.00 

MLF Adj:     1.00 1.00  1.00  1.00 1.00  1.00  1.00 1.00  1.00  1.00 1.00  1.00 

FinalVolume:  238 1392   922   125 1033    37    28  393    32   752  514    79 

------------|---------------||---------------||---------------||---------------|

Saturation Flow Module:

Sat/Lane:    1900 1900  1900  1900 1900  1900  1900 1900  1900  1900 1900  1900 

Adjustment:  0.95 0.95  0.85  0.95 0.91  0.85  0.95 0.95  0.85  0.92 0.92  0.85 

Lanes:       1.00 2.00  1.00  1.00 3.00  1.00  1.00 2.00  1.00  1.78 1.22  1.00 

Final Sat.:  1805 3610  1615  1805 5187  1615  1805 3610  1615  3123 2135  1615 

------------|---------------||---------------||---------------||---------------|

Capacity Analysis Module:

Vol/Sat:     0.13 0.39  0.57  0.07 0.20  0.02  0.02 0.11  0.02  0.24 0.24  0.05 

Crit Moves:       ****        ****                  ****             ****      

Green/Cycle: 0.53 0.44  0.71  0.39 0.31  0.43  0.12 0.12  0.33  0.27 0.27  0.35 

Volume/Cap:  0.53 0.88  0.81  0.58 0.64  0.05  0.13 0.88  0.06  0.88 0.88  0.14 

Uniform Del: 15.1 25.9   9.9  24.0 29.8  16.5  39.1 43.1  23.0  34.9 34.9  22.2 

IncremntDel:  1.1  6.3   4.3   3.7  0.9   0.0   0.3 18.5   0.0   6.9  6.9   0.1 

InitQueuDel:  0.0  0.0   0.0   0.0  0.0   0.0   0.0  0.0   0.0   0.0  0.0   0.0 

Delay Adj:   1.00 1.00  1.00  1.00 1.00  1.00  1.00 1.00  1.00  1.00 1.00  1.00 

Delay/Veh:   16.2 32.2  14.2  27.7 30.7  16.5  39.3 61.7  23.1  41.8 41.8  22.3 

User DelAdj: 1.00 1.00  1.00  1.00 1.00  1.00  1.00 1.00  1.00  1.00 1.00  1.00 

AdjDel/Veh:  16.2 32.2  14.2  27.7 30.7  16.5  39.3 61.7  23.1  41.8 41.8  22.3 

LOS by Move:    B    C     B     C    C     B     D    E     C     D    D     C 

HCM2kAvgQ:      5   24    21     4   11     1     1    9     1    16   16     2 

********************************************************************************

Note: Queue reported is the number of cars per lane.

********************************************************************************
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--------------------------------------------------------------------------------

--------------------------------------------------------------------------------

                      Level Of Service Computation Report                       

             2000 HCM Operations Method (Base Volume Alternative)               

********************************************************************************

Intersection #1 Queen Kaahumanu Hwy / Hina Lani St                              

********************************************************************************

Cycle (sec):          80                Critical Vol./Cap.(X):         1.105

Loss Time (sec):       6 (Y+R=4.0 sec)  Average Delay (sec/veh):        49.7

Optimal Cycle:       150                Level Of Service:                  D

********************************************************************************

Street Name:       Queen Kaahumanu Hwy                   Hina Lani St           

Approach:      North Bound      South Bound       East Bound       West Bound   

Movement:     L  -  T  -  R    L  -  T  -  R    L  -  T  -  R    L  -  T  -  R  

------------|---------------||---------------||---------------||---------------|

Control:         Permitted      Prot+Permit      Split Phase      Split Phase 

Rights:            Ovl             Include          Include           Ovl        

Min. Green:     0    0     0     0    0     0     0    0     0     0    0     0 

Lanes:        0  0  2  0  1    1  0  2  0  0    0  0  0  0  0    1  0  0  0  1  

------------|---------------||---------------||---------------||---------------|

Volume Module:

Base Vol:       0 1828   390   701 1922     0     0    0     0   238    0   596 

Growth Adj:  1.00 1.00  1.00  1.00 1.00  1.00  1.00 1.00  1.00  1.00 1.00  1.00 

Initial Bse:    0 1828   390   701 1922     0     0    0     0   238    0   596 

User Adj:    1.00 1.00  1.00  1.00 1.00  1.00  1.00 1.00  1.00  1.00 1.00  1.00 

PHF Adj:     0.95 0.95  0.95  0.95 0.95  0.95  0.95 0.95  0.95  0.95 0.95  0.95 

PHF Volume:     0 1924   411   738 2023     0     0    0     0   251    0   627 

Reduct Vol:     0    0     0     0    0     0     0    0     0     0    0     0 

Reduced Vol:    0 1924   411   738 2023     0     0    0     0   251    0   627 

PCE Adj:     1.00 1.00  1.00  1.00 1.00  1.00  1.00 1.00  1.00  1.00 1.00  1.00 

MLF Adj:     1.00 1.00  1.00  1.00 1.00  1.00  1.00 1.00  1.00  1.00 1.00  1.00 

FinalVolume:    0 1924   411   738 2023     0     0    0     0   251    0   627 

------------|---------------||---------------||---------------||---------------|

Saturation Flow Module:

Sat/Lane:    1900 1900  1900  1900 1900  1900  1900 1900  1900  1900 1900  1900 

Adjustment:  1.00 0.95  0.85  0.45 0.95  1.00  1.00 1.00  1.00  0.95 1.00  0.85 

Lanes:       0.00 2.00  1.00  1.00 2.00  0.00  0.00 0.00  0.00  1.00 0.00  1.00 

Final Sat.:     0 3610  1615   858 3610     0     0    0     0  1805    0  1615 

------------|---------------||---------------||---------------||---------------|

Capacity Analysis Module:

Vol/Sat:     0.00 0.53  0.25  0.86 0.56  0.00  0.00 0.00  0.00  0.14 0.00  0.39 

Crit Moves:       ****        ****                              ****           

Green/Cycle: 0.00 0.46  0.58  0.81 0.81  0.00  0.00 0.00  0.00  0.12 0.00  0.47 

Volume/Cap:  0.00 1.17  0.44  1.02 0.70  0.00  0.00 0.00  0.00  1.17 0.00  0.83 

Uniform Del:  0.0 21.7   9.7   2.5  3.4   0.0   0.0  0.0   0.0  35.2  0.0  18.5 

IncremntDel:  0.0 82.7   0.3  37.3  0.7   0.0   0.0  0.0   0.0 114.3  0.0   7.6 

InitQueuDel:  0.0  0.0   0.0   0.0  0.0   0.0   0.0  0.0   0.0   0.0  0.0   0.0 

Delay Adj:   0.00 1.00  1.00  1.00 1.00  0.00  0.00 0.00  0.00  1.00 0.00  1.00 

Delay/Veh:    0.0  104  10.0  39.8  4.2   0.0   0.0  0.0   0.0 149.6  0.0  26.1 

User DelAdj: 1.00 1.00  1.00  1.00 1.00  1.00  1.00 1.00  1.00  1.00 1.00  1.00 

AdjDel/Veh:   0.0  104  10.0  39.8  4.2   0.0   0.0  0.0   0.0 149.6  0.0  26.1 

LOS by Move:    A    F     B     D    A     A     A    A     A     F    A     C 

HCM2kAvgQ:      0   46     6    27   13     0     0    0     0    14    0    16 

********************************************************************************

Note: Queue reported is the number of cars per lane.

********************************************************************************
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--------------------------------------------------------------------------------

--------------------------------------------------------------------------------

                      Level Of Service Computation Report                       

             2000 HCM Operations Method (Base Volume Alternative)               

********************************************************************************

Intersection #2 Ane Keohokalole Hwy / Hina Lani St                              

********************************************************************************

Cycle (sec):         100                Critical Vol./Cap.(X):         0.658

Loss Time (sec):       6 (Y+R=4.0 sec)  Average Delay (sec/veh):        12.0

Optimal Cycle:        38                Level Of Service:                  B

********************************************************************************

Street Name:       Ane Keohokalole Hwy                   Hina Lani St           

Approach:      North Bound      South Bound       East Bound       West Bound   

Movement:     L  -  T  -  R    L  -  T  -  R    L  -  T  -  R    L  -  T  -  R  

------------|---------------||---------------||---------------||---------------|

Control:         Permitted        Permitted        Permitted        Permitted 

Rights:           Include          Include          Include          Include     

Min. Green:     0    0     0     0    0     0     0    0     0     0    0     0 

Lanes:        1  0  1  0  1    1  0  1  0  1    1  0  1  0  1    1  0  1  0  1  

------------|---------------||---------------||---------------||---------------|

Volume Module:

Base Vol:     155   23   132     7   29     0     0  907   171   107  312     5 

Growth Adj:  1.00 1.00  1.00  1.00 1.00  1.00  1.00 1.00  1.00  1.00 1.00  1.00 

Initial Bse:  155   23   132     7   29     0     0  907   171   107  312     5 

User Adj:    1.00 1.00  1.00  1.00 1.00  1.00  1.00 1.00  1.00  1.00 1.00  1.00 

PHF Adj:     0.95 0.95  0.95  0.95 0.95  0.95  0.95 0.95  0.95  0.95 0.95  0.95 

PHF Volume:   163   24   139     7   31     0     0  955   180   113  328     5 

Reduct Vol:     0    0     0     0    0     0     0    0     0     0    0     0 

Reduced Vol:  163   24   139     7   31     0     0  955   180   113  328     5 

PCE Adj:     1.00 1.00  1.00  1.00 1.00  1.00  1.00 1.00  1.00  1.00 1.00  1.00 

MLF Adj:     1.00 1.00  1.00  1.00 1.00  1.00  1.00 1.00  1.00  1.00 1.00  1.00 

FinalVolume:  163   24   139     7   31     0     0  955   180   113  328     5 

------------|---------------||---------------||---------------||---------------|

Saturation Flow Module:

Sat/Lane:    1900 1900  1900  1900 1900  1900  1900 1900  1900  1900 1900  1900 

Adjustment:  0.74 1.00  0.85  0.75 1.00  1.00  1.00 1.00  0.85  0.22 1.00  0.85 

Lanes:       1.00 1.00  1.00  1.00 1.00  1.00  1.00 1.00  1.00  1.00 1.00  1.00 

Final Sat.:  1412 1900  1615  1423 1900  1900  1900 1900  1615   412 1900  1615 

------------|---------------||---------------||---------------||---------------|

Capacity Analysis Module:

Vol/Sat:     0.12 0.01  0.09  0.01 0.02  0.00  0.00 0.50  0.11  0.27 0.17  0.00 

Crit Moves:  ****                                   ****                       

Green/Cycle: 0.18 0.18  0.18  0.18 0.18  0.00  0.00 0.76  0.76  0.76 0.76  0.76 

Volume/Cap:  0.66 0.07  0.49  0.03 0.09  0.00  0.00 0.66  0.15  0.36 0.23  0.00 

Uniform Del: 38.4 34.4  37.2  34.1 34.5   0.0   0.0  5.6   3.1   3.8  3.4   2.8 

IncremntDel:  6.3  0.1   1.3   0.0  0.1   0.0   0.0  1.1   0.1   0.7  0.1   0.0 

InitQueuDel:  0.0  0.0   0.0   0.0  0.0   0.0   0.0  0.0   0.0   0.0  0.0   0.0 

Delay Adj:   1.00 1.00  1.00  1.00 1.00  0.00  0.00 1.00  1.00  1.00 1.00  1.00 

Delay/Veh:   44.7 34.5  38.5  34.2 34.6   0.0   0.0  6.7   3.2   4.5  3.4   2.8 

User DelAdj: 1.00 1.00  1.00  1.00 1.00  1.00  1.00 1.00  1.00  1.00 1.00  1.00 

AdjDel/Veh:  44.7 34.5  38.5  34.2 34.6   0.0   0.0  6.7   3.2   4.5  3.4   2.8 

LOS by Move:    D    C     D     C    C     A     A    A     A     A    A     A 

HCM2kAvgQ:      6    1     4     0    1     0     0   14     1     2    3     0 

********************************************************************************

Note: Queue reported is the number of cars per lane.

********************************************************************************
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--------------------------------------------------------------------------------

--------------------------------------------------------------------------------

                      Level Of Service Computation Report                       

             2000 HCM Operations Method (Base Volume Alternative)               

********************************************************************************

Intersection #3 Palani Rd / Hina Lani St                                        

********************************************************************************

Cycle (sec):         100                Critical Vol./Cap.(X):         0.779

Loss Time (sec):       6 (Y+R=4.0 sec)  Average Delay (sec/veh):        24.7

Optimal Cycle:        54                Level Of Service:                  C

********************************************************************************

Street Name:            Palani Rd                        Hina Lani St           

Approach:      North Bound      South Bound       East Bound       West Bound   

Movement:     L  -  T  -  R    L  -  T  -  R    L  -  T  -  R    L  -  T  -  R  

------------|---------------||---------------||---------------||---------------|

Control:       Prot+Permit        Permitted        Permitted        Permitted 

Rights:           Include          Include           Ovl             Include     

Min. Green:     0    0     0     0    0     0     0    0     0     0    0     0 

Lanes:        1  0  1  0  0    0  0  1  1  0    1  0  0  0  1    0  0  0  0  0  

------------|---------------||---------------||---------------||---------------|

Volume Module:

Base Vol:     307  744     0     0  849   202   330    0   649     0    0     0 

Growth Adj:  1.00 1.00  1.00  1.00 1.00  1.00  1.00 1.00  1.00  1.00 1.00  1.00 

Initial Bse:  307  744     0     0  849   202   330    0   649     0    0     0 

User Adj:    1.00 1.00  1.00  1.00 1.00  1.00  1.00 1.00  1.00  1.00 1.00  1.00 

PHF Adj:     0.95 0.95  0.95  0.95 0.95  0.95  0.95 0.95  0.95  0.95 0.95  0.95 

PHF Volume:   323  783     0     0  894   213   347    0   683     0    0     0 

Reduct Vol:     0    0     0     0    0     0     0    0     0     0    0     0 

Reduced Vol:  323  783     0     0  894   213   347    0   683     0    0     0 

PCE Adj:     1.00 1.00  1.00  1.00 1.00  1.00  1.00 1.00  1.00  1.00 1.00  1.00 

MLF Adj:     1.00 1.00  1.00  1.00 1.00  1.00  1.00 1.00  1.00  1.00 1.00  1.00 

FinalVolume:  323  783     0     0  894   213   347    0   683     0    0     0 

------------|---------------||---------------||---------------||---------------|

Saturation Flow Module:

Sat/Lane:    1900 1900  1900  1900 1900  1900  1900 1900  1900  1900 1900  1900 

Adjustment:  0.95 1.00  1.00  1.00 0.92  0.92  0.77 1.00  0.85  1.00 1.00  1.00 

Lanes:       1.00 1.00  0.00  0.00 1.62  0.38  1.00 0.00  1.00  0.00 0.00  0.00 

Final Sat.:  1805 1900     0     0 2832   674  1461    0  1615     0    0     0 

------------|---------------||---------------||---------------||---------------|

Capacity Analysis Module:

Vol/Sat:     0.18 0.41  0.00  0.00 0.32  0.32  0.24 0.00  0.42  0.00 0.00  0.00 

Crit Moves:  ****                  ****        ****                            

Green/Cycle: 0.63 0.63  0.00  0.00 0.41  0.41  0.31 0.00  0.53  0.00 0.00  0.00 

Volume/Cap:  0.66 0.65  0.00  0.00 0.78  0.78  0.78 0.00  0.79  0.00 0.00  0.00 

Uniform Del: 22.5 11.3   0.0   0.0 25.9  25.9  31.7  0.0  18.7   0.0  0.0   0.0 

IncremntDel:  3.3  1.3   0.0   0.0  2.8   2.8   8.5  0.0   5.0   0.0  0.0   0.0 

InitQueuDel:  0.0  0.0   0.0   0.0  0.0   0.0   0.0  0.0   0.0   0.0  0.0   0.0 

Delay Adj:   1.00 1.00  0.00  0.00 1.00  1.00  1.00 0.00  1.00  0.00 0.00  0.00 

Delay/Veh:   25.8 12.6   0.0   0.0 28.7  28.7  40.2  0.0  23.7   0.0  0.0   0.0 

User DelAdj: 1.00 1.00  1.00  1.00 1.00  1.00  1.00 1.00  1.00  1.00 1.00  1.00 

AdjDel/Veh:  25.8 12.6   0.0   0.0 28.7  28.7  40.2  0.0  23.7   0.0  0.0   0.0 

LOS by Move:    C    B     A     A    C     C     D    A     C     A    A     A 

HCM2kAvgQ:      7   15     0     0   17    17    12    0    19     0    0     0 

********************************************************************************

Note: Queue reported is the number of cars per lane.

********************************************************************************
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--------------------------------------------------------------------------------

--------------------------------------------------------------------------------

                      Level Of Service Computation Report                       

             2000 HCM Operations Method (Base Volume Alternative)               

********************************************************************************

Intersection #4 Queen Kaahumanu Hwy / Kealakehe Pkwy                            

********************************************************************************

Cycle (sec):         100                Critical Vol./Cap.(X):         0.910

Loss Time (sec):       9 (Y+R=4.0 sec)  Average Delay (sec/veh):        23.9

Optimal Cycle:       108                Level Of Service:                  C

********************************************************************************

Street Name:       Queen Kaahumanu Hwy                  Kaalakehe Pkwy          

Approach:      North Bound      South Bound       East Bound       West Bound   

Movement:     L  -  T  -  R    L  -  T  -  R    L  -  T  -  R    L  -  T  -  R  

------------|---------------||---------------||---------------||---------------|

Control:       Prot+Permit      Prot+Permit       Protected        Protected  

Rights:            Ovl              Ovl              Ovl              Ovl        

Min. Green:     0    0     0     0    0     0     0    0     0     0    0     0 

Lanes:        1  0  2  0  1    1  0  2  0  1    1  0  1  0  1    2  0  1  0  1  

------------|---------------||---------------||---------------||---------------|

Volume Module:

Base Vol:      68 2068   401    81 2056    79    76    8    69   574    7   102 

Growth Adj:  1.00 1.00  1.00  1.00 1.00  1.00  1.00 1.00  1.00  1.00 1.00  1.00 

Initial Bse:   68 2068   401    81 2056    79    76    8    69   574    7   102 

User Adj:    1.00 1.00  1.00  1.00 1.00  1.00  1.00 1.00  1.00  1.00 1.00  1.00 

PHF Adj:     0.95 0.95  0.95  0.95 0.95  0.95  0.95 0.95  0.95  0.95 0.95  0.95 

PHF Volume:    72 2177   422    85 2164    83    80    8    73   604    7   107 

Reduct Vol:     0    0     0     0    0     0     0    0     0     0    0     0 

Reduced Vol:   72 2177   422    85 2164    83    80    8    73   604    7   107 

PCE Adj:     1.00 1.00  1.00  1.00 1.00  1.00  1.00 1.00  1.00  1.00 1.00  1.00 

MLF Adj:     1.00 1.00  1.00  1.00 1.00  1.00  1.00 1.00  1.00  1.00 1.00  1.00 

FinalVolume:   72 2177   422    85 2164    83    80    8    73   604    7   107 

------------|---------------||---------------||---------------||---------------|

Saturation Flow Module:

Sat/Lane:    1900 1900  1900  1900 1900  1900  1900 1900  1900  1900 1900  1900 

Adjustment:  0.95 0.95  0.85  0.95 0.95  0.85  0.95 1.00  0.85  0.92 1.00  0.85 

Lanes:       1.00 2.00  1.00  1.00 2.00  1.00  1.00 1.00  1.00  2.00 1.00  1.00 

Final Sat.:  1805 3610  1615  1805 3610  1615  1805 1900  1615  3502 1900  1615 

------------|---------------||---------------||---------------||---------------|

Capacity Analysis Module:

Vol/Sat:     0.04 0.60  0.26  0.05 0.60  0.05  0.04 0.00  0.04  0.17 0.00  0.07 

Crit Moves:       ****        ****                        ****  ****           

Green/Cycle: 0.71 0.66  0.85  0.73 0.67  0.81  0.14 0.01  0.05  0.19 0.06  0.11 

Volume/Cap:  0.46 0.91  0.31  0.50 0.89  0.06  0.33 0.76  0.90  0.91 0.07  0.60 

Uniform Del: 20.9 14.3   1.5  23.2 13.6   2.0  39.0 49.6  47.2  39.7 44.4  42.3 

IncremntDel:  2.1  5.7   0.1   2.4  4.8   0.0   0.8  139  66.2  16.6  0.2   5.5 

InitQueuDel:  0.0  0.0   0.0   0.0  0.0   0.0   0.0  0.0   0.0   0.0  0.0   0.0 

Delay Adj:   1.00 1.00  1.00  1.00 1.00  1.00  1.00 1.00  1.00  1.00 1.00  1.00 

Delay/Veh:   23.0 20.0   1.6  25.5 18.3   2.0  39.8  189 113.4  56.3 44.7  47.8 

User DelAdj: 1.00 1.00  1.00  1.00 1.00  1.00  1.00 1.00  1.00  1.00 1.00  1.00 

AdjDel/Veh:  23.0 20.0   1.6  25.5 18.3   2.0  39.8  189 113.4  56.3 44.7  47.8 

LOS by Move:    C    C     A     C    B     A     D    F     F     E    D     D 

HCM2kAvgQ:      2   34     3     2   32     1     2    1     5    13    0     4 

********************************************************************************

Note: Queue reported is the number of cars per lane.

********************************************************************************
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--------------------------------------------------------------------------------

--------------------------------------------------------------------------------

                      Level Of Service Computation Report                       

             2000 HCM Operations Method (Base Volume Alternative)               

********************************************************************************

Intersection #5 Ane Keohokalole Hwy / Kealakehe Pkwy                            

********************************************************************************

Cycle (sec):         100                Critical Vol./Cap.(X):         0.341

Loss Time (sec):       6 (Y+R=4.0 sec)  Average Delay (sec/veh):         9.3

Optimal Cycle:        21                Level Of Service:                  A

********************************************************************************

Street Name:       Ane Jeohokalole Hwy                  Kealakehe Pkwy          

Approach:      North Bound      South Bound       East Bound       West Bound   

Movement:     L  -  T  -  R    L  -  T  -  R    L  -  T  -  R    L  -  T  -  R  

------------|---------------||---------------||---------------||---------------|

Control:         Permitted        Permitted        Permitted        Permitted 

Rights:           Include          Include          Include          Include     

Min. Green:     0    0     0     0    0     0     0    0     0     0    0     0 

Lanes:        1  0  2  0  1    1  0  2  0  1    1  0  1  0  1    1  0  0  1  0  

------------|---------------||---------------||---------------||---------------|

Volume Module:

Base Vol:      90  674    96    15  864     0     0   95   105    63   60    15 

Growth Adj:  1.00 1.00  1.00  1.00 1.00  1.00  1.00 1.00  1.00  1.00 1.00  1.00 

Initial Bse:   90  674    96    15  864     0     0   95   105    63   60    15 

User Adj:    1.00 1.00  1.00  1.00 1.00  1.00  1.00 1.00  1.00  1.00 1.00  1.00 

PHF Adj:     0.95 0.95  0.95  0.95 0.95  0.95  0.95 0.95  0.95  0.95 0.95  0.95 

PHF Volume:    95  709   101    16  909     0     0  100   111    66   63    16 

Reduct Vol:     0    0     0     0    0     0     0    0     0     0    0     0 

Reduced Vol:   95  709   101    16  909     0     0  100   111    66   63    16 

PCE Adj:     1.00 1.00  1.00  1.00 1.00  1.00  1.00 1.00  1.00  1.00 1.00  1.00 

MLF Adj:     1.00 1.00  1.00  1.00 1.00  1.00  1.00 1.00  1.00  1.00 1.00  1.00 

FinalVolume:   95  709   101    16  909     0     0  100   111    66   63    16 

------------|---------------||---------------||---------------||---------------|

Saturation Flow Module:

Sat/Lane:    1900 1900  1900  1900 1900  1900  1900 1900  1900  1900 1900  1900 

Adjustment:  0.29 0.95  0.85  0.36 0.95  1.00  1.00 1.00  0.85  0.63 0.97  0.97 

Lanes:       1.00 2.00  1.00  1.00 2.00  1.00  1.00 1.00  1.00  1.00 0.80  0.20 

Final Sat.:   543 3610  1615   676 3610  1900  1900 1900  1615  1199 1474   369 

------------|---------------||---------------||---------------||---------------|

Capacity Analysis Module:

Vol/Sat:     0.17 0.20  0.06  0.02 0.25  0.00  0.00 0.05  0.07  0.06 0.04  0.04 

Crit Moves:                        ****                   ****                 

Green/Cycle: 0.74 0.74  0.74  0.74 0.74  0.00  0.00 0.20  0.20  0.20 0.20  0.20 

Volume/Cap:  0.24 0.27  0.08  0.03 0.34  0.00  0.00 0.26  0.34  0.28 0.21  0.21 

Uniform Del:  4.1  4.2   3.6   3.5  4.5   0.0   0.0 33.7  34.3  33.8 33.4  33.4 

IncremntDel:  0.3  0.1   0.0   0.0  0.1   0.0   0.0  0.4   0.6   0.6  0.3   0.3 

InitQueuDel:  0.0  0.0   0.0   0.0  0.0   0.0   0.0  0.0   0.0   0.0  0.0   0.0 

Delay Adj:   1.00 1.00  1.00  1.00 1.00  0.00  0.00 1.00  1.00  1.00 1.00  1.00 

Delay/Veh:    4.4  4.3   3.7   3.5  4.6   0.0   0.0 34.1  34.9  34.4 33.7  33.7 

User DelAdj: 1.00 1.00  1.00  1.00 1.00  1.00  1.00 1.00  1.00  1.00 1.00  1.00 

AdjDel/Veh:   4.4  4.3   3.7   3.5  4.6   0.0   0.0 34.1  34.9  34.4 33.7  33.7 

LOS by Move:    A    A     A     A    A     A     A    C     C     C    C     C 

HCM2kAvgQ:      1    4     1     0    5     0     0    3     3     2    2     2 

********************************************************************************

Note: Queue reported is the number of cars per lane.

********************************************************************************
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--------------------------------------------------------------------------------

--------------------------------------------------------------------------------

                      Level Of Service Computation Report                       

             2000 HCM Operations Method (Base Volume Alternative)               

********************************************************************************

Intersection #6 Palani Rd/Palihiolo St                                          

********************************************************************************

Cycle (sec):         100                Critical Vol./Cap.(X):         0.693

Loss Time (sec):       6 (Y+R=4.0 sec)  Average Delay (sec/veh):        11.9

Optimal Cycle:        45                Level Of Service:                  B

********************************************************************************

Street Name:            Palani Rd                        Palihiolo St           

Approach:      North Bound      South Bound       East Bound       West Bound   

Movement:     L  -  T  -  R    L  -  T  -  R    L  -  T  -  R    L  -  T  -  R  

------------|---------------||---------------||---------------||---------------|

Control:       Prot+Permit        Permitted        Permitted        Permitted 

Rights:           Include          Include           Ovl             Include     

Min. Green:     0    0     0     0    0     0     0    0     0     0    0     0 

Lanes:        2  0  0  1  0    1  0  1  1  0    0  1  0  0  1    0  1  0  0  1  

------------|---------------||---------------||---------------||---------------|

Volume Module:

Base Vol:     227 1046    13    47 1278    11    43    0   202    28    0    31 

Growth Adj:  1.00 1.00  1.00  1.00 1.00  1.00  1.00 1.00  1.00  1.00 1.00  1.00 

Initial Bse:  227 1046    13    47 1278    11    43    0   202    28    0    31 

User Adj:    1.00 1.00  1.00  1.00 1.00  1.00  1.00 1.00  1.00  1.00 1.00  1.00 

PHF Adj:     0.95 0.95  0.95  0.95 0.95  0.95  0.95 0.95  0.95  0.95 0.95  0.95 

PHF Volume:   239 1101    14    49 1345    12    45    0   213    29    0    33 

Reduct Vol:     0    0     0     0    0     0     0    0     0     0    0     0 

Reduced Vol:  239 1101    14    49 1345    12    45    0   213    29    0    33 

PCE Adj:     1.00 1.00  1.00  1.00 1.00  1.00  1.00 1.00  1.00  1.00 1.00  1.00 

MLF Adj:     1.00 1.00  1.00  1.00 1.00  1.00  1.00 1.00  1.00  1.00 1.00  1.00 

FinalVolume:  239 1101    14    49 1345    12    45    0   213    29    0    33 

------------|---------------||---------------||---------------||---------------|

Saturation Flow Module:

Sat/Lane:    1900 1900  1900  1900 1900  1900  1900 1900  1900  1900 1900  1900 

Adjustment:  0.92 1.00  1.00  0.95 0.95  0.95  0.75 1.00  0.85  0.78 1.00  0.85 

Lanes:       2.00 0.99  0.01  1.00 1.98  0.02  1.00 0.00  1.00  1.00 0.00  1.00 

Final Sat.:  3502 1873    23  1805 3576    31  1433    0  1615  1480    0  1615 

------------|---------------||---------------||---------------||---------------|

Capacity Analysis Module:

Vol/Sat:     0.07 0.59  0.59  0.03 0.38  0.38  0.03 0.00  0.13  0.02 0.00  0.02 

Crit Moves:       ****                                    ****                 

Green/Cycle: 0.81 0.81  0.81  0.04 0.72  0.72  0.09 0.00  0.22  0.09 0.00  0.09 

Volume/Cap:  0.17 0.72  0.72  0.72 0.52  0.52  0.36 0.00  0.60  0.23 0.00  0.23 

Uniform Del: 19.2  4.2   4.2  47.6  6.2   6.2  43.0  0.0  35.2  42.4  0.0  42.5 

IncremntDel:  0.1  1.7   1.7  31.2  0.2   0.2   1.8  0.0   2.9   0.9  0.0   0.8 

InitQueuDel:  0.0  0.0   0.0   0.0  0.0   0.0   0.0  0.0   0.0   0.0  0.0   0.0 

Delay Adj:   1.00 1.00  1.00  1.00 1.00  1.00  1.00 0.00  1.00  1.00 0.00  1.00 

Delay/Veh:   19.3  5.9   5.9  78.8  6.4   6.4  44.7  0.0  38.1  43.3  0.0  43.3 

User DelAdj: 1.00 1.00  1.00  1.00 1.00  1.00  1.00 1.00  1.00  1.00 1.00  1.00 

AdjDel/Veh:  19.3  5.9   5.9  78.8  6.4   6.4  44.7  0.0  38.1  43.3  0.0  43.3 

LOS by Move:    B    A     A     E    A     A     D    A     D     D    A     D 

HCM2kAvgQ:      1   16    16     3   10    10     2    0     7     1    0     1 

********************************************************************************

Note: Queue reported is the number of cars per lane.

********************************************************************************
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--------------------------------------------------------------------------------

--------------------------------------------------------------------------------

                      Level Of Service Computation Report                       

             2000 HCM Operations Method (Base Volume Alternative)               

********************************************************************************

Intersection #7 Queen Kaahumanu Hwy / Palani Rd                                 

********************************************************************************

Cycle (sec):         100                Critical Vol./Cap.(X):         0.977

Loss Time (sec):       6 (Y+R=4.0 sec)  Average Delay (sec/veh):        34.0

Optimal Cycle:       150                Level Of Service:                  C

********************************************************************************

Street Name:       Queen Kaahumanu Hwy                    Palani Rd             

Approach:      North Bound      South Bound       East Bound       West Bound   

Movement:     L  -  T  -  R    L  -  T  -  R    L  -  T  -  R    L  -  T  -  R  

------------|---------------||---------------||---------------||---------------|

Control:       Prot+Permit      Prot+Permit      Prot+Permit      Prot+Permit 

Rights:            Ovl              Ovl             Include          Include     

Min. Green:     0    0     0     0    0     0     0    0     0     0    0     0 

Lanes:        2  0  2  0  1    2  0  2  0  1    2  0  2  0  1    1  0  1  1  0  

------------|---------------||---------------||---------------||---------------|

Volume Module:

Base Vol:      34 1249   181   211 1589   655   658  668   265   175  772    66 

Growth Adj:  1.00 1.00  1.00  1.00 1.00  1.00  1.00 1.00  1.00  1.00 1.00  1.00 

Initial Bse:   34 1249   181   211 1589   655   658  668   265   175  772    66 

User Adj:    1.00 1.00  1.00  1.00 1.00  1.00  1.00 1.00  1.00  1.00 1.00  1.00 

PHF Adj:     0.95 0.95  0.95  0.95 0.95  0.95  0.95 0.95  0.95  0.95 0.95  0.95 

PHF Volume:    36 1315   191   222 1673   689   693  703   279   184  813    69 

Reduct Vol:     0    0     0     0    0     0     0    0     0     0    0     0 

Reduced Vol:   36 1315   191   222 1673   689   693  703   279   184  813    69 

PCE Adj:     1.00 1.00  1.00  1.00 1.00  1.00  1.00 1.00  1.00  1.00 1.00  1.00 

MLF Adj:     1.00 1.00  1.00  1.00 1.00  1.00  1.00 1.00  1.00  1.00 1.00  1.00 

FinalVolume:   36 1315   191   222 1673   689   693  703   279   184  813    69 

------------|---------------||---------------||---------------||---------------|

Saturation Flow Module:

Sat/Lane:    1900 1900  1900  1900 1900  1900  1900 1900  1900  1900 1900  1900 

Adjustment:  0.92 0.95  0.85  0.92 0.95  0.85  0.92 0.95  0.85  0.95 0.94  0.94 

Lanes:       2.00 2.00  1.00  2.00 2.00  1.00  2.00 2.00  1.00  1.00 1.84  0.16 

Final Sat.:  3502 3610  1615  3502 3610  1615  3502 3610  1615  1805 3286   281 

------------|---------------||---------------||---------------||---------------|

Capacity Analysis Module:

Vol/Sat:     0.01 0.36  0.12  0.06 0.46  0.43  0.20 0.19  0.17  0.10 0.25  0.25 

Crit Moves:  ****                  ****        ****                  ****      

Green/Cycle: 0.42 0.41  0.57  0.49 0.47  0.68  0.47 0.30  0.30  0.41 0.25  0.25 

Volume/Cap:  0.04 0.88  0.21  0.23 0.98  0.63  0.54 0.65  0.58  0.49 0.98  0.98 

Uniform Del: 16.8 27.1  10.5  20.2 25.8   9.1  20.9 30.5  29.7  20.4 37.1  37.1 

IncremntDel:  0.0  6.6   0.1   0.1 16.6   1.2   0.5  1.4   1.7   1.0 24.4  24.4 

InitQueuDel:  0.0  0.0   0.0   0.0  0.0   0.0   0.0  0.0   0.0   0.0  0.0   0.0 

Delay Adj:   1.00 1.00  1.00  1.00 1.00  1.00  1.00 1.00  1.00  1.00 1.00  1.00 

Delay/Veh:   16.8 33.7  10.6  20.4 42.4  10.3  21.3 32.0  31.5  21.4 61.5  61.5 

User DelAdj: 1.00 1.00  1.00  1.00 1.00  1.00  1.00 1.00  1.00  1.00 1.00  1.00 

AdjDel/Veh:  16.8 33.7  10.6  20.4 42.4  10.3  21.3 32.0  31.5  21.4 61.5  61.5 

LOS by Move:    B    C     B     C    D     B     C    C     C     C    E     E 

HCM2kAvgQ:      0   23     3     2   33    12     8   11     8     5   20    20 

********************************************************************************

Note: Queue reported is the number of cars per lane.

********************************************************************************
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--------------------------------------------------------------------------------

--------------------------------------------------------------------------------

                      Level Of Service Computation Report                       

             2000 HCM Operations Method (Base Volume Alternative)               

********************************************************************************

Intersection #8 Kamakaeha Ave / Palani Rd                                       

********************************************************************************

Cycle (sec):         100                Critical Vol./Cap.(X):         0.733

Loss Time (sec):       6 (Y+R=4.0 sec)  Average Delay (sec/veh):        11.2

Optimal Cycle:        46                Level Of Service:                  B

********************************************************************************

Street Name:          Kamakaeha Ave                       Palani Rd             

Approach:      North Bound      South Bound       East Bound       West Bound   

Movement:     L  -  T  -  R    L  -  T  -  R    L  -  T  -  R    L  -  T  -  R  

------------|---------------||---------------||---------------||---------------|

Control:       Split Phase      Split Phase        Permitted        Permitted 

Rights:           Include          Include          Include          Ignore      

Min. Green:     0    0     0     0    0     0     0    0     0     0    0     0 

Lanes:        0  0  0  0  0    1  0  0  0  1    0  0  1  0  0    0  0  1  0  1  

------------|---------------||---------------||---------------||---------------|

Volume Module:

Base Vol:       0    0     0   154    0   132     0 1081     0     0  957   195 

Growth Adj:  1.00 1.00  1.00  1.00 1.00  1.00  1.00 1.00  1.00  1.00 1.00  1.00 

Initial Bse:    0    0     0   154    0   132     0 1081     0     0  957   195 

User Adj:    1.00 1.00  1.00  1.00 1.00  1.00  1.00 1.00  1.00  1.00 1.00  0.00 

PHF Adj:     0.95 0.95  0.95  0.95 0.95  0.95  0.95 0.95  0.95  0.95 0.95  0.00 

PHF Volume:     0    0     0   162    0   139     0 1138     0     0 1007     0 

Reduct Vol:     0    0     0     0    0     0     0    0     0     0    0     0 

Reduced Vol:    0    0     0   162    0   139     0 1138     0     0 1007     0 

PCE Adj:     1.00 1.00  1.00  1.00 1.00  1.00  1.00 1.00  1.00  1.00 1.00  0.00 

MLF Adj:     1.00 1.00  1.00  1.00 1.00  1.00  1.00 1.00  1.00  1.00 1.00  0.00 

FinalVolume:    0    0     0   162    0   139     0 1138     0     0 1007     0 

------------|---------------||---------------||---------------||---------------|

Saturation Flow Module:

Sat/Lane:    1900 1900  1900  1900 1900  1900  1900 1900  1900  1900 1900  1900 

Adjustment:  1.00 1.00  1.00  0.95 1.00  0.85  1.00 1.00  1.00  1.00 1.00  1.00 

Lanes:       0.00 0.00  0.00  1.00 0.00  1.00  0.00 1.00  0.00  0.00 1.00  1.00 

Final Sat.:     0    0     0  1805    0  1615     0 1900     0     0 1900  1900 

------------|---------------||---------------||---------------||---------------|

Capacity Analysis Module:

Vol/Sat:     0.00 0.00  0.00  0.09 0.00  0.09  0.00 0.60  0.00  0.00 0.53  0.00 

Crit Moves:                   ****                  ****                       

Green/Cycle: 0.00 0.00  0.00  0.12 0.00  0.12  0.00 0.82  0.00  0.00 0.82  0.00 

Volume/Cap:  0.00 0.00  0.00  0.73 0.00  0.70  0.00 0.73  0.00  0.00 0.65  0.00 

Uniform Del:  0.0  0.0   0.0  42.3  0.0  42.1   0.0  4.2   0.0   0.0  3.5   0.0 

IncremntDel:  0.0  0.0   0.0  11.9  0.0  10.8   0.0  1.8   0.0   0.0  1.0   0.0 

InitQueuDel:  0.0  0.0   0.0   0.0  0.0   0.0   0.0  0.0   0.0   0.0  0.0   0.0 

Delay Adj:   0.00 0.00  0.00  1.00 0.00  1.00  0.00 1.00  0.00  0.00 1.00  0.00 

Delay/Veh:    0.0  0.0   0.0  54.2  0.0  52.9   0.0  6.0   0.0   0.0  4.5   0.0 

User DelAdj: 1.00 1.00  1.00  1.00 1.00  1.00  1.00 1.00  1.00  1.00 1.00  1.00 

AdjDel/Veh:   0.0  0.0   0.0  54.2  0.0  52.9   0.0  6.0   0.0   0.0  4.5   0.0 

LOS by Move:    A    A     A     D    A     D     A    A     A     A    A     A 

HCM2kAvgQ:      0    0     0     6    0     6     0   17     0     0   13     0 

********************************************************************************

Note: Queue reported is the number of cars per lane.

********************************************************************************
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--------------------------------------------------------------------------------

--------------------------------------------------------------------------------

                      Level Of Service Computation Report                       

             2000 HCM Operations Method (Base Volume Alternative)               

********************************************************************************

Intersection #9 Henry St / Palani Rd                                            

********************************************************************************

Cycle (sec):         100                Critical Vol./Cap.(X):         1.104

Loss Time (sec):       9 (Y+R=4.0 sec)  Average Delay (sec/veh):        62.1

Optimal Cycle:       150                Level Of Service:                  E

********************************************************************************

Street Name:             Henry St                         Palani Rd             

Approach:      North Bound      South Bound       East Bound       West Bound   

Movement:     L  -  T  -  R    L  -  T  -  R    L  -  T  -  R    L  -  T  -  R  

------------|---------------||---------------||---------------||---------------|

Control:         Permitted        Permitted       Protected        Protected  

Rights:            Ovl              Ovl             Include          Include     

Min. Green:     0    0     0     0    0     0     0    0     0     0    0     0 

Lanes:        1  0  1  0  1    1  0  2  0  1    1  0  0  1  0    2  0  1  1  0  

------------|---------------||---------------||---------------||---------------|

Volume Module:

Base Vol:     125  653   588    43  638   265   473  567   175   720  704    59 

Growth Adj:  1.00 1.00  1.00  1.00 1.00  1.00  1.00 1.00  1.00  1.00 1.00  1.00 

Initial Bse:  125  653   588    43  638   265   473  567   175   720  704    59 

User Adj:    1.00 1.00  1.00  1.00 1.00  1.00  1.00 1.00  1.00  1.00 1.00  1.00 

PHF Adj:     0.95 0.95  0.95  0.95 0.95  0.95  0.95 0.95  0.95  0.95 0.95  0.95 

PHF Volume:   132  687   619    45  672   279   498  597   184   758  741    62 

Reduct Vol:     0    0     0     0    0     0     0    0     0     0    0     0 

Reduced Vol:  132  687   619    45  672   279   498  597   184   758  741    62 

PCE Adj:     1.00 1.00  1.00  1.00 1.00  1.00  1.00 1.00  1.00  1.00 1.00  1.00 

MLF Adj:     1.00 1.00  1.00  1.00 1.00  1.00  1.00 1.00  1.00  1.00 1.00  1.00 

FinalVolume:  132  687   619    45  672   279   498  597   184   758  741    62 

------------|---------------||---------------||---------------||---------------|

Saturation Flow Module:

Sat/Lane:    1900 1900  1900  1900 1900  1900  1900 1900  1900  1900 1900  1900 

Adjustment:  0.25 1.00  0.85  0.12 0.95  0.85  0.95 0.97  0.97  0.92 0.94  0.94 

Lanes:       1.00 1.00  1.00  1.00 2.00  1.00  1.00 0.76  0.24  2.00 1.85  0.15 

Final Sat.:   475 1900  1615   232 3610  1615  1805 1401   432  3502 3291   276 

------------|---------------||---------------||---------------||---------------|

Capacity Analysis Module:

Vol/Sat:     0.28 0.36  0.38  0.20 0.19  0.17  0.28 0.43  0.43  0.22 0.23  0.23 

Crit Moves:       ****                              ****        ****           

Green/Cycle: 0.33 0.33  0.52  0.33 0.33  0.65  0.32 0.39  0.39  0.20 0.26  0.26 

Volume/Cap:  0.84 1.10  0.73  0.60 0.57  0.27  0.86 1.10  1.10  1.10 0.86  0.86 

Uniform Del: 31.2 33.6  18.4  28.1 27.8   7.5  31.9 30.7  30.7  40.2 35.2  35.2 

IncremntDel: 32.4 67.8   3.3  12.2  0.7   0.1  12.5 65.8  65.8  66.2  8.2   8.2 

InitQueuDel:  0.0  0.0   0.0   0.0  0.0   0.0   0.0  0.0   0.0   0.0  0.0   0.0 

Delay Adj:   1.00 1.00  1.00  1.00 1.00  1.00  1.00 1.00  1.00  1.00 1.00  1.00 

Delay/Veh:   63.6  101  21.7  40.3 28.4   7.6  44.3 96.5  96.5 106.4 43.4  43.4 

User DelAdj: 1.00 1.00  1.00  1.00 1.00  1.00  1.00 1.00  1.00  1.00 1.00  1.00 

AdjDel/Veh:  63.6  101  21.7  40.3 28.4   7.6  44.3 96.5  96.5 106.4 43.4  43.4 

LOS by Move:    E    F     C     D    C     A     D    F     F     F    D     D 

HCM2kAvgQ:      6   33    16     2    9     4    17   37    37    20   15    15 

********************************************************************************

Note: Queue reported is the number of cars per lane.

********************************************************************************
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--------------------------------------------------------------------------------

--------------------------------------------------------------------------------

                      Level Of Service Computation Report                       

             2000 HCM Operations Method (Base Volume Alternative)               

********************************************************************************

Intersection #10 Queen Kaahumanu Hwy / Henry St                                 

********************************************************************************

Cycle (sec):         100                Critical Vol./Cap.(X):         1.042

Loss Time (sec):       9 (Y+R=4.0 sec)  Average Delay (sec/veh):        59.1

Optimal Cycle:       150                Level Of Service:                  E

********************************************************************************

Street Name:       Queen Kaahumanu Hwy                     Henry St             

Approach:      North Bound      South Bound       East Bound       West Bound   

Movement:     L  -  T  -  R    L  -  T  -  R    L  -  T  -  R    L  -  T  -  R  

------------|---------------||---------------||---------------||---------------|

Control:       Prot+Permit      Prot+Permit      Split Phase      Split Phase 

Rights:            Ovl              Ovl              Ovl              Ovl        

Min. Green:     0    0     0     0    0     0     0    0     0     0    0     0 

Lanes:        1  0  2  0  1    1  0  3  0  1    1  0  2  0  1    1  1  1  0  1  

------------|---------------||---------------||---------------||---------------|

Volume Module:

Base Vol:     204 1287   922   201 1772    80     3  575   129   949  512   217 

Growth Adj:  1.00 1.00  1.00  1.00 1.00  1.00  1.00 1.00  1.00  1.00 1.00  1.00 

Initial Bse:  204 1287   922   201 1772    80     3  575   129   949  512   217 

User Adj:    1.00 1.00  1.00  1.00 1.00  1.00  1.00 1.00  1.00  1.00 1.00  1.00 

PHF Adj:     0.95 0.95  0.95  0.95 0.95  0.95  0.95 0.95  0.95  0.95 0.95  0.95 

PHF Volume:   215 1355   971   212 1865    84     3  605   136   999  539   228 

Reduct Vol:     0    0     0     0    0     0     0    0     0     0    0     0 

Reduced Vol:  215 1355   971   212 1865    84     3  605   136   999  539   228 

PCE Adj:     1.00 1.00  1.00  1.00 1.00  1.00  1.00 1.00  1.00  1.00 1.00  1.00 

MLF Adj:     1.00 1.00  1.00  1.00 1.00  1.00  1.00 1.00  1.00  1.00 1.00  1.00 

FinalVolume:  215 1355   971   212 1865    84     3  605   136   999  539   228 

------------|---------------||---------------||---------------||---------------|

Saturation Flow Module:

Sat/Lane:    1900 1900  1900  1900 1900  1900  1900 1900  1900  1900 1900  1900 

Adjustment:  0.83 0.95  0.85  0.71 0.91  0.85  0.95 0.95  0.85  0.92 0.92  0.85 

Lanes:       1.00 2.00  1.00  1.00 3.00  1.00  1.00 2.00  1.00  1.95 1.05  1.00 

Final Sat.:  1584 3610  1615  1352 5187  1615  1805 3610  1615  3408 1839  1615 

------------|---------------||---------------||---------------||---------------|

Capacity Analysis Module:

Vol/Sat:     0.14 0.38  0.60  0.16 0.36  0.05  0.00 0.17  0.08  0.29 0.29  0.14 

Crit Moves:       ****        ****                  ****        ****           

Green/Cycle: 0.49 0.36  0.64  0.47 0.35  0.51  0.16 0.16  0.28  0.28 0.28  0.39 

Volume/Cap:  0.75 1.05  0.94  0.76 1.02  0.10  0.01 1.05  0.30  1.05 1.05  0.36 

Uniform Del: 22.8 32.1  16.4  16.2 32.3  12.5  35.3 42.0  28.5  36.0 36.0  21.5 

IncremntDel: 10.5 38.4  15.9  11.6 25.6   0.1   0.0 50.5   0.4  37.0 37.0   0.4 

InitQueuDel:  0.0  0.0   0.0   0.0  0.0   0.0   0.0  0.0   0.0   0.0  0.0   0.0 

Delay Adj:   1.00 1.00  1.00  1.00 1.00  1.00  1.00 1.00  1.00  1.00 1.00  1.00 

Delay/Veh:   33.3 70.5  32.4  27.8 58.0  12.5  35.4 92.5  28.9  73.0 73.0  21.9 

User DelAdj: 1.00 1.00  1.00  1.00 1.00  1.00  1.00 1.00  1.00  1.00 1.00  1.00 

AdjDel/Veh:  33.3 70.5  32.4  27.8 58.0  12.5  35.4 92.5  28.9  73.0 73.0  21.9 

LOS by Move:    C    E     C     C    E     B     D    F     C     E    E     C 

HCM2kAvgQ:      7   31    32     7   29     1     0   16     3    25   25     5 

********************************************************************************

Note: Queue reported is the number of cars per lane.

********************************************************************************

  Traffix 7.9.0415 (c) 2007 Dowling Assoc. Licensed to FEHR & PEERS,  S. MONICA 
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--------------------------------------------------------------------------------

--------------------------------------------------------------------------------

                      Level Of Service Computation Report                       

             2000 HCM Operations Method (Base Volume Alternative)               

********************************************************************************

Intersection #8 Kamakaeha Ave / Palani Rd                                       

********************************************************************************

Cycle (sec):         100                Critical Vol./Cap.(X):         0.588

Loss Time (sec):       6 (Y+R=4.0 sec)  Average Delay (sec/veh):         5.8

Optimal Cycle:        32                Level Of Service:                  A

********************************************************************************

Street Name:          Kamakaeha Ave                       Palani Rd             

Approach:      North Bound      South Bound       East Bound       West Bound   

Movement:     L  -  T  -  R    L  -  T  -  R    L  -  T  -  R    L  -  T  -  R  

------------|---------------||---------------||---------------||---------------|

Control:       Split Phase      Split Phase        Permitted        Permitted 

Rights:           Include          Include          Include          Ignore      

Min. Green:     0    0     0     0    0     0     0    0     0     0    0     0 

Lanes:        0  0  0  0  0    1  0  0  0  1    0  0  2  0  0    0  0  1  0  1  

------------|---------------||---------------||---------------||---------------|

Volume Module:

Base Vol:       0    0     0    57    0    74     0  600     0     0  911   171 

Growth Adj:  1.00 1.00  1.00  1.00 1.00  1.00  1.00 1.00  1.00  1.00 1.00  1.00 

Initial Bse:    0    0     0    57    0    74     0  600     0     0  911   171 

User Adj:    1.00 1.00  1.00  1.00 1.00  1.00  1.00 1.00  1.00  1.00 1.00  0.00 

PHF Adj:     0.95 0.95  0.95  0.95 0.95  0.95  0.95 0.95  0.95  0.95 0.95  0.00 

PHF Volume:     0    0     0    60    0    78     0  632     0     0  959     0 

Reduct Vol:     0    0     0     0    0     0     0    0     0     0    0     0 

Reduced Vol:    0    0     0    60    0    78     0  632     0     0  959     0 

PCE Adj:     1.00 1.00  1.00  1.00 1.00  1.00  1.00 1.00  1.00  1.00 1.00  0.00 

MLF Adj:     1.00 1.00  1.00  1.00 1.00  1.00  1.00 1.00  1.00  1.00 1.00  0.00 

FinalVolume:    0    0     0    60    0    78     0  632     0     0  959     0 

------------|---------------||---------------||---------------||---------------|

Saturation Flow Module:

Sat/Lane:    1900 1900  1900  1900 1900  1900  1900 1900  1900  1900 1900  1900 

Adjustment:  1.00 1.00  1.00  0.95 1.00  0.85  1.00 0.95  1.00  1.00 1.00  1.00 

Lanes:       0.00 0.00  0.00  1.00 0.00  1.00  0.00 2.00  0.00  0.00 1.00  1.00 

Final Sat.:     0    0     0  1805    0  1615     0 3610     0     0 1900  1900 

------------|---------------||---------------||---------------||---------------|

Capacity Analysis Module:

Vol/Sat:     0.00 0.00  0.00  0.03 0.00  0.05  0.00 0.17  0.00  0.00 0.50  0.00 

Crit Moves:                              ****                        ****      

Green/Cycle: 0.00 0.00  0.00  0.08 0.00  0.08  0.00 0.86  0.00  0.00 0.86  0.00 

Volume/Cap:  0.00 0.00  0.00  0.41 0.00  0.59  0.00 0.20  0.00  0.00 0.59  0.00 

Uniform Del:  0.0  0.0   0.0  43.6  0.0  44.3   0.0  1.2   0.0   0.0  2.0   0.0 

IncremntDel:  0.0  0.0   0.0   1.8  0.0   6.8   0.0  0.0   0.0   0.0  0.6   0.0 

InitQueuDel:  0.0  0.0   0.0   0.0  0.0   0.0   0.0  0.0   0.0   0.0  0.0   0.0 

Delay Adj:   0.00 0.00  0.00  1.00 0.00  1.00  0.00 1.00  0.00  0.00 1.00  0.00 

Delay/Veh:    0.0  0.0   0.0  45.4  0.0  51.0   0.0  1.3   0.0   0.0  2.6   0.0 

User DelAdj: 1.00 1.00  1.00  1.00 1.00  1.00  1.00 1.00  1.00  1.00 1.00  1.00 

AdjDel/Veh:   0.0  0.0   0.0  45.4  0.0  51.0   0.0  1.3   0.0   0.0  2.6   0.0 

LOS by Move:    A    A     A     D    A     D     A    A     A     A    A     A 

HCM2kAvgQ:      0    0     0     2    0     3     0    2     0     0    9     0 

********************************************************************************

Note: Queue reported is the number of cars per lane.

********************************************************************************

  Traffix 7.9.0415 (c) 2007 Dowling Assoc. Licensed to FEHR & PEERS,  S. MONICA 
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--------------------------------------------------------------------------------

--------------------------------------------------------------------------------

                      Level Of Service Computation Report                       

             2000 HCM Operations Method (Base Volume Alternative)               

********************************************************************************

Intersection #9 Henry St / Palani Rd                                            

********************************************************************************

Cycle (sec):         100                Critical Vol./Cap.(X):         0.772

Loss Time (sec):       9 (Y+R=4.0 sec)  Average Delay (sec/veh):        26.8

Optimal Cycle:        63                Level Of Service:                  C

********************************************************************************

Street Name:             Henry St                         Palani Rd             

Approach:      North Bound      South Bound       East Bound       West Bound   

Movement:     L  -  T  -  R    L  -  T  -  R    L  -  T  -  R    L  -  T  -  R  

------------|---------------||---------------||---------------||---------------|

Control:         Permitted        Permitted       Protected        Protected  

Rights:            Ovl              Ovl              Ovl              Ovl        

Min. Green:     0    0     0     0    0     0     0    0     0     0    0     0 

Lanes:        1  0  1  0  1    1  0  2  0  1    1  0  1  1  0    2  0  1  1  0  

------------|---------------||---------------||---------------||---------------|

Volume Module:

Base Vol:     145  494   624    54  480   187   315  223    45   939  798    37 

Growth Adj:  1.00 1.00  1.00  1.00 1.00  1.00  1.00 1.00  1.00  1.00 1.00  1.00 

Initial Bse:  145  494   624    54  480   187   315  223    45   939  798    37 

User Adj:    1.00 1.00  1.00  1.00 1.00  1.00  1.00 1.00  1.00  1.00 1.00  1.00 

PHF Adj:     0.95 0.95  0.95  0.95 0.95  0.95  0.95 0.95  0.95  0.95 0.95  0.95 

PHF Volume:   153  520   657    57  505   197   332  235    47   988  840    39 

Reduct Vol:     0    0     0     0    0     0     0    0     0     0    0     0 

Reduced Vol:  153  520   657    57  505   197   332  235    47   988  840    39 

PCE Adj:     1.00 1.00  1.00  1.00 1.00  1.00  1.00 1.00  1.00  1.00 1.00  1.00 

MLF Adj:     1.00 1.00  1.00  1.00 1.00  1.00  1.00 1.00  1.00  1.00 1.00  1.00 

FinalVolume:  153  520   657    57  505   197   332  235    47   988  840    39 

------------|---------------||---------------||---------------||---------------|

Saturation Flow Module:

Sat/Lane:    1900 1900  1900  1900 1900  1900  1900 1900  1900  1900 1900  1900 

Adjustment:  0.37 1.00  0.85  0.13 0.95  0.85  0.95 0.93  0.93  0.92 0.94  0.94 

Lanes:       1.00 1.00  1.00  1.00 2.00  1.00  1.00 1.66  0.34  2.00 1.91  0.09 

Final Sat.:   709 1900  1615   251 3610  1615  1805 2929   591  3502 3426   159 

------------|---------------||---------------||---------------||---------------|

Capacity Analysis Module:

Vol/Sat:     0.22 0.27  0.41  0.23 0.14  0.12  0.18 0.08  0.08  0.28 0.25  0.25 

Crit Moves:       ****                         ****                  ****      

Green/Cycle: 0.35 0.35  0.79  0.35 0.35  0.59  0.24 0.12  0.12  0.43 0.32  0.32 

Volume/Cap:  0.61 0.77  0.52  0.64 0.39  0.21  0.77 0.65  0.65  0.65 0.77  0.77 

Uniform Del: 26.6 28.7   3.8  26.9 24.2   9.5  35.6 41.8  41.8  22.4 30.8  30.8 

IncremntDel:  4.2  5.5   0.4  14.6  0.2   0.1   8.4  3.5   3.5   1.0  3.3   3.3 

InitQueuDel:  0.0  0.0   0.0   0.0  0.0   0.0   0.0  0.0   0.0   0.0  0.0   0.0 

Delay Adj:   1.00 1.00  1.00  1.00 1.00  1.00  1.00 1.00  1.00  1.00 1.00  1.00 

Delay/Veh:   30.8 34.2   4.2  41.5 24.4   9.6  44.0 45.4  45.4  23.5 34.2  34.2 

User DelAdj: 1.00 1.00  1.00  1.00 1.00  1.00  1.00 1.00  1.00  1.00 1.00  1.00 

AdjDel/Veh:  30.8 34.2   4.2  41.5 24.4   9.6  44.0 45.4  45.4  23.5 34.2  34.2 

LOS by Move:    C    C     A     D    C     A     D    D     D     C    C     C 

HCM2kAvgQ:      5   16     8     3    6     3    11    6     6    13   15    15 

********************************************************************************

Note: Queue reported is the number of cars per lane.

********************************************************************************

  Traffix 7.9.0415 (c) 2007 Dowling Assoc. Licensed to FEHR & PEERS,  S. MONICA 
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--------------------------------------------------------------------------------

--------------------------------------------------------------------------------

                      Level Of Service Computation Report                       

             2000 HCM Operations Method (Base Volume Alternative)               

********************************************************************************

Intersection #9 Henry St / Palani Rd                                            

********************************************************************************

Cycle (sec):         100                Critical Vol./Cap.(X):         0.732

Loss Time (sec):       9 (Y+R=4.0 sec)  Average Delay (sec/veh):        25.2

Optimal Cycle:        56                Level Of Service:                  C

********************************************************************************

Street Name:             Henry St                         Palani Rd             

Approach:      North Bound      South Bound       East Bound       West Bound   

Movement:     L  -  T  -  R    L  -  T  -  R    L  -  T  -  R    L  -  T  -  R  

------------|---------------||---------------||---------------||---------------|

Control:         Permitted        Permitted       Protected        Protected  

Rights:            Ovl              Ovl              Ovl              Ovl        

Min. Green:     0    0     0     0    0     0     0    0     0     0    0     0 

Lanes:        1  0  2  0  1    1  0  2  0  1    1  0  1  1  0    2  0  1  1  0  

------------|---------------||---------------||---------------||---------------|

Volume Module:

Base Vol:     145  494   624    54  480   187   315  223    45   939  798    37 

Growth Adj:  1.00 1.00  1.00  1.00 1.00  1.00  1.00 1.00  1.00  1.00 1.00  1.00 

Initial Bse:  145  494   624    54  480   187   315  223    45   939  798    37 

User Adj:    1.00 1.00  1.00  1.00 1.00  1.00  1.00 1.00  1.00  1.00 1.00  1.00 

PHF Adj:     0.95 0.95  0.95  0.95 0.95  0.95  0.95 0.95  0.95  0.95 0.95  0.95 

PHF Volume:   153  520   657    57  505   197   332  235    47   988  840    39 

Reduct Vol:     0    0     0     0    0     0     0    0     0     0    0     0 

Reduced Vol:  153  520   657    57  505   197   332  235    47   988  840    39 

PCE Adj:     1.00 1.00  1.00  1.00 1.00  1.00  1.00 1.00  1.00  1.00 1.00  1.00 

MLF Adj:     1.00 1.00  1.00  1.00 1.00  1.00  1.00 1.00  1.00  1.00 1.00  1.00 

FinalVolume:  153  520   657    57  505   197   332  235    47   988  840    39 

------------|---------------||---------------||---------------||---------------|

Saturation Flow Module:

Sat/Lane:    1900 1900  1900  1900 1900  1900  1900 1900  1900  1900 1900  1900 

Adjustment:  0.34 0.95  0.85  0.33 0.95  0.85  0.95 0.93  0.93  0.92 0.94  0.94 

Lanes:       1.00 2.00  1.00  1.00 2.00  1.00  1.00 1.66  0.34  2.00 1.91  0.09 

Final Sat.:   642 3610  1615   623 3610  1615  1805 2929   591  3502 3426   159 

------------|---------------||---------------||---------------||---------------|

Capacity Analysis Module:

Vol/Sat:     0.24 0.14  0.41  0.09 0.14  0.12  0.18 0.08  0.08  0.28 0.25  0.25 

Crit Moves:  ****                              ****                  ****      

Green/Cycle: 0.32 0.32  0.78  0.32 0.32  0.58  0.25 0.13  0.13  0.46 0.33  0.33 

Volume/Cap:  0.73 0.44  0.52  0.28 0.43  0.21  0.73 0.62  0.62  0.62 0.73  0.73 

Uniform Del: 29.9 26.7   4.1  25.1 26.5  10.3  34.4 41.2  41.2  20.6 29.3  29.3 

IncremntDel: 12.5  0.3   0.4   0.8  0.3   0.1   6.1  2.6   2.6   0.7  2.4   2.4 

InitQueuDel:  0.0  0.0   0.0   0.0  0.0   0.0   0.0  0.0   0.0   0.0  0.0   0.0 

Delay Adj:   1.00 1.00  1.00  1.00 1.00  1.00  1.00 1.00  1.00  1.00 1.00  1.00 

Delay/Veh:   42.5 26.9   4.5  25.9 26.8  10.4  40.5 43.8  43.8  21.4 31.7  31.7 

User DelAdj: 1.00 1.00  1.00  1.00 1.00  1.00  1.00 1.00  1.00  1.00 1.00  1.00 

AdjDel/Veh:  42.5 26.9   4.5  25.9 26.8  10.4  40.5 43.8  43.8  21.4 31.7  31.7 

LOS by Move:    D    C     A     C    C     B     D    D     D     C    C     C 

HCM2kAvgQ:      6    7     8     2    7     3    11    5     5    12   14    14 

********************************************************************************

Note: Queue reported is the number of cars per lane.

********************************************************************************

  Traffix 7.9.0415 (c) 2007 Dowling Assoc. Licensed to FEHR & PEERS,  S. MONICA 
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--------------------------------------------------------------------------------

--------------------------------------------------------------------------------

                      Level Of Service Computation Report                       

             2000 HCM Operations Method (Base Volume Alternative)               

********************************************************************************

Intersection #10 Queen Kaahumanu Hwy / Henry St                                 

********************************************************************************

Cycle (sec):         100                Critical Vol./Cap.(X):         0.778

Loss Time (sec):       0 (Y+R=4.0 sec)  Average Delay (sec/veh):        25.4

Optimal Cycle:       103                Level Of Service:                  C

********************************************************************************

Street Name:       Queen Kaahumanu Hwy                     Henry St             

Approach:      North Bound      South Bound       East Bound       West Bound   

Movement:     L  -  T  -  R    L  -  T  -  R    L  -  T  -  R    L  -  T  -  R  

------------|---------------||---------------||---------------||---------------|

Control:       Prot+Permit      Prot+Permit       Protected        Protected  

Rights:            Ovl              Ovl             Include           Ovl        

Min. Green:     0    0     0     0    0     0     0    0     0     0    0     0 

Lanes:        1  0  2  0  1    1  0  3  0  1    1  0  2  0  1    2  0  1  0  1  

------------|---------------||---------------||---------------||---------------|

Volume Module:

Base Vol:     226 1322   876   119  981    35    27  373    30   714  488    75 

Growth Adj:  1.00 1.00  1.00  1.00 1.00  1.00  1.00 1.00  1.00  1.00 1.00  1.00 

Initial Bse:  226 1322   876   119  981    35    27  373    30   714  488    75 

User Adj:    1.00 1.00  1.00  1.00 1.00  1.00  1.00 1.00  1.00  1.00 1.00  1.00 

PHF Adj:     0.95 0.95  0.95  0.95 0.95  0.95  0.95 0.95  0.95  0.95 0.95  0.95 

PHF Volume:   238 1392   922   125 1033    37    28  393    32   752  514    79 

Reduct Vol:     0    0     0     0    0     0     0    0     0     0    0     0 

Reduced Vol:  238 1392   922   125 1033    37    28  393    32   752  514    79 

PCE Adj:     1.00 1.00  1.00  1.00 1.00  1.00  1.00 1.00  1.00  1.00 1.00  1.00 

MLF Adj:     1.00 1.00  1.00  1.00 1.00  1.00  1.00 1.00  1.00  1.00 1.00  1.00 

FinalVolume:  238 1392   922   125 1033    37    28  393    32   752  514    79 

------------|---------------||---------------||---------------||---------------|

Saturation Flow Module:

Sat/Lane:    1900 1900  1900  1900 1900  1900  1900 1900  1900  1900 1900  1900 

Adjustment:  0.95 0.95  0.85  0.95 0.91  0.85  0.95 0.95  0.85  0.92 1.00  0.85 

Lanes:       1.00 2.00  1.00  1.00 3.00  1.00  1.00 2.00  1.00  2.00 1.00  1.00 

Final Sat.:  1805 3610  1615  1805 5187  1615  1805 3610  1615  3502 1900  1615 

------------|---------------||---------------||---------------||---------------|

Capacity Analysis Module:

Vol/Sat:     0.13 0.39  0.57  0.07 0.20  0.02  0.02 0.11  0.02  0.21 0.27  0.05 

Crit Moves:       ****        ****                  ****        ****           

Green/Cycle: 0.58 0.50  0.77  0.44 0.35  0.37  0.02 0.14  0.14  0.28 0.39  0.48 

Volume/Cap:  0.46 0.78  0.74  0.53 0.57  0.06  0.69 0.78  0.14  0.78 0.69  0.10 

Uniform Del: 12.4 20.7   6.1  20.1 26.2  20.0  48.5 41.5  37.7  33.4 25.3  14.1 

IncremntDel:  0.6  2.2   2.4   2.2  0.4   0.0  39.3  7.6   0.3   4.1  2.7   0.1 

InitQueuDel:  0.0  0.0   0.0   0.0  0.0   0.0   0.0  0.0   0.0   0.0  0.0   0.0 

Delay Adj:   1.00 1.00  1.00  1.00 1.00  1.00  1.00 1.00  1.00  1.00 1.00  1.00 

Delay/Veh:   13.0 23.0   8.5  22.3 26.7  20.1  87.8 49.1  38.0  37.5 28.0  14.2 

User DelAdj: 1.00 1.00  1.00  1.00 1.00  1.00  1.00 1.00  1.00  1.00 1.00  1.00 

AdjDel/Veh:  13.0 23.0   8.5  22.3 26.7  20.1  87.8 49.1  38.0  37.5 28.0  14.2 

LOS by Move:    B    C     A     C    C     C     F    D     D     D    C     B 

HCM2kAvgQ:      5   20    16     4   10     1     2    8     1    13   14     1 

********************************************************************************

Note: Queue reported is the number of cars per lane.

********************************************************************************

  Traffix 7.9.0415 (c) 2007 Dowling Assoc. Licensed to FEHR & PEERS,  S. MONICA 
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--------------------------------------------------------------------------------

--------------------------------------------------------------------------------

                      Level Of Service Computation Report                       

             2000 HCM Operations Method (Base Volume Alternative)               

********************************************************************************

Intersection #8 Kamakaeha Ave / Palani Rd                                       

********************************************************************************

Cycle (sec):         100                Critical Vol./Cap.(X):         0.660

Loss Time (sec):       6 (Y+R=4.0 sec)  Average Delay (sec/veh):         9.3

Optimal Cycle:        38                Level Of Service:                  A

********************************************************************************

Street Name:          Kamakaeha Ave                       Palani Rd             

Approach:      North Bound      South Bound       East Bound       West Bound   

Movement:     L  -  T  -  R    L  -  T  -  R    L  -  T  -  R    L  -  T  -  R  

------------|---------------||---------------||---------------||---------------|

Control:       Split Phase      Split Phase        Permitted        Permitted 

Rights:           Include          Include          Include          Ignore      

Min. Green:     0    0     0     0    0     0     0    0     0     0    0     0 

Lanes:        0  0  0  0  0    1  0  0  0  1    0  0  2  0  0    0  0  1  0  1  

------------|---------------||---------------||---------------||---------------|

Volume Module:

Base Vol:       0    0     0   154    0   132     0 1081     0     0  957   195 

Growth Adj:  1.00 1.00  1.00  1.00 1.00  1.00  1.00 1.00  1.00  1.00 1.00  1.00 

Initial Bse:    0    0     0   154    0   132     0 1081     0     0  957   195 

User Adj:    1.00 1.00  1.00  1.00 1.00  1.00  1.00 1.00  1.00  1.00 1.00  0.00 

PHF Adj:     0.95 0.95  0.95  0.95 0.95  0.95  0.95 0.95  0.95  0.95 0.95  0.00 

PHF Volume:     0    0     0   162    0   139     0 1138     0     0 1007     0 

Reduct Vol:     0    0     0     0    0     0     0    0     0     0    0     0 

Reduced Vol:    0    0     0   162    0   139     0 1138     0     0 1007     0 

PCE Adj:     1.00 1.00  1.00  1.00 1.00  1.00  1.00 1.00  1.00  1.00 1.00  0.00 

MLF Adj:     1.00 1.00  1.00  1.00 1.00  1.00  1.00 1.00  1.00  1.00 1.00  0.00 

FinalVolume:    0    0     0   162    0   139     0 1138     0     0 1007     0 

------------|---------------||---------------||---------------||---------------|

Saturation Flow Module:

Sat/Lane:    1900 1900  1900  1900 1900  1900  1900 1900  1900  1900 1900  1900 

Adjustment:  1.00 1.00  1.00  0.95 1.00  0.85  1.00 0.95  1.00  1.00 1.00  1.00 

Lanes:       0.00 0.00  0.00  1.00 0.00  1.00  0.00 2.00  0.00  0.00 1.00  1.00 

Final Sat.:     0    0     0  1805    0  1615     0 3610     0     0 1900  1900 

------------|---------------||---------------||---------------||---------------|

Capacity Analysis Module:

Vol/Sat:     0.00 0.00  0.00  0.09 0.00  0.09  0.00 0.32  0.00  0.00 0.53  0.00 

Crit Moves:                   ****                                   ****      

Green/Cycle: 0.00 0.00  0.00  0.14 0.00  0.14  0.00 0.80  0.00  0.00 0.80  0.00 

Volume/Cap:  0.00 0.00  0.00  0.66 0.00  0.63  0.00 0.39  0.00  0.00 0.66  0.00 

Uniform Del:  0.0  0.0   0.0  41.0  0.0  40.8   0.0  2.8   0.0   0.0  4.1   0.0 

IncremntDel:  0.0  0.0   0.0   6.5  0.0   5.8   0.0  0.1   0.0   0.0  1.1   0.0 

InitQueuDel:  0.0  0.0   0.0   0.0  0.0   0.0   0.0  0.0   0.0   0.0  0.0   0.0 

Delay Adj:   0.00 0.00  0.00  1.00 0.00  1.00  0.00 1.00  0.00  0.00 1.00  0.00 

Delay/Veh:    0.0  0.0   0.0  47.5  0.0  46.7   0.0  2.9   0.0   0.0  5.2   0.0 

User DelAdj: 1.00 1.00  1.00  1.00 1.00  1.00  1.00 1.00  1.00  1.00 1.00  1.00 

AdjDel/Veh:   0.0  0.0   0.0  47.5  0.0  46.7   0.0  2.9   0.0   0.0  5.2   0.0 

LOS by Move:    A    A     A     D    A     D     A    A     A     A    A     A 

HCM2kAvgQ:      0    0     0     6    0     5     0    5     0     0   14     0 

********************************************************************************

Note: Queue reported is the number of cars per lane.

********************************************************************************
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--------------------------------------------------------------------------------

--------------------------------------------------------------------------------

                      Level Of Service Computation Report                       

             2000 HCM Operations Method (Base Volume Alternative)               

********************************************************************************

Intersection #9 Henry St / Palani Rd                                            

********************************************************************************

Cycle (sec):         100                Critical Vol./Cap.(X):         0.948

Loss Time (sec):       9 (Y+R=4.0 sec)  Average Delay (sec/veh):        39.1

Optimal Cycle:       136                Level Of Service:                  D

********************************************************************************

Street Name:             Henry St                         Palani Rd             

Approach:      North Bound      South Bound       East Bound       West Bound   

Movement:     L  -  T  -  R    L  -  T  -  R    L  -  T  -  R    L  -  T  -  R  

------------|---------------||---------------||---------------||---------------|

Control:         Permitted        Permitted       Protected        Protected  

Rights:            Ovl              Ovl              Ovl              Ovl        

Min. Green:     0    0     0     0    0     0     0    0     0     0    0     0 

Lanes:        1  0  1  0  1    1  0  2  0  1    1  0  1  1  0    2  0  1  1  0  

------------|---------------||---------------||---------------||---------------|

Volume Module:

Base Vol:     125  653   588    43  638   265   473  567   175   720  704    59 

Growth Adj:  1.00 1.00  1.00  1.00 1.00  1.00  1.00 1.00  1.00  1.00 1.00  1.00 

Initial Bse:  125  653   588    43  638   265   473  567   175   720  704    59 

User Adj:    1.00 1.00  1.00  1.00 1.00  1.00  1.00 1.00  1.00  1.00 1.00  1.00 

PHF Adj:     0.95 0.95  0.95  0.95 0.95  0.95  0.95 0.95  0.95  0.95 0.95  0.95 

PHF Volume:   132  687   619    45  672   279   498  597   184   758  741    62 

Reduct Vol:     0    0     0     0    0     0     0    0     0     0    0     0 

Reduced Vol:  132  687   619    45  672   279   498  597   184   758  741    62 

PCE Adj:     1.00 1.00  1.00  1.00 1.00  1.00  1.00 1.00  1.00  1.00 1.00  1.00 

MLF Adj:     1.00 1.00  1.00  1.00 1.00  1.00  1.00 1.00  1.00  1.00 1.00  1.00 

FinalVolume:  132  687   619    45  672   279   498  597   184   758  741    62 

------------|---------------||---------------||---------------||---------------|

Saturation Flow Module:

Sat/Lane:    1900 1900  1900  1900 1900  1900  1900 1900  1900  1900 1900  1900 

Adjustment:  0.28 1.00  0.85  0.11 0.95  0.85  0.95 0.92  0.92  0.92 0.94  0.94 

Lanes:       1.00 1.00  1.00  1.00 2.00  1.00  1.00 1.53  0.47  2.00 1.85  0.15 

Final Sat.:   542 1900  1615   200 3610  1615  1805 2662   822  3502 3291   276 

------------|---------------||---------------||---------------||---------------|

Capacity Analysis Module:

Vol/Sat:     0.24 0.36  0.38  0.23 0.19  0.17  0.28 0.22  0.22  0.22 0.23  0.23 

Crit Moves:       ****                         ****                  ****      

Green/Cycle: 0.38 0.38  0.64  0.38 0.38  0.67  0.29 0.27  0.27  0.26 0.24  0.24 

Volume/Cap:  0.64 0.95  0.60  0.59 0.49  0.26  0.95 0.83  0.83  0.83 0.95  0.95 

Uniform Del: 25.3 30.0  10.4  24.7 23.5   6.5  34.7 34.5  34.5  35.0 37.5  37.5 

IncremntDel:  6.5 21.6   1.0  12.1  0.3   0.1  26.8  6.5   6.5   6.7 19.4  19.4 

InitQueuDel:  0.0  0.0   0.0   0.0  0.0   0.0   0.0  0.0   0.0   0.0  0.0   0.0 

Delay Adj:   1.00 1.00  1.00  1.00 1.00  1.00  1.00 1.00  1.00  1.00 1.00  1.00 

Delay/Veh:   31.7 51.6  11.4  36.8 23.8   6.6  61.5 41.0  41.0  41.7 57.0  57.0 

User DelAdj: 1.00 1.00  1.00  1.00 1.00  1.00  1.00 1.00  1.00  1.00 1.00  1.00 

AdjDel/Veh:  31.7 51.6  11.4  36.8 23.8   6.6  61.5 41.0  41.0  41.7 57.0  57.0 

LOS by Move:    C    D     B     D    C     A     E    D     D     D    E     E 

HCM2kAvgQ:      4   26    11     2    8     3    20   14    14    14   18    18 

********************************************************************************

Note: Queue reported is the number of cars per lane.

********************************************************************************
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--------------------------------------------------------------------------------

--------------------------------------------------------------------------------

                      Level Of Service Computation Report                       

             2000 HCM Operations Method (Base Volume Alternative)               

********************************************************************************

Intersection #9 Henry St / Palani Rd                                            

********************************************************************************

Cycle (sec):         100                Critical Vol./Cap.(X):         0.873

Loss Time (sec):       9 (Y+R=4.0 sec)  Average Delay (sec/veh):        32.8

Optimal Cycle:        90                Level Of Service:                  C

********************************************************************************

Street Name:             Henry St                         Palani Rd             

Approach:      North Bound      South Bound       East Bound       West Bound   

Movement:     L  -  T  -  R    L  -  T  -  R    L  -  T  -  R    L  -  T  -  R  

------------|---------------||---------------||---------------||---------------|

Control:         Permitted        Permitted       Protected        Protected  

Rights:            Ovl              Ovl              Ovl              Ovl        

Min. Green:     0    0     0     0    0     0     0    0     0     0    0     0 

Lanes:        1  0  2  0  1    1  0  2  0  1    1  0  1  1  0    2  0  1  1  0  

------------|---------------||---------------||---------------||---------------|

Volume Module:

Base Vol:     125  653   588    43  638   265   473  567   175   720  704    59 

Growth Adj:  1.00 1.00  1.00  1.00 1.00  1.00  1.00 1.00  1.00  1.00 1.00  1.00 

Initial Bse:  125  653   588    43  638   265   473  567   175   720  704    59 

User Adj:    1.00 1.00  1.00  1.00 1.00  1.00  1.00 1.00  1.00  1.00 1.00  1.00 

PHF Adj:     0.95 0.95  0.95  0.95 0.95  0.95  0.95 0.95  0.95  0.95 0.95  0.95 

PHF Volume:   132  687   619    45  672   279   498  597   184   758  741    62 

Reduct Vol:     0    0     0     0    0     0     0    0     0     0    0     0 

Reduced Vol:  132  687   619    45  672   279   498  597   184   758  741    62 

PCE Adj:     1.00 1.00  1.00  1.00 1.00  1.00  1.00 1.00  1.00  1.00 1.00  1.00 

MLF Adj:     1.00 1.00  1.00  1.00 1.00  1.00  1.00 1.00  1.00  1.00 1.00  1.00 

FinalVolume:  132  687   619    45  672   279   498  597   184   758  741    62 

------------|---------------||---------------||---------------||---------------|

Saturation Flow Module:

Sat/Lane:    1900 1900  1900  1900 1900  1900  1900 1900  1900  1900 1900  1900 

Adjustment:  0.24 0.95  0.85  0.23 0.95  0.85  0.95 0.92  0.92  0.92 0.94  0.94 

Lanes:       1.00 2.00  1.00  1.00 2.00  1.00  1.00 1.53  0.47  2.00 1.85  0.15 

Final Sat.:   448 3610  1615   431 3610  1615  1805 2662   822  3502 3291   276 

------------|---------------||---------------||---------------||---------------|

Capacity Analysis Module:

Vol/Sat:     0.29 0.19  0.38  0.10 0.19  0.17  0.28 0.22  0.22  0.22 0.23  0.23 

Crit Moves:  ****                              ****                  ****      

Green/Cycle: 0.34 0.34  0.62  0.34 0.34  0.65  0.32 0.29  0.29  0.28 0.26  0.26 

Volume/Cap:  0.87 0.57  0.62  0.31 0.55  0.26  0.87 0.77  0.77  0.77 0.87  0.87 

Uniform Del: 31.2 27.2  11.8  24.6 27.1   7.3  32.3 32.3  32.3  32.9 35.5  35.5 

IncremntDel: 38.9  0.6   1.2   1.2  0.6   0.1  13.9  3.6   3.6   3.7  9.2   9.2 

InitQueuDel:  0.0  0.0   0.0   0.0  0.0   0.0   0.0  0.0   0.0   0.0  0.0   0.0 

Delay Adj:   1.00 1.00  1.00  1.00 1.00  1.00  1.00 1.00  1.00  1.00 1.00  1.00 

Delay/Veh:   70.1 27.9  13.0  25.9 27.6   7.5  46.2 35.9  35.9  36.6 44.8  44.8 

User DelAdj: 1.00 1.00  1.00  1.00 1.00  1.00  1.00 1.00  1.00  1.00 1.00  1.00 

AdjDel/Veh:  70.1 27.9  13.0  25.9 27.6   7.5  46.2 35.9  35.9  36.6 44.8  44.8 

LOS by Move:    E    C     B     C    C     A     D    D     D     D    D     D 

HCM2kAvgQ:      6   10    12     1    9     4    18   13    13    13   16    16 

********************************************************************************

Note: Queue reported is the number of cars per lane.

********************************************************************************
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--------------------------------------------------------------------------------

                      Level Of Service Computation Report                       

             2000 HCM Operations Method (Base Volume Alternative)               

********************************************************************************

Intersection #10 Queen Kaahumanu Hwy / Henry St                                 

********************************************************************************

Cycle (sec):         100                Critical Vol./Cap.(X):         0.945

Loss Time (sec):       0 (Y+R=4.0 sec)  Average Delay (sec/veh):        36.3

Optimal Cycle:       180                Level Of Service:                  D

********************************************************************************

Street Name:       Queen Kaahumanu Hwy                     Henry St             

Approach:      North Bound      South Bound       East Bound       West Bound   

Movement:     L  -  T  -  R    L  -  T  -  R    L  -  T  -  R    L  -  T  -  R  

------------|---------------||---------------||---------------||---------------|

Control:       Prot+Permit      Prot+Permit       Protected        Protected  

Rights:            Ovl              Ovl             Include           Ovl        

Min. Green:     0    0     0     0    0     0     0    0     0     0    0     0 

Lanes:        1  0  2  0  1    1  0  3  0  1    1  0  2  0  1    2  0  1  0  1  

------------|---------------||---------------||---------------||---------------|

Volume Module:

Base Vol:     204 1287   922   201 1772    80     3  575   129   949  512   217 

Growth Adj:  1.00 1.00  1.00  1.00 1.00  1.00  1.00 1.00  1.00  1.00 1.00  1.00 

Initial Bse:  204 1287   922   201 1772    80     3  575   129   949  512   217 

User Adj:    1.00 1.00  1.00  1.00 1.00  1.00  1.00 1.00  1.00  1.00 1.00  1.00 

PHF Adj:     0.95 0.95  0.95  0.95 0.95  0.95  0.95 0.95  0.95  0.95 0.95  0.95 

PHF Volume:   215 1355   971   212 1865    84     3  605   136   999  539   228 

Reduct Vol:     0    0     0     0    0     0     0    0     0     0    0     0 

Reduced Vol:  215 1355   971   212 1865    84     3  605   136   999  539   228 

PCE Adj:     1.00 1.00  1.00  1.00 1.00  1.00  1.00 1.00  1.00  1.00 1.00  1.00 

MLF Adj:     1.00 1.00  1.00  1.00 1.00  1.00  1.00 1.00  1.00  1.00 1.00  1.00 

FinalVolume:  215 1355   971   212 1865    84     3  605   136   999  539   228 

------------|---------------||---------------||---------------||---------------|

Saturation Flow Module:

Sat/Lane:    1900 1900  1900  1900 1900  1900  1900 1900  1900  1900 1900  1900 

Adjustment:  0.95 0.95  0.85  0.95 0.91  0.85  0.95 0.95  0.85  0.92 1.00  0.85 

Lanes:       1.00 2.00  1.00  1.00 3.00  1.00  1.00 2.00  1.00  2.00 1.00  1.00 

Final Sat.:  1805 3610  1615  1805 5187  1615  1805 3610  1615  3502 1900  1615 

------------|---------------||---------------||---------------||---------------|

Capacity Analysis Module:

Vol/Sat:     0.12 0.38  0.60  0.12 0.36  0.05  0.00 0.17  0.08  0.29 0.28  0.14 

Crit Moves:       ****        ****                  ****        ****           

Green/Cycle: 0.52 0.40  0.70  0.52 0.39  0.39  0.00 0.18  0.18  0.30 0.48  0.60 

Volume/Cap:  0.69 0.95  0.86  0.71 0.92  0.13  0.60 0.95  0.47  0.95 0.60  0.24 

Uniform Del: 22.0 29.1  11.4  13.3 28.9  19.3  49.8 40.7  36.9  34.1 19.2   9.3 

IncremntDel:  6.6 13.0   6.9   7.5  7.3   0.1 114.6 23.0   1.2  16.2  1.1   0.1 

InitQueuDel:  0.0  0.0   0.0   0.0  0.0   0.0   0.0  0.0   0.0   0.0  0.0   0.0 

Delay Adj:   1.00 1.00  1.00  1.00 1.00  1.00  1.00 1.00  1.00  1.00 1.00  1.00 

Delay/Veh:   28.6 42.1  18.2  20.8 36.2  19.4 164.4 63.6  38.2  50.3 20.2   9.4 

User DelAdj: 1.00 1.00  1.00  1.00 1.00  1.00  1.00 1.00  1.00  1.00 1.00  1.00 

AdjDel/Veh:  28.6 42.1  18.2  20.8 36.2  19.4 164.4 63.6  38.2  50.3 20.2   9.4 

LOS by Move:    C    D     B     C    D     B     F    E     D     D    C     A 

HCM2kAvgQ:      6   26    25     7   24     2     1   14     4    20   12     3 

********************************************************************************

Note: Queue reported is the number of cars per lane.

********************************************************************************
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APPENDIX D: 
PLANNED FUTURE ROADWAY NETWORK IN THE PROJECT VICINITY 





APPENDIX F 

Noise Study 























































































APPENDIX G 

National Historic Preservation Act Section 106 
Consultations, Correspondence, and 

Draft Memorandum of Agreement 



APPENDIX G-1 

Consultation Meeting Minutes 



 M E M O R A N D U M  
 

TO: FROM: 
Pat Phung, FHWA; Nancy McMahan, SHPD; 
Theresa Donham, SHPD; Robert Sun, HDOT; 
Bobby Command, Hawai‘i County Mayor’s 
Office; Ben Ishii, Hawai‘i County DOW; Galen 
Kubo, Hawai‘i County DPW; Gary Yamamoto, 
DOT; David Shideler, Cultural Surveys Hawai‘i; 
Paul Cleghorn, Pacific Legacy  

Lesley Matsumoto 

COMPANY: DATE: 
(see above) April 14, 2009 

SUBJECT: JOB NUMBER/REFERENCE NUMBER: 
Ane Keohokalole Mid-Level Highway Project -- 
Meeting Minutes from Initial Section 106 
Consultation with SHPO on April 13, 2009 

2006.73.0300 

  
I. INTRODUCTIONS 
  
Meeting participants introduced themselves and included all in this distribution and cc’d.  
 
II. OPENING REMARKS 
 

A. Bobby Command – described importance of project to County 
 

B. Pat Phung 
a. Federal funding would be under American Recovery and Reinvestment Act of 2009 

(ARRA) 
b. High-risk project for FHWA 

 
III. PROJECT EVOLUTION (Lesley Matsumoto) 
 

A. Original alignment was defined by Phase I and IA (part of handout) and was a County-
funded project. Working Draft Environmental Assessment therefore only satisfies HRS 
Chapter 343. 
 

B. Early in 2009, project was considered for Federal funding under the ARRA (“Federal 
stimulus”) and as a result the project needs to satisfy Federal requirements and therefore 
the EA will also comply with the National Environmental Policy Act (NEPA). Most 
recently, an additional segment – Palani-Kamaka‘eha – is being considered under the 
Federal action. 
 

C. The “Candidate State & County Highway Projects to Use Federal Recovery Funds” list 
(part of handout) was used to illustrate the substantial estimated fee for the Ane 
Keohokalole project as compared to other State and county projects. 

Belt Collins Hawaii Ltd. | 2153 North King Street, Suite 200 | Honolulu, HI 96819-4554  USA 
Tel: 808.521.5361 | Fax: 808.538.7819 | www.beltcollins.com | honolulu@beltcollins.com 
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IV. ARCHAEOLOGICAL DISCUSSION 
 

A. Lesley Matsumoto – Referenced the April 8, 2009 archaeological summary memo and 
focused concern over the NRHP-eligible sites (Great Wall of Kuakini and Kona Field 
System) and possibly implications of DOT Section 4(f) applicability. 
 

B. Theresa Donham 
a. Explained that the Kona Field System boundary shown in the hand-out provided by 

BCH may represent the one used to nominate the area on the NRHP, but that it 
should be known that the boundary is not fixed/finite. Rather, the boundary is subject 
to changes as more archaeology is discovered; hence, the makai boundary doesn’t 
enclose the region completely. The Kona Field System is broad; more important are 
the pockets within the Kona Field System that are worthy of preservation, which is 
why the “historic preserve” on QLT property on the southern-makai part of the 
proposed alignment should be of focus. 

b. Preserve boundary has been established, even though it doesn’t seem to be 
acknowledged, e.g., PHRI’s report for this project. 

c. Sites such as Site 13384 are more significant within a preserve area than individually. 
d. Corridor south of Palani (between Kamaka‘eha and Henry streets) will need an 

archaeological inventory survey. 
 

C. Paul Cleghorn – QLT has asked Pacific Legacy to check area of concern. Field effort 
expected to be completed within two weeks. 
 

D. David Shideler – Belt Collins asked Cultural Surveys Hawai‘i to provide proposal for 
100-foot-wide corridor measured from the edge of the south side of existing Palani Street 
pavement, between Kamaka‘eha and Henry streets. Attempt will be made to complete 
field effort within two weeks. 

 
V. SUMMARY OF IMMEDIATE ACTION ITEMS 
 

A. Pacific Legacy to complete field efforts within two weeks. This effort is expected to 
provide “scientific” justification for mauka preservation area boundary on QLT property. 
 

B. Cultural Surveys Hawai‘i to complete field efforts in two weeks (however, Cultural 
Surveys Hawai‘i still needs to obtain reports and determine anticipated extent of effort). 
 

C. FHWA and BCH to distribute letters under NHPA Section 106 to consulting parties as 
soon as possible. 
 

D. At present, it is too early to determine if Section 4(f) applies to this project or not. 
 
cc: Cary Kondo, BCH 
 Richard Abe, BCH 
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TO: FROM: 
Pat Phung, FHWA; Bobby Command, Hawai‘i 
County Mayor’s Office; Warren Lee, Hawai‘i 
County DPW; Bobbi-Jean Leithead-Todd, 
Hawai‘i County Planning Dept; Cary Kondo, 
BCH; Richard Abe, BCH 

Lesley Matsumoto 

COMPANY: DATE: 
(see above) April 29, 2009 

SUBJECT: JOB NUMBER/REFERENCE NUMBER: 
Ane Keohokalele Mid-Level Highway Project -- 
Meeting Minutes from Consultation with NPS 
Kaloko-Honokohau NHP on April 14, 2009 

2006.73.0300 

  
I. INTRODUCTIONS 
  

A. Introduction of meeting participants: 
 

Name Organization Email   

Geri Bell National Park Service (NPS) 
Kaloko-Honokohau National 
Historic Park (NHP) 

geri_bell@NPS.gov 

Greg Lind SOL-Dept of the Interior, 
Office of the Solicitor 

gregory.lind@sol.doi.gov 

Sallie Beavers NPS sallie_beavers@nps.gov 
Bobby 
Command 

Mayor’s Office bcommand@co.hawaii.hi.us 

Warren Lee COH-DPW WLEE@co.hawaii.hi.us 
Bobbi-Jean 
Leithead-Todd 

COH-Planning (not provided) 

Cary Kondo Belt Collins Hawaii (BCH) ckondo@beltcollins.com 
Lesley 
Matsumoto 

BCH lmatsumoto@beltcollins.com 

 
B. Purpose of meeting:  consultation on behalf of the Federal Highway 

Administration, State of Hawai‘i Department of Transportation, and the County 
of Hawai‘i. 

 
II. PROJECT DESCRIPTION (Lesley Matsumoto) 
 

A. Original alignment was defined by Phase I and IA (part of handout) and was a 
County-funded project. 
 

Belt Collins Hawaii Ltd. | 2153 North King Street, Suite 200 | Honolulu, HI 96819-4554  USA 
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B. Early in 2009, project was considered for Federal funding under the American 
Recovery and Reinvestment Act of 2009 (“Federal Stimulus”) and as a result the 
project needs to satisfy Federal requirements, including the National 
Environmental Policy Act (NEPA) and the National Historic Preservation Act 
(NHPA) Section 106. An additional segment – Palani/Kamakaeha Road 
Intersection – is now being considered under the Federal action (as illustrated in 
handout showing road segments). To meet the ARRA schedule, the EA process 
must be completed prior to October 31, 2009. 
 

C. The “Candidate State & County Highway Projects to Use Federal Recovery 
Funds” list (part of handout) was used to illustrate the magnitude of the Ane 
Keohokalole Highway project as compared to other State and county projects. 
 

III. DISCUSSION 
 

A. NPS:  Did not have any objections specific to the road project. The basic concern 
of NPS is the impact development would have on the anchialine ponds. The 
anchialine ponds are a result of fresh ground water flowing to the coastline 
resulting in the brackish water needed to support the ponds. Anything that would 
upset this balance is a concern. 
 
Development will result in drilling wells in the high level aquifer which may 
result in a reduction of the flow to the basal aquifer. This reduction can result in 
increasing salinity at the ponds. 
 
Development can result in more contaminants flowing into the groundwater. All 
contaminants may impact the groundwater quality and impact the ponds. 
 
The road itself may not directly impact the ponds, but the road will support 
development which would impact the ponds. The future development not the 
road is the larger concern. 
 
NPS lobbied to have the County place more conditions to assist with the 
protection and preservation of the ponds. County Planning agreed to consider. 

 
B. NPS:  What would be the water source for the project? 

a. BCH:  Potable water and then reclaimed R1 when it becomes available in 
2012. 

b. BCH:  Stormwater first flush would be treated in a bioswale. Additional 
runoff would be directed to drywells.   The bioswale would consist of mixed 
media (e.g., 2-in mulch, 12-18” 60% organic/40% sand mixture) to reduce 
infiltration rate. The alternative would be at packaged treatment unit at each 
drywell. 
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C. NPS: Has no preference but recommends the EA contain specific information on 
the design and performance of the treatments system proposed.  Need to have 
design of bioswale in place to be able to evaluate and make a determination 
regarding potential impacts. Need to address cumulative impacts of regional 
development that will be allowed by the proposed action. 
a. BCH:  EA is not planning on including a regional hydrological study. 
b. NPS:  Study not required, but concerns need to be addressed. 
 

D. NPS:  USGS is looking at dry wells and identifying threats.  The results of this 
study are not expected until 2010. 
 

E. NPS:  NPS protects public trust resources (water for everyone and water for 
ecosystem). 
 

F. County:  substantial users of pesticides, nutrients, etc. are residences, not 
commercial users, but controls are focused on commercial users. 
 

G. NPS:  In general, the concern is the impact of non-point sources of pollution and 
water consumption. 
 

IV. SUMMARY OF CONCERNS 
 

A. Draft EA needs to address groundwater concerns by:  (1) providing as much 
specificity of the bioswale design as possible (not just concept) and documenting 
effectiveness of the design based on literature, and (2) addressing cumulative 
impacts. 
 

B. To protect groundwater resources at Koloko-Honokohau, there may a need to 
address the concerns of cumulative impacts on a regional level, not just a few 
developments here and there and not just project-by-project. 
 

V. OTHER 
 

A. NPS mailed letter on April 14, 2009, regarding Cultural Impact Assessment 
conducted by Cultural Surveys Hawai‘i for this project. 
 

B. NPS (Geri Bell) reviewed draft list of parties to be consulted under the NHPA 
Section 106 process and provided input April 14, 2009. 
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TO: FROM: 
Distribution (all listed in Sign-in Sheet, attached) Lesley Matsumoto 

COMPANY: DATE: 
(see attached) May 12, 2009 

SUBJECT: JOB NUMBER/REFERENCE NUMBER: 
Ane Keohokalole Mid-Level Highway Project -- 
Meeting Minutes from On-going Section 106 
Consultation with SHPO on May 8, 2009 

2006.73.0300 

  
I. INTRODUCTIONS 
 

Meeting participants introduced themselves. Participant list and contact information in sign-
in sheet, attached. 

 
II. OPENING REMARKS 
 

A. County of Hawai‘i (Warren Lee) – Emphasized the need to do things right with 
respect to archaeological sites in project area and the desire to obtain general 
concurrence with all involved. 
 

B. FHWA (Pat Phung) – Meeting objectives 
a. To finally meet Theresa in person 
b. To develop approach to complete the Section 106 process 
c. To identify terminology, e.g., preserve 

 
III. SUMMARY OF FINDINGS SINCE APRIL 13, 2009 
 

A. South of Palani Road (David Shideler, Cultural Surveys Hawai‘I [CSH]) 
a. 100-foot-wide corridor 
b. Total of 3 sites; 31 features 
c. No indication of human skeletal remains 
d. CSH is well along in producing report 
 

B. Proposed Ane Keohokalole Corridor between Kealakehe Parkway and historic 
preserve area (David Shideler, CSH) 
a. 400-foot-wide proposed Ane Keohokalole corridor from Puohulihuli to 

approximately 300 meters north of Palani  
b. Area previously surveyed by others 
c. 6 archaeological features (most modified depressions previously found) 
d. one site contained human skeletal remains: 50 feet mauka of centerline, 

approximately 400 meters north of Palani Road 
e. Report anticipated in one week 
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C. Burial discussions 
a. SHPD usually goes along with Burial Council recommendations, e.g., buffers for 

burials 
b. BTP doesn’t go to Burial Council until SHPD approves archaeological inventory 

survey 
c. Next Burial Council meeting is in May, every 3rd Thursday 
d. Objective is to avoid burials by realigning proposed roadway 
e. Area of Potential Effect (APE) still needs to be defined 

i.  because of known archaeology in the proposed project area, the approach 
has always been to use a 400-foot-wide study corridor to identify project 
area or APE 

ii. APE will include 120-foot right-of-way (ROW) and construction staging 
areas 

f. Burial Council will want to understand context and adjacent uses; be ready to 
identify distances between any burials found  

g. Need to justify that burial is not likely to be affected 
h. Be prepared to present current alignment and proposed mitigative alignment 
i. To get on Hawai‘i Island Burial Council agenda, need to submit request by 

Monday, via Analu Josephides 
j. Considering that one of the largest lava tube complexes is in the project area, it is 

surprising that no evidence of cultural use was found in the survey area; only 
signs of contemporary use were observed 

k. CSH expected more burial findings 
l. SHPD asked if certain area was tested for potential burials; CSH will find out and 

get back to SHPD. Moreover, CSH will pursue additional investigation and 
testing. 

m. CSH advised that a publication be made in the Office of Hawaiian Affairs 
(OHA’s) Ka Wai Ola, and that to meet the June publication, it needs to be 
submitted within a week 

n. SHPD (Analu Josephides) can provide names of families in the project area 
o. SHPD advised that a Burial Treatment Plan would be needed for the site closer to 

Palani Road, but one would not be needed for the one closer to Hina Lani Street 
(off the mauka study corridor no longer being considered for this proposed 
project) 

i. FHWA advised that team proceed with BTP 
ii. SHPD advised that access to any burial sites be considered in plan 

p. CSH suggested that an archaeological monitoring program be appropriate in the 
lava tube area; makai area of tube is likely to contain burials 
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D. Proposed Ane Keohokalole Corridor from Palani Road to approximately 300 meters 
northward (Paul Cleghorn, Pacific Legacy Inc.[PLI]) 
a. Conducted vegetative clearing 
b. Confirmed and identified a total of 23 sites (approximately 150 features) 

i. Mounds identified as features were not recorded in previous 
archaeological inventory surveys, say in the 1990 period, as it wasn’t the 
practice to do so 

ii. 6 habitation sites; remaining were agricultural 
iii. TO15 – large sinkhole with lava tubes 
iv. Tested 4 stone mounds; none was a burial 
v. An interesting site required 6 people, 3 days to remove rocks evidently 

used to seal entryway; no burial found 
vi. Site 13384 (T-007,A) needs testing, along with T-003 (A&C), T-006 (F), 

and T-017 (A) 
vii. SHPD indicated that Site 13384 was not adequately addressed in PHRI’s 

revised AIS (or letter addressing same) 
 

E. SHPD Summary of Testing Objectives 
a. Determines burials 
b. Determines whether additional data recovery needed 
c. For habitation sites, testing can provide information about function and period of 

use needed to suggest why people were present. All this is used to determine 
significance in archaeological inventory surveys. 

 
F. Information To Complete NHPA Section 106 Process 

a. PLI under contract to Belt Collins will conduct an archaeological reconnaissance 
of the area between the study corridor and the Kuakini Wall (within historic 
preserve) to provide contextual information needed to make determinations on 
findings 

b. Roadway alignment alternatives discussed  
c. SHPO needs significance assessments and recommended treatment from 

archaeologists to make decisions 
d. Possible mitigation under Section 106 process (FHWA) 

i. FHWA asked SHPO to help think about mitigation 
ii. There is a cap of $35 million for the project, but we don’t know how 

much of that can go toward mitigation 
iii. Federal stimulus will provide opportunities for preservation, education, 

and roadway design that can highlight archaeological features so that they 
serve as constant reminders of the historic nature of the area 

e. Consultations--Meeting with stakeholders planned for May 20, 2009 
f. Memorandum of Agreement (MOA)  

i. Signatories:  FHWA and SHPO [NPS also] 
ii. Concurring parties:  DOT, County, and QLT 
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V. SUMMARY OF ACTION ITEMS 
 

A. County to decide this afternoon whether to request to be on Hawai‘i Island Burial 
Council agenda for May 2009; need to sign-up with Analu by Monday (May 11, 2009 
at 11:00 a.m.) 
 

B. County to decide whether to publish in June edition of OHA’s Ka Wai Ola (need to 
submit within 1 week) 
 

C. Belt Collins to execute contract with PLI for archaeological inventory survey for field 
survey conducted by QLT in the proposed 400-foot corridor between Palani Road 
and approximately 300 meters north. 
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TO: FROM: 
Pat Phung, FHWA; Cary Kondo, BCH Lesley Matsumoto 

COMPANY: DATE: 
(see above) May 14, 2009 

SUBJECT: JOB NUMBER/REFERENCE NUMBER: 
Ane Keohokalole Mid-Level Highway Project -- 
Meeting Minutes from Consultation with QLT 
and Forest City on May 14, 2009 

2006.73.0300 

  
I. INTRODUCTIONS 
  

A. Introduction of meeting participants: 
 

Name Organization Email   

LeeAnn Crabbe Queen Lili‘uokalani Trust (QLT) leeann@onipaa.org 

Michele Otake QLT Michele@onipaa.org 

Race Randall Forest City  racerandle@forestcity.net 

Pat Phung FHWA Pat.Phung@fhwa.dot.gov 

Richard Abe Belt Collins Hawaii (BCH) rabe@beltcollins.com 

Cary Kondo BCH ckondo@beltcollins.com 

Lesley Matsumoto BCH lmatsumoto@beltcollins.com 

 
B. Purpose of meeting:  To consult on behalf of the Federal Highway Administration, State 

of Hawai‘i Department of Transportation, and the County of Hawai‘i; ask for partnership 
as mitigation can affect landowners outside of the road construction area; and define 
framework of MOA. 

 
II. NHPA SECTION 106 PROCESS OVERVIEW (BCH) 
 
 A. Anticipate determination of adverse effect and therefore a MOA is needed 
 B. MOA signatories and concurring parties 

C. Required consulting parties, e.g., landowners, Office of Hawaiian Affairs, Burial 
Council, and other native Hawaiian organizations 

D. Opportunities:  e.g., federal funding via FHWA to help with mitigation measures 
stipulated in MOA 

E. Concerns:  e.g., obtaining the State Historic Preservation Officer’s (SHPO’s) signature on 
MOA within American Recovery and Reinvestment Act (ARRA) timeframe 
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III. MITIGATION/DISCUSSION 
 

A. FHWA 
a. FHWA finds maintenance challenging and avoids it 
b. MOA would be between FHWA and the State Historic Preservation Officer (SHPO) 

i. Landowners may have sub-MOA’s with County 
ii. Can establish steering committee requiring regular meetings during construction 

and post-construction for 5 years (meetings once per year at a minimum). This 
makes sure mitigation is occurring. Steering committee responsible parties could 
include QLT, HHFDC, Forest City, and County. 

c. FHWA prefers mitigation to occur during construction 
i. Mitigation would be part of construction contract, e.g., comfort station for QLT 

ii. If mitigation not part of construction contract, the County would have to provide 
money match 

 
B. QLT 

a. Priorities 
i. Fencing of Preserve boundary 

ii. Brush clearing (remove fountain grass): estimated cost is about $50K for rest of 
clearing 

iii. Archaeological inventory survey: estimated cost is about $300K (Pacific Legacy) 
iv. Preservation plan: estimated cost is about $30K 

1. trail system 
2. signage for features 

v. Focus on preservation and education 
1. artists to work with archaeologist to illustrate what the area might have 

looked like 
2. brochures 
3. increase security patrols 

b. Stakeholders:  beneficiaries (approximately 7,000 individual/year) 
c. Working on costs for interpretive preserve 
d. Preserve is a commitment within the Change of Zone document, approximately 20 

acres? Tie in preserve issue with next Change of Zone on Palani. 
e. QLT will take care of its own land, the Preserve. QLT doesn’t want to convey 

property to government. 
 

C. Forest City 
a. Forest City signed on with HHFDC approximately 1 month ago 
b. Asked archaeologist to look at 7.3-acre preserve site identified in EIS 
c. Mission:  build as many affordable homes as possible as quickly as possible 
d. Plans to be signatory party (per HHFDC) 
e. Preserve would be managed by homeowners association 
f. Preserve could be programmed into the community 
g. Any transfer of liability to government reduced cost to homeowners. Forest City will 

ask if HHFDC wants to subdivide 7.3-acre preserve. 
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TO: FROM: 
FHWA (Pat Phung), State of Hawai‘i (Stanley 
Tamura, Robert Sun), Hawai‘i County (Bobby 
Command, Warren Lee, Wally Lau), QLT 
(LeeAnn Crabbe, Michele Otake), PLI (Paul 
Cleghorn), Belt Collins (Cary Kondo) 

Lesley Matsumoto 

COMPANY: DATE: 
(see above) May 27, 2009 

SUBJECT: JOB NUMBER/REFERENCE NUMBER: 
Ane Keohokalole Mid-Level Highway Project -- 
Section 106 Consultations on May 20 & 21, 2009 

2006.73.0300 

  
National Historic Preservation Act (NHPA) Section 106 consultations occurred throughout May 20, 2009, 
in the lobby of the Mayor’s office. Sign-in sheets are attached. At 6 p.m., a meeting was held in the 
Liquor Control Conference Room and a presentation using PowerPoint was provided. On May 21, 2009, 
a presentation using PowerPoint was made to the Burial Council at the Na‘alehu Community Center for 
purposes of consultation. Meeting format was generally as follows:  
 

I. INTRODUCTIONS/PULE 
 

II. SUMMARY OF PROJECT  
 
A. Proposed Alignment 
B. History of Project 

1. Identified in 1990 EIS 
2. Critical component in the 2008 Kona Community Development Plan and 

subsequent County Ordinance 
3. Possibility of American Recovery & Reinvestment Act of 2009 Federal funds  

C. Federal Requirements, including National Historic Preservation Act Section 106 
 

III. NHPA SECTION 106 
 
A. Requirements 
B. Process leading to possible Memorandum of Agreement 
C. Possible MOA contents and opportunities in furtherance of understanding native 

Hawaiian history 
 

IV. SUMMARY OF ARCHAEOLOGY 
 
A. Surveyed corridors 
B. Summary of Cultural Surveys Hawai‘i findings 

1. Arch sites 
2. 4 burials 

C. Summary of Pacific Legacy Inc. findings (presented by Paul Cleghorn) 
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V. ALTERNATIVE ALIGNMENTS CONSIDERED 
 

VI. QUESTION, COMMENTS, DISCUSSION 
 
Meeting participants are identified in the attached sign-in sheets. Summaries of the questions, 
comments, and discussions from each of the meetings are presented below. 

 
1. 9:30 a.m. 
• Concerned about iwi 

o Need location of all iwi 
o Need archaeological monitors 
o Roads shouldn’t go over iwi; roads should go around 
o Leave iwi in place; don’t move 
o buffer should be measured from walls of burial chamber 

• Concerned about traffic diverted from Queen Ka‘ahumanu up mauka. Look at Queen 
Ka‘ahumanu before making new roads. 

• How soon is affordable development project coming in? Reply: within 2 years. 
 

2. 10:35 a.m. 
• Focus on first phase of project to make sure project goes through 
• Shouldn’t let one sweet potato farm stop project; doesn’t make sense 
• Important concern is iwi 

o Supports leaving burials as is and realigning highway 
o Need communication to overcome efficiently 
o Emphasize that inadvertent finds are likely 
o SHPD wants to hear from ohana; therefore, SHPD will listen to suggestions 

regarding treatment of inadvertent finds 
o In anticipation of inadvertent finds, look for place to relocate iwi prior to 

construction (Wally Lau) 
o Need to talk with lineal descendants, e.g., BTP for inadvertent finds 
o For Hokulia – inadvertent finds were treated as previously identified 

• Village 6 is closest stakeholder to proposed road 
• Bob McClean: found 2 burials on his property; went to Burial Council and has been 

maintaining them 
• Russel Paio (one of original owners in La‘i ‘Opua):  believes this is a good project 
• Need to provide summary of cultural and archaeology in the area studied by Cultural 

Surveys Hawaii [this comment resulted because handouts not provided; handouts of 
PowerPoint slides summarizing CSH findings were provided in subsequent meetings]. 
L.Matsumoto will provide copies of CSH summaries to parties participating in the 20 
May 2009 consultations. 

• What is “temporary habitation”? 
Action: L. Matsumoto to provide copies of CSH summaries to parties consulted on 20 

May 2009. 
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3. 12:00 p.m. 
• Concerned with CSH 3 (burial) 

o Moved iwi 
o Designate site for relocation of iwi 

• Look to Stanford Carr project for guidelines for crossing mauka-makai trail 
 

4. 1:00 p.m. 
• Will there be buffers between right-of-way (ROW) and land to side? Reply: no 
• Can the road be elevated over the trail for historic and living reasons? How much would 

it cost to construct road over trail? 
• 1892 law – provides rights to trails 
• Buffers for trail? Some developments go right into trail. 
• Trail is part of culture. Consider markers? 
• There have been problems with archaeologists working in Kona and specifically in 

Kaloko. Don’t like archaeologists recommending data recovery that leads to destruction 
of sites. This is not right. Certain archaeologists are taking funerary objects.  

• Dennis Hart would like copy of AIS to scrutinize it. 
• Main thing is to allow the path of the trail to continue. No re-routing and no breaks. 
• Consider consulting with Clement Chang. LMatsumoto indicated that Irv Kawashima, 

Clement’s supervisor, has been contacted. 
Action: L.Matsumoto to follow up with Irv Kawashima, Na Ala Hele, and Aric Arakawa, 

NPS.  
 

5. 2:00 p.m. 
• Concerned that 30-foot buffer for iwi is not sufficient 
• BTP with consultation  [Analu clarified process] 
• Elizabeth identified sisal factory (rope) in area 

o Makaeo is sacred preserve; wants to preserve 
• Concerned that families from area need to make decisions on burials 
• Burial terms 

o Previously identified 
o Inadvertent : SHPD makes determination on inadvertent finds. With Analu at 

SHPD, Analu believes kupuna and ohana in area should be consulted 
• AIS for corridor near Preserve: draft due by June 30, 2009. 
• Robert Lee: requested to see a copy of the AIS. 
Action: After landowner approvals, AIS will be provided to Robert Lee. 

 
6. 3:45 p.m. 
• First concern is burials: disposition and process 
• Why has there been a lapse in communication about this project between changes in 

County administrations? 
• Does QLT have a position regarding treatment of burials? 

o QLT reply:  remain in place, then implement BTP, but there is no hard and fast 
policy for disposition 
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o QLT reply: if relocation approved by Burial Council, QLT has offered to provide 
relocation site for Keahuolu ahupua‘a 

• Advocates NOT moving burials; wishes that inadvertent finds would remain in place 
• If QLT relocates on Queen’s land, that is a good place. Concern is for yanking burials 

and moving to “junk” places 
• Opportunities for federal funding 
• Work with kupuna and descendants with inadvertent finds 
• What is County’s plan for inadvertent finds, e.g., would redesign of the road be 

considered? Reply: The County is doing just that; with the archaeological survey 
information, which includes locations of burials, the engineers have realigned the road to 
avoid burials.  

• Consult with Jimmy Medeiros regarding “inadvertent finds” 
 

7. 4:30 p.m. 
• Keahuolu trail to HELCO (mauka) – “Trail to Makaeo” 
• Makai of Ane Keohokalole (“red terrace”) 
• How much longer will it take to complete the AIS for the sites in the proposed road 

corridor near Preserve? Reply: completing field work Friday, draft report by 30 June 
2009 

• Would like CIAs for corridor (Curtis Tyler) 
• Mauka-makai trail on Greenwell property 

o Inventory survey by Jennifer Robbins, CSH, 2000. Accepted by SHPD. 
 Preservation of portions of trail 
 Quarry area makai of project 

o Focus, consistent with SHPD 
 Set aside certain areas for preservation 
 South section hits King’s Trail 
 Consulted with Na Ala Hele for mauka portion 
 Makai of Makana(?): 2 burials; set aside 4 acres for cultural preservation. 

Sealed, gated burial site. Option for reinterment for additional finds on 
property. 

o Other longer-range planning documents being development that may affect trail. 
Can trail be excluded from the Section106 process? 

• Emerson 1888? – 2 major trails (Greenwell and Stanford Carr development properties) 
• Hawaiians with different perspectives need to get together and figure out what is pono 
• Road is needed (Curtis Tyler) 
• Be inclusive; don’t exclude 
• Draw in participation as the road is helpful for affordable homes. There are other good 

reasons. 
• Additional information regarding Section 106 consultation can be offered (Curtis Tyler) 
Action: L. Matsumoto to obtain additional information on trails, including Robbins 

(2000) report, and to contact Curtis Tyler to obtain more information for Section 
106 process.  
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8. 6:00 p.m.(Liquor Control Conference Room) 
• Can the MOA apply to areas outside of the ROW? Reply:  Yes. 
• Can landowners be obligated without consent? Reply:  No. 

Curtis Tyler: 
o OHA is conspicuously absent as a signatory. Concerned about appropriate 

representation. Reply: OHA has been invited to be a consulted party in the 
Section 106 process. 

o Who was sought out to be interviewed? Concern that SHPD doesn’t do an 
adequate job. HI Burial Council probably has best records; look at recognition 
list with Burial Council. 

o A lot of effort was put into the cultural resources section of the KCDP 
 Conservation and protection of cultural resources and traditional cultural 

properties 
 EA needs to reflect KCDP 

o This can be an opportunity 
o Area south of Palani and mauka of fire station was used as a dump in 1940s.  

• Charles Flaherty: What is the difference between an AIS and CIA? [Paul Cleghorn 
responded] 

• Aric Arakaki and Rick Gmirkin, National Park Service Ala Kahakai National Historic 
Trail:  Needs to catch a plane, but would like to consult and discuss. 

• Bo Kahui: 
o Get culture out from our garage so we can relive part of our culture 
o Here tonight so we can see a road built to give rise to our community, e.g., hula 

practice area (not in our garage) 
o Section 106 big issue is CSH 3 (burial) 

 Not lineal descendent, but a Native Hawaiian; need to respect “skeleton” 
 Is CSH 3 pre- or post-contact? Reply (Paul Cleghon): Didn’t do work, 

but believe it most likely to be pre-contact. 
 Will find interment area for Kealekehe ahupua‘a 
 24-acre archaeological preserve or native preserve can serve as 

reinterment areas for inadvertent finds.  
Action: L. Matsumoto to follow up with Aric Arakaki, NPS, and set up a meeting. 
 
9. 9:00 a.m., May 21, 2009. Burial Council (Na‘alehu Community Center)  
• Concern: inadvertents 
• Burial Council doesn’t necessarily concur with past decisions 

o 30-foot buffer (isolated buffer) 
o Breach of Kuakini Wall 

• Avoid iwi; don’t disturb iwi. Highway will be good. 
• Email Burial Council handouts to Analu 
Action: L.Matsumoto to email handouts to Analu. 
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TO: FROM: 
Keola Lindsey; Jason Jeremiah  Lesley Matsumoto and Tierne Fahl 

COMPANY: DATE: 
Office of Hawaiian Affairs (OHA) June 15, 2009 

SUBJECT: JOB NUMBER/REFERENCE NUMBER: 
Ane Keohokalole Mid-Level Highway Project – 
Meeting Minutes from Consultation with OHA on 
June 3, 2009 

2006.73.0300 

  
I. MEETING PARTICIPANTS 
  

NAME AGENCY / ORGANIZATION PHONE E-MAIL 

Keola Lindsey OHA 594-1904 keola@oha.org 

Jason Jeremiah OHA 594-1816 jasonj@oha.org 

Lesley Matsumoto Belt Collins Hawaii (BCH) 521-5361 lmatsumoto@beltcollins.com 

Cary Kondo BCH 521-5361 ckondo@beltcollins.com 

Tierne Fahl BCH 521-5361 tfahl@beltcollins.com 

  
II. PROJECT DESCRIPTION 
 

A. Construction of approx. 3-mile stretch of Ane Keohokalole Highway from Hina 
Lani Street to Palani Road, and widening of Palani Road to alleviate traffic 
congestion 
1. Transit corridor as described in Kona Community Development Plan 

(KCDP) 
2. Four vehicular lanes with posted speed limit of 35 mph 
3. Bike lanes and shared use path 
4. Native plants 
5. Could include interpretive markers along Ane Keohokalole Highway where 

it crosses ahupua‘a (Keahuolu, Kealakehe, Honokohau, and Kaloko), trails, 
and lava flows 

 
B. Federal stimulus funding ($35 million) under American Recovery and 

Reinvestment Act triggered Federal process, including Section 106 
 
C. High-risk project for Federal Highway Administration (FHWA) – funding could 

be pulled based on archaeological uncertainties 
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D. Section 106 – two sites eligible for listing on the National Register of Historic 
Places (NRHP) 
1. Kuakini Wall – will be breached with Palani Road widening; State Historic 

Preservation Division (SHPD) has previously allowed breaches of less than 
10 meters 

2. Kona Field System –because field system is so expansive; key is to focus on 
preserving areas with concentration of features of relatively greater 
significance 

 
E. Anticipate “adverse effects” determination with mitigation by FHWA through 

Memorandum of Agreement (MOA). MOA could include the following for the 
existing QLT historic preserve located along the north side of Palani Road and 
makai of the proposed highway: 
1. Protective fencing 
2. Vegetative clearing 
3. Funding for additional archaeological inventory surveys (AIS) 
4. Educational opportunities 

 
III. ARCHAEOLOGICAL INVENTORY SURVEYS 
 

A. Numerous AIS were conducted in the area, including those in the 1990s  
 

B. Northern Corridor – Hina Lani Street to existing paved area (just south of 
McClean Honokohau Properties) 
1. Mauka alignment – eliminated due to archaeological sites 
2. Makai alignment (proposed) – includes an intact section (1) of SIHP #-18099 

(mauka-makai trail) that the AIS suggests could be sacrificed if the other 
intact section (2) in the mauka alignment is preserved 
a. SIHP #-18099 does not appear to be a continuous trail – sections have 

already been destroyed; try to preserve as much as possible 
b. In 2001, Na Ala Hele indicated that it was not interested in the mauka-

makai trail remnants 
 

C. Southern Corridor – Puohulihuli Street to Palani Road 
1. SIHP #-26831 (burial cave) lies within 400-foot-wide survey corridor – road 

alignment and width of hard structures associated with highway have been 
redesigned to avoid burial site. Current buffer between edge of hard structure 
and burial chamber is more than 30 feet.  

2. Keola – ongoing debate regarding whether burial sites meet NRHP criteria 
a. Unidentified burials are automatically eligible for State listing (based on 

Criterion E), but not for NRHP listing – beneficiaries of OHA think all 
burials should qualify for NRHP 

b. OHA wants to ensure that even if a burial is not eligible for NRHP 
listing, it is being mitigated through the State process 
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3. Keola – recent discussion in legislature regarding ‘previously identified’ vs. 
‘inadvertently discovered’ burial sites 
a. Possible burial confirmed during data recovery is treated as “previously 

identified” 
b. Burials that are found during data recovery and/or development of a site 

that was identified as non-burial in an approved AIS are currently 
categorized as “inadvertently discovered” – beneficiaries of OHA think 
that such burials should be considered previously identified, as the AIS 
should have been done more thoroughly  

c. OHA currently follows the existing Hawaii Revised Statutes (HRS) 
Chapter 6E process – general sentiment is for 6E to be revised 

 
D. South of Palani Road – features within 100-foot-wide survey corridor are 

grouped into three categories 
1. Kuakini Wall 

a. Already breached by Henry Street and Queen Ka‘ahumanu Highway 
b. Palani Road widening will be designed to minimize breach 

2. Kona Field System 
3. Other livestock wall 

 
E. Queen Lili‘uokalani Trust (QLT) Archaeological Preserve Area 

1. Approx. 28 acres located along Palani Road between the proposed Ane 
Keohokalole Highway and Kamakaeha Avenue 

2. Contains concentration of relatively well-preserved features (in contrast to 
more limited/damaged findings throughout most of the highway corridor) 

3. MOA mitigation measures (see Item II.E, above) will focus on preserve area 
4. Beneficiaries of QLT (i.e., orphan and destitute children) can utilize preserve 

area for educational purposes 
 
V. CONSULTATION PROCESS AND SCHEDULE 
 

A. Consultation meetings – held on May 20, 2009 (OHA provided with copy of 
sign-in sheets) 

 
B. Public informational meeting – tentatively scheduled for June 19, 2009 (at time 

of distribution of these notes, now planned for June 23; will keep OHA posted on 
date) 

 
C. Publication of HRS Chapter 343 Draft Environmental Assessment (EA) – June 

23, 2009 
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D. Determination Letter to OHA – end of June 2009 
1. 30-day review period 

a. will ask for hastened participation due to tight schedule 
b. OHA will try to accommodate, but has obligation to look out for interest 

of community (i.e., allow sufficient time to review) 
2. AIS and CIA reports (including draft versions) will be posted to ftp server 

(ftp://ftp.beltcollins.com/ – login: trails; password: bN4tfS) for OHA review 
as reports become available 

3. Keola – in addition to hard copy to Mr. Namu‘o, please email pdf to 
Keola/Jason to expedite process 

 
E. Draft MOA to SHPO – possibly July 22, 2009 

a. Signatories – FHWA and SHPO 
b. Concurring Parties? – QLT, HHFDC 

 
F. Draft Burial Treatment Plan  (BTP) to SHPD – anticipated August 2009 

 
G. Keola recommended looking at the BTPs for Lanihau and Stanford Carr 
 
H. Publication of Final EA and MOA – anticipated September 8, 2009 
 
 

cc:   Cary Kondo, BCH 
 File 
 

ftp://ftp.beltcollins.com/
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TO: FROM: 
Pat Phung, FHWA; Cary Kondo & Tierne Fahl, 
BCH 

Lesley Matsumoto 

COMPANY: DATE: 
(see above) July 8, 2009 

SUBJECT: JOB NUMBER/REFERENCE NUMBER: 
Ane Keohokalole Mid-Level Highway Project -- 
Meeting Minutes from Consultation with Na Ala 
Hele on July 8, 2009 

2006.73.0300 

  
I. INTRODUCTIONS 
  

A. Meeting participants: 
 

Name Agency/Organization  

Moana Rowland State of Hawai‘i Department of Land and Natural 
Resources (DLNR), Na Ala Hele Abstractor 

Tierne Fahl Belt Collins Hawaii (BCH) 

Cary Kondo BCH 

Lesley Matsumoto BCH 

 
B. Purpose of meeting:  Share maps and obtain understanding from Na Ala Hele 

about any processes to undertake for the historic trail SIHP -18099, a mauka-
makai trail.  

 
II. DESCRIPTION OF HISTORIC TRAIL AND RECOMMENDED PROCESS 
 

A. Mauka-makai trail, SIHP -18099 is subject to the 1892 Highways Act.  SHPD is 
not recommending trail for preservation. 

B. As the trail is subject to the 1892 Highways Act, the State can claim title. See 
Chapter 264, HRS. The State can grant an easement to the County of Hawai‘i to 
allow the proposed highway to pass through the segment of trail. 

C. Consider speaking with the Hawai‘i Island Land Agent, Kevin Moore. 
D. How can the public hold up the process?  Public can submit testimony against 

road at the State Board of Land and Natural Resources hearing. 
E. Need to keep the landowner, Jimmy Greenwell, apprised of discussions. 
F. Moana will prepare guidance and email to Lesley. Lesley will forward guidance 

to the County, Bobby Command. 
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TO: FROM: 
Pat Phung, FHWA; Warren Lee, County of 
Hawai‘i Department of Public Works; Cary 
Kondo, BCH  

Lesley Matsumoto 

COMPANY: DATE: 
(see above) July 15, 2009 

SUBJECT: JOB NUMBER/REFERENCE NUMBER: 
Ane Keohokalole Mid-Level Highway Project -- 
Meeting Minutes from Consultation with NPS Ala 
Kahakai NHT on July 15, 2009 

2006.73.0300 

  
I. INTRODUCTIONS 
  

A. Introduction of meeting participants: 
 

Name Organization Email   

Rick Gmirkin National Park Service (NPS) rick_gmirkin@nps.gov 

Deona Naboa NPS Deona_Naboa@nps.gov 

Pat Phung FHWA Pat.Phung@fhwa.dot.gov 

Warren Lee COH-DPW WLEE@co.hawaii.hi.us 

David Shideler Cultural Surveys Hawai‘i dshideler@culturalsurveys.com 

Cary Kondo Belt Collins Hawaii (BCH) ckondo@beltcollins.com 

Lesley Matsumoto BCH lmatsumoto@beltcollins.com 

 
B. Purpose of meeting:  Consultation on behalf of the Federal Highway Administration, 

State of Hawai‘i Department of Transportation, and the County of Hawai‘i. 
 
II. PROJECT DESCRIPTION  
 

A. Early in 2009, project was considered for Federal funding under the American Recovery 
and Reinvestment Act of 2009 (“Federal Stimulus”) and as a result the project needs to 
satisfy Federal requirements, including the National Environmental Policy Act (NEPA) 
and the National Historic Preservation Act (NHPA) Section 106.    
 

B. Conducted Section 106 meetings on 20 May 2009, which NPS Ala Kahakai 
representatives attended, but schedules didn’t allow for one-on-one meeting. 
 

C. Description of Proposed Action  
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III. COMMENTS/DISCUSSION 
 

A. NPS:  Ranch wall (SIHP #-18115) not identified in AIS; it is within the area of potential 
effect (APE), near SIHP #-18099. 
 

B. NPS:  SIHP#-13099 (PHRI; criteria a, c, & d on McClean parcel) 
a. Area within APE has been bulldozed 
b. NPS doesn’t know if abstract work has been performed 

 
C. NPS:  Identify 1892 Highways Act trails in AIS. 

 
D. NPS:  Would like to see mauka-makai connectivity across proposed highway. Consider 

pedestrian underpass (underground). Cultural Impact Assessment (CIA) interviewee was 
interested in pedestrian safety and underground paths. 
 

E. Look at alternatives for pedestrian crossing, e.g., stoplights, underpass. 
 
IV. APPROACH 
 

A. NPS to take the lead with Na Ala Hele and other stakeholders to develop pedestrian 
underpass.  
 

B. NPS to show plans to demonstrate that a mauka-makai trail is likely to occur in the 
future. 
 

C. If NPS cannot obtain commitment from stakeholders, a crosswalk may serve as back-up 
plan. 
 

D. Put SIHP #-18099 mitigation in MOA. 
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TO: FROM: 
Pat Phung, FHWA; Cary Kondo and Tierne Fahl, 
BCH 

Lesley Matsumoto 

COMPANY: DATE: 
(see above) July 15, 2009 

SUBJECT: JOB NUMBER/REFERENCE NUMBER: 
Ane Keohokalole Mid-Level Highway Project -- 
Meeting Minutes from On-going Section 106 
Consultation with SHPO on July 15, 2009 

2006.73.0300 

  
I. INTRODUCTIONS 
 

A. Meeting participants: 
 

Name Organization  

Pat Phung FHWA 

Nancy McMahon 
(via phone) 

DLNR State Historic Preservation Officer 

Theresa Donham DLNR State Historic Preservation Division (SHPD) 

Analu Josephides DLNR SHPD 

Bobby Command 
(intermittent presence) 

Mayor’s Office 

Warren Lee COH-DPW 

LeAnn Crabbe Queen Lili‘uokalani Trust (QLT) 

Michele Otake QLT 

David Shideler Cultural Surveys Hawai‘i 

Rowland Reeve Pacific Legacy Inc. 

Cary Kondo Belt Collins Hawaii (BCH) 

Lesley Matsumoto BCH 

 
B. Purpose of meeting:  Continued consultation under NHPA Section 106 focusing 

on the anticipated Memorandum of Agreement (MOA). 
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II. LINE-BY-LINE REVIEW AND COMMENTS ON WORKING DRAFT 

MEMORANDUM OF AGREEMENT (MOA) 
 

A. SHPD (Josephides):  Can a cultural practitioner be added as a monitor? FHWA 
reply:  If SHPD can provide written recommendations describing qualifications 
for such a role, FHWA can justify (considering use of federal funds) its 
inclusion. There is a federal definition of a ‘qualified archaeologist’. 
 

B. SHPO:  The National Park Service (NPS) wants to see every Programmatic 
Agreement and MOA. 
 

C. Status of SHPD review of Archaeological Inventory Surveys (AIS):  completed 
review of Palani Road, 2.3-km segment, and 1,000-foot segment north of Palani 
Road along proposed highway. Letters need to be written. 
 

D. SHPD:  Area outside of QLT Preserve needs data recovery (mitigation). 
 

E. SHPD:  How should mitigation for effects on Great Wall be shown in MOA? 
 

F. Timing 
a. Need to execute MOA by FONSI 
b. Need to complete data recovery prior to Notice to Proceed 

 
G. QLT (Otake) to email MOA by Monday. All to provide comments on MOA by 

following Wednesday. 
 
III. SIHP -18099 MAUKA-MAKAI TRAIL DISCUSSION 
 

A. SHPO has MOA with NPS Ala Kahakai National Historic Trail. 
 

B. Draft AIS did not identify Highways Act of 1892. 
 
IV. EFFECTS DETERMINATION 
 

A. SHPD:  All sites with State criterion A through D are eligible for listing on the 
NRHP. 
 

B. SHPD:  Kona Field System (KFS) was pre-contact in its original definition. 
There is no way to identify all sites to determine whether they are pre-contact. 
Therefore, treat effects determination by individual sites, not KFS. 
 

C. SHPD:  Change from 3 sites to 8 in Palani Road AIS as it is not know if the one 
site (consisting of 6 features) is representative of the KFS. 
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TO: FROM: 
Pat Phung, FHWA; Bobby Command, County of 
Hawai‘i Mayor’s Office; Warren Lee, County of 
Hawai‘i Department of Public Works; Cary 
Kondo, BCH 

Lesley Matsumoto 

COMPANY: DATE: 
(see above) July 16, 2009 

SUBJECT: JOB NUMBER/REFERENCE NUMBER: 
Ane Keohokalole Mid-Level Highway Project -- 
Meeting Minutes from Consultation with HIBC 
on July 16, 2009 

2006.73.0300 

  
I. INTRODUCTION 
  

A. Purpose of meeting:  Ane Keohokalole Mid-Level Highway project update. While not 
mentioned, this forum serves as the only means to address the HIBC under NHPA 
Section 106. 

 
B. BCH (Lesley) introduced herself and Cary Kondo. Offered the County’s regrets as 

County representatives could not make the meeting because of the Emperor of Japan’s 
visit. 

 
C. Reminded the HIBC that in May, the County introduced the project and shared 

information as part of the NHPA Section 106 process. 
 
II. PROJECT UPDATE 
 

A. Since May, we: 
a. completed and distributed the Draft EA (June 23rd) and conducted a public meeting 

on the day of its release to the public 
b. distributed Section 106 consultation letter on July 7th 
c. are moving forward with drafting engineering designs 
d. submitted a draft BTP to SHPD for review, as Analu Josephides (SHPD) mentioned, 

on July 2nd 
 
B. Handout (color printout of PowerPoint presentation provided on June 23rd) was 

distributed to each HIBC member present. 
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C. Key dates: 
a. July 23, 2009:  Close of public comment period for DEA 
b. July 16, 2009 (today):  didn’t make the goal of presenting the draft BTP today and 

plan to do so next month 
c. July 28, 2009:  possible meeting with Native Hawaiian organizations and individuals 

to share draft MOA 
d. September 15, 2009:  FHWA Public Meeting on EA 
e. End of September:  Issue FHWA FONSI 

 
D. Still addressing a total of 4 burials, as discussed in May. 
 
E. BCH explained maps in hand-out and how they relate to the entire project alignment. 
 

III. COMMENTS/DISCUSSION 
 

A. HIBC:  Not understanding all the maps, nor the project (comment came from HIBC 
Chair, Charles Young, as he was not present during the May meeting). Mr. Young asked 
if AISs were distributed to all HIBC members. BCH replied that the Chair of HIBC and 
Cynthia Nazara (HIBC member and head of another Native Hawaiian organization) 
should have received full copies because they are lead representatives of their respective 
organizations. 
 

B. HIBC:  Treat future identified burials as previously identified. 
 

C. SHPD:  Theresa may suggest identifying as “possible burial” so that if confirmed during 
data recover, burial can be treated as previously identified. 
 

D. HIBC:  “ahupua‘a” needs okina at beginning of word (‘ahupua‘a). 
 

E. HIBC:  having difficult time understanding where the road is with respect to burial. BCH 
explained that a distance of 30 feet is being maintained between the burial cavern and the 
hardscape (sidewalk) for the one burial within the lines on the figure identifying the area 
of potential effect (APE). 
 

F. Ruby McDonald: 
a. Focus of studies is on Keahuolu and Kealakehe and not other areas 
b. Handouts show preservation of Kuakini Wall, but breaches will be made. What is it? 
c. List of requirements (pointed to list of federal and state requirements in hand-out) are 

being imposed on us 
d. Expressed general confusion 
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G. SHPD (Analu Josephides) 
a. Agrees with Ruby that the studies focus on Keahuolu and Kealakehe as the CIA he 

reviewed only addressed these areas. 
b. BCH asked Analu if he knew that there were two CIAs conducted for the project and 

that the other CIA covers the remaining ahupua‘a in the project area. 
c. SHPD (Theresa Donham) clarified that there was another CIA that was previously 

approved. 
 
IV. ACTION 
 

A. BCH asked Mr. Young if the HIBC would like us to distributed copies of all AIS to the 
rest of the HIBC members. Mr. Young indicated to hold off on that. 
 

B. BCH offered to sit down with Ruby McDonald to discuss the project and answer her 
questions. After the project update, BCH offered to do this and Ms. McDonald asked that 
BCH call her as she had to listen to the rest of the HIBC meeting. 
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TO: FROM: 
Keola Lindsey & Jason Jeremiah, OHA; Pat 
Phung, FHWA; Lesley Mastumoto & Cary 
Kondo, BCH 

Tierne Fahl 

COMPANY: DATE: 
(see above) July 24, 2009 

SUBJECT: JOB NUMBER/REFERENCE NUMBER: 
Ane Keohokalole Mid-Level Highway Project -- 
Meeting Minutes from Consultation with OHA on 
July 24, 2009 

2006.73.0300 

  
I. INTRODUCTIONS 
 

A. Meeting Participants: 
NAME AGENCY / ORGANIZATION 

Keola Lindsey Office of Hawaiian Affairs (OHA) 

Jason Jeremiah OHA 

Pat Phung Federal Highway Administration (FHWA) 

Lesley Matsumoto Belt Collins Hawaii (BCH) 

Tierne Fahl BCH 

 
B. Purpose of Meeting:  Consultation with OHA under Section 106 of the National Historic 

Preservation Act (NHPA) focusing on the anticipated Memorandum of Agreement 
(MOA).  

 
II. CONCURRING PARTY STATUS 
 

A. FHWA would like to invite OHA to be a Concurring Party for the MOA. Other 
Concurring Parties include: 
1. State of Hawai‘i Department of Transportation (DOT) 
2. County of Hawai‘i 
3. Queen Lili‘uokalani Trust (QLT) 

 
B. As part of their procedural process, OHA typically requests to be given Signatory status 

for MOAs, as it permits OHA to represent the interests of its beneficiaries when disputes 
arise. 

 
C. Because the dispute resolution clause (Stipulation 8) offers the same authority to both 

Signatory and Concurring Parties, OHA is comfortable being a Concurring Party. 
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III. OVERVIEW OF MOA STIPULATIONS 
 

A. Pursuant to NHPA Section 106, FHWA has determined that the project would have an 
“adverse effect” on historic properties because sites would be destroyed. Stipulations are 
identified in the MOA to provide mitigation for adverse effects. 

 
B. Consultation and Reviews 

 
C. Archaeological Monitoring Plan, including historic/cultural sensitivity training for all 

construction workers 
 

D. Qualified Archaeologist and Cultural Practitioner as monitors 
1. Cultural practitioner/monitor was included based on comments from the State 

Historic Preservation Division (SHPD) 
2. Issues still need to be resolved regarding the application of western standards (e.g., 

responsibilities, compensation, etc.) to the role of a cultural practitioner/monitor 
 

E. Data Recovery (prior to construction) and Cultural Interpretation 
1. Data recovery should apply to sites that will be impacted/destroyed 
2. OHA would like to see the information gathered to go into something that can benefit 

the entire community 
3. FHWA could hold a meeting for stakeholders to share findings and obtain input on 

what to do with the information gathered 
 

F. QLT Historic Preservation Area (HPA) 
1. FHWA funding will enable QLT to finally carry out intentions for HPA 
2. Development of the interpretive center will include brush clearing, archaeological 

inventory survey (AIS), and historic preservation plan (including protective fencing, 
pathway system, native plantings, and interpretive signage) 

3. QLT interested in providing educational opportunities facilitated by the interpretive 
center 

 
G. Historic Trail (SIHP -18099, mauka-makai trail) 

1. SIHP -18099, a mauka-makai trail, is subject to the Highways Act of 1892. 
2. Will respect access to the public right-of-way by allowing for a pedestrian crossing at 

the location of the trail 
 

H. Reporting to include:  Burial Treatment Plan (BTP), Data Recovery Plan, Archaeological 
Monitoring Plan, Interpretive Plans, Data Recovery Report, HPA AIS, and HPA 
Preservation Plan 
1. BTP to include four burials contained in three sites 

a. One site (SIHP -26831) located within the Area of Potential Effect (APE), but the 
design of the hardscape is narrowed to avoid the site 

b. Other two sites (SIHP -13387 and -26836) located outside of the original APE, 
but will be included in the APE to acknowledge potential indirect alterations to 
the character or use of the sites 
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2. BTP timeline:  has been submitted to SHPD; present to Hawai‘i Island Burial 
Council (HIBC) at August meeting; HIBC vote at September meeting (but HIBC has 
option to postpone vote until October meeting) 

 
III. OTHER COMMENTS/DISCUSSION 
 

A. OHA appreciates that updated AIS were conducted (rather than relying on existing 
approved reports) 

 
B. OHA indicated that there are questions amongst their beneficiaries about which 

archaeological sites will be impacted/destroyed 
a. Stems from confusion over the different areas defined by the proposed highway 

right-of-way, APE, and survey area 
b. Information is there, but need to figure out a better way to present it 

 
C. Advisory Council on Historic Properties (ACHP) consultation is not triggered (i.e., not a 

National Historic Landmark, no programmatic agreement), but FHWA will be sending 
letter to inform ACHP of its “adverse effect” determination and the MOA 

 
D. Ongoing controversy regarding “previously identified” vs. “inadvertently discovered” 

burial sites 
a. OHA still recognizes existing rules and regulations regarding the treatment of 

inadvertently discovered sites 
b. OHA suggests that a commitment should be made to follow process of notifying 

appropriate descendants of inadvertently discovered burials (e.g., identify a group of 
people in each ahupua‘a to be notified) 

 
E. Most of the property along the highway corridor is currently owned by QLT and Jim 

Greenwell, but the highway right-of way will belong to the County of Hawai‘i 
 

F. FHWA, not the County of Hawai‘i, is responsible for mitigation in the MOA 
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TO: FROM: 
Pat Phung, FHWA; Bobby Command, Hawai‘i 
County Mayor’s Office; Warren Lee, Hawai‘i 
County DPW  

Lesley Matsumoto, Richard Abe, and Cary 
Kondo 

COMPANY: DATE: 
(see above) August 6, 2009 

SUBJECT: JOB NUMBER/REFERENCE NUMBER: 
Ane Keohokalole Mid-Level Highway Project -- 
Meeting Minutes from Section 106 Consultation 
with Consulting Parties on August 4, 2009 

2006.73.0300 

  
I. SIGN-IN SHEET (see attached list) 
 
II. OPENING (Warren Lee) 
 

A. Purpose of Meeting:  Continuation of our consultation process under Section 106 of the 
National Historic Preservation Act (NHPA). 

 
B. Pule (Bo Kahui) 

 
C. Introduction of Project Team 

 
D. Mayor Kenoi’s Remarks 

 
III. PRESENTATIONS 
 

A. Overview of the Project and NHPA Section 106 Process (Lesley Matsumoto) 
 
B. “Archaeological Mitigation Associated with the Proposed Ane Keohokalole Highway 

Corridor” (Rowland Reeve, Pacific Legacy Inc.) 
 
C. “Keahuolu Interpretive Center Conceptual Design” (Michele Otake, QLT) 
 

IV. COMMENTS 
 

A. Aunty “Hana?” – self stated kupuna for the mauka to makai ancestral lands along Phase 1 
just north of Palani Road: 
1. Should have contacted ancestors and kupuna before archaeologists did the work 

to obtain permission and for the kupuna to lead/guide the archaeologists for field 
investigations. 

2. She can provide information on the “historical” artifacts found in a series of 
books with data that she possesses. 

3. Living descendants don’t want this project. 
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4. Can call all living descendants to assemble at site to build any walls etc. But want 
compensation for the work.  

5. Mad because no one let her know about all this going on, to move stuff and 
whatever. 

6. Use of numbers to reference sites is offensive and insulting. Each site should be 
described by names. 

 
B. Ruby McDonald, OHA Big Island representative 

1. What happens if items are found in other areas of roadway? 
2. Interpretive center should be used to store and display artifacts from the project 

site. 
3. Need a North Kona regional depository for important artifacts. Should look and 

think broader for the interpretive center – too small as proposed. 
 

 C. Deona Naboa, NPS Koloko-Honokohau 
1. Can’t house all artifacts in the QLT interpretive center, so where will it all go? 
2. Suggest teaching elements, workshops. Need to integrate data recovered into 

more workshops/other things. 
 

D. Bo Kahui 
1. Sees the testimony as positive support. 
2. Agree that do not have a depository for historical artifacts. Need larger 

interpretive center, but need to support QLT in accomplishing this. 
3. Welcomes the kupuna presence and input. 

 
E. Mikahala Roy 

1. Offensive for outsiders to do what is being done. 
2. Misspelling of Keahuolu [in QLT presentation?] is offensive and demonstrates 

disrespect. Names are important. 
3. This is the beginning of her opposition. 

 
 F. Unidentified lady: 

1. Interpretive center presentation mentioned recycling. The deep soil in the 
archaeological presentation was noted. What will happen to the soil during 
construction? It should be used in the area and not toward a “rich golf course”. 

 
G. Chuck Flaherty 

1. KCDP requires a cultural resources committee. 
2. What is the status of the County’s cultural resources committee? 
3. Noted that had mentioned at an earlier meeting that should get the kupuna 

involved. 
4 Asked Lesley if comment period for the EA is 45 days or 30 days. Lesley 

responded that the comment period is 30 days. 
5. How can there be adverse impacts, but no significant impacts in EA? 
6. Encountering burials likely with all sites 
7. Rowland mentioned that they did testing. 
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H. Mikahala Roy 

1. Read written statement and other verbal statements. Gave a long list of concerns. 
2. Seeks redress through OHA 
3. 120 foot ROW allows for 4 lanes and is a lateral cross street that will destroy too 

much 
4. Incorrect interpretations by the AISs 
5. Evidence of community resistance 
6. 4-lane highway is undesirable in lands crucial to Kanaka Maoli 
7. EA fails to address Kanaka Maoli 
8. Won’t respond to EA because it requires her to follow the system imposed on her 

and she is offended by these systems 
9. Need survey of ancestors for oral history 
10. Opposed to the project 
11. Written documentation will never replace oral history 
12. EA system needs overhaul. SHPD is not doing their job; referenced recent audit 

by NPS that includes seeking public’s input. 
13. Offended by the EA process and documents 

 
I. “Dutch” or “Dutchie” – said speaking for Kupuna 

1. Does not support this N-S project; will run into arch sites. Kupuna would rather 
see widening of existing lateral roads and highways vice a new highway. 

2. Does support mauka to makai development – impacts will be less in 10-15% 
3. Kupuna want things preserved in place 
4. Kupuna should decide what should be displaced 
5. Does not want artifacts displayed to public – can do models etc. 
6. Does not approve of archaeologists walking over sacred sites 
7. “Past is our future” 
8. Doesn’t want our island to be like O‘ahu (freeways, families being evicted off 

land) 
9. Up and coming kupuna need to protect these sites 
10. Need to rethink/redesign so we don’t regret it in the future 
11. Should have done a better job at identifying lineal and cultural descendants. 

 
Meeting ended about 8:50 PM. 
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TO: FROM: 
Pat Phung, FHWA; Bobby Command, County of 
Hawai‘i Mayor’s Office; Warren Lee, County of 
Hawai‘i Department of Public Works; Cary 
Kondo, BCH 

Lesley Matsumoto 

COMPANY: DATE: 
(see above) August 20, 2009 

SUBJECT: JOB NUMBER/REFERENCE NUMBER: 
Ane Keohokalole Mid-Level Highway Project -- 
Meeting Notes from HIBC Pertaining to Ane 
Keohokalole Project on August 20, 2009 

2006.73.0300 

  
I. BURIAL TREATMENT PLAN FOR FOUR BURIALS – ANE KEOHOKALOLE MID-

LEVEL HIGHWAY PROJECT 
  

A. Analu Josephides, SHPD Cultural Specialist, introduced the Ane Keohokalole Project. 
He announced that SHPD recommendations have been in the BTP that the HIBC 
reviewed, but that some things need to be worked on, including: 

 1. need to change cites referencing personal names to SHPD (with letter log #) 
2. need to address access; currently BTP identifies it being a matter between the 

landowner and recognized lineal/cultural descendants 
3. description of landscaping 

 
B. Wally Lau (County Deputy Managing Director), Matt McDermott (Cultural Surveys 

Hawaii), and Lesley Matsumoto (Belt Collins Hawaii) presented/received questions from 
the HIBC. 
1. Wally made opening remarks, focusing on County’s intent to do this in a pono 

manner and turned to Lesley. 
2. Lesley offered the following: 

a. The draft BTP needs to be improved and clarified. Identified that the 
land owner information needs to be clarified. 

b. The focus of the latest BTP revision was on the construction buffer and 
in checking that the location of the burial and cavern are correct with 
respect to the proposed road. 

c. After attending HIBC meetings, we better understand and appreciate the 
HIBC’s and others’ concerns over inadvertent discoveries. While the 
State law applies for inadvertent discoveries for the BTP, the project 
team attempts to acknowledge the concerns about inadvertent discoveries 
of iwi kupuna in the Memorandum of Agreement (MOA) being prepared 
under the NHPA Section 106 process (MOA was referenced and was 
made part of the HIBC’s packets).  

d. As identified in today’s HIBC meeting, we will be speaking with a newly 
identified cultural descendent – Nicole [Nicole Kealohaokalani Lui] in 
the preparation of the BTP. 
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  3. Mayor Kenoi offered his administrations’ intents 
  4. Questions and Answers Pertaining to BTP 
   a. check acreage (150 vice 72) 
   b. check Kekaha-wai-‘ole (no evidence of water erosion) 
   c. p. 29 check cites 
   d. define role of archaeological monitor, e.g., every day, once/week, etc. 
   e. one HIBC member would prefer stone sealing, not metal grating 

f. section 2.1.1. should be pre-western contact and post-contact (Matt to 
follow-up) 

g. Consider using color for Figures 24 and 25, and make clearer. Show 
more of the road in Figure 25 to provide perspective. 

h. discussed considering 20-foot buffer (vice 30-foot buffer), but ultimately 
30-foot buffer desired by HIBC 

i. What is likelihood of unidentified burials? 
j. What are the design contingencies in case a lava tube (with burial outside 

of road corridor) is identified during construction? 
k. HIBC member noted that HIBC is excluded from MOA 
l. p.5 of MOA: need clear statement to preserve in place (under 

Discoveries) 
  5. HIBC asked for summary of schedule, Lesley provided the following: 

a. As of Today, all archaeological inventory surveys (AIS) for the project 
have been revised and resubmitted to SHPD 

   b. On Tuesday, 25 August, the EA will be submitted to OEQC 
   c. 8 September:  EA to be published in OEQC notice 
   d. 15 September:  EA Public Hearinge 

e. By end of September:  Need to obtain SHPD approval of AIS’s, decision 
on BTP, execute NHPA Section 106 MOA 

   f. October:  Complete NEPA process 
   g. November 2:  Advertise project  
 
II. TESTIMONY  

 
A. Hanna Reeves 

1. protect old Hawaii 
2. protect ancestors 
3. not supposed to take out things and put in Bishop Museum 
4. road always runs over descendants 
5. HIBC needs to do something for our people 
6. will shut the highway down; she’s shut down other projects and is not afraid to shut 

down another 
 

B. Analu Josephides (as Native Hawaiian, not SHPD representative): should it come up in 
the future, don’t put burials in a roundabout 
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C. Riley Smith, Lanihau (see copy of testimony) 
1. Lanihau supports Ane Keohokalole Highway project 
2. Lanihau is an adjacent landowner, understands importance of project, understands 

importance for construction 
3. Trusts archaeologists; they are professionals in their field 
4. many employees are of Palani Ranch 

 
D. Bob Lindsay, Trustee for the Office of Hawaiian Affairs and board member for La ‘i 

‘Opua 2020 
1. applauds County of Hawai‘i 
2. thanks the project proponents for an open, transparent, and fluid process 
3. critical that lineal descendants are involved 
4. encourages any iwi kupuna are preserved in place 
5. supports BTP as proposed; understands that changes may have to be made 
6. road is needed to decrease congestion on Queen Ka‘ahumanu Hwy, to access 

HHFDC and other developments 
7. road will be catalyst to increase value and opportunities for two land trusts – Queen 

Lili‘uokanlani Trust and the Department of Hawaiian Home Lands 
8. project will bring much-needed construction jobs, and many of our people are in 

construction 
9. has reviewed BTP and walked the area and is satisfied 

 
E. Charles Flaherty 

1. MOA – OHA is not listed in working group 
2. search for lineal/cultural descendants only started recently 
3. pointed out concerns in specific areas of MOA, e.g., dispute resolution; concern for 

funding deadline; water quality; pointed out that SHPD is broken 
4. identified Belt Collins as a contractor for Hokulia 
5. with references to past controversial projects and his implications that there were 

mistakes made, Charles seemed to imply that mistakes are being made now 
6. concerned that mistakes are being made because of the rush to get all this done 

 
F. Lesley asked Flaherty if he was implying that mistakes are being made on this project.  
 
G. HIBC (Ku) offered that they interpret Flaherty’s comments as follows: 

1. There are inherent conflicts (consultants, developers) 
2. Numerous errors have occurred, intentional or not 
3. SHPD is not functioning the way they should to protect iwi 
4. Explained that Flaherty’s comments are broad and not specific to project team, who’s 

good intentions are appreciated by HIBC 
 

I. Dennis (Ka‘imi) and Keawe Keohokalole (carries family name of proposed highway), 
Royal Hawaiian Foundation (see copy of testimony) 
1. supports Ane Keohokalole Highway project 
2. supports HIBC and will assist 
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3. any future iwi, should require automatic consultation with HIBC before construction 
resumes (Ku of HIBC provided mahalo for this input as this is the direction HIBC 
would like to go) 
 

 J. Tommy Hickcox, Royal Order of Kamehameha (see copy of testimony) 
1. supports project; understands the importance of project 
2. there is transparency, open dialogue 
3. had opportunity to review BTP and finds it adequate 

 
K. Isaac Silva, represents La ‘i ‘Opua 2020, nonprofit 501C on behalf of Bo Kahui (see copy 

of testimony) 
1. organized to build social complex; has generational component 
2. brings medical services to community; helps those with little or no medical services 
3. road will maximize potential of La ‘i ‘Opua  
4. accepts BTP 
5. has comfort level about project 
6. favors sealing of iwi kupuna 
7. has petition of 500 signatures supporting construction of road serving residents of 

Keahuolu and Kealakehe; DHHL and HHFDC; and supports BTP to preserve and 
protect iwi kupuna 
 

L. Ruby McDonald, OHA Hawai‘i Island Representative 
1. BTP is incomplete as it doesn’t address entire project area (SHPD and other clarified 

that the BTP appears to only address one area because previously identified burials 
were all found in one survey area and that the BTP does cover entire project area)  
 

M. Ed Ayau, Hui Malama 
1. Explained development of language in HAR 13-300-35 concerning identification of 

lineal and cultural descendants 
2. Clarified that while consultant indicated that all AIS have been completed, it doesn’t 

mean that all areas have been surveyed to the extent that no burials will be found 
during construction 

 
III. PROJECT UPDATE  

A. Warren Lee (County of Hawai‘i, Director of Public Works) reintroduced project 
B. Lesley indicated that she planned to provide schedule update at this time, but presented it 

under the BTP portion of the meeting 
C. HIBC members suggested that maps be presented in PowerPoint as visuals are important 

for members and others 
D. HIBC asked if timelines can be relaxed; project team representatives indicated no 
E. Project team thanked the HIBC and indicated that they hope to be here again in 

September 
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TO: FROM: 
Pat Phung, FHWA; Bobby Command, County of 
Hawai‘i Mayor’s Office; Warren Lee, County of 
Hawai‘i Department of Public Works; Cary 
Kondo, BCH 

Lesley Matsumoto 

COMPANY: DATE: 
(see above) August 21, 2009 

SUBJECT: JOB NUMBER/REFERENCE NUMBER: 
Ane Keohokalole Mid-Level Highway Project -- 
NHPA Section 106 and BTP Consultation with 
Royal Hawaiian Foundation on August 21, 2009 

2006.73.0300 

  
I. INTRODUCTIONS 
  

A. Matt McDermott, Cultural Surveys Hawaii, and Lesley Matsumoto, Belt Collins Hawaii, 
met with Emalia Keohokalole and Adrian Keohokalole, siblings of the family carrying 
the name of the proposed highway project. 
 

B. Lesley explained that we are consulting under the National Historic Preservation Act 
(NHPA) Section 106 process and to obtain input into the Burial Treatment Plan (BTP) 
being prepared under State law/rules. 
 

C. Emalia and Adrian explained that the Keohokalole name comes from their paternal side 
of the family and that their maternal side descends from the King of Kona. 

  
II. SUMMARY OF PROJECT AND NHPA SECTION 106 CONSULTATIONS 

 
A. Lesley explained project, the NHPA Section 106 consultation meetings and handouts, 

and provided copies of correspondence and handouts that were provided to consulting 
parties. In addition, a paper copy of the Draft EA was provided.  
 

B. The Keohokaloles wondered how they missed the burial notices as they usually read 
publications every day and were surprised that they missed the newspaper and Ka Wai 
Ola publications after showing proof of the publications in the Draft BTP. 
 

C. The Keohokaloles indicated that they select issues and projects in which to get involved. 
 

D. The Keohokaloles have not filed descendancy claims. Emalia indicated that they may 
discuss this with family.  
 

E. Emalia indicated that they are in support of the Ane Keohokalole Highway project and 
can submit a letter of support for the project, not just focused on HIBC as was done at the 
last HIBC meeting. 
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III. BURIAL TREATMENT PLAN  
 
A. Discussed location of burials. 

 
B. Cultural Surveys obtained input related to preferences for sealing cave entrances, 

landscaping, and access. Generally, all should be natural and should not call attention to 
the burials. 
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TO: FROM: 
Pat Phung, FHWA; Bobby Command, County of 
Hawai‘i Mayor’s Office; Warren Lee, County of 
Hawai‘i Department of Public Works; Cary 
Kondo, BCH 

Lesley Matsumoto 

COMPANY: DATE: 
(see above) September 25, 2009 

SUBJECT: JOB NUMBER/REFERENCE NUMBER: 
Ane Keohokalole Mid-Level Highway Project -- 
Meeting Notes from HIBC Pertaining to Ane 
Keohokalole Project on September 17, 2009 

2006.73.0300 

  
I. BURIAL TREATMENT PLAN FOR FOUR BURIALS – ANE KEOHOKALOLE MID-

LEVEL HIGHWAY PROJECT 
  

A. A HIBC member thanked the project team for including the HIBC in inadvertent 
discovery language in draft MOA [memorandum of agreement resulting from the 
National Historic Preservation Act Section 106 process]. 
 

B. Belt Collins (Lesley Matsumoto), on behalf of the County of Hawai‘i, presented slides to 
show the project alignment and the five archaeological inventory survey areas within the 
alignment. Burial locations were shown relative to the entire project alignment and the 
five archaeological inventory surveys. Proposed burial preserves, additional construction 
buffers, and the modified road to avoid the burial in the right-of-way were shown and 
discussed. Lesley Matsumoto and Matt McDermott (Cultural Surveys Hawai‘i) 
responded to questions. 

 
C. Descendants recognized at today’s meeting requested copies of the draft BTP. Cultural 

Surveys Hawai‘i will provide. 
 
II. PUBLIC COMMENTS 
 

A. Hannah Reeves:  living descendants and their families should help build walls [burial 
preserve walls] 
 

B. La‘i ‘Opua (Bo Kahui): 
1. appealed to HIBC to support BTP so a better community can be built. Bo 

mentioned that he represents La‘i ‘Opua which includes 1,200 planned homes 
and where 35% of the community currently lives in garages (extended families) 

2. more than 500 signatures were in support of the project 
3. acknowledged that the one kupuna iwi in the right-of-way does not feel right and 

that HIBC has the challenge of making the decision [to preserve in place or 
move] 
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4. HIBC member suggested that Bo find someone from his community to volunteer 
on the HIBC 
 

 C. HIBC member: 
1. heart feels that the iwi kupuna in the right-of-way should be moved away from 

the road, but understands that others on the HIBC don’t agree with this approach 
  2. his kupuna said that they did not want to inconvenience the living 
 

D. Bo Kahui:  we can apply all reverence and protocols and place kupuna iwi in appropriate 
place 
 

E. OHA Trustee for Hawai‘i Island (Bob Lindsay):  
 1. supports project and BTP 

2. project will represent major change, but supports: public land trust and ali‘i land 
trust 

 3. federal/state money will provide significant boost to land trusts 
 

F. Nicole Liu:  During the burial visit, she suggested removing iwi, but admits she doesn’t 
know what is involved to do that 
 

G. HIBC Member (2nd member voicing opinion to move iwi):  try to protect iwi by taking it 
away [away from the right-of-way] 
 

H. Queen Lili‘uokalani Trust, Vice President (LeeAnn Crabbe): 
1. QLT has other burial sites within Keahuolu 
2. QLT is willing to work with other descendants to find an interment site 
 

I. HIBC Member (2nd member voicing opinion to move iwi; same as above):  offers that 
she is 86 years old and want to move iwi; it’s too noisy by road; put iwi in a safe place 
 

J. HIBC Member (3rd member voicing opinion to move iwi):  offered that he needs to echo 
Aunty and Ms. Liu; believes kupuna would want us to move on 
 

K. Discussion 
 1. HIBC decision clock starts today, 9/17/09 (for determination) 
 2. hold meeting next week to discuss BTP with descendants 
 3. revise BTP based on input from descendants after next week’s meeting 
 4. anticipate determination next month 
 5. with determination, the 90-day clock begins to finalize BTP 
 



APPENDIX G-2 

Letters to Consulting Parties 





















































































































































































































 

 

 
 
 
 
 
 
 
Mr. Jim Greenwell 
President 
Lanihau Properties, LLC 
3465 Waialae Avenue #260 
Honolulu, HI 96816 
 
Dear Mr. Greenwell: 
 
Pursuant to Section 106 of the National Historic Preservation Act, the Federal Highway Administration 
(FHWA) is initiating consultation with you regarding the proposal to construct a new mid-level road 
between Palani Road and Hina Lani Street in North Kona, Hawai‘i (hereinafter referred to as the 
“undertaking”). The undertaking would occur in the ahupua‘a of Kaloko, Honokohau 1 and 2, Kealakehe, 
and Keahuolu. 
 
The undertaking is being proposed to improve connectivity, reduce traffic congestion, provide a multi-
modal corridor, and support future regional development such as that planned by Queen Lili‘uokalani 
Trust (QLT), Hawai‘i Housing Finance and Development Corporation (HHFDC), and Department of 
Hawaiian Home Lands (DHHL). The need for the undertaking is specifically cited as a critical element in 
the Kona Community Development Plan, which was adopted by the County of Hawai‘i as Ordinance 08-
131 on September 25, 2008.  
 
Description of the Undertaking 
 
The undertaking includes the development of a new regional roadway link and utility corridor connecting 
Palani Road to the south and Hina Lani Street to the north (proposed highway), widening of Palani Road 
to provide additional vehicular lanes and a utility corridor between Henry Street and Queen Ka‘ahumanu 
Highway, and associated improvements within existing right-of-ways (ROWs). The undertaking is 
illustrated in Attachment 1. 
 
The proposed highway, a 120-foot ROW approximately 3.0 miles long, would allow for four lanes of 
two-way vehicular travel and a utility corridor at full build-out. Utilities for water, reclaimed water, and 
wastewater would be installed underground. Electrical, telephone, and cable may be installed overhead or 
underground. Landscaping and drainage will be designed with bio-retention cells to prevent runoff from 
affecting groundwater flow and quality.  
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The segment of Palani Road to be widened would be approximately 1,700 feet in length. The total width 
would be approximately 100.5 feet and include the existing 80-foot (approximate) ROW and an 
additional 20.5 feet (approximate) to the south. Widening would increase the existing two lanes of two-
way vehicular travel to four lanes of two-way travel with an additional auxiliary lane for turns, and an 
underground utility corridor.   
 
Improvements within existing ROWs would include those within Hina Lani Street, the existing segment 
of Ane Keohokalole Highway, and Kealakehe Parkway. 
 
A contractor staging area is proposed in the former QLT quarry on the makai side of the proposed 
highway, as illustrated in Attachment 1. 
 
Areas of Potential Effect (APE) 
 
The APE defines the area in which activities would occur. The following geographic areas are used to 
define the APE: (1) the area defined as the undertaking, including construction related disturbances, and 
(2) the area anticipated to support mitigative measures in a Memorandum of Agreement (MOA) resulting 
from FHWA’s anticipated determination of “adverse effect”. These areas are illustrated on Attachment 1 
and are described as follows. 
 

Areas Supporting the Undertaking 
 
• Within the existing ROW on Hina Lani Street, an approximate 100-foot-wide corridor; 

 
• Within the proposed highway corridor, an approximate 230-foot-wide corridor between 

Hina Lani Street to the north and the southern end of the McClean property (just north of 
Kealakehe Parkway); 

 
• From the southern end of the McClean property to the southern side of Puohulihuli 

Street, the existing ROW of the existing highway; 
 

• Within the proposed highway corridor, an approximate 200-foot-wide corridor between 
the southern end of the McClean property and approximately 1,000 feet north of Palani 
Road;  

 
• Within the proposed highway corridor, an approximate 180-foot-wide corridor between 

approximately 1,000 feet north of Palani Road and Palani Road; 
 
• An approximate 100.5-foot-wide corridor between the intersection of Palani Road/Henry 

Street and the intersection of Palani Road/Queen Ka‘ahumanu Highway (the north side of 
the APE corresponds with the existing ROW on the north side of Palani Road); and 

 
• A former quarry and access road on QLT property that could serve as a contractor staging 

area. 
 
Area Supporting the MOA 
 
• An approximate 28-acre historic preserve area on QLT property and its associated ROW 

(within Kamakaeha Avenue) to connect utilities for the contemplated historic preserve 
interpretive center. 
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Identification of Historic Properties 
 
Five archaeological inventory surveys (AIS) have been conducted to identify historic properties for this 
undertaking. Most are undergoing review by the State Historic Preservation Division (SHPD); one has 
been approved by SHPD. Four of the five AIS’s were distributed as part of the Draft Environmental 
Assessment Ane Keohokalole Mid-Level Highway (Belt Collins Hawaii Ltd., June 2009). The fifth one is 
enclosed.  
 
Findings from these reports are summarized below from north to south (Hina Lani to Palani Road). 
Attachments 2 through 5 show the locations of historic properties and one burial.  
 

• For the northern-most third of the proposed highway, from Hina Lani Street to the 
northern boundary of the McClean Honokohau Properties (Attachment 2), a total of nine 
historic properties were identified within the APE.  All nine historic properties are 
recommended eligible for the Hawai‘i Register of Historic Places, but do not meet the 
eligibility criteria for the National Register of Historic Places (NRHP). 
 

• For the approximately 1.4-mile-long portion of the proposed highway, from Puohulihuli 
Street to a point approximately 1,000 feet north of Palani Road (Attachment 3), a total of 
eight historic properties were identified within the APE. One of the sites contained a 
burial. All eight historic properties are recommended eligible to the Hawai‘i Register of 
Historic Places, but do not meet the eligibility criteria for the NRHP. 

 
• From approximately 1,000 feet north of Palani Road to Palani Road (Attachment 4), a 

total of 17 historic properties were identified within the APE. These sites are components 
of the Kona Field System, which has been determined eligible for listing on the NRHP.  
 

• Along the south side of Palani Road, extending approximately 1,500 feet between the 
Kailua-Kona Fire Station to the west and Henry Street to the east (Attachment 5), three 
historic properties were identified in the APE. All three historic properties are 
recommended eligible for the Hawai‘i Register of Historic Places. Two of the historic 
properties, the Kuakini Wall and the Kona Field System, have been determined eligible 
for listing on the NRHP.  
 

• Within the footprint of a former rock quarry and quarry access road south of the proposed 
highway (Attachment 1), no historic properties were identified within the survey area. 
Excavation and grading related to the previous rock quarry likely destroyed or severely 
impacted any surface or subsurface historic properties that may have existed within the 
survey area.  

 
An archaeological reconnaissance survey was conducted in the adjacent 28-acre archaeological preserve 
located just north of Palani Road between the proposed Ane Keohokalole Highway and Kamakaeha 
Avenue to better evaluate the archaeological resources within the adjacent area (1,000 feet of the 
proposed highway corridor from Palani Road) affected by the proposed undertaking. Findings from the 
reconnaissance led to the determinations that: (1) the types of sites found in the 1,000-foot-long corridor 
just north of Palani Road are not unique and are very common in the Preserve and (2) the sites in the 
proposed highway corridor are significant for their information content only. 
 
The two sites located within the APE and eligible for listing on the NRHP are the Great Wall of Kuakini 
and the Kona Field System (Attachment 6). These sites and the potential effect of the proposed 
undertaking are summarized herein.  
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Great Wall of Kuakini. The Great Wall of Kuakini is an intermittent structure that runs parallel to the 
coastline for several miles, approximately one mile inland from the coastline.  The undertaking would not 
affect the Wall north of Palani Road; however, with the proposed widening of Palani Road to the south, a 
breach in the Wall of less than 33 feet is being proposed and is being evaluated by SHPD.  
 
Kona Field System. The Kona Field System describes an entire agricultural district beginning just north 
of Kailua-Kona and running south in a 4-mile-wide strip for about 23 miles, parallel to the coastline. This 
area includes the towns of Kailua-Kona, Holualoa, Kealakekua, Captain Cook, and other communities in 
South Kona.  The Kona Field System includes such archaeological and agricultural features as walls, 
enclosures, fields, boundary markers, and rock piles. Boundaries of the Kona Field System are not finite 
or fixed and are subject to changes as more archaeology is discovered; however, for the purposes of this 
letter, the extent of the Kona Field System is defined by four coordinates provided in the archaeological 
submittal forms for the Hawaii Registry of Historic Places. The section of the proposed undertaking that 
runs through the Kona Field System consists of its southernmost 0.75 miles (approximate) before the 
intersection with Palani Road (see attached approximation of proposed alignment with the Kona Field 
System in Attachment 6).  
 
Public Involvement 
 
The following opportunities for public involvement have been made or are planned: 
 

• Since 2005, over 100 public meetings were held in developing the Kona Community 
Development Plan that included the proposed Ane Keohokalole Highway. 
 

• On April 24, 2008, a public information meeting and charrette was held to obtain input 
on the preliminary design of the proposed highway.  
 

• As part of the State of Hawai‘i requirements for environmental assessments (EA), 
Cultural Impact Assessments (CIA) were prepared by obtaining input from 
knowledgeable cultural practitioners of the potentially affected area.  
 

• As part of the State of Hawai‘i requirements for EAs, the EA was distributed to 
stakeholders and the public on June 23, 2009, and made available via the State of 
Hawai‘i’s Office of Environmental Quality (OEQC) web site 
(http://oeqc.doh.hawaii.gov). Findings from the CIAs and AISs were presented in the EA. 
The public will have an opportunity to comment on the findings during the 30-day 
comment period that follows. 
 

• When the NEPA EA is made available, anticipated to be in September 2009, the FHWA 
will hold a public meeting to address the EA and NHPA Section 106.    

 
This letter is part of the Section 106 consultation process. Similar letters are being sent to:  Advisory 
Council on Historic Preservation, Office of Hawaiian Affairs, Department of Hawaiian Home Lands, Hui 
Malama I Na Kupuno ‘O Hawai‘i Nei, National Park Service, Ala Kahakai National Historic Trail, Na 
Ala Hele Trail and Access Program, Historic Hawaii Foundation, Kona Hawaiian Civic Club, Hawaii 
Island Burial Council, Kulana Huli Honua, Na Kokua o Kaloko-Honokohau, and the Hawai‘i State 
Historic Preservation Officer. 
 





 

 

 
 
 
 
 
 
 
Mr. Robert S. McClean 
McClean Honokohau Properties, LLC 
P.O. Box 3000 
Kailua-Kona, HI 96845 
 
Dear Mr. McClean: 
 
Pursuant to Section 106 of the National Historic Preservation Act, the Federal Highway Administration 
(FHWA) is initiating consultation with you regarding the proposal to construct a new mid-level road 
between Palani Road and Hina Lani Street in North Kona, Hawai‘i (hereinafter referred to as the 
“undertaking”). The undertaking would occur in the ahupua‘a of Kaloko, Honokohau 1 and 2, Kealakehe, 
and Keahuolu. 
 
The undertaking is being proposed to improve connectivity, reduce traffic congestion, provide a multi-
modal corridor, and support future regional development such as that planned by Queen Lili‘uokalani 
Trust (QLT), Hawai‘i Housing Finance and Development Corporation (HHFDC), and Department of 
Hawaiian Home Lands (DHHL). The need for the undertaking is specifically cited as a critical element in 
the Kona Community Development Plan, which was adopted by the County of Hawai‘i as Ordinance 08-
131 on September 25, 2008.  
 
Description of the Undertaking 
 
The undertaking includes the development of a new regional roadway link and utility corridor connecting 
Palani Road to the south and Hina Lani Street to the north (proposed highway), widening of Palani Road 
to provide additional vehicular lanes and a utility corridor between Henry Street and Queen Ka‘ahumanu 
Highway, and associated improvements within existing right-of-ways (ROWs). The undertaking is 
illustrated in Attachment 1. 
 
The proposed highway, a 120-foot ROW approximately 3.0 miles long, would allow for four lanes of 
two-way vehicular travel and a utility corridor at full build-out. Utilities for water, reclaimed water, and 
wastewater would be installed underground. Electrical, telephone, and cable may be installed overhead or 
underground. Landscaping and drainage will be designed with bio-retention cells to prevent runoff from 
affecting groundwater flow and quality.  
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The segment of Palani Road to be widened would be approximately 1,700 feet in length. The total width 
would be approximately 100.5 feet and include the existing 80-foot (approximate) ROW and an 
additional 20.5 feet (approximate) to the south. Widening would increase the existing two lanes of two-
way vehicular travel to four lanes of two-way travel with an additional auxiliary lane for turns, and an 
underground utility corridor.   
 
Improvements within existing ROWs would include those within Hina Lani Street, the existing segment 
of Ane Keohokalole Highway, and Kealakehe Parkway. 
 
A contractor staging area is proposed in the former QLT quarry on the makai side of the proposed 
highway, as illustrated in Attachment 1. 
 
Areas of Potential Effect (APE) 
 
The APE defines the area in which activities would occur. The following geographic areas are used to 
define the APE: (1) the area defined as the undertaking, including construction related disturbances, and 
(2) the area anticipated to support mitigative measures in a Memorandum of Agreement (MOA) resulting 
from FHWA’s anticipated determination of “adverse effect”. These areas are illustrated on Attachment 1 
and are described as follows. 
 

Areas Supporting the Undertaking 
 
• Within the existing ROW on Hina Lani Street, an approximate 100-foot-wide corridor; 

 
• Within the proposed highway corridor, an approximate 230-foot-wide corridor between 

Hina Lani Street to the north and the southern end of the McClean property (just north of 
Kealakehe Parkway); 

 
• From the southern end of the McClean property to the southern side of Puohulihuli 

Street, the existing ROW of the existing highway; 
 

• Within the proposed highway corridor, an approximate 200-foot-wide corridor between 
the southern end of the McClean property and approximately 1,000 feet north of Palani 
Road;  

 
• Within the proposed highway corridor, an approximate 180-foot-wide corridor between 

approximately 1,000 feet north of Palani Road and Palani Road; 
 
• An approximate 100.5-foot-wide corridor between the intersection of Palani Road/Henry 

Street and the intersection of Palani Road/Queen Ka‘ahumanu Highway (the north side of 
the APE corresponds with the existing ROW on the north side of Palani Road); and 

 
• A former quarry and access road on QLT property that could serve as a contractor staging 

area. 
 
Area Supporting the MOA 
 
• An approximate 28-acre historic preserve area on QLT property and its associated ROW 

(within Kamakaeha Avenue) to connect utilities for the contemplated historic preserve 
interpretive center. 
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Identification of Historic Properties 
 
Five archaeological inventory surveys (AIS) have been conducted to identify historic properties for this 
undertaking. Most are undergoing review by the State Historic Preservation Division (SHPD); one has 
been approved by SHPD. Four of the five AIS’s were distributed as part of the Draft Environmental 
Assessment Ane Keohokalole Mid-Level Highway (Belt Collins Hawaii Ltd., June 2009). The fifth one is 
enclosed.  
 
Findings from these reports are summarized below from north to south (Hina Lani to Palani Road). 
Attachments 2 through 5 show the locations of historic properties and one burial.  
 

• For the northern-most third of the proposed highway, from Hina Lani Street to the 
northern boundary of the McClean Honokohau Properties (Attachment 2), a total of nine 
historic properties were identified within the APE.  All nine historic properties are 
recommended eligible for the Hawai‘i Register of Historic Places, but do not meet the 
eligibility criteria for the National Register of Historic Places (NRHP). 
 

• For the approximately 1.4-mile-long portion of the proposed highway, from Puohulihuli 
Street to a point approximately 1,000 feet north of Palani Road (Attachment 3), a total of 
eight historic properties were identified within the APE. One of the sites contained a 
burial. All eight historic properties are recommended eligible to the Hawai‘i Register of 
Historic Places, but do not meet the eligibility criteria for the NRHP. 

 
• From approximately 1,000 feet north of Palani Road to Palani Road (Attachment 4), a 

total of 17 historic properties were identified within the APE. These sites are components 
of the Kona Field System, which has been determined eligible for listing on the NRHP.  
 

• Along the south side of Palani Road, extending approximately 1,500 feet between the 
Kailua-Kona Fire Station to the west and Henry Street to the east (Attachment 5), three 
historic properties were identified in the APE. All three historic properties are 
recommended eligible for the Hawai‘i Register of Historic Places. Two of the historic 
properties, the Kuakini Wall and the Kona Field System, have been determined eligible 
for listing on the NRHP.  
 

• Within the footprint of a former rock quarry and quarry access road south of the proposed 
highway (Attachment 1), no historic properties were identified within the survey area. 
Excavation and grading related to the previous rock quarry likely destroyed or severely 
impacted any surface or subsurface historic properties that may have existed within the 
survey area.  

 
An archaeological reconnaissance survey was conducted in the adjacent 28-acre archaeological preserve 
located just north of Palani Road between the proposed Ane Keohokalole Highway and Kamakaeha 
Avenue to better evaluate the archaeological resources within the adjacent area (1,000 feet of the 
proposed highway corridor from Palani Road) affected by the proposed undertaking. Findings from the 
reconnaissance led to the determinations that: (1) the types of sites found in the 1,000-foot-long corridor 
just north of Palani Road are not unique and are very common in the Preserve and (2) the sites in the 
proposed highway corridor are significant for their information content only. 
 
The two sites located within the APE and eligible for listing on the NRHP are the Great Wall of Kuakini 
and the Kona Field System (Attachment 6). These sites and the potential effect of the proposed 
undertaking are summarized herein.  
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Great Wall of Kuakini. The Great Wall of Kuakini is an intermittent structure that runs parallel to the 
coastline for several miles, approximately one mile inland from the coastline.  The undertaking would not 
affect the Wall north of Palani Road; however, with the proposed widening of Palani Road to the south, a 
breach in the Wall of less than 33 feet is being proposed and is being evaluated by SHPD.  
 
Kona Field System. The Kona Field System describes an entire agricultural district beginning just north 
of Kailua-Kona and running south in a 4-mile-wide strip for about 23 miles, parallel to the coastline. This 
area includes the towns of Kailua-Kona, Holualoa, Kealakekua, Captain Cook, and other communities in 
South Kona.  The Kona Field System includes such archaeological and agricultural features as walls, 
enclosures, fields, boundary markers, and rock piles. Boundaries of the Kona Field System are not finite 
or fixed and are subject to changes as more archaeology is discovered; however, for the purposes of this 
letter, the extent of the Kona Field System is defined by four coordinates provided in the archaeological 
submittal forms for the Hawaii Registry of Historic Places. The section of the proposed undertaking that 
runs through the Kona Field System consists of its southernmost 0.75 miles (approximate) before the 
intersection with Palani Road (see attached approximation of proposed alignment with the Kona Field 
System in Attachment 6).  
 
Public Involvement 
 
The following opportunities for public involvement have been made or are planned: 
 

• Since 2005, over 100 public meetings were held in developing the Kona Community 
Development Plan that included the proposed Ane Keohokalole Highway. 
 

• On April 24, 2008, a public information meeting and charrette was held to obtain input 
on the preliminary design of the proposed highway.  
 

• As part of the State of Hawai‘i requirements for environmental assessments (EA), 
Cultural Impact Assessments (CIA) were prepared by obtaining input from 
knowledgeable cultural practitioners of the potentially affected area.  
 

• As part of the State of Hawai‘i requirements for EAs, the EA was distributed to 
stakeholders and the public on June 23, 2009, and made available via the State of 
Hawai‘i’s Office of Environmental Quality (OEQC) web site 
(http://oeqc.doh.hawaii.gov). Findings from the CIAs and AISs were presented in the EA. 
The public will have an opportunity to comment on the findings during the 30-day 
comment period that follows. 
 

• When the NEPA EA is made available, anticipated to be in September 2009, the FHWA 
will hold a public meeting to address the EA and NHPA Section 106.    

 
This letter is part of the Section 106 consultation process. Similar letters are being sent to:  Advisory 
Council on Historic Preservation, Office of Hawaiian Affairs, Department of Hawaiian Home Lands, Hui 
Malama I Na Kupuno ‘O Hawai‘i Nei, National Park Service, Ala Kahakai National Historic Trail, Na 
Ala Hele Trail and Access Program, Historic Hawaii Foundation, Kona Hawaiian Civic Club, Hawaii 
Island Burial Council, Kulana Huli Honua, Na Kokua o Kaloko-Honokohau, and the Hawai‘i State 
Historic Preservation Officer. 
 





 

 

 
 
 
 
 
 
 
Mr. Fred Cachola 
President 
Na Kokua O Kaloko-Honokohau 
91-485 Kuhialoko Street 
Ewa Beach, HI 96706 
 
Dear Mr. Cachola: 
 
Pursuant to Section 106 of the National Historic Preservation Act, the Federal Highway Administration 
(FHWA) is initiating consultation with you regarding the proposal to construct a new mid-level road 
between Palani Road and Hina Lani Street in North Kona, Hawai‘i (hereinafter referred to as the 
“undertaking”). The undertaking would occur in the ahupua‘a of Kaloko, Honokohau 1 and 2, Kealakehe, 
and Keahuolu. 
 
The undertaking is being proposed to improve connectivity, reduce traffic congestion, provide a multi-
modal corridor, and support future regional development such as that planned by Queen Lili‘uokalani 
Trust (QLT), Hawai‘i Housing Finance and Development Corporation (HHFDC), and Department of 
Hawaiian Home Lands (DHHL). The need for the undertaking is specifically cited as a critical element in 
the Kona Community Development Plan, which was adopted by the County of Hawai‘i as Ordinance 08-
131 on September 25, 2008.  
 
Description of the Undertaking 
 
The undertaking includes the development of a new regional roadway link and utility corridor connecting 
Palani Road to the south and Hina Lani Street to the north (proposed highway), widening of Palani Road 
to provide additional vehicular lanes and a utility corridor between Henry Street and Queen Ka‘ahumanu 
Highway, and associated improvements within existing right-of-ways (ROWs). The undertaking is 
illustrated in Attachment 1. 
 
The proposed highway, a 120-foot ROW approximately 3.0 miles long, would allow for four lanes of 
two-way vehicular travel and a utility corridor at full build-out. Utilities for water, reclaimed water, and 
wastewater would be installed underground. Electrical, telephone, and cable may be installed overhead or 
underground. Landscaping and drainage will be designed with bio-retention cells to prevent runoff from 
affecting groundwater flow and quality.  
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The segment of Palani Road to be widened would be approximately 1,700 feet in length. The total width 
would be approximately 100.5 feet and include the existing 80-foot (approximate) ROW and an 
additional 20.5 feet (approximate) to the south. Widening would increase the existing two lanes of two-
way vehicular travel to four lanes of two-way travel with an additional auxiliary lane for turns, and an 
underground utility corridor.   
 
Improvements within existing ROWs would include those within Hina Lani Street, the existing segment 
of Ane Keohokalole Highway, and Kealakehe Parkway. 
 
A contractor staging area is proposed in the former QLT quarry on the makai side of the proposed 
highway, as illustrated in Attachment 1. 
 
Areas of Potential Effect (APE) 
 
The APE defines the area in which activities would occur. The following geographic areas are used to 
define the APE: (1) the area defined as the undertaking, including construction related disturbances, and 
(2) the area anticipated to support mitigative measures in a Memorandum of Agreement (MOA) resulting 
from FHWA’s anticipated determination of “adverse effect”. These areas are illustrated on Attachment 1 
and are described as follows. 
 

Areas Supporting the Undertaking 
 
• Within the existing ROW on Hina Lani Street, an approximate 100-foot-wide corridor; 

 
• Within the proposed highway corridor, an approximate 230-foot-wide corridor between 

Hina Lani Street to the north and the southern end of the McClean property (just north of 
Kealakehe Parkway); 

 
• From the southern end of the McClean property to the southern side of Puohulihuli 

Street, the existing ROW of the existing highway; 
 

• Within the proposed highway corridor, an approximate 200-foot-wide corridor between 
the southern end of the McClean property and approximately 1,000 feet north of Palani 
Road;  

 
• Within the proposed highway corridor, an approximate 180-foot-wide corridor between 

approximately 1,000 feet north of Palani Road and Palani Road; 
 
• An approximate 100.5-foot-wide corridor between the intersection of Palani Road/Henry 

Street and the intersection of Palani Road/Queen Ka‘ahumanu Highway (the north side of 
the APE corresponds with the existing ROW on the north side of Palani Road); and 

 
• A former quarry and access road on QLT property that could serve as a contractor staging 

area. 
 
Area Supporting the MOA 
 
• An approximate 28-acre historic preserve area on QLT property and its associated ROW 

(within Kamakaeha Avenue) to connect utilities for the contemplated historic preserve 
interpretive center. 
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Identification of Historic Properties 
 
Five archaeological inventory surveys (AIS) have been conducted to identify historic properties for this 
undertaking. Most are undergoing review by the State Historic Preservation Division (SHPD); one has 
been approved by SHPD. Four of the five AIS’s were distributed as part of the Draft Environmental 
Assessment Ane Keohokalole Mid-Level Highway (Belt Collins Hawaii Ltd., June 2009). The fifth one is 
enclosed.  
 
Findings from these reports are summarized below from north to south (Hina Lani to Palani Road). 
Attachments 2 through 5 show the locations of historic properties and one burial.  
 

• For the northern-most third of the proposed highway, from Hina Lani Street to the 
northern boundary of the McClean Honokohau Properties (Attachment 2), a total of nine 
historic properties were identified within the APE.  All nine historic properties are 
recommended eligible for the Hawai‘i Register of Historic Places, but do not meet the 
eligibility criteria for the National Register of Historic Places (NRHP). 
 

• For the approximately 1.4-mile-long portion of the proposed highway, from Puohulihuli 
Street to a point approximately 1,000 feet north of Palani Road (Attachment 3), a total of 
eight historic properties were identified within the APE. One of the sites contained a 
burial. All eight historic properties are recommended eligible to the Hawai‘i Register of 
Historic Places, but do not meet the eligibility criteria for the NRHP. 

 
• From approximately 1,000 feet north of Palani Road to Palani Road (Attachment 4), a 

total of 17 historic properties were identified within the APE. These sites are components 
of the Kona Field System, which has been determined eligible for listing on the NRHP.  
 

• Along the south side of Palani Road, extending approximately 1,500 feet between the 
Kailua-Kona Fire Station to the west and Henry Street to the east (Attachment 5), three 
historic properties were identified in the APE. All three historic properties are 
recommended eligible for the Hawai‘i Register of Historic Places. Two of the historic 
properties, the Kuakini Wall and the Kona Field System, have been determined eligible 
for listing on the NRHP.  
 

• Within the footprint of a former rock quarry and quarry access road south of the proposed 
highway (Attachment 1), no historic properties were identified within the survey area. 
Excavation and grading related to the previous rock quarry likely destroyed or severely 
impacted any surface or subsurface historic properties that may have existed within the 
survey area.  

 
An archaeological reconnaissance survey was conducted in the adjacent 28-acre archaeological preserve 
located just north of Palani Road between the proposed Ane Keohokalole Highway and Kamakaeha 
Avenue to better evaluate the archaeological resources within the adjacent area (1,000 feet of the 
proposed highway corridor from Palani Road) affected by the proposed undertaking. Findings from the 
reconnaissance led to the determinations that: (1) the types of sites found in the 1,000-foot-long corridor 
just north of Palani Road are not unique and are very common in the Preserve and (2) the sites in the 
proposed highway corridor are significant for their information content only. 
 
The two sites located within the APE and eligible for listing on the NRHP are the Great Wall of Kuakini 
and the Kona Field System (Attachment 6). These sites and the potential effect of the proposed 
undertaking are summarized herein.  
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Great Wall of Kuakini. The Great Wall of Kuakini is an intermittent structure that runs parallel to the 
coastline for several miles, approximately one mile inland from the coastline.  The undertaking would not 
affect the Wall north of Palani Road; however, with the proposed widening of Palani Road to the south, a 
breach in the Wall of less than 33 feet is being proposed and is being evaluated by SHPD.  
 
Kona Field System. The Kona Field System describes an entire agricultural district beginning just north 
of Kailua-Kona and running south in a 4-mile-wide strip for about 23 miles, parallel to the coastline. This 
area includes the towns of Kailua-Kona, Holualoa, Kealakekua, Captain Cook, and other communities in 
South Kona.  The Kona Field System includes such archaeological and agricultural features as walls, 
enclosures, fields, boundary markers, and rock piles. Boundaries of the Kona Field System are not finite 
or fixed and are subject to changes as more archaeology is discovered; however, for the purposes of this 
letter, the extent of the Kona Field System is defined by four coordinates provided in the archaeological 
submittal forms for the Hawaii Registry of Historic Places. The section of the proposed undertaking that 
runs through the Kona Field System consists of its southernmost 0.75 miles (approximate) before the 
intersection with Palani Road (see attached approximation of proposed alignment with the Kona Field 
System in Attachment 6).  
 
Public Involvement 
 
The following opportunities for public involvement have been made or are planned: 
 

• Since 2005, over 100 public meetings were held in developing the Kona Community 
Development Plan that included the proposed Ane Keohokalole Highway. 
 

• On April 24, 2008, a public information meeting and charrette was held to obtain input 
on the preliminary design of the proposed highway.  
 

• As part of the State of Hawai‘i requirements for environmental assessments (EA), 
Cultural Impact Assessments (CIA) were prepared by obtaining input from 
knowledgeable cultural practitioners of the potentially affected area.  
 

• As part of the State of Hawai‘i requirements for EAs, the EA was distributed to 
stakeholders and the public on June 23, 2009, and made available via the State of 
Hawai‘i’s Office of Environmental Quality (OEQC) web site 
(http://oeqc.doh.hawaii.gov). Findings from the CIAs and AISs were presented in the EA. 
The public will have an opportunity to comment on the findings during the 30-day 
comment period that follows. 
 

• When the NEPA EA is made available, anticipated to be in September 2009, the FHWA 
will hold a public meeting to address the EA and NHPA Section 106.    

 
This letter is part of the Section 106 consultation process. Similar letters are being sent to:  Advisory 
Council on Historic Preservation, Office of Hawaiian Affairs, Department of Hawaiian Home Lands, Hui 
Malama I Na Kupuno ‘O Hawai‘i Nei, National Park Service, Ala Kahakai National Historic Trail, Na 
Ala Hele Trail and Access Program, Historic Hawaii Foundation, Kona Hawaiian Civic Club, Hawaii 
Island Burial Council, Kulana Huli Honua, and the Hawai‘i State Historic Preservation Officer. 
 





 

 

 
 
 
 
 
 
 
Mr. Dennis Hart 
National Trail Association Trail Cleaners 
P.O. Box 1441 
Kealakekua, HI 96850 
 
Dear Mr. Hart: 
 
Pursuant to Section 106 of the National Historic Preservation Act, the Federal Highway Administration 
(FHWA) is initiating consultation with you regarding the proposal to construct a new mid-level road 
between Palani Road and Hina Lani Street in North Kona, Hawai‘i (hereinafter referred to as the 
“undertaking”). The undertaking would occur in the ahupua‘a of Kaloko, Honokohau 1 and 2, Kealakehe, 
and Keahuolu. 
 
The undertaking is being proposed to improve connectivity, reduce traffic congestion, provide a multi-
modal corridor, and support future regional development such as that planned by Queen Lili‘uokalani 
Trust (QLT), Hawai‘i Housing Finance and Development Corporation (HHFDC), and Department of 
Hawaiian Home Lands (DHHL). The need for the undertaking is specifically cited as a critical element in 
the Kona Community Development Plan, which was adopted by the County of Hawai‘i as Ordinance 08-
131 on September 25, 2008.  
 
Description of the Undertaking 
 
The undertaking includes the development of a new regional roadway link and utility corridor connecting 
Palani Road to the south and Hina Lani Street to the north (proposed highway), widening of Palani Road 
to provide additional vehicular lanes and a utility corridor between Henry Street and Queen Ka‘ahumanu 
Highway, and associated improvements within existing right-of-ways (ROWs). The undertaking is 
illustrated in Attachment 1. 
 
The proposed highway, a 120-foot ROW approximately 3.0 miles long, would allow for four lanes of 
two-way vehicular travel and a utility corridor at full build-out. Utilities for water, reclaimed water, and 
wastewater would be installed underground. Electrical, telephone, and cable may be installed overhead or 
underground. Landscaping and drainage will be designed with bio-retention cells to prevent runoff from 
affecting groundwater flow and quality.  
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The segment of Palani Road to be widened would be approximately 1,700 feet in length. The total width 
would be approximately 100.5 feet and include the existing 80-foot (approximate) ROW and an 
additional 20.5 feet (approximate) to the south. Widening would increase the existing two lanes of two-
way vehicular travel to four lanes of two-way travel with an additional auxiliary lane for turns, and an 
underground utility corridor.   
 
Improvements within existing ROWs would include those within Hina Lani Street, the existing segment 
of Ane Keohokalole Highway, and Kealakehe Parkway. 
 
A contractor staging area is proposed in the former QLT quarry on the makai side of the proposed 
highway, as illustrated in Attachment 1. 
 
Areas of Potential Effect (APE) 
 
The APE defines the area in which activities would occur. The following geographic areas are used to 
define the APE: (1) the area defined as the undertaking, including construction related disturbances, and 
(2) the area anticipated to support mitigative measures in a Memorandum of Agreement (MOA) resulting 
from FHWA’s anticipated determination of “adverse effect”. These areas are illustrated on Attachment 1 
and are described as follows. 
 

Areas Supporting the Undertaking 
 
• Within the existing ROW on Hina Lani Street, an approximate 100-foot-wide corridor; 

 
• Within the proposed highway corridor, an approximate 230-foot-wide corridor between 

Hina Lani Street to the north and the southern end of the McClean property (just north of 
Kealakehe Parkway); 

 
• From the southern end of the McClean property to the southern side of Puohulihuli 

Street, the existing ROW of the existing highway; 
 

• Within the proposed highway corridor, an approximate 200-foot-wide corridor between 
the southern end of the McClean property and approximately 1,000 feet north of Palani 
Road;  

 
• Within the proposed highway corridor, an approximate 180-foot-wide corridor between 

approximately 1,000 feet north of Palani Road and Palani Road; 
 
• An approximate 100.5-foot-wide corridor between the intersection of Palani Road/Henry 

Street and the intersection of Palani Road/Queen Ka‘ahumanu Highway (the north side of 
the APE corresponds with the existing ROW on the north side of Palani Road); and 

 
• A former quarry and access road on QLT property that could serve as a contractor staging 

area. 
 
Area Supporting the MOA 
 
• An approximate 28-acre historic preserve area on QLT property and its associated ROW 

(within Kamakaeha Avenue) to connect utilities for the contemplated historic preserve 
interpretive center. 
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Identification of Historic Properties 
 
Five archaeological inventory surveys (AIS) have been conducted to identify historic properties for this 
undertaking. Most are undergoing review by the State Historic Preservation Division (SHPD); one has 
been approved by SHPD. Four of the five AIS’s were distributed as part of the Draft Environmental 
Assessment Ane Keohokalole Mid-Level Highway (Belt Collins Hawaii Ltd., June 2009). The fifth one is 
enclosed.  
 
Findings from these reports are summarized below from north to south (Hina Lani to Palani Road). 
Attachments 2 through 5 show the locations of historic properties and one burial.  
 

• For the northern-most third of the proposed highway, from Hina Lani Street to the 
northern boundary of the McClean Honokohau Properties (Attachment 2), a total of nine 
historic properties were identified within the APE.  All nine historic properties are 
recommended eligible for the Hawai‘i Register of Historic Places, but do not meet the 
eligibility criteria for the National Register of Historic Places (NRHP). 
 

• For the approximately 1.4-mile-long portion of the proposed highway, from Puohulihuli 
Street to a point approximately 1,000 feet north of Palani Road (Attachment 3), a total of 
eight historic properties were identified within the APE. One of the sites contained a 
burial. All eight historic properties are recommended eligible to the Hawai‘i Register of 
Historic Places, but do not meet the eligibility criteria for the NRHP. 

 
• From approximately 1,000 feet north of Palani Road to Palani Road (Attachment 4), a 

total of 17 historic properties were identified within the APE. These sites are components 
of the Kona Field System, which has been determined eligible for listing on the NRHP.  
 

• Along the south side of Palani Road, extending approximately 1,500 feet between the 
Kailua-Kona Fire Station to the west and Henry Street to the east (Attachment 5), three 
historic properties were identified in the APE. All three historic properties are 
recommended eligible for the Hawai‘i Register of Historic Places. Two of the historic 
properties, the Kuakini Wall and the Kona Field System, have been determined eligible 
for listing on the NRHP.  
 

• Within the footprint of a former rock quarry and quarry access road south of the proposed 
highway (Attachment 1), no historic properties were identified within the survey area. 
Excavation and grading related to the previous rock quarry likely destroyed or severely 
impacted any surface or subsurface historic properties that may have existed within the 
survey area.  

 
An archaeological reconnaissance survey was conducted in the adjacent 28-acre archaeological preserve 
located just north of Palani Road between the proposed Ane Keohokalole Highway and Kamakaeha 
Avenue to better evaluate the archaeological resources within the adjacent area (1,000 feet of the 
proposed highway corridor from Palani Road) affected by the proposed undertaking. Findings from the 
reconnaissance led to the determinations that: (1) the types of sites found in the 1,000-foot-long corridor 
just north of Palani Road are not unique and are very common in the Preserve and (2) the sites in the 
proposed highway corridor are significant for their information content only. 
 
The two sites located within the APE and eligible for listing on the NRHP are the Great Wall of Kuakini 
and the Kona Field System (Attachment 6). These sites and the potential effect of the proposed 
undertaking are summarized herein.  
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Great Wall of Kuakini. The Great Wall of Kuakini is an intermittent structure that runs parallel to the 
coastline for several miles, approximately one mile inland from the coastline.  The undertaking would not 
affect the Wall north of Palani Road; however, with the proposed widening of Palani Road to the south, a 
breach in the Wall of less than 33 feet is being proposed and is being evaluated by SHPD.  
 
Kona Field System. The Kona Field System describes an entire agricultural district beginning just north 
of Kailua-Kona and running south in a 4-mile-wide strip for about 23 miles, parallel to the coastline. This 
area includes the towns of Kailua-Kona, Holualoa, Kealakekua, Captain Cook, and other communities in 
South Kona.  The Kona Field System includes such archaeological and agricultural features as walls, 
enclosures, fields, boundary markers, and rock piles. Boundaries of the Kona Field System are not finite 
or fixed and are subject to changes as more archaeology is discovered; however, for the purposes of this 
letter, the extent of the Kona Field System is defined by four coordinates provided in the archaeological 
submittal forms for the Hawaii Registry of Historic Places. The section of the proposed undertaking that 
runs through the Kona Field System consists of its southernmost 0.75 miles (approximate) before the 
intersection with Palani Road (see attached approximation of proposed alignment with the Kona Field 
System in Attachment 6).  
 
Public Involvement 
 
The following opportunities for public involvement have been made or are planned: 
 

• Since 2005, over 100 public meetings were held in developing the Kona Community 
Development Plan that included the proposed Ane Keohokalole Highway. 
 

• On April 24, 2008, a public information meeting and charrette was held to obtain input 
on the preliminary design of the proposed highway.  
 

• As part of the State of Hawai‘i requirements for environmental assessments (EA), 
Cultural Impact Assessments (CIA) were prepared by obtaining input from 
knowledgeable cultural practitioners of the potentially affected area.  
 

• As part of the State of Hawai‘i requirements for EAs, the EA was distributed to 
stakeholders and the public on June 23, 2009, and made available via the State of 
Hawai‘i’s Office of Environmental Quality (OEQC) web site 
(http://oeqc.doh.hawaii.gov). Findings from the CIAs and AISs were presented in the EA. 
The public will have an opportunity to comment on the findings during the 30-day 
comment period that follows. 
 

• When the NEPA EA is made available, anticipated to be in September 2009, the FHWA 
will hold a public meeting to address the EA and NHPA Section 106.    

 
This letter is part of the Section 106 consultation process. Similar letters are being sent to:  Advisory 
Council on Historic Preservation, Office of Hawaiian Affairs, Department of Hawaiian Home Lands, Hui 
Malama I Na Kupuno ‘O Hawai‘i Nei, National Park Service, Ala Kahakai National Historic Trail, Na 
Ala Hele Trail and Access Program, Historic Hawaii Foundation, Kona Hawaiian Civic Club, Hawaii 
Island Burial Council, Kulana Huli Honua, Na Kokua o Kaloko-Honokohau, and the Hawai‘i State 
Historic Preservation Officer. 
 





 

 

 
 
 
 
 
 
 
Ms. Laura Dierenfield 
Executive Director 
People's Advocacy for Trails Hawaii (PATH) 
P.O. Box 62 
Kailua-Kona, HI 96745 
 
Dear Ms. Dierenfield: 
 
Pursuant to Section 106 of the National Historic Preservation Act, the Federal Highway Administration 
(FHWA) is initiating consultation with you regarding the proposal to construct a new mid-level road 
between Palani Road and Hina Lani Street in North Kona, Hawai‘i (hereinafter referred to as the 
“undertaking”). The undertaking would occur in the ahupua‘a of Kaloko, Honokohau 1 and 2, Kealakehe, 
and Keahuolu. 
 
The undertaking is being proposed to improve connectivity, reduce traffic congestion, provide a multi-
modal corridor, and support future regional development such as that planned by Queen Lili‘uokalani 
Trust (QLT), Hawai‘i Housing Finance and Development Corporation (HHFDC), and Department of 
Hawaiian Home Lands (DHHL). The need for the undertaking is specifically cited as a critical element in 
the Kona Community Development Plan, which was adopted by the County of Hawai‘i as Ordinance 08-
131 on September 25, 2008.  
 
Description of the Undertaking 
 
The undertaking includes the development of a new regional roadway link and utility corridor connecting 
Palani Road to the south and Hina Lani Street to the north (proposed highway), widening of Palani Road 
to provide additional vehicular lanes and a utility corridor between Henry Street and Queen Ka‘ahumanu 
Highway, and associated improvements within existing right-of-ways (ROWs). The undertaking is 
illustrated in Attachment 1. 
 
The proposed highway, a 120-foot ROW approximately 3.0 miles long, would allow for four lanes of 
two-way vehicular travel and a utility corridor at full build-out. Utilities for water, reclaimed water, and 
wastewater would be installed underground. Electrical, telephone, and cable may be installed overhead or 
underground. Landscaping and drainage will be designed with bio-retention cells to prevent runoff from 
affecting groundwater flow and quality.  
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The segment of Palani Road to be widened would be approximately 1,700 feet in length. The total width 
would be approximately 100.5 feet and include the existing 80-foot (approximate) ROW and an 
additional 20.5 feet (approximate) to the south. Widening would increase the existing two lanes of two-
way vehicular travel to four lanes of two-way travel with an additional auxiliary lane for turns, and an 
underground utility corridor.   
 
Improvements within existing ROWs would include those within Hina Lani Street, the existing segment 
of Ane Keohokalole Highway, and Kealakehe Parkway. 
 
A contractor staging area is proposed in the former QLT quarry on the makai side of the proposed 
highway, as illustrated in Attachment 1. 
 
Areas of Potential Effect (APE) 
 
The APE defines the area in which activities would occur. The following geographic areas are used to 
define the APE: (1) the area defined as the undertaking, including construction related disturbances, and 
(2) the area anticipated to support mitigative measures in a Memorandum of Agreement (MOA) resulting 
from FHWA’s anticipated determination of “adverse effect”. These areas are illustrated on Attachment 1 
and are described as follows. 
 

Areas Supporting the Undertaking 
 
• Within the existing ROW on Hina Lani Street, an approximate 100-foot-wide corridor; 

 
• Within the proposed highway corridor, an approximate 230-foot-wide corridor between 

Hina Lani Street to the north and the southern end of the McClean property (just north of 
Kealakehe Parkway); 

 
• From the southern end of the McClean property to the southern side of Puohulihuli 

Street, the existing ROW of the existing highway; 
 

• Within the proposed highway corridor, an approximate 200-foot-wide corridor between 
the southern end of the McClean property and approximately 1,000 feet north of Palani 
Road;  

 
• Within the proposed highway corridor, an approximate 180-foot-wide corridor between 

approximately 1,000 feet north of Palani Road and Palani Road; 
 
• An approximate 100.5-foot-wide corridor between the intersection of Palani Road/Henry 

Street and the intersection of Palani Road/Queen Ka‘ahumanu Highway (the north side of 
the APE corresponds with the existing ROW on the north side of Palani Road); and 

 
• A former quarry and access road on QLT property that could serve as a contractor staging 

area. 
 
Area Supporting the MOA 
 
• An approximate 28-acre historic preserve area on QLT property and its associated ROW 

(within Kamakaeha Avenue) to connect utilities for the contemplated historic preserve 
interpretive center. 
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Identification of Historic Properties 
 
Five archaeological inventory surveys (AIS) have been conducted to identify historic properties for this 
undertaking. Most are undergoing review by the State Historic Preservation Division (SHPD); one has 
been approved by SHPD. Four of the five AIS’s were distributed as part of the Draft Environmental 
Assessment Ane Keohokalole Mid-Level Highway (Belt Collins Hawaii Ltd., June 2009). The fifth one is 
enclosed.  
 
Findings from these reports are summarized below from north to south (Hina Lani to Palani Road). 
Attachments 2 through 5 show the locations of historic properties and one burial.  
 

• For the northern-most third of the proposed highway, from Hina Lani Street to the 
northern boundary of the McClean Honokohau Properties (Attachment 2), a total of nine 
historic properties were identified within the APE.  All nine historic properties are 
recommended eligible for the Hawai‘i Register of Historic Places, but do not meet the 
eligibility criteria for the National Register of Historic Places (NRHP). 
 

• For the approximately 1.4-mile-long portion of the proposed highway, from Puohulihuli 
Street to a point approximately 1,000 feet north of Palani Road (Attachment 3), a total of 
eight historic properties were identified within the APE. One of the sites contained a 
burial. All eight historic properties are recommended eligible to the Hawai‘i Register of 
Historic Places, but do not meet the eligibility criteria for the NRHP. 

 
• From approximately 1,000 feet north of Palani Road to Palani Road (Attachment 4), a 

total of 17 historic properties were identified within the APE. These sites are components 
of the Kona Field System, which has been determined eligible for listing on the NRHP.  
 

• Along the south side of Palani Road, extending approximately 1,500 feet between the 
Kailua-Kona Fire Station to the west and Henry Street to the east (Attachment 5), three 
historic properties were identified in the APE. All three historic properties are 
recommended eligible for the Hawai‘i Register of Historic Places. Two of the historic 
properties, the Kuakini Wall and the Kona Field System, have been determined eligible 
for listing on the NRHP.  
 

• Within the footprint of a former rock quarry and quarry access road south of the proposed 
highway (Attachment 1), no historic properties were identified within the survey area. 
Excavation and grading related to the previous rock quarry likely destroyed or severely 
impacted any surface or subsurface historic properties that may have existed within the 
survey area.  

 
An archaeological reconnaissance survey was conducted in the adjacent 28-acre archaeological preserve 
located just north of Palani Road between the proposed Ane Keohokalole Highway and Kamakaeha 
Avenue to better evaluate the archaeological resources within the adjacent area (1,000 feet of the 
proposed highway corridor from Palani Road) affected by the proposed undertaking. Findings from the 
reconnaissance led to the determinations that: (1) the types of sites found in the 1,000-foot-long corridor 
just north of Palani Road are not unique and are very common in the Preserve and (2) the sites in the 
proposed highway corridor are significant for their information content only. 
 
The two sites located within the APE and eligible for listing on the NRHP are the Great Wall of Kuakini 
and the Kona Field System (Attachment 6). These sites and the potential effect of the proposed 
undertaking are summarized herein.  
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Great Wall of Kuakini. The Great Wall of Kuakini is an intermittent structure that runs parallel to the 
coastline for several miles, approximately one mile inland from the coastline.  The undertaking would not 
affect the Wall north of Palani Road; however, with the proposed widening of Palani Road to the south, a 
breach in the Wall of less than 33 feet is being proposed and is being evaluated by SHPD.  
 
Kona Field System. The Kona Field System describes an entire agricultural district beginning just north 
of Kailua-Kona and running south in a 4-mile-wide strip for about 23 miles, parallel to the coastline. This 
area includes the towns of Kailua-Kona, Holualoa, Kealakekua, Captain Cook, and other communities in 
South Kona.  The Kona Field System includes such archaeological and agricultural features as walls, 
enclosures, fields, boundary markers, and rock piles. Boundaries of the Kona Field System are not finite 
or fixed and are subject to changes as more archaeology is discovered; however, for the purposes of this 
letter, the extent of the Kona Field System is defined by four coordinates provided in the archaeological 
submittal forms for the Hawaii Registry of Historic Places. The section of the proposed undertaking that 
runs through the Kona Field System consists of its southernmost 0.75 miles (approximate) before the 
intersection with Palani Road (see attached approximation of proposed alignment with the Kona Field 
System in Attachment 6).  
 
Public Involvement 
 
The following opportunities for public involvement have been made or are planned: 
 

• Since 2005, over 100 public meetings were held in developing the Kona Community 
Development Plan that included the proposed Ane Keohokalole Highway. 
 

• On April 24, 2008, a public information meeting and charrette was held to obtain input 
on the preliminary design of the proposed highway.  
 

• As part of the State of Hawai‘i requirements for environmental assessments (EA), 
Cultural Impact Assessments (CIA) were prepared by obtaining input from 
knowledgeable cultural practitioners of the potentially affected area.  
 

• As part of the State of Hawai‘i requirements for EAs, the EA was distributed to 
stakeholders and the public on June 23, 2009, and made available via the State of 
Hawai‘i’s Office of Environmental Quality (OEQC) web site 
(http://oeqc.doh.hawaii.gov). Findings from the CIAs and AISs were presented in the EA. 
The public will have an opportunity to comment on the findings during the 30-day 
comment period that follows. 
 

• When the NEPA EA is made available, anticipated to be in September 2009, the FHWA 
will hold a public meeting to address the EA and NHPA Section 106.    

 
This letter is part of the Section 106 consultation process. Similar letters are being sent to:  Advisory 
Council on Historic Preservation, Office of Hawaiian Affairs, Department of Hawaiian Home Lands, Hui 
Malama I Na Kupuno ‘O Hawai‘i Nei, National Park Service, Ala Kahakai National Historic Trail, Na 
Ala Hele Trail and Access Program, Historic Hawaii Foundation, Kona Hawaiian Civic Club, Hawaii 
Island Burial Council, Kulana Huli Honua, Na Kokua o Kaloko-Honokohau, and the Hawai‘i State 
Historic Preservation Officer. 
 





 

 

 
 
 
 
 
 
 
Ms. LeeAnn Crabbe 
Vice President 
Queen Liliuokalani Trust 
1100 Alakea Street, Suite 1100 
Honolulu, HI 96813 
 
Dear Ms. Crabbe: 
 
Pursuant to Section 106 of the National Historic Preservation Act, the Federal Highway Administration 
(FHWA) is initiating consultation with you regarding the proposal to construct a new mid-level road 
between Palani Road and Hina Lani Street in North Kona, Hawai‘i (hereinafter referred to as the 
“undertaking”). The undertaking would occur in the ahupua‘a of Kaloko, Honokohau 1 and 2, Kealakehe, 
and Keahuolu. 
 
The undertaking is being proposed to improve connectivity, reduce traffic congestion, provide a multi-
modal corridor, and support future regional development such as that planned by Queen Lili‘uokalani 
Trust (QLT), Hawai‘i Housing Finance and Development Corporation (HHFDC), and Department of 
Hawaiian Home Lands (DHHL). The need for the undertaking is specifically cited as a critical element in 
the Kona Community Development Plan, which was adopted by the County of Hawai‘i as Ordinance 08-
131 on September 25, 2008.  
 
Description of the Undertaking 
 
The undertaking includes the development of a new regional roadway link and utility corridor connecting 
Palani Road to the south and Hina Lani Street to the north (proposed highway), widening of Palani Road 
to provide additional vehicular lanes and a utility corridor between Henry Street and Queen Ka‘ahumanu 
Highway, and associated improvements within existing right-of-ways (ROWs). The undertaking is 
illustrated in Attachment 1. 
 
The proposed highway, a 120-foot ROW approximately 3.0 miles long, would allow for four lanes of 
two-way vehicular travel and a utility corridor at full build-out. Utilities for water, reclaimed water, and 
wastewater would be installed underground. Electrical, telephone, and cable may be installed overhead or 
underground. Landscaping and drainage will be designed with bio-retention cells to prevent runoff from 
affecting groundwater flow and quality.  
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The segment of Palani Road to be widened would be approximately 1,700 feet in length. The total width 
would be approximately 100.5 feet and include the existing 80-foot (approximate) ROW and an 
additional 20.5 feet (approximate) to the south. Widening would increase the existing two lanes of two-
way vehicular travel to four lanes of two-way travel with an additional auxiliary lane for turns, and an 
underground utility corridor.   
 
Improvements within existing ROWs would include those within Hina Lani Street, the existing segment 
of Ane Keohokalole Highway, and Kealakehe Parkway. 
 
A contractor staging area is proposed in the former QLT quarry on the makai side of the proposed 
highway, as illustrated in Attachment 1. 
 
Areas of Potential Effect (APE) 
 
The APE defines the area in which activities would occur. The following geographic areas are used to 
define the APE: (1) the area defined as the undertaking, including construction related disturbances, and 
(2) the area anticipated to support mitigative measures in a Memorandum of Agreement (MOA) resulting 
from FHWA’s anticipated determination of “adverse effect”. These areas are illustrated on Attachment 1 
and are described as follows. 
 

Areas Supporting the Undertaking 
 
• Within the existing ROW on Hina Lani Street, an approximate 100-foot-wide corridor; 

 
• Within the proposed highway corridor, an approximate 230-foot-wide corridor between 

Hina Lani Street to the north and the southern end of the McClean property (just north of 
Kealakehe Parkway); 

 
• From the southern end of the McClean property to the southern side of Puohulihuli 

Street, the existing ROW of the existing highway; 
 

• Within the proposed highway corridor, an approximate 200-foot-wide corridor between 
the southern end of the McClean property and approximately 1,000 feet north of Palani 
Road;  

 
• Within the proposed highway corridor, an approximate 180-foot-wide corridor between 

approximately 1,000 feet north of Palani Road and Palani Road; 
 
• An approximate 100.5-foot-wide corridor between the intersection of Palani Road/Henry 

Street and the intersection of Palani Road/Queen Ka‘ahumanu Highway (the north side of 
the APE corresponds with the existing ROW on the north side of Palani Road); and 

 
• A former quarry and access road on QLT property that could serve as a contractor staging 

area. 
 
Area Supporting the MOA 
 
• An approximate 28-acre historic preserve area on QLT property and its associated ROW 

(within Kamakaeha Avenue) to connect utilities for the contemplated historic preserve 
interpretive center. 
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Identification of Historic Properties 
 
Five archaeological inventory surveys (AIS) have been conducted to identify historic properties for this 
undertaking. Most are undergoing review by the State Historic Preservation Division (SHPD); one has 
been approved by SHPD. Four of the five AIS’s were distributed as part of the Draft Environmental 
Assessment Ane Keohokalole Mid-Level Highway (Belt Collins Hawaii Ltd., June 2009). The fifth one is 
enclosed.  
 
Findings from these reports are summarized below from north to south (Hina Lani to Palani Road). 
Attachments 2 through 5 show the locations of historic properties and one burial.  
 

• For the northern-most third of the proposed highway, from Hina Lani Street to the 
northern boundary of the McClean Honokohau Properties (Attachment 2), a total of nine 
historic properties were identified within the APE.  All nine historic properties are 
recommended eligible for the Hawai‘i Register of Historic Places, but do not meet the 
eligibility criteria for the National Register of Historic Places (NRHP). 
 

• For the approximately 1.4-mile-long portion of the proposed highway, from Puohulihuli 
Street to a point approximately 1,000 feet north of Palani Road (Attachment 3), a total of 
eight historic properties were identified within the APE. One of the sites contained a 
burial. All eight historic properties are recommended eligible to the Hawai‘i Register of 
Historic Places, but do not meet the eligibility criteria for the NRHP. 

 
• From approximately 1,000 feet north of Palani Road to Palani Road (Attachment 4), a 

total of 17 historic properties were identified within the APE. These sites are components 
of the Kona Field System, which has been determined eligible for listing on the NRHP.  
 

• Along the south side of Palani Road, extending approximately 1,500 feet between the 
Kailua-Kona Fire Station to the west and Henry Street to the east (Attachment 5), three 
historic properties were identified in the APE. All three historic properties are 
recommended eligible for the Hawai‘i Register of Historic Places. Two of the historic 
properties, the Kuakini Wall and the Kona Field System, have been determined eligible 
for listing on the NRHP.  
 

• Within the footprint of a former rock quarry and quarry access road south of the proposed 
highway (Attachment 1), no historic properties were identified within the survey area. 
Excavation and grading related to the previous rock quarry likely destroyed or severely 
impacted any surface or subsurface historic properties that may have existed within the 
survey area.  

 
An archaeological reconnaissance survey was conducted in the adjacent 28-acre archaeological preserve 
located just north of Palani Road between the proposed Ane Keohokalole Highway and Kamakaeha 
Avenue to better evaluate the archaeological resources within the adjacent area (1,000 feet of the 
proposed highway corridor from Palani Road) affected by the proposed undertaking. Findings from the 
reconnaissance led to the determinations that: (1) the types of sites found in the 1,000-foot-long corridor 
just north of Palani Road are not unique and are very common in the Preserve and (2) the sites in the 
proposed highway corridor are significant for their information content only. 
 
The two sites located within the APE and eligible for listing on the NRHP are the Great Wall of Kuakini 
and the Kona Field System (Attachment 6). These sites and the potential effect of the proposed 
undertaking are summarized herein.  
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Great Wall of Kuakini. The Great Wall of Kuakini is an intermittent structure that runs parallel to the 
coastline for several miles, approximately one mile inland from the coastline.  The undertaking would not 
affect the Wall north of Palani Road; however, with the proposed widening of Palani Road to the south, a 
breach in the Wall of less than 33 feet is being proposed and is being evaluated by SHPD.  
 
Kona Field System. The Kona Field System describes an entire agricultural district beginning just north 
of Kailua-Kona and running south in a 4-mile-wide strip for about 23 miles, parallel to the coastline. This 
area includes the towns of Kailua-Kona, Holualoa, Kealakekua, Captain Cook, and other communities in 
South Kona.  The Kona Field System includes such archaeological and agricultural features as walls, 
enclosures, fields, boundary markers, and rock piles. Boundaries of the Kona Field System are not finite 
or fixed and are subject to changes as more archaeology is discovered; however, for the purposes of this 
letter, the extent of the Kona Field System is defined by four coordinates provided in the archaeological 
submittal forms for the Hawaii Registry of Historic Places. The section of the proposed undertaking that 
runs through the Kona Field System consists of its southernmost 0.75 miles (approximate) before the 
intersection with Palani Road (see attached approximation of proposed alignment with the Kona Field 
System in Attachment 6).  
 
Public Involvement 
 
The following opportunities for public involvement have been made or are planned: 
 

• Since 2005, over 100 public meetings were held in developing the Kona Community 
Development Plan that included the proposed Ane Keohokalole Highway. 
 

• On April 24, 2008, a public information meeting and charrette was held to obtain input 
on the preliminary design of the proposed highway.  
 

• As part of the State of Hawai‘i requirements for environmental assessments (EA), 
Cultural Impact Assessments (CIA) were prepared by obtaining input from 
knowledgeable cultural practitioners of the potentially affected area.  
 

• As part of the State of Hawai‘i requirements for EAs, the EA was distributed to 
stakeholders and the public on June 23, 2009, and made available via the State of 
Hawai‘i’s Office of Environmental Quality (OEQC) web site 
(http://oeqc.doh.hawaii.gov). Findings from the CIAs and AISs were presented in the EA. 
The public will have an opportunity to comment on the findings during the 30-day 
comment period that follows. 
 

• When the NEPA EA is made available, anticipated to be in September 2009, the FHWA 
will hold a public meeting to address the EA and NHPA Section 106.    

 
This letter is part of the Section 106 consultation process. Similar letters are being sent to:  Advisory 
Council on Historic Preservation, Office of Hawaiian Affairs, Department of Hawaiian Home Lands, Hui 
Malama I Na Kupuno ‘O Hawai‘i Nei, National Park Service, Ala Kahakai National Historic Trail, Na 
Ala Hele Trail and Access Program, Historic Hawaii Foundation, Kona Hawaiian Civic Club, Hawaii 
Island Burial Council, Kulana Huli Honua, Na Kokua o Kaloko-Honokohau, and the Hawai‘i State 
Historic Preservation Officer. 
 





 

 

 
 
 
 
 
 
 
Mr. Robert Lee 
Robert E. Lee Sr. Construction 
73-4529 Kohanaiki Road #8 
Kailua-Kona, HI 96740 
 
Dear Mr. Lee: 
 
Pursuant to Section 106 of the National Historic Preservation Act, the Federal Highway Administration 
(FHWA) is initiating consultation with you regarding the proposal to construct a new mid-level road 
between Palani Road and Hina Lani Street in North Kona, Hawai‘i (hereinafter referred to as the 
“undertaking”). The undertaking would occur in the ahupua‘a of Kaloko, Honokohau 1 and 2, Kealakehe, 
and Keahuolu. 
 
The undertaking is being proposed to improve connectivity, reduce traffic congestion, provide a multi-
modal corridor, and support future regional development such as that planned by Queen Lili‘uokalani 
Trust (QLT), Hawai‘i Housing Finance and Development Corporation (HHFDC), and Department of 
Hawaiian Home Lands (DHHL). The need for the undertaking is specifically cited as a critical element in 
the Kona Community Development Plan, which was adopted by the County of Hawai‘i as Ordinance 08-
131 on September 25, 2008.  
 
Description of the Undertaking 
 
The undertaking includes the development of a new regional roadway link and utility corridor connecting 
Palani Road to the south and Hina Lani Street to the north (proposed highway), widening of Palani Road 
to provide additional vehicular lanes and a utility corridor between Henry Street and Queen Ka‘ahumanu 
Highway, and associated improvements within existing right-of-ways (ROWs). The undertaking is 
illustrated in Attachment 1. 
 
The proposed highway, a 120-foot ROW approximately 3.0 miles long, would allow for four lanes of 
two-way vehicular travel and a utility corridor at full build-out. Utilities for water, reclaimed water, and 
wastewater would be installed underground. Electrical, telephone, and cable may be installed overhead or 
underground. Landscaping and drainage will be designed with bio-retention cells to prevent runoff from 
affecting groundwater flow and quality.  
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The segment of Palani Road to be widened would be approximately 1,700 feet in length. The total width 
would be approximately 100.5 feet and include the existing 80-foot (approximate) ROW and an 
additional 20.5 feet (approximate) to the south. Widening would increase the existing two lanes of two-
way vehicular travel to four lanes of two-way travel with an additional auxiliary lane for turns, and an 
underground utility corridor.   
 
Improvements within existing ROWs would include those within Hina Lani Street, the existing segment 
of Ane Keohokalole Highway, and Kealakehe Parkway. 
 
A contractor staging area is proposed in the former QLT quarry on the makai side of the proposed 
highway, as illustrated in Attachment 1. 
 
Areas of Potential Effect (APE) 
 
The APE defines the area in which activities would occur. The following geographic areas are used to 
define the APE: (1) the area defined as the undertaking, including construction related disturbances, and 
(2) the area anticipated to support mitigative measures in a Memorandum of Agreement (MOA) resulting 
from FHWA’s anticipated determination of “adverse effect”. These areas are illustrated on Attachment 1 
and are described as follows. 
 

Areas Supporting the Undertaking 
 
• Within the existing ROW on Hina Lani Street, an approximate 100-foot-wide corridor; 

 
• Within the proposed highway corridor, an approximate 230-foot-wide corridor between 

Hina Lani Street to the north and the southern end of the McClean property (just north of 
Kealakehe Parkway); 

 
• From the southern end of the McClean property to the southern side of Puohulihuli 

Street, the existing ROW of the existing highway; 
 

• Within the proposed highway corridor, an approximate 200-foot-wide corridor between 
the southern end of the McClean property and approximately 1,000 feet north of Palani 
Road;  

 
• Within the proposed highway corridor, an approximate 180-foot-wide corridor between 

approximately 1,000 feet north of Palani Road and Palani Road; 
 
• An approximate 100.5-foot-wide corridor between the intersection of Palani Road/Henry 

Street and the intersection of Palani Road/Queen Ka‘ahumanu Highway (the north side of 
the APE corresponds with the existing ROW on the north side of Palani Road); and 

 
• A former quarry and access road on QLT property that could serve as a contractor staging 

area. 
 
Area Supporting the MOA 
 
• An approximate 28-acre historic preserve area on QLT property and its associated ROW 

(within Kamakaeha Avenue) to connect utilities for the contemplated historic preserve 
interpretive center. 
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Identification of Historic Properties 
 
Five archaeological inventory surveys (AIS) have been conducted to identify historic properties for this 
undertaking. Most are undergoing review by the State Historic Preservation Division (SHPD); one has 
been approved by SHPD. Four of the five AIS’s were distributed as part of the Draft Environmental 
Assessment Ane Keohokalole Mid-Level Highway (Belt Collins Hawaii Ltd., June 2009). The fifth one is 
enclosed.  
 
Findings from these reports are summarized below from north to south (Hina Lani to Palani Road). 
Attachments 2 through 5 show the locations of historic properties and one burial.  
 

• For the northern-most third of the proposed highway, from Hina Lani Street to the 
northern boundary of the McClean Honokohau Properties (Attachment 2), a total of nine 
historic properties were identified within the APE.  All nine historic properties are 
recommended eligible for the Hawai‘i Register of Historic Places, but do not meet the 
eligibility criteria for the National Register of Historic Places (NRHP). 
 

• For the approximately 1.4-mile-long portion of the proposed highway, from Puohulihuli 
Street to a point approximately 1,000 feet north of Palani Road (Attachment 3), a total of 
eight historic properties were identified within the APE. One of the sites contained a 
burial. All eight historic properties are recommended eligible to the Hawai‘i Register of 
Historic Places, but do not meet the eligibility criteria for the NRHP. 

 
• From approximately 1,000 feet north of Palani Road to Palani Road (Attachment 4), a 

total of 17 historic properties were identified within the APE. These sites are components 
of the Kona Field System, which has been determined eligible for listing on the NRHP.  
 

• Along the south side of Palani Road, extending approximately 1,500 feet between the 
Kailua-Kona Fire Station to the west and Henry Street to the east (Attachment 5), three 
historic properties were identified in the APE. All three historic properties are 
recommended eligible for the Hawai‘i Register of Historic Places. Two of the historic 
properties, the Kuakini Wall and the Kona Field System, have been determined eligible 
for listing on the NRHP.  
 

• Within the footprint of a former rock quarry and quarry access road south of the proposed 
highway (Attachment 1), no historic properties were identified within the survey area. 
Excavation and grading related to the previous rock quarry likely destroyed or severely 
impacted any surface or subsurface historic properties that may have existed within the 
survey area.  

 
An archaeological reconnaissance survey was conducted in the adjacent 28-acre archaeological preserve 
located just north of Palani Road between the proposed Ane Keohokalole Highway and Kamakaeha 
Avenue to better evaluate the archaeological resources within the adjacent area (1,000 feet of the 
proposed highway corridor from Palani Road) affected by the proposed undertaking. Findings from the 
reconnaissance led to the determinations that: (1) the types of sites found in the 1,000-foot-long corridor 
just north of Palani Road are not unique and are very common in the Preserve and (2) the sites in the 
proposed highway corridor are significant for their information content only. 
 
The two sites located within the APE and eligible for listing on the NRHP are the Great Wall of Kuakini 
and the Kona Field System (Attachment 6). These sites and the potential effect of the proposed 
undertaking are summarized herein.  
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Great Wall of Kuakini. The Great Wall of Kuakini is an intermittent structure that runs parallel to the 
coastline for several miles, approximately one mile inland from the coastline.  The undertaking would not 
affect the Wall north of Palani Road; however, with the proposed widening of Palani Road to the south, a 
breach in the Wall of less than 33 feet is being proposed and is being evaluated by SHPD.  
 
Kona Field System. The Kona Field System describes an entire agricultural district beginning just north 
of Kailua-Kona and running south in a 4-mile-wide strip for about 23 miles, parallel to the coastline. This 
area includes the towns of Kailua-Kona, Holualoa, Kealakekua, Captain Cook, and other communities in 
South Kona.  The Kona Field System includes such archaeological and agricultural features as walls, 
enclosures, fields, boundary markers, and rock piles. Boundaries of the Kona Field System are not finite 
or fixed and are subject to changes as more archaeology is discovered; however, for the purposes of this 
letter, the extent of the Kona Field System is defined by four coordinates provided in the archaeological 
submittal forms for the Hawaii Registry of Historic Places. The section of the proposed undertaking that 
runs through the Kona Field System consists of its southernmost 0.75 miles (approximate) before the 
intersection with Palani Road (see attached approximation of proposed alignment with the Kona Field 
System in Attachment 6).  
 
Public Involvement 
 
The following opportunities for public involvement have been made or are planned: 
 

• Since 2005, over 100 public meetings were held in developing the Kona Community 
Development Plan that included the proposed Ane Keohokalole Highway. 
 

• On April 24, 2008, a public information meeting and charrette was held to obtain input 
on the preliminary design of the proposed highway.  
 

• As part of the State of Hawai‘i requirements for environmental assessments (EA), 
Cultural Impact Assessments (CIA) were prepared by obtaining input from 
knowledgeable cultural practitioners of the potentially affected area.  
 

• As part of the State of Hawai‘i requirements for EAs, the EA was distributed to 
stakeholders and the public on June 23, 2009, and made available via the State of 
Hawai‘i’s Office of Environmental Quality (OEQC) web site 
(http://oeqc.doh.hawaii.gov). Findings from the CIAs and AISs were presented in the EA. 
The public will have an opportunity to comment on the findings during the 30-day 
comment period that follows. 
 

• When the NEPA EA is made available, anticipated to be in September 2009, the FHWA 
will hold a public meeting to address the EA and NHPA Section 106.    

 
This letter is part of the Section 106 consultation process. Similar letters are being sent to:  Advisory 
Council on Historic Preservation, Office of Hawaiian Affairs, Department of Hawaiian Home Lands, Hui 
Malama I Na Kupuno ‘O Hawai‘i Nei, National Park Service, Ala Kahakai National Historic Trail, Na 
Ala Hele Trail and Access Program, Historic Hawaii Foundation, Kona Hawaiian Civic Club, Hawaii 
Island Burial Council, Kulana Huli Honua, Na Kokua o Kaloko-Honokohau, and the Hawai‘i State 
Historic Preservation Officer. 
 





 

 

 
 
 
 
 
 
 
Mr. Paul J. Kay 
Vice President 
Stanford S. Carr Development Corporation 
1100 Alakea Street, 27th Floor 
Honolulu, HI 96813 
 
Dear Mr. Kay: 
 
Pursuant to Section 106 of the National Historic Preservation Act, the Federal Highway Administration 
(FHWA) is initiating consultation with you regarding the proposal to construct a new mid-level road 
between Palani Road and Hina Lani Street in North Kona, Hawai‘i (hereinafter referred to as the 
“undertaking”). The undertaking would occur in the ahupua‘a of Kaloko, Honokohau 1 and 2, Kealakehe, 
and Keahuolu. 
 
The undertaking is being proposed to improve connectivity, reduce traffic congestion, provide a multi-
modal corridor, and support future regional development such as that planned by Queen Lili‘uokalani 
Trust (QLT), Hawai‘i Housing Finance and Development Corporation (HHFDC), and Department of 
Hawaiian Home Lands (DHHL). The need for the undertaking is specifically cited as a critical element in 
the Kona Community Development Plan, which was adopted by the County of Hawai‘i as Ordinance 08-
131 on September 25, 2008.  
 
Description of the Undertaking 
 
The undertaking includes the development of a new regional roadway link and utility corridor connecting 
Palani Road to the south and Hina Lani Street to the north (proposed highway), widening of Palani Road 
to provide additional vehicular lanes and a utility corridor between Henry Street and Queen Ka‘ahumanu 
Highway, and associated improvements within existing right-of-ways (ROWs). The undertaking is 
illustrated in Attachment 1. 
 
The proposed highway, a 120-foot ROW approximately 3.0 miles long, would allow for four lanes of 
two-way vehicular travel and a utility corridor at full build-out. Utilities for water, reclaimed water, and 
wastewater would be installed underground. Electrical, telephone, and cable may be installed overhead or 
underground. Landscaping and drainage will be designed with bio-retention cells to prevent runoff from 
affecting groundwater flow and quality.  
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The segment of Palani Road to be widened would be approximately 1,700 feet in length. The total width 
would be approximately 100.5 feet and include the existing 80-foot (approximate) ROW and an 
additional 20.5 feet (approximate) to the south. Widening would increase the existing two lanes of two-
way vehicular travel to four lanes of two-way travel with an additional auxiliary lane for turns, and an 
underground utility corridor.   
 
Improvements within existing ROWs would include those within Hina Lani Street, the existing segment 
of Ane Keohokalole Highway, and Kealakehe Parkway. 
 
A contractor staging area is proposed in the former QLT quarry on the makai side of the proposed 
highway, as illustrated in Attachment 1. 
 
Areas of Potential Effect (APE) 
 
The APE defines the area in which activities would occur. The following geographic areas are used to 
define the APE: (1) the area defined as the undertaking, including construction related disturbances, and 
(2) the area anticipated to support mitigative measures in a Memorandum of Agreement (MOA) resulting 
from FHWA’s anticipated determination of “adverse effect”. These areas are illustrated on Attachment 1 
and are described as follows. 
 

Areas Supporting the Undertaking 
 
• Within the existing ROW on Hina Lani Street, an approximate 100-foot-wide corridor; 

 
• Within the proposed highway corridor, an approximate 230-foot-wide corridor between 

Hina Lani Street to the north and the southern end of the McClean property (just north of 
Kealakehe Parkway); 

 
• From the southern end of the McClean property to the southern side of Puohulihuli 

Street, the existing ROW of the existing highway; 
 

• Within the proposed highway corridor, an approximate 200-foot-wide corridor between 
the southern end of the McClean property and approximately 1,000 feet north of Palani 
Road;  

 
• Within the proposed highway corridor, an approximate 180-foot-wide corridor between 

approximately 1,000 feet north of Palani Road and Palani Road; 
 
• An approximate 100.5-foot-wide corridor between the intersection of Palani Road/Henry 

Street and the intersection of Palani Road/Queen Ka‘ahumanu Highway (the north side of 
the APE corresponds with the existing ROW on the north side of Palani Road); and 

 
• A former quarry and access road on QLT property that could serve as a contractor staging 

area. 
 
Area Supporting the MOA 
 
• An approximate 28-acre historic preserve area on QLT property and its associated ROW 

(within Kamakaeha Avenue) to connect utilities for the contemplated historic preserve 
interpretive center. 
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Identification of Historic Properties 
 
Five archaeological inventory surveys (AIS) have been conducted to identify historic properties for this 
undertaking. Most are undergoing review by the State Historic Preservation Division (SHPD); one has 
been approved by SHPD. Four of the five AIS’s were distributed as part of the Draft Environmental 
Assessment Ane Keohokalole Mid-Level Highway (Belt Collins Hawaii Ltd., June 2009). The fifth one is 
enclosed.  
 
Findings from these reports are summarized below from north to south (Hina Lani to Palani Road). 
Attachments 2 through 5 show the locations of historic properties and one burial.  
 

• For the northern-most third of the proposed highway, from Hina Lani Street to the 
northern boundary of the McClean Honokohau Properties (Attachment 2), a total of nine 
historic properties were identified within the APE.  All nine historic properties are 
recommended eligible for the Hawai‘i Register of Historic Places, but do not meet the 
eligibility criteria for the National Register of Historic Places (NRHP). 
 

• For the approximately 1.4-mile-long portion of the proposed highway, from Puohulihuli 
Street to a point approximately 1,000 feet north of Palani Road (Attachment 3), a total of 
eight historic properties were identified within the APE. One of the sites contained a 
burial. All eight historic properties are recommended eligible to the Hawai‘i Register of 
Historic Places, but do not meet the eligibility criteria for the NRHP. 

 
• From approximately 1,000 feet north of Palani Road to Palani Road (Attachment 4), a 

total of 17 historic properties were identified within the APE. These sites are components 
of the Kona Field System, which has been determined eligible for listing on the NRHP.  
 

• Along the south side of Palani Road, extending approximately 1,500 feet between the 
Kailua-Kona Fire Station to the west and Henry Street to the east (Attachment 5), three 
historic properties were identified in the APE. All three historic properties are 
recommended eligible for the Hawai‘i Register of Historic Places. Two of the historic 
properties, the Kuakini Wall and the Kona Field System, have been determined eligible 
for listing on the NRHP.  
 

• Within the footprint of a former rock quarry and quarry access road south of the proposed 
highway (Attachment 1), no historic properties were identified within the survey area. 
Excavation and grading related to the previous rock quarry likely destroyed or severely 
impacted any surface or subsurface historic properties that may have existed within the 
survey area.  

 
An archaeological reconnaissance survey was conducted in the adjacent 28-acre archaeological preserve 
located just north of Palani Road between the proposed Ane Keohokalole Highway and Kamakaeha 
Avenue to better evaluate the archaeological resources within the adjacent area (1,000 feet of the 
proposed highway corridor from Palani Road) affected by the proposed undertaking. Findings from the 
reconnaissance led to the determinations that: (1) the types of sites found in the 1,000-foot-long corridor 
just north of Palani Road are not unique and are very common in the Preserve and (2) the sites in the 
proposed highway corridor are significant for their information content only. 
 
The two sites located within the APE and eligible for listing on the NRHP are the Great Wall of Kuakini 
and the Kona Field System (Attachment 6). These sites and the potential effect of the proposed 
undertaking are summarized herein.  
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Great Wall of Kuakini. The Great Wall of Kuakini is an intermittent structure that runs parallel to the 
coastline for several miles, approximately one mile inland from the coastline.  The undertaking would not 
affect the Wall north of Palani Road; however, with the proposed widening of Palani Road to the south, a 
breach in the Wall of less than 33 feet is being proposed and is being evaluated by SHPD.  
 
Kona Field System. The Kona Field System describes an entire agricultural district beginning just north 
of Kailua-Kona and running south in a 4-mile-wide strip for about 23 miles, parallel to the coastline. This 
area includes the towns of Kailua-Kona, Holualoa, Kealakekua, Captain Cook, and other communities in 
South Kona.  The Kona Field System includes such archaeological and agricultural features as walls, 
enclosures, fields, boundary markers, and rock piles. Boundaries of the Kona Field System are not finite 
or fixed and are subject to changes as more archaeology is discovered; however, for the purposes of this 
letter, the extent of the Kona Field System is defined by four coordinates provided in the archaeological 
submittal forms for the Hawaii Registry of Historic Places. The section of the proposed undertaking that 
runs through the Kona Field System consists of its southernmost 0.75 miles (approximate) before the 
intersection with Palani Road (see attached approximation of proposed alignment with the Kona Field 
System in Attachment 6).  
 
Public Involvement 
 
The following opportunities for public involvement have been made or are planned: 
 

• Since 2005, over 100 public meetings were held in developing the Kona Community 
Development Plan that included the proposed Ane Keohokalole Highway. 
 

• On April 24, 2008, a public information meeting and charrette was held to obtain input 
on the preliminary design of the proposed highway.  
 

• As part of the State of Hawai‘i requirements for environmental assessments (EA), 
Cultural Impact Assessments (CIA) were prepared by obtaining input from 
knowledgeable cultural practitioners of the potentially affected area.  
 

• As part of the State of Hawai‘i requirements for EAs, the EA was distributed to 
stakeholders and the public on June 23, 2009, and made available via the State of 
Hawai‘i’s Office of Environmental Quality (OEQC) web site 
(http://oeqc.doh.hawaii.gov). Findings from the CIAs and AISs were presented in the EA. 
The public will have an opportunity to comment on the findings during the 30-day 
comment period that follows. 
 

• When the NEPA EA is made available, anticipated to be in September 2009, the FHWA 
will hold a public meeting to address the EA and NHPA Section 106.    

 
This letter is part of the Section 106 consultation process. Similar letters are being sent to:  Advisory 
Council on Historic Preservation, Office of Hawaiian Affairs, Department of Hawaiian Home Lands, Hui 
Malama I Na Kupuno ‘O Hawai‘i Nei, National Park Service, Ala Kahakai National Historic Trail, Na 
Ala Hele Trail and Access Program, Historic Hawaii Foundation, Kona Hawaiian Civic Club, Hawaii 
Island Burial Council, Kulana Huli Honua, Na Kokua o Kaloko-Honokohau, and the Hawai‘i State 
Historic Preservation Officer. 
 





 

 

 
 
 
 
 
 
 
Ms. Celeste Damo 
P.O. Box 4845 
Kailua-Kona, HI 96745 
 
Dear Ms. Damo: 
 
Pursuant to Section 106 of the National Historic Preservation Act, the Federal Highway Administration 
(FHWA) is initiating consultation with you regarding the proposal to construct a new mid-level road 
between Palani Road and Hina Lani Street in North Kona, Hawai‘i (hereinafter referred to as the 
“undertaking”). The undertaking would occur in the ahupua‘a of Kaloko, Honokohau 1 and 2, Kealakehe, 
and Keahuolu. 
 
The undertaking is being proposed to improve connectivity, reduce traffic congestion, provide a multi-
modal corridor, and support future regional development such as that planned by Queen Lili‘uokalani 
Trust (QLT), Hawai‘i Housing Finance and Development Corporation (HHFDC), and Department of 
Hawaiian Home Lands (DHHL). The need for the undertaking is specifically cited as a critical element in 
the Kona Community Development Plan, which was adopted by the County of Hawai‘i as Ordinance 08-
131 on September 25, 2008.  
 
Description of the Undertaking 
 
The undertaking includes the development of a new regional roadway link and utility corridor connecting 
Palani Road to the south and Hina Lani Street to the north (proposed highway), widening of Palani Road 
to provide additional vehicular lanes and a utility corridor between Henry Street and Queen Ka‘ahumanu 
Highway, and associated improvements within existing right-of-ways (ROWs). The undertaking is 
illustrated in Attachment 1. 
 
The proposed highway, a 120-foot ROW approximately 3.0 miles long, would allow for four lanes of 
two-way vehicular travel and a utility corridor at full build-out. Utilities for water, reclaimed water, and 
wastewater would be installed underground. Electrical, telephone, and cable may be installed overhead or 
underground. Landscaping and drainage will be designed with bio-retention cells to prevent runoff from 
affecting groundwater flow and quality.  
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The segment of Palani Road to be widened would be approximately 1,700 feet in length. The total width 
would be approximately 100.5 feet and include the existing 80-foot (approximate) ROW and an 
additional 20.5 feet (approximate) to the south. Widening would increase the existing two lanes of two-
way vehicular travel to four lanes of two-way travel with an additional auxiliary lane for turns, and an 
underground utility corridor.   
 
Improvements within existing ROWs would include those within Hina Lani Street, the existing segment 
of Ane Keohokalole Highway, and Kealakehe Parkway. 
 
A contractor staging area is proposed in the former QLT quarry on the makai side of the proposed 
highway, as illustrated in Attachment 1. 
 
Areas of Potential Effect (APE) 
 
The APE defines the area in which activities would occur. The following geographic areas are used to 
define the APE: (1) the area defined as the undertaking, including construction related disturbances, and 
(2) the area anticipated to support mitigative measures in a Memorandum of Agreement (MOA) resulting 
from FHWA’s anticipated determination of “adverse effect”. These areas are illustrated on Attachment 1 
and are described as follows. 
 

Areas Supporting the Undertaking 
 
• Within the existing ROW on Hina Lani Street, an approximate 100-foot-wide corridor; 

 
• Within the proposed highway corridor, an approximate 230-foot-wide corridor between 

Hina Lani Street to the north and the southern end of the McClean property (just north of 
Kealakehe Parkway); 

 
• From the southern end of the McClean property to the southern side of Puohulihuli 

Street, the existing ROW of the existing highway; 
 

• Within the proposed highway corridor, an approximate 200-foot-wide corridor between 
the southern end of the McClean property and approximately 1,000 feet north of Palani 
Road;  

 
• Within the proposed highway corridor, an approximate 180-foot-wide corridor between 

approximately 1,000 feet north of Palani Road and Palani Road; 
 
• An approximate 100.5-foot-wide corridor between the intersection of Palani Road/Henry 

Street and the intersection of Palani Road/Queen Ka‘ahumanu Highway (the north side of 
the APE corresponds with the existing ROW on the north side of Palani Road); and 

 
• A former quarry and access road on QLT property that could serve as a contractor staging 

area. 
 
Area Supporting the MOA 
 
• An approximate 28-acre historic preserve area on QLT property and its associated ROW 

(within Kamakaeha Avenue) to connect utilities for the contemplated historic preserve 
interpretive center. 
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Identification of Historic Properties 
 
Five archaeological inventory surveys (AIS) have been conducted to identify historic properties for this 
undertaking. Most are undergoing review by the State Historic Preservation Division (SHPD); one has 
been approved by SHPD. Four of the five AIS’s were distributed as part of the Draft Environmental 
Assessment Ane Keohokalole Mid-Level Highway (Belt Collins Hawaii Ltd., June 2009). The fifth one is 
enclosed.  
 
Findings from these reports are summarized below from north to south (Hina Lani to Palani Road). 
Attachments 2 through 5 show the locations of historic properties and one burial.  
 

• For the northern-most third of the proposed highway, from Hina Lani Street to the 
northern boundary of the McClean Honokohau Properties (Attachment 2), a total of nine 
historic properties were identified within the APE.  All nine historic properties are 
recommended eligible for the Hawai‘i Register of Historic Places, but do not meet the 
eligibility criteria for the National Register of Historic Places (NRHP). 
 

• For the approximately 1.4-mile-long portion of the proposed highway, from Puohulihuli 
Street to a point approximately 1,000 feet north of Palani Road (Attachment 3), a total of 
eight historic properties were identified within the APE. One of the sites contained a 
burial. All eight historic properties are recommended eligible to the Hawai‘i Register of 
Historic Places, but do not meet the eligibility criteria for the NRHP. 

 
• From approximately 1,000 feet north of Palani Road to Palani Road (Attachment 4), a 

total of 17 historic properties were identified within the APE. These sites are components 
of the Kona Field System, which has been determined eligible for listing on the NRHP.  
 

• Along the south side of Palani Road, extending approximately 1,500 feet between the 
Kailua-Kona Fire Station to the west and Henry Street to the east (Attachment 5), three 
historic properties were identified in the APE. All three historic properties are 
recommended eligible for the Hawai‘i Register of Historic Places. Two of the historic 
properties, the Kuakini Wall and the Kona Field System, have been determined eligible 
for listing on the NRHP.  
 

• Within the footprint of a former rock quarry and quarry access road south of the proposed 
highway (Attachment 1), no historic properties were identified within the survey area. 
Excavation and grading related to the previous rock quarry likely destroyed or severely 
impacted any surface or subsurface historic properties that may have existed within the 
survey area.  

 
An archaeological reconnaissance survey was conducted in the adjacent 28-acre archaeological preserve 
located just north of Palani Road between the proposed Ane Keohokalole Highway and Kamakaeha 
Avenue to better evaluate the archaeological resources within the adjacent area (1,000 feet of the 
proposed highway corridor from Palani Road) affected by the proposed undertaking. Findings from the 
reconnaissance led to the determinations that: (1) the types of sites found in the 1,000-foot-long corridor 
just north of Palani Road are not unique and are very common in the Preserve and (2) the sites in the 
proposed highway corridor are significant for their information content only. 
 
The two sites located within the APE and eligible for listing on the NRHP are the Great Wall of Kuakini 
and the Kona Field System (Attachment 6). These sites and the potential effect of the proposed 
undertaking are summarized herein.  
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Great Wall of Kuakini. The Great Wall of Kuakini is an intermittent structure that runs parallel to the 
coastline for several miles, approximately one mile inland from the coastline.  The undertaking would not 
affect the Wall north of Palani Road; however, with the proposed widening of Palani Road to the south, a 
breach in the Wall of less than 33 feet is being proposed and is being evaluated by SHPD.  
 
Kona Field System. The Kona Field System describes an entire agricultural district beginning just north 
of Kailua-Kona and running south in a 4-mile-wide strip for about 23 miles, parallel to the coastline. This 
area includes the towns of Kailua-Kona, Holualoa, Kealakekua, Captain Cook, and other communities in 
South Kona.  The Kona Field System includes such archaeological and agricultural features as walls, 
enclosures, fields, boundary markers, and rock piles. Boundaries of the Kona Field System are not finite 
or fixed and are subject to changes as more archaeology is discovered; however, for the purposes of this 
letter, the extent of the Kona Field System is defined by four coordinates provided in the archaeological 
submittal forms for the Hawaii Registry of Historic Places. The section of the proposed undertaking that 
runs through the Kona Field System consists of its southernmost 0.75 miles (approximate) before the 
intersection with Palani Road (see attached approximation of proposed alignment with the Kona Field 
System in Attachment 6).  
 
Public Involvement 
 
The following opportunities for public involvement have been made or are planned: 
 

• Since 2005, over 100 public meetings were held in developing the Kona Community 
Development Plan that included the proposed Ane Keohokalole Highway. 
 

• On April 24, 2008, a public information meeting and charrette was held to obtain input 
on the preliminary design of the proposed highway.  
 

• As part of the State of Hawai‘i requirements for environmental assessments (EA), 
Cultural Impact Assessments (CIA) were prepared by obtaining input from 
knowledgeable cultural practitioners of the potentially affected area.  
 

• As part of the State of Hawai‘i requirements for EAs, the EA was distributed to 
stakeholders and the public on June 23, 2009, and made available via the State of 
Hawai‘i’s Office of Environmental Quality (OEQC) web site 
(http://oeqc.doh.hawaii.gov). Findings from the CIAs and AISs were presented in the EA. 
The public will have an opportunity to comment on the findings during the 30-day 
comment period that follows. 
 

• When the NEPA EA is made available, anticipated to be in September 2009, the FHWA 
will hold a public meeting to address the EA and NHPA Section 106.    

 
This letter is part of the Section 106 consultation process. Similar letters are being sent to:  Advisory 
Council on Historic Preservation, Office of Hawaiian Affairs, Department of Hawaiian Home Lands, Hui 
Malama I Na Kupuno ‘O Hawai‘i Nei, National Park Service, Ala Kahakai National Historic Trail, Na 
Ala Hele Trail and Access Program, Historic Hawaii Foundation, Kona Hawaiian Civic Club, Hawaii 
Island Burial Council, Kulana Huli Honua, Na Kokua o Kaloko-Honokohau, and the Hawai‘i State 
Historic Preservation Officer. 
 





 

 

 
 
 
 
 
 
 
Mr. Alika Desha 
73-1270B Ilau Street 
Kailua-Kona, HI 96740 
 
Dear Mr. Desha: 
 
Pursuant to Section 106 of the National Historic Preservation Act, the Federal Highway Administration 
(FHWA) is initiating consultation with you regarding the proposal to construct a new mid-level road 
between Palani Road and Hina Lani Street in North Kona, Hawai‘i (hereinafter referred to as the 
“undertaking”). The undertaking would occur in the ahupua‘a of Kaloko, Honokohau 1 and 2, Kealakehe, 
and Keahuolu. 
 
The undertaking is being proposed to improve connectivity, reduce traffic congestion, provide a multi-
modal corridor, and support future regional development such as that planned by Queen Lili‘uokalani 
Trust (QLT), Hawai‘i Housing Finance and Development Corporation (HHFDC), and Department of 
Hawaiian Home Lands (DHHL). The need for the undertaking is specifically cited as a critical element in 
the Kona Community Development Plan, which was adopted by the County of Hawai‘i as Ordinance 08-
131 on September 25, 2008.  
 
Description of the Undertaking 
 
The undertaking includes the development of a new regional roadway link and utility corridor connecting 
Palani Road to the south and Hina Lani Street to the north (proposed highway), widening of Palani Road 
to provide additional vehicular lanes and a utility corridor between Henry Street and Queen Ka‘ahumanu 
Highway, and associated improvements within existing right-of-ways (ROWs). The undertaking is 
illustrated in Attachment 1. 
 
The proposed highway, a 120-foot ROW approximately 3.0 miles long, would allow for four lanes of 
two-way vehicular travel and a utility corridor at full build-out. Utilities for water, reclaimed water, and 
wastewater would be installed underground. Electrical, telephone, and cable may be installed overhead or 
underground. Landscaping and drainage will be designed with bio-retention cells to prevent runoff from 
affecting groundwater flow and quality.  
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The segment of Palani Road to be widened would be approximately 1,700 feet in length. The total width 
would be approximately 100.5 feet and include the existing 80-foot (approximate) ROW and an 
additional 20.5 feet (approximate) to the south. Widening would increase the existing two lanes of two-
way vehicular travel to four lanes of two-way travel with an additional auxiliary lane for turns, and an 
underground utility corridor.   
 
Improvements within existing ROWs would include those within Hina Lani Street, the existing segment 
of Ane Keohokalole Highway, and Kealakehe Parkway. 
 
A contractor staging area is proposed in the former QLT quarry on the makai side of the proposed 
highway, as illustrated in Attachment 1. 
 
Areas of Potential Effect (APE) 
 
The APE defines the area in which activities would occur. The following geographic areas are used to 
define the APE: (1) the area defined as the undertaking, including construction related disturbances, and 
(2) the area anticipated to support mitigative measures in a Memorandum of Agreement (MOA) resulting 
from FHWA’s anticipated determination of “adverse effect”. These areas are illustrated on Attachment 1 
and are described as follows. 
 

Areas Supporting the Undertaking 
 
• Within the existing ROW on Hina Lani Street, an approximate 100-foot-wide corridor; 

 
• Within the proposed highway corridor, an approximate 230-foot-wide corridor between 

Hina Lani Street to the north and the southern end of the McClean property (just north of 
Kealakehe Parkway); 

 
• From the southern end of the McClean property to the southern side of Puohulihuli 

Street, the existing ROW of the existing highway; 
 

• Within the proposed highway corridor, an approximate 200-foot-wide corridor between 
the southern end of the McClean property and approximately 1,000 feet north of Palani 
Road;  

 
• Within the proposed highway corridor, an approximate 180-foot-wide corridor between 

approximately 1,000 feet north of Palani Road and Palani Road; 
 
• An approximate 100.5-foot-wide corridor between the intersection of Palani Road/Henry 

Street and the intersection of Palani Road/Queen Ka‘ahumanu Highway (the north side of 
the APE corresponds with the existing ROW on the north side of Palani Road); and 

 
• A former quarry and access road on QLT property that could serve as a contractor staging 

area. 
 
Area Supporting the MOA 
 
• An approximate 28-acre historic preserve area on QLT property and its associated ROW 

(within Kamakaeha Avenue) to connect utilities for the contemplated historic preserve 
interpretive center. 
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Identification of Historic Properties 
 
Five archaeological inventory surveys (AIS) have been conducted to identify historic properties for this 
undertaking. Most are undergoing review by the State Historic Preservation Division (SHPD); one has 
been approved by SHPD. Four of the five AIS’s were distributed as part of the Draft Environmental 
Assessment Ane Keohokalole Mid-Level Highway (Belt Collins Hawaii Ltd., June 2009). The fifth one is 
enclosed.  
 
Findings from these reports are summarized below from north to south (Hina Lani to Palani Road). 
Attachments 2 through 5 show the locations of historic properties and one burial.  
 

• For the northern-most third of the proposed highway, from Hina Lani Street to the 
northern boundary of the McClean Honokohau Properties (Attachment 2), a total of nine 
historic properties were identified within the APE.  All nine historic properties are 
recommended eligible for the Hawai‘i Register of Historic Places, but do not meet the 
eligibility criteria for the National Register of Historic Places (NRHP). 
 

• For the approximately 1.4-mile-long portion of the proposed highway, from Puohulihuli 
Street to a point approximately 1,000 feet north of Palani Road (Attachment 3), a total of 
eight historic properties were identified within the APE. One of the sites contained a 
burial. All eight historic properties are recommended eligible to the Hawai‘i Register of 
Historic Places, but do not meet the eligibility criteria for the NRHP. 

 
• From approximately 1,000 feet north of Palani Road to Palani Road (Attachment 4), a 

total of 17 historic properties were identified within the APE. These sites are components 
of the Kona Field System, which has been determined eligible for listing on the NRHP.  
 

• Along the south side of Palani Road, extending approximately 1,500 feet between the 
Kailua-Kona Fire Station to the west and Henry Street to the east (Attachment 5), three 
historic properties were identified in the APE. All three historic properties are 
recommended eligible for the Hawai‘i Register of Historic Places. Two of the historic 
properties, the Kuakini Wall and the Kona Field System, have been determined eligible 
for listing on the NRHP.  
 

• Within the footprint of a former rock quarry and quarry access road south of the proposed 
highway (Attachment 1), no historic properties were identified within the survey area. 
Excavation and grading related to the previous rock quarry likely destroyed or severely 
impacted any surface or subsurface historic properties that may have existed within the 
survey area.  

 
An archaeological reconnaissance survey was conducted in the adjacent 28-acre archaeological preserve 
located just north of Palani Road between the proposed Ane Keohokalole Highway and Kamakaeha 
Avenue to better evaluate the archaeological resources within the adjacent area (1,000 feet of the 
proposed highway corridor from Palani Road) affected by the proposed undertaking. Findings from the 
reconnaissance led to the determinations that: (1) the types of sites found in the 1,000-foot-long corridor 
just north of Palani Road are not unique and are very common in the Preserve and (2) the sites in the 
proposed highway corridor are significant for their information content only. 
 
The two sites located within the APE and eligible for listing on the NRHP are the Great Wall of Kuakini 
and the Kona Field System (Attachment 6). These sites and the potential effect of the proposed 
undertaking are summarized herein.  
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Great Wall of Kuakini. The Great Wall of Kuakini is an intermittent structure that runs parallel to the 
coastline for several miles, approximately one mile inland from the coastline.  The undertaking would not 
affect the Wall north of Palani Road; however, with the proposed widening of Palani Road to the south, a 
breach in the Wall of less than 33 feet is being proposed and is being evaluated by SHPD.  
 
Kona Field System. The Kona Field System describes an entire agricultural district beginning just north 
of Kailua-Kona and running south in a 4-mile-wide strip for about 23 miles, parallel to the coastline. This 
area includes the towns of Kailua-Kona, Holualoa, Kealakekua, Captain Cook, and other communities in 
South Kona.  The Kona Field System includes such archaeological and agricultural features as walls, 
enclosures, fields, boundary markers, and rock piles. Boundaries of the Kona Field System are not finite 
or fixed and are subject to changes as more archaeology is discovered; however, for the purposes of this 
letter, the extent of the Kona Field System is defined by four coordinates provided in the archaeological 
submittal forms for the Hawaii Registry of Historic Places. The section of the proposed undertaking that 
runs through the Kona Field System consists of its southernmost 0.75 miles (approximate) before the 
intersection with Palani Road (see attached approximation of proposed alignment with the Kona Field 
System in Attachment 6).  
 
Public Involvement 
 
The following opportunities for public involvement have been made or are planned: 
 

• Since 2005, over 100 public meetings were held in developing the Kona Community 
Development Plan that included the proposed Ane Keohokalole Highway. 
 

• On April 24, 2008, a public information meeting and charrette was held to obtain input 
on the preliminary design of the proposed highway.  
 

• As part of the State of Hawai‘i requirements for environmental assessments (EA), 
Cultural Impact Assessments (CIA) were prepared by obtaining input from 
knowledgeable cultural practitioners of the potentially affected area.  
 

• As part of the State of Hawai‘i requirements for EAs, the EA was distributed to 
stakeholders and the public on June 23, 2009, and made available via the State of 
Hawai‘i’s Office of Environmental Quality (OEQC) web site 
(http://oeqc.doh.hawaii.gov). Findings from the CIAs and AISs were presented in the EA. 
The public will have an opportunity to comment on the findings during the 30-day 
comment period that follows. 
 

• When the NEPA EA is made available, anticipated to be in September 2009, the FHWA 
will hold a public meeting to address the EA and NHPA Section 106.    

 
This letter is part of the Section 106 consultation process. Similar letters are being sent to:  Advisory 
Council on Historic Preservation, Office of Hawaiian Affairs, Department of Hawaiian Home Lands, Hui 
Malama I Na Kupuno ‘O Hawai‘i Nei, National Park Service, Ala Kahakai National Historic Trail, Na 
Ala Hele Trail and Access Program, Historic Hawaii Foundation, Kona Hawaiian Civic Club, Hawaii 
Island Burial Council, Kulana Huli Honua, Na Kokua o Kaloko-Honokohau, and the Hawai‘i State 
Historic Preservation Officer. 
 





 

 

 
 
 
 
 
 
 
Mr. Wayne Iokepa 
73-7876 Kanalani Street 
Kailua-Kona, HI 96740 
 
Dear Mr. Iokepa: 
 
Pursuant to Section 106 of the National Historic Preservation Act, the Federal Highway Administration 
(FHWA) is initiating consultation with you regarding the proposal to construct a new mid-level road 
between Palani Road and Hina Lani Street in North Kona, Hawai‘i (hereinafter referred to as the 
“undertaking”). The undertaking would occur in the ahupua‘a of Kaloko, Honokohau 1 and 2, Kealakehe, 
and Keahuolu. 
 
The undertaking is being proposed to improve connectivity, reduce traffic congestion, provide a multi-
modal corridor, and support future regional development such as that planned by Queen Lili‘uokalani 
Trust (QLT), Hawai‘i Housing Finance and Development Corporation (HHFDC), and Department of 
Hawaiian Home Lands (DHHL). The need for the undertaking is specifically cited as a critical element in 
the Kona Community Development Plan, which was adopted by the County of Hawai‘i as Ordinance 08-
131 on September 25, 2008.  
 
Description of the Undertaking 
 
The undertaking includes the development of a new regional roadway link and utility corridor connecting 
Palani Road to the south and Hina Lani Street to the north (proposed highway), widening of Palani Road 
to provide additional vehicular lanes and a utility corridor between Henry Street and Queen Ka‘ahumanu 
Highway, and associated improvements within existing right-of-ways (ROWs). The undertaking is 
illustrated in Attachment 1. 
 
The proposed highway, a 120-foot ROW approximately 3.0 miles long, would allow for four lanes of 
two-way vehicular travel and a utility corridor at full build-out. Utilities for water, reclaimed water, and 
wastewater would be installed underground. Electrical, telephone, and cable may be installed overhead or 
underground. Landscaping and drainage will be designed with bio-retention cells to prevent runoff from 
affecting groundwater flow and quality.  
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The segment of Palani Road to be widened would be approximately 1,700 feet in length. The total width 
would be approximately 100.5 feet and include the existing 80-foot (approximate) ROW and an 
additional 20.5 feet (approximate) to the south. Widening would increase the existing two lanes of two-
way vehicular travel to four lanes of two-way travel with an additional auxiliary lane for turns, and an 
underground utility corridor.   
 
Improvements within existing ROWs would include those within Hina Lani Street, the existing segment 
of Ane Keohokalole Highway, and Kealakehe Parkway. 
 
A contractor staging area is proposed in the former QLT quarry on the makai side of the proposed 
highway, as illustrated in Attachment 1. 
 
Areas of Potential Effect (APE) 
 
The APE defines the area in which activities would occur. The following geographic areas are used to 
define the APE: (1) the area defined as the undertaking, including construction related disturbances, and 
(2) the area anticipated to support mitigative measures in a Memorandum of Agreement (MOA) resulting 
from FHWA’s anticipated determination of “adverse effect”. These areas are illustrated on Attachment 1 
and are described as follows. 
 

Areas Supporting the Undertaking 
 
• Within the existing ROW on Hina Lani Street, an approximate 100-foot-wide corridor; 

 
• Within the proposed highway corridor, an approximate 230-foot-wide corridor between 

Hina Lani Street to the north and the southern end of the McClean property (just north of 
Kealakehe Parkway); 

 
• From the southern end of the McClean property to the southern side of Puohulihuli 

Street, the existing ROW of the existing highway; 
 

• Within the proposed highway corridor, an approximate 200-foot-wide corridor between 
the southern end of the McClean property and approximately 1,000 feet north of Palani 
Road;  

 
• Within the proposed highway corridor, an approximate 180-foot-wide corridor between 

approximately 1,000 feet north of Palani Road and Palani Road; 
 
• An approximate 100.5-foot-wide corridor between the intersection of Palani Road/Henry 

Street and the intersection of Palani Road/Queen Ka‘ahumanu Highway (the north side of 
the APE corresponds with the existing ROW on the north side of Palani Road); and 

 
• A former quarry and access road on QLT property that could serve as a contractor staging 

area. 
 
Area Supporting the MOA 
 
• An approximate 28-acre historic preserve area on QLT property and its associated ROW 

(within Kamakaeha Avenue) to connect utilities for the contemplated historic preserve 
interpretive center. 
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Identification of Historic Properties 
 
Five archaeological inventory surveys (AIS) have been conducted to identify historic properties for this 
undertaking. Most are undergoing review by the State Historic Preservation Division (SHPD); one has 
been approved by SHPD. Four of the five AIS’s were distributed as part of the Draft Environmental 
Assessment Ane Keohokalole Mid-Level Highway (Belt Collins Hawaii Ltd., June 2009). The fifth one is 
enclosed.  
 
Findings from these reports are summarized below from north to south (Hina Lani to Palani Road). 
Attachments 2 through 5 show the locations of historic properties and one burial.  
 

• For the northern-most third of the proposed highway, from Hina Lani Street to the 
northern boundary of the McClean Honokohau Properties (Attachment 2), a total of nine 
historic properties were identified within the APE.  All nine historic properties are 
recommended eligible for the Hawai‘i Register of Historic Places, but do not meet the 
eligibility criteria for the National Register of Historic Places (NRHP). 
 

• For the approximately 1.4-mile-long portion of the proposed highway, from Puohulihuli 
Street to a point approximately 1,000 feet north of Palani Road (Attachment 3), a total of 
eight historic properties were identified within the APE. One of the sites contained a 
burial. All eight historic properties are recommended eligible to the Hawai‘i Register of 
Historic Places, but do not meet the eligibility criteria for the NRHP. 

 
• From approximately 1,000 feet north of Palani Road to Palani Road (Attachment 4), a 

total of 17 historic properties were identified within the APE. These sites are components 
of the Kona Field System, which has been determined eligible for listing on the NRHP.  
 

• Along the south side of Palani Road, extending approximately 1,500 feet between the 
Kailua-Kona Fire Station to the west and Henry Street to the east (Attachment 5), three 
historic properties were identified in the APE. All three historic properties are 
recommended eligible for the Hawai‘i Register of Historic Places. Two of the historic 
properties, the Kuakini Wall and the Kona Field System, have been determined eligible 
for listing on the NRHP.  
 

• Within the footprint of a former rock quarry and quarry access road south of the proposed 
highway (Attachment 1), no historic properties were identified within the survey area. 
Excavation and grading related to the previous rock quarry likely destroyed or severely 
impacted any surface or subsurface historic properties that may have existed within the 
survey area.  

 
An archaeological reconnaissance survey was conducted in the adjacent 28-acre archaeological preserve 
located just north of Palani Road between the proposed Ane Keohokalole Highway and Kamakaeha 
Avenue to better evaluate the archaeological resources within the adjacent area (1,000 feet of the 
proposed highway corridor from Palani Road) affected by the proposed undertaking. Findings from the 
reconnaissance led to the determinations that: (1) the types of sites found in the 1,000-foot-long corridor 
just north of Palani Road are not unique and are very common in the Preserve and (2) the sites in the 
proposed highway corridor are significant for their information content only. 
 
The two sites located within the APE and eligible for listing on the NRHP are the Great Wall of Kuakini 
and the Kona Field System (Attachment 6). These sites and the potential effect of the proposed 
undertaking are summarized herein.  
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Great Wall of Kuakini. The Great Wall of Kuakini is an intermittent structure that runs parallel to the 
coastline for several miles, approximately one mile inland from the coastline.  The undertaking would not 
affect the Wall north of Palani Road; however, with the proposed widening of Palani Road to the south, a 
breach in the Wall of less than 33 feet is being proposed and is being evaluated by SHPD.  
 
Kona Field System. The Kona Field System describes an entire agricultural district beginning just north 
of Kailua-Kona and running south in a 4-mile-wide strip for about 23 miles, parallel to the coastline. This 
area includes the towns of Kailua-Kona, Holualoa, Kealakekua, Captain Cook, and other communities in 
South Kona.  The Kona Field System includes such archaeological and agricultural features as walls, 
enclosures, fields, boundary markers, and rock piles. Boundaries of the Kona Field System are not finite 
or fixed and are subject to changes as more archaeology is discovered; however, for the purposes of this 
letter, the extent of the Kona Field System is defined by four coordinates provided in the archaeological 
submittal forms for the Hawaii Registry of Historic Places. The section of the proposed undertaking that 
runs through the Kona Field System consists of its southernmost 0.75 miles (approximate) before the 
intersection with Palani Road (see attached approximation of proposed alignment with the Kona Field 
System in Attachment 6).  
 
Public Involvement 
 
The following opportunities for public involvement have been made or are planned: 
 

• Since 2005, over 100 public meetings were held in developing the Kona Community 
Development Plan that included the proposed Ane Keohokalole Highway. 
 

• On April 24, 2008, a public information meeting and charrette was held to obtain input 
on the preliminary design of the proposed highway.  
 

• As part of the State of Hawai‘i requirements for environmental assessments (EA), 
Cultural Impact Assessments (CIA) were prepared by obtaining input from 
knowledgeable cultural practitioners of the potentially affected area.  
 

• As part of the State of Hawai‘i requirements for EAs, the EA was distributed to 
stakeholders and the public on June 23, 2009, and made available via the State of 
Hawai‘i’s Office of Environmental Quality (OEQC) web site 
(http://oeqc.doh.hawaii.gov). Findings from the CIAs and AISs were presented in the EA. 
The public will have an opportunity to comment on the findings during the 30-day 
comment period that follows. 
 

• When the NEPA EA is made available, anticipated to be in September 2009, the FHWA 
will hold a public meeting to address the EA and NHPA Section 106.    

 
This letter is part of the Section 106 consultation process. Similar letters are being sent to:  Advisory 
Council on Historic Preservation, Office of Hawaiian Affairs, Department of Hawaiian Home Lands, Hui 
Malama I Na Kupuno ‘O Hawai‘i Nei, National Park Service, Ala Kahakai National Historic Trail, Na 
Ala Hele Trail and Access Program, Historic Hawaii Foundation, Kona Hawaiian Civic Club, Hawaii 
Island Burial Council, Kulana Huli Honua, Na Kokua o Kaloko-Honokohau, and the Hawai‘i State 
Historic Preservation Officer. 
 





 

 

 
 
 
 
 
 
 
Ms. Nohokula Kahananui 
73-4413A Hawaii Belt Road 
Kailua-Kona, HI 96740 
 
Dear Ms. Kahananui: 
 
Pursuant to Section 106 of the National Historic Preservation Act, the Federal Highway Administration 
(FHWA) is initiating consultation with you regarding the proposal to construct a new mid-level road 
between Palani Road and Hina Lani Street in North Kona, Hawai‘i (hereinafter referred to as the 
“undertaking”). The undertaking would occur in the ahupua‘a of Kaloko, Honokohau 1 and 2, Kealakehe, 
and Keahuolu. 
 
The undertaking is being proposed to improve connectivity, reduce traffic congestion, provide a multi-
modal corridor, and support future regional development such as that planned by Queen Lili‘uokalani 
Trust (QLT), Hawai‘i Housing Finance and Development Corporation (HHFDC), and Department of 
Hawaiian Home Lands (DHHL). The need for the undertaking is specifically cited as a critical element in 
the Kona Community Development Plan, which was adopted by the County of Hawai‘i as Ordinance 08-
131 on September 25, 2008.  
 
Description of the Undertaking 
 
The undertaking includes the development of a new regional roadway link and utility corridor connecting 
Palani Road to the south and Hina Lani Street to the north (proposed highway), widening of Palani Road 
to provide additional vehicular lanes and a utility corridor between Henry Street and Queen Ka‘ahumanu 
Highway, and associated improvements within existing right-of-ways (ROWs). The undertaking is 
illustrated in Attachment 1. 
 
The proposed highway, a 120-foot ROW approximately 3.0 miles long, would allow for four lanes of 
two-way vehicular travel and a utility corridor at full build-out. Utilities for water, reclaimed water, and 
wastewater would be installed underground. Electrical, telephone, and cable may be installed overhead or 
underground. Landscaping and drainage will be designed with bio-retention cells to prevent runoff from 
affecting groundwater flow and quality.  
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The segment of Palani Road to be widened would be approximately 1,700 feet in length. The total width 
would be approximately 100.5 feet and include the existing 80-foot (approximate) ROW and an 
additional 20.5 feet (approximate) to the south. Widening would increase the existing two lanes of two-
way vehicular travel to four lanes of two-way travel with an additional auxiliary lane for turns, and an 
underground utility corridor.   
 
Improvements within existing ROWs would include those within Hina Lani Street, the existing segment 
of Ane Keohokalole Highway, and Kealakehe Parkway. 
 
A contractor staging area is proposed in the former QLT quarry on the makai side of the proposed 
highway, as illustrated in Attachment 1. 
 
Areas of Potential Effect (APE) 
 
The APE defines the area in which activities would occur. The following geographic areas are used to 
define the APE: (1) the area defined as the undertaking, including construction related disturbances, and 
(2) the area anticipated to support mitigative measures in a Memorandum of Agreement (MOA) resulting 
from FHWA’s anticipated determination of “adverse effect”. These areas are illustrated on Attachment 1 
and are described as follows. 
 

Areas Supporting the Undertaking 
 
• Within the existing ROW on Hina Lani Street, an approximate 100-foot-wide corridor; 

 
• Within the proposed highway corridor, an approximate 230-foot-wide corridor between 

Hina Lani Street to the north and the southern end of the McClean property (just north of 
Kealakehe Parkway); 

 
• From the southern end of the McClean property to the southern side of Puohulihuli 

Street, the existing ROW of the existing highway; 
 

• Within the proposed highway corridor, an approximate 200-foot-wide corridor between 
the southern end of the McClean property and approximately 1,000 feet north of Palani 
Road;  

 
• Within the proposed highway corridor, an approximate 180-foot-wide corridor between 

approximately 1,000 feet north of Palani Road and Palani Road; 
 
• An approximate 100.5-foot-wide corridor between the intersection of Palani Road/Henry 

Street and the intersection of Palani Road/Queen Ka‘ahumanu Highway (the north side of 
the APE corresponds with the existing ROW on the north side of Palani Road); and 

 
• A former quarry and access road on QLT property that could serve as a contractor staging 

area. 
 
Area Supporting the MOA 
 
• An approximate 28-acre historic preserve area on QLT property and its associated ROW 

(within Kamakaeha Avenue) to connect utilities for the contemplated historic preserve 
interpretive center. 
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Identification of Historic Properties 
 
Five archaeological inventory surveys (AIS) have been conducted to identify historic properties for this 
undertaking. Most are undergoing review by the State Historic Preservation Division (SHPD); one has 
been approved by SHPD. Four of the five AIS’s were distributed as part of the Draft Environmental 
Assessment Ane Keohokalole Mid-Level Highway (Belt Collins Hawaii Ltd., June 2009). The fifth one is 
enclosed.  
 
Findings from these reports are summarized below from north to south (Hina Lani to Palani Road). 
Attachments 2 through 5 show the locations of historic properties and one burial.  
 

• For the northern-most third of the proposed highway, from Hina Lani Street to the 
northern boundary of the McClean Honokohau Properties (Attachment 2), a total of nine 
historic properties were identified within the APE.  All nine historic properties are 
recommended eligible for the Hawai‘i Register of Historic Places, but do not meet the 
eligibility criteria for the National Register of Historic Places (NRHP). 
 

• For the approximately 1.4-mile-long portion of the proposed highway, from Puohulihuli 
Street to a point approximately 1,000 feet north of Palani Road (Attachment 3), a total of 
eight historic properties were identified within the APE. One of the sites contained a 
burial. All eight historic properties are recommended eligible to the Hawai‘i Register of 
Historic Places, but do not meet the eligibility criteria for the NRHP. 

 
• From approximately 1,000 feet north of Palani Road to Palani Road (Attachment 4), a 

total of 17 historic properties were identified within the APE. These sites are components 
of the Kona Field System, which has been determined eligible for listing on the NRHP.  
 

• Along the south side of Palani Road, extending approximately 1,500 feet between the 
Kailua-Kona Fire Station to the west and Henry Street to the east (Attachment 5), three 
historic properties were identified in the APE. All three historic properties are 
recommended eligible for the Hawai‘i Register of Historic Places. Two of the historic 
properties, the Kuakini Wall and the Kona Field System, have been determined eligible 
for listing on the NRHP.  
 

• Within the footprint of a former rock quarry and quarry access road south of the proposed 
highway (Attachment 1), no historic properties were identified within the survey area. 
Excavation and grading related to the previous rock quarry likely destroyed or severely 
impacted any surface or subsurface historic properties that may have existed within the 
survey area.  

 
An archaeological reconnaissance survey was conducted in the adjacent 28-acre archaeological preserve 
located just north of Palani Road between the proposed Ane Keohokalole Highway and Kamakaeha 
Avenue to better evaluate the archaeological resources within the adjacent area (1,000 feet of the 
proposed highway corridor from Palani Road) affected by the proposed undertaking. Findings from the 
reconnaissance led to the determinations that: (1) the types of sites found in the 1,000-foot-long corridor 
just north of Palani Road are not unique and are very common in the Preserve and (2) the sites in the 
proposed highway corridor are significant for their information content only. 
 
The two sites located within the APE and eligible for listing on the NRHP are the Great Wall of Kuakini 
and the Kona Field System (Attachment 6). These sites and the potential effect of the proposed 
undertaking are summarized herein.  
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Great Wall of Kuakini. The Great Wall of Kuakini is an intermittent structure that runs parallel to the 
coastline for several miles, approximately one mile inland from the coastline.  The undertaking would not 
affect the Wall north of Palani Road; however, with the proposed widening of Palani Road to the south, a 
breach in the Wall of less than 33 feet is being proposed and is being evaluated by SHPD.  
 
Kona Field System. The Kona Field System describes an entire agricultural district beginning just north 
of Kailua-Kona and running south in a 4-mile-wide strip for about 23 miles, parallel to the coastline. This 
area includes the towns of Kailua-Kona, Holualoa, Kealakekua, Captain Cook, and other communities in 
South Kona.  The Kona Field System includes such archaeological and agricultural features as walls, 
enclosures, fields, boundary markers, and rock piles. Boundaries of the Kona Field System are not finite 
or fixed and are subject to changes as more archaeology is discovered; however, for the purposes of this 
letter, the extent of the Kona Field System is defined by four coordinates provided in the archaeological 
submittal forms for the Hawaii Registry of Historic Places. The section of the proposed undertaking that 
runs through the Kona Field System consists of its southernmost 0.75 miles (approximate) before the 
intersection with Palani Road (see attached approximation of proposed alignment with the Kona Field 
System in Attachment 6).  
 
Public Involvement 
 
The following opportunities for public involvement have been made or are planned: 
 

• Since 2005, over 100 public meetings were held in developing the Kona Community 
Development Plan that included the proposed Ane Keohokalole Highway. 
 

• On April 24, 2008, a public information meeting and charrette was held to obtain input 
on the preliminary design of the proposed highway.  
 

• As part of the State of Hawai‘i requirements for environmental assessments (EA), 
Cultural Impact Assessments (CIA) were prepared by obtaining input from 
knowledgeable cultural practitioners of the potentially affected area.  
 

• As part of the State of Hawai‘i requirements for EAs, the EA was distributed to 
stakeholders and the public on June 23, 2009, and made available via the State of 
Hawai‘i’s Office of Environmental Quality (OEQC) web site 
(http://oeqc.doh.hawaii.gov). Findings from the CIAs and AISs were presented in the EA. 
The public will have an opportunity to comment on the findings during the 30-day 
comment period that follows. 
 

• When the NEPA EA is made available, anticipated to be in September 2009, the FHWA 
will hold a public meeting to address the EA and NHPA Section 106.    

 
This letter is part of the Section 106 consultation process. Similar letters are being sent to:  Advisory 
Council on Historic Preservation, Office of Hawaiian Affairs, Department of Hawaiian Home Lands, Hui 
Malama I Na Kupuno ‘O Hawai‘i Nei, National Park Service, Ala Kahakai National Historic Trail, Na 
Ala Hele Trail and Access Program, Historic Hawaii Foundation, Kona Hawaiian Civic Club, Hawaii 
Island Burial Council, Kulana Huli Honua, Na Kokua o Kaloko-Honokohau, and the Hawai‘i State 
Historic Preservation Officer. 
 





 

 

 
 
 
 
 
 
 
Ms. Edith Kahaoalii 
74-5108 Hale o lona Street 
Kailua-Kona, HI 96740 
 
Dear Ms. Kahaoalii: 
 
Pursuant to Section 106 of the National Historic Preservation Act, the Federal Highway Administration 
(FHWA) is initiating consultation with you regarding the proposal to construct a new mid-level road 
between Palani Road and Hina Lani Street in North Kona, Hawai‘i (hereinafter referred to as the 
“undertaking”). The undertaking would occur in the ahupua‘a of Kaloko, Honokohau 1 and 2, Kealakehe, 
and Keahuolu. 
 
The undertaking is being proposed to improve connectivity, reduce traffic congestion, provide a multi-
modal corridor, and support future regional development such as that planned by Queen Lili‘uokalani 
Trust (QLT), Hawai‘i Housing Finance and Development Corporation (HHFDC), and Department of 
Hawaiian Home Lands (DHHL). The need for the undertaking is specifically cited as a critical element in 
the Kona Community Development Plan, which was adopted by the County of Hawai‘i as Ordinance 08-
131 on September 25, 2008.  
 
Description of the Undertaking 
 
The undertaking includes the development of a new regional roadway link and utility corridor connecting 
Palani Road to the south and Hina Lani Street to the north (proposed highway), widening of Palani Road 
to provide additional vehicular lanes and a utility corridor between Henry Street and Queen Ka‘ahumanu 
Highway, and associated improvements within existing right-of-ways (ROWs). The undertaking is 
illustrated in Attachment 1. 
 
The proposed highway, a 120-foot ROW approximately 3.0 miles long, would allow for four lanes of 
two-way vehicular travel and a utility corridor at full build-out. Utilities for water, reclaimed water, and 
wastewater would be installed underground. Electrical, telephone, and cable may be installed overhead or 
underground. Landscaping and drainage will be designed with bio-retention cells to prevent runoff from 
affecting groundwater flow and quality.  
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The segment of Palani Road to be widened would be approximately 1,700 feet in length. The total width 
would be approximately 100.5 feet and include the existing 80-foot (approximate) ROW and an 
additional 20.5 feet (approximate) to the south. Widening would increase the existing two lanes of two-
way vehicular travel to four lanes of two-way travel with an additional auxiliary lane for turns, and an 
underground utility corridor.   
 
Improvements within existing ROWs would include those within Hina Lani Street, the existing segment 
of Ane Keohokalole Highway, and Kealakehe Parkway. 
 
A contractor staging area is proposed in the former QLT quarry on the makai side of the proposed 
highway, as illustrated in Attachment 1. 
 
Areas of Potential Effect (APE) 
 
The APE defines the area in which activities would occur. The following geographic areas are used to 
define the APE: (1) the area defined as the undertaking, including construction related disturbances, and 
(2) the area anticipated to support mitigative measures in a Memorandum of Agreement (MOA) resulting 
from FHWA’s anticipated determination of “adverse effect”. These areas are illustrated on Attachment 1 
and are described as follows. 
 

Areas Supporting the Undertaking 
 
• Within the existing ROW on Hina Lani Street, an approximate 100-foot-wide corridor; 

 
• Within the proposed highway corridor, an approximate 230-foot-wide corridor between 

Hina Lani Street to the north and the southern end of the McClean property (just north of 
Kealakehe Parkway); 

 
• From the southern end of the McClean property to the southern side of Puohulihuli 

Street, the existing ROW of the existing highway; 
 

• Within the proposed highway corridor, an approximate 200-foot-wide corridor between 
the southern end of the McClean property and approximately 1,000 feet north of Palani 
Road;  

 
• Within the proposed highway corridor, an approximate 180-foot-wide corridor between 

approximately 1,000 feet north of Palani Road and Palani Road; 
 
• An approximate 100.5-foot-wide corridor between the intersection of Palani Road/Henry 

Street and the intersection of Palani Road/Queen Ka‘ahumanu Highway (the north side of 
the APE corresponds with the existing ROW on the north side of Palani Road); and 

 
• A former quarry and access road on QLT property that could serve as a contractor staging 

area. 
 
Area Supporting the MOA 
 
• An approximate 28-acre historic preserve area on QLT property and its associated ROW 

(within Kamakaeha Avenue) to connect utilities for the contemplated historic preserve 
interpretive center. 
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Identification of Historic Properties 
 
Five archaeological inventory surveys (AIS) have been conducted to identify historic properties for this 
undertaking. Most are undergoing review by the State Historic Preservation Division (SHPD); one has 
been approved by SHPD. Four of the five AIS’s were distributed as part of the Draft Environmental 
Assessment Ane Keohokalole Mid-Level Highway (Belt Collins Hawaii Ltd., June 2009). The fifth one is 
enclosed.  
 
Findings from these reports are summarized below from north to south (Hina Lani to Palani Road). 
Attachments 2 through 5 show the locations of historic properties and one burial.  
 

• For the northern-most third of the proposed highway, from Hina Lani Street to the 
northern boundary of the McClean Honokohau Properties (Attachment 2), a total of nine 
historic properties were identified within the APE.  All nine historic properties are 
recommended eligible for the Hawai‘i Register of Historic Places, but do not meet the 
eligibility criteria for the National Register of Historic Places (NRHP). 
 

• For the approximately 1.4-mile-long portion of the proposed highway, from Puohulihuli 
Street to a point approximately 1,000 feet north of Palani Road (Attachment 3), a total of 
eight historic properties were identified within the APE. One of the sites contained a 
burial. All eight historic properties are recommended eligible to the Hawai‘i Register of 
Historic Places, but do not meet the eligibility criteria for the NRHP. 

 
• From approximately 1,000 feet north of Palani Road to Palani Road (Attachment 4), a 

total of 17 historic properties were identified within the APE. These sites are components 
of the Kona Field System, which has been determined eligible for listing on the NRHP.  
 

• Along the south side of Palani Road, extending approximately 1,500 feet between the 
Kailua-Kona Fire Station to the west and Henry Street to the east (Attachment 5), three 
historic properties were identified in the APE. All three historic properties are 
recommended eligible for the Hawai‘i Register of Historic Places. Two of the historic 
properties, the Kuakini Wall and the Kona Field System, have been determined eligible 
for listing on the NRHP.  
 

• Within the footprint of a former rock quarry and quarry access road south of the proposed 
highway (Attachment 1), no historic properties were identified within the survey area. 
Excavation and grading related to the previous rock quarry likely destroyed or severely 
impacted any surface or subsurface historic properties that may have existed within the 
survey area.  

 
An archaeological reconnaissance survey was conducted in the adjacent 28-acre archaeological preserve 
located just north of Palani Road between the proposed Ane Keohokalole Highway and Kamakaeha 
Avenue to better evaluate the archaeological resources within the adjacent area (1,000 feet of the 
proposed highway corridor from Palani Road) affected by the proposed undertaking. Findings from the 
reconnaissance led to the determinations that: (1) the types of sites found in the 1,000-foot-long corridor 
just north of Palani Road are not unique and are very common in the Preserve and (2) the sites in the 
proposed highway corridor are significant for their information content only. 
 
The two sites located within the APE and eligible for listing on the NRHP are the Great Wall of Kuakini 
and the Kona Field System (Attachment 6). These sites and the potential effect of the proposed 
undertaking are summarized herein.  
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Great Wall of Kuakini. The Great Wall of Kuakini is an intermittent structure that runs parallel to the 
coastline for several miles, approximately one mile inland from the coastline.  The undertaking would not 
affect the Wall north of Palani Road; however, with the proposed widening of Palani Road to the south, a 
breach in the Wall of less than 33 feet is being proposed and is being evaluated by SHPD.  
 
Kona Field System. The Kona Field System describes an entire agricultural district beginning just north 
of Kailua-Kona and running south in a 4-mile-wide strip for about 23 miles, parallel to the coastline. This 
area includes the towns of Kailua-Kona, Holualoa, Kealakekua, Captain Cook, and other communities in 
South Kona.  The Kona Field System includes such archaeological and agricultural features as walls, 
enclosures, fields, boundary markers, and rock piles. Boundaries of the Kona Field System are not finite 
or fixed and are subject to changes as more archaeology is discovered; however, for the purposes of this 
letter, the extent of the Kona Field System is defined by four coordinates provided in the archaeological 
submittal forms for the Hawaii Registry of Historic Places. The section of the proposed undertaking that 
runs through the Kona Field System consists of its southernmost 0.75 miles (approximate) before the 
intersection with Palani Road (see attached approximation of proposed alignment with the Kona Field 
System in Attachment 6).  
 
Public Involvement 
 
The following opportunities for public involvement have been made or are planned: 
 

• Since 2005, over 100 public meetings were held in developing the Kona Community 
Development Plan that included the proposed Ane Keohokalole Highway. 
 

• On April 24, 2008, a public information meeting and charrette was held to obtain input 
on the preliminary design of the proposed highway.  
 

• As part of the State of Hawai‘i requirements for environmental assessments (EA), 
Cultural Impact Assessments (CIA) were prepared by obtaining input from 
knowledgeable cultural practitioners of the potentially affected area.  
 

• As part of the State of Hawai‘i requirements for EAs, the EA was distributed to 
stakeholders and the public on June 23, 2009, and made available via the State of 
Hawai‘i’s Office of Environmental Quality (OEQC) web site 
(http://oeqc.doh.hawaii.gov). Findings from the CIAs and AISs were presented in the EA. 
The public will have an opportunity to comment on the findings during the 30-day 
comment period that follows. 
 

• When the NEPA EA is made available, anticipated to be in September 2009, the FHWA 
will hold a public meeting to address the EA and NHPA Section 106.    

 
This letter is part of the Section 106 consultation process. Similar letters are being sent to:  Advisory 
Council on Historic Preservation, Office of Hawaiian Affairs, Department of Hawaiian Home Lands, Hui 
Malama I Na Kupuno ‘O Hawai‘i Nei, National Park Service, Ala Kahakai National Historic Trail, Na 
Ala Hele Trail and Access Program, Historic Hawaii Foundation, Kona Hawaiian Civic Club, Hawaii 
Island Burial Council, Kulana Huli Honua, Na Kokua o Kaloko-Honokohau, and the Hawai‘i State 
Historic Preservation Officer. 
 





 

 

 
 
 
 
 
 
 
Mr. Clement Kanuha, Jr. 
73-4387 Kalaoa Street 
Kailua-Kona, HI 96740 
 
Dear Mr. Kanuha, Jr.: 
 
Pursuant to Section 106 of the National Historic Preservation Act, the Federal Highway Administration 
(FHWA) is initiating consultation with you regarding the proposal to construct a new mid-level road 
between Palani Road and Hina Lani Street in North Kona, Hawai‘i (hereinafter referred to as the 
“undertaking”). The undertaking would occur in the ahupua‘a of Kaloko, Honokohau 1 and 2, Kealakehe, 
and Keahuolu. 
 
The undertaking is being proposed to improve connectivity, reduce traffic congestion, provide a multi-
modal corridor, and support future regional development such as that planned by Queen Lili‘uokalani 
Trust (QLT), Hawai‘i Housing Finance and Development Corporation (HHFDC), and Department of 
Hawaiian Home Lands (DHHL). The need for the undertaking is specifically cited as a critical element in 
the Kona Community Development Plan, which was adopted by the County of Hawai‘i as Ordinance 08-
131 on September 25, 2008.  
 
Description of the Undertaking 
 
The undertaking includes the development of a new regional roadway link and utility corridor connecting 
Palani Road to the south and Hina Lani Street to the north (proposed highway), widening of Palani Road 
to provide additional vehicular lanes and a utility corridor between Henry Street and Queen Ka‘ahumanu 
Highway, and associated improvements within existing right-of-ways (ROWs). The undertaking is 
illustrated in Attachment 1. 
 
The proposed highway, a 120-foot ROW approximately 3.0 miles long, would allow for four lanes of 
two-way vehicular travel and a utility corridor at full build-out. Utilities for water, reclaimed water, and 
wastewater would be installed underground. Electrical, telephone, and cable may be installed overhead or 
underground. Landscaping and drainage will be designed with bio-retention cells to prevent runoff from 
affecting groundwater flow and quality.  
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The segment of Palani Road to be widened would be approximately 1,700 feet in length. The total width 
would be approximately 100.5 feet and include the existing 80-foot (approximate) ROW and an 
additional 20.5 feet (approximate) to the south. Widening would increase the existing two lanes of two-
way vehicular travel to four lanes of two-way travel with an additional auxiliary lane for turns, and an 
underground utility corridor.   
 
Improvements within existing ROWs would include those within Hina Lani Street, the existing segment 
of Ane Keohokalole Highway, and Kealakehe Parkway. 
 
A contractor staging area is proposed in the former QLT quarry on the makai side of the proposed 
highway, as illustrated in Attachment 1. 
 
Areas of Potential Effect (APE) 
 
The APE defines the area in which activities would occur. The following geographic areas are used to 
define the APE: (1) the area defined as the undertaking, including construction related disturbances, and 
(2) the area anticipated to support mitigative measures in a Memorandum of Agreement (MOA) resulting 
from FHWA’s anticipated determination of “adverse effect”. These areas are illustrated on Attachment 1 
and are described as follows. 
 

Areas Supporting the Undertaking 
 
• Within the existing ROW on Hina Lani Street, an approximate 100-foot-wide corridor; 

 
• Within the proposed highway corridor, an approximate 230-foot-wide corridor between 

Hina Lani Street to the north and the southern end of the McClean property (just north of 
Kealakehe Parkway); 

 
• From the southern end of the McClean property to the southern side of Puohulihuli 

Street, the existing ROW of the existing highway; 
 

• Within the proposed highway corridor, an approximate 200-foot-wide corridor between 
the southern end of the McClean property and approximately 1,000 feet north of Palani 
Road;  

 
• Within the proposed highway corridor, an approximate 180-foot-wide corridor between 

approximately 1,000 feet north of Palani Road and Palani Road; 
 
• An approximate 100.5-foot-wide corridor between the intersection of Palani Road/Henry 

Street and the intersection of Palani Road/Queen Ka‘ahumanu Highway (the north side of 
the APE corresponds with the existing ROW on the north side of Palani Road); and 

 
• A former quarry and access road on QLT property that could serve as a contractor staging 

area. 
 
Area Supporting the MOA 
 
• An approximate 28-acre historic preserve area on QLT property and its associated ROW 

(within Kamakaeha Avenue) to connect utilities for the contemplated historic preserve 
interpretive center. 
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Identification of Historic Properties 
 
Five archaeological inventory surveys (AIS) have been conducted to identify historic properties for this 
undertaking. Most are undergoing review by the State Historic Preservation Division (SHPD); one has 
been approved by SHPD. Four of the five AIS’s were distributed as part of the Draft Environmental 
Assessment Ane Keohokalole Mid-Level Highway (Belt Collins Hawaii Ltd., June 2009). The fifth one is 
enclosed.  
 
Findings from these reports are summarized below from north to south (Hina Lani to Palani Road). 
Attachments 2 through 5 show the locations of historic properties and one burial.  
 

• For the northern-most third of the proposed highway, from Hina Lani Street to the 
northern boundary of the McClean Honokohau Properties (Attachment 2), a total of nine 
historic properties were identified within the APE.  All nine historic properties are 
recommended eligible for the Hawai‘i Register of Historic Places, but do not meet the 
eligibility criteria for the National Register of Historic Places (NRHP). 
 

• For the approximately 1.4-mile-long portion of the proposed highway, from Puohulihuli 
Street to a point approximately 1,000 feet north of Palani Road (Attachment 3), a total of 
eight historic properties were identified within the APE. One of the sites contained a 
burial. All eight historic properties are recommended eligible to the Hawai‘i Register of 
Historic Places, but do not meet the eligibility criteria for the NRHP. 

 
• From approximately 1,000 feet north of Palani Road to Palani Road (Attachment 4), a 

total of 17 historic properties were identified within the APE. These sites are components 
of the Kona Field System, which has been determined eligible for listing on the NRHP.  
 

• Along the south side of Palani Road, extending approximately 1,500 feet between the 
Kailua-Kona Fire Station to the west and Henry Street to the east (Attachment 5), three 
historic properties were identified in the APE. All three historic properties are 
recommended eligible for the Hawai‘i Register of Historic Places. Two of the historic 
properties, the Kuakini Wall and the Kona Field System, have been determined eligible 
for listing on the NRHP.  
 

• Within the footprint of a former rock quarry and quarry access road south of the proposed 
highway (Attachment 1), no historic properties were identified within the survey area. 
Excavation and grading related to the previous rock quarry likely destroyed or severely 
impacted any surface or subsurface historic properties that may have existed within the 
survey area.  

 
An archaeological reconnaissance survey was conducted in the adjacent 28-acre archaeological preserve 
located just north of Palani Road between the proposed Ane Keohokalole Highway and Kamakaeha 
Avenue to better evaluate the archaeological resources within the adjacent area (1,000 feet of the 
proposed highway corridor from Palani Road) affected by the proposed undertaking. Findings from the 
reconnaissance led to the determinations that: (1) the types of sites found in the 1,000-foot-long corridor 
just north of Palani Road are not unique and are very common in the Preserve and (2) the sites in the 
proposed highway corridor are significant for their information content only. 
 
The two sites located within the APE and eligible for listing on the NRHP are the Great Wall of Kuakini 
and the Kona Field System (Attachment 6). These sites and the potential effect of the proposed 
undertaking are summarized herein.  
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Great Wall of Kuakini. The Great Wall of Kuakini is an intermittent structure that runs parallel to the 
coastline for several miles, approximately one mile inland from the coastline.  The undertaking would not 
affect the Wall north of Palani Road; however, with the proposed widening of Palani Road to the south, a 
breach in the Wall of less than 33 feet is being proposed and is being evaluated by SHPD.  
 
Kona Field System. The Kona Field System describes an entire agricultural district beginning just north 
of Kailua-Kona and running south in a 4-mile-wide strip for about 23 miles, parallel to the coastline. This 
area includes the towns of Kailua-Kona, Holualoa, Kealakekua, Captain Cook, and other communities in 
South Kona.  The Kona Field System includes such archaeological and agricultural features as walls, 
enclosures, fields, boundary markers, and rock piles. Boundaries of the Kona Field System are not finite 
or fixed and are subject to changes as more archaeology is discovered; however, for the purposes of this 
letter, the extent of the Kona Field System is defined by four coordinates provided in the archaeological 
submittal forms for the Hawaii Registry of Historic Places. The section of the proposed undertaking that 
runs through the Kona Field System consists of its southernmost 0.75 miles (approximate) before the 
intersection with Palani Road (see attached approximation of proposed alignment with the Kona Field 
System in Attachment 6).  
 
Public Involvement 
 
The following opportunities for public involvement have been made or are planned: 
 

• Since 2005, over 100 public meetings were held in developing the Kona Community 
Development Plan that included the proposed Ane Keohokalole Highway. 
 

• On April 24, 2008, a public information meeting and charrette was held to obtain input 
on the preliminary design of the proposed highway.  
 

• As part of the State of Hawai‘i requirements for environmental assessments (EA), 
Cultural Impact Assessments (CIA) were prepared by obtaining input from 
knowledgeable cultural practitioners of the potentially affected area.  
 

• As part of the State of Hawai‘i requirements for EAs, the EA was distributed to 
stakeholders and the public on June 23, 2009, and made available via the State of 
Hawai‘i’s Office of Environmental Quality (OEQC) web site 
(http://oeqc.doh.hawaii.gov). Findings from the CIAs and AISs were presented in the EA. 
The public will have an opportunity to comment on the findings during the 30-day 
comment period that follows. 
 

• When the NEPA EA is made available, anticipated to be in September 2009, the FHWA 
will hold a public meeting to address the EA and NHPA Section 106.    

 
This letter is part of the Section 106 consultation process. Similar letters are being sent to:  Advisory 
Council on Historic Preservation, Office of Hawaiian Affairs, Department of Hawaiian Home Lands, Hui 
Malama I Na Kupuno ‘O Hawai‘i Nei, National Park Service, Ala Kahakai National Historic Trail, Na 
Ala Hele Trail and Access Program, Historic Hawaii Foundation, Kona Hawaiian Civic Club, Hawaii 
Island Burial Council, Kulana Huli Honua, Na Kokua o Kaloko-Honokohau, and the Hawai‘i State 
Historic Preservation Officer. 
 





 

 

 
 
 
 
 
 
 
Ms. Lily Kong 
78-6797 Mamalahoa Highway 
Holualoa, HI 96725 
 
Dear Ms. Kong: 
 
Pursuant to Section 106 of the National Historic Preservation Act, the Federal Highway Administration 
(FHWA) is initiating consultation with you regarding the proposal to construct a new mid-level road 
between Palani Road and Hina Lani Street in North Kona, Hawai‘i (hereinafter referred to as the 
“undertaking”). The undertaking would occur in the ahupua‘a of Kaloko, Honokohau 1 and 2, Kealakehe, 
and Keahuolu. 
 
The undertaking is being proposed to improve connectivity, reduce traffic congestion, provide a multi-
modal corridor, and support future regional development such as that planned by Queen Lili‘uokalani 
Trust (QLT), Hawai‘i Housing Finance and Development Corporation (HHFDC), and Department of 
Hawaiian Home Lands (DHHL). The need for the undertaking is specifically cited as a critical element in 
the Kona Community Development Plan, which was adopted by the County of Hawai‘i as Ordinance 08-
131 on September 25, 2008.  
 
Description of the Undertaking 
 
The undertaking includes the development of a new regional roadway link and utility corridor connecting 
Palani Road to the south and Hina Lani Street to the north (proposed highway), widening of Palani Road 
to provide additional vehicular lanes and a utility corridor between Henry Street and Queen Ka‘ahumanu 
Highway, and associated improvements within existing right-of-ways (ROWs). The undertaking is 
illustrated in Attachment 1. 
 
The proposed highway, a 120-foot ROW approximately 3.0 miles long, would allow for four lanes of 
two-way vehicular travel and a utility corridor at full build-out. Utilities for water, reclaimed water, and 
wastewater would be installed underground. Electrical, telephone, and cable may be installed overhead or 
underground. Landscaping and drainage will be designed with bio-retention cells to prevent runoff from 
affecting groundwater flow and quality.  
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The segment of Palani Road to be widened would be approximately 1,700 feet in length. The total width 
would be approximately 100.5 feet and include the existing 80-foot (approximate) ROW and an 
additional 20.5 feet (approximate) to the south. Widening would increase the existing two lanes of two-
way vehicular travel to four lanes of two-way travel with an additional auxiliary lane for turns, and an 
underground utility corridor.   
 
Improvements within existing ROWs would include those within Hina Lani Street, the existing segment 
of Ane Keohokalole Highway, and Kealakehe Parkway. 
 
A contractor staging area is proposed in the former QLT quarry on the makai side of the proposed 
highway, as illustrated in Attachment 1. 
 
Areas of Potential Effect (APE) 
 
The APE defines the area in which activities would occur. The following geographic areas are used to 
define the APE: (1) the area defined as the undertaking, including construction related disturbances, and 
(2) the area anticipated to support mitigative measures in a Memorandum of Agreement (MOA) resulting 
from FHWA’s anticipated determination of “adverse effect”. These areas are illustrated on Attachment 1 
and are described as follows. 
 

Areas Supporting the Undertaking 
 
• Within the existing ROW on Hina Lani Street, an approximate 100-foot-wide corridor; 

 
• Within the proposed highway corridor, an approximate 230-foot-wide corridor between 

Hina Lani Street to the north and the southern end of the McClean property (just north of 
Kealakehe Parkway); 

 
• From the southern end of the McClean property to the southern side of Puohulihuli 

Street, the existing ROW of the existing highway; 
 

• Within the proposed highway corridor, an approximate 200-foot-wide corridor between 
the southern end of the McClean property and approximately 1,000 feet north of Palani 
Road;  

 
• Within the proposed highway corridor, an approximate 180-foot-wide corridor between 

approximately 1,000 feet north of Palani Road and Palani Road; 
 
• An approximate 100.5-foot-wide corridor between the intersection of Palani Road/Henry 

Street and the intersection of Palani Road/Queen Ka‘ahumanu Highway (the north side of 
the APE corresponds with the existing ROW on the north side of Palani Road); and 

 
• A former quarry and access road on QLT property that could serve as a contractor staging 

area. 
 
Area Supporting the MOA 
 
• An approximate 28-acre historic preserve area on QLT property and its associated ROW 

(within Kamakaeha Avenue) to connect utilities for the contemplated historic preserve 
interpretive center. 
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Identification of Historic Properties 
 
Five archaeological inventory surveys (AIS) have been conducted to identify historic properties for this 
undertaking. Most are undergoing review by the State Historic Preservation Division (SHPD); one has 
been approved by SHPD. Four of the five AIS’s were distributed as part of the Draft Environmental 
Assessment Ane Keohokalole Mid-Level Highway (Belt Collins Hawaii Ltd., June 2009). The fifth one is 
enclosed.  
 
Findings from these reports are summarized below from north to south (Hina Lani to Palani Road). 
Attachments 2 through 5 show the locations of historic properties and one burial.  
 

• For the northern-most third of the proposed highway, from Hina Lani Street to the 
northern boundary of the McClean Honokohau Properties (Attachment 2), a total of nine 
historic properties were identified within the APE.  All nine historic properties are 
recommended eligible for the Hawai‘i Register of Historic Places, but do not meet the 
eligibility criteria for the National Register of Historic Places (NRHP). 
 

• For the approximately 1.4-mile-long portion of the proposed highway, from Puohulihuli 
Street to a point approximately 1,000 feet north of Palani Road (Attachment 3), a total of 
eight historic properties were identified within the APE. One of the sites contained a 
burial. All eight historic properties are recommended eligible to the Hawai‘i Register of 
Historic Places, but do not meet the eligibility criteria for the NRHP. 

 
• From approximately 1,000 feet north of Palani Road to Palani Road (Attachment 4), a 

total of 17 historic properties were identified within the APE. These sites are components 
of the Kona Field System, which has been determined eligible for listing on the NRHP.  
 

• Along the south side of Palani Road, extending approximately 1,500 feet between the 
Kailua-Kona Fire Station to the west and Henry Street to the east (Attachment 5), three 
historic properties were identified in the APE. All three historic properties are 
recommended eligible for the Hawai‘i Register of Historic Places. Two of the historic 
properties, the Kuakini Wall and the Kona Field System, have been determined eligible 
for listing on the NRHP.  
 

• Within the footprint of a former rock quarry and quarry access road south of the proposed 
highway (Attachment 1), no historic properties were identified within the survey area. 
Excavation and grading related to the previous rock quarry likely destroyed or severely 
impacted any surface or subsurface historic properties that may have existed within the 
survey area.  

 
An archaeological reconnaissance survey was conducted in the adjacent 28-acre archaeological preserve 
located just north of Palani Road between the proposed Ane Keohokalole Highway and Kamakaeha 
Avenue to better evaluate the archaeological resources within the adjacent area (1,000 feet of the 
proposed highway corridor from Palani Road) affected by the proposed undertaking. Findings from the 
reconnaissance led to the determinations that: (1) the types of sites found in the 1,000-foot-long corridor 
just north of Palani Road are not unique and are very common in the Preserve and (2) the sites in the 
proposed highway corridor are significant for their information content only. 
 
The two sites located within the APE and eligible for listing on the NRHP are the Great Wall of Kuakini 
and the Kona Field System (Attachment 6). These sites and the potential effect of the proposed 
undertaking are summarized herein.  
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Great Wall of Kuakini. The Great Wall of Kuakini is an intermittent structure that runs parallel to the 
coastline for several miles, approximately one mile inland from the coastline.  The undertaking would not 
affect the Wall north of Palani Road; however, with the proposed widening of Palani Road to the south, a 
breach in the Wall of less than 33 feet is being proposed and is being evaluated by SHPD.  
 
Kona Field System. The Kona Field System describes an entire agricultural district beginning just north 
of Kailua-Kona and running south in a 4-mile-wide strip for about 23 miles, parallel to the coastline. This 
area includes the towns of Kailua-Kona, Holualoa, Kealakekua, Captain Cook, and other communities in 
South Kona.  The Kona Field System includes such archaeological and agricultural features as walls, 
enclosures, fields, boundary markers, and rock piles. Boundaries of the Kona Field System are not finite 
or fixed and are subject to changes as more archaeology is discovered; however, for the purposes of this 
letter, the extent of the Kona Field System is defined by four coordinates provided in the archaeological 
submittal forms for the Hawaii Registry of Historic Places. The section of the proposed undertaking that 
runs through the Kona Field System consists of its southernmost 0.75 miles (approximate) before the 
intersection with Palani Road (see attached approximation of proposed alignment with the Kona Field 
System in Attachment 6).  
 
Public Involvement 
 
The following opportunities for public involvement have been made or are planned: 
 

• Since 2005, over 100 public meetings were held in developing the Kona Community 
Development Plan that included the proposed Ane Keohokalole Highway. 
 

• On April 24, 2008, a public information meeting and charrette was held to obtain input 
on the preliminary design of the proposed highway.  
 

• As part of the State of Hawai‘i requirements for environmental assessments (EA), 
Cultural Impact Assessments (CIA) were prepared by obtaining input from 
knowledgeable cultural practitioners of the potentially affected area.  
 

• As part of the State of Hawai‘i requirements for EAs, the EA was distributed to 
stakeholders and the public on June 23, 2009, and made available via the State of 
Hawai‘i’s Office of Environmental Quality (OEQC) web site 
(http://oeqc.doh.hawaii.gov). Findings from the CIAs and AISs were presented in the EA. 
The public will have an opportunity to comment on the findings during the 30-day 
comment period that follows. 
 

• When the NEPA EA is made available, anticipated to be in September 2009, the FHWA 
will hold a public meeting to address the EA and NHPA Section 106.    

 
This letter is part of the Section 106 consultation process. Similar letters are being sent to:  Advisory 
Council on Historic Preservation, Office of Hawaiian Affairs, Department of Hawaiian Home Lands, Hui 
Malama I Na Kupuno ‘O Hawai‘i Nei, National Park Service, Ala Kahakai National Historic Trail, Na 
Ala Hele Trail and Access Program, Historic Hawaii Foundation, Kona Hawaiian Civic Club, Hawaii 
Island Burial Council, Kulana Huli Honua, Na Kokua o Kaloko-Honokohau, and the Hawai‘i State 
Historic Preservation Officer. 
 





 

 

 
 
 
 
 
 
 
Mr. Kaleo Kualii  
PO Box 283 
Kailua-Kona, HI 96745 
 
Dear Mr. Kualii: 
 
Pursuant to Section 106 of the National Historic Preservation Act, the Federal Highway Administration 
(FHWA) is initiating consultation with you regarding the proposal to construct a new mid-level road 
between Palani Road and Hina Lani Street in North Kona, Hawai‘i (hereinafter referred to as the 
“undertaking”). The undertaking would occur in the ahupua‘a of Kaloko, Honokohau 1 and 2, Kealakehe, 
and Keahuolu. 
 
The undertaking is being proposed to improve connectivity, reduce traffic congestion, provide a multi-
modal corridor, and support future regional development such as that planned by Queen Lili‘uokalani 
Trust (QLT), Hawai‘i Housing Finance and Development Corporation (HHFDC), and Department of 
Hawaiian Home Lands (DHHL). The need for the undertaking is specifically cited as a critical element in 
the Kona Community Development Plan, which was adopted by the County of Hawai‘i as Ordinance 08-
131 on September 25, 2008.  
 
Description of the Undertaking 
 
The undertaking includes the development of a new regional roadway link and utility corridor connecting 
Palani Road to the south and Hina Lani Street to the north (proposed highway), widening of Palani Road 
to provide additional vehicular lanes and a utility corridor between Henry Street and Queen Ka‘ahumanu 
Highway, and associated improvements within existing right-of-ways (ROWs). The undertaking is 
illustrated in Attachment 1. 
 
The proposed highway, a 120-foot ROW approximately 3.0 miles long, would allow for four lanes of 
two-way vehicular travel and a utility corridor at full build-out. Utilities for water, reclaimed water, and 
wastewater would be installed underground. Electrical, telephone, and cable may be installed overhead or 
underground. Landscaping and drainage will be designed with bio-retention cells to prevent runoff from 
affecting groundwater flow and quality.  
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The segment of Palani Road to be widened would be approximately 1,700 feet in length. The total width 
would be approximately 100.5 feet and include the existing 80-foot (approximate) ROW and an 
additional 20.5 feet (approximate) to the south. Widening would increase the existing two lanes of two-
way vehicular travel to four lanes of two-way travel with an additional auxiliary lane for turns, and an 
underground utility corridor.   
 
Improvements within existing ROWs would include those within Hina Lani Street, the existing segment 
of Ane Keohokalole Highway, and Kealakehe Parkway. 
 
A contractor staging area is proposed in the former QLT quarry on the makai side of the proposed 
highway, as illustrated in Attachment 1. 
 
Areas of Potential Effect (APE) 
 
The APE defines the area in which activities would occur. The following geographic areas are used to 
define the APE: (1) the area defined as the undertaking, including construction related disturbances, and 
(2) the area anticipated to support mitigative measures in a Memorandum of Agreement (MOA) resulting 
from FHWA’s anticipated determination of “adverse effect”. These areas are illustrated on Attachment 1 
and are described as follows. 
 

Areas Supporting the Undertaking 
 
• Within the existing ROW on Hina Lani Street, an approximate 100-foot-wide corridor; 

 
• Within the proposed highway corridor, an approximate 230-foot-wide corridor between 

Hina Lani Street to the north and the southern end of the McClean property (just north of 
Kealakehe Parkway); 

 
• From the southern end of the McClean property to the southern side of Puohulihuli 

Street, the existing ROW of the existing highway; 
 

• Within the proposed highway corridor, an approximate 200-foot-wide corridor between 
the southern end of the McClean property and approximately 1,000 feet north of Palani 
Road;  

 
• Within the proposed highway corridor, an approximate 180-foot-wide corridor between 

approximately 1,000 feet north of Palani Road and Palani Road; 
 
• An approximate 100.5-foot-wide corridor between the intersection of Palani Road/Henry 

Street and the intersection of Palani Road/Queen Ka‘ahumanu Highway (the north side of 
the APE corresponds with the existing ROW on the north side of Palani Road); and 

 
• A former quarry and access road on QLT property that could serve as a contractor staging 

area. 
 
Area Supporting the MOA 
 
• An approximate 28-acre historic preserve area on QLT property and its associated ROW 

(within Kamakaeha Avenue) to connect utilities for the contemplated historic preserve 
interpretive center. 
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Identification of Historic Properties 
 
Five archaeological inventory surveys (AIS) have been conducted to identify historic properties for this 
undertaking. Most are undergoing review by the State Historic Preservation Division (SHPD); one has 
been approved by SHPD. Four of the five AIS’s were distributed as part of the Draft Environmental 
Assessment Ane Keohokalole Mid-Level Highway (Belt Collins Hawaii Ltd., June 2009). The fifth one is 
enclosed.  
 
Findings from these reports are summarized below from north to south (Hina Lani to Palani Road). 
Attachments 2 through 5 show the locations of historic properties and one burial.  
 

• For the northern-most third of the proposed highway, from Hina Lani Street to the 
northern boundary of the McClean Honokohau Properties (Attachment 2), a total of nine 
historic properties were identified within the APE.  All nine historic properties are 
recommended eligible for the Hawai‘i Register of Historic Places, but do not meet the 
eligibility criteria for the National Register of Historic Places (NRHP). 
 

• For the approximately 1.4-mile-long portion of the proposed highway, from Puohulihuli 
Street to a point approximately 1,000 feet north of Palani Road (Attachment 3), a total of 
eight historic properties were identified within the APE. One of the sites contained a 
burial. All eight historic properties are recommended eligible to the Hawai‘i Register of 
Historic Places, but do not meet the eligibility criteria for the NRHP. 

 
• From approximately 1,000 feet north of Palani Road to Palani Road (Attachment 4), a 

total of 17 historic properties were identified within the APE. These sites are components 
of the Kona Field System, which has been determined eligible for listing on the NRHP.  
 

• Along the south side of Palani Road, extending approximately 1,500 feet between the 
Kailua-Kona Fire Station to the west and Henry Street to the east (Attachment 5), three 
historic properties were identified in the APE. All three historic properties are 
recommended eligible for the Hawai‘i Register of Historic Places. Two of the historic 
properties, the Kuakini Wall and the Kona Field System, have been determined eligible 
for listing on the NRHP.  
 

• Within the footprint of a former rock quarry and quarry access road south of the proposed 
highway (Attachment 1), no historic properties were identified within the survey area. 
Excavation and grading related to the previous rock quarry likely destroyed or severely 
impacted any surface or subsurface historic properties that may have existed within the 
survey area.  

 
An archaeological reconnaissance survey was conducted in the adjacent 28-acre archaeological preserve 
located just north of Palani Road between the proposed Ane Keohokalole Highway and Kamakaeha 
Avenue to better evaluate the archaeological resources within the adjacent area (1,000 feet of the 
proposed highway corridor from Palani Road) affected by the proposed undertaking. Findings from the 
reconnaissance led to the determinations that: (1) the types of sites found in the 1,000-foot-long corridor 
just north of Palani Road are not unique and are very common in the Preserve and (2) the sites in the 
proposed highway corridor are significant for their information content only. 
 
The two sites located within the APE and eligible for listing on the NRHP are the Great Wall of Kuakini 
and the Kona Field System (Attachment 6). These sites and the potential effect of the proposed 
undertaking are summarized herein.  
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Great Wall of Kuakini. The Great Wall of Kuakini is an intermittent structure that runs parallel to the 
coastline for several miles, approximately one mile inland from the coastline.  The undertaking would not 
affect the Wall north of Palani Road; however, with the proposed widening of Palani Road to the south, a 
breach in the Wall of less than 33 feet is being proposed and is being evaluated by SHPD.  
 
Kona Field System. The Kona Field System describes an entire agricultural district beginning just north 
of Kailua-Kona and running south in a 4-mile-wide strip for about 23 miles, parallel to the coastline. This 
area includes the towns of Kailua-Kona, Holualoa, Kealakekua, Captain Cook, and other communities in 
South Kona.  The Kona Field System includes such archaeological and agricultural features as walls, 
enclosures, fields, boundary markers, and rock piles. Boundaries of the Kona Field System are not finite 
or fixed and are subject to changes as more archaeology is discovered; however, for the purposes of this 
letter, the extent of the Kona Field System is defined by four coordinates provided in the archaeological 
submittal forms for the Hawaii Registry of Historic Places. The section of the proposed undertaking that 
runs through the Kona Field System consists of its southernmost 0.75 miles (approximate) before the 
intersection with Palani Road (see attached approximation of proposed alignment with the Kona Field 
System in Attachment 6).  
 
Public Involvement 
 
The following opportunities for public involvement have been made or are planned: 
 

• Since 2005, over 100 public meetings were held in developing the Kona Community 
Development Plan that included the proposed Ane Keohokalole Highway. 
 

• On April 24, 2008, a public information meeting and charrette was held to obtain input 
on the preliminary design of the proposed highway.  
 

• As part of the State of Hawai‘i requirements for environmental assessments (EA), 
Cultural Impact Assessments (CIA) were prepared by obtaining input from 
knowledgeable cultural practitioners of the potentially affected area.  
 

• As part of the State of Hawai‘i requirements for EAs, the EA was distributed to 
stakeholders and the public on June 23, 2009, and made available via the State of 
Hawai‘i’s Office of Environmental Quality (OEQC) web site 
(http://oeqc.doh.hawaii.gov). Findings from the CIAs and AISs were presented in the EA. 
The public will have an opportunity to comment on the findings during the 30-day 
comment period that follows. 
 

• When the NEPA EA is made available, anticipated to be in September 2009, the FHWA 
will hold a public meeting to address the EA and NHPA Section 106.    

 
This letter is part of the Section 106 consultation process. Similar letters are being sent to:  Advisory 
Council on Historic Preservation, Office of Hawaiian Affairs, Department of Hawaiian Home Lands, Hui 
Malama I Na Kupuno ‘O Hawai‘i Nei, National Park Service, Ala Kahakai National Historic Trail, Na 
Ala Hele Trail and Access Program, Historic Hawaii Foundation, Kona Hawaiian Civic Club, Hawaii 
Island Burial Council, Kulana Huli Honua, Na Kokua o Kaloko-Honokohau, and the Hawai‘i State 
Historic Preservation Officer. 
 





 

 

 
 
 
 
 
 
 
Ms. Elizabeth Lee 
75-4529 Kohanaiki Road #8 
Kailua-Kona, HI 96740 
 
Dear Ms. Lee: 
 
Pursuant to Section 106 of the National Historic Preservation Act, the Federal Highway Administration 
(FHWA) is initiating consultation with you regarding the proposal to construct a new mid-level road 
between Palani Road and Hina Lani Street in North Kona, Hawai‘i (hereinafter referred to as the 
“undertaking”). The undertaking would occur in the ahupua‘a of Kaloko, Honokohau 1 and 2, Kealakehe, 
and Keahuolu. 
 
The undertaking is being proposed to improve connectivity, reduce traffic congestion, provide a multi-
modal corridor, and support future regional development such as that planned by Queen Lili‘uokalani 
Trust (QLT), Hawai‘i Housing Finance and Development Corporation (HHFDC), and Department of 
Hawaiian Home Lands (DHHL). The need for the undertaking is specifically cited as a critical element in 
the Kona Community Development Plan, which was adopted by the County of Hawai‘i as Ordinance 08-
131 on September 25, 2008.  
 
Description of the Undertaking 
 
The undertaking includes the development of a new regional roadway link and utility corridor connecting 
Palani Road to the south and Hina Lani Street to the north (proposed highway), widening of Palani Road 
to provide additional vehicular lanes and a utility corridor between Henry Street and Queen Ka‘ahumanu 
Highway, and associated improvements within existing right-of-ways (ROWs). The undertaking is 
illustrated in Attachment 1. 
 
The proposed highway, a 120-foot ROW approximately 3.0 miles long, would allow for four lanes of 
two-way vehicular travel and a utility corridor at full build-out. Utilities for water, reclaimed water, and 
wastewater would be installed underground. Electrical, telephone, and cable may be installed overhead or 
underground. Landscaping and drainage will be designed with bio-retention cells to prevent runoff from 
affecting groundwater flow and quality.  
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The segment of Palani Road to be widened would be approximately 1,700 feet in length. The total width 
would be approximately 100.5 feet and include the existing 80-foot (approximate) ROW and an 
additional 20.5 feet (approximate) to the south. Widening would increase the existing two lanes of two-
way vehicular travel to four lanes of two-way travel with an additional auxiliary lane for turns, and an 
underground utility corridor.   
 
Improvements within existing ROWs would include those within Hina Lani Street, the existing segment 
of Ane Keohokalole Highway, and Kealakehe Parkway. 
 
A contractor staging area is proposed in the former QLT quarry on the makai side of the proposed 
highway, as illustrated in Attachment 1. 
 
Areas of Potential Effect (APE) 
 
The APE defines the area in which activities would occur. The following geographic areas are used to 
define the APE: (1) the area defined as the undertaking, including construction related disturbances, and 
(2) the area anticipated to support mitigative measures in a Memorandum of Agreement (MOA) resulting 
from FHWA’s anticipated determination of “adverse effect”. These areas are illustrated on Attachment 1 
and are described as follows. 
 

Areas Supporting the Undertaking 
 
• Within the existing ROW on Hina Lani Street, an approximate 100-foot-wide corridor; 

 
• Within the proposed highway corridor, an approximate 230-foot-wide corridor between 

Hina Lani Street to the north and the southern end of the McClean property (just north of 
Kealakehe Parkway); 

 
• From the southern end of the McClean property to the southern side of Puohulihuli 

Street, the existing ROW of the existing highway; 
 

• Within the proposed highway corridor, an approximate 200-foot-wide corridor between 
the southern end of the McClean property and approximately 1,000 feet north of Palani 
Road;  

 
• Within the proposed highway corridor, an approximate 180-foot-wide corridor between 

approximately 1,000 feet north of Palani Road and Palani Road; 
 
• An approximate 100.5-foot-wide corridor between the intersection of Palani Road/Henry 

Street and the intersection of Palani Road/Queen Ka‘ahumanu Highway (the north side of 
the APE corresponds with the existing ROW on the north side of Palani Road); and 

 
• A former quarry and access road on QLT property that could serve as a contractor staging 

area. 
 
Area Supporting the MOA 
 
• An approximate 28-acre historic preserve area on QLT property and its associated ROW 

(within Kamakaeha Avenue) to connect utilities for the contemplated historic preserve 
interpretive center. 
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Identification of Historic Properties 
 
Five archaeological inventory surveys (AIS) have been conducted to identify historic properties for this 
undertaking. Most are undergoing review by the State Historic Preservation Division (SHPD); one has 
been approved by SHPD. Four of the five AIS’s were distributed as part of the Draft Environmental 
Assessment Ane Keohokalole Mid-Level Highway (Belt Collins Hawaii Ltd., June 2009). The fifth one is 
enclosed.  
 
Findings from these reports are summarized below from north to south (Hina Lani to Palani Road). 
Attachments 2 through 5 show the locations of historic properties and one burial.  
 

• For the northern-most third of the proposed highway, from Hina Lani Street to the 
northern boundary of the McClean Honokohau Properties (Attachment 2), a total of nine 
historic properties were identified within the APE.  All nine historic properties are 
recommended eligible for the Hawai‘i Register of Historic Places, but do not meet the 
eligibility criteria for the National Register of Historic Places (NRHP). 
 

• For the approximately 1.4-mile-long portion of the proposed highway, from Puohulihuli 
Street to a point approximately 1,000 feet north of Palani Road (Attachment 3), a total of 
eight historic properties were identified within the APE. One of the sites contained a 
burial. All eight historic properties are recommended eligible to the Hawai‘i Register of 
Historic Places, but do not meet the eligibility criteria for the NRHP. 

 
• From approximately 1,000 feet north of Palani Road to Palani Road (Attachment 4), a 

total of 17 historic properties were identified within the APE. These sites are components 
of the Kona Field System, which has been determined eligible for listing on the NRHP.  
 

• Along the south side of Palani Road, extending approximately 1,500 feet between the 
Kailua-Kona Fire Station to the west and Henry Street to the east (Attachment 5), three 
historic properties were identified in the APE. All three historic properties are 
recommended eligible for the Hawai‘i Register of Historic Places. Two of the historic 
properties, the Kuakini Wall and the Kona Field System, have been determined eligible 
for listing on the NRHP.  
 

• Within the footprint of a former rock quarry and quarry access road south of the proposed 
highway (Attachment 1), no historic properties were identified within the survey area. 
Excavation and grading related to the previous rock quarry likely destroyed or severely 
impacted any surface or subsurface historic properties that may have existed within the 
survey area.  

 
An archaeological reconnaissance survey was conducted in the adjacent 28-acre archaeological preserve 
located just north of Palani Road between the proposed Ane Keohokalole Highway and Kamakaeha 
Avenue to better evaluate the archaeological resources within the adjacent area (1,000 feet of the 
proposed highway corridor from Palani Road) affected by the proposed undertaking. Findings from the 
reconnaissance led to the determinations that: (1) the types of sites found in the 1,000-foot-long corridor 
just north of Palani Road are not unique and are very common in the Preserve and (2) the sites in the 
proposed highway corridor are significant for their information content only. 
 
The two sites located within the APE and eligible for listing on the NRHP are the Great Wall of Kuakini 
and the Kona Field System (Attachment 6). These sites and the potential effect of the proposed 
undertaking are summarized herein.  
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Great Wall of Kuakini. The Great Wall of Kuakini is an intermittent structure that runs parallel to the 
coastline for several miles, approximately one mile inland from the coastline.  The undertaking would not 
affect the Wall north of Palani Road; however, with the proposed widening of Palani Road to the south, a 
breach in the Wall of less than 33 feet is being proposed and is being evaluated by SHPD.  
 
Kona Field System. The Kona Field System describes an entire agricultural district beginning just north 
of Kailua-Kona and running south in a 4-mile-wide strip for about 23 miles, parallel to the coastline. This 
area includes the towns of Kailua-Kona, Holualoa, Kealakekua, Captain Cook, and other communities in 
South Kona.  The Kona Field System includes such archaeological and agricultural features as walls, 
enclosures, fields, boundary markers, and rock piles. Boundaries of the Kona Field System are not finite 
or fixed and are subject to changes as more archaeology is discovered; however, for the purposes of this 
letter, the extent of the Kona Field System is defined by four coordinates provided in the archaeological 
submittal forms for the Hawaii Registry of Historic Places. The section of the proposed undertaking that 
runs through the Kona Field System consists of its southernmost 0.75 miles (approximate) before the 
intersection with Palani Road (see attached approximation of proposed alignment with the Kona Field 
System in Attachment 6).  
 
Public Involvement 
 
The following opportunities for public involvement have been made or are planned: 
 

• Since 2005, over 100 public meetings were held in developing the Kona Community 
Development Plan that included the proposed Ane Keohokalole Highway. 
 

• On April 24, 2008, a public information meeting and charrette was held to obtain input 
on the preliminary design of the proposed highway.  
 

• As part of the State of Hawai‘i requirements for environmental assessments (EA), 
Cultural Impact Assessments (CIA) were prepared by obtaining input from 
knowledgeable cultural practitioners of the potentially affected area.  
 

• As part of the State of Hawai‘i requirements for EAs, the EA was distributed to 
stakeholders and the public on June 23, 2009, and made available via the State of 
Hawai‘i’s Office of Environmental Quality (OEQC) web site 
(http://oeqc.doh.hawaii.gov). Findings from the CIAs and AISs were presented in the EA. 
The public will have an opportunity to comment on the findings during the 30-day 
comment period that follows. 
 

• When the NEPA EA is made available, anticipated to be in September 2009, the FHWA 
will hold a public meeting to address the EA and NHPA Section 106.    

 
This letter is part of the Section 106 consultation process. Similar letters are being sent to:  Advisory 
Council on Historic Preservation, Office of Hawaiian Affairs, Department of Hawaiian Home Lands, Hui 
Malama I Na Kupuno ‘O Hawai‘i Nei, National Park Service, Ala Kahakai National Historic Trail, Na 
Ala Hele Trail and Access Program, Historic Hawaii Foundation, Kona Hawaiian Civic Club, Hawaii 
Island Burial Council, Kulana Huli Honua, Na Kokua o Kaloko-Honokohau, and the Hawai‘i State 
Historic Preservation Officer. 
 





 

 

 
 
 
 
 
 
 
Mr. Arthur M. Mahi 
73-4149 Mamalahoa Highway 
Kailua-Kona, HI 96740 
 
Dear Mr. Mahi: 
 
Pursuant to Section 106 of the National Historic Preservation Act, the Federal Highway Administration 
(FHWA) is initiating consultation with you regarding the proposal to construct a new mid-level road 
between Palani Road and Hina Lani Street in North Kona, Hawai‘i (hereinafter referred to as the 
“undertaking”). The undertaking would occur in the ahupua‘a of Kaloko, Honokohau 1 and 2, Kealakehe, 
and Keahuolu. 
 
The undertaking is being proposed to improve connectivity, reduce traffic congestion, provide a multi-
modal corridor, and support future regional development such as that planned by Queen Lili‘uokalani 
Trust (QLT), Hawai‘i Housing Finance and Development Corporation (HHFDC), and Department of 
Hawaiian Home Lands (DHHL). The need for the undertaking is specifically cited as a critical element in 
the Kona Community Development Plan, which was adopted by the County of Hawai‘i as Ordinance 08-
131 on September 25, 2008.  
 
Description of the Undertaking 
 
The undertaking includes the development of a new regional roadway link and utility corridor connecting 
Palani Road to the south and Hina Lani Street to the north (proposed highway), widening of Palani Road 
to provide additional vehicular lanes and a utility corridor between Henry Street and Queen Ka‘ahumanu 
Highway, and associated improvements within existing right-of-ways (ROWs). The undertaking is 
illustrated in Attachment 1. 
 
The proposed highway, a 120-foot ROW approximately 3.0 miles long, would allow for four lanes of 
two-way vehicular travel and a utility corridor at full build-out. Utilities for water, reclaimed water, and 
wastewater would be installed underground. Electrical, telephone, and cable may be installed overhead or 
underground. Landscaping and drainage will be designed with bio-retention cells to prevent runoff from 
affecting groundwater flow and quality.  
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The segment of Palani Road to be widened would be approximately 1,700 feet in length. The total width 
would be approximately 100.5 feet and include the existing 80-foot (approximate) ROW and an 
additional 20.5 feet (approximate) to the south. Widening would increase the existing two lanes of two-
way vehicular travel to four lanes of two-way travel with an additional auxiliary lane for turns, and an 
underground utility corridor.   
 
Improvements within existing ROWs would include those within Hina Lani Street, the existing segment 
of Ane Keohokalole Highway, and Kealakehe Parkway. 
 
A contractor staging area is proposed in the former QLT quarry on the makai side of the proposed 
highway, as illustrated in Attachment 1. 
 
Areas of Potential Effect (APE) 
 
The APE defines the area in which activities would occur. The following geographic areas are used to 
define the APE: (1) the area defined as the undertaking, including construction related disturbances, and 
(2) the area anticipated to support mitigative measures in a Memorandum of Agreement (MOA) resulting 
from FHWA’s anticipated determination of “adverse effect”. These areas are illustrated on Attachment 1 
and are described as follows. 
 

Areas Supporting the Undertaking 
 
• Within the existing ROW on Hina Lani Street, an approximate 100-foot-wide corridor; 

 
• Within the proposed highway corridor, an approximate 230-foot-wide corridor between 

Hina Lani Street to the north and the southern end of the McClean property (just north of 
Kealakehe Parkway); 

 
• From the southern end of the McClean property to the southern side of Puohulihuli 

Street, the existing ROW of the existing highway; 
 

• Within the proposed highway corridor, an approximate 200-foot-wide corridor between 
the southern end of the McClean property and approximately 1,000 feet north of Palani 
Road;  

 
• Within the proposed highway corridor, an approximate 180-foot-wide corridor between 

approximately 1,000 feet north of Palani Road and Palani Road; 
 
• An approximate 100.5-foot-wide corridor between the intersection of Palani Road/Henry 

Street and the intersection of Palani Road/Queen Ka‘ahumanu Highway (the north side of 
the APE corresponds with the existing ROW on the north side of Palani Road); and 

 
• A former quarry and access road on QLT property that could serve as a contractor staging 

area. 
 
Area Supporting the MOA 
 
• An approximate 28-acre historic preserve area on QLT property and its associated ROW 

(within Kamakaeha Avenue) to connect utilities for the contemplated historic preserve 
interpretive center. 
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Identification of Historic Properties 
 
Five archaeological inventory surveys (AIS) have been conducted to identify historic properties for this 
undertaking. Most are undergoing review by the State Historic Preservation Division (SHPD); one has 
been approved by SHPD. Four of the five AIS’s were distributed as part of the Draft Environmental 
Assessment Ane Keohokalole Mid-Level Highway (Belt Collins Hawaii Ltd., June 2009). The fifth one is 
enclosed.  
 
Findings from these reports are summarized below from north to south (Hina Lani to Palani Road). 
Attachments 2 through 5 show the locations of historic properties and one burial.  
 

• For the northern-most third of the proposed highway, from Hina Lani Street to the 
northern boundary of the McClean Honokohau Properties (Attachment 2), a total of nine 
historic properties were identified within the APE.  All nine historic properties are 
recommended eligible for the Hawai‘i Register of Historic Places, but do not meet the 
eligibility criteria for the National Register of Historic Places (NRHP). 
 

• For the approximately 1.4-mile-long portion of the proposed highway, from Puohulihuli 
Street to a point approximately 1,000 feet north of Palani Road (Attachment 3), a total of 
eight historic properties were identified within the APE. One of the sites contained a 
burial. All eight historic properties are recommended eligible to the Hawai‘i Register of 
Historic Places, but do not meet the eligibility criteria for the NRHP. 

 
• From approximately 1,000 feet north of Palani Road to Palani Road (Attachment 4), a 

total of 17 historic properties were identified within the APE. These sites are components 
of the Kona Field System, which has been determined eligible for listing on the NRHP.  
 

• Along the south side of Palani Road, extending approximately 1,500 feet between the 
Kailua-Kona Fire Station to the west and Henry Street to the east (Attachment 5), three 
historic properties were identified in the APE. All three historic properties are 
recommended eligible for the Hawai‘i Register of Historic Places. Two of the historic 
properties, the Kuakini Wall and the Kona Field System, have been determined eligible 
for listing on the NRHP.  
 

• Within the footprint of a former rock quarry and quarry access road south of the proposed 
highway (Attachment 1), no historic properties were identified within the survey area. 
Excavation and grading related to the previous rock quarry likely destroyed or severely 
impacted any surface or subsurface historic properties that may have existed within the 
survey area.  

 
An archaeological reconnaissance survey was conducted in the adjacent 28-acre archaeological preserve 
located just north of Palani Road between the proposed Ane Keohokalole Highway and Kamakaeha 
Avenue to better evaluate the archaeological resources within the adjacent area (1,000 feet of the 
proposed highway corridor from Palani Road) affected by the proposed undertaking. Findings from the 
reconnaissance led to the determinations that: (1) the types of sites found in the 1,000-foot-long corridor 
just north of Palani Road are not unique and are very common in the Preserve and (2) the sites in the 
proposed highway corridor are significant for their information content only. 
 
The two sites located within the APE and eligible for listing on the NRHP are the Great Wall of Kuakini 
and the Kona Field System (Attachment 6). These sites and the potential effect of the proposed 
undertaking are summarized herein.  
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Great Wall of Kuakini. The Great Wall of Kuakini is an intermittent structure that runs parallel to the 
coastline for several miles, approximately one mile inland from the coastline.  The undertaking would not 
affect the Wall north of Palani Road; however, with the proposed widening of Palani Road to the south, a 
breach in the Wall of less than 33 feet is being proposed and is being evaluated by SHPD.  
 
Kona Field System. The Kona Field System describes an entire agricultural district beginning just north 
of Kailua-Kona and running south in a 4-mile-wide strip for about 23 miles, parallel to the coastline. This 
area includes the towns of Kailua-Kona, Holualoa, Kealakekua, Captain Cook, and other communities in 
South Kona.  The Kona Field System includes such archaeological and agricultural features as walls, 
enclosures, fields, boundary markers, and rock piles. Boundaries of the Kona Field System are not finite 
or fixed and are subject to changes as more archaeology is discovered; however, for the purposes of this 
letter, the extent of the Kona Field System is defined by four coordinates provided in the archaeological 
submittal forms for the Hawaii Registry of Historic Places. The section of the proposed undertaking that 
runs through the Kona Field System consists of its southernmost 0.75 miles (approximate) before the 
intersection with Palani Road (see attached approximation of proposed alignment with the Kona Field 
System in Attachment 6).  
 
Public Involvement 
 
The following opportunities for public involvement have been made or are planned: 
 

• Since 2005, over 100 public meetings were held in developing the Kona Community 
Development Plan that included the proposed Ane Keohokalole Highway. 
 

• On April 24, 2008, a public information meeting and charrette was held to obtain input 
on the preliminary design of the proposed highway.  
 

• As part of the State of Hawai‘i requirements for environmental assessments (EA), 
Cultural Impact Assessments (CIA) were prepared by obtaining input from 
knowledgeable cultural practitioners of the potentially affected area.  
 

• As part of the State of Hawai‘i requirements for EAs, the EA was distributed to 
stakeholders and the public on June 23, 2009, and made available via the State of 
Hawai‘i’s Office of Environmental Quality (OEQC) web site 
(http://oeqc.doh.hawaii.gov). Findings from the CIAs and AISs were presented in the EA. 
The public will have an opportunity to comment on the findings during the 30-day 
comment period that follows. 
 

• When the NEPA EA is made available, anticipated to be in September 2009, the FHWA 
will hold a public meeting to address the EA and NHPA Section 106.    

 
This letter is part of the Section 106 consultation process. Similar letters are being sent to:  Advisory 
Council on Historic Preservation, Office of Hawaiian Affairs, Department of Hawaiian Home Lands, Hui 
Malama I Na Kupuno ‘O Hawai‘i Nei, National Park Service, Ala Kahakai National Historic Trail, Na 
Ala Hele Trail and Access Program, Historic Hawaii Foundation, Kona Hawaiian Civic Club, Hawaii 
Island Burial Council, Kulana Huli Honua, Na Kokua o Kaloko-Honokohau, and the Hawai‘i State 
Historic Preservation Officer. 
 





 

 

 
 
 
 
 
 
 
Mr. Clarence Medeiros 
86-3672 Old Government Main Road 
Captain Cook, HI 96704 
 
Dear Mr. Medeiros: 
 
Pursuant to Section 106 of the National Historic Preservation Act, the Federal Highway Administration 
(FHWA) is initiating consultation with you regarding the proposal to construct a new mid-level road 
between Palani Road and Hina Lani Street in North Kona, Hawai‘i (hereinafter referred to as the 
“undertaking”). The undertaking would occur in the ahupua‘a of Kaloko, Honokohau 1 and 2, Kealakehe, 
and Keahuolu. 
 
The undertaking is being proposed to improve connectivity, reduce traffic congestion, provide a multi-
modal corridor, and support future regional development such as that planned by Queen Lili‘uokalani 
Trust (QLT), Hawai‘i Housing Finance and Development Corporation (HHFDC), and Department of 
Hawaiian Home Lands (DHHL). The need for the undertaking is specifically cited as a critical element in 
the Kona Community Development Plan, which was adopted by the County of Hawai‘i as Ordinance 08-
131 on September 25, 2008.  
 
Description of the Undertaking 
 
The undertaking includes the development of a new regional roadway link and utility corridor connecting 
Palani Road to the south and Hina Lani Street to the north (proposed highway), widening of Palani Road 
to provide additional vehicular lanes and a utility corridor between Henry Street and Queen Ka‘ahumanu 
Highway, and associated improvements within existing right-of-ways (ROWs). The undertaking is 
illustrated in Attachment 1. 
 
The proposed highway, a 120-foot ROW approximately 3.0 miles long, would allow for four lanes of 
two-way vehicular travel and a utility corridor at full build-out. Utilities for water, reclaimed water, and 
wastewater would be installed underground. Electrical, telephone, and cable may be installed overhead or 
underground. Landscaping and drainage will be designed with bio-retention cells to prevent runoff from 
affecting groundwater flow and quality.  
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The segment of Palani Road to be widened would be approximately 1,700 feet in length. The total width 
would be approximately 100.5 feet and include the existing 80-foot (approximate) ROW and an 
additional 20.5 feet (approximate) to the south. Widening would increase the existing two lanes of two-
way vehicular travel to four lanes of two-way travel with an additional auxiliary lane for turns, and an 
underground utility corridor.   
 
Improvements within existing ROWs would include those within Hina Lani Street, the existing segment 
of Ane Keohokalole Highway, and Kealakehe Parkway. 
 
A contractor staging area is proposed in the former QLT quarry on the makai side of the proposed 
highway, as illustrated in Attachment 1. 
 
Areas of Potential Effect (APE) 
 
The APE defines the area in which activities would occur. The following geographic areas are used to 
define the APE: (1) the area defined as the undertaking, including construction related disturbances, and 
(2) the area anticipated to support mitigative measures in a Memorandum of Agreement (MOA) resulting 
from FHWA’s anticipated determination of “adverse effect”. These areas are illustrated on Attachment 1 
and are described as follows. 
 

Areas Supporting the Undertaking 
 
• Within the existing ROW on Hina Lani Street, an approximate 100-foot-wide corridor; 

 
• Within the proposed highway corridor, an approximate 230-foot-wide corridor between 

Hina Lani Street to the north and the southern end of the McClean property (just north of 
Kealakehe Parkway); 

 
• From the southern end of the McClean property to the southern side of Puohulihuli 

Street, the existing ROW of the existing highway; 
 

• Within the proposed highway corridor, an approximate 200-foot-wide corridor between 
the southern end of the McClean property and approximately 1,000 feet north of Palani 
Road;  

 
• Within the proposed highway corridor, an approximate 180-foot-wide corridor between 

approximately 1,000 feet north of Palani Road and Palani Road; 
 
• An approximate 100.5-foot-wide corridor between the intersection of Palani Road/Henry 

Street and the intersection of Palani Road/Queen Ka‘ahumanu Highway (the north side of 
the APE corresponds with the existing ROW on the north side of Palani Road); and 

 
• A former quarry and access road on QLT property that could serve as a contractor staging 

area. 
 
Area Supporting the MOA 
 
• An approximate 28-acre historic preserve area on QLT property and its associated ROW 

(within Kamakaeha Avenue) to connect utilities for the contemplated historic preserve 
interpretive center. 
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Identification of Historic Properties 
 
Five archaeological inventory surveys (AIS) have been conducted to identify historic properties for this 
undertaking. Most are undergoing review by the State Historic Preservation Division (SHPD); one has 
been approved by SHPD. Four of the five AIS’s were distributed as part of the Draft Environmental 
Assessment Ane Keohokalole Mid-Level Highway (Belt Collins Hawaii Ltd., June 2009). The fifth one is 
enclosed.  
 
Findings from these reports are summarized below from north to south (Hina Lani to Palani Road). 
Attachments 2 through 5 show the locations of historic properties and one burial.  
 

• For the northern-most third of the proposed highway, from Hina Lani Street to the 
northern boundary of the McClean Honokohau Properties (Attachment 2), a total of nine 
historic properties were identified within the APE.  All nine historic properties are 
recommended eligible for the Hawai‘i Register of Historic Places, but do not meet the 
eligibility criteria for the National Register of Historic Places (NRHP). 
 

• For the approximately 1.4-mile-long portion of the proposed highway, from Puohulihuli 
Street to a point approximately 1,000 feet north of Palani Road (Attachment 3), a total of 
eight historic properties were identified within the APE. One of the sites contained a 
burial. All eight historic properties are recommended eligible to the Hawai‘i Register of 
Historic Places, but do not meet the eligibility criteria for the NRHP. 

 
• From approximately 1,000 feet north of Palani Road to Palani Road (Attachment 4), a 

total of 17 historic properties were identified within the APE. These sites are components 
of the Kona Field System, which has been determined eligible for listing on the NRHP.  
 

• Along the south side of Palani Road, extending approximately 1,500 feet between the 
Kailua-Kona Fire Station to the west and Henry Street to the east (Attachment 5), three 
historic properties were identified in the APE. All three historic properties are 
recommended eligible for the Hawai‘i Register of Historic Places. Two of the historic 
properties, the Kuakini Wall and the Kona Field System, have been determined eligible 
for listing on the NRHP.  
 

• Within the footprint of a former rock quarry and quarry access road south of the proposed 
highway (Attachment 1), no historic properties were identified within the survey area. 
Excavation and grading related to the previous rock quarry likely destroyed or severely 
impacted any surface or subsurface historic properties that may have existed within the 
survey area.  

 
An archaeological reconnaissance survey was conducted in the adjacent 28-acre archaeological preserve 
located just north of Palani Road between the proposed Ane Keohokalole Highway and Kamakaeha 
Avenue to better evaluate the archaeological resources within the adjacent area (1,000 feet of the 
proposed highway corridor from Palani Road) affected by the proposed undertaking. Findings from the 
reconnaissance led to the determinations that: (1) the types of sites found in the 1,000-foot-long corridor 
just north of Palani Road are not unique and are very common in the Preserve and (2) the sites in the 
proposed highway corridor are significant for their information content only. 
 
The two sites located within the APE and eligible for listing on the NRHP are the Great Wall of Kuakini 
and the Kona Field System (Attachment 6). These sites and the potential effect of the proposed 
undertaking are summarized herein.  
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Great Wall of Kuakini. The Great Wall of Kuakini is an intermittent structure that runs parallel to the 
coastline for several miles, approximately one mile inland from the coastline.  The undertaking would not 
affect the Wall north of Palani Road; however, with the proposed widening of Palani Road to the south, a 
breach in the Wall of less than 33 feet is being proposed and is being evaluated by SHPD.  
 
Kona Field System. The Kona Field System describes an entire agricultural district beginning just north 
of Kailua-Kona and running south in a 4-mile-wide strip for about 23 miles, parallel to the coastline. This 
area includes the towns of Kailua-Kona, Holualoa, Kealakekua, Captain Cook, and other communities in 
South Kona.  The Kona Field System includes such archaeological and agricultural features as walls, 
enclosures, fields, boundary markers, and rock piles. Boundaries of the Kona Field System are not finite 
or fixed and are subject to changes as more archaeology is discovered; however, for the purposes of this 
letter, the extent of the Kona Field System is defined by four coordinates provided in the archaeological 
submittal forms for the Hawaii Registry of Historic Places. The section of the proposed undertaking that 
runs through the Kona Field System consists of its southernmost 0.75 miles (approximate) before the 
intersection with Palani Road (see attached approximation of proposed alignment with the Kona Field 
System in Attachment 6).  
 
Public Involvement 
 
The following opportunities for public involvement have been made or are planned: 
 

• Since 2005, over 100 public meetings were held in developing the Kona Community 
Development Plan that included the proposed Ane Keohokalole Highway. 
 

• On April 24, 2008, a public information meeting and charrette was held to obtain input 
on the preliminary design of the proposed highway.  
 

• As part of the State of Hawai‘i requirements for environmental assessments (EA), 
Cultural Impact Assessments (CIA) were prepared by obtaining input from 
knowledgeable cultural practitioners of the potentially affected area.  
 

• As part of the State of Hawai‘i requirements for EAs, the EA was distributed to 
stakeholders and the public on June 23, 2009, and made available via the State of 
Hawai‘i’s Office of Environmental Quality (OEQC) web site 
(http://oeqc.doh.hawaii.gov). Findings from the CIAs and AISs were presented in the EA. 
The public will have an opportunity to comment on the findings during the 30-day 
comment period that follows. 
 

• When the NEPA EA is made available, anticipated to be in September 2009, the FHWA 
will hold a public meeting to address the EA and NHPA Section 106.    

 
This letter is part of the Section 106 consultation process. Similar letters are being sent to:  Advisory 
Council on Historic Preservation, Office of Hawaiian Affairs, Department of Hawaiian Home Lands, Hui 
Malama I Na Kupuno ‘O Hawai‘i Nei, National Park Service, Ala Kahakai National Historic Trail, Na 
Ala Hele Trail and Access Program, Historic Hawaii Foundation, Kona Hawaiian Civic Club, Hawaii 
Island Burial Council, Kulana Huli Honua, Na Kokua o Kaloko-Honokohau, and the Hawai‘i State 
Historic Preservation Officer. 
 





 

 

 
 
 
 
 
 
 
Mr. Jimmy Medeiros 
P.O. Box 166 
Honaunau, HI 96726 
 
Dear Mr. Medeiros: 
 
Pursuant to Section 106 of the National Historic Preservation Act, the Federal Highway Administration 
(FHWA) is initiating consultation with you regarding the proposal to construct a new mid-level road 
between Palani Road and Hina Lani Street in North Kona, Hawai‘i (hereinafter referred to as the 
“undertaking”). The undertaking would occur in the ahupua‘a of Kaloko, Honokohau 1 and 2, Kealakehe, 
and Keahuolu. 
 
The undertaking is being proposed to improve connectivity, reduce traffic congestion, provide a multi-
modal corridor, and support future regional development such as that planned by Queen Lili‘uokalani 
Trust (QLT), Hawai‘i Housing Finance and Development Corporation (HHFDC), and Department of 
Hawaiian Home Lands (DHHL). The need for the undertaking is specifically cited as a critical element in 
the Kona Community Development Plan, which was adopted by the County of Hawai‘i as Ordinance 08-
131 on September 25, 2008.  
 
Description of the Undertaking 
 
The undertaking includes the development of a new regional roadway link and utility corridor connecting 
Palani Road to the south and Hina Lani Street to the north (proposed highway), widening of Palani Road 
to provide additional vehicular lanes and a utility corridor between Henry Street and Queen Ka‘ahumanu 
Highway, and associated improvements within existing right-of-ways (ROWs). The undertaking is 
illustrated in Attachment 1. 
 
The proposed highway, a 120-foot ROW approximately 3.0 miles long, would allow for four lanes of 
two-way vehicular travel and a utility corridor at full build-out. Utilities for water, reclaimed water, and 
wastewater would be installed underground. Electrical, telephone, and cable may be installed overhead or 
underground. Landscaping and drainage will be designed with bio-retention cells to prevent runoff from 
affecting groundwater flow and quality.  
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The segment of Palani Road to be widened would be approximately 1,700 feet in length. The total width 
would be approximately 100.5 feet and include the existing 80-foot (approximate) ROW and an 
additional 20.5 feet (approximate) to the south. Widening would increase the existing two lanes of two-
way vehicular travel to four lanes of two-way travel with an additional auxiliary lane for turns, and an 
underground utility corridor.   
 
Improvements within existing ROWs would include those within Hina Lani Street, the existing segment 
of Ane Keohokalole Highway, and Kealakehe Parkway. 
 
A contractor staging area is proposed in the former QLT quarry on the makai side of the proposed 
highway, as illustrated in Attachment 1. 
 
Areas of Potential Effect (APE) 
 
The APE defines the area in which activities would occur. The following geographic areas are used to 
define the APE: (1) the area defined as the undertaking, including construction related disturbances, and 
(2) the area anticipated to support mitigative measures in a Memorandum of Agreement (MOA) resulting 
from FHWA’s anticipated determination of “adverse effect”. These areas are illustrated on Attachment 1 
and are described as follows. 
 

Areas Supporting the Undertaking 
 
• Within the existing ROW on Hina Lani Street, an approximate 100-foot-wide corridor; 

 
• Within the proposed highway corridor, an approximate 230-foot-wide corridor between 

Hina Lani Street to the north and the southern end of the McClean property (just north of 
Kealakehe Parkway); 

 
• From the southern end of the McClean property to the southern side of Puohulihuli 

Street, the existing ROW of the existing highway; 
 

• Within the proposed highway corridor, an approximate 200-foot-wide corridor between 
the southern end of the McClean property and approximately 1,000 feet north of Palani 
Road;  

 
• Within the proposed highway corridor, an approximate 180-foot-wide corridor between 

approximately 1,000 feet north of Palani Road and Palani Road; 
 
• An approximate 100.5-foot-wide corridor between the intersection of Palani Road/Henry 

Street and the intersection of Palani Road/Queen Ka‘ahumanu Highway (the north side of 
the APE corresponds with the existing ROW on the north side of Palani Road); and 

 
• A former quarry and access road on QLT property that could serve as a contractor staging 

area. 
 
Area Supporting the MOA 
 
• An approximate 28-acre historic preserve area on QLT property and its associated ROW 

(within Kamakaeha Avenue) to connect utilities for the contemplated historic preserve 
interpretive center. 
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Identification of Historic Properties 
 
Five archaeological inventory surveys (AIS) have been conducted to identify historic properties for this 
undertaking. Most are undergoing review by the State Historic Preservation Division (SHPD); one has 
been approved by SHPD. Four of the five AIS’s were distributed as part of the Draft Environmental 
Assessment Ane Keohokalole Mid-Level Highway (Belt Collins Hawaii Ltd., June 2009). The fifth one is 
enclosed.  
 
Findings from these reports are summarized below from north to south (Hina Lani to Palani Road). 
Attachments 2 through 5 show the locations of historic properties and one burial.  
 

• For the northern-most third of the proposed highway, from Hina Lani Street to the 
northern boundary of the McClean Honokohau Properties (Attachment 2), a total of nine 
historic properties were identified within the APE.  All nine historic properties are 
recommended eligible for the Hawai‘i Register of Historic Places, but do not meet the 
eligibility criteria for the National Register of Historic Places (NRHP). 
 

• For the approximately 1.4-mile-long portion of the proposed highway, from Puohulihuli 
Street to a point approximately 1,000 feet north of Palani Road (Attachment 3), a total of 
eight historic properties were identified within the APE. One of the sites contained a 
burial. All eight historic properties are recommended eligible to the Hawai‘i Register of 
Historic Places, but do not meet the eligibility criteria for the NRHP. 

 
• From approximately 1,000 feet north of Palani Road to Palani Road (Attachment 4), a 

total of 17 historic properties were identified within the APE. These sites are components 
of the Kona Field System, which has been determined eligible for listing on the NRHP.  
 

• Along the south side of Palani Road, extending approximately 1,500 feet between the 
Kailua-Kona Fire Station to the west and Henry Street to the east (Attachment 5), three 
historic properties were identified in the APE. All three historic properties are 
recommended eligible for the Hawai‘i Register of Historic Places. Two of the historic 
properties, the Kuakini Wall and the Kona Field System, have been determined eligible 
for listing on the NRHP.  
 

• Within the footprint of a former rock quarry and quarry access road south of the proposed 
highway (Attachment 1), no historic properties were identified within the survey area. 
Excavation and grading related to the previous rock quarry likely destroyed or severely 
impacted any surface or subsurface historic properties that may have existed within the 
survey area.  

 
An archaeological reconnaissance survey was conducted in the adjacent 28-acre archaeological preserve 
located just north of Palani Road between the proposed Ane Keohokalole Highway and Kamakaeha 
Avenue to better evaluate the archaeological resources within the adjacent area (1,000 feet of the 
proposed highway corridor from Palani Road) affected by the proposed undertaking. Findings from the 
reconnaissance led to the determinations that: (1) the types of sites found in the 1,000-foot-long corridor 
just north of Palani Road are not unique and are very common in the Preserve and (2) the sites in the 
proposed highway corridor are significant for their information content only. 
 
The two sites located within the APE and eligible for listing on the NRHP are the Great Wall of Kuakini 
and the Kona Field System (Attachment 6). These sites and the potential effect of the proposed 
undertaking are summarized herein.  
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Great Wall of Kuakini. The Great Wall of Kuakini is an intermittent structure that runs parallel to the 
coastline for several miles, approximately one mile inland from the coastline.  The undertaking would not 
affect the Wall north of Palani Road; however, with the proposed widening of Palani Road to the south, a 
breach in the Wall of less than 33 feet is being proposed and is being evaluated by SHPD.  
 
Kona Field System. The Kona Field System describes an entire agricultural district beginning just north 
of Kailua-Kona and running south in a 4-mile-wide strip for about 23 miles, parallel to the coastline. This 
area includes the towns of Kailua-Kona, Holualoa, Kealakekua, Captain Cook, and other communities in 
South Kona.  The Kona Field System includes such archaeological and agricultural features as walls, 
enclosures, fields, boundary markers, and rock piles. Boundaries of the Kona Field System are not finite 
or fixed and are subject to changes as more archaeology is discovered; however, for the purposes of this 
letter, the extent of the Kona Field System is defined by four coordinates provided in the archaeological 
submittal forms for the Hawaii Registry of Historic Places. The section of the proposed undertaking that 
runs through the Kona Field System consists of its southernmost 0.75 miles (approximate) before the 
intersection with Palani Road (see attached approximation of proposed alignment with the Kona Field 
System in Attachment 6).  
 
Public Involvement 
 
The following opportunities for public involvement have been made or are planned: 
 

• Since 2005, over 100 public meetings were held in developing the Kona Community 
Development Plan that included the proposed Ane Keohokalole Highway. 
 

• On April 24, 2008, a public information meeting and charrette was held to obtain input 
on the preliminary design of the proposed highway.  
 

• As part of the State of Hawai‘i requirements for environmental assessments (EA), 
Cultural Impact Assessments (CIA) were prepared by obtaining input from 
knowledgeable cultural practitioners of the potentially affected area.  
 

• As part of the State of Hawai‘i requirements for EAs, the EA was distributed to 
stakeholders and the public on June 23, 2009, and made available via the State of 
Hawai‘i’s Office of Environmental Quality (OEQC) web site 
(http://oeqc.doh.hawaii.gov). Findings from the CIAs and AISs were presented in the EA. 
The public will have an opportunity to comment on the findings during the 30-day 
comment period that follows. 
 

• When the NEPA EA is made available, anticipated to be in September 2009, the FHWA 
will hold a public meeting to address the EA and NHPA Section 106.    

 
This letter is part of the Section 106 consultation process. Similar letters are being sent to:  Advisory 
Council on Historic Preservation, Office of Hawaiian Affairs, Department of Hawaiian Home Lands, Hui 
Malama I Na Kupuno ‘O Hawai‘i Nei, National Park Service, Ala Kahakai National Historic Trail, Na 
Ala Hele Trail and Access Program, Historic Hawaii Foundation, Kona Hawaiian Civic Club, Hawaii 
Island Burial Council, Kulana Huli Honua, Na Kokua o Kaloko-Honokohau, and the Hawai‘i State 
Historic Preservation Officer. 
 





 

 

 
 
 
 
 
 
 
Mr. Byron Moku 
78-6831 Alii Drive 
Kailua-Kona, HI 96740 
 
Dear Mr. Moku: 
 
Pursuant to Section 106 of the National Historic Preservation Act, the Federal Highway Administration 
(FHWA) is initiating consultation with you regarding the proposal to construct a new mid-level road 
between Palani Road and Hina Lani Street in North Kona, Hawai‘i (hereinafter referred to as the 
“undertaking”). The undertaking would occur in the ahupua‘a of Kaloko, Honokohau 1 and 2, Kealakehe, 
and Keahuolu. 
 
The undertaking is being proposed to improve connectivity, reduce traffic congestion, provide a multi-
modal corridor, and support future regional development such as that planned by Queen Lili‘uokalani 
Trust (QLT), Hawai‘i Housing Finance and Development Corporation (HHFDC), and Department of 
Hawaiian Home Lands (DHHL). The need for the undertaking is specifically cited as a critical element in 
the Kona Community Development Plan, which was adopted by the County of Hawai‘i as Ordinance 08-
131 on September 25, 2008.  
 
Description of the Undertaking 
 
The undertaking includes the development of a new regional roadway link and utility corridor connecting 
Palani Road to the south and Hina Lani Street to the north (proposed highway), widening of Palani Road 
to provide additional vehicular lanes and a utility corridor between Henry Street and Queen Ka‘ahumanu 
Highway, and associated improvements within existing right-of-ways (ROWs). The undertaking is 
illustrated in Attachment 1. 
 
The proposed highway, a 120-foot ROW approximately 3.0 miles long, would allow for four lanes of 
two-way vehicular travel and a utility corridor at full build-out. Utilities for water, reclaimed water, and 
wastewater would be installed underground. Electrical, telephone, and cable may be installed overhead or 
underground. Landscaping and drainage will be designed with bio-retention cells to prevent runoff from 
affecting groundwater flow and quality.  
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The segment of Palani Road to be widened would be approximately 1,700 feet in length. The total width 
would be approximately 100.5 feet and include the existing 80-foot (approximate) ROW and an 
additional 20.5 feet (approximate) to the south. Widening would increase the existing two lanes of two-
way vehicular travel to four lanes of two-way travel with an additional auxiliary lane for turns, and an 
underground utility corridor.   
 
Improvements within existing ROWs would include those within Hina Lani Street, the existing segment 
of Ane Keohokalole Highway, and Kealakehe Parkway. 
 
A contractor staging area is proposed in the former QLT quarry on the makai side of the proposed 
highway, as illustrated in Attachment 1. 
 
Areas of Potential Effect (APE) 
 
The APE defines the area in which activities would occur. The following geographic areas are used to 
define the APE: (1) the area defined as the undertaking, including construction related disturbances, and 
(2) the area anticipated to support mitigative measures in a Memorandum of Agreement (MOA) resulting 
from FHWA’s anticipated determination of “adverse effect”. These areas are illustrated on Attachment 1 
and are described as follows. 
 

Areas Supporting the Undertaking 
 
• Within the existing ROW on Hina Lani Street, an approximate 100-foot-wide corridor; 

 
• Within the proposed highway corridor, an approximate 230-foot-wide corridor between 

Hina Lani Street to the north and the southern end of the McClean property (just north of 
Kealakehe Parkway); 

 
• From the southern end of the McClean property to the southern side of Puohulihuli 

Street, the existing ROW of the existing highway; 
 

• Within the proposed highway corridor, an approximate 200-foot-wide corridor between 
the southern end of the McClean property and approximately 1,000 feet north of Palani 
Road;  

 
• Within the proposed highway corridor, an approximate 180-foot-wide corridor between 

approximately 1,000 feet north of Palani Road and Palani Road; 
 
• An approximate 100.5-foot-wide corridor between the intersection of Palani Road/Henry 

Street and the intersection of Palani Road/Queen Ka‘ahumanu Highway (the north side of 
the APE corresponds with the existing ROW on the north side of Palani Road); and 

 
• A former quarry and access road on QLT property that could serve as a contractor staging 

area. 
 
Area Supporting the MOA 
 
• An approximate 28-acre historic preserve area on QLT property and its associated ROW 

(within Kamakaeha Avenue) to connect utilities for the contemplated historic preserve 
interpretive center. 
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Identification of Historic Properties 
 
Five archaeological inventory surveys (AIS) have been conducted to identify historic properties for this 
undertaking. Most are undergoing review by the State Historic Preservation Division (SHPD); one has 
been approved by SHPD. Four of the five AIS’s were distributed as part of the Draft Environmental 
Assessment Ane Keohokalole Mid-Level Highway (Belt Collins Hawaii Ltd., June 2009). The fifth one is 
enclosed.  
 
Findings from these reports are summarized below from north to south (Hina Lani to Palani Road). 
Attachments 2 through 5 show the locations of historic properties and one burial.  
 

• For the northern-most third of the proposed highway, from Hina Lani Street to the 
northern boundary of the McClean Honokohau Properties (Attachment 2), a total of nine 
historic properties were identified within the APE.  All nine historic properties are 
recommended eligible for the Hawai‘i Register of Historic Places, but do not meet the 
eligibility criteria for the National Register of Historic Places (NRHP). 
 

• For the approximately 1.4-mile-long portion of the proposed highway, from Puohulihuli 
Street to a point approximately 1,000 feet north of Palani Road (Attachment 3), a total of 
eight historic properties were identified within the APE. One of the sites contained a 
burial. All eight historic properties are recommended eligible to the Hawai‘i Register of 
Historic Places, but do not meet the eligibility criteria for the NRHP. 

 
• From approximately 1,000 feet north of Palani Road to Palani Road (Attachment 4), a 

total of 17 historic properties were identified within the APE. These sites are components 
of the Kona Field System, which has been determined eligible for listing on the NRHP.  
 

• Along the south side of Palani Road, extending approximately 1,500 feet between the 
Kailua-Kona Fire Station to the west and Henry Street to the east (Attachment 5), three 
historic properties were identified in the APE. All three historic properties are 
recommended eligible for the Hawai‘i Register of Historic Places. Two of the historic 
properties, the Kuakini Wall and the Kona Field System, have been determined eligible 
for listing on the NRHP.  
 

• Within the footprint of a former rock quarry and quarry access road south of the proposed 
highway (Attachment 1), no historic properties were identified within the survey area. 
Excavation and grading related to the previous rock quarry likely destroyed or severely 
impacted any surface or subsurface historic properties that may have existed within the 
survey area.  

 
An archaeological reconnaissance survey was conducted in the adjacent 28-acre archaeological preserve 
located just north of Palani Road between the proposed Ane Keohokalole Highway and Kamakaeha 
Avenue to better evaluate the archaeological resources within the adjacent area (1,000 feet of the 
proposed highway corridor from Palani Road) affected by the proposed undertaking. Findings from the 
reconnaissance led to the determinations that: (1) the types of sites found in the 1,000-foot-long corridor 
just north of Palani Road are not unique and are very common in the Preserve and (2) the sites in the 
proposed highway corridor are significant for their information content only. 
 
The two sites located within the APE and eligible for listing on the NRHP are the Great Wall of Kuakini 
and the Kona Field System (Attachment 6). These sites and the potential effect of the proposed 
undertaking are summarized herein.  
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Great Wall of Kuakini. The Great Wall of Kuakini is an intermittent structure that runs parallel to the 
coastline for several miles, approximately one mile inland from the coastline.  The undertaking would not 
affect the Wall north of Palani Road; however, with the proposed widening of Palani Road to the south, a 
breach in the Wall of less than 33 feet is being proposed and is being evaluated by SHPD.  
 
Kona Field System. The Kona Field System describes an entire agricultural district beginning just north 
of Kailua-Kona and running south in a 4-mile-wide strip for about 23 miles, parallel to the coastline. This 
area includes the towns of Kailua-Kona, Holualoa, Kealakekua, Captain Cook, and other communities in 
South Kona.  The Kona Field System includes such archaeological and agricultural features as walls, 
enclosures, fields, boundary markers, and rock piles. Boundaries of the Kona Field System are not finite 
or fixed and are subject to changes as more archaeology is discovered; however, for the purposes of this 
letter, the extent of the Kona Field System is defined by four coordinates provided in the archaeological 
submittal forms for the Hawaii Registry of Historic Places. The section of the proposed undertaking that 
runs through the Kona Field System consists of its southernmost 0.75 miles (approximate) before the 
intersection with Palani Road (see attached approximation of proposed alignment with the Kona Field 
System in Attachment 6).  
 
Public Involvement 
 
The following opportunities for public involvement have been made or are planned: 
 

• Since 2005, over 100 public meetings were held in developing the Kona Community 
Development Plan that included the proposed Ane Keohokalole Highway. 
 

• On April 24, 2008, a public information meeting and charrette was held to obtain input 
on the preliminary design of the proposed highway.  
 

• As part of the State of Hawai‘i requirements for environmental assessments (EA), 
Cultural Impact Assessments (CIA) were prepared by obtaining input from 
knowledgeable cultural practitioners of the potentially affected area.  
 

• As part of the State of Hawai‘i requirements for EAs, the EA was distributed to 
stakeholders and the public on June 23, 2009, and made available via the State of 
Hawai‘i’s Office of Environmental Quality (OEQC) web site 
(http://oeqc.doh.hawaii.gov). Findings from the CIAs and AISs were presented in the EA. 
The public will have an opportunity to comment on the findings during the 30-day 
comment period that follows. 
 

• When the NEPA EA is made available, anticipated to be in September 2009, the FHWA 
will hold a public meeting to address the EA and NHPA Section 106.    

 
This letter is part of the Section 106 consultation process. Similar letters are being sent to:  Advisory 
Council on Historic Preservation, Office of Hawaiian Affairs, Department of Hawaiian Home Lands, Hui 
Malama I Na Kupuno ‘O Hawai‘i Nei, National Park Service, Ala Kahakai National Historic Trail, Na 
Ala Hele Trail and Access Program, Historic Hawaii Foundation, Kona Hawaiian Civic Club, Hawaii 
Island Burial Council, Kulana Huli Honua, Na Kokua o Kaloko-Honokohau, and the Hawai‘i State 
Historic Preservation Officer. 
 





 

 

 
 
 
 
 
 
 
Ms. Mahealani Pai 
78-6740 Makolea Street 
Kailua-Kona, HI 96740 
 
Dear Ms. Pai: 
 
Pursuant to Section 106 of the National Historic Preservation Act, the Federal Highway Administration 
(FHWA) is initiating consultation with you regarding the proposal to construct a new mid-level road 
between Palani Road and Hina Lani Street in North Kona, Hawai‘i (hereinafter referred to as the 
“undertaking”). The undertaking would occur in the ahupua‘a of Kaloko, Honokohau 1 and 2, Kealakehe, 
and Keahuolu. 
 
The undertaking is being proposed to improve connectivity, reduce traffic congestion, provide a multi-
modal corridor, and support future regional development such as that planned by Queen Lili‘uokalani 
Trust (QLT), Hawai‘i Housing Finance and Development Corporation (HHFDC), and Department of 
Hawaiian Home Lands (DHHL). The need for the undertaking is specifically cited as a critical element in 
the Kona Community Development Plan, which was adopted by the County of Hawai‘i as Ordinance 08-
131 on September 25, 2008.  
 
Description of the Undertaking 
 
The undertaking includes the development of a new regional roadway link and utility corridor connecting 
Palani Road to the south and Hina Lani Street to the north (proposed highway), widening of Palani Road 
to provide additional vehicular lanes and a utility corridor between Henry Street and Queen Ka‘ahumanu 
Highway, and associated improvements within existing right-of-ways (ROWs). The undertaking is 
illustrated in Attachment 1. 
 
The proposed highway, a 120-foot ROW approximately 3.0 miles long, would allow for four lanes of 
two-way vehicular travel and a utility corridor at full build-out. Utilities for water, reclaimed water, and 
wastewater would be installed underground. Electrical, telephone, and cable may be installed overhead or 
underground. Landscaping and drainage will be designed with bio-retention cells to prevent runoff from 
affecting groundwater flow and quality.  
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The segment of Palani Road to be widened would be approximately 1,700 feet in length. The total width 
would be approximately 100.5 feet and include the existing 80-foot (approximate) ROW and an 
additional 20.5 feet (approximate) to the south. Widening would increase the existing two lanes of two-
way vehicular travel to four lanes of two-way travel with an additional auxiliary lane for turns, and an 
underground utility corridor.   
 
Improvements within existing ROWs would include those within Hina Lani Street, the existing segment 
of Ane Keohokalole Highway, and Kealakehe Parkway. 
 
A contractor staging area is proposed in the former QLT quarry on the makai side of the proposed 
highway, as illustrated in Attachment 1. 
 
Areas of Potential Effect (APE) 
 
The APE defines the area in which activities would occur. The following geographic areas are used to 
define the APE: (1) the area defined as the undertaking, including construction related disturbances, and 
(2) the area anticipated to support mitigative measures in a Memorandum of Agreement (MOA) resulting 
from FHWA’s anticipated determination of “adverse effect”. These areas are illustrated on Attachment 1 
and are described as follows. 
 

Areas Supporting the Undertaking 
 
• Within the existing ROW on Hina Lani Street, an approximate 100-foot-wide corridor; 

 
• Within the proposed highway corridor, an approximate 230-foot-wide corridor between 

Hina Lani Street to the north and the southern end of the McClean property (just north of 
Kealakehe Parkway); 

 
• From the southern end of the McClean property to the southern side of Puohulihuli 

Street, the existing ROW of the existing highway; 
 

• Within the proposed highway corridor, an approximate 200-foot-wide corridor between 
the southern end of the McClean property and approximately 1,000 feet north of Palani 
Road;  

 
• Within the proposed highway corridor, an approximate 180-foot-wide corridor between 

approximately 1,000 feet north of Palani Road and Palani Road; 
 
• An approximate 100.5-foot-wide corridor between the intersection of Palani Road/Henry 

Street and the intersection of Palani Road/Queen Ka‘ahumanu Highway (the north side of 
the APE corresponds with the existing ROW on the north side of Palani Road); and 

 
• A former quarry and access road on QLT property that could serve as a contractor staging 

area. 
 
Area Supporting the MOA 
 
• An approximate 28-acre historic preserve area on QLT property and its associated ROW 

(within Kamakaeha Avenue) to connect utilities for the contemplated historic preserve 
interpretive center. 
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Identification of Historic Properties 
 
Five archaeological inventory surveys (AIS) have been conducted to identify historic properties for this 
undertaking. Most are undergoing review by the State Historic Preservation Division (SHPD); one has 
been approved by SHPD. Four of the five AIS’s were distributed as part of the Draft Environmental 
Assessment Ane Keohokalole Mid-Level Highway (Belt Collins Hawaii Ltd., June 2009). The fifth one is 
enclosed.  
 
Findings from these reports are summarized below from north to south (Hina Lani to Palani Road). 
Attachments 2 through 5 show the locations of historic properties and one burial.  
 

• For the northern-most third of the proposed highway, from Hina Lani Street to the 
northern boundary of the McClean Honokohau Properties (Attachment 2), a total of nine 
historic properties were identified within the APE.  All nine historic properties are 
recommended eligible for the Hawai‘i Register of Historic Places, but do not meet the 
eligibility criteria for the National Register of Historic Places (NRHP). 
 

• For the approximately 1.4-mile-long portion of the proposed highway, from Puohulihuli 
Street to a point approximately 1,000 feet north of Palani Road (Attachment 3), a total of 
eight historic properties were identified within the APE. One of the sites contained a 
burial. All eight historic properties are recommended eligible to the Hawai‘i Register of 
Historic Places, but do not meet the eligibility criteria for the NRHP. 

 
• From approximately 1,000 feet north of Palani Road to Palani Road (Attachment 4), a 

total of 17 historic properties were identified within the APE. These sites are components 
of the Kona Field System, which has been determined eligible for listing on the NRHP.  
 

• Along the south side of Palani Road, extending approximately 1,500 feet between the 
Kailua-Kona Fire Station to the west and Henry Street to the east (Attachment 5), three 
historic properties were identified in the APE. All three historic properties are 
recommended eligible for the Hawai‘i Register of Historic Places. Two of the historic 
properties, the Kuakini Wall and the Kona Field System, have been determined eligible 
for listing on the NRHP.  
 

• Within the footprint of a former rock quarry and quarry access road south of the proposed 
highway (Attachment 1), no historic properties were identified within the survey area. 
Excavation and grading related to the previous rock quarry likely destroyed or severely 
impacted any surface or subsurface historic properties that may have existed within the 
survey area.  

 
An archaeological reconnaissance survey was conducted in the adjacent 28-acre archaeological preserve 
located just north of Palani Road between the proposed Ane Keohokalole Highway and Kamakaeha 
Avenue to better evaluate the archaeological resources within the adjacent area (1,000 feet of the 
proposed highway corridor from Palani Road) affected by the proposed undertaking. Findings from the 
reconnaissance led to the determinations that: (1) the types of sites found in the 1,000-foot-long corridor 
just north of Palani Road are not unique and are very common in the Preserve and (2) the sites in the 
proposed highway corridor are significant for their information content only. 
 
The two sites located within the APE and eligible for listing on the NRHP are the Great Wall of Kuakini 
and the Kona Field System (Attachment 6). These sites and the potential effect of the proposed 
undertaking are summarized herein.  
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Great Wall of Kuakini. The Great Wall of Kuakini is an intermittent structure that runs parallel to the 
coastline for several miles, approximately one mile inland from the coastline.  The undertaking would not 
affect the Wall north of Palani Road; however, with the proposed widening of Palani Road to the south, a 
breach in the Wall of less than 33 feet is being proposed and is being evaluated by SHPD.  
 
Kona Field System. The Kona Field System describes an entire agricultural district beginning just north 
of Kailua-Kona and running south in a 4-mile-wide strip for about 23 miles, parallel to the coastline. This 
area includes the towns of Kailua-Kona, Holualoa, Kealakekua, Captain Cook, and other communities in 
South Kona.  The Kona Field System includes such archaeological and agricultural features as walls, 
enclosures, fields, boundary markers, and rock piles. Boundaries of the Kona Field System are not finite 
or fixed and are subject to changes as more archaeology is discovered; however, for the purposes of this 
letter, the extent of the Kona Field System is defined by four coordinates provided in the archaeological 
submittal forms for the Hawaii Registry of Historic Places. The section of the proposed undertaking that 
runs through the Kona Field System consists of its southernmost 0.75 miles (approximate) before the 
intersection with Palani Road (see attached approximation of proposed alignment with the Kona Field 
System in Attachment 6).  
 
Public Involvement 
 
The following opportunities for public involvement have been made or are planned: 
 

• Since 2005, over 100 public meetings were held in developing the Kona Community 
Development Plan that included the proposed Ane Keohokalole Highway. 
 

• On April 24, 2008, a public information meeting and charrette was held to obtain input 
on the preliminary design of the proposed highway.  
 

• As part of the State of Hawai‘i requirements for environmental assessments (EA), 
Cultural Impact Assessments (CIA) were prepared by obtaining input from 
knowledgeable cultural practitioners of the potentially affected area.  
 

• As part of the State of Hawai‘i requirements for EAs, the EA was distributed to 
stakeholders and the public on June 23, 2009, and made available via the State of 
Hawai‘i’s Office of Environmental Quality (OEQC) web site 
(http://oeqc.doh.hawaii.gov). Findings from the CIAs and AISs were presented in the EA. 
The public will have an opportunity to comment on the findings during the 30-day 
comment period that follows. 
 

• When the NEPA EA is made available, anticipated to be in September 2009, the FHWA 
will hold a public meeting to address the EA and NHPA Section 106.    

 
This letter is part of the Section 106 consultation process. Similar letters are being sent to:  Advisory 
Council on Historic Preservation, Office of Hawaiian Affairs, Department of Hawaiian Home Lands, Hui 
Malama I Na Kupuno ‘O Hawai‘i Nei, National Park Service, Ala Kahakai National Historic Trail, Na 
Ala Hele Trail and Access Program, Historic Hawaii Foundation, Kona Hawaiian Civic Club, Hawaii 
Island Burial Council, Kulana Huli Honua, Na Kokua o Kaloko-Honokohau, and the Hawai‘i State 
Historic Preservation Officer. 
 





 

 

 
 
 
 
 
 
 
Mr. Russell Paio 
74-229 Ililoa Street 
Kailua-Kona, HI 96740 
 
Dear Mr. Paio: 
 
Pursuant to Section 106 of the National Historic Preservation Act, the Federal Highway Administration 
(FHWA) is initiating consultation with you regarding the proposal to construct a new mid-level road 
between Palani Road and Hina Lani Street in North Kona, Hawai‘i (hereinafter referred to as the 
“undertaking”). The undertaking would occur in the ahupua‘a of Kaloko, Honokohau 1 and 2, Kealakehe, 
and Keahuolu. 
 
The undertaking is being proposed to improve connectivity, reduce traffic congestion, provide a multi-
modal corridor, and support future regional development such as that planned by Queen Lili‘uokalani 
Trust (QLT), Hawai‘i Housing Finance and Development Corporation (HHFDC), and Department of 
Hawaiian Home Lands (DHHL). The need for the undertaking is specifically cited as a critical element in 
the Kona Community Development Plan, which was adopted by the County of Hawai‘i as Ordinance 08-
131 on September 25, 2008.  
 
Description of the Undertaking 
 
The undertaking includes the development of a new regional roadway link and utility corridor connecting 
Palani Road to the south and Hina Lani Street to the north (proposed highway), widening of Palani Road 
to provide additional vehicular lanes and a utility corridor between Henry Street and Queen Ka‘ahumanu 
Highway, and associated improvements within existing right-of-ways (ROWs). The undertaking is 
illustrated in Attachment 1. 
 
The proposed highway, a 120-foot ROW approximately 3.0 miles long, would allow for four lanes of 
two-way vehicular travel and a utility corridor at full build-out. Utilities for water, reclaimed water, and 
wastewater would be installed underground. Electrical, telephone, and cable may be installed overhead or 
underground. Landscaping and drainage will be designed with bio-retention cells to prevent runoff from 
affecting groundwater flow and quality.  
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The segment of Palani Road to be widened would be approximately 1,700 feet in length. The total width 
would be approximately 100.5 feet and include the existing 80-foot (approximate) ROW and an 
additional 20.5 feet (approximate) to the south. Widening would increase the existing two lanes of two-
way vehicular travel to four lanes of two-way travel with an additional auxiliary lane for turns, and an 
underground utility corridor.   
 
Improvements within existing ROWs would include those within Hina Lani Street, the existing segment 
of Ane Keohokalole Highway, and Kealakehe Parkway. 
 
A contractor staging area is proposed in the former QLT quarry on the makai side of the proposed 
highway, as illustrated in Attachment 1. 
 
Areas of Potential Effect (APE) 
 
The APE defines the area in which activities would occur. The following geographic areas are used to 
define the APE: (1) the area defined as the undertaking, including construction related disturbances, and 
(2) the area anticipated to support mitigative measures in a Memorandum of Agreement (MOA) resulting 
from FHWA’s anticipated determination of “adverse effect”. These areas are illustrated on Attachment 1 
and are described as follows. 
 

Areas Supporting the Undertaking 
 
• Within the existing ROW on Hina Lani Street, an approximate 100-foot-wide corridor; 

 
• Within the proposed highway corridor, an approximate 230-foot-wide corridor between 

Hina Lani Street to the north and the southern end of the McClean property (just north of 
Kealakehe Parkway); 

 
• From the southern end of the McClean property to the southern side of Puohulihuli 

Street, the existing ROW of the existing highway; 
 

• Within the proposed highway corridor, an approximate 200-foot-wide corridor between 
the southern end of the McClean property and approximately 1,000 feet north of Palani 
Road;  

 
• Within the proposed highway corridor, an approximate 180-foot-wide corridor between 

approximately 1,000 feet north of Palani Road and Palani Road; 
 
• An approximate 100.5-foot-wide corridor between the intersection of Palani Road/Henry 

Street and the intersection of Palani Road/Queen Ka‘ahumanu Highway (the north side of 
the APE corresponds with the existing ROW on the north side of Palani Road); and 

 
• A former quarry and access road on QLT property that could serve as a contractor staging 

area. 
 
Area Supporting the MOA 
 
• An approximate 28-acre historic preserve area on QLT property and its associated ROW 

(within Kamakaeha Avenue) to connect utilities for the contemplated historic preserve 
interpretive center. 
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Identification of Historic Properties 
 
Five archaeological inventory surveys (AIS) have been conducted to identify historic properties for this 
undertaking. Most are undergoing review by the State Historic Preservation Division (SHPD); one has 
been approved by SHPD. Four of the five AIS’s were distributed as part of the Draft Environmental 
Assessment Ane Keohokalole Mid-Level Highway (Belt Collins Hawaii Ltd., June 2009). The fifth one is 
enclosed.  
 
Findings from these reports are summarized below from north to south (Hina Lani to Palani Road). 
Attachments 2 through 5 show the locations of historic properties and one burial.  
 

• For the northern-most third of the proposed highway, from Hina Lani Street to the 
northern boundary of the McClean Honokohau Properties (Attachment 2), a total of nine 
historic properties were identified within the APE.  All nine historic properties are 
recommended eligible for the Hawai‘i Register of Historic Places, but do not meet the 
eligibility criteria for the National Register of Historic Places (NRHP). 
 

• For the approximately 1.4-mile-long portion of the proposed highway, from Puohulihuli 
Street to a point approximately 1,000 feet north of Palani Road (Attachment 3), a total of 
eight historic properties were identified within the APE. One of the sites contained a 
burial. All eight historic properties are recommended eligible to the Hawai‘i Register of 
Historic Places, but do not meet the eligibility criteria for the NRHP. 

 
• From approximately 1,000 feet north of Palani Road to Palani Road (Attachment 4), a 

total of 17 historic properties were identified within the APE. These sites are components 
of the Kona Field System, which has been determined eligible for listing on the NRHP.  
 

• Along the south side of Palani Road, extending approximately 1,500 feet between the 
Kailua-Kona Fire Station to the west and Henry Street to the east (Attachment 5), three 
historic properties were identified in the APE. All three historic properties are 
recommended eligible for the Hawai‘i Register of Historic Places. Two of the historic 
properties, the Kuakini Wall and the Kona Field System, have been determined eligible 
for listing on the NRHP.  
 

• Within the footprint of a former rock quarry and quarry access road south of the proposed 
highway (Attachment 1), no historic properties were identified within the survey area. 
Excavation and grading related to the previous rock quarry likely destroyed or severely 
impacted any surface or subsurface historic properties that may have existed within the 
survey area.  

 
An archaeological reconnaissance survey was conducted in the adjacent 28-acre archaeological preserve 
located just north of Palani Road between the proposed Ane Keohokalole Highway and Kamakaeha 
Avenue to better evaluate the archaeological resources within the adjacent area (1,000 feet of the 
proposed highway corridor from Palani Road) affected by the proposed undertaking. Findings from the 
reconnaissance led to the determinations that: (1) the types of sites found in the 1,000-foot-long corridor 
just north of Palani Road are not unique and are very common in the Preserve and (2) the sites in the 
proposed highway corridor are significant for their information content only. 
 
The two sites located within the APE and eligible for listing on the NRHP are the Great Wall of Kuakini 
and the Kona Field System (Attachment 6). These sites and the potential effect of the proposed 
undertaking are summarized herein.  
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Great Wall of Kuakini. The Great Wall of Kuakini is an intermittent structure that runs parallel to the 
coastline for several miles, approximately one mile inland from the coastline.  The undertaking would not 
affect the Wall north of Palani Road; however, with the proposed widening of Palani Road to the south, a 
breach in the Wall of less than 33 feet is being proposed and is being evaluated by SHPD.  
 
Kona Field System. The Kona Field System describes an entire agricultural district beginning just north 
of Kailua-Kona and running south in a 4-mile-wide strip for about 23 miles, parallel to the coastline. This 
area includes the towns of Kailua-Kona, Holualoa, Kealakekua, Captain Cook, and other communities in 
South Kona.  The Kona Field System includes such archaeological and agricultural features as walls, 
enclosures, fields, boundary markers, and rock piles. Boundaries of the Kona Field System are not finite 
or fixed and are subject to changes as more archaeology is discovered; however, for the purposes of this 
letter, the extent of the Kona Field System is defined by four coordinates provided in the archaeological 
submittal forms for the Hawaii Registry of Historic Places. The section of the proposed undertaking that 
runs through the Kona Field System consists of its southernmost 0.75 miles (approximate) before the 
intersection with Palani Road (see attached approximation of proposed alignment with the Kona Field 
System in Attachment 6).  
 
Public Involvement 
 
The following opportunities for public involvement have been made or are planned: 
 

• Since 2005, over 100 public meetings were held in developing the Kona Community 
Development Plan that included the proposed Ane Keohokalole Highway. 
 

• On April 24, 2008, a public information meeting and charrette was held to obtain input 
on the preliminary design of the proposed highway.  
 

• As part of the State of Hawai‘i requirements for environmental assessments (EA), 
Cultural Impact Assessments (CIA) were prepared by obtaining input from 
knowledgeable cultural practitioners of the potentially affected area.  
 

• As part of the State of Hawai‘i requirements for EAs, the EA was distributed to 
stakeholders and the public on June 23, 2009, and made available via the State of 
Hawai‘i’s Office of Environmental Quality (OEQC) web site 
(http://oeqc.doh.hawaii.gov). Findings from the CIAs and AISs were presented in the EA. 
The public will have an opportunity to comment on the findings during the 30-day 
comment period that follows. 
 

• When the NEPA EA is made available, anticipated to be in September 2009, the FHWA 
will hold a public meeting to address the EA and NHPA Section 106.    

 
This letter is part of the Section 106 consultation process. Similar letters are being sent to:  Advisory 
Council on Historic Preservation, Office of Hawaiian Affairs, Department of Hawaiian Home Lands, Hui 
Malama I Na Kupuno ‘O Hawai‘i Nei, National Park Service, Ala Kahakai National Historic Trail, Na 
Ala Hele Trail and Access Program, Historic Hawaii Foundation, Kona Hawaiian Civic Club, Hawaii 
Island Burial Council, Kulana Huli Honua, Na Kokua o Kaloko-Honokohau, and the Hawai‘i State 
Historic Preservation Officer. 
 





 

 

 
 
 
 
 
 
 
Clayton & Pamela Punihaole 
73-4310A Mamalahoa Highway 
Kailua-Kona, HI 96740 
 
Dear Mr. and Mrs. Punihaole: 
 
Pursuant to Section 106 of the National Historic Preservation Act, the Federal Highway Administration 
(FHWA) is initiating consultation with you regarding the proposal to construct a new mid-level road 
between Palani Road and Hina Lani Street in North Kona, Hawai‘i (hereinafter referred to as the 
“undertaking”). The undertaking would occur in the ahupua‘a of Kaloko, Honokohau 1 and 2, Kealakehe, 
and Keahuolu. 
 
The undertaking is being proposed to improve connectivity, reduce traffic congestion, provide a multi-
modal corridor, and support future regional development such as that planned by Queen Lili‘uokalani 
Trust (QLT), Hawai‘i Housing Finance and Development Corporation (HHFDC), and Department of 
Hawaiian Home Lands (DHHL). The need for the undertaking is specifically cited as a critical element in 
the Kona Community Development Plan, which was adopted by the County of Hawai‘i as Ordinance 08-
131 on September 25, 2008.  
 
Description of the Undertaking 
 
The undertaking includes the development of a new regional roadway link and utility corridor connecting 
Palani Road to the south and Hina Lani Street to the north (proposed highway), widening of Palani Road 
to provide additional vehicular lanes and a utility corridor between Henry Street and Queen Ka‘ahumanu 
Highway, and associated improvements within existing right-of-ways (ROWs). The undertaking is 
illustrated in Attachment 1. 
 
The proposed highway, a 120-foot ROW approximately 3.0 miles long, would allow for four lanes of 
two-way vehicular travel and a utility corridor at full build-out. Utilities for water, reclaimed water, and 
wastewater would be installed underground. Electrical, telephone, and cable may be installed overhead or 
underground. Landscaping and drainage will be designed with bio-retention cells to prevent runoff from 
affecting groundwater flow and quality.  
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The segment of Palani Road to be widened would be approximately 1,700 feet in length. The total width 
would be approximately 100.5 feet and include the existing 80-foot (approximate) ROW and an 
additional 20.5 feet (approximate) to the south. Widening would increase the existing two lanes of two-
way vehicular travel to four lanes of two-way travel with an additional auxiliary lane for turns, and an 
underground utility corridor.   
 
Improvements within existing ROWs would include those within Hina Lani Street, the existing segment 
of Ane Keohokalole Highway, and Kealakehe Parkway. 
 
A contractor staging area is proposed in the former QLT quarry on the makai side of the proposed 
highway, as illustrated in Attachment 1. 
 
Areas of Potential Effect (APE) 
 
The APE defines the area in which activities would occur. The following geographic areas are used to 
define the APE: (1) the area defined as the undertaking, including construction related disturbances, and 
(2) the area anticipated to support mitigative measures in a Memorandum of Agreement (MOA) resulting 
from FHWA’s anticipated determination of “adverse effect”. These areas are illustrated on Attachment 1 
and are described as follows. 
 

Areas Supporting the Undertaking 
 
• Within the existing ROW on Hina Lani Street, an approximate 100-foot-wide corridor; 

 
• Within the proposed highway corridor, an approximate 230-foot-wide corridor between 

Hina Lani Street to the north and the southern end of the McClean property (just north of 
Kealakehe Parkway); 

 
• From the southern end of the McClean property to the southern side of Puohulihuli 

Street, the existing ROW of the existing highway; 
 

• Within the proposed highway corridor, an approximate 200-foot-wide corridor between 
the southern end of the McClean property and approximately 1,000 feet north of Palani 
Road;  

 
• Within the proposed highway corridor, an approximate 180-foot-wide corridor between 

approximately 1,000 feet north of Palani Road and Palani Road; 
 
• An approximate 100.5-foot-wide corridor between the intersection of Palani Road/Henry 

Street and the intersection of Palani Road/Queen Ka‘ahumanu Highway (the north side of 
the APE corresponds with the existing ROW on the north side of Palani Road); and 

 
• A former quarry and access road on QLT property that could serve as a contractor staging 

area. 
 
Area Supporting the MOA 
 
• An approximate 28-acre historic preserve area on QLT property and its associated ROW 

(within Kamakaeha Avenue) to connect utilities for the contemplated historic preserve 
interpretive center. 
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Identification of Historic Properties 
 
Five archaeological inventory surveys (AIS) have been conducted to identify historic properties for this 
undertaking. Most are undergoing review by the State Historic Preservation Division (SHPD); one has 
been approved by SHPD. Four of the five AIS’s were distributed as part of the Draft Environmental 
Assessment Ane Keohokalole Mid-Level Highway (Belt Collins Hawaii Ltd., June 2009). The fifth one is 
enclosed.  
 
Findings from these reports are summarized below from north to south (Hina Lani to Palani Road). 
Attachments 2 through 5 show the locations of historic properties and one burial.  
 

• For the northern-most third of the proposed highway, from Hina Lani Street to the 
northern boundary of the McClean Honokohau Properties (Attachment 2), a total of nine 
historic properties were identified within the APE.  All nine historic properties are 
recommended eligible for the Hawai‘i Register of Historic Places, but do not meet the 
eligibility criteria for the National Register of Historic Places (NRHP). 
 

• For the approximately 1.4-mile-long portion of the proposed highway, from Puohulihuli 
Street to a point approximately 1,000 feet north of Palani Road (Attachment 3), a total of 
eight historic properties were identified within the APE. One of the sites contained a 
burial. All eight historic properties are recommended eligible to the Hawai‘i Register of 
Historic Places, but do not meet the eligibility criteria for the NRHP. 

 
• From approximately 1,000 feet north of Palani Road to Palani Road (Attachment 4), a 

total of 17 historic properties were identified within the APE. These sites are components 
of the Kona Field System, which has been determined eligible for listing on the NRHP.  
 

• Along the south side of Palani Road, extending approximately 1,500 feet between the 
Kailua-Kona Fire Station to the west and Henry Street to the east (Attachment 5), three 
historic properties were identified in the APE. All three historic properties are 
recommended eligible for the Hawai‘i Register of Historic Places. Two of the historic 
properties, the Kuakini Wall and the Kona Field System, have been determined eligible 
for listing on the NRHP.  
 

• Within the footprint of a former rock quarry and quarry access road south of the proposed 
highway (Attachment 1), no historic properties were identified within the survey area. 
Excavation and grading related to the previous rock quarry likely destroyed or severely 
impacted any surface or subsurface historic properties that may have existed within the 
survey area.  

 
An archaeological reconnaissance survey was conducted in the adjacent 28-acre archaeological preserve 
located just north of Palani Road between the proposed Ane Keohokalole Highway and Kamakaeha 
Avenue to better evaluate the archaeological resources within the adjacent area (1,000 feet of the 
proposed highway corridor from Palani Road) affected by the proposed undertaking. Findings from the 
reconnaissance led to the determinations that: (1) the types of sites found in the 1,000-foot-long corridor 
just north of Palani Road are not unique and are very common in the Preserve and (2) the sites in the 
proposed highway corridor are significant for their information content only. 
 
The two sites located within the APE and eligible for listing on the NRHP are the Great Wall of Kuakini 
and the Kona Field System (Attachment 6). These sites and the potential effect of the proposed 
undertaking are summarized herein.  
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Great Wall of Kuakini. The Great Wall of Kuakini is an intermittent structure that runs parallel to the 
coastline for several miles, approximately one mile inland from the coastline.  The undertaking would not 
affect the Wall north of Palani Road; however, with the proposed widening of Palani Road to the south, a 
breach in the Wall of less than 33 feet is being proposed and is being evaluated by SHPD.  
 
Kona Field System. The Kona Field System describes an entire agricultural district beginning just north 
of Kailua-Kona and running south in a 4-mile-wide strip for about 23 miles, parallel to the coastline. This 
area includes the towns of Kailua-Kona, Holualoa, Kealakekua, Captain Cook, and other communities in 
South Kona.  The Kona Field System includes such archaeological and agricultural features as walls, 
enclosures, fields, boundary markers, and rock piles. Boundaries of the Kona Field System are not finite 
or fixed and are subject to changes as more archaeology is discovered; however, for the purposes of this 
letter, the extent of the Kona Field System is defined by four coordinates provided in the archaeological 
submittal forms for the Hawaii Registry of Historic Places. The section of the proposed undertaking that 
runs through the Kona Field System consists of its southernmost 0.75 miles (approximate) before the 
intersection with Palani Road (see attached approximation of proposed alignment with the Kona Field 
System in Attachment 6).  
 
Public Involvement 
 
The following opportunities for public involvement have been made or are planned: 
 

• Since 2005, over 100 public meetings were held in developing the Kona Community 
Development Plan that included the proposed Ane Keohokalole Highway. 
 

• On April 24, 2008, a public information meeting and charrette was held to obtain input 
on the preliminary design of the proposed highway.  
 

• As part of the State of Hawai‘i requirements for environmental assessments (EA), 
Cultural Impact Assessments (CIA) were prepared by obtaining input from 
knowledgeable cultural practitioners of the potentially affected area.  
 

• As part of the State of Hawai‘i requirements for EAs, the EA was distributed to 
stakeholders and the public on June 23, 2009, and made available via the State of 
Hawai‘i’s Office of Environmental Quality (OEQC) web site 
(http://oeqc.doh.hawaii.gov). Findings from the CIAs and AISs were presented in the EA. 
The public will have an opportunity to comment on the findings during the 30-day 
comment period that follows. 
 

• When the NEPA EA is made available, anticipated to be in September 2009, the FHWA 
will hold a public meeting to address the EA and NHPA Section 106.    

 
This letter is part of the Section 106 consultation process. Similar letters are being sent to:  Advisory 
Council on Historic Preservation, Office of Hawaiian Affairs, Department of Hawaiian Home Lands, Hui 
Malama I Na Kupuno ‘O Hawai‘i Nei, National Park Service, Ala Kahakai National Historic Trail, Na 
Ala Hele Trail and Access Program, Historic Hawaii Foundation, Kona Hawaiian Civic Club, Hawaii 
Island Burial Council, Kulana Huli Honua, Na Kokua o Kaloko-Honokohau, and the Hawai‘i State 
Historic Preservation Officer. 
 





 

 

 
 
 
 
 
 
 
Mr. Hiram Rivera 
P.O. Box 9031 
Kailua-Kona, HI 96745 
 
Dear Mr. Rivera: 
 
Pursuant to Section 106 of the National Historic Preservation Act, the Federal Highway Administration 
(FHWA) is initiating consultation with you regarding the proposal to construct a new mid-level road 
between Palani Road and Hina Lani Street in North Kona, Hawai‘i (hereinafter referred to as the 
“undertaking”). The undertaking would occur in the ahupua‘a of Kaloko, Honokohau 1 and 2, Kealakehe, 
and Keahuolu. 
 
The undertaking is being proposed to improve connectivity, reduce traffic congestion, provide a multi-
modal corridor, and support future regional development such as that planned by Queen Lili‘uokalani 
Trust (QLT), Hawai‘i Housing Finance and Development Corporation (HHFDC), and Department of 
Hawaiian Home Lands (DHHL). The need for the undertaking is specifically cited as a critical element in 
the Kona Community Development Plan, which was adopted by the County of Hawai‘i as Ordinance 08-
131 on September 25, 2008.  
 
Description of the Undertaking 
 
The undertaking includes the development of a new regional roadway link and utility corridor connecting 
Palani Road to the south and Hina Lani Street to the north (proposed highway), widening of Palani Road 
to provide additional vehicular lanes and a utility corridor between Henry Street and Queen Ka‘ahumanu 
Highway, and associated improvements within existing right-of-ways (ROWs). The undertaking is 
illustrated in Attachment 1. 
 
The proposed highway, a 120-foot ROW approximately 3.0 miles long, would allow for four lanes of 
two-way vehicular travel and a utility corridor at full build-out. Utilities for water, reclaimed water, and 
wastewater would be installed underground. Electrical, telephone, and cable may be installed overhead or 
underground. Landscaping and drainage will be designed with bio-retention cells to prevent runoff from 
affecting groundwater flow and quality.  
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The segment of Palani Road to be widened would be approximately 1,700 feet in length. The total width 
would be approximately 100.5 feet and include the existing 80-foot (approximate) ROW and an 
additional 20.5 feet (approximate) to the south. Widening would increase the existing two lanes of two-
way vehicular travel to four lanes of two-way travel with an additional auxiliary lane for turns, and an 
underground utility corridor.   
 
Improvements within existing ROWs would include those within Hina Lani Street, the existing segment 
of Ane Keohokalole Highway, and Kealakehe Parkway. 
 
A contractor staging area is proposed in the former QLT quarry on the makai side of the proposed 
highway, as illustrated in Attachment 1. 
 
Areas of Potential Effect (APE) 
 
The APE defines the area in which activities would occur. The following geographic areas are used to 
define the APE: (1) the area defined as the undertaking, including construction related disturbances, and 
(2) the area anticipated to support mitigative measures in a Memorandum of Agreement (MOA) resulting 
from FHWA’s anticipated determination of “adverse effect”. These areas are illustrated on Attachment 1 
and are described as follows. 
 

Areas Supporting the Undertaking 
 
• Within the existing ROW on Hina Lani Street, an approximate 100-foot-wide corridor; 

 
• Within the proposed highway corridor, an approximate 230-foot-wide corridor between 

Hina Lani Street to the north and the southern end of the McClean property (just north of 
Kealakehe Parkway); 

 
• From the southern end of the McClean property to the southern side of Puohulihuli 

Street, the existing ROW of the existing highway; 
 

• Within the proposed highway corridor, an approximate 200-foot-wide corridor between 
the southern end of the McClean property and approximately 1,000 feet north of Palani 
Road;  

 
• Within the proposed highway corridor, an approximate 180-foot-wide corridor between 

approximately 1,000 feet north of Palani Road and Palani Road; 
 
• An approximate 100.5-foot-wide corridor between the intersection of Palani Road/Henry 

Street and the intersection of Palani Road/Queen Ka‘ahumanu Highway (the north side of 
the APE corresponds with the existing ROW on the north side of Palani Road); and 

 
• A former quarry and access road on QLT property that could serve as a contractor staging 

area. 
 
Area Supporting the MOA 
 
• An approximate 28-acre historic preserve area on QLT property and its associated ROW 

(within Kamakaeha Avenue) to connect utilities for the contemplated historic preserve 
interpretive center. 
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Identification of Historic Properties 
 
Five archaeological inventory surveys (AIS) have been conducted to identify historic properties for this 
undertaking. Most are undergoing review by the State Historic Preservation Division (SHPD); one has 
been approved by SHPD. Four of the five AIS’s were distributed as part of the Draft Environmental 
Assessment Ane Keohokalole Mid-Level Highway (Belt Collins Hawaii Ltd., June 2009). The fifth one is 
enclosed.  
 
Findings from these reports are summarized below from north to south (Hina Lani to Palani Road). 
Attachments 2 through 5 show the locations of historic properties and one burial.  
 

• For the northern-most third of the proposed highway, from Hina Lani Street to the 
northern boundary of the McClean Honokohau Properties (Attachment 2), a total of nine 
historic properties were identified within the APE.  All nine historic properties are 
recommended eligible for the Hawai‘i Register of Historic Places, but do not meet the 
eligibility criteria for the National Register of Historic Places (NRHP). 
 

• For the approximately 1.4-mile-long portion of the proposed highway, from Puohulihuli 
Street to a point approximately 1,000 feet north of Palani Road (Attachment 3), a total of 
eight historic properties were identified within the APE. One of the sites contained a 
burial. All eight historic properties are recommended eligible to the Hawai‘i Register of 
Historic Places, but do not meet the eligibility criteria for the NRHP. 

 
• From approximately 1,000 feet north of Palani Road to Palani Road (Attachment 4), a 

total of 17 historic properties were identified within the APE. These sites are components 
of the Kona Field System, which has been determined eligible for listing on the NRHP.  
 

• Along the south side of Palani Road, extending approximately 1,500 feet between the 
Kailua-Kona Fire Station to the west and Henry Street to the east (Attachment 5), three 
historic properties were identified in the APE. All three historic properties are 
recommended eligible for the Hawai‘i Register of Historic Places. Two of the historic 
properties, the Kuakini Wall and the Kona Field System, have been determined eligible 
for listing on the NRHP.  
 

• Within the footprint of a former rock quarry and quarry access road south of the proposed 
highway (Attachment 1), no historic properties were identified within the survey area. 
Excavation and grading related to the previous rock quarry likely destroyed or severely 
impacted any surface or subsurface historic properties that may have existed within the 
survey area.  

 
An archaeological reconnaissance survey was conducted in the adjacent 28-acre archaeological preserve 
located just north of Palani Road between the proposed Ane Keohokalole Highway and Kamakaeha 
Avenue to better evaluate the archaeological resources within the adjacent area (1,000 feet of the 
proposed highway corridor from Palani Road) affected by the proposed undertaking. Findings from the 
reconnaissance led to the determinations that: (1) the types of sites found in the 1,000-foot-long corridor 
just north of Palani Road are not unique and are very common in the Preserve and (2) the sites in the 
proposed highway corridor are significant for their information content only. 
 
The two sites located within the APE and eligible for listing on the NRHP are the Great Wall of Kuakini 
and the Kona Field System (Attachment 6). These sites and the potential effect of the proposed 
undertaking are summarized herein.  
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Great Wall of Kuakini. The Great Wall of Kuakini is an intermittent structure that runs parallel to the 
coastline for several miles, approximately one mile inland from the coastline.  The undertaking would not 
affect the Wall north of Palani Road; however, with the proposed widening of Palani Road to the south, a 
breach in the Wall of less than 33 feet is being proposed and is being evaluated by SHPD.  
 
Kona Field System. The Kona Field System describes an entire agricultural district beginning just north 
of Kailua-Kona and running south in a 4-mile-wide strip for about 23 miles, parallel to the coastline. This 
area includes the towns of Kailua-Kona, Holualoa, Kealakekua, Captain Cook, and other communities in 
South Kona.  The Kona Field System includes such archaeological and agricultural features as walls, 
enclosures, fields, boundary markers, and rock piles. Boundaries of the Kona Field System are not finite 
or fixed and are subject to changes as more archaeology is discovered; however, for the purposes of this 
letter, the extent of the Kona Field System is defined by four coordinates provided in the archaeological 
submittal forms for the Hawaii Registry of Historic Places. The section of the proposed undertaking that 
runs through the Kona Field System consists of its southernmost 0.75 miles (approximate) before the 
intersection with Palani Road (see attached approximation of proposed alignment with the Kona Field 
System in Attachment 6).  
 
Public Involvement 
 
The following opportunities for public involvement have been made or are planned: 
 

• Since 2005, over 100 public meetings were held in developing the Kona Community 
Development Plan that included the proposed Ane Keohokalole Highway. 
 

• On April 24, 2008, a public information meeting and charrette was held to obtain input 
on the preliminary design of the proposed highway.  
 

• As part of the State of Hawai‘i requirements for environmental assessments (EA), 
Cultural Impact Assessments (CIA) were prepared by obtaining input from 
knowledgeable cultural practitioners of the potentially affected area.  
 

• As part of the State of Hawai‘i requirements for EAs, the EA was distributed to 
stakeholders and the public on June 23, 2009, and made available via the State of 
Hawai‘i’s Office of Environmental Quality (OEQC) web site 
(http://oeqc.doh.hawaii.gov). Findings from the CIAs and AISs were presented in the EA. 
The public will have an opportunity to comment on the findings during the 30-day 
comment period that follows. 
 

• When the NEPA EA is made available, anticipated to be in September 2009, the FHWA 
will hold a public meeting to address the EA and NHPA Section 106.    

 
This letter is part of the Section 106 consultation process. Similar letters are being sent to:  Advisory 
Council on Historic Preservation, Office of Hawaiian Affairs, Department of Hawaiian Home Lands, Hui 
Malama I Na Kupuno ‘O Hawai‘i Nei, National Park Service, Ala Kahakai National Historic Trail, Na 
Ala Hele Trail and Access Program, Historic Hawaii Foundation, Kona Hawaiian Civic Club, Hawaii 
Island Burial Council, Kulana Huli Honua, Na Kokua o Kaloko-Honokohau, and the Hawai‘i State 
Historic Preservation Officer. 
 





 

 

 
 
 
 
 
 
 
Mr. Roy Hao Santana 
84-5168 Mamalahoa Highway 
Captain Cook, HI 96704 
 
Dear Mr. Santana: 
 
Pursuant to Section 106 of the National Historic Preservation Act, the Federal Highway Administration 
(FHWA) is initiating consultation with you regarding the proposal to construct a new mid-level road 
between Palani Road and Hina Lani Street in North Kona, Hawai‘i (hereinafter referred to as the 
“undertaking”). The undertaking would occur in the ahupua‘a of Kaloko, Honokohau 1 and 2, Kealakehe, 
and Keahuolu. 
 
The undertaking is being proposed to improve connectivity, reduce traffic congestion, provide a multi-
modal corridor, and support future regional development such as that planned by Queen Lili‘uokalani 
Trust (QLT), Hawai‘i Housing Finance and Development Corporation (HHFDC), and Department of 
Hawaiian Home Lands (DHHL). The need for the undertaking is specifically cited as a critical element in 
the Kona Community Development Plan, which was adopted by the County of Hawai‘i as Ordinance 08-
131 on September 25, 2008.  
 
Description of the Undertaking 
 
The undertaking includes the development of a new regional roadway link and utility corridor connecting 
Palani Road to the south and Hina Lani Street to the north (proposed highway), widening of Palani Road 
to provide additional vehicular lanes and a utility corridor between Henry Street and Queen Ka‘ahumanu 
Highway, and associated improvements within existing right-of-ways (ROWs). The undertaking is 
illustrated in Attachment 1. 
 
The proposed highway, a 120-foot ROW approximately 3.0 miles long, would allow for four lanes of 
two-way vehicular travel and a utility corridor at full build-out. Utilities for water, reclaimed water, and 
wastewater would be installed underground. Electrical, telephone, and cable may be installed overhead or 
underground. Landscaping and drainage will be designed with bio-retention cells to prevent runoff from 
affecting groundwater flow and quality.  
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The segment of Palani Road to be widened would be approximately 1,700 feet in length. The total width 
would be approximately 100.5 feet and include the existing 80-foot (approximate) ROW and an 
additional 20.5 feet (approximate) to the south. Widening would increase the existing two lanes of two-
way vehicular travel to four lanes of two-way travel with an additional auxiliary lane for turns, and an 
underground utility corridor.   
 
Improvements within existing ROWs would include those within Hina Lani Street, the existing segment 
of Ane Keohokalole Highway, and Kealakehe Parkway. 
 
A contractor staging area is proposed in the former QLT quarry on the makai side of the proposed 
highway, as illustrated in Attachment 1. 
 
Areas of Potential Effect (APE) 
 
The APE defines the area in which activities would occur. The following geographic areas are used to 
define the APE: (1) the area defined as the undertaking, including construction related disturbances, and 
(2) the area anticipated to support mitigative measures in a Memorandum of Agreement (MOA) resulting 
from FHWA’s anticipated determination of “adverse effect”. These areas are illustrated on Attachment 1 
and are described as follows. 
 

Areas Supporting the Undertaking 
 
• Within the existing ROW on Hina Lani Street, an approximate 100-foot-wide corridor; 

 
• Within the proposed highway corridor, an approximate 230-foot-wide corridor between 

Hina Lani Street to the north and the southern end of the McClean property (just north of 
Kealakehe Parkway); 

 
• From the southern end of the McClean property to the southern side of Puohulihuli 

Street, the existing ROW of the existing highway; 
 

• Within the proposed highway corridor, an approximate 200-foot-wide corridor between 
the southern end of the McClean property and approximately 1,000 feet north of Palani 
Road;  

 
• Within the proposed highway corridor, an approximate 180-foot-wide corridor between 

approximately 1,000 feet north of Palani Road and Palani Road; 
 
• An approximate 100.5-foot-wide corridor between the intersection of Palani Road/Henry 

Street and the intersection of Palani Road/Queen Ka‘ahumanu Highway (the north side of 
the APE corresponds with the existing ROW on the north side of Palani Road); and 

 
• A former quarry and access road on QLT property that could serve as a contractor staging 

area. 
 
Area Supporting the MOA 
 
• An approximate 28-acre historic preserve area on QLT property and its associated ROW 

(within Kamakaeha Avenue) to connect utilities for the contemplated historic preserve 
interpretive center. 
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Identification of Historic Properties 
 
Five archaeological inventory surveys (AIS) have been conducted to identify historic properties for this 
undertaking. Most are undergoing review by the State Historic Preservation Division (SHPD); one has 
been approved by SHPD. Four of the five AIS’s were distributed as part of the Draft Environmental 
Assessment Ane Keohokalole Mid-Level Highway (Belt Collins Hawaii Ltd., June 2009). The fifth one is 
enclosed.  
 
Findings from these reports are summarized below from north to south (Hina Lani to Palani Road). 
Attachments 2 through 5 show the locations of historic properties and one burial.  
 

• For the northern-most third of the proposed highway, from Hina Lani Street to the 
northern boundary of the McClean Honokohau Properties (Attachment 2), a total of nine 
historic properties were identified within the APE.  All nine historic properties are 
recommended eligible for the Hawai‘i Register of Historic Places, but do not meet the 
eligibility criteria for the National Register of Historic Places (NRHP). 
 

• For the approximately 1.4-mile-long portion of the proposed highway, from Puohulihuli 
Street to a point approximately 1,000 feet north of Palani Road (Attachment 3), a total of 
eight historic properties were identified within the APE. One of the sites contained a 
burial. All eight historic properties are recommended eligible to the Hawai‘i Register of 
Historic Places, but do not meet the eligibility criteria for the NRHP. 

 
• From approximately 1,000 feet north of Palani Road to Palani Road (Attachment 4), a 

total of 17 historic properties were identified within the APE. These sites are components 
of the Kona Field System, which has been determined eligible for listing on the NRHP.  
 

• Along the south side of Palani Road, extending approximately 1,500 feet between the 
Kailua-Kona Fire Station to the west and Henry Street to the east (Attachment 5), three 
historic properties were identified in the APE. All three historic properties are 
recommended eligible for the Hawai‘i Register of Historic Places. Two of the historic 
properties, the Kuakini Wall and the Kona Field System, have been determined eligible 
for listing on the NRHP.  
 

• Within the footprint of a former rock quarry and quarry access road south of the proposed 
highway (Attachment 1), no historic properties were identified within the survey area. 
Excavation and grading related to the previous rock quarry likely destroyed or severely 
impacted any surface or subsurface historic properties that may have existed within the 
survey area.  

 
An archaeological reconnaissance survey was conducted in the adjacent 28-acre archaeological preserve 
located just north of Palani Road between the proposed Ane Keohokalole Highway and Kamakaeha 
Avenue to better evaluate the archaeological resources within the adjacent area (1,000 feet of the 
proposed highway corridor from Palani Road) affected by the proposed undertaking. Findings from the 
reconnaissance led to the determinations that: (1) the types of sites found in the 1,000-foot-long corridor 
just north of Palani Road are not unique and are very common in the Preserve and (2) the sites in the 
proposed highway corridor are significant for their information content only. 
 
The two sites located within the APE and eligible for listing on the NRHP are the Great Wall of Kuakini 
and the Kona Field System (Attachment 6). These sites and the potential effect of the proposed 
undertaking are summarized herein.  
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Great Wall of Kuakini. The Great Wall of Kuakini is an intermittent structure that runs parallel to the 
coastline for several miles, approximately one mile inland from the coastline.  The undertaking would not 
affect the Wall north of Palani Road; however, with the proposed widening of Palani Road to the south, a 
breach in the Wall of less than 33 feet is being proposed and is being evaluated by SHPD.  
 
Kona Field System. The Kona Field System describes an entire agricultural district beginning just north 
of Kailua-Kona and running south in a 4-mile-wide strip for about 23 miles, parallel to the coastline. This 
area includes the towns of Kailua-Kona, Holualoa, Kealakekua, Captain Cook, and other communities in 
South Kona.  The Kona Field System includes such archaeological and agricultural features as walls, 
enclosures, fields, boundary markers, and rock piles. Boundaries of the Kona Field System are not finite 
or fixed and are subject to changes as more archaeology is discovered; however, for the purposes of this 
letter, the extent of the Kona Field System is defined by four coordinates provided in the archaeological 
submittal forms for the Hawaii Registry of Historic Places. The section of the proposed undertaking that 
runs through the Kona Field System consists of its southernmost 0.75 miles (approximate) before the 
intersection with Palani Road (see attached approximation of proposed alignment with the Kona Field 
System in Attachment 6).  
 
Public Involvement 
 
The following opportunities for public involvement have been made or are planned: 
 

• Since 2005, over 100 public meetings were held in developing the Kona Community 
Development Plan that included the proposed Ane Keohokalole Highway. 
 

• On April 24, 2008, a public information meeting and charrette was held to obtain input 
on the preliminary design of the proposed highway.  
 

• As part of the State of Hawai‘i requirements for environmental assessments (EA), 
Cultural Impact Assessments (CIA) were prepared by obtaining input from 
knowledgeable cultural practitioners of the potentially affected area.  
 

• As part of the State of Hawai‘i requirements for EAs, the EA was distributed to 
stakeholders and the public on June 23, 2009, and made available via the State of 
Hawai‘i’s Office of Environmental Quality (OEQC) web site 
(http://oeqc.doh.hawaii.gov). Findings from the CIAs and AISs were presented in the EA. 
The public will have an opportunity to comment on the findings during the 30-day 
comment period that follows. 
 

• When the NEPA EA is made available, anticipated to be in September 2009, the FHWA 
will hold a public meeting to address the EA and NHPA Section 106.    

 
This letter is part of the Section 106 consultation process. Similar letters are being sent to:  Advisory 
Council on Historic Preservation, Office of Hawaiian Affairs, Department of Hawaiian Home Lands, Hui 
Malama I Na Kupuno ‘O Hawai‘i Nei, National Park Service, Ala Kahakai National Historic Trail, Na 
Ala Hele Trail and Access Program, Historic Hawaii Foundation, Kona Hawaiian Civic Club, Hawaii 
Island Burial Council, Kulana Huli Honua, Na Kokua o Kaloko-Honokohau, and the Hawai‘i State 
Historic Preservation Officer. 
 





 

 

 
 
 
 
 
 
 
Mr. Larry Kahekili Ursua 
74-5106 Haleolono Place 
Kailua-Kona, HI 96740 
 
Dear Mr. Ursua: 
 
Pursuant to Section 106 of the National Historic Preservation Act, the Federal Highway Administration 
(FHWA) is initiating consultation with you regarding the proposal to construct a new mid-level road 
between Palani Road and Hina Lani Street in North Kona, Hawai‘i (hereinafter referred to as the 
“undertaking”). The undertaking would occur in the ahupua‘a of Kaloko, Honokohau 1 and 2, Kealakehe, 
and Keahuolu. 
 
The undertaking is being proposed to improve connectivity, reduce traffic congestion, provide a multi-
modal corridor, and support future regional development such as that planned by Queen Lili‘uokalani 
Trust (QLT), Hawai‘i Housing Finance and Development Corporation (HHFDC), and Department of 
Hawaiian Home Lands (DHHL). The need for the undertaking is specifically cited as a critical element in 
the Kona Community Development Plan, which was adopted by the County of Hawai‘i as Ordinance 08-
131 on September 25, 2008.  
 
Description of the Undertaking 
 
The undertaking includes the development of a new regional roadway link and utility corridor connecting 
Palani Road to the south and Hina Lani Street to the north (proposed highway), widening of Palani Road 
to provide additional vehicular lanes and a utility corridor between Henry Street and Queen Ka‘ahumanu 
Highway, and associated improvements within existing right-of-ways (ROWs). The undertaking is 
illustrated in Attachment 1. 
 
The proposed highway, a 120-foot ROW approximately 3.0 miles long, would allow for four lanes of 
two-way vehicular travel and a utility corridor at full build-out. Utilities for water, reclaimed water, and 
wastewater would be installed underground. Electrical, telephone, and cable may be installed overhead or 
underground. Landscaping and drainage will be designed with bio-retention cells to prevent runoff from 
affecting groundwater flow and quality.  
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The segment of Palani Road to be widened would be approximately 1,700 feet in length. The total width 
would be approximately 100.5 feet and include the existing 80-foot (approximate) ROW and an 
additional 20.5 feet (approximate) to the south. Widening would increase the existing two lanes of two-
way vehicular travel to four lanes of two-way travel with an additional auxiliary lane for turns, and an 
underground utility corridor.   
 
Improvements within existing ROWs would include those within Hina Lani Street, the existing segment 
of Ane Keohokalole Highway, and Kealakehe Parkway. 
 
A contractor staging area is proposed in the former QLT quarry on the makai side of the proposed 
highway, as illustrated in Attachment 1. 
 
Areas of Potential Effect (APE) 
 
The APE defines the area in which activities would occur. The following geographic areas are used to 
define the APE: (1) the area defined as the undertaking, including construction related disturbances, and 
(2) the area anticipated to support mitigative measures in a Memorandum of Agreement (MOA) resulting 
from FHWA’s anticipated determination of “adverse effect”. These areas are illustrated on Attachment 1 
and are described as follows. 
 

Areas Supporting the Undertaking 
 
• Within the existing ROW on Hina Lani Street, an approximate 100-foot-wide corridor; 

 
• Within the proposed highway corridor, an approximate 230-foot-wide corridor between 

Hina Lani Street to the north and the southern end of the McClean property (just north of 
Kealakehe Parkway); 

 
• From the southern end of the McClean property to the southern side of Puohulihuli 

Street, the existing ROW of the existing highway; 
 

• Within the proposed highway corridor, an approximate 200-foot-wide corridor between 
the southern end of the McClean property and approximately 1,000 feet north of Palani 
Road;  

 
• Within the proposed highway corridor, an approximate 180-foot-wide corridor between 

approximately 1,000 feet north of Palani Road and Palani Road; 
 
• An approximate 100.5-foot-wide corridor between the intersection of Palani Road/Henry 

Street and the intersection of Palani Road/Queen Ka‘ahumanu Highway (the north side of 
the APE corresponds with the existing ROW on the north side of Palani Road); and 

 
• A former quarry and access road on QLT property that could serve as a contractor staging 

area. 
 
Area Supporting the MOA 
 
• An approximate 28-acre historic preserve area on QLT property and its associated ROW 

(within Kamakaeha Avenue) to connect utilities for the contemplated historic preserve 
interpretive center. 
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Identification of Historic Properties 
 
Five archaeological inventory surveys (AIS) have been conducted to identify historic properties for this 
undertaking. Most are undergoing review by the State Historic Preservation Division (SHPD); one has 
been approved by SHPD. Four of the five AIS’s were distributed as part of the Draft Environmental 
Assessment Ane Keohokalole Mid-Level Highway (Belt Collins Hawaii Ltd., June 2009). The fifth one is 
enclosed.  
 
Findings from these reports are summarized below from north to south (Hina Lani to Palani Road). 
Attachments 2 through 5 show the locations of historic properties and one burial.  
 

• For the northern-most third of the proposed highway, from Hina Lani Street to the 
northern boundary of the McClean Honokohau Properties (Attachment 2), a total of nine 
historic properties were identified within the APE.  All nine historic properties are 
recommended eligible for the Hawai‘i Register of Historic Places, but do not meet the 
eligibility criteria for the National Register of Historic Places (NRHP). 
 

• For the approximately 1.4-mile-long portion of the proposed highway, from Puohulihuli 
Street to a point approximately 1,000 feet north of Palani Road (Attachment 3), a total of 
eight historic properties were identified within the APE. One of the sites contained a 
burial. All eight historic properties are recommended eligible to the Hawai‘i Register of 
Historic Places, but do not meet the eligibility criteria for the NRHP. 

 
• From approximately 1,000 feet north of Palani Road to Palani Road (Attachment 4), a 

total of 17 historic properties were identified within the APE. These sites are components 
of the Kona Field System, which has been determined eligible for listing on the NRHP.  
 

• Along the south side of Palani Road, extending approximately 1,500 feet between the 
Kailua-Kona Fire Station to the west and Henry Street to the east (Attachment 5), three 
historic properties were identified in the APE. All three historic properties are 
recommended eligible for the Hawai‘i Register of Historic Places. Two of the historic 
properties, the Kuakini Wall and the Kona Field System, have been determined eligible 
for listing on the NRHP.  
 

• Within the footprint of a former rock quarry and quarry access road south of the proposed 
highway (Attachment 1), no historic properties were identified within the survey area. 
Excavation and grading related to the previous rock quarry likely destroyed or severely 
impacted any surface or subsurface historic properties that may have existed within the 
survey area.  

 
An archaeological reconnaissance survey was conducted in the adjacent 28-acre archaeological preserve 
located just north of Palani Road between the proposed Ane Keohokalole Highway and Kamakaeha 
Avenue to better evaluate the archaeological resources within the adjacent area (1,000 feet of the 
proposed highway corridor from Palani Road) affected by the proposed undertaking. Findings from the 
reconnaissance led to the determinations that: (1) the types of sites found in the 1,000-foot-long corridor 
just north of Palani Road are not unique and are very common in the Preserve and (2) the sites in the 
proposed highway corridor are significant for their information content only. 
 
The two sites located within the APE and eligible for listing on the NRHP are the Great Wall of Kuakini 
and the Kona Field System (Attachment 6). These sites and the potential effect of the proposed 
undertaking are summarized herein.  
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Great Wall of Kuakini. The Great Wall of Kuakini is an intermittent structure that runs parallel to the 
coastline for several miles, approximately one mile inland from the coastline.  The undertaking would not 
affect the Wall north of Palani Road; however, with the proposed widening of Palani Road to the south, a 
breach in the Wall of less than 33 feet is being proposed and is being evaluated by SHPD.  
 
Kona Field System. The Kona Field System describes an entire agricultural district beginning just north 
of Kailua-Kona and running south in a 4-mile-wide strip for about 23 miles, parallel to the coastline. This 
area includes the towns of Kailua-Kona, Holualoa, Kealakekua, Captain Cook, and other communities in 
South Kona.  The Kona Field System includes such archaeological and agricultural features as walls, 
enclosures, fields, boundary markers, and rock piles. Boundaries of the Kona Field System are not finite 
or fixed and are subject to changes as more archaeology is discovered; however, for the purposes of this 
letter, the extent of the Kona Field System is defined by four coordinates provided in the archaeological 
submittal forms for the Hawaii Registry of Historic Places. The section of the proposed undertaking that 
runs through the Kona Field System consists of its southernmost 0.75 miles (approximate) before the 
intersection with Palani Road (see attached approximation of proposed alignment with the Kona Field 
System in Attachment 6).  
 
Public Involvement 
 
The following opportunities for public involvement have been made or are planned: 
 

• Since 2005, over 100 public meetings were held in developing the Kona Community 
Development Plan that included the proposed Ane Keohokalole Highway. 
 

• On April 24, 2008, a public information meeting and charrette was held to obtain input 
on the preliminary design of the proposed highway.  
 

• As part of the State of Hawai‘i requirements for environmental assessments (EA), 
Cultural Impact Assessments (CIA) were prepared by obtaining input from 
knowledgeable cultural practitioners of the potentially affected area.  
 

• As part of the State of Hawai‘i requirements for EAs, the EA was distributed to 
stakeholders and the public on June 23, 2009, and made available via the State of 
Hawai‘i’s Office of Environmental Quality (OEQC) web site 
(http://oeqc.doh.hawaii.gov). Findings from the CIAs and AISs were presented in the EA. 
The public will have an opportunity to comment on the findings during the 30-day 
comment period that follows. 
 

• When the NEPA EA is made available, anticipated to be in September 2009, the FHWA 
will hold a public meeting to address the EA and NHPA Section 106.    

 
This letter is part of the Section 106 consultation process. Similar letters are being sent to:  Advisory 
Council on Historic Preservation, Office of Hawaiian Affairs, Department of Hawaiian Home Lands, Hui 
Malama I Na Kupuno ‘O Hawai‘i Nei, National Park Service, Ala Kahakai National Historic Trail, Na 
Ala Hele Trail and Access Program, Historic Hawaii Foundation, Kona Hawaiian Civic Club, Hawaii 
Island Burial Council, Kulana Huli Honua, Na Kokua o Kaloko-Honokohau, and the Hawai‘i State 
Historic Preservation Officer. 
 





 

 

 
 
 
 
 
 
 
Ms. Elaine Watai 
74-895 Kealakehe Street, Apt. 12 
Kailua-Kona, HI 96740 
 
Dear Ms. Watai: 
 
Pursuant to Section 106 of the National Historic Preservation Act, the Federal Highway Administration 
(FHWA) is initiating consultation with you regarding the proposal to construct a new mid-level road 
between Palani Road and Hina Lani Street in North Kona, Hawai‘i (hereinafter referred to as the 
“undertaking”). The undertaking would occur in the ahupua‘a of Kaloko, Honokohau 1 and 2, Kealakehe, 
and Keahuolu. 
 
The undertaking is being proposed to improve connectivity, reduce traffic congestion, provide a multi-
modal corridor, and support future regional development such as that planned by Queen Lili‘uokalani 
Trust (QLT), Hawai‘i Housing Finance and Development Corporation (HHFDC), and Department of 
Hawaiian Home Lands (DHHL). The need for the undertaking is specifically cited as a critical element in 
the Kona Community Development Plan, which was adopted by the County of Hawai‘i as Ordinance 08-
131 on September 25, 2008.  
 
Description of the Undertaking 
 
The undertaking includes the development of a new regional roadway link and utility corridor connecting 
Palani Road to the south and Hina Lani Street to the north (proposed highway), widening of Palani Road 
to provide additional vehicular lanes and a utility corridor between Henry Street and Queen Ka‘ahumanu 
Highway, and associated improvements within existing right-of-ways (ROWs). The undertaking is 
illustrated in Attachment 1. 
 
The proposed highway, a 120-foot ROW approximately 3.0 miles long, would allow for four lanes of 
two-way vehicular travel and a utility corridor at full build-out. Utilities for water, reclaimed water, and 
wastewater would be installed underground. Electrical, telephone, and cable may be installed overhead or 
underground. Landscaping and drainage will be designed with bio-retention cells to prevent runoff from 
affecting groundwater flow and quality.  
 

300 Ala Moana Blvd., Rm 3-306 
Box 50206 

Honolulu, HI 96850 
Phone:  (808) 541-2700 

          Fax:  (808) 541-2704 
http://www.fhwa.dot.gov/hidiv/ 

Hawaii Federal-Aid Division 
 

July 7, 2009 

In Reply Refer To: 
             HDA-HI 
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The segment of Palani Road to be widened would be approximately 1,700 feet in length. The total width 
would be approximately 100.5 feet and include the existing 80-foot (approximate) ROW and an 
additional 20.5 feet (approximate) to the south. Widening would increase the existing two lanes of two-
way vehicular travel to four lanes of two-way travel with an additional auxiliary lane for turns, and an 
underground utility corridor.   
 
Improvements within existing ROWs would include those within Hina Lani Street, the existing segment 
of Ane Keohokalole Highway, and Kealakehe Parkway. 
 
A contractor staging area is proposed in the former QLT quarry on the makai side of the proposed 
highway, as illustrated in Attachment 1. 
 
Areas of Potential Effect (APE) 
 
The APE defines the area in which activities would occur. The following geographic areas are used to 
define the APE: (1) the area defined as the undertaking, including construction related disturbances, and 
(2) the area anticipated to support mitigative measures in a Memorandum of Agreement (MOA) resulting 
from FHWA’s anticipated determination of “adverse effect”. These areas are illustrated on Attachment 1 
and are described as follows. 
 

Areas Supporting the Undertaking 
 
• Within the existing ROW on Hina Lani Street, an approximate 100-foot-wide corridor; 

 
• Within the proposed highway corridor, an approximate 230-foot-wide corridor between 

Hina Lani Street to the north and the southern end of the McClean property (just north of 
Kealakehe Parkway); 

 
• From the southern end of the McClean property to the southern side of Puohulihuli 

Street, the existing ROW of the existing highway; 
 

• Within the proposed highway corridor, an approximate 200-foot-wide corridor between 
the southern end of the McClean property and approximately 1,000 feet north of Palani 
Road;  

 
• Within the proposed highway corridor, an approximate 180-foot-wide corridor between 

approximately 1,000 feet north of Palani Road and Palani Road; 
 
• An approximate 100.5-foot-wide corridor between the intersection of Palani Road/Henry 

Street and the intersection of Palani Road/Queen Ka‘ahumanu Highway (the north side of 
the APE corresponds with the existing ROW on the north side of Palani Road); and 

 
• A former quarry and access road on QLT property that could serve as a contractor staging 

area. 
 
Area Supporting the MOA 
 
• An approximate 28-acre historic preserve area on QLT property and its associated ROW 

(within Kamakaeha Avenue) to connect utilities for the contemplated historic preserve 
interpretive center. 
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Identification of Historic Properties 
 
Five archaeological inventory surveys (AIS) have been conducted to identify historic properties for this 
undertaking. Most are undergoing review by the State Historic Preservation Division (SHPD); one has 
been approved by SHPD. Four of the five AIS’s were distributed as part of the Draft Environmental 
Assessment Ane Keohokalole Mid-Level Highway (Belt Collins Hawaii Ltd., June 2009). The fifth one is 
enclosed.  
 
Findings from these reports are summarized below from north to south (Hina Lani to Palani Road). 
Attachments 2 through 5 show the locations of historic properties and one burial.  
 

• For the northern-most third of the proposed highway, from Hina Lani Street to the 
northern boundary of the McClean Honokohau Properties (Attachment 2), a total of nine 
historic properties were identified within the APE.  All nine historic properties are 
recommended eligible for the Hawai‘i Register of Historic Places, but do not meet the 
eligibility criteria for the National Register of Historic Places (NRHP). 
 

• For the approximately 1.4-mile-long portion of the proposed highway, from Puohulihuli 
Street to a point approximately 1,000 feet north of Palani Road (Attachment 3), a total of 
eight historic properties were identified within the APE. One of the sites contained a 
burial. All eight historic properties are recommended eligible to the Hawai‘i Register of 
Historic Places, but do not meet the eligibility criteria for the NRHP. 

 
• From approximately 1,000 feet north of Palani Road to Palani Road (Attachment 4), a 

total of 17 historic properties were identified within the APE. These sites are components 
of the Kona Field System, which has been determined eligible for listing on the NRHP.  
 

• Along the south side of Palani Road, extending approximately 1,500 feet between the 
Kailua-Kona Fire Station to the west and Henry Street to the east (Attachment 5), three 
historic properties were identified in the APE. All three historic properties are 
recommended eligible for the Hawai‘i Register of Historic Places. Two of the historic 
properties, the Kuakini Wall and the Kona Field System, have been determined eligible 
for listing on the NRHP.  
 

• Within the footprint of a former rock quarry and quarry access road south of the proposed 
highway (Attachment 1), no historic properties were identified within the survey area. 
Excavation and grading related to the previous rock quarry likely destroyed or severely 
impacted any surface or subsurface historic properties that may have existed within the 
survey area.  

 
An archaeological reconnaissance survey was conducted in the adjacent 28-acre archaeological preserve 
located just north of Palani Road between the proposed Ane Keohokalole Highway and Kamakaeha 
Avenue to better evaluate the archaeological resources within the adjacent area (1,000 feet of the 
proposed highway corridor from Palani Road) affected by the proposed undertaking. Findings from the 
reconnaissance led to the determinations that: (1) the types of sites found in the 1,000-foot-long corridor 
just north of Palani Road are not unique and are very common in the Preserve and (2) the sites in the 
proposed highway corridor are significant for their information content only. 
 
The two sites located within the APE and eligible for listing on the NRHP are the Great Wall of Kuakini 
and the Kona Field System (Attachment 6). These sites and the potential effect of the proposed 
undertaking are summarized herein.  
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Great Wall of Kuakini. The Great Wall of Kuakini is an intermittent structure that runs parallel to the 
coastline for several miles, approximately one mile inland from the coastline.  The undertaking would not 
affect the Wall north of Palani Road; however, with the proposed widening of Palani Road to the south, a 
breach in the Wall of less than 33 feet is being proposed and is being evaluated by SHPD.  
 
Kona Field System. The Kona Field System describes an entire agricultural district beginning just north 
of Kailua-Kona and running south in a 4-mile-wide strip for about 23 miles, parallel to the coastline. This 
area includes the towns of Kailua-Kona, Holualoa, Kealakekua, Captain Cook, and other communities in 
South Kona.  The Kona Field System includes such archaeological and agricultural features as walls, 
enclosures, fields, boundary markers, and rock piles. Boundaries of the Kona Field System are not finite 
or fixed and are subject to changes as more archaeology is discovered; however, for the purposes of this 
letter, the extent of the Kona Field System is defined by four coordinates provided in the archaeological 
submittal forms for the Hawaii Registry of Historic Places. The section of the proposed undertaking that 
runs through the Kona Field System consists of its southernmost 0.75 miles (approximate) before the 
intersection with Palani Road (see attached approximation of proposed alignment with the Kona Field 
System in Attachment 6).  
 
Public Involvement 
 
The following opportunities for public involvement have been made or are planned: 
 

• Since 2005, over 100 public meetings were held in developing the Kona Community 
Development Plan that included the proposed Ane Keohokalole Highway. 
 

• On April 24, 2008, a public information meeting and charrette was held to obtain input 
on the preliminary design of the proposed highway.  
 

• As part of the State of Hawai‘i requirements for environmental assessments (EA), 
Cultural Impact Assessments (CIA) were prepared by obtaining input from 
knowledgeable cultural practitioners of the potentially affected area.  
 

• As part of the State of Hawai‘i requirements for EAs, the EA was distributed to 
stakeholders and the public on June 23, 2009, and made available via the State of 
Hawai‘i’s Office of Environmental Quality (OEQC) web site 
(http://oeqc.doh.hawaii.gov). Findings from the CIAs and AISs were presented in the EA. 
The public will have an opportunity to comment on the findings during the 30-day 
comment period that follows. 
 

• When the NEPA EA is made available, anticipated to be in September 2009, the FHWA 
will hold a public meeting to address the EA and NHPA Section 106.    

 
This letter is part of the Section 106 consultation process. Similar letters are being sent to:  Advisory 
Council on Historic Preservation, Office of Hawaiian Affairs, Department of Hawaiian Home Lands, Hui 
Malama I Na Kupuno ‘O Hawai‘i Nei, National Park Service, Ala Kahakai National Historic Trail, Na 
Ala Hele Trail and Access Program, Historic Hawaii Foundation, Kona Hawaiian Civic Club, Hawaii 
Island Burial Council, Kulana Huli Honua, Na Kokua o Kaloko-Honokohau, and the Hawai‘i State 
Historic Preservation Officer. 
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September 11, 2009 

 

Pat V. Phung, P.E. 

Transportation Engineer 

FHWA – Hawaii Federal–Aid Division 

300 Ala Moana Blvd., Room 3-306 

Box 50206 

Honolulu, HI  96850 

 

Ref: Proposed Construction of the Ane Keohokalole Highway 

             North Kona, Hawai‘i 

                 

Dear Mr. Phung: 

 

On August 11, 2009, the Advisory Council on Historic Preservation (ACHP) received your notification 

and supporting documentation regarding the adverse effects of the referenced undertaking on a property 

or properties listed or eligible for listing in the National Register of Historic Places.  Based upon the 

information you provided, we have concluded that Appendix A, Criteria for Council Involvement in 

Reviewing Individual Section 106 Cases, of our regulations, “Protection of Historic Properties” (36 CFR 

Part 800), does not apply to this undertaking.  Accordingly, we do not believe that our participation in the 

consultation to resolve adverse effects is needed.  However, if we receive a request for participation from 

the State Historic Preservation Officer (SHPO), Tribal Historic Preservation Officer, affected Indian tribe, 

a consulting party, or other party, we may reconsider this decision.  Additionally, should circumstances 

change, and you determine that our participation is needed to conclude the consultation process, please 

notify us. 

 

Pursuant to 36 CFR §800.6(b)(1)(iv), you will need to file the final Memorandum of Agreement (MOA), 

developed in consultation with the Hawai„i State Historic Preservation Office (SHPO) and any other 

consulting parties, and related documentation with the ACHP at the conclusion of the consultation 

process.  The filing of the MOA and supporting documentation with the ACHP is required in order to 

complete the requirements of Section 106 of the National Historic Preservation Act. 

 

Thank you for providing us with your notification of adverse effect.  If you have any questions or  

require further assistance, please contact Carol Legard at 202 606-8522 or clegard@achp.gov. 

 

Sincerely, 

 
LaShavio Johnson 

Historic Preservation Technician 

Office of Federal Agency Programs 

 



    

 

mailto:achp@achp.gov
http://www.achp.gov/
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STATE OF HAWAII 
DEPARTMENT OF LAND AND NATURAL RESOURCES 

POST OFFICE BOX 621 
HONOLULU, HAWAII 96809 

 

 

September 10, 2009 
 
Mr. Pat V. Phung, P.E., Transportation Engineer LOG NO: 2009.3366 
U.S. Department of Transportation  DOC NO: 0909TD15 
300 Ala Moana Blvd., Room 3-306  Archaeology 
Box 50206   
Honolulu, Hawai`i    96850  
  
 
Dear Mr. Phung: 
 
SUBJECT: National Historic Preservation Act (NHPA) Section 106 Review 
  And U.S Department of Transportation (USDOT) Act Section 4 (f) Review - 

Proposed Ane Keohokālole Mid-Level Highway 
Keahuolū, Kealakehe, Honokohau 1st, Honokohau 2nd and Kaloko  Ahupua`a 
North Kona District, Island of Hawai`i 
TMK: (3) 7-3-9; 7-4-08; 7-4-20 and 7-4-21  

 
Thank you for your letter dated September 2, 2009, requesting our concurrence with your findings and 
conclusions regarding the subject undertaking. Your agency is seeking concurrence from our office on the 
determination of “adverse effect” to historic properties; and concurrence that the mitigation measures 
proposed for the Great Wall of Kuakini [a Section 4(f) property] will result in a net benefit to the 
property.  
 
Description of the Undertaking 
 
The proposed Ane Keohokālole Highway project consists of a new north-south roadway/utility corridor 
between Palani Road and Hina Lani Street, with associated improvements along the existing Palani Street 
corridor between Henry Street and Queen Ka`ahumanu Highway. The area of potential effect (APE) for 
the undertaking has been identified as the approximately 3.0 mile long by 120 feet wide ROW for the new 
highway and the approximately 1,700 feet by 130 feet wide section along Palani Road. The APE also 
encompasses identified Native Hawaiian burials that are not within the construction ROW, but were 
determined to be affected by direct and indirect alterations to the character or use of these historic 
properties.  Associated areas included in the APE include a corridor within the existing Hina Lani Street 
ROW; a former quarry access road and a 20-acre contractor base yard area; and a 25-acre archaeological 
preserve and an associated utility ROW along Kamaka`eha Avenue.  
 
Our office has been directly involved in the identification and delineation of the APE since April 2009, 
and we concur with the APE as described in your letter and in various supporting documents that have 
been produced in connection with this project. 
 
 
 
 



 
Identification of Historic Properties  
 
A total of 48 historic properties were identified within the APE during five archaeological inventory 
surveys of various segments of the undertaking. In addition, a minimum of 30 historic properties were 
identified during a reconnaissance of the archaeological preserve area. All of these historic properties 
have been determined eligible for inclusion in the National Register of Historic Places, pursuant to 36 
CFR Part 800.4 (c). Reports on the identification and documentation of the identified historic properties 
have been submitted to our office for review and concurrence with the significance evaluations as well as 
recommended mitigation measures. We have reviewed drafts and finals of these reports, and have 
concurred with the final significance evaluations and recommend mitigation measures for the various 
sections of the undertaking. We have also determined that the reports meet the Secretary of the Interior’s 
Standards for Identification, Evaluation, and Archaeological Documentation; 36 CFR Part 800; 
and Hawaii Administrative Rule 13-276  (For draft report reviews, see  Log No. 2009.2426, Doc No. 
0906TD11; Log No. 2009.2425, Doc No. 0907TD22; Log 2009.2489, Doc No. 0907TD29; Log No. 
2009.1565, Doc No. 0906TD17. For final report acceptance and concurrence letters, see Log No. 
2008.4182, Doc No. 0811TD02; Log No. 2009.2523, Doc No. 0909TD03; Log No.; Log No. 2009.3298, 
Doc No. 0908TD11).   
 
Section 106 Determination and Proposed Mitigation 
 
As indicated in your letter of September 2, 2009, the FHWA has conducted the appropriate archaeological 
inventory surveys, has received correspondence from our office, and has consulted with the appropriate 
parties pursuant to 36 CFR Part 800.3(b) in regards to a determination of effect for this undertaking. We 
concur with your determination that the undertaking will have an adverse effect on historic properties, as 
it will result in the physical destruction or damage of all or part of the historic properties within the APE, 
or will affect the character or use of certain properties near the construction corridor. Adverse effects to 
the affected historic properties will be mitigated through a Memorandum of Agreement (MOA). We have 
reviewed and commented on two working drafts of the MOA, and we are generally satisfied that once it is 
finalized, it will provide the framework for a comprehensive mitigation program. 
 
U.S. Department of Transportation Act – Programmatic Section 4(f) Evaluation 
 
The 4(f) evaluation is applicable to the Great Wall of Kuakini (Kuakini Wall), determined eligible for 
inclusion in the National Register of Historic Places in 1977, under multiple significance criteria. The 
Great Wall of Kuakini was previously breached for the construction and improvement of Palani Road; 
improvements to Palani Road in support of this project will require widening of the breach by 
approximately 30 feet. In consultation with various parties and with our office, the FHWA has proposed a 
seven-phased mitigation plan in connection with this unavoidable breach that, according to your letter, 
will serve to preserve, rehabilitate and enhance the features and values of the Great Wall of Kuakini, 
resulting in a net benefit to this historic Section 4(f) property. These measures will be outlined in the 
MOA as well as in a mitigation plan that will include details for data recovery, monitoring, short and 
long-term preservation and stabilization measures at the breach locale, and conservation/reuse of the 
removed stones for repair and restoration of other destabilized or damaged sections of the wall. The 
mitigation plan will provide details on how and where the removed stones will be stockpiled, transported 
to various identified locations along the wall, and used to repair the damaged sections.  
 
We concur with your determination that the mitigation program proposed for the Great Wall of Kuakini 
will serve to preserve, rehabilitate and enhance the historic property, resulting in a net benefit, pursuant to 
the USDOT Act Section 4(f).  
 
 



We look forward to the continued cooperation and open communication we have had with your agency, 
the County of Hawaii, and the various consulting firms (planners and archaeologists) that are involved in 
the planning and future implementation of this undertaking. If you have any questions or comments 
regarding this letter, please contact Theresa K. Donham, Lead Archaeologist, Hawai`i Island Section at 
(808) 933-7653. 
 
Aloha, 
  
 

 §¨©ª 

 
Nancy McMahon, Deputy SHPO/State Archaeologist 
And Historic Preservation Manager 
Historic Preservation Division 
 
 
cc:  Leslie Matsumoto 
      Belt Collins Hawaii, Ltd. 
 2153 North King Street, Suite 200 
 Honolulu, HI 96819-4554 
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Testimony 
State Burial Council Meeting 

August 20, 2009, 9:00AM 
National Energy Laboratory Authority 

Conference Room 

Chair: Young, Charles Kui Hin  
Vice-Chair: Keliikoa-Sherlock, Gail U.  
Bucky, Leslie Gene  
Elarionoff, Leningrad  
Hanoa, Winifred Pele  
Kahakalau, Ku  
Lee, Kimo (Interim)  
Nazara, Cynthia  
Saffrey, Dutchie K.  

Aloha Kakou- members of the council and Chairperson Charles Kui Hin, 
 
My name is Bo Kahui and I’m a Native Hawaiian residing in the Villages of La’i’opua in the ahupu’a of 
Kealakehe. Also, I serve as a Board of Director of the Villages of La’i’opua -Kaniohale Community 
Homesteaders Association, and I serve as the Executive Director of La’i’opua 2020, a 501C-3 Non 
profit corporation whose mission is to deliver social infrastructure to include social, educational, 
recreational, cultural, and medical program and services for the members of the Villages of La’i’opua 
and the surrounding communities.  
 
On behalf of La’i’opua 2020 and the Kaniohale Community Homesteaders association, I want to take 
this opportunity to seek your support to adopt the County of Hawaii (COH)-Burial Treatment Plan(BTP) 
and recognize the significance of the La'i'opua 2020 Community Center development plan, and the Ane 
Keohokalole highway development. 
 
We seek your support for the County's a Burial Treatment Plan (BTP) because the County’s consultant- 
Cultural Surveys Inc. has detailed its BTP of our Kupuna Iwi within and outside the highway corridor as 
outlined on pages 52 to 57 of the BTP .  
 
In addition, we support the County’s Burial Treatment Plan (BTP) where it recommends "preservation 
for known and discovered/ advertant Iwi in and around the highway corridor to include specific 
preservation measures as follows: 
#1. Sealing of Entrances to Inner Chambers Containing Iwi Kūpuna  
#2. Establishing a Burial Preserve for each of the Iwi Kupuna 
#3. Demarcating the Burial Preserve Perimeter  and, 
#4. Allowing Access to the Burial Preserves by lineal and cultural descendants 
 
The County of Hawaii BTP pursuant to HAR 13-300-38(g) stipulates that the County will record the 
Burial Preserve area locations with the State of Hawai‘i Bureau of Conveyances. “This recordation 
would create an encumbrance on the property to run with the land in perpetuity.”  
 



In a perfect scenario, all respective parties and entities, cultural and lineal descendants would hope that 
no further Iwi will be discovered. We conclude that the COH archeological survey was extensive and 
thorough. In fact, the archeological survey tests conducted had initially and deliberately set-out to look 
specifically for Iwi Kupuna within the highway corridor and along its perimeter. 
 
But in our Hawaiian traditions, our Kupuna Iwi was hidden for many reasons and not to be found. 
Therefore, there is the small possibility Iwi Kupuna will be “inadvertently found”. If the highway 
construction is approved, the County of Hawaii is required by law that “Ane Keohokālole Highway 
project will have an SHPD-approved archaeological monitoring plan. This plan will include the results 
of the completed archaeological inventory survey investigation by its consultant and will facilitate the 
identification and proper treatment of any inadvertent burials that might be discovered during the Ane 
Keohokālole Highway project construction.” 
As stipulated in the COH-BTP, “if burial remains are discovered during the Ane Keohokālole Highway 
project construction, they will be treated in accordance with Hawai‘i State burial law regarding 
inadvertent burial discoveries (HAR Chapter 13-300-40). Following these regulations, burial treatment 
of all inadvertent burial finds shall be determined by SHPD in accordance with Chapter 6E, HRS, but 
more importantly, in consultation with the landowner and any recognized lineal and cultural 
descendants.”  
 
During the recent Federal 106 National Environmental Protection Act (NEPA) hearings, both La’i’opua 
2020 and Queen Lili'iokalani Trust had announced to commit and protect our Kupuna Iwi with respect 
and sensitivity and offer the lineal and cultural descendants a repository for the reinternment of our 
Kupuna Iwi within their respective ahupua’a. For example, I have requested DHHL to allow our lineal 
and cultural descendants to reintern & rebury their “inadvertent Kupuna Iwi” in our dedicated preserve 
area. To this end, when the construction for the highway is approved, we are committed to protect and 
preserve "inadvertant iwi" with a burial treatment plan that take full account of the sensitive nature of 
the reinternment of our Kupuna and institute all the proper protocols and respect our Kupuna deserve. 
We will continue to work with DHHL, COH, SHPD, and the Burial Council and coordinate our efforts 
to establish a “pono” treatment plan. 
 
At this time, I wish to introduce Exhibit A- a petition signed by our Kaniohale Community Kupuna Hui- 
Na Kupuna- Na Wai Puna O Kona in support of the COH BTP plan and the construction of the Ane 
Keohokalole highway. Na Kupuna, Na Wai Puna O Kona believes this highway will without doubt 
provide the infrastructure for the community, but more importantly, today resolve infrastructure issues 
for their mo’opuna and future generations. In addition, I wish to introduce Exhibit B- which is a petition 
signed by an estimated 500 people in support of the construction of the highway. Both petitions identify 
the significant need for the highway that will help bring relief and reduce traffic congestion on Queen 
Ka’ahumanu Highway, impact development of the affordable housing projects of 1200 DHHL homes 
and 2200 HHFDC units, and provide jobs and help stimulate our local economy.   
 
On behalf of our Kaniohale Community Homesteaders Association, La’i’opua 2020, and Na Kupuna Na 
Wai Puna O Kona, We seek your support to adopt the COH-BTP and support the construction of the 
Ane Keohokalole. Imua Kakou! 
 
Mahalo, 
Bo Kahui 
Executive Director, Laiopua 2020 
Board of Director, Kaniohale Association 
 



Lanihau Properties LLC 
3465 Waialae Avenue, Suite 260 

Honolulu, HI  96816 
 

Date: 8/20/09 
 
TO:  Hawai’i Island Burial Council  
 
FROM: Riley Smith, P.E., Vice President – Properties 
 
RE:  Testimony in favor of Acceptance of Burial Treatment Plan: 

Preserve in Place within Ane Keohokalole Highway Corridor in 
Compliance with State Historic Preservation Division 
Requirements    

 
My name is Riley Smith, Professional Engineer.  I am speaking on behalf of Lanihau 
Properties, LLC, as its Vice President – Properties.  We have cooperated and 
assisted with this much needed roadway, in the North Kona District.  As we drive on 
our existing congested roadways, we understand the need for this critical piece of 
infrastructure.  We also understand how this construction project will help to boost 
our economy and employ the residents of this island. 
Due to our involvement with this project, we are familiar with the steps that the 
County and its consultants (Belt Collins Hawaii and their archaeologist, Pacific 
Legacy) have taken to comply with all governmental rules and regulations.  We ask 
that your Council reviews the work that has been done on this project, ensure that it 
meets all governmental requirements and then approve it, so that its construction 
can proceed and benefit our community. 
 
Mahalo 
 
Riley Smith, PE 
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Draft Memorandum of Agreement 



 

 
 

MEMORANDUM OF AGREEMENT 
AMONG THE FEDERAL HIGHWAY ADMINISTRATION AND 

THE HAWAI‘I STATE HISTORIC PRESERVATION OFFICER AND 
QUEEN LILI‘UOKALANI TRUST AND 

THE STATE OF HAWAI‘I OFFICE OF HAWAIIAN AFFAIRS 
 

REGARDING THE ANE KEOHOKALOLE MID-LEVEL HIGHWAY PROJECT 
NORTH KONA, HAWAI‘I 

 
WHEREAS, the Federal Highway Administration (“FHWA”) proposes phased construction of 
the Ane Keohokalole Highway, a new mid-level road between Palani Road and Hina Lani Street, 
and widening of Palani Road in North Kona, Island of Hawai‘i, Hawai‘i, hereinafter referred to 
as the Undertaking; and 
 
WHEREAS, the FHWA, in consultation with the Hawai‘i State Historic Preservation Officer 
(“Hawai‘i SHPO”), has defined the Undertaking’s area of potential effect, as the term is defined 
in 36 C.F.R. §800.16(d), to be the approximately three (3)-mile-long proposed north-south 
highway corridor from Palani Road to Hina Lani Street, and the approximately 1,700-foot-long 
corridor along Palani Road from Henry Street to Kamaka‘eha Avenue.  The proposed north-
south highway is situated approximately 3,700 feet east of Queen Ka`ahumanu Highway and 
north of Palani Road; and 
 
WHEREAS the FHWA, in consultation with the Hawai‘i SHPO, has found that historic 
properties, as identified in Exhibit ‘A’ of this Memorandum of Agreement (“MOA”) are within 
the area of potential effect; and 
 
WHEREAS, the FHWA, in consultation with the Hawai’i SHPO, has included two additional 
burial sites, containing three iwi kupuna, in the area of potential effect in consideration of any 
indirect alterations to the character or use of the burial sites that may result from the Undertaking 
and recognizes in this MOA that these burial sites and iwi kupuna will be protected; and 
 
WHEREAS, the FHWA, in consultation with the Hawai‘i SHPO, has determined, pursuant to 36 
C.F.R. §800.4(c), that historic properties, as identified in Exhibit ‘A’ of this MOA are eligible 
for inclusion in the Hawai‘i Register of Historic Places and the National Register of Historic 
Places (“NRHP”); and 
 
WHEREAS, the FHWA, in consultation with the Hawai‘i SHPO, has determined pursuant to 36 
C.F.R. §800.5(a) that the Undertaking will have an adverse effect on historic properties, as 
identified in Exhibit ‘A’ of this MOA; and  
 
WHEREAS, the FHWA has consulted with the Hawai‘i SHPO in accordance with Section 106 
of the National Historic Preservation Act (16 U.S.C. 470f) and its implementing regulations (36 
C.F.R. Part 800) to resolve the adverse effect on historic properties, as identified in Exhibit ‘A’ 
of this MOA; and 
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WHEREAS, the FHWA, in consultation with the Hawai‘i SHPO, has invited Queen 
Lili`uokalani Trust (“QLT”), the State of Hawai‘i Office of Hawaiian Affairs (“OHA”), and 
various Native Hawaiian organizations and individuals to participate in consultations pursuant to 
Section 106 of the National Historic Preservation Act (16 U.S.C. 470f), as shown in Exhibit ‘B’ 
of this MOA; and 
 
WHEREAS the FHWA, in consultation with the Hawai‘i SHPO, has invited the State of Hawai‘i 
Department of Transportation (“Hawai‘i DOT”) and the County of Hawai‘i (“County”) to concur 
in this MOA; and  
 
WHEREAS, QLT has designated approximately 25 acres adjacent to the Undertaking as a 
Historic Preserve Area (“HPA”) or Archaeological Preserve Area. 
 
NOW, THEREFORE, the FHWA, Hawai‘i SHPO, QLT, and OHA agree that, upon the 
submission of a copy of this executed MOA, as well as the documentation specified in 36 C.F.R. 
§800.11(e) and (f) to the Advisory Council on Historic Preservation (“Council”) pursuant to 36 
C.F.R. §800.6(b)(1)(iv) and upon the FHWA’s approval of the Undertaking, the FHWA shall 
ensure that the following stipulations are implemented in order to take into account the effect of 
the Undertaking on historic properties. 
 
Stipulations 
 

1. Consultations and Reviews 
 

A. Being sensitive to Native Hawaiian culture, history, and institutions, the FHWA 
and the County will form a working group.  The working group shall consist of 
representatives from the FHWA, Hawai‘i SHPO, Hawai‘i DOT, County, QLT and 
OHA.  The purpose of the working group will be to ensure that the stipulations 
outlined in this document are implemented and completed in accordance with this 
MOA and Section 106 of the National Historic Preservation Act (16 U.S.C. 470f). 

 
B. The County will coordinate and manage the Undertaking’s community outreach 

efforts and the activities of this working group, and provide administrative 
support services, as required. 

  
2. The FHWA and County shall develop and maintain an Archaeological Monitoring Plan 

for the Undertaking that is approved and accepted by the Hawai‘i SHPO.   
 
3. The Construction Manager and all on-site contractor(s), supervisors, and construction 

workers will be provided training to become aware of the historic/cultural significance of 
the construction site and surrounding areas as set forth in this MOA. The contractor will 
certify that personnel entering the construction site, excepting the contractor staging 
area(s), have been briefed by the Undertaking’s archaeologist and, if available, cultural 
practitioner on Native Hawaiian sites, objects, artifacts, remains, and appropriate 
procedures should such materials be found during construction activities. A record of the 
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personnel attending the briefing shall become a part of the Undertaking’s project file. 
These training and record-keeping procedures shall be made part of the Archaeological 
Monitoring Plan. 

 
4. The County shall hire a qualified archaeologist to monitor the Undertaking’s activities 

pursuant to the Archaeological Monitoring Plan, as approved by the Hawai‘i SHPO. 
 
5. Data Recovery  
 

A. Prior to the Construction Notice to Proceed (“NTP”) for the Undertaking, data 
recovery (including controlled excavations and laboratory analyses) will be 
completed on selected historic properties (See Exhibit ‘A’) within the 
Undertaking’s area of potential effect, in accordance with a Hawai‘i State Historic 
Preservation Division (“SHPD”)-approved Data Recovery Plan.   

 
B. The information obtained from data recovery will be used to develop an 

interpretive framework for the QLT HPA and to be shared with other interested 
Native Hawaiian organizations and individuals. 

 
6. Kuakini Wall 

 
A. Removal of a portion (no more than 10 meters) of the Kuakini Wall near Palani 

Road, at the existing breach, may occur without significantly detracting from the 
integrity of the historic property.  

 
B. Mitigation for removal of a portion of the Kuakini Wall will include: 
 

i. data recovery of the section of the wall to be removed in accordance with 
an approved data recovery plan; 

 
ii. monitoring during wall removal; 
 
iii. detailed recording of the cross section exposed during removal; 
 
iv. careful stabilization of the end of the intact wall to ensure that it does not 

further deteriorate; 
 

v. conservation of removed stones for use in maintenance and stabilization of 
damaged portions of the wall; 

 
vi. documentation of the data recovery and monitoring results in appropriate 

reports; and 
 
vii. short and long term preservation measures to safeguard the site during 

project construction and subsequent uses of the area. 
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C. Data recovery, monitoring, and preservation plans for the Kuakini Wall could 

be combined into one mitigation plan, which will provide details on how Item 
6.B.v, above, will be implemented. 

 
D. In recognition of this historic wall, the Undertaking will include 

commemorative signage to be located on the south side of Palani Road that 
acknowledges its historic and cultural significance. The proposed text for the 
signage will be included in the archaeological mitigation (preservation) plan. 

 
7. Historic Trails 
 

A. Two mauka-makai trails, Site Number 50-10-27-18099 (See Exhibit ‘A’) and 50-
10-27-13006 would be bisected by the proposed north-south highway defined in 
the Undertaking. 

 
i. For Site Number 50-10-27-18099, a perpetual, non-exclusive easement for 

road and utility purposes shall be obtained from the State of Hawai‘i for 
the section that would be crossed by the proposed north-south highway 
defined in the Undertaking. A 10-foot-wide pedestrian crossing shall be 
provided when a management plan for this trail can be implemented with 
the adjacent landowners. The preferred location for this crosswalk is over 
the existing trail, but the actual location shall be dependent upon future 
plans for the nearby roadway intersection and public safety. 

 
ii. For Site Number 50-10-27-13006, Item 7.C applies. Data recovery was 

completed under a separate action and subsequent land development 
removed any physical evidence of this Honokohau 2 area trail. 

 
B. Site Number 50-10-28-26833 (See Exhibit ‘A’) is a 35-meter stepping stone trail 

across ‘a‘a lava that is aligned with the proposed north-south highway defined in 
the Undertaking and would be removed with the Undertaking. 

 
C. In recognition of these historic trails, the Undertaking will include 

commemorative signage that acknowledges historic and cultural significance at 
each of the three trail locations. The proposed text for the signage will be included 
in the archaeological mitigation plan. 

 
8. HPA Preservation and Protection of Historic Properties 
 

A. Funding  
 

i. The FHWA, in consultation with QLT, will fund activities to preserve and 
protect historic/cultural resources within the HPA as a mitigation 
component of the Undertaking. 
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ii. The FHWA, in consultation with QLT, will fund the development of the 

Interpretive Center adjacent to the HPA, and the associated utilities (water, 
sewer line connection, and electrical). 

 
iii. Funding is conditioned on the approval of the Undertaking. 
 

B. HPA  
 

i. QLT desires to see the HPA become an interpretive preserve for the 
education and enjoyment of Hawai`i’s citizens and visitors.  Therefore, 
QLT will assist in the design and development of an interpretive center on 
its lands, alongside the HPA (see Item 8.C). 

 
ii. Activities supporting the HPA will include the installation of a protective 

fence, clearing of brush/invasive species to facilitate an archaeological 
inventory survey, preparation and acceptance of the archaeological 
inventory survey, and preparation and acceptance of a Preservation Plan. 
These activities will be approved or accepted by the Hawai‘i SHPO. 

  
C. Interpretive Center 
 

i. The Interpretive Center will be designed and constructed alongside the 
HPA on QLT land near the intersection of Palani Road and Kamaka‘eha 
Avenue. 

 
ii. Following the issuance of the Certificate of Occupancy, the Interpretive 

Center will be owned, managed, and maintained by QLT. 
 

D. Selection of the consultant(s) that will perform the tasks outlined in Item 8 will be 
subject to the approval of QLT. 

 
E. Activities will be conducted in a manner that is sensitive to Native Hawaiian 

culture, history, and institutions. 
 
9. Discoveries  
 

A. If historic properties are discovered or unanticipated effects are found, or a 
previously unidentified property which may be eligible for inclusion in the NRHP 
is discovered, the FHWA will take reasonable measures to avoid or minimize 
harm to the property until it concludes consultation with the Hawai‘i SHPO and 
any Native Hawaiian organization which has made itself known to the FHWA 
that it attaches religious and cultural significance to the property.  
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B. Inadvertent discoveries of iwi kupuna will be subject to Hawai‘i Administrative 
Rules (HAR) 13-300-40. Each discovery will be treated on a case-by-case basis 
and in consultation with the Hawai‘i Island Burial Council. Attempts will be 
made to preserve any inadvertent discoveries of iwi kupuna in place; however,if 
preservation in place is not feasible or appropriate, relocation will be considered 
in accordance with HAR 13-300-40. Hawai‘i Revised Statutes (HRS) Chapter 6E 
and HAR 13-300 will not be superseded by this MOA. 

 
10. Documentation 
 

A. Undertaking – The following documents shall be prepared and completed 
accordingly for the Undertaking: 

 
i. Prior to Construction of the Undertaking: 
 

Burial Treatment Plan 
Archaeological Preservation Plans 

 Data Recovery Plans 
 Archaeological Monitoring Plan 
 Data Recovery End of Fieldwork Letters 
  
ii. Throughout the duration of the Undertaking: 
 
 Archaeological Preservation Reports 
 Data Recovery Reports 
 Archaeological Monitoring Reports 
 Archaeological/Cultural Sensitivity Training Records 
 

B. HPA – The following documents shall be prepared and completed for the HPA 
within two years from the date of this MOA: 

 
  HPA Archaeological Inventory Survey 
  HPA Preservation Plan 
  HPA Burial Treatment Plan 

 
11. Dispute Resolution 
 

A. Should any Signatory or Concurring Party object at any time to the manner in 
which the terms of this MOA are implemented, the FHWA shall consult with the 
objecting party(ies) to resolve the objection.  The FHWA shall have no more than 
forty-five (45) days to resolve the objection.  If resolution is reached, the terms of 
this MOA shall be carried out in accordance with such resolution.  If resolution is 
not reached through such consultation, the FHWA shall forward all 
documentation relevant to the objection to the Hawai‘i SHPO, including its 
proposed response to the objection, and request the Hawai‘i SHPO comments in 
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accordance with 36 CFR §800.2(b)(2).  Any comments provided by the other 
Signatory(ies) or Concurring Party(ies) regarding the objection shall be taken into 
account by the FHWA in reaching its final decision regarding the objection.  The 
FHWA will promptly provide all Parties with a copy of its final decision 
regarding resolution of the dispute.  After reviewing the FHWA’s final decision, 
the Hawai‘i SHPO, if in disagreement with the decision, may proceed under the 
provisions of Item 12.B, below. 

 
B. The FHWA’s responsibility to carry out all actions under this MOA that are not 

the subject of the dispute will remain unchanged.  Actions subject to dispute 
under Item 11.A, above, shall be carried out in accordance with the FHWA’s final 
decision. 
 

12. Amendment and Termination 
 

A. If any Signatory or Concurring Party(ies) believes that the MOA should be 
amended, the Signatory or Concurring Party(ies) may propose amendments to the 
other Signatories and Concurring Parties, whereupon all parties will consult to 
consider amendments pursuant to 36 CFR §800.6(c)(7) and 36 CFR §800.6(c)(8). 

 
B. If the FHWA determines that it cannot implement the terms of this MOA, or if the 

Hawai‘i SHPO determines that the MOA is not being properly implemented, any 
Signatory or Concurring Party may propose that the MOA be terminated.  The 
Signatory or Concurring Party(ies) proposing termination shall so notify the other 
Signatories and Concurring Parties to the MOA, explaining the reasons for 
termination and affording all Parties at least 15 working days to consult and seek 
alternatives to termination.   

 
C. Should such consultation fail, any Signatory or Concurring Party may terminate 

this MOA by so notifying the other Signatories and Concurring Parties. 
 
D. Should this MOA be terminated, the FHWA shall consult in accordance with 36 

CFR §800.6 to develop and execute a new MOA. 
 

13. Duration of this MOA 
 

A. Unless terminated pursuant to Stipulations in Item 12.C and Item 12.D, above, 
this MOA will be in effect until the FHWA, in consultation with the other 
Signatories and Concurring Parties, determines all of its terms have satisfactorily 
been fulfilled or five (5) years after execution of this MOA, whichever is earlier. 

 
B. Upon determination by the FHWA that all of this MOA’s terms have been 

satisfactorily fulfilled, the MOA will terminate and have no further force or effect.  
The FHWA will promptly notify the other Signatories and Concurring Parties 
with written notice of its determination and of termination of this MOA. 
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14. Applicability of this MOA 
 

A. This MOA applies only to the Undertaking as defined herein. 
 
B. If, following the execution of this MOA, the FHWA is unable or decides not to 

fund construction of the Undertaking, this MOA will automatically become null 
and void.    
 

C. This MOA may be executed in two or more counterparts, each of which shall be 
deemed to be an original, but all of which shall constitute one and the same MOA, 
and in making proof of this MOA, it shall not be necessary to produce or account 
for more than one such counterpart. 

 
The execution of this MOA by the FHWA, the Hawai‘i SHPO, QLT, and OHA; the submission 
of it to the Council with the appropriate documentation specified in 36 C.F.R. §800.11(e) and (f); 
and the implementation of its terms evidence that the FHWA has afforded the Council an 
opportunity to comment on the Undertaking and its effect on historic properties and that the 
FHWA has taken into account the effects of the Undertaking on historic properties. 
 
 
FEDERAL HIGHWAY ADMINISTRATION 
 
 
By:  ________________________________  Date:  _____________________ 
 Name: 
 
 Its: 
 
HAWAI‘I STATE HISTORIC PRESERVATION OFFICER 
 
 
By:  ________________________________  Date:  _____________________ 
 Name: 
 
 Its: 
 
QUEEN LILI`UOKALANI TRUST 
 
 
By:  ________________________________  Date:  _____________________ 
 Name: 
 
 Its: 
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STATE OF HAWAI‘I OFFICE OF HAWAIIAN AFFAIRS 
 
 
By:  ________________________________  Date:  _____________________ 
 Name: 
 
 Its: 
 
 
CONCUR: 
 
STATE OF HAWAI‘I DEPARTMENT OF TRANSPORTATION 
 
 
By:  ________________________________  Date:  _____________________ 
 Name:  Brennon T. Morioka 
 
 Its:  Director 
 
COUNTY OF HAWAI‘I 
 
 
By:  ________________________________  Date:  _____________________ 
 Name:  William P. Kenoi 
 
 Its:  Mayor 
 
 



 

 

Exhibit A:  Summary of Type, Functional Interpretation, Eligibility, and Mitigation for Historic 
Properties within the Undertaking’s APE

NRHP/HRHP 
Eligibility 
Criteria** 

Agreed Upon Mitigation SIHP* 
Site 
Number 

Formal 
Site Type 

Functional 
Interpretation 

A B C D E Data 
Recovery None Preserve 

Northern Corridor Historic Properties 

50-10-27-
18099 

Trail, 
curbstone 

Transportation, 
Commemorative          

50-10-27-
18144 Complex 

Permanent 
Habitation, 
Agriculture 

        

50-10-27-
18147 Complex Recurrent 

Habitation, Marker         

50-10-27-
18162 Terrace Recurrent 

Habitation         

50-10-27-
18191 Terrace Recurrent 

Habitation         

50-10-27-
26630 Complex 

Temporary 
Habitation, 
Agriculture 

        

50-10-27-
26653 

Modified 
Outcrop Agriculture         

50-10-27-
26654 Trough Animal Husbandry         

50-10-27-
26656 Cairn Marker         

50-10-27-
13006 Trail Transportation         

50-10-
27/28-
18115 

Wall Animal Husbandry         

Southern Corridor Historic Properties – Puohulili Street to 1,000 feet North of Palani Road  

50-10-28-
05011 Wall Livestock, Land 

Division Boundary         

50-10-28-
13201F 

Modified 
blister Agriculture         

50-10-28-
13387 Lava tube Burial, Temporary 

Habitation         

50-10-28-
26830 Terrace Temporary 

Habitation         

50-10-28-
26831 Cave Burial         

50-10-28-
26832 Terrace Temporary 

Habitation         

50-10-28-
26833 Trail Transportation         

50-10-28-
26834 

Filled lava 
blisters Marker         



 

 

NRHP/HRHP 
Eligibility 
Criteria** 

Agreed Upon Mitigation SIHP* 
Site 
Number 

Formal 
Site Type 

Functional 
Interpretation 

A B C D E Data 
Recovery None Preserve 

50-10-28-
26835 Lava tube Temporary 

Habitation         

50-10-28-
26836 Lava tube Burial, Temporary 

Habitation         

Southern Corridor Historic Properties –1,000 feet North of Palani Road to Palani Road  

50-10-28-
13384 Complex Habitation         

50-10-28-
13391 

Modified 
Sinkhole Habitation         

50-10-28-
26846 Complex Agriculture         

50-10-28-
26847 Complex Agriculture         

50-10-28-
26848 Platforms Habitation         

50-10-28-
26849 Complex Agriculture         

50-10-28-
26850 Complex Habitation, 

Agriculture         

50-10-28-
26851 Complex Agriculture, 

Habitation         

50-10-28-
26852 Complex Agriculture, 

Habitation         

50-10-28-
26853 Complex Agriculture         

50-10-28-
26854 Complex Agriculture, 

Habitation         

50-10-28-
26855 Complex Agriculture         

50-10-28-
26856 Complex Agriculture         

50-10-28-
26864 

Modified 
Outcrop Agriculture         

50-10-28-
26865 Complex Agriculture         

50-10-28-
26866 Complex Agriculture, 

Habitation         

Southern Corridor Historic Properties – South of Palani Road between Henry Street and Kamaka‘eha Avenue 

50-10-27-
06302 

(14235) 

Kuakini 
Wall 

Livestock 
Boundary         

50-10-28-
14234 Terrace Agriculture (Kona 

Field System)         

50-10-28-
14236 

Mound, 
Modified 
Outcrop 
Complex 

Agriculture (Kona 
Field System)         



 

 

NRHP/HRHP 
Eligibility 
Criteria** 

Agreed Upon Mitigation SIHP* 
Site 
Number 

Formal 
Site Type 

Functional 
Interpretation 

A B C D E Data 
Recovery None Preserve 

50-10-28-
14237 

Mound, 
Modified 
Outcrop 
Complex 

Agriculture (Kona 
Field System)         

50-10-27-
14239 Wall Livestock 

Boundary         

50-10-28-
14240 

Mound, 
Modified 
Outcrop 
Complex 

Agriculture (Kona 
Field System)         

50-10-28-
14241 

Mound 
Complex 

Agriculture (Kona 
Field System)         

50-10-28-
14243 

Terrace, C-
shape, 
Enclosure 
Complex 

Temporary 
Habitation (Kona 
Field System) 

        

50-10-28-
14245 

Mound 
Complex 

Agriculture (Kona 
Field System)         

50-10-28-
14246 

Mound 
Cpmplex 

Agriculture (Kona 
Field System)         

50-10-28-
14247 Terrace 

Temporary 
Habitation (Kona 
Field System) 

        

 
Notes: 
 
* SIHP = State Inventory of Historic Properties 
 
** HRHP/NRHP Eligibility Criteria: 
A =  Association with events that have made a significant contribution to the broad patterns of our history. 
B =  Association with the lives of persons significant in our past. 
C =  Embodies the distinctive characteristics of a type, period, or method of construction, or represents the work of a 

master, or possesses high artistic values, or represents a significant and distinguishable entity whose 
components may lack individual distinction. 

D =  Has yielded, or may be likely to yield, information important in prehistory or history. 
E =  Culturally significant. (HRHP only) 
 



 

 

Exhibit B:  Consulted Parties 
 
 Title First Name Last Name Job Title Agency / Organization 
1         Advisory Council on Historic Preservation 

2 Mr. Aric Arakaki Superintendent 
U.S. Department of the Interior 
National Park Service 
Ala Kahakai National Historic Trail 

3 Ms. Geraldine K. Bell Superintendent 
U.S. Department of the Interior 
National Park Service 
Kaloko-Honokohau National Historic Park 

4 Mr. Stanley Fujimoto  

State of Hawai‘i 
Department of Business, Economic 
Development and Tourism 
Hawai‘i Housing Finance and Development 
Corporation 

5 Mr. Kaulana Park Chairperson State of Hawai‘i 
Department of Hawaiian Home Lands 

6 Ms. Moana Rowland Na Ala Hele 
Abstractor 

State of Hawai‘i 
Department of Land and Natural 
Resources 
Division of Forestry and Wildlife 
Na Ala Hele - Hawai‘i Trail and Access 
System 

7 Mr. Irv Kawashima Trails & Access 
Specialist 

State of Hawai‘i 
Department of Land and Natural 
Resources 
Division of Forestry and Wildlife 
Na Ala Hele - Hawai‘i Trail and Access 
System 

8 Ms. Nancy McMahon 
State Historic 
Preservation 
Officer 

State of Hawai‘i 
Department of Land and Natural 
Resources 
State Historic Preservation Division 

9 Ms. Theresa Donham Hawai‘i Island 
Archaeologist 

State of Hawai‘i 
Department of Land and Natural 
Resources 
State Historic Preservation Division 
Hawai‘i Island Office 

10 Mr. Analu K. Josephides   

State of Hawai‘i 
Department of Land and Natural 
Resources 
State Historic Preservation Division 
Hawai‘i Island Office 

11 Mr. Charles Young Chair 

State of Hawai‘i 
Department of Land and Natural 
Resources 
State Historic Preservation Division 
Island Burial Council - Island of Hawai‘i 

12 Mr. Clyde W. Namu‘o Administrator State of Hawai‘i 
Office of Hawaiian Affairs 

13 Ms. Ruby McDonald 
Community 
Resource 
Coordinator 

State of Hawai‘i 
Office of Hawaiian Affairs 
Island of Hawai‘i 

14 Mr. Charles Flaherty  ‘Apono Hawai‘i 



 

 

 Title First Name Last Name Job Title Agency / Organization 

15 Mr.  Hugh Lovell 
Advisory 
Committee 
Member 

‘Aha Kiole 

16 Mr.  Race Randle  Forest City Enterprises, Inc. 
17 Mr. Rob Pacheco President Hawai‘i Forest and Trail 

18 Ms. Kirsten Faulkner Executive 
Director Historic Hawai‘i Foundation 

19 Mr. Edward Ayau   Hui Malama I Na Kupuna O Hawai‘i Nei 
20 Ms. Dora Aio   Kaniohale Community Association 
21 Mr. Craig Bo Kahui   Kaniohale Community Association 

22 Mr. Ken Melrose   Kona Community Planning and Steering 
Committee 

23 Mr. J. Curtis Tyler, III   Kona Community Planning and Steering 
Committee 

24 Ms. Cynthia Nazara President Kona Hawaiian Civic Club 
25 Ms. Mikahala Roy President Kulana Huli Honua 
26 Mr. Jim Greenwell President Lanihau Properties, LLC 
27 Mr. Robert S. McClean   McClean Honokohau Properties, LLC 
28 Mr. Fred Cachola President Na Kokua O Kaloko-Honokohau 
29 Mr. Dennis Hart   National Trail Association Trail Cleaners 

30 Ms. Laura Dierenfield Executive 
Director 

People's Advocacy for Trails Hawai‘i 
(PATH) 

31 Ms. LeeAnn Crabbe Vice President Queen Lili‘uokalani Trust 
32 Mr. Robert Lee   Robert E. Lee Sr. Construction 
33 Mr. Adrian Keohokalole  Royal Hawaiian Foundation 
34 Ms. Emalia Keohokalole  Royal Hawaiian Foundation 

35 Mr. Thomas Hickcox  Royal Order of Kamehameha I. Moku O 
Kona 

36 Mr. Wayne Iokepa  Royal Order of Kamehameha I, Moku O 
Kona 

37 Mr. Peter. Phillips Vice President Stanford S. Carr Development Corporation 
38 Ms. Celeste Damo     
39 Mr. Alika Desha     
40 Ms. Nohokula Kahananui     
41 Ms. Edith Kahaoali‘i     
42 Mr. Clement Kanuha, Jr.     

43 Ms. Lily Kong Kupuna from 
Keauhou   

44 Mr. Kaleo Kuali‘i     
45 Ms. Elizabeth Lee     

46 Ms. Nicole 
Kealohaokalani Lui Cultural 

Descendant  

47 Mr. Arthur M. Mahi     
48 Mr. Clarence Medeiros     
49 Mr. Jimmy Medeiros     
50 Mr. Byron Moku     

51 Mr. Mahealani Pai Cultural 
Practitioner   

52 Mr. Russell Paio     



 

 

 Title First Name Last Name Job Title Agency / Organization 

53 Mr. Clayton Punihaole   

54 Ms. Pamela Punihaole     

55 Mr. Hiram Rivera     
56 Mr. Roy Hao Santana     
57 Mr. Larry Kahekili Ursua     
58 Ms. Elaine Watai     
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Mr. Aric Arakaki 
Superintendent 
U.S. Department of the Interior 
National Park Service 
Ala Kahakai National Historic Trail 
73-4786 Kanalani Street, Suite 14 
Kailua-Kona, HI  96740 
 
Dear Mr. Arakaki: 
 

Ane Keohokalole Mid-Level Highway 
Draft Environmental Assessment (EA) – Response to Comments 

 
Thank you for participating in the review of the Ane Keohokalole Mid-Level Highway Draft EA. 
Our responses to the National Park Service’s (NPS) comments follow: 
 

 
1. Although impacts affecting some of the historic sites in the Ane Keohokalole Mid-Level 

Highway corridor were discussed within the Draft Environmental Assessment, not all 
features were included (DEA Table 3-2). A mauka-makai trail with stone curbing, State Site 
50-10-27-13006, was not identified within the Ane Keohokalole Mid-Level Highway DEA. 
As State Site 18099 is significant to cultural landscape of Honokohau Nui, State Site 13006 
is the main mauka-makai trail, therefore significant to the people of Honokohau Iki. A major 
feature type within the cultural landscape along the Ane Keohokalole Mid-Level Highway 
corridor are the historic ranch walls. Approximately 1000 feet of State Site 50-10-27-18115, 
a historic ranch wall, is located within the footprint of the proposed development. This 
feature was not identified in the inventory survey, or the Ane Keohokalole Mid-Level 
Highway corridor DEA. 

 
• Please consider incorporating a pedestrian crossing associated with the Honokohau 

Nui Trail (50-10-27-18099) for future use when land owners and community can 
appropriately manage the trail. 

 
• Please address the impacts of the Ane Keohokalole Mid-Level Highway on the 

previously identified historic mauka-makai trail, State Site 50-10-27-13006. 
 

• Please consider acknowledging the location of the Honokohau Iki trail (50-10-27-
13006) within the design of the highway. 

 
• Please consider acknowledging the location of the Keahuolu trail (50-10-28-26833) 

within the design of the highway. 
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• Please address the impacts of the Ane Keohokalole Mid-Level Highway on the 
previously identified historic ranch walls, State Site 50-10-27/28-18115. 

 
Based on consultation under the National Historic Preservation Act (NHPA) Section 106 
process, appropriate mitigation measures for adverse effects to historic properties eligible for 
the National Register of Historic Properties (NRHP) have been developed. These design 
elements, including those which acknowledge the locations of all three historic trails (State 
Sites 18099, 13006, and 26833), are made part of the project and will be stipulated in a 
Memorandum of Agreement (MOA) resulting from the NHPA Section 106 process. 
 
The previously identified historic mauka-makai trail (State Site 13006) was documented by 
an earlier archaeological study of the McClean Honokohau Properties (Walker and 
Rosendahl 1990), which is referenced in Section 3.4.1 of the EA. Data recovery for the 
historic properties identified in this study, including State Site 13066, has been completed 
and documented (Jensen and Goodfellow 1993). Due to subsequent land development, there 
is no physical evidence of historic properties remaining in this segment of the proposed 
highway corridor. Section 3.4.1.1 of the Final EA will include the aforementioned 
information. 
 
Thank you for pointing out the historic ranch wall (State Site 18115). Working with the 
Hawai‘i State Historic Preservation Division (SHPD), information regarding this historic 
ranch wall has been incorporated into the supporting archaeological inventory 
documentation for the proposed project. State Site 18115 was documented by an earlier 
archaeological study (Robins et al. 2000), and the significance evaluation (Criterion D – 
important for information content) and mitigation recommendation (None) were previously 
approved by SHPD in 2000. Section 3.4.1 (including Figure 3-4 and Table 3-2) of the Final 
EA will incorporate information regarding State Site 18115. 
 
 

2. Viewsheds and Night Sky viewsheds are important to National Park visitors and cultural 
practitioners. The Ane Keohokalole Mid-level Highway will be visible by Ala Kahakai 
National Historic Trail users, including cultural practitioners, particularly during nighttime 
because of the highway lighting. The DEA does not include a discussion of impacts from 
highway lighting to nighttime visual resources and cultural landscape in Section 3.13, 
Visual resources. 

 
Thank you for sharing that viewsheds and night sky viewsheds are important to National 
Park visitors and cultural practitioners, as this was not previously identified in the cultural 
impact assessments conducted for the project area. Street lighting is required for “urban 
collector” roadways in accordance with the American Association of State Highway and 
Transportation Officials (AASHTO) criteria, as well as by the County of Hawai‘i policy for 
commercial and residential roads. The County Outdoor Lighting Ordinance (Hawai‘i County 
Code §14-50 et seq.) provides protection of nighttime visual resources through 
implementation of low pressure sodium lamps and shielding. The proposed project will 
comply with these measures in order to minimize the effects of the highway lighting on the 
night sky viewshed. Section 3.13.2 of the Final EA will include the aforementioned 
information. 
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Your comments are appreciated. Thank you for your interest in this project. 
 

Sincerely, 
 
BELT COLLINS HAWAII LTD. 

 
Lesley A. Matsumoto 
Project Manager 

 
LAM:aca 
cc: Mr. Warren H.W. Lee, P.E., County of Hawai‘i Department of Public Works 
 Mr. Brennon T. Morioka, Ph.D., P.E., State of Hawai‘i Department of Transportation 
 Mr. Pat V. Phung, P.E., Federal Highway Administration 
 Ms. Katherine P. Kealoha, State of Hawai‘i Office of Environmental Quality Control 
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Ms. Geraldine K. Bell 
Superintendent 
U.S. Department of the Interior 
National Park Service 
Kaloko-Honokohau National Historic Park 
73-4786 Kanalani Street, Suite 14 
Kailua-Kona, HI  96740 
 
Dear Ms. Bell: 
 

Ane Keohokalole Mid-Level Highway 
Draft Environmental Assessment (EA) – Response to Comments 

 
Thank you for participating in the review of the Ane Keohokalole Mid-Level Highway Draft EA. 
Our responses to the National Park Service’s (NPS) comments follow: 
 
1. Although the DEA mentioned the use of R-1 treated water for irrigation of the landscaping 

and swales associated with the road, the DEA does not discuss any plan to manage the use 
of fertilizers and pesticides to further protect groundwater.  The National Park Service 
respectfully requests the County of Hawaii develop a protective application plan for 
fertilizer and pesticide application along the proposed Mid-Level Highway. 

 
In order to further protect groundwater, the County of Hawai‘i plans to limit the application 
of fertilizer and pesticide within landscaped areas to the extent possible. Please also note that 
the County Department of Public Works, Highway Maintenance Division does not use 
fertilizers or pesticides. This information will be added to Section 3.8.2 of the Final EA. 
 

2. Figure 2-2a shows the typical section of the proposed highway.  Figure 3.9 shows the bio-
retention design.  However, it is not clear in Figure 2-2a if the bio-retention area will be in 
both the median planting area and the side planting areas. 

 
Bio-retention cells will only be contained in the side planting areas. Due to its small size and 
flat surface, the median planting area has not been designed as a drainage collection area, 
and therefore will not contain bio-retention cells.  
  

3. Viewsheds and Night Sky viewsheds are important to National Park visitors and cultural 
practitioners.  The Ane Keohokolalole Mid-Level Hwy will be visible to park visitors, 
cultural practitioners, and participants in the Park’s planned Cultural Live-in Center (NPS 
1994 general Management Plan/EIS), particularly during the nighttime because of highway 
lighting.  The DEA does not include a discussion of impacts from highway lighting to 
nighttime visual resources and cultural landscapes in Section 3.13, Visual Resources.  
Although the DEA discusses minimizing lighting glare by shielding to minimize impacts to 
seabirds, the DEA does not discuss additional mitigation measures to preserve night sky 
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viewshed, including minimization to the extent allowable of number of streetlights placed on 
the proposed highway. 

 
Thank you for sharing that viewsheds and night sky viewsheds area important to National 
Park visitors and cultural practitioners, as this was not previously identified in the cultural 
impacts assessments conducted for the project area. Street lighting is required in accordance 
with American Association of State Highway and Transportation Officials (AASHTO) 
criteria, as well as by the County of Hawai‘i policy for commercial and residential roads.  
The County Outdoor Lighting Ordinance (Hawai‘i County Code §14-50 et seq.) provides 
protection of nighttime visual resources through implementation of low pressure sodium 
lamps and shielding.  The proposed project will comply with these measures in order to 
minimize the effects of the highway lighting on the night sky viewshed. Section 3.13.2 of the 
Final EA will include the aforementioned information. 

 
4. Because SIHP# 50-10-27-18099, a mauka-makai trail, connects the mauka lands of the 

ahupua‘a to Kaloko-Honokohau NHP, the National Park Service supports preservation of 
segments of the trail wherever possible.  The DEA does not acknowledge or discuss the 
fragmentation of Cultural Landscape as an impact of the proposed project.  The issue of 
cumulative loss of archeological sites and incremental, cumulative cultural-impacts 
particularly as they relate to fragmentation and loss of Cultural Landscape should be 
acknowledged and discussed in the draft EA in sections 4.1.2 (Cumulative Impacts) and 6.3 
(Irreversible and Irretrievable Commitments of Resources). 

 
An intact segment of the mauka-makai trail (i.e., Intact Section 1 of SIHP# 50-10-27-18099) 
would be removed as a result of the Proposed Action. As discussed in Section 2.3 of the EA, 
however, please note that the proposed “makai alternative” alignment was selected to avoid 
another intact segment of the mauka-makai trail (i.e., Intact Section 2 of SIHP# 50-10-27-
18099) that is recommended for preservation. 
 
Based on consultation under the National Historic Preservation Act (NHPA) Section 106 
process, appropriate mitigation measures for adverse effects to historic properties eligible for 
the National Register of Historic Properties (NRHP) have been developed. These design 
elements, including those which address the fragmentation of Cultural Landscape, are made 
part of the project and will be stipulated in a Memorandum of Agreement (MOA) resulting 
from the NHPA Section 106 process. This information will be added to Section 4.1.2 of the 
Final EA. 

  
The loss of additional historic properties, including an intact segment of the mauka-makai 
trail (SIHP# 50-10-27-18099), are cultural resources that would be irreversibly committed 
by the Proposed Action. This information will be added to Section 6.3 of the Final EA.  

 
5. Cumulative Impacts: As a result of this proposed project, significant land area will become 

accessible for future urban development.  As stated above and in the DEA, a primary 
concern of the National Park Service is the impacts to the National Park’s cultural and 
natural resources from groundwater withdrawal and groundwater pollution from non-point 
source pollution associated with urbanization.  Groundwater within the National Park is 
considered a cultural resource; essential to the ancient Hawaiian fishponds and the 
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anchialine pools that define the Park, and that are central to the National Park’s planned 
Cultural Live-in Center (Kaloko-Honokohau NHP 1994 General Management Plan/EIS).  
The Ane Keohokalole Mid-Level Highway project, in the context of multiple proposed and 
to-be proposed developments in the North Kona area, has the potential to impact cultural 
and natural resources and associated cultural practices within the Park that are dependent 
on groundwater quality and quantity. 
 
The National Park Service appreciates the environmental leadership by the County of 
Hawaii in proposing to implement nonpoint source pollution controls for this proposed 
project. The NPS urges the County and State of Hawaii to continue to propose and 
implement similar Best Management Practices (BMPs) and structural controls in future 
projects to protect Hawaii’s cultural and natural resources. The NPS also urges the State 
and County of Hawaii to require effective pollution controls on future developments 
associated with this proposed project. 

 
At present, the County of Hawai‘i can only control non-point source pollution generated by 
the proposed project. However, the County will take NPS’ comments and concerns relating 
to planned region development and potential effects on anchialine ponds into consideration 
when reviewing the need for future changes to the County General Plan, Code, and 
ordinances. This information will be added to Section 4.1.4 of the Final EA.   
 

Your comments are appreciated. Thank you for your interest in this project. 
 

Sincerely, 
 
BELT COLLINS HAWAII LTD. 
 
 
 
Lesley A. Matsumoto 
Project Manager 

 
LAM:aca 
cc: Mr. Warren H.W. Lee, P.E., County of Hawai‘i Department of Public Works 
 Mr. Brennon T. Morioka, Ph.D., P.E., State of Hawai‘i Department of Transportation 
 Mr. Pat V. Phung, P.E., Federal Highway Administration 
 Mr. Katherine P. Kealoha, State of Hawai‘i Office of Environmental Quality Control 
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Mr. Gordon W. Tribble 
Center Director 
U.S. Department of the Interior 
U.S. Geological Survey 
Pacific Islands Water Science Center 
677 Ala Moana Boulevard, Suite 415 
Honolulu, HI  96813 
 
Dear Mr. Tribble: 
 

Ane Keohokalole Mid-Level Highway 
Draft Environmental Assessment (EA) – Response to Comments 

 
Thank you for participating in the review of the Ane Keohokalole Mid-Level Highway Draft EA. 
We understand that the U.S. Geological Survey Pacific Islands Water Science Center was unable to 
review the document due to prior commitments and lack of available staff. 
 

Sincerely, 
 
BELT COLLINS HAWAII LTD. 

 
Lesley A. Matsumoto 
Project Manager 

 
LAM:aca 
cc: Mr. Warren H.W. Lee, P.E., County of Hawai‘i Department of Public Works 
 Mr. Brennon T. Morioka, Ph.D., P.E., State of Hawai‘i Department of Transportation 
 Mr. Pat V. Phung, P.E., Federal Highway Administration 
 Ms. Katherine P. Kealoha, State of Hawai‘i Office of Environmental Quality Control 
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Ms. Karen Seddon 
Executive Director 
State of Hawai‘i 
Department of Business, Economic Development and Tourism 
Hawai‘i Housing Finance and Development Corporation 
677 Queen Street, Suite 300 
Honolulu, HI  96813 
 
Dear Ms. Seddon: 
 

Ane Keohokalole Mid-Level Highway 
Draft Environmental Assessment (EA) – Response to Comments 

 
Thank you for participating in the review of the Ane Keohokalole Mid-Level Highway Draft EA. 
Our response to the Hawai‘i Housing Finance and Development Corporation’s (HHFDC) comment 
follows: 
 
1. HHFDC supports the Ane Keohokalole Mid-Level Highway as a required access for its 

Kamakana Villages at Keahuolu affordable housing project at the intersection of Palani 
Road and the proposed Ane Keohokalole Mid-Level Highway in Keahuolu, Kona, Hawaii. 

 
HHFDC’s comment is acknowledged. 

 
2. The Proposed Action is essential for affordable housing as well as its transportation 

objectives for Kona. 
 

HHFDC’s comment is acknowledged.   
 

Your comment is appreciated. Thank you for your interest in this project. 
 

Sincerely, 
 
BELT COLLINS HAWAII LTD. 
 
 
 
Lesley A. Matsumoto 
Project Manager 

 
LAM:aca 
cc: Mr. Warren H.W. Lee, P.E., County of Hawai‘i Department of Public Works 
 Mr. Brennon T. Morioka, Ph.D., P.E., State of Hawai‘i Department of Transportation 
 Mr. Pat V. Phung, P.E., Federal Highway Administration 
 Ms. Katherine P. Kealoha, State of Hawai‘i Office of Environmental Quality Control 
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Mr. Abbey Seth Mayer 
Director 
State of Hawai‘i 
Department of Business, Economic Development and Tourism 
Office of Planning 
P.O. Box 2359 
Honolulu, HI  96804 
 
Dear Mr. Mayer: 
 

Ane Keohokalole Mid-Level Highway 
Draft Environmental Assessment (EA) – Response to Comments 

 
Thank you for participating in the review of the Ane Keohokalole Mid-Level Highway Draft EA. 
We understand that the Office of Planning has no comments to offer at this time and offers no 
judgment of either the adequacy of the document itself or the merits of the proposed project. 
 

Sincerely, 
 
BELT COLLINS HAWAII LTD. 
 
 
 
Lesley A. Matsumoto 
Project Manager 

 
LAM:aca 
cc: Mr. Warren H.W. Lee, P.E., County of Hawai‘i Department of Public Works 
 Mr. Brennon T. Morioka, Ph.D., P.E., State of Hawai‘i Department of Transportation 
 Mr. Pat V. Phung, P.E., Federal Highway Administration 
 Mr. Katherine P. Kealoha, State of Hawai‘i Office of Environmental Quality Control 
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Mr. Duane Y. Kashiwai 
Public Works Administrator 
State of Hawai‘i 
Department of Education 
Office of School Facilities and Support Services 
P.O. Box 2360 
Honolulu, HI  96804 
 
Dear Mr. Kashiwai: 
 

Ane Keohokalole Mid-Level Highway 
Draft Environmental Assessment (EA) – Response to Comments 

 
Thank you for participating in the review of the Ane Keohokalole Mid-Level Highway Draft EA. 
Our response to the Department of Education’s (DOE) comment follows: 
 

During construction, the DOE would appreciate timely contact with the principal of 
Kealakehe High School so that episodes of greater noise, dust, or temporary obstructions of 
nearby roads can be anticipated and planned. 

 
The County of Hawai‘i will contact the principal of Kealakehe High School prior to any 
construction activities that may result in greater noise, dust, or temporary obstructions of 
nearby roads so that such episodes can be anticipated and planned. Please also note that 
efforts were made to identify a contractor staging area away from the high school; these 
efforts resulted in the proposed use of the former quarry area on Queen Lili‘uokalani Trust 
land, as shown on Figure 2-1 of the EA.  

 
Your comment is appreciated. Thank you for your interest in this project. 
 

Sincerely, 
 
BELT COLLINS HAWAII LTD. 
 
 
 
Lesley A. Matsumoto 
Project Manager 

 
LAM:aca 
cc: Mr. Warren H.W. Lee, P.E., County of Hawai‘i Department of Public Works 
 Mr. Brennon T. Morioka, Ph.D., P.E., State of Hawai‘i Department of Transportation 
 Mr. Pat V. Phung, P.E., Federal Highway Administration 
 Ms. Katherine P. Kealoha, State of Hawai‘i Office of Environmental Quality Control 
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Mr. Wilfred K. Nagamine 
Manager 
State of Hawai‘i 
Department of Health 
Clean Air Branch 
P.O. Box 3378 
Honolulu, HI  96801 
 
Dear Mr. Nagamine: 
 

Ane Keohokalole Mid-Level Highway 
Draft Environmental Assessment (EA) – Response to Comments 

 
Thank you for participating in the review of the Ane Keohokalole Mid-Level Highway Draft EA. 
Our responses to the Clean Air Branch’s comments follow: 
 
1. A significant potential for fugitive dust emissions exists during all phases of construction. 

Proposed activities will occur in proximity to public areas and thoroughfares, thereby 
exacerbating potential dust problems. 

 
As stated in Section 3.3.2 of the EA, fugitive dust emissions would be controlled to a large 
extent by watering active work areas, using wind screens, keeping adjacent paved roads 
clean, and covering open-bodied trucks. Other measures to minimize fugitive dust would 
include limiting the area to be disturbed at any given time, mulching or chemically 
stabilizing inactive areas, paving and landscaping areas early in the construction schedule, 
and monitoring dust at the project boundary to ensure these measures are effective. 

 
2. We encourage the contractor to implement a dust control program as stated in the subject 

document and to comply with the provisions of Hawaii Administrative Rules, §11-60.1-33 on 
Fugitive Dust. Dust control measures, some of which are mentioned in your document, 
include, but are not limited to, the following: 

 
a) Plan the different phases of construction, focusing on minimizing the amount of dust-

generating materials and activities, centralizing on-site vehicular traffic routes, and 
locating potential dust-generating equipment in areas of the least impact; 

b) Provide an adequate water source at the site prior to start-up of construction activities; 
c) Landscape and provide rapid covering of bare areas, including slopes, starting from the 

initial grading phase; 
d) Minimize dust from shoulders and access roads; 
e) Provide adequate dust control measures during weekends, after hours, and prior to daily 

start-up of construction activities; and 
f) Control dust from debris being hauled away from the project site. 
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A dust control program will be developed and followed to control dust from construction 
activities according to the requirements of HAR 11-60.1-33, as stated in Section 3.3.2 of the 
EA. Appropriate dust control measures will be specified in the project construction 
documents. 
 

Your comments are appreciated. Thank you for your interest in this project. 
 

Sincerely, 
 
BELT COLLINS HAWAII LTD. 
 
 
 
Lesley A. Matsumoto 
Project Manager 

 
LAM:aca 
cc: Mr. Warren H.W. Lee, P.E., County of Hawai‘i Department of Public Works 
 Mr. Brennon T. Morioka, Ph.D., P.E., State of Hawai‘i Department of Transportation 
 Mr. Pat V. Phung, P.E., Federal Highway Administration 
 Ms. Katherine P. Kealoha, State of Hawai‘i Office of Environmental Quality Control 
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Mr. Alec Wong, P.E. 
Chief 
State of Hawai‘i 
Department of Health 
Clean Water Branch 
P.O. Box 3378 
Honolulu, HI  96801 
 
Dear Mr. Wong: 
 

Ane Keohokalole Mid-Level Highway 
Draft Environmental Assessment (EA) – Response to Comments 

 
Thank you for participating in the review of the Ane Keohokalole Mid-Level Highway Draft EA. 
Our responses to the Clean Water Branch’s (CWB) comments follow: 
 
1. Any project and its potential impacts to State waters must meet the following criteria: 
 

a. Antidegradation policy (HAR, Section 11-54-1.1), which requires that the existing uses 
and the level of water quality necessary to protect the existing uses of the receiving State 
water be maintained and protected. 

 
b. Designated uses (HAR, Section 11-54-3), as determined by the classification of the 

receiving State waters. 
 
c. Water quality criteria (HAR, Sections 11-54-4 through 11-54-8). 

 
As stated in the EA, no surface water bodies exist in or surrounding the project area.  The 
project site is located approximately 1.5 miles from the nearest receiving State waters, the 
Pacific Ocean, which is classified as Class AA marine waters offshore from the project area. 
Surface runoff from the project site is unlikely to reach the Pacific Ocean, as the soils in the 
project area have rapid permeability and slow run-off. Notwithstanding these factors, the 
proposed project will comply with the criteria indicated above. Section 3.7 of the Final EA 
will include the aforementioned information. 
 

2. You are required to obtain a National Pollutant Discharge Elimination System (NPDES) 
permit for discharges of wastewater, including storm water runoff, into State surface waters 
(HAR, Chapter 11-55). For the following types of discharges into Class A or Class 2 State 
waters, you may apply for NPDES general permit coverage by submitting a Notice of Intent 
(NOI) form: 

 
a. Storm water associated with construction activities, including clearing, grading, and 

excavation, that result in the disturbance of equal to or greater than one (1) acre of total 
land area. The total land area includes a contiguous area where multiple separate and 
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distinct construction activities may be taking place at different times on different 
schedules under a larger common plan of development or sale. An NPDES permit is 
required before the start of construction activities. 

 
b. Hydrotesting water. 
 
c. Construction dewatering effluent. 
 
You must submit a separate NOI form for each type of discharge at least 30 calendar days 
prior to the start of the discharge activity, except when applying for coverage for discharges 
of storm water associated with construction activity. For this type of discharge, the NOI 
must be submitted 30 calendar days before to the start of construction activities. The NOI 
forms may be picked up at our office or downloaded from our website at 
http://www.hawaii.gov/health/environmental/water/cleanwater/forms/genl-index.html. 
 
As noted in the EA, an NPDES permit for discharges of storm water associated with 
construction activities will be required for the proposed project.  It has been determined that 
an NPDES individual permit will be required for the proposed project (see response to Item 
3, below). It is not anticipated that an NPDES permit for hydrotesting water or construction 
dewatering effluent will be required for the proposed project. 
 

3. For types of wastewater not listed in Item No. 2 above or wastewater discharging into Class 
1 or Class AA waters, you may need an NPDES individual permit. An application for an 
NPDES individual permit must be submitted at least 180 calendar days before the 
commencement of the discharge. The NPDES application forms may be picked up at our 
office or downloaded from our website at 
http://www.hawaii.gov/health/environmental/water/cleanwater/forms/indiv-index.html. 

 
The Pacific Ocean, which is classified as Class AA marine waters offshore from the project 
area, has been identified as the receiving State waters for discharges of storm water 
associated with construction activities. Thus, it has been determined that an NPDES 
individual permit will be required for the proposed project. An NPDES individual permit 
application will be submitted at least 180 calendar days before the start of construction 
activities. 
 

4. The CWB acknowledges that consultation with Department of Land and Natural Resources, 
State Historic Preservation Division has been initiated (Appendix A). 

 
Thank you for the CWB’s acknowledgement. 

 
5. Please note that all discharges related to the project construction or operation activities, 

whether or not NPDES permit coverage and/or Section 401 Water Quality Certification are 
required, must comply with the State’s Water Quality Standards. Noncompliance with water 
quality requirements contained in HAR, Chapter 11-54, and/or permitting requirements, 
specified in HAR, Chapter 11-55, may be subject to penalties of $25,000 per day per 
violation. 
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We acknowledge that all discharges related to the project construction and operations 
activities must comply with the State’s Water Quality Standards (HAR Chapter 11-54) and 
permitting requirements (HAR Chapter 11-55). Compliance with applicable water quality 
standards during construction will be reiterated to the contractor through the NPDES 
individual permit conditions.  

 
Your comments are appreciated. Thank you for your interest in this project. 
 

Sincerely, 
 
BELT COLLINS HAWAII LTD. 
 
 
 
Lesley A. Matsumoto 
Project Manager 

 
LAM:aca 
cc: Mr. Warren H.W. Lee, P.E., County of Hawai‘i Department of Public Works 
 Mr. Brennon T. Morioka, Ph.D., P.E., State of Hawai‘i Department of Transportation 
 Mr. Pat V. Phung, P.E., Federal Highway Administration 
 Ms. Katherine P. Kealoha, State of Hawai‘i Office of Environmental Quality Control 
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Mr. Steven Y.K. Chang, P.E. 
Chief 
State of Hawai‘i 
Department of Health 
Solid and Hazardous Waste Branch 
P.O. Box 3378 
Honolulu, HI  96801 
 
Dear Mr. Chang: 
 

Ane Keohokalole Mid-Level Highway 
Draft Environmental Assessment (EA) – Response to Comments 

 
Thank you for participating in the review of the Ane Keohokalole Mid-Level Highway Draft EA. 
Our responses to the Office of Solid Waste Management’s (OSWM) comments follow: 
 
1. The developer shall ensure that all solid waste generated during the project construction is 

directed to a Department of Health-permitted solid waste disposal or recycling facility. 
 

As stated in Section 3.12.1.2 of the EA, the County of Hawai‘i requires all construction, 
demolition, and solid waste to be disposed of at an approved solid waste disposal or 
recycling facility. All solid waste generated during the project construction would be taken 
to the West Hawai‘i Landfill or a County transfer station, or recycled to the extent possible. 

 
2. The OSWM recommends the development of a solid waste management plan that 

encompasses all project phases including demolition, construction, and occupation of the 
buildings. Specific examples of elements that the plan should address include: 
 
• recycling construction and demolition wastes, if appropriate; and 
• the use of recycled content building materials. 

 
A solid waste management plan will be recommended to the contractor with emphasis on 
recycling construction and demolition wastes where feasible.  

 
3. Hawaii Revised Statutes, Chapter 103D-407 stipulate that all highway and road 

construction and improvement projects funded by the state or a county or roadways that are 
to be accepted by the state or a county as public roads shall utilize a minimum of ten percent 
crushed glass aggregate, as specified by the Department of Transportation, in all 
basecourse (treated or untreated) and sub-base when the glass is available to the quarry or 
contractor at a price no greater than that of the equivalent aggregate. 
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In accordance with HRS Chapter 103D-407, the utilization of a minimum of ten percent 
crushed glass aggregate in all basecourse and sub-base will be specified in the project 
construction documents.   

 
Your comments are appreciated. Thank you for your interest in this project. 
 

Sincerely, 
 
BELT COLLINS HAWAII LTD. 
 
 
 
Lesley A. Matsumoto 
Project Manager 

 
LAM:aca 
cc: Mr. Warren H.W. Lee, P.E., County of Hawai‘i Department of Public Works 
 Mr. Brennon T. Morioka, Ph.D., P.E., State of Hawai‘i Department of Transportation 
 Mr. Pat V. Phung, P.E., Federal Highway Administration 
 Ms. Katherine P. Kealoha, State of Hawai‘i Office of Environmental Quality Control 
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Mr. Tomas S. See, P.E. 
Chief 
State of Hawai‘i 
Department of Health 
Wastewater Branch 
P.O. Box 3378 
Honolulu, HI  96801 
 
Dear Mr. See: 
 

Ane Keohokalole Mid-Level Highway 
Draft Environmental Assessment (EA) – Response to Comments 

 
Thank you for participating in the review of the Ane Keohokalole Mid-Level Highway Draft EA. 
We understand that the Wastewater Branch has no objections, as there will be no domestic 
wastewater generated by the project. 
 

Sincerely, 
 
BELT COLLINS HAWAII LTD. 
 
 
 
Lesley A. Matsumoto 
Project Manager 

 
LAM:aca 
cc: Mr. Warren H.W. Lee, P.E., County of Hawai‘i Department of Public Works 
 Mr. Brennon T. Morioka, Ph.D., P.E., State of Hawai‘i Department of Transportation 
 Mr. Pat V. Phung, P.E., Federal Highway Administration 
 Ms. Katherine P. Kealoha, State of Hawai‘i Office of Environmental Quality Control 
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Mr. Morris Atta 
Administrator 
State of Hawai‘i 
Department of Land and Natural Resources 
Land Division 
P.O. Box 621 
Honolulu, HI  96809 
 
Dear Mr. Atta: 
 

Ane Keohokalole Mid-Level Highway 
Draft Environmental Assessment (EA) – Response to Comments 

 
Thank you for participating in the review of the Ane Keohokalole Mid-Level Highway Draft EA. 
Our responses to the Department of Land and Natural Resources’ (DLNR) comments follow: 
 
1. Other than the comments from the Division of Aquatic Resources, Engineering Division, 

Division of Forestry & Wildlife, Land Division – Hawaii District, the Department of Land 
and Natural Resources has no other comments to offer on the subject matter. 

 
Thank you for distributing the Draft EA to DLNR divisions for their review and comment. 
We understand that other than comments from the Division of Aquatic Resources, 
Engineering Division, Division of Forestry & Wildlife, and Land Division – Hawaii District, 
which are addressed below, DLNR has no other comments to offer on the subject matter. 
 

2. Division of Aquatic Resources: 
We have no comments. 

 
We understand that the Division of Aquatic Resources has no comments. 
 

3. Division of Aquatic Resources: 
We have no comments. 

 
We understand that the Division of Aquatic Resources has no comments. 
 

4. Engineering Division: 
We confirm that the project site, according to the Flood Insurance Rate Map (FIRM), is 
located in Zone X. The National Flood Insurance Program does not have any regulations for 
developments within Zone X. 

 
Thank you for providing confirmation that the project site, according to the FIRM, is located 
in Zone X, as identified Section 3.7.1 of the EA. We understand that the National Flood 
Insurance Program does not have any regulations for developments within Zone X. 
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5. Division of Forestry & Wildlife: 
The document reference various appendices i.e. botanical survey results, etc. but the surveys 
are not attached to the document that could be accessed from OEQC’s website. Without the 
survey information, we are not able to adequately assess the impacts this project will have 
on the environment. 

 
We apologize for the difficulty that the Division of Forestry & Wildlife (DOFAW) may have 
experienced in retrieving the appendices from OEQC’s web site. The appendices were made 
available on June 23, 2009, in OEQC’s online document library – 
http://oeqc.doh.hawaii.gov/gis/north_kona_list.html – under the file name:  2009-06-23-HA-
DEA-Ane-Keohokalole-Hwy-App.pdf. The appendices were also available through OEQC’s 
The Environmental Notice (electronic format) dated June 23, 2009:  
http://oeqc.doh.hawaii.gov/Shared%20Documents/Environmental_Notice/Archives/2009_En
vironmental_Notice/2009-06-23.pdf. 
 

6. Division of Forestry & Wildlife: 
We are also concerned with the a‘a substrate being crushed and its affect on the hydrology 
for the remaining native dry forest. 

 
Crushing of the ‘a‘a substrate during compaction of the roadbed for the proposed project is 
unlikely to have any direct impacts on the hydrology for the remaining native dry forest. 
Hydrology generally refers to surface water and groundwater resources. As discussed in 
Section 3.7 of the EA, surface water resources will not be affected by the proposed project, 
as surface water bodies are not present in the project area and compaction of the roadbed 
would not increase runoff from the project area. Paving of the highway may cause small 
changes in the distribution of runoff, but any changes in runoff are likely to be minimal as 
rainfall is very low in the project area. Groundwater flow would also be unaffected by 
compaction of the roadbed because the ‘a‘a substrate is very porous. 
 

7. Division of Forestry & Wildlife: 
Just because no federally endangered plants were found along the survey corridor, it does 
not mean that the project will have no significant impacts to the overall ecosystem. For 
example, there are no provisions in this document that explains the possible germination of 
the soil seed bank of certain endangered plant species known to the area. In seasons of good 
rainfall, it is possible that these endangered plants could sprout from the areas where they 
were formerly present. 
We recommend that the road alignment be surveyed for endangered plants prior to the site 
preparation of the corridor. 

 
In the botanical field surveys conducted for the proposed project, no endangered plants were 
found along the survey corridor. Furthermore, multiple surveys have been conducted in the 
portion of the project area that historically supported endangered plant species and it has 
been many years since a survey has recorded endangered plants in the project area. Thus, it 
is unlikely that endangered plants could sprout from the areas where they were formerly 
present and, therefore, no additional surveys are planned prior to site preparation. 
 

8. Division of Forestry & Wildlife: 

http://oeqc.doh.hawaii.gov/gis/north_kona_list.html
http://oeqc.doh.hawaii.gov/Shared%20Documents/Environmental_Notice/Archives/2009_Environmental_Notice/2009-06-23.pdf
http://oeqc.doh.hawaii.gov/Shared%20Documents/Environmental_Notice/Archives/2009_Environmental_Notice/2009-06-23.pdf
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Where feasible, native plants common to the area should be planted along the proposed 
highway. 

 
As stated in Section 3.5.1.2 of the EA, native plant species will be considered for 
landscaping within the highway corridor where feasible. Drought-tolerant native (e.g., 
naupaka and pohinahina) and Polynesian-introduced (e.g., Hawaiian kou) plants have 
been incorporated into the landscape design for the proposed project. 
 

9. Division of Forestry & Wildlife: 
Bottom of page 3-36:  should read, “Reginald David” and not “Reginald Davis.” 

 
The correction noted above will be made in the Final EA. 
 

10. Division of Forestry & Wildlife: 
Page 3:46:  Document should state that irrigation should not be done during the heat of the 
day. 

 
Section 3.8.2 of the Final EA will include the following statement:  “To minimize the need 
for irrigation, drought-tolerant plants will be selected, and the timing of irrigation will be 
scheduled such that it is not done during the heat of the day.” 
 

11. Land Division – Hawaii District: 
With respect to Road Lot 28, which is a portion of the roadway alignment within the Villages 
of Laiopua subdivision, the County should comply with the terms and conditions of the 
Board of Land and Natural Resources’ action of April 24, 2009, Item D-5, which set aside 
Road Lot 28 to the County. 

 
The County of Hawai‘i will comply with the term and conditions of BLNR’s action of April 
24, 2009, Item D-5. 
 

12. Land Division – Hawaii District: 
To the extent that the highway alignment passes over historic trails in State ownership, the 
County may need to apply to the Land Board for a grant of easement or other land 
disposition to authorize road construction over such areas. 

 
The County of Hawai‘i is in the process of obtaining a perpetual, non-exclusive easement 
from BLNR for the section of Site 50-10-27-18099, a State-owned historic mauka-makai 
trail, that would be crossed by the proposed highway. This information will be added to 
Section 3.4.1.2 of the Final EA. 
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Your comments are appreciated. Thank you for your interest in this project. 
 

Sincerely, 
 
BELT COLLINS HAWAII LTD. 
 
 
 
Lesley A. Matsumoto 
Project Manager 

 
LAM:aca 
cc: Mr. Warren H.W. Lee, P.E., County of Hawai‘i Department of Public Works 
 Mr. Brennon T. Morioka, Ph.D., P.E., State of Hawai‘i Department of Transportation 
 Mr. Pat V. Phung, P.E., Federal Highway Administration 
 Ms. Katherine P. Kealoha, State of Hawai‘i Office of Environmental Quality Control 
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July 20, 2009 
 
Ms. Leslie Matsumoto        LOG NO: 2009.2467 
Belt Collins Hawaii Ltd.       DOC NO: 0907TD17 
2153 North King Street, Suite 200       Archaeology 
Honolulu, Hawaii 96819 
 
Dear Ms. Matsumoto: 
 
Subject: Chapter 6E-8 and National Historic Preservation Act Section 106 Review -  
  Draft Environmental Assessment for the Ane Keohokālole Mid-Level Highway 
  Keahuolū, Kealakehe, Honokohau and Kaloko Ahupua’a 
  North Kona District, Island of Hawai’i 
  TMK:  (3) 7-3-09; 7-4-08; 7-4-20; and 7-4-21       
 
Thank you for providing a copy of the subject DEA, which was received in our office June 22, 2009. The 
proposed highway project involves approximately three miles of new highway between Palani Road at the 
south end and Hina Lani Street at the north end, with associated widening of Palani Road. The project is 
funded by County, State and Federal agencies. This letter addresses the archaeological studies and 
information regarding historic properties found in Section 3.4.1. Information in Section 3.4.1 is derived 
primarily from archaeological reports for three sections of the highway, a baseyard area, and an area 
affected by widening of Palani Road at the junction with the new highway. Four of the five reports used 
for the DEA are in draft form, and were not reviewed by our office and revised to final form.  As a result, 
some of the information regarding historic properties in the DEA will need to be revised in order to 
conform to the final reports; this information is detailed below. Traditional cultural practices (Section 
3.4.2) will be addressed in a separate letter.  
 
Our comments address items in the order they are found in Section 3.4.1. 
 
Section 3.4.1.1 Affected Environment –  

1. The APE is described on page 3-10 and elsewhere as “the area in which all activity, including 
construction related disturbances, would occur.” Be advised that for federal undertakings, the 
APE is defined as “the geographic area or areas within which an undertaking may directly or 
indirectly cause alterations in the character or use of historic properties…” (CFR §800.16). This 
definition takes into account the nature of the affected historic properties as well as construction 
and post-construction uses.  

2. The second bullet on page 3-13 states that the nine historic properties within the APE are 
recommended eligible for the HRHP, but do not meet the eligibility criteria for the NRHP. Please 
note that significance criteria A through D for listing in the HRHP are the same as NRHP criteria 
A through D. Normally, it is stated that historic properties are eligible for listing in both the 
HRHP and NRHP when the project is also a federal undertaking.  

3. Figure 3-6a and Table 3-3 do not include two burial sites that we consider to be within the APE 
(SIHP Sites 26836 and 13387). These sites either straddle the construction boundary line or will 
potentially be within the construction zone if it is shifted west to avoid the burial at Site 26831. In 
addition, the character and use of these sites will be impacted by the project. We have previously 
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communicated our concern to you regarding these sites, and they are now included in the Burial 
Treatment Plan for the project. Please include them in the final EA. 

4. Table 3-3 includes a recommendation of “PID” for the Site 26831 burial cave. We do not concur 
with this treatment. Burial sites are not preserved with interpretive development. They are 
preserved as is with access rights for lineal descendants and are generally not made available to 
the public for interpretive purposes. Please remove the check from this column. Also, be advised 
that the recommended treatment terms used here are unique to PHRI and are not generally used 
by SHPD. The term “Preserve” is used rather than “PAI” and “PID”. 

5. Table 3-3, recommendation of “NFW” for Site 26835. Be advised that we do not currently have 
sufficient information from the description provided for this Site (Tulchin & Hammatt 2009) to 
concur with this recommendation. We are asking for more information in the revised final for this 
report. 

6. Table 3-3. Please replace the temporary numbers in the Pacific Legacy list with SIHP numbers 
that have been assigned and are found in their recently submitted draft report. 

7. Table 3-3 shows the Kuakini Wall significant under Criteria A, C and D. We also believe it is 
significant under Criteria B, for its association with a person famous in the history of Hawai`i. 

8. Page 3-21, first bullet. Please revise the text regarding the HRHP and NRHP per item 2 above. 
9. Page 3-21, sixth bullet. The discussion of the archaeological preserve should include mention that 

the highway corridor crosses into the mauka portion of this preserve as originally defined and 
approved by SHPD. Sites within the Pacific Legacy survey area that were originally within the 
preserve area should be identified or at least discussed in text. In this context, we do not agree 
with the final sentence on this page. Individually, the sites might only be significant for their 
information content, but as part of the preserve area, they contribute to the overall significance of 
the preserve under Criteria A and C, and E, as well as D. It should be clearly stated that 
interpretive development of the current preserve is a mitigation measure addressing impacts to the 
preserve, not just to the individual sites listed in Table 3-3. 

10. Page 3-22, second bullet. Please see our comments regarding the AIS for this section along the 
south side of Palani Road (Log No. 2009.1565, Doc 0906TD17). We believe that there are more 
than three historic properties within this section. 

 
Section 3.4.1.2 Potential Impacts 

1. First paragraph of this section (page 3-22) - please include mention of the NRHP significance 
criteria as well as HAR (which is also the HRHP significance criteria).   

2. Site 18099 trail – the second Na Ala Hele correspondence quotation appears to be from a 
response to a larger development project. The quote mentions sections of the trail being included 
in an interpretive complex. This could be taken as reference to the highway project. Please 
provide more background information on the context of this quote. 

3. Please include information/results of consultation with the NPS Ala Kahakai Program in the 
discussion of the Site 18099 trail.  

4. Southern corridor area. The last sentence on page 2-23 should be revised to reflect three burial 
sites containing four burials. 

5. Page 3-24, second paragraph. Please be more specific about impacts to the preserve and 
mitigation, as noted above in item 9. 

6. Summary, second bullet - please include all of the affected burial sites in the first sub-bullet. 
7. Summary, second bullet, second sub-bullet – We request that you include consultation with OHA 

and Native Hawaiian organizations in addition to our office regarding treatment of the Kuakini 
Wall. Our initial recommendation regarding treatment of this site (and the Site 5011 boundary 
wall) may need to be revised, should new information arise during consultation. 
 

 
Chapter Nine: References. Please check this section; there are a number of archaeological report 
references missing (for example, Jensen 1990, Henry et al. 1998, Corbin & Wong-Smith 2008, Donham 
1990 a & b) 
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We are currently reviewing the last of the archaeological reports for this project and hope to have 
comment letters completed for all reports by the close of the EA comment period. If you have any 
questions or would like to discuss this project further, please contact Theresa Donham at (808) 933-7653. 
 
 
Aloha, 
 
 

 §¨©ª 

 
Nancy McMahon, Deputy SHPO/State Archaeologist  
and Historic Preservation Manager 
Historic Preservation Division 
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Ms. Nancy McMahon 
Deputy SHPO/State Archaeologist and Historic Preservation Manager 
State of Hawai‘i 
Department of Land and Natural Resources 
State Historic Preservation Division 
Archaeology Branch 
601 Kamokila Boulevard, Room 555 
Kapolei, HI  96707 
 
Dear Ms. McMahon: 
 

Ane Keohokalole Mid-Level Highway 
Draft Environmental Assessment (EA) – Response to Comments 

 
Thank you for participating in the review of the Ane Keohokalole Mid-Level Highway Draft EA. 
Our responses to the State Historic Preservation Division’s (SHPD) comments follow: 
 
Section 3.4.1.1 Affected Environment 
 
1. The APE is described on page 3-10 and elsewhere as “the area in which all activity, 

including construction related disturbances, would occur.”  Be advised that for federal 
undertakings, the APE is defined as “the geographic area or areas within which an 
undertaking may directly or indirectly cause alterations in the character or use of historic 
properties…” (CFR §800.16). This definition takes into account the nature of the affected 
historic properties as well as construction and post-construction uses. 

 
The APE definition will be revised to include the following language in Section 3.4.1 of the 
Final EA:  “In accordance with Code of Federal Regulations (CFR) §800.16, burial sites 
identified near the proposed highway corridor (but outside of the APE boundary) are also 
included in the APE in consideration of any indirect alterations to the character or use of the 
burial sites that may result from the Proposed Action.” 
 

2. The second bullet on page 3-13 states that the nine historic properties within the APE are 
recommended eligible for the HRHP, but do not meet the eligibility criteria for the NRHP.  
Please note that significance criteria A through D for listing in the HRHP are the same as 
the NRHP criteria A through D.  Normally, it is stated that historic properties are eligible 
for listing in both the HRHP and the NRHP when the project is also a federal undertaking. 

 
Section 3.4.1.1 of the Final EA will include the following revised statement: “All 10 historic 
properties are recommended eligible for the Hawai‘i Register of Historic Places (HRHP) and 
the National Register of Historic Places (NRHP).” 
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3. Figure 3-6a and Table 3-3 do not include two burial sites that we consider to be within the 
APE (SIHP Sites 26836 and 13387).  These sites either straddle the construction boundary 
line or will potentially be within the construction zone if it is shifted west to avoid the burial 
a Site 26831.  In addition, the character and use of these sites will be impacted by the 
project.  We have previously communicated our concern to you regarding these sites, and 
they are now included in the Burial Treatment Plan for the project.  Please include them in 
the final EA. 

 
SIHP Sites 26836 and 13387 are located more than 45 meters (148 feet) from the edge of the 
corridor in which all activity, including construction-related disturbance, would occur (i.e., 
outside of the APE boundary); however, in consultation with the Hawai‘i State Historic 
Preservation Officer (SHPO), these sites have been included in the APE in consideration of 
any indirect alterations to the character or use of the burial sites that may result from the 
proposed project. Section 3.4.1 (including Figure 3-5a and Table 3-3) of the Final EA will 
incorporate information regarding SIHP Sites 26835 and 13887. 

 
4. Table 3-3 includes a recommendation of “PID” for the Site 26831 burial cave.  We do not 

concur with this treatment.  Burial sites are not preserved with interpretive development.  
They are preserved as is with access rights for lineal descendants and are generally not 
made available to the public for interpretive purposes. Please remove the check from this 
column.  Also, be advised that the recommended treatment terms used here are unique to 
PHRI and are not generally used by SHPD.  The term “Preserve” is used rather than “PAI” 
and “PID”. 

 
Tables 3-2 and 3-3 will be revised to include the following recommended treatment 
categories in the Final EA: Preserve, Further Data Recovery, and None. As advised, the 
recommended treatment for SIHP Site 26831 will be identified as “Preserve”. 

 
5. Table 3-3, recommendation of “NFW” for Site 26835.  Be advised that we do not currently 

have sufficient information from the description provided for this Site (Tulchin & Hammatt 
2009) to concur with this recommendation.  We are asking for more information in the 
revised final for this report. 

 
Further information to substantiate this recommendation has been provided in the revised 
archaeological inventory survey (AIS) prepared by Cultural Surveys Hawai‘i, Inc. (August 
2009).  

 
6. Table 3-3.  Please replace the temporary numbers in the Pacific Legacy list with SIHP 

numbers that have been assigned and are found in their recently submitted draft report. 
 

The temporary numbers in Table 3-3 will be replaced with SIHP numbers in the Final EA. 
 
7. Table 3-3 shows the Kuakini Wall significant under Criteria A, C, and D.  We also believe it 

is significant under Criteria B, for its association with a person famous in the history of 
Hawai‘i. 
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Table 3-3 will be revised to show that the Kuakini Wall is significant also under Criteria B in 
the Final EA.  

 
8. Page 3-21, first bullet. Please revise the text regarding the HRHP and NRHP per item 2 

above. 
 

Section 3.4.1.1 of the Final EA will include the following revised statement: “All 10 historic 
properties are recommended eligible for the HRHP and NRHP.” 

 
9. Page 3-21, sixth bullet. The discussion of the archaeological preserve should include 

mention that the highway corridor crosses into the mauka portion of this preserve as 
originally defined and approved by SHPD.  Sites within the Pacific Legacy survey area that 
were originally within the preserve area should be identified or at least discussed in text. In 
this context, we do not agree with the final sentence of this page. Individually, the sites might 
only be significant for their information content, but as part of the preserve area, they 
contribute to the overall significance of the preserve under Criteria A and C, and E, as well 
as D.  It should be clearly stated that interpretive development of the current preserve is a 
mitigation measure addressing impacts to the preserve, not just to the individual sites listed 
in Table 3-3. 
 
The concerns raised above have been addressed in the revised AIS prepared by Pacific 
Legacy, Inc. (August 2009). The Final EA will reflect these changes and will exclude the 
final sentence on page 3-21 of the Draft EA. 

 
10. Page 3-22, second bullet. Please see our comments regarding the AIS for this section along 

the south side of Palani Road (Log No. 2009.1565, Doc 0906TD17).  We believe that there 
are more than three historic properties within this section. 
 
The discrepancy noted above has been addressed in the revised AIS prepared by Cultural 
Surveys Hawai‘i, Inc. (August 2009). Based on SHPD’s comments regarding the AIS, we 
understand that previously identified sites within the Kona Field System District (SIHP Site 
6601) retain their existing SIHP numbers and status as historic properties. Section 3.4.1 
(including Figure 3-5c and Table 3-3) of the Final EA will incorporate information regarding 
the following historic properties (previously component features of the Kona Field System in 
the Draft EA):  SIHP Sites 14234, 14236, 14237, 14240, 14241, 14243, 14245, 14246, and 
14247. 

 
Section 3.4.1.2 Potential Impacts  
 
1. First paragraph of this section (page 3-22) – please include mention of the NRHP 

significance criteria as well as HAR (which is also the HRHP significance criteria). 
 

Section 3.4.1.2 of the Final EA will address the NRHP significance criteria as well as the 
HRHP significance criteria. 

 
2. Site 18099 trail – the second Na Ala Hele correspondence quotation appears to be from a 

response to a larger development project. The quote mentions sections of the trail being 
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included in an interpretive complex. This could be taken as a reference to the highway 
project.  Please provide more background information on the context of this quote. 

 
Since publication of the Draft EA, further consultation has occurred as part of the National 
Historic Preservation Act (NHPA) Section 106 process. With the additional information that 
has been obtained, this quotation will be deleted, as it is no longer pertinent to the mauka-
makai trail issue for the Proposed Action. Section 3.4.1.2 of the Final EA will incorporate 
the findings of the NHPA Section 106 consultation process since the Draft EA. 

 
3. Please include information/results of consultation with the NPS Ala Kahakai Program in the 

discussion of the Site 18099 trail. 
 

The information/results of consultation with the NPS Ala Kahakai Program, as well as other 
consulting parties, regarding the mauka-makai trail (SIHP Site 18099) will be reflected in 
Section 3.4.1.2 of the Final EA and in a Memorandum of Agreement (MOA) resulting from 
the NHPA Section 106 process. 

 
4. Southern corridor area.  The last sentence on page [2]-23 should be revised to reflect three 

burial sites containing four burials. 
 

Section 3.4.1.2 of the Final EA will include the following revised statement: “Findings from 
CSH’s “KEALAKEHE 1” AIS indicate that 10 historic properties, including three burial 
sites (containing a total of four burials), would be affected by the APE.”  

 
5. Page 3-24, second paragraph.  Please be more specific about impacts to the preserve and 

mitigation, as noted above in item 9. 
 

The concerns noted above in Item 9 have been addressed in the revised AIS prepared by 
Pacific Legacy, Inc. (August 2009). The Final EA will reflect these changes. 

 
6. Summary, second bullet – please include all of the affected burial sites in the first sub-bullet. 

 
Section 3.4.1.2 of the Final EA will address all four burials within the three burial sites. 

 
7. Summary, second bullet, second sub-bullet – We request that you include consultation with 

OHA and Native Hawaiian organizations in addition to our office regarding treatment of the 
Kuakini Wall.  Our initial recommendation regarding treatment of this site (and the Site 
5011 boundary wall) may need to be revised, should new information arise during 
consultation. 

 
The information/results of consultation with OHA, Native Hawaiian organizations, and other 
consulting parties regarding treatment of the Kuakini Wall will be reflected in Section 
3.4.1.2 of the Final EA and in a Memorandum of Agreement (MOA) resulting from the 
NHPA Section 106 process. 
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Chapter Nine: References 
 

Please check this section; there are a number of archaeological report references missing 
(for example, Jensen 1990, Henry et al. 1998, Corbin and Wong-Smith 2008, Donham 1990 
a & b). 

 
Chapter Nine will be checked for missing archaeological report references and revised 
accordingly in the Final EA. 

 
Your comments are appreciated. Thank you for your interest in this project. 
 

Sincerely, 
 
BELT COLLINS HAWAII LTD. 
 
 
 
Lesley A. Matsumoto 
Project Manager 

 
LAM:aca 
cc: Mr. Warren H.W. Lee, P.E., County of Hawai‘i Department of Public Works 
 Mr. Brennon T. Morioka, Ph.D., P.E., State of Hawai‘i Department of Transportation 
 Mr. Pat V. Phung, P.E., Federal Highway Administration 
 Ms. Katherine P. Kealoha, State of Hawai‘i Office of Environmental Quality Control 
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Ms. Phyllis Coochie Cayan 
Chief 
State of Hawai‘i 
Department of Land and Natural Resources 
State Historic Preservation Division 
History and Culture Branch 
601 Kamokila Boulevard, Room 555 
Kapolei, HI  96707 
 
Dear Ms. Cayan: 
 

Ane Keohokalole Mid-Level Highway 
Draft Environmental Assessment (EA) – Response to Comments 

 
Thank you for participating in the review of the Ane Keohokalole Mid-Level Highway Draft EA. 
Our responses to the State Historic Preservation Division’s (SHPD) comments follow: 
 
1. Four burial sites were located within the highway corridor which has been documented 

within the Burial Treatment Plan (BTP) previously done by Cultural Surveys Hawai‘i 
(CSH). Please ensure that this is reflected the final Environmental Assessment (EA). 

 
One burial site (containing one burial) was identified within the area of potential effect 
(APE) boundary. In consultation with the Hawai‘i State Historic Preservation Officer 
(SHPO), two additional burial sites (containing three burials) that are located more than 45 
meters (148 feet) from the edge of the corridor (in which all activity, including construction-
related disturbance, would occur) have been included in the APE in consideration of any 
indirect alterations to the character or use of the burial sites that may result from the 
proposed project. Section 3.4.1 (including Figure 3-5a and Table 3-3) of the Final EA will 
incorporate information regarding the two additional burial sites (SIHP Sites -26835 and -
13887). 
 

2. Please be mindful to consult with the appropriate Native Hawaiian organizations 
concerning the preservation of the mauka to makai trails (and other cultural resources). If 
any of these trails are impacted, please provide a mitigation plan on how it will be remedied 
and include any alternatives besides preservation. Also, include which groups/individual you 
have consulted with regarding these mitigation measures for any of the trails. 

 
As a result of consultation under the National Historic Preservation Act (NHPA) Section 106 
process, it was determined that the mauka-makai trails identified within the APE would be 
adversely affected. Stipulations to mitigate adverse effects, including recognition of mauka-
makai trails with commemorative signage that acknowledges their historic and cultural 
significance, will be identified in a Memorandum of Agreement (MOA) resulting from the 
NHPA Section 106 process.  
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During the NHPA Section 106 consultation process, the following parties provided input 
regarding mauka-makai trails: National Park Service (NPS) Ala Kahakai National Historic 
Trail; NPS Kaloko-Honokohau National Historic Park; State of Hawai‘i Office of Hawaiian 
Affairs, State of Hawai‘i Department of Land and Natural Resources, Na Ala Hele – Hawai‘i 
Trail & Access System; Dennis Hart (National Trail Association Trail Cleaners); Roy Hao 
Santana (Ala Kahakai); and Lanihau Properties, LLC (adjacent landowner). Section 3.4.1.2 
of the Final EA will include the aforementioned information. 
  

3. Define “Interpretive Complex” as it applies to this project in detail as to what this 
interpretive complex will consist of. 

 
Since the publication of the Draft EA, further consultation has occurred as part of the NHPA 
Section 106 process. With the additional information that has been obtained, the quotation 
referring to an “interpretive complex” will be deleted, as it is no longer pertinent to the 
mauka-makai trail issue for the proposed project. The referenced interpretive complex is part 
of a separate action that is not related to the proposed project. Section 3.4.1.2 of the Final EA 
will incorporate the findings of the NHPA Section 106 consultation process since the Draft 
EA.  
 

4. The Kuakini Wall, as well as, the burials should also be discussed in Section 3.4.2. 
 

Section 3.4.2 of the EA addresses traditional cultural practices. Because the Kuakini Wall 
was not brought up by interviewees during the cultural impact assessments (CIA), it is not 
mentioned in this section.  
 
Burials are addressed in Section 3.4.1 (Historic Properties), but will also be addressed in 
Section 3.4.2 (Traditional Cultural Practices) of the Final EA by incorporating the following 
comments from the CIA for the Kaloko and Honokohau ahupua‘a prepared by Cultural 
Surveys Hawai‘i, Inc. (April 2009): project proponents should proactively develop a plan to 
avoid and preserve in place any burials discovered prior to or during proposed construction 
activities in order to respect the wishes of the project participants and families with long-
established connections to the project area and to complete the proposed project in a way 
that will ensure its cultural appropriateness, which will not be satisfied if iwi are relocated. 
Additionally, cultural monitoring during ground-disturbance activities and construction is 
advised.  
 

5. Please identify appropriate mitigation measures. Specify what these measures will mitigate 
regarding short- and long-term care, protection, and preservation of all traditional cultural 
properties in this project corridor. 

 
Based on consultation under the NHPA Section 106 process, appropriate mitigation 
measures for adverse effects to historic properties eligible for the National Register of 
Historic Properties (NRHP) have been developed. These design elements are made part of 
the project and will be stipulated in the MOA. Section 3.4.1.2 of the Final EA will include 
the aforementioned information. 
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Your comments are appreciated. Thank you for your interest in this project. 
 

Sincerely, 
 
BELT COLLINS HAWAII LTD. 
 
 
 
Lesley A. Matsumoto 
Project Manager 

 
LAM:aca 
cc: Mr. Warren H.W. Lee, P.E., County of Hawai‘i Department of Public Works 
 Mr. Brennon T. Morioka, Ph.D., P.E., State of Hawai‘i Department of Transportation 
 Mr. Pat V. Phung, P.E., Federal Highway Administration 
 Mr. Katherine P. Kealoha, State of Hawai‘i Office of Environmental Quality Control 
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Mr. Clyde W. Namu‘o 
Administrator 
State of Hawai‘i 
Office of Hawaiian Affairs 
711 Kapi‘olani Boulevard, Suite 500 
Honolulu, HI 96813 
 
Dear Mr. Namu‘o: 
 

Ane Keohokalole Mid-Level Highway 
Draft Environmental Assessment (EA) – Response to Comments 

 
Thank you for participating in the review of the Ane Keohokalole Mid-Level Highway Draft EA. 
Our responses to the Office of Hawaiian Affairs’ (OHA) comments follow: 
 
1. OHA has concerns over the impacts toward historic properties and iwi kupuna located 

within the Area of Potential Effect (APE) of the project. Numerous historic properties have 
been identified by a number of archaeological surveys within the corridor. Our office 
realizes the need for the project and the impact the project will have on the Kona region 
transportation network. We advocate for the protection of the historic properties and iwi 
kupuna and the proper interpretation of these sites. 

 
The County of Hawai‘i is also concerned about historic properties, iwi kupuna, and the 
protection and proper interpretation of these sites. Applicable state laws and regulations are 
being followed to properly address and treat these sites. Archaeological inventory surveys 
(AIS) were prepared to support the proposed project’s historic preservation review under 
Hawai‘i Revised Statutes (HRS) Chapter 6E-8/42 and Hawai‘i Administrative Rules (HAR) 
13-13-275/284. In consultation with the Hawai‘i State Historic Preservation Division 
(SHPD), the AIS investigations were designed to fulfill the state requirements per HAR 13-
13-276.  
 
Based on the AIS findings, the proposed highway alignment was rerouted and redesigned 
(e.g., minimized width and removed design elements) to minimize impacts on historic 
properties and avoid iwi kupuna. One burial site (containing one iwi kupuna) was identified 
within the APE boundary, but will be separated from the nearest hardscape (mauka 
sidewalk) of the proposed highway by a 30-foot buffer. To provide additional protection, 
two burial sites (containing three iwi kupuna) that are located more than 45 meters (148 feet) 
from the edge of the corridor in which all activity, including construction-related 
disturbance, would occur (i.e., outside of the APE boundary) have been included in the APE 
in consideration of any indirect alterations to the character or use of the burial sites that may 
result from the proposed project. A burial treatment plan is being prepared for the four 
previously identified iwi kupuna in accordance with HAR 13-300, and will be reviewed and 
approved by the Hawai‘i Island Burial Council. 
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Northern Corridor – Hina Lani Street to Kealakehe Parkway 
 
2. OHA concurs with the plan to preserve with interpretive development, State Inventory of 

Historic Places Site (Site) 50-10-27-18099, a portion of the curbstone trail. For Sites 50-10-
27-18144, -18147, and -18162, a data recovery plan or data recovery program should be 
submitted to SHPD for review and approval before any ground disturbance is planned.  

 
We acknowledge OHA’s concurrence with the recommended treatment for SIHP Site 50-10-
27-18099. As recommended in the AIS for the Northern Corridor (Cultural Surveys Hawai‘i, 
Inc., August 2008), a data recovery plan will be submitted to SHPD for review and approval 
before any ground disturbance is planned, with data recovery to occur prior to any ground 
disturbance.  

 
Kealakehe Corridor – Puohulihuli to 1,000 ft North of Palani Road 
 
3. For the extension existing between Puohulihuli Street and 1,000 feet north of Palani Road, 

the project identified eight historic properties with the APE.  Preservation-in-place of SHIP 
50-10-28-26831, burial cave is recommended.  A Burial Treatment Plan (BTP) should be 
completed and presented before the Hawai‘i Island Burial Council (HIBC) for approval as it 
is a previously indentified burial site. The BTP shall be approved by the HIBC with detailed 
information pertaining to the specific treatment and construction methods that will be 
employed to afford the burial site with the proper protection from any impact from the 
proposed construction. 

 
Please see response in Item 1, above. 

 
4. SHIP site 50-10-28-26836 is located outside of the project corridor and the project’s 

archaeologist for this segment recommended archaeological monitoring to occur near this 
site due to the presence of a lava tube (Site -26836) with a human burial located within. 
OHA concurs with the recommendation and requests that monitoring occur in the vicinity of 
this archaeological site. 

 
We acknowledge OHA’s concurrence with the recommended treatment for SIHP Site 50-10-
28-26836. As recommended in the AIS for the Kealakehe Corridor (Cultural Surveys 
Hawai‘i, Inc., August 2009), on-site monitoring will occur in the vicinity of this site and will 
be made part of the County of Hawai‘i’s contract for the proposed project.  

 
5. A “No Further Work” determination provides for the destruction of Sites -05011, -13201F, -

26830, -26832, -26833, -26834, and -26835.  Our office recommends incorporating the data 
recovered from these sites into any interpretive site descriptions within the project area. 

 
No further data recovery is recommended for these sites as sufficient information regarding 
the location, function, age, and construction methods of these historic properties have been 
generated by the AIS investigation. As recommended, this information can be used for 
interpretive site descriptions within the project area.  

 
Southern Corridor – 1,000 feet North of Palani Road Survey 
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6. Within this portion of the proposed project, seventeen sites were identified during the AIS 

completed by Pacific Legacy, Inc.  Data recovery was recommended for all sites located 
within the APE of the proposed project. This data recovery of these sites would include the 
destruction of these sites.  OHA recommends that the proper interpretation should be made 
with consultation of these sites during the data recovery stage so that the proper information 
and interpretation will be persevered.  

 
As recommended, efforts will be made to seek input from knowledgeable Native Hawaiians 
of the area during the interpretation of the information gathered from the data recovery of 
these sites. 

 
Palani Road Corridor – South of Palani between Henry & Kamakaeha 
 
7. It is our understanding that the current plans or the widening of Palani Road will require a 

breach of the Kuakini Wall, which has been determined eligible for listing on the National 
Register of Historic Places (NRHP). While OHA acknowledges that breaches of the Kuakini 
Wall have been approved in the past, it is our hope that all appropriate planning, design and 
engineering concepts which will avoid this additional breach will be explored. 

 
In the event this additional breach is determined to be necessary and unavoidable, 
appropriate mitigation measures for this adverse affect to a historic property eligible for 
listing on the NRHP should be detailed in a memorandum of agreement (MOA) developed 
pursuant to applicable provisions of the National Historic Preservation Act of 1966, as 
amended (NHPA).  The mitigation measures detailed within the MOA should be a product of 
meaningful consultation with the community, as required by the NHPA. 

 
Unfortunately, increasing the width of the existing breach in the Kuakini Wall south of 
Palani Road is unavoidable in order to accommodate the proposed Palani Road widening 
while avoiding impacting the Historic Preserve Area north of Palani Road. Based on 
consultation under the NHPA Section 106 process, appropriate mitigation measures to 
address the adverse effect on the Kuakini Wall have been developed and will be stipulated in 
the MOA.  

 
Memorandum of Agreement 
 
8. The development of a MOA would confirm the federal agencies compliance with NHPA and 

Section 106 and would record the terms and conditions agreed upon to resolve the adverse 
effects of an undertaking upon historic properties.  OHA recommends that the MOA, 
developed through consultation, should include all archaeological monitoring and data 
recovery plans or programs, and outline a process to deal with any subsequent discovery or 
identification of additional historic properties affected by the undertaking. 

 
The Federal Highway Administration (FHWA) is continuing consultation under the NHPA 
Section 106 process. As recommended, the MOA will include archaeological monitoring and 
data recovery plans or programs, and will outline a process to deal with any subsequent 
discovery or identification of additional historic properties affected by the proposed project. 
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Your comments are appreciated. Thank you for your interest in this project. 
 

Sincerely, 
 
BELT COLLINS HAWAII LTD. 
 
 
 
Lesley A. Matsumoto 
Project Manager 

 
LAM:aca 
cc: Mr. Warren H.W. Lee, P.E., County of Hawai‘i Department of Public Works 
 Mr. Brennon T. Morioka, Ph.D., P.E., State of Hawai‘i Department of Transportation 
 Mr. Pat V. Phung, P.E., Federal Highway Administration 
 Ms. Katherine P. Kealoha, State of Hawai‘i Office of Environmental Quality Control 
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Mr. Lono A. Tyson 
Director 
County of Hawai‘i 
Department of Environmental Management 
25 Aupuni Street 
Hilo, HI  96720 
 
Dear Mr. Tyson: 
 

Ane Keohokalole Mid-Level Highway 
Draft Environmental Assessment (EA) – Response to Comments 

 
Thank you for participating in the review of the Ane Keohokalole Mid-Level Highway Draft EA. 
We understand that the Department of Environmental Management has no comments to offer at this 
time. 
 

Sincerely, 
 
BELT COLLINS HAWAII LTD. 
 
 
 
Lesley A. Matsumoto 
Project Manager 

 
LAM:aca 
cc: Mr. Warren H.W. Lee, P.E., County of Hawai‘i Department of Public Works 
 Mr. Brennon T. Morioka, Ph.D., P.E., State of Hawai‘i Department of Transportation 
 Mr. Pat V. Phung, P.E., Federal Highway Administration 
 Mr. Katherine P. Kealoha, State of Hawai‘i Office of Environmental Quality Control 
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Mr. Milton D. Pavao, P.E. 
Manager 
County of Hawai‘i 
Department of Water Supply 
345 Kekuanao‘a Street, Suite 20 
Hilo, HI  96720 
 
Dear Mr. Pavao: 
 

Ane Keohokalole Mid-Level Highway 
Draft Environmental Assessment (EA) – Response to Comments 

 
Thank you for participating in the review of the Ane Keohokalole Mid-Level Highway Draft EA.  
Our responses to the Department of Water Supply’s (DWS) comments follow: 
 
1. There are existing 12-inch, 20-inch, and 16-inch waterlines within Palani Road at the 

intersection with the proposed Ane Keohokalole Highway (AKH). The Department also 
maintains an existing 16-inch waterline within the existing portion of AKH from Kealakehe 
Parkway to Puohuliuhli Street. 

 
We acknowledge the locations of the existing waterlines. 

 
2. We support the proposed installation of water utilities within the AKH; however, the 

Department lacks sufficient funds at this time to construct new water facilities within the 
AKH and no time schedule is set for such improvements by our Department. 

 
DWS’ comment is acknowledged. 

 
Your comments are appreciated. Thank you for your interest in this project. 
 

Sincerely, 
 
BELT COLLINS HAWAII LTD. 
 
 
 
Lesley A. Matsumoto 
Project Manager 

 
LAM:aca 
cc: Mr. Warren H.W. Lee, P.E., County of Hawai‘i Department of Public Works 
 Mr. Brennon T. Morioka, Ph.D., P.E., State of Hawai‘i Department of Transportation 
 Mr. Pat V. Phung, P.E., Federal Highway Administration 
 Ms. Katherine P. Kealoha, State of Hawai‘i Office of Environmental Quality Control 
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Mr. Ken Melrose 
Chairman 
County of Hawai‘i 
Planning Department 
Kona Community Development Plan Action Committee 
Aupuni Center 
101 Pauahi Street, Suite 3 
Hilo, HI  96720 
 
Dear Mr. Melrose: 
 

Ane Keohokalole Mid-Level Highway 
Draft Environmental Assessment (EA) – Response to Comments 

 
Thank you for participating in the review of the Ane Keohokalole Mid-Level Highway Draft EA. 
Our responses to the Kona Community Development Plan (KCDP) Action Committee’s comment 
follow: 
 
1. The Draft Environmental Assessment seems to adequately lay out the assessment of the 

project’s impacts. The relatively few cultural resources, of significance, impacted in the road 
corridor is encouraging and the proactive actions by adjoining landowners to establish 
appropriate, sensitive re-internment sites and preserves within each respective ahupuaa, for 
inadvertent remains found during construction, sets enlightened precedence. The Draft 
Environmental Assessment also covers the entire roadway corridor for full build out of the 
envisioned multi-modal linkage from Palani Road to Hina Lani Street so future segments 
may more readily be initiated when funding becomes available. 

 
The KCDP Action Committee’s comment is acknowledged. 

 
2. We hope that the entire alignment will be cleared and grubbed, with mass grading done to 

the extent possible to minimize future costs. There was some concern within the Action 
Committee that mass grading for all four lanes now might reduce the potential for 
maximizing finished inclusion of all aspects of the multi-modal interconnectivity desired for 
this road. We sincerely hope that the County of Hawaii will appropriately balance these two 
issues as they set the final plans for bidding and construction of each phase of work. 

 
Construction of the proposed project is anticipated to occur in three general phases, with 
clearing, grubbing, and mass grading to be conducted for each phase of work. The first phase 
tentatively includes the segment of the proposed highway between Kealakehe Parkway and 
Palani Road. The second phase tentatively includes the proposed Palani Road widening. The 
third phase tentatively includes the segment of the proposed highway between Kealakehe 
Parkway and Hina Lani Street. 
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3. Because the KCDP, as an ordinance, already addresses many of the important policy issues 
regarding development in the region (including the construction of critical transportation 
components, the County of Hawaii and the public, through the Draft Environmental 
Assessment, have been allowed to focus their collective assessment of the impacts arising out 
of the Ane Keohokalole Mid-Level Highway project. The Action Committee of the KCDP 
offers its unanimous support for the Ane Keohokalole Mid-Level Highway project and asks 
that if there might be future actions by us to further support the timely implementation of this 
project, we be consulted. 

 
The KDCP Action Committee’s comment is acknowledged. 
 

Your comments are appreciated. Thank you for your interest in this project. 
 

Sincerely, 
 
BELT COLLINS HAWAII LTD. 
 
 
 
Lesley A. Matsumoto 
Project Manager 

 
LAM:aca 
cc: Mr. Warren H.W. Lee, P.E., County of Hawai‘i Department of Public Works 
 Mr. Brennon T. Morioka, Ph.D., P.E., State of Hawai‘i Department of Transportation 
 Mr. Pat V. Phung, P.E., Federal Highway Administration 
 Ms. Katherine P. Kealoha, State of Hawai‘i Office of Environmental Quality Control 
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Mr. Harry S. Kubojiri 
Police Chief 
County of Hawai‘i 
Police Department 
349 Kapi‘olani Street 
Hilo, HI  96720 
 
Dear Mr. Kubojiri: 
 

Ane Keohokalole Mid-Level Highway 
Draft Environmental Assessment (EA) – Response to Comments 

 
Thank you for participating in the review of the Ane Keohokalole Mid-Level Highway Draft EA. 
We understand that the Police Department has no comments or objections to offer at this time. 
 

Sincerely, 
 
BELT COLLINS HAWAII LTD. 
 
 
 
Lesley A. Matsumoto 
Project Manager 

 
LAM:aca 
cc: Mr. Warren H.W. Lee, P.E., County of Hawai‘i Department of Public Works 
 Mr. Brennon T. Morioka, Ph.D., P.E., State of Hawai‘i Department of Transportation 
 Mr. Pat V. Phung, P.E., Federal Highway Administration 
 Ms. Katherine P. Kealoha, State of Hawai‘i Office of Environmental Quality Control 
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Mr. Hugh S. Lovell 
Advisory Committee Member 
‘Aha Kiole 
64-5212 Kipahele Street 
Kamuela, HI  96743 
 
Dear Mr. Lovell: 
 

Ane Keohokalole Mid-Level Highway 
Draft Environmental Assessment (EA) – Response to Comments 

 
Thank you for participating in the review of the Ane Keohokalole Mid-Level Highway Draft EA. 
Our responses to your comments follow: 
 
1. I feel I must go on record opposing the project on behalf of the Hawaiians residing in the 

area as well as West Hawaii. 
 

The County of Hawai‘i has been working with the community for years on the proposed 
project. Most recently, since May 2009, the County and the Federal Highway Administration 
(FHWA) have been conducting consultations with Native Hawaiian organizations and 
individuals who attach religious or cultural significance to the historic properties affected by 
the proposed project, in accordance with the National Historic Preservation Act (NHPA) 
Section 106 process. As of the date of your letter, we have not heard that the Native 
Hawaiians residing in the area as well as West Hawai‘i oppose the proposed project. 
Conversely, the proposed project has been met with general support, under the conditions 
that it is evaluated and implemented in a manner that is respectful and appropriate, and that it 
follows applicable laws and regulations. The County and FHWA intend to follow through in 
the spirit of these conditions.  
 

2. In this difficult time, where money is at a premium, I cannot see the use of our tax dollars in 
funding a highway project which will not alleviate the traffic congestion but add to it. It 
appears it would only benefit those who wish to add one more subdivision to an already 
crowded coastline. May I point out that within two (2) miles of this project is Pualani 
Subdivision, with 300 lots and is only 50% complete after 10 years. Sales have fallen off 
everywhere. 

 
As shown in Table 3-10 and Table 3-11 (Section 3.9.2) of the EA, two intersections and two 
street segments are projected to operate at a level of service (LOS) E or F (indicative of 
substantial traffic congestion) under the No Action Alternative. With the Proposed Action, 
all analyzed intersections and street segments are projected to operate at LOS D (minimum 
acceptable traffic conditions) or better. Hence, the traffic impact analysis indicates that 
traffic congestion will be alleviated with the proposed project. 
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The proposed project would benefit the entire community, as it will create another north-
south roadway (improving connectivity and reducing traffic congestion) and provide a multi-
modal corridor (serving pedestrians, bicyclists, and buses, not just individual vehicles). As 
stated in Chapter 1 of the EA, the proposed project would also serve the developments of the 
Queen Lili‘uokalani Trust (QLT), the Hawai‘i Housing Finance and Development 
Corporation (HHFDC), and the State of Hawai‘i Department of Hawaiian Homelands 
(DHHL). Two of these organizations, QLT and DHHL, directly benefit Native Hawaiians; 
the third, HHFDC, may provide direct and indirect benefits to Native Hawaiians. The need 
for housing and communities for Native Hawaiians is substantial and can be met with 
thoughtful and appropriate planning, as the County of Hawai‘i is striving to do with the 
proposed project.  
 
Regarding your comment about the drop in sales in nearby subdivisions, the proposed 
project is being planned to accommodate development in the 2028 time horizon.  
 

3. I need not mention the Burial sites of our Iwi Kupuna; the kupapahu in this area is extensive. 
I am sure other Hawaiians will expound on this topic so I need not take up your time on this. 
However rest assured that those groups that I am associated with WILL come out to testify 
against any plan to implement this planned road if it comes to that. 

 
Through the NHPA Section 106 process, the County of Hawai‘i and FHWA have been 
consulting with Native Hawaiian organizations and individuals to address the iwi kupuna in 
the project area. In addition to following applicable state laws and regulations in addressing 
iwi kupuna, such as the preparation of a burial treatment plan under Hawai‘i Administrative 
Rules (HAR) Chapter 13-300, the project team has also been striving to minimize impacts on 
iwi kupuna. Based on the findings of archaeological inventory surveys, the project engineers 
rerouted and redesigned the proposed highway alignment (e.g., minimized width and 
removed design elements) to avoid iwi kupuna and allow for preservation in place. 
Furthermore, collaboration with Native Hawaiian communities in the project area is in 
progress so that concerns over inadvertent burials may be addressed prior to ground 
disturbance. Hence, your constructive input to address this sensitive and important issue is 
appreciated during the NHPA Section 106 process.  
 

4. Mauka to Makai roads are needed as well as widening of Queen Ka‘ahumanu Highway to 
alleviate traffic congestion. Manawalea Street as well as Kanalani Street are needed now, 
however that is not what you are requesting, is it? 

 
The Kona Community Development Plan (KCDP) provides for the planned development of 
new roadways in the plan area, as well as improvements to existing roadways.  The need for 
additional mauka-makai collector roads is acknowledged in the KCDP.  The extension of 
Manawalea Street and Kanalani Street is anticipated by 2028, the planning horizon for the 
traffic analysis conducted for the EA.  Your comment that these improvements are needed 
now is acknowledged.   
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Your comments are appreciated. Thank you for your interest in this project. 
 

Sincerely, 
 
BELT COLLINS HAWAII LTD. 
 
 
 
Lesley A. Matsumoto 
Project Manager 

 
LAM:aca 
cc: Mr. Warren H.W. Lee, P.E., County of Hawai‘i Department of Public Works 
 Mr. Brennon T. Morioka, Ph.D., P.E., State of Hawai‘i Department of Transportation 
 Mr. Pat V. Phung, P.E., Federal Highway Administration 
 Ms. Katherine P. Kealoha, State of Hawai‘i Office of Environmental Quality Control 
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Ms. LeeAnn E. P. Crabbe 
Vice President 
Queen Lili‘uokalani Trust 
Alakea Corporate Tower 
1100 Alakea Street, Suite 1100 
Honolulu, HI  96813 
 
Dear Ms. Crabbe: 
 

Ane Keohokalole Mid-Level Highway 
Draft Environmental Assessment (EA) – Response to Comments 

 
Thank you for participating in the review of the Ane Keohokalole Mid-Level Highway Draft EA. 
Our responses to the Queen Lili‘uokalani Trust’s (QLT) comments follow: 
 
1. We have been working closely with the County of Hawaii, Department of Public Works on 

this very important project for Hawai‘i Island. Our particular interest has been to ensure 
that archaeological and cultural issues are properly addressed. 

 
We appreciate the efforts put forth by QLT in providing support and collaboration on the 
proposed project to ensure that archaeological and cultural issues are properly addressed.   
 

2. We are in support of this project because it would support future regional improvements for 
the North Kona and Kailua-Kona communities. 

 
QLT’s comment is acknowledged. 
 

Your comments are appreciated. Thank you for your interest in this project. 
 

Sincerely, 
 
BELT COLLINS HAWAII LTD. 
 
 
 
Lesley A. Matsumoto 
Project Manager 

 
LAM:aca 
cc: Mr. Warren H.W. Lee, P.E., County of Hawai‘i Department of Public Works 
 Mr. Brennon T. Morioka, Ph.D., P.E., State of Hawai‘i Department of Transportation 
 Mr. Pat V. Phung, P.E., Federal Highway Administration 
 Ms. Katherine P. Kealoha, State of Hawai‘i Office of Environmental Quality Control 
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Mr. Arthur Mahi 
73-4149 Mamalohoa Highway 
Kailua-Kona, HI  96740 
 
Dear Mr. Mahi: 
 

Ane Keohokalole Mid-Level Highway 
Draft Environmental Assessment (EA) – Response to Comments 

 
Thank you for participating in the review of the Ane Keohokalole Mid-Level Highway Draft EA. 
Our responses to your comments follow: 
 
1. I reiterate my statements as given in the Cultural Impact Statement attached to this report 

(pages 80, 81 and 82) and continue to stress that this proposed highway will endanger the 
resting places of our revered iwi kupuna. The culture and history of Kona is rich and unique. 
That same culture is in danger of being more and more corroded by the continuous 
development and loss of open land. Part of the heritage of Kona is the continued heritage 
passed down from generation to generation. But this heritage is threatened when a highway 
is built right through graves and endangered trees and plants. 

 
Through conscientious compliance with state and federal historic preservation legislation, 
the proposed highway corridor has been re-examined by archaeologists and input has been 
collected from knowledgeable Native Hawaiian informants to identify archaeological sites, 
historic properties, cultural resources, and iwi kupuna that could potentially be affected by 
construction of the proposed project. Following applicable state and federal laws and 
regulations, potential effects have been evaluated, and based on consultation under the 
National Historic Preservation Act (NHPA) Section 106 process, appropriate mitigation 
measures for adverse effects to historic properties eligible for the National Register of 
Historic Properties (NRHP) have been developed. These design elements are made part of 
the project and will be stipulated in a Memorandum of Agreement (MOA) resulting from the 
NHPA Section 106 process. Previously identified burial sites will be the subject of a burial 
treatment plan, which will be reviewed and approved by the Hawai‘i Island Burial Council. 
We hope that you will continue to provide your input so that plans, such as the burial 
treatment plan, reflect the utmost respect for iwi kupuna and historic properties. 
 

2. What happens on the land directly impacts what happens in the ocean. We will no longer be 
able to gather as we always have when the highway impacts our cultural ways. As I said 
before, “when the alahe‘e tree blossoms, the he‘e is ready to be gathered”. These are our 
signs, our science, and our history. The proposed highway will threaten the trees and plants 
we need to continue our culture not only on the land, but in the ocean too. 

 
The effects of the proposed project on shoreline access and the gathering of traditional plant 
and marine resources were evaluated as part of the Cultural Impact Assessment (CIA) 
investigations. Based on the CIA findings and input from the NHPA Section 106 
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consultation process, appropriate mitigation measures have been developed. These design 
elements, including those which acknowledge the locations of historic trails, are made part 
of the project and will be stipulated in a Memorandum of Agreement (MOA) resulting from 
the NHPA Section 106 process. 
 

3. Again, I ask that this highway not be built. Rather, use the existing mauka-makai trails 
already established in the ahupua‘a. Hawaiians were smart – they did not bury their loved 
ones near roads. Building this highway right through the iwi kupuna is disrespectful and 
wrong. 

 
Please see response in Item 1, above. 
 

Your comments are appreciated. Thank you for your interest in this project. 
 

Sincerely, 
 
BELT COLLINS HAWAII LTD. 
 
 
 
Lesley A. Matsumoto 
Project Manager 

 
LAM:aca 
cc: Mr. Warren H.W. Lee, P.E., County of Hawai‘i Department of Public Works 
 Mr. Brennon T. Morioka, Ph.D., P.E., State of Hawai‘i Department of Transportation 
 Mr. Pat V. Phung, P.E., Federal Highway Administration 
 Ms. Katherine P. Kealoha, State of Hawai‘i Office of Environmental Quality Control 
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Mr. Robert Ward 
77-6526 Ho‘olaupa‘i Street 
Kailua-Kona, HI  96740 
 
Dear Mr. Ward: 
 

Ane Keohokalole Mid-Level Highway 
Draft Environmental Assessment (EA) – Response to Comments 

 
Thank you for participating in the review of the Ane Keohokalole Mid-Level Highway Draft EA. Our 
responses to your comments follow: 
 
1. The proposed project is a needed component of the Kona Community Development Plan (“CDP”). 

It will be a valuable asset to the County and all those that may use it.  While the intent is to provide 
a multi-modal corridor, the partial (60%) engineering plans that provide necessary detail, clearly 
indicate that several changes are needed to better accommodate pedestrians of all abilities, 
bicyclist of all skill levels and other non-motorized users. 

 
We appreciate the comments submitted in regards to the 60% design drawings and will forward 
them to the design team. While our responses focus on your comments regarding the Draft EA, 
which address the social and environmental impacts that could result from the proposed project, 
we will try to address some of your design comments as well.  
 

2. It should be understood that proposed cross-sections often represent a compromise to balance the 
relative needs and various uses of the Right-of-Way. Major uses (such as motor vehicles and 
utilities) are rarely compromised because of the intensive guidelines and standards provided by 
MUTCD, AASHTO, other engineering organizations, and the specific requirements of the 
individual utilities and other guidelines.  

 
However, the wide range of needs and concerns of pedestrian and bicyclists can be neglected. It is 
imperative that the intended “PATH of TRAVEL” for the various non-motorized users be 
thoroughly reviewed to guarantee that continuity, profile gradients, and plan alignment will 
encourage the safe and efficient use by pedestrians and bicyclists. Utilizing best practices, a 
simple plan and profile for each of the pedestrian and bicycle facilities could be generated from 
the existing data to affirm that these facilities will fulfill their intend function. 

 
Yes, it is true that the typical cross-sections represent a compromise to balance the needs and 
various uses of the right-of-way (ROW) as well as costs. In addition, the proposed project is 
designed to avoid historic properties and burial sites. Understanding that applicable road standards 
and guidelines must be met, the challenges associated with historic properties and burial sites were 
paramount. Based on the findings of archaeological inventory surveys, the proposed highway 
alignment was rerouted and redesigned (e.g., minimized width and removed design elements) to 
minimize impacts historic properties and avoid burial sites. 
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The proposed project has been designed in accordance with the standards and guidelines used for 
federally funded highway projects. Applicable references include: 
 

• The Hawai‘i Statewide Uniform Design Manual for Streets and Highways, October 1980 
• Manual on Uniform Traffic Control Devices (MUTCD) – Federal Highway 

Administration  
• A Policy on Geometric Design of Highways and Streets – American Association of State 

Highway and Transportation Officials (AASHTO)  
• Road Design Guide, 2006 – AASHTO 
• State of Hawai‘i Department of Transportation (DOT) Highways Division 2008 Standard 

Plans  
• Roadway Design Standards for the County of Hawaii, Final Draft (to be referred to as the 

Draft County Standards), December 2007  
• Hawai‘i County Code, Section 22 entitled “County Streets” and Section 23 entitled 

“Subdivisions” 
• Standard Details for Public Work Construction – County of Hawai‘i Department of Public 

Works 
 
These references include design requirements for vehicles, bike lanes, and sidewalks. 

 
3. The preferred cross-section is an asymmetrical design and should include a 5-foot (minimum) 

concrete or asphalt walk way along the mauka side to accommodate those that prefer to walk 
without the presence of bicyclist and skaters and serve the future residential, commercial areas 
and schools.  The 5-foot sidewalk should be free of light poles, traffic signs, signals, hydrants, 
utility covers, manholes, valve boxes, utility poles, signal boxes and other obstructions.  Also, 1-
foot (minimum) “shy” distance should be added and even wider sections will be required near 
transit facilities, commercial areas, roundabouts, and intersections.  Additional space may be 
required if “raised crosswalks” can be installed at minor street, this would provide the optimum 
“PATH of TRAVEL” for pedestrians while providing a superior solution to comply with 28CFR 
Part 36 Americans with Disabilities Act (“ADA”). 

 
A clear 5-foot-wide sidewalk is desirable and is being provided as space allows. Because the 
project design has evolved over time, the following description of the current design is provided. 
The 10-foot-wide sidewalks originally planned have been reduced to 8 feet in width, primarily to 
reduce costs to meet the budget for this project.  Further narrowing of both the mauka and makai 
sidewalks to 4 feet was needed to avoid a burial site (#26831) in the ROW. The generally 8-foot-
wide concrete sidewalks will include manholes for electrical and telephone systems, as there is 
insufficient space to place them elsewhere. And near the Palani Road end of the proposed 
highway, space limitations also necessitate locating the light poles and traffic signs in the 
sidewalk. The project is being reviewed and coordinated with the State Disability and 
Communication Access Board (DCAB). 

 
4. The opposite side should contain a 10-foot (minimum) Shared-Use Path along the makai side 

boundary to incorporate natural terrain profiles and alignments (to save costs accommodate 
future travel lanes) while provide access to the future park and civic center.  The paved surface 
could be rubber asphalt, concrete or asphalt, be free of the aforementioned obstructions, and 
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should have 2-foot (minimum) clear zones on both sides.  This would provide an enhanced “PATH 
of TRAVEL” for all users. 

 
Unfortunately, a shared use path (SUP) is not included in the current design. After substantial 
evaluations, the State DOT, County DPW/Planning, and designers concluded that a SUP on either 
side of the proposed highway between Kealakehe Parkway and Palani Road cannot be 
accommodated within the design ROW without compromising design requirements or desired 
operational characteristics. AASHTO indicates that a two-way SUP should have a clear 10-foot 
width or a clear 8-foot width (minimum) under restricted conditions. Because of other 
requirements, e.g., narrowing of the highway to avoid impacting a burial site (#26831) and the bus 
turnouts along the mauka side of the proposed highway, an 8-foot-wide minimum clearance for an 
SUP cannot be accommodated in the ROW. Rather, sidewalks on both sides of the proposed 
highway are incorporated into the design and bicycles will be accommodated in bike lanes. 
 

 
5. The Travel Lanes should have adjacent 6-foot (minimum) Shoulder Bikeways as the preferred 

design cross-section.  This would remove the hazards for bicyclists and moped drivers associated 
with vertical curbs.  If curbs are required for drainage they should be Type 3 without gutter pans 
or use structural reinforced paving overlay to eliminate the construction joint.  The Bike Lanes 
should be 6-foot (minimum), even more if drainage inlets intrude into the “PATH of TRAVEL” or 
profile gradients exceed 5-percent. 

 
The bike lanes are designed with 5 feet widths, as recommended by AASHTO. No gutters or 
drainage structures encroach into the 5-foot-wide bike lanes. 

 
6. Special treatment including pavement markings and signage should be considered at all 

intersections to meet Bike Plan Hawai‘i (“BPH”) and MUTCD guidelines and current best 
practices.  This should include dashed lines where through bike movements are common and 
consideration for “Bike Boxes” (placed ahead of vehicle stop lines) at signalized intersections.  
Pavement markings within the bike lanes (or Shoulder Bikeways) should be retroreflective paint 
(not raised thermoplastic) for improved stability, comfort, and safety while reducing accumulation 
of road debris in the Bike Lane. 
 
Pavement markings and signage are designed to be in compliance with the MUTCD guidelines and 
with the State of Hawai‘i DOT requirements. 

 
7. The improvements along Palani Road need to include the meandering Switchback Shared-Use 

Path identified in the Kona CDP.  This will provide and accessible route (5-percent maximum 
gradient) that will conform to ADA and AASHTO guidelines.  The sidewalk on the south side of 
Palani Road is not an accessible route and does not satisfy this component required by the CDP.  
Not only will the Switchback Shared-Use Path provide optimum “PATH of TRAVEL” and the 
utility necessary to accommodate all users, it provides a direct link from both the wide sidewalk 
installed along Queen Ka‘ahumanu Highway to Makala Boulevard and the meandering 10-foot 
Shared-Use Path extending to Henry Street to the new Ane Keohokalole Shared-Use Path. 

 
Because of the historic sites along Palani Road, there is insufficient ROW to accommodate a SUP 
along Palani Road at this time. The sidewalk along the south side of Palani Road is considered an 
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accessible route even though the longitudinal slope exceeds 5 percent.  The U.S. Architectural and 
Transportation Barriers Compliance Board (The Access Board) published the Accessible Rights-of-
Way: A Design Guide addressing accessible compliance along streets.  This document considers a 
sidewalk with a running slope that matches the road to be part of an accessible route. 
 

Your comments are appreciated. Thank you for your interest in this project. 
 

Sincerely, 
 
BELT COLLINS HAWAII LTD. 
 
 
 
Lesley A. Matsumoto 
Project Manager 

 
cc: Mr. Warren H.W. Lee, P.E., County of Hawai‘i Department of Public Works 
 Mr. Brennon T. Morioka, Ph.D., P.E., State of Hawai‘i Department of Transportation 
 Mr. Pat V. Phung, P.E., Federal Highway Administration 
 Ms. Katherine P. Kealoha, State of Hawai‘i Office of Environmental Quality Control 
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